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locomotive, 4—6—2 Type, Santa Fe 455*

Locomotive, Articulated—See Locomotive,

Mallet Compound.
Locomotive, Balanced Compound, 97*. 109*,

145, 167, 177*. 246*, 2S7*. 416», 45E>»

Locomotives, Balanced Compound. Econ-

omy of, Coster 29

Locomotive, Balanced Compound, Longi-

tudinal Disturbing Forces in 446, 447

Locomotive, Balancing, Coles 13

Locomotive, Balancing, Von Borries 145

Locomotive Blocking Jack 291*

Locomotive Boiler, B. & 249

Locomotive Boilers, Belpaire 259

Locomotive Boiler Blow-Off System 80*

Locomotive Boilers, Harriman Lines 353*

Locomotive Boiler Inspection, N. Y. State, 318

Locomotive Boiler, N. P. Ry 7*

Locomotive Boiler, The Largest 249*

Locomotive Boiler Tests 365

Locomotive Boiler Washing, Record 42*

Locomotive Cab, Harriman Standard 288*

Locomotives, Capacity in 149

Locomotives, Classification of, for Ton-

nage Rating Purposes 437', 446

Locomotives, Coaling with Cranes 283

Locomotive, Cole 4-Cylinder Compound, 13, 287*

Locomotives, Compound 223

Locomotives, Compound, American View of, 261

Locomotive, Compound, Balanced—See Lo-

motive, Balanced Compound.
Locomotive, Compound, Von Borries 145

Locomotive Connecting Rod for Balanced

Compound 246*

Locomotive Cylinder, Cast Steel 448

Locomotive Cylinders, Harriman Standard, 202*

Locomotives, Depreciation of 40*

Locomotive Design 410

Locomotive Development 19

Locomotive Draft Appliance Tests. 18, 308*. 421

Locomotive Drifting Valve 140*

Locomotive Driving Wheel Loads 99

Locomotive Eccentrics, Crowded 94*

Locomotive Equipment 408

Locomotive Failures 299

Locomotive Firebox, Harriman Standard. . 353*

Locomotive Fireboxes, Water Spaces

Around 243, 247

Locomotive Fire Door Opener. Automatic. 408

Locomotive Fire Door, Single 259

Locomotive Frame Bracing, M. C. R. R.. 257*

Locomotive Frames, Breakage of 261

Locomotive Frames, Thermit for Welding. 346*

Locomotive Frames, Harriman Standard. . 320*

Locomotive, Freight—See Freight Locomo-
tive.

Locomotive Front End, American Engi-

neer 20*

Locomotive Front End, Harriman Stand-

ard 250*

Locomotive Front End Tests, American
Engineer 18, 308*. 421

Locomotive Fuel Premiums 91

Locomotive Grates, Air Openings. .. .102, 113

Locomotive Grates for Soft Coal 301

Locomotive Heat Storage 104
Locomotive, Heavy Switching 330*

Locomotives in the U. S 357

Locomotive Journal Bearings 424*

Locomotives, Large 298
Locomotive, Long Run 30

Locomotive Lubrication, Grease 99

Locomotive, Main Rod for Balanced Com-
pound 246*

Locomotive, Mallet Compound, B. & O. .. 229
Locomotive, Mallet Compound for Road

Service 408
Locomotive, Mallet Compound, for Porto

Rico 183*

Locomotive, Model for Purdue 459
Locomotive, Old 101
Locomotive, Packing Troubles 93

Locomotives, Passenger— See Passenger

Locomotives.

Locomotives, Pooling of 225

Locomotives, Power of 55

Locomotives, Powerful, Muhlfeld 223

Locomotive Progress 49

Locomotives, Proper Loading of 241, 274

Locomotive Repairs, Classification of.

Vaughan 27

Locomotive Repairs, Cost per 1,000-Ton

Miles 409
Locomotive Repair Records 193

Locomotive Roundhouse, Elkhart 42*

Locomotive Service, Lost Time in 53

Locomotive Shops, Canadian Pacific Ry.,

1», 37*, 75*, 161*, 219*, 326*, 363*

Locomotive Shops, L. & N. R. R. 208*

Locomotive Shops, Rock Island, East Mo-
line 389*, 409, 429*

Locomotive Shops, Proportions of 334
Locomotive Stacks, American Engineer. . 22*

Locomotives, Standard, C, R. I. & P 84*

Locomotives, Standard, Harriman Lines,

154*, 200*, 250*. 288*. 322*, 353*, 400*, 441*

Locomotive Standardization 168

Locomotive Steam Gauge 237*

Locomotive Stoker, Victor 235
Locomotive Stoker 251

Locomotives, Superheated Steam in 242

Locomotive Superheater, Cockerill 340*

Locomotive, Superheater, 172*, 227*. 329* 338*

Locomotive Superheater Tests 338*

Locomotive, Superheating 99, 297

Locomotive Superheating, Von Borries.. 145

Locomotive Table 84, 154*

Locomotive Table Inset May Number
Locomotive Terminal Facilities 310*

Locomotive Test Committee 375

Locomotive Tests, P. R. R 275
Locomotive Test, St. Louis 147

Locomotive Testing Plant. Germany 436
Locomotive Testing Plant, P. R. R 127*

Locomotives, Time Service of 312

Locomotive Truck Hanger 79*

Locomotive Truck, Leading, L. S 20*

Locomotives, Valuation of 8

Locomotives, Value, Depreciation 40*

Locomotive Valve Gear, Von Borries.... 145

Locomotive Valve Gear, Walschaert, 46*,

94*, 179, 213*, 218, 317, 362* 410
Locomotive Valve Motion 79*, 92
Locomotive, Vauclain 4-cylinder Balanced
Compound. .97*. 109*. 177*. 246*, 416*. 455*

Locomotive Wheel Loads 99
Locomotive, Wind Resistance 86
Lodge & Shipley Follower Rest 142*

Lodge & Shipley Grinding Machine 63*

Longstreth, Edward 143

Lonie, J. H., Classification of Locomotives

for Tonnage Rating Purposes 437*

Lodge & Shipley Turret for Lathe 187*
Lost Time in Locomotive Service 53
Louisville & Nashville, Louisville Shops, 207*

Lubricator, Car Journal, Harrison 386*

Lucas Machine Tool Co 32*

in, A. W. Blacksmith Shop
McGIll, A., Water Softening

McKees Rocks Power Plant

Machine Shop, Car Department, Montreal,

Machine Shop, East Moline

Machine Shop, List of Machinery, C. P. R.

Machine Shop Output. Increasing the....
Machine Tool Builders' Association, Na-

tional

Machine Tool Design, Improvements in...

Machine Tools, Fool Proof
Machine Tools, Improvements in

Machine Tools, List of, Angus Shops....
Machine Tool List, Angus Car Machine
Shop

Machine Tools, Maintenance of

Machine Tools, Motor Applications to—See
-Motor Applications to Machine Tools."

Le Tools, Requirements of f..

Machines, Scrapping Old
Machine Tools, Selection of 299,

Machine Tools, Smashing of

Machine Tools, Speed Changes for

Machine Tools, Variable Speed for. .261,

Machinery, Plan fcr Maintaining

Machinery, Wearing Out Policy

Magnets, Lifting

Malleable Iron Wearing Surfaces

Mallet Compound Locomotive for Porto

Rico

9

92
377*

115*
392*

164
347

422
446
260
371
164

114*

133

370
187
446
187
298
300
133
126

343*

287

183*

Mallet Compounds for Road Service.... 408
Mallet Compound Performance 229

Mandrel for Driving Box Brasses 372*

Marine Engineering, Advance in 96

M. C. B. & M. M. Convention, 1906 376

Master Car Builders' Association Conven-

tion 243
Master Car & Locomotive Painters' Asso-

ciation 347

Master Mechanics' Association Conven-
tion 241, 307

Master, Then Shed Detail 347
Mechanical Conventions, June, 1905.... 17

Mechanical Department Records, Graphical,

447. 451*

Mechanical Draft 101
Mechanical Stoker for Locomotives 251
Meetings and Team Work 335

Men. Efficiency of 318
Men, Importance of Coaching 446
Men, Mechanical Treatment of 408
Metal Bearing 106*

Michigan Central Frame Bracing 257*

Mikado Type Locomotive, N. P. Ry. .5*. 367*

Mill, Planing, -C. P. R 39*, 117*

Milling Attachment. Kempsmith 306*

Milling Castings 406*. 409, 449*

Milling Machines, Becker-Brainard. .176*, 266*

Milling Machines, Cincinnati Milling Ma-
chine Company 14*

Milling Machine Efficiency 386
Milling Machine, Heavy, Newton 381*

Milling Machine, Kempsmith 66*

Milling Machines, Planer Type 176*
Milling Machines in Railroad Shops. . . . 14*

Milling Machines, Vertical, Becker-Brain-

ard 266*

Milling Machines, Vertical, In Railroad

Shops 228*
Milling Machine, Vertical. Newton 32*

Miner, Max Howard 463

Moline Locomotive Shops, Rock Island

System 3S9«, 409, 429*

Montreal Shops, Canadian Pacific Ry., 1*,

37*. 75*, 114*, 161*, 219*. 326*, 363*

Motive Power Department and Train De-

lays 408
Motor Application to Machine Tools,

23*. 25*. 31*. 59*. 61*, 64*. 66*. 102*.

114*. 140*. 163*, 182*, 184*. 1S8*,

220*, 230*, 268*. 303*. 337, 348*.

349*, 374*, 3S4*. 419*, 423*, 456*, 461*

Motor Cars 126
Motor Cars for Steam Roads 121*, 335

Motor Car. Gasoline. U. P. R. R. . .294*, 420*

Motor Car Gearing, Efficiency of 212
Motor, Commercial Electric 348*

Motors for Cranes, Westinghouse 30*

Drive for Planers 31*

Motors, in Angus Shops 75*

Motors, Induction 348*

Motor, Interpole Variable Speed 139*

Motor. Northern Electric 59*

Motor Speed Controller 22*

Motors, Steel, Frame, Triumph 3S3*
Muhlfeld on Mallet Compound Locomotive 229

Multiple Drill, Foote, Burt & Co 304*

National Machine Tool Builders' Associa-

tion 422
Newton Boring and Drilling Machine. . 348*

Newton Milling Machine 381*

Newton Vertical Milling Machine 32*

New York Central Baggage Car for Autos. 444*

X.w York Central Lines, Cars for 424
New York Central Dynamometer Car .... 198*

New York Central Inspection Locomotive, 384*

New York Central Locomotive 109*

New York Central Production Improve-

ments 49*

New York Central Third Rail 366*

Niles Lathe, Axle 268*

Nilea Radial Drill 306*

Niles Driving Wheel Lathe, 90-inch 182*

Norfolk & Western Coal Car 171*

Northern Multi-Speed Motor 59*

Northern Pacific Dynamometer Car 284*

Northern Pacific Ry. Locomotive 5*, 367*

Norton Grinders in Locomotive Shops,

232*, 419*



Norton Grinding Co.. Gap Grinding Ma-
chine 419*

Notes, 36. 72, 108, 144. 191, 238, 279,

316, 352, 3SS. 42S, 4'.i3

Oil Cups for Side Rods 102*

Oil Fuel in Blacksmith Shops 94

Oil Furnaces . . .
45S

Oil Houses. East Moline Shops 396*

Operation of Trains, Henderson 11*

Ore Car, 50-ton, D., M i- N. Ry 245'

Oregon R. «.- N. Co. Locomotive 246*

Pacific Tvpe Locomotive. C, M. i St. P.

Ry. «*
Pacific Type Locomotive, C. R I. & P.,

84*,, 282*

Pacific Type Locomotive. Erie 172*. 227*

Pacific Type Locomotive. Harriman Lines. 154*

Pacific Type Locomotive. O. R. & N 246*

Pacific Type Locomotive. N. P. Ry 5*

Pacific Type Locomotive. Santa Fe 455*

Packing Rings for Pistons. Making. 178*,

235*. 347*

Packing Troubles of the S. M. P 93

Paint and Paper for Steel Work 323

Paints, Linse»d Oil 89

Paint Shop, Car, Collinwood 293*

Paint Shops, Scaffolding for 253*

Paper and Paint for Steel Work 323

Passenger Car Construction, Dangers of, 152

Passenger Car Paint Shop. Collinwood.. 293*

Passenger Car Paint Shops, Scaffolding

tor 253*

: ser Car Repair Shop 374*

Passenger Car Shop. C. P. R 37*. 120*

Passenger Cars, Steel 283

Passenger Cars. Steel. London Under-

ground 248*

ger Locomotive, Atlantic Type, Erie

R. R 1"*. 287*

Passenger Locomotive. Atlantic Type, C,

R. I. & P S4*. 329*. 416*

ger Locomotive. Atlantic Type, Har-

rtman Lines 154*

Passenger Locomotive, Atlantic Type, N.

Y. C 109*

ger Locomotive, Pacific Type. Erie,

172*, 227*

Passenger Locomotive, Pacific Type, C,
M. & St. P. Ky 74*

ger Locomotive. Pacific Type, C,
R. I. & V 84*. 282*

ger Locomotive, Pacific Type, Har-

riman Lines 154*

--r Locomotive. Pacific Type, L.

8. ft M S 21*

motive. Pacific Type, N.

P. Ry 5*

Be Type, O.

R. u •' 24'J*

motive, Prairie Type, C,
B. & Q. 78*

Passenger Locomotive. Suburban (2—6

—

I

!

amotive, 10-WheeI, C, R.

I. * P. . 84*

Passenger Locomotive, 10-Wneel, I). L.

ft W.. . .. 407*

Pfeaseng< I

System 97*

C P l: 4*

vanla Railroad Cok> Cat 358*
van I a Kallrvad Dynamometer Car. 332

147

vanla Rallr... 1 12«

vanla Rallroi 12 1

an la Rallroei

Awar.! 17

•

177

151

(Tor*

Pipe Beading Ma. hlfM

101 •

Pip*

Pipe Threading Machine 100*
Piping for Blow-Off System - '

Piston, Harriman Standard 205*
Piston Packing Rings. Record for.. 235*. 347*
Piston Packing Rings, Turning of 178'
Pi-ton Rod Burnishing Tool 94*
Piston Red Turning and Fitting 49*
Piston Valve 201*
Piston Valves Between Frames 179
Piston Valves, Leakage of 318
Pitkin, Albert J 463
Pittsburgh Tonnage 259-
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie. J5-ton Car... 324*
P. & L. E. R. R., Water Softening, 16. 19,

50*, S6*. 92. 136, 180, 373
Planer, American Tool Works Co 1SS*
Planer, Betts. 60-inch. Motor Driven.... 423*
Planer, Cincinnati 61*. 303*
Planers. Motor Drive for 31*
Planer, Double Head, Pond 220*
Planer Practice 185
Planer, Reversing Mechanism 140*
Planer Speeds 265
Planer Tools, Efficiency of 334
Planer Type Milling Machine 176*. 381*
Planing Mill. C. P. R 39*. 117*
Pneumatic Tools, Care of 186
Pomeroy on Lost Motion In Locomotive

Service 53
Pomeroy en Crank Pins and Axles 415*
Pooling Locomotives - 225
Portable Drill, Electric Driven 461*
Postal Cars, Reinforcement of 112*
Powdered Fuel 259
Power Committee Report, C, R. I. & P.,

8, 40*, 84». 121*. 166
Power, Cost of 329
Power Distributicn, Angus Shops 78*

Power Forcing Press 32*
Power House, Angus Shops 75*

Power House, East Moline Shops 429*
Power House for Roundhouse 45*

Power Plant. Gas Engine 124*
Power Plant at McKees Rocks Shops.... 377*
Power Station. Gas Engines 124*

Prairie Type Freight Locomotive, Burling-

ton 78*

Prairie Type Locomotive, L. S. & M. S.. 21*

Premium Plan for Shopmen 303
Premiums for Fuel Economy 91
Press, Power Forcing 32*

Pressed Steel Car 236*
Production Improvements, 49*. 73, 90,

105. 178*. 235*. 263, 291*. 347*.

372*. 375*. 406«, 409*. 440"

Progress in Locomotives 49
Progressive Association, B. & A. R. R. . . . 10
Promotion 105
Punching Machine, Cincinnati 65*,

Purdue. Mode) Locomotive for

ralty, Model Locomotive.... 13
Purdue Locomotive Museum 64

Quayle, Locomotive Progress 49
Valve Motion 92

i '.[. Walschaerl Valve Gear ::17

Racks for Locomotive Rods. C. P. R. Shops, 222*
Radial Drill, Bee Drill, Radial.

Radiator Valve, Self-Packing 420*
Railroad Equipment, V. S 357
Railroad Statistics 459
Railroad Supply Man In 446
Railroad v. M. C \ 157

1'jr,

•

L01 ..1. oOve i- pall Ri
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EDxpandlng, foi

Di relopmanl ..r the 1 Cyllndi 1

Vatlghan, 193

tlva, Classification ol

bednJa f'.r \,
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,-,

4

Repoit of Committee en Freight Equip-
ment, Rock Island 153, 206,

Report of Committee on Power. C, R. I.

& P S. 40*. S4\ 121*.

Reporting Locomotive Defects
Reports, Value of Clear
Rheocrat for Machine Tools
Riehle Bros. Cement Tester

Riveted Joints

Riveter, Hydraulic. Woods
Rivets. Shearing Strength of

Rock Island—See Chicago. Roc k Island &
Pacific.

Rods. Forging and Repairing
Rod. Main, Bifurcated for Balanced Com-
pound

Rogers Locomotive Works Locomotive. . .

Roof Truss. Wood, C. P. R
Roundhouse Appliances
Roundhouse. Ash Pits

Roundhouse, Ash Hoist
Roundhouse, Drop Pits

Roundhouse, Elkhart, L. S. « M. S. Ry.,

166
371

260

300
100*

381

VI'
Roundhouse Foreman. Troubles of.

Roundhouse Heating and Ventilation..
Roundhou e Layouts
Roundhouse, Lighting of

Roundhouse Piping. Elkhart
Roundhouse Equipment and Operation.
Royal Ventilator

Rubber. Consumption of

349
310*

315*

174

St. Louis Exposition. Railroads at 48
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Draft
Timber End Casting 258*

Sand Houses. B. & 258
Sander, Three-Drum 267*
Sanders, Care of 4117

Santa Fe Pacific Type Locomotive 455*
Saw Bench, American 344*
Schedule for Locomotive Repairs 159
Scrapping Old Machines 187
Screw Machine, Warner & Swasey 103*
Seaboard Air Line Coal Car 211*
Sellers Boring Mill 341*
Seller-. William 70
Sellers, William, as a Designer 383
Sellers Lathe 234*
Seley. C. A.. Steel Freight Car Design.. 281
Sewage Disposal Plant. East Moline Shops, 399*
Shaper. American Tool Works Co 188*
Shaper. Cincinnati 230*
Shaper. Queen City. Geared. Crank 135*
Shaper. Stockbridge 232*
Shaper. Steptoe |_02*

Shavings Bxhau Vngus Shops.
1:

Shoes ard Wedge,. Milling

Shop. Blacksmith, C. P. H 5*.

Shop, Blacksmith, McOaelln, A. W
Shop, Cabinet, C 1' It

Shop Column - C. I' U

Shop Forces, Organization of

Shop Foremen
Shop Heai

Shop Improvements
Shop Layouts

Shop Machinery, Barnum
Shop Machinery, Maintenance of

Cat Colllnwoi >i

I levelopment "f

Shop Operation, C a S. W Ky
Shop Si If .OH. .

i' a x w Ry
1 otlvi

Shop Ti lephone System
R001

tn

Shop Work Benches

Railway,
IB*, in* 161

V

11
. Hun. 1' IV 1;

Montreal,
1 *. :<.7\ 7.1*. 1 1 1*. iei», _.

...

P It
. I*. 37V
1 1 I-

• I

117*

410*

38*

107

360
405

264

168
307*

227
183

374*

291
73

73

136
'7

222*

I*

363*
I :l

204

•



Shops, Rock Island Loccmotiv. ,
East Mo-

.389*. 409, 429*

N. R. R. 207*

251

152
102*

149*
95*

174

371

Shops. South Louisville,

Shops. Star Performances in
. . .

Siberian Railway, Second Track...

Side Door Suburban Passenger Cars

Side Rod Oil Cups

Simonton Door Operating Gear

Six-Wheel Trucks. Brake; on

Sleeping Cars. Improvement in

Slur, An Undeserved

Small Things Bought by Railroads 160

Smashing Machine Tools 1S7

Smile. The Value of a 408

Smokebox. American Engineer 20*

Smokebox Arrangement. Locomotive 308*

Smokejack for Roundhouse - • 43*

Socket for Crane Slings 10°*

Soo Line Superheater Lrcomotive 150*

South Louisville Shop-. L & N. R R 207*

Spark Problem on English Railways 446

Special Apprentice. Experience of

Spokane A: Inland Railway. Electrification

405
Sweney, Don, on Flues With Reduced

Firebox Ends

Switches for Alternating Current 186*

Switching Locomotive, Harriman Lines. . . 154*

Switching Locomotive. 6-Wheel, C, R. I-

& p S4«, 443*

ln-Wheel, L, S. &
335*

Switching Locomotive.

M. S.

179

of
423

Sprii gfield Axle-Boring Lathe 62*

Springfield Lathe 302*

Springfield Turret Lathe 235*

Sprinklers. Automatic, Tests 103

Stack. American Engineer 22*

Stafford. B. E. D.. on Flexible Staybolts. 342*

Standard Cars. C, R. I. & P...153. 206. 254

Standard Locomotives. C, R. I. & P 84'

Standard Locomotives, Harriman Lines,

154*. 200*. 250*. 288*, 320*. 353*. 441'

Standard Pipe Threading Machine 101*

Standard Steel Car Co. Car 245*

Starbuck on Riveted Joint- 300

Statistics. Railroad 459

Its, Falls-Hollow 190

Staybolts. Flexible 342*, 411

Steam Gauge, American 237*

Steam Hammers vs. Men 17

Steam Motor Cars 121*

Steam Turbine. Long Run of 32

Steam Turbines. Speed of 64

Steam Turbine, Starting a 379

Steel Axles. How they Fail 458

Steel Cars, Development of .. .148*. 358*. 436*

Steel Cars in Frame Ill

Steel Cars. P. R. R 148*. 358*

rs—See Cars. Steel.

Steel Cuts Faster Than Iron. Why 373

Steel Freight Car Design. Seley 281

Steel Foundry. C P. R 326*

Steel Insufficiently Worked 160

Steel Passenger Cars 283

Steel Passenger Cars. London Under-

ground 248*

Steel Street Cars 258

Steel. Treatment of High-Speed 420

Stecn. J. C . on Machine Tools 300

Steptoe Shaper

Stiles Journal Bearings 424*

Stillwell in i tion 95

Stokers. Autom: comotives, 13.

90, 235. 251

Store House. C. P. R 5*

Store House, Ea-t Moline 395*

Street Railway?. Unprofitable 99

Stucki, A.. Provision for End Shocks and

Framing 416*

Sturtevant Co. Plant 385*

Sturtevant Generating Set 67*

Sturtevant Shavings Exhaust 117*

Suburban Locomotive. C. & W. 1 56*

Suburban Locomotive Table 56

Suburban Passenger Car-. 111. C. R. R.. 152

Superheater Locomotive, Cockerill 340*

Superheater Tests for Locomotives 338*

Superheating. Earlie-t Record of

Superbeatlng for Locomotives

Superheating for Locomotives, Von Bor-

177

99

Sullivan on Suburban Passenger Cars. . 152

Superheaters in Locomotive. 150*, 172*.

227*, 329*. 338*

tier in Compound Locomotive... 150*

Superheated Steam for Locomotives 271

Supply Men in England 446

Surface Grinder , 104*

Team Work and Meetings 168, 335

Technical Publicity Association 457

Telephone System, Shop 436

Ten-Wheel Locomotive, C, R. I. & P-.

84, 362*

Ten-Wheel Passenger Locomotive, D., L
A- W 407*

Ten-Wheel Locomotive. 'Frisco System.. 97*

Tender Spring, Phcenix 106*

Tender;. Standard. Harriman Lines 441*

Tender Truck. Barber 105*

Tender. Vanderbilt 442*

Test of Locomotive. P. R. R 147

Testing Plant for Coal, Results 153

Testing Plant. Locomotive 127*. 436

Tests of Front Ends. American Engineer.

18, 308*, 421

Tests of Superheaters for Locomotives. . 338*

Te-t> i f Twist Drills 60*

Thermit for Welding Locomotive Frames, 346*

Third Rail for New York Central 366*

Tire. Peculiar Wear of 181

Tire Turning Records 264

Tires. Driving Wheel, Weights of 175*

Tires, Shrinkage. Allowance for.... 242, 275

Tonnage Rating. Classification of Locomo-

tor. Lonie. J. H 437*. 446

Tool Equipment for Locomotives 260

Tool Room and Jig Improvements 259

Tool Rooms in Railroad Shops 97

Tooi Steel. High-Speed 62

Tool Steel, Treatment of 420

Tool Steel. New 305

Tools. Boiler Shop. C. P. R 163

Tools. Care of Small 52

Pneumatic, Care of 186

Train Delays and the Motive Power De-

partment 408
Train. Fast. Lake Shore 283

Train. Heavy Passenger in England 48

Train Loads and Speeds. Henderson 11*

Trailing Truck, Harriman Standard Loco-

motives 400*

Trailing Truck for Locomotives 135*

Train Operation, Cost of, Henderson ... . 11*

Transfer Table. C. P. R 39*. 120*

Traveling Hoist-. Electric 378*

Traverse Grinder 384*

Tree Climbing Contest 261

Triumph Eli
-
s 383*

Truck Arch Bars 314*

Truck for Driving Wheel Tires 372*

Truck Hanger for Locomotive 79*

Trink. Locomotive Trailing 135*

Truck. 75-ton Steel Car 326*

Truck Shop. C. P. R 4*. 114*

Truck. Tender. Barber 105*

Truck Wheel 201*

Trucks, Braking on Six Wheels \95*

Trucks, Engine, Harriman Standard Loco-
400*

Trucks, Improvement Needed in 53, 54

Trailing. Harriman Standard Lo-

os 400*

Tubes. Arch, in Firebox 52*

Tubes With Reduced Firebox Ends 405

Tunnel. Simplon 125

Turbine vs. Reciprocating Engines 187

Turbine, 297*

Steam, in Marine Service. . . . 323

Turret for Lathe Carriage 187*

Turret Lathes. Bardons & Oliver 210*

Turret Screw Machine 103*

Twist Drills. Care of 264

Twisi Drill Dynamometer 60*

Twist Drill Tests 60*

Valve Gear, Goss on 322*

Valve Gear, Locomotives, Von Borries. . . 145

Valve Gear, Possibilities of 322*

Valve Gear. Walschaert, 46*. 94*, 179,

213*. 218, 317, 362*, 410*

Valve Gear. Weights of 214

Vauclain 4-Cylinder Balanced Compound

Locomotive 97*, 109*, 177*, 246*, 416*

Valve Grinding Machine 142*

Valve Motion for Locomotive 79*

Valve Motion and Locomotive Failures.. 92

Valve Motion Measurements. Walschaert

Gear 46*

Valve, Piston 201*

Valve Setting. Walschaert Gear 214

Valves, Crane 33*, 426*

Valve% Steam. Radiator, Self-Packing. . . . 426*

Hancock 34*

Valves, Piston, Between Frames 179

Valves. Piston. Leakage of 318

Vanderbilt Tender, Harriman Lines 442*

Vauclain Boiler Seam 356*

Vauclain. Rolled Steel Car Wheels 123

Vauclain Balanced Compound Locomotive

—See "Locomotive, Vauclain."
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ANGUS LOCOMOTIVE & CAR SHOPS, MONTREAL.

Canadian Pacific Railway.

;ENEBAJ CHABACTEE 01 lilt CLILDI.Ni.S.

previous article see this journal, Vecembt r, 1904, i>. 451.)

buil iinKs are excellent throughout. They are substan-

tial, serviceable, free from 'frills" or wasteful attempts at

ornamen'ation. and are well adapted to their purposes. The
buildings, as well as their arrangement, reveal most careful

•ring work. Their construction will precede their func-

tions and interior arrangement in this description. In the

following table the areas and proportions are given. No ac-

count is taken of sheds and lavatories, the latter being gen-

erally built upon the larger buildings as lean-tos.

AREAS AND PROPORTIONS.

Bo,. Ft. Area. Percentage.

. Mf0,384
41.724

Parterr. b< i 1 "
'

C»r n.a 4 4
Truck hop 4 2

51
. 24

Fro* lw>| 2<

84,082
11 2 1

Plarill

Dry kiln- l.l

134 11 '.

1

Tho building! with the largest spa t with steel

trusses, but the smaller ones are of low-burning construction.

using wooden roof tniswH, except In the truck shop, where a

« of the roof li supported by 20 In I beams. Small

lean to additions have been applied to the main buildings, to

yiovUlc £01 lavatories, shop offices and fan rooms. The shopi,

as a rule, are unusually well provided with natural lighting,

the windows are high, and cover about half of the wall area,

and the skylights about one-quarter of the roof area. The
windows are all provided with 10-oz. clear glass, in 10 x 16-in.

panes. The blacksmith shop and foundry buildings have
clere story windows, and the other shops are, as a rule, lighted

with monitors 12 ft. in width, arranged transversely, and with

roofs pitched both ways, fitted with %-in. rough, German, roof

glass.

The foundations of nearly all of the buildings are very deep,

owing to the nature of the ground, and the amount of filling

which was required. About fSO.UoO is buried in the founda-

tions, which are carried to rock through soft clay. Some of

the foundations are 20 ft. in depth. They are built of rough,

flat stone, surmounted by walls of rubble masonry 27 ins.

thick, extending to within 1 ft. of the level of the ground.

A course of concrete surmounts these walls, and reaches about

2 ft. above the level of the ground, finishing in a course of

cut stone, upon which the brick walls are built. The walls

are 12 ins. thick at the top, and from 12 to 20 ins. thick at the

bottom. In nearly all cases they carry the weight of the roof.

Pile foundations were used for the cabinet shop, pattern build-

ings, general storehouse and frog shop. All the rest are on

concrete and rubble. Steel roofs are used for the blacksmith

shop, the foundries, the power house and the locomotive shop.

The construction of the roofs of the buildings constitute an

important feature of the plant, to which adequate space can-

not be given in this article. Another important feature is

the large use of wood, which reflects the opinion of under-

writers as favoring wood to steel for such construction. The
roofs slope 1 in 12, and are built of 3-in. plank, covered with

tar and gravel. They are built with 10 -ft. spans, as a rule, and

in accordance with the underwriters' standard specifications

for slow-burning construction. Roof loads were figured at 70

lbs. per ft., allowing 50 lbs. per ft. for snow load and 20 lbs.

for the roof itself. There is no exposed woodwork outside of

the buildings except window and door frames.

The floors are usually of concrete or cinders, tightly rammed,
except those which are planked with 3 x 10-in. lumber laid on

4 x 6-in. timbers. The foundries and blacksmith shop have

floors of clay and cinders, 12 ins. thick, rammed to a hard

surface.

I •< OMOTTVE Shop.—The interior of this building will receive

i attention later. It is arranged in three spans, the main

span of 80 ft. for the erecting floor, a span of 5tl ft. for the

machine shop, which is served ! md a span of 25 CI

under the gallery, which extends the full length of the build-

ing. The walls of the building are 48 ft. from the ground

to the > m\ s. and the building is divided lengthwise into panels

of 22 ft., which is the distance between the roof trusses. Bach

lias two 12-ft. windows, 16 ft. high; the windows arc in

fixed, and the oth'

! to open. Each roof panel has a transverse monitor

vide by 72 ft. long, each having ventilating doors on

each side and a rotary ventilator B The steel

on is Independent of the walls. The general character

of the columns and roof trusses is shown In th<

The 60-ton cranes are carried on pla

girders for thi cranes are 3C ins

instruction of the trusses of the col tin

the roof trusses and thi Illustrated

avinge. This building occupies 190,384 q ft., ai

were required In Its 1 onsl motion

[bom I'oi M.m This building la 122 \ 842 11 and

next to I "I 1 •' has '
liay and two

" ated I'-, the roof and crai lumns.

roll lighted building, with half of thi

lighted by window:, and the roof has a monitoi 22 fl

.
r

moulding la done in the main bay, the n.i«k and com makers,

and, Mower and tumbler rooms, th* offk-fs and

• the north bay. a |e bin and a benvi'
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structed charging floor was built over the cupola room. The

charging floor is reached by the out-of-door foundry crane,

whereby supplies are delivered to the projecting platform.

Pattebn Shop.—This building has two stories, occupying a

ground space of 50 x 82 ft. The building is of brick, and the

roof is supported by wooden columns, dividing the floor space

into three bays, as indicated in the cross section. The patterns

are stored in a fireproof building of 100 x 150 ft. floor area, the

roof being supported by 20-in I beams placed at 15-ft. centers,

carried on the side walls and resting on a row of steel columns

through the center. This building is of concrete and fireproof.

Cab Machine Shop.—This building is 130 x 288 ft. and has

being divided by two rows of steel columns carrying 24-in. I

beams, as roof girders, at 24-ft. centers. The shop has a

longitudinal track and 2-ton travelling cranes in two of the

33-ft. spans. The windows are ZVz x 15 ft., with 3-ft. spaces

between, the roof being lighted by a longitudinal monitor 15 ft.

in width.

Wheel Foundry.—This building is 107 x 187 ft., with two

SECTION THROUGH PATTERN SHOP. HALF-SECTION OF STOKE HOUSE, SHOWING BALCONY.

LOCOMOTIVE SHOP, SHOWING THE CHARACTER OF THE BUILDING.

three standard gauge tracks running through it. The roof

trusses of this building are illustrated in the cross section.

The floor is of plank, laid flush with the rails of the tracks, and

built on a bed of cinders 12 ins. deep. The roof is of wood.

Truck Shop.—This building is 82 x 434 ft. Three rows of

wooden columns divide the eastern portion into four 20-ft

bays, and these support wooden roof girders, each 24-ft. cen-

ters. The west end has three bays and two lines of steel col-

umns carrying the roof on steel I beams. The roof is lighted

by 10 x 20-ft monitors in each panel. The side windows are

8% ft. wide x 12 ft. high, the space between them being 3 ft.

The erecting track for trucks is provided with two pits 15 ins.

deep and 18 ins. wide, outside of the rails, to facilitate putting

the trucks together.

The Frog and Switch Shop.—This building is 102 x 264

ft. It is a special manufacturing plant for frogs, switches,

switch stands, and kindred manufacturing. It has three bays,

62%-ft. main bays and an additional area of 148 ft., 27 ft .wide,

for the cupolas, blowers, core and store rooms and offices.

This part of the plant is shown with special pride, because it

was planned with the sole object of efficiency, and without

stinting the expenditure in any way. The floor area is well

lighted by eight 9-ft. monitors, 53 ft. long. A 90-ft. length of

the extension for the cupolas is carried to two stories in height

to provide a charging floor. The annealing pits and storage

space for wheels occupies a width of 40 ft. across one end

of tho building, this portion being served by a crane of 1%
tons capacity, running across the building. Hoists for hand-

ling wheels and flasks are arranged across the casting floor,

and these deliver wheels to cars at the ends of the rows «f

moulds. This plant has a capacity of 300 wheels per day. and

very large storage space outside of the building is provided

for finished wheels.

Thjh Freight Car Shop.—This building is a manufacturing
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plant for freight cars; it is 107 ft. wide x 540 ft. long, with

six tracks from end to end. For overhead lighting transverse

monitors, 10 x 4S ft. in size, are located in each panel of 20 ft.

The roof trusses are carried on steel columns, which also sup-

port runway girders for three 2,000 travelling air hoists in

each bay.

Blacksmith Shop.—This is one of the finest railroad black-

smith shops ever built It is large and light, and well ar-

ranged. The shape of this building is due to the desire to

bring the work for the car and locomotive departments into

the same building, in an arrangement which would be con-

veniently accessible to the locomotive and car shop buildings.

As the heaviest work is required on the locomotive side, this

portion is the longest. Considered as two rectangular build-

ings, this shop occupies space 303 ft. 8 ins. x 146 ft. 4 ins. and

304 ft. x 130 ft. 8 ins. Its greatest length on the west side is

434 ft., and on the north side 304 ft. The lengths of the inside

FREIGHT AND PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES.

Northern Pacific Railway.

S—2 mikado type.

The Northern Pacific Railway has added to its heavy freight

equipment 25 very heavy 2—8—2 type freight locomotives,

19 of which are simple piston valve engines with 24 x 30-in.

cylinders, and 6 are tandem compounds, the general features

being the same for both types. The simple engines are illus-

trated by the accompanying engravings. These locomotives

weigh 259,000 lbs., with 196,000 on driving wheels, which is

heavier than any previous design for the Northern Pacific.

Readers will be interested in comparing these in the design

with that of similar type built by the Baldwin Locomotive
Works for the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe (American En-

FP.ih. simp. SHOWING I uM.ITtniNAL SKYLIGHT, AMI LOCOMOTIVE SHOP WITH TRANSVERSE SKYLIGHTS TO THE RIGHT.

walls of the "L" are 157 ft. 8 ins. and 303 ft. 8 ins. The two

portions of the building are divided into three bays by two
longitudinal rows of columns. The roofs over the central bay

are higher than those of the side bays, giving clere story light.

A monitor 14 ft. wide extends nearly the full length of each

central bay.

Store-Hoi se.—This is a specially well arranged building. It

occupies 85 x 594 ft. of ground area, and has brick walls.

It has threp rows of wooden columns supporting the roof and

gineeb, 1903, page 16). The weight of the Northern Pacific

engines is not quite as great as that of the Santa Fe, and the

heating surface is 4.000 ft. for the Northern Pacific as com-

pared with 5,366 sq. ft. for the Santa Fe; the latter being next

id the largest ever used on a locomotive. It is in the design

of the boiler that the greatest interest in the new Northern

Pacific locomotives renters, because this boiler marks a rad-

ical step toward increased facility of circulation of water at

an expense of both grate area and heating surface.

I l:i imi r CAB SHOP, Mlnw I

also supporting a platform, which does not extend the full

width of the building, but forms a gallery for the storage of

light articles. Elevators furnish facilities for handling this

material, and the gallery windows are 13 ft. 6 ins. above the

floor, leaving ample space below for the construction bins.

A 12 ft. monitor extends the full length of the building, light-

ing the gallery.

Dry Kilns.—The soft wood dry kiln is built in four com-

partments, each 19 x 85 ft. TV- bard wood kiln has one com-

partment of this size and om length, but 21 ft.

wide, and these W« rith the Mortem system by the

A EL Andrews Company of Obi ago. The kllnH are of brick

with division walls of wood roofed with gravel The end open

ings are covered by canvu dooi operated by rolling up

taking the place of end wall*. The location of 'hese kilns was

nhown on the general plan llustrated In the December number

of lant year

The remaining buildings, drainage, Bre protection and

Ing systems will ho dewrlhed •

Mr. David Van Alstyne, mechanical superintendent, is a

leader in providing ample .steam and water space and abundant

room between the tultes for circulation. As these locomotives

are to work in a district of very bad water, the performance

of these new locomotives will be watched with unusual in-

terest.

By comparing the new design with the heavy 2—8—0 types,

put ii, o on this road Blnce the year 1900, it will be

[ikado ived a

greal deal ol cart Thi !6 Ins. deep,

I. .Mvc with a wide grate.

;l ,,,i
t tll avor of the 2—8—2

in pn I

" type

n,. is nearly a«

throat The steam dome la

in a second the last ring

,,,- i,,.„ epl well away from the

mud ring an a front.

and I
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PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE, 4—6—2 (PACIFIC) TYI'i: -NORTHERN PACIFIC

Datid Va* Austtxe, Buperintendenr of Motive Power. Amebicajc Locomotive Company, Sen
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is 7 ins.; the water space at the sides of the firebox begins

to widen at the fourth row of stay bolts, and furthermore the

spacing of the 2-in. tubes is at 3-in. centers in both tube

sheets. With this combination the boilers should not only

carry their water well, but the circulation should be all that

is desired, even in the bad water district between Mandan and

G-lendive, where these engines are to run. The grate area,

43.5 ft., is less than in recent boilers made as large as 75 ins.

in diameter. All of these features are intended to enable the

boiler to handle foaming water and improve the steaming

qualities with the inferior grade of fuel which is available on

the Yellowstone Division.

These engines are equipped with low nozzles and with dia-

mond stacks in order to use Red Lodge coal, mined on the

line of the Northern Pacific in Montana. This coal is very

light and sparks very badly. For the reason that the North-

ern Pacific officials believe that it will prevent fires more ef-

fectively than the ordinary front end, the diamond stack was
used. The stack base is extended into the smoke box and

opens under a horizontal partition. The profile of the road

between the points mentioned is that of a rolling country,

with long stretches of 1 per cent, grade, with some of 1% per

cent. Thus far the engines have given good results, but they

have not been in service long enough to justify positive state-

ments as to performances. Mr. Van Alstyne, who has had

considerable experience with tandem compounds, expects the

6 locomotives of this type to make a good showing in economy.

These locomotives have tubes 19 ft. 6 ins. long and the driv-

ing wheels are placed very close together.

If the boiler of the new Northern Pacific design supplies

steam adequately for these 24 x 30-in. cylinders, this locomo-

tive is likely to influence future design in an important way.

In our record of heavy locomotives there is only one other

design having cylinders 24 ins. in diameter—that of the 2

—

8— type built by the Pittsburg Locomotive 'Works for the

Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad, illustrated in July, 1900, page

214. A number of 23-in. cylinders are running successfully

on the 2—8— Rogers locomotive for the Illinois Central, il-

lustrated in January, 1900, page 13; the 4—8— Brooks for the

same road, illustrated in October, 1899, page 315; and the

2—8— Pittsburg locomotive for the Union Railway, described

in November, 1898, page 365. The Northern Pacific engines are

equipped with Player improved leading and trailing trucks

and throughout the details indicate most careful design, with

ample material so disposed as to reduce the liability of locomo-

tive failures.

4—6—2 PACIFIC TYPE.

Simultaneously with the freight engines from the Brooks

Works, 5 4—6—2 passenger engines were built at Schenectady

and are illustrated from a photograph. This design follows

the freight engines in the boiler features as to depth of throat,

location of dome, large spaces between tubes (1-in. bridges at

back ends and 29-32-in. bridges at the front end). The inside

firebox sheets are vertical at the sides and the water spaces

are the same as those of the freight engines. The passenger

engines are similar in weight to the 4—6—2 type of the New
York Central (American Engineer, 1904, page 87).

Tables of dimensions of both freight and passenger engines

are presented.

GENERAL DIMENSIONS OF NORTHERN PACIFIC LOCOMOTIVES.

FREIGHT
2-8-2 TYPE

Cylinders 24x30 ins.

Track gauge 4 ft. 8% ins.
Tractive power 46,630 lbs.
Wheel base, driving 16 ft. 6 ins.

Wheel base, rigid 16 ft. 6 ins.
Wheel base, total 34 ft. 9 ins.
Wheel base, total, eng. & tend.. 63 ft. 1 in.

Weight, working order 259,000 lbs.
Weight on drivers 196,000 lbs.
Weight, working order, eng. &

tend 405,500 lbs.
Heating surface, tubes 3.798 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 200 sq. ft.

Heating surface, arch tubes ... 9 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 4,007 sq. ft.

Grate area 43.5 sq. ft.

Axles, driving journals, main. . 10x12 Ins.

Axles, others 9%xl2 ins.
Axles, engine ' truck Journals... 6%xl2 Ins.
Axles, trailing truck journals.. 8x14 Ins.
Axles, tender truck journals.... 5%xl0 ins.
Boiler Extended wagon top
Boiler, outside diam., first ring.. 75% 'ns.

Boiler, working pressure 200 lbs.

Fuel Bituminous coal
Fire box 97x66 ins.
Tubes, number 374
Tubes, diameter 2 ins.

Tubes, length 19 ft. 6 ins.
Tubes, gauge No. 11
Engine truck Radial
Trailing truck Player radial

Exhaust pipe , Single
Piston, rod. diameter 4% ins.

Smoke stack 20x42 Ins.

Smoke stack, top above rail.... 15 ft. 10% ins.
Tender frame, channel 13 Ins.

Tank Water bottom
Tank, capacity 8,000 gals.
Tank, capacity fuel 12 tons
Valves Piston
Valves, travel 5% Ins.

Wheels, driv. diam. outside tire- 63 Ins.

Wheels, drlv. centers, diam 56 Ins.

Wheels, engine truck, diameter. 33% ins.
Wheels, engine truck, kind Boise plate
Wheels, trailing truck, diameter 45 Ins.

Wheels, tender truck, diameter . 33 Ins.

PASSENGER
4-6-2 TYPE
22x26 Ins.

4 ft 8% ins.

31.000 lbs.
12 ft. ins.
12 ft. ins.
33 ft. ins.
61 ft. 11 ins.

219,000 lbs.

142,500 lbs.

347,000 lbs.
3339.4 sq. ft.

182. sq. ft.

6.8 sq. ft.

3528.2 sq. ft.

43.5 sq. ft.

9%xl2 Ins.
9x12 Ins.

6x11 ins.
8x14 ins.
5%xl0 ins.

Extended wagon top
72% ins.

200 ins.
Bituminous coal
96x65% ins.

347
2 ins.

18 ft. 6 ins.
No. 11

4 wheel swing
Radial, outside

journals
Single
4 ins.

18x20 ins.

15 ft. x 5% ins.

13 Ins.

Water bottom
6,000 gals.
12 tons
Piston
6 Ins.

69 ins.

62 Ins.

33% Ins.

Boise plate
45 ins.

33% Ins.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON POWER.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific System.

Editor's Note.—Under the administration of Mr. L. F. Loree

a committee was appointed to undertake a thorough study of

the motive power of the lines comprising what are known as

the Rock Island and 'Frisco Systems, and the report, recently

completed, constitutes an exceedingly important and suggestive

study of the motive power problem. The committee con-

sisted of Mr. F. J. Cole, mechanical engineer of the American

Locomotive Company, chairman; Mr. C. A. Seley, mechanical

engineer of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, and

Mr. Robert Rennie, mechanical engineer of the 'Frisco System.

The subject is considered in seven divisions: (a) The con-

dition of the present power and the order of its retirement,

including the present value of power to be continued in ser-

vice and that recommended for retirement, (b) The possible

redistribution of the power to secure segregation of engines

of similar character, to reduce the number of parts to be car-

ried in stock and the cost of repairs, (c) Changes in design

of existing power that will increase its capacity and usefulness

and prolong its life, (d) The designing of five standard types

of engines to answer the needs of the future, considering the

present condition of grades and the conditions to be provided

under prospective improvements, (e) A report on the econ-

omy and use of superheated steam for locomotives, (f) A re-

port on self-contained motor cars for branch lines, (g) A re-

port on balanced locomotives.

VALUATION OF POWER.

This general question is very complex, requiring the con-

sideration of many conditions and factors. In general, the

cost of repairs and maintenance increases with the age, and it

is reasonable to expect that the cost per mile run will be very

much increased when the life of the engines is prolonged be-

yond natural limits. If no further improvement of design

was possible, and the weight was suitable for economical ser-

vice, it could be conceived possible to indefinitely prolong the

life of a locomotive. As each part wore out, a new one could

be applied, and the locomotive would therefore be renewed

piecemeal. This process would continue until nothing re-

mained of the original construction. Of course, this condition

does not exist at present, and such a method would be ex-

tremely uneconomical. It Is frequently desirable to scrap

small locomotives, because of being too light for economical

service. This may result from improvements in bridges, or

increase of traffic, which would render it desirable to dispose

of light engines before they had reached their limit of age or

usefulness.

Another condition to be considered Is that the demand for

light power is such at the present time (and likely to con-
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liuue lor several years), that, if the retirement is carried out

ou a basis of age there may be a considerable shortage of

power. It would appear extremely undesirable to purchase

additional light power, and every endeavor should therefore

be made to prolong the life of this power, and shift around

lighter engines from other parts of the road, in order to fill

the demand, and to generally resort to every expedient to avoid

purchasing new light engines. Additions to power should be

made of the heavier classes. It would seem permissible where

the machinery is sufficiently heavy, and its condition generally

good, to maintain these light engines, which are absolutely

essential for economical performance, by renewing some of the

boilers and fireboxes up to the limits of some predetermined

expenditure, based upon a percentage of the original cost.

On the other hand, it is well known that repairing and re-

building of power, which is by no means up to modern re-

quirements, is on some railroads carried far beyond the limits

of economy. Instances of this may be cited on other roads,

where the cost of such work amounts to from 50 to 60 per cent,

of the original cost, and is out of all proportion to the benefit

derived. Boilers with greater heating surface and higher

steam pressure are often applied to engines with light ma-

chinery, thus overloading bearings and over-straining the

working parts. This invariably results, sooner or later, in a

large increase in engine failures, due to the breakage of parts,

and while the efficiency of the engine may be temporarily im-

proved, the cost of repairs per running mile is very much in-

creased.

Recommendations for the valuation and scrapping of equip-

ment are based generally on a life of 20 years, and 5 per cent,

annual depreciation from the original value (less the scrap

value) for all serviceable heavy power. Generally speaking,

engines of 20 years of age and over are recommended for scrap-

ping when they require repairs costing over a certain per-

centage of the original value, as referred to later on. If the

boiler has been renewed, the date of renewal should be ascer-

tained, as a new boiler would probably prolong the usefulness

of the engine for a period not exceeding fifteen years; but in

no case do we recommend that the life of an engine be con-

sidered as over 30 years. Before a new firebox is applied to an

engine 17 or 18 years of age, the boiler of which has not been

renewed, a careful examination should be made of the boiler,

and its general conditions regarding corrosion, cracks, patches,

etc., ascertained, to see if the expenditure is justified, as the

renewal of boilers on engines of this age is not recommended

as a regular thing. Because of the present demand for cer-

tain classes of light power, the expenditure for boiler renewals

may be justified on account of heavy machinery and good con-

dition of frames, cylinders and running gear.

Depreciation is based on the value when new, taken at the

actual cost of the engine. When this cannot be obtained it

should be estimated or assumed at a certain arbitrary price per

pound, according to the weight and type, the value in the

latter case to be based on the weight in working order. The
water in the boiler and the weight of the fire will approx-

imately offset the scrap value of the tender. The value of

scrap is estimated at an average price per pound which would

be realized if the material is used or sold, this price to include

the cost of cutting up. The present value of engines recom-

mended for scrapping is taken at % cent per pound of the

engine only in working order.

(The method used by the committee in estimating the value

of a locomotive at any age from one to twenty years, together

with tables and diagrams for estimating the depreciation, will

be presented next month.)

(To be continued.)

ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION OF A RAILROAD
BLACKSMITH SHOP.

Br A. W. McCasun.

The well-organized railroad blacksmith shop of to-day will,

in many respects, show quite a departure from the railway

smith shop of a few years ago. The foreman capable of or-

ganizing this shop and satisfactorily meeting the demands at

the present time, will be a good mechanic, with a thorough

knowledge as to what will constitute a perfectly organized

system in his particular shop. He will be acquainted with the

merits of the most perfect forge, as well as the demands for

and the possibilities as to output of furnaces, steam hammers,

shaping machines, etc. He should have some inventive ability,

that he may devise the necessary tools for the hammers and

machines, which have nothing to their credit but latent power.

Should he be incapable of designing or making the many tools

suggested by the many different articles he Is daily called upon

to produce in large numbers, this power will be valueless and

will occupy shop space needed for the extra number of men
required to meet the demands made upon his department.

This inability, or as we sometimes think, indifference. Is fre-

quently and justly the cause of his being superseded by some

one who Is capable of making the necessary tools to increase

the output In keeping with the times. We find this qualifica-

tion more essential In the foreman smith than in the foreman

of any other department.

When machines are purchased for the other departments,

they are generally accompanied with tools for many purposes,

appears if the foreman smith Is furnished with striking

and pushing power, It Is about all he is entitled to, and the

utilization of this power to advanl ige and profit to his com-

pany and credit to himself and men frequently can i ;> lone

in his endeavor to materialize Imaginary morel

Should the foreman be capable. yet without privilege, or ex-

: to draw his Ideas, designs and bine prints of til <>•

essary tools to expedite the work, from the Office of those high-

er In authority than himself—which we believe In a pet rule

on some railroads at this time—the output will suffer equally,

if not worse, and the cost of production be greater than with

the incompetent foreman with full privilege to do his best.

We should never hesitate to spend one dollar of the company's

money on tools if we can guarantee one hundred dollars in

return. If the tool be a proper one for the purpose intended,

this seemingly high percentage in favor of the tool or ma-

chine output against the production by hand will invariably

be realized. The shop should have a sufficiency of the power

and furnaces referred to, and a blast pressure of 14 to 15 ozs.

per sq. in. The advantage of this pressure is a greatly in-

creased output against that produced with a pressure of 6 or

7 ozs. as used in some shops, which, with their consequent out-

put of only about 50 per cent, of what it should be, grants the

workmen a legitimate excuse for it.

The foreman should consider well his appointments of men
best qualified to produce the work assigned them. For in-

stance, the man operating the large fire should be a first-class

mechanic, who understands perfect heating and the making of

heavy forgings. The men on the lighter fires, as well as those

working on machines, should be placed and rated on down to

the apprentice boy, according to their ability, aptness, etc.

The tool dresser should be a wideawake, thinking man, with

experience In the treatment of steel, interested in his work,

and he should not be urged faster than the best treatment of

the steel will permit. While he may forge and dress the high

speed tools, he has not sufficient time to properly harden and

keep the run of this grade of steel. Tins, m connection with

the hardening and tempering of all taps, reamers, milling

tools, etc., is the Bpi ol another

when the shop is perfectly organized « >n condltl

favorable to the employer and employe the tolloi In i

paramount req " opera! Ion Sj tem lie p

consideration and fair treatment given thi m id by

them to be Jn.st, and a
i prool

foreman la familiar with whal con tltul

or a full day's work, in any and all vorl

This fact puiahiisiii'd and well >in i rstood

alive by the foreman In hie prompi dl trll

needed to fin ordei Is shop, will

fiilty experienced nlng a fair i
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per man. In connection -with this qualification, the foreman

should set a fair price for the making of each item. The list

of prices should be placed in the shop where the men can re-

fer to it, and the prices should be established according to the

facilities at hand for doing the work. Under the day-work

system a schedule of prices is necessary, that we may be able

to operate intelligently. We are daily called upon to give the

cost of producing this or that item, and to make estimates on

work in contemplation. It is a specific for the disease of the

chronic "time killer," and greatly relieves the over-anxious one

of worry by knowing he has done all or more than was ex-

pected of him. In a manner, it makes each man his own fore-

man, and also relieves the one who has full charge and is held

responsible for the output of the shop of the unpleasant duty

of urging them to a fair day's work.

The writer established the schedule rule some years ago

the shop he has charge of, and it has proved perfectly satis-

,

factory to the men, giving them, as it does, steady employ-

ment, and to the company by an increased output up to the

full limit of good workmanship. But we should not forget

that we are living in an advanced age, an age of quick pro-

duction and keen competition, the stimulus of which has revo-

lutionized the crude and slow method of production by hand

in the smith shop of a few years ago to the rapid output of

to-day by machines and their complement of proper tools.

We will follow this change of method of production by illus-

trating with only a few of the minor articles in constant de-

mand. Yet a like change giving an increased output has taken

place in a greater percentage of the full output of the shop.

A few years ago drawhead pockets were made under the steam

hammer at about one-quarter of a cent per pound. To-day they

are made by the geared or pneumatic bulldozer at about one-

eighth of a cent per pound. They were applied to the dfaw-

heads by hand at a cost of about 10 cents each. To-day they

are applied by the small pneumatic bulldozer for about 2

cents each. Grab irons were made by hand on the anvil for

10 cents each. The steam hammer with the proper tools cut

this price in two. The geared machine in its turn reduced the

price set by the steam hammer, and to-day they are made on

both the quick-action header or the pneumatic machine with

specially designed tools for about 1 cent each, day work. Arch

bars formerly bent by 3 or 4 helpers sledging them to the

shape of a former, are now made on the 100-ton bulldozer or

pneumatic machine for about 3 cents per 100 lbs. The cost

of this class of machine work depends largely on the capacity

of furnaces.

Many heavy parts of coaches, such as transoms and equal-

izers, are now bent on the bulldozer more accurately, at less

cost, and with less abuse to the material than they formerly

were under the steam hammers. This change of method for

the better follows on through many of the heavy parts for en-

gines. Main and side rod straps were pretty generally, and

are yet by some, forged and bent in a solid or rigid tool under

the hammer, thus upsetting, disarranging and frequently

breaking or checking the fibre on the under side of the bend

(in the corner), which is the vital part of the strap, as they

never break on the outside corner first. They are now forged

under a hammer of the proper weight and bent with rollers

on the bulldozer. The forging is left full where the bends are

to be made, and with the rollers properly adjusted the outside

of the metal at the bend is elongated sufficiently in the rolling

process to accommodate the inside to a natural easy bend.

Placed on a mandril and given a few blows under the hammer,

it is without strain or distortion of any kind.

To emphasize the great advantage realized in the reduction

of cost of output with proper tools, against hand work, I will

make two more comparisons in minor articles. Some years

ago drag chain hooks were made by hand of 1%-in. stock at

a labor cost of about 25 cents each. To-day they are forged

of 2-in. square soft steel and bent on the small pneumatic ma-

chine at a total labor cost of 5 cents each.

Chipping hammers, such as used by machinists, boiler-mak-

ers and car-repair men, were made by hand at a cost of 30

cents each. They are now forged in tools under the steam

hammer for 12 to 15 cents each.

I will at this point give a list of only a few of the many

items that can be made with small power. One 12-in. cylinder,

or 2 9-in. cylinders placed tandem on a small face plate for

bulldozing purposes, will, with 100 lbs. of steam or compressed

air, have sufficient power to bend the following articles: Drag

chain hooks forged of 2-in. square soft steel; drawhead car-

riers, brake hangers, unlocking bars, lever guides, stake pock-

ets, train pipe clamps, step irons, corner bands, end gate irons

and grab irons as fast as they can be handled. By using 1

16-in. cylinder as described above, drawhead pockets can be

applied for 2 cents each. Such cylinders can be found in most

railroad shop scrap boxes, and if the foreman is denied some-

thing better they should be utilized as labor-saving devices.

The best workmanship and greatest output is obtained in the

general run of the work by classifying it and giving

each man all or as much of his particular class of work as he

can do. In this way men become expert. Their work will be

less laborious to them, the output will he increased and the

quality will be of the best. If the foreman is a practical black-

smith, thoughtful and persistent in applying himself to duties

as he understands them, there should be but little if any cause

for complaint from his superiors.

The advantages derived from railway club and association

meetings, which make not only common property of the over-

estimated private shop kinks, secrets and formulas of the past,

but offer to those who can appreciate the best and latest ideas

and methods of to-day. and added to this the knowledge gained

by being a reader of the railway mechanical publications,

which give in almost every issue cuts of the latest machines

and tools with their capacity, should help him to not only

satisfy others, but, better still, to satisfy himself.

BOSTON & ALBANY RAILROAD PROGRESSIVE ASSO-

CIATION.

To the Editor:

It may be of interest to you to know that for some time past

on the Boston & Albany Railroad, there was under consideration

the advisability of starting an organization, practically a school

for instruction on the locomotive, signals, train rules, etc., similar

to that outlined in the editorial entitled "Education for Shop Men
and Engineers" in your November issue.

This finally resulted, through the efforts, of Traveling Engineer

E. H. Smith, in the organization of the Boston & Albany Rail-

road Progressive Association, on November 22, with 18 charter

members and more added each meeting since. The association

is limited to employees of the motive power department, and will

not admit officials. Two meetings a month are held and instruc-

tion is given by illustrated lectures, using a stereopticon, models,

drawings, etc.

When the association was brought to the attention of the rail-

road officials they willingly fitted up a room at Allston with a

seating capacity of about 60, gave the members permission to use

books and drawings, and in every way offered encouragement and

help. Firms manufacturing railway appliances were asked to aid

and they promptly furnished drawings and in several cases full

size models. All the argument needed, as one firm put it, was "the

more your men know about our device the better satisfaction they

will get from it."

The course of lectures planned for this winter will cover the

locomotive; the first lecture is boiler construction, design and

care. By using illustrations, models, etc., intelligently explained

and freely discussed, the progressive examinations will lose much

of their dread.

The Boston & Albany Railroad Progressive Association has had

a fair start, with the good wishes of all, and we feel confident

that after the meetings this winter the members will find that the

modern locomotive is much less a mystery than heretofore.
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ECONOMICAL TRAIN OPERATION.

By G. R. Hendebson.

PART IV.

DEDUCTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS.

In making a study of train operation (such as we have just

done) it is important that the different features be brought out

clearly, so that their full value will be understood. The re-

sults are what is wanted in railroad operation, more than

departmental benefits. The president of one of the most im-

portant lines in the Northwest once stated the matter clearly

when he said: "If one deparment can so spend a dollar that

another department can save a dollar and one cent, the ex-

penditure must be made, regardless of the fact that the spend-

ing department was increasing its expenses." This is too

often overlooked in departmental jealousies, and we frequently

hear remarks such as "My department will not get the benefit

of such an expense or improvement, and I am not going to

increase my rolls." Then again, it is not an uncommon prac-

tice, when an excess of power has to be moved in a certain

direction, for a division superintendent to send out one engine

light, and one a few minutes after with a load that it can

barely draw up the hills, simply to increase the average ton-

nage showing per single engine train mileage or per train

mile, a light engine not being considered a train. If we use

more fuel per 100 ton miles, but the saving in wages of crews

more than offsets the value of this excess, the company is

ahead, even if the general manager asks the motive power de-

partment disagreeable questions—questions which may be

hard to answer unless the head of the department is well

fortified both with theoretical knowledge and the practical

results obtained. Unfortunately, while the motive power de-

partment may fix the rating of the engines, the general or

division superintendent fixes the running schedule, and this

is done independently of the former, and often without any

knowledge of the effects of speed upon the coal consumption

or the total cost of transportation. This is unfortunate for

the railroads, but it is the usual melhod in this country.

In analyzing Table A it is noticed at once that the supplies

(excepting coal) and the roundhouse charges are independent

of changes in speed or the rating of the engine. In order

to make these items a minimum per ton mile covered, we
should use as heavy a train as possible; but these items are

small when compared with the others, so that they really

but slightly affect the general result. The repairs being

based on ton miles, will not affect the cost per ton mile by

peed or loading, under our hypothesis. The
ia.ll, so that even if it be claimed thai

the engines ar<' in the bouse and Interi paid

whether used or not. the result will be but Slight!] affected

This leaves us only the fuel and wages, whl i item,

in point of cost, and win ieed and load

Fig. 3 i- in trod U' iphica esull caused

by varying the load, and consequently, the speed. The lower

diagram is arranged to show the effect, of changing th

baek of the tender. Examining the line marked "average

No. 6" (the nnmbi ng to the line in the table

ponding to the same item), we find that a decrease In

load of 30 tons (say one car), or from 1,450 to 1.420 tons, per-

mits doubling the speed, while to treble It, 200 tons must be

dropped, and to quintuple It, more than half of the full load

be left over for another train. The greatest benefit of

a decreased load Is therefore found at Blow speeds, where a

'on of 2 per cent, enables the engine to run al double

We observe from line No, 21 that the coal i onHiimp-

I
r ton mile has risen 17

al thing for the month, th< superintendent ol motive
- would have to answer quesllona, which, II I possible,

•1 not do unless well acquainted with the 1 1 al n move
ment for the month. Hut let us sec what has been gained.

The total cost of movement per 1,000 ton miles moved has
been reduced 5 per cent., -and the same engine or engines
have increased the ton mileage over the division 75 per cent!
Here is where the division superintendent gets the credit for

the large amount of traffic handled, and the motive power
department gets a "raking" for the increase in coal consump-
tion.

"These things ought not so to be." But if a little reduc-
tion in the load is good, will not more be better? And where
should we stop? Unless we are considering a stock movement
or a lot of perishable freight, we can find the answer in Fig. 3

and Table A. It happens in this case that a load of 1,190

or say, 1,200 tons nett, gives us not only the lowest cost per
1,000 ton miles, but also the maximum monthly movement.
The engine is able to run at 15 miles an hour, or with 20

per cent, in stops, etc., to average 12% miles an hour; this

brings about a reduction of 16 per cent, in the operating
charges scheduled, and an increase of 98 per cent, of stuff

hauled; in fact, while the train load has been reduced 18 per
c in

,
the engine has made the trip in one-third of the time,

ItABYlNG Mir LOAD AND SPEED.

and iiii done the work of two locomotives! If we compare the

two methods of operating, we see that a division worked in

accordi with the first schedule would show better records

for large train loads, and if the general manager had a hoboy

for heavy trains, the superintendent would get more praise

than in the third case, where he got. twice as much work

at 5-6 the cost of movement.

From the replies to the inquiries mentioned in Part I. It

was clear 'hat the benefit of reducing loads in times of traffic

ion was generalh ive discussion

il it would be good practice at all times, on such

a division and under tl ondltlons which we have assumed.

II demonstrates that heavy trains do not always mean econ-

n in coal consumption, as it is seen that the

ion miles is less at 15 than at 5 or 10 miles an

hour.

As we still further reduce our load, and operate at hlgner

b in economy and In totnl work done; the

iptlon also Increases These circumstances

about by the fact th.it it. takes more coal per ton

miie to t than Blow, and thai afti

mi hour there Is no reduction, caused by the speed,

wages of the crows, tin lid by the mile, as

already explained.

The upper diagram of Fig 3 Illustrates the variation/! due
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to speed. Here it will be seen that the line of wages is hori-

zontal above 10 miles an hour. From lines 18 and 19 it will

be evident that while the cost per trip decreases with each

increase of speed, the cost per ton mile decreases to 12%

miles an hour average speed, and then increases for further

increase in velocity. The same is approximately true of the

coal consumed per trip and per ton mile. Under the conditions

assumed, therefore, it appears that economical operation, both

from a standpoint of large movement and low unit cost, de-

mands loading the engines so that they can make 15 miles an

hour while running. Of course, it is supposed that there are

sufficient sidings, etc., to allow a prompt train movement in

both directions.

Case A, which has just been considered, may be claimed to

be a purely hypothetical one, and not occurring in ordinary

practice. We admit that divisions 150 miles long, with a

continual rise of 1 per cent, are not common, and yet the

writer knows of eveu worse cases. But B and C are very ordi-

nary cases, the one having a summit at the middle of the run,

and the other constituting a rolling profile. Under these

suppositions, it will not be necessary to consider the direction

of prevailing traffic, as the operations in either direction will

be identical. In comparing tables A and B we are at once

struck with the difference in cost of operation, the latter being

about 2-3 of the former. Inspection shows us that this is

due chiefly to the quantity of coal burned, which is only one-

half that used for the continual rise of case A. Under the

same hypothesis, the return run of case A would be made

without burning any coal, and the round trip would in a meas-

ure approximate to case B, except that a very large tonnage

could be brought down hill, if it were there to be handled.

As before, items 10, 11 and 16 are unchanged throughout

the variation in schedules, and with numbers 12 and 13 are the

same as in case A. The down grade speed being maintained

at 25 miles an hour, the average speed over the division is

greater for the different speeds up hill than in the previous

case until it reaches that due to 25 miles an hour on both

sides of the hill. The wages (14 and 15) being identical per

trip for all but the first schedule, increase the cost per ton

mile at higher speeds and reduced loads.

Considering the questions of cost of operation and work ac-

complished, we are struck in our examination of table B with

the fact that the cost of handling per ton mile is the same,

whether a speed of 5 or 10 miles an hour up hill be permitted.

It happens in this case that the increased fuel consumption

due to greater speed is fully offset by the reduction in over-

time, due to such speed, as the trip only occupies 12.6 hours

between terminals instead of 21.6 hours. The amount of traf-

*
fie handled per engine each month has, however, been increased

48 per cent. Under these two operating conditions, the ex-

pense is just the same, and the first method will enable the

superintendent to show heavier train loads, where this is con-

sidered most creditable, but the second arrangement permits a

great increase in traffic handled, besides keeping the men in

much better humor on account of a quick run over the divis-

ion, which is not without a good effect upon the morale of

the service. However, if we go still further and cut our train

load 18 per cent, so that 15 miles an hour may be made up

grade, a reduction in the cost of operation of 6 per cent, is

effected, with 50 per cent, increase in work done per engine,

or two locomotives run on this schedule would do the same
amount of work in cleaning up a congested freight yard as

three on the first schedule. It also happens in this case that

the coal consumption per 100 ton miles is less, due to expansive

working of the steam in the cylinders.

If the load and running time be still further reduced, the

economy and amount of business handled will suffer—thus at

25 miles an hour the cost per 1,000 ton miles will he 32 per

cent, greater and the tonnage handled per month 40 per cent,

less than at 15 miles per hour running time. This shows us

why stock trains are so much more expensive to handle than

ordinary freight, the Increased cost being as above for similar

existing conditions. If the speed be stlH further Increased,

the excess in cost will be yet greater, and the amount of ton-

jiage smaller. These figures give a logical argument for higher

charges for such freight, in addition to terminal expenses for

handling and caring for the stock while in transit. Of course,

everyone knows that freight rates are not determined by the

cost of transportation, and yet it is desirable to know the re-

lative cost of different kinds of service. As before, 15 miles

an hour running time gives the greatest benefit, both as to

economy and amount of business handled.

In case B, just considered, the average profile was level, that

is, there was as much down hill as up hill, and the schedules

were determined by fixing the working speed up grade. In

case C, while the profile is still level, as far as the average is

concerned, the up grades are so short that it would never be

considered good policy to load an engine so that it could make
fast runs up these hills, but the level stretches must be de-

pended upon to make up time on a fast schedule. For this

reason but two ratings are used in our discussion, 1,870 tons

and 1,820 tons, or 3 per cent. less. From Fig. 2 this was seen

to make a difference of from 5 miles to 10 miles an hour on the

26 ft. per mile up grade, but as the up grade only comprises

30 miles of the 150, this really increased the average speed

but 23 per cent, for the whole run. Again, however, there

was an advantage in operating, as the total monthly ton mile-

age was increased 15 per cent, without any increase in the

cost of operation, both standing at 45 cents per 1,000 ton miles.

The Coal consumption, however, is 13 per cent, greater, so (hat

the only gain is in the increased hauling capacity of this

schedule. If we consider trip 3 we find that the time between

terminals is the same as trip 2, viz., 15.8 hours. In this case,

however, the time is 5 miles an hour up hill and 15 miles per

hour on the level. Wiih this arrangement the full tonnage

can be' taken, resulting in 'an increase of about 3 per cent.,

and the cost is about 2 per cent, lower. In this case we find

the greatest economy is to use the full rating and to run at

15 miles an hour on the level. While there is very little dif-

ference in the ton mile cost of the various schedules of case C,

yel this method giv s the lowest cost of operation both per

train mile and ton mile of the series.

Now let us examine a still further increase of speed on the

level, say to 25 miles an hour, but maintaining our full load

and slow speed up hill. Here we find (trip 4) that the cost

of operation has suffered a rise of 5 per cent.,- but the rate

of output has improved about 16 per cent. This output can

be si ill further increased by reducing the train load so that in

miles an hour can he made up hill, the level speed being con-

tinued at 25 miles an hour, as exhibited in trip 5. Here the

monthly rate Is 41 per cent, better and the cosl per ton mile

only 8 per cent, more than trip 3, which was the lowest in cost.

This table (C) therefore, indicates that for ordinary work'ng

conditions, the method shown by trip 3 is the most desirable,

as it is the lowest in cost, but if traffic should become con-

gested, great relief (that is 41 per cent I can he effected by

using schedule 5. thereby increasing the cost 8 per cent.

Although tables B and C cover operations over divisions

that are an average level, we find great differences in the cost

and best methods of operation. The most economical operation

of case B (1 per cent, grades) cannot be expected to approach

within 40 per cent, of the economical working of case C (%
per rent, grades and level stretches). This is due entirely

to the profile of the road, and exp'ains the uselessness of at-

tempting to make comparisons of the cost of operation of dif-

ferent divisions, which have unlike profiles. Even the same

profile with a different kind of traffic will be subject to great

variations in cost. For instance, if one month there were few

fast freights, and the same month in the following year there

was a large proportion of this business, the expense of opera-

tion would be sure to go up unless there were other offsetting

conditions. In this way praise or censure is often given when

no one is responsible for the changed conditions, unless it be

the traffic department for obtaining a different grade of mer-

chandise foi shipment. It Is absolutely Impossible to make
comparisons in such cases unless all the conditions bearing
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ou the case are known or considered, yet it is often done in

just such an unmethodical manner Comparative statements,

apparently voluminous and complete, often omit the essential

points for forming sound judgment.

In one point the 3 cases considered practically agree, that

at an average speed of from 12 to 15 miles an hour the great-

est economy is found, but the possibility of moving a large

quantity of freight depends upon the detail conditions of the

line. Whether a heavy or moderate loading for the engine

is best depends also upon the profile and existing conditions.

It must not be thought that the 3 sections of road here con-

sidered are intended to cover all cases—indeed, each division

should constitute a study by itself in some such manner as

we have indicated, and the necessity for liberal co-operation

between the various departments will certainly be understood

by the foregoing suggestions. In each case the proper values

should, of course, be assigned to the different items constitut-

ing the charges, as these will be different for various localities.

As we explained In Part I., the whole cost of operation will

be about 3 times that shown by our figures, which include

only the items directly connected with the train movement,

and without knowing the amounts of these other charges the

total cannot of course be figured, but for determining the

minimum cost and maximum capacity, it is not necessary to

know the items not directly concerned. The total cost of

operation will evidently not be a function of the cost shown,

but an addition to it, which Is less per ton mile as the quan-

tity of commodities handled Increases.

The revenue ton mile is also much less than the gross ton

mileage (car and loading) which v.e -have considered above.

In a fully loaded car the revenue load may be 2-3 of the

gross load, but the ordinary run of loads as they come In

merchandise trains will not average over 50 per cent, of the

weight for the weight of revenue freight It is quite

plain from the discussion that roads with heavy grades are un-

able to operate at the same cost as those with low grades,

and that where we find a low operating cost for a large system

it means that the great proportion of easy profiles modifies

the high cost of mountainous territory, reducing the average.

Where two railways connect at the same points, but one runs

over a succession of mountain ranges, it is a hopeless task to

expect to reduce the expenses to that of a road which has a

valley route, unless it be badly managed. However, much
ran be done by adopting an economical train load, whether it

be the greatest that the engine can haul or a moderately heavy

load permitting a good running schedule, this to be deter-

mined for each particular case on the principles laid down

Automatic Stokers fop. Locomotives.—The necessity for nn

automatic stoker for the large locomotive, either passonerer or

freight, is quite generally recognized, and the requirements

been met In a very satisfactory manner by at least one

form of stoker. It Is strange, therefore, that a stoker which

on the market eai and whicl works

fully, does not become regularly adopted by the

railroads, which seem to need some such appllam

the fireman In his arduous work. The testimony as to the

success of this device Is the mosl convincing of any relating

Draotlve Improvement" (containing such radical changes

in methods of operation) whir], o Introduced In many
The reports of the laboratory tests at Purdue show It

given a very satisfactory p< mony
of motive power men who have had quite a number nf stokers

In line la entirely favoiaoie io iud device, and the opinion of

Hie superintendent of our largest locomotive Worki '-• that the
• ' coming device, w ,n I

• Congress.

THE COLE 4-CYLINDER BALANCED COMPOUND.

The American locomotive Company ha.?.

' ifayette, Indiana, the" full loco-

motive cylinders sectioned to '-how the piston valve construc-

tion which formed a part of Its exhibit at the J."

chase Exposition.

An Important, but misleading, criticism of the Cole 4-eyl-

inder balanced compound locomotive appeared in a recent,

number of the Railroad Gazette, over the signature of Mr.

L. E. Moore, instructor in mechanics, of the University of

Illinois. This criticism cannot have been based upon mature
deliberation, and to guard against the possibility of creating

a widespread impression to the effect that this locomotive

is not vertically balanced, a statement of the facts seems to

be required. Mr. Moore's criticism is as follows:

"As regards forces in a horizontal plane through both axles,

the locomotive is balanced; but consider for a moment the

vertical forces upon the back pair of drivers alone, when roll-

ing on the track. The conditions here are exactly the same
as in an ordinary locomotive; for the vertical forces exerted

by the reciprocating parts connected to the front drivers can-

not interpose between the back drivers and the rail to balance

the vertical forces exerted upon the hack drivers by the re-

ciprocating parts connected therewith. It must follow, then,

that the reciprocating parts connected to the back drivers,

. being unbalanced, and quartering or at 90 deg. with each

other, must produce a very severe hammer-blow upon the rails

at every revolution. The same reasoning, of course, holds

with the front drivers. If all these cranks were on one axle,

or If the two cranks on each axle could he opposite, and sim-

ilar parts had the same -weight, the engine would, ofj neces-

sity, be exactly balanced. But the splitting up of the cranks.

as done In this engine, between the front and rear drivers,

must necessarily result In unbalancing the vertical forces

upon each axle. These forces are the ones of Importance, so

far as destructive action upon the rails Is concerned."

The arrangement of this locomotive was Illustrated on page
240 of the June number of this journal of last year. Mr.
Moore has fallen Into the error of regarding the reciprocating

parts as producing a "hammer-blow" upon the rails at every

revolution. In a balanced eiwiuc one set of reciprocating

parts on the Inside of the frames balances those on the out-

side, which move In an opposite direction, so that the use

of the customary counterweights for the reciprocating parts

in the wheels are rendered unnecessary, and engines of this

description run very smoothly without their use. This is clear

to anyone who reads what is said of the smooth operation of

the many do Olehn compounds In Europe,

The action of the reciprocating parts Is entirely horizontal,

and no vertical force r-,:" be exerted by these parts, excepting

the slight vertical component produced by the main rod, hence

no pressure can he, produced upon the rail by the action of the

reciprocating parts, Mr. Moore confuses this with the "ham-
mer-blow" In ordinary t"~;,n?s, which Is produced by the over-

balance In the wheels of ordinary engines to take care of

the reciprocating weights, but even In these engines the re-

ciprocating parts themselves have nothing directly to do with

the "hammer-blow." With a 4-cylInder engine of this con-

struction It does not matter whether the cylinders are all con-

nected to one axle or not, as far as the balancing Is concerned.

In either rase the reciprocating weights counteract each

other, and the balancing of the rotating parts Is all that Is

neccR=ary; as a matter of fact, a very large proportion of 4-

cyllnder oompnunda of this general type are divided, as are

the DeOlthS compound, the role compound and the Burling-

ton compound, all of which have been Illustrated in this jour-

nal. The Tole locomotive referred to has been run continu-

ously for a- nonr on the Pennsylvania testing plant, at St.

ad of 7 r, miles per hour, which alone effectually

refutes Mr. Moore's criticism In the smoothness of the run-

ning, and In the demonstration by means of wires run under

wires having been flattened uniformly

I out their entire length. Mr. Moore's criticism would

be Important If true, but thoso who are Interested In the 4-

cylinder balanced compound nro very glad thnt. hli erltll

are erroneoim.
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MILLING MACHINES IN RAIL-

ROAD SHOPS.

The comment on the extensive use

of milling machines in English rail-

road shops, which appeared on page

344 of our September issue, sug-

gests the question as to why the

same does not hold true in Ameri-

can shops. With the rapid progress

that has been made during the past

few years in the way of new shops

and new equipments of modern

tools fitted with the best cutting

steels that are to be had, regardless

of first cost so long as there is a

possibility of greatly increasing pro-

duction by rapid machining proc-

esses, it is surprising that more

milling machines are not installed

A few American shops are now

using millers on side rods, among

them the Altoona shops of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad, where good re-

sults are being obtained, and this,

together with the experience of

English shops on similar work, is

in itself proof of the economy of

milling these over planing.

In a great many American shops

we have noticed milling machines

used for sinking the end of flutes

into the rods and the middle part

was afterward planed out, the rea-

son given being that while the

planer could not finish the end of

the groove in the rod, it could re-

niovp the metal from the middle

section more rapidly than the mill-

ing machine. The reason for this

must be that the planers used are

better equipped for the work than

the millers that happened to be in

the shop. When such work is fin

ished complete on a heavy miller,

there should be a marked saving

in time of the actual cutting opera

tion, and- in addition to this the

time required for handling the pii

from the miller to the planer would

also be saved, so that altogether

there should be at least a 25 per

cent saving by milling. For such

work a heavy planer type miller is

best adapted, and a machine should

be selected large enough to mill

several rods, placed side by side, at

one time. The cutter arbor should

be very large in diameter and well

supported, and the cutters as small

In diameter as it is possible to make
them, and still have sufficient

strength in the body to stand a

hseavj cut withoul splitting open. Since these cutters must
neci ssarily have large round corners, and must be adjustable,
so that their size may be maintained after repeated grindings,

it is perhaps best to make them with inserted teeth, and these

teeth should be alternately nicked to break up the chips. The
body of the cutter should be made of machinery steel. Twenty
feet per minute is a good basis for peripheral velocity of the
cutters, and the feed should be limited only by the pulling

power of the machine. In general, it may be said that fast

feeds not only have the advantage of rapid production,

FIC. 1—METHOD SUGGESTED FOB MILLING DRIVING BOX SHOES.

FIG 3" M>. 4 PLAIN CINCINNATI MILLING MACHINE.

but also materially reduce the tendency of the machine to

chatter.

In addition to side rods, there are a large number of sma'.ler

parts which can be milled to good advantage- for Instance,

driving an be handled verj nicely on the ordinary

column and knee-type miller by using a gang ol cutters and

chucking the work, as shown in Kig. 1. This illustrates a No.

4 Plain Cincinnati Miller on work of a very similar nature.

The casting is 8 Ins. wide over all. The total width of the

finished surface is 13 ins., and the largest cutters are 6 ins.
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in diameter. The depth of the cut runs from % to 3-16 in.,

the speed of the cutter is 33 r.p.m., and the table feed is

5% ins. per minute without the slightest sign of chatter. This

is indicative of the possibilities of these machines. It will

be noted that the main body of the cutter is solid, has spiral

teeth, and that these cutters are of the ordinary inserted tooth

variety. Rod brasses and similar parts can be milled in the

fame manner at about twice the above rate.

cutting The blank is a piece of unannealed steel 5% ins. in

diameter, the flutes, being milled, are approximately Vj in. deep

by : \ in. wide at the top, and all the stock is removed by a

single cut at a feed of over 1 in. per minute.

For ordinary slab-milling it is always desirable to use arbors

of large diameter, and keep the diameter of the cutter as

small as possible; therefore solid cutters will invariably give

the best results, since the inserted tooth style must be com-

paratively large in diameter. Slabbing cutters should have

the flutes spaced far apart, to give ample room for the chips,

and they should not be milled too deep, so that they will have

sufficient strength left for taking heavy cuts. The teeth

should be alternately nicked so as to break up the chips, as

I n. i i • ' I 1 1 i: \ .i> ..Hi Mil K

the work oo a miller

more than that requl I tag it on a

aper and working arithlj al lim-

o

has been ma*Je for man 01 course, if

milling at, it la neceaaary

to provide the means for mal tag and maintaining cut-

lust be an efficient tool room

lion . II h the machine shop, and

on mill-

inn macblnea with the iding op-

I g. 2 la an in work

In the tool room Tbla show:. ' .'Innatl

Jliiler fitted with a head especially adapted to heavy aplral

6 ii m:i'i:m\i. \ si'Mi \i. :

thl permits of faster cutting and greatly reduces the ten-

to chatter,

An Indii i" Qi abh adjum I to thi I room miller la a con

i efficient grinder tor keeping the cutters

proper!] barpened The machine shown In Pig. 4 la adapted

[or gi i

if millfn tei thai i over the c

range ol eutti actical uae, i«'lg. 5 shows it In

operation barpenlng thi ildi teeth of a large inserted tooth

.,, ii The teeth on the other side and also the peripheral

teeth are sharpened In the same manner and with the same

fixture without removing the cutter from the shank. It la
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held directly in the spiaulc of Uie head center of the grinder,

bo thai while being ground, it revolves in a true plane about

its axis and will therefore run true on its own arbor. This

also applies to mills of smaller diameter, such as the ordinary

end or butt mills, and these are held on their own shanks

while being ground. The ordinary slabbing cutter is ground

between centers, as shown in Fig. 6.

It will be noticed that in all of the above grinding operations

a cup-shaped wheel is used. This is the proper method, as it

gives a stiaight line clearance to the cutting edge instead of

the cupped out clearance that is obtained when the periphery

of a disk wheel is used, in general, milling cutters will give

the best satisfaction and their edges will last the longest if

they are sharpened with an angle of about 5 degrees. In the

case of end teeth of butt mills, or side teeth of large inserted

tooth mills, this angle is obtained by setting the spindle of

the index head to the desired angle, which may be read direct

from a dial provided.

WATER SOFTENING.

CuM'HOL A.ND R&SUIOB ISOil A CttEMIOAX STAKDfOLKX.

BV Q. il. CAMfBKl.T, r. & L. E. B. B.

The problem of softening water is not a problem of pure

chemistry. Results on water passing through a softener at

the rate of ou.uuu gals, an hour, cannot be the same as those

on a small laboratory sample where several days may be taken

tu make the reactions complete. Again, the materials used in

water softening are not chemically pure, tiie labor is unskilled

instead of highly trained, and the machine is subjtct to many
limitations. When it is considered that even in a hard water

the amount of material is extremely small—1 lb. of scale

forming matter in 'J.0U gals, of water would be an extremely

hard water—and that the treatment is taken care of by un-

skilled workers who know absolutely nothing about the theory

of chemistry, the results obtained with many softeners are

indeed remarkable.

The title of this paper presupposes that water softening ap-

paratus is in use; the softening of water by adding chemicals

to the boiler or locomotive tender is entirely inadequate and

inefficient. All water softening machines are not of the same
value, some undoubtedly perform their work better than

others, and it is poor economy to put in an inferior machine

simply because the initial cost is somewhat lower. An in-

ferior "continuous ' softener, if used on a water of constant

quality and of a uniform rate of flow, might work entirely

satisfactorily because the necessary adjustments could be made
to suit that one condition. But when the water varies widely

in quality and supply, the mechanical mechanism of the ma-

chine must be as nearly theoretically and practically correct

as possible, otherwise a badly fluctuating softened water will

be the result. With a properly equipped and properly con-

trolled continuous softener, results can easily be obtained in

every respect equal to results with an intermittent machine,

and at a very much less cost for labor and power, especially

in the larger units, no matter what the quality or variation of

the water.

After the machine has been chosen and installed it should

be maintained in as good a condition as is possible; all adjust-

able devices should be carefully and regularly inspected. With
the machine working at its maximum efficiency, everything

depends on the proper proportioning of the treating chemicals

to the. quality of the water to be treated. With a water of

unvarying quality, samples can be sent at intervals to a chem-

ist and the resulting treatment based on his analysis. Many
deep-well waters are fairly constant as far as scale-forming

constituents are concerned, but even these waters vary in the

amount of free carbonic acid present, which would require a

change in the lime treatment But with waters from rivers

or shallow ponds or even shallow wells, the changes are far too

rapid and uncertain to allow of successful treatment based on

occasional full chemical analysis. Tests of the water at the

time of treatment are absolutely essential; it is impossible to

satisfactorily treat such waters otherwise. It is, of course, out

of the question to maintain a chemist at each water softening

plant to make the necessary analyses, consequently the tests

must be so simple that the ordinary unskilled workman can

understand them—not understand the reasons back of the tests,

but be able to note certain results of the test and to intelli-

gently base thereon his subsequent treatment. Owing to the

lUaDiuty ol uie ordinary workman to understand completely

the chemical tests and the chemical reactions in the softener,

he is incapable of drawing any correct conclusions as to what

changes in treatment are required, if the treated water is not

as it should be; consequently the treatment, in so far as quan-

tities of chemicals required is concerned, should be beyond

his control and he should not be held responsible for the qual-

ity of the treated water. He should be given definite written

instructions, put in simple language, to make certain simple

tests at stated times and to put in certain charges in accord-

ance with his tests. He should also be held responsible for

the mechanical working of the machine; but there his responsi-

bility should end. This limiting of responsibility has one

very good result—it removes from the attendant all desire to

falsify records. The results of the treatment are, therefore,

correctly given, and if these results are not sufficient, the nec-

essary changes can be made in the charging tables or in

method of testing and treatment.

With a number of water softeners all supplying water for

one common purpose, such as may be found on a railroad, it

is necessary that the water should be nearly uniform, and

therefore it is necessary that the man ultimately in control

should be kept fully informed as to what is happening at the

various plants. The first step is to have regular reports sent

him from each plant of the quality of the raw water, the qual-

ity of the treated water, the quantity of chemicals used, the

amount of water pumped, etc. The work at any properly

equipped pumping plant is such that the attendant can easily

find time to make such report, provided easily understood

blank report sheets are furnished him. The attendant may be

painstaking and honest, but if he finds that his results go un-

checked he will sooner or later become careless or inaccurate.

Adequate check must therefore be provided, not in the nature

of spying, but in the nature of records and samples, so that

the attendant can easily see that he must sooner or later be

detected in any inaccuracy or carelessness. The usual check

on the attendants is to have an inspector make more or less

regular visits to the plants to note conditions. Owing to the

long distance between plants, especially on a railroad, the in-

terval between visits would be long, and, moreover, there is

no guarantee that the records and treatment are correct in the

interim. A very satisfactory check is to have samples regu-

larly collected and forwarded to some central point where they

are checked by the inspector, not to make a full analysis, but

simply the same tests as were made at the plant Samples col-

lected three times a week would usually be found quite suffi-

cient. It is altogether improbable that, if the results are cor-

rect on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, the results on the

other days would be Incorrect; this is especially true if the

samples of treated water are drawn from a storage tank. The
results of these tests should be carefully compared with the

records made by the attendant. Small discrepancies are to be

expected; any large discrepancies should be noted and attend-

ant asked to explain. If the number of plants is sufficient to

warrant the expense, there should be assigned one man to test

all these samples and at intervals to visit all the softeners,

but more to look after the mechanical equipment than the

chemical treatment; the chemical treatment can be accurately

controlled from the central office and results definitely deter-

mined, and any departure from proper treatment can be easily

detected. This is especially the case with varying river waters,

as, owing to the rapid fluctuations and the general relation

the results at one softener must bear to the results at the soft-
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enei j. ic\\ miles down stream, it is impossible for the attend-

ant to <o falsity records or to collect his samples that the

error cannot be detected. If records are accurate and reliable,

it is not at all a difficult problem to obtain any desired result.

It would thus seem that rapidly varying waters could ke very

controlled, though this is contrary to common report.

It must be borne in mind that, as stated before, such results

on variable waters are obtainable only when the machine re-

sponds quickly to any change in treatment and when the feed-

ing of chemicals is strictly proportionate to the amount of

water pumped.

These general statements are based largely on the result of

the control of the softening plants on the Pittsburgh & Lake

Erie Railroad. There are ten plants in all, all installed by the

Kennicott Water Softener Company: one has a capacity of

60,000 gals, an hour, five of 42,000 gals., three of 21,000 gals,

and one of lu.uOO gals. Several articles in connection with

their installation and operation have already appeared in

this journal. The machines have lent themselves admirably

to the very severe conditions which are met with on the

road. Of the ten softeners, only that at McKees Rocks is

using well water; one, at Whitsett Junction, is using water

from a shallow pond; the other eight use water from six dif-

ferent rivers. One plant is on the Youghiogheny River, two on

the Monongahela, two on the Ohio, one each on the Beaver,

Shenango and Mahoning. No two of these waters are the

same, even the two on the one river differ considerably. Suc-

cess with the varying river waters has been so satisfactory

that the well at McKees Rocks is shortly to be abandoned and

river water used. An average saving in chemicals alone of

about $10 a day will be effected thereby. At Buena Vista, on

the Youghiogheny River, the raw water, during the present

summer varied in hardness from 5 to 4S deg., and as much as

10 deg. in one day, and varied from an alkalinity of 4 deg. to

an acidity of 30 deg., and as much as 10 deg. in one day. Whit-

sett raw water, from a shallow pond, has varied in hardness

from 16 deg. to 33 deg.; McKees Rocks, well water, from 36

deg. to 44 deg.; the others from about 5 to 25 deg. All these

waters are brought down to an average of about 6 deg. in

hardness, and an equivalent alkalinity and causticity. The

conditions have been apparently very adverse, the waters very

hard, acid and variable; yet the results have been satisfactory

1 question.

The various solutions used in connection with the testing

at the softeners are as follows: Standard soap solution, fiftieth

normal sulphuric acid, fiftieth normal sodium hydrate, methyl-

orange indicator called ''red indicator," and phenolphthalein

Indicator called "clear indicator." Results of all tests are ex-

i in fquivalent parts of calcium carbonate per 100,000;

the quantity of water taken for each test is such as to give that

reading
I
entinieters (c.c); each part per 100,000 is

1 deg. The general meaning and value of the tests need

given here; they will follow later.

Identical testing and charging instructions are in force at

all softeners and also almost identical charging tables when

brought to the basis of 1,000 gallons treated; the amount of

chemicals used is but little above the theoretical amount re-

quired, and the results obtained are, all things considered, re-

markably uniform. Credit for this satisfactory condition is

due. fin-.t, to the softener, and, second, to the general method of

lis all plan' let supervision, yet

with a minimum cost for inspei on; the installation of these

a of but one man to the com-

al lab-

I. This Is l ' lute necessity, test-

i|>le tests con

villi a duplicate equipment to thai at any of the soft-

tmt the small initial outlay, $250 to V'M. would soon

anufacture ol itlons and In mak-

ing tests, which would otherwli e made at a regular

laboratory. The work In the laboratory consists In the making

of all testing solutions, men solutions being standardized

again -t solutions of known strength, the making of partial

analyses of any special samples ol water from any source what

ind the testing of the samples regularly sent in from tne

ers. While the work is quite simple, yet it is ad-

visable to have a technical man in charge. On roads where a

regular testing laboratory is maintained, this work could very

easiiy be taken care of.

The instructions to the softener attendant and the report

sheets given in this article have special reference to the par-

ticular type of machine in use on the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie

Railroad and to the general conditions on that road. Altera-

tions could easily be made to suit any other conditions. At

each softener there is a chemical cabinet which is about 33

ins. high, 28 ins. wide, 12 ins. deep and holds the complete

testing outfit. This outfit now consists of: 3 25-c.c. burettes;

3 burette stands; 4 2-liter bottles with syphon attachment, con-

taining respectively standard soap solution, standard soda solu-

tion, standard acid solution, and distilled water; 1 4-oz. round

bottle; 2 8-oz. round bottles; 1 8-oz. square bottle; 2 dropping

bottles, one containing what is called "red indicator," the ether

"clear indicator"; 1 100-c.c. graduated cylinder.

(To i/e continued.)

AWARDS TO PENNSYLVAN ARAILROAD

The remarkable display made at the St. Louis Fair by this

road received fitting recognition from the juries of awards in

the form of a large number of prizes and medals. A special

commemorative grand prize was awarded for the series of

scientific investigations of locomotive performance, and other

prizes for the terminal station models, for the locomotive test-

ing plant, and the other features of the collective exhibit A
grand prize wTas awarded to the Societe Alsacienne de Con-

struction Mechaniques for the deGlehn compound locomo-

tive, and gold medals were awarded to the collaborators in

connection with the general exhibits and the locomotive test-

ing plant. The members of the various committees and offi-

cials in charge of the testing plant were included in this ap-

propriate recognition of the plant and its valuable work.

ECONOMICAL TRAIN OPERATION.

Mr. Henderson closes his series of four articles on train

operation in this number. This important contribution to

the literature of railroad operation is a result of the letters

from railroad officials, printed in this journal last June, and

Mr. Henderson's work plans in the hands of general man-

agers information which will help them through the next

period of traffic congestion, which now seems to be rapidly

approaching. It does this, and more. It suggests the neces-

sity for a study of locomotive operation, which on very many
railroads has never been made, and it should lead to a care-

ful general investigation of the question, "What are your

locomotives doing?"

MECHANICAL CONVENTIONS, JUNE, 1<»05.

The Master Mechanics' and Master Car Builders' Associa-

tions will hold their next conventions at Manhattan Beach, L.

i
, the Master Mechanics ug June 14 to 16,

inclusive, and the Master Cai I
fune 19

to 21, Official headquarters will be In the ||!

Information In regard !> accommodations and

may lie seemed from Mr. I W. Taylor, secretary of the two

i hicago.

Sti im ii wiiii un vs. Mi been In a blacl

and have never yel been able to gel :i man who

in as hammer foi n

to the hammer with all ol i iccentrlc rods and everything

it welding up

by band We have aboul eight fires to every

hammi
niari.smitha. '
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"AMERICAN ENGINEER" TESTS ON LOCOMOTIVE
DRAFT APPLIANCES.

The announcement may now be made that the investigation

began by this journal, the first record of which appeared on

page 184, in June, 1901,'is to be advanced and carried to com-

pletion through the aid of the American Railway Master

Mechanics' Association.

On page 28G of the July number of last year will be found

the report of the committee appointed by the Master Mechan-

ics' Association to co-operate in these tests. This committee

consisted of Messrs. H. H. Vaughan, F. H. Clark, R. Quayle,

A. W. Gibbs and W. F. M. Goss. This report outlined the

tests to be made, and stated their probable cost. The asso-

ciation authorized the executive committee to provide funds

necessary to carry out the experiments, when money for such

work became available, and the executive committee instructed

the secretary to ask members of the association for contribu-

tions, which were obtained by the following letter:

"I am directed by the executive committee of the Master

Mechanics' Association to ask the assistance of the railroad

company which you represent in raising a sufficient fund to

enable the association to carry to completion the tests on

Locomotive Front Ends, which it has decided are necessary

and desirable.

"The experiments carried on by the committee on this sub-

ject, which reported at the 1897 convention, decided some of

the most important facts in connection with it, and its recom-

mendations have been extensively adopted; but it was unable

to complete its investigations, and in 1901 the American En-
gineer and Railrpad Journal, after considering carefully all

the data so far obtained, organized a committee of those inter-

ested in the subject, which decided on the lines on which fur-

ther tests should be directed. All possible assistance was ren-

dered by Purdue University and several interested railroads,

and sufficient money was furnished by the American Engineer

and Railroad Journal to carry on an extensive series of ex-

periments.

"At the convention of 1902, the committee of the Master

Mechanics' Association was appointed to assist the American

Engineer and Railroad Journal in carrying out these tests,

and this committee was instructed to assist in the work and

render financial assistance, if necessary, to complete the ex

periments, so that the laws governing this subject could be

finally decided. The tests made at the expense of the Ameri-

can Engineer and Railroad Journal were extensive, and the

further experiments required related chiefly to the determina-

tion of the influence of varying diameters of front ends and

the efficiency of draught pipes and diaphragms. The neces-

sary series of tests were decided on, the loan of a suitable loco-

motive promised by the New York Central Railroad through

the courtesy of Mr. Deems, and on behalf of Purdue Univer-

sity an offer was made of the free use of their Locomotive

Laboratory and such co-operation of their permanent staff as

they might find it possible to render. Under these condi-

tions, the estimated cost of the proposed tests was $2,150.

"On application by the executive committee, it was found

that it was unable, under the constitution of the association,

to grant the necessary money, and, consequently, no work was

done which could be reported to the 1904 convention. At the

convention it appeared that the funds in the treasury were

insufficient to justify the appropriation, and while another

year may see the treasury in better shape, it was the opinion

of the executive committee that this work should not wait. It

is, therefore, in response to their suggestion that this appeal is

made, with the hope that the railroad companies of the coun-

try will provide the necessary funds to carry on this most

important series of experiments.

"I am pleased to advise that through Professor Goss, the

committee on this subject has received a renewal of the offer

involving the free use of the Purdue University laboratory

which was previously made, and that the New York Central

Railroad has expressed its willingness to furnish the locomo-

tive required.

"Kindly let me hear from you at an early date, and use your

best efforts to interest your company in this matter, which, I

am sure, you will realize is of sufficient importance to justify

a special appeal for assistance.

"J. W. Taylor, Secretary."

Mr. Taylor, in transmitting a copy of this letter, says: "I

am pleased to state that the response has been very gratifying,

that pledges for the full amount are in sight, and that the

money will be received in a very short time to enable the

committee to complete the tests as outlined in its report to

the convention last year."

DEPARTMENTAL BENEFITS.

In the article by Mr. Henderson, on another page, emphasis

is given to the importance of general, as distinguished from

departmental, results in railroad operation. He quotes a

railroad president as saying: "If one department can spend

a dollar so that another department can save a dollar and

one cent, the expenditure must be made, regardless of the

fact that the spending department is increasing its expenses."

Mr. Henderson says this is too often overlooked in depart-

ment jealousies, and we frequently hear officers say: "My
department will not get the benefit of such an expense or im-

provement, and I am not going to increase my rolls." Super-

intendents, when an excess of power must be moved, some-

times send out one engine light, and a few minutes later an-

other starts with an overload. This is done to increase the

average train tonnage. The superintendent makes a good

showing, but at the expense of the locomotives. He deceives

himself by his bookkeeping, because he renders It Impossible
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Cor the motive power department to keep tbe locomotives up to

their work.

Mr. Henderson touches lightly on this subject, but his

articles present a method, whereby the general manager may

reckon the cost of such practices, which are far too common.

.Motive power officers are helping the operating men far more

than the operating men are helping the motive power depart-

ment, and wise general managers will bring the department

officials together in order to have the opportunities for the

results of good team work fully understood. A school of

railroad operation, attended about six times a year by oper-

ating, mechanical, maintenance of way and supply department

officials, will do wonders for any railroad.

Locomotives are intended to haul trains effectively and

cheaply, not merely to keep repairs down to a certain number

of cents per mile. Trains are intended to handle passengers

and freight efficiently and economically, not merely to show

large tonnage per train. Bridges are for the support of the

trains and locomotives which will reduce the cost of trans-

portation to the lowest practicable figure, not to merely render

the lives of the engineering department officers comfortable.

The motive power men are too generally required to bear

burdens laid on them—perhaps unintentionally, perhaps ig-

norantly—by operating officers who permit overloading and

unnecessary delays at stations, and by engineering depart-

ment officers, who will not allow wheel loads which the bridges

are perfectly able to carry with safety.

All this may be overcome by getting the officials together

and permitting them to learn that they are not so much offi-

cers of departments as employees of the owners of the prop-

erty.

Imagine the good which would result from a general study

of the operation reports by all the officers concerned, say

two or three months!

BOSTON & ALBANY RAILROAD PROGRESSIVE
ASSOCIATION.

The inauguration of this association of railroad employees,

announced elsewhere in this issue, is important entirely out

of proportion to its size and pretentions. It is a voluntary as-

sociation, on an educational basis, of employees of the motive

power department. The company provides quarters and the

use of books, drawings and other helps available at the Alls-

ton shops. Manufacturers of railway appliances have freely

responded to requests for drawings and models of locomotive

auxiliary appliances. A course of lectures hat been arranged

for two evenings per month during the prestnt winter and the

membership, originally numbering eighteen, Is steadily in-

creasing.

Ibilitles of truly great results lie before these men, and

every railroad in this country should encourage the faintest

sign of desire on the part of locomotive engineers, firemen and

shopmen to advance by education, because the great men of

.intry are as a rule from tbe rank and file; and nowhere

is there so promising a rank ami file as on our railroads. It

Is the boys and men of the locomotives and shops who ari

pored to educate themselves and are eager to take and

make opportunities for pn re to look for

recruits for the leadership of the future. This Boston & Al-

bany Association Is small In it ^'-1 f, but It may be made a power

of Influence and advancei members do nol drea

the good It may be made to do [hem and tbe community and

th<- officials do not dream or tbe po iblliUi d effl

• through the educations ands of

rn« ri of the character and Inti

Kiil.ordinate service on American rai'

esprit de corpn of raiip faithful

devotion whirl, leads them, like '
> <» -e who foil..

do difficult service for the love of

'fully by those who are responsible for rallrc

.; the Immediate future IM IC&tlOO and (>"-

vaneenient of the men who run trains cannot be overlooked

in plans for the future.

Why does not every American railroad hurry to provide fa-

cilities for this improvement when the men are ready, open-

armed for them, and are prepared to do their part?

What can an educated engineer save? What can an edu-

cated fireman or shopman save? What can a thousand or two

or ten thousand of them save?

This is an interesting period in American locomotive de-

velopment. Never before has so much interest been shown

in improved valve gear, superheating, four-cylinder balanced

compounds, in the most favorable proportions of great area

and heating surface. Everybody who is making any progres-

sive steps is talking about them, and wondering how much

there is in each of these factors. This is the time for the

railroad mechanical engineer to show his value, especially

on large roads and groups or systems of roads. When the

railroads are building up their equipment so fast, to meet to-

day's requirements, it is difficult to do any experimenting, but

nevertheless experimenting should be done. A general man-

ager told the writer that 54.4 per cent, of the locomotives on

his road were new within the past five years. The total num-

ber now in service is over 650. That road has been wise in

avoiding radical departures, but it will be unwise to delay

longer an effort to ascertain the possibilities of improvements

which now lay at hand waiting to be tried. Such a roau

should set its mechanical engineer to work embodying super-

heating and balanced compounding in new designs which will

include as many as possible of the details at present in use,

such as driving boxes, trucks and parts which are already in

use and known to be satisfactory. Undoubtedly the locomotive

builders would co-operate in work of this kind. In fact, they

are doing so in certain well-known cases.

The problems of the organization and operation of a rail-

road blacksmith shop are very different from those met in the

other departments. The foreman is to a greater extent thrown

on his own resources and the success of the shop depends quite

as largely on his ingenuity in devising special devices and

tools, such, for instance, as can be used in connection with

.Mi hammers and bulldozers, as on the proper handling of

his men. The McKees Rocks blacksmith shop of the Pitts-

burg & Lake Erie Railroad is notable because of its large

output, considering its size, and the low cost of production.

The success of this shop is very largely due to Mr. McCaslin's

method of handling the men and the special tools and devices

which he has devised to lm n I e the output and decrease the

cost of production. Because of his success, the article by him

in this issue will be specially valuable to those Interested In

in class of work.

The ten water softener plants on the Pittsburg & Lake Erie

Railroad have been in service about a year with remarkable

of the droughl in the Pittsburg district, the

have i ae badlj polluted by the refuse from the

coal mines and mills. Although the other railroads in thi.s

i are having a greal d al of trouble with their locomo-

tives, because of the: Impure water, the Pittsburg & Lake

Erie Railroad has had practicall] no trouble, and In fact has

been able to loan power to less fortunate neighbors. The
credll '< condll Ion le due to I he

I and I" lf
' method of control, which

i

l rlct supervision, and yi

.. I. mum cost I i
i

( '' chem
ii only man added to I

hi compa bj pa

of tin i itrc

bei d carel ully oi ki d oul by Mr G, M Campbi ;

id and this, with thi or chem

tandpolnt, will be describi .1 In a set him,

Issue.
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"AMERICAN ENGINEER" FRONT END.

SIX-COUPLED PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE, 2—6—2 (PRAIRIE) TYPE—LAKE SHORE & MICHIGAN SOUTHERN
RAILWAY.

H. F. Ball, Superintendent of Motive Power. American Locomotive Company, Builders.
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POWERFUL PRAIRIE TYPE LOCOMOTIVES.

Lake Shobe & Michigan Southkbh Railway.

A general description of these locomotives appeared on page

413 of the November number, and a description of the frames

on page 479 of the December number of this journal.

The accompanying engravings show a side elevation, sec-

tions, the leading truck, stack, and the arrangement of the

front end. Little additional description is required, as the

engravings explain themselves.

The cross sectional views show the construction of the guide

yoke, rocker box, the rocker arms, the suspension for the trans-

mission bar, and cross section of the equalizer under the

firebox and the double fire doors, with one large opening

through the back head. The large cast steel equalizer re-

ferred to is not symmetrical in section, as the lower or tension

member of the I beam is larger than the upper or compression

£
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member, which is done for the purpose of decreasing the

stresses per sq. in. in tension to an unusually low figure.

These locomotives are fitted with 14-in. piston valves.

These locomotives are fitted with the Elvin grease lubrica-

tion for the driving boxes. The rod cups are also fitted with

grease lubricators. The links are 3% ins. wide and the valve

motion stresses are in direct line with all pins in double shear.

The leading truck, shown in one of the engravings, is made

very compact and simple by the use of cast steel and by plac-

ing coil springs over the boxes. This truck has 8 ins. of lat-

eral motion. The trailer truck is of the improved Player type

with equalizers instead of leaf springs over the boxes. Coil

springs are used at the rear ends of the equalizers and these

are fitted with McCord spring dampeners. This truck gives

space for an unusually good ash pan clearance. It provides

a total lateral motion of 9 ins., which is required on account

of the long wheel base.

The stack and front end are arranged in accordance wjth the

American Engineeb tests on locomotive draft appliance, the re-

NEW MOTOR SPEED CONTROLLER.

The rheocrat is a new type of motor speed controller, which

may be used with any standard motor, and while its design is

radically different from the ordinary type of controller, its

size and external appearance are much the same, as will be

noted by reference to the illustrations. Its principal advan-

tages are the uniform and minute gradations of speed which

it furnishes over a wide range, the ability to stand abuse under

severe usage, its economy of operation, and the fact that the

motor maintains its speed regardless of the load and that the

torque is constant at the lower speeds over a range of about 3

to 1, which is obtained by changing the effective voltage at the

motor. This range of 3 to 1 may be increased by the addi-

tion to the system of field control, thus permitting a range of

speed of from 3% to 1 up to 5 to 1, and even higher ratios

in special cases.

The principle of the system consists, briefly, in the inter-

mittent connection of the working circuit .with the supply

circuit. That is. in a cycle of operation, the supply circuit

FIG. 1- -Hi'. 11 PI \. Kill OCKAT.

STACK DESIGNED ACCORDING TO "AMERICAN ENGINEEB'' FOBMUI.A

suits of which have thus far been very successfully applied on

this road. The stack is shown in one of the illustrations. The

boiler has an outside diameter of 70 ins. and lias the gusset

bracing, characteristic of the Brooks works. Tate flexible

stay bolts to the number of 174 are used in the front and back

corners of the fire box, all the throat stays and a number in

the back head being of this variety. These locomotives have

322 :•', in. tubes 19 ft. 6 in. long, with 13-16-in. bridges and

3 1-16-in. space at the back tube sheet. The spaces at the

front tube sheet are 3 ins. Each engine is fitted with three

standard blowoff cocks, one in each side and one in frgnt of the

firebox.

It is noteworthy that these locomotives weigh practically

the same as the largest freight engines on this road, which

were illustrated on page 12 of the January number, 1901.

These locomotives have gone into service with excellent re-

sults thus far and promise to be very satisfactory.

is connected only a pan of the time, the result being that

.the effective voltage at the motor, as measured by a voltmeter,

is less than the supply voltage. The time of connection with

the supply circuit can be varied, thus enabling the motor to

be supplied from coustant-potential mains with a voltage v&rj

ing in value to accord to the speed desired. The rheocrat

has been very severely tested for a considerable length of

time, and the form shown in Fig. 1 has been adopted as stand-

ard. The essential part of the apparatus is the vertical coin

mutator, which resemble - closelj the commutator of. an ordi-

nary dynamo. This commutator, or "interrupter," is driven

by a small motor in the lower part of the case, and revolves

at a constant speed of about 1,200 r.p.m. The terminals of

the interrupter are at two groups of carbon brushes held in

reaction brush holders, which are in contact with the inter-

rupter along diametrically opposite lines. The supply circuit

furnishes an impulse to the working motor only when a cer-

tain pair of bars, called contact bars, which are diametrically

opposite but cross connected, pass under the collector brushes.

By means of mechanism operated from the controller cylin-
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iler, any given number of these bars may be connected or dis-

connected to the pair of contact bars, thereby varying the

length ot time during which the supply circuit is connected

with the motor circuit. The working limit of voltage varia-

tion by this means lies betwi en the full voltage of the line and

something less than half the voltage of the line, which latter

voltage is given when the leas; number of bars are in circuit,

and therefore when the time of interruption is longest.

A diagram of the wiring connections is shown in Pig. -.

The detached group of contacts to the right are for revers-

ing the motor fie] I. Of the two groups of • on tan-; in line the

upper is for the interrupter control and the lower for the field

control. The coil to the right represents a circuit-breaker

acting directly as an urn i breaker, and also, through

the relay shown at the hit. a- an overload breaker. Current

cannot be put into again after the opening of this

overload switch without returning the handle to its off posi-

tion. The overload release acts if t : controller handle is

moved too rapidly from its slow to its fast speeds, and so pro-

tects the mctor from injury as a result of careless use.

In turning the controller handle from the starting point the

following is the order of operations: First, the interrupter

motor is cut into circuit: next, the working motor is con

nected with the supply circuit with its field winding directly

across the circuit and the armature in series with the inter-

rupter, of which only the firsl pair of contact bars is now
and the impressed voltage consequently a minimum.

thus starting the working motoi at the lowest speed. A fur-

ther motion of (he controller handl increases the impressed

voltage, thereby increasing iho speed of the- working motor.

If. 2 un:i\o DIAGRAM ccK TIIK RHEOCRAT.

at of Ho- i, Intert uptet

'cm full lite ; "' ther

or, thereby Increat li

I I the A'U 1

The design of He • r and Interrupter

tally, and not

by steps, causing abrupt (bang's To provide for sparking at

the brushes, which otherwise would take place upon the in-

terruptions of the line connection, inductance coils con-

nected between several of the narrow breaking segments in

two groups, follow the pair of contact bars in passing under

the oontact brushes. In Fig. 1 these coils will be observed in

the form of disc-s above the commutator or interrupter. By
this means sparking is reduced to a negligible quantity. To
reverse the motor, it is simply necessary to move a small

switch, shown under the controller handle, to its opposite

PIG 3 31-TN. ROGERS MACHTN1 l"iil. omi'lM BORING Mill \\n

RHEOCRAT.

position, when the entire speed range in the opposite direc-

tion becom - available. The reversing switch is Interlocked

i nil the in. .in controlling cylinder, so that it cannot be thrown

excepl when the controller handle is tit the oil position.

Tie' rheocrat can be used with any Standard motor and with

any system of wiring. A separate slatting box and circuit

hi overload release are not required, as these Feature

an embodied In the controller itself. On such machine tools

as lathi ind boring nulls, a constant lorcpie Is cm desil

tancc n maj I"' nee e ar\ to do a job ol I icing

on a lathe, and while the size' of the ciil will remain the same,

mi order to keep the cutting sp I constanl. and thus obtain

the greatest efficiency from Hie machine, the motor speed may

have to be varied over a wide range. The close regulation

Which can be obtained by the use of the rheocrat Is shown by

the following

These' were made on a -1 in Rogers Machine Tool Company

In in- 8, driven bj a Qenet ai Elei 1

1

motor and rheocrat controller. Armstrong Whllworth "A. W."

high Bpeed tot i

t

Hoai '
'

i II llnmoloi

Maximum eull 1

Mln li \
I

- M fl

"it. 'A In 3 4: hp nl horln* mill

pulley,
Edtlmnled b.p. Input about 3 73 (olectrlrnl )
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TEST 2.

Standard cast iron pipe flange, faced 15¥i ins. to 9 ins. diameter.
Time required, 2 inin. 8 sec.
Maximum cutting speed, 7S ft.

Minimum cutting speed, 72 ft.

Average cutting speed, 75 ft.

Feed, 16 cuts per in.

Depth of cut, % in. Same tool used as in No. 1 test without being
reground.

6.1 h.p. input to motor (electrical).

4.92 h.p. delivered to the boring mill pulley.

test 3.

Outside diameter, 24i,<. ins, faced to a diameter of 12% ins.

Time required, 3 min. 58 sec.
Maximum cutting speed, 125 feet per min., momentarily only. Re-

duced because the motor would not stand the excessive overload.
Reduced maximum cutting speed, 102 ft. per minute.
Minimum cutting speed about 9S ft. per minute.
Average cutting speed, 100 ft. per minute. \

Feed, 16 cuts per in. Depth of cut, % in.

Tool uninjured.
6.44 h.p. input to motor (electrical).
5.28 h.p. delivered to boring mill pulley.

The rlieocrat is made by the American Electric & Controller

Company, 12 Dey street, New York City, of which J. D. Ma-

guire is president and Elmer A. Sperry, consulting engineer.

THE BALTIMORE & OHIO CAST IRON WHEEL.

Those present at the Master Car Builders' convention last

June will remember the discussion by the Baltimore & Ohio

representatives of the report of the committee on cast iron

wheels (see American Engineeb, July, 1904, page 287). In

response to a request, Mr. J. E. Muhlfeld. general superintend-

ent of motive power of that road, has supplied drawings and

information for a description of the Baltimore & Ohio design

of 33-in., 750-lb. wheels for 50-ton cars.

The Baltimore & Ohio officers consider that this design

meets the reauirement of severe service,

under conditions of operation and braking

of large capacity cars, better than any other,

"and where the Master Car Builders' Associa-

tion recommended design has failed."

The chief characteristics of this design

are the arrangement and location of the

plates, the contour of the tread and the in-

creased depth of metal in connection with the

reinforcement of the brackets at the back of

the flange.. The tread is slightly conical, and

this has been found to eliminate flange wear

to a considerable extent on steel-tired wheels.

When flange wear is prevented, the stresses

in the flanse are to a law I stent decreased,

which tends to eliminate the development of

seams at the throat of the flange, due to

flange friction and the heating of the wheel

in curving. The plates are made to join the

tread at the outer rim at an angle, and not

in a direct plane of the wheel. The angular-

ity of the plate and the corrugation render

the plate more flexible, and to a large ex-

tent prevent, the cracking of the plate from

the heat of the brake shoes. The plate and

the large amount of metal brought to the

outer edge of the rim answers a tin

purpose:

Fir-, - tli.- outer i
• i

u'- of the

rim from chipping off.

md—The bodj ol metal prevents tin'

wheel from being completelj chilled at this

point, where tin- . hilling eff i t is not needi d.

Third—The body of metal at this point,

he brake shoe happens to bi

shifted over the edge of the wheel and ap-

plied, takes off the heat from this portion

lit' the wheel and prevents cracking in the

tread, which is produced in the M. c. li. type

of whi ei undei similar condit ibi

Vnol hei ft ature is thai the reduced metal

above the rail contact inci i hilling

a est wearing capacity in

desired, and the inert.,-.,! metal at the back
ami base ,,: tie- flange and tit the rim reduces the chilling

eft p| where less trength of metal are re-

quired shoe and flange friction. This
wheel is well braced by the brackets at the back of the flange,

and in al is provided at this point, which tends,

not only to strengthen the Bange, hut also to draw the chill

and back up the throat of the flange with more gray iron.

To show the benefit of the plates as arranged in this design

with regard to withstanding the braking effect, a number or

cars, which were extremely hard on wheels because of large

weight per wheel, were equipped with wheels of this design

These wheels in going down very heavy grades were burned

on the treads in a short time, the chill became disintegrated

and large pieces fell out; but out of the wheels under 20 cars

none were cracked. Later, these wheels were replaced bi

others of the M. C. B. design, and immediately many of then,

had to he removed on account of cracked plates.

This road has, for a number of years, used wheels of a de-

THE BALTIMORE & OHIO CAST IKON "III II..

sign similar to the one illustrated, with the exception of the

i! of the tread, and the number of cracked plates was
small. Those which cracked ware extremely hard. This new
design has bpen in service since February, 1904, and at the end

of September, 1,000 of them were in service. This Is now the

standard wheel of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.- This tread

contour ha3 been used on locomotive tires for the past year
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with very satisfactory results. The cast iron wheels with this

contour have not been in service long enough to give suffi-

ciently definite information. Further tests are being made
by equipping 50-ton steel hopper cars with four B. & 0. de-

sign wheels under one truck and four M. C. B. wheels under

the other. Similar tests, comparing B. & 0. cast iron and

rolled steel wheels, will be made.

Because of the severity of it* service, this study of wheels

on the Baltimore & Ohio is exceedingly important, promising

valuable Information, on the problem of wheels under heavy cars.

HOLLOW HEXAGON TURRET LATHE.

A powerful turret lathe, which is designed for using the

high speed tool steels up to the limit of their efficiency, is shown
in Fig. 1. It takes bar stock up to 3""s ins. in diameter, will

turn up to 36 ins. in length and has a swing of 24 ins. over the

bed. In addition to its great strength and rigidity, the most

noticeable features are the wide range of speeds and feeds which

are instantly changeable, the rapidity and convenience of

manipulation and the improved high speed turning tools.

When belt driven, 12 spindle speeds are provided, ranging

from IS to 190 r.p.m. in geometrical progression and giving

about 100 ft. surface speed on diameters from 2 to 3% ins.

advancing by eighths. The bhlt cone is geared 3% to 1 and back

by the single curved lever at the right of the saddle near the

turnstile. Power quick traverse in either direction is pro-

vided for the rapid handling of the turret, and for indexing,

the movements being controlled by the lever in front of the

turnstile. The independent adjustable stops for each .face of

the turret are located in front of the saddle, where they are

easily accessible for changing and adjusting, and at the same
time are well protected Erom chips and dirt.

The hollow hexagon turret, shown in Fig. 3, is 18 ins. across

the flats and has a broad bearing on the carriage. It revolves

on and is kept central by a large taper bearing, with ample
provision for taking up wear, and its trussed form provides

a rigid support for the tools, resisting end thrust as well as

torsional strains. The turret being hollow, allows tools to be

HiiI.Ijpw HEXAGON TURRET LATHE,—WARNER & SWASE* COMPANY.
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bolted in place from the inside, thus leaving the entire outer

surface available for tools and their parts. The index is

nearly the full diameter of the turret, and the lock bolt is

placed directly under the working tool. The backward move-

ment of the saddle gives the turret its partial revolution, which

begins as soon as the working tool is free from the stock. The

adjustable stop shown at the extreme tail end of the machine

LOW iiiwmin |i 1:1:11 IND TOOL EQUIPMENT,

The holder which carries the cutting tool swings about a stud,

and can be easily and accurately adjusted by means of a

screw, while an eccentric lever provides means for quickly

withdrawing the tool from the work.

The carriage has 30 ins. traverse longitudinally and 10 ins.

cross motion, both with four changes of feed in either direc-

tion. Th» longitudinal feeds vary from 24 to 120 and the

cross feeds from 62 to 312 per in.

Both feeds have adjustable auto-

matic trips. There are 2 stops,

with automatic trips, for the

longitudinal travel, and the. cross

feed screw is fitted with a gradu-

ated dial. The front of the cross

slide is equipped with a suitable

tool post for holding forming

and turning tools, while the rear

end carries a holder for cutting-

off blades. All of the feeds are

gear driven, and are quickly and

easily changed by simply shift-

ing a lever in the feed box,

which is conveniently located in

front of the head, and is shown

in Fig. .">. The turret and ear-

riage feeds are independent of

each other.

The pan and oil revervoir are

large, and a geared oil pump,

which operates in either direc-

tion, d, livers a copious flow of

oil to the cutting tools for both

the turrel and carriage, through

two systems of piping. All gears

and other revolving parts are

covered by suitable metal guards

This machine, which has a

ij. weight of about 12,000 lbs., is

made bj the Warner & Swasey

Com;pany, of Cleveland. It is

Known as No. :'. and is the larg-

if*
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CLASSIFICATION OF LOCOMOTIVE REPAIRS.

Canadian Pai unc Railway.

On page 141 of this journal for April of last year, appeared

a discussion of locomotive repair records, but at the time

the name of the road concerned was not given. It may, how-

ever, now be stated that Mr. H H. Vaughan, then of the Lake

Shore & Michigan Southern Railway, was the originator of

that system, which lias since been developed by him, as super-

intendent of motive power of the Canadian Pacific, into the

new system which he has put into effect on the latter road

and describes as follows:

time than would be the case had it only received running re-

pairs. A distinction between shop and running repairs is a

difficult one and was not distinctly settled in the Lake Shore

report. On the Canadian Pacific a distinction has been made
by calling repairs which cost less than $100 for labor "Run-

ning Repairs," and those on which the amount of labor ex-

ceeds $100 "Shop Repairs." Additional classes of repairs, such

as "Wreck" and "Defect," are also introduced. Wreck repairs

for the reason that they are not chargeable to the maintenance

of locomotive account under the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission classification, and defect repairs in order to separate

from the maintenance account that class of repairs and ex-

Report of engines out of service

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,

twenty-four hours for running repairs during period ending

F
Class of
Repairs.

Days in
Shop.

Nature of Repairs.

Signature.(This form has 30 blank lines under these headings.)

Running repairs are those estimated not to exceed $100 for labor.
Wreck and defect repairs are to be shown on this form when cost is estimated not to exceed $100 for labor, and when not accompanied by

shop repairs.
Under class of repairs show whether running, wreck or defect.

Letters to be used to wire information when so instructed.
This form to be sent in on 7th. ltth, 21st and end of each month to master mechanic.

The classification of repairs in general use employs very

commonly 3 to 5 numbers, which are frequently accompanied

by suffix letters indicating whether an engine has had heavy,

medium or light machinery repairs, whether tubes have been

reset or not and the nature of the firebox work performed.

In order to clearly describe the various combinations that may
exist, this system becomes complicated; and in the scheme
previously referred to an attempt was made to simplify it by

dividing the machinery repairs into two classes, viz.: Class 1

and Class 2 machinery repairs. No. 1 indicating engines re-

ceiving general overhauling, and No. 2 indicating a light over-

penditures such as those due to broken piston rods, broken

spring hangers, etc., which, while chargeable to maintenance

of locomotives are not repairs that it is fair to hold the division

officers responsible for. Running repairs are evidently an ex-

penditure that is every month properly proportional to the

locomotive mileage made during that month, whereas the cost

of shop repairs in any month does not depend upon the mile-

age run, but on the amount of work put on the power in the

shops to improve its condition, or, as it may be termed, to

the mileage shopped.

Over a considerable period it would be satisfactory' to re-

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.

Report of engines out of service over twenty-four hours for shop repairs during period ending
B

190
F

Expected Turned
Out Out.

Signature

H
Days in
Shop. Remarks

atlon. Engine Shop Repairs. Wreck or Taken Out Taken
Number. Mach. lubes. Firebox. Defect. of Service Shop

(This form has 30 blank lines under these headings.)

Shop repairs are those estimated to exceed $100 for labor.
Wreck and defect repairs are to be shown on this form when costis estimated to exceed $100 for labor, or when accompanied by shop

lirs.

Under remarks give nature of wreck or defect repairs.
Letters to be used to wire information when so instructed.
This form to be sent in on 7th, 14th, 21st and end of each month to master mechanic.

hauling but heavier repairs than those commonly termed run-

ning repairs, and employing a suffix letter to show whether

tubes were reset or not. In the system now described this

classification has been amplified and made more distinct and

serviceable, and while slightly more complicated, is, when

once understood, perfectly clear and easy to employ.

The same idea is carried out of separating running repairs,

which are strictly maintenance charges and which constitute

work which must be performed on an engine from time to

gard the mileage shopped as an aggregate of the mileage made
since last general overhauling by each engine receiving gen-

eral overhauling during that period. In the long run, if the

condition of power is maintained at a normal level, the mile-

age shopped must be equal to the mileage run. If, however,

the condition of power is allowed to deteriorate, it would not

be as great, and on the contrary, if the condition were built

up It would be larger. It is important, therefore, to know in

each month, the mileage shopped, and this is preferably based

..• :tlnc period crvllnr

Nurnl.. r of Bhop Repairs. nice Mileage. Numbe
Station. Tube. Flr» Rox Da

No ! No 2. Sh"< • Marhlnrr-

ITbl» form ban 30 blank lino* hi

Total Days Out of
Service for Run-

Running. nlng Repair

It In normal condition, from shop repair*, which

either constitute a general overhauling of the engine, chang-

ing It from a rundown and 01 condition Into a re

paired and, so far as Its operation Is concerned, practically a

new engine, or repairs which are done fo It between Itn gen-

eral overhauling!! and enable it to I eep the road for a longer

on the engines receiving a general overhauling of mach
now the number of engii

compli ' tannine the

ion of

overhauling

mined, and additional Information Is easily note! i
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the forms illustrated, even for a considerable number of en-

gines.

In order to avoid complication, different forms are used for

reporting engines out of service for shop and running repairs,

and wreck and defect repairs are reported on the same blank

as running repairs where of about the same value, viz., $100

for labor. This distinction is made on the estimate of the

locomotive foreman, as it is evidently not very important

should an occasional error be made, and it is easy to detect

any mistake in this matter from the monthly accounts. Bas-

ing the dividing line on the estimate, the storekeeper and the

accountant knows the moment an engine is in the shop whether

it is held up for shop or running repairs and can arrange his

accounts accordingly. It will be noted in making the sum-

mary, which can be made weekly or monthly, no attention is

paid to whether an engine receiving Class 1 machinery is the

same engine that received Class 1 tubes or not, as all that it is

necessary to know is the number of general or partial overhaul-

ings of machinery, complete or partial sets of tubes and fire-

box sheets that have been turned out during the month.

It will be noted in this classification, a distinction is made

between engines receiving light repairs with tire turning

and those receiving light repairs without tire turning.

A classification is also made for engines receiving partial

sets of tubes, and it will be seen that by the means of three

figures a very close idea can be given of an engine receiving

any kind of shop repairs and whatever way they were com-

bined. Form No. 1 is for running repairs and Form No. 2 for

shop repairs. The Form No. 3 also gives a rough statement

of the output of each shop during the month, and the total

gives the output of all shops on the road. This form can be

prepared within a few days after the end of each month and

is certainly of the greatest use in watching results obtained

from time to time.

IMPRESSIONS OF FOREIGN RAILROAD PRACTICE.

Editorial Correspondence.

Paris.

The visit of the editor of this journal to the motive power

chief of the Northern Railway of France should interest

the reader. It touches the methods of handling locomotives

and shows why these people have such efficient service. It

shows how this road operates locomotives on from 17 to 19

lbs. of water per h.p. per hour. This road is prominently men-

tioned as more time was spent upon it than upon the others

and because it is representative of French practice.

Mr. du Bousquet speaks no English, and my French, learned

at school, is too out of date for use now-a-days. I had several

letters of introduction and was personally introduced by Mr.

Tachard, of the Societe Alsacienne de Constructions Mechan-

iques, who proved a most efficient and courteous interpreter

on several occasions. When told of my general interest in four-

cylinder compounds and of the very large amount of informa-

tion wanted, Mr. du Bousquet said with open-handed gesture:

"We shall be pleased to tell and show anything we have and to

furnish anything we can get concerning our work." He at once

arranged a trip on locomotive No. 2645, which had been in ser-

vice continuously for two years Bince leaving the builder's

works at Belfort and had made 186,942 kilometers or 116,000

miles. This engine was selected in order to give an idea of the

work done under unfavorable circumstances. The visitor was

then taken in hand by Mr. Roderigue, chief assistant to Mr. du

Bousquet, and by Mr. Koechlin, chief draftsman. These gen-

tlemen showed very great familiarity with all of the details

touched upon in the conversation and with them a profitable

time was spent over the drawings and records of the engines

hauling the fast trains between Paris and Calais. This road

has most active competition for English-Continental business

and this has had the effect of making it one of the most pro-

gressive of French roads.

Engine No. 2C45 is an Atlantic type. It was put on a morn-

ing train specially for my benefit; the return was also ar-

ranged so that the entire trip of 370 miles could be made on

one engine, and furthermore one of the best engineers on the

road was in charge. These people have nothing sufficiently

severe to say of pooling. On brass plates at the sides of the

cab the names of the engine crew appeared. Engineer Huart,

Fireman Vassal. The men take great interest in their work
and the fact that their names are closely associated with the

engine leads them to assume responsibilities for its condition

which are not seen under the pooling system. On the trip to

Calais the sander gave trouble; on the return journey it workPd
perfectly. The sand was damp and as the rail was very bad the

engineer took no chances but saw to it personally and had the

sand taken out, the pipes cleaned and dried and dry sand sup-

plied. This is a small Item, perhaps, but it illustrates a point

that seems important. The engineer remained with the engine

during his two hours "lay-over" to make sure that everything

was done right. He watched the fire cleaning and everything

that was done. He also personally inspected the machinery.

His premium was at stake and he wanted the cash which he

might earn by being on time and by saving fuel. This pre-

mium matter will be referred to again as it plays an important

part in locomotive performance in France. When the engine

was known to be properly cared for and the sander fixed the

engineer had ten minutes left for his dinner. Contrast this

with the indifference of our engineers at home. On the arrival

of every passenger train at Calais the roundhouse foreman

meets the engineer at his engine to ascertain the condition of

the engine and the amount of work required before the return

run. Contrast this also with our practice. Our roundhouse

foremen do not have time to do such things.

In spite of the fact that we did not speak the same language,

the engineer and the writer were busy all the way talking in

signs and grimaces. The engine was also busy, and the firs-

man. Leaving Paris at 9.45 a.m., the train was scheduled to

arrive at Calais, 185 miles, in 3 hours and 20 minutes, with one

stop at Amiens. There were actually three stops and two

slow-downs for bridge repairs, and yet the speed from start to

finish was 56 miles per hour, with a train weighing 216 tons.

The run did not tax the engine in the least and the gauge

glass was only twice less than half full. This is a very light

engine for such work and I am told that trains of 350 to 390

tons are regularly handled on this schedule. I never saw an
engine so skillfully handled and this is most interesting be-

cause of the fact that the engineer had the throttle, the vari-

able exhaust and the independent valve gears for high and
low pressure cylinders, which he could adjust at will to meet
changing conditions of track and grades. He did not change

them continually, but when running on a level he would in-

dicate with his hand that we were approaching a grade and
with a piece of chalk would indicate its rate and length. Be-

fore reaching the grade the ratio of expansion would be

changed by the reversing wheel and except on the steepest

grades the speed was apparently very nearly constant. The
near approach to constant speed was necessary because of a

statutory limit of maximum speed to 75 miles per hour.
' This fact makes these French runs specially interesting be-

cause there are no bursts of speed or spurts. Business began
on leaving the terminal and it ended at the other terminal.

On down grades the throttle was generally closed. Most of

the way with this train the cutoffs were 40 per cent, in the high

pressure and 60 per cent, in the low pressure cylinder. Up
hill these were changed sometimes to 48-60 and sometimes to

48-62 and the throttle was wide open. On reaching level track

again the throttle was partly closed and the ratio made 40-60.

The engineer kept close watch of the gauge showing the re-

ceiver pressure and kept it usually at about 3 kilograms. But
for my misfortune in not understanding the language this very
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intelligent man would have made clear bis reasons for every-

thing he did. I can only say that having the facilities at his

command he adjusted this compound to its work and was iu

position to get out of it all that the boiler could supply. Iu

order to show the effect of the variable exhaust he purposely

let the boiier piessure fall to about 200 lbs. and then turned

up the cone in the exhaust nozzle by the baud w heel in the cab.

In less than a minute the safety valves were blowing ai 213

lbs. while the engine was working hard. This, however, slowed

the engine down perceptibly until the nozzle was opened again

to its running position, which was nearly wide open. The en

gineer shrugged his shoulders, pointed to the coal pile and

very quickly opened the nozzle. Whether all of the engineers

do so or not I am unable to say, but this one certainly used

the nozzle, the throttle and the reversing wheel most effective-

ly. I am told that the Northern Railway has in its employ

a "compound trainer" to whose efforts among the engineers

the fine character of firing and running is due.

Mentioning the variable exhaust reminds me that Mr. Koech-

lin showed me the detail drawings of this device. The main

casting of the exhaust pipe terminates in a conical opening of

200 sq. millimeters area. Inside this is a hollow truncated

cone which may be raised into this nozzle or lowered away
from it into the large cavity of the pipe below. When low-

ered it does not interfere with the opening and when raised

into the top of the pipe the inside opening of the movable
cone becomes the exhaust area, which is 99 sq. millimeters.

The exhaust was soft and it did not "cut" the fire except when
the nozzle was made smaller purposely.

It should be stated that the re is no anxiety about the lubri-

cation of these engines. The driving boxes are oiled from the

cab, while the valves and cylinders are supplied by a positive

lubricating pump driven oy a connection to the valve motion.

This pump is placed on the running board on the left (or en-

gineer's side}, where it does its work very effectively. These

pumps are being generally introduced on the Continent and I

saw very few displacement lubricators. From the pump small

copper pipes lead to the valves, to the cylinders and in some
cases to the piston rods.

These engines have Serve tubes and by watching the vacuum
gauge I could not see the slightest change in the vacuum in the

smoke box when the fire door was open. The tubes were all

tight, which must be attributed to the long brick arch.

We would consider the firing rather heavy. It varied from
3 to 7 scoops of coal at 4 to 6 minute intervals. Most of the

coal was put rather close to the door with an occasional scoop-

ful Into the front corners. Very little of it was thrown under
the arch. At Intervals of about 20 minutes the fire was raked

forward with a double hook. When working steam there was
no smoke worth mentioning and in returning at night there

were but very few sparks. The coal was coked at the back
end of the firebox and was worked forward by the hook, aided

by the sharp slope of the grates. The grates were of the fixed

type- and could not be rocked. At the front end a clinker drop

afforded an opening for cleaning the fire.

These engines are supplied with briquettes in the propor-

tion of 14 per cent, to 86 per cent, of coal. They measure 7Vi

by ll'/2 by 5V& Ins. and 8 of them were kept on the deck In

front of the flredoor. Several times on tin- mn these were
fired when running down grade to get the benefit of the best

fuel when taking an up grade beyond. It was evident through-
out the run that the engineer and firemen were personally

a the pile of coal on Hi'' tender and they used it

as If it was their own. Thin was a new experience for un-

it did not ne<-m to t><- done for the benefit of lb

man, but had the appearance of usual practice i also noted
that the fireman watched tin- en usually

waited for a motion of hln hand before putting In » firi

uKlnf? the hook.

The (came of running this locomotive was skilfully pi

This work Impressed the writer as would a violin in (be hand
of an artlHt. ThlH engineer bad more Hiring to his Instru-

ment than those handling other types of locomotives, H

not appear to be of higher grade of intelligence than the loco-

motive runners of other countries, but he had a good machine,

was well trained and was truly interested in his work.

Returning from Calais to Paris this engine was put on a

special train chartered to haul the crews of a couple of war

vessels bought in Italy by the Japanese government and des

tined for use in the war with Russia. The crews appeared to

be very Irish. They were certainly very drunk and proved to

be a heavy load. The train weighed but ITS tons, but the coal

was bad and signal stops were frequent and vexatious. I was
glad to have the opportunity to see the engine get out of its

difficulties. In spite of 6 stops and 15 minutes of dead time,

the run of 185 miles was made at 50 miles per hour from start

to finish. Once on the run, while both injectors were feeding,

one of them broke and before it was started going again the

steam ran down to 12 kilograms. The fireman did his best, but

could not get it back. The engineer took the scoop and in

about fifteen minutes had the full boiler pressure of 16 kilo-

grams again by his firing alone. I raised my hat to him and
pointed to the gauge. He chuckled, went back to his side of

the cab again and smiled all the way back to Paris.

These cabs are of little use. The wind blows through them
as through a Dakota barn and makes them supremely un-

comfortable. I could not light my cigar even down among the

oil cans until the engineer came to my aid with a bit of waste
which he had touched against the inside of the firedoor. Ugh!
I cannot understand why these people do not put respectable

cabs on their engines. It seems that the enginemen themselves
object to American cabs, but it is incomprehensible that they

do not wish to be better protected, for often the weather is

cold, as it was that day.

The running skill of this engineer tells of years of definite

and conscientious effort on the part of the whole department
of which Mr. du Bousquet is the head. It tells of a system
of operating the department which has been years in growing.
It offers most favorable evidence of the value of eash premiums
and constitutes practice which we may study with advantage.
Above all other things it shows that the machinery is but a
part of the whole and that the training, the encouragement and
the interest of the men operating it is an all important part.

G. M. B.

(To be continued.)

THE RELATIVE STEAM ECONOMY OF BALDWIN AND
DEGLEHN BALANCED COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES.

To the Editor:

In the course of the interesting record of road tests of the Bur-
lington & Missouri River Railroad, 4—4—2 type, Baldwin bal-

anced compound locomotive No. 2700, which appears on page 400
"'' the current iss f the American Engimeeb, the average
normal water-rate of the engine is given as 22.86 lbs. per indicated
b.i'. per hour.

This is certainly a most admirable performance, which reflects

great credit upon the designers and builders of the locomotive, and
also upon the motive power officials responsible tor it mainti nance
and operation.

1 " : purpose "i' comparing this water rate with that of r "i

examples of the l>" Bousquet-deGlehn ty] com] ad i
i

the Paris-Orleans Railway, the following remarks made by
M, Edouard Sauvage, chief consulting engineer We tern Railwaj
il France, at the April, 1904 tinj of the Institution of Mechan
ical Engineer, iri ol pecial interei i

M Si I il "a long series of experiments, made on the

Pari Orl ra it different weights, had shown a

mption per li.p, per I never differing much froi

lb Thi I.
i hei h indli ated b.p. nor the pqwer cal it

lated from the draw bar pull; bu1 ii was the b.p exerted bj the

wheel on tbi ill nd bal
i h a i a Iculi I from the ri ult

monl made wll h i he a, < of I be d ua 101

1

1

'ii" i ' lean Rail 1
i ng Ineei d ere confident thai

i

'

, ind clo elj i he hi . pull

wheel on tbe rail, and that • o >< hal I hi

effective b.p. They i I I trail ol

: lb
. Willi i

Willi bin
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lbs. There was. therefore, hardly any difference in the water
consumption per effective h.p. per hour in all these different cases.

When one came to practical work it would be seen that heavy
train working was more economical than light train working. It

was most definitely so. because the weight of the engine was a

smaller proportion of the weight of the whole train." (Proceed-

ings Inst. Mecb. Engrs., 1904. page 451.)

Since the steam consumption of the Baldwin locomotive is based

upon the indicated h.p.. while that of the Paris-Orleans engines is

stated in terms of the effective h.p. at the periphery of the driving

wheels, it is obviously impossible to make an accurate compari-

son between the economy of the two designs of locomotives ; but

it is nevertheless apparent that although the mean water-rate of

the American engine is higher than that of its formidable French
rivals, the smallness of the disparity demonstrates that the former

is an exceedingly economical locomotive.

Edward L. Coster,

25 Broad street. New York. Assoc. Am. Soc. M. E.

December 6. 1904.

Satisfactory Suburban Service.—In a paper read before the

International Railway Congress, Mr. A. W. Sullivan states

that the cars designed by him for the Chicago suburban ser-

vice of the Illinois Central Railroad have shown the possibility

of discharging 100 passengers in 4 seconds at the terminal

station, and that stops at intermediate stations, where many
passengers enter and leave the cars, are reduced from 6 to 8

seconds. These cars were illustrated in this journal in 1903,

and have met the expectations of the designers in every par-

ticular.

Long Locomotive Run.—The Great Central Railway (Eng-

land) ran a special train, October 2S, making the entire run

of 300 miles between Manchester and Plymouth, with one

engine. The same engine immediately made the return jour-

ney. This had never been attempted before in Great Britain.

WESTLNGHOUSE TYPE K CRANE MOTOR WITH TITER FIELD RAISED.
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each of which, is magnetized by a separate field coil, which
arrangement is claimed to be very advantageous. They are

series wound, and are designed for operation on direct current

circuits of 220 and 50u vthts. Since the current passes suc-

cessively through the armature and field winding, the torque

of such a motor increases nearly as the square of the cur-

rent up to the point of saturation of the iron. For this rea-

son the series motor is particularly well suited to the starting

and acceleration of heavy loads. Governed by change of volt-

age at the motor terminals, the speed of the motor is carried

through a wide range.

The motor frames are of cast steel, except in the three small-

est sizes, and are extremely compact. The frame is built in

two parts, divided in a plane passing through the axis of the

armature and at an angle of 3i deg. with the horizontal, an
arrangement which allows the upper half of the field to be

removed without disturbing the gears or shaft, and makes it

easy to take out a pole piece and field coils, or to remove the

armature. The commutator end of the frame is connected to

the poles by six ribs, any two of which may carry the brush

holders. The opening around the commutator is entirely

closed by a 3-32-in. sheet steel band, fastened by thumb screws,

an arrangement which permits access to the commutator and
brush holders at all points. The four pole pieces are built up
of soft steel punchings, riveted together between wrought "iron

end plates, and are secured to the frame by bolts which pass

well into the punchings, but leave the pole face smooth and
unbroken. The coils of the larger motors are of copper strap,

and the terminals are insulated with asbestos ribbons. They
are fitted to the pole pieces, protected at the ends by oiled

duck, and held in place by the spreading tips of the pole

pieces. Large journal bearings are provided, which consist

of shells lined with bronze or babbitt, and mounted in housings

which may be removed without separating the motor frame.

The armature core is built up of soft steel punchings of high

permeability, carefully annealed by a special process. The
pinion end is provided with a bell-shaped flange, which forms

a support and shield for the armature coils. Ducts between
the punchings are provided through which air. drawn in

through openings in the spider, is forced out against field

coils and core, maintaining a uniform temperature throughout

all parts of the motor. The commutator is mounted on the

armature web, allowing tbe shaft to be removed without dis-

turbing the winding or connections.

The commutator is built up of bars of hard drawn copper,

insulated by prepared mica, and mounted on the armature
spider. The brush holders are of the sliding type, and possess

many features of peculiar merit. Adjustment can be made
to compensate for wear of the commutator. With an but the

two smaller sizes a shunt is connected to the tip of the spring,

extended back over the spring and securely fastened to the

brush holder, thus relieving the spring of the duty of carry-

ing current, insuring good contact, low operating temperature

and a permanent and even tension. With every carbon brush
or more in thickness, an additional sheet is provided

connecting the carbon itself to the carbon holder, improving
the contact between carbon and holder, and preventing that

pitting of the brush which is so annoying and troublesome,

besides offering a further prol tbe temper of the

spring.

IMPROVED MOTOR DRIVE FOR PLANERS.

Among the many Improvements which we have recorded in

planer drives during the past few years, none have been so

radical as that of connecting bj to the

cross-shaft of the planer, and reversing the motor at ea ;

of the stroke. It seems almost Incredible that the armature
of a high-speed motor ran be stop; rtthont

ierable loss of time; but, as a matter of (act, It Btops.

reverses, an-: bo quickly, -hat th<- planer platen

seems to travel at a constant . 4 the stroke,

stop quickly, and then accelerate so fast on the return stroke

that it is at full speed before it has moved more than 3 or

i ins. Not only this, but if one of the motor commutator bars

is marl*ed, it will be seen to stop at exactly the same place

at each stroke. The device does not require a special type

of motor, and it can be arranged to provide a number of differ-

ent cutting speeds, with a constant speed for the return stroke.

The advantages of such a drive are that the belts, pulleys

and shifting mechanism can be done away with, thus greatly

simplifying the drive; the speed of the platen on the cutting

stroke, which is ordinarily limited, because of the belts can

be increased, and the advantages of the high-speed tool steeis

can be more fully realized. The Electric Controller & Supply

Company, of Cleveland, have had this drive running success-

fully for some time on a 3C-in. and a 96-in. planer at the works
of Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Company in Cleveland, and also on

APPLICATION OF IMI'ROVF.D M0T0B DRIVE TO PL.O'EB—

!

TBOIXEB & SUPPLY COMPANY.

a 36-in. Pond planer, which was exhibited at the St. Louis
Exposition.

The photograph shows the arrangement of the electrical

apparatus. The motion of the motor is reversed by means of

a magnetically operated controller, carried on the switch-

board shown just beyond the motor. The operation of this

controller is such that a platen will reverse and accelerate

just as rapidly as is consistent with the power of the motor.
The maximum current which can flow to the motor Is abso-

lutely limited, so that there is no sparking or undue mechan-
ical straining at tbe In I On future installa-

tions this controller will loser to the planer bed,

where It will be out of the way of passing workmen. In addi-

tion to the magnetic switch controller, the equipment consists

of a reversln of the planer, ami

adjustable dogs on

platen or by a lever. This lever Is the only apparatus I

sary to start or stop the planer, and can be thrown ei'.her on
or off as quickly a langer of injuring either

tho motor or machine The field rheostat, or operating con-

troller, on the side of tbe housing Is used for varyln
- stroke of the platen. This

provided with a notched dial, which plainly shows the en

it each step.
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POWER FORCING PRESS. VERTICAL MILLING MACHINE.

The simple and convenient power forcing press illustrated

in the photograph is designed to do rapidly all kinds of work

requiring pressure, much of which has heretofore been done

by sledges or slow-moving hand presses.

The uses of such a press are practically universal and "in-

clude such work as forcing arbors, bushings and pins in or out

of holes, straightening _ shafting, forming, broaching, all

kinds of testing work, and will be found especially con-

venient in railroad shops for forcing in or out rod and driv-

ing box brasses. Pressure is applied by"the large hand wheel,

which quickly raises or lowers the ram until it meets with re-

sistance, when power is automatically applied, the pressure

being proportionate to the turning force applied by the oper-

ator. As soon as this force is released the action of the press

POWI B FOBC] M. PRESS 1
i ' IS V] \c II I M. COO] COMPANY.

stops, so that in case anything goes wrong pressure ceases in-

stantly by simply letting go of the wheel. The belt does the

work quickly without any effort on the part of the operator

other than to turn the wheel sufficiently hard to keep a fric-

tion applied, which results in tons pressure on the ram for

pounds pulled on the wheel.

The gauge shows the number of tons pressure on the ram,

so that the press is in complete and intelligent control of

the operator, and all by means of the hand wheel. No shift-

ing of belts or clutches is required; there are no pumps,

packing or valves to keep in order and there is nothing to

freeze.

These presses are made by the Lucas Machine Tool Com-
pany of Cleveland in two standard sizes of 15 and 30 tons ca-

pacity. Presses adapted for higher pressures and in horizontal

or special forms may be made to order.

The photograph illustrates a large vertical milling machine

recently installed in the Havelock shops of the Burlington &
Missouri River Railroad. Although it has been in use but

a short time, it has greatly reduced the cost of a number of

operations which were formerly done on slotting machines.

These include the machining of dome saddles, side rod ends,

mud rings, cab brackets, equalizers, front frames and braces,

cross braces, cinder hopper bases, reverse lever quadrants,

links and cast-iron pedestal jaws for engine and tender trucks.

The machine is very heavy and powerful, and was designed

for the use of high-speed tool steels. The spindle, which is

5 ins. in diameter, is driven by the three-step cone and the

bevel gears; the cone is back geared, thus furnishing six

changes of speed. The circular table is 48 ins. in diameter

over the tee slots and 54 ins. over all, and has a cross adjust-

ment of 36 ins. The table has five changes of automatic feed

in either a rotary, cross or longitudinal direction, each mo-

tion being controlled by clutches conveniently placed; the

\ i l: l 1 1 v I \mii\i. MACHIXE— \ I \\TO S MACHISE TOOL WORKS.

reverse motion is imparted by the tumble gears shown in the

illustration. The distance from the top of the table to the

under side of the throat is 20 ins., and from the center of the

spindle to the frame is 28 ins. The auxiliary self-contained

i rane is used for supporting the end of long overhanging

work. The machine was made by the Newton Machine Tool

Works of Philadelphia, and they are now arranging to fit the

spindles Of this type of machine with vertical automatic feed.

Five and One-Half Months Continuous Run.—The 600-

h.p. W'pstinghouse steam turbine generating unit which sup-

plied current for light and power throughout the Westinghouse
exhibits at the St. Louis Exposition, was shut down on De-

cember 2 after a continuous run of five and one-half months,

or 3,962 hours. The remarkable feature of the run was the

maintenance under load of a speed of 3,600 revolutions a min-

ute for such a long period. From 8.30 o'clock in the morn-
ing to 10.30 o'clock in the evening, the load carried through-

out the exposition varied from 25 per cent, underload to 25

per cent, overload. The total number of revolutions almost

touched the billion mark—855,792,000. It was found to be in

perfect condition, with mo signs of wear, the bearings still

retaining the tool marks as they had come from the shop.
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IMPROVED VALVES. RIEHLE U. S. STANDARD AUTOMATIC CEMENT
TESTER.

After 50 years of practical experience in the manufacture of

steam appliances, the Crane Company, of Chicago, has de-

veloped a number of improvement of importance to those hav-

ing to do with locomotives and the application of steam for

power and heating. This company has brought out improved

globe and angle valves with renewable seats and discs. They
are suitable for working pressure up to 250 lbs. per sq. in.,

and are tested to pressures as high as 700 lbs. The renewable

parts are made of hard composition, specially developed by

these manufacturers for severe service. Fig. 1 shows the- con-

struction of a straight valve. By unscrewing the nut on the

bottom of the valve all parts are accessible and removable

from the top, making it convenient to substitute a new seat

or disk and to replace any worn part. Being attached to the

stem hy a slot, the disc is easily removed and replaced. The
disc and seat may be removed and ground together if neces-

sary. When putting the valve together the seat is replaced

and the nut on the bottom of the valve tightened up to hold

the seat In place. The bonnet is then screwed on and the valve

closed. These valves may be packed without steam escaping;

to do this the valve Is opened wide.

The Crane straightway valves with renewable seat and
wedges are made with copper seats and hard metal wedges.

They are suitable for working pressure of 250 lbs., and are

tested to 800 lbs. Fig. 2 Illustrates an easy method of In-

serting these renewable parts In these valves. Soft metal

rings or seats are furnished, for air or water in these valves

Figs. 3 and 4 Illustrate self-packing radiator valves, em-
ploying Jenkins discs and non-rising stems. I^eaky stuffing

are avoided by the use of rubber pieces between the

m<-talllc parts, which ordinarily grind tog'-thf-r and '

leaky. This vulcanized robber prevent! leakage and may be

renewed when It becomes worn. The bonnet threads of th'-sp

self-packing valves are the same as those of the Jenkins disc

valve made by the Crane Company, and the self-packing de

vice Is also applicable to the Crane brass ww|g<- gate valves

with non-rising stems.

This illustration shows the Riehle U. S. Standard 1,000 lbs.

(500 kilos) automatic cement tester. It is constructed entirely

of metal, and is of superior design and finish.

The beam is brought to a balance by pouring shot into the
cone shaped bucket on the left, thus counterbalancing the
weight on the right hand side. The test briquette is then
placed in the grips and by means of the handwheel under the
lower grip the slack is taken up. A piston valve in the bucket
is then lifted and the shot flows out of the bucket, causing
the weight to overbalance the bucket and load thus to be ap-
plied to the specimen. When a sufficient weight of shot has
flowed out of the bucket, the unbalanced force of the weight
is sufficient to break the briquette, and then the lightened
bucket is jerked by the weight and the piston valve in it

closed, causing the flow of shot to cease. The weight of shot
which has flowed out is a measure of the force required to

break the briquette, and this shot is caught in a scoop on a
scale which is graduated to read directly the stress on the
briquette. If at any time the briquette should be so yield-

ing as to allow the beam to strike the lower buffer before the

NEW RIEHLE CEMEN1 FESTER.

briquette is broken, the valve automatically closes and the

flow of shot ceases. Then, if desired, the beam can be raised

by means of the worm and wheel and the test continued.
The piston valve (patent Nov. 8, 1904) for controlling the flow

of shot is believed to be the simplest and most effective auto-

matic valve made. If it is desired to make a test of extreme
accuracy the beam may be kept horizontal during the test by
means of the crank and worm wheel.

This description and operation applies to both sizes of

cement testers. The weight of shot in the 1,000-lb. machine
is as 1 to 100 lbs.; this means that 10 lbs. of shot on an ordi-

nary scale would indicate a strain of 1,000 lbs. In the 2,000-lb.

machine the proportion is 1 lb. to 80 lbs., viz., 25 lbs. of shot
will Indicate 2,000 lbs. strain.

These machines have been placed on the market after prov-

ing themselves In exhaustive tests, which is characteristic of

the methods of this firm. The name by which they are known
Is "Beetone," and the 1,000-lb. size Is adapted to most general
use among engineers.

Mi C B I.arrlson has been appointed master mechanic of

the Dakota division of the Northern Pacific Railway, with

M, N. 1)., to IUCO Bd Mr. J, K i i .

promoted Mr. Larrlson was formerly general airbrake In-

if this road.

Mr T. A Lawes, who recently resigned as superintendent

of motive power of th>- i Eastern Illinois, bai

appointed mi ogineer of the New York. Chicago &
rail Railroad, with neadqnarteri at Cleveland, <>.

I

ceed Mr. J. T. Carrol

L
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OLDSMOBILE INSPECTION CAR.

This illustration shows a new type of inspection car, known
as Model No. 2, tonneau car. It is, in general, similar to the

Oldsmobile railroad inspection car No. 1, except that it has a

tonneau added, giving a capacity of eight passengers. The
tonneau may be removed and replaced by a platform, to carry

men and tools for ordinary repair work. This car Is driven

oiled by the drip which it catches from the other end. No
difficulty has been experienced in catching the oil thrown off

of the eccentric strap and the splash from the crosshead has

been equally easy to take care of, the outside of the engine

being entirely free from oil. The large base affords a good

opportunity to cool and settle the oil; a portion of it as it

drops back into the bottom of the frame drops into an oil filter.

This engine was subject to severe test and experiment for two

OLDSMOBH i: l\M'l i I tOH CAB.

by a 7-h.p. gasoline engine, giving a speed of 35 mil'

hour, which is variable and under control, the engine and
gearing being the same as that used in the Oldsmobile run-

about. The car is built for standard gauge. It has a 62-in.

wheelbase, oak sills, 20-in. pressed steel wheels, cold rolled

axles and powerful brakes. Its capacity for water anil gaso-

line is sufficient for 100 miles. These cars are reported to

have run 3,000 miles over a road having 3 per cent, g]

It is sold by the Railway Appliances Company, Old Colony
Building, Chicago.

AN IMPROVED SMALL VERTICAL ENGINE.

A new design of small upright engine, in which special at-

tention has been given to the oiling system, has been placed

on the market by the American Blower Company, of Detroit,

Mich. It has been developed specially for continuous service,

such as driving dynamos, pumps and blowers.

The working parts are entirely enclosed, as indicated in

the phantom engraving. Oil is delivered to the bearings in

streams. From an oil pump, A. the plunger, L, which is

driven by an eccentric, K, on the shaft, forces the oil up
through the tube, B, into the strainer. C, from which it drops
into an oil box and passes through four tubes to the guides
and bearings. Two of these tubes. F and (1, take oil t,, the

guides. Tube E supplies the crosshead pin. the oil dropping
into the cup H. The oil dropping from the crosshead is

caught in two pans attached to the inside of the covers. From
these it runs down the inside of the cover, dropping into a
cup in the top of the main bearing cap. Instead of using oil

grooves at the top and bottom of the main bearing, as cus-

tomary, in this system the bearing is cut away at the joint so

that the oil is carried to the bottom of the bearing when the

connecting rod thrust is upward, but when the load is re-

versed there are no grooves to carry away this oil. Tube D
oils the crank pin and discharges into a crank oil ring inside

of the eccentric, K, whieh in turn discharges into the crank
pin oil tube and takes the oil across the crank pin bearing.

By this independent supply the crank pin oil ring catches the
drip from one end of the main hearing, the eccentric being

IMPROVED SMALL VEBTICAL ENGINE.

Mars before being placed upon the market. It is stated that

one of the engines was adjusted and filled with oil on March
in; up to July 15 no adjustment of any kind had been made,

and no oil added except to fill the sight feed cylinder lubri-

cator. The engine runs from 14 to 16 hours a day, driving a

blower, and for four months ran almost as noiselessly as at

first.

HANCOCK VALVES.

These valves are made of special composition to secure

si length and good wearing qualities. They are made in one

standard only for all pressures. The manufacturers guar-

antee that every globe, angle, 60-deg. and cross valve has

sted with 1,000 lbs. pressure and found tight before

leaving the works. They are guaranteed for 500 lbs. steam

pressure. The bodies are made of hard and tough mixture

to secure durable valve seats. The discs are of a special

mixture which does not include zinc. Tobin bronze is used for

the spindles. These valves are similar in design to the Han-
cock main steam valves used for a number of years on locomo-

tives. The sectional sketch shows the areas of the most con-

tracted parts of a 1 -in. globe valve. The metal is distributed

to give uniform strength, and the areas have not been re-

duced or contracted for the purpose of reducing weight. One
of the sectional engravings shows two collars on the stem
guiding the valve for the purpose of seating it squarely, to

prevent the disc from cocking. The valve seat is flat, and is

provided with a projection, which acts as a guide in the

grinding and prevents the cutting of the seat by the wire-

drawing of the steam when the valve is opened slightly.

When the valve is slightly raised, as shown in the section,

' ' escaping steam cleans the seat of dirt. The makers
state that very little regrinding is required to restore tight-

ness after the valve begins to leak. These valves have long

threads in the bonnets, and by means of a narrow seat on the

shoulder it, is possible to keep the bonnet tight, and yet it is

easy to unscrew it. This is considered a positive improve-

ment over bonnets having wide shoulders bearing upon wide

surfaces upon the top of the valve body To regrind a valve

to its seat, the bonnet is removed, the disc nut unscrewed from
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the disc, and a piece of wood may be inserted In the disc, per-

mitting it to be ground perfectly by aid of the projection on

the disc which guides it, thus avoiding the necessity for spe-

cial regrinding tools. These valves have tee handles, the hole

in the handle is tapered, with one side flat, and the handle is

held to the spindle by means of a nut. The flattened side

holds the handle rigidly in place, while the taper permits it

to be drawn tightly to the spindle to avoid the annoyance of

loose handles.

These valves are made by the Hancock Inspirator Company,

86 Liberty street, New York.

PERSONALS.
Mr. Thomas Jackson lias bet liop BUperintendi

Of the Northern Pacific Hallway at Livingston, Mot

Mr. M. J. McOraw, ma < of the Illinois Central,

. transferred from tull to Clinton, III.

Mr. 0. C. Waike; baa been appointed foreman of the <ar He-

|.;irt ii,' I a i

Mr. II. .1 Ubienbrock has been appointed assistant master

mechanic of the Wabash Railroad, with headquarters at. De

eatur, 111.

St. Louis &. San Francisco at Neodosha, Kansas, succeeding

Mr. C. E. Brown.

M. J. H. Nash has beeu appointed master mechanic of the

Illinois Central at East St. Louis, 111., to succeed Mr. M. J.

McGraw, transferred.

Mr. W. J. Schlacks, master mechanic of the Colorado Mid-

land, has been appointed superintendent of motive power, to

succeed Mr. J. R. Groves.

Mr. Gustav Navarro has been appointed superintendent of

motive power and machinery of the Vera Cruz & Pacific Rail-

way at Tierra Blanca, Mexico.

Mr. A. H. Powell has been appointed master mechanic of

the Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad at Villa Grove, 111., to

succeed Mr. J. W. Bell, resigned.

Mr. R. H. Rutherford has been appointed assistant master

mechanic of the Mexico Division of the Mexican Central Rail-

way with office at Aguascalientes.

Mr. John W. Bell, master mechanic of the Chicago & Eastern

Illinois, has been transferred from Oak Lawn to Villa Grove,

111., to succeed Mr. A. H. Powell, resigned.

Mr. J. E. Chisholm has been appointed master mechanic of

the Oelwein shops of the Chicago Great Western Railway at

Oelwein, la., to succeed Mr. R. M. Crosby.

Mr. J. M. Markey has been appointed master mechanic of the

Northern Division of the Grand Trunk, with headquarters at

Allendale, Ont., succeeding Mr. N. B. Whitsel.

Mr. H. O. Bowen has been appointed master car builder of

the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railroad, with headquarters at

Sedalia, Mo., to succeed Mr. J. L. Wigton, resigned.

Mr. G. H. Bussing has been appointed superintendent of

motive power of the Evansvillc & Terre Haute Railroad, with

headquarters at Evansville, Ind., succeeding Mr. W. J. M. Leish.

Mr. J. Montgomery has been appointed master mechanic of

the Northern Division of the Grand Trunk Railway, with

headquarters at Allendale, Out., to succeed Mr. N. B. Whitsel,

resigned.

Mr. C. H. Burk, master mechanic of the Mexican Central

Railway, is transferred from Aguascalientes to Mexico City,

where he will succeed to the duties of Mr. G. W. Jennings,

resigned.

Mr. E. W. Pitt has been appointed assistant superintendent

of motive power of the Burlington & Missouri River Railroad,

with headquarters at Lincoln, Neb. He Is promoted from the

position of chief draftsman.

Mi-. .lohii Whetstone has been appointed superintendent of

motive power of the Norfolk & Southern Railway, with head-

quarters at, Berkley, Va, His title lias heretofore been acting

superintendent of mi I ' i i

Mr. .1. k. O'Brien has been appointed assistant shop superin

tendent or the Northern Pacific Railway, in charge of the

shops at South Tacoma, it' 1

I i oted from the position

i,r ma ter mei hanlc of the Dakota division,

Mr. J. J. Shaw haa been appointed division foreman of the

1
1 Cbarii ii reau he bi en appointed engim

or the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad, wlti<

quarters el Albany, N 1, i pa it two years Mr. Quereau

has been superintendent of shops at West Albany.
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mi. J. T. Carroll has resigned as mechanical engineer ot

the Nevi York, Chi' ago fta ept the

on of chief draftsman of the motive power department

Of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern at Cleveland, 0.

Mr. R. P. Blake has heeu appointed assistant shop superin-

tendent of the Northern Pacific Railway at Brainerd, Minn., in

charge ot the shops at that point. He has heretofore served

the road in the capacity of mechanical engineer at St. Paul.

Mr. J. R. Groves has been appointed superintendent of the

motive power and car departments of the Denver & Rio Grande

Western Railways, with office at Burnham, Col., succeeding

Mr. F. Mertsheimer, resigned. Mr. Groves resigns as super-

intendent of machinery of the Colorado Midland to accept this

office.

Mr. E. E. Davis has been appointed superintendent of motive

power of the Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburg Railroad, with

headquarters at DuBois, Pa., to succeed Mr. F. T. Hyndman.
Mr. Davis has been connected with the motive power depart-

ments of the Boston & Maine, the Philadelphia & Reading, and

the New York Central & Hudson River railroads.

NEW CATALOGUES.
IN WETTING For. Till, SI. CATALOGUES PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

ADJUSTABLE Ki v.mei:.- Bulletin from the Gisholt Machine Com-
pany of Madison, V\ ig the Gisholt "Solid" adjustable

reamer.

Thompson Ryan Dynamo.—Bulletin No. 14 issued by the

Kidgway Dynamo & Engine Company, Ridgeway, Pa., describes

il the construction of the Thompson-Ryan dynamo.

Mm him TOOLS Thi Springfield Machine Tool Company, of

Springfield, Ohio, are i; suing a catalog which very completely de-

scribes their line of brass and iron working machinery.

Grinders Catalogue from Charles II. Beslj & Company, So.

Clinton St., Chicago, which desci Gardner grinder, the

Besly band grinders and the tups and dies made by the company.

A I'.iim Thai Previ - Rusi Cii ulai ssued by the De-

troit Graphite Manufacturing Company, Detroit. M in,

ing the use of their "Superior Graphite Paint."

Valves.—The Hancock globe, angle, cross, 60-deg. and check

valves d in a catalogue issued by the Hancock In

35 Liberty St., New York. Th
and guaranteed tight under a hydraulic pressure of 1,000

I
ids.

Mechanical Stoi impany.

Pittsburgh, Pa., have just issued a verj italogue

of CD i' Itoney mechanical stoker and calling

attention to the advantages to be gained by its use. A number
of important installations are illustrated.

Gbaphit) l.i r.i.n wis \ .".i*
i has been received

from the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company of V •!..

devoted to the interests of their well known graphite products for

lubricating purposes. This pamphlet presents the theory of this

lubricant and explains the function of flake grapl

control motors for single voltage circuits. The.se are intended

for use where the installation of t lie multiple voltage system is

not warranted. These motors are arranged in two classes, one
adopted to give constant bor.se power throughout a speed range of

2 to 1, and the other through a speed range of 3 to 1.

Foundry Chaplets.—W. W. Lindsay & Company. 11

Building. Philadelphia, distribute a sixteen page pamphlet d scrib-

ing their foundry chaplets and anchors, which are extensively

used by the Pennsylvania Railroad, Philadelphia & Reading. Bald-

win Locomotive Works and other large us< m their

own foundries.

Pulverizing Machinery.— Catalogoe No. 30 issued by the

Jeffrey Manufacturing < ompany, Columbus. Ohio, describes the

of pulverizing machinery made by them. Those in-

be crushing machii

chine Company, the which have h by the

Jeffrey Company.

Variable Speed Motors.—Flyer No. 253 issued by the Crocker-

Wheeler Company describes their new line of variable speed field

Westinghouse Type 8 Motors.—Folder No. 4030 issued by
the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company describes

their type S motor for direct current circuits and illustrates its

lion to various machine tools.

Graphite Lubrication.—The January issue of "Graphite"
published by the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company of Jersey City,

N. J., is a speeial number devoted entirely to graphite lubrication,

free to those interested.

Cob's Wrenches.—Coe's Wrench Company, Worcester, Mass.,

-ued a four-page pamphlet illustrating and describing the

ordinary screw wrench bearing this well known name. The
wrenches are illustrated in a number of styles, the features of

each, the different finishes and the prices being; given. These have

knife handles, steel handles and wooden handles; also the key
model is shown. This company is prepared to send literature of

their wrenches to users of these tools.

Farlow Draft Gear.—A leaflet issued by the Fallow Draft
Gear Company. Monadnock building, Chicago, contains a reprint

of the test on this gear from the December number of this jour-

nal, a large photographic view of the M. C. B. testing machine
with the record of the M. C. B. tests of 1902 indicated upon it. anil

aLso a number of the claims made for the Farlow draft gear.

Prominent among these is the absence of wrought followers,

pockets, spring straps and holts. Eleven contingencies which will

take a car with an ordinary gear to the repair track are enumer-
ated, with the claim that the Farlow gear reduces this number to

two—the breakage of couplers. This gear is guaranteed for ten

years against fair ami unfair usage. In the photographic view re-

ferred to the i- rd of the Farlow gear is shown as .surpassing the

others.

NOTES.
Northern Electrical Manufacturing Company.—The Ten-

nessee Coal. 1 1 on & Railroad Company, of Birmingham. Ala.. lm\e

ordered three 150 k.w. Northern slow speed generators.

Phillip Carey Manufacturing Company. This company
announce they have been awarded the gold, silver and bronze

medals by the Si. Louis Exposition for the superiority and general

ney of its magnesia steam pipe and boiler coverings; also :i

gold medal on account of iis magnesia flexible cemenl roofing.

Mr. Edward 1>. B. Brown has resigned as architect of the

Lehigh Valley Railroad Company to accept the position of eon

peer of Fairbanks, Morse & Company of Chicago.

the. new repair shops of the Lehigh Vallej Railroad

Pa., on which Mr. Brown has been engaged

for the past two and one-half years is practically completed.

Mr. J. P. NYiT recenth resigned as roundhouse foreman of the

Chicago & Northwestern Railwaj al B Iowa, to enter the

service of the American Loc otive Equipment c pany, Railway

Exchange Building, Chicago, lie is n graduate of Purdue Uni-

versity, and. having hail about ten years' practical railroad ex-

perience, he is a valuable acquisition to this company.

Pneumatic Tools.—The London branch of the Chi-

cago Pneuma pany recentlj transmitted an order for

705 tools. President Duntley, now in England, reports very suc-

cessful de nstration with the new electric drills. Inasmuch as

there is a large Held for drills of this kind, it is expected thai the

business in electric drills will soon exceed thai in pneumatic drills.

CROCKER-WHEELER COMPANY.—This company announces that

the largest electrical generators in the world driven bj gas engines

will be furnished by them to tie- California Gas & Electric Com-

3co. Three 1,000 k.w.. 3-phase, i::.'-'i>ii .oh, 25

ors will be driven by 6,000 b.p. gas

engines built by the Snow Engine Company.

Mr. John G. Sanborn, formerly of the Chicago Pneumatii I

Company, and more recently with the Chicago Storage Battery

Company, has accepted a position with S. F. Bowser & Company,

Ft. Wayne. Ind.. as railway representative for their oil house

equipment and oil storage system. Mr. Sanford will make his

headquarters in Chicago.
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ANGUS LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR SHOPS, MONTREAL.

Canadian Pacific Railway.

III.

i BAX CH \k\' II u "I i in Bl LLDINGS.

/"unary, 1905, page 1.)

i mainlng buildings, except the power house,

are presented Id the accompanying engravings, also detail

drawings of some of the interesting features of the smaller

building* " luding a typical wooden roof truss of the car ma-
1 pports, a

a in the fro| eb bop, one in the hardwood

storage building and a i olumn onnectlons of the

20-in. I beams supporting thi root of the pattern storage

traildlng.

i;i o.Ks.urni Shop Ai already stated, this is an exceed-

ingly large shop ai idmirably adapted to its pu'rpo •

It U built In two portion peach other; across

portion, which Is parallel to the mid-

way. Is Illustrated Th< fled into oni main bay

U ft 4 Ins wide b the left 42 ft 4 ins. wide, one at

the rig u and a nan L5 fI ai tin- right for

furnaces. In thi placi d. The

roof . cepl thai of the furnace bay, which Is

of ..v
:

of this 1

The main [portion or the roof ban a eleai height

over tb< roof u
bays. The total width of this building, oul Ide or the walls,

is 146 ft. 4 Ins., as shown In ami the Otl

shorter portion. I* 130 ft. X Ins. wide A:: thi building and

its equipment are of special interest, it will be made the sub

ject of a separate article later.

Cabinet Shop.—As already stated, this is the only building

which is evidently too small; it is 62 x 580 ft., and provides

at the eastern end for hardwood storage, with the upholstery

department in the second story. The cabinet shop is divided

from the other portion of the building by a brick fire wall.

This building has two rows of columns and a 15-ft. longi-

tudinal monitor from end to end. The windows are 8%
x 12 ft., with 3 ft. space between them. Those in the upper

story are 10 ft. high. The cross section of this building shows

the portion having two stories and gives the size of the columns

and the principal timbers. It also shows the thickness of the

walls and illustrates the construction of the floor. This build-

ing has a track throughout its length for handling materia!.

The east end of the building is used for hardwood storage be-

low and upholstery above. Its floor plan will he presented

later in connection with the car shops. One of the small de-

tails illustrates the column and girder construction in the

hardwood storage building, the columns of the lower story

of which are of steel.

Passenger Cab Shops.—The photographic view shows the

""irk"'""
1 m

i I

M
, . .

,;,l'.'.
'

p-S'-.!

SECTION OF RUNWAY—MIDWAY COL1 MH IN FBOQ AND SWITCH

ORANE. SHOP.

transfer table between the passenger car shops, looking east,

with coaches standing outside of the building at the right and

trucks and wheels at the left. This photograph presents an

idea of the roofs of these buildings and their length, which is

4,7 1; ii. The cross section ihowa the brick walls and wooden

posts and roofs. The section selected for engraving shows

a brick Qre wall, of which then are 3 In the erecting shop

down at thi right ol the transfer table, and 4 In the paint

hop ii • . .'. n hi Hi i-n These will be referred to again In

pre i
ni in" i ii plani ol I he bu Idlnge Thej ai e L2 ins. thick.

Each building has 27 12 x 4!i n tran verse Bkyllghts, which,

with the high windows, furnish admirable light, The con-

traction of the skylights Is shown In the sectional engraving.

The skylights are arranged over the spaces between the

coaches, both In the erecting shop and the palnl shop, instead

:i .i usually done; this arrangi meni

better light,

Plawiko Mm This building is I2<; x BOO n ii has i

i

1

line or teel columns and has 2 standard

pa Ing through II from end to end, while a single

verse track crossei the building near the wesl end u
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tends to the dry ki.n. The root' trusses are of wood. This

building is also very light. One of the detail engravings

illustrates the roof trusses of the car machine shop, which

is typical of the wooden roof trusses with the larger spans.

A half cross section of the planing mill is shown with a

skylight, of which there are 23, 10 ft. 4 ins. x 29 ft. in

size, arranged transversely. These have glazed ends and the

windows of this building are made as high as the height of the

side walls will permit.

Drainage.—Two brick oval trunk sewers, 2x3 ft., lead to the

city sewer south of the property. A large concrete covered

ditch, 8x4 ft., leads the whole length of the property just west

of the freight car shop and extends under the locomotive shop,

discharging into a natural water course. The ground is gen-

erally level, with a slight ridge along the south side of the

property. Surface drainage was therefore very important.

Cedar boxes are provided, open at the bottom, surrounded by

broken stone, and averaging 12 ins. square, being placed from

1 to 4 ft. down. The plot is covered with about 6 ins. of

gravel, drained by these box drains, of which about 22,000

linear ft. are provided. Surface drainage from the boxes

to the east enters the sewers through cedar manholes adjacent

to the regular manholes, provided to settle the dirt. From the

well the water flows into main concrete ditches.

Heating System.—The entire heating equipment was fur-

nished by the B. F. Sturtevant Company of Hyde Park, Mass.

The maximum distance to which steam is carried is almost

exactly a half-mile from the power station. The extent of the

heating contract is shown by the combined cubical contents

of the buildings, which amounts to 28,400,000 cu. ft. In gen-

eral terms the skylights occupy about 25 per cent, of the roof

area and the windows one-half of the wall area. The heaters

require a little over 37 miles of 1-in. pipe, furnished in sections

of from 200 to 1,000 ft, in vertical coils, with cast iron bases,

connected with fans, which will completely circulate all the air

in any building 3 times every hour. The guarantee of the con-

tractors require various temperatures from 60 to 70 deg. when

the outside temperature is 10 deg. below zero. In the coldest

weather no outside air will be handled by the fans. Separate

exhaust and live steam mains are carried to every heater and

live steam may be used in all of the heater coils. Returns from

each building drain to small vacuum pumps and are carried

through a general return main to the power house. Further

remarks about the heating system will be made in connection

with the subsequent descriptions.

Fire Protection.—The fire mains are entirely separate from

the water service. A 12-in pipe connects to the city mains for

fire protection only. This pipe has a pressure of 145 lbs. from

a special high pressure city fire service. A 500,000-gal. reser-

voir, near the power house, is used as a reserve, and the main

is fitted with a check valve retaining this supply in case of a

failure of the city mains. Two 1,500-gal. underwriters' fire

pumps pump from the reservoir if the city supply fails. As

an additional precaution, two wells will furnish 20,000 gallons

per hour if water is not to be had from the city service. Every

building has sprinklers and over 13,000 of them are required

in the plant, every 100 sq. ft. of roof area being served by an

automatic sprinkler, which is always connected and ready with

145 lbs. pressure. All shops, except special buildings like the

dry kilns, blacksmith shop, and others where the normal tem-

perature is high, will open their sprinklers at 155 deg. The

mill service consists of a 6-in. pipe leading from the low

pressure city mains, connected with a 75,000-gal. tank, the

bottom of which is 50 ft. from the ground. This is filled from

the wells, or from the city mains: a check valve protects

this supply in case of a failure of the main supply. This

plant is an example of unusual precautions against fire, the

plans having been made with special reference to the experi-

ence of fire insurance experts.

Telephone System.—The shops are equipped with a com-

plete system of 50 local telephones, including a 75-drop switch-

board in the office building, this being quite necessary in a

plant of this size. The system has metallic circuit, self-

restoring drops and motor generators for ringing.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON POWER.

Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific Railway.

(DEPRECIATION VALUE OF LOCOMOTIVES.)

(For previous article see page 8.)

To find the value of a locomotive at any age from one to

twenty years, subtract from the original cost, or from the

value determined in price per pound, the value when scrapped.

Multiply this by the percentage in third column in Table 'No. 1

and add the scrap value.

Example.—Eight-wheel light locomotive and tender, 15 years old.
Weight of engine in working order 85,000 lbs.
Approximate value $8,500.00
Scrap value at %c. = $637.00, say 640.00
$8,500 — $640 = 2,605.00

This is the assumed value of the engine when 15 years old,

provided the boiler has not been renewed. If the boiler has
been renewed, the cost of the new boiler and its application,

less the scrap value of the old, is to be added to the depreci-

ated value of the engine at the time the boiler is applied. The
rate of depreciation per annum to remain constant, the in-

creased life therefore would be due to the value added when
the boiler is renewed.

Example,—Eight-wheel light locomotive and tender, 15 year* old,
with boiler renewed.

Weight of engine in working order 85,000 lbs.

Approximate value $8,500.00
Scrap value 640.00
Value at 15 years without new boiler 2.605.00
Value at 15 years with new boiler 2,605.00

To which should be added the cost of rebuilding.

In scrapping small switch engines careful consideration

should be given to the fact that the mileage is low and the

demand upon the boiler small. This will probably have some

influence in the limit of life. There will always exist a de-

mand for some small switch engines of this character in cer-

tain localities around shops, factories, etc., requiring con-

siderable light switching. In these localities it would not

always pay to use large, heavy switchers.

In the valuation of locomotives several apparent inconsist-

encies may be observed, but as it is based on actual cost

wherever practicable, and assumed cost consistent with the

valuation at that time, we have considered it desirable to

make no alterations in the value as shown by the records.

The general recommendations for scrapping power have

been covered, but in determining the exact order in which

engines should be scrapped, out of the large number which

come within the recommendations of the committee, it is

obvious, other things being equal, that the oldest and least

efficient of this number should be the first to be scrapped

and gotten out of the way. No doubt among the total num-

ber of engines recommended for scrapping a number will be

found which, by reason of the good condition, can be kept in

service for some time longer by running repairs, which at no

time would approach, and certainly not exceed, 10 per cent.

nl the original value.

Owing to the condition of track and bridges and light

traffic, a number of small engines will be required for some

time and it will no doubt be advisable to run these engines

until they require repairs not exceeding 10 per cent, of their

original value.

The report includes a large number of charts, showing in

colors the total cost and present value of all of the locomotives

on the system. These are based upon a limitation of life of

20 years for each locomotive, unless prolonged to 30 years by

the application of a new boiler.

In purchasing locomotives in the future, the committee

recommends replacing scrapped switch engines with new ones,

each of which will equal 2.3 of the old ones in tractive power.

One of the proposed "medium" 2—8— engines will equal in

tractive power 3.4 of the ones scrapped, and in numbers, 13

of the 2—8— class will do the work of 44 loi omotives of the

lighter classes recommended for serappinc. (This throws a

strong light on the value of the recommendations of the re-

port.

—

Editors.)
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REDISTRIBUTION OF LOCOMOTIVES.

The committee was directed to consider "any possible re-

distribution of the power to secure the segregation of engines

of similar character, in order to reduce the number of parts

to be carried in stock and the cost of repairs."

One of the roads of the system has S9 separate motive power
classes and 15 distributing points for repair parts. The con-

ditions which have brought about this distribution of power
would need to be thoroughly studied in order to make definite

DEPRECIATED VALVE OF LOCOMOTIVES FROM 1 TO 20 YEARS.
Table No. 1.

Depreciation due to age. 3 per cent, of original value, less value of
scrap at end of twenty years. Limit of age for light locomotives esti-
mated at twenty years
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capacity for good service, and we would recommend the gen-

eral policy of purchase of larger capacity tanks, which may be

considered as standards in the purchase of future equipment.

These to be applied where the heavier power is deficient in

water capacity; tanks of these engines in turn to be put back

on lighter engines, eliminating the light tenders with wooden
tender frames, which are too old to maintain. It will be noted

in the discussion of new power to be bought that we recom-

mend tenders of three capacities, viz.:—
7,000 gals., tank 24 ft. long, 10 ft. wide.

«,000 gals., tank 24 ft. long, 10 ft. wide.

4,500 gals., tank 19 ft. 6 ins. long, 9 ft. 10 ins. wide (switch

engines with sloping tank).

The 24 ft. length of these tanks is considered desirable to

obtain the lowest practicable center of gravity and spread of

trucks. The 6,000-gal. capacity tender is considered desirable

for fast passenger service engines and the medium freight

power.

It is evident that the systems must have a considerable pro-

portion of relatively light power for branch line service and
divisions having light rail and bridges, where the traffic con-

ditions do not justify the use of heavy power. The proposed

elimination of a large number of light engines will necessitate

a redistribution of the medium and heavier power, realizing

thereby the advantages of modern engines over greater terri-

tory. This is possible, as is shown by proposed improvements
to track and bridges. There may be some territory where
this rule- may not apply, but instead of purchasing new light

equipment, we would suggest that careful examination of old

equipment would probably disclose some engines with suffi-

ciently heavy machinery to warrant the application of new
boilers, which, however, cannot greatly exceed the size, weight

and steam pressure of the boilers now on the engines. We do

not urge or press this procedure, believing that the best ulti-

mate economy will be reached in improving track and bridges,

so as to increase the use of the heavier power.

As a further means of increasing the usefulness of existing

power, we might state that the further standardization of parts

would keep the engines on the road a greater portion of the

time, by not waiting the shipment of odd repair parts. Both

systems have a large number of classes of engines, many of

these by no means old, on which the repair parts differ. While
such standardization means a large amount of study and ar-

rangement, yet we believe that it could be done advantageously

to some extent. The following items to be considered as

engines go through the shops in general repair:

Cylinder heads, pistons, eccentrics and eccentric straps,

engine truck wheels and axles, piston rod and valve stem pack-

ing, water connection between engine and tender, driving

springs, engine truck springs, tender springs, automatic

couplers on tenders and pilots, friction and draw castings be-

tween engine and tender, tender axles, tender trucks.

To submit a typical case of the value of standardisation of

repair parts, we would cite the question of locomotive grate

bars. As will be seen elsewhere in this report, but one pat-

tern of grate bar is proposed for all the standard parts of

locomotives recommended, and this bar is also applicable to

some of the late power received. The great variety of widths

of fireboxes on the older equipment requires a very large num-
ber of patterns, and a heavy stock of grates at stores and
roundhouses, which could be greatly reduced had the policy

of having as few widths as possible been a standard prac-

tice. It is now too late to remedy this very much, and as the

old engines are scrapped, these odd patterns will be eliminated.

On the other hand, there are many parts, fittings and trim-

mings, which may be made common to many, if not all en-

gines, such as cylinder cocks, water gauge cocks, certain parts

of the motion work, etc. Reducing these to the smallest num-
ber required will greatly reduce storehouse stock, and a con-

siderable expenditure to bring about standardization will soon

be repaid.

WATER PURIFICATION.

Purifying water in special plants for softening and settling,

which removes a large percentage of the solid matter before

it is delivered to the locomotive tender, is one of the most effi-

cient means of increasing the usefulness of the present power.

Too much emphasis cannot be placed on this matter. A very

large proportion of expense due to boiler repairs, resetting

flues, etc., could be avoided with pure water. The increased

temperature of flues, and firebox sheets, caused by coating of

scale, is very detrimental to the metal. It is the most prolific

cause of leaky flues, cracked sheets, etc., which is now met with

in locomotive operation. The loss of evaporation of water

per pound of coal, due to scale on heating surface, would also

be avoided. This is one of the most insidious losses, the mag-

nitude of which is not always appreciated.

(To be continued.)

NEW ROUNDHOUSES AT ELKHART.

Lake Shore & Michigan Soi iiukn Railway.

It' progressive general managers had witnessed the work
which the writer saw last month at this new roundhouse, the

construction of this plant would mark a new epoch in locomo-

tive operation.

January in. consolidation Engine No. 711 (see American

Engineer, February, 1900, page 37) was brought to the house

and the Are dumped at 9:45 a. m., with 178 lbs. of steam on

the boiler. At 9:50 the engine was in the house. At 9:55

blowing-off commenced, steam from the dome and water from

the blow-off cocks. At 10:27 the boiler was completely blown

down. At 10:38 the washout plugs were out and washing out

with hot water began at 10:40. At 11:17 the washing out

was completed. The boiler was filled with hot water, the fire

started with fagots, steam was taken from the flexible con-

GENERAJ WtW ni inn sis, LOOKING ACROSS llflli.HT TRACKS.
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i llnss SECTION OF HOUSE AND PIT, SHOWING SMOKE JACKS.
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Mctlon for ti,<^ blower, and »' 11:38 the engine was on the

turntable with 86 lb». "i earn The total time In tho houRo

During thin time 88 flur-B were

caulked, the brick ar'-h wa« removed and replaced by a new

one, the fluei were all blown onl by air, the fronl end, and, In

the entire engine and tender, thoroughly biapected, the

tank was thoroughly cleaned Inalde, the engine and tender

wiped, a n< • ag •n applied, and to

wash the boiler over 30 washoul plugs were removed. The

house was ai ail times clear of steam and smoke The per

romance was in every way thorough, and the record ha

never n approached This shows the possibilities of these

facilities, it was a cloi kworh lob, and may be repeated a'1

am- time when required Two hours will pnd.ahu represent

ordinary pr; ! with the e fai Ultie This w il] be l]

elated when locoi
i '" times of sire foi

power.

Elkharl la a main llm trel [hi and pas enger dlvl Ion point,

mi miles ea il of Chicago VI thl polni a new "hump"
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-< mile long, and tbej Inclu la i il 50

e ..i tracks. M the presenl time 161 locomottvi

eluding both pa engei and freight, are turned here daily.
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of ground upon thi outh Ida of the main tracl It Ilately

,, no i:ii harl fai 1 hi p an
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the main tracks looking south, the roundhouses being at the

east end of the triangle. The new freight yard is located

west of the roundhouse territory, and freight engines will

move directly east from the freight yard to the coal chute,

which spans all of the trades over which engines will pass to

the roundhouses. They will take coal and sand, and then

move a short distance to the standpipes for water, and thence

over the cinder pits to the house. Passenger engines will

leave their trains east of the roundhouse territory; they will

move westward over the track which lies outside of the coal

chute, and adiacent thereto, over which they will move to the

is sufficiently large to require an independent force of men, it

was considered desirable to provide a special house for them.
In doing this, the heavy work on both passenger and freight

engines can be carried on in close proximity to the shop
facilities.

The arrangement of the shops, power house and other build-

ings is convenient. A special track is provided for delivery

to the oil house, store house, machine shop and power house.

This crosses the passageway between the two houses, and the

arrangement places the power house in space which would
otherwise be valueless.

Is —:._
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which four are provided iu each of fhe houses, aud located

near the machine shop. At such a large terminal, it is de-

sirable to facilitate the heavy work, and this arrangement is

used to avoid delays due to locomotives waiting for drop-pits.

The drop-pit tracks have two smoke-jacks each, in order that

engines may be neaded in either direction.

The passenger house has sixteen pits, and the freight house

thirty-four. Both houses will be provided with additional

tracks, reached by the turntables, for storage outside of the

houses. These are indicated in the plan. The radius of each

house is 202 ft. 7 ins. to the inside of the outer wall. The
inside radius is 111 ft. 7 ins. The outer walls are 12 -ins.

thick. The houses themselves are of 90-ft. span, and the turn-

tables are 85 ft. long. The angles of the houses are 6 deg. '40

min. The pits are 65 ft. long, with 11 ft. of floor space toward

the turntable and 11 ft. outside. There is 24 ft. of head room
under the trusses, and 15 ft. 3 ins. under the smoke-jacks. The
pits drain toward the turntable. The windows are large and
high.

The question of one or two houses was an important one,

which received very careful consideration, and is worthy of

special attention in a study of this plan. The additional cost

for two buildings is not very much larger than for the same
facilities provided in a single house, except the cost of the

additional turntable and a portion of the cost of the additional

cinder pits for the second house. If a single house had been

used, an extensive arrangement of cinder pits and coaling

appliances would have been required, in order to provide

prompt movement when engines come to the terminal in

bunenes 10 congest the cinder pit district. In the winter, fre-

quently a lot of freight engines will arrive simultaneously with

have stood in the house long enough to require dumping of

ash pans. These pits may be used without moving engine,

off of the long pits. It is interesting to note l hat the plain

shovel pits, with depressed tracks, are used here without
hoisting devices. The arguments for and against two houses
are summed up as follows:

Advantages— 1. Separation of passenger and freight engines
to avoid slow movement of either. 2. Avoidance of the danger
of tieing up the plant through the failure of one turntable

because of ice or breakdown. 3. The heavy work section of

each house is brought near the machine shop, concentrating

the work.

Disadvantages.—Slight additional cost of two turntables.

1

i -

tlMi ?-**
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FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVE WITH WALSCHAERT VALVE
MOTION.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway.

Walschaert link motion combines two entirely distinct mo-

tions—that derived from a single eccentric and the other

from the crosshead—in such a manner (see Auchincloss) that

their combined effect is quite analogous to the motion ob-

tained -from the stationary link. The eccentric is usually

applied in the form of a return crank from the main crank

be accompanied by similar effects in the motion of the valve,

which prevents the irregularity from deranging the events

of the stroke.

American practice has favored the Stephenson motion, with

its variable lead, and the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

is understood as turning toward the Walschaert gear for con-

structive reasons. Large freight engines afford little room

for eccentrics between the driving wheels. While there is

sufficient space for the parts, they are very inaccessible, and

the result is that they are not properly inspected. Walschaert

gear strongly recommends itself on the score of accessibility,

Jbiliiiiiilii itn
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and it is not believed thai the exposure of the valve gear to

accidental derangement when outside, by being struck by ob-

structions, constitutes a serious disadvantage. This gear has

been used in a small way tor many years in this country with-

out difficulty, and it now appears to meet a newly developed

need. It was originally developed by E. Walschaert, in Bel-

gium, in 1S44. It was applied to the Mallet compound of

the Baltimore & Ohio last year, as shown on page 237 of the

June, '04, number of this journal, and is in common use abroad.

The Lake Shore locomotive is similar to the New- York Cen-

tral 2—S— freignt locomotives, illustrated in this journal

in January, 19u4, page 16. This valve gear was selected be-

cause of its accessibility, the lightness of the parts, and the

fact that it permits the use of two-bar front frames..

Walschaert gear also offers the advantage of direct pull and

thrust throughout, and it should be specially advantageous

for compound locomotives, where the increase of lead of the

Stephenson gear necessitates providing large spaces to com-

press into. It is noteworthy that the four-cylinder Vauclain

compounds (see American Engineer, June, 1903, page 210)

require valve chambers of the same diameter as the high pres-

sure cylinders.

CONSOLIDATION LOCOMOTIVE —WALSCHAERT VALVE MOTION
Lake Shore i MICHIGAN Central Railway.

> DIMENSIONS.
Gauge 4 ft. 8& ins.
Fuel Bituminous coal
Weight in working order 223.000 lbs.

Weight on driver.- 198,000 lbs.
Wheel base, driving 1 7 ft. ins.

Wheel base, tctal 2.ri ft 11 ins
Wheel base, total engine and tender 60 ft. 6^4 ins.
Tractive power 45,685 lbs.

CYLINDERS.
Diameter 23 ins.

Stroke of piston 32 ins.

Diameter of piston rod 4 ins.

Kind of piston packing , cast iron rings

VALVES.

Kind Piston
Travel 6 ins.

Steam lap 1 in.

Exhaust lap in.

n heels.
Diameter of driving wheel, outside of tire 63 m
Diameter of driving wheel center- 56 ins.

Material of driving wheel center. Cast steel

Diameter engine truck wheels ::::: ins.

r and length of main driving journals 10 ins. x 12 ins.

• r and length of other driving 9% in -. x 12 ins.

Engine iru. k. kind Two-wheeled swing
Engine truck journals 6 1

, m>- x 10 ins.

I tad ml stay, straight top
Outside diameter of nr.-t ring 81% in-

Working pressure 200
Firebox, length 106 irj

Firebox, width 76 ins.

Firebox plat. Ins. ;

, crown, '

;

i
bi i 9-16

Firebox, water -pace—side, back and front 4% Ins.

Tubes, number 460
Tubes, diamefr 2 ins.

Tub--, length 15 fl 6 in

gaaf 11, B. W. G.
1,709 V. q B

bo] L8Z.5 n '

30 'i
tt

.
.

rs/rji !'•

54.9 'i
it

Rocking
Bzbmu ' plp< single

. 14 ft. 9% il

10 In

Tender frame . .... 10 in channel

12 ton

In the mat i In pa

tn* Wa
bead arms. 60 Ibl ; vlbl ccentric rods,

BD -ii I I" Ibl valve

LOO lbs
; vlbral ing linl

lr»H.; i -t
~~ IbB.

Thin it toi the entire valve

K«-ar of the i valves. T.h<

freight of tl

constructed 20 M-ln., 4—ft— Ith Stephen on link

motion, in 1,1 which mu: i I. moved
and ravened for every revolnl e duty upon

entries, and rprl Ing thai they heal

IMPRESSIONS OF FOREIGN RAILROAD PRACTICE.

EDI rolil.u. CORRESPONDENCE.

Paris.

Friends, take the advice of one who knows, and do not at-

tempt to jump on a railroad train at a gladly forgotten station

on the edge of France after the train has started. It is only by

virtue of being the editor of this journal that I am not now
languishing in a dungeon in some old Bastille in this sunny

land. I had a ticket, but arrived late and had lots of hand
baggage. The train had just started for a 60-mile run without

a stop. The door of the coach was closed, but I got it open

and fell in. Fell is just the word, because I landed in the arms
of the guard, who might himself have been imprisoned for my
offense. He was immediately reinforced by a large bunch of

French soldiers, with whom the trains are always more or

less filled. I was seized by many hands and dragged into the

dim light of a compartment and then the jabbering began.

Their part was in French and mine in English. I had my
ticket and waved it, but ineffectually. It was evident that a

commandment had been broken and something was to be done

with me. The years of study of French at school were too

long ago to accomplish anything against these odds and so

volleys of good American were fired with precision and vigor.

It did no good whatever, but an inspiration led me to produce

a copy of the American Engineer from the luggage and this

won the day. Not knowing what might be in store for me, it

seemed necessary to escape the railroad premises very hur-

riedly in the small hours of the morning when the next station

was reached, which fortunately was where I wanted to go.

Now it seems very funny, and the joke is too good to keep,

but let me seriously advise all travelers to take a copy of the

American Engineer with them. It surely had a wonderful

effect on those cheerful Frenchmen. It moved and impressed

them; they let the villain go and I lost the opportunity to

scratch my initials on cold French prison walls. I ought to

have been arrested, and so ought everybody who jumps on to a

moving train—unless he "has to."

When in England, riding on a well-known railroad, the

train had started and a great commotion occurred in the com-

partment next to mine. A man had dared to get on when tne

train was in motion. He had tried to get on once and was

foiled by the guard. He tried again and was successful, only

in be pulled out of the compartment by the legs. He was then

surrounded and taken off to the police station for breaking

the law. Next day the papers had a full account of the

struggle and notice of the trial. It did not seem to occur to

any one that it might be dangerous to pull a man off a moving
train after he had safely got on. In traveling in Europe it is

well to arrive at your station at least three-quarters of an

hour before thp train leaves in order to avoid these little

difficulties.

These experiences, however, explain why so few passengers

ari injured on English and Continental railways. Regulations

arc provided and they must be obeyed, by all—as a rule.

Railroads are taken very seriously in Europe. Nothing

there Is done to-day and undone to-morrow. Progress is slow.

yel there is progress. The equipment is kepi up In the besl

of condition. Signals are everywhere. Travelers are pro-

tected again I Faults "i others and faults of their own. No
trespassing, whatever, i permit! d. Much fault may he found

With methods, but no price is too liii;ti to I" 1 paid for safety.

our own railroads will avoid future Government Interference

it they will study ibis lesson In time.

i found several foreign locomotive men surprisingly well ln-

formed upon American practice One ol them Is England re-

rem i i" recenl American loci tives stating sizes of cylii

del heating surfaces, weights and other detail!:. Indicating

tudy of our progress, in Mulhouee i found Mr. do

Olehn studying our practice by having his draftsmen repn

in working drawings various details which appeal i

can lournals, In order to ascertain whether or not

obtained from them could be adapted to his practice. Nothing
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new appearing in this way is missed, and I found his drafts-

men at Mulhouse very thoroughly informed on American

locomotives. In fact, they asked me questions which I found

difficulty in answering. They "went for" me on the subject of

frame construction, and as a result I may be able to present

something interesting later. Plate frames were thrown at me
very vigorously and with the force of strong arguments. I

do not believe the vital question in frames is whether they

should be of plate or bar construction. If English and French

locomotive frames were not so thoroughly braced laterally, the

plate construction would go to pieces as rapidly as bar frames.

If our bar frames were as thoroughly braced as the foreign

plate frames, they could not possibly give the trouble which

we are not experiencing. The de Glehn compound at Bel-

fort, for the Pennsylvania, was in the stage of construction

which emphasized the strength and rigidity of the frames,

both vertically and laterally. (See American Engineer, June 1,

1904). I was surprised to find the frames so deep and to find

such deep and solid cross bracing. On page 8 of the January,

1904, number of this journal the frame experiments on the

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern were described, and on

page 13 of the same number the new method of bracing across

the engine with a large and deep steel casting was described.

Xow, this is exactly the thing which English and French de-

signers have been doing for years. It probably explains the

success of plate frames over here. With such bracing we
might profitably experiment with plates because of their abso-

lute integrity and their great vertical strength. This form

would dodge the difficulties with welded iron frames and would

avoid the tribulations of those who design and cast frames

of steel. Some of our recent locomotives have frames of which

about one-third of the length are slabbed. It would be easy

to try a larger proportion of slab (plate) section as an experi-

ment. Breakage of frames is now so serious with us as to

justify such an experiment. G. M. B.

(To be continued.)

HOPPER BOTTOM BOX CARS.

Chicago. Burlington & Quinct Railway.

This road is operating 1,000 box cars each fitted with 4 hop-

pers, as illustrated in the accompanying engravings. They are

proving of considerable value to shippers, particularly in coal

trade, where the cars may be unloaded over chutes. The cars

are 40 ft. long and of 40 tons capacity.

The sectional drawing showTs the arrangement and sizes of

the sills, truss rods and the construction of the hoppers, which

are placed between the. intermediate sills, with sloping ends

and closed by substantial doors, held by chains. An inside

door fits the opening in the floor, giving a continuous flush

The Railroads at the Exposition.—In its World's Fair

number, dated December 31, the Railway and Engineering Re-

view brought out the largest and finest special edition which

we have ever received. It is devoted to the transportation

exhibits at the World's Fair in St. Louis, and constitutes a

fitting presentation of the department of transportation, over

which Mr. Willard A. Smith presided as chief. With 286 pages

and 619 illustrations, these important exhibits are presented

in an appropriate manner for preservation by those who look

upon universal expositions as bench-marks of progress. Noth-

ing in the department is omitted or slighted, and the entire

work is ably and artistically treated. As to the progress repre-

sented, it is interesting to know that the average weight of the

locomotives at St. Louis is greater than the heaviest locomo-

&. .,
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DETAILS OF HOPPER DOORS ON C B. & Q. BOX CARS.

floor over the hoppers when the loading is other than coal.

These doors are removable and are secured to the side of the

car above the girts and held by buttons when coal is to be

loaded.

With four floor openings, each 17% in. x 6 ft. 10 in., a load

of coal is very easily removed and it is evident that the car

must be popular with those who are prepared to take advant-

age of its construction. The drawing was supplied for this

description by Mr. C. B. Young, mechanical engineer of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway.

New Turbines at Niagara—Two of the new 10,000-h.p. tur-

bines of the Canadian Niagara Falls Power Company were
started January 2 with completely successful results, each

generator developing 12,000 volts.

tive exhibited at the Chicago World's Fair in 1893. Track,

terminals, signals, bridges, tunnels, the materials of engineer-

ing work, rolling stock, machinery and statistics are all in-

cluded in such form as to render the number convenient as

well as valuable as a record. Mr. Willard H. Smith, president

of the Railway and Engineering Review, and his staff are to

be congratulated upon this production.

Heavy Passenger Train in England.—The London & North-

western is handling passenger trains of 20V& coaches, weighing

400 tons, behind the tender, at average start-to-stop speeds of

54 to 55.4 miles per hour over very easy grades. According

to Mr. Rous-Marten, the new passenger locomotives of this

road are called upon to haul trains weighing as much as 600

Ion*.
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PRODUCTION IMPROVEMENTS.

Wksi Albany—X. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.

BAP1D PLANING OP ECCENTRICS.

A reduction of 14 hours in the time required for setting up
and planing 10 eccentrics—20 halves—was effected at the West
Albany shops of the Xew York Central Railroad by improving
the clamping device for holding the eccentrics. The long chan-

nel plate shown in the drawing has a tongue which fits into

the groove in the planer table and keeps it central. The eccen-

tric halves are supported by the hard wood blocks and are

leveled by wedges. At each half a Tsin- bolt is passed through

the flange of the channel plate and the 2*6 x lU-in. clamping
strip. To hold the eccentrics more securely and thus permit
heavy roughing cuts to be taken ;)±-in. set screws are passed

through the clamping strip, as shown.

Two hours are required to set the 20 halves in place and
3 hours are required for the planing. A roughing and a fin-

ishing cut are taken with high speed steel at a cutting speed

of 25 ft. per minute on a Xiles planer about 25 years old. The
old method was to hold each eccentric half by a forked clamp
with one bolt. This did not hold them very securely, and it

was necessary to take 3 cuts; the total time for setting up

for fitting the piston head end. After the thread is cut and
the nut fitted, which requires about 10 minutes, the rod is

passed to the man who cuts the keyway and assembles, ready
for the engine.

From 1* 2 to 2 hours are required for the lathe work, and

]

TURNING AND FITTING PISTON BODS.

about 2 hours for putting in the keyway and assembling. This

information is furnished by Mr. Louis Schlebecker, who, dur-

ing the month of December (2S0 hours) rough-turned 110 rods,

recut and finished 120, fitted to crossheads 96, fitted to piston

heads 108, cuts threads on 67 and straightened 4.

FORTY CENTS PER MILE.

METHOD Ot < I. \ Ml ECCES TISICS O.N PLANER

and planing requiring about 19 hours. We are indebted for this

information to Mr. L. H. Raymond, general foreman at West
Albany, and to Mr. John Heim, the machine operator. This

is excellent work for an old machine. Space will be gladly

supplied In these columns for records and methods as good or

better than this, either on an old or new machine.

TIKNIM. \.\l> FITTING PISTON BODS.

These steel rods, the general shape of which is shown in

the sketch, are from 4GV£ to 51 ins. long for those of 3% ins.

diameter and up to 60 ins. in length for those of larger diam-

In pla<e of doing the lathe work on a pair of these

rods In 12 hours, as was don" or 6 rods are now
turned out in 9 hours.

The first operation is to turn
i

in rod to within

1 10 in 'if Its i .- la done at a cutting spee<l

a feed nl ''. In p r minute. From
ilred to rough turn, cul on" to

and ri • it ten minutea ar" required to finish the

rod, which

per minute • ad to Hie rrosshead and driv-

ing It to within K In., whl'-h li lefl for the key to draw

r marking the rod for the keyway, I*

In again plar-"d In I about 1" minutea ar" r"nulr"d

The Congo State Railway presents an example to the traffic

managers of the world, which undoubtedly many would like

to follow, in order to improve the figures shown in their an-

nual reports. According to Mr. D. C. Snyder, a missionary

from West Africa, who is spending

a vacation in this country, this road

is 260 miles long, running from
Matadi, at the mouth of the Congo,

to Stanley Pool. Twenty-four hours

is required for the trip. Mr. Sny-

der states that the first-class pas-

senger fare is $100 and that the

station agents do not go through

the formality of selling tickets.

Second-class fare is $10. There is

but one passenger train, which runs

on alternate days. The cars are

very uncomfortable and the trip is

referred to as misery and torture.

In spite of the extarordinary tariff

of 40 cents per mile the number of

passengers averages about 15 per

trip and even at these rates people

are fortunate to ride, as the only

alternative is to travel through the

jungle for three weeks with native

guides. The grades are very heavy
and probably the road pays better

than any other line in the world, as a great deal of freight is

carried in addition to the passengers. Imagine the character
of the annual report which the Pennsylvania Railroad would
bo able to make if its passenger tariff was on a 40-eent basis:

Progress in Locomotives.—Within the personal experience
of the speaker, the Chicago & Northwestern Railway has
doubled the total weight of its average locomotive, and has
also doubled the available tractive power. In 1S74 this rail-

way owned 300 locomotives; the smallest had S'j x 12-ln. cyl-

inders, weighed 20,000 lbs. and had a tractive effort of but
2,000 lbs. The largest weighed 70,000 lbs. and had a tractive

effort The average of the 300 was about
lbs. weight, and 10,160 lbs. tractive effort. Comparing the first

300 locomotives with the last 300 which have been put into

service, we find that the weight has nearly trebled, increasing

"00 lbs., and the tractive power has increased 2% times
TOO lbs. The smallest of these last locomotives weighs

95,000 lbs. and develops a tractive power of 18,500 lbs., while

irgeet weighs 162.000 lbs. and exi ive effort of
r comparison In bold figures is tha f the total

•of the original 300 engli • while that of

Robert Qwyle, h, 'ore students
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WATER SOFTENING.

CONTROL AND RESULTS FfiOM A CHEMICAL STANDPOINT.

BY G. M. CAMPBELL, P. & L. E. B. K.

(Continued from Page 17.)

With the equipment on hand, the attendant must be instruct-

ed as to how to use it. A set of instructions properly framed

is therefore supplied and hung up at a convenient point near

THE PITTSBURGH & LAKE ERIE RAILROAD COMPANY

REPORT OF \LZC>Ar<~T°s£' WATER SOFTENING PLANT
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In addition to this weekly report, the attendant sends in a

daily report, so that if anything goes wrong at the softener,

such as the dogging up of feed pipes, wrong adjustment of lift

TABLE 1

PITTSBURGH & LAKE ERIE RAILROAD COMPANY.
Whitsett Junction Water Softener.

TESTING.
Bottles.—Use the square 8-ounce bottle for Hardness and the round

4-ounce for Alkalinity (or Acidity to Red Indicator), and the 8-ounce
round ones for Acidity and Causticity. Always use the same bottle for
the same purpose. Always thoroughly rinse out the graduated cylinder
or bottle before using it with the same kind of water as you are going
to test.

Indicators.—The Red Indicator is for testing for Alkalinity and
Acidity, and the Clear Indicator for Acidity and Causticity.
Raw Water.—Get sample from raw water box. Test it before the

addition of every lime or soda charge. For the soda charge, test for
both Hardness and Alkalinity or Acidity to Red Indicator. For the lime
charge test for Alkalinity (or Acidity to Red Indicator) and Acidity.

Treated Water.—Take sample morning and afternoon each day from
the special tap in the discharge line from the tank and test for Hard-
ness, Alkalinity and Causticity. Add result to weekly report sheet.

Alkalinity.—Measure 100 C. C. of the water and put into the proper
bottle and add 3 or 4 drops of the Red Indicator; water will then be
slightly yellow if it is Alkaline. If it is red there is no Alkalinity.
Fill up the Acid burette to the zero mark, then run this into the water
a few C. C. at a time at first, and one or two small divisions toward the
end. shaking the bottle a little. As soon as the water remains a very
light red color after shaking, the test is finished. The number of C. C.

of solution used is the Alkalinity.
Acidity to Red Indicator (make this test only when there is no

Alkalinity).—Measure 100 C. C. of the water and add to proper bottle;
add 3 or 4 drops of Red Indicator, water will then be orange color or
red. Fill up the Soda burette to the zero mark and run this slowly Into
the water till the color just changes to yellow after shaking; the test

is then finished. The number of C. C. of solution used is the Acidity to

red indicator. Put this result in the Alkalinity column of report and
mark "Acid" after it.

Acidity to Clear Indicator.—Measure 200 C. C. of the water to be
tested, add to proper bottle and add 5 or 6 drops of the Clear Indicator.
If the water turns at once and remains a pink color, there is no
Acidity. Fill up the Soda burette to the zero mark, then run this into
the water one or two C. C. at a time, and shake bottle. As soon as a
faint pink color remains after shakng, test Is finished. The number of
C. C. of solution used is the Acidity.

Causticity.—Measure, 200 C. C. of treated water, and put into proper
bottle. Add 3 or 4 drops of Clear Indicator. Water will usually turn
pink- Fill Acid burette to zero mark and run in a few C. C. at first
and toward the end % C. C. at a time, until the color disappears. The
number of C. C. used is the Causticity.

Hardness.—Measure 100 C. C. of the water to be tested and put Into
the proper bottle. Fill the soap burette to the zero mark, then run
this into the water to be tested, 1 C. C. at a time until there is

nearly enough in, then only one or two small divisions at a time. Shake
bottle vigorously after each addition of soap solution. Note lather
carefully : if it disappears, add more soap, until you get the lather to
bold for 3 minutes, with the bottle lying on its side. The number of
C. C. of solution used is the Hardness. If Hardness of raw water Is

greater than 12. then take only 50 C. C. of raw water and add to it

50 C. C. of distilled water. Multiply the number of C. C. of solution
used by 2 to get the Hardness. Note : if water is acid to Red Indicator
before testing for Hardness add C. C. of Soda solution equal to the
Acidity. G. M. Campbell.

Pittsburgh, November 30, 1904.

TABLE 3.

PITTSBURGH & LAKE ERIE RAILROAD COMPANY.
wllliamsbubg water softener.

Soda Table.
Hardness less Alkalinity

Hardness plus Acidity
(Red Indicator Only).

Degrees.

December 2, 1904.

Soda.
Pounds per Charge.

pipes, etc., it can be noted within 24 hours, and corrected.
Sample report, that from Groveton for November 22d, 1904,
is shown in Fig. 2, size of sheet being 5V4 x 8 ins. This re-

port shows whether the softener is working uniformly—that
is, there should be nearly uniformity between samples from
soft water box. which contains water just after passing through

TABLE 2.

PITTSBURGH & LAKE ERIE RAILROAD COMPANY.
Whitsett Junction Water Softener.

TESTING.
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eTeD sn Raw Water may have changed. Use it up just

Lime.—Test the water for Alkalinity or Acidity with the Red Indi-cator and for Acidity with the Clear Indicator. Take the Acidity withClear Indicator and add to it the Alkalinity or subtract from it theAicidity with Red Indicator, according to which ever Is present, andfrom the table find out the amount of lime required ; mix up in theLime Slaking Box the amount of lime called for by table. This should
be done long enough before lime charge is required to get it into a soft
paste. At the proper time run the whole charge into Lime Saturator do
this slowly—take 10 or 12 minutes—otherwise pipe might get clogged
at bottom; use as small an amount of water as possible. Adjust theLime slot carefully, according to table, as called for by the testAlways adjust slot after making a test, even though a lime charge is

Always thoroughly rinse out the cup or bottle ln which sample Is
taken. Raw Water should be taken from the Raw Water Box after thepump has been running for at least ten minutes.

Treated Water should be taken from the special tap ln the discharge
line from the tank.

Samples to be sent to Pittsburgh of the raw and treated waters should
be collected at the time of making the first test on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday—raw water In the dark bottles and treated water In the
clear bottles. Be careful to put the bottles in the right compartment In
the box. G. M. CAMPBELL,

Pittsburgh, November 30, 1904.

TABLE 4.

PITTSBURGH & LAKE ERIE RAILROAD COMPANY.
Pittsburg Water Softener.

Limb Table.

Acidity with Clear Indicator December 2,
plus

Alkalinity with Red Indicator
or lesi

Acidity with Red Indicator. Slot. L!
Degrees. No. of Degrees. Po

1 4
2 8 1

8 12 1

4 16 2
6 20 2

1(52
108
111
120

126
132
ir>.H

Ml

ir,<i

1C8
171
180

Bad Ii.'ll. al.,r '.nlv

'• may vary f. illng to
0. M '

irga of lima "i Hi" una time the soda tanl
win be about every *; boure, but tba tlmi "iny vary

'
i
. 1 1 1 1

1
1 1 1 n t-

.

O. M. C
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the softener, and there should also be agreement between the

water from soft water box and that from storage tank, though

on account of the capacity of the storage tank, a time element

enters so that, for example, water that passes through softener

one day might not leave storage tank till two days later. On
this report, the depth of water over slots is given—first, to show
whether all lift pipe attachments are correct, and, second, to

show rate of pumping; the rate for various depths of water is

determined by experiment. As a check to prevent any falsifi-

cation of records, samples of raw water and of treated water

are collected at the time of the first test on Monday, Wednes-

day and Friday; raw water is collected in amber-colored bot-

tles, treated water in clear. These bottles, 30-oz. metal-stop-

pered, are kept in a small shipping case, shown at right-hand

side in Pig. 3. Each bottle has its own compartment, so that

no labeling of samples is required. On Friday, when all the

bottles are full, the case is locked and shipped to Pittsburgh,

where the samples are tested. A duplicate case has in the

meantime been sent to the softener, so that the attendant is

always in possession of a full set of bottles. The card in the

holder has the Pittsburgh address on one side and the softener

address on the other; the proper return of all cases is thereby

assured.

(To be continued.)

SECURING ARCH TUBES IN FIREBOXES.

While the construction often necessitates the use of a par-

ticular method of securing the arch tubes in the tube sheet,

yet even when it is possible to get at the end of the tube

through a hole in the throat sheet there is considerable differ-

ence of opinion as to the best method of securing it. A prom-

inent railroad recently made a series of laboratory tests to

determine the best method. The results were very conclu-

sive. Tubes secured as shown in Figs. 1 to 3 were pulled in

a Riehle testing machine. The tests do not exactly repre-

sent practice, because the steel plates into which the tubes

were secured bore against two bars of M>-in. plate, placed close

to the tubes. This, however, is not believed to materially

ITg.l

\
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one. for often the presence on a locomotive of some tool or de- per hour. Results nearly similar to these were obtained from

vice (for example, eccentric set screw wrench, or valve stem other divisions of the road with heavy traffic, where it was

clamp > will zreatly lessen a delay. In some cases even an engine supposed that the motive power department was not furnishing

may be enabled to get home if the engineer has tools to work with sufficient power and was holding engines too long at roundhouses,

instead of waiting to be towed. Few railroads, however, handle By the time record as given above it was easily shown that the

this matter in a consistent or helpful manner. The Union Pacific transportation department was responsible for much the larger

has good practice, the >>'. Y. Central and the Pittsburgh & Lake part of the delays and for the low average speed obtained for

Erie, the Erie also good, and among small roads the Buffalo. Ro- transportation."

Chester & Pittsburgh may be mentioned as fully alive to, and in This interesting exhibit shows that the lost motion when in the

control of the situation. This question was not as important 20 hands of the transportation department amounts to exactly the

years ago. just as small tools in the shop were not a problem, for total time in the hands of the motive power department plus that

in those days each mechanic possessed his own tools and cared due to engine failures and delays because of hot boxes defective

for them, each engineer operated his particular engine and the brakes and broken drawbars, plus the time consumed in actually

equipment in each case was kept up by the man's pride and in- hauling trains. This statement may be put into convenient form

terest in his own work. With the coming of the large shop of for railroad men to paste in their hats, as follows:

modern davs and with the advent of pooled engines operated day Per i0d 1 month

and night, "the problem has developed to serious proportions : it is Mileage 3,000

the change from the private library or personal corner book shelf
Days of

'

24 no'urs . - 29

to the public institution supplying, not only each man's needs, but ^^ ^ ^^
all mens needs. Total hours in hands of motive power department at

On locomotives we have really the same problem as in the shop. roundhouse 148 20

that of -iving out to individual certain tools and requiring care of Hours delay on road for which motive power depart-
uiai vi ="i"s ""•• .« ua^a,^sa i ... . , C -ui ment was responsible, «. e., engine not steaming, hot
the same, only in the one case we are dealing with the irresponsiDle boxes, defective brakes, draw bar?, etc 14 2

locomotive and in the other with men whose attention we can com- Running time hauling trains .... . . . .......... 200 28
iucuuiuu>e auu ui '""""

, Dea(j t ;me in bands of transportation department when
pel. We must, therefore, make the engineer responsible for what not making mileage 358 50

belongs to his ward—the locomotive.
Total* 715 100

We can arrive at this in a practical manner by some such ar-
, „

H 3000
rangement as follows: Average running time = 15 m.p.h.

1. Divide the tools into four groups : emergency tools, heavy 200

tools, portable tools and engineer's equipment. 2. Emergency y.p.b. based on total time = 4.2 m.p.h.
tools, comprising wrecking frogs, chain, spare brasses, fuses, etc, "15

can be placed under seal. Inspection of the seal at roundhouses
M p 'b

3oo
baSed °D t0ta

'
time in handS °f transportation department,

will determine whether the equipment has been tampered with. = 5.3S m.p.h.

and if used the engineer must furnish report. 3. Heavy tools.
3r' y L R P°MBR°T-

such as fire hooks, push bars, journal box jacks, are not likely to

be disturbed and may be left loose on the engine. 4. Portable WHAT CAN A FIREMAN SAVE ?

tools should be kept under strong lock, preferably in iron boxes and —
these boxes either turned in to a common tool room on arrival

bailor .

at the roundhouse where they are inspected and missing tools ac-
In the edi torial °° page 431 of your November number you offer

• ounted for. or left on the engine and there inspected. In this con- arguments for educating enginemen. firemen and shopmen. I see

nection it should be noted that the ordinary padlock and hasp and no war t0 secure better service except by increasing the severity

staple are almost no protection against forcible opening of the of discipline until all but the very best men are weeded out. I

boxes: a good Tale or Corbin lock with the staples bolted to the do not see how a fireman can effect a saving that amounts to

tool box are recommended for substantial and safe constrnction. anything. What we ask of him is that he gets the train over the

5. Engineer's tools consisting of torches, oil-cans, and possibly road- That is a matter of brute strength and does not involve

StilLson wrench may be taken care of by the engineer himself and education, which would prove to be an expensive luxnry in the

kent in his own cupboard when not on the road. This method fature as it has in the past.

will encourage the engineer to be saving of his oil. although many Gexerae Manager.

railroads have other systems in connection with giving out and Editor's Note.—What can a fireman save? What does he

return of oil.
want t0 save when he sees coa ' dumped in bulk on his tender with

Let it be remembered that not only will economy of tool equip- n0 attemPt to measure or weigh it? What inducement has he to

;lt from the establishment of a thorough engine tool sys-
save fuel when his Pigine has an overload and he has seen a light

rem. but also the tools will be on the engine when they are wanted, pngine and caboose pull out to go over the division directly ahead

returning to the company many Limes the cast of both the tools of D,m ' Evidently there is need of education in positions far

and the system in the avoidant of vexatious delays and incon- higher in rank than those referred to in the editorial. This corre-

venience to traffic. It is time that this important detail of practi- spondent's plea for more muscle and less education seems like a

al railroad management r serious consideration of voice out of the dark ages. Locomotive service has become so

our large rai'r exacting as to require a high degree of physical strength in fire-

"O.ve Who Has Done It." men - but this V<?IT fact is the strongest argument for education.= The man who is trained to use his brains will get over the road

LOST MOTION LN LOCOMOTIVE SERVICE. "hen brute strength alone will fail. Doesn't everybody know
this?

T: the Editor: ^^=
the time service of locomotives the Railway Age of AN IMPROVEMENT NEEDED IN TRUCKS.

November IS refers to the desirability of studying actual records
in order to understand the delays as a means of reducing the time To the Editor:
engine* are Idle. Interesting figures are given in the following My position as master mechanic and my observations in years

' ,D» : "rompt me to call attention to a weakness in railroad rolling
"Where »,irh r«r,r-ls have been obtained from special tests atock which. 1 think, should h» remedied, and by so doing large

during a period of one month the following distribution of time sllni ~ of money and many lives could be saved, I refer to the
'he proportion laid up. in operation and delays, was oh- t trucks, swivel trucks, so called. Trucks

'alnH for .''..000 mile* in fr. t TIB ire firmly to the car body. Wlt.n a

rent at the round- car i.i derailed, the body and truck separate They do .-o with the

road due t„ ,

, Ul
power. *

drawbar)., -ir.. 14 hours, or 2 p<t cent., running time hauling w'i-«. of '1'- track, resulting in ., general smash-up of all cars fot-
train. 200 boors, or _- track ,, r wheels bad kept on in a

SO i" r tralghl lin until it bad spent its

' ind 111.' tram
delay* Of Eon will , , 1 i 1 y see
the «•.

-

1 thufc

hour, and average equivalent for total time of test, 4.2 mileH Master Mechanic.
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ROCK ISLAND POWER COMMITTEE REPORT.

Advertisements.

—

Nothing will be inserted in this journal for pay,
except IN the ADVERTISING pages. The reading pages will contain
only such matter as we consider of interest to our readers.

Contributions.

—

Articles relating to railway rolling stock construction
and management and kindred topics, by those who are practically
acquainted with these subfects, are specially desired. Also early
notices of official changes, and additions of new equipment for the road
or the shop, by purchase or construction.

To Subscribers.

—

The American Engineer and Railroad Journal
is mailed regularly to every subscriber each month. Any subscriber
who fails to receive his paper ought at once to notify the postmaster
at the office of delivery, and in case the paper is not then obtained this
office should be notified, so that the missing paper may be supplied.
When a subscriber changes his address he ought to notify
this office at once, so that the paper may be sent to the proper desti-
nation.

We cordially invite our many friends attending the con-

ventions at Manhattan Beach in June to make use of our

offices. Telegrams and mail addressed in our care will receive

careful attention.

The advisability ot improving the attachment of trucks to

car bodies, so that in case of derailment the truck cannot swing
too far out of line with the rails and the truck will be securely

held to the car body, is suggested by a correspondent on an-

other page in this issue. This suggestion is important. Such
construction should be simple as well as effective and if the

desired result can be accomplished without too radically chang-

ing present practice, the improvement will meet a widely

recognized need.

Automatic stokers are very successfully entering the forg-

ing and heating furnace field. No radical changes in the fur-

naces seem to be necessary, and those who are using them find

no disadvantages whatever thus far. Several types of "under-

feed" stokers are used and the cheapest grades of bituminous
i oal employed. With hand firing it is impossible to use this

coal in heating furnaces without producing a distressing

amount of smoke, but with the stoker there is none whatever.

Even oil furnaces have been replaced by stokers in one large

forging plant and the cost seems to be to the advantage of the

stokers. In this installation the stoker-fired furnaces dis-

charge directly into the atmosphere of the shop, with no chim-
ney connection whatever, so complete is the combustion. Of
course volumes of gas are poured out, but this is hot and passes

at once to the roof an.l nut of the ventilators. The stoker peo-

ple appear to be slow to appreciate the field which lies before
them in forge shops. It is to be hoped that figures may be ob-

tained showing the possibilities in connection with such work
as Js done in large quantities in railroad shops.

No one can dispute the statement that the greatest operating

problem before railroads to-day is that of the locomotive.

Even on small roads the motive power question is assuming

an importance which was entirely unknown a few years ago,

and to-day the most vital portion of railroad operating statis-

tics are those involving the records of what locomotives are

doing.

As railroads are combined into systems, the questions which

are important in small units become proportionately more im-

portant in aggregation of properties in which a large whole is

made up of a number of parts, each with different local condi-

tions, and the concentration of a number of independent roads

into one combined organization has brought problems with

which few managements have prepared themselves to deal.

The Rock Island system, in its comprehensive examination

of the motive power problem in a report, abstracts of which

are being published in this journal, has prepared a document

of very great value, as suggesting the sort of study which

every railroad should make of the condition of its locomo-

tives. If any large system of roads, recently brought together

under one management, will examine the number of different

types of locomotives bought within a period of, say, five years,

the number will be surprising. While standardization may
easily be carried far enough to obstruct progress and improve-

ment, provision for the future should be made whereby loco-

motive equipment, may be added in accordance with a care-

fully prepared plan, constructed in the interests of reducing

the number of types for which shop facilities must be pro-

vided and repair parts must be carried in stock.

The existence of such a document is as highly creditable to

the railroad system, as its character is creditable to Mr. T. S.

Uoyd, general superintendent of motive power, and the mem-
bers of the committee. No argument is required in support of

the statement that every American railroad should know the

condition of its locomotives and prepare a systematic program

for the future, including an investigation of possible funda-

mental improvements, such as are reported in this interesting

document. Fifty new locomotives have already been ordered

in accordance with the report.

ROUNDHOUSE EQUIPMENT AND OPERATION.

Much needs to be said about the equipment of roundhouses

because of the fact that those which were up-to-date and con-

sidered examples of ideal practice only three years ago are

now i-onsidered obsolete. As locomotives become bigger

and as their work increases, running repairs become more
and more important and there will be an increased necessity

for additional facilities for prompt emergency work. For ex-

ample, a new roundhouse plant is described in this issue which

provides 8 drop pits, and they will be needed.

As the roundhouse becomes more important, the man to

manage it properly Is preparing to become general manager,

because there is no-intermediate position which he cannot fill.

Everything goes well when the master mechanic gives his

attention to the movement of engines. Here seems to be the

pivot around which the whole roundhouse problem turns, and

it is necessary now, and in future will be more so, for the

master mechanic to give more of his attention to what may
be termed the operating part of his responsibilities.

The trouble is not alone with the roundhouse foreman. It is

also with the master mechanic, who on most roads is usually

insufficiently supported by assistants. On seriously considering

the work which a division master mechanic is required to do,

a business man must condemn his situation as absurd If not

impossible. The time has come for separating the shop and

road responsibilities and dividing the enormous amount of

detail coming before the master mechanic. For the sake of

both branches the responsibilities should be separated. This

is not saying that master mechanics should not have charge

of shops. It may be advisable that he should have the respon-
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sibility of the shops, but he should have a capable shop super-

intendent who can relieve him from all care of the details

What is needed is an organization which will permit of doing

$10 worth of work in the roundhouse to save $100 worth in

the shops, and will permit the master mechanic to personally

look after such large matters as the operation of locomotives,

engine failures, the economical use of fuel and the training

of the enginemen. The shop problem is entirely different from

this and should be dealt with by a man who is essentially a

shopman. No one man can be outside and inside the shops

at the same time.

THE MISCONCEPTION OF POWER OF STEAM
LOCOMOTIVES.

In discussing electric as substitutes for steam locomotives

it is important to be correct as to what steam locomotives are

doing. Doubtless Mr. H. Ward Leonard and The Electrical

World and Engineer will be glad to be set right as to an

error which appeared in that journal on January 7, by Mr.

Leonard in an article entitled, "Why Steam Locomotives Must
Be Replaced By Electric Locomotives For The Heavier Freight

Service." One of Mr. Leonard's paragraphs is as follows:

"A modern compound freight locomotive, which produces

about 1.400 h.p. at 18 miles per hour, with a pull at the draw-

bar of 30,000 lbs., can produce as a maximum about 50,000

lbs. drawbar pull, but to do so will have to reduce its speed

to about, say, 3 miles per hour, and will then produce only

about 400 h.p."

This does not represent the facts and is an injustice to the

steam locomotive. A drawbar pull of 50,000 lbs., which could

be obtained with a cylinder tractive effort of about 53,000

lbs., would, at 3 miles per hour, represent 424 h.p.

53,000 X 3

= 424

375

However, such a locomotive would have at least 4,300 sq.

ft. of heating surface. The Santa Fe Decapod (see American
Em.ineer, June, 1902, page 192) has a total heating surface

of 5,390 sq. ft. and could use its maximum tractive effort up
to a speed of 10 miles per hour. The highest speed at which

a locomotive can utilize its maximum tractive effort is repre-

HS
sented by the formulae 125 ; applied to this case the result

TE
4,300

Is 125 X = 10 m.p.h., and the corresponding h.p. Is

53,000

53,000 X 10

= 1,410 h.p., or 3.5 times the amount given by

375

Mr. Leonard.

The substitution of electric for steam locomotives will be

greatly facilitated if the real facts concerning the performances

of th» steam locomotives are considered in comparison.

FUEL CONSUMPTION OF LOCOMOTIVES.

The paper read by Mr <) B. Henderson, before the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, which Is printed i" full in

this number, is an exceedingly important document on the

nfajeet of locomotive operation, and one which may be profit-

ably studied in connection with the four article! by Mr. Hen-

. which were concluded in January, page 11 This method

lying the relation between speeds, loads, and fuel con

Rumptlon of locomotives Ib of the utmost. Importance to rail

road officials, as it provide a convenient method of examining

otlve performances with a view of Dtlng motive power

effectively. While in operating official

to admit that be on the one ii

running Freight traffli too tail on the other hand, It Ih easy

to find example! of both of these faull or i only

by such a »tudy a* Mr. Henderson's recent articles render

possible and convenient may it be known whether locomotive

operation is what it should be.

It is to be hoped that these articles will have the serious

attention of general managers, as well as motive power offi-

cials, not only from the standpoint of economy, but also from

those of excessive engine failures and capacity in handling

traffic over congested districts. Mr. Henderson's diagrams

are easily applied, and should exert a strong influence for im-

provement in a field where marked improvements are be-

coming essential.

EDUCATION OF RAILROAD EMPLOYEES.

The busy reader should not turn from this subject because

it is old. It Is newer than ever, and the present conditions of

railroad operation and of the labor problem give it an im-

portance which it never had before.

Some able writers on this subject have considered the "higher

branches" of railroading as a "profession" and stand for the

education of a favored class for official positions. They wish

to provide "for adequate training of the men destined to lead

in the upper ranks of the service by extending the existing

collegiate technical courses and enlarging the curriculum,

more particularly so as to embrace general questions affecting

railroad traffic, transportation, finances, law, administration,

etc." Incidentally they point to the discouragements surround-

ing the subordinate railroad worker and consider it impossible

to raise these men to obtain from their class those who are to

lead in the higher positions.

This quotation voices the prevailing opinion of those who
have looked to the technical schools for the training of mm
who are needed on railroads. Undoubtedly their arguments

are strong and no one need quarrel with them or with anyone
who is exerting efforts of any kind toward advancement ar-

1

improvement. Let this good work go on, but there is another

and infinitely more important need which thus far has not

been seriously studied and another problem which has not

been forcefully attacked. This is the education of the men
within the ranks of subordinate workers in all departments

It is these men, the lower class, who have supplied the leading

and most successful officials, the men who have made American
railroad practice. From this "class" will also come the best of-

ficials of the future. No arguments are necessary to support

this statement.

These successful men from the ranks would be bigger,

broader and even more successful if, in connection with their

development, they had enjoyed privileges of education, which

might easily have been given them. Others who worked beside

them In the office, the shop, on the tops of freight cars, or on

the tracks, who never would become leaders, would be bettor

men had they also been provided with educational privileges.

What Is needed on railroads today is the application of the

principle developed by Mr. M. P. Hlggins, of Worcester—the

development of the men In the ranks as far as they can go. He
says, in effect, educate a thousand good workmen. From among
these may be found a number of foremen, a few subordinate

officials and an occasional manager. This may be accomplished
by educational work conducted by the railroads themselves, or

under their Immediate control. It 'nay bo approached In eon

ne ( tion wiiii methodt of recruiting the service, and it maybe
- d fai enough to fit those who are capable for short spe

clal eourses, prepared for their Deeds al progressive technical

schools.

We need to be reminded thai man] men In the ranks are sure

to ti in one way or another, If they are no! encouraged In

to qualify foi in i" i positions on the Kiair

Badei hip in other direct Ions, and here

o reach on< ol I he ta of the laboi pi

• hlch ba ill id been a llowed to wall too long

It la well also to be reminded of the monumental fallun

the r.aitimoro & Ohio Technical School for its employes Thai

oom r or latei to fall 1 hat atti
i ip

not be repeated It served not to show the difficulties and the
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complications, but the simplicity of the problem. Instead ot

taking the student to the school, the school should be taken to

the student and the needs of the telegraph operator, the section

hand, the shop apprentice, the locomotive fireman, the clerk,

provided for directly, inexpensively and effectively. Nothing

would be gained by explaining how this may be done until the

vital and general necessity for it is realized and understood.

It may be done, and well done, by any railroad, large or sma".

the officers of which are prepared to make the effort. Heads of

departments must work in hearty conjunction with the "school

teacher," and the results will depend entirely upon the strong

support and goodwill of the highest officials of the road. Only

where this conjunction and support by the heads of depart

ments and the highest officials are given to an educational

movement has it the least chance to succeed. The first educa-

tion required is that of the officials and owners of railroads.

American railroads would do well to study the educationa ;

development of 40 years by the British Admiralty. There is

no harm in improving technical school training for railroad

service, but a greater work lies nearer at hand and constitutes

a far more vital need to-day—the education of the workers.

SIX COUPLED SUBURBAN LOCOMOTIVE.

2—6—2 Type—Chicago & Westeen Indiana R. R.

The Rogers Locomotive Works have built a number of loco-

motives for suburban service on the Chicago & Western Indi-

ana Railroad in Chicago. They have side tanks, and in

both appearance and arrangement resemble locomotives for

similar service on the Central Railroad of New Jersey (Ameri-

can Engineer. June, 1902, page 200). For convenience in keep-

ing a record of recent suburban locomotives, the leading dimen-

sions of three other typical designs are presented in the ac-

companying table. The appearance of the Rogers design is

greatly improved by placing the headlight in front of the

boiler. These engines are adapted for running in either direc-

tion. They have moderately wide fireboxes. An increase of

500 gals, in tank capacity above that of the Philadelphia &
Reading and the Central Railroad of New Jersey designs is

obtained by placing a supplemental tank under the cab, which

brings the capacity up to 3,500 gals. The tanks are connected

by pipes shown in the engraving. The coal capacity is 5 tons.

SUBURBAN LOCOMOTIVE, CHICAGO A WESTERN INDIANA KAILROAD.—KOi.KKS LOCOMOTIVE WORKS. BtliJderS.

This accomplished, the part to be played by the technical

schools becomes easy and simplified, because the students know
what they want and are prepared.

It is said that "school teaching is not the business of a rail-

road." When heard for the first time, this sounds like a con-

clusive statement of fact, and seems to settle the whole matter

But it does not settle it. The railroad is the school of its own
recruits and always will be, whether the recruits are appren-

tices or college graduates, sons of workmen or sons of the

directors, and because a large majority never complete grade

school studies some one must take them in hand. The rail-

roads need educated men (for example: to fire a 100-ton loco-

motive).

As long as the education of a class of men to become railroad

officials is considered the vital question, the real problem will

always remain; but when the education of the rank and file is

provided the special preparation of officials will take care of

itself.

Boston Tunnel Opened.—On December 30 the tunnel to

East Boston was opened for traffic and is now used regularly

by the Boston Elevated Railway. The harbor section is 2,700

ft. long and the depth of the earth between the top of the

tunnel and I ho harbor is about 20 ft. When the harbor is

dredged to 40 ft. the depth of earth will be about 5 ft. The
leakage of the harbor section is only 8 gallons a minute, as

compared with 8,000 gallons of the Mersey tunnel in Liverpool.

The boiler has a straight top, with radial stays. The trailing

wheels are 42 ins. in diameter, and the trailing axles have

8 by 13M>-in. journals. The tractive power of this engine is

exactly the same as that of the Central of New Jersey, 22,700

lbs.

"i i: TYPICAL SUBTJBBAN LOCOMOTIVES.

Name of railroad N. Y. C. C. R. R. P. & R. C. & W. I.

of N. J.

Road number 1410 200 381 102
Builder American Baldwin Baldwin Rogers
Type Simple Simple Simple Simple
When built 1902 1902 1903 1905
Weight, total 216.000 189,900 201,700 190,000
Weight on drivers 128.000 129,000 120,860 130.000
Weight, leading truck 21,900 19,120 20.000
Weight, trailing truck 39,000 61.920 40,000
Wheel base, driving 15-0 14-0 12-6 14-0
Wheel base, total 35-9 31-8 30-9 31-2
Driving wheels 63 63 61 % 68
Cylinder?, diameter 20 18 20 18
Cylinders, stroke 24 26 24 26
Heating surface, firebox.... 162 96.6 156.3 146.6
Heating surface, arch tubes 43.0
Heating surface, tubes 2,275 1,695.0 1,825.5 1,694.9
Heating surface, total 2,437 1,834.6 1,981.8 1,841.4
Firebox, length 93 109 94 102
Firebox, width 97% 72 105 66
Grate area, sq. ft 62.1 54.5 68.5 46.8
Boiler, smallest diameter.... 70 60 66 60
Tubes, No. and diameter... 365-2 249-2 447-0 249-2
Tubes, length 12-0 13-0 9-0 13-0
Steam pressure 200 200 200 200
Reference In American Engi-

neer and Railroad .TournalApril,1902.Tunc.l902 O. t . 1903 Feb.. 1905
P. 115 P. 200 P 364

Rivets in a Steamship.—It is stated that 1,800,000 rivets,

weighing 600 tons, were required in the construction of the

new Cunard liner Caronia.
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FUEL CONSUMPTION OF LOCOMOTIVES.*

BY G. B. HEXDERSOX.

The fuel bills of a railroad constitute ordinarily about 10

per cent, of the total expense of operation, or from 30 to 40

per cent, of the actual cost of running the locomotive. On
important systems the gross amount of coal burned assumes

a Yery large figure—running into millions of tons. Each

engine will probably consume $5,000 worth of coal in a year

on the average, so that for 1.000 locomotives the annual coal

bill would approximate $5,000,000. While this is one of the

largest items of expense, there is probably less actually known

about it than any other account. We may know in a gen-

eral way that an engine of a certain class, loaded with a

definite tonnage, will haul its train in a given direction over

a particular divison with a consumption of so many pounds

of coal per 100 ton miles, but here our knowledge stops, and

if it should be asked how much is used in ascending the

maximum grade, how much on the subordinate grades, and

what quantity on the level, there is little likelihood of re-

ceiving a correct answer.

The reason for this lack of definite information is not hard

to find; in fact, it is quite obvious. While it is a compara-
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The factor of evaporation from ordinary temperatures of

feed water will be about 1.2, so that we shall have at boiler

48,000

pressure, = 40,000 lbs. per hour.

1.2

The steam will be somewhat reduced in pressure at the

cut-off point, however, and the table here given indicates the

probable relation of this pressure to the boiler pressure, when

the reverse lever is in the corner notch, and the throttle wide

open.

Ratios of Cut-off Pressure to Boiler Pressure.

Revolutions per Minute . Starting. 50 100 150 200

Txinff Dorts 98 -94 -88 Sii •'*

Short ports 98 .92 .85 .77 .72

Medium ports 98 .96 .86 .80 .75

By long ports is meant those in which the length of port in

inches divided by the area of the cylinder in square inches is

approximately .12, and by short ports, where this ratio is

about .05. If we assume .90 for the ratio in the case in hand,

we shall have 200 X .90= 180 lbs. at cut-off, which steam will

weigh .432 lbs. per cu. ft. The volume of a cylinder 21 ins.

diameter and 32 ins. long is 6.4 cu. ft., or for one revolution

four times this amount or 25.6 cu. ft. No allowance is made

for clearance, as the cut-off with lever in the corner is usually

about 90 or 92 per cent, of stroke. For each revolution, then,

the ^team consumption will be

25.6 X .432 = 11.06 lbs.

and
40,000

= 60 r. p. m.

60 X 11.06
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the maximum speed which the engine can make on each

grade or portion of track. If the speed be limited to 15 miles

an hour uniformly, we should expect consumption as follows:

40 miles on level @ 50 lbs. per mile = 2,000 lbs.

40 miles on V4% grade @ 19o lbs. per mile = 7,600 lbs.

40 miles on 1 ... grade @ 430 lbs. per mile = 17,000 lbs.

Total 26,800 lbs.

This trip of 120 miles will, however, require 8 hours for

its completion, whereas the first schedule is a trifle over 5

hours. The coal consumption in the first case is over 50 per

cent, greater than in the second case. The effect of speed

upon the coal pile is clearly shown by following any of the

grade lines in the diagram. The rate per mile on a \'2 per

cent, grade will be about as given below:

Miles per bour 5 10 15 20
Coal per mile, lbs 150 160 185 250

The influence of loading is shown by the curves marked
"Total tons up 1 per cent, grade."

At 10 miles an hour, 250 lbs. per mile for 1,000 tons.
At 10 miles an hour, 325 lbs. per mile for 1,200 tons.
At 10 miles an hour, 500 lbs. per mile for 1,400 tons.

When we near the limit of capacity of the engine, the dif-

ference is still more marked.

At 10 miles an hour, 630 lbs. per mile for 1,500 to
At 10 miles an hour, 6S0 lbs. per mile for 1,520 tons
At 10 miles an huur, 720 lbs. per mile for I.

At 10 mile- an hour, 780 lbs. per mile for 1,500 tuns.

Again, l.CoO tons can be hauled at 5 miles an hour with a

consumption of 500 lbs. per mile, whereas 1,570 tons at 10

miles an hour will require 800 lbs. per mile, both cases being
the maximum that the engine can do.

These examples give an idea of the variety of problems
in fuel consumption which can be quickly solved by the aid

of this diagram. It is true that a different diagram must be

made for each class of engine, but this is a comparatively
small matter. With the increase in speed and loads of the

present day, the coal consumption becomes a topic of great
interest, and when comparisons are made with previous
schedules, there is an apparent decrease in the economy of

fuel, unless the various points are duly considered, and as ex-

plained by the chart.

MUTI-SPEED MOTOR.

The problem of equipping old machine tools with variable

speed motors, and furnishing such machines as lathes with

a sufficiently wide range of speed, has been complicated be-

cause of the additional mechanical speed changes required to

supplement the electrical speed variations. The expense and
the amount of work required to do this properly are such

that many are discouraged from applying motors to belt-driven
tools, much as they might wish to avail themselves of the
benefits to be derived from such a change. A multi-speed
motor has just been placed on the market by the Northern
Electrical Manufacturing Company, which consists of a vari-

able speed field control motor with a mechanical change gear
device attached to and forming part of it, as shown in the
illustrations. By this means a speed variation of 4% to 1 can

tl i I!, ii in MOTOR APPLIED TO BI. A LSI.lax LATHE.

1027 A

HOBTII .11.11 MOTOR.

be obtained by the use of a 2 to 1 motor, or with a 3 to 1

motor a total speed range of 9 to 1 can be obtained. The
change gears are run in oil and are noiseless.

Probably no class of machine tools is more difficult to

change from the belt to a motor drive than the ordinary en-

gine lathe. As the speed range of a variable speed motor is

considerably less than the bach gear ratio of a belt-driven

lathe, it becomes necessary, in order to avoid a large gap be

tween the two runs of gearing, in rhiin ;i Hi> li.-n k gear ratio,

and thifl Introduces a 1« i ..I . .unpin alions. Thi'se dilli

cultiea disappear with the Introduction of the multi-speed

motor, as will be noted bj a study of the applical ol one
..I i be - ""> !

i
1

1

i:n be bown i" i be accom
panylng lllu

i Phe s] Hi bearing caps were simply

i
. mo\ i

'i and a cast Iron brai kel n b Ii b uppoi I I b

was substituted Is theii placi The tnotoi In connection

wiih thi td a uii. "i. ni pei fl i arial Ion i o thai

no! neo ary to i bange
I
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i
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loiti -I to i be lal be bed and Is operati d thi ougfa t be

pline hafi and i ne leveT on the can lagi

'ni. rriiiin.ii. i furnishes 20 peed , and thus bj means of the

controller handle and the change r.'-.t-r lever 40 speeds may
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readily be obtained without stopping the machine. The use

of the back gear on the lathe doubles this number and gives

the lathe a very wide range of speed. The machine can be

stopped for examination or measurement of work without

stopping the motor and quickly started again by the clutch

lever on the change gear device. With a 5 to 1 motor a speed

variation of 15 to 1 can be obtained.

TWIST DRILL TESTS.

42-DM. BORING MILL.

A powerful and conveniently operated boring mill is shown
in the engraving. By means of the turret head with five sides,

at the right, the output of the machine can be materially in-

creased on certain classes of work. The 3-jaw universal

chuck is built into the table, which is 40 ins. in diameter.

Power is transmitted from a cone pulley to the table through

two frictions and a back gear, giving four changes of

table speed for each step of the cone. These mechanical

changes can be made instantly, while the machine is in motion.

42-IN. BORING MILL.—£1X0 MACHINE TOOL COMPANY.

A motor may be readily applied by gearing direct to the

driving mechanism, and without the use of brackets. With

a constant speed motor 12 table speeds may be obtained. The

table is driven by accurately planed bevel gears.

Eight positive horizontal and vertical feeds, varying from

1-40 to y2 in., are provided. The heads are independent in

their movements, both as to direction and amount of feed

By means of friction clutches the rail may be quickly and

noislessly raised or lowered by power. This machine is made
by the King Machine Tool Company of Cincinnati, Ohio, and

weighs about 12,000 lbs.

The following results of tests made with twist drills are

taken from a paper on "A Twist Drill Dynamometer," pre-

sented before the December meeting of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers by Messrs. W. W. Bird and H. P.

Faii-child. The tests were conducted at the Washburn shops

of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute, on a machine which

measured and registered both the twisting moment and the

thrust of the drill.

Blocks of soft gray iron were obtained and tested in the

machine itself, so as to get a number for each set of experi-

ments as near the same degree of hardness as possible. A
%-in. Novo steel drill was used. The first experiments were

on the effect of speed or number of revolutions per minute,
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drill at the coarsest feed being somewhere near its limit.

These feeds were all positive, a train of gears being substi-

tuted for the regular belt drive. The results are plotted in

Fig. 1, and show that the thrust increases very rapidly with

the coarser feeds.

Fig. 2 is a curve, giving the relation between moment and

feed, and shows that the moment does not increase at the same

rate as the thrust. This would seem to indicate that less power

is required to drill a given hole in a given time by increasing

the feed per revolution rather than by increasing the revolu-

tions. For example, to drill a hole in a 1-in. plate in 10 sec-

onds could be done by running the drill 600 r.p.m., and feed-

ing .010 ins. per revolution, but would require more power

than by running at 300 revolutions with a feed of .020 ins.

The question of the proper angle of the drill was next con-

sidered, and a set of experiments made with a constant speed

and feed, the half-angle varying from 37 deg. to 70 deg.,

22 deg. less and 11 deg. more than the standard, 59 deg.

NEW FLANER DRIVE.
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AXLE BORING MACHINE.

The Pennsylvania Railroad makes a practice of boring a

2-in. hole longitudinally through all driving axles above a

certain size, to guard against detective material and defects

in forging not found in smaller axles, where the material can

be more thoroughly worked. This is done at a relatively small

cost by the Springfield axle boring machine, shown in the

photograph, and specially designed for this purpose.

This machine will bore holes from % in. to 6 ins. in diam-

eter through stock up to 11 ins. in diameter and 84 ins. in

length. The bar to be bored is held by a three-jaw universal

scroll chuck, secured to a flange cast on the front of the spin-

dle, and is supported and held central at the other end of the

spindle by adjustable screws. The spindle consists of a cast

iron shell, as shown in the sectional view, and has long bear-

ings in the Deadstock. A large gear cut into the rear of the

capacity, and the lubricant has sufficient time to cool before

being used again. This machine weighs 7,000 pounds, and is

the larger of two sizes made by the Springfield Machine Tool

Company, of Springfield, Ohio.

HIGH SPEED TOOL STEEL.

SPRINGFIELD SPINMLE AMI AXLE BORING MACHINE

SECTIONAl VIEW THROUGH IIE.VDST0CK.

on the spindle engages with a pinion on the auxiliary

shaft, upon which the four-step driving cone is mounted. By
means of the back gears and a two-speed countershaft 16 spin-

dle speeds are furnished in geometrical progression.

The center of the headstock is placed as low as possible, and

the long carriage which carries the boring tool is moved by

pinions, which mesh into two racks, one on each side of the

top of the bed. This makes a very powerful arrangement, and

reduces the stresses on these parts to a minimum. The car-

riage slides on two large V's, and is gibbed its full length to

the outside of the bed. Ten feeds are provided from .0005

in. to .01 in. per revolution. The power feed is engaged by a

powerful friction clutch.

By means of the large pilot wheel, the carriage can rapidly

be moved to any position. The guide for centering the boring

tool is used only for starting the tool, after which it may be

swung out of the way. The cutting edges of the tool are lubri-

cated, and the chips are washed out, by oil supplied by a force

pump. The pan which surrounds the machine has a large

(Concluded from Vol. 78, Page 48.)

For hardening and tempering specially formed tools of high

speed steel, such as milling and gear cutters, twist drills, taps,

screwing dies, reamers, and other tools that do not permit of

being.ground to shape after hardening, and where any melting

or fusing of the cutting edges must be prevented, another

method of hardening is used. A specially arranged muffle

furnace heated either by gas or oil is employed, and consists

of two chambers lined with fire clay, the gas and air entering

through a series of burners at the

back of the furnace, under control

so that a temperature up to 2,200

deg. Fahr. may be steadily main-

tained in the lower chamber, while

the upper chamber is kept at a

much lower temperature. Before

placing the cutters in the furnace

it is advisable to fill up the hole

and keyways with common fire clay

to protect them. The cutters are

first placed upon the top of the fur-

nace until they are warmed through,

after which they are placed in the

upper chamber and thoroughly and

uniformly heated to a temperature

of about 1,500 deg. Fahr., or, say,

a medium red heat, when they are

transferred into the lower chamber and allowed to remain

therein until the cutter attains the same heat as the fur-

nace itself, about 2,200 deg. Fahr., and the cutting edges

become a bright yellow heat, having an appearance of a glazed

or greasy surface. The cutter should then be withdrawn while

the edges are sharp and uninjured, and revolved before an air

blast until the red heat has passed away, and then while the

cutter is still warm—that is, just permitting of its being

handled— it should be plunged into a bath of tallow at about

200 deg. Fahr., and the temperature of the tallow bath then

raised to about 520 deg. Fahr., on the attainment of which

the cutter should be immediately withdrawn and plunged in

cold oil. There are various other ways of tempering, a good

method being by means of a specially arranged gas and air

stove into which the articles to be tempered are placed, and the

stove then heated up to a temperature of from 500 to 600 deg.

Fahr., when the gas is shut off and the furnace with its

contents allowed to slowly cool down. Another method of

heating tools is by electrical means, by which very regular

and rapid heating is obtained, and where electric current is

available, the system of electric heating is quick, reliable and

economical.

Electricity also furnishes a very efficient and accurate means

of tempering such forms of tools as milling, gear, hobbing and

other similar cutters, also large hollow taps, hollow reamers,

and all other hollow tools made of high speed steel, where it

is required to have the outside or cutting portion hard, and the

interior soft and tenacious, so as to be in the best condition

to resist the great stresses put upon the tool by the resistance

of the metal being cut. and which stresses tend to cause dis-

ruption of the cutter if the hardening extends too deep.

Tempering of hollow cutters, etc., is sometimes carried out

by the insertion of a heated rod within the cutter and so draw-

ing the temper, but this is not entirely satisfactory, or scien-

tific, and is liable to induce cracking by too sudden heat ap-

plication, and further because of the difficulty of maintaining

the necessary heat and temperature required, and afterward

gradually lowering the heat until the proper degree of temper
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has been obtained, lu electrical tempering these difficulties are

overcome, as the rod is placed inside the cutter quite cold,

and the electric current gradually and steadily heats up tae

rod until the correct temperature is reached, when it can be

held at such temperature as long as is necessary, and the cur-

rent can be gradually reduced until the articles operated on

are cold again, and consequently the risk of cracking by too

sudden expansion and contraction is reduced very greatly.

That great economy is effected from using high speed steel

is beyond all doubt, for rapidity of cutting is increased, and

the output of machines correspondingly, so that a greater pro-

duction is obtained from a given installation than was pas-

sible when cutting at low speeds with the old tool steel, and

the work is naturally produced at a correspondingly lower

cost. It follows from this that in laying down new plant and

machines the introduction and use of high speed steel would

have considerable influence in reducing expenditure on capital

account. It has also been proved that high speed cutting is

economical from a mechanical standpoint, and that a given

horse-power will remove a greater quantity of metal at a high

speed than at a low speed, for although more power is natur-

ally required to take off metal at a high than at a low speed,

the increase of that power is by no means in proportion to the

large extra amount of work done by the high speed cutting,

for the frictional and other losses do not increase in the same
ratio that a high cutting speed bears to a low cutting speed.

A brief example of this may be given in which the power ab-

sorbed in the lathe was accurately measured electrically. Cut-

ting on hard steel, with 3-16 in. depth of cut, 1-16 in. feed and
speed of cutting 17 ft. per minute, a power of 5-16 h.p. was ab-

sorbed, and increasing the cutting speed to 42 ft. per minute.

the depth of cut and feed being the same, there was a saving

in power of 19 per cent, for the work being done. Another

experiment with depth of cut vs in. and traverse 1-16 in. com-

pared with 1-16 in. traverse and 3-16 in. depth of cut, showed
a saving in power of as much as 28 per cent., and still pro-

ceeding with a view of increasing the weight of metal re-

moved in a given time the feed was doubled (other conditions

being the same; and a still further saving of power resulted

In a word, as in the majority of things, so it is with rapid cut-

ting, the more quickly work can be produced the cheaper the

cost of production will be.

Again as regards economy there is not only a saving effected

on the actual machine work, but since the advent of high spee 1

g it is now possible, in many instances, to produce fin-

ished articles from plain rolled bars, instead of following the

old practice of first makitm expensive forgings and afterward

finishing them on the machine. By this practice not only is the

entire cost of Forging abolished, but the machining on the

bar can be carried out much quii Iter and cheaper In aui

ably arranged machines, quicker even than the machining of

a forging can be done Remarkable results are also obtained

by operating on Btoch bare with high speed milling cutters.

Rapid cutting with planing tools has also developed exten-

the old catting speeds of 16 to 25 ft. per minuti

now replaced by those of BO to 60 ft per minute, and in some
,

I
per minute, and for ill. n

Bona, as already described In lathe turning; the power absorbed

d anything like the same proportion a

extra amount of work done, go that the wear and tear on tht

machine Is not materially Ini leased.

Perhaps one of the mosl unlooked-for developments in the

use of high ' manufacture from it ut

twist drills, and it would IJ that in no other

has the , (ten! than in the

operation* of drilling and boring, as Its powers In that i

have revolutionized COmp odern workshop practice li

Ih now possible In many cases to drill holes tbrou

thin Bti quickly and economically nn by pui

'hem. thus avoiding the consequent liability to distress the

due to punching action

As a comparison of tl of high speed oi

dlnary drills, an Instructive result •• lien drilling

forged steel gun cradles of 5 ins. thickness, and which steel is

of a very tough nature. An ordinary twist drill was first tried

and failed after drilling 8 holes, the end being completely

fused, but a high speed drill afterward drilled 124 holes witn-

out suffering any injury whatever. The drills were 2 ins. diam-
eter, running at 80 revolutions per minute, and each hole was
drilled in 6 minutes, this being the full power of the machine.
In several instances the author's firm reduced the cost of drill-

ing per 100 holes by over 60 per cent, without even altering the

machines in any way. except by speeding them up.

HAND WHEEL GRINDING MACHINE.

The hand wheel grinding machine shown in the accom-
panying illustration finishes the outer rim of a hand wheel
from the rough, ready for the buffer at one operation, without
machining it with a tool. A certain hand wheel which re-

quired 1 hour to finish by the machining process was finished

in 9 minutes on this grinding machine.

The bed. a planed casting 43 by 41 ins. is mounted on a cast

iron pan on legs. The grinder head is bolted on the back of the

bed. At the front is a dove-tailed slide having 17% ins. of

bearing for the swivel slide. The swivel slide has a cross-

feed of 13 ins. to and from the grinder, and upon it is mounted

imn w 1 1 1 i i lilMUM. M U HIM I'H". I
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60-INCH MOTOR-DRIVEN ROLL-TURNING LATHE.

This lathe was designed for turning heavy pipe rolls, etc.,

and is made very substantial throughout to withstand the

severe strains which come upon it in connection with this class

of work, a Crocker-Wheeler Co. 25 h.p. variable speed motor

is mounted on a cast iron stand attached to the bed at the

rear of the headstock and is connected to the driving shaft by

Near the end of the bed, below the headstock, is the feed

changing device, and by means of the three levers, which are

shown, seven distinct and positive feeds can be obtained with-

out removing a single gear. The feed gears are neatly housed

in, and an index plate indicates the combination to be used for

any pitch, thread or feed.

What appears to be a taper attachment will be noted in the

view looking down on the lathe. It is used to impart curved

surfaces to long pipe-straightening

rolls and is operated by a shoe pro-

vided with anti-friction rollers

which slide in a slot. Straight work
can be turned by disengaging the

nut which holds the shoe and by

tightening the cross feed nut. The
concaving rest shown in the same
view is interchangeable with the

compound rest, and is used for

grooving out pipe welding rolls. It

operates with rotary motion

through worm and worm wheel,

with either hand or power feed.

The heavy housings shown are

for holding heavy pipe roll cast-

ings. This lathe is built by the

American Tool Works Co., of Cin-

cinnati.

^7*2. ' ^
VIEW LOOKING DOWN ON 60-INCH ROLL-TURNING LATHE.

Speed of Steam Turbines.—High
speed of rotation has been a rather

serious drawback to the steam tur-

bine as applied to marine practice.

This has been overcome in design-

ing the machinery for the new Cu-

narders, the turbines of which are

expected to run at about 140 r.p.m.

This appears to be an important

feature of present development of

the turbine for marine service.

60-INCH ROLL-TURNING LATHE—AMERICAN TOOL WORKS COMPANY.

silent chain, as shown. Releasing the small knobs in either of

the handles on the front of the headstock hood allows them

to be thrown to the right or left, thus operating the clutches

which control the different runs of gearing in the headstock.

These speed changes, in addition to those furnished by the

motor, afford a wide range of speed with a large number of

steps. /\n inoex plate, prominently placed, indicates the proper

combination to be used for any desired spindle speed. The
motor controller is place alongside the motor stand and is

operated by the hand wheel at the right hand end of the car-

riage.

Contributions to the Pukdue Museum.—-The New York.
New Haven & Hartford Railway, through the courtesy of Mr.
Samuel Higgins, general manager, has arranged to place in

the care of Purdue University the historic locomotive, "Daniel
Nason." This locomotive was built about 1858, and is one of

the 8-wheel type, with cylinders inside the frames and cranked
axles, which were common throughout New England 30 years
ago. They are also placing in their keeping a stage coach
passenger car which was put in service about 1835. and con-
sists of the body of a stage coach suspended over a simple rail-

way truck by means of braces.
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IMPROVED PUNCHING MACHINE.

The photograph and drawing illustrate a new positive ad-

justable stop as used in connection with an improved sliding

clutch on a Cincinnati punch. By means of the adjustable

stop the machine can be made to stop at either the top or bot-

tom of the stroke or at any intermediate point. This is of

special advantage for such work as exact center punching, as

considerable time can be saved by having the punching tool

automatically stop close to the work.

The mechanism which controls this is simple and consists

of a brass cam fastened in the groove of the clutch and held

in place by a bolt whose head fits in the deep slot to the left

of the groove in which the clutch lever lug works. By loosen-

ing the nui. on the bolt the cam can be set at any desired

point on the circumference. As the cam comes in contact w-ith

the lug on the clutch lever, the clutch is thrown out and the

A NEW FRANKLIN AIR COMPRESSOR.

The accompanying illustration shows one of the air com-

pressors recently furnished the Pennsylvania Railroad at Al-

toona, Pa. They were designed and built by the Chicago Pneu-

matic Tool Company at Franklin, Pa., and belong to what they

designate as their "C. S. C." class of machines, having com-

pound steam cylinders and compound air cylinders. They are

designed to run non-condensing with a boiler pressure of 100

lbs. The high and low pressure steam cylinders are 11 and

20 ins. in diameter respectively, and air cylinders 11 and 18

ins., with a stroke of 24 ins. The capacity of each compressor

is 700 cu. ft. of free air at a speed of 100 r.p.m.

While graceful in outline, the machine is at the same time

massive and compact. All bearings are of unusually gen-

erous proportions, the pressure per sq. in. being so reduced

as to avoid any tendency to heating, a feature which will

be appreciated by those who have

had much experience with air com-

pressors. The bearings throughout

are provided with removable shells

or bronze bushings, with simple but

effective provision for taking up

wear. The steam cylinders are

provided with Meyer adjustable

cut-off valves. The main steam

>.-,. IMXCB w 1 r If POSITIVE \li.n -T\H1 l STOP r.N IMPROVED SLIDING CLUTCH

SIM l - I u:l I STOP V.ND SLIDING II

<i\ n M'l\ \ Ml pi Mil.

machine is stopped. This maki.- a very simple and positive

The section of the driving shaft, upon which the clutch

slides is square, with the distance across the fiats equal to the

diameter of tli<- round portion of the shaft. This obviates

the use of keys or feathers which, because of the heavy in-

resses to which the shaft is subjected, an a

of annoyance, and it also greatly increases the strength

of 'he shaft at what, is ordinarily Its weakest point. These

devices are used on the punches and shears made by the Cin-

cinnati Punch & Shear Company.

-if Km
i Eoj ii-.u •

i The railways of the United

KlntT'i'.- dm of last, yeai owned 22,276 lo> omotlves

ami 801,924 passenger carriages wagons and other rehlcle

In the total for Kngland are included the following stock for

lines worked by electricity, viz 96 locomotives, 042 carrlag'B

i other vehicles; and for Ireland the following Htock for

light railways, viz., 47 locomotiTe kji carriages and other

vehicles attached to passenger trains 497 wagons and 20 other

vehicles.

valves are double ported, admitting of short ports and con-

aequ nl reduction of clearance The lush and low pressure

main steam valves are efficiently balanced, reducing friction

and wear to a minimum, Both air cylinders are provided with

mechanically operated Inlel valve- of the Corliss type, which

are placed in the cylinder beads, admitting of close clearance

and large port area, with consequent free admission of air.

These valves are actuated by the steam cut-off eccentrics, so

that to drive both steam and air valves, the valve

gear being V( for the work performed. The dis-

charge valves are of the poppet typ ,
being of cup shape,

pressed out of sheet steel. The valve seats and guides are

removable, and readily B or Inspection or renewal.

An Inlorcooler, not shown, is provided between blgb and
low pressure air cylinders, which cools air

in the low pressure cylinder down to the I tnp

Thl Intercooier, belu ned, i

! Owing to small bore of the

rod proportionately long stroke, the pei

i

Ing In high i The water

lacketlng also is mucb more effective than in the compressors
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of ordinary proportions, having diameters of cylinders about

the same as length of stroke. Provision is made for catching

all drip from stuffing boxes and bearings.

The governor is furnished with a pressure regulator, which

brings the machine to a stop when the receiver pressure has

feed. The levers for reversing all feeds and for automatically

tripping all feeds at any time, are centrally located at the

front of the knee, so that all movements of the machine are

under the immediate controi of the operator without changing

his position.

A NEW FRANKLIN All! COMPStSSOR.

reached a desired amount, starting it again automatically upon
a slight drop in receiver pressure. The governor is also sup-

plied with a safety stop, which will prevent the compressor

from running away in case of accident to the governor belt.

A rigid box section bed plate extends under the four cylinders

to which they are securely doweled, a feature which is a great

help in setting the machine and maintaining its alignment.

Further information may be obtained from the Chicago

Pneumatic Tool Company, Fisher Building, Chicago, or t)5

Liberty street. New York.

MOTOR DRIVEN MILLING MACHINE.

The photograph illustrates a motor drive applied to an im-

proved Kempsmith universal milling machine. A l'jhp,
back gear type, constant speed Browning motor, made by the

Northwestern Manufacturing Company of Milwaukee, is

mounted on an extension which is rigidly bolted to the base

of the machine. The back gear shaft of the motor may be con

nected to the driving shaft of the machine by either a wide
belt or a silent chain The motor application illustrated may
be made at any time, but a more compact arrangement may be

provided if it is incorporated in the machine while it is being

built. Sixteen changes of spindle speed are provided. As
these are obtained through ring frictions, the changes can be

made while the machine is in motion without in any way In-

terfering with its operation. The levers controlling these

speed changes are within easy reach of the operator, who by
referring to an index plate conveniently placed can readily

determine the combination for the speed desired.

All feeds to the table are positive and automatic. The gear
box. which contains a simple and powerful geared feed chang-
ing mechanism, is recessed into the column and is thus rigidly

supported without any overhanging part. It is driven direct

from the spindle by a sprocket chain. Through the levers

shown on the gear box 16 changes of feed are available in

geometrical progression, the range being selected for greatest

efficiency in ordinary milling. An index plate on the front of

the gear box shows the combination to obtain any desired

liEMI'SH [III I \IWIis W. M1I.I.P Mill, HC DRIVEN.

The column, base and bridge for the overhanging arm are

cast in one pioi e with substantial internal ribs, which serve

ss tie plates for tlie sides of the column and also form a series

of handy shelves. The swiveling table shown in the Illustra-

tion is easily and firmly clamped at any position by an im-

proved bevel clamping ring. The universal dividing head is

simple and compact. The Improved construction of the side
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center tail stock, allows the use of large diameter end milling

cutters up to within V6 in. of the center. The center can

easily be raised for milling tapers. The telescopic elevating

screw permits the table to travel to its lowest point without

requiring a hole in the floor or foundation. This machine is

made by the Kernpsmith Manufacturing Company of Mil-

waukee, Wis.

A NEW GENERATING SET.

**i

In response to the growing demand for a high class gen-

erating set at a reasonable price, the B. F. Sturtevant Com-

pany, of Boston, Mass., are manufacturing a type illustrated

by the accompanying engravings.

The general design of the engine embodies all the latest

improvements to the horizontal type. The reciprocating

parts are substantially constructed and counterbalanced with

lead load discs. The crank shaft is forged solid in one piece

and the discs are shrunk onto it. A special arrangement of

the Rites' governor gives a regulation within 1 to 1% per cent,

from full load to no load, and by a modification of the Mar-

shall valve gear an adjustment of the cut-off from zero to

70 deg. is attained. The main bearings, crank pins, valve stem

and slides of this engine are well babbitted with the Sturtevant

white metal. A recent and important improvement is a water

shed partition which prevents water from the piston rod

stuffing box from reaching the interior of the engine frame,

and the oil on the reciprocating parts from being thrown out

into the engine room. The main body of

the engine is enclosed on both sides by

removable plates, and the crank webs

are enclosed by a cast iron hood having

two holes with removable covers, one for

the purpose of cleaning the crank pin

box while it is in motion and the other

for removing the box without taking off

the large hood. Between the water shed

partition and the front end of the cyl-

inder is a hand hole for reaching the

stuffing box bolts.

With the gravity or tank system of

lubrication, shown in the illustration, an

oil tank supplies the pipe leading to the

parts to be oiled. At each point where

the oil is delivered is a little gauge glass

and valve for regulating the flow at that

point. A valve just below the tank regu-

lates 'he entire oiling system. With the

pump, or forced lubricating system, a

pump Is located in the base of the en-
''•••>

gine and is operated by a crank shall

Oil is delivered from this pump to the

main bearings and from the main bear-

ings through holes in the crank

and web to the crank pin, From this point the oil is conducted

up through a hole in the connecting rod to the crosshead pin.

A separate set of pipes convey the oil from the crosshead

guides to the valve stem guides. The pressure of oil In the

bearings andel this system will vary' from 12 to 18 lbs. per

>H in

The generator of this set la of the eight-pole type, and is

capable of carrying momentary overloads of 60 per cent, with-

out, any shifting of brushes or Bashing <>\ the commutator, and
a pi i iuci r.i i wo hours wll bout

undue heating. After a continuous run "i ten bourt al full

thai "i the sui round-

C upon the I
Held

colls, and 46 deg C upon the commutator. Ths

Before being shipped,

ih>- generator Is given « breakdown teal ol i BOO

xty seconds between the conductors and the frame

of the macbtni e Insulation.

The magnet frame la
,;

I grade of cast Iron, split

horizontally. The pole pieces are of wrought iron, with cast

iron shoes or horns, and are secured to the magnet frame by

through bolts. Any of the pole pieces may thus be removed
to repair the field coils. The latter are wound up in two sec-

tions, with an air space between the shunt and series coils.

The shunt winding is of double cotton covered magnet wire,

thoroughly insulated, and so treated as to be practically water-

proof. The series winding is of solid copper bars, insulated

in the same manner as the shunt coil. The armature is of the

ironclad, form wound, ventilated drum type, having a core

built up of charcoal iron plates, which plates, after being thor-

oughly japanned, are mounted upon a cast iron spider and
securely held in position by end flanges. No bolts pass through

the armature laminations. The armature spider has an exten-

sion upon which is mounted the commutator, making the

armature and commutator one unit. The armature conductors

are solid copper bars, without joints except at the commutator
end. When these bars are formed they are insulated by ma-
terial not perceptibly affected by heat or ordinary atmospheric

moisture.

In the construction of the commutator, only drop-forged or

drawn segments are used, these being secured in cast iron

shell of spider construction, and clamped in place with a

steel ring. No cast segments of any nature whatever are

used. The segments are insulated with the best quality of

carefully selected mica of a degree of hardness to allow the

mica and segment to wear uniformly, obviating trouble from
high mica. The end insulation consists of micanite rings, and
the whole commutator is assembled while hot, under great

\ N I \\ 1,1 MSB \ I I
\c, M I

pressure. Carbon brushes only are used, the commutator be-

ing so proportioned anil Hie brushes of such size as to allow

at least one square inch of brush area to every 30 amperes

carried. These brushes are carried in holders of most ap-

proved construction, each mounted upon a self-contained brush

rigging, so arranged that Hm entire set of brushes may be

rotated completely around the commutator. I land wheels are

furnished for adjusting the brushes in position, these hand

wheels being o located thai the brushes may be adji

from either Ids of th< m rator

ONn Tumi OK Simi:i\ RAILWAY. A recent report by

lo oommunlcal on

-

. led to the decision to las s second tract on the Siber

o i ii< Baikal Phe Baikal King Railway and

the Manchurian Railway am also to be double tracked

ited al 200,000,000 roubles, and the eatl-

i two years.
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AMERICAN RAILWAY APPLIANCE EXHIBITION.

The status of this enterprise, which is so important to the

railway supply interests of this country, is admirably set

forth in the following appeal by the gei eral committee and

the rules and regulations which have been established in con-

nection with the exhibition:

APPEAL BY THE GENERAL COMMITTEE OK ARIlAXuEMEXTS TO ALL
CON< ERXED.

GeNTLEMEH :

The Congress of the United States, with the approval of the Presi-

dent, has signally honored the American manufacturers of railway
appliances by the passage of an act permitting an exhibition of the

products of their factories to be made on a part of the monument
grounds in Washington. D. C, in connection with the meeting of

the International Railway Congress, to continue from May 3rd to

14th. inclusive. 1905.
This gracious and generous compliment by the Federal authori-

ties, which places at our disposal a central, convenient and con-

spicuous site for our exhibition, offers a supreme opportunity for

the exploitation and exaltation of our craft. To improve it. is a

duty ; to neglect it. would be un-American.
The occasion will be unique in the annals of our industry. For

a period of twelve days several hundred railway officials of high

and important rank, representing many foreign countries, together

with more hundreds of American railway officials of similar rank,

will be gathered in Washington for the sole purpose of discussing

railway problems.
In connection with this distinguished assemblage what could be

more appropriate or important than an exhibition which shall show
the fertility of resource, inventive genius, energy, enterprise and
economic achievement of those who study with assiduity and with
the zeal born of commercial ambition the requirements of railway

operations.
The members of the American Section of the International Rail"

way Congress are most anxious that the first meeting in America
of the congress shall he a crowning success. As an adjunct power-

fully conducive to such a success, the proposed American Railway
Appliance Exhibition has their cordial approval.
Your committee appeals to the patriotic impulses and commer-

cial acumen of our fraternity to make the proposed exhibition such

a demonstration as shall command the interested attention of all

railway officials, and cause to be known to the worlrl what the

American manufacturer has accomplished for the railways in

solving some of their vexatious and pressing engineering and
operating problems.
Your especial attention is called to the fact that the delegates

to the International Railway Congress are being chosen from the

rating, mechanical and maintenance of way officials.

All departments with which the supply men have dealings will be

represented.
While the exhibition will offer exceptional advantages to those

who seek export trade, it cannot be too forcibly stated that those
who manufacture exclusively for American trade will have an
opportunity to gain the attention of a larger number of American
railway officials than has heretofore been enjoyed at any similar

exhibition.
The dire, tor of exhibits has been authorized by the committee to

invite applications for membership and for exhibit space under
certain rules and regulations prescribed by the committee, which
are fully set forth in the director's circular, and it is our earnest
hope that the responses thereto will he prompt and in such num-
bers as shall show enthusiastic concert of action, and that a happy
issue of our undertaking shall he quickly assured.

Again, you are reminded that the funds subscribed by you will

be disbursed with due heed to proper economy, in keeping with such
a great and dignified enterprise, and that no member of the com-
mittee or any officer thereof is to receive any monetarv compensa-
tion for his services. It will he compensation enough for your ser-

vants on the committee if their efforts shall redound to the general

welfare of the industry they seek to serve.

The fees for membership and for exhibit spaces have been fixed

by the committee at figures to insure financial solvency beyond a

peradventure. A deficit would be disgraceful, and must not occur;
a surplus can readily he returned pro rata to those contributing,
and would be so distributed. *

Finally, the appeal is made for exhibits—fine ones, impressive
ones. Anyhow, whether you exhibit or not. you are urged to enroll

as members, as upon the fund raised from membership fees the

proper and adequate administration of the exhibition and the enter-

tainment of the visitors thereto depends.
Xow. gentlemen, the preliminary arrangements and our appeal

for co-operation having been made, the fate of the exhibition— its

success or failure— rests with you.
Fraternally yours.

TI. r. Rope, vice-president Carnegie Steel Co.: L. F. Braine.
general manager Continuous Rail Joint Co.: A. E. Rrown. vice-

president Brown Hoisting Machinery Co.: J. B. Brady, vice-presi-

dent Standard Steel Car Co.: O. H. Cutler, president American
Brake Shoe & Foundry Co.; C, A. Coffin, president General Elec-

tric Co. : F. II. Fatnn. president American Car & Foundry Co. : H.
Elliott. .Tr. vice-president Elliott Frog & Switch Co.

;
William

Goldie. Sr.. William Gnldie. Jr. & Co. ; F. N. Hoffstot. president

Pressed Steel Car Co.: IT. S. TTawloy. president Railroad Supply
Co.; \ B. Jenkins. Jenkins Bros.: Alba B. Johnson. Baldwin

i
Works: B. F. Jones. Jones & Langhlin Steel Co.: A.

M. Kittredge. vice-president Barney X- Smith Car Co.: W. V. Kel-
Simplex Railway Anpliance Co.: Ceo. J. Kohnsch.

nl Si. Louis Car Co : E. B. Leigh, vice-president Chicago
Railway Equipment Co.: Wm. Lod?e. president Lodge & Shipley

Machine Tool Co.: General Charles Miller, president Calena-Signal
oil Co.; Charles A. Moore. Manning. Maxwell & Moore; Gov.

Franklin Murphy, president Murphy Varnish Co.; D. C. Noble,
presjdent Pittsburg Spring & Steel Co.; Hon. H. Kirke Porter.
H. K. Porter Co. ; A. J. Pitkin, president American Locomotive Co.

:

Alfred A. Pope, president National Malleable Castings Co. ; II. S.
Paul, president Verona Tool Works : George A. Tost, president
Standard Coupler Co. : C. W. Sherburne, president Star Brass
Mfg. Co.; C. A. Starbuck. president New York Air Brake Co.; W.
W. Salmon, president General Railway Signal Co. : H. A. Sher-
win, president Sherwin-Williams Co. ; Albert Waycott, president
Damascus Brake Beam Co.: H. H. Westinghouse. vice-president
Westinghouse Air Brake Co. : W. W. Willits, vice-president Adams
& Westlake Co. : J. Alexander Brown, secretary and director of
exhibits—General Committee of Arrangements.

January 28. 1905.

FROM Till, CIRCULAR 01 Tin: SECRETARY.
Space will be assigned in the order of checks received by Mr.

Charles A. Moore, treasurer. Access to the grounds for the erection
of individual booths may be had on and after March 20. The ex-
hibition building to be erected by the committee will be ready April
1.". All communications concerning membership and space should
be addressed to J. Alexander Brown, secretary and director of ex-
hibits. 160 Broadway. New York.

RCLES AND REOUL VTIOXS.

Established for the guidance and the government of mem-
bers and exhibitors in connection with American Railway Ap-

pliance Exhibition.

1st. All manufacturers of and dealers in American railway ap-
pliances, material and supplies are entitled to membership in the
exhibition, upon the payment of a membership fee of $50. Those
who are enrolled as members, and only those, shall be entitled to
occupy space as exhibitors, but membership is not confined to those
who propose to make exhibits.

2nd> Members shall be entitled to attend and participate in all

ceremonies, functions and entertainments that may be arranged by
the committee : to have issued to them a certificate of membership

;

to have their names printed in an official pamphlet to be published
by the committee in connection with the exhibition stating the
nature of their business and where located, and to receive such
badges as may be designed by the committee to be worn by members
during the continuance of the exhibition.

3rd. The committee will erect a large building for the housing
of the smaller and lighter exhibits, similar to those displayed on the
verandas during the mechanical conventions held annually in June.
Spaces therein will be 10 feet in depth and 5 feet in width or the
multiples thereof. A charge of fifty cents per square foot will b:
made for space occupied in this building.

4th. Exhibits to be operated by power, excessive in weight or re-

quiring large space, necessarily have to be installed outside of the
exhibition building erected by the committee, and the booths, pavil-
ions or other structures in connection therewith will be erected by
the exhibitors at their own expense. A charge of ten cents per
square foot will be made for ground so occupied.

."th. A temporary track will be laid on B street, fronting the
exhibition grounds, for the display of cars of the various types. The
charge to he made per car will be announced at an early day.

Hth. The ground to be occupied for the exhibition is a part of
the government reservation in Washington, and its use is subject
to restrictions prescribed by the secretary of war; therefore, it is

to be expressly understood by the exhibitors that no excavations
for foundations can be made, hut all exhibit structures must rest

upon foundations that may be laid upon the surface of the ground.
7th. Before any application for exhibit space shall be con-

sidered and space assigned, the applicant shall have first made ap-
plication for membership, accompanied bv check for fifty dollars.

the membership fee. and the application for space shall be accom-
panied by check for the amount of space desired at the rate per
square foot as prescribed in rules 3 and 4 hereof.

8th. It is to be expressly understood by and between the com-
mittee of arrangements for the exhibition and the exhibitors thereat
that the said committee shall not be held liable under any circum-
stances for any loss or damage by fire, flood or other casualty, or

by theft. The committee will arrange for such safeguarding of the
exhibits as will, in their opinion, prove adequate during the con-
tinuance of the exhibition, but as the exhibition is not an incor-

porated body and the service of the committee and its officials is

purely a voluntary and gratuitous one. in the interest of our great
industry, its members, of course, will not be expected to assume
any personal liabilities in connection therewith so far as exhibitors
are concerned.

9th. According to the provisions of the joint resolution adopted
by Congress, all structures erected upon the grounds for the pur-
poses of the exhibition, must be approved by the officer in charge of

public buildings and grounds before erection thereof can be begun,
hence it will be necessary for exhibitors proposing to erect their

own exhibit structures to submit plans therefor at the earliest pos-
sible date to the director of exhibits for such approval. As a gen-

eral suggestion in regard thereto, such booths or exhihit structures

should he of tasteful design, about 12 feet in height from the plat-

form at the eaves, if covered, and of sufficient slope from the ridge
poll, to permit of proper drainage.

10th. The director of exhibits shall n'so approve of the size,

design and location of all signs to be used for display purposes.
11th. It is also to be expressly understood by exhibitors erect-

ing their own exhibit structures that such structures and the ex-

hibits therein shall be entirely removed from the grounds nrior to

May 2rith, 1005. as that is the date fixed hv the Act of Congress
when the right to use said grounds for exhibition purposes will ex-

pire.

12th. Steam and electric power will be placed at a central point,

exhibitors to make their own connections and pay for the power
used.
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PERSONALS.

Mr. R. R. Young has been appointed master mechanic of

the Atlantic Coast Line at Waycross, Ga., to succeed \V. II.

Dyer, resigned.

Mr. D. J. Timlin has beta appointed master mechanic of

the Rio Grande, Sierra Madie 4: facific, with headquarters at

fc.1 Paso, Tex.

Mr. William Miller has been appointed assistant superintend-

ent of motive power of the Denver & Rio Grande, with head

quarters at Denver, Col.

Mr. William Bowden has teen appointed master mechanic

of the Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis to succeed

Air. William Miller, resigned.

Mr. David Anderson has been appointed superintendent of

equipment of the Chicago. Indiana & Eastern Railway, with

headquarters at Muncie, Ind.

Mr. F A. Deckert has been appointed master mechanic of the

Riverside shops of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad, with

headquarters at Knoxville. Tenn.

Mr. George W. Cooper has been appointed master mechanic
of the Mexican Central at Monterey, Mex., succeeding Mr. T.

H. Ogden, transferred.

Mr. S. A. Chamberlain, general foreman of shops of the

Pere Marquette Railway, has been transferred from Ionia to

Detroit, Mich.

Mr. W. C. Smith has been appointed master mechanic of the

Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at Fort Scott, Kansas, to

succeed Mr W. L. Kellog, resigned.

Mr. J. B. Phillips, machine shop foreman of the San Ber-

nardino shops of the Santa Fe, has been appointed general

foreman of the locomotive shops, to succeed Mr. W. L. Essex,

resigned.

Mr. J. F. Sheahan has been appointed master mechanic of

the Southern Railway at Spencer, N. C, being transferred

from Columbia, S. C, to succeed Mr. S. R. Richardson, re-

signed.

Mr W L. Kellog has been appointed master mechanic of

the Pere Marquette, with headquarters at Grand Rapids. Mich.,

ceed Mr. W. K. Christie, who has been transferred to

Saginaw, Mich., as assistant master mechanic.

Mr R A. Billingham has been appointed superintendent of

• |K>wer of the Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern Railroad.

al St Mary.-. Pa. He was formerly general

mechanic, which position has been abolished.

Mr F A Delano, general manager of the Chicago, Burlington

k Quincy, has resigned. He has been in the service of this

road for 2<> yean, beginning as apprentice at the Aurora
shops and rising through both the operating and motive power

departments.

James 8 Toppan died In Chicago, January 8, at the age of

He was for a number of years Western manager
of th- I Company, and through his efforts their large

i* In the West was built up After leaving that company
be represented a number of concerns in Chicago, and was one

of the bent-known railway supply men.

Mr \V H Baldwin, Jr., president, of the l.ong Island Rail-

road died January 3d and Is mourned by many Inside and
outxldf of railroad eln • He was 41 years old and his re

marka lowed his phenomenal ability. He Is fUC-

' bv Mr William F. Potter, formerly vice president of

the road.

Air. .1. W. Maiden has been appointed assistant master car

builder of tire Boston & Maine Railroad, with headquarters at

Boston, Mass. Mr. .Maiden was heretofore general foreman
of the ear department.

Franklin David Child, formerly superintendent of the Hink-
ley Locomotive Works, of Boston, died at the Hotel St. An-
drew, New York, on the evening of January 12. He was born
in Boston, in 1S43, and was thus sixty-two years old at the

time of his death. Quite early in life he manifested a de-

cided taste and aptitude for mechanics, and during his youth
his leisure time was much occupied in the construction of

mechanical contrivances of various kinds, which are so at-

tractive to boys of that turn of mind. During the Civil War
he enlisted in one of the nine-months' regiments which were
organized in Massachusetts, and did service for that length

of time in North Carolina. Soon after his term of enlist-

ment expired, he entered the service of the Hinkley & Williams
Works, which succeeded the old firm of Hinkley & Drury. He
was at first draftsman there, and afterwards became the

superintendent and manager. In that specialty he was a

person of remarkable ability and ingenuity. This was com-
bined with excellent judgment of the practicability of any
form of mechanism, a combination of traits which is some-
what rare. After the death of Mr. Hinkley and Mr. Williams,
the name of the company was changed to the Hinkley Loco-
motive Works, with Mr. Child as manager, and while the

business was continued he transformed the locomotives which
were built there from a somewhat antiquated pattern to a

new one, which showed in marked degree the ability of the

designer. After the failure of that company he was for a
time employed as superintendent in the Providence Locomo-
tive Works, and later in similar works in Kingston, Canada.
During the past five or six years he was night superintendent
of the great Baldwin Locomotive Works, in Philadelphia, and
it was in that service that he contracted his last illness, which
was a complication of diseases, and was quite suddenly fatal.

He was of a rather retiring disposition, which, perhaps, stood

in the way of his advancement, but was a delightful com-
panion to those who knew him well; the soul of honor, a warm
friend of those with whom he was in sympathy, and as an
engineer, in his own specialty, he had few. if any, superiors.

He left a wife and two daughters, to whom and his old and
near friends his death is an irreparable loss.

Northern Pacific Official Appointments.—A number of ap-

pointments in the mechanical department of the Northern
Pacific Railway are summed up as follows:

Mr. A. W. Wheatley. general master mechanic, St. Paul,

Minn.

Mr. W. S. Clarkson. general master mechanic. Livingston,

Mont.

Mr. William Molr. general master mechanic, Tacoma. Wash.
Mr. F. B. Chllds, master mechanic. Spokane, Wash.
Mr. R. M. Crosby, shop superintendent. South Tacoma, Wash.
Mr. Thomas Jackson, shop superintendent, Livingston. Mont.
Mr. R. P. Blake, assistant shop superintendent. Brainerd.

Minn.

Mr. J. E. O'Brien, assistant shop superintendent. South Ta-
coma, Wash

Mr. C. S Larrlson. master mechanic. Dakota Division.

Jamestown.

Mr. S. H Draper, general air brake Inspector. St Paul. Minn
Mr Mark Puree]), assistant air brake Inspector. St. Paul.

Minn

Mr. J J Dnvey general holler Inspector, St. Paul. Minn.

Mr. O F. Epber road foreman of engines, Spokane, Wash.
Mr. F Pe Grat rond foreman of engines. Livingston,

Mont

Mr. L A Lai n hlef clerk, motive power department, St

Paul, Minn

Mr. W t. Klnsell chief draftsman, St. Paul. Minn
The shop and road responsibilities are separately provided

for and much may be erpeefed from such an organization.
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Mr. J. P. Young has been appointed master car builder of the

.Missouri Pacific Railway, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

Mr. John Fifer has been appointed master mechanic of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway, with neadquarters at

Des Moines, la.

Fowler's Electrical Engineer's Year Book, 1905. Published by
the Scientific Publishing Company, Manchester, England.
Price in England. 1 shilling, sixpence.

This very valuable handbook has been brought up to date and

considerable new material has been added to the various sections.

William Sellers, president of William Sellers & Company of

Philadelphia, died January 24 after a surgical operation. He

was horn in 1824 in Pennsylvania, and spent his entire busi-

ness career in the manufacture of steel and machine tools,

being the founder of the company which bears his name. In

1S73 he was president of the Midvale Steel Company.

BOOKS.

Bhg inkers of America.—A directory and biography of the en-

gineers of America is in preparation by Mr. Ernest C. Brown,
publisher of the Progressive Age, 220 Broadway, New York.

The proposed volume will present brief biographies of about

3,000 engineers, and it is the intention to record only the

names and life work of men who have become prominent by

their accomplishments in engineering. This volume will soon

come from the press. The work promises to be unique and

valuable to the engineering profession.

The Mechanical World Pocket Diary and Year Book for 1005.

Published by Emmet & Company, publishers of the Mechanical

World. New Bridge street. Manchester, England.

This is the eighteenth annual edition of this convenient little

book. Its size is increased this year by the addition of a table

of trigonometrical ratios and formulae and other tables of squares,

cubes and fourth powers of fractions, a collection of powers, roots

and reciprocals of factors often desired by engineers. The matter

on ball bearings has been revised and other sections enlarged.

Business Short-Cuts, in Accounting, Bookkeeping, Correspondence

and Management. Published by The Bookkeeper Publishing

Company. 61 West Fort street, Detroit, Mich. Price, $1.00.

This little book has many good points and contains valuable

suggestions for chief clerks and bookkeepers of railroads, as well

as other lines of business. The various chapters are taken from

different issues of the Bookkeeper and Business Men's Magazine

and are thrown together without any attempt at classification.

The book is worth the price for its suggestions concerning card

indexing alone, if it had no other good points.

Untechnical Addresses on Technical Subjects. By James Douglas,

LL.D. Published by John Wilev & Sons, 143 East 14th street,

New York. 1904. Price .$1.00.

This little book contains three interesting addresses on the fol-

lowing subjects: Characteristics and Conditions of the Technical

Progress of tin' Nineteenth Century, Development of American

Mining and Metallurgy ami the Equipment of a Training School,

also Wastes in Mining and Metallurgy. The subjects are treated

in a popular style, being in phases of progress lying within the

zone of sociology. The author urges the importance of free inter-

change of experience in a true professional spirit and argues forci-

bly against the wasteful effects of secrecy. He outlines the wonder-

ful progress of the past century, which is a result of a spirit of

originality and comments favorably upon the independence of

American manufacturers in introducing improvements of all kinds.

The book wil specially interest those who are concerned in metal-

lurgical manufacturing.

Dimensions of Pipe. Fittings and Valves. By W. D. Browning.
82 pages. Published by The Draftsman. 204 Superior street,

Cleveland. Ohio, 11)04. Price 50 cents.

This book was compiled to aid the draftsman, architect and en-

gineer and contains over 50 tables of dimension, nearly all of which

are from actual measurement, although some are taken from cata-

logues. In addition it contains some useful information on steam

heating. The book has been very carelessly edited and the in-

accurateness of the text lead one to mistrust the tables. The pub-

lishers should issue a revised edition, as this information if cor-

rect, would prove of much value to engineers.

National Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association Proceedings
of the 12th Annual Convention. Edited by the Secretary, A-.

L. Woodworth, Lima. Ohio-

This volume contains reports and discussions or the Indianapolis

meeting held last August. The most important subjects were
spring making, tool steel forging and tempering, selection and test-

ing of material, material for forgings, the ideal blacksmith shop (

a

paper by Mr. McCaslin), the making and repairing of locomotive

frames, alumino-thermics, oil furnaces, 'formers for bulldozers,

frame welding, and other important matters relating to the black-

smith work on railroads. This association is doing excellent work
which entitles it to more attention from railroad officials than it

has thus far received.

Handbook of Builders' Hardware. A Handbook for Architects.
By Henry R. Towne, president of the Yale & Towne Manu-
facturing Company. 1,072 pages, 4 x 6% ins. Published hv
John Wiley & Sons. 43 East 19th street. New York. Price s::

This book is unique. It is not an advertisement or catalogue.

but a volume on builders' hardware as related to the architect and

architecture. It is profusely illustrated : it contains a historical

review and deals with many designs and forms of fine hardware.

A series of articles on schools of ornament by Mr. W. W. Kent are

illustrated with pictures from many sources which will be valu-

able to the architect. Scales of prices, lists of hardware and other

features of service to the architect are included. The author fre-

quently refers to the product of his company in this technical

treatise on his subject.

Illustrated Points fob Men ox tue Head End. By W. G.

Wallace. Illustrated and published by the World Railway
Publishing Company, 79 Dearborn St., Chicago. 111. Price

$1.00.

This little 1 k contains a large amount of information for

locomotive engineers and firemen, condensed in a very small space.

The author is superintendent of motive power of the Duluth. Miss

abe & Northern Railway and from the appearance of the book it

is belie\ed to have been gotten up for distribution among his

subordinates, and afterwards published for wider distribution.

It doe.-- i

' itures of locomotive operation to

be a complete work, but gives valuable suggestions with refer-

ence to such subjects as the arrangement of locomotive front ends

in order to secure -nod steaming qualities; water level is dis-

cussed and its relation to operation. Valve gear receives special

attentioi lubrication. The latter portion of

lie- book contains rules and data issued by the Baldwin Locomotive

Works for figuring tractive power

Mechanical Railwav Signaling. By H. Raynar Wilson, late signa,

engineer of the Lancashire & Yorkshire and the Mildand rail-

ways (England). Published by the Ruiliraii Engineer, 3 Lud-

gate Circus Buildings. London, E. C, England. 193 pages (9

by 12 ins. I. illustrated. Price $5

This is the second edition of this admirable work; the first ap-

peared in May, 1900. Its chapters are : Introduction, single lines,

signal boxes, signals, signal and point connections, locking frames,

signal plans and locking lists, level crossing gates, large signal

plants, the signal department, Hoard of Trade requirements and

standard specifications for signaling works. It is devoted to Eng-

lish practice, and there is no work on signaling as good as this.

The author really takes the read> r into the heart of signal practice

and presents working drawings of the elements employed and the

buildings used, and goes into detail as no other signal authority

has ever done. No American signal engineer can afford to be with-

out this book as it is a record of practice in a country where rail-

road signaling is appreciated and is reduced to an exact science.

Elements of Mechanism. By Peter Schwamb, Professor of Ma-

chine Design, and A. L Merrill. Associate Professor of

Mechanism. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 264 pages.

6x9 ins., illustrated. Published by John Wiley & Sons. 4.

East 19th si reel. New York Price $3.

This excellent book is the result of a demand outside the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technologj for the notes used in the mechan-

ism course so successfully In Professor Schwamb. The authors do

not claim originality, hut the merit of the book is that it renders

it possible to cover a great deal of ground in a short time. In

clearness it surpasses all other books on this subject with which the

reviewer is familiar. The book opens with the elements of motion

and velocity. Pairs of elements, rolling cylinders, cones and lobed

wheels are followed by belts, levers, links, parallel motions, v. heels

in trains aggregate combinations and gearing. The book is in-

tended for use in schools, but is well adapted to the independent

student.
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Letters From an Old Railway Official to His Son. a Di-
vision Superintendent.—By Charles De Lano Hine. Chi-
cago : The Railway Age, 5 by i VS ins -- 179 pages. Price, $1.50.

In these letters n> his "sun" the author reaches the difficulties

of many men in all branches of railroad service. The plan would
he audacious in th'> hands of any but a master; but Major Hine

is a master. This strong book will surely exert an influence over

many men in railroad service. It amuses while it instructs and the

author's style is exactly suited to his object. It is breezy, bright,

virile and humorous. Major Hine is on the staff of the second

rice-president of the Burlington system. He knows his subject

ami he understands men. The book "will be read with profit by
the president and tl Kce boy. It will tend to turn the wheels
out of the ruts. In the letters all branches of the operating de-

partment r ive critical attention and many opportunities for im-

provement are pointed out with a fearless directness and yet in a

pleasing way. Railroad language is used with telling effect. Not
only operating, but other officers and subordinates in all depart-
ment-;, will receive inspiration from this book.

NEW CATALOGUES.
IX WRITING FOR Till -I I I Hei.rES PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

Tests Upon Reinforced Concrete Beams. By Arthur N. Talbot.
Bulletin No. 1 of the University of Illinois Engineering Ex-
periment Station.

The tests described at length in this bulletin furnish a valuable

addition to our knowledge of the action of reinforced concrete

beams, and the thanks of the engineering profession are due to

Professor Talbot for the thoroughness with which the experiments
were made and the results presented. Especially valuable are the

data given upon the location of the neutral axis under varying loads

since all formula? for the strength of such beams must be based

upon its position and although other careful experimnts to deter-

mine this have been made, so far as we are aware none have yet

been published in such complete detail. One of the interesting

points to be noted in connection with these tests is that all the

beams failed at the center through bending rather than at the

ends through tension at 45 deg. to the neutral axis. These re-

sults do not agree with certain other experiments upon such beams,

notably those made by Professor Lanza at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology and described in Vol. L of the Transactions

of the American Society of Civil Engineers. The reason for this

difference in the method of failure might well be studied by future

experimenters.

Calendars fob 1905. Calendars have been received from well

known concerns as follows : The Standard Tool Company have

distributed a calendar on the back of which is aj very convenient

collection of tables, of special value to users of machine tools in

connection with twist drills, milling cutters and other tools. This

sizes of twist drills, speed for various materials, size of

. standard threads and cutting speeds for milling machines,

sbapers and lathes. This calendar will be in special demand and

readers desiring them would do well to make their request for

copies early.

The Falls Hollow Stay Bolt Company, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio,

have issued one bearing a well executed picture which will lie

specially appreciated by fishermen who maj have mistakes

ments of the rod, due to the activity of a small dog hi

which is so dear to the heart of an anient angli i

The Kennicott Water Softener Company have distributed an

hi of a picture entitled ".Mar

celle" by Angello Asti. It is a beautiful work of art.

The Triumph Electric Company's calendar is very attractive and

ork of art as thai of the Kennicott Water

Softener Company, with a differen ring.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Comp I leveland, Ohio,

tceedingly handsome calend i which

are unique in this branch of advertising.

Another by the Universal Safetj Tread Company, 45 Broadway,

plied tep

FOB till. TBJ OK.—At

the in Ion Hi"

followli I b

eosary o at for all

an angi menl

In Mian

men! of bell rlng< r«, all

Papers will bi I <<n electric motor*, Injectors, lubri-

and piston valves.

Wanted Oomplefa bound) for the

Bdltoi

: street, New York.

Woodworking Machinery. Catalogue No. 21 from the Frank
Machinery (' panj of Buffalo, N. T.

Cranes.— Illustrated catalogue of the various cranes designed
and constructed by William Sellers & Company. Philadelphia, Pa

Pipe Threading and Cutting Off Machines.—Circulars from
the St. .ever Foundry & Manufacturing Company, Myerstown, Pa.

De l.w \t. Sti \\t Ti laa.NE Alternators.—Bulletin No. 3 from
the De Laval Steam Turbine Company, Trenton, N. J.

Air Compressors.—Catalogue No. 30 from the Ingersoll-

Sergeant Drill Company, '20 Cortlandt street. New York.

Dynamos and Motors.—Bulletins from the Commercial Elec-
tric Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Locomotive Coaling Cranes.—Catalogue from the Brown
Hoisting Machinery Company. Cleveland, Ohio.

Direct Current Motors.—Bulletin No. 1 from the Burke Elec-
tric Company, Erie, Pa., describing their AB type motors.

1'ulleys.—Circular describing the pressed steel pulleys made by
the Phillip's Pressed Steel Pulley Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Power Transmission Appliances.—Catalogue No. 18 from the
Case Manufacturing Company, Columbus, Ohio.

Friction Clutches.—Booklet C from the Carlyle Johnson
Machine Company, Hartford, Conn.

Inspirators.—Pocket edition of the large catalogue issued by
the Hancock Inspirator Company, ST) Liberty street, New York.

Motors and Generators.—Bulletin 3055 from the Western Elec-
tric Company, 463 West street, New York, describing their en-

cased, protected and semi-encased motors and generators.

Inter-pole Variable Speed Motor.—Bulletins 1, 2 and 3,
series "B," from the Electro Dynamic Company, Bayonne, N. J.,

describing this motor and illustrating applications to various ma-
chine tools.

Motor Driven Friction and Bench Drills.—Bulletin No.
3001 from the Emerson Electric Manufacturing Company, St.

Louis, Mo.

"Ring Turret" Lathe.—Catalogue from the Walter H. Foster

Company, 126 Liberty street, New York, describing this inter-

esting lathe.

Abo Lamps.—Bulletins 7030, 7035 and 7010, issued by the West-
ern Electric Company, New York, describing arc lamps for direct

and alternating current circuits.

Universal Cutter and Tool Grinder.—Circular from the

Oesterlein Machine Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, describing their

No. 2 machine

I ,\.n;i 'mas. a pocket edition of the catalogue describing the

Metropolitan injectors made by the Ilayden & Derby Manufactur-
ing Company, 85 Liberty street, New York.

Hyatt ITlextbli Roller Bearings.—Bulletin No. 116 from

the Hyatt Roller Bearing Company, Harrison N. .1., presenting

. report on power saved by substituting their bearings in place

of ring oiling babbitted hearings.

Aii i it Sri i i. \i a Bulletin No. 15, Iss I bj the Northern

Elecl 1 Vfi Eacturing C panj of Madison, Wis., describes

their new multi-speed motor, explains the ease with wjiich it can

be applied to old bell driven machine tools, and considers the a.

I

oed b II usi
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Precision Tools.—A handsomely illustrated and printed cloth

bound book of 216 pages, with the above title, describes the prod-

ucts of the Pratt & Whitney Company, and is just about to be

issued by the Niles-Bement-Pond Company. The first part of

this book is devoted to machine tools, which include bench, tool

makers, engine and turret lathes ; automatic screw machines ; shap-

ing, milling, profiling, thread-milling, die-sinking and gear-cutting

machines ; sensitive and multi-spindle drills ; grinding, tube and

gun barrel drilling, rifling, centering, cutting-off, roll grooving, tap-

ping, and screw shaving machines ; rotary oil pumps and chucks.

The second part of the book is devoted to small tools and gauges,

which include taps, die-stock sets, milling cutters, metal slitting

cutters, reamers, mandrills, taper pins, ratchet drills, punches,

punch couplings, standard dies, gauges of all kinds and standard

measuring machines.

NOTES.

Kennicott Watee Softener Company.—Mr. W. R. Toppan.

who has held the position of manager of the railroad department

of this company since its organization, has been elected general

manager, with headquarters in the Railway Exchange Building.

Chicago.

Mr. A. B. Ostrander has been appointed assistant mechanical

engineer of the American Car & Foundry Company, in charge of

the designing work, at the general offices in New York, which has

formerly been done at Berwick, Pa. Mr. Ostrander has been en-

gaged in estimating and special designing, and was formerly em-

ployed by the Standard Steel Car Company of Pittsburgh. He
will report to Mr. John McE. Ames, mechanical engineer.

Building, Detroit, and permanent offices will be located in the

Penobscot Building after May 1, 1905.

Tubbo-Generators for Traction Work.—The Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company has sold to the Syracuse
Railroad Construction Company apparatus for the complete equip-

ment of the Rochester, Syracuse & Eastern Railroad. The con-

tracts include' 2 1,500-kw. turbo-generator outfits which will gen-

erate current at 3,300 volts, 3-phase and 25 cycles. Each turbo-

generator will be furnished with a 50-kw. exciter mounted on the

turbine shaft. The equipment also includes 2 500-kw. rotary con-

verters and 6 400-kw. rotary converters ; 24 transformers, with a

total capacity of 6,500 kw., a 13-panel switchboard for the main
generating station, and 3 sub-station switchboards of 5 panels each,

as well as protective and detail apparatus. Motor equipments in-

cluded in the contract call for 12 quadruple equipments of Westing-

house 110-h.p. motors, as well as 8 quadruple and 2 double equip-

ments of motors of other sizes.

Continuous Rail Joints.—The Illinois Steel Company is about

to begin an extension of its works at Joliet, 111., at a cost of one

hundred thousand dollars ($100,000.00) to accommodate the busi-

ness of the Continuous Rail Joint Company of America. The lat-

ter company is a New Jersey corporation with headquarters at

Newark. N. J. It has extensive works at Troy, N. Y., but its

western business requires a plant nearer the center of that trade

and for this reason the arrangements noted above have been made

with the Illinois Steel Company.

Farlow Draft Gear.—This gear will be applied to 1.000 steel

hopper coal cars of 50 tons capacity which arc being built for the

Delaware, Susquehanna & Schuylkill Railroad by tin Pressed Steel

Car Company. This gear was illustrated in this journal in

September, 1904, and a remarkable test, made at Purdue Uni-

versity, was recorded in the December number, page 482. The

Farlow Draft Gear Company will remove, February 1, from tem-

porary quarters at 223 North Calvert street to the Continental

Trast Building, Baltimore street, Baltimore, Md.

Broderick & Bascom Rope Company.—This company, whose

exhibit at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition has been mentioned

in this journal, received at that exposition five highest awards in

all. The grand prizes were for wire ropes in Mines and Metallurgy

Building, for wire ropes in the Manufacturers' Building and for

underground wire rope haulage. This is the only firm of all the

exhibitors in the Manufacturers' Building receiving a grand prize

for the excellence and superiority of wire rope. The address of

this company is 805 North Main Street, St. Louis. Mo.

Cincinnati Planer Company.—The Cincinnati Planer Com
pany of Cincinnati. Ohio, have increased their capital stock to

1200,000, and elected the following officers: C. H. M. Atkius. pru-
dent: B. B. Quillen, secretary and treasurer; George Lansen. gen

eral superintendent. These officers, together with E. .N. Atkins and

C. M. Quillen, make up the directory. W. H. Burtner. former presi-

dent of the company, retires on account of poor, health. Mr. At-

kins, the new president, is also president of the Warner Elevator

Company and the Norwood National Bank, and is connected with

several other leading concerns of Cincinnati.

Manning. Maxwell & Moore.—Mr. Charles A. Moore an-

nounces that he has purchased the entire interest of Mr. Henry S.

Manning in the firm of Manning, Maxwell & Moore, together with

his interest in the various manufacturing concerns, viz. : The
Asheroft Manufacturing Company, The Consolidated Safety Valve

Company, The Hayden & Derby Manufacturing Company and The
Hancock Inspirator Company. There will be no change in the

name of the firm and its business will continue to be conducted as

in the past. The firm now has branch offices in Chicago. Cleveland,

St. Paul, Pittsburgh, Boston and Philadelphia. Various interests

have been acquired, so that at present the firm is interested in the

manufacture of steam gauges, indicators, pipe fitting tools, safety

valves, injectors, ejectors, Hancock inspirators, various kinds of

valves and electric traveling cranes. In addition to these the firm

handles railway and machinists' tools and supplies, air compressors,

pneumatic hoists, riveters, and complete machine shop and foundry

equipment. The offices will continue at S5 Liberty St., New York.

Arthur M. Waiti. -Mr. Waitt has opened an office in the

Whitehall Building. 17 Battery Place, New York, as a consulting

engineer and railway specialist. He will devote his efforts in the

direction of railroads, having been closely associated with mechani-

cal railroad problems for 2."> years. His services are available in a

consulting capacity by railway or other companies desiring ex-

pert advice in mechanical department matters, or in investigating

and developing mechanical devices or patents. His years of ex-

perience in the mechanical departments of the Lake Shore and the

New York Central railroads have been supplemented by exten-

sive study and personal observation, both in Europe and in the

United States, in the application of heavy electric traction as a sub-

stitute for steam. This prepares him to act in a consulting capa-

city for railway companies contemplating the electrification of

parts of lines of railways. He is also prepared to act in the selec-

tion and purchase of railway supplies for companies desiring an

experienced representative in such matters in New York. Mr.

Waitt's experience, energy and business capacity will render his

services exceedingly valuable to the railroads.

The Falls Hollow Stay Bolt.—Several thousand feet of

double refined charcoal iron hollow bar have been ordered

from the Falls Hollow Stay Bolt Company, Cuyahoga Falls,

Ohio, by the Baldwin Locomotive Works for use in a number of

locomotives which are being built for export to Brazil. These

stay bolt manufacturers are receiving orders from many

foreign countries. The volume of business with Canadian

and Mexican railroads for 1904 was double that of 1903. The

increase of business has necessitated a large addition to the

plant during the past year, including buildings, heating fur-

naces and other facilities which have doubled its capacity.

WANTED-POSITION AS SALESMAN.

Monarch Railway Supply Company.—This company has been

organized to handle railway specialties, with Mr. Harry W. Frost

as president and with headquarters at Detroit, Mich. Arrange-

ments have been made with the Pressed Steel Car Company for

the sale of their trucks, bolsters, brake beams and steel carlines.

In addition to these specialties, the company will go into the manu-

facturing business. One article of manufacture will be the Daly

railway spikes, which will be placed upon the market about March

1. The temporary offices of the company are in the Majestic

\ gentleman "who can reach the railroad men," steam and

railroads, and who has a large trade among railroads, car,

ship, locomotive and bridge builders, will be open to engagement

aft.r February 1st as traveling salesman in any line of goods

ded in those markets; has been specially successful in intro-

ducing novelties that reduce the cost of operation; can offer first-

class references from among his customers as to his abilities and

standing among them. Address H. H.. care of Editor of Ameri-

can Engineer.
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PRODUCTION IMPROVEMENTS.

Chic.m.o Slides ( & X. W. Railway.

A repair shop which has turned out 50 locomotives with

il repairs from 21 pits in one month is entitled to high

rank, not only among railroads, but commercial establish-

e shops have done this and they are turning out

regularly upwards of 40 locomotives per month. This is an
iop, built over 30 years ago and without crane service

r shop. (A ., April, 1900,

:ui admirable example of

Improvement, showing the possibilities of a definite policy of

equipment In an old plant, partially re-

ago, and operated throughout on a day rate basis

In February. ]• i. this journal illustrated the

shop schedule for repairs which has been the means of re-

el Lai. The first

ltd effecl in November, 1902 and it clasai-

; <;• neral i '-pairs. Including

Breboxi being i Qulvalent
to a flrebox). Thi 10 hours. Class 2. General re-

'

I. General re

Cla

120 hours. Since its In-

l as follows

3 to ISO hours, and
ii pre enl time thi

i I clasHes of heavy
5 days.

meeting of all the

shop foremen, which is called at 10.30 every Monday morning.

Statements of the condition of work in the shop isee form,

American Engineer, February, 19U4, page 58) are ready for

this meeting and each locomotive is discussed in detail, and
delays and expected delays are brought to light and provided

for. In this way the work on one engine may be advanced to

take the place of other work which is delayed. None of the

foremen like to see their work on the delayed list and they

look forward in every possible way to insure having material

and parts ready when wanted. In the month of January, 1905,

one foreman having 5 pits turned out 9 engines, another with

4 pits turned out the same number. Two of the other 3 fore-

men with 4 pits each turned out S and the fifth turned out

7 engines.

In order to keep the men out of each other's way, a night

gang of 2 boiler makers and 2 helpers is used to hasten de
layed work. Two other men work at night on ash pans and
front ends. These men can work without interference with

the other gangs because they have the engines to themselves.

.All stripping is done under the big crane in the boiler shop
and the work is distributed from there. The lye vats are lo-

cated between the boiler and erecting shops and the work halts

on its way across. In case a locomotive is delayed when
nearly finished it is moved out of the shop and wails in the

boiler shop, or out of doors instead of occupying more valu-

able space in one of the shop pits.

These shops were extended early in 1900 and additional

facilities were provided, which have been described in this

journal (reference already given). Since then the machine
tool equipment has been continually improved, and this work
is going on steadily. Whenever a new machine is available

which will increase the output after the old machinery has

been brought up to its limit the old gives place to thi

This method develops the old equipment and puts the organi-

zation in position to secure the full advantages of improve-

ments. About two years ago the line shafting was speeded up

from 120 to 150 r.p.m. by .hanging the motor pulleys, the

motors being of sufficient capacity to render this possible.

Six months ago it was again speeded up to 200 revolutions.

The wheel lathes supply an excellent example of the shop

output. A Xiles lathe of light construction, about I

old, has received special attention and by using improved tool

steel and better appliances for handling wheels, together with

better methods of driving the wheels in the lathe, a i onsidi r

able increase in output has been secured. For in

driving dogs are placed near the rim of the wheel and the

chattering is reduced. The slides have been cut away next to

the face plates so that the driving dogs will clear and adjust-

able dogs are used, permitting the bearings of all to be made
alike This is important in working on large driving wheels.

This work is done at slow cutting speeds of from 12 to 14

it per minute. Heavy f Is are used and but one cut is taken

over a tire, with a teed varying from % to 3-16 In. according

to the condition of the tire a to wear. Tires are left rough on

the tread without a finishing int. It has been found possible

to remove more material by the slow speed and beavy teed

than by high speed and light feed. Only the best tool steels

are used. Formerly a gauge was employed to get the correct

height of the flange. Now the to turned a eer-

ily knowing the pitch of the screw

the standard hei^i tied without measuring.

oik. The operator

ble and he uses thi

thi b nit-- a right and

once I ini

quarter in

are held In be

An a 20 days' woi i

In 'j hours, with « I

About the same time is

as the small oncn are usually badly worn. Befon

pidvements were 11 uri per pair was

ered good work.
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Among the factors contributing to the high standing of this

plant is a cost keeping system, whereby the actual cost of

each portion of the work is kept and the records are very care-

fully watched. It is very apparent in going through this shop

that a great deal of lost motion has been eliminated. It is

crowded and with a very old building work is turned out,

because of organization and methods, which is not at the

present time matched in any of the larger and more modern

shops which the writer has visited. This is very creditable

to Mr. Quayile, superintendent of motive power; Mr. H. T.

Bentley, assistant superintendent of motive power, and Mr.

Otto, general foreman.

, -,U
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SIX-COUPLED PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES.

4—6—2 Type—Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway.

The policy of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway

is to design and build all of its locomotives. Mr. A. E. Man-

chester, superintendent of motive power, has put into service

a new Pacific type engine with a number of features which

differ in a marked way from current practice, this design

having been worked out under his direction by Mr. J. P. De
Voy, mechanical engineer of the road. The "Pioneer Limited,"

which this engine is now hauling, frequently consists of 16

cars, which has proved to be too heavy a load for any engine

previously put into service on this road. The new trailing

truck, the narrow firebox and short flues are special features

of this design, the narrow firebox being one of the points to

which Mr. Manchester holds as being correct. After being

in service for a month, the steaming qualities are said to be

entirely satisfactory. While the length of the firebox is 10 ft.

6 ins., the slope of the back head is such as to necessitate

throwing the coal less than 10 ft. to the front end of the

grate. The firedoor also is high. This design necessitates

an extremely long smokebox, the distance from the front tube

sheet to the forward edge of the smokebox ring being 7 ft.

3 ins. A maximum length of 16 ft. 6 ins. was fixed for the

flues, and the diameter was fixed at 2 ins. In arranging the

equalizer system -a bar was carried across the engine in front

of the ash pan, to which the longitudinal trailing truck equal-

izers connect. In the trailing truck a lateral movement of

5 ins. is provided, and this without a radius bar or anything

which will give a radial movement. This truck consists of a

very simple construction of two boxes placed between jaws,

ili«- centering effect being obtained by the use of rollers. Not
counting the rollers, the truck is in four parts. This con-

si nut ion will be referred to again in detail. The chief feature

of interest is the fact that the engine was designed through-

out, and built by the road, this being the only railroad in the

country which has adopted this policy, which was not at all

uncommon years ago. If the narrow firebox and long smoke-
box prove satisfactory in service, durrent practice will be

shown to be wrong. The chief dimensions are presented in

the Following table, which also includes the tractive effort and
adhesive ratio;

Passenger Locomotives, C. M. & St. Paul Ry., 4-6-2 Type.
Gauge of track 4 ft. St.. ins.

Cylinders 23 ins. by 26 ins.
Driving wheels, diameter 72 ins.
Weight on driving wheels 142,000 lbs.
Weight of engine, total 218.000 lbs.
Weight of tender loaded 125,600 lbs.

dI engine and tender 313,GOO lbs.
Wheel base of engine 32 ft. 5 ins.
Driving wheel base 17 fl. 1 In.

Wheel base of engine and tender 60 ft.

Bi Hi i pressure T. .200 lbs.
Boiler plates, steel, thickness '•', in.
Firebox plates, thickness >.'. in.. % in. and 5- 1 6 in.
Firebox, length and width . . .41% in T>y !-; in
Firebox, depth 70'/, in. and si in.
Staying radial
Flues, number 363
Flues, length d; it, i; ins.
Flues, diameter In

Heating surfai e, the 3,136 Bq. ft.

Heating urface, firebox i

Hi at total 3,381.6 si| ft." ' 35 8 sq n
t fits! ring 7 j ins.

''enter ol boilei above rail
i

Steam ports I

Exhaust ports _ i

.

bridges Iv ins.
A

Valve travel ,; ,

Steam lap i j n _

Exhaust lap (negative) .% in!
Driving journals 9 ins. bv I In

Crank pin journals, front r> ins. by 4>:. ins.
Crank pin journals, main....6% Ins. by 7 ins. and 7 '/. ins. bv 4 :1"; ins.
Engine truck wheels ".

Trailing wheels 42 ins.
Tender coal capacity 10 tons
Tender water capacity 7,000 gallons
Tractive effort 32,500 lbs
Ratio of adhesion 4.3,5
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ANGUS LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR SHOPS, MONTREAL

Canadian Pacific Railway.

(For previous article, see page 37.)

Powkb Plant.—The power plant is in a 100 by 160 ft. build-

ing, divided into a boiler and an engine room by a longi-

tudinal wall. The boiler room has seven Babcock & Wilcox

boilers of 416 h.p. each, at 150 lbs. pressure and one 300 h.p.

of the same make, with a pressure of 300 lbs., intended for use

in testing locomotives and provided with reducing valves for

use with the other boilers. Four boilers have Neemes' shaking

grates arranged for hand firing and also to receive shavings

from an extensive shavings exhaust system from the planing

mill and cabinet shop. Three boilers have Babcock & Wilcox

chain grate stokers. Induced draft is furnished by two 10-ft.

Sturtevant fans, used in connection with an 8-ft. steel stack

high. The fans run at about 200 r.p.m., and work in

connection with two Green economizers, which are connected

to all of the eight boilers. The boilers connect to a 12-iu.

boiler room header. Feed water is supplied by two 12 by

7 by 12 in. Northey feed pumps and two 6 by 3% by 6 in. feed

pumps are provided specially for the high pressure boiler.

Coal is discharged in front of the boilers from a trestle out-

side of the building. Ashes pass into the hoppers at the floor,

from which they are emptied into cars on a track in the tun-

nel under the boiler room floor, reaching an air hoist outside

of the building for dumping the cars into freight cars on a

e track. Tunnels run from the power house to the most

important buildings, carrying the steam pipes, water pipes

and drainage returns from the various buildings.

Along the boiler room wall, the full length of the engine

room, is a large pit. which provides for all of the pumps and

piping connected therewith, and this is depressed about 6 ft. 6 in.

below the main engine room floor. It is spanned by gratings

for passage ways over it. The main engines, three in number,

are of 750 h.p.; in addition to these there is one 375 h.p. auxil-

iary. All of them run at 150 rev. per min. In the drawings

and iihotographs of the power house the arrangement of pip-

ine is shown. This power plant was designed by Mr. Henry

Oodmark, Messrs. Ross & Holgate, acting as consulting en-

glneerc.

Genebators \M> Bnqines.—Canadian Genera] Electric Com-

pany's apparatus is installed throughout. Both alternating

and direct current systems are used, the latter only for the

and a few individual tool drives. The alternating cur-

3-phase, 60-cycle and 000-550 volts, the direct current

: 2 volts. Generating apparatus is installed as

Tin' of 500 k.w, nominal rating; voltage, full

i
i min . 150 direct - onnected to

Robb-Armstrong cross-compound non-condensing engines hav-

ing 21 and 33 by 21 in. cylindei Oni alternator of 250 k.w.

nominal rating; voltage, full load 600; amperi 140; rev. per

min . 150, dl a Robb Arm
I rong noi li n

:,^in'- having 1* by 21 in. cylind I o D. C. gene-

al i ii ii load,

n dlrei i con

• Robb-Armstrong non-condensing is by 20 In en-

Two ex< Iter sets giving I

full loa 400; running at 230 rev, per min., each

direct connected to a Robb-Ann trong 10 bj 12 fa noi

Swni in/. Mm The board has 1 A C. generator, 1 \ C

ng, 10 A. C. fei D. C nerator

Ian

for an additional 01 and

Lt 1 bomn '.11 inn

C totaling and ill" gem
.....

cator. All the A. C. panels have double throw oil switch cir-

cuit breakers with time relays, connecting to either the main
or auxiliary sets of bus bars. Series-arc lamps are used only for

yard lighting, the shop lamps being fed from the power cir-

cuits.

Motors—The A. C. motors aggregating 4,495 rated h.p. are

of the constant speed induction type, with the exception of

three motors, aggregating 70 h.p. which have secondary re-

sistance external to the motors. All are wound for 550 volts.

They range in size from 3 to 100 h.p. The direct current
motors, aggregating 821 h.p., working on a voltage of 250, are

used on the cranes, with the exception of 100 h.p. for individual

tool drives in the locomotive shop. These have a 2 to 1 speed
variation by means of variable field resistance. The distribu-

tion of the motors is shown in the motor table. Induction
motors are used almost exclusively for driving groups and in-

dividual machines, with the exception of the cranes. The
high efficiency of these motors, their durability and relatively

low cost from repairs, led to their selection in preference to

other types for the requirements of nearly constant speed and
fairly uniform load. They are not readily adaptable to vari-

able speed as required for individual machine drives, and when
they are given variable speed characteristics the speed de-

pends too largely upon the load. Woodworking machinery
and group driving of machine tools and individual driving of

tools requiring constant speed and fairly constant load, con-

stitute the A. C. motor field.

MOTOR DISTRIBUTION.
Alternating Current Induction Motobs.

f Rated Horsepower of Motors. ^

Individual Group Fans and
Shop. Drives. Drives. Blowers. Total.

Planing mill S00 500 340 1,640
Cabinet 90 139 50 279
Power house

—

SO 80
Truck 10 125 — 135
Car, machine and freight.. 55 190 — 245
Blacksmith 297 405 702
Grey iron foundry 3 23 50 76
Upholstery — 10 10
Passenger car — 10 — 10
Frog and switch 148 40 42 230
Boiler 118 27 40 185
Locomotive machine 220 574 794
Pattern — 20 20
Wheel foundry — 65 65
Transfer table 20 20

Totals 1.701 H.P. 3.65SH.P. 1.072 HP. 4.491 II. P.

Percentage of total 3912 37.0 23.8 100

i
'

.
>l. 'TORS.

Individual
Shop. Drives. Ci

.1 id vaj i
i — II" L10

Wheel found) y — ;;: '- 33
. machine loo —

Locomotive shop — 503 503
Grey iron, foundry — 65 65

Frog shop — L0 -10

Totals 100H.P. HH.P

Shavings Exhaust.—This planl has the most, extensive sys-

i. in of collecting and conveying shavings ever put into rail

road shops. Ai the power bouse is a storage vault sufficient

for a day's producl from the mill and cabinet shop. Shav-

ings are delivered direct from the i buildings to the bolli

n,, v maj be sen! down Into the vauli for storage. When work-

ing ai Its full capacity, building 30 livings

enough will be produced to tal e the place of L8 ton of coal In

.. ,
, ],,,,; . m Ini '" m the vaull an

livered to the bolli i bj meai tl m top of the

vn.nn and lull •
" Ml1 '"'" " "'

Tin j tern will be referred to again In i onn

i

iifflolently d

hou i in '" tailed bj C. H Gifford

In

An: COMP1 I

i-i
... B

i, . I nun
ilr per

ii. , i .
• 1

1
- eai b
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DATA CONCERNING LARGE CRANES. ANGUS SHOPS, CANADIAN PACIFIC. RAILWAY.

Motors—H.P. Speeds in feet, per mln.

Location in
Sbops.

z a
Lift of Hook. Height of Crane, tj

a

Crane
Clearance
at Center.

Erecting shop .... 2
Machine shop .... 1
Machine shop .... 1
Boiler shop 1
Midway 1
Foundry (outside). 1
Foundry (inside).. 1

76 ft. 5 ins.

51 ft. 11 ins.

51 ft. 11 ins.

76 ft. 5 ins.

77 ft. ins.

60 ft. ins.

60 ft. ins.

25 ft. 8 ins.

25 ft. 8 ins.

25 ft 8 ins.

25 ft. 8 ins.

30 ft. ins.

30 ft. ins.

22 ft. ins.

10 ft. '

6 ft. 6!, ins.

6 ft. 2 ins.

7%
3%

From the Bwitch hoard the feeder lines pass

into a 10 by l- ft. brick tower built Into the power house wall.

From there the distribution is by hare copper on poles built

up of four I / in. web plate. These are

Deluding the portii ound 8 ft. and they

provide for ike the

the blacksmith shop between the car machine and

ii<- locomotive -hop, with branch co

tions to all the other buildings. The cables are 250,000 i m
ft. spans with a Bag of -

!

t In ummer.
,,.i ended" a

The wiling In the buildings Is partially of open cleat work

o .f wire and partially i o

* Ith rubber 100 b. p ol

and near!

amp 'i

.

I he Inside Hjjhliiiij In taken from tb(

25 2

100
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ing the electro-motive force of the primary, with constant

secondary resistance—but one (5) is used here and it is not

entirely satisfactory, hut the others could not be used to ad-

vantage.

Load Factors.—In general, the generator capacity should be

slighty in excess of one-half of the total rated motor capacity.

The load factors from each department, as taken from actual

readings are: Planing mill, 61 per cent.; blacksmith shop, 31

per cent.: locomotive shop, 34 per cent.; cabinet shop. 37 per

cent.: frog shop. 26 per cent.; foundries, 70 per cent. One

of the engravings presents the output curve for the generators

for December 22. 1904. The maximum load, at 5 p. m., was

D RAILROAD JOURNAL.

PRAIRIE TYPE FREIGHT & PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE.

1
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[ 10
. »niiii :

- ins. ; tube shee:.
Firebox, water space fit -ides and back, 4 ins.
Tubes, number
Tubes, diameter 2 1

4 ins.
Tubes, length .19 ft.

Tubes, gauge No. 11
, tubes 3.343 sq. ft.

- e, firebox 170.9 sq. ft.

e, total 3,513 9 sq. ft.

Exhaust pipe
Smoke staek, top above rail ..-

° ....!.'!..'

!

'. !l5 ft,

TENDER.

water bottom
"Wheels, diameter 33 ins.
Journals, diameter and length 51., s 10 ins.
Tender frame 12 In. channel
Water capacity s.000 ^gals.
Coal capacity 13 t0U3 .

PRAIRIE TYPE PASSENGER AND FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVE.—C. B. & Q. RY.

a by F. H. Class, Superintendent of Motive Power. Amewca* Locomotive Company, Bb cS wohks Builders
C. B. Tocng, Mechanical Engineer.

-1 1 l"\ I ill: II 1 VI IMU-It \Mi VALVE CUES!
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NEW ROUNDHOUSES AT ELKHART.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway.

(.For previous article see page 42.)

It is significant of the progress in roundhouse construction

and equipment that the houses at Clinton, Iowa, Chicago &
Northwestern (American Engineer, January, 1901, page 25) at

Collinwood, Ohio, Lake Shore & Michigan Southern (October,

1901, page 305) and at Rensselaer, N. Y. (February, 1902, page

49) are already obsolete and offered little of interest in drawing

up the plans of the new houses at Elkhart.

The present problem is to provide a house which may be

heated and ventilated and then to equip it with the best pos-

sible facilities for rapid work. The roundhouse has really be-

come a shop for running repairs and the housing function is

secondary. Because of their importance special attention is

given, in this description, to the boiler washing and water

changing system.

Washout System.—This interesting system includes two

sets of heaters in an annex to the power house combined with

piping extending through the pipe tunnel entirely around both

roundhouses. The tunnel piping consists of an 8-in. blow-off

and 4-in. hot and cold water pipes. Connections are brought

from the main pipe tunnel to each post in both roundhouses,

consisting of a 2-in. cold water pipe, a 2-in. hot water pipe,

a 4-in. blow-off and a 1-in. air pipe. At each post is an assem-

bling connection, or monitor, which is shown in Fig. 7 and again

in Fig. 9. At each of the posts connections are provided for

blowing-off from the water leg and from the dome, and both hot

and cold water are available for washing out and filling up.

The operation of the system is illustrated by an ideal diagram,

Fig. 12, simplified to show the principles. Seven separate

conditions are illustrated. The locomotive at the left is con-

nected for blowing down the water only. This passes through

the Sin. pipe to the lower or preliminary heater, the overflow

passes to the sewer, and vapor from the surface passes away

through the upper or steam heater. The pump shown in this

engraving is connected to the cold water suction. It will pump

cold water to each post in the roundhouse, or it will pump
cold water into the coil in the lower heater from which

it passes to the coil in the steam heater and thence into the

hot water main to all the posts for washing out or filling

boilers. By this arrangement the heat from the blow-off water,

or from steam blown from the domes of the locomotives, is

utilized to heat water for washing and filling. Live steam may

be applied to the upper or closed~heater in case it is required.

The second locomotive in Fig. 12 is connected for blowing

down the water on both sides of the fire box and blowing off

steam from the dome. The third is connected for blowing off

Steam from the dome only. The fourth for washing out. The

fifth for changing water under pressure, in which case the

dome connection brings hot water into the boiler. The sixth

is connected for refilling with hot water, and the seventh for

washing out with hot water.

This system can furnish water at a temperature of 350

deg. by applying live steam to the upper heater, but usually

neat from blowing off will be entirely sufficient with-

ing live steam. When changing the water it is done

without drawing fires. It is not the intention to knock down

the fires when the water is to be changed, the water being

blown off at. about 100 lbs. pressure and the amount blown out

from the bottom of the boiler replaced at the top with water

heated to 350 deg. About half an hour would be required for

this water changing, and this installation is expected to

greatly reduce the number of times of washing out; it will

also relieve the boiler from destructive stresses from cooling

down and will save about 75 per cent, of the fuel required to

get up steam again. Both heaters combined have a capacity of

5.200 gallons of water. The water and steam blown off from an

ordinary locomotive will raise 5,200 gallons, the combined

capacity of both heaters, from 50 to 210 deg. Washing out

is done with water at a temperature of from 110 to 135 deg.

About 3,000 gallons are required to thoroughly wash a boiler,

1,500 gallons of hot water from the heaters mixed at the turret
with say 1,500 gallons of cold water. About 2,500 gallons are

required to fill the larger locomotive to 2 gages. In ordinary
service probably about 2,000 gallons will be used in washing
out. In view of the fact that 1% hours must be allowed to

getting steam up to 110 lbs. from cold water the importance
of the improvements described on page 42 of the February
number is readily realized.

Connections for the steam domes to the monitors are made
through 3-in. pipes extending up the posts, branching into 3-in.

pipes in each direction, reduced to 2^-in. pipes for the second
pit at each side of the monitor. Down connections of 2-in.

pipe reach the domes by means of flexible joints. These are

attached to the dome blow-off nipples by means of couplings

having interrupted threads for rapid attachment.

In order to keep the hot water circulating in the round-

house piping a 1-in. circulating pipe runs from the ends of the

hot water mains in the roundhouse to the power house, con-

sisting of four pipes in all, each fitted with and controlled by a

thermostatic valve, which closes automatically when the water

at the terminals of the hot water mains reaches 200 deg. These

open automatically when the temperature falls below this

point. These valves are in the power house and thermometer

cups permit the attendants to keep watch of the temperatures.

The circulating pipes discharge into the pump suction, thus

keeping the hot water pipes at a temperature of 200 deg. or

above.

Provisions are made for taking care of the sludge from the

hot wells and also to flush out the roundhouse blow-off pipe

with water under pressure.

Steam Blower Picim,.—A 3-in. steam main is carried around

the houses and connected to a 4-in. main in the pipe conduit.

From the overhead main 1-in. pipe connections are brought

down to about 6 ft. from the floor and are fitted at the top and

bottom with flexible joints for conveying the steam to blower

pipes on the locomotives. In this way steam may be attached

to any blower in either of the houses. The valves are at the

3-in. main and are controlled from the floor by means of Vj-

in. round rods with universal joints. This 3-in. main is

located 35 ft. from the outer wall of the building and is at-

tached to the roof trusses.

Air Pipe System.—Three-quarter-in. air pipes are brought

to each of the drop pits. The main air pipes are brought

through the pipe conduits to the roundhouse. A 2-in. air pipe*

extends around each house and is led to the monitors, ter-

minating in connections fitted with Westinghouse cut-out cocks.

Air Signal Test.—The passenger house is piped along the

inner walls so that each passenger engine air signal may be

tested-with a loop of piping equivalent to that of a lfi-car

train. This pipe is looped down at the inside w-all of the house

on alternate posts to within 6 ft. of the floor, so that a hose

connection may be made to the tender coupling. This signal

testing line is charged from the main air pipe. At each en-

gine it is equipped with a Westinghouse conductor's valve and

with a gage, the piping being so arranged that each engine

can be cut into the air signal loop at any pit by means of the

valves shown in Fig. 6. These facilities render it possible

to test the locomotive signal at the house, so that repairs can be

made if necessary before the engine couples to the train. Un-

certainty as to the condition of an engine equipment is thus

eliminated when the test is made after coupling to the train.

Steam Heating.—The buildings are heated by direct steam,

using exhaust steam from the power house and live steam

from the boilers. A 6-in. main runs around the passenger

house and an 8-in. main serves the freight house. The house?

are heated by radiators in the pits, in the drop pits and round

the houses under the windows. The returns are brought to

vacuum pumps in the power house, there are no valves in the

connections between the radiators and the vacuum returns, the

openings being of a proper size to automatically take care of

condensations.
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Fig. 3

SECTIONS THBOUGB PITS AND TUNNEL.

A temperature of 60 deg. F. is guaranteed throughout all of

the buildings in zero weather. All the ordinary pits have five

coils of 2-in. pipe on each side and across the ends. On the

outside wall beneath the windows a four-coil radiator. 20 ft.

long, is placed opposite each pit. In the pits the pipes are

protected by overhanging rail supports, as shown in the cross

pipixn ini: it - 1

1

i
"-

1 mos i mi!-- i \

|OI -I

. |.
•

i • : Pbi ari provl led

with four i

• pip extend around the

wallM. Tin- r«-«-'l pipe tot Hi<- radlatoi column l*xi the round

i nriH In ib<- main tunnel a portli n •! the rool

i with a grating, which maket UiIb steam main b •

'it Mi<- heating iysu m, 1 e pipes are a

a' one Ida of fh<- conduit, so that dlrl which may fall through

the grating rnay not reach 'I"- |ii|>'"t Thl» tunnel may be

. from end to end v,iin water toi cleaning Tb

ater from tbi

I.—DOME CONNECTION FOR BLOWING OFF
AND FELLING BOILERS.
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the feed water heater in the boiler and is

used for feeding the boilers. Three lbs. back

pressure is used at the power house. A
steam pipe is run out to the ash pits for

use in thawing out ash pans when accessary.

Calculations for the heating system were

made on a basis of S boiler h.p. per stall for

heating. There are 665 ft. of 2-in. pipe in

each pit. One square foot of pipe heating

surface was allowed for 100 cu. ft. of volume

of the roundhouses. Each stall has 475 sq.

ft. of radiating surface. For the office build-

ing, shop and other rooms a somewhat

smaller proportion was allowed.

The washout, heating and other piping

systems were designed by the mechanical de-

partment of the railroad company and were

completely furnished and applied by the Erie

Heating Company of Chicago. The in-

assembling connections, or monitors, for the

posts in the roundhouse, were devised by Mr.

R. B. Kendig, mechanical engineer of the

road.
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Liiun.Nv.—The general lighting is by means of enclosed

arc lamps at each post near the engine cabs. Sockets for port-

ao.e connections are provided at each post. Fig. 9— (1), and at

side of each of the fire wa.is two incandescent lamps are

provided and one receptacle for a plug. The wiring inside of

the house is all protected in piping. The distributing mains

pass around the roof outside of the building to posts over

each pit, Fig. y— (3), thus keeping the wires entirely out of the

influence of the gases. Four arc lamps are used for inside

lighting and 9 for outside. Electric power is at the present

time secured from the Elkhart electric Company. It is re-

ceived at 2.2oo volts, 7,200 alternations and 60 cycles and is

tiansformed to ±±0 volts and 2-phase for lighting and 440 volts

and 3-phase for the motors. A 20-h.p. motor operates the

marhine shop. Two 10-h.p. motors drive the two turntables

and three motors are used at the coaling station and 20 h.p

tor hoist.ng coal and 5 h.p. for operat.ng the mixer and 3

h.p. for hoisting sand.

Hts.—Eight drop pits in all are provided, four driviu

and iour truck pits in each house. These are arranged so that

three independent driving wheel and three independent truck

wheel pits are available in each, and one track in each house

has a driving wheel and truck wheel pit upon the same, track.

These pits are equipped with pneumatic telescope air jacks,

similar to those in use by the C, B. & Q. and C. & X. W. rail-

ways. The heating piping for the drop pits is continued on

one side of all the pits in each house; the piping on the other

side is cut up into sections at the drop pits and other pits;

only one valve is used to control the heating; the outlets of

this piping connect to the vacuum pumps. The purpose of so

many drop pits is to prevent delays of engines which may re-

quire work on wheels or boxes. As stated in another para-

graph a great deal of repair work will be done here.

Smoke Jacks.—These jacks are of an original design, having
a cross section 50 x 36 ins. at the roof, tapering to 10S x 36

ins. at the bottom, where the jack is flared to 12 ft. x 5 ft. G

ins. An annular opening 6 ins. wide around the jack at the

roof allows smoke and steam to escape out of the peak of the

building. They are of wood, protected by asbestos paint and
are very effective.

Boileb House Equipment—Three 264-h.p. Cahall, horizontal

water tube boilers furnish steam. They are equipped with

shaking grates. The stack is steel, 125 ft. high with a con-

crete base 17 ft. nigh. It is lined its whole length with tire-

brick, backed by ordinary brick. A 200-ft. Franklin compressor
furnishes compressed air and two Fairbanks-.^orse duplex

feed pumps with 7 and 4>2 by 10 in. cylinders, such having a

capacity for feeding 900 h.p. of boilers are supplied. Feed
water Is passed through a No. 26 Cochrane feed heater.

MACHINE BHOF EQUIPMENT.
1—16 in. by 6 ft. DavU engine latbe.
1—30 In. by 14 ft. Schumacher & Boye lathe.
1—24 In. Aurora sliding bead drill

|

1—48 in. Dresses, plain radial drill.
1—48 in. by 8 in. Kcyptone grinder.
1—Oster band pipe machine (1 to 4 in. pipe).
1—Hydraulic bushing presi.
2—40 in. forges for blacksmith and coppersmith.
1—24 In. Flatber shaper.
1—surface plate.
1—upsetting block.
1—anrii.
4—portable work benches.
1—1.000 Ib«. Jib crane (bla'ksmlth >

1— 200 lb*. Bradley compact hammer
1—No. 3 Buffalo type B Tolume blower.

3 Underwood portable cylinder bead faring ma. nine
' nderwood portable cylinder boring ber.

1—No. 2 Underwood portable crank pin truing machine.
In fnderwood »alre «eat planer.

ton Franklin portable hoists
' - loading material on tender tanks.

Hyatt r'.lkT Uarlngn for all line hartlng

am turn an average of [ffil locomoth

day. Thlx shop equipment la Intended to provide for all run-

ning n angina tiros, whole or parts of

! binery, neceaaltated by •

ire of ;i i hut genera

breakage* All main lln<- paaaenger locomi

I f'hl<-aj?o and all through freight '-nt-inns bel

I

.

here which waa formerly done at Air Line Jun<

tion, Toledo and Englewood. By this concentration the forces

will be brought together at Elkhart and the work of washing

out and repairing will be greatly facilitated.

This is not an inexpensive roundhouse plant, hut it is fully

justified as a business proposition in the returns which will

come from prompt terminal service and the saving of wear and

tear of boilers incident to the usual methods of washing out.

The admirable oil house system and other details will be de-

scribed later.

Mi i Tim. Ice With Hot Water.—A by no means unimpor-

tant additional advantage of this hot-water service at Elk-

hart has just been brought to our attention. In the recent

cold weather an engine came in for roundhouse work on the

machinery and under trucks. It was a mass of ice, with

tender springs rigidly frozen up and the motion w
s
ork inac-

cessible from ice. The engine was wanted in an hour. Ordi-

narily, the ice would not be melted off in two or more hours.

By turning a stream of hot water on it, the ice vanished in a

few minutes, and the engine was ready in less than one hour.

Best Foku of Engiwe Hoises.—In a report to the Associa-

tion of Railway Superintendents of Bridges and Buildings, the

following advantages' of rectangular and round engine houses

were enumerated:

Rectangular Engine Houses.—1. Economy of ground space

;>ied.

2. Uniform room at front and rear of engines while in house,

making it easier to work on engines.

: Economy in construction of walls, floor and possibly

roof.

4. Economy in piping for heating, water, steam and light-

ing.

J. Opportunities for pit drainage, which could be straight,

open drain under transfer table.

6. Erecting shop, machine and washout section can be in

connection with engine house, and either can be utilized as

circumstances may require, thus concentrating buildings, men
and tools.

7. Only one, or perhaps two, outside doors required; less

heating and repairs.

8. .More open to inspection and more uniform light.

9. Xo trouble with turntable radial tracks in winter.

10. Less trouble with snow and ice in turntable pits and

around engine house doors.

Circular Engine Houses.—1. Close proximity to turntable,

making the despatching of engines a matter of very little

delay.

-. The handling of one engine between house and turntable

without any relation to any other part of the house.

3. Saving of expense of transfer table and cost of operating.

1. Economy of ground space when track approaches and

Diitside turntable for rectangular engine houses are considered.

The steam roads on which electrification is clearly advla-

ahle Include (II Line? operating very frequent trains and hav-

ing numerous stops. (2) Tunnel roads, where electrification

is advisable for the sake of ventilation, irrespective of operat-

ing costs. (3) Terminals in large cities, especially if partly

tunnels i\< Lines on which, from fran-

iditions, the u i is not permissible.

That class in which electrification is at present inadvisable

Include Mi All trunk lines operating under usual conditions

and normal distribution - Gen-

ains r.t

than 30 m In econo-

mic interest

and depreciation on i " t thereol v71tn train- operating more

frequently than « headway Individual cases may
(2) Brai Ing largely or

. on freight traffic and 01 on which -.

mtlal nci isi i': pa

I by such more frequen'

bie / Wh '
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON POWER.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway.

DESCRIPTION* in' ST.VMlAlil) TYPES OF LOCOMOTIVES.

(For previous article see page 40.)

The committee proposed seven standard locomotives as a

basis for the purchase of power for these lines for the im-

mediate future. These include a heavy and medium weight

consolidation, two ten-wheel classes, Pacific type, Atlantic

type and a six-wheel switcher. These locomotives are repre-

sented in the accompanying table of comparative dimensions,

and five of the seven are shown in the outline diagrams.

Heavy Consolidation.—This locomotive is recommended for

very slow freight trains on grades as great as 1 per cent., its

weight being up to the present capacity of bridges and tracks.

This resembles locomotives already in service, but the corn-

mil tee recommends a reduction of steam pressure from 200 to

185 lbs., in order to reduce boiler repairs. (It should be

tractive effort, may be more generally depended upon than

any other type of locomotive. The present Rock Island engine

No. 801 (See American Engineer, October, 1903, page 351)

is taken as a basis for this design. The cylinders are 22 in-

stead of 21 ins.; the tractive power increased from 28,600

lbs. to 31.000 lbs.; the total weight from 195,000 to 203,000, and
the trailing truck with an inside bearing gives place to one

with outside bearings. The grates are 68 ins. wide, being

uniform with the others.

Atlantic Type Fast Passenger.—This engine is similar to

the C. & E. I. engines built at the Schenectady works, except

that 73 instead of 79-in. drivers are suggested, the steam
pressure is reduced to 185 lbs., and the firebox reduced to 68

ins. in width, so that standard grate bars may be employed.

(The width of all fireboxes in this series of designs is uni-

formly 68 ins.) This engine is designed so that 79-in. wheels

may be applied in future with as few alterations as possible.

With the possibility of grade reductions, the elimination of

grade crossings and the application of interlocking, the use

of 79-in. wheels will probably be necessary in future, there-

foie it is desirable to provide for the change.

PROPOSED STANDARD LOCOMOTIVES.

Comparisons.

Design by number
Class
'Class by name
Gauge (It. and ins)
Weight on drivers
Weight on truck
Weight on trailer
Weight, total
Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total engine
Wheel base, total engine and tend
Length over all

Cylinders, diameter by stroke....
Cylinders, spread
Driving wheels, diameter
Driving wheel centers, diameter..
Driving wheel centers, material..
Driving journals
Trailing wheels, diametei
Trailing journals
Engine truck wheels
Engine truck journals
Frames, width
Boiler, type
Boiler, diameter o d.. first ring..
Boiler, pressure
Fire box, length and width
Tubes, number of and diameter. . .

Tillies, I lilekn. s

Tubes, length
I leal ing -nrla. e, lubes
Heating surface, firebox
1 [eat Ing surface, total

Grate surface
Tractive power
Factor of adhesion
Center of boiler, from rail

Tender frame
Tender wheel, diameter
Tender truck, type
Tendi r journals
lank, I ype
Tank, water i ipai it]

2-8-0
Consol.

180,000
20,000

2IMI.MUIJ

17-n
26-0
IS

69- I"
22 x 30
88 ins.

57 ins.

50 ins.

Cast steel

L0 & 9 I LZ

33 ins.

6 x 12
4% ins.

Ex. W. T.

70% Ins.

is." lbs

107% x il-ij

383-2
No. I I

15 6
3,092

Abl. 174
3,266

I S
I I I

I'll. i, Me 1

33 in

Arch bar

2-8-0
Consol.
4-8%
160,000
22,000

182,000
17-0
25-6
58-3
68-1

22 x 30
86 ins.

63 in.

56 ins.

9x12

13 In

i

i, in

Ex. W. T.

185 Hi

96% x 67%

No 1 1 .

15-10

Abl i:..-|

2.794
I 1 89

36.200
4.42
116

Channel
33 mi

Arch bar
5% x I"

u .il.
. 1.

1
i,

4-6-0
10-wheel
4-8%

133,200
43,800

177.000
15-0

25-8
57-2
67-4
22x26
86 Ins.

63 ins.

50 ins.

Casl steel

9x12

30 ins.

il x 12
1 '

. in

Ex. W. T.
66 ins.

1ST. lb s.

96% x 67%

No. 1 I

.

1 1 2
2.441

Abi 154

t I 89
I too
4 'J I

I I I

Channel

Arch bar
i 10

Watei 1 1 1 1 1 1

.

i. gal

4-6-0
10-wheel

134,000
44,000

178,000
15-0
25-8
57-2
67-4
22x26
86 ins.

69 ins.

62 ins.
Cast steel

9x12

33 ins.
il x 12
I '., in

Ex. W. T.
66 ins

1 85 lbs.

96% x 67 'I
331-2
No. 1 1.

14-2
2.4 11

Abt. 104
2,595

I I 89
28,680

I .,7

111
I'b. inn. !

36 In

A i I. i.,i i

.
'

i 10

12

4-6-2
Pacific
4-8%
136,000
33,000
34,000

203,000
12-4

62-2
71-8
22x26
86 ins.

69 Ins.
- 62 ins.

9% &9
49 ins.

8 x 14
33 Ins.
(I x 12
I

'., ni-

Ex. W. T.
66 Ins

! lbs

96% \ il.
! i

300-2
No. 11.
IS 7

Abt 154
3,073

I 1 89
31.000

-,

113%
Channel
36 ins.

An b b.il

.
I

, I
1

1

\\ .II.
I

I.I III

'

4-4-2
Atlantic

I -SI,
102,000
42,500
37,500

1S2.000
7-0

27-5%
58-8%
68-8%
21x26
86 ins.

73 ins.

66 ins.
Cast steel

9% x 12
45 ins.

8x14
36 iii-

6 X 12
A i, ins.

Straight
72 ins.
1ST, lb.

I'b's x t.7',',

320-2
No. 11.

2,667
Abt. 154
2.S21

1 1 89
24.700
4.14
ins

Channel
36 in.

Arch bar
5% x 10

Water btm.
6,000 gaTs.

0-6-0
wheel swi.

4-8'.'.

138,500

138,500
11-0
11-0

41-9%
57-5%
20 x 26
85 ins.

51 Ins.

44 ins.

Cast iron
9x 12

4 ins.

Straight
62% ins.

I SCI lbs,

59% x67%
- 234-2

No. It.
15-0
1.828
1 08
1.936
27.8
31,200
4.44
107 ' •

Channel
33 in

Arch bar
5 x 9

Sloping tik

1,500 Kais.

noted thai the committee recommends is:, lbs. boiler pressure
for all their standard locomotives, with the exception of the.

Pacific type, which will be referred to again.) The heavy
consolidation locomotive will be used for grades and coal

traffic, where the movement of trains is slow, and where 57-in.

wl Is and a tractive effort of m.i lbs. will be required.
Mi mi m Consolidation.—Th'is is a much lighter engine, and

Is recommended Eor use on a large portion of the lines where
the condition of track and bridges will not permit of using
the heavier locomotive. Its tractive effort is 36,200.

Ten-Wheei hi signs Two I il- designs are recommend-
ed, so arranged thai with no other changes, except in the

diameter of the wheels, a passenger locomotive may be made
available for fasl freight service. This engine is not too
heavy to be run generallj ovei the entire system. With 69-

in, drivers the tractive effort will be 28,680 lbs., and with
63 in. wheels II will be 31,400 lbs., giving a factor of adhesion
of 4.24.

Pacific; Ti pi For very heavj pa a dii i

ions with steep grades this type, with a deep firebox ami large
i of heating surface, great steaming capacity, and high

Six-Wheel Switcher. The present Rock Island heavy

switching engine has proved satisfactory and suitable for the

general conditions. The proposed engine is generally similar

in all respects. The following recommendations have 1 n

made to apply to all engines:

si \ M. \i: m i. ssloxs RECOMMENDED GENERALLY FOR All, l.xc.l \KN.

Driving Wheel Ci «ters.—44-in. diameter, cast iron; 50-in.

diameter, cast iron, except main; 56-in diameter, cast steel;

62-in. diameter, casl steel; 66-ln diameter, casl steel; 72 in

diameter casl steel.

Distance between all driving weel hubs. 55 ins.

Tires.—All tires Master Mechanics' standard contoui and

flange 5% ins. wide. All driving lires 3% ins. thick.

Driving Amis, Wheel fit % in. larger than diameter Of

journal.

Journal Boxes. End plaj made by reducing width of box:

!l x 12 ins, !ii,. \ 12 ins. Ml x 12 ins. All sizes to be designed

lor 5 in. wieli li of Frame.

ioni.im, 'in
i

ii in Lance between hubs of wheels. 52 ins.
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Dt'SICX NO. 1.—HEAVY CONSOLIDATION.

DESIGN NO. 3.—10-WHEEL PASSENGER.

DESIGN NO. 5—PACIFIC TYPE PASSENGER.

===
DESIGN no, ''..-ATLANTIC TYPE PASSENGER.

i

'

i <
•

1 1 r i:

DARD DESIGNS APOPTBD Q\ ROCK ISLAND POW1
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Nominal outside diameter of wheels, 30 ins., 33 ins. and 36

ins. Actual diameter of centers, 24% ins. for 30-in.; 27% ins.

for 39-in.; 30% ins. for 36-ia.. Journals, 6 x 12. Wheel fit,

% in. larger than diameter of journals. Wheel hub, 7 ins.

thick.

Boiler.—Radial stay. Staybolts, %-in., spaced 3%-in. cen-

ters. Outside rows may be 1 in. Flues, 2 ins. in diameter.

Spaced 2 T
S ins. at firebox; 2% ins. may be used at front flue

sheet, if necessary. Water space, 4%-in. sides, back and front.

Width of all fieboxes to be 68 ins., inside ring.

Te.ndebs.—For switching engines, 4.500 gals.; tank sloping

back 19 ft. 6 ins. x 9 ft. 10 ins. For road engines, 6,000 gals.,

tank 24 ft. x 10 ft.; 7,000 gals., tank 24 ft. x 10 ft. All dimen-

sions inside plates.

Tender Tkuck Axles.—M. C. B. standard, with journals

5x9 ins. for 4,500 gal. tanks, 5% ins. x 10 ins. for 6,000 and

7,000-gal. tanks. Center of gravity of the tenders to be kept

as low as possible. Consider height of 31% ins. from top of

track to underside of channels for frames having 33-in. and

36-in. wheels.

Cabs.—All engines to have steel cabs. Consider present

Rock Island practice.

Cylinders.—Transverse centers 85 ins. for switchers, 86 ins.

for Atlantic Pacific, medium consolidations, mogul and 10-

wheel engines, 8S ins. for heavy consolidations.

Frames.—Center to center for frames, 43 ins. for all engines,

using 12-in. boxes.

Standard Tapers.

Bolts, 1-16 in 12.

Piston rods for crossheads and piston ends, % in 12.

Wrist pins in crossheads, % in 12. •

Eccentric rod pins in link, % in 12.

Mud plugs, 12 threads, % in 12.

Brass fittings screwed in boiler, 12 threads, % in 12.

(To be continued.)

Locomotive Wind Resistance.—By applying Mr. Aspinall's

formula (P = 0.003V-) Mr. C F. D. Marshall, in a communica-
tion to The Engineer, has worked out the resistance due to .the

air against an area of 10 sq. ft. of an English locomotive front

end as follows:

Pressure. InSpeed
miles per
hour.

lb. i 16
square teet.

50 120
00 172.8 .

70 235.2 .

80 307.2 .

90 388.8 .

100 480

Additional
horse-power
required.

16
27.6
43.9
65.5
93.3

128

WATER SOFTENING.

Control and Results eeom a Chemical Standpoint.

BY G. M. CAMPBELL, P. & L. E. R. R.

{Continued from page 52.)

After the weekly reports are received and the samples for-

warded to laboratpry are tested, a summary report is made out.

A sample report Eor the week ending October 29, 1904, is shown

in Fig. 4, size of sheet being 8 x 10% ins. This report is for

record, the daily and weekly reports are tor temporary use.

Special attention is directed to the column "Average charge.

pounds per i gallons." As explained in the foot note the

first figure shows the actual amount used per 1.000 gallons,

this, multiplied by the amount of water pumped gives the total

THE PITTSBURGH & l*,._ ^..,c hAILROAD COMPAUr

suMiunr hipoht or water sorrEnme plants,

Por mt imUng <QcJ- Z t

'

190*

amount of soda or lime used. The second figure gives the

amount actually used by the attendant for each 1 deg. per 1,000

gals, and the third figure the amount that the table calls for

for each 1 deg. The relation between the second and third

figures shows whether or not the attendant is attending prop-

erly to the charging; a small variation is allowable and is ex-

pected, for example, 5 charges may have been put in during

one week and water for only 4% charges put through; the

next week the balance would probably be on the other side.

The soda rate for all the plants ex< ept Whitsett ..unction was

changed at end of October to 0.100 lbs. per 1 deg. per 1.000 gals.

The lime rate is apparently very high at McKees Rocks; this

is due to the fact that the acidity is not taken into account,

if it was the rate would be the same as the others. The lime

rate in the sample report is slightly high at all points. It has
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'iiue been reduced lo about 0.056 lbs. per 1 deg. per 1,000 gals., chemical ating depends altogi

which is nearly the minimum allowable with S3 per cent. lime. tial quantity of the water and the price of soda ash and lime.

Tae soda rate may also be somewhat reduced, perhaps down boua ash at present, December, 1904, costs f. o. b. Pittsbu

to about 0.096 lbs. per 1 deg. per 1,000 gals. The figures for 0.78 cents per lb., and lime u.42 cents, allowing an average ol

hardness, etc., under word "Pumper" are from the weekly re- 185 lbs. of lime per barrel. The cost of treating any water is

port sheets, those under 'Chemist" are obtained from the tests found by obtaining from the summary report sheet the amount

of samples shipped to the laboratory. A certain variation is of lime and soda used per 1,000 gals, and multiplying by the

expected in the rawvwater. owing to the matter in suspension in values above. The costs per 1,000 gals for the lu plants for the

the sample tested at the softener, which has settled out in the sample week given are: Buena Vista, 3.17 cents; C-roveton,

sample sent to the laboratorv. The 'Acidity" which partly or 1-45 cents; Haselton, 1.18 cents; McKees Rocks, 2.76 cents;

whollv represents free carbonic acid is, as might be expected. -New Castle Junction, 1.46 cents; Pittsburg, 2.32 cents; Rock

almost uniformly lower in the laboratory sample. A glance Point, 0.95 cents; Stobo, 0.58 cents; Whitsett Junction, 1.04

at this summary report conveys a very comprehensive idea of cents; Williamsburg, 2.53 cents. This gives a weighted aver-

the general working of all the plants; on it are based all age for all plants of 1.85 cents per 1,000 gals. The waste at

changes in treatment, censure or praise of attendant, etc. these plants does not at present (December) exceed 3 per

Chemical supplies for the various plants are forwarded at cent, it will later be still further reduced. To obtain the

regular intervals in a special case which contains a complete total cost per 1,000 gals., the cost for pumping and for attend-

testing outfit and a supply of all chemicals. The attendant ance should be added; these costs will vary according to the

upon receipt of the case takes out what material he requires to height the water has to be pumped and the number of

replace broken material and puts into the case the broken gallons pumped, neither item being appreciably increased

parts. To renew his supply of chemicals he takes the full «'ith a continuous process by reason of the softening. At Mc-

bottles out of the traveling case and retains bottle and all; he Kees Rocks, where water is pumped by a motor-driven turbine

puts back in the case the old bottles with the balance of the P™P. t fle cost for pumping averages about 0.4 cents, and the

chemicals they contain. In this way every plant is kept sup- cost for attendance about 0.4 cents, or a total of 0.8 cent-

plied with fresh chemical solutions accurately standardized, 1,000 gals. The cost for treating the well water at that point

and there is no danger of the solutions ever being poured into is rather high. When the river water is used it is expected

the wrong bottles or otherwise becoming inaccurate. This that the average cost for treating will not exceed 0.7 cents, so

traveling case is the middle one in Fig. 3. The apparatus car- that the total cost will then be about 1.5 cents per 1,000 gals.,

ried in it and the case lying on its side are shown in Fig. 5; a very cheap water.

size of case is 21% x 14 x 9 ins. The left hand case in Fig. The general results from a chemical standpoint may be

3 is for distilled water, which is sent out oftener than the other judged from the following figures compiled from the weekly

solutions summary reports for the two worst months, September and

By means of the summary report and the traveling supply October, of the present year. Figures are the weighted aver-

cases, the quality of the water turned out, the condition of age each week for the output of all 10 softeners:

the testing outfit and the general operation of the plant are Raw Water. , Treated Water ,

„ , . Week ending Hardness. Hardness. Alkalinity. Causticity.
known with such certainty that it frequently happens that

Sept 3> 1904 24 20 608 5 96 598
some of the plants are not visited for months at a time. The

jj
10, j 25.60 5.57 6.50 6.25

system of control as outlined may appear at first glance to be • ^i, " 25il2 6^13 6^49 6.31

intricate, difficult to follow and costly in operation, but the re- 0<
;?- |« .'.' ||;°| |;|| |;|| g;||

verse of this is the case; its workings must indeed be smooth " is] " 26.64 6.54 6.87 6.60

•i4 14 ... , .„. " 22, " 26.38 5.92 6.18 6.57
and accurate when such excellent results are obtained with a » 29, " 27.27 6.03 6.50 6.31

very minimum of personal inspection. The system of control The general average for the two months is: Hardness, 5.89;

is almost automatic in its operation and works with a precision alkalinity, 0.40; causticity, 6.53. During these two months

that is remarkable when it is considered that nearly all the the total amount of water treated was almost 100,000,000 gals,

work is done by unskilled men who have absolutely no idea The maximum variation in the treated water in the week'y

of what chemistry is, and yet who work with a minuteness and averages for hardness, alkalinity or caustii Ity was about 1 deg.

accuracy of observation that is hard to surpass; many of them or 1 part per 100,000. During these two months limiting varia-

give results differing from the laboratory by not more than tions in hardness of the raw and treated waters were:

% deg. or 1 part in 200,000. In the light of such results as Raw Water. Treated Water,

have been obtained on the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad, „
Degrees. Degrees.

, . . , . , - . ,
Buena Vista 13 to 44 3 to 9V4

it is safe to say that with a machine which is fairly accurate Groveton 19 to 25 4% to 7%
In its operation, accurate and definite-chemical results can he "^3°

Rock's"
.'.'.'.'.'.•.".'. '.'.'. 40 to 42 4% to I

obtained with any water by any man of ordinary intelligence New Castle Junction it to 18 5 " to 8

, . . , .4, , Pittsburg 17 to 35 3 to 71,4
without the assistance of a chemist except for lal R0(-k Point 14 to 20 5 to 8

analysis of the treated waier simply as a check to make cer- ^tsstt ".'.".'.'.. '.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'. to 26^ lyj to 7

tain that results thought to be obtained arc actually obtained, Williamsburg lu to 24 3 to 7%
'Very much has b'-'-n written concerning water treatment The maximum nardne ol n did not usually co

and the proper chemicals to use; all autli" e that for Incide with maximum aardne ol <>" water. The high hard-

general purposes the only available chemicals are dehydrated aess In the treated watei irily scale forming,

-odium carbonate, usually known as soda ash. and calcium as thai depended on the alinlty. The hard-

"xid", usually known as unslaked lime; •;.
i in pr~f- ness of the treated wate whal high, as for

r'Ti"! to all others simply because they are the cheapest ehemi- •
I Buena Vista, bul 11 mu inhered

which will do the work. If soda a-h and lime are used. that this was the worsl figure obtained du months

a fixed and definite amount 1= required to change a water from when tl It was only

'ondiflon to another and this amount Is absolutely Inde- water got above

pendent of the machine [I Is frequ , smaller '

' iboul 8.8 grains to the gallon

onnt than la required by the chemical equations will answer; Prom teral avera

this statement Is entirely incorrect. At the nl of the scale-forming

classes of machines ar ent, there I often a Actual ilmost 100 per cent, of the

'me In continuous plants due t<.

run fore It Ik all I" sometimes much equalled oi e alkali]

waste In soda also, owlni? to the Irregular action of the pro equalled <>r exceeded by the caustlcltj v.

portioning derii
'

With a machine, working with good commeri lal act u ly no
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scale; that for weeks ending September 17, October 1, October

8 or October 22 might or might not form scale, if scale was

formed the amount would be extremely small; that for Sep-

tember 3 would theoretically form a minute amount in boilers

under high steam pressure. The 6 deg. of hardness left in the

water forms a non-adhesive precipitate which is washed out

or blown out as sludge. From an examination of the sample

report for week ending October 29, the following information

may be obtained. During the week, in treating the 10.044,334

gals., there were neutralized or removed about 250 lbs. of sul-

phuric acid, about 2,500 lbs. of carbonic acid gas, about 17,000

lbs. of hard scale-forming matter, such as sulphate of lime

and magnesia, and about 4,700 lbs. of soft scale-forming mat-

ter, such as carbonates of lime and magnesia, and also much
mud (not shown on report). There remained in the treats..

1

water about 5,000 lbs. of carbonates of lime and magnesia

wbich would not form scale in the absence of the sulphates of

lime and magnesia and which would be precipitated as sludge.

About 20,000 lbs. of sodium sulphate, a completely soluble non-

scale-forming substance were formed in the water, besides small

amounts of common salt. The chemicals used were 16,639 lbs.

of soda and 13,662 lbs. of lime.

Water has been and is now being treated on the Pittsburg

& Lake Erie Railroad in such a way that it will form absolutely

no scale, and no deposit in injector pipes or pumps. During
the present year (1904) not one locomotive has been reported

with clogged injectors. As an example of the working cf

the water, attention may be directed to the six B. & W. 250-

h.p. water tube stationary boilers, working at 150 lbs. pres-

sure, in the McKees Rocks power house. In the end of the

year 1903, when from reasons chiefly of policy, the water was
not fully treated, hardness being from 9 to 10 and alkalinity

from 5 to 6, 56 boiler tubes were burnt out, due to the pres-

ence of scale, despite the fact that the boilers were in

service only 10 days at a stretch and that the tub's

were thoroughly cleaned out each time with a turbine flue

cleaner. After the water was fully treated, this trouble abso-

lutely ceased, and all work on the boilers was discontinued.

The boilers are now run from 5 to 6 weeks and remain en-

tirely free from scale. At the power plant at Pittsburg similar

boilers were in use for about 3 years before the softener was
installed, and had accumulated a considerable thickness of

scale; this scale was entirely removed by the treated water and
now the boilers run perfectly clean. In the locomotives

troubles from corrosion have entirely ceased; no scale whatever
is formed and much of the old scale is removed; these remarks
apply of course only to such locomotives as get only treated

water. There is some trouble from "foaming," or more proper-

ly, "priming," but considering the extremely bad condition of

the raw waters and the consequent large amount of soluble

salts left in the water the number of engine failures due to

priming is very small. The trouble is kept at a minimum by
means of the Rayruer hot water washing-out appliance (Ameri-
can Engineer and Railroad Journal, November, 1904), by
means of which the locomotive has its water frequently

changed, without any delay or racking of the boiler, due to

contraction and expansion. The point where a water begins
to prime is a very indefinite one, some locomotives have been
reported "foaming" when the soluble salts did not exceed 75

grains to the gallon, others on exactly similar service have
been satisfactory with 250 grains to the gallon. In the sta-

tionary boilers at McKees Rocks, where the boilers are free

from scale, the soluble salts have reached 600 grains to the gal-

lon with no "priming" whatever. There is also some trouble
due to leaky flues and staybolts, but small when compared
with troubles on other roads in the Pittsburg district. The
water is absolutely non-corrosive and the present troubles due
to leakage should not be assigned to the water unless it is that
the purified water removes the scale which would otherwise
help to close up openings. The troubles arise mostly from
mechanical causes, not chemical, and the question will be
solved along that line. A better design of fireboxes, a better
system of firing, protection to the flue sheet from draughts of

cold air, more care in cooling down boilers and more care in

iT iuse of injectors, will greatly tend to remedy this trouble. Dala

on engine failures due to foaming and leaking will probably

be published as soon as sufficient have been obtained.

{To be continued.)

HYDRAULIC SHEARING PRESS FOR COUPLER POCKETS.

To move old couplers to the shops or to cut out the pocket

rivets by hand are expensive operations. The machine illus-

trated was designed by Mr. R. D. Fildes, machine shop fore-

man of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern at Englewood,

111., so that the power could be taken to the work and the

pocket rivets sheared off as rapidly as the couplers may be

handled by the attendants. These machines have been in use

at Englewood, Collinwood, Toledo and Ashtabula for three

years, and they are available wherever an air pipe can be

taken. At these points they are" located at the scrap bins.

Their work is quicker than that of a hammer, and the rivet

heads do not fly. These machines are also used as forging

- for a variety of heavy work on car material.

fig. 1.

A photographic view is shown in Fig. 1, illustrating a

broken coupler shank, with the pocket attached. The ma-
chine is heavy and does not break down; neither does it re-

quire skilled labor. At the right, in Fig. 2, an air cylindei

is shown. This receives air from the throttle, through B

self-actuated, reciprocating valve, and the extended piston rod

of the air cylinder operates two hydraulic pumps above and

below the air cylinder. These pumps give a pressure of 200

tons to the press plunger with an air pressure of 100 lbs.,

this being sufficient to shear off two 1%-in. rivets in two places,

and do it quickly. By means of the three-way cock, shown at

Hie left in Fig. 3, the main plunger cylinder is filled with oil

from the reservoir shown at the left in Fig. 2, thus forcing

the main plunger quickly to its work with the air pipe pressure
only. Another movement of this valve starts the air pump
and increases the pressure for the cutting portion of the

stroke. The return stroke Is made rapidly by means of

direct air pressure through the pull-back cylinder on top of
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achine. The pull-bad ;
• he main hyd

plunger by nivans of the yoke and rods.

In operation, thin blocks are placed at the sides of the

housings in Fig. 2. The pocket rests on these, and a square

block is placed on top of the coupler shank. The plunger

pushes the coupler down through the pocket, shearing off the

rivets. The operation of the threeway cock in closing the

air supply to the pump applies air to the lifting cylinder, and

lifts the plunger for its next stroke.

These machines are adapted to a large variety of work in

the blacksmith shop, as well as to the shearing of pocket

rivets.

Intkkestini- Use of Costpressed Aik.—The explosion in one

of the turrets of the United Sta'es battleship "Missouri,"

which occurred with fatal results last Spring, is now being

guarded against by the use of compressed air. The explosion

Linseed Oil Paints —It would perhaps be too strong a

ment • .not help feeling that our

experiments seem to indicate that it is going to be difficult,

not to say impossible, to make a perfectly water-resistant pro-

tective coating out of a material which consists largely of lin-

seed oil. Substances brought forward as protective coatings

which dry by evaporation of the solvent, seem to offer much
more prospect of success.

—

Dr. C. B. V rican

. for Testing Materials.

Labge Generating Station.—The condensing equipment for

the new generating station of the Edison Illuminating Com-

pany. South Boston, has sufficient capacity to condense 1

"

lbs. of steam per hour with water at the summer temperature

eg. F.

>i ks In

murine

air from ar,

ir tti': li'in al the pressure

Is ln< r< indent

to Insure against recurrence of the accident.

I fork met

D. II I)

The total i ii •- ii 1 1

O. II.

Ii.'
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We cordially invite our many friends attenuing the con-

ventions at Manhattan Beach in June to niake use of our

offices. Telegrams and mail addressed in our care will receive

carefui attention.

In this issue an account is given of the productive improve-

ments at the Chicago shops of the Chicago & Northwestern

Railway This remarkable record from an old shop sets a

difficult pace fur the superintendents of the newer shops.

It is one thing to build a new shop plant with good build-

ings and cranes. It is another thing to supply the necessary

machines and other equipment. .Most of the recent shop

plants are well supplied with buildings and tools, but thi r<

maining requisite is an efficient organization and >
1

shop management.

ELECTRIC TRACTION.

and after their passenger service becomes equipped, even

though it cost more to operate by electricity, their entire ser-

vice will eventually thus be operated, and the increased rev-

enues due to different and speedier methods of handling freight

will warrant the increased investment.

In a valuable paper on developments in electric traction 1 > ad

by .Mr. W. B. Potter before the New York Railroad Club, ami

which is partly reproduced on another page of this journal,

some interesting figures are given concerning the comparative

cost of operating railroads by steam and electricity. In the

discussion Mr. W. J. Wilgus stated that the cost of electrify-

ing the New York Central suburban service will be about one-

quarter of the expenditure to secure the full value and benefit

of electrification. He also called attention to the necessity

of abolishing grade crossings. Mr. B. G. Lamme advocated the

use of alternating current motors and higher motor voltages

as the next logical step in improvement. Mr. Bion J. Arnold

also advocated the alternating current system and stated that

in his opinion our main steam railways will eventually be

operated by electricity, first for passenger service and finally

for freight service. The equipping of the suburban service

with electricity will induce some road which has sufficient

density of traffic to equip its passenger service electrically be-

tween trunk line points. Then the other roads will soon have

to furnish electric passenger service between competing points.

IMPROVED WATER SERVICE FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

There is no stronger contrast between modern and ancient

practice in railroad operation than that shown in locomotive

water service. Formerly delays at stations in order to fill

locomotive tenders from very small water cranes, were taken as

a matter of course and on many railroads such delays con-

tinue. If one operation connected with the handling of a train

at a station stop is sluggish, other operations at that station

are likely to be slow in sympathy. Many progressive railroads,

particularly in the West, have appreciated the importance of

suitable water service and have equipped main lines with large

cranes with rapid delivery. The latest practice changes the

taking of water from the slowest to the swiftest work done in a

station stop and much can be gained through the influence of

this upon other work which must be done at a station.

Within a year or two 151 stations on a number of roads have

been equipped with new water service, which includes 14-in.

pip i connections for supplying water from the tanks to the

cranes, combined with 12-in. crane spouts for delivering the

water to the tenders, prom these cranes 8,000 gals, of water

is delivered per minute, and this is quite impressive when
considered in weight, which means about 33 tons of water de-

livered in 60 seconds. There is not the slightest difficulty in

handling the water at this rate as far as the water fixtures are

concerned. This enormous stream is easily started and

stopped, but there has been some difficulty in getting the ait-

out of the tanks to admit such a flood of water. Larger man-
holes in the tanks are recommended and it even seems advis-

abie in use an opening 3 ft. in width, extending clear across the

tank. This will not only provide ample room for the escaping

air. but will give additional leeway of 2 or 3 ft. in the range of

'!!' water crane.

Doubtless these fixtures cost somewhat more than the small

and inadequate ones, but this would seem to be an excellent

merit in view of the possibilities of reducing the time of

important trains at station stops, which must be made up when
running and at great expense of fuel and physical strength of

the firemen. A campaign in this direction of improvement has

been carried on quietly in the West with most satisfactory

results,

AUTOMATIC STOKERS FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

Those who know most about locomotive stokers believe that

they save coal. Certainly they save manual labor, and if they

will save no fuel whatever, the mere mechanical handling of

the fuel places them before railroads in an exceedingly at-

tractive and promising light. Experience thus far has been

onfined to but one type of stoker (American Engineer, July,

1904, page 2S4). and it lias demonstrated certain facts suffi-

ciently definitely.

This stoker is an attachment to. and not a part of. the

locomotive. It merely throws the coal into the firebox, but

does not relieve the fireman from carrying the coal from the

tender. It has been mounted upon wheels, to be easily put

out of the way, and when in service it monopolizes the only

access for the fireman to the fire. It has definitely shown the

possibility of throwing and properly spreading 17.100 lbs. of

coal per hour over an area larger than can ever be used in

a firebox. It works all day and does not tire in either hot or

cold weather. As Dr. Goss puts it—the automatic stoker for

locomotives is an automatic shoveler. But it needs to he

more than that in order to meet the present needs and ex-

pectations. It must transport the coal from the tender to

the grate, and It must be arranged in such a way as to permit

the fireman to closely watch the fire and give the occasional

scnopful by hand, which is needed to provide for variations

in the burning of the fire. A device which is merely an at-
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tachment, with provision for stowing it out of the way when for engines (.specifying engine numbers), and at "1 kil

out of order, cannot fill the requirements demanded of the for engines Ispecihying numbers). This allowance shall I

locomotive stoker. It must be installed as a permanent part grammes per kilometre for engines with driving

... . . __. . , , .__ Kilogrammes per kilometre for euginus u'lth & driving wheels.
of the locomotive, and so regarded. This stoker is now being °

a
.,,

,
allowances include starUng ot lire and maintaining same while

re-designed, and it is to be hoped that these features will be ua ;

t
:u„

included. If they are included, the device may be expected ,,, ,_„,.. . ,,* ' * * luel fcr engines, type l.io (giving number and train)

to become an important influence on locomotive operation and are fixed as follows from Jauuaiy 2a, Uu3

:

design Limited Alio*
° Nature of Service. Number of Allowance per Loaded Car

Incidental advantages of the stoker are a relief from smoke, Loaded cars. per Mile, in Lxcess.

an increase in the life of the firebox because of keeping the South Express, summer.. to .lbs, 1.062
Sumu Lxpress, winter.... lo o4.o0 lbs. 1.23s lbs.

firedoor closed, a more uniform steam pressure, and the possi- me coeinciem 1= nxed to $i.t>u per gross ton.

bilitr of successful use of inferior grades of coal. The chief Allowance of fuel for engines, type 19ol of the Depot of Toulouse,

advantage, however, lies in the large capacity for throwing are fixed asVllows from August 1, iau3

:

. Limited Allowance
coal. Nature of Service. Number of Allowance per Loaded Car

Eventually, the stoker may influence the design of fireboxes. Loaded Cars. perilile. in Ex.

,, TT , ,. . „ . , , , .- i Passenger train, summer. s 2y.7s lbs. 1.77 lbs.
Mr. Henderson believes that fireboxes as long as 14 tt. may _.e paSeiler tram, wmter.. s 31.52 lbs. L95 lbs.

successfully used, as the stoker easily covers even a greater tuc coefficient is fixed at si.uo per gross ton.

length than that. He suggests the return to the 4—6— type Further, there is allowed for reserve service from 17 to 20 kilo-

for 6-coupled engines. ' This may 'or may not be done, but the grammes tor engines specified in the circular by numbers. Wheu-

matter of greatest importance just now is to 'get the stoker ever a train requires two engines the allowance for each engineer

into shape to carry the coal from the tender to the fire, and
ls calculated on the supposition that each engine hauls one-halt

. . , . . , ut the train. \\ lieuever a train, not requiring two locomotives, is
do it in such a way as to permit of supplementing its auto-

, ,
. ,

,"™ = nevertheless drawn by two engines under steam, tbe second locu-
matic operation by manual skill, to provide for the conditions moUve is considered ^ rimnmg light, lioad engines doing switch-
which cannot be met by means of a brainless machine. It is 1Dg at stations are allowed lo kilogrammes ot coal per kilometre

difficult to see how the device can be successful without these ui switching. Locomotives destined to switching stations, have al-

two essentials. With them the present stoker ought to be lowances used by the general superintendent of motive power,

completely successful in the hands of intelligent men. Whenever a passenger tram is behind time from any cause, for

, which the engineer is not respuiisib.e, and he makes up time during

T..^r,.-„™~.„. ~- -~,-..~.„.. „ . „ „„ ._ ™ . the run, he is granted a special premium for each minute made up
IMPRESSIONS OF FOREIGN RAILROAD .PRACTICE. duru]g the run. Thls premium „ determmed £ot t, ;lcU train by

the general superintendent of motive power, without exceeding the
Editorial Correspondence. OUt. given jn the following table

:

M a x imum premium
Paris. per made-up

The efficiency of locomotive engineers and firemen both in ,

Kl "d u£ milns
-

minute.

England and in France impressed me, and this led to as care- Through amf^oSfl .. ............. .

.

..... fr. 20
ful a study of conditions as time permitted. As a result I have Mixed u fr. 10

a collection of information which may be suggestive to Ameri- Freight-carrj ing passengers fr. lu
.

can managements, showing how these foreign roads bring A n°tice stating, for each train, the value of premiums per made-

engineers and firemen to view the coal pile on the tender as if
up mmute is seut t0 the crew-

n— l,„j „„,-j f„, ;t „„,i \.„A :* ;- rt.~5 „ll„.„ l'BEillfils FOR ECONOMY IN LUBRICATION.— Allowances of lubri-
tbey had paid for it and had it in their own cellars. . , , _ , .

_ ,• ... . ™ . eating material are also hxed in a supplement to the circular.
Coal premiums constitute the secret. These receive very ,, ,, .

-

w. t.icii.iuiu, v."u"hu« ^c oc*.ie<.. iucoc cv.ci , c»j l'utMluMS iu,; Runs.—Engineers are given premiums tor runs,
careful attention from the highest officials. They add to the mdependent of the premiums for economy. The premium is cal-

clerical service, but the returns must be beyond all proportion culated on the following bases :

to the trouble and the cost. The enginemen are not believed ,. . . .

. . ,„ . .. , . , . Engines (enj i. UO.jU per kiloin. up to o.OOO kilometres
to be more intelligent than ours, but these premiums bring ned by numbers ) .. . j f. 0075 per kiloin. above 5.0U0 kilometres

them into partnership with the company in the coal pile and Engines (engines speci- f. 0075 per kiloin. up to 4.UW kilometres

they use their wits to save coal. Locomotive engineers over hed by numbers) ..
. ) f. uluu per kilom. above 4,000 kilometres

here do not leave the starting valves of Vanclain compounds l ''!=","j s " n
,°'i"

.' ?
L

' ' ' "" 7:' lM-' r kUom - "P to 3 >;5U0 kilometres

open throughout an en. ire run, as some of ours do, because itrams ofall kinds) [
E

"
"""' per kllom

-
ilbuVe

they do not Kim in 0125 per kiloin. up to 2,500 kilometres
.' „ . „ . , , ... tied bv numbers i . i f. 0200 per kiloui. above 2.0UO kilometresA French engineer cannot afford to waste coal, neither can "eu u* u

' ' . .,,,.,
_ . . I~%_ _. • ' Shifters t. 020 per kilom. tor any run whatever.

he afford to be late or to set out cars. There may be reasons

why the French premium plan will not work well on American 1'or engin nig service one hours shifting is counted

roads, but some of the schemes used in England may be appli- us u kilometres.

, . ,, . , . . , .. . , .. . ., .. I'i.m • i.n CoNSLTMfriOK I oi consumption of fuel
cable. I shall be glad to place these before the readers If they

, „ . . .
, . , ,.

.

exceeding the stipulated allowance m the special tables a line is

signify an interest in them.
imposed equal to the stated figure for premium of

Through the courtesy of one of the leading motive power
ejxega o£ grease congumption cau3us „ fine per kilo-

officials in France I received a copy of the service circular gramme. Tl u unless the en-

relating to the premiums paid engineers and firemen. This , thai the e lependent

has been translated and is commended to the attention of of his will.

those who are concerned In the administration of our railroads. Ii.m.m fob Lbri lecial lines, according to the

I was not aRked to withhold the name of the road, but cour- l,in "• is proven that a de-

tew demands this. The circular Is as follows: '»» of "lwl1 b» ""

mite is not at-

f>ri vi i ' ' train,

,ntity of fnel allowed for hauling a given number of

m traveled and :l ' :l " » ," il "-

ran out by the Kpn-

' motor pow.-r. Tl unprlM dlf- 'I"' stipulated limil ou. '.

ice. Bummer »er-

a montbt, A r -ril to October. rTInter

i

per 1 000
.

mning light, !•< Bxed al B kllografflniei
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may be discounted, nol onlj upon the gain's arrival at terminal

lioint; but also at n ting points with other trains, as well as al

curnounts and junctions, and in tliaL case the fines may accumu-
late. Every accident to the engine, from whatever cause, delaying

the train more than 15 minutes, involves retaining of the engineers

premiums to the following amounts:

10 francs if the engineer runs a passenger train.

S francs if the engineer runs a mixed train.

(i francs if the engineer runs a freight train.

These deductions occur likewise eachj time engineers find them-

selves, either through incompetence, or damage to the locomotive,

obliged to put off cars, to refuse to complete their load, to require

help or to have their engine replaced.

Reserve Engineers and Engineers of Work Trains.—Re-
serve engi) rs and those running work trains receive for each day
of active service an average premium equal to the average premium
of engineers (of the same class to which they belong) running
scheduled trains. However, this premium shall never exceed 75
francs per monl h.

Firemen.

Itoad firemen arc entitled to a premium equal to one-half of the

net premium earned by each engineer for whom they tired, in pro-

portion to the number of kilometres made with each of them. Fire-

men around warehouses and stations receive fur each day of active

service an average premium equal to the average premium of en-

gineers in their district; but this premium can never exceed 2 fr.

50c. per day. Reserve Bremen receive for each day of active ser-

vice an average premium equal to the average premium of the lire-

men of the group to which they belong. If, however, they do shift-

ing work in stations, for which work allowances have been estab-

lished, they receive a premium equal to one-half of the premium
which would result from the application of these allowances to re-

serve engii rs.

General Arrangements.

The accounting of premiums is made' at t lie end of each month by
means of sheets which are taken daily from the reports made out

by the conductors and signed by the engineers fur each train: In
their report of runs. In their report of shifting.

In lhe accounting .,f hauled cars, all cars are reduced lo loaded
ones, fractions omitted. Every car of a passenger train is counted
as a loaded car. In figuring freight trains two empty cars are

counted as loaded car.

AlXOWANl i s ii. ii ( iRi \st:.

The locomotives are classified according to their size and si t\ ii

and allowances specified for each, varying from 0.07] lb. in 0.178
lb. per mile. Switching engines are also classified and allowances
of from 0.080 to 0.12J lie per mile provided. The latter figure is

made specially to cover switching service mi - ;ii mines. The
premium for .saving grease is fixed al -', nuts per lb. saved.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Note.—These premiums are most carefully provided for

and consciously administered. They are also very effective.

G. M. B.

(To be continued.)

Valve Motion and Locomotive Failures.—The speaker is

of the opinion that more engine failures, so far as relates to

machinery, are caused to-day by improper distribution of

steam than by anything else, and my faith is strengthened in

this opinion through the fact that we have a locomotive on this

load that has a different valve motion from the other engines.

It is designed on the Corliss principle, a rocking valve. This
engine has been out of the shops for about 13 months, and has

made, to date, about 96,000 miles, and has not had an engine

failure due to machinery since it has I n out of the shops,

and the mileage made to 1 16 in wear of tire is a little better

than twice as much as is made by other engines of the same
xlass. as well as being in the same kind of service, the only

exception being the valve motion. This is not only true of

lhe lire, but it is true of the entire valve motion, including

the pins that operate lhe valves. After L3 months of service

the 1 marks are nol worn out on the eccentrics and links,

rocker boxfs. etc., and in looking for the cause of this we find

that it is due to a more even distribution of steam. This ap-

pears to open up a grand opportunity for decreasing engine
failures as well as reducing the cost of maintenance.

—

Robert
tjuayle, before students >>f t mes College.

WHAT CAN A FIREMAN SAVE.
To the Editor:

Referring to the article on page 53 of your February number,
under the head of "What Can a Fireman Save?" we believe the

lack of education among engineers, firemen and shop men, as

well as other branches of railroad employes in their duties, is due
largely to the poor service rendered, and do not believe the increase

in severity of discipline will help matters at all, but only tend to

make them a great deal worse.

It is hard to say just who the best men are until they have
had a fair training. in their line of duty so as to determine by de-

velopment.

In asking men to do any line of work that requires some knowl-

edge it has been fully demonstrated that something more than brute

Strength is required.

We do not believe that education has been an expensive luxury

in the past, but has resulted in good service and a great saving

for railroad companies.

T. E. Adams,

WATER SOFTENING.
To the Editor:

Permit me to offer the following criticism regarding the very

carefully prepared "Instructions to Pump-men" which appeared on
pagi "'1 id" your February number. This method of going about to

define treatment belongs to the same category as would the furnish

ing uf each engineer with, a kit of watchmaker's tools, and writ-

ten instructions for their use. and then requiring him to keep
his watch accurate. The ordinary workman employed in pump-
ing duty is no more qualified to carry out chemical tests than
the average engineer is competent to take his watch to pieces and
reassemble the parts. The mosl carefully written set of rules for

guidance will prove as inadequate in one case as in the other.

We expect too much from a pump-hand when we expect this of

him; and not only so. but we make too great demands upon his

lime. To keep in proper order the set of instruments and the

Solutions requisite f i ir these lests. anil to make lhe tests with

due attention to accuracy, demands more time than the workman
has to spare from his routine duty. Nor is such attention on

the part of the pumper necessary. It may be well to send daily

samples to some central laboratory, in order that we may be

sure that everything is going properly: just as we wire the correct

time, at some fixed moment, to all stations on lhe line, in order

lo check lhe accuracy of the (docks and watches of the employes.

But, when a clink or a watch shows itself in need of repair, we
have it attended to by a qualified watchmaker instead of sending

instructions to the station agent or other employe.

The periodical changes which characterize all water supplies are

never of such a cataclysmic kind as cannot be provided for by

proper]} qualified n; and any source of supply so small and
so i xposed as lo be liable to sudden and violent change -as by

the waste water from a chemical factory, a dye-works, or other

pollution—is so acutely dangerous that it must be rejected as

boiler supply at all cost. Since the crux of this difficulty lies in

the lack of necessary skill on the part of the workman, it is of

no particular importance whether the tests furnished him are of

a satisfactory kind or not; just as. since the ordinary locomotive

engineer is bound to spoil his watch if he begins tinkering with it,

so it is immaterial whether you give him a good or a bad set of

tools to do it with.

It may. however, be permitted, as a matter of interest, to make

a few remarks on the value of the soap test in determining the

hardness of water. This test is no longer in use in any laboratory

Aiiere accurate work is done. It has as completely gone out of

responsible use as has the Mini and tinderbox. .lust as these last

did go, id work in their day. so we have kindly recollection of lhe

('lark soap test. But, for reasons of iis established inexactitude,

and because we have discovered elegant ami accurate modes of doing

what it proposed to do, we are content to relegate ii to a place

of honor among lhe gods whom we have ceased lo worship. The
following quotations from statements by men who have an ac-

knowledged right lo express an opinion on chemical subjects will

be read with respect :

Otto Hf.iinkr. F. I. ('., etc. (The Analyst, 188", 77).—Of all

methods of which analysts are in the habit of availing themselves

in judging of t tie quality and composition of drinking water, that

for the estimation of the hardness, by means of soap solution, is

by far the most imperfect. I sincerely hope that the alkalimetric

estimation of both descriptions of hardness will speedily supersede
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ili.' uso of the soap solution, which has no other r mendation
than its comparative antiquity.

Alfred II. AxLKN, F. 1. C. 1' C. S., etc- (Jour. Soc. Chem.
Indust.. Isss. 795).— I submit that the time has come when pro-

fessional chemists should cease to report results obtained by the

soap test, and should abandon it in favor of other methods which
furnish the information required more accurately, and quite as

speedily, as Clark's process.

David Howard. Prest. Soc. Chem. Indus., ISSG (Jour. Soc.

Chem. Indust., 1888, 802).—What Mr. Allen has said about the

snap tests would agree with the experience of a good many of his

audience. For my own part, I have given up that test in despair.

Professor Pkbcy 1'. Frankland (Diet, of App. Chem., 1900,

Vol. III., p. 9S4 i
.— In the presence of magnesia salts the results

[of the soap test] are always less accurate; and, unless great care

is exercised, may become wide of the truth.

Ii. Meldrum, F. C S.. etc [Chem. Vetos, 1S9S, 294).—Soap
solution is not a reliable standard for determining the rimount of

liuie present in very weak lime water, as will be seen from the

following: * * «

.1. C. THKESB ("Examination of Water and Water Supplies."

Condon: J. A. Churchill, 1904, 190).—The futility of attempting

to determine the amount of carbonates and sulphates of calcium

and magnesium by the soap test is exemplified by the following

experimental results, : * * *

I.iiima.nn amp Beam ("Examination of Water." London:
Kegan, Paul, Trench & Co., 1891).—These authors, in describing

methods of determining the hardness of water, make no mention

whatever of the soap test.

Opinions of the character here illustrated might be multiplied

indefinitely—but these may suffice. It is, of course, very much to

be desired that tests sufficiently simple in execution to render them
effective in the bands of ordinary laborers, and sufficiently delicate

to ensure a high degree of accuracy, should be available. That
these conditions are not fulfilled by the tests named need not sur-

prise us, when we stop to think what 5 to 10 grains per gallon

really means. Ten grains per (imperial) gallon is only one

part in seven thousand. This is a higher degree of accuracy than

was expected, or, indeed, attainable, in the average output of work
from a well equipped laboratory. Expressed in percentage results,

it means accuracy to within one unit, in the second place of

decimals.

We are working (in water softening) upon immense volumes,

but it does not follow that an extra shovelful or two of the

reagent makes no difference, for our solution is a highly attenu-

ated one, a fact which if proper results are desired—must be

kept constantly in mind. If one might be permitted to desecrate

'Browning's immortal lines by such an application of them, 1 would

quote :

"Uli. the little more, and bow much it is;

(Mi, lie- little less, ami what worlds away!"
A. McGnx.

Editor's Note.—:We regret that Mr. McGill's communication

too late to refer to Mr. Campbell for reply in this

On another page of this journal Mr. Campbell presents

some interesting data concerning the cost of treating the water

and the remarkable results obtained by the method of chemical

control outlined in his am I" concluding number of his

article on "Water Softening" will present some data as to the

accuracy and value of the soap test in the experience of the

Pittsboi - ie Kailroad.

PACKING TROUBLES OF THE "S. M. P."

"Are ire having trouble with packings?" said the B. M. P.

"Well, I should -ay we were, ii in the worsl thing he ma. I.

ook at tin- pile oi papers on the desk." They were about

one foot high. II.- .-aid. "All of them are about si. -am leakages on

the front of our engines, and •: " BrC

packing, why things an- so bad that tl idence is from

in- from tl..- president down to tie- train master, Win don't

I go down in tie- sbop and -.-.- where tie- trouble lies and go out

on tie- road some? Well, how 'an I find time with such a batch

of correspondence to answer, it will probably consume tie- entire

thai I have no tine to go down into the shop

or out on tie- road, except when particular)} ordered to do so by

'. M. Why, tin packing trouble is so bi ry time

there la a train detention the engine men report packing

.,f it, and it i -i getting lo be a more universal com
than wind. Only lie- oiler day MM 01

and tie ii stated I

l

could not see signals on ace I of •.(.inn leakages in... the front

of the engine. All tin- boys an- setting on to it and an- making it

responsible I'm- most of their mistakes.

"Did I see an article published some time ago in one of the
engineering papers, about packing troubles and the way to correct

them? I did, but it was several months after the article appeared
and then only because it was sent to me by one of our vice presi-

dents, who happens to be connected with the financial end of our
road, whose uncle previously owned reams of our stock, every once
in a while he worries me by sending letters about articles in

technical papers. The article he referred to was pretty good, but
of course I did not have time to find out, as the answers of 'why
is this thusly' correspondence takes up most of the time.

"I can spare a little time to talk to you about this trouble,
while the chief clerk is looking up some of these references. Sev-
eral years ago things got so bad that we had a packing expert live

with us awhile, and it is really surprising bow much good that
fellow did, our engines were not only decently steam tight, but it

would cost us a good deal less to maintain packings if they were
handled as he did it, but he was not in our employ, so, of course,
when he left, things, somehow or other, drifted back in the old
condition. We had him instruct all the men he could get a hold
of. but as they had a whole lot of other things to remember, and as
packing did not tie up a road as badly as hot driving boxes and
broken stay bolts, it was not kept up as he suggested.

"You say that our roundhouse men are not making proper repairs
to packing? Well, it seems rather queer if this should be so, as the
roundhouse foreman is an old engineman, himself. That fellow
used to run the general manager's engine, but of course when he
got too old for that we had to find something for him to do, so we
put him in charge of the roundhouse. It would never do to lay
him off after such valuable service and how else could we use
him? He may not keep the men up probably as well as a younger
man would, but still he gets the engines out. Xou say that he
does not require the machinists to apply proper size rings to

packing and to see that the other parts of the packing are all

right? We must stir him up on this point, and it may do some
good. Then again you say we are not properly manufacturing our
packing rings. We have given proper instructions on this point,
and if they are carried out will produce good results, but of course
it is as you say, there is an old lathe on this work, but then we
could use the lathe on nothing else, it was too badly worn to do
some of our particular work, so packing rings were about the only
things left for it. We cannot scrap the lathe, for that would
bring the whole establishment down on us, and then the tools that
are used in the lathe were designed by one of our best foremen and
we nrght lose him if we changed over to another system of ring
manufacture, at least I would have lo continually butt against

him, and as he is foreman of that department I naturally depend
upon him lo sen that the work is properly done, but you may be
right in saying that tit times il is fairly done and then again it is

not

!

"Why don't we buy the rings from some [lacking concern? To
suggest that to the general manager would almost be like handing
in my resignation. I would immediately have to explain, we could
manufacture the rings cheaper per set than the manufacturer or
show why, then bj suggesting to purchase something which was
costing us more than we could manufacture for ourselves. I

would be putting myself in a poor light. Of course per engine
mile we would be saving considerable money by purchasing them
outside, made of proper metal and machined to lit. but it is hard
to explain this to him. and we have to take care of enough figures

nowadays lo set a college professor crazy, without adding any
m about packing. We bave tried other designs of packing, in

fact about everything on tl larket, and keej hying them
with about the usual result, thai is, they show up finely on tests

but when put into regular service give even worse results than our
standard, oil i m some packings are better than others and I

think we are buying the best on the market, at least this is borne
• .hi in the tact that mo I other roads an- using it and the whole
trouble comi when the packing requires new rings, ami then I

will admit thai things do get pretty bad.

"How i rrccl 'in trouble? Well, thai is pretty easy to talk

.I i. hi ii i

i
in Irelj .mo

i her matter to compel. The pi opi

would I"- io specialize ii as we d t air brakes, ami have trained

men Pliesi pecial men ft ould ol i ourse cost j ,
i hen

when ii came time to reduce expen • tl men would be pointed

out as an in .i pi ii .
,

.iii.i we would probably lose, tl

and then thing would drift back Into tl Id condil s.

i -

<"''
tail I II di al qui ' ".n as the ohlel

i a lion i |u i tnd I !

i that I u
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ing to gel people to correct this kind of trouble it will either be

n y for the management to specialize packing and appoint

a proper person to enforce proper use of it, or see that railway

officials are 111,1 overloaded with work, .so that they may attend to

details of this nature as they should be attended to. By this I

mean that we should have good live instruction and well paid men,

as both shop and rounilhou.se foremen, so that the other mechanical

officials shall have time enough to devote to matters of this kind."

P. A. C. Kino.

WALSCHAERT VALVE GEAR FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

BURNISHING TOOL FOR PISTON RODS.

To the Editor:

I enclose a sketch of a tool devised at the Carbondale shops of the

Delaware & Hudson Company. It has been customary when a

ni'iv piston rod was wanted, to turn the material to the desired

size and then file it smooth and finish it by polishing with emery

and oil applied by means of a pair of wooden clamps. This process

requires considerable time to obtain a good result.

A better scheme is to grind the rod, but such a process requires

a grinding machine which all shops do not possess. With the tool

shown, however, a regular finish cut is taken over the rod, the tool

is then secured in the tool post and closed around the rod, the rolls

being tightened by means of the screw clamp. A fine feed is then

put on and with the proper lubricant the rod is rolled as smooth

BURNISHING TOOL FOR PISTON RODS.

a.s can be desired. The contrivance is not very costly, its con-

struction being shown by the sketch. It need hardly be remarked

that the rolls and the pins upon which they turn are to be made

of tool steel and hardened. An advantage of this method is that

by the rolling a hard compact skin is formed which makes a good

wearing surface. There is also a great saving of time.

Euw. B. McCabe,
LISditob'S Note.—This is a convenient burnishing tool, but the

importance of installing grinding machinery should not be lost

sight of where there is sufficient work of this kind to justify it.

IIm n! i of burnishers was referred to in this jourual on page

337 of October, 1898, and on page 156 of May, 1899. Mr. L. Bart-

lett, of the .Missouri Pacific, mentions the origin of the method by

himself iu 1891 on page 228 in July, 1899. On page 57, in Feb-

ruary, r.inu, the Pennsylvania burnisher was illustrated.]

Oil Fuel in Blacksmith Shops.—From my point of view,

oil at 6 cents per gallon and coal at ?5.U0 per ton about bal-

ance, us far as the cost of the two fuels is concerned. The

Improvement in the quality of the iron produced by heating

nl is incalculable. An important factor in the operat-

ing expense is the power required for atomizing the oil and

furnishing oxygen to produce perfect combustion. Compressed

air I find to be an expensive commodity. Steam is also ex-

pensive, and from my experience is not as good as compressed

air for the purpose. In my experience the old fan blast that

is so well known in all forge shops is the cheapest and best

properly applied From 8 to 10 ounces pressure is all

that is required —S. Uren, before National Railr(<ad Master

Blat I. smiths.

The new 2—8— locomotive of the Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern Railway, fitted with Walschaert valve gear, was

illustrated on page 46 of the February number, and attention

was directed to the accessibility of the gear, its light weight

and the uniformity of the lead.

Of these features, that of accessibility is doubtless the most

important. The eccentrics of the Stephenson gear of a large

freight locomotive are now so large, and the room in which

to put them is so small, as to render them practically inac-

cessible, and they do not receive proper attention, either in

the shop or on the road. As an example of crowding of ec-

centrics, the accompanying engraving is presented, by courtesy

of the American Locomotive Company, which illustrates one

of the worst cases found necessary in the design of a 2—8—
type freight locomotive. With a long driving box and eccen-

trics 6 ins. wide, there is but 3% ins. of space between the

middle eccentrics on the axle. The rods take up vastly more
room than the eccentrics, and on examining a modern heavy

engine, it is not surprising that men dislike to crawl into

such a mess on the road, in case of trouble, where pits are

not available.

Walschaert gear has been used for many years abroad, and

Cot i i i ogi

EXAMPLE up OBOWDKU H'CI.MUIcs

its development has been carried to a fine point in the

deGlehn compound (see American Engineer, June, 1904). In

is application in this country it will be necessary to secure

ample bearing surfaces and direct lines of pull and thrust,

which are important in every valve gear. The weight is an

element of extreme importance, because of the work which

must be done at high speed in overcoming the inertia of ordi-

nary gears weighing a ton and a half, with frequent reversals

of direction. This is believed to have more effect in causing

heating of eccentrics than the work which the gear is required

to do in moving the valves.

In the case of the Lake Shore engine the men like the valve

gear, and it appears to be in every way successful. The future

of this gear in this country is not, however, dependent upon

this particular engine. It will be surprising if the gear does

not become a regular feature of American locomotive practice.

Machine shop profits of the present day arc made up of time

that used to be wasted by the old methods

I,<i\v Labob Cost fob Cast Ii:ii.\ Wheels.—In a recent num-
ber the Rattioay Age desi ribed interesting equipment for a

continuous process of casting car wheels, stating that the plant

will produce 350 wheels in ten hours with 3d men, making a

total labor cost, of 24c. per wheel from mould to pit, inclusive.

With the application of an additional improvement a further

saving is expected, making the total cost for foundry labor

25c. per wheel, a reduction of 20c. per wheel from the old

system.
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BILL MILLER'S PARDON, OR THE TRIBULATIONS OF
A ROUNDHOUSE FOREMAN.

William J. Miller ''course the name is fictitious),

Is a man who was never at all superstitious

;

But a dream which he had is direct kitimation

01 his faith in the doctrine of predestination.

Now, the said William Miller, please bear in your mind.

Is a bright roundhouse foreman, who. like all of his kind,

Has trials and troubles too many to state

—

And with this introduction his dream I'll relate.

A spirit appeared at his bedside one night.

Decked out in a garment of pure, spotless white,

And thus addressed Bill : "To me has been given

Command from the Recording Angel in heaven

To ascertain why 'tis jour name should appear

On the Great Book of Life, as the reason's not clear.

The profanity record has been kept tor ages,

But nothing like yours appear- on its pages;

Therefore, 'tis decided, unless you can show

Just cause tor defense, to send you below,

Where the tire in unuuenched, and those who have never

Uepented, are roasted for ever and ever."

On hearing the latter, Bill tried hard to smile.

And invited the spirit to tarry awhile.

"If 1 fail to make my defense in full measure."

He said. "I'll be sentenced with greatest of pleasure.

Please remain here to-morrow, accompany me.

And report to headquarters whatever you see."

The spirit agreed, I am happy to say,

And took note of what happened the following day.

First, a eonceited young, clerk, with expression >atanic.

Brought a bundle of letters from tin- master mechanic.

And here a few extracts I'll give as example

(If the bunch that the spirit took away for a sample:

"Please note that the superintendent complains

You are using poor coal for our passenger trains."

"Please let me know what excuse you can make
Why so many new compound packing rings break."

.tie failures, last year, for the month were but seven;

the same time this year there's eleven."

must take up the matter and ascertain why
We used so much oil in the month of July.

You are surely aware that a half pint to use

(If valve oil per hundred is simply abuse;

I believe 'twould !
I east we can try it)

athers with which to apply it."

•'The president's special is leaving

.\i ln.LT. ; thei - must !» no delay."

But, alas! for the plans of mice and of men!
phone rang at a quarter of ten.

And the voice of the callboy announced with a drawl:
• sick. Who else will I call'/"

A fire-up man appeared just then at the door:

rows sheet is down in the 74."

Then next comes an 'lied like a toad

—

You'd think from his looks trely explode

—

And asked loud in the Dame of the evil one:

"Why ! ii been 'lone''"

Miller, i,,- then 'i
| retorl :

While the spirit examined the work report

Of this same engineci and th was the news:
out the biler and I i oul i be Hew.-.

.ii the leak:-.

The rite back driver box il xqi ks.

Bteant , iking. Pack throttle well.

nt and run« hi Iter than
| hould i

All the rod busbinga bn lo n both m.i k.

Sel Up Tel | m ,. Up | |„

1 lit piimp j' 1 1 :ik.

iow n left mane rod, reduce the bt

And don't fail to pi

I: /• the fi unt end an inch or i

A nd iix the ket. I, on the Brc bo d

''I he I, III le

I

From th<- chit I

dead

I • <fi» train

Why you sent this one on 21 please explain."

Then the hostler announced that a broken switch

Had caused him to put engine 1- in the ditch.

The spirit departed, hut on that same night

Returned with a crown, and iu greatest delight

Presented to "Bill's" most astonished vision

A text of the Recording Angel's decision.

And a list of the great hero saints all revealed,

With William J. Miller's name leading the field.

—N. M. M. in Locomotive Firemen's Magazine.

IMPROVEMENT IN BRAKING SIX-WHEEL TRUCKS.

In order to apply brake shoes to both sides of each wheel of

a six-wheel truck, thus avoiding the tilting tendency produced

by break beams on one side of the wheels only, and to equalise

the brake rigging on trucks of this type, a new arrangement

has been patented by the Westinghouse Air Brake Company,

which contains a number of interesting features. Usually,

trucks of this type have but three brake beams, and many of

them have but two. The construction suggested in the ac-

companying engraving employs a brake cylinder supported

upon the truck itself, the piston rod being connected to the

cylinder lever, one end of which is connected to a vertical

equalizing brake lever, while the other end connects to a pull

rod extending to a corresponding lever at the other end of

SIX BRAKE BEAMS Al'I'LIKI) TO SIX-WHEEL TBUCK.

the truck, the latter lever being fttlcrumed on a slack adjuster.

The brake beams have the usual hangers suspended from the

truck frame, and they are arranged to carry the brake shoes

on both sides of all the wheels. Brake beam levers are

mounted on the brake beams with intermediate lower and

upper rod connections. The equalizing brake lever at the

right is connected at its lower end by a link with the first

brake beam lever, while at an intermediate point it is con-

nected by a pull rod with the vertical equalizing lever at the

left. To support the stresses in the truck, struts are built

into the frame, one of which is shown in the plan view. The

engraving also shows the attachment for the hand brake at

the cylinder. With this arrangement, the power will be

equalized throughout the .system, applying all the shoes to the

wheels wilh equal pressure. This system is nol known to have

been applied to actual construction. It is presented as an ex

ceedingly interesting developme i< ritin tin

those concerned in the braking of presenl beavj equipm

Mi i i'ikii 1 1 v Substituted bob Steam. Mr. I. B. Stlllwell

stated before the International Bngim erlng i long]
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DIRECT VERSUS ALTERNATING CURRENT IN
ELECTRIC TRACTION.

The following comparison of the direct current and single

phase alternating current systems for electric traction is taken

from a paper on "Developments in Electric Traction" by Mr.

W. B. Potter, read before the January meeting of the New
York Railroad Club. This comparison is especially valuable

coming from the standpoint of one who represents successful

practice on a large scale, and who has devoted so much time

to study and practical work along these lines.

A great deal has been written concerning the possibilities of

single-phase traction and, as is often the case with the develop-

ment of a new principle, many appear to have formed too opti-

mistic ideas of its capabilities. While we recognize the advantage

of such a system in many cases, it is a mistake to imagiue that it

will be a cure for all ills and revolutionize the railway world. It

is well, therefore, to have a clearer idea of the advantages and

disadvantages of single-phase traction and also to analyze the rea-

sons governing the choice of such a system. It is self-evident that

the relative expenditure for equipment, operation and maintenance,

should be the fundamental reason governing the selection of a

system for any particular service.

The single-phase A. C. system possesses two features which

recommend its use ; economy of trolley copper, due to the higher

that of the trolley wire, the apparent increase in resistance for the

latter and the track taken together will be, roughly, from one-half

to twice that for direct current. An alternating current at 1,000

volts, is, therefore, about equivalent to GOO volts direct current so

far as affecting the amount of trolley copper, and to secure the ad-

vantages of the A. C. system to a reasonable degree at least 3,000

volts or, for heavier service, perhaps 5.000 volts must be employed.

The design of an A. C. motor as regards length of air gap and

armature speed is affected by the lower average flux density. For
this reason an A. C. motor is larger and heavier than a D. C.

unit of the same output. The commercial A. C. motor represents

a compromise in which the armature speed is somewhat higher

and the air gap slightly less than would be the case in a D. C.

motor of corresponding capacity. I have mentioned these facts to

indicate that the maintenance of an A. C. motor will, in all prob-

ability, be greater than that of an equivalent D. C. motor, due

both to the higher armature speed and the smaller air gap.

The equipment of heavy locomotives with A. C. motors for high

speed passenger service is a possibility, but owing to the limitations

imposed by the space available, for the motors, it seems probable

that two locomotives, each with four motors, would be required for

service which could be performed by a single D. C. locomotive with

lour gearless motors. For locomotives in slow speed work, such

as freight or shifting, a double gear reduction will, in many cases,

I..' required, owing to the difficulty of winding an A. C. motor of

large size for slow speeds.
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COKE CIH'SHKR—PITTSBURGH & TAKE ERIE RAILROAD.

trolley voltages, and the elimination of the rotary converter. The
chief advantage gained by these features is a saving in the initial

cost of equipment: factors which increase in importance in pro-

portion to the a ant of power required by each car or train and

with the length of the trolley line. <>n the other hand, the A. ('.

car equipments cost more than the D. C. equipments for a similar

service and the .same given rise in temperature of the motors. It

is. therefore, apparent that the relative cosl of an A. »'. or D. C.

system will be materially affected by the number of ears employed.

The saving in power resulting from the elimination of the rota-

ries is about off-set by the greater weight and slightly lower effici-

ency of the A. ('. motor.

The efficiency of the A. C. control, during acceleration, will, gen-

erally speaking, be s twhal higher than that of the I>. O. .system

with series parallel control. With the A. C. system fractional

voltages can he obtained from the transformer on the car. Each

step of the A. C. controller gives a running position which cor-

responds with the series and parallel positions in a D. C. controller.

The potential of the transmission lines from the power station

may be selected, as in the case of the D. C. system, without refer-

ence to the troii. \ or secondary voltage. The trolley voltage must.

however, be considered from a different basis than that of the D.

('. system for the i.ason that in addition to the ohmic resistance

ol the trolley and track circuit, there is an apparent increase in

resistance, due I., the alternating current. This increase in ap-

parent resistance for °... cycle alternating current, as compared to

direct current, is about 50 per cent, in the trolley wire and be-

tween six and seven times greatei in the rail return. The rails

being steel, the increase in apparent resistance is relatively much

greater than in the trolley wire. As the resistance of the track

return with large steel rails is proportionately much less than

COKE CRUSHER

The drawing shows a simple but efficient coke crusher which

can readily be made at a small cost and which running only

part of the time will crush all the coke required in a large

blacksmith shop. The rollers are made from old driving axles

ami are ti ins. in diameter. Longitudinal grooves 1 in. deep are

cut in one of the rollers, while the other one in addition to the

longitudinal grooves has a series of circumferential ones, thus

covering its surface with coarse teeth. The rollers have their

bearings in cast iron blocks, which are bolted to the 5 x 1-in.

wrought iron supports. The hopper is made of steel plates,

fastened Icmd her at the corners by light angle bars. The driv-

ing shaft operates at a speed of 78 r.p.m. This machine was
made and is in use at the McKees Rocks shops of the Pittsburg

& Lake Erie Railroad. We are indebted for the drawing and

information to Mr. W. P. Richardson, mechanical engineer.

Advance i\ Marine Engineering.—Mr. Charles H. Haswell

designed the machinery of the Fulton, of the United States

Navy, the first steam war vessel. Rear Admiral Melville

stated before the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

that her engines worked with 11 lbs. steam pressure, 24-in.

vacuum and turned ai is r.p.m. The remarkable contrast with

present practice is emphasized by the fact thai Mr. Haswell

is now living and has personally seen the entire development
of toe application of steam to war ships.
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FOUR-CYLINDER VAUCLAIN BALANCED COMPOUND
LOCOMOTIVE.

4—6— Ttcpe—'Frisco Ststem.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have delivered to the

Frisco System, for use on the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, a

four-cylinder balanced compound, on the Vauclain system,

which is an interesting example of the application of balanced

compounding to a six-coupled engine. This engine is designed

for freight service, and the firebox extends over the driving

wheels. With the exception of unusually long guides and

piston rods, the engine in appearance resembles the usual con-

struction for 4— ti— engines. The high-pressure cylinders

connect with the forward axle and the low-pressure connect

to the second axle. This design differs from that of previous

only to this extent, but to an even larger degree in the stand-

ards it is possible to establish, and in the decreased cost of

production due to manufacturing locomotive parts- by these

standard tools on large scale, and accurately, so that they

will fit in distant roundhouses. For instance, in the loco-

motive repair shops the customary method has been to ream

out the old frame-bolt hole with standard-taper reamer, but

without any given diameter. The new method would call for

a series of diameters of these taper-bolts varying by 1-32 in.

An engine passing through the shops would have all her frame

holes reamed out to the size next larger than the one previ-

ously used. This could be done with a standard shoulder

reamer of high-speed steel, the resulting hole perfectly ac-

commodating the bolts in stock. Such a stock of bolts on

one of the large railroad systems in this country represented

\ \l i IAIN 4-CYLINDEB COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE-

W. A. Nettleton, General Superintendent of Motive Power.

FRISCO STSTEM.

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Builders.

six-coupled designs of this system, illustrated in this journal,

in the connection of the outside main rods to the second pair

of drivers. The chief dimensions are given in the accompany-
ing table:

4-CVLIXHKR VaI'CLAIN BALANCED COMPOUND 'FRISCO SYSTEM.
Gauge j. . .4 ft. 8% ins.

Cylinder 15 1
. ins. and 26 ins. by 26 ins.

Valve ". piston
Boiler—Type wagon top

Diameter 64 ins.
Thickness of sheets •", in., 11-16 in. and % in.

Working pressure 225 lbs.

Fuel soft coal
Staying radial

Firebox—material steel
l"l" s Ins.; width, 66 ins.

Depth front. 70 ins. ; back. 58 U ins.
Thickness of sheets .... sides, % in.; back, % In.; crown, 7-16 in.;

tube. 1 - in.

front. 4 ins. ; sides. 3i._. ins. ; back, 3'... ins.

1 iron, wire sauge No. 31
Number 278 ; diameter, 2 ' ! ins. ; length, 18 ft.

II" ."'ing surface—Firebox 160.7 sq. ft.

Tubes 2.933.7 sq. ft.

3,094.4 sq. ft.

B rea 46.69 sq. ft.

Dials
Journal* front, 1" Ins. by 10% Ins.; others, 9 ins. bj
Engine truck wheels, front diameter, 30 Ins.

Journals . . f,i., ins. bv 10 ins.
Wheel >'!- .lining ."...13 V

Klgld

27 ft
Total tender B6 ft. s Ins.

• ii drlTlng wheels 134 .

On tru. k. front
Total engine

302 000 lbs

8 diameter. 33 Ins.
Journal 5 |ns . by 9 ins

SYSTEMATIZATION AND TOOL-ROOM PRACTICE
IN RAILROAD SHOPS.

taken from a very valuable article on the

matlzatloii ami Ton Room Practice In Railway Repair
8bop." by Mi R Km. i on, which appeared In Tin I

Haga

mall »'<i<l room Is a paying In-

nl in tin- > ind in Hi. i;i. I II ty with which
(he propi i to

railroad pa;.

an investment of less than $1,200. Needless to say, the In-

terest on this sum and on the somewhat more expensive tools

was insignificant, compared to the greater expense of putting

in bolts in the old individual way. It is the province of the

tool man to care for these reamers, and to keep them to stand-

ard. In order to do this properly, a tool system is needed

whereby it will be impossible for a man to have one of them

in his possession long enough for him to wear it below stand-

ard size.

For the whole system the tool-room may standardize the

manufacture and application, as noted above, of frame bolts,

or of knuckle joint pins, or staybolts. The methods in the

case of the last two items were very similar. For the pins,

standard "taper-shoulder" reamers were provided for each size

or class of pin, the number of such classes being reduced to

a minimum— in the case I have in mind, four. Each class or

nominal size was provided in four dial rying by 1-16

in. All new work was reamed to the flrsl and smallest diam-

eter, ami at cadi subsequent overhauling to the next larger

diameter. The use tnd their dis-

tribution to every simp and roundhouse of any size on the

railroad system made possible the manufacture of these pins

by un ret lathe methods, to si i and in large

quantities, and the distribution of thi stock to the

points where they would be needed, thus ly th<

expensive method of turning each pin separately as occasion re

quired and ii pressed. Staybolts also are made very accu

ratety to standard diameters, varying by 1-16 in. and 1-83 In

and to various leni i staybolts of each lot being ax

curately ga i>> limit thread gauges, stock of

buted in similar fashion to that of frame

nits being insured

by the maintenance, by frequent' inspection throughout all the

uf standard lybolt taps. When thi- manu-

facturi il BtOCk 'il Brst fin nislc

.lit tap on the ro i

ne ompi lent for the |ob Th<

Ithin 3 i ol

iped

Ot cqurse, one, must have a man, ouo with large i<i
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perience and inventive fertility—presumably an expensive man
—at the head of this tool system. He will see to it that the

tool-room furnishes templets, jigs and tools for the rapid

production on large scale of standard parts before it is forced

to do so by the reiterated demands of some of the more

ssive foremen; in other words, that the tool-room shall

be leading the shop. The tool accounts on Western American

railways vary from about $100,000 to $500,000 per year, and

must reach over a million on such systems as the Pennsylvania.

This sum sounds expensive for a mere incidental to loco-

motive maintenance; and it is expensive—extravagantly so

—

unless it is intelligently spent. Should this amount, however,

be doubled, three to four times the additional expenditure

could be saved in cost of locomotive repairs. It can be au-

thoritatively stated that when tool expenditures are well sys-

tematized, the efficiency of the system as a manufacturing

output cheapener is not only manifolded, but the actual cost

of operating the system itself can be materially reduced

—

from 12 per cent, to 20 per cent, in cases under my own ob-

servation.

RAPID PRODUCTION VERTICAL TURRET LATHE.

For handling heavy face plate work the vertical mill illus-

trated in the photograph has several advantages over the

horizontal lathe. The view of the mill lying on its side shows

its close resemblance in that position to a horizontal turret

lathe, and justifies calling it a vertical turret lathe The
advantages of the vertical type are that the work can be much
more easily and quickly chucked, there is a freedom from

vibration and chatter which is due largely to the heavy over

hanging parts of the horizontal type, the frame or bed can

be ma le more rigid, large spindle sizes and greater power art-

possible: the weight of the table, spindle and work rests direct-

ly on the large angular spindle thrust bearing and tends to

preserve the alignment rather than destroy it; the side head

does not mal. the use of long boring bars and ex-

tended tool holders in the vertical turret, l>oth heads may be

operated jointly on work of small diameter without inter-

ference.

The vertical head will face 36 ins., has a vertical and angu-

lar movement of 26 ins., and may 1 e set to an angle of 4". d g

either side of the center. The turret has live sides with boles

2-in. tools and has tapped holes for attaching special

tool holders. The side head is equipped with a four-faced

turret tool holder, has vertical and horizontal feeds and may
be sniveled for angular Facing up to I r side of the

horizontal. It has a vertical m< 28 ins. and a hori-

zontal and, angular movement of 15 ins. The heads are oper-

ated independently and in no way lb ich other.

The feeds have safety points so arranged thai ca

mitting the heads to run together causes no damage or delay.

This device does not weaken the
I

-lit feeds, inde

ent for each head, an prn\ jded and changes to any one of these

may be made instantly by turning the star wheel to the propsr

point on the index plate. Change from vertical feed to cross

feed or vice versa may be made instantly by engaging a cen-

trally located drop worm with worm gears on the end of the

feed rods. Pull gears are thus eliminated.

RAPID PRODUCTION VEBTICAX 11 1:1:1 I LATHE- BUIXABD MACHIN]

TOOL COMPANY.

)F VERTICAL TURRET LAT11E, SHOWING ITS RESEMBLANCE TO HORIZONTAL TURRET LATHE.

By means of a speed box con-

taining self-adjusting and power-

ful friction clutches, which are

operated by a lever at the front

of the tool, 15 table speeds may
be obtained in geometrical pro-

gression. The table may be

stopped instantly at any desired

point by means of a brake with-

out stopping the driving pulley.

The table is 34 ins. in diameter,

and is driven by an internal spur

gear of large diameter. The

cross and side rails have a ver-

tical adjustment of 12 ins. by

power.

All gears are encased and well

lubricated. If desired the ma-

chine may be driven by a 7%-h.p,

constant speed motor mounted on
it at the side or rear of

the machine. The net weight of

this machine, which Is made by

the Bullard Machine Tool Com-
pany of Bridgeport, Conn., Is

9,000 lbs.
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WHAT MOTIVE POWER OFFICERS ARE THINKING
ABOUT.

Editorial C< irrkspohdenck.

Grease lubrication for locomotives is increasing in favor.

No adverse comments were heard. Where the Elvin driving

and truck box grease lubri. ator has been applied hot boxes

seem to have been greatly reduced in frequency. To say that

hot driving boxes have become ancient history is asking too

much credulity, but there is no doubt that this system of

lubrication is a boon to the railroads.

One road had lots of trouble when grease was first applied

to driving journals. Grease lubricators were put into a lot

of new engines and they cut the journals and heated in a dis-

tressing manner. In this case il was discovered that the bear-

ings, which were of bronze, were extremely hard. When re-

placed by softer brass the journals gave no trouble. Evidently

Mr. Elvin's grease is particular as to the metal with which it

It must not have a "hard character."

Journals and bearings will undoubtedly wear more rapidly

with grease than with oil lubrication, but if grease saves the

cutting and scoring of journals due to heating, it is probable

that the amount of journal material saved by avoiding fre-

quent turnings of journals will more than compensate for the

increased wear.

The lubrication problem is revealed in a new form by the

locomotive superheaters. Important as they are in simple and
compound locomotives, lubrication questions become vital ones

in connection with superheated steam. Doubtless ordinary

locomotives with the older types of lubricators depend in a

large degree upon the water of condensation for their cylinder

and valve lubrication. It is known that when a cylinder and
valve are really lubricated with oil, the reverse lever will run

a couple of notches higher than when the oil gets down slowly.

The water of condensation, if it does not lubricate, at least

carries off some of the heat, and as long as the engine will run

the matter of oil lubrication does not compel the attention it

• s. Superheaters, however, are different. They will not

run at all without excellent lubrication and here is where the

heater does a service to the ordinary locomotive. In

the matter of piston rod and valve stem packing it will do a

similar service. It is strange that lubrication and packing

should depend upon the introduction of a new system which
will not run at all with ordinary precautions in order to be

made right. Every locomotive needs oil in its valves and
cylinders from the very first stroke in starting. This requires

a positive pump effect in the lubricator. The "big locomotive"

needs all the help it can have from the best possible lubrica-

tion. Motive power people are quite ready to talk on this sub-

ject. They realize that it merits more attention.

BO long ago hands came up in holy horror when in-

: driving wheel loads were suggested. That was before

the days of 80-in. wheels. Now weights of over 20,000 lbs. per

wheel excite little interest, although but few roads have been
bold in this advance. The Pennsylvania uses weights as great

•* lbs. per wheel, the Burlington 25,000 lbs. and the Lake
•nit with its new 2—6—2 type passenger locomo-

Th« Burlington engine
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i by band labor, and in the ab-

sbould be done In the roundhouse II left toi

hauling in th

pairs a know bow roundhouses can be buiit

so that cranes may be used and yet progress in this di

is very slow. It would pay the railroads to equip their round-

houses to deal entirely with light repairs and thus keep many
locomotives out of the shops. An ounce of repairs in the

roundhouse is worth a ton in the shops. Every important

roundhouse should be fitted up to expeditiously handle running

repairs in order to reduce engine failures and increase locomo-

tive mileage between shoppings. Opinions as to the roundhouse

are undergoing radical changes, and the present tendency is

to consider their repair functions as paramount. It is signifi-

cant that a roundhouse illustrated about three years ago in

this journal as being an excellent example of up to date prac-

tice is now considered obsolete and none of its fine poii.

considered applicable to a new roundhouse just put in

vice on the same roil. It is also apparent that railroads

beginning to learn that locomotive operation, including round-

house management, requires a very superior superintending

aljility.

Superheating as applied to locomotives is attracting the at-

tention of railroad men in a remarkable way. So also are

the four-cylinder balanced compound principle, the automatic

stoker, and, in fact, every other principle which seems at all

likely to contribute in any way to the economy of the operation

of locomotives. Railroad men have never been blinc to pos-

sible economies, but they are now interested in them for a new
reason, which may as well be plainly stated. It is thu limita-

tion of firing. This presents a reason which never existed

before for the improvement of the locomotive. No ono in this

country would have seriously considered such an improvement
as superheating from the standpoint of locomotive efficiencies

alone, but when it presents the possibility of enabling the

fireman to shovel more horse-power into the firebox, it is

looked upon with favorable interest. One American road, the

Canadian Pacific, already has over forty locomotives equipped

with superheaters; the New York Central has one, and several

other roads are about to try them. The superheater, which

came to us from Cterrnany, has been improved and adapted to

our conditions, and is about to be improved still further, so

that superheating may be carried to a point limited only by

such questions as are imposed by lubrication and packing.

Of all the possibilities in the direction of increasing the effi-

ciency of locomotives at the present time, this one appeal's

to be most promising. It is a development which should be

most carefully watched by all. If it should bring some new
troubles it will also bring new blessings, and those who are

facing the problem of supplying additional capacity for sus-

taining high power in locomotives should not await the re-

sults of the experiments of their neighbors, but should under-

take experiments themselves. This applies to other devices

besides superheating, and no railroad desiring to be progres-

sive can afford to wait a day in unnecessary delay at this

critical time of "engine failures."
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A SOCKET FOR CRANE SLINGS FOR LIFTING LOCO-
MOTIVES.

HYDRAULIC RIVETER OPERATED BY A NEW SYSTEM

In response to an inquiry for a rule for designing sockets

for crane slings for lifting heavy locomotives the accompany-

ing sketch has heen secured, which illustrates a socket made

for use in connection with a flexible steel cable. The usual

way for fastening the cable is to splice an eye in the end,

forming a loop on a thimble enclosing a link or hook. The

sketch illustrates a wrought iron cone socket into which the

cable is leaded. It forms a simple and secure method of fast-

ening and is in use in the locomotive erecting shops of the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad at Scranton, Pa.

The dimensions are intended to be liberal and the construc-

tion is the same as that employed on the Brooklyn and the

Niagara Falls suspension bridges, although the proportion of

I lie sockets are not the same. This socket has more liberal

dimensions than those on the market, which is believed to be

SOCKET FOR CRANE SLINGS FOB LIFTING LOCOMOTIVES.

good practice, considering the danger of injury to many men
which the fall ol the locomotive would cause.

A cable ordinarily 1 \ in. in diameter is used and the

sockets provide for a link at one end of the sling and a hook
at the other. Willi a double crane hook two links are pro-

vided. Of course this sling is used for the front end of the

locomotive only. In leading In these sockets, after being

threaded through the small ends of the cones the wires were
frayed out and many of the ends oi single wires were bent

ito the shape of hooks so thai when the melted lead was

in ii ran around each separate wire and formed a solid

aaped bulb on the ends of the sling. In order to guard
iiy of the cable drawing through, a small

quantity of antimony is use.l to harden the lead. The
is are made of wrought iron.

5Toi m Mi «'s Christian Association Results oi rm Xear
Mr. E. M. Willis, secretary of the railroad department of the In-

ternational Committee of Young Men's Christian Associations lias

i department pamphlet entitled "Results
fear," which describes graphically and concisely the re-

le development of the a ation work among railroad men
during the year Hint. New buildings have been occupied at i6

nts; four buildings have I n enlarged to accommodate
the growing membership and 20 different railroad companies have

the fund of $306,300 expended <>n tlie.se

20 buildings. Eleven of the 16 buildings are for nevi associations

and associations have 1 n organized at five other points during the

year. The educational work lias shown n gain of over (0 per ceilt.

Ive months. New members to the number of 9,800 have been

added, king n total membership Eor 208 associations of 72.148

The total averaj '• attendance at these buildings was 37,410

during the year. Tl ipporl and co-operation is credited

to the men themselves and ii is hoped that the railroads will do
their part in i needs of their ployees. New buildings

are prai til ' points The pamphlet il-

lustrates a large number oi buildings in all parts of the country,

and the magnitude of the work is indicated, which cannot fail to

make it a very powerful influence among railroad men. The pamph-
let closes with the following quotation from the Hon. Paul Mor-

ton: "The Railroad foui <i
i

I hri tian Association is good

for the men, better for the company, but best of all for the public."

This riveter has an 18 ft. 6 in. gap, a riveting capacity up to

150 tons and a plate closing capacity of 30 tons. Under the

new system by which it is operated no hydraulic pumps Or ac-

cumulators are required and costly hydraulic valves and high

pressure water mains are done away with. The hydraulic pres-

sure of 1,500 libs, per sq. in. is uniform and the machine is free

from shocks caused by the dropping of the accumulator when
the pump and accumulator system is used.

The arrangement for operating the machine is clearly shown
in the drawing. By means of the lever which controls the

three-way valve C, air at 125 lbs. pressure per sq. in. is ad-

mitted to what is known asl the large differential. This con-

sists of the small 8% by 30 in. water cylinder F, and the large

31-in. air cylinder. The ram which compresses the water in

the upper part of the smaller cylinder is connected to the same
rod as the piston in the air cylinder.

As compressed air is used in practically all boiler and bridge

shops, hydraulic machinery operated by this system can

readily be added to the equipment without installing an expen-

sive hydraulic system. A substantial saving in the cost of

125 Ibi. Floor lloe

HYDRAULIC RIVETER OPERATED IIV A NEW SYSTEM.

operation is also claimed. The pressure from the larger dif-

ferential operates both the riveter and the plate closer, the

plate closer automatically working in advance of the

riveter. By means of the three-way valve E the plate closer

can be cut out when not required. The small differential B
furnishes pressure to push back the riveter and plate closer.

Air pressure acts on this differential at all times but if neces-

sary can be cut off by means of the valve I).

This system which is being patented by Mr. Win. H. Wood.

Hydraulic Engineer, .Media. Pa., has been in use for some

time operating several machines with excellent results.

The Cost of Gas vs. Sham Power. Comparisons between

operating costs of gas and steam power stations are not often

made on a fair basis, but the Engineering I'mvir records a

comparison of two stations on the same system, operated by

the same company, and so situated that the cost of fuel of

both is exactly alike. The stations are in Guernsey, one at

St. Peterport and the other at St. Sampsons. For the month

of October the cost per unit generated was 69.2c. for the gas

driven and 103c. for the steam driven plant.
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PIPE THREADING AND CUTTING MACHINE.

The 4-in. pipe-threading and cutting machinexshown in the

photograph is of recent design and embodies a number of im-

portant improvements. The construction is substantial, its

operation is accurate and powerful and changes in speed or ad-

justment may be quickly and easily made. The bed is cast in

one piece. Six spindle speeds obtained by machine cut steel

shifting gears are available. The speed changes may be made

'" the hips from ; a

through. The die head A may be slid aside before cutting off

the pipe or removing it from the machine, thereby prevent-

ing the ruining of the bottom chasers by dragging the pipe
across them.

The cutting-off slide is fitted with a lathe tool post; the bun-
can thus be cut out of the pipe by turning the tool at an angle

after the pipe is cut off. The gripping chuck at the front of

the spindle is universal; the scroll chuck at the rear is used
only for centering the pipe.

A rotary pump delivers oil to

both the die-head and the cut-

ting-off tool. This machine
ghs about *,000 lbs. and is

made by the Standard En-

gineering Company of Ell--

wood City. Pa.

STANDARD YVlKI.AMi 4-IN. PIPE THREADING ami CUTTING MACHINE. DIK OPERATING MECHANISM.

while the machine is in motion by means of levers conveni-

ently placed for the operator.

The die operating mechanism is a straight line lever device

and as it has no connection with the adjusting screw is not

liable to become loose. The adjusting screw H passes through

a fulcrum nut or block G. The latter is provided with a clamp

gib to make the adjustment positive. Moving the fulcrum

block G to the left by means of hand wheel J, which is keyed

to adjusting screw H, contracts the chasers radially. The
P has an arc-shaped fin which rides on its rest and auto-

matically centers the lever and connecting link E in a straight

line at all points of adjustment. Grooves cannot be gouged

treads with this mechanism, as the chasers are

withdrawn from the pipe the moment the lever is raised. The
ram ring B has an opening op; haser which allows

the passageway I I without removing the ring.

1, 2 ami '.',. have a groove and are put into

de of the die-head. The upper chasi

have proje

Iphery of the cam ring. None of the

dropout of place, and no quired on the

inusually deep, and if pr'.'

i full thread on any kind

of pi p< ;>'• will, wh< d

ng of a full taper thread

for heavy (HI in standard

standard 4-in. thr- a

and still lea. ptn for a standard thread. Tl

ring C, through wl. ans to near It against the front

of the chasers, has an Interlocking ring fitting Into a recess

Mechanical Draft.- Referring to this subject the Engineer-
ing Review (London) in a recent .

: . h an
arrangement the coal consumption may be increased from the

• . ft. of grate possible with chimney-draft to
to His. per ft. under ordinary conditions, and beyond this

amount tinder special circumstances. This results not only in a
proportionate increase ,,f steaming capacity in the boilers, but in

: efficiency of combustion, and consequent economy,
steam-boiler plants nowadays are provided with economizers.
Where such is the case an opening is made in the flue between the
economizers and chimney, and the fan inlet connected then
a short brick er metal line. Another opening is made in the
main flue at a point nearer the chimney, or into the chimney it-

1 this openil ! 1 t.i the fan outlet in tit

- to the inlet nd inside the main
line. Ls placed a damper, so that t leaving the boilers

PUgh the fan mi their way to the ihiiii-

B tie- ilani|ier i- closed. It is also customary t

dampers both at the inlcl and outlet of the fan. so that by manip-

ulating these two and the one in the main Hue. the fan D

cut nut, and natural drafl

installed, ami

•i handles the gases at the high

ai which tin

i M iKI BHIFT.—

A

built It

Phe frame and « hi

motion of the main shaft

i manner M to • rably to its power. The

limit Is six miles per hour.
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MOTOR-DRIVEN SHAPER. WROUGHT IRON SIDE-ROD OIL CUPS.

The 23-in. crank shaper illustrated in the photograph is

driven through a Morse silent chain by a 3%-h.p. Crocker-

Wheeler variable speed motor, which is mounted on an ex-

tension of the base at the rear of the machine. The back
gears, which are operated by a lever at the rear, and the

variable speed motor afford a range of speeds of from G 1-3 to

44 strokes per minute. The motor controller and switch are

i on the side of the column within easy reach of the

operator.

We have received drawings of wrought iron side-rod oil

cups, together with the punches and dies used in making them.

These cups are made under a steam hammer and at one blow.

DRIVES CRANK SHAPES.—JOHN STEPTOE SHAPER COMPANY.

The feed mechanism and the crank for adjusting the length

of the stroke may readily be adjusted by the operator from

his position in front of the machine. The top of the table

es 16 by 35 ins. It is slotted on three sides and can

easily be removed, thus allowing work to be fastened to the

slotted apron to which it is attached. The table has an auto-

matic cross feed of 27 ',j ins. and a vertical adjustment of 11

ins. An opening under the ram will admit shafts as large

as 3% ins. in diameter for cutting key ways.

The lever at the rear of the graduated head allows it to be

loosened and swiveled to any angle and instantly fastened in

place. The tool head has an adjustment of 9 ins. All feeds are

automatic and can be adjusted while the machine is in motion

or at rest. The vise is graduated and can be swiveled to any

angle desired. The jaws are of steel, 2 1

, by 12 ins., and can

be separated to take work as wide as 15 ins. This shaper is

manufactured by the John Steptoe Shaper Company of Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.

oi "Motive Grates.— If it is desired to

line whether or not the amount of damper opening is

sufficient on an engine which is in service, multiply the coal

I per minute by IS, and divide the result by .07. which

ii n ol air required per minute. (The authors

a required to pass this

volume. ) in cbmpai ing engines ol the older classes with those

lening has been gradually

I; while on i Of the past it was

liould be by the method

ice for damper opening is scarce on

some of the latet ; e there is a direct

not adequate, sometimes

us that this ashpan subject is

one which should not be forgotten in designing a new locomo-

or improving one which is in service, and it is safe to

say that a large saving in fuel can be accomplished by in-

ag the damper openings in our recently built locomo-

tives.-

—

Messrs. Kinsell, Lynch and Shepard, before Northwest-

tilway Club.

S»Xo.lS Woo.1 Screw

siipk rod "ir. cur.

mi s i OR m \ki\i. WROl en I n:

They are very satisfactory in service and much cheaper than

the brass cups ordinarily used; they overcome the weakness

oi' the brass cups at the bottom of the strap fit. These cups

are in use on a well known railroad, ami the idea seems to be

an excellent one.

Gas Producers vs. B shs.—The most economical boiler is

as efficient as the most economical gas producer, but in daily

practice the advantage would be on the side of the latter. The
maximum efficiency of each is about So per cent., but for every-

day work the steam boiler would not average more than 60

to 65 per cent., and the gas producer 65 to 70 per cent. But

the greatest economy is in the gas engine itself, which, aci ord

ing to public tests, exceeds in thermal efficiency the best fig-

ures for the steam engine by about 65 per cent.

—

J. II. Hamil-

ton, before South Staffordshire Iron c£ Steel Institute.
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NEW TURRET SCREW MACHINE.

The head and bed of the turret screw machine, shown in the

photograph, are cast in one piece, to insure strength and rigid-

ity. It has a 2ii-in. swing over the bed. and is equipped with

an automatic chuck, which will take bar stock of any shape

up to 3"s ins. 'in diamerer. The turret slide has 14 ins. travel.

Twelve spindle speeds, from IS to 156 r.p.m., are provided.

The back gears are thrown in and out by means of friction

clutches. A 4-in. driving belt is used.

A system of compound levers, operated by the long lever

in front of the head, gives a powerful movement for closing

the jaws of the automatic chuck; the same lever also engages

and disengages the power roller feed. The turret slide is

provided with a supplementary taper base, by means of which

the center of the tool holes in the turret can be adjusted to

the exact height of the center of the spindle. Taper gibs,

fitted the whole length of the saddle on each side, provide

means of adjusting the slide sideways. The slide is equipped

• with a geared automatic feed, with four changes in either

direction.

The turret is hexagon in form, has six tool holes 2V> ins.

in diameter, and also bolt holes for attaching the tools to the

faces. It is so arranged that any stock smaller than the

diameter of the tool holes can pass entirely through it. The
index is nearly the full diameter of the turret, and the lock

bolt is placed directly under the working tool. Independent

adjustable stops are provided for each face. The carriage has

the loosening of the liner, as the screws cannot turn backward

because the "feather'' on the head of the screw prevents it

from moving. This drawing was received from Mr. H. 0. Keay.

chief draltsman of the motive power department of the road.

'8 Copper
Screws

Equally 3paced
tybti Thread

Groove to be Chipped in Countersink.

Head of Screw to be Hammered into

Groove to Prevent Turning

>

DEVICE FOR SECURIM. HIE LINERS.

Incandescent La Mrs.—When
Edison first made the sma 1! in-

candescent electric lamps, con-

sisting of a carbon t

by platinum wires in a pear-

shaped glass bulb, from which

the air had been exhausted, the

cost was $3" each; now there are

many million similar lamps of

better quality made each year

and sold at less than 2(

each.

—

Mr. r
.//.. Am. Academy of P

Ntw r ' 1 : 1 : t I ~ii:iw MACHINE— WARNER .v SWASES COMPANY.

The available coal suppiy in

England is estimated at 100,914

million tons, which will m
demands tor

a geared automatic cross feed with four changes, and a hand

tdinal feed. In addition to the tool post providi

forming and turning tools is a holder for cutting off tools.

The turret ami carriage feeds are independent ol

and are both provided with adjust.-i nips. All

geared, and can instantly > means of

geared pump delivers oil to the cutting tool !

turret and the carriage through two systems of
i

pump operate.- when running in either direction. A
drive can readily be applied to the machine if desired. The
weight of this machine, which is made by the Warner &

Company, Cleveland, ohm, i- about I 000

lit a mi. Gas Eni - the niaimt'a

of the i
i orse power

consumption of is cu. ft. of gas of 135 calorie il qual-

ity of e use of the i multiplied rapidly.

[n Germa per cent, of the total on

the gas work:; is supplied for operating while

in Pat • mtpul is util-

ized in this way. I i if any. Ami
even i pi r i ent. of the -;< output

I

that changes In this resj ed, and that

in cities whi per I, ;

an important factor in the IndltStl •

GOOD DEVICE FOR SECURING HUB LINERS.

Among many crude mi urlng bnb ii:

an occasional good engraving I

a by 'he Boston & Main
''opper screws with countersunk heads are used Aftei

the i,., along

t he ' " ill i ound no ed hi

ii in thi headi ol thi

i re bammen ni.- and lh< opp< i

'in. an > ((•

l-'na. Tests oi Vi roMATii Si'hinki.kiih R

made in tbi

New J em y of automatii

ere fired. In all

to the car in which it originated. T
nguished in is mil

openi 'l 'llo • i ond opene I 1 1 an. I « a- on I In

t
••!>• I 'I ll'
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AN IMPROVED UPRIGHT DRILL. A HOME-MADE INTERNAL SURFACE GRINDER.

A positive feed mechanism is essential if the maximum effi-

ciency is to be obtained from drilling machines using high

speed drills. The feed changing mechanism must be placel

within easy reach of the operator and the changes must be

such that they may be made easily and quickly. The Cin-

cinnati heavy pattern upright drill shown in Fig. 1 is equipped

with the positive geared feed mechanism shown in detail in

Fig. 2. By means of the quick change feed box on the slid-

ing head convenient to the operator any one of six feeds (.00*5,

In boring or reboring steel tubes, hydraulic jack barrels, or

other wrought iron or steel cylinders, where accuracy and

smoothness of bore are essential, it is often impossible to ob-

tain satisfactory results by machining with the ordinary bor-

ing tools. In an attempt to overcome the difficulties, caused

by tool marks, of roughness from chattering and of taper bore,

in hydraulic cylinders, the interesting little grinding appliance,

here shown 'and described, was designed by Mr. L. L. Smith,

M. E.

SI A M>\l:l> I PBIGHT DBIL

FEED.

Willi POSITIVE 3ITIVE FEED M 1 ( II \ \ Is v.

CINCINNATI MACHINE TOOL COMPANY.

FIG. 3.

I PRIGHT mill. I.. WITH POSITIVE FEED AND

GEABED TAPPING ARRANGEMENT.

009, 013, .018, .027 and .039 ins, per revolution of the spindle)

may instantly be obtained. The feed in use is plainly shown

on the index.

The upright drill shown in Fig. 3 is equipped with the posi-

tive feed mechanism and also with a patent geared tapping

arrangement which is placed on the drill spindle and is oper-

ated by the long lever which hangs parallel to the spindle.

Bj means of this lever, which controls a double clutch, the

operator may start, stop or reverse the motion of the spindle

without using the shifter. The clutches may be engaged or

disengaged while the machine Is in motion, thereby allowing

perator to drill a hole, remove the drill and substitute a

tap and tap the hole without stopping the machine. The
spindle has a quick reverse speed of 2 to 1.

These machines are made in 24, 28, 32, 3ti and 42-in. sizes

by the Cincinnati Machine Tool Company of Cincinnati, who
make a st rict i pei ia II j of upright drills.

The device consists of a %-in. diameter steel shaft, which is

enclosed within and arranged to revolve inside a steel tube

of 1 in. inside diameter and 40 ins. long. The shaft is sup-

ported and given bearing by bronze bushings pressed into the

ends of the tube. One end of the shaft carries an emery wheel,

which may vary in diameter from 2 ins. upward, according to

the character of the work required; the other end carries a

driving pulley for a 1 in. belt.

The grinder is bolted on the carriage of an ordinary engine

lathe, with the axis of the grinding shaft carefully paralleled

TirEHMAi Storagi fob Locomotives.—Mr. Druill Halpin's

system of heat storage has been applied to a locomotive boiler

of the i hern Railway of England. A cylindrical

e tank is placed on top of the boiler, to which it is

connected by means of a pipe The r.-eit water, heated to the

emperature as thai of the boiler, is passed through this

r\ Under, I he heal ii am taken from the

boiler when the engim anding or the afetj valves are

Mowing, in this waj a large supplj of heat is available to

help the boiler when running. In stationary practice a test

by Professor Unvvin has shown a coal saving of 19 per cent.

with this system.

INTERNAL SURFACE GRINDER FOR NARY LATHE.

to the center line of the lathe, by means of the clamp-block
shown in the engraving. The cylinder or tube to be finished

by grinding is set up and centered in the lathe, with one end
in the cnuck and the outer end supported by a steady rest.

The cylinder is rotated slowly by the lathe in one direction of

rotation, while the emery wheel is driven al about 3,E r

p. in. in the opposite direction from an overhead drum.
The grinder is fed back and forlh in the cylinder until the de-

sired .inish is obtained.

This device is valuable for smoothing the inside surface of
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rough wrought iron pipe to render it suitable for air hoist or

air jack purposes. It is also well adapted to the internal

grinding of a large variety of small work, such as hardened

bushings, collars, etc. It is a very effective tool and is one

that can oe used to great advantage in any machine shop.

BARBER TENDER TRUCK.

CHICAGO, BOCK IMAM' ami PACIFIC RAILWAY.

The type of truck construction developed by Mr. J. C.Barber,

of the Standard Car Truck Company, Chicago, is a noteworthy

success in the severest service in the country. It provides

side motion for the bolsters by means of rollers and involves

a principle which is becoming exceedingly important in con-

nection with the breakage of flanges of cast iron wheels under

cars of large capacity.

A recent application of this type to the trucks of 7,000-gal-

lon tenders on the "Rock Island" is illustrated in the accom-

panying drawing. This is an ingenious combination of elliptic

springs, rollers, a cast steel truck bolster and a low arch-bar

truck The problem was to get the rollers into a combination

_< 'UssikHa^L I _ «V-'—

O
-

IV
t

g
1

DABUI2B II. Mill: niiiK CI1ICAUO, BOCK IM.AMi & r.uiin

l: Ml IIOAD.

of tbis kind without thinning the ends of the bol tei too much
and y-t to keep the parts low enough Im IIh available paw

It was accomplished b) be lowei rollei Beat and

.upper spring eat In a casting provided with lip to ei

th<- columns and by pro openli j ii gb the

roi bi ecu i Iiiks to pas:, i h
i ougn The >

i

rangement provides for the prlngs under the hollow bo tei

and tii«- rollers are Inside the bol tei lh< effecl

tli<- bolster ei of cast steel suffl

i-lenl fur the uppei o beat against and yel thi

riflce hi Irength ol the bolster Tins i clear I j Indl

ated In the engraving Thesi eporled to bi

satisfactory In service

Ideas in Motion.—You have all had ideas and you will have

more of them. These mental forces, like other forces, only do

work when in motion. Hence your ideas are only valuable when
put into execution, and this often requires more talent than to

originate them. Some men seem to consider their ideas so

good that they will execute themselves.

—

Waltei C

"I have been a close observer of successful men, and few do

more than sprout, up to the age of thirty-five; and if by that

time they have builded well and upon a sure foundation, their

chances for success are more than even. Setbacks, disap-

pointments and niislakes are frequently the making of men.
Uninterrupted success, as a rule, is dangerous.

—

Francis II

Peavey.

Opportunities.—We hear much about opportunities. They
are everywhere plentiful. Remember that your opportunity

is the little one that lies squarely in front of you. not tbfe large

one which you hope to find further along. Many a man is sur-

rounded with opportunities who never seizes one. There are

traditions that Adam. William Tell, and Sir Isaac Newton each

had an affair with an apple, but with different results.

Walter C. Ki sit

Encouragement in Promotions.— Every man should be en

c-ouraged. Believe that he can do better things than he is

now doing or that he can do the things he is now doing in a
better way and with advantage to himself. Every promotion
should be with the prime idea of strengthening the machine,
of making the organization stronger—more capable. The pro-

motion should be made, not only to supply a place with a

needed piece of material, but to so fill that place that the set-

ting will be complete and harmonious, that the selection and
promotion will be approved of men.

—

W. It. Heath, before

Central Railway Club.

Production Improvements.- To slims the difference i

where different machinery or improved processes arc used.

For making one hundred %-in. by 4 -in. hexagonal head finished

bolts, on a modern turret lathe, by r£du< ing the body of the

bolt from a commercial bar of hexagonal steel of a size re-

quired for the head, the cost is $15.84. Similar bolts are now
made by a machine-screw company by welding electrically the

bead (cut from a liar of hexagonal sleel) in the bodj Of the

bolt, made from a piece of cold rolled steel the exact diameter

of the bolt, and sold for $5.88, which shows a saving in favor

of this process of approximately 63 per cent.- Mr ilex /'

Outerbri&ge, jr.. \ m . Academy of Political and Social Science

Cheap Power fbom I ucer Gas - The co I of running en

gines with producer was is, in fact, so low that Installations

are being laid down in Grenoble, where an eiimi is capital

has been spenl upon the creation of hydro-electric plants. It

was expected thai the price al which electrical energj could

be supplied by the huge plants in the Dauphine would allow of

electricitj supplanting every other form of tlve powei

throughout the entire district. This price has been .still fur-

ther cul by producer gas. A Hew Instances of workln

may be Interesting. Due u er tat s thai the fuel con ump
nun for an 8-h.p. engine i unt to $1.31 for 64 hours; In

anothei ca e the total working cosl tor a 22-h.p, en

cents a day; whil a 22-h.p oil engine, costing $2.80 a day,

was replaced bj a 25-h.p. engine running with produce)
!

..
i

i

i
i .i reduced to 60 cents In thesi

i
i

i
\nzin

i oal or anl hi aclte wa employed. The: e re till

Irlklng i hal i
lui er ga i planl i

are atl racl In

Idi rabli attei i In Prani e, « here goo I fuel n

abl |ii .ii a h Igh ii-iii • ami further i rials with I he P n

ui 1

1

a nl an l.o he carried horl ly by i he I^rencli i n

of I [Ineei at which trials It I pi obabli Mini th<

Mm i b iii i ' in iSnglui ei v. Hi hi rop

1 1,, i ndun
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A NEW ANTI-FRICTION METAL PHOENIX IMPROVED TENDER SPRING.

A new feature in the line of anti-friction metals is shown

in the photograph which illustrates a piece of metal which

has been nicked on one side and after being placed in a vise

has been broken off by a sharp blow from a heavy hammer.

A fibrous and stringy mass is revealed. The alloy is of a tin

and aluminum base and the fibers always radiate from the

chilling surfaces, regardless of the number of times it is re-

heated, thereby presenting the ends of the fibers to the wear-

ing surfaces and thusi increasing its wearing capacity and its

ability to resist crushing. The metal is very tough and its

texture is fine and smooth with no granular matter interven-

ing. Under the most severe tests and shocks it d6es not be-

come brittle. It may be remelted an indefinite number of

times without becoming hard or losing any of its original

properties, and is especially adapted for use in the linings of
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PERSONALS.
Mr. L. .1. Miller has been appointed master mechanic of the

Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at Atchison, Kan.

.Mr. Maurice Prendergast has been appointed general fore-

man of the shops of the Baltimore & Ohio at Fairmount, W. Va.

Mr. W. A. Stearns has been appointed assistant master

mechanic of the Louisville & Nashville at Louisville, Ky.

Mr. R. H. Rogers has been appointed master mechanic of

the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad at South

Boston, Mass.

Mr. C. G. Arthur has been appointed master mechanic of

S mthern Railway at Columbia, S. C, to succeed Mr. J. F.

Sheahan.

Mr. W. E. McEldowney has been appointed master mechanic

of the Denver, Enid & Gulf Railroad with headquarters at

Enid. Okla.

Mr. F. A. Beekert has been appointed master mechanic of

the Louisville & Nashville, with headquarters at Knoxville,

Tenn.

Mr. A. C. Hinckley has been appointed master mechanic of

the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton at Lima, Ohio, to succeed

Mr. J. E. Gould.

Mr. W. L. Tracy has been appointed master mechanic of the

Louisville Terminals of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad

at Louisville, Ky.

Mr. Albert Nugent has been appointed master mechanic of

the Spokane Falls & Northern, with headquarters at Spokane,

Wash., to succeed Mr. C. H. Prescott.

Mr. H. H. Kendall has been appointed superintendent of

motive power of the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico Railway,

with headquarters at Kingsville, Texas.

Mr. E. G. Haskins has been appointed master mechanic of

the Denver & Rio Grande with headquarters at Salida, Col

,

to succeed Mr. A. C. Hinckley.

Mr. F. R. Cooper has been appointed master mechanic of

irgia. Florida & Alabama, and the Carrabelle, Talla-

gia, with headquarters at Bainbridge, Ga.

Mr. George Wagstafl has been appointed supervisor of boilers

Vanderbilt h office at Buffalo, reporting to

the genera! mechanical engineer, .Mr. F. M, Whyte.

Mr. F. M' i

'

resigned as superintendent of motive

of the Denver & Kio Grande ei d ilr. C. H. Cory

ic '. er of the Cincinnati, Hamil-

ton & Dayton, with neadquartei al Lima, 0.

Mr. C E I
pointed acting mat ti i mei hat

Ft, Worth & Rio Grande and the St. Louis, San Fran-

.'.iiii headquarters at Sherman, Tex.,

H IcKelvey, resigned.

Mr. W. A. JobO appointed

machinery and equipment ol the Manistee & Grand R

ij wiih beadquarti City, Mich. He wa D

mechanic ol ;

i lentral.

Mr. M li Fran n appointed superintends

Shore & i Rail

Ohio. H<- . mat th

i h

Wortblngtoi

and opera) Ion o( the Han appoln

'•rai manage) of ' illway & Na
with hi Ore,

Mr. H. C. Bayless lias i n appointed mechanic;

of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, with head-

quarters at Minneapolis, Minn.

Mr. Alfred l.ovcii. heretofore assistant superintendent of

motive power of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway,

has been appointed superintendent of motive power, with head-

quarters at Chicago, 111.

Mr. A. W. Wheatley, general master mechanic of the North-

ern Pacific, has resigned to accept the position of superintend-

ent of shops of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at East

Moline, 111. The appointment of a man of Mr. Wheat leys

attainments in charge of a shop plant indicates the importance

in which the operation of a large and expensive plant is held

by the management of this road. It is to he hoped that this

appointment marks a new era in railroad shop management.

Mr. T. R. Brown has been appointed engineer of steel car

roust ruction of the American Car and Foundry Company, with

headquarters in New York. He is widely known as formerly

master mechanic of the Juniata shops of the Pennsylvania

Railroad at Altoona, later as works manager of the Westing-

house Air Brake Company, and general manager of the Cor-

rington Air Brake Company. Mr. Brown is eminently well

fitted for his present position, where he can bring to bear in

matters of car design, experience in building locomotives and
cars, and wide manufacturing experience, supplemented by
intimate knowledge of railroad conditions.

BOOKS.
Poor's Manttai of Railroads.—The Railroad Manual Appen-

dix, containing the fifth annual compilation of Poor's Ready Refer-
ence Bond List has been issued. It brings up to dale tables of

dividends and annual meetings, stock registrars and transfer agents.

In addition lo (In- appendix a revised statement of the Rock Is-

land system lias been r ived. This is revised to June 30, 1904,

and is to take the place of the statement appearing on pages 756
and T.")7 of Poor's Manual for 1004.

Traveling Engineer's Association. Proceedings of the Twelfth
Annual Convention. Edited by W. O. Thompson, secretary,

Oswego, N. Y.

This volume contains the reports, papers and discussions of the

convention held in Chicago in September, 1904. Conspicuous

among the subjects are, the selection, training and examinations of

firemen, wain- tube boilers, valve motion, the high si d brake,

headlights, the four-cylinder balai d i pound locomotive, the

hist mentioned subject being introduced in paper by Mr. \V. .1.

McCarroll of the Baldwin Locomotive Works. This volume also

contains the constitution, l>,\ laws and list of members of the os-

Fowler's Mechanical Engineer's Pockel Book, 1905. By W. II.

Fowler. London, Scientific Publishing Company. Leather-
ette, 500 pages, pockel size. Price, Is. 6d.

This edition includes substantia] improvements over previous

s. It contains a new section on entropy and its appliaction

to strain engine practice and this subject is well treated to suit

the needs of ordinary students. The additions fill ." age in

eluding .- mber of useful tables and information concerning

steam turbines and high s] d tool steel, every grinding, milling,

reaming and other machine I subject. The book lias I n en

tirely revised and amended i" keep il up to currcnl practice. H

is n useful I k.

The \'-« Vork Subwai li Con In in mid i: pmenl Puh
li In .1 bi ih I I'l Bli Rapid Tri C pnny, l.

r>0
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sheds and the closing chapter gives the names of the sub contractors.

Tho letter press and engravings are beyond criticism and groat

credit is due the MeGraw Publishing Company, under whose direc-

tion the volume was prepared. The book is worthy of the great

work which it so satisfactorily records.

NEW CATALOGUES.
IN WBITINO FOR THESE CATALOGUES PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

Chucks-—Catalogue A, from the Westcott Chuck Company,
Oneida, X. V.. describes the lathe and drill chucks made by them.

Shapers.—A circular from the Queen City Machine Tool Com-
pany of Cincinnati. Ohio, describing their new 24-in. back geared

crank shaper.

Electrical Si pplies.—A general catalogue of 593 pages and
also a smaller edition known as the railway catalogue and devoted

to supplies for street railways from the Western Electric Company,
4H". West street, New York.

Roller Bearings.—Bulletin No- 117 from the Hyatt Boiler

Hearing Company of Harrison, X. J., describes their roller bearings

as adapted to shop cars, trucks, cranes, trolleys, tumbling barrels

and all work involving heavy duty at slow speed.

Testing Machines.—The Biehle Bros. Testing Machine Com-
pany, Inc., 1421 X. Ninth street, Philadelphia, Pa., are sending out

supplementary sheets for their Catalogue A. These describe sev-

eral of their new machines.

Why Does a Dog Waggle His Tail?—A brochure pointing,

out certain important features in the design of the "Precision"

boring, drilling and milling machine and the power forcing press

made by the Lucas Machine Tool Company of Cleveland, Ohio.

Ball and Roller Bearings Catalogui No. 11 from the

Standard Roller Bearing Company, Forty-eighth street and

Girard avenue. Philadelphia, Pa., describes ami illustrates applica-

tions of the various types of ball and roller bearings made by

them.

Coal and Ash Handling Plant. Bulletin \. is ued bj the

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, Columbus, Ohio, presents an

interesting illustrated description of the method of handling coal

ami ashes at the power plant of the Scioto Valley Traction Com-
pany. Reese's Station, Ohio.

Wattmeters, and How to Rj id Them. Foldei No 1032,

from the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Companj •>!

Pittsburg, Pa., illustrates and briefly describes the construction

of their integrating wattmeters and tells bow in read them.

Various types ol the SawyerMan incandescenl lamp are also

illustrated.

Steam Turbini 7002 Erom thi Westinghouse .Ma-

chine Company, East Pittsburg, Pa., very completely describes

the principles and construction of the Westinghouse Parsons .steam

turbine and considers its commercial ami mi. ei

graphical method of showing steam turbine economy and a few typi-

i a I efficiency tests are presented.

NOTES.
Northern Metallic Packing.—The Robinson & Cary Com-

pi St. Paul, Minn., has been appointed exclusive represen

tatives for the Northern Metallic Packing Company.

Rubber Hose Preservative. Mr. G. S. Wood, 209 Great

Northern building. Chicago, 111., has received an order from the

Tasmanian Government Railways for "P. & W." rubber pn

tive for coating the air brake hose on that road. This material is

verj favorably spoken of by those who have used it.

their Eastern sales manager and will have full charge of the

offices. The main offices of the company are in Chicago.

Crocker-Wheeler Company.— ('has. W. Cross, formerly of the

Roberts & Abbott Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, and later electrical eu

gineer for the Eastern Ohio Traction Company, has entered the

employ of Crocker- Y\ any, of Ampere, N. .!.. and

tached to the Cleveland offii f the company at 810 New England

building.

The Frost Railway Supply Company.—In order that there

may be no confusion or conflict with previously organized com-
panies using the name "Monarch" the name of the Monarch Rail-

way Supply Company has been changed to the Frost Railway
Supply Company, of which Mr. Harry W. Frost is president,

the temporary offices being in the Majestic Building, Detroit.

Mich.

BUDA FOUNDRY. & ManTJFACTURJHG Company. -This com-

pany has recently increased the facilities of their Eastern branch,

which is located in the Havemeyer building, New York City, and

in the future will carry a complete line of their track goods for

the convenience of buyers. Mr. Robert Spencer has been appointed

Crocker-Wheeler Annual, Convention.—The annual conven-

tion of the officers and branch managers of the Crocker-Wheeler

Company took place at the main office and works. Ampere, N. J-,

January 2(i, 27 and 28. Managers and representatives from all

parts of the country were unanimous in predicting a prosperous

year in the held of alternating current generators and direct current

generators and motors. On the evening of the 27th a banquet was
held at the Cafe Martin in Xew York, at which the president of

the company, Dr. Schuyler Skaats Wheeler, presided.

Roundhouse Heating and Ventilation.—The Blair Furnace

roundhouse of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Altoona, Pa., is

equipped with a large steam hot blast apparatus constructed by

the B. F. Sturtevant Company of Boston, Mass., which distributes

heated air throughout the building and forces it into the pits

beneath the locomotives in large quantities. During the winter

months the smm and ice are quickly melted from the running gear

of the locomotives and the time for cleaning and repairing them is

greatly reduced.

Si i \ \t Turbine Plant in Klondike.—The Westinghouse com-
panies have just received an order from the Canadian Klondike
Mining Company for the equipment of a power house for the elec-

trical operation of gold dredging boats on the Alaskan rivers. A
tOO-kilowatl turbo-generator will be driven by a 000-h.p. Westing-

house-Parsons steam turbine. On the dredge boats will be in-

stalled induction motors aggregating a total of about 500 h.p. and
varying in size from ~'-j to 100 h.p. The fact that the mining

company is willing to install a plant of this nature far from the

manufactory and possible repairs shows the confidence engineers

place in this type of unit.

MORSE Chain. The new plant at Ithaca of the Morse Chain

Co., Trumansburg, X. Y., will consist of a machine shop, forge

shoo, hardening and tempering shop, wood shop, pattern storage,

foundry and offices. The power plant will consist of Westinghouse

tcting c pound engines direct connected to SO kw. 125-

volt direct current generators from the World's Fair at St. Louis,

supplied bj Bal k and Wilcox boilers at lo0-lb. pressure. The
machine shop equipment will be modern in every respect, with in-

dividual and group drives from 110-volt motors. Work of com-

pleting the details is now progressing rapidly preparatory to com-

mencing work of erection in the spring.

Fahlow Draft Gear.- Mr. M. A. Garrett, vice president of the

Fallow Draft Gear Company, directs attention to the fact that

of tic contingencies which usually lead to the failure of draft

gears, II arc enumerated for each end of the gear, the Farlow
iresents but one, viz: the possibility of broken couplers.

This draft gear is put together without rivets or pockets. It has

no followers of the usual type to bend and break. The springs

ii. protected from breakage and from becoming solid. There are

no lugs or check castings to break and this gear is held to be

om the danger of broken coupler pin chains. As the possi-

bilities for breakage are the same for both ends of the car, it is

obvious that if these claims are sustained in practice and the re-

sults of the remarkable test of this gear at Purdue University are

borne out that the number of contingencies for breakage are great-

ly reduced.

WANTED -Architectural draftsman, competent to design, make
bills of materials and specifications for railroad buildings, engine
I ses, water and coaling stations. Salary $125 per month.

State age, technical education and experience. Address Architect,

care Editor American Engineer \m> Railroad Journal, 140
Nassau street, N. Y.

WANTED. — Position as mechanical engineer or master
mechanic. Sixteen years' experience on a prominent railroad, and
also with a locomotive works as chief draughtsman. 34 years of

age. References furnished if desired. Address "A," care Editor

American Engineer, 140 Nassau St., N. X.
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VAUCLAIN 4-CYLINDER BALANCED COMPOUND
LOCOMOTIVE.

4—4—2 Type—New York Central Railroad.

In this journal, in May, 1904, page 184, the Cole 4-cylinder

balanced compound, built for this road by the American Loco-

motive Company, was described. In February, 1901, page 35,

the original Atlantic type simple engine of this road was illus-

trated, which has proven to be one of the most satisfactory

designs ever introduced on that road. This original Atlantic

from these works, 5,000 locomotives having been turned out

in three years.

The Vauclain design brings one low and one high pressure

cylinder into the same casting. The high pressure cylinders

connect with the crank axle and the low pressure with the

crank pins of the rear driving wheels, thus dividing the en-

gine, and yet the cylinders are not separated as in the Cole and

De Glehn arrangements. The crank axle is built up, with cir-

cular crank cheeks, the construction being almost exactly the

FRONT VIEW, SHOWING ELEVATION OP CYLINDERS AND PISTON

VALVES.

same as that of the New York, New Haven & Hartford engine,

illustrated in December, 1904, page 466. The eccentrics are

driven by the rear axle and the valve stem passes immediately

over the frames and is perfectly straight, the center of the

piston valve being over the center of the frames.

In order to secure as long inside main rods as possible, this

cylinder arrangement required an increase of wheel base, an

increase in the length of tubes, long outside guides and other

changes in details, which are indicated in the accompanying

comparison of the simple locomotive and the two balanced

vai'I.ain (-OTXINDEB BALANCED COMPOUND NKW STORK CENTRAL

.1 I'. Dl ' ral Nuperintcndent of Motive Power.

in DBON hivi-.i: RAILROAD.

llAMlWIN I/OCOMOTIVE WORKS, BuildCIS.

type locomotive Is the basis for the application of both the

Cole and Vauclain balanced systems on this road, and from

the results already obtained by the Colo locomotive on the

St. Ixjuis testing plant, and by the Vauclain on the Burling-

ton, the 4 -cylinder balanced type of construction seems sure to

prove exceedingly successful. The Vauclain locomotive hap-

to be the 26,000th turned out tram the naidwin Works,

and It Is of Interest to know that the Plant system balanced

engine, Illustrated in March, 1902, page 72, was the 20,000th

compounds presented In the accompanying table. Instead

of using 2-ln. tubes 1C ft. long, the new design employs 2Vi-ln.

tubes 18 ft. C Ins. long. The holler is straight as before and the

firebox is tin* h.m :i -1, hut. tho heating surface is slightly In-

creased, The tractive power Is 24,200 lbs.

Tho low pri'HHiiro cylinders have tho usual relief valves, but

the relief talves for the high pressure cylinders are replaced

by a single valve connected with tho T head located on top of

tho smokebox, Just In tho rear of tho stack. Air admitted at
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this point becomes heated in passing down through the steam
pipes before it reaches the cylinders, which should he an ad-
vantage.

In general the new design resembles in its principal details
the original engine and the Cole compound, the details being
sufficiently similar to permit of a satisfactory comparison of
the different arrangements of cylinders. It will be noted that
the cylinders are exactly the same in diameter in both of the

compounds. The leading dimensions of the three designs men-
tioned may be compared by aid of the accompanying table.

While the frames are necessarily different from the others,

in order to accommodate the increased length of wheel base
and the cylinders in one casting, in general they are similar to

the other two designs. The front driving journals are 10 i

10 :l

i
ins

, the rear 9% x 12 ins. The truck wheels are 36 ins.,

with 6% x 10-in. journals, the trailing wheels being 50 ins.,
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with S x 14-in. journals. Tea tons of coal and 6,000 gals, of

water are "carried on the tender, which is New York Central

standard. The comparative table of dimensions follows:

-NEW YORK CENTRAL A1I..W 1 TARED.

Type—Drivers 4-4-2 4-4-2 4-4-2
Type—Name Atlantic Atlantic Atlantic
Number of road or class BO 3000 3804

Builder 1 Sch'nTdy ,
Cola Ba

,

ldwin
.

\
' Balanced Balanced

Simple or compound i Simple Compound Compound

When built 1901 1904 1905
Weight, engine total, lbs 176,000 200,000 204,500
Weight, on drivers, lbs 94,800 110.000 106.S20
Weight, on leading truck, lbs 42,600 50,000 53,460
Weight, on trailing truck, lbs 38,600 40,000 44,220
Weight of tender (loaded; . lbs 112,000 121.600 120.500
Wheel base, driving, ft. and Ins. . . 7-0 7-0 7-0

Wheel base, total, engine, ft. &. ins. 27-3 27-9 30-9
Wheel base, total engine and / 53-O 53-8 56-3

tender, ft. and ins \
Driving wheels, diameter, ins 79 "9 79
Cylinders, diameter, ins 21 15% 15% & 26
Cylinders, stroke, ins 26 26 26
Heating surface, firebox, sq. ft 180 175 180
Heating surface, arch tubes, sq. ft. 27.1 23
Heating surface, tubes, sq. ft 3.298-1 3.248.1 3,465
Heating surface, total, sq. ft 3,505.2 3,446.1 3,645
Firebox, length, ins 96% 96% 96%
Firebox, width, ins 75% 75% 75%
Grate area, sq. ft 50.3 50.23 50.3
Boiler, smallest diameter of, ins... 72 72% 72%
Boiler, height of center above J 9.3 9.3 i_i6 9-3

rail, ft. and ins \

Tubes, number & diameter In Ins. . . 396-2 390-2 318-2%
Tubes, length, ft. and ins 16-0 16 18-6

Steam pressure, lbs., per sq. in. . . . 200 225
Type of boiler Straight Straight Straight

Fuel Bitum. coal Bitum. Bitum.
Reference in American Engineer / Feb.. 1901 May, 1904 \pr ii 1905
and Railroad Journal I P. 35 P. 184

IMPRESSIONS OF FOREIGN RAILROAD PRACTICE.

Editorial Correspondence

Paris.

In estimating the value of foreign railway practice it is

wise to look beyond the equipment itself. We can not use

foreign locomotives or cars and foreigners cannot use ours,

simply because they would be misfits, being developed to meet

entirely different conditions. Americans return from abroad

saying that we have little to learn from foreigners. Their

cars are mere boxes and their locomotives are small. This is

true, but if we look deeper and discover the foreign methods

of developing their equipment and the methods of operating

it we find a wealth of ideas which are worthy of study and

emulation. This applies to France, to England, and to Ger-

many. In France, where I found the mechanical engineering

as well as the operation of the locomotive carried to the high-

est point, the motive power officials themselves are worthy

of study. These gentlemen stand among the highest en-

gineers of the country. Their work is appreciated and they

have performed a very important part in the transportation

development of the continent.

Ic of their work is that of knowing what is

to be required and providing for it carefully in advance. They
occupy leading positions in railway administrations and are

consulted No administration In Prance would dare to take

the responsibility of ordering locomotives withou

absolutely upon th«- motive power department for the design,

and even the smallest detail is left to these officials. Anything
else would be contrary h dents, the tradition

the business policy of the roads The result. Is that, the loco-

motive responsibility rests entirely with these officials (in

marked contrast to conditions on some of our roads at home).
To me there is a deep significance In the fact that French

locomotives are provided with devices which are perfectly well

handled and which we have q auge f

their "complication" One of these Is the variable exhaust

French runners ari in :m 1 they do use them
Intelligently, economically and efficiently The qu
as to why we cannot, do likewise, because we Deed the

exhaust.

ncn motive power men have produced macl
are admirably raited to 'heir n<->\' Their one though! ha

been to secure the best, and they have brought up the men to

handle machines which are very complicated, as judged from

our standards. We may criticize construction for lack of con-

venience in repairs, but we must bow to the traditions under

which these officials really direct their departments and con-

duct their work in accordance with high ideals. To do this

they have enjoyed real co-operation with othei departments.

I wish specially to acklowledge courtesies received from
.Messrs. du Bousquet and Rodrigue, of the Northern; Messrs.

Solacroup and Laurent, of the Orleans, and Mr. Herdner, of

the Southern Railway, with whom I spent most enjoyable but

brief moments. The atmosphere of their departments pro-

duced a feeling like inspiration, because of the appreciation

of the locomotive problem which is everywhere evident. It

gives the impression of the commanding importance of motive
power and of the officials who have brought the French loco-

motive to its high place, and have at the same time developed

the men to operate them. The perfection of the premium sys-

tem for locomotive engineers and firemen, used so effectively

in France, entitles these officials to the highest praise, par-

ticularly those of the Nord, Midi and Paris-Orleans railways.

I was not fortunate enough to personally inspect the good
work which I know the other roads are doing.

Freight Cars in France.

Because French freight equipment is not of large carrying

capacity it does not follow that it has no interest for us.

These people have much to show us in the use of steel frames.

They have adopted steel in light equipment for reasons of

economy in maintenance. The moral of this is that if econom-
ical where steel is not required for strength, it must neces-

sarily be even more economical for us, because we need the

strength of steel as well as its durability. These roads have
used iron under-frames for more than 40 years. Since 1869

all the cars of the Eastern Rai'way have had metal under-

frames. In this experience the value of the superior resist-

ance to corrosion of large sections has been learned and life

of 60 years is expected, or three times the life of wooden
frames. What more could be asked?

These cars are from 15 to 25 ft. long and of about 10 tons

capacity. Few of them have even hand brakes. If steel

frames are advantageous under these conditions, what is to

be said of them for ours?

In France steel has replaced wood and the frames were at

first too light, many of the older ones being of special rolled

sections resembling a letter E. Composite frames succeeded
wooden ones, but now the frames are entirely of steel, while
in Germany many cars arc built entirely of steel. Generally
the underframos employ 3 or 5 longitudinal sills of channels
or I beams, gussetted to 4 cross bearers and provided with
diagonal braces On these wooden boxes are built.

Each road has as small a number of different types of under-
frames as possible, but the superstructures are varied to suit

traffic requirements of shippers. Most of the cars are built

In the shops of the railroads and by the repair forces when
not otherwise occupied In this way the repair organizations
are kept together. The repair forces are small because, ex-

cept for wrecks, the maintenance of the frames is almost
Insignificant. These people do not know anything of the
effect of heavy American locomotives, of our strenuous meth-
ods and the destructlveness of our switchmen. As to the
corrosion of steel frames, there Is not the slightest anxiety In

France

it seems difficult to believe, bui I am told thai thousands of

French cars are maintained for less than $2 per car per year.

which, however, does not Include painting. A thorough paint-

ing once In ?. years Is believed to he sufficient to ma
ICtorlly New equipment Is pn

I" a " '

: ipropi upon an annual di
|

f 'on I. lentloned by Mr. Tolmer, of th.

em Railway or Prance In bis article in this journal In April,

"W7 On : lumber an Interesting diagram
of the COSl of repairs of French cars was prcs.
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told thai this diagram applies to-day. Steel underframes are

overhauled when about 15 years old, very little work being

required in intervals of 15 years alter that. As far as I can

learn no metal frames of the heavier sections in ordinary

service have ever worn out or corroded to the point requiring

them to be discarded. It is apparent that the cost of repairs

of the wooden boxes is far greater than that of the metal frames

of the same cars.

These people cannot understand our general use of wooden

cars for either passenger or freight service. Passenger car

construction over here is tending in a marked way toward

universal use of steel underframes and increasing use of steel

in upperframes. An excellent example of metal work is the

metallic window sash of European cars.

My notes cover many other interesting details, but these

letters must soon ue brought to a close.

G. M. B.

(To be continued.)

REINFORCEMENT OF POSTAL CARS.

Pennsylvania Railroad.

In accordance with suggestions from the United States mail

service officials, the end construction of postal cars on the

Pennsylvania Railroad has been reinforced, as shown in these

engravings. The reinforcement provided is even more ef-

fective than that suggested. Its purpose is to increase col-

lision resistance.

In addition to the plates applied to the outside faces of the

center sills and the inside faces of the side sills and the out-

side faces of the end sills, large rectangular castings are

applied at the corners of the underframe; the end framing

is reinforced in an entirely new way. The s4 x 8-in. plate

reinforcing the end sills receives the attachment of 10-in 25-lh

I beams, forming posts for the vestibule opening. Across

these I beams at the top is a horizontal plate with flanges of

i MINI ill END ((INSTRUCTION OF 1'OSTAL CAKS.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD,
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angles, to which is connected a vertical plate across the eno.

of the car for a finish. The horizontal plate referred to in-

creases the collision strength of the upper portion of the

vestibule. In addition to the I beams, Z bars pass diagonally

across the end panels of the car. as indicated in the draw-

ing, these being riveted to the end sill reinforcing plate at the

bottom, and secured by angles to the horizontal plate at th=

top. Other Z bars are built in the corner posts of the ear

and are riveted to the end sill reinforcing plate at the bottom

and the same horizontal plate at the top.

The draft sills of this car are 6-in. I beams extending 13

ins. beyond the inner bolsters. These members receive plates

on their upper faces, at each side of both bolsters, and another

fits between the two bolsters these plates being riveted to the

upper flanges of the I beams. The drawing of the complete

framing at the end of the car illustrates the application of the

Westinghouse draft gear and the Standard Coupler Company's

steel platform, which has been applied to some of these cars

which are now in service

The car itself is similar in its general features to previous

construction on this road. Its interior arrangements, how-

ever, have been modified to suit recent requirements of the

department to produce a combination car, which may be used

A statement was printed last month giving credit to the

shops of the Chicago & Northwestern Railway for the general

repairs of 50 locomotives per month in a shop with but 21

pits. Attention has been called to the fact that record had al-

ready been made in this journal of general repairs at the rate

of more than three engines per pit per month in other shops.

In this connection it should be stated that at Altoona ZVt

engines per pit per month are turned out of the erecting shop.

This, however, is a shop well equipped with crane service.

The performance of the Chicago & Northwestern does not

suffer in comparison, because the Chicago shops are not fitted

with cranes, the only large crane at those works being in the

boiler shop.

An: Openings Undek Locomotive Grates.—There seems to

be no doubt that there is a direct loss o£ heat when the air

supply is. inadequate and that a considerable saving may be

accomplished by properly designing the damper openings. In

an extract from the report of a committee before the North-

west Railway Club, which appeared on page 102 of our March
number, the statement was made that the loss of heat when
the air supply is not adequate sometimes reaches 25 per cent..

Dr.fl Gear

I 01 END 0ONSTBUCTIO5 "1 POSTA] INIA KAELBOAD.

either entirely for newspaper mail or first-class matter. The

floor plan illustrates the large number of cases at one end of

the car which are arranged as permanent fittings, but installed

in such a way as not to interfere with the use of the car for

paper mail when the racks are folded down from the wall.

The end reinforcement is built in accordance with patents

Issued to Mr. W F. Kiesel, assistant mechanical engineer of

tho Pennsylvania Railroad.

Inasmuch as the Interstate Commerce Commission inspect

ors are vry closely watching automatic couplers for the break-

age of devices and coupler pin chains, which necessitate go

tog between the car* to make couplings, it seem

to direct attention to the Importance of one <>t the primary

'iraft rigging. Tl tion of the

rlggir.- coupler cani andard

allowan" r,f motion of
' most. If th<

<>n In such tl possibly allow more than that

amount of motion to the coupler, It for th<

!<- r legitlmal

Of draf rigging I,

a

and attention was drawn to the fact that damper openings

me of the newer types of locomotives were entirely too

small.

For obustion 8 lbs. of oxygen are required for

every pound of hydrogen and 2 2-3 lbs. of oxygen for every

pound of carbon. It has been suggested that by staying the

With hollow stay bolts with an inside diameter of %
in., perfect combustion m lined. It is impossible to

get sufficient air through and air in excessive vol-

fir^ bed. The air which

it. won ugh 1,000 or more hollow stay

bolts with '.In he ,

i ct com-

bustion, but i' would furnish en to pay for the

hollow 1
1
rough

and 'bus the liability of

chaust of the

g the current of air through the hollow

Of tho firebox Tl

ind 'be strength Is thus Inorea '
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ANGUS LOCOMOTIVE & CAR SHOPS, MONTREAL.

Canadian Pacific Railway.

V.

{For previous article see page 75.)

Thick Suor.—This shop was shown in section in January,

page 2. One of the accompanying engravings shows the

west end with the location of machinery. The portion of

the building not shown in this partial plan contains two

IM1BUIB CIF THICK SHOT.

to the machines on two short tracks reaching the axle lathes

and wheel borers. The machinery is enumerated in the ac-

companying list. Each of the seven machines running, dur-

ing the writer's visit, was turning out twelve 4% by 8-in.

axles per day. The journals are also "rolled" in the lathes.

The lathe foundations are of concrete, with an irregular de-

pression, or basin, 14 ins. deep, having at the center a sub-

merged sheet iron tank, 2 ft. in diameter by 3 ft. deep, to

catch the drainage from the tools. The foundations them-

selves are 22 ins. deep. They are provided for all of the axle

lathes in the shop. Storage for axles is provided near the

axle lathes, and storage for

wheels in the two spaces indi-

cated; one is for 144 and the

other for 222 wheels. The wheel

presses are numbered 55 and 56

on this plan, and are located at

the ends of the tracks, which

reach to the opposite end of the

building, these being the central

two of the four tracks. The wheel

presses are provided with Cros-

by recording gauges, in order to

check the pressures used in

]>r> ssing on the wheels. This

shop is arranged for progressive

work, the work advancing to

completion at the east end. for

delivery to the erecting shops.

Every operation in th? truck

shop is on piecework.

Cab Mac iiinf. Sum' —The plan

of this building shows three

longitudinal tracks, crossed by-

one transverse track with turn-

tables. A section of the shop

was shown in January, page 3.

It provides for the machine

work and bolt work, and is

a manufacturing establishment.

A very large amount of bolt
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MACHINERY PLAN OF CAB MACHINE SHOP.

CAR MACHINE SHOP Na ud Maker.

Name and Maker. Motor H.P.

98.

100.
101.
102.

104.
105.

1

110.
11L
112.
113.
114.

110.

117.
118.

121

12:;.

127.

144

2S-in. T« !

25-in. vertical drill

28-in. vertical drill

28-in. vertical drill

28-in. vertical drill

il drill. Prentlt
vertical drill, Prenti

Double-headed planer, 4S ins. x 48 ins. x 12 ft, Mark
Flather Planer Company 20

Double-headed planer, 36 ins. x 36 ins. x 10 ft., McGregor
& Gourley ?%

Single headed planer, 30 ins. x 30 ins. x 10 ft, McGregor
& Gourley "w

Double buffer |

Double buffer L 10
Double buffer J
Double buffer -.

%-in. turret lathe, Bertram & Sons
16-in. sliding head drill press, Hamilton Machine Tool Com- > 5
pany J

Miller, Smith & Coventry
6-spindle arch bar drill, Niles Tool Works
6-spindle arch bar drill. Bertram A: Sons.
6-spindle drill
6-spindle arch bar drill. Bertram & Son- >• ,q
6-spindle drill, Bertram & Sons
6-spindle drill, Bertram & Sons
6-spindle drill, Bertram & Sons
6-spindle drill, Bertram & Sons
32-In. vertical drill. Bertram i Sons

Cincinnati Machine Tool Company.
Bertram &. Sons
Cincinnati Machine Tool Company
Cincinnati Machine Tool Company.

gor & Gourley
26-In. vertical drill. Prentice Bro
20-ln
20-ln. vertical drill

-'ioal drill

26-In. vertical drill, Bertram & Sons
rtical drill, Bertram & Sons

Bolster drill

54-ln. wheel lathe, Bertram & Sons
12-ln. double emery wheel. C. P. R
Journal :

54-ln. wheel lathe. Bertram & Sons
me, Pond Machine Tool Company

24-ln. double bead traverse sbaper, Cincinnati Shaper Com-
pany

14-ln. shaper
.-taper

Mark Flather
11-in. totter, McKechole k Bertram
42-in. wheel lathe. Pond Machine Tool Company.

54-ln. wl • > 15

54-ln. wheel lathe, Bertram k -• J

nil rerttcal drill, C I" It

I- l:

1' It

1 drill.
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3; t
r°a wg

200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.

208.
209.
210.
211.

216.
217.
218.

219.
220
221.

222.
223.
224.

226.

227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
232.
233.
234.
235
236.
237.
238.

2 13.

24 I.

216

249.
260.
251.

253.
254.

257.
258.
259.

267.
268.
269.
270,
271

273.
274.
275.
276.

279.
280

28 1

2 ST,

291.

292

294.
295,

PLANING MILL.

Name and Maker.

No. 1 Greenlee Auto eut-oft* saw
No. 1 Greenlee Auto cut-off saw V 20
No. 1 Greenlee Auto cut-off saw
No. 1 Greenlee Auto cut-off saw
No. 40 Berlin planer and double matcher 40
No. 46 Berlin planer and double matcher 40
No. 44 Berlin planer and double matcher 30
Bertram large 4-headed matcher and dimension planer, 6

ins. x 24 ins
Fay large 4-headed matcher, 6 ins. x 24

50

No. iy2 Greenlee S. F. rip saw set with collar 4 inches Ions'!

No. Ity Greenlee S. F. rip saw set with collar 4 inches long L
No. 1% Greenlee S. F. rip saw set with collar 4 inches long I

Greenlee S. F. rip saw, 30-in saw >

C. P. R. swing saw, 18-in. saw "]

No. 98 Woods & Co. improved jointing and facing machine
or buzz planer > 30

No. 3 McGregor, Gourley & Co. self-feed rip saw
McGregor, Gourley & Co. new improved rip saw, 30-in. sawJ
Bertram horizontal borer, 12 ins. thick, 3%-in. hole
McKechnie & Bertram large horizontal tenoning machine,
9 in.

10

No. 3 McGregor, Gourley & Co. band saw
No. 5 McGregor, Gourley & Co. large band resaw 15
Vertical car sill end tenoning machine, 9 ins. x 12 ins.

|

thick, MeKechnie & Bertram I 20
Swing saw, 18-in., C. P. H f

Greenlee extra range heavy car boring machine, 12 ft. tablej
No. 3 Greenlee extra range heavy Auto car gainer, 40-ft.
table 15

No 4 Greenlee Auto vertical car sill tenoner 15
No. 14 Greenlee std. heavy vertical hollow chisel mortiser, "1

40-ft table 20
No. 58 Fay band saw , . J
No. 00 McGregor, Gourley & Co. outside moulding machine. . 10
No. 00 Fay Patent band saw, 36-in. wheels 1

Bertram horizontal gainer, 14 ins. thick x 24 ins. wide ....
J-
20

Bertram single horizontal boring machine, 2-in )

McGregor, Gourley & Co. double-headed shaper / -.^

Greenlee 3-spindle medium heavy vertical boring machine. . J

McGregor. Gouiiev & Co. double-headed shaper ( nn
Bertram hollow chisel mortiser, 2% -in j

iu

McGregor, Gourley & Co. rip saw ~|

Fay vertical gainer, checks 2 ins. deep by 3 ins. wide
Faj 3 spindle boring machine, bores 2^ ins., 12 ins. deep. . r 40
Greenlee std. heavy 3-spindle vertical car boring machine. .

Greenlee heavy single-spindle horizontal boring machine. . J
McKechnie & Bertram large horizontal 9-in. tenoning ma-
chine

No. 5 Greenlee heavy Universal horizontal car tenoner .

McKechnie & Bertram large horizontal tenoning machine.
No. 5 Greenlee heavy Univeral horizontal car tenoner. .

No. 6 Fay car 72-in. mortiser and borer | ^q
No. 6. Fay car 72-in. mortiser and borer /'

No. 14 Greenlee std. heavy vertical hollow chisel mortiser
lt-la. table

No. 3 Greenlee extra range heavy auto car gainer 15
Swing saw, lS-in., C. P. R. ( „o
Greenlee extra range heavy car boring machine, 40«ft. table, J

Swing saw, 18-in., C. P. R. ( 20
Greenlee extra range heavy car boring machine, 40-ft. table. )

Bertram horizontal gainer, gains timber 2 ins. x 3 ins. wide, \

16 ins. across \ 15
Greenlee std. heavy 3-spindle vertical car boring machine. . )
No, 2 Fay Impri ved std. ripping saw 15
No. 2 Fay improved ripping saw 15
Greenlee 5-spindle boring machine \ nn
Greenlee std. heavy 3-spindle vertical car boring machine J

No, 14 Greenlee std. heavy vertical hollow chisel mortiser.. 15
No. 3 Fay large size car ripping saw 20

e extra range heavy car boring machine 20
No. 2 Greenlee Auto cut-off saw )

Greenlee vertical heavy Auto cut-off saw, to cut timber • 15
up to 14 ins. square I

No. 5 Gi al heavy Auto cut-off saw, to cut timber
up to 14 ins. square 15

No. 3 Greenlee rip saw, takes 30-in. saw and rips 19 in».
wide 20

No. 6 Fay outside moulder 30
No. 8 Berlin planer and sizcr 50

Berlin planer and slzer 50
No. 3 Greenlee rip saw 20

1

1 reenlee rip saw 20
No 24 Berlin planer, matcher 30
Pay variety wood worker or buzz planer 5

or, Gourley A Co. Auto band saw flier 1

No. 1 Fay Auto knife grinder
Knife grinder
C. P. rt, emery wheel I

Egan Auto knife grinder
Emery wheel
Circular saw sharpener
Pond portable grindstone, 72 ins
Pond portable grindstone, 72 ins
Bertram large rip saw, 36 ins. saw 15
No. 6 Greenlee vertical heavy Auto cut-off saw 15
Fay 4-head dimension planer, planes 12 ins. deep, 16 ins.
wide, 4 sides 40

Cant Gourley 4-headed matcher and dimension planer, planes
6 ins. thick, 24 ins. wide 20

Bertram large butting saw, 36 ins. saw 15
Iron frame swing saw, 18 ins. saw, C. P. R
Greenlee 5-spindle boring machine
Bertram horizontal gainer, gains 2 ins. deep, 3 ins wide, 16

ins. across
inie £ Bertram vertical end tenoning machine, 9 ins.

x 12 ins
Iron frame swing saw, 18 ins. saw, C. P. R

big hollow chisel sill mortiser machine, 8 in. deep,
2 in. chisel

3 spindle boring machine, C. P. R
Hollow chisel mortising and boring machine, C. P. R. . . .

die medium heavy vertical boring machin
I ins. thick, 3 in's. wide, 16 ins. face Fay

Egan
McGregor, Gourley & Co. 4-headed outside moulder 20

A
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-No. Name and Maker. Motor HP.
2&S No. 1U McGregor, Gourley & Co. shaping machine I «

5
300. No. 3 Greenlee vertical heavy Auto cut-off saw and gainer. . J

301. McGregor Gourley & Oo. dimension saw i

'

! Gregor, Gourley & Co. hand saw, 36 in. wheel > 15
auto vertical eut-otf saw .1

304. McGregor, Gourley & Co. swing saw, 32 in. saw
|ai. 3" in. saw, C. P. R-

'.regor, Gourley & Co. buzz planer
wan & Co. small rip saw, 14 in. saw 12
'iregor, Gourley £ Co. dimension planer, planes ti ins. 1

>24i»s
309. McGregor, Gourley & Co. 4-headed outside moulder J
310. Bertram surface planer, planes 6 ins. thick i 24 ins. wide. . ~)

311. McGregor, Gourley & Co. small rip saw ) 30
312. Chain saw mortiser J
313. Small sash door mortiser 1

Keuhnie & Bertram light tenoning machine tenons for ^ 10
sash and doors J

a remarkable one for any shop. At the time of the writer's

visit sixteen 60,000-lb. box cars were being turned out per day

At the west end of the building motor-driven winches are

located, for hauling out the cars completed each day. This

il boring machines with 40-ft. travelling tables, and
from this machine to a gaining machine, and from the gain-

ing machine they are placed on a lorry and run into the erect-

ing shop. On this same side there is also a hollow chisel

mortising machine with a 40-ft. travelling table for mortising

plates and ridge poles.

The center of the mill is used for getting out short material

for new freight cars, such as end sills, posts and carlines, and
after they are run through the planers they are next passed

to large butting saws, and then to mortising and boring ma-
chines, as the case may be, and when finished the pieces are

placed upon roller-bearing lorries and transferred into the

erecting shop.

Material for passenger cars, store orders and repair work is

handled in the same manner as described for the freight cars.

It is taken in at the east end of the mill, where there are

Ml HIM
IMS MS

I.MUiM SYSTEM. I - I FENONING MACHINE IN PLANING MUX i :! i

Mill ill SHAVINGS EXHAUS1 iri'Min CO \ GAINING mm mini

\i iii i in ri \ \i i:n.

building, like all I provided with automatic

sprinkers for fire protection

This building ong bj 125 it. wide,

and the machinery is divided Into two parts; one for prepai

Ing material for building m-u freight can, and the other for

prepai for building new pa

orden and repair work department

I ml of

right in the ilixn plan), where ther

placed ii ge timber i

'I In north

plan) ii used exclusively

for th" ni!l» ami lo ivi been

run through th<- planer they are butted <.rr and then

over tr, t r,e end 'enonlng ma'-hlne and then pindle

two large Umber planers and one large matcher or slzer, and

then passed on to boring, mortising and graining machines

\i the wesl end ol the mill there Is a cross track with turn

table i

•. hei i matei lal I

:

' ighl In and laid dow

planers and matchers For the freight car side there

an- two large double matchers and planers and one single

matcher Foi di there are two mati

ol ail these planers there Is an
.... o out on heath

i ii i be wesl end of the simii

i ..I in. M hinery for getting mil the I

(voi i for the Interioi Pin I b md i
- ps Ii to pa

Ml the machines In this mill are motor-driven; the

machlnei ii'- Independent motors and the lightei macl
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Tests Made on Motors Driving Fans in Planing Mill, Cabinet
Shop, and Shavings Tower.

(Speeds
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Cabinet Shop.

Name and Maker. Motor H.P.

Double combination glue spreader 2
Window blind mortiser, Jno. Bertram & Sons ~|

Window blind slot mortiser. McGregor. Gourley & Co - 5
Boults Carver, McGregor, Gourley & Co )

Royal Invincible sander, Berlin Machine Works 40
Jig saw, C. P. R. make 1

Sash and door mortiser, Jno. Bertram & Sons , 7%
No. 3 band saw, McGregor, Gourley & Co '

Chain mortiser. No. 66, New Britain . . . : \ 5
Sash sticker, McGregor, Gourley & Co J

Finishing saw, mitering work, Herbert Baker & Co ( *

Band saw, 36-in. wheel. McGregor, Gourley & Co J

Double tenoning machine, 10-in. to 6 ft. 6 ins., McGregor,
Gourley & Co 15

Pour-headed! inside moulder. McKechnie & Bertram 1 „.
Pony planer. J. A. Fay & Co I

'"
Grindstone, 72-in., Pond Machine Tool Company 1

Emery wheel, C. P. R
Dimension saw table, 16 ins. wide, 3 ins. thick, McGregor &

Gourley Company ^20
Double-headed 16-in. saw. McGregor & Gourley Company....
Perfection buzz planer and jointer, McGregor & Gourley Com-

pany J
Dimension planer, sizing and straightening. McGregor & Gour-

ley Company 15
Swing saw, 16 in., C. P. R 5

No. Name and Maker. Motor H.P.

23. Feed rod machine, 14 to 1% in., McGregor & Gourley Com-
pany 5

24. 24-in. wood lathe, McGregor & Gourley Company I 5
25. 20-in. wood lathe, Smith & Coventry /
26. Swing saw, 16-in., C. P. R 5
27. Universal wood worker, Egan & Co ) . -
28. Rip saw, 12-in., McGregor & Gourley Company J
29. Panel planer, McGregor & Gourley Company \
30. Tenoning machine, McGregor & Gourley Company V 20
31. Rip and cross cut saw, 14-in., McGregor & Gourley Company. J
32. 3-sided inside moulder, McGregor & Gourley Company 1

33. Chain mortiser, No. 66, New Britain Machine Works > 15
34. Chain grinder, New Britain Machine Works )

35. Shaping machine, McGregor & Gourley Company \ .q
36. Shaping machine, McGregor & Gourley Company J

37. Single spindle boring machine, McGregor & Gourley Company!
38. Friezing machine, J. A. Fay & Co. > 10
39. 2-spindle carver, Blouts )

groups. All of the motors are placed overhead, with the ex-

ception of the large ones which run the planers, so as to allow

plenty of floor space.

At the east end of the mill is an elevated extension platform

which is used for a template and saw filing room. In the

INTERIOR VIEW OF PIANINO MILL.

It Wall .1; Wall

Detail ol

I

1

.

IT r '

' all.l .1 . . .»-. - ^ - ' -^ . A

I pholstering Floor Plan
;

-hi
.,.!*..... 1 ton £

...... nii

:
I Plan
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saw filing room are four automatic knife grinders, one sur-

face grinder for truing and sizing up blank steel for shaper

and sticker knives, two automatic circular saw filers, two

automatic band saw filers, one for small band saws and one

for large band saws, and all the necessary tools for hammer-

ing and straightening circular saws, and also two emery

wheel stands.

The number or men employed on the passenger side of the

mill averages 100, and the number of men in the saw filing

room is five. The number of men on the freight car side

averages 75. The expected output for freight ears is twenty-

five per day, and about fifteen passenger cars per month.

Cabinet Snor.—This shop is situated on the north side of

one of the passenger car shops, with a large room for dry

lumber at the east end. In the center is placed the wood-

working machinery for cabinet work, and cabinet-makers'

benches in the west end. This building is 62 ft. wide by 581

ft. long. The lumber is taken from the dry kilns, which are

situated east of the lumber room, and taken into the lumber

room and stored until required. From the lumber room it is

taken to the wood-working machinery in the center, and from

having to go over to the large store room for small quantities

The floor in the paint store room and auxiliary store room is

of concrete.

Both the north and south passenger car shops are well

lighted and ventilated. There are arc lights in each section

of these two shops, and also incandescent lights between the

tracks, so that the men working on cars may be enabled to do

their work under all conditions. Portable electric light exten-

sions are furnished the men when working inside cars, and

these extensions are connected to special plugs which are lo-

cated on posts, and are made long enough so that the men
working inside the cars may move around with them. There

is a switch box in each section, so that the arc lights and in-

candescent lights are operated independently of each other.

The incandescent lights which are placed between the tracks

may be operated individually, there being separate switches

for each row of lights.

The south passenger car shop is composed of four sections,

and all repairing of passenger cars is done in this shop. On^;

section in this shop is used exclusively as a "wash room."

where the cars are placed upon being taken into the shop and

r to-("rrr>f-w*T]F

Prissfnyt.r Car En-cling Shop

1'I.AN OF PASSENGER CAR SHOfS. SHOWING TRANSFER TABLE.

there to the cabinet-makers. The cabinet shop is equipped

with a double set of light machinery for getting out interior

finish for all classes of passenger equipment. The cabinet

shop is also equipped with eight large presses for veneer work.

Cabinet-makers are provided with double standard benches

with tail screws.

Passenger Cab Shof-s.—There are two passenger car shops.

Each is 100 ft wide by 672 ft. long. There are twenty-eight

tracks in each shop, making a total of fifty-six tracks. The
north passenger car shop is used exclusively for erecting of

new passenger cars. There are five sections in this shop; four

sections for the erection of new passenger cars and one sec-

tion which is used at present as a paint store room and aux-

iliary store room. One side of the section is used for storage

of paints and oils. All stencils are made in this room.

The other side of this section is used as an auxiliary store

room, for car trimmings and hardware. There is also a large

store room building situated south of the south passenger car

shop controlled by the stores department, where supplies for

both the passenger and locomotive departments are kept, and
the idea of having the small auxiliary' store in the north

passenger car shops is so as to facilitate the work and avoid

stripped of doors, sashes and trimmings, and then immediately

washed. Part of another section is used as a varnish room,

where all sashes, doors and fittings belonging to cars are

painted and varnished. This shop is fitted up similar to the

north passenger car shop as regards ventilation, lighting, lava-

tories, etc. The skylights in both the north and south pas-

senger car shops are so placed as to throw the light between

the cars.

A 75-ft. transfer table serves the passenger car shops, op-

erated by a 50-h.p. motor.

Each track of the south passenger car shop extends outside

of the shop sufficiently to hold a passenger car for storage

until such time as it can be taken into the shop, making a

total of twenty-eight tracks for storage of cars. In addition

to these twenty-eight tracks, there are a number of tracks at

the east end of the passenger car shops, where cars are stored

until such time as there is vacant shop room.

Before a car is taken into the shops it is placed at the east

end of the north passenger car shop, when it is immediately

stripped of all upholstering material, such as seats, seat backs,

mattresses, pillows and spring beds, and after this equipment

is removed the car is then placed in the "wash room" in the
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south passenger car shop, where it is washed and the heating

apparatus tested to ascertain defects. This being all attended

to. the car is then pulled out of the "wash room" and placed

in another section, where all necessary repairs are made.

When the repairs have been completed, the car is varnished

and trimmed, and is then set outside of the shop and reported

for service, and another car is taken in.

Shavings Exhairsr System.—This system uses Sturtevant

apparatus, and was installed by the C. H. Gifford Company, of

Philadelphia. It is applied to the planing mill and the cabinet

shop, the location of the piping and the fans being indicated.

In the large engraving showing the conduits for the planing

mill those above the roof are shown in dotted lines This also

applies to the cabinet shop. One of the photographs shows

the conduits leading from the planing mill and the cabinet

shop to the top of a shaving storage vault at the power house.

The view of the interior of the planing mill illustrates the

conduits inside of that building, and the three smaller photo-

graphs of the interior of the mill show the application of the

system to a planer, a tenoning machine and a gaining ma-

chine. This system employs 17 fans of from 50 to 90 ins. in

diameter, and running from 685 to 1.700 revolutions per min-

ute, the maximum speeds of the fans in the planing mill

being 880 ft. per minute. This dust collector system works
admirably, and is designed to use large fans running at rela-

tively slow speeds. The purpose, was to instal a plant which
would reduce to a minimum the constant charge for power, and
the table of the performance, taken in a test made December
7th. 1904, shows the power required for this system. The
longest run of conduit is about 700 ft, and the dimensions of

the piping were selected with a view of rendering the power as

efficient as possible. Space does not permit of the detailed

description which this feature of the plant merits. In decid-

ing upon the capacity for the equipment computations were
made upon the difference between finished and rough dimen-

sions of timber in a 30-ton box car. This amounts to 860 ft.

board measure, or 72 Lj cu. ft. per car, and this volume will

fill two or three times that space when put into the form of

shavings and sawdust.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON POWER.

ROCK ISLAND COMPANY.
Independent Motor Cabs.

(For previous article see page 84.)

In the last six or seven years a number of composite motor

cars have been built in this country and abroad for operating

branch lines of steam railways where the travel is light and

where the service requires the movement of about one carload

of passengers at long or short intervals.

In many instances one car will afford accommodations

enough at any one time for -all the available business on branch

lines. In such locations it does not pay to run a regular pas-

senger train, as the wages of engineer, fireman and train

heating surface, roughly speaking, is only about one-half that

usually provided in modern locomotives. The fuel used in

these cars has been coal, both hard and soft, and coke.

Two composite steam motor cars have been built at the

Schenectady Works of the American Locomotive Company,
one for the Erie Railroad on October 30th. 1897, and one for

the New England Railway on October 9th, 1897 (See American
Engineer, November, 1897. page 368). A number of other cars

have been built by the different builders in this country, but

as they usually have vertical boilers of less heating surface

than those mentioned, it is not considered necessary to illus-

trate them. The same remarks and limitations, therefore, are

equally applicable to them.

The largest number of composite motor cars have been op-

erated by steam, but at the present time cars are being or

TLminrj
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III) &BRAJROEMENT OF STEAM MOTOR CAR.

ROCK ISLAND COMPANY.

crew, together with the general expenses of running such a

train, are out of all proportion to the receipts. Better ser-

a!so, can often be rendered by one car frequently run

than by a train making one or two trips a day.

The construction of these motor cars has usually consisted

Of a passenger ear body with seats for about fifty passengers.

.1 being partitioned off to contain the boiler. A spe-

lesigned truck, carrying a vertical boiler and pro

with horizontal steam cylinders, (urnlsbea the motive power.

of the boiler, their

.;<ment and UHe hah not >.. -fill as might have

tx-'-n expected, nor has their Introduction been as rapid Tli'-

limitations of vertical boilers within the height and

available Is nuch that the earn have been very mucb hand!

capped with an inminvient nt'-am supply Bven when Bred In

the beHt manner, u has been difiVuit to generate iteam enough

to supply the engines when working at maximum power The

have been built as follows:

First—Steam.

Second—Gasoline or oil engines in connection with direct

coupled electrical generators and electric motors on the wheels.

The arrangement of the motors, controllers, etc., is similar

to the usual electrical street car method.

Third—Gasoline or oi th mechanical drive, op-

erated by gearing and friction clu

While the use of gasoline provides some attractive features,

being self-con quiring any particular attention

from the engineer except lubrication. • Mon of these

engines requires running at high speeds with a variation of

not more than 10 per cent or B0 per cent Thus, In order to

control the power and connect || to the wheels so that start-

ing can be effected and power, requires a

large outlay for electrical or mechanical appliances. If con-

trolled electrically, It requires a generator, two motors on the
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COMPARISON.

Steam Motob Cass.

Engine number
Road
Gauge
Weight on drivers
Weight on truck
Weight on trailer
Weight, total
Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total engine
Wheel base, total engine and tender
Cylinders, diameter and stroke
Cylinders, spread
Driving wheels, diameter
Driving wheel centers, diameter . .

.

Driving wheel centers, material . . .

Driving Journals
Trailing wheels, diameter
Trailing journals
Engine truck wheels
Engine truck Journals
Frames, width
Boiler, type
Boiler, diameter O. D. first ring . .

.

Boiler, pressure
Firebox, length and width
Tubes, number of and diameter....
Tubes, thickness
Tubes, length
Heating surface, tubes
Heating surface, return tubes
Heating surface, firebox
Heating surface, total
Grate surface
Tractive power
Factor of adhesion
Tank, type
Tank, water capacity
Tank, fuel capacity

4611
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Gasoline Electric Car Built by the C, B. & Q. Railway.

—

This car is driven with a 225-h.p. 3-crank engine coupled direct

to a Crocker-Wheeler multi-polar generator mounted on the

same bed plate. This car is made with a steel channel frame

about 32 ft. long over the bumpers. The driving truck is a

Peckham 4-wheel street car truck with 32-in. wheels directly

under the engine, but on the other end of the car is a pair of

trailing wheels working in a pedestal so that the car is car-

ROLLED STEEL CAR WHEELS.

"Rolled-Steel Car Wheels" was the title of a paper by Mr.

S. M. Vauclain, recorded in the Journal of the Franklin Insti-

tute for February, 1905.

The author first paid tribute to the cast iron wheel, which
had done satisfactory service, but is now taxed beyond its

limits because of increased wheel loads, it being impossible

Table 1.—Cost of Operating 300 Horse Power Motor Car.

Cost of fuel.

Type of car. Per gal. Per pint
or ton. or lb.

Gasolene $0.12 »1.5

Steam car witb simple engines ; oil fuel 024 t
'.'-

Steam car, compound engines, superheated steam, oil fuel... .024 t-32

Steam car, simple engines, coal fuel 2.15 t-1075

Steam car, compound engines, superheated steam, coal fuel... 2.15 t-1075

Lbs. or
pints

per h.p.

br.

1.

T2.8

t2.1

t4.

t3.

Cost
per h.p.

.043

.032

H.p.
hrs. per
dav.

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

Cost of fuel-
—Per day x

Additional

While
running.

$22.50

13.35

10.05

6.45

4.83

$22.50

14.70
(10%)
11.00
(10%)
8.06

(25%)
6.04

(25%)

Per.
1,000 h.p.

hrs.

$1500

9.80

7.33

5.33

4.03

•Pints, fPounds. Running 100 miles a day. Average horse power assumed to be 150. Weight of oil, 7% lbs. = 1 gallon.

ried on three pairs of wheels. The 4-wheel truck is supplied

with two 125-h.p. street car motors. The engine, controller,

air tanks, etc., occupy all but 11 ft. of the car, the remaining

space of 15 ft. being used for carrying mail. The intention is

to carry passengers in a trailing passenger car. A tank con-

taining 300 gallons of gasoline is located underneath the car.

The engine is started by means of compressed air, two tanks

of which are provided, standing vertically on either end of the

car inside the cab. The motor is supplied with an electrical

Table 2.- ith

Approximate cost

:

Passenger cars $5,000
Baggage, mail and express cars 5,000
Engine and tender 7,000

Difference $5,000
Weight of train :

Passenger car 35 tons.
Baggage car 30
Engine and tender 65 "

130 "

Weight of motor car 65

Difference 65 "

Cost per day for wages :

Engineer

Conductor .

Brakeman .

Baggageman

Train.
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AN ECONOMICAL POWER PLANT.

A coal consumption as low as 1.7 lbs. per kilowatt hour un-

der favorable conditions, and an average coal consumption of

2.25 lbs. per kilowatt hour for a period of three months, dur-

ing which the load factor wag .55 and the heat value of the

coal used was about 13,500 B. T. U., is, indeed, a remarkable

showing, and indicates that the gas engine and the methods

of producing gas for its use have become developed to such an

extent as to make it a formidable competitor of the steam eu-

as made by the Loomis-Pettibone process of the Power and

Mining Machinery Company, is used. The engines are start-

ed by compressed air at 100 pounds pressure, which is fur-

nished by a two-cylinder Rand, 6 by 6-in., compressor, driven

by a 10-h.p. Westinghouse motor. One of these engines may
be started and the full load thrown on it in less than a min-

ute and a half. They can also be easily stopped at the start-

ing point, which is just off the centre.

The ignition outfit consists of the standard Westinghouse

spark coils, operated by a Diehl motor-generator and Gould

FIl.. 1. GAS EXCilXE ItrtVKK HUl'SE TO THE KIOIIT, WITH IiESERVOIli IN THE FOKtXIROUND.

gine. These results were obtained at the 705 h.p. gas engine

power plant, which furnishes power and light for the malle-

able iron and the new steel plants of the Gould Coupler Com-

pany and also for the Gould Storage Battery Company's plant

at Depew, N. Y. This power plant has been in operation for

several months, and while figures are not yet available as to

the cost of operation, indications are that it will be less than

for a steam power plant of the same size.

Three 3-cylinder, 19 by 22 ins., Westinghouse 4-cycle, 235-

h.p. vertical type gas engines operate direct connected 150-

k.w., 250-volt direct current Westinghouse generators. The

engines are guaranteed for 260 brake h.p., using gas with a

heat value of 125 B. T. U. Ordinarily, two of the engines are

sufficient to carry the load, but it is frequently necessary to

use all three of them. A mixture of water and producer gas,

storage batteries. Jacket water for the engine is pumped from

the reservoir, shown in the foreground of Fig. 1, by Worthing-

ton turbine pumps. The gas engines, switchboard, ignition out-

tit, air compressor and air reservoirs are in a steel frame brick

structure, inside dimensions 45 by 61 ft., with one end con-

structed with a view to future extension. This is equipped

with a 10-ton hand traveling crane, the runways of which are

21 ft. above the floor. The pumps are in the basement of the

building.

The arrangement of the apparatus in the gas producer plant

is shown in Fig. 3. This consists of three gas generators, a

boiler, wet scrubber, dry scrubber and exhauster. The gas

holder, with a capacity of 15,000 cubic ft., is about half-way

between the producer plant and engine room. The diagram

in Fig. i illustrates the operation of a Loomis-Pettibone gas
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producer. The water gas and the producer gas. at the Gould

plant, are conveyed to the same holder and mixed, instead of

being kept separate, as shown in this diagram. In si

fires in the generators a layer of coke is put in and ignited

at the top. the exhauster creating a downward draft. When
this fuel is ignited bituminous coal is charged at intervals.

is decomposed, forming water gas. From generaior 2 the gas

passes through the connecting pipe shown near the top of

the generators, and down through generator 1, through the

valve A, up through the boiler and thence, after being ~

and cleaned in the scrubbers, to the holder. The process of

making producer and water gas is alternated. In the next

-EXTERIOR OF ENGINE BOOM. SHOWING VESTINXHol'SE GAS ENGINES A>"D DIRECT CONNECTED ELECTRIC GENE:.

as needed, through the feed door in the top of the generator.

Air is admitted through the same door, and by means of the

exhauster is drawn down through the fresh charge of coal

and the hot fuel bed. The resultant producer gas is drawn
down through the grates and ash pits of generators 1 and 2.

valves A and B. up through the vertical boiler 3, and then

—umAmaxMXMi <>r mt. oas pboouceb apparatus.

through the wet and dry scrubber and exhauster to the gas

holder. Wh»-n the <-xhauster has brought the fuel up to In-

cande- arglng door.J E an-l K. ar- do

Steam Is then ''irnp<l on into the ash pit

• rator 2, and In pa i<l> th<* Incandescent coal

run of water gas the steam would be introduced into the ash
pit of generator 1 and the gas would pass down through gen-
erator 2. At Depew the proper mixture for the engines is

obtained by making producer gas for 15 minutes and water
gas for one minute. As all the gas is made to pass through the

fire, the tarry matter is converted into fixed gases. The per-

centage of condensable water vapor is very small.

The reservoir, which has a capacity of 1,000.000 gals., is

divided into two separate parts, one for the gas engine jackets

and the other for the wet scrubber in the producer plant. It

is 10 ft. deep, and is supplied by rain water from the roof

of the steel plant. The fresh water flows into that part which
is used for jacket water, and which must be kept as pure as

possible. This overflows into the part used for the wet scrub-

ber, and which is maintained at a slightly lower level, and
must not be mixed with that used for the jackets, as it soon
becomes dirty.

We are indebted for this information to Mr. F. P. Huntley,

secretary of the Gould Coupler Company.

Mas S Keevated.— 4 „.o roa

cause of serious wear of rails on its extraordinary curves, has

put down a number of manganese steel rails whun are cast

because they cannot be rolled. The results thus far. according

to the Rail' satisfactory. These rails

tost $5 per foot, while Bessemer rails cost but 38 cent-

difference in durability is ronsidered to more than balance the

increased cost.

BmrLon THtwkbx.—This famous and difficult work, which

began In August, 1898. has been connected, and within a few

months will be in service for a single line of rails When the

traffi'- reachl innually the second tunnel will

H Government. The Alpine tunnels

I »|»-n Yard.

1*71 Jl.l.lll

- .. 6.01

Arlberc '"•'

B
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cause of economy in operation, but because of other advan-

tages to be gained by its use. While improvements will un-

doubtedly be made in the electric motors much progress will

also be made in the next few years toward makxas -_e steam

locomotive more economical. Most of the speakers favored the

use of the third rail in preference to the overhead trolley. The

speakers were very cautious in their prophecies concerning

the substitution of electric traction on steam roads.
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Advertisement*.

—

Nothing will be inserted in this journal for pay,

except in the ADVERTISING pages. The reading pages will contain

only such matter as we consider of interest to our readers.

Contributions.—Articles relating to railway rolling stock construction

and management and kindred topics, by those who are practically

acquainted with these subjects, are specially desired. Also early

notices of official changes, and additions of new equipmeyit for the road

or the shop, by purchase or construction.

To Subscribers.

—

The American Engineer and Railroad Journal

is mailed regularly to every subscriber each month. Any subscriber

who fails to receive his paper ought at once to notify the postmaster

at the office of delivery, and in case the paper is not then obtained this

office should be notified, so that the missing paper may be supplied.

When a subscriber changes his address he ought to notify this

office at once, so that the paper may be sent to the proper destination.

We cordially invite our many friends attenuing the con-

ventions at Manhattan Beach in June to make use of our

offices. Telegrams and mail addressed in our care will receive

careful attention.

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES.

There is no reason why the remarkably low average coal

consumption per k.w. hour at the gas engine power plant, de-

scribed on another page of this issue, could not be duplicated

if similar plants were installed to furnish power for railroad

repair shops. Its operation is, if anything, more simple than

that of a steam plant. The gas engine and the methods of

producing gas for its use are beyond the experimental stage

and are thoroughly reliable. It is interesting to note in this

connection that the preliminary report of the United States

Geological Survey on the coal-testing plant at the Exposition

shows that for comparative tests of 14 different bituminous

coals one ton used in a gas producer plant developed as much

power on a commercial scale as 2% tons of the same coal

used in an ordinary steam plant. The importance of this

question merits the careful study of those contemplating the

construction of new power plants.

WEARING-OUT POLICY FOR SHOP MACHINERY.

It is one thing to abuse shop tools and quite another thing

to use them up quickly in legitimate work. The writer recent-

ly heard a general foreman scold a machine hand severely for

damaging a tap, which, in his anxiety to turn his work out

quickly, was injured in the machine. This brought to light the

fact that in that shop a rule is in force requiring a broken tool

to be taken to the general foreman and a satisfactory explana-

tion given before another tool can be issued to the offender.

Such a rule as this may work harm rather than good, and it is

a question whether it is advisable to lay such stress on the

breakage of small tools when in legitimate service, for the

reason that men may easily be led thereby to nurse the ma-

chines and the tool equipment at the expense of the output.

If a good system is in force it is not likely that machine oper-

ators will wilfully break their tools and as a general proposi-

tion it would be advisable to break a good many, if thereby

a sharp pace may be gained in the shop. Of course, wanton

destruction should be guarded against.

No one nowadays thinks of nursing a locomotive at the ex-

pense of its output, but it is considered a great mistake to en-

courage men to take such care of the machine as to limit the

work done. Within reasonable limits the policy in a railroad

shop to-day should be to wear out the tools and machinery in

an effort to get the proper value out of them day by day. As
to machine tools it would seem to be an excellent policy to fix

on a certain period of years as the maximum life of the tools

and to push them to the utmost to accomplish their life work in

that time. Instead of giving an honored place to antiquated

machinery, in an otherwise modern railroad shop, these tools

should at the proper time give place to new ones, providing

Improvements in that particular line of machinery justify the

change. A general adoption of such a policy would lead to a

business-like plan of providing for depreciation, as is suggested

In the admirable paper by Mr. M. K. Barnum, which appears

in this issue.

ELECTRIC TRACTION FOR STEAM ROADS.

The trend of the discussion on this subject at the March

meeting of the New York Railroad! Club indicated that there

was still much uncertainty as to how far the single phase al-

ternating current system will displace the direct current sys-

tem for this work, because of the pulsating torque of the A.

C. motor and the relative lower eiuciency and higher first cost

and also the fact that the apparent resistance of the trolley

and track is from one-half to twice as great for the alternat-

ing current as for the direct current. Much depenus upon the

practical experience to be gained front the single-phase alter-

nating-current systems now in use and about to be installed.

Apparently, steam roads will adopt electric traction, not be-

LIGHT MOTOR CAR UNITS.

A correspondent recently asked for information concerning

the development of motor cars for relatively light service on

branch lines, and was surprised to find that so little had been

done in this country. His letter closed as follows:

"It seems to me very curious that a field which presents such

possibilities has been left undeveloped so long."

In Europe the development has been much greater, although

electric line competition has been less serious there than here.

Careful attention to this problem cannot be longer delayed In

this country, and substantial developments are to be forth-

coming in the immediate future. These light units are only

to be considered as a bridge across the gap between steam and

electric traction, and for this reason may be considered as a

makeshift and not a permanent development. The problem,

nevertheless, is exceedingly important and attractive. We
cannot, under our conditions, follow present foreign prac-

tice, but must develop our own. Internal combustion motors

present favorable arguments for adoption, but opinion is di-

vided as to whether, after all, steam is not the only satisfac-

tory power for this purpose. If so, the line to be drawn be-

tween a light steam locomotive and the self-contained unit is a

difficult one to draw. The report of the Power Committee of

the Rock Island System on this subject is one of the most

important recent documents relating to it, and this appears

elsewhere In this Issue.
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Unless a steam boiler of high capacity for its weight is de-

veloped, it will be difficult to use steam because of boiler lim-

itations. In this connection the flash boiler has interesting

possibilities and it is now receiving attention from engineers

who have been associated with the greatest developments of

power ior railroad transportation.

Gasoline engines are being tried with fair promise of suc-

cess, but kerosine engines are considered seriously for the

next step in development because of the superior safety of the

heavier oil. This is an important factor.

The demand for light units has appeared in proportion

sufficient to merit the attention of the ablest engineers, and

this in itself is sufficient assurance that it will soon be met

LOCOMOTIVE TESTING PLANT.

Pennsylvania Railroad.

This plant was designed and built with a view of permanent

installation at Altoona, after the close of the World's Fair at

St. Louis. While accessories may be changed, the plant itself

is to be erected again, probably without important changes.

Its original construction was rapid, and the design provided

for gauges permitting the work to progress simultaneously

at Altoona, where many of the details were made, and at Phila-

delphia, where the dynamometer and main bearings were

built in different establishments. The plant was not assembled

before its erection at St. Louis. Fig. 1 presents a side eleva-

tion as arranged at St. Louis, and Fig. 2 is an end view.

Upon a very large concrete foundation (Fig. 1), gradually

increasing in depth toward the rear and deepest under the

dynamometer, two cast iron bed plates were placed. These

were slotted to receive the bolts for the pedestals of the carry-

ing wheels, rendering them adjustable for locomotives of vary-

ing wheel bases, varying number of wheels and different wheel

spacing. A set of 5 pairs of supporting wheels were 50 in. in

diameter and another of three pairs of 72-in. wheels were pro-

vided, the smaller ones being for freight and the larger for

passenger locomotives. Each set of carrying wheels had a cor-

responding set of pedestals fitted with very large, carefully de-

signed bearings, having provision for water circulation to in-

sure cool running. An exceedingly important part of the plant,

which cannot be properly illustrated, was the arrangement

of moveable track at the front end of the engine, which was
adjusted longitudinally to suit any engine to be put upon the

plant. This telescopic track was successful in every way and
contributed largely to the satisfactory handling of the plant.

Fig. 4 shows in section one of the long I beams extending the

full length of the plant. After the supporting wheels are

spaced and trammed, these beams are bolted to the inside faces

of the supporting wheels and the flanges of the drivers of the

locomotive run in the groove in the rail which is bolted to the

I beams. The drivers rise slightly on their treads as they

pass over the carrying wheels, and finally stop when each

driver is resting upon its wheel. The I beams are then taken

away from the carrying wheels, the truck is supported on the

structure shown in Fig. 5, and the locomotive is ready for

attachment to the dynamometer.

Fig. 4 also shows the tire of the carrying wheel in section,

he Inclined groove, cut out. to throw oil from the outer

Mr* away from the locomotive tire, in case oil

gets upon the supporting wheels Fig 4 also shows the tire

retaining ring which, with the shoulder on the wheel center,

holds both ways. One of the supporting wheels, the bearing

and the brake are shown In Fig. 0. and the construction of the

brake and the end of the supporting axle are shown In Fig. 3.

tl views indi >d of removing the brake

from the taper fit at the end of the axle. A nut forces the

brake- on the shaft and another forces It off. it also shows the

eentrlfugal oil gr'. brakes The AMen brakes con-

sist of outer casings beld from revolving at R. R. Discs D
attached to the- hub. revolve Inside the rasing when the sup-

porting wheels are turned. Against these discs copper plates.

C C, attached to the casing bear with hydraulic pressure and

cause the desired resistance by friction upon both sides of

the discs. The discs have rad:al grooves and lubrication is

provided to avoid healing and seizing. The spaces marked \V

contain circulating water under pressure, causing the plates

to bear heavily against the discs. By varying this water pres-

sure the speed of the locomotive is under practically perfect

control. It is varied by throttling the outflowing water, this

circulation serving to carry away the heat resulting from the

triction. The discs are oiled from a large suppiy at the center

of the casing, on each side, and oil is carried to the outside of

the casing by centrifugal force, being discharged upon each

side at the top. It therefore circulates when the plant is run-

ning.

A smoke jack removed the smoke and gases from the stack

through the roof of the building. This was made adjustable

and telescopic. It also provided for the retention and mea-

surement of the cinders.

An adjustable drawbar connected the locomotive to the dyna-

mometer. It was found necessary to previde dash pots to con-

trol the vibration of the drawbar, and these are clearly shown

in Fig. 7. In order to avoid introducing errors into the mea-

surements, these dash pot rods were attached to the locomo-

tive and to the dynamometer housing by universal joints with

carefully designed and constructed adjustments, which also

permitted the attachments to be easily applied and removed.

The dash pots contain oil supplied from founts and their re-

sistance to motion was adjustable by means of valves in the

casings. The dash pots are in the form of double discs ground

to fit their cylinders with about 0.001 in. clearance. These

are arranged so that only a static head of oil comes upon the

stuffing boxes.

A very large housing provides for the SO.OOO-lb. Emery dyna-

mometer, built by Messrs. Wm. Sellers & Company, Philadel-

phia. This is a development of the Purdue dynamometer and

that of the Pennsylvania Railroad dynamometer car, employing

Emery flexure fulcrums, which were used in the Emery test-

ing machines. These are well adapted to carry large levers

under heavy loads and yet introduce only negligible friction.

The dynamometer is adjustable 12 ins. vertically by means of

screws turned by a hand wheel, shown in Fig. 9. This ad-

justment permits the height of the drawbar to vary from 3u

to 12 ins. above the rail level.

In the engravings. Fig. 9 shows a side view, plan and end

view of the dynamometer structure, the recording attach-

ments being shown in Figs. S, 10 and 14. The dynamometer
housing is very substantial, consisting of the castings A and

B, with projections extending down into the concrete founda-

tion. The dynamometer itself is placed between the abut-

ments C, which are connected together by the heavy plates B.

This structure must necessarily be very rigid, and the anchor-

age to the foundation secure. The drawbar connection is

shown at the right of the side view in Fig. 9. The weight of

the drawbar is taken upon two flexible steel plates and it is

held in alignment by flexible rods, which provide for its mo-

tion without friction. A ball and socket joint permits the

drawbar to accommodate itself to slight motion of the engina

without bending the connection. The dynamometer itself is so

compact as to render a description from working drawings

impossible. Fig. 13 shows the principal parts arranged for

purposes of explanation. This view shows the levers, with

their Emery fulcrums. To support the weight of the levers

and prevent both horizontal and vertical stresses, which would

cause errors in the measurements, the method of support

shown in the sketch. Fig. 11, was adopted.

'ring to Fig. 13. a pull upon the' drawbar Is received

upon the yoke B, moving it to the right. This is cor

through 'he fulcrum plate to lever No. 1. fulcrumed at its

lower end at t-.. Lever 1 transmits this force to lever

through the piece Q, lever No 2 being fuk-rumed at fi. The
spring V resists the movement of lever No. 2. The force from
lever No. 1 Is also transmitted to the second lever No. 2 on the

opposite side of the dynamometer and Its motion Is resisted by

the second spring V. The motions of levers No. 2 are com-
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FIG. 1—GF.NERAi, ELEVATION OF LOCOMOTIVE TESTING PLANT—PENNSYLVANIA RAII.ROAD.
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FIG. 9.—GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OB DYNAMOMETER
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municated to the belt drum J at the bottom of the machine

through the arms 0, shown in the inverted plan view, from

the center of the dynamometer in Fig. 13. Flexible steel

bands N rotate the drum when the levers No. 2 are moved.

The belt drum movement is communicated to the pen lever

P by means of the tube H inside of which is the torsion rod I.

The torsion rod is rigidly secured at L and it introduces addi-

tional spring resistance into the dynamometer. The plate R
at the top of the dynamometer furnishes connection between
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per in. with the 16,000-lb. springs. In these measurements

the drawbar movement at the full capacity of the dynamometer

is not more than 0.04 in. The recording mechanism increases

this movement 200 times.

The recording mechanism, Fig. 10. is brought to a table

bracketed to the dynamometer. The pen lever. Fig. S, carries

at its left hand end a segment, which, by means of steel tape's,

gives to the pen carriage a rectilinear motion, the other en ri

of the pen arm being provided with a rotary dash pot, shown

in Fig. 14. In the plan view the vanes Vm are shown. These

are turned in the cylinder K. being rotated by the shaft S.

Fixed vanes. Vf. project from the walls of the cylinder between

the center of the dash pot. the dash pot being filled with oil.

Small holes, h, permit the oil to pass freely from one side to

the other of the moving vanes when they are open. By turn

ing the nut n at the top of the dash pot the holes h are par-

tially closed and the resistance is made adjustable. Fig. 14

shows the ball bearings in the dash pot— in fact, all rotary mo-

tions in the dynamometer are made on ball bearings.

Fig. 10 shows the recording table with the datum pen. 5

electric pens, distance pen and a traction recording pen. The

table mechanism was most carefully designed to insure smooth

and regular motion of the paper, to reverse the direction of

the driving mechanism in order to keep the paper moving in

the same direction on the reversal of the locomotive, and this

entire mechanism is carefully arranged so that the paper may
be replaced quickly. The drawbar record is automatically in-

tegrated by the integrator shown in Fig. 10. The support for

the moving paper under the integrator roller is a roller jour-

naled under the table and the integrator roller does not wear
or cut the paper. A distance marking roller records every

1.000 ft. of motion by automatic electric contacts. The re-

cording apparatus merits a description by itself. The paper

runs at the rate of 52.8 ins. per mile, giving a scale of 100 ft.

to 1 in. Fig. 12 shows a sample record. A splined shaft

drives the drawing rollers of the mechanism. The paper passes

from the bottom roller to the top of the table, along to the

outer guide roller, then to a finely corrugated brass roller,

then to a calendar roll covered with rubber, and finally to the

upper drum, the speed of which is sufficiently fast for all con-

ditions. This is arranged to slip upon its shaft to lake care

of varying diameters of the receiving roll. The corrugated

roll referred to always maintains the same relation to the

speed of the support wheels.

This plant as installed at St. Louis was referred to in this

journal on pages 29, 301, 365 and 400 of the volume of 1904.

A PLAN FOR MAINTAINING RAILROAD REPAIR SHOP
MACHINERY.*

By M. K. Babntjm.

If I were at the head of the mechanical department of a railroad

and should be required to choose between an old shop fully equipped

with strictly up-to-date machine tools and a new shop provided with

traveling cranes and other similar modern appliances, but in which

a lot of old tools were to be retained, I would unhesitatingly pre-

fer the former as being the most efficient means of maintaining the

rolling stock and the best investment of the railroad company's

money.
There is one railroad whose shops a few years ago were full of

worn-out and obsolete machinery, and in spite of large purchases

of locomotives the conditions grew s.i had that it was impossible

to maintain the power in good working order ; engine failures in-

creased to three times the average on neighboring roads, and the

train service became utterly demoralized. Finally an emergency

existed, and as a last resort it was decided to buy some new ma-
chinery. The obsolete tools were replaced with up-to-date ma-
chines and some additions made to the equipment of all the shops,

which resulted in an increa f over 50 per cent, in the output

of locomotives, and that with less than a 10 per cent, increase in

shop payrolls. Engine failures were reduced by two thirds, and
a steady improvement was made each mouth in the condition of

power. Another railroad company lias an old locomotive erecting

and machine shop containing only 21 pits, but this simp turns

out with general repairs from 4"> to 50 engines a month. When-
ever any machine can be replaced with one which will earn 10 per

cent, or more on the investment tl id one is discarded, and this

practice baa necessitated throwing out upwards of .$2.i.imio worth

of old machinery within the last few years, but it has also re-

sulted in a shop well supplied with up-to-date tools and with none

that are really obsolete, 'i " 1 1
i - .simp overhauls each month from

: _. locomotive! on each pit, while most oilier railroad Bhops

average aboni one a mouth to each pit. It is hardly necessary to

add that the management i very progressive and efficient. The
same policy is followed largely in all the shop* of the road under

ration, and the average cos) of repairs per I'm. .motive last

u leas than $1,600, while it ranged between $2,000 and

$8,000 for most other reads,

Some- idea of the tenacity with which railroads cling to old ma-
chinery may be obtained from the lists below, showing the age
of all the ihop took owned by two roads, neither of which can !»

red an exception to the general rule:

,

—

a b '• n R -x. y. z n. r.-,
No. of Per i cut. No. of !'

Ago of Tool of whole. tooln. of whole.
I»«ii than ten fmn „|,| ,517 24

1 7 j :; I

Twenty to old [93 12 1 13 II
Thirty to forty yearn ol.| . 1 ::7 B 102 12'A

IS I 12 1 Vt
wa, but ve ry old 211 ii tar, ir,

Total 100

•Paper read before tli<- Western Bt Hway Club.

Please note particularly that 36 per cent, of all the ABC
road's tools and 43 per cent, of the X Y Z road's tools are over
20 years old, while about one-sixth of the machines of each road
are over 40 years old.

After a new shop is built and equipped, most railroad companies
seem to think it can be operated and maintain its efficiency indefi-

nitely without renewals or additions of machinery, but after 15 or

— '

' years they find the cost of work increasing and the shop output
decreasing, and then they may wake up and place a big order for

new machinery. One road recently bought nearly $200,000 worth
of machine tools at one time for its old shops, but it would have
been much better policy to buy some machinery every year, as each
machine could be selected with more care and the merits of the
different makes and patterns of machines could be more carefully

investigated, and those chosen which were best adapted to the
particular work to be done. By this plan it would also be possible

to more promptly equip new machines with the small tools and
special devices for holding and doing work, which arc so necessary
lo obtain the maximum output.

Every railroad company should start a "Depreciation Fund" for
maintaining the efficiency of its shop tools. Some companies now
have such a fund for replacing cars and locomotives which are
wrecked or worn-out, but I know of none that makes such a provi-

sion for its shop equipment.

The tools in each shop should be inventoried and valued according
to their age and condition. The inventory should show for each tool

the following information :

1. i/ocation of the simp on the road. 2. Location of tool in shop
—as tool room, boiler .simp. etc. •"•. Kind of tool and brief de-

Bcription. I. Weigh! of tool, approximately. .">. Name of maker.
6. Hate when made. T. Present condition. 8. Original value. 9.

Depreciated value allowing ft per cent depreciation per year until

reduced to scrap value at "Jfic. per lb., which would be Hie mini-

mum value that should he placed on any machine.

Some machines wear out ..r he. unprofitable to operate much
sooner than others, but I believe an allowance of B percent, a year
is conservative ami will average aboul right for railroad shops.

a table is submitted herewith l:i\mil: tin- number and value of

tools in six repair simps located on different roads. The names
of the roads ami locati I shops are withheld for obvious

reasons, huf these are all actual figures for existing shops, which
will nITord a good idea as- to the value of machinery in shops of

different sizes; namely, those having a capacity for giving g I

repairs lo 60, 120, 216, 300 ami 600 locomotives per year, respec

ttvely. N'oim of these simps is over 25 years old and some are

quite recent, hut all mav he considered fairly well ec|utp|iecl with

nerj ui proportion to the ai mi of work to be done.

An annual appropriation of 5 per cenl ol the value <
> r the machin

ery in each shop would practically renew i' once in I'lcri Iwentv

it in a fair state "1 ' Ih'i. ncy.

I believe the mosl succet ful manufacturers figure on renewing

their machinery pftener than thl ""•' in in or 16 yeai toi

manufacturers of tool,, etc., ami cotton mills once in 7 to lo

bul i .1.. el think H i' isary to renew railroad bop

machinery quite so often.
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Shop A. Shop B- -—Shop C.
No. of No. of No. of

Items— tools. Value, tools. Value. tools. Value.
Machine shop 30 $16,655 50 $56,573 122 $134,975
T*in and pipe shop (in-

cludes bench tools) 12 105 11 400 48 383
Boiler and tank shop (in-

cludes furnaces, clamps,
etc.) 6 750 6 5,724 36 25,680

Blacksmith shop (includes
hammers, etc., but not
forges) 1 1,200 5 3,746 15 14,350

Planing mill None. 24 10,154 33 12,681

Total 49 $18,710 96 $76,597 254 $18S,069
Five per cent, of total 935 .. 3,830 .. 9,403

Shop I?. Shop E. Shop F.
No. of No. of No. of

Items— tools. Value, tools. Value. tools. Value.
Machine shop 113 $99,043 160 $133,816 178 $196,400
Tin and pipe shop (in-

cludes bench tools) 20 2,700 42 630 55 850
Boiler and tank shop (in-

cludes furnaces, clamps,
etc.) 23 21,327 23 24,450 24 48,580

Blacksmith shop (includes
hammers, etc., but not
forges) 13 11,957 12 15,450 25 18,500

Planing mill 57 12,383 None. None.

Total 226 $147,410 237 $174,346 282 $264,330
Five per cent, of total 7,370 .. 8,717 .. 13,216

Shop A. Shop B. Shop C. Shop D. Shop E. Shop F.
Shop holds — Locomo-

tives 5 9 16 22 22 50
Capacity — Locomo-

tives a year 60 120 216 300 300 600
Area locomotive erect-

ing shop, so, ft 13,163 19,688 30,000 26,532 85,854
Area machine shop,

sq. ft 20,837 19,687 44,600 44,220 74,605
Area boiler and tank

shop, sq. ft 13,320 22,620 56,730 25,232 77,503

Area — Total three
shops, sq. ft 47.320 61,995 131,330 95.984 237 96 o

By referring to the list of shops you will see that a railroad
owning 200 locomotives can maintain its shop equipment in effi-

cient condition by an annual appropriation of about $7,000. while
$17,000 and $30,000 would be ample to keep up-to-date the shops
of roads having respectively 600 and 1.200 locomotives. This 5
per cent annual appropriation should not be expected to cover
tools for new shops which have to be built on account of extend-
ing the road or making large additions to the rolling stock, although
it might in some cases be possible to apply a part of it to such
improvements. When a new shop is built and equipped the 5 per
cent, annual appropriation should be allowed to accumulate until

the money will earn 10 per cent, by replacing those machines which
have become unprofitable to continue in use on account of wear
or because of more efficient machinery having been designed.

I would advise bunching the valuation of the machinery in all

the shops on any one road and applying the 5 per cent, per annum
of the total for improvements in those shops where it would do the
most good. This would be much better than to confine the 5 per
cent, appropriation to each individual shop or sub-shop. Those tools

should first be replaced which are most unprofitable to continue in

service, and in buying new tools those should be selected which will

effect the largest earnings. I have observed many instances where
this has not been done; for example, instead of buying ordinary en-

gine lathes, it would be more profitable for mast shops to buy turret

lathes, vertical boring and turning mills, automatic stud machines,
milling machines, etc. Milling machines are more efficient for some
work than planers and it is possible to do a great variety of work
in drill presses which was formerly done in lathes and boring ma-
chines. A modern steel tired car-wheel lathe will turn out six

pairs of wheels a day while some of the older machines turn out
only three or less, which represents a saving by the new machine
of about $2.50 per day or earnings of 20 per cent on the invest-

ment. Modern turret lathes will do from two to five times more
work than an ordinary engine lathe, and automatic stud machines

will reduce the cost of studs from $2 or $3 per hundred to about $1

per hundred. Vertical boring and turnings mills will do at least

double the .amount of work that is possible on an engine lathe and
occupy much less shop room.

Old stationary engines are often very wasteful. I remember one

instance where an old engine operating a planing mill was replaced

with a new one, and as soon as the latter was installed the output

of the .shop was increased fully 20 per cent., and the new engine, al-

though of higher horsepower, was found to use less steam than the

old one.

In most railroad shops the benefits to be derived from using

high speed tool steels are largely nullified by old and light machin-

ery.

Mr. .1. M. Gledhill, in a paper presented at the October, 1904,

meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute, gave some interesting ex-

amples of the work which is made possible by using high-speed

tool steel. In one example a 12-inch lathe of special design and
strength for rapid and heavy cutting, turned rrom a rolled steel

bar 40 large bolts in 10 hours, removing 1% tons of metal at a
speed of 160 ft. a minute, thereby saving all forging, and finishing

five times as many bolts as were formerly turned by self-hardening
steel in an ordinary lathe. "In fact, the cost of forging one bolt

alone (formerly) amounted to more than the present cost of pro-
ducing to required form 12 such bolts by high-speed machinery."
In speaking of planers, he says: "The old cutting speeds of 15
to 25. ft. per minute are now replaced by those of 50 to 60 and
even 80 ft. per minute, and * * * the power absorbed does
not increase in anything like the same proportion as the extra
amount of work done, so that the wear and tear on the machine is

not materially increased." But it is safe to say that not one
railroad shop in ten has a single lathe or planer capable of exert-
ing the power and speeds which Mr. Gledhill cites as necessary
to obtain the greatest economy from high-speed tool steel.

The importance of well equipped tool rooms in railroad shops
seems to be very generally overlooked, and I have observed that
those shops which are best managed and which turn out the largest

number of locomotives in proportion to their size and the amount
of machinery, are the ones which have excellent tool rooms and
first-class men in charge of them.
There are railroad shops where labor unions have strongly

opposed the introduction of labor-saving tools, but this is very un-
wise on the part of the unions, as it is on a par with the efforts made
years ago to prevent the stage coach from being replaced with rail-

roads and the old hand printing presses from being thrown out to

make room for the modern power presses ; in fact, this policy is a
relic of the Dark Ages and should not be encouraged or tolerated.

There is no occasion, whatever, for any skilled mechanic, whether
union or non-union, to be alarmed about a scarcity of work, as the

demand for skilled mechanics is greater than ever before. Further-
more, such efforts are bound to fail, as there is no instance in his-

tory where men have finally succeeded in opposing the march of

Progress and the introduction of modern labor-saving inventions.

Two things are especially necessary in a locomotive repair shop
to make the work move briskly; namely, the machine work must be

turned out promptly and in sufficient quantity, and the boiler work
must not be allowed to drag and delay the erecting gangs. In

order to obtain these results, the equipment of the machine and
boiler shops must be maintained in a high state of efficiency.

Most railroad companies go on buying engines and cars and in-

creasing their size, but are slow to appreciate that their shops are

no larger and the machinery not as good as 10 or 20 years ago

when the cara and locomotives were smaller and less numerous.

Have you ever stopped to think of the amount of machinery thai

could be bought with the purchase price of one locomotive? Or
has it ever occurred to you that if your company would reduce its

last order for locomotives by one or two and use the amount so

realized for new shop machinery the returns on the investment

would be greater and would give more than an equivalent in en-

gines by increasing the output of the shops and decreasing the

length of time each locomotive must be held under repairs?

It is far more profitable for any railroad company to have small

or medium-sized shops well equipped to crowd the work and over-

haul engines promptly, than to have larger shops not so well

equipped in which engines must be held from 30 to 40 days each
for repairs. Take, for example, two railroads, each having shops
with a capacity for overhauling 50 engines a month, one of which
keeps under repairs 23 engines at a time, and is thoroughly well

supplied with up-to-date machinery, so that the average time each

locomotive is held in the shop for general repairs does not exceed
1 I .lays ; but the other shop, which keeps 50 engines under re-

pairs at all times, is not so well equipped, and they are held 30
days each. The road owning the smaller well-equipped shop will

have out of service for repairs but 23 engines at a time, while

the company having the larger shop, not so well equipped, must
keep 50 engines in the shop all the time to obtain the same out-

put—50 locomotives a month. Therefore, the latter road will lose

the service of 27 locomotives which the former has available for

use. representing at a rental of $15 a day, a loss of $405 a day,

or $147,825 a year. This a fair comparison, based on results ob-

tained in actual shops.
Will it not pay every railroad company to adopt a plan for sys-

tematically maintaining its shop machinery in a high state of

efficiency ?

Convention Exhibits at Manhattan Beach.—Copies of dia-

grams of the exhibit spaces, available at the Master Me-

chanics' and Master Car Builders' conventions in June have

been received from Mr. J. Alexander Brown, secretary of the

executive committee of the Railway Supply Men. Informa-

tion concerning space may be obtained from Mr. Brown, 24

Park Place, New York.
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SIX-COUPLED PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE.

4— 6—- Type—CHICAGO, Milwaukee & St Pail Railway

This locomotive was illustrated by a photograph on page 74

of the March number. It constitutes a departure in several

respects from current practice, particularly in the narrow
firebox and in the unusual cylinder proportions of 23 by 26 ins.

Mr. Manchester believes the narrow firebox to possess advan-

tages over wider ones, and is sure, from the performance of

this engine, that he is correct. The tubes are much shorter

than current practice in this type, and the cylinders were
designed to obtain the best possible advantage in starting.

Mr. De Voy, mechanical engineer of the road, has employed
a ratio of 4.17 to 1 in simple freight engines, giving the same

form previously used and at the same time it is of strong con-

struction.

The drawings selected for illustration show its construction

clearly. The wheels are of cast steel, with spokes, and with

cast iron hub liners pressed into the hubs. They are 42 ins.

in diameter. The boxes are carried in a casting covering the

axle between the hubs and mounted between the pedestal cast-

ings. These castings are bolted to the frames, and, incidental-

ly, they furnish a deep brace for the rear ends of the frames.

A roller cap rests on two 2 by ll T -.-in. hardened steel rollers

at each end, and this casting is provided with vertical brack-

ets or lugs, engaging guide castings, which are bolted to the

inside faces of the frames. This is absolutely all there is to

the truck. It is reported to be entirely satisfactory in service.

The roller cap of the truck receives the load through semi-

Sectlon A B

LATEBAt UOTI09 ["RAILING THICK FOB 4—6 2 lVI'l LOOOMOTTV1

CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL RAILWAY

.starting power as was obtained from compounds in use on this

road, which have the advantage of boiler steam in the low-

pressure cylinders.

Th<- fifth design for locomotives of this road has been start-

ed by Mr. lie Voy in accordance with a plan whereby the road

ding all of II • -igns are for

a \'j i olldatlon, a 21 by

•en-wheel fi notlve, the j Pacific

type, and a ten-wbi

division. The last-mentioned ompleted

Mr I)<- Voy ha al inution, trailing'

truck for the Pacific type which is, apparently, of

the simples! i ularly novel

four in number. This

truck provides a D of 6 ins . anil docs not em-

ploy a radios bar or anything to give a radial motion. It Is

simply a pair of *'j by 1 1 in journal bozea placed between

two Ja In the form of rollers.

Th» defllgn'T baf '

of the truck, which Is probab :•.
I cheaper than any

elliptic springs over the boxes, and these connect with longi

tudinal equalizers, the fill hich arc under the firebox

pads. At their fron ese equalizers connect with the

of a transverse equalizer extending across the engine in

front of the ash pan.

24-INCH BACK GEARED CRANK SHAPER.

The designers ol tper, illustrated In the

pbotogiaph e fully un question of

distributing the metal to the bi advantage in order

to gain strength and rlgldltj ami also the Importance of ha\

ing all adjustable parte convenli iperator and easy of

ment. Tin- columi i propoii inns and

tvhere the working I he ram grad-

ually hal tbe maximum oi -n-ongest

ben the cutting t

cbanged without leaving ind while tho tool Is at
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rest or in motion. A large opening under the ram provides

for key seating shafts. The rocker arm is connected to the

ram by means of a link which allows a straight pull and an

even i utting speed, with a very quick return and no lost mo-

tion. This construction was illustrated in connection with the

16-in shaper described on page 445 of our November, 1904,

journal, and the adjustment to compensate for the wear of

the crank shoe was also shown.

The ratio of the back gearing is 29 to 1. A change from one

A RAILROAD OFFICIAL WANTS CATALOGUES.

QUEEN CITY BACK GEARED i HANK SHAPER.

run of gearing to the other is made by means of a lever which

operates the sliding gears on the driving shaft, as shown on

the drawing. The rail is very heavy and has ample wearing

surfaces. The cross traverse is 30 ins. and the screw has a

graduated collar. The vertical adjustment is effected by bevel

gears which are protected from chips and dust and air pro

vided with ball bearings. A cam provides for the rapid chang

ing of feeds without stopping the machine. The table is box

form, T slotted on the top and the sides and has a V for hold-

BACK GEAB ARRANGEMENT ON QUEEN CIT1 SHAPED

ing shafts and similar work vertically. It is arranged with

an outer support and may readily be detached from the saddle

if desired. The vise is of the planer type and its base is firmly

bolted to the table; the swivel is held to this base by two steel

planer head bolts. The head swivel is held in the same man-

ner; both are graduated, and can be set at any angle, quickly

and accurately. The down feed screw to the head is provided

with a graduated collar. This machine is made by the Queen

City Machine Tool Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, and weighs
about 4,400 lbs.

To the Editor:

Having been appointed general manager of the Compania del

Ferrocarril de Matanzas, please state in your paper that I shall

be glad to receive all kinds of catalogues ana samples from Prnis

dealing in railroad supplies and materials, addressed to me at

Matanzas, Cuba. Miguel C. Palmer.

WATER SOFTENING.

Control and Results From a Chemical Standpoint.

BY G. M. CAMPBELL, P. & L. E. R. R.

(Continued from page 88.)

Thus far this article has covered in a general way the sys-

tem of control of the plants on the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie

Railroad, and the chemical, and a few1 of the general, results

derived therefrom. Attention will now be drawn to the more
or less technical side of the treatment and the inferences to

be drawn from the results.

The solutions used in testing are fiftieth normal sulphuric

acid, fiftieth normal sodium hydrate, standard soap solution,

methylorange indicator, one gram per liter, and phenol-

phthalein indicator, 5 grams per liter. The amounts of water

used are such that one C.C. of the solution represents in every

case Hie equivalent of one part of calcium carbonate per

100, and is called 1 deg. (this is equivalent to 0.584 grains

per gal.). The "alkalinity" of any sample represents the sum
of the carbonates, bicarbonates and the alkaline hydrates. The
acidity, to methylorange as indicator, represents in most cases

the true or free acidity of the water other than carbonic acid;

ili" acidity to phenolphthalein as indicator, when the water is

alkaline to methylorange as indicator, represents the free

carbonic acid; when the water is acid to methylorange it

represents all the free carbonic acid and twice the free or

partly combined mineral or other acid. The relation the vari-

ous tests bear to the charging may be found in the instruc-

tions for testing and treating. Tables 1 and 2. The main

equations of water treating may lie stated as follows:

liiearbonate
of lime

(1) CaH.fCOsh
Soluble
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hi calcium sulphate or magnesium chloride, tor example, uot

directly as such, but in whatever form it actually exists, re-

quires one parr soda. But the equations are useful just as a

general method of expressing the reactions that occur. These

equations need not be discussed in detail: in general sulphates,

chlorides, etc.. of calcium require an equivalent amount of

soda ash. carbonate of soda, as in (2); bicarbonates of calcium

require lime as in ill. Sulphates, chlorides, etc., of mag

nesium require an equivalent amount of soda ash and an equiv-

alent amount of lime as in (4) and (5). Bicarbonates of

magnesium require two equivalent parts of lime, as in (3) and

15). In most waters the bicarbonates of. lime and magnesia

are represented by the alkalinity. Carbonic acid is removed

by lime, as in tti). .Mineral acid, such as sulphuric, requires

both soda ash and lime, as in (7) and (6). Carbonate of lime

and hydrate of magnesia are marked "insoluble." That term

is only relative. The former, freshly precipitated, is soluble

to about 5 parts per 100,000, and the latter to 2 parts per 100,-

000. Magnesium carbonate is marked "slightly soluble," that

term also is only relative; as far as treated water is concerned,

it is soluble, for about 50 parts per 100,000 may be dissolved,

which is far beyond the amount allowed in treated water. For

each 1 deg. of alkalinity 1 part of lime is required; by one part

is meant that amount of lime which is chemically equivalent

to one part of calcium carbonate per 100,000, this amount is

0.56 pounds of pure lime for each) one pound of calcium car-

bonate, or 0.66 pounds of 85 per cent. lime. The amount of

85 per cent, lime required to treat 1,000 gais. of water, or

8,330 lbs., for each 1 deg. alkalinity would be

0.66 X (1,000 X 8.33) = D.055 lbs.

100,000

Similarly, one part of lime is required for each part of acid

present, whether it is carbonic acid or mineral acid. In order

to dissolve this amount of lime, 0.055 pounds, it is necessary

to supply from 38 to 45 pounds, or from 4.5 to 5.4 gals, of

water. The amount of water depends to a, certain extent on

the temperature, the solubility of lime decreasing as the tem-

perature of the water increases. In a machine where there is

always an equal head of water over the raw water and lime

pipe slots, the proper supply of lime water is easily obtained

by making the area of the adjustable opening in the lime

pipe equal to 0.0045 to 0.0054 of the raw water slot for each

1 deg., i. <•., make the areas proportionate to delivery. In

practice, this area has to be slightly increased, to from 0.005

to 0.006 of the raw water slot. The permanent hardness is

the difference between the total hardness and the temporary

hardness or alkalinity. For each degree of permanent hard-

la is required; this amounts to 1.06 lbs. of

ii pound of permanent hardness present consid

'r«-d as calcium carbonate, or 1.116 lbs. of ii'i per cent. soda.

For 1,000 gais. this would be 0.093 ibs of 96 per cent, soda for

degree of permanent hardness. Each degree of true

aridity also requires 0.093 lbs. of soda per 1,000 gals. The
ace of magnesium salts effects the amount of lime re

quired; for each part of magnesium present one additional

• i lime has to be added. The additional amount re

quired rna;. tnd from experience, at the relative

amount, of magnesia in any water dot ti " •• uallj vary much,

and It Is useless to make elaborate laboratory tests to deter

mine it, Thi imount of lime u i d i" i deg pi i I

reated, on the Pittsburgh & Laki Brli Railroad, is now

0.066 lbs., thl i omewhat tinder requirement! thi

• amount or wda i- about 0.093 lbs. this Is about

i)ii the weekly report sheet, Fig i It a group ol column

iftgulant." in times of flood the river m Ho- t/icin

ny of Pittsburgh an Immen e quantity ol ui

ponded matter, and at these times thi itet erj oft often

not more than ." deg hardness. Undei ndltlon there

. Mr-aiiy do precipitate formed In the soften ei due to an)

chemical reaction, and only the heavier parti ol the mattei

the balance (rill pa«H through thi

Alter, giving a verj turbid treated water. This is overcome

by the addition of a coagulating material and a sufficient in-

crease in the lime and soda to combine with all uie coagulant

added. The substances thus formed, in precipitating en

the particles or mud with them, and so the water is clarified

it should be remembered that if the water Is hard, from 10

di g up, no coagulant is necessary no matter how much mud
the water contains. It was found from experience that alum

alone was entirely unsatisfactory, and ferrous sulphate, com-

monly called copperas, not very much better. A mixture of

these substances in the ratio of about 4 pounds of ferrous

sulphate to 1 pound of alum gave excellent results. On oae

occasion the water pumped at Pittsburgh contained about 4 per

cent, by volume of mud; the treated water came out so clear

that a newspaper could be read through 5 or 6 ins. of water.

For each 1 lb. of the coagulant mixture, about 0.4 lbs. of soua

and 0.25 lbs. of lime should be added, in addition to the

amount required for treating the hardness, etc. Great care

should be taken that there is sufficient soda and lime to react

with all the alum and ferrous sulphate, otherwise a corrosive

treated water will result. No definite rules have as yet been

worked out as to the minimum amount of the coagulant that

could be used; the amount will probably vary very much

according to the kind of material in suspension. Very satis-

factory results were obtained at Pittsburgh under severe con-

ditions by the use of about % lb. of the mixture per 1,000 gals.

The treated water is tested to determine whether or not

the treatment is satisfactory. One additional test to those

on the raw water is made, called "Causticity." This word

was obtained from an article by Mr. A. McGill, in the Journal

of the Society of Chemical Industry, April, 1904. With apolo-

gies to Mr. McGill. the word has been adopted, but with a

somewhat different meaning. It is used in this article to mean
the reading obtained in C.C. when 200 C.C. of the water are

treated with fiftieth normal sulphuric acid with phenol-

phthalein as indicator, or. in otheri words, it represents alka-

linity to phenolphthalein as indicator in parts per 100,000, fig-

ured as calcium carbonate. The causticity represents all the

carbonates, twice the hydrates, but none of the bicarbonates.

This reading may appear at first sight rather meaningless,

yet it is very important, not to determine the exact condition

of the water, but to determine the deficiency or excess in lime

treatment. Representing hardness by H, alkalinity by A and

Causticity by C. it may be proved—but the proof will not be

here given, as it is a purely chemical one—that, within certain

limits, in the treated water H—A = deficiency of soda and

A—C = deficiency of lime; if A is greater than H there is

A—H excess of soda; and if C is greater than A, C—A repre-

sents the excess of lime. Thus for each 1 deg. difference.

H—A, the amount of additional 95 per cent, soda required

would be 0.093 lb. for every 1,000 gals., and for each 1 deg.

difference, A—C, 0.055 lb. of 85 per cent. lime. From these

simple tests, treatment can be quickly and intelligently

changed; but in water treating, as in everything else, it pays

in make haste slowly; all Other points, such as output of

pumps, stoppage of supply pipes, etc., should first be Invest!

gated before any change is made in the charging tables. If

it is found that the charges differ radically from the theo-

retical amounts above referred in. then investigation should

be begun at once to And and remedy the trouble; such charges

should not be allowed, even though satisfactory results are

apparently obtained There would probably lie a waste of

material, and probably, II the pumping rate changed, the

qualltj ol the treated water would fluctuate widely. Tile

i 0.1 above In regard to supply of lime ar it quite

correcl In waters containing magnesium salts. A.s stated be

fi .in', watet the relative proportion or magnesium salts

doei en
i usually varj to an] extent, no matter how much

the watei as a whole paries Consequently, the magm la can

obtaining experimentally the proportion

mi il 056 lb ot bj bi h propor

a the full - 1" mli al anal I a fi

i'"'.v being developed to take
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the magnesium directly by the regular tests, but it is not yet

iu shape for publication. The same holds true for acid

waters; slight modifications in treatment may be made later.

For stationary plants the alkalinity should slightly exceed

the hardness, and the causticity slightly exceed the alkalinity;

but the latter difference should be as near zero as possible.

For locomotive work it may be advisable, especially where
such a device as the Raymer hot-water washing-out appliance

is not in use, to keep the alkalinity slightly below the hardness

and the causticity equal to or only very slightly above the alka-

linity; the reason for this difference is the liability of the loco-

motive to foam and the increased tendency caused by the

accumulative excess of soda.

In the system of tests here advocated it will probably be

generally admitted that the alkalinity, acidity and causticity

tests are fairly reliable, as they represent definite chemical

reactions. Such, however, will rarely be admitted of the soap
test. In fact, the soap test is usually looked upon as simply
a rough approximation, and practically all chemists of note

have so stated. Notwithstanding this adverse sentiment, the

soap test, as used on the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad,

has proved itself a thoroughly efficient and reliable test.

Comparative tests have been made, several hundred in num-
ber, on waters of every description, with soap solutions of

different strengths, and used with different quantities of water,

one soap solution being the same as referred to in this arti-

cle and the other made up strictly in accordance with Sut-

ton's "Volumetric Analysis." In not one case was the differ-

ence as much as 1 part in 100,000, and in only six cases as
great as % part in 100,000. As % part was the limit of accu-

racy aimed at, the readings were practically identical. Again,
during the present year 27 samples of water were sent for full

analyses, 19 to one of the best chemical laboratories in the

country, the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory, where water
analysis has received great attention- the 8 other samples
were analyzed by two different laboratories, both of high re-

pute. Results obtained were as follows:

Full Analysis
made by

Pgh. Test. Lab.

Laboratory A
Labor;-'

Report
No.

21,660
21,660
21,661
21,661
21.662
21,662
21,835
21.905
21.074
22.066
22.17S
22,390
22.429
22.504
22.898
22,899
22,900
22.982
22,982

2.940
3.031
3.224
3.223
3.225
3.227
3.22R

Parts pe
Calcium
Hardness
from Pul

Anal.

19.20
8.21

42.08
5.78
4.96
5.12
6.30

55.74
40.28
21.20
93.40
14.61
4.58

11.00
28.38
6.36
4.78

45.97
2.49
5.6
3.59

38.1
26.85
6.27
4.44

49.98

i as
Carbonate.
Hardness

1 Soap TV t.

~ 5L.E. Lab.

18.8
8.0

41.4
5.0
5.5
5.0
5.5
550
....

21.3
S8.0
15.5
5.0
8.5

• See note
6.75
4.60
•

1.50
5.5
5.5

37.0

5 75
4.60

1.5

Din*.

— 0.48— 0.21— 0.68— 0.78
-f 0.54— 0.12— 0.08— 0.74— 0.28
+ 0.10— 5.40
+ 0.89
+ 0.42— 2.50
below.— 0.61— 018

99

— 0.52
+ 0.16

— 16
Samples were as follows

:

?* \- ,Y^ l

i
sett Jun "tlon, raw water, high In magnesium salt? rol-

led April 9th. 1904.
No. 2. Whitsctt Junction, treated water, collected April 9th 1004

McKees Rocks, raw water, collected April 9th 1:
McKees Rocks, treated water, collected April 9th 1904
Buena Vista, raw water, ...lie, ted April 9th, 1904.
Buena Vista, treated water, collected April 9th 1904
McKees Rm ks, treated water, collected May 12th, 1904

! ks, collected Mav 23d

No.

No. 6.

X.. 8
1904.

No. 9.

No. 10.
1904.

No. 11.
1904.

No. 12.
No. 13.
No. 14.

1904.
No. 15.
No. 16.
No. 17.
NT n, IS.

No. 19.
No. 20.

Pittsburgh, raw water, collected June 9th, 1904.
No. 3 stationary hoiler, McKees Rocks, collected June 22d,

Stationary boiler No. 6, McKees Rocks, collected July 27th,

Beaver Palls, raw wat< i collected September lfith 1904
Dickerson Run. raw water, collected September 24th 1904
No. 2 stationary boiler. McKees Rocks, collei

Pittsburgh, raw river water, collected December nth 1904
Pittsburgh, t.

Oroveton. treated water, col).

Buena Vista, raw river water ID bei 23d mmBuena vista, treated water, collected December 23d
Identical sample to No. 7.

No. 21. Identical sample to No. 7.

No. 22. Pittsburgh, raw well water, collected July 29th, 1904.
No. 23. Identical sample to No. 15.
No. 24. Identical sample to No. IU.
No. 25. Identical sample to No. 17.
No. i-'U Identical sample to No. 18.
No. 27. Identical sample to No. 19.

These are a complete list of all waters analyzed to date on

which parallel tests had been made, and are, therefore, not

analyses picked to prove a theory.

*The two samples, 15 and 18, and their duplicates, 23 and

26. were acid waters, and the hardness tests made in the

P. & L. E. R. R. laboratory can hardly be directly compared

with the tests in the outside chemical laboratory. The hard-

ness obtained in the P. & L. E. R. R. laboratory was on water

neutralized to methylorange as indicator. By referring to Tables

1 and 2, it will be noted that in acid waters the charge is

based on the hardness of neutralized water plus the acidity,

both with reference to methylorange as indicator. For Sam-

ples Nos. 15 and 23 the P. & L. E. R. -R. tests were hardness,

neutralized water, 23.5; acidity, 1.5; total, for soda treatment,

25.0. Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory gave, for the same water,

hardness, 22.62; and free sulphuric acid, 5.76 (considered as

equivalent parts of calcium carbonate), a total of 28.38.

Laboratory B gave hardness of 25.45 and free sulphuric acid

1.40, a total of 26.85. From the results obtained in P. & L. E.

R. R. laboratory, and in comparison with Laboratory B, the

large amount, 5.76, of free sulphuric acid given by Pittsburgh

Testing Laboratory is incorrect. For Samples Nos. 18 and 26,

P. & L. E. R. R. tests gave hardness, neutralized water,

32.0; acidity, 15.0; a total, for soda treatment, of 47.0. Pitts-

burgh Testing Laboratory gave hardness 36.33; free sulphuric

acid, 9.64; a total, for soda treatment, of 45.97. Laboratory

B gave hardness, 3S.7U, and free sulphuric acid, 11.28; a total

of 49.98.

The samples tested were very varying in character, soft

and hard, treated and untreated, unused and water from boil-

ers, etc. It will be noted that, omitting Samples 15 and 18

for reasons given above, of the other 17 samples sent to Pitts-

burgh Testing Laboratory, the hardness as given by P. & I,. E.

R. R. soap test differed from that given by a full analyses by

as much as 1 part in 100,000 only in Nos. 11 and 14. Both of

these were boiler waters, and were extremely high in soluble

sodium salts. Sample No. 19, though an unused water, was

also high in soluble salts, containing about 85 parts per

100,000. These soluble salts probably affected the soap read-

ings. Of the other 15 samples, mostly of raw or treated un-

used waters, in not one case was the difference between the

P. & L. E. R. R. soap test hardness and that obtained by the

laboratory analysis as great as 1 part per 100,000. On the

hand, attention may be drawn to the difference of 2.71

between the chemical laboratories in identical Samples Nos.

7 and 21. Laboratory A in No. 20 gave for the same water an

intermediate value identical with the P. & L. E. R. R. soap

test. The difference between the Pittsburgh Testing Labora-

tory and Laboratory B in Samples Nos. 15 and 23 is 1.53; in

Xos. It; and 24, 0.09; in Nos. 17 and 25, 0.34; in Nos. 18 and

26, 1.01; in Nos. i9 and 27. 0.81

It is not here claimed that the soap test is an absolutely

correct method of determining hardness, but it is claimed

that for purposes of water softening it is perfectly reliable

and will give uniformly consistent results. The variation of

1 pari per 100,000, even though ii is- a high percentage of a

low hardness, is immaterial.

A sample of water of no matter what hardness, within rea-

sonable limits, can be taken, and repeated tests for hardness
by the soap test will give identical results or almost so. and
after a short experience the results obtained by any water
softener attendant are almost identical with those obtained

by the more expert chemist in the laboratory. It requires only

a small experience to distinguish and avoid the false lather

made by magnesium salts. On the other hand, the discrep

ancy between two different laboratories is often very marked.
The accuracy and reliability of the soap test is vital to the

general system of treating set forth in this article, and from
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statistics such as the above, it would seem that it is deserving water from Groveton, Sample No. 25, are given below; the

of the highest confidence. latter sample is a sample of treated water from raw water, of

The value of any system of treatment must necessarily be which no full analysis has yet been made, and yet a better

judged by results. After the introduction of the "clear indi- treated water it would be hard to obtain.

cator" tphenolphthalein.i tests in June, 1904, the results ob-
j ,i * ,* ,. , .. ,, , innr Sample No. 13. Burma Vista Raw and Treated Water,tamed were excellent. At this time, February, 1905, prac-

tically identical formulae are in force at all points, no matter Raw.
rtS Pef

Treated.

what the source of supply or what the quality of the water. Silica 0.88 0.52
... , . . . . . .. , . Sulphate of alumina 12.54

and the resulting waters are almost identical, except, of course, sulphate of iron 5.43 o

in the amount of soluble sodium salts. At four of the pants Carbonate of lime o 0.89
Carbonate of magnesia 1.34

there are two sources of supply, each differing radically in Carbonate of soda o 4.35
... t-, , , , . . . ,

' Sulphate of soda 9.00 75. 30
quality. Each source may bo and has been used several times Sulphate of lime 22.27

in a week, and vet the resulting treated water remained prac- Su',
ph

^,
te °.' "jsnesia .* 6.45 o

L Chloride of soda 2.97 3.13
tically constant. Free sulphuric acid 9.44

If. then, waters of widely varying quality, whether well - Groveton Treated Water,
water or pond water or water from half x a dozen different Parts per 100,000.

rivers, if radically different wat - is from different sources, can Calcium carbonate 2.49.... ... ,. ... .. Calcium sulphate
be used in the same softener, alternating even daily, if one Calcium chloride

and the same softener can satisfactorily treat water vary- Magnesium rnrimnat. 1.51
1 " - Magnesium sulphate

ing from 5 to o'o deg. in hardness and from an alkaline to Magnesium chloride o.,....,... . ,.,. , ,, , Iron and alumina 0.21an acid wa-.ar, it all tiese \aiving conditions can be handled silica OcS
at all points by identical t real ment per degree per 1.000 somijm

de
s\ii

ul

hate
1
'

12 65
and if almost identical results can be obtained in Sodium chloride '...... 6^02

regard to hardness, alkalinity and causticity and since thes3 solium nttrot?*
6 ° ~

3

conditions and results do exist on the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Carbonic acid

Railroad, then it seems a fair assumption that, the theory of The softeners, laboratory, records, and general system on
the treatment here advocated and employed is worthy of con- the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad are open for inspection

fidence. that the method of control is efficient and easy of to any one desiring information along these lines.

HlAMI. OB MOTOB SHOWING MAIN ami

WTERPOS1 I' POl 1 S.

MOTOB WITH FRONT BEHOVED \NH

ARMATURE BBUSB mil HI 1: RIM..

WITH BRUSHES IN POSITION

I III < 11M PI I I I INI ERPOl I MOTOB.

operation, and that water softening, in a softener of good de-

j handled by ordinary workmen who

have absolutely no knowledge of chemistry.

at of the confidence placed in the system of test-

ing, advocj.t.-d in this article, it was not thought necessary to

have any complete analy at water softening

points between June and December, L904, and then only of a

few waters for record purposes The confidence placed in the

system of testing is .shown by the tacl thai water from six

out of the tei 10, Rod
Item all pariah • waters,

has no) inalyzed, but al tb there is no

doubt wbatevi quality of th" treated

.• the year are nol

atisfactorj accord l' was not until

hat a full :- one

proper adjustment* were obtained, owing

being made in. thi

Mar, mi tor ib< 1 ea ion thai

tbey have not been male qoi are tl

itatned by thi h m ol te I

lined in HiIh article, kIv«- all red Informatloi

the water Information along thli line will be put

later. A* MO obtained, raw and

! waters froi 18 and 19, and I

INTERPOLE VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR.

The value of the variable speed motor for machine too'

drives is Indicated by the growing demand for such motors

ami bj the Improvements and new designs which are being

broughl out from time to time. The most receni iyi f this

motor which can be operated on a single voltage is known

as the Interpole variable peed motor, and the following ad-

vantages are claimed for It: Wide range of speed, non

sparking under overload b high as 100 percent practicallj

cons! anl peed undei anj load [or any cont roller polnl when

<
. i

jii ted, It maj be reversed under Cull load and will

run equal 1 3 well In either direction, compactness of design.

light weight and inch efflclencj al all pi ed

Tin au) w hli h ace quite mii vi c pared to

the main pole a will be noted bj reference to the photo

graph, are locatei < nem and ai e proi Ided with coll

Ith the armature o that all ol th

iri H"
I hrough the colli of the

o pi "i i id and ai i anged as to

i pi opi i Held i">
i
"i 'ii.it Ion Weakening ol i he

on bj an Increased i i Is thu
i

and i hi pole pi odui e the i equli ed compi a

ma hi Held
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action and to self-induction in the armature coils, which are

short-circuited at the instant that their corresponding com-

mutator segments pass under the brush, is thus avoided, and

it is not necessary to shift the brushes in order to reverse the

motor.

The torque of these motors increases as the speed decreases,

and the horse-power capacity is therefore not effected by the

speed. The construction is simple, and, owing to the absence

of sparking, the cost of maintenance should be low. The field

yoke or frame is of cast steel. The armature shaft is of large

diameter, and is fitted with Hess-Bright ball bearings. One

ball race is passed on the end of the armature shaft and the

other fits in the bearing housing. The balls are separated by

springs. This type of ball bearing has been in use on motors

in Europe for three years with excellent results. By their

use friction is greatly reduced, the length of the motor may
be made much less than where the ordinary type of bearing

is used, and as vaseline is used for lubrication, there is no

danger of getting oil on the commutator and coils.

The construction and lubrication of the motor are such that

it can be placed in any position. The speed range ordinarily

furnished is either 2. 3 or 4 to 1. but greater variation can

be provided, if desired. These motors are made by the Electro-

Dynamic Company of Bayonne, N. J.

LOCOMOTIVE DRIFTING VALVE.

Wabash Railroad.

This device was developed to prevent the formation of

vacuum, and compression when drifting and incidentally to

improve lubrication and reduce repairs. It has been in ser-

vice for a year and has been applied to more than 150 Wabash

netting with a drifting valve E by pipe D. Valve E is ope-

rated by a handle working in quadrant F, which opens or

shuts valve E. To valve E is attached pipe H, running through

stuffing box G. Pipe H is connected with the throttle box at

1. The object is to take dry steam from the dome, as indi-

cated by the arrows, and introduce it into the cylinders

through the connections mentioned and dry pipe J. Globe

valve C regulates the supply of steam from turret B and the

engineer controls the steam by handle F through the drifting

valve E. When the engine is running or drifting with the

throttle valve closed, the position of the reverse lever need

not be disturbed. While the engine is in motion the drifting

valve is open and when the engine is standing at stations the

valve is shut. The operation of this valve relieves compres-

sion, it destroys vacuum, keeps the engine running smooth-

ly without reaction, making a great reduction in repairs. The
suction of smoke and cinders into the steam chests an!

cylinders and the consequent cutting of valve seats and

cylinders is corrected. It is also reported to prevent the

metallic packing from being knocked down and broken.

An oil cup K is used for oiling the main valves of the loco-

motive while drifting in case of failure of the lubricator. To
operate the cup. close valve C and open cup K and oil will be

drawn into the steam chests and cylinders by suction.

While the engine is standing, the valve C is closed, the cup

K opened and the pipe H filled with oil, then cup K is closed,

the valve C opened and oil will be immediately carried into

the steam chests and valves hy steam pressure from the

boiler. L is a nipple providing a convenient place for the at-

tachment of the cup K, being so designed that the oil cup

may be always tapped in vertically.

This information was furnished by Mr. J. B. Barnes, super-

intendent of motivp power of the Wabash Railroad.

For si. .J, in- Botler-head

G

M.w DRIFTING v.u.w: FOB LOCOMOTIVES—WABASH BAILBOAD.

locomotives. Relief valves on slide valve engines and by-pass

valves on compounds and piston valve engines have been

discarded. The effect of the (hitting valve on the wear of

brasses has been marked. Its effect in reducing cylinder re-

tardation in drifting is also marked. This device is also fitted

with an oil cup attachment whereby the valves and cylinders

may be lubricated in <as> of a failure of the regular lubri-

cating cup or the attachment may lie used for introducing

graphite.

In the engravings A is a steam pipe leading from the steam

dome to turret B, to which is attached a globe valve C, con-

PLANER WITH PNEUMATIC REVERSING MECHANISM.

The belt shifting mechanism has not proved very successful

for reversing the platen on the larger planers, especially since

higher cutting and return speeds have been attempted. The

96 in. by 96 in. by 20 ft. Sellers' planer, illustrated herewith,

weighs 60 tons, has a cutting speed varying from 15 ft. to 45

ft. a minute, a constant return speed of 80 ft. a minute, and

is equipped with a pneumatic reversing mechanism, which

does away with the belt shifting mechanism, affords a quick
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and uniform reverse and reduces the loss of power at reversal

due to the inertia of the rotating parts. The planer is driven

by a 50-h.p. motor placed on a cast iron platform supported

by brackets on the housing? It is provided with two cut-

ting tools on the cross rail and one on each of the housings.

Each of the two saddles has its own feed motion, independent-

vertical, and do not bear under ordinary circumstances, but

are ready to resist side cuts which are sufficiently heavy to

slide the table up on the V. This arrangement permits the

table to run lightly under ordinary work, but prevents it

from lifting under any condition of heavy side cutting.

Details of the clutch and driving mechanism are shown

in Fig. 2. A spiral pinion

on the shaft P drives the

table. The spur gear O
on the outer end of shaft

P is driven by the spiral

pinion N on the pulley

shaft. The driving pul-

ley A runs loose on the

shaft K, and is driven con-

tinuously and in the same

direction while the planer

is in operation. Pinion B,

which is keyed to the hub

of pulley A, drives through

gears C. D, B and F the

gear G, which runs loose

on the shaft K and in the

opposite direction from

pulley A. J and M are

bolted together, forming an

air-tight cylinder, free to

move back and forth on

the disk H, which is keyed

and pinned to the shaft K.

To compel the shafts to ro-

tate with the friction

clutch the head of the cyl-

inder J is provided with

notches into which teeth

on the surface of the pis-

FIU. J.—SEIXEBS' l'l.l.\l:l: WITH PNEUMATIC RKVEBSING MECHANISM.

VIEW, BHOWIHO DBITINQ \M> BKVEBHINO MECHANISM

iv adjustable in direction and amount Bach has also its own
stopping and starting device, but the planer Is so arranged

thrown out of action or Into

ly by the motion of a Maud lever, and this may
ix- 'lone from eftbi pported

flat and one V-bearlng, which are lubricated by oil

under pressure Instead at through rollers or wipers The oil

Is circulated through a piping im

oil tank through ' - II

I k<i forming a V O ufflclently Inclined to

ible under <><

minimum wedging actio] • urface* are .

SAMPLE "1 PLANING, SHOWINQ I NIKOKMITY

ton ii project These form a law clutch, and permit

movement wh i i pa rl to move togt I hi

Aii- admitted to one end pi the cylinder through the center

of it,, iel .ven the parts 1 1 and M, causes ; h

m oi the pullej \. pressln

friction com pull - thai the clutch

with the pulley 1 bis mo i an ml 1

1

b

pi tun 1 1 I,- i he clutch teeth, and causi th bal

\, noii. which gives the return mi
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the table. Admitting air to the opposite end of the shaft

causes the clutch J to engage with the wheel G. forcing the

latter against the stationary clutch L, which is keyed to the

shaft so that the wheel G drives the shaft through both of the

clutches, one on either side in the proper direction for cutting

at a speed which may be varied by changing the gears E
and D. These are mounted on split bushings with conical

holes, which permit the gears to be shifted with little

trouble. In the operation of the planer the table stops move

an air valve, which admits compressed air alternately to the

opposite ends of the cylinder, and by regulating the velocity

of the admission the speed of the reverse can be nicely gauged.

It is arranged so that the table is brought to rest promptly

and started up in the opposite direction without shock. There

is no reversal of high speed pulleys, and the flywheel action

of the parts whose motion is reversed, owing to their rela-

tively small size, is unimportant. Fig. 3 shows a casting

which was first planed on one edge with a heavy roughing

cut, the tool being held in one of the side heads. A square

nose finishing tool was then substituted and the stroke short-

ened, so that the cut terminated within the surface of the

casting. The stopping point of the successive finishing cuts

occurred in a practically true vertical line, and illustrates

the uniformity of the reverse.

A separate belt is used to actuate the lifting gear and drive

the feed motion. The latter is accomplished through a posi-

tive motion clutch, which is stopped and started at each re-

verse of the table. The side heads are lifted by the same

screws which carry the cross rail. These screws are sta-

tionary under ordinary circumstances, and the heads are

raised and lowered by rotating nuts.

The cross rail is secured to the uprights in such a way

that the full strength of the housings is brought into play

to resist the torsion of the cross rail, and at the same time

the cross rail stiffens the housing against the twisting action

of the side heads This allows unusually heavy cuts to be

taken. In some 54-in. planers of this construction two cuts

of 60,000 lbs >a b were taken in steel without any perceptible

spring of the cross rail, although it was scarcely larger than

is usually provided for a planer of that width.

HIGH SPEED FOLLOWER REST.

In order to obtain the best results in rough turning bars

even as large as 8 ins. in diameter with high speed steel, ex-

perience has demonstrated thai a substantial support or fol-

lower rest is necessary. The Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool

Company, after trying several different metals for the jaws

of such a follower rest, only to have them cut out, have adopt-

ed rollers, as shown in the photograph. These rollers are of

hardened steel, and are mounted upon hardened and ground

steel shafts, upon which they are fixed by screws through the

face of the rollers. Liberal oiling facilities are provided for

the journals of the roller shafts. In order that the jaws can-

not be forced down too tightly, a sensitive adjustment is pro-

vided by the knurled knobs.

To insure still greater stiffness and rigidity the pad at the

top may be planed, and by means of an angle bracket be con-

nected to the wings of the carriage on the opposite side. It

is claimed that double the output may be obtained on heavy

bars on one of the company's high speed lathes with this de-

vice over that which may be obtained on the same lathe with-

out a rest.

AUTOMATIC VALVE GRINDING MACHINE.

This machine was designed to facilitate the manufacture

and repairs of the cut out and angle cocks used in connection

with air brake apparatus but may easily be arranged to grind

any plug valve or valves with disc seats such as are used in

general practice. It is claimed that an eight spina. e machine

will grind from 200 to 400 old cocks or from 500 to 600 new
ones in 10 hours and that very much better work is done by
machine than by hand grinding.

The valve to be ground in is fastened to the end of one of

UK. II SPEED FOIXOWEB BE8T—l.oiu.i £ BHIFLE1 MACHINE TOOL

COMPA> Y.

AUTOMATIC \.\I.vi: GRINDING MACHINE.

the spindles and the body of the valve is simplj placed on

the valve and is kepi from revolving by the uprights or col-

umns which ase placed at either side of each spindle. No
force other than the weight of the body is required to hold

the i\m> parts together while they are being ground. By

means of the cam placed just above the spur gear on each

spindle the body is lifted off the valve twice during each

revolution of the spindle. Each spindle may be stopped or
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started independently of the others by means of the jaw

clutches.

An eight spindle machine, such as the one illustrated, weighs

about 1,000 lbs. and occupies less than 4 sq. ft. of floor space.

In addition to the eight spindle grinder the Automatic Valve

Grinding Machine Company of Knoxville, Tenn., also make

four and six spindle machines.

VAUCLAJN BALANCED COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE.

Frisco System.

Information received since the publication of the description

of the 4-cylinder Vauclain balanced compound locomotive of

the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, on page 97 of the March num-

ber, indicates that instead of the weights given tlie actual

weights axe:

On trucks 45,800 lbs.

F:rn pair of drivers 48,800 lbs.

Second pair of drivers 46,500 lbs.

Third pair of drivers 49,960 lbs.

On all drivers 145,260 lbs.

Total weight 191.060 lbs.

PERSONALS.
Mr. A- H. Gairns has been appointed master mechanic of

the Colorado & Southern Railway at Cheyenne, Wyo.

Mr. J. J. Connor has been appointed general foreman of

the Houston & Texas Central at Houston, Texas.

Mr. A. J. Poole has been transferred as master mechanic

6f the Seaboard Air Line, from Savannah, to Atlanta, Ga.

Mr. H. M. Muchmore has been appointed master mechanic

of the Paris & Great Northern, with headquarters at Paris,

Tex.

Mr. C. E. Gossett has been appointed master mechanic of

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific with headquarters at

Eldon, Mo.

Mr. William Lincoln has been appointed master mechanic

of the Northern Pacific at Staples, Minn., to succeed Mr. H.

M. Curry, promoted.

Mr. George Holden has been appointed master mechanic of

the Texas & New Orleans Railroad with headquarters at Beau-

mont, Texas.

Mr. W. P. Sproul has been appointed master mechanic of

the Atlantic Coast Line at Savannah, Ga., to succeed Mr. F. S.

Anthony, resigned.

Mr. Jacob Schilling has been appointed master mechanic of

the Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis Railway, with headquarters

at Peoria, 111.

Mr. Thomas .V'hols has been appointed machine shop fore-

man of the Baltimore & Ohio at Lorain, Ohio, to succeed Mr.

W. P. Ryan.

Mr. F. Burke has been appointed travelling engineer and

airbrake Instructor of the Duluth, Missabe & Northern, with

headquarters at Proctor, Minn.

-' T Park has been appointed acting superintendent

power of the Chicago 4 Eastern Illinois, with office,

at Danville, Ills. He has been master mechanic of that road.

8 MUUka '.perintendent of motive

power of th<- H oi- -

'. ii tc Texas Central, with headquarters at

Houston, Texas, to succeed Mr S. R. Tuggles, resigned.

L L ('<:',,'.<* bai re igned ai ma tor mechanic of th<

ton « |
ral foreman of the Chi-

Kock Inland k Pacific shops at Dalhart, Texas.

Mr. .1 K ' Dinted master rri'-ehanlr of the

itid £ Padfli at Goodtand, Kan li

formerly matter mechanic of the Cincinnati, Hamilton a-

Dayton.

Mr. R. L. Langiim has resigned as mechanical engineer of

the Denver & Rio Grande to become mechanical engineer of

the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, with headquarters at

Lima, Ohio.

Mr. H. M. Curry has been promoted from the position of

division master mechanic of the Northern Pacific at Staples,

Minn., to that of general master mechanic, with headquarters

at St. Paul, succeeding Mr. A. W. Wheatley.

Mr. William Cockfield has been appointed locomotive super-

intendent of the Mexican Railway, with headquarters at Ori-

zaba. Mexico, to succeed Mr. J. M. Muir, resigned. Mr. Cock-

fieid was formerly locomotive superintendent of the Inter-

oceanic Railway of Mexico.

Mr. George W. Smith has resigned as superintendent of

motive power of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois to become
superintendent of machinery of the Missouri Pacific Railway,
with headquarters at SC-Louis, succeeding Mr. J. W. Luttrell,

resigned.

Edward Longstreth. who was for a number of years general
superintendent of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and a mem-
ber of the firm of Burnham, Williams & Co., died in Philadel-

phia, February 24th, at the age of 64 years. He began as an
apprentice in the Baldwin Works in 1857, and ten years later

became general superintendent. After three years in this

position he was admitted to the firm. He was one of the lead-

ers in the development of these works, and contributed in a
very important way to their success.

NEW CATALOGUES.
Valve Troubles and How to Avoid Them.—A small pamph-

let from Jenkins Bros., 71 John street, New York City.

Metal Saws.—Catalog No. 3 from the Higley Machine Com-
pany of New York. N. Y., describes the various metal saws and
saw blade grinders made by them.

Drtll-Grindebs.—Catalog C from the .Washburn shops of the
Worcester Polytechnic Institute of Worcester, Mass., describes the
drill-grinders manufactured by them.

Milling Machines.—A handsome catalogue has just been re-

irom the Kempemith Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee,
Wis., which describes their line of milling machines and attach-
ments.

Common Sense and Mathematics.— In a small pamphlet, with
this title, the Lucas Machine Tool Company, Cleveland, O., empha-
size the advantages afforded by their "Precision" boring, drilling
and milling machine.

Bttda Metals.—Bulletin No. 11 fn.m the Buda Foundry and
Manufacturing Company. Railway Exchange building, Chicago,
describes their new anti-friction metals, bronzes and hardened or
"steel" copper.

Motors.—Folder No. 1038 from the W. stinghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Company of Pittsburg, !'

induction niot'ir and illustrates some typical applications. Folder
scribes their type K direct current mi

Alternating Ci Bulletin No, 60 fi

Crocker-Wheeler Company, Ampere, N I . describes in detail
tli<-ir belt t > i

- raters, which are mad.' in
••! jr,n k. w. a.

Tricks—A band . I r; Brill I'umpany
of Pbiladelpk bes in detail t ! j r L'T i: tt

' ,| " ad i ;l number of
strong testimonials and a long list of its users.

Viuti' u Mmiim, Machines Catalog No 10 fi

I

rtical milling machines, IhmIi t>.-it and
which are specially adapted for locomotive and rni:-
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Tools and Supplies foe Steam, Water and Gas Usees.—
A pocket catalog from the Walworth Manufacturing Company,

Boston, Mass., manufacturers of brass and iron goods and tools

and dealers in wrought iron pipe and supplies for steam, water

and gas work.

Variable Speed Motoe Drives.—Bulletin No. 37A from the

Northern Electrical Manufacturing Company, Madison, Wis., con-

siders the best types of controllers to use with variable speed

motor drives for different machine tools and illustrates several

applications of Northern motors.

Variable Speed Motors.—Bulletins 5, 6 and 9, series B, from

the Electro-Dynamic Company, Bayonne, N. J., furnish data and

dimensions of the various sizes of their inter-pole variable speed

motors, describes their construction in detail and considers the

most important advantages afforded by this type of motor.

Electric Motors.—Circular No. 1097 from the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., describes in

detail their type K direct current, series wound motors for crane,

hoisting, and similar service. Circular No. 1099 describes their

bi-polar motors for direct current circuits, which are made in

sizes from 1-6 to 1"4 h.p., and wound for 110 and 220 volts.

Protection of Steel from Corrosion.—The April number of

Graphite contains an impressive number of fine engravings of nota-

ble buildings and bridges in various parts of the world, all of which

are protected by graphite paints. It also contains seasonable

talks on good paint and good painting. Those who are responsible

for steel structures should procure copies from the Joseph Dixon

Crucible Company, Jersey City, N. J.

How to Handle Water for the Locomotive.—Bulletin No. 2

from the Otto Gas Engine Works, 360 Dearborn street, Chicago,

considers the methods of supplying water to locomotive tenders

and describes and nicely illustrates their stand pipe, new steel

bottom tank and the various tank and water column fixtures made

by them. With improved appliances water can be discharged into

the tender tank at the rate of 6,000 gals, per minute.

Progress Reporter.—The April number just received from the

Niles-Bement-Pond Company is devoted entirely to locomotive

manufacture and contains 46 full-page half-tone illustrations show-

ing their machines and cranes as installed at the Schenectady and

the Brooks works of the American Locomotive Company! Every

motive power officer should look this number over carefully, as

most of the machines are adapted to locomotive repair shop work,

and the methods of handling the work and the rate at which some

of the parts are machined will afford the means of a valuable and

instructive comparison with what is being done in their own shops.

NOTES.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.—Mr. B. A. Schroder has been

transferred from the St. Louis to the New Orleans office, to suc-

ceed Mr. W. P. Field, who has gone to the Boston office.

Manning, Maxwell & Moobe.—Mr. E. B. Boye has been ap-

pointed manager of the Cleveland office of this firm in Williams

Block, Cleveland, O. He has been connected with the Chicago office

for the past five years.

Stockbridge Machine Company.—This company announces
that they have made arrangements with the Niles-Bement-Pond
Company for the sole agency of their shapers in New York, Boston,

Chicago and London.

The Buda Foundry & Manufacturing Company.—This com-
pany has been successful in procuring a large order for track

supplies to be used in the Panama Canal work, and shipments
are now being made.

American Electric & Controllee Company.—Mr. Chas. D.
Knight, who has been connected with the engineering departments
of the General Electric Company, National Electric Company and
the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company, has been appointed
chief engineer of this company, and under his supervision a com-
plete line of alternating and direct current controllers, starters,

automatic switches, solenoids, etc., will be manufactured in addi-
tion to the "Rheocrat." His office address is 12 Dey street, New
York.

Crocker-Wheeler Company.—The Trustees of the Sanitary

District of Chicago have placed an order with this company for

four 4,000-k.w. 3-phase 60-cycle 6,600-volt alternating current

generators with exciters.

The W. L. Miller Company.—This company has been organ-

ized to manufacture and contract for complete power plants, auto-

matic locomotive boiler washing equipment, for washing and filling

locomotive boilers with water heated by waste heat ; for vacuum
heating systems for roundhouses, shops and terminal buildings

and for boilers, engines, pumps, heaters and piping. Mr. W. L.

Miller, the president, was formerly connected with the Erie Heat-

ing Company, but has severed this connection to form the com-

pany which bears his name. The offices are Clark and Monroe
streets, Fort Dearborn Building, Chicago.

New Watson-Stlllman Plant.—The Watson-Stillman Com-
pany have moved into their new works at Aldene, N. J., where ex-

cellent shipping facilities are available on the Lehigh Valley Rail-

road. The plant includes a 100 by 182 ft. machine shop, of two

stories, and a 120 by 35 ft. annex, a 62 by 100 ft. store house, a

60 by 74 ft. pattern shop, a 50 by 30 ft. blacksmith shop and power-

house with electric distribution. This plant adds greatly to the

manufacturing facilities of the company, all of the equipment being

of the best, and it also provides admirably for manufacturing and

finished stores.

J. G. Brill Company.—This company has lately received the

following orders for its patented "Eureka" maximum traction

trucks : 180 for the Tokio Electric Railway Company, Japan

;

90 for the New South Wales Government tramways, Australia

;

40 for the Tokio-Densha tramways, Japan ; 42 for Marseilles,

France, and 40 for Wigan, England. The "Eureka" truck was
planned to meet all the difficult conditions found in cities, and is

to-day more largely used than any other truck. The advantages

claimed are that it carries long cars as low as does a single

truck, and by bringing the load at certain points upon the side

frames near the large yokes has the traction necessary to start

quickly and climb heavy grades easily. The truck is standard in

New York, Brooklyn, Baltimore, Boston, London, Liverpool, Paris,

Sydney. Tokio and other large cities.

Federal Court Sustains Tesla Patents.—In pursuance of

a decision handed down by him on February 20th, in the United
States Circuit Court for the eastern district of Wisconsin, sus-

taining the contention of the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company that the synchronous motors of the National

Electric Company were an infringement of the broad rights cov-

ered in Tesla patents Nos. 381968, 381969, 382280, 382281. Judge
Seaman, in Milwaukee, on February 24th, enjoined the National

Electric Company from the further sale of such motors. The de-

cision in the suit is the first that has been obtained in the litiga-

tion begun some time ago by the Westinghouse Company to pre-

vent the sale of synchronous motors and rotary converters by

American manufacturers not enjoying a license under the Tesla

polyphase motor patents. A decision is now pending in the United

States Circuit Court for the southern district of Ohio in the suit

brought by the Westinghouse Company against the Bullock Elec-

tric Manufacturing Company, alleging a similar infringement of

the same patent rights in the sale of Bullock synchronous motors

and rotary converters. The final hearing in the latter suit was
conducted before Judge Thompson, in Cincinnati, on February
7th and 8th, Mr. Frederic H. Betts and Mr. Page appearing for

the complainant. The Tesla patents involved 1 in these suits have
been the subject of considerable litigation in the past few years.

The action instituted by the Westinghouse Company a number of

years ago against the Thomson-Houston Company, for alleged

infringement of the Tesla patents, was discontinued upon the

execution of a patent agreement, under which the General Elec-

tric Company has for several years manufactured and sold induc-

tion and synchronous motors and rotary converters. A number of

manufacturers have been enjoined from manufacturing induction

motors, but the decision in the suit against the National Electric

Company is the first court ruling that the synchronous motor is

within the generic Tesla invention.

WANTED—Position as roundhouse foreman by man of execu-

tive ability and knowledge through experience. Has held such a

position and present position of shop foreman for six years. Ad-
dress M., care of Editor, American Engineer and Railroad
Journal, 140 Nassau St., New York.
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A TABULAR COMPARISON OF NOTABLE
ARRANGED WITH RESPECT T

PASSENGER LI

Name of railroad

Road No. or class. . .,

Uuiliier
Simple or compound

When built
Tractive power
Weight, total lbs

Weight on driveis.

Weight on leading truck

Weight on trailing truck

Weight of tender loaded.

Wheel base, driving, ft. and ins.

Wheel base, engine, ft. and ins.

Wheel base, engine and tender.

Driving wheels, diameter, in-..

Cylinders, diameter, ins

Cylinders, stroke, ins •

Heating surface, firebox, sq. ft.

Heating surface, arch tubes. . .
.

Heating surface, tuoes

Heating surface, total

Firebox, length, ins

Firebox, width, ins

Grate area, sq. ft

Boiler, smallest diameter, ins..

Boiler, height center, ins......

Tubes No. and diameter in ins.

Tubes] length, ft. and ins

Steam pressure, lbs

Type of boiler

Fuel '

Reference in American Engineer

and Railroad Journal

4—6—2 (PACIFIC). 2—6—2 (PRAIRIE).

C. & A.
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REITE^T DEVELOPMENT OF THE FOUR-CYLINDER
BALANCED LOCOMOTIVE.

W1111 Comments os Superheating.

11V A. VOH ItMKKIKS.

Professor von Berries, from his intimate
i'ion with the modern development of German locomo-

tive practice and his own important part in it. is qualified by
xperience to offer suggestions of the greatest value in

development of the locomotive has moved in two

of the four-cylinder balanced

ind locomotives and the it-," of superheated st am Many
ontalned in the t - are not new. but

have • la long time ago in pat nts and ;

'lopment of ra'lroa

em, or beca

were 1 In regular pr

The four-< yllnlc motive, which had

many and A
the rjniti •

which number will increase at the end of this

consumption and

running, which th< I on the testing plant at

tee St. Louis Exhibition in 1904 seem to have greatly extended

this favorable opinion in the Ur.

In America there are now two types of these engines, which
resemble their European pred- e general arrange-

ment: The Vauclain type, built by the Baldwin Works, where
all four cylinders are arranged in one line under the front

end. and all four pistons work on the front driving axle, as in

the author's system, now generally used in Germany and
Austria, and the Cole type, introduced by the American Loco-

motive Company, where the imside pistons work on the first,

the outside ones on the second driving axle, as in the De Glehn
system, generally used in France. The Vauclain system is

ilustrated in the American Exi.ixeer in December, 1904. page

466. the Cole in May. page 166. and the De Glehn in June,

page 203. [The Vauclain arrangement is now built as men-
tioned above, and also divided, as are the De Glehn and Cole

arrangements.

—

Editor.]

In the valve g=ar there is a difference, which is independent
from the general arrangement of the engines. The Vauclain
engines have one, the Cole engines two piston valves for both
cylinders of each side, driven by one valve stem, and accord-

ingly giving equal cut-off in the h.p. and l.p. cylinders. In
this respect European constructors generally prefer to give the

l.p. cylinders longer cut-offs than the h.p. ones, which re-

quires independent motion of separate valves. In the De
Glehn engines the cut off in the h.p. and l.p. cylinders is kept
fully independent from each other, so that four link morions
are needed. In the author's valve gear a fixed proportion
between the two cut-offs is attained with only two link mo-
tions of the Heusinger-Walschaert type by proper dimensions
of the main levers.

The first advantage of the four-cylinder engines over those
of two cylinders is the perfect balancing of the accelerating and
retarding forces of the reciprocating parts by their opposite
or opposed motion on each side, without balance weights in

the wheels. Such balance weights are only put in for the
equalization of the revolving parts, so that no centrifugal
forces disturb the equal pressure of the wheeis on the rails.

This advantage applies to both systems of motion equally.
By the self-balancing of the reciprocating parts the jerky
motion (in longitudinal direction) is suppressed totally, if

the h.p. and l.p. pistons have equal weights, otherwise it is

reduced to a minimum. The turning motion around the
center of gravity is reduced theoretically to about one-half,
but experience shows that in practice it is negligible, being
overcome by the different resistances against side motions on
both ends of the engine.

With the balancing of the piston or steam forces in the
running gear, t'r.ere is a difference between the systems. In
the De Glehn aid Cole arrangements the outside pair of pistons
work on the secon 1 driving axle just in the same manner as
in an ordinary outside two-cylinder engine. Now. experience
shows that the piston forces cause a wear of the brasses in the
axle-boxes in longitudinal direction, so that the journals are
drawn fore and aft in the boxes causing the well-known
blows, and this causes flat spots on the left side drivers, on a
place which touches the rails, when the crank has passed its

front center. This fla- spot s=ems to be caused by a short
sliding of the wheels in that position. It is always on (he
side of the following crank. English engines, which have gen-
erally the right rank following, show it on the right drivers.
The whole matter has been thoroughly examined by Mr
chief mechanical engineer of the Danish State Railways
Now. these blows »

, .

t> the
usual reasons for taking the 'nirines into the shops for fitting
up the journal bra

don . deep enough on all drivers to cot away th.

'hat oni The only way to delay as lonu- -

.

half around the

bnoled and made

•, not
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gine which keeps running for the largest number of miles

will, therefore, generally be the cheapest in maintenance, even

if it is more complicated.

In the De Glehn and Cole systems the second driving axle

is exposed to similar but smaller piston forces. Therefore,

these engines may show the same special wear after a longer

run. I have not had sufficient experience in this system, but

I want to direct the attention of those who have such engines

under control to this point. For the first driving wheels there

is no fear in this respect, because two-cylinder inside engines

show this wear, according to Mr. Busse's experience, in a very

reduced degree.

In the Von Borries-Vauclain system, where all pistons work

on the front driving axle, the piston forces on each side bal-

ance themselves to a great extent. The journals get no hori-

zontal wear in their brasses, and the engines run free from

blows and irregular wear of tires until they must go to the

shops for general wear. Experience on the Hannover division

of the Prussian State Railroads has shown that 25 two-cylin-

der 4—4— compounds, engaged in heavy express service, have

run as an average some 41,000 miles from one turning of the

drivers to the next, whereas 9 four-cylinder engines of the

4—4— and 4—4—2 types reached 67,000 miles as an average,

some of them more than 90,000 miles. These figures prove the

economy of these four-cylinder engines in maintenance. It

would be very interesting if American railroads would fix sim-

ilar figures for both types of engines, and try their running

after averaging 40,000 to 60,000 miles.

Another advantage of the four-cylinder engines against the

two-cylinder ones is the practically unlimited diameter of the

cylinders, so that they may be dimensioned so as to do their

heaviest work with economical expansion. Also the draft on

the fire is more uniform from the four jets per revolution, in-

stead of two, and by the reduced exhaust pressure of the steam

caused by the greater expansion. For these reasons, the four-

cylinder engines steam better at slow and medium speeds, that

is, they take the inclines at higher speeds.

As to the valve gear, extensive trials have been made by

German and French railways to find the best proportions of

cut-off in the h.p. and l.p. cylinders, also on two-cylinder com-

pounds. Of course, this proportion depends much upon the

dimensions of the gear, especially the clearance space in the

h.p. cylinders and the inside clearance of the h.p. valves. Gen-

erally, it has been found that a cut-off of 15 to 20 per cent,

longer in the l.p. cylinders than in h.p., or a fixed cut-off of

60 to 70 per cent, in the l.p. gives the greatest economy in

steam consumption. But it must be stated that nearly all the

engines have too small ports in the l.p. cylinders, their sec-

tion being only 1-14 or 1-16 of the piston area. This fault is

also the real reason why compounds in so many cases would

not do for high speeds. The Prussian 4—4— express engine

introduced by the author in 1891 was one of the first with

ports of sufficient section, and has done very good work at

high speeds. With small ports the cut-off in the l.p. cylinder

had to be enlarged with increasing speed, for the purpose of

giving the steam larger passages. Recent experiments with

four-cylinder engines, where the l.p. cylinders have ports of

1-10 to 1-8 of the piston area, show that the cut-off may be

reduced.

The real reason why the l.p. cylinder should have a longer

cut-off than the h.p. is to keep the intermediate pressure low

enough to prevent too high compression in the h.p. cylinders,

with reasonable clearance spaces and inside cuts in valves.

Of course, it is possible to run an engine with a proportion of

piston areas of 1 to 2.8 with equal cut-off of 30 per cent, in

both cylinders, but then the h.p. cylinder must have a clear-

ance of 22 per cent, and large inside clearance in the valve, so

that the engine will work less economically when run with

longer cut-offs. The degree of expansion at 30 per cent, is

0.3 -f- 0.22 1

l.p. cylinder is 15 to 20 per cent, greater than in the h.p. one.

The total degree of expansion at 0.3 is

0.3 + 0.12 1

2.8 5.4.

With a piston proportion of 1 to 2.5 a clearance of 12 per

cent, in the h.p. cylinder is sufficient when the cut-off In the

2.5 6.

This engine will work more economically at longer cut-offs,

because the intermediate pressure thus rises, and the com-

pression fills up the h.p. clearance space better, correcting

the shorter compression. Therefore, the differential cut-off

enables the engine to work more economically with different

tractive force. As in the four-cylinder engine itself, in com-

parison with the two-cylinder, economy stands against sim-

plicity, but I believe the economy will prove preferable.

The well-known fault of the two-cylinder compounds, that

the great degree of total expansion causes much condensation

in the l.p. cylinders, is felt still more on the four-cylinder en-

gines, because they work with still larger expansion. This

condensation, of course, reduces the economy. Examinations

of indicator cards seem to show that there is very small con-

densation in the h.p. cylinders. Therefore, it would, perhaps,

be a good plan to superheat the steam on its way from the

h.p. to the l.p. cylinders, which might be done by a simple

superheater in the smokebox. The difficulties of the high

pressure and high-superheated steam would be avoided by this

method. Of course, the l.p. cylinders would have to be larger

in proportion to the larger volume of the superheated steam.

This leads me to the superheater engines, of which the first

was built in Germany in 1898, according to plans prepared

by Mr. W. Schmidt, of Wilhelmshohe. (This superheater was

shown in the American Engineer, November, 1902, page 340.)

Mr. Schmidt's intention was to superheat the steam to such

an extent that condensation in the cylinders would be avoid-

ed. For this purpose the steam of 176 lbs. pressure and 374

deg. of heat must be superheated to about 572 deg. Theo-

retically, superheating to this extent should give an econ-

omy of fuel of some 25 per cent., and of water of some

30 per cent, compared with simple engines for the same

total work. As soon as the speed is higher than that which

corresponds to the limit of adhesion, because of the in-

creased capacity obtained per unit weight of the engine,

superheating becomes still more effective. An ordinary ex-

press engine consumes one-half of its tractive force f«r its

own motion; a superheater engine of same weight, which pro-

duces 30 per cent, more total tractive force, would draw a

train of 60 per cent, heavier weight at the same speed.

These favorable figures seem to be not quite fulfilled now.

But it has been stated that a superheater engine of the

4—4— type weighing some 54 tons does the same work in

express service which requires a 4—4—2 compound of 62 tons.

The work done by the superheater engines or, properly said,

by the superheated steam, is excellent, the gain increasing with

the speed. The small consumption of water is specially favor-

able for long runs. On the other hand, the superheater engines

are still more liable to defects, and they are, therefore, oftener

and altogether longer in the shops than other engines. This

is caused partially by the heavier wear of driving boxes and

tires, partially by occasional defects of the special parts con-

nected with the superheating.

The simplest type of locomotive superheater is the Pielock,

in which the central .portion of the boiler flues is inclosed

by a case, and thereby separated from the boiler, the water

being kept out by the case. The steam from the throttle

passes through this case and among the tubes on its way to

the cylinders. This superheater is regarded favorably here

in Germany, because of its simplicity, and because it gives

no trouble in service. In some cases the tubes have become

corroded outside, but this is the only point requiring atten-

tion. In all other respects boilers fitted with these superheat-

ers are worked like others. A special feature of the Pielock

superheater is that it may be applied to old boilers.

The horizontal wear of the driving brasses and the resulting

blows and irregular wear of tires, as previously described, is

greater than on other simple engines, because the superheat-

ers have larger pistons, on account of the larger volume of
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the steam, and, therefore, the piston forees are greater. Com-

pared with compounds, the difference is still greater. I have

no figures, like those mentioned before, when comparing the

two and four-cylinder compounds, but it is important to state

in practice the wear of tires for 100,000 miles running with the

different types of engines. Of course, this figure and the

smooth running would be nearly as good as with the four-

cylinder balanced compounds, if the superheater engine is

also built with four cylinders in the same manner. But then

the question arises, whether it will not be better to retain

the compound system with superheated steam. The question

can only be settled by experience. On the Canadian Pacific

Railroad the superheater compounds seem to have been more

economical than similar simple engines, but the results

seem not sufficient to settle the question. The four-cylinder

simple engine would, of course, be simpler, but the compound

would probably be more economical, owing to the larger de-

gree of expansion and the larger opening of the ports by the

valves.

Regarding the occasional defects, or "locomotive failures,"

what Mr. Basford reports from the English railways, that

engine failures on trains are very unusual, also applies to

German railways. Xow, it is well known how successfully

Mr. Schmidt and Mr. Garbe have overcome the great diffi-

culties which stand against the use of steam of such high

temperatures; but there are some features in this system

which occasionally give trouble. What I have to say about

this may, perhaps, be useful for our American colleagues, to

enable them to avoid the same difficulties.

The large flue tube which conducts a part of the fire gases

to the Schmidt smokebox superheater is liable to leak at its

connection with the firebox tube plate, if this connection is not

made with the greatest care. The flues of that superheater

sometimes break near the tube plates of the steam boxes, in

which they are fastened, probably by strain from expansion,

by heat or vibration. Such a breakage makes the engine unfit

to continue its run, because the tube ends cannot be filled up
by plugs like a broken flue. The inside walls, which separate

the superheater from the inner space of the smokebox are ex-

posed to high heat and burnt or bent, even if made of cast

steel, instead of sheet iron. For these reasons I prefer the

newest style of superheaters of the Schmidt and the Cole

where the superheater tubes are put into a number of

enlarged flues in the upper part of the boiler. These flues

will not be more liable to trouble than the others, because

they are secured in the same manner, and the superheater

tubes are free to expand and well supported. This style of

superheaters also give the least weight. The Schmidt fire tube

superheater, as applied to a Canadian Pacific locomotive, was
illustrated in the American Bngiheeb in September, 1903, page

317, and the Cole superheater in September, 1904, page 338, and
mber of that year, page 456.

In the main steam tubes which conduct the steam to the

cylinders all brass or copper parts must be avoided, because

materials do not stand the heat. Also I would prefer

luct the Bide Bteam tubes immediately to the valve

chests in the usual American manner through ports in the
<• saddles would be heated locally too much.

easting excessive inner strains, which might cause breakages,

ere would be a great loss of heat in the great mass of

the saddle. For t! • walls of the valve chest,

where they are ex] superheated "iid be
Insulated or independent from the other parts of the cyiin-

ally from the cylinder walls then,

where the heat would cause friction Of the piston:

md valve ch enough to at

voir for the cylinders, together with the uperheatei
The small piston ralTei employed by Mr. Bcbmldl of only

:'h double ports for admission, are very

light, durable and simple, but they have no packing rings, and

oto the

Is difficult to fit them in the proper mann
as to avoid friction on the one band and

on the other. Friction has in some cases caused breakage of

valve stems. The first superheater engines had larger pistons

with packing rings, which worked quite well and were tighter.

Also in this question experience must show what sort of valve

will be the preferable one.

Superheated steam is lighter than saturated, and, there-

fore, passes the ports and passages with less resistance.

Therefore, the ports can be kept smaller in section, and the

lead of the valves should be smaller than usual, especially

with double-ported valves, to secure easy working of the en-

gine. For large lead causes much friction, hot crank pins

and loose cylinders. The economy of locomotives depends

much upon the proper lead.

I hope that the foregoing remarks will be of some utility

to our American colleagues in directing their attention to

some points, which seem essential in the present development

of the locomotive.

LOCOMOTIVE TESTS AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION.

THE CLASS H 6 A, 2—8— LOCOMOTIVE.

Xo. 1.499 of the Pennsylvania Railroad, tested at St. Louis

last year on the testing plant, illustrated in this journal last

month, was the first locomotive ever to undergo such a re-

markably thorough series of tests. Bulletin No. 4, published

by the Pennsylvania Railroad System, records this series of

tests in full, and is a valuable document. It records seven-

teen tests made from June 11th to June 27th of last year. No
test was shorter than 130 minutes, and the longest was 210

minutes. Until the complete record of the tests made on all

the locomotives are available, as they will be later in book

form, no comparisons can be drawn, and to properly represent

the performances of the first locomotive the entire bulletin

should be reproduced. An idea of the performance, however,

may be given by stating the ranges of the data.

The lowest average boiler pressure was 176.9 lbs., while the

highest was 203.4 lbs.; in general, the variation of average

pressure did not exceed 5 per cent. The quality of steam, as

measured by a throttling calorimeter, was uniformly high, the

moisture never exceeding IVi per cent. The equivalent lbs.

of water evaporated per sq. ft. of grate surface per hour ranged

from 262 to 625. The equivalent evaporation per sq. ft. of

heating surface ranged from 5.18 to 12.39 lbs. per hour. The
maximum boiler horse power, based on 34.5 units, was 891.3;

the horse power per sq. ft. of heating surface ranged from
0.15 to 0.359. The dry coal per sq. ft. of grate area per hour
ranged from 22.7 to 86.4 lbs. The coal burned per sq. ft. of

heating surface per hour ranged from 0.450 to 1.713 lbs. Fire-

box temperatures ranged from 1,427 to 2.112 deg. Fahr., and
the smokebox temperatures from 561 to 726 deg. Fahr.

The equivalent evaporation per lb. of dry coal ranged
from 11.53 to 6.63 lbs. The efficiency of the boiler dropped
rapidly as the rate of evaporation increased, the range being

between 78.9:: per cent and 45.37 per •>ni
. In the smokebox

gases the carbon dioxide ranged ir :• .75 to 13,03 per cent.

The lowest sp 1 at which any test was run was 6.67 miles

per hour, and the highest speed 26.68 miles. The highest In-

dicated horse power was 1,036, obtained at cutoff,

;it a sp I of 120 r p.m. The best performances of the engine

wat .ii 31 I 3 per cent cutoff and 120.12 r.p.m. (about 20 miles

per hour), and under which condition the steam consumption
Indicated horse power per hour. The

maximum avi led drawbar pull was 2.278 lbs. at 80

r.p.m and 37 pei cent, cutoff, libber drawbar pulls were not

obtained ba I tiling the brakes at low
and long cutoffs. a maximum dynamometer horse

powei D r.p m and 86 pei

i ral tendencj tia to Inert ase the coal per

mln-
.in i the maximum rati 6 18

• am i
oil iimpi ion was 36 1 1 II

mometer hoi • povei hour, obtained at 80 r.p-m. and :n per
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cent, cutoff. The average value of frictional horse power for

speeds of 40, 80, 120 and ICO r.p.m. was S3.1, 132.5, 1S7.2 and

224.2, respectively. The machine efficiency ranged from 72.89

to 84.82 per cent. The maximum evaporative power of the

boiler was between 25.000 and 26,000 lbs. of dry steam per

hour, which is equivalent to a rate of evaporation of between

10 and 11 lbs. per sq. ft. of heating surface per hour.

The record of the tests is given in admirably complete form,

by aid of tables and diagrams: the pamphlet also includes a de-

tailed record of the data, drawings illustrating the engine,

indicator cards and summaries of results. Those interested

in the development of the American locomotive should procure

copies of this record, as it is impossible to properly present

the results in an abstract.

This locomotive was one of eight tested at the exposition,

and the final results, affording an opportunity for comparisons,

will be awaited with the greatest interest.

STEEL CAR DEVELOPMENT.

Pennsylvania Railboad.

[For previous article see June, 1901. page 209.)

This series of descriptions of Pennsylvania Railroad steel

cars has been interrupted, and will now be brought down to

date. Previous articles will be found in the volume of 1903,

pages 352. 402, 435. and in 1904, on pages 3 and 209'.

The latest design is Class Gla. which is a development of

the Gl class, described on page 435 in December, 1903. The
latter design has remained until recently the single standard

coal car of this road. The type was brought out in pressed

steel on the Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad, and its adoption

h^±y -rfr^fer^g^ v
-

J U- --4£§a#r

3; :,.(,f rtid sills

—

100,000 STEEL HOPPER CAB, CLASS GLA, PENNSYLVANIA KAILBOAD.
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by the Pennsylvania settled the form and type of the

number of ste< It in this country. The type resulted

from the Class Gg, wooden car. The design of the Gt was

tneous with the Gm car. shown in November. 1903. page

The weight of the Gt is 39.150 lbs.; the cubical ca]

i. ft., and its ratio of paying to dead load, 36.4 per cent.

For the construction the description of this car may be con-

sulted.

The Gla car is mainly a structural instead of a pressed

ar. and it has straight t instead of "'fish-bellied" ) longi-

tudinal sills, of 10-in. channels, reinforced at the lower flanges

with ;. '-..-in. angl;s. as shown in the sectional

views. It has no side sills between the bolsters, the short

8-in. channels reach only from the end sills to the bolsters.

This is the first hopper coal car of 50 tons' capacity on this

road, built in large numbers, utilizing the side plates in carry-

ing the load. The Gm hopper car (November. 1903. page 4"2i.

however, was constructed in this way. and established this

principle in 1896.

The Gla design is similar to the Gl in size and general

features. It has the following dimensions:

which has prove,; entirely satisfactory in - a
large number of these have been in use for several year-

out one having opened accidentally. This gear is operated by
a squared shaft extending across the car. The door links

terminate at their upper ends in the form of hooks.

books, when in the closed position, are drawn down over the

shaft castings, locking the doo:

-

The Gla car is presented out of its order in this series, be-

cause it is the latest design of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

CAPACITY IN LOCOMOTIVES.

Seldom has a subject connected with locomotive practice

been acorded the genial reception which is given quite gener-

ally to that of superheating. Thus far only two roads on this

continent pretend to know superheating from experience, but

everybody having to do with locomotives is ready to talk about
it, and those who have no superheaters appear to know most
about the principle. Was there ever before an improvement
of the locomotive which impressed people as this has? There

OSTON IxkiK OPERATING GEAB.

CLASS GLA H'JPPLK COAL CAB.
Stn over end sills 32 ft 2 Ins.

Length it-ide 30 ft. 5 in3

Length between true It tenters 22 ft. 3 ins.

Total height above rail 1" t

Total width

1,683.4 cu. ft.

: B0 • u ft.

-ad to paying load . . 35.1 per cent.

ecessor. For

the fi Misylvania a single plate body bolster

.jf ear. It lined

floor • • provide for

'.r tip- hopper to a point more

than I
agonal

braclni in the plan

:ir diagonal plates stiffen the

h «l»*- Slmonton do

la IHuMtr.v

must be something in it There is something in it. and moie

than that, opinions with respect to locomotive practice in this

country are changing very rapidly. People are now ready ;
•

apply to the locomotive the principles which have brought

marine and stationary engines to their present develop]

Why is this. Is it because of a desire to advance economy or

efficiency for its own sake.' It is because up to this time the

locomotive has grown mainly by in. r asing size in order to in-

crease capacity Details of small engines which give no trouble

are exceedingly troublesome when made bigger for the power-

ful engines of today. Weights have increased to the point oi

jeopardizing cool running even with the • signs.

Merely increasing size [s unwise, unscientific ami wrong. The

time has come for making the most oul i f the weights which

must be used and Improvements, such as sup rheating, are

ed and gladly accepted because they offer means [or In-

a capacity.

Compounding has never be n apprei lated e men
mi! il now. whi to be a source

i Ity. Improved valve gears have had the "cold

shoulder" for mai. owada p ople are
I i

. . eral recently

: he besl and lines' likely to Jusl :

ago a man with an autom
i| the office. Ni « many are .

i: 'stoking.

it]

i development

the Immedia
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COMPOUND SUPERHEATER FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVE-

2—S— Ttpe "Soo Line" Railway.

Two-cylinder compound locomotives of the 2—8— type

having Cole superheaters have been put into service by the

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault St. Marie Railway, which are

generally similar to but are heavier and more powerful than

others of the 2—8— type used on this road. The new ones

have 37,300 lbs., as compared with 37,000 lbs. tractive effort

Engine truck wheels, diameter ,. 33 ins.

Engine truck, journals 6 by 10 ins.

BOn.BR.

Style Extended wagon top.

Working pressure 210 lbs.

Outside diameter of first ring 67% ins.

Firebox, length and width 9S by 70 ins.

Firebox plates, thickness % and % in.

Firebox, water space 5 and 4% ins.

Tubes, number and outside diameter 224 2-in. ; 40 3^4-in.

Tube.-, gauge and length 11 and S, 15 ft. 9 ins. long.

Heating surface, tubes 2,407.5 sq. ft

Heating surface, firebox 15S sq. ft.

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE WITH SUPERHEATERS.

T. A. Foque, Mechanical Superintendent.

-"SOO" LINE RAILWAY.

American Locomotive Company, Builders.

of the previous class. These engines were built at Schenec-

tady. The Cole superheater provides 261.4 sq. ft. of heating

surface, which is slightly less than 10 per cent, of the total

heating surface. The superheater is provided for in 40 tubes

3% ins. in diameter. While the arrangement of the super-

heater is that used previously by Mr. Cole, the superheater

tubes have been changed somewhat from previous construc-

tion. The combination of two-cylinder compounding and su-

perheating will be watched with interest, as it is an open

question whether compounding is necessary with superheated

steam. This road has a number of 2—8— type 2-cylinder

compounds which are giving very satisfactory service, and the

opportunity for comparison is an excellent one. The Canadian

Pacific two-cylinder compound with superheater was illus-

trated in this journal in September, 1903, page 317, and the

performance was recorded in December, 1904, page 457.

These locomotives were designed under the direction of Mr.

T. A. Foque, mechanical superintendent of the road. Tin

dimensions are given in the following table:

COMPOUND SUPERHEATER FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVE—"SOO LINE"
Ql M KM LATA.

Gauge 1 ft. 8V6 Ins.

Service Freight.

Fuel Bituminous coal.

Tractive power 37,300 lbs.

Weight in working order 201,500 lbs.

Weight on drivers 172,01

Weight on leading truck 2P.r.
i lb!

Weight of engine and tender in working order 318,l<>u ll>>.

Wheel base, driving 17 ft.

Wheel base, total 2" ft. U Ins.

Wheel base, engine and tender ~ 55 ft. 1"

l.\ [ (OS

Tractive weight -=- tractive effort 4.61

Tractive effort x diam. drivers ~ heating surface 916
Heating surface -f- grate area 54.8

Total weight -S- tractive effort 54.0

CVLl- D

Kind Compound.

Piameter and stroke 23 and 35 by 34 ins.

Piston rod, diameter 4 Ins.

V.U.VKS.

Kind Piston and slide.

Greatest travel 6 Ins.

Outside lap H.P., 1 >, ins.
; L.P., 1 In.

Inside clearance J
i In.

Lead In full gear Line and line.

win

Driving, diameter over tires 63 Ins.

Driving, thickness of tires 3% ins.

Driving Journals, main, diameter and length 9% by 12 Ins.

Heating surface, total 2.565.5 sq. ft.

Superheater heating surface 266 sq. ft.

Grate area 4b
-

. S sq. ft.

Exhaust pipe Single.

Smokestack, diameter 16 and 18 ins.

Smokestack, height above rail 14 ft. 9 3-16 ins.

Centre of boiler above rail 115 ins.

TEN]

Tank U-shaped.

Frame 10-in. channels.

Wheel-, diameter 33 ins.

Journals, diameter and length 5% by 10 ins.

Water capacity • 6,000 gals.

( nil capacity 10 tons.

IMPRESSIONS OF FOREIGN RAILROAD PRACTICE.

EDITOBIAI COBBl SPONDENCE.

Berlin.

Continental locomotive designers have not hesitated to com-

plicate their locomotives when any gain in economical opera-

tion was possible. They have used four cylinders and im-

proved valve gears, and have many balanced locomotives.

This is important to us, for we must follow in the use of four-

cylinder balanced engines and in improved valve gears, but

for reasons differing widely from those which inspired the

French and Germans. Over here economy of operation is the

main object, and balancing and lightening the parts seems

less important. We need the four-cylinder balanced engines

in order to increase wheel loads and to lighten the parts.

We need the Walschaert valve gear because there is not room

enough for eccentrics, because our eccentrics are so large as

to involve excessive surface velocities, and because the Wal-

schaert gear is lighter. It is interesting that we should be

driven in the same directions for such different reasons. In-

cidentally, however, we shall also gain in the matter of op-

erating economy, which is so much the better.

At this point a brief comparison between English, French

and German locomotive practice seems appropriate. In Eng-

land competition has had a very important effect, and the

English railways serve the convenience of the people better

than those of any other country which I visited. There are

t tains for all kinds of people; workmen travel to and from

their homes to the large cities for almost nothing, and the

i commodations are available for those who can pay for

them. English train service is exceedingly good, and the

efficiency of the English railway "servant" is a source of
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wonder. The amount of work done by a few poorly paid em-

ployees is remarkable. The competition has led to the per-

fection of locomotive design for conditions which are, however,

rapidly changing as the weights of trains increase.

France went at the locomotive problem scientifically. With

comparatively little competition, locomotive practice has been

carefully and thoroughly developed, and the roads not having

competition have profited by those which have it. The lines

to the north and east, where competition exists, have the best

equipment, and no locomotive practice better fitted to any

given conditions is to be found anywhere.

Germany has settled down in general practice to a rather

uniform lot of excellent locomotives, beautifully designed and

built, but they do not make good when trains are late. Ger-

many needs to provide heavy locomotives, with a greater

amount of sustained capacity, as, like all other countries, her

trains are becoming heavy.

Shop labor in Germany is cheap, and trained designers are

everywhere available. This explains the beauty of finish of

German engines and the care in design, which, for example,

renders a main rod of the Von Borries' engines a work of art.

The rods and parts of valve gear are very light, yet they do

not break. I could not secure satisfactory figures of loco-

motive failures in Germany, but am confident that they are

as infrequent in Germany as in England. Undoubtedly this

is because the locomotives are not worked to death.

While I had a glimpse of Swiss and Italian practice, I did

not make a study of the conditions of those two countries, and

greatly regret that I could not go to Austria to study the

work of Herr Golsdorf.

One's first railroad journey in Germany leaves an indelible

impression of efficient station service. Instead of dallying at

stations and working locomotives to the limit of their ca-

pacity to make up the time wasted, the Germans believe that

the best way to make up time is when engines are standing

still at stations. If the trains I used are fair samples, they

surpass all others I ever rode in in this respect. The trains

loaf along the road, but the station work is a fit subject for a

cinematograph record. This comes from the station organ-

ization and from the military experience of every able-bodied

German. When a train stops it passes out of the control of

the conductor and locomotive engineer, and the station master

becomes supreme. He has the baggage trucks "spotted'' for

the cars, and his men are all out and wideawake. There

seems to be no lack of men, and they are thoroughly trained

to work quickly. When everything is ready the station master

blows a small brass horn, which would delight the heart of a

Bve-year-old boy. but it starts the train and ends his responsi-

bilities, which evidently have weighed upon him. Two min-

utes per stop was the time for many stations. This was not

confined to long-distance trains. I found quick station ser-

to be the rule In Germany, and it was pleasing as well

as unexpected. Our general managers would do well to try

the possibilities of this sort of thing at home. It would help

the locomotives, the firemen, the coal pile, and, in fact, every-

thing and everybody concerned in train service.

In Germany among many locomotive designers Professor A.

von Borries is a central figure. He Is professor of the Tech-

nical High School at Berlin, and is also state counsellor in

locomo i, and has for years been closely identified

omotive eqaipment in Germany. The equipment

for which he stands as sponsor is Important to Americans Just

now. Mi- article In this Issue of the Ami
i i f: Is

timely, because It treat- of the four-cylinder balanced com-
pound and superheating.

Profo—or von Borries uses four cylinders, compounded
and In a balanced arrangement, bul Instead of dividing their

io axles, all four cylinders connect t„ the

name axle whl'h Is cranked. This differs materially from
the de Olebn system, and a<- von Borries' Ideas havi

embodied extensively Into German practlct worthy

The von I'.orrles construction brings the cylinders together

! low pressure cylinders

are handled as one valve gear from the cab. Professor von
Borries claims that connecting all the cylinders to one axle

subjects that axle to very little more stress than that of de

Glehn's arrangement. The cranked portions receive stresses

from the inside cylinders, and those from the outside cylinders

are largely transferred through the coupling rods. Von Bor-

ries makes a strong point of balancing the forces of the pis-

tons and reciprocating parts on one axle because of its effect

upon the wearing and knocking of the driving boxes, due to

horizontal lost motion from wear of the brasses. He supports

this view by comparisons of mileage between shoppings of en-

gines on his system and de Glehn's, arguing that the freedom
from wear of the driving boxes affected the tire wear favor-

ably, and thus greatly increased the period between shoppings
and consequently the cost of repairs. Professor von Borries

says that his engines do not develop knocking in the boxes in

mileages as high as 45,000. I did not ride on one of these

engines, but am informed that they run very smoothly, thus
confirming the claim referred to.

Professor von Borries is a painstaking student of valve
motion and steam distribution, and is not one to turn aside

from complication if he thought he could gain by it. He pre-

fers to fix the proportions of expansion by connecting the re-

versing motions of both high and low pressure cylinders to

the same reversing gear than to use the separate adjustment
method of the de Glehn system. In support of this he cites

performance records to show that the engineers in Germany
do not use the separate valve gear to the best advantage. He
may be entirely right in this, but my observations on the de
Glehn compounds on the Northern Railway of France lead

me to believe that the best locomotive arrangement is not too

good, and that the men should be educated up to the best
I do not believe American locomotive engineers are up to

handling either the von Borries or the de Glehn systems, but
so much the worst for our railroads. The best system should
be used, and the men should be educated up to it. I believe

the von Borries engines, if the men were perfect, would be
more efficient with separate control of the valve gears.

In France piston valves do not seem to be in high favor,

and Mr. de Glehn heartily disapproves of them. Herr von
Borries disagrees with him, and prefers piston to slide valves
for high pressure cylinders. He uses piston valves for high
pressure and slide valves for low pressure cylinders, driving
both by the same valve motion on each side of the engine.
The von Borries, like the French and English locomotives,

are beautifully designed. The careful work of the drawing
room is shown, especially in such details as the valve gear,
main and side rods. These appear absurdly light, compared
with ours, but they never break. What they would do on
our roads, where 4-in. shims are required under the rails in
winter, is another question. They are unquestionably well
adapted to the conditions under which they work.
My impression is that the Germans have sought accessi-

bility to a greater extent than the French. They do not hesi
tate to complicate construction where it is desirable. They,
however, do not willingly admit that they can learn much
from France, and in this they are not alone. They can cer-
tainly learn much (and so can every other country I visited)
from France in the handling of fast passenger locomotives.
TM" prejudices of patriotism should break down before a mat-
ter of so groat import as the study of transportation methods.

O. M. B.

nued i

U'u.in oi v Cbowd oi P Authorities and building
laws difTcr as to the weigh) per square foot to be allowed for
a crowd of people. Some have p„t it as low as 40 lbs. and

150 lbs. In order to satisfy himself of the
e weleht for floors and bridges, .Mr. Lewis J. Johnson

recently made tome experiments, and described them |n the
neering Societies In Jan..

.'try. ISO.-,. Ills greatest load was 181.8 lbs. per ft., and was
obtained by packing 10 men, averaging 168.2 ihs. each, Into a
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SIDE DOOR SUBURBAN PASSENGER CARS.

Illinois Central Railroad.

Sixteen of the Sullivan-Renshaw cars illustrated in this

journal on pages 204, 327 and 358 of the volume for 1903 are

now in the suburban service on this road, where they have

displaced 32 wooden cars of the type heretofore exclusively

used. The cost of repairs of the new cars has been very low;

they have furnished absolute protection from personal injury

of passengers and the stops are marvelously short. These

facts and other information concerning these cars are con-

tained in a communication from Mr. A. W. Sullivan, now gen-

eral manager of the Missouri Pacific Railway, who, when with

the Illinois Central, designed these cars with Mr. W. Renshaw,

superintendent of motive power of that road.

In the cars last built and put in service last fall, the details

of the appointments have been perfected, so that they are

now complete in every particular, and are working with great

smoothness and efficiency.

In a recent stop watch test of the time required in making

a local run with a 3-car train carrying 450 passengers, the

following record was obtained; the time being taken from the

moment the train came to a full stop until it started, during

which interval, at each station, the side doors were unlocked,

opened, the passengers discharged and admitted to the train,

the doors closed and locked.

Time of Tlme of

Stations. stop. Stations. stop.

luth st 7 sec. 47th st

22d st 5 sec

2«th st 6 sec

31st st 8 sec
36th st 12 sec

39th st 7 sec

50th st 9 sec

53d st 10 sec

57th st 6 sec

60th st 5 sec

63d st 3 sec

43d st 9 sec.

The average time of the 13 stops was 7.61 seconds. This test

was made without the knowledge of the train crew, and there

was therefore no different handling from that which ordinarily

obtains in the service.

The cars have been in regular daily service now for a period

of 19 months, including two of the most severe winters on

record in Chicago. Notwithstanding the extreme cold weather

and the severe storms to which the Illinois Central trains are

exposed by reason of the location of the railroad for a dis-

tance of 7 miles along the shore of Lake Michigan, the cars

have at all times been kept comfortably warm, with a much

less consumption of steam than required in the end door cars

performing the same service.

The impossibility of any one getting on or off the cars, or

in any manner attaching themselves to bhe train while in mo-

tion, ha» eliminated personal injuries as a factor of the service

The electric train signal, with which all the side door cars

are equipped, has bee» in continuous use for over a year, and

has worked most satisfactorily throughout the severe weather

of the past winter. By the use of this signal the trainmen are

relieved from giving the signal, by passing it from one to the

other, from the rear of the train to the engine. This slow and

cumbersome method, fraught with possibilities of mistakes, is

entirely eliminated by the electric signal. It is operated auto-

matically by the mere act of the trainman in opening and

closing the side doors, and only when the last open door of the

train is closed does the engineer get the signal to start, which

can then be done instantly with the positive assurance that

all the doors are closed and locked.

By this system the trainmen work independently of each

other, opening and closing the doors of their cars to suit the

requirements of the passengers without reference to what the

other trainmen are doing. As the circuit by which the start-

ing signal is controlled can be completed only by the closing

of the doors, the last man to close the door practically starts

the train. The operation of the signal is instantaneous and

can be worked just as effectively on a train of 20 cars as on a

train of 2 cars. This electric signal, which is an essential part

of the side door scheme of operation, contributes greatly to

the quickness and the safety of the results obtained.

The operation of the side door cars has passed the experi-

mental stage, and may now be considered entirely practicable

and highly efficient.

From Mr. Sullivan's report to the International Railway

Congress on suburban service, the weight and carrying capa-

city of suburban cars on 23 American railroads are given,

from which the following comparison is drawn:

Total weight.

23

Illinois Central, new cars loo 64 S4.600
Average of suburban equip-

ment of 23 American railroads 64.61 52.9 60,925

1,323

1,144

846

942

DANGERS OF PRESENT PASSENGER CAR CON-
STRUCTION.

Whether it will be generally admitted or not, the influence

of the officials of the United States railway mail service

toward improving the end construction of passenger cars is

a powerful one, which should receive careful thought among
railroad men. Another influence in the same direction is the

policy of the Pul'man Company in making its cars so strong

and heavy that they are sure to survive wrecks in good con-

dition. Postal cars and Pullman sleepers, when strengthened

against collision damages, constitute a source of serious dan-

ger to other cars in the same train which are not specially

reinforced. Recently a wreck in the New York Subway proved

the superior strength of a steel car over a wooden one to have

been gained at the expense of the wooden one.

It is well enough to argue that cars are supposed to run

without accidents, but accidents certainly do occur, and the

gradual increase in train speeds is likely to increase rather

than decrease the number. Strengthening a few or all cars

cannot prevent wrecks, and it is clear that strengthening a

few cars increases the danger to passengers when wrecks do

occur.

It is clear that all cars must be strengthened so that the

force of a collision will not become dissipated by crushing or

telescoping. There is nothing mysterious about this. Very

simple and satisfactory designs are now in use. employing

steel frames and end construction of ample strength. What is

the trouble? This may be answered by asking a question.

What real improvements have been introduced into the con-

struction (taken as a whole) of ordinary passenger cars dur

ing the past twenty years?

The question of a properly designed steel underframe. with

specially strong end construction, including friction draft

gear, to assist in absorbing shocks, is squarely before the rail-

roads. When some important road brings out a good steel

frame passenger car, even if the entire ear is not at first of

steel, the other roads will tumble over each other to follow

suit- It will be interesting to see who will "take the bull by

the horns" and meet this emergency. If it is not done soon,

by the railroads themselves, legislation and perhaps an am-

plification of the safety appliance law may be expected as

inevitable.

One reason for the lack of progress in passenger cars is that

matters of design, and largely also of construction, have been

allowed to remain in the hands of the builders, and we have

commercial car builders' cars rather than railroad men's cars.

But this is the fault of the railroads. It will not do to longer

delay, or the public will be heard from in an unmistakable

voice. Draftsmen should be s?t to work at once to build steel

frame cars, if not all steel cars. They should begin with

•"lean sheets of paper, and avoid spoiling steel construction hy

an attempt to bend or adapt it to the methods necessary with

wood.

Another construction for American railroad officials to take

up is an improvement in the prevailing type of six-wheel

trucks, with their vast number of parts
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FREIGHT EQUIPMENT.

Rock Island Company.

Editor's Note.—Simultaneously with the study of the con-

dition of the locomotives of the Rock Island-'Frisco System,

which resulted in suggesting standard locomotives (American
E>-iii>-EEB March, 1905, page S4) by the power committee, a

car committee began an equally elaborate study of the condi-

tion of cars, and reported in favor of standards for future con-

struction. This report contains much confidential informa-

tion, but the portions which are of general interest are pre-

sented in abstract by permission of Mr. Robert Mather, chair-

man of the executive committee.
The committee was instructed,

First.—To make an investigation of the freight equipment

of the Rock Island and Frisco systems, and present a detailed

statement of the same, together with recommendations looking

(.a) To the increase in its capacity and usefulness, (b) To

the prolongation of its life.

Second.—To prepare standard designs for all classes of

cars.

On August 19th and 20th a preliminary meeting was held

at the office of the chairman in St. Louis, at which were pres-

ent Messrs. T. S. Lloyd, general superintendent of motive

power, and C. A. Seley, mechanical engineer, representing the

Rock Island System: W. A. Nettleton. general superintendent

of motive power, representing the Frisco System, and Joseph

H. Ames, of the American Car and Foundry Company, chair-

man, at which the work to be done by the committee was thor-

oughly discussed and a programme outlined. Following this,

Mr. Henry La, Rue. master car builder of the Rock Island at

Chicago, and Mr. E. B. Schofield, general foreman of the car

department of the Frisco System at Springfield, Mo., were de-

tailed by Messrs. Lloyd and Nettleton respectively to act as

permanent members of the committee and they, together with

the chairman, began on August 25th, an examination in de-

tail of the equipment. This inspection work occupied the

committee until September 25th, and during this time prac-

tically every type of construction was examined; the condi-

tion of the car and recommendations as to its improvement

or retirement being discussed and noted at the time' of ex-

amination.

During the same period the clerical forces of the superin-

tendents of motive power were engaged in compiling lists of

the equipment, giving the number of each class of car in ser-

vice, together with the age, capacity and original cost Based

on these lists, diagrams showing the composition of the equip-

ment and its age, and tables showing the original cost and
its present value, after deducting a' constant annual deprecia-

tion, were, prepared. A detailed list of each serie3 of cars

with the recommendations of the committee as to' its im-

provement or retirement was also prepared, with tables

showing original and depreciated value of equipment that

should be retired from service at the earliest practicable date.

It is the opinion of the committee that all equipment of

less than 80,000 lbs. capacity is, owing to its age and light

construction, not safe to operate in the present heavy trains,

owing to its liability to having the draft rigging pulled out.

or the sills bmJcen, permitting the car bo bnckle up or break

down, when placed between modern high capacity cars; there-

by causing damage to other cars, as. well as an Interruption

to traffic by the wrecking of trains,

Further than this, the. raUo of n.-vruue earning load to dead
weight hauled i- too low for eMttomleal operation as-compared
with cars of higher capacity, being as follows:

Flat.
1 7 : I

1 r, :1 1.0:1 1 :< -I

. 1 <t:l 2 1 :1 2,B :1

1 7:1
2 2:1 \v>o» 3,8; J

An examination of the rocords will demonst™
principal Item of expense for tar rf-t.-i main

'/f these ||g .-,.! the early rrli'i

cars would arc.-- $dqct)oi1 in t

pendltni

purrhane of roads having their own standards for equipment.

hence there is a gTeat variety of materials to be carried in

stock for their maintenance, and unless a complete assort-

ment is carried at each repair point, delays are sure to occur
while waiting for necessary materials to be transferred from
one point to another.

The committee recommends the adoption of a standard for

every possible part, and whenever cars under repair require the

replacement of any or all of such parts, that the standard
decided upon be applied, instead of maintaining the original

construction, which will gradually reduce the diversity and
amount of material now necessarily carried in stock, and
simplify and cheapen the work of repairs.

For all equipment constructed in the future, the committee
recommends the use of all steel underfrarue and steel skeleton
superstructures; the floor, sheathing, lining and roofing of

closed cars and the sides, ends and floors of open cars to be of

wood, as the trend of prices for 'lumber is upwards, and for

.steel is downwards; therefore, the cost of maintenance of

steel cars would be less and of wooden cars would be greater,

before the expiration of the useful life of a car built at the
present time.

The designs presented by the committee have been worked
out with regard for simplicity in original construction and
ease in making repairs, as the central idea, and to he as low
in dead weight as is consistent with safety.

The capacity recommended for box, furniture, refrigerator,

fruit and stock cars is 60,000 lbs., as the conditions of traffic

do not justify the use of a higher capacity; 80,000 lbs. for
gondola and flat cars, and 100,000 lbs. for hopper or other
types of self-clearing cars.

The ratios of revenue earning load to dead weight hauled
for cars built to these designs would be as follows: Box, 2.1

to 1; stock, 2.2 to 1; coal, 2.5 to 1; flat, 2.8 to 1.

The maintenance of cars built to these designs would not
call for any machinery not already in us° in the various shops
of the system, commercial sizes of rolled plates and shapes
only being employed.

As many of the cars still bear the initials and serial num-
bers of the roads originally owning them, and therefore many
numbers are duplicated, by reason of which there is liability

of confustion in reporting cars, the committee recommends
that the equipment be classified and renumbered in such a
way that the number may indicate the class, and the class

symbol the capacity and construction of the car.

(To be continued.)

RESULTS FROM THE COAL TESTING PLANT.

The preliminary report on the coal tests made on the plant
of the United States Geological Survey, at St. Louis, contains
much information not heretofore available. Among the re-

sults already clearly indicated by these preliminary tc-
following may be stated as worthy of special consideration:

(1) The tests in the steam-boiler plant of Go carload samples
of coal from 17 states indicate the high steam pi >

city of American coals, and that the quality of many of these
coals may be improved by washing.

\:> .Most of the American bituminous coals and .lignites

can he,used as a source of power iu a gas-producer plant.

.,13.) As. indicated by comparative tests of 14 bituminous
:om y states, the power cflu uncy of these coals when

wo and one-half tlmns
• than their efflgj

| |g the steam-boner
•ther words, 1 en ot these coals us^d in the gas-

prc-lurcr plant, has dftve|pned| on ; commercial scale, as mu..h
tons of the sanvo <-o<U when used In tho ordinary

steam-boiler plant.

-ome of the lignites from undeveloped but cxtennive
depcsltK In, North l>akota and To.\as. w|„-i. i.,» ga3
producer and gap engine, have .ihown uue-xpuctudlv. hi^h

nt- qi^t'tioo <™<-h •], pr.nnh.- large, fufu
••

, .

',' piodUTll
lo mining theae coals, can he hrlquetlcd on n comnc
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COMMON STANDARD LOCOMOTIVES.

HAHMMAN LINES.

In July, 1902, a polic-y of standardization of the entire loco-

motive equipment of the railroads known as the Harriman

Lines was inaugurated. The roads concerned are the Union

Pacific, Oregon Short Line, the Oregon Railroad & Navigation

Company, Southern Pacific, the Chicago & Alton and the Kan-

sas City Southern, comprising about 18,000 miles, and now op

erating more than 3,000 locomotives and 90,000 freight cars

The policy is a part of a plan which has been applied by Mr
Harriman in unifying practice, as far as practicable, through

out these lines. The director of maintenance and operation

has had charge of the practice included under these heads,

in June, 1902, page 166. Further development has included

so many additional details that the entire subject is now
taken up anew, the details having been decided upon after

numerous meetings of all the motive power and executive

officials.

Four types are adopted for future construction, as follows:

Atlantic type passenger, Pacific type passenger, consolidation

freight and heavy switcher. It is intended to provide for all

the demands of the immediate future from these four designs.

The existing equipment provides a sufficient number of light

locomotives for many years to come. From time to time ex-

perimental designs will be tried, with a view of adopting new
standards whenever the advantages to be gained thereby are

sufficient. For example, an experimental application of the

4-cylinder balanced compound principle is to be made with

COMMON STANDARD COAL, BURNING LOCOMOTIVES.
Comparative Dimsnsions and Weights.

Type
Class

Common Standard Specification

Ratios—
Heating surface to volume ofl cylinder
Adhesive weight to heating surface
Adhesive weight to tractive effort

Tractive effort to adhesive weight, per cent
Tractive effort by diameter of drivers to heating surface.
Heating surface to tractive effort, per cent
Total weight to heating surface
Heating surface to grate area.

Weight taken with three gauges of hot water, coal fire, sand and two

Weight kmi front drivers, about
Weight on intermediate drivers, about
Weight ion main drivers, about
Weight on back drivers, about
Weight, total, on drivers, about
Weight on truck, about '

Weight on trailer, about
Weight, total, of engine, about
Driving wheel base
Wheel base of engine
Wheel base of engine and tender
Height top of rail to top of stack
Height of cab at eaves above top of rail to center of eave radius

Width of cab over shields
Width of cab over eaves
Width over cylinder casing „

Center line of boiler from top of rail

Center to center of cylinders
Center to center of frames
Cylinders
Driving wheels, outside diameter
Driving -wheel centers, outside diameter
Engine truck wheels, diameter
Trailing truck wheels, diameter
Tractive power (M. E. P. 85 per cent, of boiler pressure)

Fire box
Grate area, square feet

Heating surface of tubes, square feet

Heating surface of firebox, square feet

Total heating surface
Boiler, smallest o. d. diameter, inches

Tubes, number and diameter, in inches

Tubes, length, in feet

Boiler pressure, lbs -

Valve, type
Valve, travel

Tender, Type
Coal capacity, level full. tons. . .

Water capacity, gallons
Weight of tender, empty
Weight of tender, water carried
Weight of tender, coal carried .

Weight of tender, loaded
Weight of tender truck

Atlantic.
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the following parts are common to all the locomotives, special

mention being made of those which are modified for the switch

engines:

Standards Common to All New Locomotives.

Driving boxes and brasses.

Locomotive truck boxes and brasses.

Locomotive truck axles.

Smoke stacks.

Bells and sand boxes.

Air bell-ringer.

Pilots (except switchers).

Deck plates.

Front journals on main rods.

Front and back journals on side rods.

Crank pin brasses varied as follows :

Back end of main rod (Pacific and Consolidation).

Back end of main rod (Atlantic and Switcher).

Couplers (except front of switcher).

Dome bases, rings and caps.

Headlights.

Auxiliary domes (except switcher).

Cocks, valves and oil cups.

Tank hose (different length on switcher).

Brake shoes.

Eccentrics and eccentric straps.

Cast steel front bumpers (except switcher: I

Coupling bars (except switchers).

Spring buffers between engine, and tender

Tender journal boxes (except switch I I

Cab brackets (except switchers

Cab fittings.

Cinder hoppers.

Exhaust pipes and tips (tips of various sizes).

Cross heads.

Peed-pipe strainers and couplers.

Steam chest valves. (Piston on road engines. American balance

switcher.)

Grate casting (except switcher).

Piston rods (of 4 ins. in diameter, two lengths).

Piston rod packing (U. S. Metallic).

Valve steam packing (U. S. Metallic).

Links and saddles (radius varies).

Rocker shaft bearings.

Tender truck complete (except switcher).

Throttle valve and throttle dry-pipe ends.
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Throttle levers and stuffing boxes.

Safety valves.

Water gauge. Klinger reflex.

Injectors (No. 10 Nathan Monitor road. No. 9 switcher).

Lubricators (Nathan Bull's Eye).

Whistles (chime on passenger, plain on freight).

Smoke box doors.

Steam gauges.

Spring saddles.

Wash-out plugs.

A great many of the minor details which are common to

two or more designs and not common to all are not mentioned

in this list. The parts listed include all of the most Important

features of the standardization. In the detailed description

the most important parts will be discussed separately.

The courtesy of Mr. W. V. S. Thorne, director of purchases.

in supplying this information is acknowledged, and that of

the Baldwin Locomotive Works in supplying the drawings.

A SHOP SCHEDULE FOR LOCOMOTIVE REPAIRS.

Mr. Henry Gardner, assistant master mechanic of the Boston

& Maine Railroad, has introduced into the Concord shops of

that road a shop schedule, which is illustrated by means of

the accompanying blank forms:

The object of scheduling or dating locomotive parts in a

large railroad repair shop is at once seen when the proper

delivery of all the parts needing general repair, for say, 20 or

30 locomotives, is considered. These many parts must, in

Engine No X
Class. X

ot Repairs, C.

Sheet No. X.
SCHEDULE SHEET.

Date taken into Shop, X, '05.

Date to leave Shop, X, '05.

Time allowed. 25 days.

The blank forms include a schedule sheet, date sheet, re-

pair record sheet and shop repair cards. The date sheet or

"Calendar" is used to quickly and accurately assign the dates

as called for on the repair record sheet. This is done by
means of the schedule sheet, which carries against the parts

to be routed, numbers or constants, representing the incre-

ments of time between the receipt and delivery of these parts

in the various departments concerned. The date sheet may
be made for any number of months, and is merely a convenient

aid in making out the repair record sheet. It may be made
in the form of a slide rule, with the days of three months
(Sundays and holidays omitted) on the fixed part, and num-
bers from to 24, or the total number of days in the schedule
on the sliding part. The is placed under the day an engine
conies into the shop and over the constants on the sliding part,

the desired date when parts must be ready is read from the

fixed part.

The schedule sheet is a counterpart of the repair record

sheet bit, instead of carrying actual dates, the corresponding
spaces are used for the constants referred to. An engine may
be allowed any number of days, the values of the constants
varying in proportion to the total time.

The repair record sheet shows the names of the parts in the
left-hand vertical column, and on the horizontal line at the
top are headings for each department concerned. The shop
repair card is a subdivision of the repair record sheet, and is

used to extend the information on that sheet to the workmen
who make the repairs ta the different parts.

Engine No. 2.

Class T—84—c.

Class of Repairs,

Sheet No. 201,
REPAIR RECORD SHEET.

issued to

JOHN SMITH, Foreman.
Date taken into Shop, 2—27— '0!

Date to leave Shop, 3— 2T
—

'0!

Time allowed. 25 day

of Work =
'

tan
Valves and Yoke.. 2
Steam chests and

2
Tender springs
Spring rigging
Driver brake
Guides 2
A -h pan
Driving wheels ... 1

ries and
-Tar.- 2

J

Pistons and rod

Driving boxes. '

;i

Link work 2
Main rod

• '.rk 2

Boiler work
truck

Boiler teat I last).. .

.

Bmokebox work . . . .

Tender i la t (

Parallel rod

general, go through the *arii<' process for all engines having

and inn -i follow i he same route or

through ih<- variolic department h
I evidently oul

of the question for any our- man. however retentive lii mi in

o follow all this ma •>' it will in- delivered to

vhen needed for the engine, and, therefon

to avoid unnecea ai lela

ThlB Hy8t<-m Hlmply assigns to eau ii pari of the engine a

proper <iat<- or day of the month when tbl pari musl bi

nd delivered In turn to the vai loua deparl

comprising the route over which II Ii to travel. These
ail start rrom the erecting shop ai

! return to the er< op . hi n wanted foi

final application

Class of Work. « s S 3 ° ° gW
(S S £ ' £ £ «:

Boiler test (first) 3-1 3-1
Tender (first) 3-3 .... 3-15 3-3
Cab 3-2 3-10
Valves and yokes 8—1 3-2 .... -. 3-10
Steam chests
and covers . . . 3-1 3-10

Tender springs : ll
Spring rigging 3-1 3-17
Driver brake 3-1 3-17
Guides 3-1 .... 3-17
Ash pan 3-2 3-20
Driving wheels.. 2-2S 3-20
Eccentrics a n d

straps 3-1 3-20
Cross-heads . . . . :t 1 3-21
Pistons and rods 3-1 3—21
Engine springs 3-21
Driving boxi

!'"•
. wedgi

I
I 3-22

Link work 3 1 8-22
Main rods 2-27 3-22
lirass work ....:'. I 3-22
Plus tel 3-22 8-22
Holler work 3-22 3-22
Engine truck 8-22
Boiler test (last) . . . :: 23 3-23
Smokebox work 3-24 —24

i last i 3-25
Parallel rods ... -j 27

beet, I n I

to en I

Mi. Mo tei Uechanli Office when thi

F !•: bbom ••
. M M

1 he I card ire u ed In the following manner In

these shops, although, of course, do two shops would emplo;

Lhi ame methods, due to the differences In arrangement and
Bcal Ion "i building and machines The repair re I

in
' Blled oul by the mastei mei hanlc, and iws i in

the foremen of the different departments; each foreman re

i duplii ab heel beai Ing all dates tor the entire en-

I
'i - hi • ;" h tore n i

:

ii'- iii-' shop repair cards
- hi different Jol or i la e o) worl

del hi:: |ui I

'i" tlon m Concord 12 of tl card
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are issued for each engine, covering practically all parts as

given on the repair record sheet.

In filling in the dates, for example, the "main rods" on the

repair record sheet for Engine No. 2 are wanted in the ma-

chine shop February 27 (2—27), and in the erecting shop

ready for the engine, 3—22. Referring to the schedule sheet

for 25 days (the number of days allowed this engine), the

constant is found in the corresponding space for "main

rods" "wanted in machine shop," and the constant 20 is found

in the space for "main rods" "wanted in erecting shop." Turn-

ing to the date sheet (or slide rule), put under the date

2—27, when the engine came in, and on the same horizontal

line in numerical order write the numbers from to 24, or

one less than the total number of days given by the schedule.

SHOP REPAIR CARD.
Issued to F. B. RICHARDS, Foreman.

No. 748.

Engine No. 2.

Class of Work

Tender 3—

3

Engine truck

This card to be filled out and returned to the Foreman's Office an

then sent to the Master Mechanic's Ofllce at once.
John Smith, Foreman.

SHOP REPAIR CARD.
Issued to M. ANDERSON, Foreman.

No. 802

Engine No. 2.

Class of Work

Cab and Run.
Boards

Tender

is Date Finished.

This card to be filled out and returned to the Master Mechanic'!

Office at once. Write any "explanation on back of card.
F. E. Brown, M. M

SHOP REPAIR CARD.
Issued to W. JONES.

No. 2,014.

Engine No. 2.

Class of Work. la

Valves 3—

1

Yokes 3—

1

Steam chests .... 3—

1

Steam chest covers 3—

1

Guides 3—

1

This card to be filled out and returned to the Foreman's Office, and
then sent to the Master Mechanic's Office at once.

John Smith, Foreman.

ning smoothly in their allotted tim-i. un first using this

system, however, these causes for delay, if honestly given by

the foremen, will greatly help to equalize the shop, that is,

to bring up a weak department by adding men or machines, as

necessary. In this manner an equilibrium can finally be ob-

tained which will produce the best results. The column headed

"Received in Erecting Shop" is filled in by the erecting shop

foreman as the work is received.

A few apparent advantages resulting from using this system

are given as follows:

(1) The shops may be equalized, as already stated, depart-

ments deficient in men or tools may be adjusted or balanced

to produce the best results. (2) Friction between foremen

and sub-foremen in different departments may be avoided, since

the shop repair card dictates when any part will be finished

and delivered. (3) The men are stimulated in their work

from the fact that some take an interest in keeping their dates,

while others have continually the knowledge that delays in

their department are known and recorded at headquarters.

(4) The increased output always noticeable where systematic

methods are employed for doing work.

The schedule of the Chicago & Northwestern Railway at

Chicago was illustrated in this journal in February, 1904, page

58, and in March, 1905, page 73, some of the results obtained

by its use were recorded.

Then, reading up over 0, the date 2—27 and, reading up over

20, the date 3—22 is found. It will be seen that Sundays and

holidays are omitted, since working days only are considered.

In the same manner the proper date corresponding to a con-

stant of any value from to 24 may be quickly read from

this sheet (or slide rule).

The values of the constants on the schedule sheet were ob-

tained by comparing records of the average time required to

do each class of work. These results were then checked and

altered as necessary to prqduce the best results in practice.

Each engine of a class should have the same schedule.

The column "Remarks—Cause for Delay, Etc." on the re-

pair record sheet may be omitted after the repairs are run-

Tibe Steel Insufficiently Woeked.—In an admirable paper

before the International Railway Congress, Mr. P. H. Dudley

shows| from an exhaustive study that tire steel is inferior to

rail steel in wearing qualities because it is not sufficiently

worked. It has a "cell hardness," instead of a "mass
hardness," and lacks the interlocked and fine struc-

ture of rail steel. While greater care is taken with

tire than with rail ingots, still more attention is neces-

sary to secure the desired solidity, first in the ingots, and

second, in the manufacture. This is evident from failures

of trailing wheel tires of Atlantic type engines, with loads of

38,000 lbs. per axle. These tires have flattened from crushing,

due to slight porosity and unsoundness. These tires are made
from 12-sided ingots, in the angles of which unsoundness de-

veloped in cooling. They contained 0.62 to 0.67 of carbon,

0.65 to 0.78 of manganese, 0.20 to 0.26 silicon and 0.06 phos-

phorous. They were hard on the surface from working, but

coarse and fragile beneath. The weakness corresponded to

some of the corners of the ingots. Trailing tires of 50-in. do

not show; as good results as 79-in. driving tires on the same
engine, because the smaller tires received less work In man-
ufacture. After wear begun its destruction was rapid and
dangerous to the track. Tensile tests of small test ingots do

not lead to securing the grade of. steel desired in tires of

varying diameters.

Differential Piece Rate System.—The differential rate

system consists in fixing for any piece of work two rates, one
about 20 per cent, higher than the other. If the work is done
in the time in which the study indicates that a good man
fitted for the work and working at his best normal speed can
do it, or in less time, the rate paid is the high one. If the

time taken is longer than this, the lower rate is paid. To take

a concrete example, let us suppose that a man can turn ten
axles in a day on a certain lathe and the high rate is 30 cents
each. If nine or less are done he gets only 25 cents each.

His pay then for 10 is $3 and for 9 $2.25. The difference be-

tween the pay for 9 and that for 10 is thus so great that a

workman will make every effort to do the 10 if he has a fair

chance of success.

—

H. L. Gantt, in Engineering Magazine.

Small Things Bought by Railroads.—The Santa Fe uses
every year one and a half tons of pins, 25 miles of lead pen-
oils, 396,000 steel pens, 50 barrels of Ink, 13,000 lbs. of rubber
bands, 15 carloads of stationery, 26,000 brooms. •
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ANGUS LOCOMOTIVE SHOPS, MONTREAL.

161

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

(For previous article see page 114.)

The erecting, machine and boiler departments are provided
for in a building 1,167 ft. long by 1G2 ft. S ins. wide, a cross-

section and plan of which are shown in the accompanying en-

graving, to which are added several interior views. The erect-

ing shop is a bay SO ft. wide; the machine shop is a bay
55 ft. wide, and at one side the full length of the shop is a

-'ii gallery, with corresj ling , le main floor.

The following table presents genci.il figures:

Floor area, locomolivo ahop 190,384 sq. ft.

i 770 ft.

80 ft.

61,600 sq. ft.

longitudinal
pita
r pit 1.7 I i

770 ft.

Mai bine bop, width 80 ft.

Macblni illery 62,675 aq. ft.

Total number ol machine! 246
Total Boot area per machine 265 aq, ft.

r lilt 1,738 «q. ft.

Boiler ihop, length
80 ft.

81 600 'i n
'.....

hop I'M B7 I

'i I,.' plan "i tii'' Loc 'H vi' shop la Bhi
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tions. In the lower portion of the engraving are the three

longitudinal tracks extending through the shop, which are

located at 25-ft. centers, which is an unusual distance between

tracks. This necessitates an erecting shop bay with a crane

span of 76 ft. 3 ins. Between the pit tracks are two standard

gauge supply tracks. In the plan the lower, or southern,

track has a pit 762 ft. long. The center track has a pit 894

ft. long, and the upper track a short pit 454 ft. long, making

a total pit length of 2,110 ft. For convenience in getting about

the engines the standing space in the erecting shop is limited

to about 36 engines, although this number is somewhat elas-

tic. The building is lighted by high windows and by long

transverse skylights over its central portion. The roof

trusses and crane supports are illustrated in the sectional

view. For protection against fire the entire building is

equipped with automatic sprinklers, and galvanized iron fire

curtains are built in the roof trusses down to a point which

will clear the cranes. These are placed at every seventh roof

truss.

millers and the truck wheel and axle box work. A bracket jib

crane of 1,500 lbs. capacity, with a pneumatic cylinder, serves

the axle work. Two 1,000-lb. pneumatic cylinder bracket cranes

handle work to the millers, and planers and truck wheel tires.

A 1,000-lb. pneumatic jib crane serves the axle box work, and

a 4-ton pneumatic cylinder hand travelling crane is located

over the lye cleaning tank. Special care was taken to plan

the shop for convenience in handling material, which is a

matter of great importance in a plant of this size.

By referring to the floor plan, the departments beginning

at the east end of the machine floor are as follows: The wheel

shop, including the tire setting, driving box work, truck shop,

cylinder shop, piston cross-head department, opposite which

is the frame shop; the next space is for side rods, and beyond

this motion work. Next comes spaces for miscellaneous de-

partments, such as air pumps, pipe shop, track and spring

shop, scale repair shop, some of the latter departments being

in the west machine shop. West of this is the boiler shop,

providing for flue work and general boiler work, including

[NTEEIOB m MACHINI SHOP, SHOWING TKANs\ii:-i BENCHES \M' BOD i:.\<

ANGUS SHOPS, CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY, MONTREAL.

In addition to the tracks in the erecting shop, the machine

shop has a supply track running its full length, and the shops

have seven transverse supply tracks connected with an out-of-

door track running the full length of the building. By the

addition of light rails a double narrow gauge track is pro-

vided by using one of the light rails and one of the standard

gauge rails on each side in an arrangement permitting small

trucks to pass each other in opposite directions without switch-

ing either of the trucks to the side track. This arrangement

is a novelty, which was described in detail in this journal in

July, 1904, page 264. These extra rails are also provided for

on the shop turn-tables.

The crane facilities are admirable; besides the large 60-

ton cranes in the erecting shop, the 15-ton cranes in the ma-

chine shop and the 20-ton crane in the boiler shop, a 5-ton

overhead travelling crane serves the truck shop. Five-ton jib

cranes, one electric and the other pneumatic, serve the tire

setting and wheel press work. Three 2-ton cranes, with pneu-

matic cylinders, serve the boring mills, planers and horizontal

flanging furnaces, flanging machinery, riveters, pipe bending

rolls, plate planers and other boiler shop machinery, all of

which is included in the complete table of machinery of this

department, which forms a part of this description. The

boiler shop is well arranged, and has plenty of room between

the machines.

This tool list is complete and has been revised to date.

The floor plan, showing location of machinery, has also been

revised, showing a number of changes from the original loca-

tions. These plans have been prepared specially for this de-

scription.

The stripping is done at the east or right hand end of the

shop, as shown in the plan. When a locomotive is stripped

the boiler is taken directly to the boiler shop, the trucks go

to the truck department, where two men, by the use of the

2-ton travelling cranes, attend to all the engine truck repairs.

The truck shop is reached by the first transverse track, and

over this same track all parts requiring cleaning are taken to

the lye vats outside of the main building. The driving wheels
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PLAN OF WEST END OF LOCOMOTIVE SHOP, SHOWING BOILER SHOP AND GALLERY.

ANGUS SHOPS, CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY, MONTREAL.

BOILER SHOP.

Power Machines.

Mai h.

Name. Size. Maker,

edging Hammer Can. Pa

Motor.
H. P.

& Type.

.Com. Air.

•
j. 15 A.C.

No.

4S2
Name. Size. Maker. & Type.

Punch and Shears Fielding & Piatt.

42e Swedging Hammer... ...Can. Par. Ry...
427 Tube Cutter Can. Pac. Ry.
128 Welding Machine Hartz
42'.' Welding Machine Hartz
430 Tube Cutter Can. Pac. Ry. . . . I

431 Tube Cleaner Whiting Fdry. Co.. .20 A.C.

432 Punch and Shears. Size "D" Long & Allstatter 15 \'

433 Punch and Shears Bertram 10 AC.
434 Rotarv Shears . . . . % in. plate Collier Co 5 A.C.

435 Double Drill Bertram |

438 Double Bolt Cutter.Acme 1 a -in Bertram
437 Triple Bolt Cutter. A'-me l>...-in Bertram I

-rical Drill . ...36-in Bertram l ?0 A C
43S Plate Planer 18-ft Craven Bros |

44" Vertical Drill . . . .24-in Smith & Coventry
441 Mud Ring Drill ...4 Spindles Craven Bros

8 in x7 ft Craven Bros J

443 Flue Sheet Drill. . .2 Spindles Bertram 1.7 5 A.C.
444 Flue Sheet Drill . .2 Spindles Craven Bros /

445 Horizontal Punch Berry & Co 7.5 A.C.

e Sheet Drill . . .3 Spindle- Bertram 5 A.C.

447 Plate Planer . .
-' " Bertram 15 A.C.

xl2 ft Bertram 30 A. ^.

149 Mud Ring Drill ... .« Spindles Bement Miles 7.5 A.C.

Drill 36-in Bertram 3 A.C.

451 Small Punch and
Shear- 30 A.C.

Hydraulic Machines.

['imp. Duplex 1 in x 18 In.

plungers Snow Pump Work
17? tccumulator ' r inch. . ..R. D Wood & Co.

.17 reel I! I'. Wood & Co.

47:. Crane Cyltndi r tor 178 R. I> Wood
ible Gap Rlvi I

Bi tnenl Mile*
• id Ring Riveter Fielding & Piatt.

483 Sectional Flanger Bement Miles
484 Press for Small Work
485 Punch and Shears Fielding & Piatt
4S6 Multiple Punch Bement Miles.
487 Tank Riveter Fielding & Piatt
4S8 Mud Ring Riveter Bement Miles.

go to the wheel department, which la close al hand, and after

being finished they l". to the crcei tracks near the wheel shop,

where the driving boxes are fitted to the driving wheels and

made ready for the erecting Bhop.

Th'- light .
od and motion work, are dis-

tributed In a rod department of about foui thl

work la done within a radius of about 50 ft The motion shop

m about 10 bents, with cross benches and ma

on both sides One r,r the photogri

benches. All the ; on the open flooi none ol them

under the gallery The drlyi pump and

.cork Is pro. Ill pat i

the motion department The worl benche are very :
;

Hal, consisting of 3-iti plank bolted to Hubntanlla! cast Iron

361
3G2
::.;::

36 I

365
::<;,;

367
::gs
:a;:i

370
371
372
:t::

374
175
376
377
::7s

378
380
:m
:s2

101

(0
103
104
105
106

BOLT DEPARTMENT
Turret Lathe 2 in.x26 in
Turret Lathe 2 in.x24 in
Turret Lathe 2 in.x24 in
Hacksaw
Oil Separator
Bolt Lathe
Turret Lathe 2 in.x26 in
Turret Lathe It;. in.xl8 in
Bolt Cutter 3-Spindle-
Bolt Lathe
Bolt Lathe
Bolt Lathe
Bolt Lathe
Bolt Lathe
Bolt Lathe
Centering Machine
Centering Machine
Boll Lathe
Bolt Lathe
Stud Lathe
Nut Facer :l

i In. Nuts
Nut Facer 1 '..-in. Nuts

TIN SHOP.

Bmery Wheel ...12-in. wheel.
Press
Sheet Iron Shears.. 63 In. wide..
Puni ii No. 122
Circular Shears
Bending Rolls . . . .fi ln.x72 In

Pratt a- Whitney
Jones A- Lamsou

.

Jones & Lamsou

.

Niles-B -1>
I

I 20 A.C.

Jones & Lamson

.

Pratt «i Whitney
Acme
Can. Pac. Ky . . . .

Can Pac. Ry . . . .

J. H. John-ten
J. H. Johnston . . .

J. H. Johnston
J H. Johnston. . .

n B, Whlton. . .

.

w hltni I

siiniii ,*.• Coventry
Smith A Coventry
Smith fi Coventry

Nil. ,-n. Pond
Niagara Tool Co.
Niagara Tool Co
Niagara Tool i lo

Brown, Hoggs&Co.
Scully Steel I to. ,

supports, the up »ing braced with %-in. roils and held

to the floor by lag screws. Each bencb has two drawers, with

Iron slides, which, when lubricated with

graphite, work as easily as If they were on roller hearings.

The top of the bench is of oak and the drawi ol ow pine.

Eai h bench ba also a yellow pine Bhelf below, They are

sufficiently Btrong for heavy work tn the machine 3bop the

benches are all out In the open Wherever wall benches are

th< con traction is as shown in the engraving which

. bencb used In tl indhouses of this road

As fa iterial In thli hop i kepi oft the floor.

k,,i holding thi Idi and main rods of locomotives special

i in the erecting and machine shop
I

are built with cast iron sections, very strongly braced, pro-
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PLAN OF WEST END OF MACHINE SHOP. Also SHOWING i.Al-LERY AND ERECTING SHOP.

ANGUS SHOPS, CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY, MONTREAL,

MACHINE SHOP.

Side Rod Department.

Mach.
No. Name. Size.

101 Side Rod Drill. ...3 Spindles Bertram.
102 Vertical Drill .... 36-in Dertram .

103 Vertical Drill .... 24-in
104 Miller 5 ft.xS ft.x12 ft Ingersoll.

Kio Side Rod Shaper. . 24-in.—2 heads. ... r

106 Double Planer .... 4 ft.xl ft xl4 ft Pond

Mi toi

H. P.

& Type

107 Turret Lathe 5-in Bardona & Olivi

108 Vertical Drill . ...40-ln Bemenl Wiles

109 Double Slotter . ...12-in. stroki . .. Bertram
110 Double Drill Craven Bi

ill Vertical Drill ....36-in Craven
112 Slotter 16-in Bertram
113 Double Planer
114 Cotter Mill t-Spindle
115 Vertical Drill ....40-in. Bement Miles....

116 Vertical Drill ....24-in
117 Shaper 12-in
118 Shaper 24-in Bertram
119 Crank Planer . ... 1 s iu.xls in xl 8 in. . Bertram
120 Chucking Latin .24 in I raven Bros
121 Chucking Lathe ..20-in Craven Urns
122 Engine Lathe ....16 ln.x5 ft. in. .. .Gardner
123 Chucking Lathe ..24-in Craven B
124 Turret Boring Mill.30-in Niles
125 Engine Lathe ....20 In.xS ft McGrggO
126 Suspended Emery

Wheel 20-in Bridgeport Co. . .

S \ 0.

15 A.C.
2-2 A.C.

Motion Depart

n

127
L28
I 29
I 10

•::i

i
I

133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
168
169

Grinder Beri ram ]

Engine Lathe ....12 m.x2fi. 6 ill Smith & Coventry.
Link Grinder i-ft. radius Smith ii Coventry.
Grindstone 6-ft Niles Ii. Pond. ... \ 20 A.C.
Double Buffer 30 in.xS in Niles B. Pond....
Emery Grinder ...20-in. wheel Can. Pac. Ry
Lapping Lathe J

Grinder Lea No. 1 Vnderson T Co. 2 small D.C.
Engine Lathe ....24 in.x5 ft. 4 in. . . . M'Greg. & Gourlay
Shaper 24-in Flather
Engine Lathe ... .18 in.x5 ft Bertram
Engine Lathe ... .16 in.x5 ft Gardner
Shaper 4-in
Engine Lathe .... 24 in.x6 ft Bertram
Engine Lathe . . . . 30 ins.x8 ft. 6 in.. ..Bertram
Engine Lathe .... 18 in.x3 ft. 6 in. . . . LeBlond J-20 A.C
Vertical Drill ....20-in Craven Bros.
Vertical Drill ....20-in Craven Bros.
Shaper 16-in Bertram
Centering Machine D. E. Whiton. . .

Engine Lathe .... 22 in.xS ft. 6 in
Vertical Drill . . . .36-in Craven Bros
Planer 4 ft.x4 ft.xl2 ft Flather 2Q A.C.
Vertical Drill ....2 I -In Craven Bros
Vertical Drill ....36-in Craven Bros
Planer 2 ft.x2 ft.x6 ft Bertram
Planer 2 ft .x2 ft x 1 ft Craven Bros.
Vertical Drill ....36-in Bertram
Slotter JO-in Bertram
Vertical Drill . . . .36-in Bertram
Engine Lathe . . . .24 in x5 ft t; in.. . .Gardner
Extension Lathe . .30 in.x72 in.xio I I ,» . „
Boring Mill 51-ln Niles j 10 A.C.

15 A.I

Mach.
No. Name
160 Double Shaper
161 Turret Lathe ....
L62 Turret Lathe
163 Horz. Boring Mill.

L64 i utting-Off Mach.
165 Horz. Boring Mach

Brake. Spri

166 Radial Drill
H;7 Engine Lathe
168 Double Shaper . . . .

t'.i' Kngine I>athe
17" Engine Lathe
171 Vertical Drill.
172 Vertical Drill
i 73 Vertical Drill . . .

i 7 i Double Drill
17.". Screwing Machine
J.76 I Spun lie Drill. . . .

177 SI: tter
I 78 Slotter
179 Slotter
i go Emery Grinder. . . .

181 Engine Lathe . . . .

182 Bnglne L;ithe . . . .

183 ll.'tv, Bering Mach
Steam F

i 8 i Engine Lathe
185 Vertical Drill
i B6 Pipe Threader . • •

L87 Pipe Threader . . .

.

L88 Pipe Threader . . . .

L89 Emi rj Whi el

190 Fin.- Grinder . . . .

i:u Drill Grinder

Size. Maker.

6-in Craven Bros
:: in.x36 in Pratt & Whitney.
2In.x24 in A. Hebert
3-in. bar Bement Miles ..

5 in Bertram

I 15 A.C.

.10 A.C.

ID A.C.

,ll6A.<

1,

IT. I

252
25::

254
255
256
257

259
j,;.,

261
262
_'.;:;

264
265
_.:.;

267
268
J.::.

270
271
272
273
27 I

275
276
27 7

27 s

27:.

280
281
2S2

Emery Grinder . .

Emery Grinder .

.

Tool Grin. I. i

Tool Grinder ....
Drill Grinder
Tool Grinder ....
Universal Miller .

Vertical Drill . . .

Universal Grinder.
Plain Miller
Engine Lathe . . .

Engine Lathe . . .

Engine Lathe . . .

I ii:.. Grinder . . .

Shaper
Vertical Drill . . .

Tool Grinder ....
Double Shaper . .

Universal Miller .

Turret Lathe
Engine Lathe . . .

Engine Lathe . . .

Engine Lathe . . .

Engine Lathe
Engine Lathe . .

.

Engine Lathe . . .

Engine Lathe . . .

Engine Lathe . . .

ra

Lathe ...
Engine Lathe . . .

Wet Grinder

ng and Manufacturing Department.

5-ft Hulse & Co ... .

24 In.x8 ft Bertram
14-in
20, in x.". ft

30 in x6 ft Bertram
45 in Bertram
: .in Bertram
36-in Bertram

Bertram
i,i Smith & Beam

I i in Poote Hurt. . . .

12-in .". W. Collier

in-in W*. Collier....

10-in W. Collier. . .
.

20-in. wheel Can. Pac. Ry..
24 In x22 ft Bertram
24 in xti ft Smith & Coventry]
1 in x'.i ft Bertram . . .

tting and Air Brake Department.

18 in x3 ft 6 in.. . .LeBlond. . . .

Bertram ....

in-in Cox & Son-.. I

l5 A c
l-in Williams Tool Col
4-in Armstrong
12-in Can. Pac. Rj

Iroqu.il- Wheel CO. I . - , ,

fanke. WllmarthftMorman J
" - 1

Tool Department.

20-in. wheel Can. Pac. Rj
20-in. wheel Can. Pac. Ry....
No. 2 Sellers
No. 1 Sellers -•

Sellers
Cincinnati
LeBlond

30-in Bertram
No. 7 Landis

Bertram
22 in.x3 ft. 6 in. . . . LeBlond
20 in.x4 ft. 6 in. . . . LeBlond
14 in.x2 ft. 8 in Pratt & Whitney.
No. 1 Chas. Besly
24-in Flather
30-in Bertram
6-in. wheel
4-in Craven Bros. . .

No. 3 Cincinnati
2 in.x24 in Jones & Lamson.
16 in.x3 ft Gardner
14 in.x3 ft smith & Coventry.
16 in.x2 ft

HI in.x3 ft Gardner
16 In.x3 ft Brown & Sharpe.
L6 in x4 ft 6 in... smith & Coventry.
24 in xln ft Bertram
1 2 in x3 ft smith .<: Coventry.

Patterson Tool Co.
18 in.xS ft LeBlond
lo in.x3 ft Whltworth
42-ln. wheel Bridgeport
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PLAN OF EAST END OF LOCOMOTIVE SHOP, SHOWING GALLEBT AND EKECTING SHOr.

ANGUS SHOPS, CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY. MONTREAL.

15 A.C.

30 AC.

EAST MACHINE SHOP.

Wheel Department.

So. Name Size. Maker. * Type.

1 Wheel Press 300 tons Bertram 10 AC.
2 Boring Mill 90-ln Niles { ^5 DC
3 Boring Mill 51-in Bullard 10 D.C.
4 Boring Mill 51-in Niles 7.5 D.C.
5 Boring Mill 64-in Bertram
6 Car Wheel Borer
7 Engine Lathe ... .30 in.x4 ft. Pond
8 Emery Wheel .... 20-in. wheels Niles-Bet Pond.
9 Wheel Lathe 90-in Niles •"

10 Boring Mill S4-in Craven Bros 15 A.C.
11 Quartering Macbine90-in Bertram -
1 2 Placer 4 ft.x4 ft.xl2 it Bertram -

13 Horz. Miller 42 in.x42 in.xl4 ft.. Bement Miles 20-D.C.
14 Axle Lathe
15 Axle Lathe 14 in.xS It. Bertram. . . .

16 Axle Lathe
17 Sbaper 24-in. stroke Niles
18 Planer 32 in.i32 in.x8 ft.. .Craven Bros.
19 Sbaper 14 in. stroke Craven Bros.

1 37-in Niles.
21 Radial Drill 4-ft
22 Wheel Lathe 72-in Bertram -)

23 Wheel Lathe 84-ln German Niles. . . . I on » r
24 Wheel l_ithe 84-in f

el Lathe 60-ln Bertram J
20-ln. stroke Bertram 1

-lea] Drill 50-ln Bement Miles V 10 A.C.
28 Blotter 14-ln Craven Bros J

Cylinder and Frame Department.

29 Planer £ ft.x6 ft x22 ft Pond
{

dial Drill 9-fL Bement Miles
!;al Drill 6-ft Bertram . ...

5 ft.x5 ftx8 ft. Sharp. Stewart Co.. 1

I

. 14-ln. stroke Newton .

24 In.xS ft Lodge & Shipley. .

for valve
bo»b 5-ln. Btroke Can. Par. It.

rjder Borer . . .3 bar
'

10 D.C
N

.....( raven U

..

. . . .24 In .

'. ir.(t Lathe . .

J ft

.

-

24 In.x24 In.x2l

lluK-
.24 In

Pond

rtlral Miller
i»ry Grinder
dial Drill

30 A I

Math.
No. Name. Size.

Co Crank Planer ....2 fix.
61 Cotter Drill No. 3
62 Triple Slotter ....24-in. stroke
63 Triple Slotter 8-in. stroke

Brass Department
301 Engine Lathe ... .12 in.x3 ft. 9 in

302 Turret Lathe 24-in
303 Forming Lathe . . .IS in

304 Engine Lathe ....20 in.x2 ft. 6 in

305 Turret Lathe 24-in
306 Turret Lathe 14-in

iine Lathe 24 in.x4 ft. S in

308 Turret Lathe 20-in
309 Turret Lathe 22-in
310 Turret Lathe 20-in
311 Valve Miller 2 Spindles

bucking Lathe ..15-iu
313 Chucking Lathe . .15-in
314 Turret Lathe 16-in
315 Turret Lathe 16-in
316 Turret I.athe 16-in
317 Emery Grinder . . .6-in. wheel
318 Saw
319 Valve Grinder
320 Vertical Drill .... in-in

321 Forming Lathe . . .16-in
. :he 1 In.xlO in

323 Disc. Grinder ... No. 4

Drill
• d Lathe 13-in

326 Turret Lathe 16-in
Speed Lathe 13

328 Turret Lathe .... l(

329 Turret Lathe 16 In

-pindle Drill . . To -. in

331 Turning Lathe . . . . 14-ir.

Maker.
Craven Bros.

.

Bement Miles.
Bertram ....

Motor»
11. P.

& Type.

Bertram
Am. Tool I

Warner .-.

Bertram
Smith £ Coventry
Bertram
LeBlond
Bertram
Bullard
Warner £ Swasej
Warner ..

Smith & Coventry
Smith & Coventry
Smith & Coventry
Warner &
Smith & Coventry
Can. Pac. Ry. . .

.

Can. Pac. Ry. . . .

Warner & Swasey.
Bertram
Warner £- Swasey.
Pratt & Whitney.
Charles Besly. . . .

Can. Pac. Ry. . . .

Am. Too! I

Warner I
Am. Tool Co
Smith & Coventry

I'ond
Foote Burt
Am. Too! I

Ry . . . .

Ry. . . .

Ta k. r L
;i

(

viding -mall material, and stroi

holding th< Pi Mm these bracki

The drawing Bhi

i • -. and show

Ing the : ;n lumber. The benchi

•
• .1 k . i: ;

p. ft L i: ;

.

plan provides for heavy and light repairs of

."'I eng i
"'in six new

engines are buili per month, which rend or of

linglv Important one.

i handled i»-i month will approxlma

I
hint- in the main

machine shop, Including area anil truck shop, :e
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520 sq. ft. per machine. Omitting the truck shop and the

through track area, but including the wheel storage space. 376

sq. ft. per machine was provided. The total area of the wheel

storage tracks amounts to 1,805 sq. ft.; deducting this space,

the actual floor area for each machine is 316 sq. ft.

The east end of the locomotive shop is near the store house,

the blacksmith shop and the midway crane. All new ma-

terial, except tires and boiler plate, comes to the shop at the

east end. The tires are stored on a platform outside of the

shop, and boiler material is stored out of doors at the west end

of the shop. The new material is received under the cranes,

and may be taken to any point in the building by cranes or

trucks. The repair material is distributed from the stripping

pit or the lye vats. The machinery was arranged to conserve

as nearly as possible a systematic movement, keeping in view

the importance of utilizing all of the space and keeping all

of the heavy work under cranes and putting the light work

under the gallery. The tool arrangement was influenced con-

siderably by the group system of driving, and also by the

necessity for mixing the work of manufacturing and repairs

in the same plant.

Space will not permit of a complete description of the ma-

chine arrangement, but a glance at the plan will show the

clear avenues for material which are maintained the whole

length of the building. An example of the excellent arrange-

ment of a group of machines is that of the wheel department,

which is provided with its own cranes and is made inde-

pendent of all the travelling cranes. The machinery of this

department was located so as to minimize the distance of

movement, and at the same time to provide sufficient space

around the machines.

The boiler shop provides for tank and cab work, and the

tube department. Tubes are rattled in a chain rattler, built

from the design of Mr. G. R. Henderson, illustrated in this

journal in June, 1904, page 220. This machine receives the

tubes on a small car, picks up a complete set of tubes from

the car, rattles them and loads them upon the car again. To
unload the rattler and load it up again with another set* of

tubes ready for work requires six minutes. One of these

rattlers is working very satisfactorily in the Topeka shops

of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad. The chains

run at a speed of 115 ft. per minute, driven by a 20-h.p. motor.

The furnaces in the locomotive shop are of the Ferguson

make, using oil fuel. The tube department is conveniently

arranged, but is likely to be improved, with a view of re-

ducing the cost of this work.

Electrical distribution begins at a large distributing board

over the machine shop and east of the center of the building.

The machine cables run down the columns in pipes and across

to the machines under the floor. The alternating current

motors are provided with compensators for starting, giving

a large torque in order to start the machines under load. _ In

a few cases the machines are equipped with ordinary switches.

All of the controllers are of the Canadian General Electric

Company's manufacture. The direct current motors have
Canadian General Electric controllers for field control; their

range in speed is 2 to 1, except one Milwaukee and one West-
inghouse motor in the wheel department, having respectively

a 4 to 1 and 2 to 1 variation.

In this magnificent shop a slightly increased expenditure
would have been advantageous in increasing the proportion
of variable speed driving. It would be easily possible to se-

cure at least 10 per cent, increased output of many of the ma-
chines through more individual driving. In this entire shop
there are but 9 variable speed D. C. motors applied to indi-

vidual machines. This subject will be referred to again.
The output, organization and a description of the principle

machine tools will be presented in the next installment. We
are especially indebted to Mr. H. H. Vaughan, Mr. W. F. Con-
nal and Mr. J. H. Morton for information connected with this

description.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON POWER.

Rock Island Company.

(For previous article see page 121.)

Mr. F. A. Dialano has been elected vice-president of the
Wabash system.

SUPERHEATING.

In the last three or four years considerable progress has been

made abroad in the use of superheated steam for locomotives.

The Germans have made the greatest advances in this direc-

tion, and at the present time have some fifty or more locomo-

tives equipped with superheaters. The first two engines

equipped with the Schmidt system were put into service in

1898 on the Prussian State Railways. These engines are still

running, and after various modifications are reported as now
giving satisfaction, and are to-day considered among the best

of tha engines for passenger service, in spite of the fact that

they are in various respects not up to date in construction.

The present practice in Germany is to apply mostly the

Schmidt system, but the Pielock is also used to a limited ex-

tent. The original Schmidt system consists briefly of a large

flue in the lower part of the boiler with the superheater pipes

located in the smokebox. In the later Schmidt design a num-
ber of 5-in. flues are located in the upper part of the boiler

and the superheater pipes arranged inside these flues in groups

of four. The Pielock design consists of a superheating cham-

ber located in the barrel of the boiler, the boiler tubes pass-

ing through the chamber and expanded and set in the ends of

the superheating chamber, as well as in the front and iu the

back flue sheets.

Some difficulty in American practice will probably be ex-

perienced with thia form of superheater. The removal of the

flues when heavily coated with scale may be attended with

considerable difficulty and be a slow process. The expand-

ing of the flues in the superheater chamber and the location

of leaks into the chamber are difficulties which must be con-

sidered and met.

The advantages of superheated steam were very early recog-

nized in the development of the steam engine, and numerous
designs were made and in some cases patents obtained as far

back as forty or fifty years ago. The use of superheaters in

early days was very much handicapped by the use of vegetable

and animal oils and inferior tubes. With the introduction of

mineral oils of high fire test,' which would not disintegrate

at high temperature, and solid drawn seamless tubes, the way
was opened for the successful use of superheaters.

Of the tests which have been made in Germany and for the

last three years in this country, the facts must be established

that the valves and cylinders can be properly lubricated by

the use of suitable appliances and with mineral oil of high fire

test, and the superheater pipes made of seamless tubes do not

corrode and wear out with undue rapidity, but that a life of

several yeara can be obtained from them.

Three engines have been equipped with superheaters on the

Canadian Pacific Railway, one in June, 1901, at their Mon-
treal shops, with the earlier Schmidt system, consisting of a

large flue in the bottom of the boiler and the superheater pipes

in smokebox; two ten-wheel compounds, one of which was
built in Glasgow in 1903, and one at the Schenectady Works
of the American Locomotive Company. These were equipped

with the latest form of Schmidt superheater, in which the

tubes of the superheater were located in groups of four in

5-in. flues, located in the upper part of the boiler. The re-

ports indicate that the performance of all these engines has
been quite satisfactory, and that a substantial saving in coal

and water has been effected. The fuel reports show that a
large saving in fuel was made in a period of over three years

of superheater over a simple engine, ana aoout 10 per cent, to

15 per cent, on the superheated compounds over the compounds
without the superheater. (Since then more than 40 super-

heaters have been applied on that road. See American En-
gineer, December, 1904, page 456.)

Apart from the saving in fuel, one of the greatest advan-*
tages of superheating is the use of dry steam in cylinders, as
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it avoids many of the troubles due entirely to water, such as

broken cylinders and heads, shocks and si rains to piston rods,

crank pins, erossheads, connecting rods, etc. It has been

asserted by competent authority that it is practically impos-

sible when running to carry water over into the cylinders, no

matter how full the boiler may be. This alone is of great

advantage, as a high water engineer can do no particular harm
by carrying several inches too much water. With foaming

water it would also appear to be of considerable value. It has

been asserted by those who ought to know that, while the

treatment of bad water decreases scaling very materially, the

foaming is increased, rendering it necessary in some parts of

New Mexico to run continually with the cylinder cocks open.

Superheating with piston valves is recommended, as the

presence of water in cylinders of this type is liable to be much
more detrimental than with slide valves. Furthermore, the

balanced feature of the piston valve and probability of its more

perfect lubrication are conditions which would make it appear

desirable to use piston valves in connection with the super-

heater.

Saturated steam at 200 lbs. pressure has a temperature of

387 deg. Fahr. If superheated 175 deg. the temperature will

be 562 deg., and it is obvious that 175 deg. of heat may be ab-

stracted without decreasing the pressure. If, on the other

hand, 175 deg. are taken from the saturated steam, the re-

maining temperature will be only 212 deg., or that of boiling

water, and the pressure will consequently be zero. The

thermodynamic efficiency of engines using superheated steam

has never been questioned by engineers, and the advantages

have been apparent for many years, but owing to failures

which were met with many years ago. new experiments were

usually discouraged on account of such failures. However,

the experience in Germany has extended over six years in the

use of superheated steam for locomotives, and it now appears

that the earlier troubles have been largely overcome. It is

reasonable to expect, however, that considerable changes in

the method of application and design will be made in the next

few years. There is no improvement in sight at the present

lime which offers so many advantages and so much economy,

both in. saving of fuel and water and the lessening of repairs,

and from shocks and jars, due to presence of water in cylin-

ders, as the application of superheaters. The experience in

the last few years indicates very clearly that the additional

complication to the boiler is comparatively slight, and that

the superheater is not liable to require expensive repairs; nor

has it been shown that failures in service may be expected.

The advantages of superheating were carefully considered

by the American Locomotive Company, and a design was pro-

duced which seemed to he much simpler than any device hith-

erto prepared. In June, 1904, one engine of a lot of twenty

for the New York Central was equipped at the Schenectady

Works with a superheating device. (See Americas Engineer

September, 1904, page Z?A.) This engine went into passenger

e, and has been running a t: ever since. No
trouble has ever been developed in the superheating arrange-

ment, and only a slight difficulty was experienced in the lubri-

cating device. Tin- device applied to this engine seems to be

much simpler and more straightforward than those designed

abroad. The pipe require no bending, ami can lie removed

in croups without disturbing the entire arrangement when

idjusl mi nt Is ol the

t. possible nature, which can be r< adllj done by the ordi-

nal v help in round bi en received

for 26 of this type .,i' superheater (Many more have been

ordered since this repot : roB. i

In vie* of the obtained from superheat-

ing, we recommend Its application to a number ol new locomo

which win he required to take tbe place of the con-

demned engines, if 'he
i

•'

thi committee In

regard I d OUl .V
I hi COndll lOD Ol

•> different i

and '1

iiii^ht not he conclusive, and we would therefore recommend
that a sufficient number he applied to get a thorough test under
practical road conditions, incident to the Rock Island and
'Frisco, systems.

B.VLANCKU COMPOUND PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES:

The characteristic and advantageous features of this type

of engine, common to all builders, are as follows:

(a) Balancing of reciprocating parts by similar horizontal

moving parts. One outside piston and its attachments mov-
ing forward while the inside one is moving backward. These

balance one another without the use of unbalanced weights

in the wheels.

(b) The increased weight permissible on the driving wTieels

when considered dynamically. In the ordinary engine, at 60

miles per hour, with drivers 78 ins. in diameter, the increase

at each revolution at the static weights on the rail is about

23 per cent. This is due to the centrifugal effect of the ex-

cess weights used to balance the reciprocating parts.

(c) Increase of from 25 to 33 per cent, in sustained h.p. at

moderate and high speeds without any material change in

size or style of boiler.

(d) Economy in the use of fuel, water and steam.

(e) The advantages from light moving parts, such as cross

heads, main rods, piston rods, etc. The lightness of these

parts permits them tq.be easily handled and the probability is,

as they only have to transmit one-half the usual amount of

power, that the wear and repairs will be greatly decreased.

The difference in the riding of these engines is very noticeable,

running remarkably smoothly and easily at all speeds.

The greatest economy and refinement within the limits of

good practice, as far as can now be seen, is the 4-cylinder bal-

anced compound engine, equipped with superheater. As the

additional weight of the superheater appliances is only about

2,000 lbs., there seems to be no practical difficulty in its appli-

cation to an engine of this kind.

ELASTIC LIMIT OF AN AUDIENCE.

When an audience is tired out by the author of a paper who
occupies too long a time in presenting his subject, the paper it-

self, if good, fails to receive the discussion which it merits,

and the work of the organization suffers in many ways. Those

in charge of meetings at which technical papers are presented

would better serve the interests of individuals and the organiza-

tions if they would see that the speaker of the occasion appre-

ciates the necessity of clear, definite and concise presentation.

Many organizations in which our readers are interested provide

in their by-laws for presentation of papers by abstract; but,

how few observe the rule! It would be a real Kindness lo the

author as well as the audience if the presiding oflicer would go

to the speaker before the meeting and make sure that this is

fully understood. Many good ideas fail to meet the reception

they deserve because of a failure to appreciate the Importance

of the manner of presentation.

In an essay on "The Philosophy of Stylo" Herbert Spencer

points out thai "a reader or a listener has at each moment

hni a limited amounl of mental power available," and there-

fore thai ii is Important to e mnlze his attention, becau i

"the more time and attention It takes to receive and under-

stand each sentenci thi less time and alli'uf ion can he given

to the contained Idea; and the less vividly will thai Idea be

conceived The purpose of any paper is always defea d

when the audience Is wearied bj II Preachers generally put

up b . Ilenl pel 1
1
ion he to re beginning their services presumably

[dam e In I

heir mln 1st rat Ion. 1
1 Is suggested to i he

i,i tei in" .ii papi i
i I hat befot e I hej read i hem or

i,c
1

1

i re thi are wrll ten I bej offiei up a pel It Ion

eii'e, i "Prom being s bore good Lord

dellvei a
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One of the large railroad systems made up of a number of

roads of themselves large, finds itself saddled with over four

hundred varieties of cars to operate and maintain. Nothing

more than this need be said to Indicate the necessity for

standardization.

The proper application and care of belting adds much to

the efficiency of a shop. A careful study of this subject as pre-

sented on another page of this issue will enable the average

shop manager to not only decrease the cost of belt main-

tenance, but to considerably increase the output of the ma-

chines by reducing the time that they must lie idle while the

belts are being repaired.

SHOP IMPROVEMENTS.

A young man recently appointed superintendent of shops of

a large road called at the editorial rooms of this journal. He
was touring about the shops of the leading roads and asked

for suggestions as to promising places to visit. After visit-

ing three shops, which are far in the lead in applying im-

provements which make for increased production and output,

he called again on his waj I
He was astonished by what

he had seen and was greatly surprised to find how far in ad-

vance of his own work others were.

This superintendent was not discouraged, but his trip had

given him a new view of his work and he was led to see the

importance of shop methods as well as equipment. It Is im-

possible for any one to take an extended trip about railroad

shops without learning a lot from the practice of others, and

this is specially true now when new machinery, improved

tool steels, and piece work are changing shop methods so

radically.

The experience of this man was interesting for two reasons.

The greatest number of improvements were found in a few

shops, and those were far in the lead of all the rest. The

shops in which most was learned were well equipped with

new tools, but the advanced practice was by no means con-

fined to the work done by these tools. The whole plant seemed

to be tuned up to a high speed. The shafting speeds were

high and everything seemed to move on a "step-lively" plan.

It was also quite noticeable that much of the noteworthy rec-

ords for output were being made on tools which were very old,

and this was done through a careful study of machine capa-

city and the development of jigs and chucks for reducing the

time of setting work. The time required to set work up in

the machine is sometimes many times greater than that of

doing the machine work itself, and devices for aiding the set-

ting up are equally effective in old and new machines. This

emphasizes the importance of developing shop methods for

handling work into the machines.

If a shop foreman cannot get all of the new machinery he

needs, he can profitably turn his attention to systems of jigs

and devices for holding work in the machines which he has,

for the purpose of setting up quickly and taking the heaviest

possible cut the machines can carry. He will then be ready

for new and better machinery when he is allowed to order it.

A man who can handle inadequate equipment effectively is

prepared to handle a shop with good equipment.

LOCOMOTIVE STANDARDIZATION.

Elsewhere in this issue will be found the first of a series

of articles presenting the common standards of the loco-

motives of the roads known as the Harriman lines. This is

the most comprehensive plan of locomotive standardization

ever , effected. The possibilities, from the standpoint of econ-

omy, of reducing the number of different locomotive types on

18,000 miles of railroad to four need no emphasis. It is suffi-

cient to point to the fact of six railroads using, for example,

the same eccentrics and same driving boxes on all engines

to indicate the advantages in shop operation and storehouse

methods of such a scheme of standardization. This is spe-

cially important on these lines in view of the possibility of

an interchange of locomotives among the roads, in accord-

ance with varying traffic conditions. This comprehensive
plan, together with the study of locomotive standards by the

Rock Island Company, as outlined in this journal for March,

1905, page 84, indicate an unmistakable step towards unifica-

tion of practice, which seems likely to constitute one of the

greatest improvements of the day.

TEAM WORK LED BY THE PRESIDENT.

Recently in presenting a subject concerning the motive
power department to a number of the highest railway officials

the fact was developed' that these gentlemen are surprisingly

out of touch with the difficulties and problems of the heads
of departments, where most of the direct administration re-

sponsibilities are carried. While there are exceptions, it may
be confidently stated that the presidents of our railroads meet
the heads of departments too infrequently to know the' con-

ditions of their problems. While anything resembling military

despotism should have no place in the railroad organization

it is evident that much might be gained if the presidents
could occasionally meet the department heads for an occa-

sional discussion of the results of operation. It may be said

that presidents are too busy to do this. It is believed, how-
ever, that a great deal of time might be saved by holding an
occasional council of war, which would tend to break down
department lines and to induce all to direct their efforts to

the common object. In these days of consolidation and con-

centration the higher officials need to guard against the tend-

ency to drift away from the problem itself and from the indi-

vidual officials who are closely in touch with it. If the presi-

dent could meet the operating, mechanical, maintenance of

way and purchasing officials several times a year for a fam-
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ily reunion, a great deal of time would be saved to all because

of the better understanding of the common problem upon

which they are working. The greatest of the manufacturing

organizations have learned the value of such conferences.

How often do the department heads of railroads meet the

president? The possibilities of the inspiration they would

derive from a quarterly meeting of a couple of hours are im-

pressive. The writer was privileged to attend such a meet-

ing of one of the largest manufacturing -organizations, in

which the men who secure the results met the highest offi-

cials, and briefly, tersely stated the condition of their work.

The president gave a ten-minute review of what he was try-

ing to accomplish, followed by some direct questions to each

department officer. All present felt the strength of the or-

ganization to do the next thing better than it was ever done

before. Each officer felt the importance of his own part and
that of each other officer. Departmental lines disappeared

in the general lines of the policy concerning all. What a

power would such a plan engender in a large railroad organ-

ization! What an inspiration would come from such team
work! How much better would the motive power official feel

towari his work if he could make himself understood by the

president, the operating and the purchasing officials!

RAILROAD WORK FOR COLLEGE MEN.

There are no keener observers of the progress of railroad

men than the students in college who are considering railroad

work as a possible profession. Those who are in position

to know, say that there is now a tendency among technical

school students to avoid the courses in railroad subjects in

favor of other lines.

The students, even if greatly attracted toward railroad

work, are naturally discouraged from entering it when they

see a well-equipped, experienced and successful officer at the

head of the motive power department leave the service for

an important position in an industrial concern, where he

receives a salary double or treble that of the railroad position.

They naturally turn toward lines of less resistance, and it is

an important fact that it is becoming necessary to urge these

young mea toward the railroads, as their inclination is plainly

in other directions.

This fact is important, and it should receive the attention

of railroad managers, directors, and all others concerned with

the future of railroads.

These young men should not be urged against their inclina-

tions. The point is, that the railroads should make attractive

their mechanical work, so that the right young men will enter

it as recruits.

Motive power problems to-day ..present the most interesting,

attractive and inspiring work lying before those who are

mechanically inclined. There is only one view to take of the

future, and that is optimistic. The work to be done surpasses

in importance any movement toward improvement in any other

line of human activity. To improve transportation by ad-

vancing tbi locomotive to a higher development is naturally

attractive to w ads. This development is many-

sided, and offers worlds of commercial and administrative, a

well as mechanical, problems to be conquered.

Railroad managements will soon come to appreciate the

motlvi Dg the greate I probli m
and thi 1111 le connected n II b opei al Ion, In

he mol Ivi >ai tmenl win be o

thoroughly appreciated as to render it Impossible for him to

be enticed Into any other line ol ervlce Thli situation will

ind it will come the ooner becaui e of losing

many g nun n would come al once If the e

men In a body should tire of present conditions and simulta

a thi:: depart-

'•ill be recognized, appreciated arid provided for, a word
to the students may now be said.

No one who knows the conditions expects a change to come
in a day. It will come, however, by the time present students

are prepared to become officials, and the millennium will come
sooner and in more perfect condition if a lot of bright, earnest

young men put their experience into the service. No college

boy cares to play in, or, for that matter, even to watch, a

football game when the score is 56 to 0. We all know how
night is turned into day, however, after a game of 4 or G to 0.

The railroad game is not easy, but it is sure to bring results

to the right men.

The field is ready. The results are sure. The railroads can-

not afford longer to delay making motive work attractive and
possible to the brightest young men, and the men they need
most, when these young men are deciding upon their course
in life. On the other hand, the young men should be led to

see the possibility of bringing about the desired conditions

by entering and patiently putting their lives into this work.

50-TON COAL CARS IN FRANCE.

A movement has been started by the Southern Railway ot

France, in connection with the Carmaux coal mines and the

Forges de Douai, to introduce 50-ton coal cars for coal and
ore." These cars, which are illustrated and described in Engi-

neering, are of the self-clearing hopper type, resembling the

earlier forms of American cars of that form. These cars are

40 ft. 6 ins. long, and are carried on two 4-wheel Fox trucks.

These cars have a cubic capacity of 2,048 cubic ft., and weigh
33.040 lbs. In addition to the hopper cars, the Southern Rail-

way of France has introduced gondola cars for 50 tons of

iron ore or 30 tons of coal. They have a capacity of 995

i'u. ft., and weigh 33,936 lbs. The sides of these cars are of

wood. The trucks have side frames resembling the Fox truck

used in this country. These are joined together at the ends

with cross members of pressed steel.

According to Engineering, "the test load, and which the

bogie trucks are capable of carrying, has led the French com-
panies to consider a reduction in the thickness of the steel

plates, and to work in future for a ratio of 27 to 28 per cent,

between the dead weight and the paying load. The Forges de
Douai are contemplating a ratio of 25 per cent, when they

are putting down presses for the manufacture of sills 65 ft.

7% ins. in length." Such small ratios of dead to paying loads

are worthy of special attention in American practice.

FIRE-PROOF CARS OF THE NEW YORK SUBWAY.

Destructive accidents seldom furnish such valuable infor-

mation as a fire which occurred in the New York Subway
March 29. In some way a train of five copper sheathed

wooden cars (see Amebicam Engineer, March, 1903) and two
of the new steel cars (see American Engineer, .March, 1904)

were set fire by collision with a bulkhead at the temporary
end of the line, The heal drove everybody away and there

were no fatalities or injuries. The fire after burning 24 hours,

and consuming heavy timbering in the lompleted end of the

tunnel, burned Itself out. The timbering of the tunnel was

burned out and the Ave coppei sheathed wooden cars were en-

tirely destroyed, The are was hoi enough to mell aluminum
:•:-: and flttingi and to warp some o>l the plates, and yel

i he teel cai i am I b i ougb i hi Are In excellent condll Ion,

steel cars In the ubwa havi also demonstrated their S u

perlor strength iii a collision and together with the results

ol this fire the ubway sxp rience has thus Far demon trated

iine of steel bol h foi ti i ngl h ind i,,r Hi ep i con

i Ion 'i he BubWay Bre repi oduci d I he i ondil i found In a

furnace more nearlj than those of a wrecked train burnln
i he open air. No : ;umenl i ban this I nei

to direct attention to the very great advantages of steel In
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STEEL UNDERFRAME DROP BOTTOM GONDOLA
COAL CAR.

50 TONS CAPACITY.

Norfolk A Western Railway

In this journal in 1902. page 181, the 40-ton gondola coal car

for this road, designated as .lass GG, was illustrated. In 1901,

page 42. the 50-ton composite hopper coal car, class HG. was

presented. The n = w design by Mr. John A. Richer, me-

chanica) engineer of the road, is designated at class GI, illus-

trated herewith, is of 50 tons capacity with a steel underframe

distinction to the two designs previously mentioned, which

utilize the s..ie frames as trusses. The center sills are of 15-

in., 33-ll>. channels, reinforced al the center of the car for a

Length of IS ft. by 3 x 4 x y^-in. angles. These angles are

riveted to the inside faces of the channels at the top and bot-

tom, converting the channels into I beams at the central por-

tion of the car. In addition to these angles the center sills

have \i x 8 x 4 ft. in. cover plates between the drop doors

and 10 x 8-in. tie plates at the center of the car. The side:

sills are also 15-in., 33-lb. channels, reinforced with top and

bottom :: x 4 x ] --in. angles, through a distance of IS ft. at

the center of the car. The upper angles are inside of the

channels and the lower angles outside, as shown in the sec-

tional view. At the center of the car are diaphragms of plates

and angles reaching from the center to the side sills. These
are plate girders with two angles at the top and two at the

bottom. At each door opening are plate diaphragms between
the Sills with single angles at the top and bottom. Between
the drop doors and from the drop doors to the end sills 5x8
and 3x5 wooden floor stiffeners are employed, as shown in

the plan. The doors are double, with openings 4 ft. x 3 ft. 7

(ns. and closing against the lower faces of the side and center

Bills. The bolsters are of cast steel in two sections, riveted

to the center and side sills, with pockets provided for the floor

stiffeners to rest upon, as shown in one of the cross sec-

tional views. Cover plates % x 11% x 48 ins. are riveted to

the tops of the bolsters and to the center sills. The ends of

the bolsters have deep gussets, giving a substantial bearing

for riveting to the side sills. The ends of the side sills are

"''"^IT'yX,? '"''"*"* braced to the ends of the bolsters by % x 6-in. plates. The
end sills proper are of % x 15-in. plates, carrying on their

outer faces 5 x 3 x %-in. angles, upon which the wooden end
sills rest. The side stakes are 4 x 4-in. T's, 10.9 lbs. per ft.

This design embodies a very substantial underframe in a

car weighing 38.S00 lbs. The coal service on this road is very
severe, as the cars frequently make 5,000 miles a month, run-

ning on the Norfolk & Western lines, chiefly between the
piymgcup mines and tidewater. That this road is using composite con-
'" struction and steel underframes exclusively for new coal cars

is an argnment in favor of steel construction. The first car

constructed from these drawings was loaded with 117,1(10 lbs.

of coal, giving a deflection of 0.64 in. of the side sills and
0.76 in. of the center sills, measured at the center of the car.

These figures confirmed the calculated deflections almost ex-

actly. We are indebted to Mr. John A. Pilcher for the

drawings.

OPEN-TOP OBSERVATION CARS.

^, NORFOLK .v WESTERN OONDOLA CAB.

and relatively low (4-ft.) sides. The Bool Is Oat wiili I drop

doors. This n<;\ all} from the designs of

Mr. Seley prevton Ij mentioned. El baa fixed ends and lower

aid «« than the previous Hat bottom gondola i be ni
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'ibe new can carry the load entirel) by the UBderframi In

The Denver & Rio Grande Railroad Company is now build-

ing a number of open-top observation cars to be attached din-

ing the summer months to daylight trains running through
the Royal Gorge, Grand Canon of the Arkansas, Canon of the

Grand River and the Black Canon of the Gunnison. These
cars are of modern construction and have a seating capacity

lor seventy-two persons, low side:; bul no tops, being entirely

open, llins givinn a free and unobsl ructed view of Hie scenery

of Ibe Rocky Mountain These ears will lie completed and

placed in service June I of the present year.

i Usui i- mi Homes B5 Railroad Employees V. scheme to

encourage the ownei ihip ol land by the employees of the St.

i i. in Browville <\ Mexico Railroad has Jusl been put into

effect by which a land lyndicate will tell five or ten acres of

i .].. ii;- lie' inn ni Mi. I.., hi in employees at a fair price

an. i mi liberal terms. Water is supplied by the company and
the families or tin- emploj eei a 1 1 pi o

I
in

i sa i an em

killei ie- lervice, the land i.s to i»- deeded to in

tarn It boul i urthi r pa] ment I ca le an em

and !'••" e I be en Ice I be land company win
i I

in land ami Interest upon it at the

barged for. ii The plan Been to ha

at features, and M Ls hoped It win he an entire
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PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE WITH SUPERHEATER-ERIE
RAILROAD.

4— 6—2 (PACIFIC TYPE.) x

In order to cope with trains of increasing weight the Erie

Railroad has added to its locomotive equipment balanced com-

pound locomotives, one of which is illustrated in this number,

and also a very heavy and powerful 4—6—2 type locomotive

with Cole superheater. The latter locomotive, recently com-

pleted at the Schenectady Works of the American Locomotive

Company, has a total weight of 230,500 lbs. This engine has

a tractive effort of 30,000 lbs. and a superheater of unusually

large capacity, the heating surface of the superheater being

763.75 sq. ft., while the boiler heating surface is 3,321 sq. ft.

It is, perhaps, hardly fair to add these two heating surfaces

together, and say that the total heating surface is 4,084 sq. ft.,

but the figures added together give that amount, which is

larger than has ever before been provided in a locomotive

for passenger service, the largest boiler heating surface,

without a superheater, for passenger service being that of the

Pacific type locomotive of the Chicago & Alton, illustrated in

March., 1903, page 87, which had 4,078 sq. ft. It is believed

that the surface of the superheater is very much more ef

fective in increasing the boiler capacity than the same amount

of surface added to the boiler, therefore it may properly be

stated that this is the most powerful boiler ever given to a

passenger engine. The Erie Railroad has work for such an

engine to do, and the performance records will be watched

with the greatest interest. The superheater is of special in-

terest, and will be illustrated next month. This boiler has

20-ft. tubes, which are only 1 ft. shorter than those of the

Mallet compound of the Baltimore & Ohio, illustrated in .Tunc,

1904, page 237.

On April 24th engine No. 2512, which is exactly like the one

illustrated except that it is not equipped with a superheater,

made a remarkable run with a very heavy passenger train

from Jersey City to Port Jervis. The data for this run arc

uol yel completed, and will be referred to next month in con-

nection with the description of the superheater of locomotive

No. 2511.

The chief dimensions of the superheater locomotive are as

follows:
4—6—2 PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE—ERIE RAILROAD.

GENERAL DATA.
Gauge 4 ft. 8% ins.

Service Passenger.
Fuel Bituminous coal.

Tractive power 30,000 lbs.

Weight in working order 230,500 lbs.

Weight on driver-: 140.'""' It

at engine and tender In working ordei 393,500 lbs.

liase, driving 1" lf

33 ft. 8 ins.

Wheel base, engine and tender 65 ft. 1 in.

ll'ort

Tractive effort x diara. driv
i beating urlace

ileal i ii k surfai i

Tula] weight irl " ,;

CYI.l

'

Kind Simple,
Diameter and stroke 22 V, by 26 ins.

Piston rod, diameter
I ES.

Kind 12- in. piston.

Greatest travel ft ins.

Outside lap 1 in.

Inside clearance % in.

Lead in full gear line and line.

Lead at % stroke Vx in.

WHEELS
Driving, diameter over tires 74 Ins.

] iriving, thickness of tires 3% ins.

Driving journals, main, diameter and length- 9% by 12 ins.

Engine truck wheels, diameter....? 36 ins.

Engine truck, journals 6% by 12 ins.

Trailing truck wheels, diameter 50 ins.

Trailing trucks, journals 8 by 14 ins.

BOILER.
Style Straight top.
Working pressure 200 lbs.

Outside diameter of first ring 74% ins.

Firebox, length and width 108 by 75 ins.
Firebox plates, thickness % and % in.

Firebox, water space ? 4Va ins.

Tubes, number and outside diameter 195 2-in. ; 32 5-in.

Tubes, gauge and length No. 11, 20 ft.

Heating surface, tubes 3,119 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 202 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3,321 sq. ft.

Superheater heating surface 763 sq. ft.

Grate area 56.5 sq. ft.

Exhaust pipe Single.
Smokestock, diameter IS ins.

Smokestack, height above rail 15 ft. 214 ins.
Centre of boiler above rail 113 Vj ins.

TENDER.
diameter 33 ins.

Journals, diameter and length 5 Va by 10 ins.

opacity 8,500 gals.
Coal capacity ' 16 tons.

AIR-BRAKE ASSOCIATION.

At the twelfth annual convention, held in New Orleans April

II. this association gave its attention to a number of papers.

The first, on oil cups and air strainers, by C. H. Larimer, di-

stention to tlie necessity for improvement in the lubri-

cation of air pumps, which is becoming more important with

the iih nasi', I duly expected of these pumps. As a necessary

adjunct of the proper lubrication of the air cylinders, improved

strainers with larger air inlets were advocated.

Train pipe leakage was the subject of a report by Messrs.

H. J. Langen and \V C. Hunter. With the increase of the

weight of trains leakage has become a very serious matter and

because of leakage engineers have been known to shut off

steam at least a mile from the siding they were to enter in

order to avoid using the brake and prevent the brake stick-

ing and the train breaking in two. Experiments were de-

scribed for the purpose of showing the effect of train pipe

leakage. With a train of 55 cars a leakage reducing the pres-

sure 4 ' _. lbs. per minute was shown to be too great for suc-

bandling of trains on long grades. The committee

recommended eleven remedies, directed towards the improve-

ment of the situation, which is becoming serious.

In a paper on air hose Mr. Robert Burgess cited the case of

a railroad having 25.000 cars on which the cost of maintain-

ing hose for a year was $30,00u. this if capitalized at 5 per

cent., represented an investment of $600,000. The altention

of the association to this subject through Hie investigation of

a committee was recommended.

Mr. L. M. Carlton, in a paper on brake rigging design, stat?d

that the design of foundation brake rigging had become stan-

dardized along lines which while satisfactory in the days of

small cars, were not as satisfactory on heavier cars, particu-

lar attention being given to the harmonious action of the band

and air brakes. He not only advocated hand brakes whb h

would work in harmony with the air brake, but belipved that

I r hand brakes were wauled.

In the closing paper Mr. P. M. Nellis, secretary of the asso-

ciation, presented an important discussion on the unbraked

weight of cars. He strongly supported the method of making
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a predetermined allowance of 1,500 lbs. unbraked weight per

axle regardless of the weight of a ear, this being preferable

to an allowance of a certain percentage of the actual weight

of the car to be left unbraked. He supported this argument
by those recently made on an experimental train on the New
York. Ontario and Western Railroad, in which the cars varied

in weight from 46,000 to 103.000 lbs., the unusual variation

being provided for by the proper use of 10, 12. 14 and 16-in.

A GREAT IMPROVEMENT IN CAR LIGHTING.

APPLICATION i( llll. SEW MANTLE LAMP USING I'l\l

cylinder- M important question of basing

the braking upon ad of emergency application,

-liould reverse the usual way and gi.

mary a •• of the brake, because

bundl made to one emergency

Bxperlmen ahown that it is

illd iiai wheels In paf

eqnipn .Mar treatment of

freight liiakirii; >o a Jt

While important improvements have been made in the de-

vices for illuminating passenger cars during the past few
years, there is a d:mand from many quarters for more light

under economical conditions. The Pintsch Company has now
met this demand after two years of experimenting, and have
placed in service a lamp of special design, which brings into

use a mantle of unique and original

form or shape. This mantle is of an

inverted type, about 1 in. in diameter,

ami Is so arranged as to provide a

suitable jet. The lamps are illustrated

as applied to a Pullman sleeping car,

and the mantles used, which give a

soft, white light, are contained inside'

of Uus globes; the mantle and globe be-

ing so fixed together that they are

fastened to the lamp proper by means
of a screw socket as readily as an in-

candescent lamp can be put in place.

The results obtained can be appre-

ciated when it is understood that the

illumination given is 33 candles per

foot of Pintsch gas used, or an effi-

ciency of about three times that given

by the present standard Pintsch lamp
for the same consumption of gas. and
aitual service tests indicate that the

life of the mantle is at least three

months. The ease of renewing the

mantles, the absolutely smokeless flame
and the cleanliness insured- add to the

list of advantages -which should be
mentioned. The simplicity, efficiency

and economy of the Pintsch system are

retained in using this light, and in

here it is decided to adopt the

new light a very important saving

would be made, because the lighting

equipment as now used on the majority

of cars throughout the country is avail-

able, and only the small cost of renew-

amp fixtures is involved.

As the working parts of the lamp
are simple and compact, the orna-

features will not be limited

thereby, and as rhe illustration

the lamp can be made to

into Hi. decorative scheme of the car.

The further extension of supp
tions of the Pintsch Company during

year makes the gas available

in all parts of the United States

l .Mexico, and at places where
only a small supply is require!

policy of the company is to furnish

transport holders to be placed i

cars running to the gas plants for charging.

BALTIMORE & OHIO WATER SERVICE.
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satisfactorily, a purifying plant of 30,000 gals, capacity per

hour is to be installed. This plant will also furnish a supply

of water that will be carried to Versailles by gravity. At

Glenwood it is also necessary to use the river water, and a

purifying plant of about 100,000 gals, capacity per hour will

lie constructed. At Delmar, the Allegheny River water will

be piped to suitable storage tanks. The recent annual droughts

in this district have resulted in the river waters becoming

badly contaminated and polluted by the refuse from rnim-s,

mills and decaying of animal and vegetable matter, and this

has resulted not only in the scarcity of supply, but in a water

that is entirely unfit for locomotive purposes, and the conse-

quence has been an unlimited expense and delay in the hand-

ling and maintenance of power, and in the movement of traffic.

Where an ample supply of water is available, the best method

is to provide reservoirs of sufficient capacity to tide over dur-

ing the dry season and to supply water by gravity during the

entire year. At quite a number of places such a supply can-

not be provided, and in these cases it is necessary to make use

of the river waters, and treat them by a combined mechanical

and chemical process in order to eliminate the impurities and

acids, which attack the sheets and flues of locomotive boilers,

causing serious leakage and other interference wuh the move-

ment of the power. The making of these improvements in the

source of supply, and for the treatment of impure waters, will

relieve the conditions that have existed in this district ca ..

fall for some years past, and will enable the more prompt

movement of the traffic during the fall and winter season.

APPRENTICE EDUCATION-LONDON & SOUTHWEST-
ERN RAILWAY.

In March, 1903, Mr. D. Drummond. locomotive engineer of

the London & Southwestern Railway, instituted a plan (see

Americas Engineer, February, 1904, page fin for sending

apprentices, during working hours and at the expense of the

company, to the Battersea Polytechnic Institute for special

Minis s of instruction. This school is near the Nine Elms

shops of this road and the boys return to the shops from the

school. Mr, Sidney H. Wells, principal of the school, gives

the following account of experience with this plan:

•'This year, 87 apprentices are in attendance at classes, being

divided into three sets. A. B and C. Set A numbers 13 students.

and as they attended for a first year course last year, thej are

now taking a second year course as follows: Tuesdays, 8 to 9,

practical mathematics. Stage II ; Fridays, 8 to 10:30

and heat engines, lectures one hour followed by laboratory

class of i' L. hours. The work taken by this class last year

was first year applied mechanics and practical mathematics.

Set B numbers 2S, and attends on Mondays, 8 to 9, for prac-

tical mathematirs, and Wednesdays, 8 to 9.30, for applied me-

chanics. The majority of these also attended last year for the

same subjects in a more elementary stage. Set C numbers 46

students who attend this year for the first time. They take

elementary practical mathematics on Thursdays. 8 to 9, and

elementary applied mechanics on Saturdays, s to

"The apprentices attend the classes at the times stated in-

stead of going to the works from 6 a. m., and they return to

the works after leaving the classes. Their wages are paid

by the company as though present at the works from ti a. m.,

and the company also pays the class and examination fees.

Home wort is Bet regularly and is required to he done by all

the students.

' We are now nearing the end of our second year's work

with these classes, and we can only say that, in our opinion,

they are far in advance of evening classes with regard to punc-

tuality and regularity of attendance, performance of home
work, interest displayed, and in quantity and quality of work
got through. The company gives prizes to the students who
stand highest at the yearly examinations, and I believe it is

proposed to give the best students, after a three years' course

here, the opportunity of taking a higher or university course

at a day college with a view to taking an engineering degree.

"This experiment of early morning classes for apprentices

is, I believe, the first of its kind to be tried in this country,

and I think very great credit is due to the London & South-

western Railway and to Mr. Drummond for undertaking it;

if only that it shows the apprentices that the company is

really interested in their securing technical education, the

movement does immense service. There is no doubt that much
better work can be done in such classes than in evening classes,

where the apprentices are naturally physically tired after the

day's work."

IMPROVEMENTS IN SLEEPING CARS.

An improved sleeping car, brought out by the American

Palace Car Company, which has been operated in this country

for several years, merits serious attention by those who desire

to improve sleeping cars. For twenty years there has been

no permanent improvement in principle in the sleepers op-

erated on American railroads. The system of the American

Palace Car Company embodies all of the improvements and

improved facilities of the Pullman sleeping cars and the Pull-

man parlor cars contained in one car, which, in the daytime,

is provided with movable chairs, and at night' is made up

into berth sections, the chairs being stowed below the floor

in the spaces occupied by the berth sections when those sec-

tions are not in use; thus the earning capacity of two cars

is represented in the cost of construction of one. The con-

struction of the car permits of a thorough^ and complete sys-

tem of ventilation, which thus far has never been accomplished

in a Pullman car. In this improved car the upper berth offers

the same advantages of light, air and observation as that

provided in the lower berth, the upper berth, therefore, be-

coming a comfortable space instead of a disagreeable box.

The new car provides berth supports from below, leaving the

sicl of the car free for an extension of the windows of from

10 to 11' ins. above the top of the berth. The upper berths

are removed from the interior of the car during the daytime

and stowed with the lower berths in steel berth pockets under

the floor. In the daytime, instead of the fixed seats, half of

which face the rear, the passengers are all provided with

comfortable chairs, which may be moved about. Sections

may be made up in three minutes, and the lower berth is a

comfortable bed instead of a hard sofa. The car differs from

ordinary construction in extending the body below the floor

1> tween the trucks, in order to provide space for the berths

to collapse into during the daytime. This car is one which

should interest railway officials, because it possesses very de-

sirable improvements.

Waste Gas in Coking Coal.—In the coking of 1 ton of

coal there become available, and are only too frequently wasted,

about 2,500,000 British thermal units, sufficient to develop in

gas engines at least 206 effective h.p. hours. Thus, for every

11 lbs. of coal coked per hour 1 effective h.p. is available as

a by-product.

—

Mr. Mas R<>n< <
. Illinois Steel Works Scienti/ii

Cluh.

Consdmptioh hi India Rubber.—Rubber Importations into

the United Stales have grown from L0,000,000 lbs. in issi to

14,000,000 lbs. in 1904; the average value per lb. of the crude
rubber has advanced in this time from 43 cents to 70 cents,

and the total quantity imported in the crude state from 23,-

272,000 lbs to 61,890,000 lbs. Doubtless the extension of elec-

trical distribution has accounted for a large proportion of

this increase.

EiECTRicm on Steam Railroads. In a paper read before Hie
Western Railway Club Mr. Clement F. Street, commercial

r of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, pre-
sented .-i very large amount of data covering the cos! of operation
of electric and steam railroads, including valuable tables, from
which comparisons of costs may !» drawn. This is :i valuable
addition to the literature on the subject, and as the paper cannot
properly be pr nted in abstract, readers are advised to secure
copies of the paper itself from Mr. J. W. Taylor, (i.">S The Rook-
ery, Chicago. III.
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PLANER TYPE MILLING MACHINES.

It is surprising to find that this type of machine is not more

generally used in railroad shops when the advantages gained from

its use in manufacturing establishments are considered. In one

or two railroad shops machines of this type were found to be

lying idle for a considerable portion of the time, but an investiga-

tion showed that they had been built a number of years ago, and

both the strength of the machine and the driving power provided

were entirely inadequate for using the high-speed cutters. It was

almost pitiful to watch the slow feeds which it was necessary to

use in order to keep within the limits of the machine, and it is no

wonder thai they were unable to compete with the more modern

tools cf other types.

Modern machines of this type are designed to rigidly support

the cutters, and with plenty of power for operating the feed and

the cutter so that the rate of doing the work depends on the

strength of the cutter rather than on the machine. A large amount

of work usually done on pinners and shapers may be handled to

advantage on such a machine, and this is especially true for irreg-

ular shapes if there is a sufficient number of each kind to be ma-

chined to warrant making special gang cutters with which several

surfaces may be quickly and accurately machined at the same time.

II is important that the cutters be properly made and cared

for'. Too slow a feed will often injure them, as it is necessary

for the teeth to cut into the surface, and not skim or rub over it.

the first operation of milling several steel connecting rods on a

Becker-Brainard miller. Four surfaces are being milled at the

.same time. The peripheral speed of the largest cutter is 24 ft.

per minute, and the feed is 1% ins. per minute. The second op-

eration on these rods is shown in Fig. 4. A 10-in. cutter, 4 ins.

wide, is taking a cut its full width and 1 in. deep, and at the
.same time is taking a 2-in. side cut. The cutting speed is 24 ins.

per minute and the feed one in. per minute.

THE INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY CONGRESS.

The Congress to be held in Washington, D. C, May 3d-14th,

has arranged its program as follows: Wednesday, May 3d,

from 11 a. m. to 2 p. m., registration of members at the office

of the general secretary, New Willard Hotel. May 4th, 11

a. m., formal opening of the session in the banquet hall of the

New Willard Hotel. Election of officers.

The sections are to meet as follows: First section, at the

Ebbitt House; second section, at the New Willard Hotel, norm
end; third section, at the New Willard Hotel, south end;

fourth section, Raleigh Hotel; fifth Section, rooms of the In-

terstate Congress Commission, F street. Meetings of the

sections) will be held at 9:30 a. m. and 2 p. m., May 5th, 6th,

8th, 9th and 10th. At 9:30 a. m., May 11th. 12th and 13th,

additional meetings of the sections will be held, and at 2 p. m.
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VAUCLAIN 4-CYLIMDER BALANCED COMPOUND
RAILROAD.

ERIE

4 i 2 ATLANTIC TYPE.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have recently supplied two

very powerful 4-cylinder balanced compound passenger loco-

motives for the Erie Railroad, the purpose being to handle

600-ton trains with fast schedules on a crooked, hilly road.

Trains of this weight require more powerful locomotives than

those previously in service on this road, and the Baldwin

Works developed this design with 16 and 27 by 26-in. cylin-

ders, with 115,500 lbs. on driving wheels, or 28,875 lbs. per

wheel, and gave the boiler 3.657 sq. ft. of heating surface in

order to meet these requirements. The tractive power is 2S.000

lbs. This is the largest and most powerful locomotive of this

type thus far constructed. The reports of service up to date

are entirely satisfactory. The locomotive is illustrated by a

photograph, which shows the tender of 8,500 gals, capacity.

The leading dimensions of this engine are presented in the

following table:

VAUCLAIN BALANCED COMPOUND—ERIE RAILROAD.
4—4—2 Type.

Gauge 4 ft. 8*4 ins.

Cylinder 16 ins. and 27 ins. by 26 ins.

- Valve balanced piston
BOILER.

Tvpe wagon top

Total engine 30 ft 1 In.

Total engine and lender 5a ft. 10 ins.

On driving wheels 115,500 lbs.

On truck, front -17,500 lbs.

On trailing wheels 41.200 lbs.

Total engine 204,200 lbs.

Total engine and tender about 356,000 lbs.

Wheels, number 8
Wheels, diameter 33% Ins.

Journals 5% ins. by 10 ins.

Tank capacity 8.500 gallons water ; 12 tons coal

Service passenger

Automatic Couplers.—A paper by Mr. A. W. Gibbs, general

superintendent of motive power of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

on this subject, to be presented at the approaching convention of

the International Railway Congress at Washington, traces the

development of automatic couplers in this country, illustrates the

leading types and shows the influence of the safety appliance law

on the application of these devices. Throughout the report refer-

ences are given to articles and reports referring to couplers. This

paper is an exceedingly complete and important document upon

this subject.

Earliest Record of Superheating.—Superheating is by no

means a new thing. It was proposed by Joseph Hateley in

1768 (Specification of Patent No. S95 of 1768).—R. Neilson, in

Engineering Magazine.

POWERFUL BALANCED COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE—ERIE RAILROAD.

O W. Wildi.v Mechanical Superintendent. Baldwin Locomotive Works, Builders.

Material steel
Diameter 68 ins.
Thickness of sheets 11-16 in. and % in.
Working pressure 225 lbs.
Fuel soft coal
Staying radial

I IKK BOX.
Material steel
Length t 108% ins.
Width 72 Ins.
Depth, front 71% ins.

Depth, back 69 ins.

Thickness of sheets, sides % in.

Thicknep- f itu el . back % in.

Thickness of sheet -. crown % in.

Thickness of % in.

WATER SPACE
Front, sides and back 4 ins.

Material iron
Wire sauce No. 12

309
r

Length !'• :i

III.AII

Fire box. . . . ISO. 2 sq. ft.

3,422.x
Firebrick ml.'

• i 54 sq. ft.

72 Ins.
•

10 in t>j i'

, .9 Ins, by 12 Ins.

by 12 InB.

TRAII Pfl

8% Ins. by 12 Ins.

WKZEL BASS.
nririn* .7

;;
Rigid 10 f

Evening Classes, Grand Trunk Railway.—The forty-seventh

annual report of the Literary and Scientific Institute of the Grand

Trunk Railway shows an average attendance in the mechanical

drawing classes of 76, with other classes in proportion. The
attendance of the evening classes during the season was 3,358.

The classes for the study of locomotive models and air brake

sections numbered 750. The total membership in the institute

is 777. Members pay fees of one dollar per year and are entitled

to privileges of the library and p id ng room, the use of models,

and free admission to lc, imv. ami classes. It seems strange

that such a good work as this could have been conducted for

forty-seven years in Montreal without attracting more attention

on this side of the border line.

n
i

i. ii -i Umi \i ' Dollars in Pensions.—The

[cs oi the I' 1 nil ylvanla Railroad Pension Department,

compiled, show thai during the Ave years of its operation

pension allowai paid to the retired employes of

the coo i '! 1,087.69, The above expenditure

lep a i ment,

which Is also borne bj enpanj During the five

a retired a ti om active

luxe 00 have died I i total number

of 6G and 69 years, or whom
qu | i in. t he app

employing oil
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PRODUCTION IMPROVEMENTS.

Chicago Shops—Chicago & Northwestern Railway.

Fourteen bull rings, from 15 to 22 ins. in diameter, are com-

pleted in these shops in 8 hours on a stiff 28-in. Pond lathe,

purchased about three years ago. Sixty-four piston packing

rings, varying from 15V* to 22 ins. in diameter, are finished

on the same machine in S hours. This machine is used to

supply bull and packing rings for the entire road, and is also

available a large part of the time for other work.

To do this work an excellent expansible chuck and a four-

sided turret for the tool post have been developed under

the direction of Mr. Oscar Otto, general foreman. These

are shown in the accompanying photographs.

. The chuck itself is bolted to a flange carried on the lathe

spindle. The body of the chuck carries segments, or shoes,

which are adjustable radially by means of the cone shown

at the left in the first photograph. Various sizes of the

segmental pieces are provided for wide changes in diam-

eters of the bull rings. The tail stock center is moved up

against the spindle to illustrate the tools. At A are the cen-

tering rollers, used to center the packing rings before the

cone of the chuck is tightened up for cutting. At B are the

roughing tools for the outer surfaces of the rings. At C are

the roughing tools for the sides of the rings, and at D are

the tools for finishing both the sides and the cylinder wearing

surfaces, the wearing surfaces being finished with slight

grooves. The segmental pieces for holding two packing rings

at once are in the form of equalizers, pivoted at the center

in order to secure a satisfactory bearing on both rings at

once.

For holding castings and parts of irregular shape for drill-

ing and other processes, an ingenious device has been devel-

oped at these shops. The fourth photograph shows one of

them, used to hold driver brake cams in the drill press. The

device consists of a cast iron box, open at one end and at the

top. To make the chuck, the piece is laid in the box in a

horizontal position. The opening around the casting at the

top is filled with putty, and melted lead is poured in until the

box itself is full. When cool, the casting is removed, leaving

a seat or socket which fits it with sufficient accuracy, and into

TURNING PACKING RINGS AND llnlnlM. ODD-SHAPED CASTINGS- 111" VGO NOR! I IV. I SI l.ltx RAILWAY.

to the spindle at the left of the chuck after the bu 1 ring

is in place, and then the cone is brought to bear on

segments by means of the large nut. This holds the bull

ring firmly for a heavy cut, and when the work is doue

the large nut is slacked off. The segments are withdrawn

from contact with the bull ring by small springs within

the chuck, ami the tail stock is moved back. Then the

ring may be replaced by another. The first view shows

the chuck when ready for a ring. The second shows a ring

in place, and beside it arc the roughing and finishing tools.

removed from the turret in order to illustrate their con-

struction.

In the third view the chuck for packing rings is illus-

trated. These rings are cast separately and turned in pairs,

neither the bull rings or packing rings being finished in-

side. As the packing rings are limber, they are placed on

the chuck over cast iron supporting rings, which are ren-

dered flexible by a number of radial saw cuts shown in the

third photograph.. This view also shows the turret resting

which the part may be quickly placed. For drilling driver

brake cams four of these are placed against a long angle plate

on i he bed of a four-spindle drill made by Messrs. Foote.

Burt & Co., similar to the one shown on page 423 of this

journal in November, 1904. For convenience in photograph-

ing, the device is shown on an ordinary single spindle drill

press. The chuck with the cam in place is clamped to the

plate and the ram to the chuck, by a key which is quickly

driven and as easily removed.

This method of holding pieces of irregular shape is typical

of a number of applications used about these shops. It is

ingenious, inexpensive and very efficient. It is used effective-

ly, also, in connection with Gisholt lathes, and has wide

possibilities of application in railroad shops.

A Commentary on American Travelers.—At the stations of

the Santa Fe system last year $11,500 was received from chew-

ing gum slot machines, not counting sales on trains.
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PISTON VALVES BETWEEN FRAMES. DEVICE FOR SECURING HUB LINERS.

To the Editor:

On page 79 of your March number is illustrated what you

called the "novel and interesting" location of piston valves of

the new "Burlington" Prairie type locomotives. It does not

detract from the interest of this arrangement to say that it

is not novel. In your December number. 1S99. page 387. you

illustrated an exactly similar location of piston valves as

applied by Mr. George R. Henderson to 2—8— locomotives

of the Norfolk & Western Railway. Incidentally. Mr. Hen-

derson should be credited with the direct valve motion ar-

rangement of that consolidation engine, which was the prede-

cessor of the present rather general use of that form of mo-

tion for piston valve engines. Mr. Henderson's idea in placing

the piston valves between the bars of the frames is an excel-

lent one, and it ought to have been more generally copied.

A. B. C.

WHAT CAN A FIREMAN SAVE.

To the Editor:

Referring to the article on page 53 of your February number
under this heading and the comments of Mr. T. E. Adams on page

92 of the March number. I thoroughly agree with Mr. Adams. In

recent years we have been so busily oirupied in taking care of the

larger engines that we have to a serious extent neglected the train-

ing of the men. Rigid discipline is now and always will be neces-

sary to satisfactory operation, but the discipline must be built upon
a proper method of educating the men. During the heavy busi-

ness of the past few years we have I n obliged to put firemen

on freight engines after having only one week of training for this

work. This is not enough, and I for one am glad to have my atten-

tion drawn to a point we have been overlooking. I have arranged

to put into practice a system of promoting firemen from round-

house men and arranging to take bark into the roundhouse men
who have been working as extra firemen, when they are not needed

on the engines. In this way we can always have a supply of men
who are familiar with locomotives and men who have had con-

siderable experience about them. With our large engines we must
ore attention to the education of the men as well as their

on, and instead of being an expensive luxury, education is

becoming an absolute necessity. 1' has possibilities for improved

service and improvement in economy which not f us realize.

Better education of firemen is certainly one of the problems which
we must seriously attack and we cannot get at it too quickly.

St pei i n i end] nt Mom t: Power.

WALSCHAERT VALVE GEAR.

To the I

I have for a long time fell thai Walschaert's valve gear pos-

bich our railroads ought to appreciate, and
it. Ls with pleasure thai 1 have read your recent articles on this

subject.

One important point, however, you have missed. Those who
had the privilege of watching various locomotives running on the

St. Lot impn ed with the tremulous action

of the Stepbei on big engines. Due to weakness, the

motion haet gear on
the German and French engines ran with perfect smoothness. The
reason u- thai the Stephenson link rocks through a wide .-ingle, due

to the influence of the back up eccentric, and al the bi

end of the stroke the inclined position of the link bi

upon the lifter shaft and bangei Bj watching a valve

motion model through a complete revolution the rea

The Walschaert link does nol rotate as far and doi

i ufficiently Important to bring the

into our prai

it new in tin . ounl tv. 1 1 -

ceasfuly applied y Mia on Machine Worl
TaUntOI Work.- and lie- Mate he I,., Locomotive Woil.

I nam of the road ind the dat<

of application. These were almost al:

Where the OUtMd" I'M r V. a.- u ed he'.iM e ,,| . . .11 i i [• <l In

I

locomotives, and. furthermore, the large eccentrics of to-da

in 'ooi. 1 believe th

line the '.'intry.

To the Editor:

On page 103 oi the March numbei oi youi valuable journal, I

notice an article on driving wheel hub liners, and lake the

of enclosing a blue print showing our thod of applying thesi

liners. We drill right through the hub. and put the liner on with

ti %-in. turned bolts, (in s-wheel engines, where the distance from
the outside ft f the wl 1 bub to the inside of the side rods

will permit, we put nuts on the bolts, but where the clearance will

not permit of nuts being used we countersink the holes slightlj on

the outside of the huh. ami rivet the bolts Hush with the huh. We

find this a very solid fastening and very easily removed whi

pairs are made. In your illustration of the Boston iV Maine method

you show the countersunk head of the screw flush with the Eace

of the hub liner. We have never been able to run copper or

wrought iron screws flush with the face of the liner, as we find

that they cut grooves into the face of the driving boxes. We al-

ways lit the head in U or 3-16 in. below the Eace of the liner to

prevent cutting the faces of driving box.

.1. .1. Conoixt, Supt. M. P. & M..

Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Railway.

THE COLLEGE MAN AND THE MOTIVE POWER
DEPARTMENT.

To the Editor:

I have read with interest the editorials and communications

which have appeared from time to time in your valuable journal

concerning the special apprentice and the college man in the motive

power department and believe that one of the mosl important

phases of the question has been overlooked. After graduating from

college I pui in sis years in the motive power department as shop

apprentice, draftsman, chief draftsman and mechanical en

gii r and then had to have the service because the salary re-

ceived was nol large ei gh to properlj provide for the needs of

my family. TI sperience gained during that time is, however.

invaluable to me After the lirst year and a half in the service I

managed to make a living out of it. and that is all the average pro-

fessional man run ex] 1 to do until after he is thirty years of

age. if the men above me had 1 d better paid thej would doI

Dave left the Service and I would nol have had responsibilities

thrust upon me thai taxed my capacity to the iitlertnost and did

much to make a man of me. What oiler held offers as wide an

experience as does the motive power department'.' Briefly it in

eludes problems in locomotive, car, roundhouse and shop design.

construction, operation and maintenance, and as these bring one

in touch with the other departments of the railroad, a few years

spent in this work is a liberal education in itself.

I wou I
idvise young college men to enter th.. mechani-

,ii, department ol our railroads. Begin in the hop, don't be

afraid of either work or dirt, keep your eyes open, take at least

one good ra ilrond ispei il closely, semi in a

m.i article oi communication to il occasionally, join the nearest

i hi and attend il meetings whenever possible, and if you

th thi ubjeel undei di cu ion i v . ometbing, but

Ity t hat count on such

Gel acquainted and lei i pie know you are alive, if

ill he I W itll V o III |U "'.peels yoll

-I and i lie at quaint-

icrnti tion can bi obi i Ined

with om i Inrgi concern « ho n u I md handle

" lid ore I liai th rail

load v ho are ill a ;
I it in

|
BI ' le ii thl

power department, and when thui
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time comes young men will not have to look elsewhere for good

positions. In the meantime this department at least offers a won-

derful field to the ambitious college man who is anxious to gain a

broad mechanical experience in a short time.

M. N. O.

WATER SOFTENING.

To the Editor:

The writer has noted the comments of Mr. A. McGill in a letter

to your paper in March, page 92, in which it is directly or indi-

rectly claimed that the system of tests mentioned in the series of

articles on water softening is too delicate and entirely beyond

any one but an expert, that such tests an- unnecessary, that badly

fluctuating water should not be used, that the soap test is most

inaccurate, and that "there are elegant and accurate modes of do-

ing what it (the soap test) proposed to do."

It is difficult to see the connection between a watch and water

treatment, but if the illustration must be used it suffices to say that

all that is demanded of the workman is that he wind the watch. It

is expressly stated in the general article that the attendant is not

held responsible in any way for the- quality of the treated water.

He does not have to make any repairs or do1 any thinking about

charges or changes in charges. By referring to page 37 in the

March number, it will be noted that the writer admits that the

system of control may appear at first glance to be "intricate, diffi-

cult to follow and costly in operation." But the reverse of this

is the case. Its workings have been smooth and accurate and

undoubtedly excellent results have been obtained. The system
is all but automatic in its operation. Mr. McGill has entirely

missed one vital point, and that is that the scheme of analysis and

control objected to is not a proposed one, but is one which in part

has been in service for a year and a half and in full in its present

shape for nine months. The tests arc being made every day with

great precision and success by common labor; some of the men
can do little more than read and write, and not one has any theo-

retical knowledge whatever of chemistry. The tests are so simple

that a child could make them and make them so accurately after

a short experience that it would be hard for an expert chemist

to surpass them. The time taken for a complete sel of tests is from
10 to 25 minutes once or twice > day. and the danger of confus-

ing tests or chemicals is entirely negligible. It may be repeated

that these tests are Dot theor] but practice, they have been work-

ing absolutely satisfactorily for nine months, despite the fact that

during that time there have been at some of the softeners six or

seven different attendants. In the light of such facts, the state-

ments that these tests are beyond the ordinary workman are en-

tirely incorrect.

It is impossible to satisfactorily treat river waters in a com-
mercially active hilly country, such as is the neighborhood of Pitts-

burgh, without tests at the point of treatment. The waters in the

rivers are continually changing, every rain effects them and everj

dry spell, not to speak of the pollution, which fluctuates but is al-

ways present. It is possible to treat stationary well water with-

out local testing, but even there results could be improved if local

tests were made. Mr. Mel ', ill states: "It may be well to seud daily

samples to some central laboratory in order that we may be sure'

that everything is going properly.'' That is taken care of in the

scheme outlined in the geueral article; but how can results be

satisfactory if proper charges are not made, and how can proper

charges be made if proper tests are not made and made in time to

effect the treatment? To show the variation, the following list of

consecutive charges of soda during the last three weeks of Decem-
ber, 1904. at I t, is given, every charge treated the same
amount of water: 217. 276, 331, 325, 312, 305, 299, 397, 324, 294.

s 258, 366, .106, 354, 348, 242, 210, 210, 30, 39, 36, i:..

15, 39, 39, 54 pounds. Surely it is not claimed that such waters
could be treated by long distance testing.

On railroads water is required at certain fixed points and con-
sequently the best available supply at the point must be used. The
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad Company have spent large sums

aej in investigating the available sour< i supply
and have considered wells, long pipe lines, river water, etc., and
have, it is dless to say, decided on what is, in their opinion.

the right water, which of course, is very largely a matter of dol-

nd cents, not the initial but the ultimate cost. If a good
water is available it should by all means be used, but if no good
water is available ihen the best of the bad ones, no matter how
fluctuating, must of necessity be made to answer. The next step
is the installation of a good softener and a proper system of local
testing.

The much beligned soap test ; the writer admits that he ap-

proached this subject two years ago with some of the general prej-

udice against it. He was fully aware of the adverse opinion of

most of the men referred to by Mr. McGill, and it was only after

exhaustive tests, both on the soap and other schemes, that the

others were rejected and the soap test adhered to. As mentioned

in the regular article, every means is taken to keep conditions uni-

form, every equipment, even to the bottles, is identical, chemical

solutions are almost automatically kept standardized and every

man makes his tests in identically the same way. Attention is

directed to the comments on the soap test which appeared on page
138 of the April number ; the data there given speak for them
selves, the number of samples is large enough to show that the

agreement is not accidental. Again, the argument of actual use

may be used, the soap test along with the other two has given, un-

der trying conditions, most satisfactory results, and consequently

the error cannot be great. It is of course a somewhat startling

assertion to make, in the face of such authorities quoted by Mr.
McGill. that the soap test is reliable, but such a claim is here

made in so far as it relates to use in water softening, at least on

waters in the vicinity of Pittsburgh. This explanation for the

supposed inaccuracy of the soap test is advanced, that the rea-

son the result by soap test disagrees with that by full analysis

is that the full analyses have heretofore incorrectly stated the

conditions existing in the water, the apportionment of calcium,

magnesium, etc., to carbonates, sulphates, chlorides, etc., being

on an incorrect basis. The writer has no hesitation in claiming

that, if a certain sample of any natural water of this vicinity,

except perhaps an acid one. was independently, tested for hardness

by the soap test by the 10 water softener attendants on the Pitts-

burgh & Lake Erie Railroad, who are just ordinary untrained men
or boys, the results would be the same to within one part per

100.000. and that not one of them would vary by as much as two
parts per 100.000 from the hardness obtained from the complete

analysis as made by the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory, and also

that if this water were above 25 or 30 deg. of hardness it would
be impossible to get results as close from any 10 laboratories in

the country, or even half that number. It. then, laboratories dis-

agree, why should not a test which gives uniformly consistent

results be used. The disagreement among chemists on water
analysis is proverbial. Disagreements could be listed without num-
ber, those below are simply taken as a sample, they are from a

paper read before the Engineers' Society of Western Pennsyl-
vania. December, 1903, by Mr. J. O. Handy (the initials P. T. L.

stand for Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory) :

Parts per 100,000.

Bloomington. Joliet.

P. T. L. H-t. P. T. L. H-t.

Carbonate of lime 29.15 3.66 28.29 3.30
Carbonate of magnesia 3.47 16.32 3.44 24.96
Sulphate of lime 1.65 19.75 7.58 42.70
Sulphate of magnesia 16.36 .... 34.71 ....
Sulphate of soda .... 1.12 ....
Chloride of soda 3.14 2.93 14.85 13.99
Carbonate of soda 1.97 5.60 1.06 6.73

Substitute for the soap test. There is not a test for hardness

published which anywhere approaches for simplicity the soap test

or which could be made with precision by common labor, and there-

fore if it is admitted that 1*18 at the plants are necessary then

the soap test cannot be superseded. The test which has been re-

ceived with the greatest favor is known by the name of the "soda

reagent" test, and some able papers have been read by Mr. McGill

lief,, re the Society of Chemical Industry, Canadian Section, pub-

lished in their journal for April 15 and May 31, 1004, and an

elaborate S3'stem of treating based thereon, read before the Ameri-
in IJ.iil, i. Engineers & Maintenance of Way Association, pub-

lished in bulletin No. 55, September, 1904. As this is the system

which Mr. McGill so strongly advocates elsewhere, it is perhaps

fair to assume that it is one of those to which he refers as "an ele-

gant and accurate mode ." A perusal of these papers re-

ferred to will but accentuate the simplicity and relative accuracy

of the system in use on the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad.

Tic accuracy of the soda reagent method may be judged from

He following extract from Mr. McGill's papers referred to.

Journal, May 31. (The unit used by Mr. McGill is parts of lime.

<'a(>. per million, the standard used on the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie

and used throughout the series of articles on water softening is

parts of calcium carbonate, CaCOj, per 100,000, each one unit

of the latter is equal to 5.G units used by Mr. McGill.) "The pre-

cipitation of lime and magnesia in these operations is so close that

the filtrates give but very faint reactions for these bases when
tested, under most rigorous conditions, by oxalate and phosphate,
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provided that the filtrates in question are perfectly clear. Never-

theless an experience, based upon many hundreds of tests, convinces

me that an error which may amount to 50 parts per million (i.

units P. ft L. E. i invariably occurs in this method of as-

say. The whole of the sources of this constantly occurring error

are not known, but the following list comprises the most im-

portant :
—

** and then follow the five errors referred to, any one of

which, except the first, is enough to condemn the method. There

is also a proposed arbitrary addition of 25 parts per million > 4.4'>

1'. ft L. E. units i to take care of three of the errors, the fifth

error, turbidity of the filtrate, is varying and uncertain. Then

follows a table showing the relation between the hardness as ob-

tained by full analysis and that obtained by the soda reagent, the

first 19 items of which table are reproduced below, with the ad-

dition of the last column at the right hand side to reduce the error

to the same units as are used in the article on water softening in

this journal.

Parts per 1,000,000, Calcium Oxide.
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90-INCH DRIVING WHEEL LATHE.

Th6 Pere Marquette Railroad has just installed a Niles new
standard 90-in. driving wheel lathe in their shops which is

designed to take two cuts y2 in- deep with a 3-32-ih. feed, at a

cutting speed of 20 ft. per minute, thus removing about 350

lbs. of metal per hour. It has a capacity between face plates

of from 6% to 9 ft. and swings 91 ins. over the bed. The

speeds are arranged for turn-

ing wheels from 50 to 84 ins.

in diameter, and the wheels are

taken in or out of the machine

without changing the position

of the carriages, it being only

necessary to move the tailstock

sufficiently to the rear to with-

draw the crank pins from the

openings in the face plate?.

One man can easily move the

tailstock by means of the

ratchet and lever, but if desired

a 3-h.p. motor may be fur-

nished for this purpose. A
30-h.p. General Electric motor

with a speed range of from 400

to Sun r.p.m. is used for the

main drive. The quartering

attachments are each driven

through Morse silent chain by

a 3'j-h.p. motor with a speed

range of from 9S0 to 1.275

r.p.m.

Each face plate is equipped

with four of the new patented

chuck driver dogs. These drive

through "sure-grip" tool steel

jaws engaging at the outer rim

of the tread and entirely elim-

inate all chatter. The arrangement of these driver dogs, to-

gether with the ready means of moving the tailstock, and
the clear space in front of the carriages (back of the bed)

make it possible to largely reduce the time necessary in chang-

the front of the bed and makes 4 vibrations to 1 revolution of

the work, in this way dividing the feed of tool into the work,

and making .l more nearly a continuous feed. The feeds are

1-24 in. to V4,
' in. per revolution of the work, each increase

of one notch on the ratchet is equal to 1-24 in. If desired, the

machine may be equipped with adjustable carriages, fitted to

the bed at the rear, which support two separate journal turn-

ing tool rests.

EtEAB VIEW OF DRIVING WHEEL LATHE,

\ i I \i HMENT.

ing from finished to new work. The driver dogs are attached

to the face plates and therefore it is only necessary that the

bolts and clamps be moved. In many instances it has been

[ound possible to drive without the us< of the clamps and

bolts. The tool rests arc of a new design, arranged to reai b

forward to the minimum diameter of the work. The base is

arranged to swivel as usual. The rocker shaft is arranged at

KILES 90 INCH DRIVING WHEEL LATHE— PERE MARQUETTE RAILROAD.

CHANGES LN DRILLING MACHINE DESIGN.

Less than two years ago a certain railroad changed several

upright drills, which were giving satisfactory results using

carbon steel drills, from belt to motor drives. At that time

high-speed drills were in an experimental stage, and in order

to provide for using them, in event of their proving satis-

factory, the motors selected were at least 50 per cent, larger

than required with the use of carbon steel drills, the spindle

speeds were increased considerably, and the motor brackets

were mad? of very heavy design, thus affording a strong back

brace for the column and stiffening it against vibration. As

the high speed drills came into use it was found that the

feeds eould not lie used to advantage because of the

slipping of the feed belts, thus emphasizing the need of a more
ml feed and suggesting the use of a positive feed

mechanism. The higher spindle speeds were found to be too

low, and the lower ones were seldom used, if at all. In spite

of the heavy bracing, there was considerable vibration when
gh speeds and coarser feeds were used, and, although

machines were probably as strong as any other standard

machine of their size, it was found necessary to humor them
considerably on the heavier work.

To overcome defects of this kind, machine tool builders

have bad to make some radical changes in their standard de-

signs. Columns are being made larger, and in some cases are

being strengthened by substantial back braces; coarser feeds

and higher spindle speeds and more of them are being pro-

vlded. In one of the most recent designs the swinging table

is done away with, and a compound table very similar to that

on an ordinary shaper is used. It is thus possible to support

it very rigidly and to make the column of a heavy box form

Another recent design has six positive feeds, ranging from

006 i" 039 in per revolution of the spindle, and change trom

one feed to another may be made inslantly. The heavier duty,

caused by the use of the new steels, wore the journals on the

QUARTERING
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old machines quite rapidly, and it has been found necessary

to provide larger ones, to use longer bearings and to strengthen

the gearing.

Some of the recent motor applications to upright drills

are open to considerable criticism; as a rule, the motor appli-

cations to these machines are not as good as those to other

classes of machine tools. Possibly the purchaser is to some

extent responsible for this condition. The sizes and ranges

of speed of different makes of motors of the same capacity

vary so much that the special braikets are a considerable

item of expense to the builder, and as the nature of the ma-

chine is such that belts can be used, it is cheaper to thus

connect the motor to the driving shaft. We even find that

in some cases two belts are used in order to make use of

tight and loose pulleys. While the first cost of a machine

driven in this way may be less, the cost of the maintenance

of the. belts and the loss of power by this means of transmis-

sion will in time offset this saving. There is no reason why
the motor cannot be mounted on a substantial bracket and be

connected to the driving shaft, either by spur gears or a

silent chain, thus making a positive drive.

If high-speed drills have shown up defects in the design of

upright drills, they have made even greater trouble for the

builders of radial drills. The coarser feeds have greatly in-

front end of the boiler is carried on two segmental slides,

one of which is shown in the photograph.

Of necessity, the Walschaerl valve gear was used on these ec-

gines, and this is important in estimating the value of the

Walschaert gear for standard-gauge locomotives. In this case

inside gear could not possibly be used because of insufficient

room. In standard-gauge locomotives there is sufficient room

for the gear itself, but not sufficient space for its proper care.

These little engines are giving excellent results, as shown

in reports of service, showing great, economy of fuel and

greater hauling power than any engines previously used on

the island. If Mallet compounds will operate satisfactorily

in charge of Porto Rican negroes, why should we not obtain

the advantages offered by this type of construction with our

enlightened people and methods?

A list of dimensions follows:

MALLET COMPOUNDS FOE POBTO RICO

Gauge 3 ft. 3% ins.

Cylinder 12% in and 19 in bj 20 in

Valves ba

Type straighl

Diameter
Thickness of sheets 9-16 in

Working pressure • 200 II.

Fuel sofl

Sta ll'li ll

Mm.mi Compound Locomotot fob Porto Rico

—

Baldwin Locomotive Wobks, Builder

: liie upward thrust on the arm, and this and the in-

creased twisting action, due to the saddle being on one side,

have made it necessary to very greatly increase the strength

of the entire machine. It is an interesting study to sei

the various builders are strengthening the parts without in-

creasing the weight of the machine to such an extent as lo

make it unwieldy. The columns are being madi mil b strong-

er and more rigid. The arms are being deslgni I a call

beams of uniform strength, with the metal distributed

e advantage, thus greatly strengthening them and

in ma:. nsiderably improving their appearance from

an engineerii a- a rule, positive feeds an

vlded, and ih motor applications an- much better than

io upright drills.

MALLET COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES, AMERICAN
RAILROAD, PORTO RICO.

Pour of thi bj : lie Baldv in Locomol n e

Works, iiav<- iron' under partii ng con

Th<- road Is cro

hi i per cent., and the I

aixiiii 500 tons each. Compounds were de Ired because of the

ost of fuel, and the character ol the

would not perm i I ol blghlj concentrated load The e condl

type yel the decision to u i

with misgivings, because only pal

ih<- highest grade <>r laboi It available for eltbei

'ion <<r maintenance
Tii- t i

1 b the three li ading ;ixi<-

i truck wiii tntlal hinged

to tbi

/ Box.

Material : steel

Length 95 15-lci in-.

Width 21

Depth, from r.i In

Depth, back 49 inr.

i ::'.. ins.
Sidi 21

Back 2'i ins.

ruin

I

i ion
Win 'it- ... No I

'_•

Number ins
I Hi iti r

Length
. 15 fl

Heating faa
I'M' I" X I [.ft,

I
"I" 1,261 q '

'I'' ''il 1,857 .| it

18

Drlvb Wh
I itai if o

id' .1,
Journals ,; n ... by 7 in>.

Di ''• ""'.. '." b group ' '.hi
.'

Total e

42 ft. In

,

...
. 106,6

aboul L66,

s

in

,
,,, I

PIU/.I I 'ompi nn.. i i, i,i, iiin . Com
' Inn fur I" I.,

'!< "i 1
1"- mi .' lure ol

building •
"ii i

'
n. i Ion. Inf ntlon muy be obi

Brondv ni
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BELTING.

The following notes are abstracted from a set of belting in-

structions compiled by Mr. F. M. Whyte, general mechanical

engineer of the New York Central Lines, and issued for use

in the shops by Mr. R. T. Shea. The time that machines are

out of service due to belts being repaired or replaced is the

largest item of expense in the cost of belting and its main-

tenance, and this is especially true if several machines must

be stopped while one belt is being repaired. The most import-

ant consideration therefore in making up tables and rules for

the use and care of belting is to secure a minimum of inter-

ruption to machine operation from this source.

It is desirable to locate the machinery so that the belts

shall run off from each shaft in opposite directions, as this ar-

rangement will relieve the bearings from the increased fric-

tion that would result were the belts all to pull the same way.

Two shafts connected by a belt should never, if possible to

avoid it, be placed one directly over the other, as in such a

case the belt must be kept very tight to do the work. It is

desirable that the angle of the belt with the floor should not

exceed 45 deg. If possible the machinery should be so placed

that the direction of the belt motion shall be from the top of

the driving to the top of the driven pulley. The faces of pul-

leys should be about 25 per cent, wider than their belts. When
practicable, belts should be tightened by moving one pulley

away from the other.

The ability of a belt to transmit power depends upon the

tension under which it is run, the degree of friction between

the belt and the pulley, the complete contact of the belt with

the pulley, the speed of the belt, and the arc of the pulley in

contact with the belt. The tensile strength of single, ordinary

tanned leather belting is about 4.000 lbs. per sq. in. The work-

ing strain should not exceed 10 per cent, of its tensile strength.

The average leather belt will not transmit a force equal to its

strength, for the reason that it will slip on its pulley before

it will break.

As the friction of leather on leather is five times as great as

that of leather on iron, the adhesion between the belt and the

pulley can be greatly increased by covering the pulley with

leather. The belt is thus capable of doing more work for a

given width; the belt tension can be lessened to get the neces-

sary friction, thus adding to the life of the belt; and unneces-

sary wear of the belt and a wasteful loss of power due to its

slipping on the pulley are prevented. The strain to be al-

lowed for all widths of belting—single, light double and heavy

double—is in direct proportion to the thickness of the belt,

firmness of the leather being the same in all cases. Avoid

running belts too tight, as great tension shortens the life of the

belt, occasions a waste of power and causes great inconven-

ience from hot boxes, broken pulleys and "sprung" shafting.

Belts, like gears, have a pitch line, or a circumference of uni-

form motion. This circumference is within the thickness of

the belt, and must be considered if pulleys vary greatly in

diameter and a required speed be necessary.

are more satisfactory made narrow and thick, rather

than wide and thin. Thin belts should not be run at a high

speed or wide belts be made thin. Such almost invariably

run in waves on the slack side, or travel from side to side of

the pulley, especially if the load changes suddenly. This
waving and snapping wears the belts very fast; it is greatly

i d by the use of a suitable thickness in the belts. For

en filled with some good
waterproof dressing are preferable to "dry" belts, for if not so

filled they soon will be. with lubricating oil and water, a com-
bination thai will ruin any belt. RubbPr belts should be used
in places exposed to the weather, as they do not absorb
moisture, nor so readily stretch or decay as leather belts un-

der like circumstances, A new belt should be made straight,

and if so made will run absolutely straight if the pulleys are

in line. Slots punched in the center of a belt allow a

for the air to escape between Hie belt and the pulley, and
it "air cushion": this is of a particular advantage in all

belts running at high speed.

It is safe and advisable to use a double belt on a pulley

12 ins. in diameter, or larger. Light double belting runs stead-

ily, with a minimum of "snap" or vibration, and does not

twist out of place like single belting. It is successfully used

for counter belts where shifters are used and where the work

is not sufficiently hard to demand a heavy double belt; it is

especially adapted for use on cone or flange pulleys, as it will

keep its place and is less liable to turn over, and at the same

time is pliable enough to hug the pulleys like a single beu.

Double belting, light or heavy, is not recommended for twist

belts at high speed, nor for wood work where belts are ex-

posed to a large amount of chips or shavings, nor for places

where much oil or water are liable to get on it.

As a means of making necessary alterations in the length

of a belt the laced joint is recommended. To lace a belt, cut

the ends perfectly true with the aid of a tri-square. Punch
the holes exactly opposite each other in the two ends. The
grain (hair) side of belt should be run next to the pulley, and

the belt should run off, not on to the laps. For belts 1 in. to

2 1
, ins. wide use %-in. lacing; 2% ins. to 4% ins. wide, use

5-16-in. lacing; 5 ins. to 12 ins. wide, use %-in. lacing. For

wider belts use wider lacing. Avoid thick lacing. In punch-

ing a belt for the lacing, it is desirable to use an oval punch,

the longer diameter of the punch being parallel with the belt,

so as to cut off as little of the leather as possible. There

should be in each end of the belt two rows of holes staggered.

Holes should be as small as possible. Recommended number
of holes jn the belt end for various widths are as follows:

The edge of any hole should not come nearer to side of the

belt than % in., nor nearer the end than % in. The second

row should be at least 1% ins. from the end of the belt. On
wide belts these distances should be even a little greater.

Begin to lace in the center of belt, and take much care to keep

the ends exactly in line, and to lace both the sides with equal

tightness. The lacing should not be crossed on the side of

the belt that runs next to the pulley.

Belts and pulleys should be kept clean and free from ac-

cumulations of dust and grease, and particularly lubricating

oils, some of which permanently injure the leather. They
should be well protected against water, and even moisture, un-

less especially waterproofed. Resin should not be used to pre-

vent belts from slipping. If a belt slips see first that the pul-

ley is not dirty. Clean all the dirt from it and from the belt

;

rub the pulley surface of the belt with a dressing composed of 2

parts of tallow and 1 part of fish oil, rendered and allowed to

cool before using. This will soften a belt and also preserve

it. and it will not build up on the pulley and cause the belt

to run to one side. If the belt then slips it is overloaded, and
the remedy lies in a leather-covered pulley, a wider belt or a

larger pulley.

PORTABLE PIPE CUTTING AND THREADING
MACHINE.

A hand die stock with its long handles is not satisfactory

where it is necessary to thread several pieces of pipe at a

time or for threading the larger sizes of pipe; for instance,

three or four men are required to thread a piece of 4-in. pipe.

It is often desirable to have a portable machine which may be

d either by power or by hand, and with which one

man can easily thread the larger sizes of pipe. The machine
shown in the accompanying illustrations is intended for use

where it will not pay to install an expensive power machine
which will have to he permanently located at one point and
have all the pipe brought to it. It is portable, but by the addi-

tion of a cast iron base and the necessary gearing and counter-

shafting it may be operated by power If equipped for

power, it may readily be taken off its base and used on outside

work as a hand machine. Fig. 2 shows one of these machines
driven by a Crocker-Wheeler Company 2 L motor, which lias a

speed variation of 2 to 1 by means of field control.
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The machine consists of a die-carrying gear supported and

surrounded by a shell, and driven by a small pinion imbedded

in the side of the shell. The pipe is placed in the vise at the

rear of the machine, with the end to be threaded against the

back of the dies. The die carrying gear is then revolved bj

means of a crank on the end of the pinion shaft and is drawn

into the shell against the end of the pipe. The dies open and

are adjustable. When the thread is cut they can be opened

and the pipe taken out without stopping the machine or run-

ning it back. In cutting off the pipe the large gear is shovec"

back in the shell, and is held by a stop, which allows it to

rotate, but prevents longitudinal motion. A blade cutter is

then inserted in the gear and is automatically fed against the

work.

If it is necessary to cut a thread on the exposed end of the

pipe, the machine can be slipped on the end and the thread

recommend using a return speed of 200 ft. per minute under
certain conditions, and claim that their machines no - be suc-

cessfully and economically operated thus. One of these recom-

m Qds 200 ft. per minute for 24-inch planers and 80 ft. per

minute for 120-inch machines, the speed varying proportion

ately for intermediate sizes. The other recommends a return

speed of 200 ft. per minute when the cutting speed does not

exceed 65 ft. per minute, and 150 ft. per minute with higher

cutting speeds, and claims that this is entirely practical, and

can be done without shock or jar at the reversal. This ma-
chine is so arranged that a high or low return speed may be

obtained by simply raising or lowering a latch. This is the

only planer which provides for a variation in the speed of the

return stroke independently of the speed of the cutting stroke

if we except those driven by the reversible motor drive de-

scribed on page 31 of our January journal, which may be

arranged to provide a variable return speed entirely inde-

pendent of the cutting speed. The advisability of providing

1'ORTABI.E l'IPE THREADER AND CUTTER MOTOR DRIVEN PIPE THREADER AND CUTTER.

rut without disconnecting it. Because of the large gear re-

duction, one man can easily cut a thread on any size of pipe

which the machine will handle. The dies may be sharpened by

grinding without drawing the temper. The shells are ad-

justable for wear. This machine is known as the Forbes' pat-

ent die stock, and is made by The Curtis & Curtis Company of

Bridgeport, Conn., in sizes to thread pipe between V4 and

14 ins. in diameter. Its small size permits it to be used in

aed spaces.

PLANER PRACTICE.

That the manufacturers of planers have not been behind

in improving their machines in accordance with the recent

marked advance in machine shop practice is shown -by the

improvements which have been made during the past year or

two. The aim has been to strengthen them to take the heavy

nits with the high-speed steels, to make the operation more

convenient in order to save as much of the operator's time as

possible, and to Improve the driving mechanism and provide

for higher cutting and return speeds, and In some cases a

variable cutting speed with a constant return speed. Because

ol m and the weight of t lie d

all} eel those revolving at a high speed, the

probli n ficull one, Thai 11 hai been success

fully solve.i i bai the tool

can no longer boaal thai machines of this type cannol bi made

to work to the limit of th«- high

Th<- r-tiirn stroke of the- planer i unproductive, and the

Ideal condition would, of - eliminate II entirely In

»f time. Tie- return peed recommended by the diffei

akers vary from 60 ft. pel the larger size- ma
f pet minute foi the malli i one Th

however, a difference of opinion * to the

imum I
which It is advisable to use Severs

than i"' 1 it per m
: pofl ei - on

higher

for .more than one rate of return speed except in a case such

as cited above is very questionable.

The cutting speed depends on the tool steel, the material and

the nature of the work being machined and the size of the

planer, for it is, of course, not advisable to operate the very

large ones at a high rate of speed. In general, a roughing

cut of 50 ft. per minute on cast iron is about all the tool steels

will stand in planer practice. Certain grades of cast iron are

being machined successfully at 70 ft. per minute, and tests

have been made at. much higher speeds, but it is believed that

between 50 and 60 ft. per minute is as high as can successfully

be a ed in general practice; in fact, it is higher than that

usually n commended. A soft steel may be cut at higher

speeds, but it is doubtful If a cutting speed higher than from

60 to 75 ft. per minute can he used to advantage on this

of work. The genera] opinion seems id be that finishing

cuts should be taken al lo\* i speeds, depending upon the ac-

curacy required.

Variable cutting speeds are furnished by means of change

speed boxes, variable speed i hafts and variable

peed motors. II Is, of course, desirable to keep the return

on tant, and thai tb changes In speed be made with

the leasl possible loss of time. Two or three changes of speed

arc tl thai the ordinal'] planet operator can use to aclvan

tage. Under th
I

i 6 Foreman it might be

possible to M . i greatei number with good results

One of 1 1" trg planet tate I bal al present

they are equipping aboul n ol the planers over 36

ih motor d 10
i

il ol the

predict tha i
i perct atage i will be In-

'He to the Improvements which

hai e beet I for this pui po le Other build-

egi but tl tn: to be i it

tion ;i u essfully clri\i

The planer manufai turei

the i

'

ito for If II provet im

the prei enl ire 1 bal II will, and Is a commc

planet II
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ALTERNATING CURRENT SWITCHES.

With the growing use of induction motors there has been

an increasing demand for a switch that may he placed at any

point on a line of alternating current distribution and be op-

erated from some distant point selected as the center of con-

trol. Heretofore it has been necessary where independent con-

trol was desirable to carry independent circuits of heavy wire,

double or triple according to the phase, from the power house

or central point of control to the various motors, transformers

and other apparatus. The electrically operated switch illus-

trated in the photograph is designed to do away with this

costly wiring. The design of the switch is such as to take

advantage of the peculiarities of the alternating current

solenoid, at the same time combining simple construction and

a small size solenoid with positive and reliable action. The

solenoid is actuated by a push button or small snap switch,

which may lie located at any distance from the point where

the switch is installed.

SOLE.NOHJ SWITCH FDR ALTKKN ATINc, Cl'RRENT.

An important application of this switch is in connection

with auto starters or grid resistance starters for the opera-

tion of motors of large size used in connection with ven-

tilating systems, plunger elevator systems, pneumatic tool

equipment, or wherever it is desirable either to stop and start

a motor from some distant point or automatically control it.

Another important field for this apparatus is the throwing in

and out of one or more transformers where there are several

in a bank operating through certain hours of the day to their

full capacity, but during the longer periods running on such

light loads as to be very inefficient if they were all left in

circuit. A solenoid switch placed in the circuit of each trans-

former enables the operator at the station to throw out as

many as the load conditions warrant, or they may be ar-

ranged to operate entirely automatically as the load rises

or falls. One or more of these switches may be used in cen-

tral stations as synchronizers, as they work simultaneously

from the switchboard regardless of the location of the

•witches. They may also be used to advantage in connection

with traveling cranes, turn-tables, ventilating systems and

cistern pumps operated by induction motors.

As the solenoid is in circuit only while the switch is closed,

the current used is negligible, and the efficiency is high when

compared with the line losses on independent power circuits.

The apparatus is mounted on a slate panel which may readily

be secured to any support; it is equipped with overload and

underload safety devices, and has an oil gauge, which enables

the attendant to see that the oil is at the proper level in the

tank. The apparatus may be used where gas or combustible

particles make it dangerous to have any sparking or arcing.

The hermetically sealed type is proof against acid or other

fumes which would corrode or disintegrate the parts. These

switches are made by the American Electric & Controller Com-

pany, who have recently engaged etxensively in the manu-

facture of alternating current apparatus, in addition to their

direct current work.

THE CARE OF PNEUMATIC TOOLS.

The following extract is taken from an article in The Engi-

neering Magazine on "Systematization and Tool-Room Practice

in Railway Repair Shops," by Mr. R. Emerson:

Railroads use tools of all kinds; it is difficult to say

whether the investment in small tools or in machine tools is

greater. While the former are individually cheaper, they

may be collectively more costly. One of the most important

features of small-tool equipment is the air-tool service. These

tools for the money invested in them do giant's work, but on

account of the severe strains to which they are put they suffer

frequent disorders. Unless this branch of the service is

rigorously supervised, constant trouble and vexatious delays

will result. From figures in my possession, I find that the

maintenance and repair charges on pneumatic tools range

from 60 per cent, to 90 per cent, per annum on the purchase

price of these tools, without counting the depreciation and

interest charges, which in the case of tools with life so short

as these are very high—I should say, combined, an additional

100 per cent. In fact, this maintenance and repair cost, to-

gether with the purchase price of the tool, will average some-

what above $200 per annum, this figure applying equally to

motors and hammers. As it is false economy to do work by

hand that can be done by air, and as there is much work that

can lie done more conveniently and cheaply with portable air

tools than with stationary machine tools, the larger the num-
ber of air tools engaged in productive work the cheaper the

output costs.

One large railroad company had its pneumatic-tool account

rising steadily for the past five years, averaging over flfi.OOO

per year for new tools and material and labor repair charges

alone. This account had not been systematically looked

after, tools being battered around the shop till it was no

longer possible to effect simple repairs and adjustments, when
they were sent to the manufacturers for thorough overhauling

and replacement of parts. The practice obtained of men seiz-

ing what motors they could lay hands on and using them,

often carelessly, until the machines would no longer give good

service or run at all. There was practically no one to raise

the question except the man using the machine or the shop

foreman who was interested in the output of the work, or the

tool-maker who was delegated to make repairs—each of these

men being powerless to effect any reform or establish any

system or incite any interest in the matter of properly handling

these tools as a general proposition. But when the master

mechanic himself awoke to the importance of this matter—be-

cause, on the one hand, of the curtailment of his requisitions

for additional air-tool equipment, and because, on the other

hand, of a long-drawn howl on the part of the shops for in-

creased facilities in this direction—he set a special apprentice

to work to see what could be done and saved by means of an

efficient system. The net result of a system of holding men
and foremen responsible for machines definitely assigned to

their charge, together with the enthusiastic co-operation and
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ingenious handling of the repair question by the tool-room

foreman, was a reduction in cost to less than $5,000 per year,

not counting interest, depreciation, and fixed charges. This

saving represents the interest at 4 per cent, on $250,000.

These figures take no account of the saving of the men's time

due to increased use of air-tool equipment and more efficient

performance of same in service, as these savings, being indi-

rect, though great, could not be determined.

NEW TURRET FOR LATHE CARRIAGE.

HIGH-SPEED VERTICAL DRILL.

The drill press shown in the_ accompanying illustration has

been especially designed to withstand the heavy feeds and the

The turret for a lathe carriage, shown in the accompanying
illustration, is interchangeable with the regular compound
rest, and is designed to have a stiffness and rigidity commen-
surate with the increase in power required by the new tool

steels. The principal departure from the ordinary standard

is in the plate on which the cross slide moves. This is made
to slide onto the regular carriage dovetail, and is secured in

place by four bolts in the tee slot of the carriage wings. The
cross slide is made with a bearing about twice as wide as that

of the compound rest. The plate is slotted, permitting the

cross-feed nut to extend up and attach to the cross slide, so

that the cross feed may be applied to the turret. As no move-
ment of the plate takes place, the regular carriage dove tail is

relieved of all wear. This turret was designed by the Lodge

HEW Hlt.H-SI-KED DRILL. NEW T1KKKT I'nR LATHE CARRIAGE.

high speeds that can be used with high-speed drills. It has

a speed range of from 45 to 500 r.p.m., and is adapted for

drills from % to 1% ins. in diameter. It is equipped with a

compound table, having screw adjustments in all directions,

so that the work, when clamped, may be quickly and accu-

rately centered on the drill or reamer. This arrangement has

several advantages over the ordinary type of swinging table.

It allows the column to be designed to much better advantage,

and the connection between the column and the table may be

made much more rigid, thus making it possible to do accu-

rate work and at the same time use the heavy feeds with

high-speed drills. It also obviates the difficulty experienced

with the swinging table due to the split clamp getting out of

alignment, thus causing work, when accurately centered, to

draw away from the drill when the* clamp is tightened up.

ana of micrometers, whic h are provided, the holes may-

be accurately spaced without previously laying them out.

Thin drill is made by Baker Bros., of Toledo, O.

& Shipley Machine Tool Company to meet the growing de-

mand for such ail'..

Ti l BS.—A striking example
of the difference In size, weight and speed between turbine and

•if- capacity may be seen in the

'i ransil Company in New York

Turbii rators with a rated output of 6,000 kw.,

weigh: >i9., run at 750 r.p.m. I .f the

drtrea by n • nglnea at a -jx-<-ij of ;:,

r p m . welgl

have b«-<-n placed with the V. rlc * Maim-

factur few days, mostly for 400 and

- units, wit;. 2,600 kw. ma

SMASHING MACHINE TOOLS.

A large manufacturing concern whose shops are filled with

modern "up-to-date" machine tools, complains that in order

to utilize the high speed steels to full advantage, machine tools

are often broken. We were not surprised at this when we
found cast steel being planed with a >2-in. feed and a depth of

cut as great as ::
, in. in places. It is claimed by those in

charge that there is great economy in working the machine
tools at this rate in spite of t . nience

caused by breakages. Machine tools will have to be made still

stronger to stand this kind of service. How can those in

liart;'- of our railroad shops Justify their course of very cafe

fully handling tools from 1" to SO years old in order to make
them last a little longer? The opera are the larg-

irning out work and surely if shop
managers would study the question from this standpoint old

machine tools would be md efforts would be con-

output of each machine In order to

i
or charge per piece to a minimum.

MTi\. Old Machines It may be stated as a general
1 1 ion that if ne lie invented which will, by

Increasing the output only in per 'cut. reduce the •

equal amount. It ; he ill.] mail,

•/ Political and
Science.
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FIG. 3 20-IN. LATHE WITH FRICTION HEAD AND TURRET.

FIG. 1—18-IN. HIGH-SPEED MANUFACTURING LATHE.

FIG. 2 20-IN. LATHI, WITH ALL GEAR HEAD.

FIG. 5—24-IN. MOTOR DRIVEN SHAPER.

FIG. 4—48 BY 48-IN. PLANER.

FIG. 6— 4-FT. RADIAL DRILL.

A LINE OF MODERN MACHINE TOOLS.

FIG. 7— 25 IN. :am»\rd drill.

Machine shop methods have advanced so rapidly during the

past few years thai the machine tool builders have not only

found it necessary to completely redesign their line of tools,

but from time to time have had to make radical changes in the

new designs in order to keep lip with the most advanced shop

practice. The accompanying illustrations show some of the

more recently d signed machine tools made by The American

Tool Works Company.

The 18-in. high speed manufacturing lathe shown in Fig. 1

is specially designed for the use of high-speed tools, and will

maintain a continuous cutting speed of from 150 to 200 ft.

per minute, depending on the nature of the material, on work

from 1 lo 4 ins, in diameter. 11 is driven by a 4-in. double

belt, and this, with thi large diameter of all three steps ot

the cone pulley, makes a very powerful drive. The design

throughout is very strong and substantial, so that the limit of

the work is at the tool rather than at the belt, cleared

are provided, which may easily be changed by means of the
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handle under the deadstock. A plentiful supply of water Is

Forced ou the cutting tool through the flexible tube.

lathe shown in Fig. : has an all gear deadstock, which

aple and efficient, and in addition to greatly increasing

the power of the lathe and affording a quick and convenient

method of changing the speeds, th. expense of changing will

be very small if at any time it is desired to change from a

belt to a motor drive. Six steel cut gears, which have wide

tch, furnish lour speed changes, and are

operated by the two levers at the front of the head. These

tmpletely housed in. thoroughly lubricated, and

uin at low pitch line velocities, thus reducing the noise to

a minimum.
The lathe shown in Fig. 3 is equipped with a friction head,

and has a turret mounted on the shears. The friction back

-Mi in or out of service instantly by shift-

lever at the front of the head. This feature is espe-

cially valuable in handling work requiring frequent inter-

change between the Easl and slow speeds. The turret is

equipped with power t i arid, if desired, it may be placed

on the carriage instead of on the shears, or be made round

instead of hexagonal.

The heavy pattern 4 sin planer with four heads, illustrated

in Fig. 4. is equipped with an improv d shifting mechanism,

which prevents the shrieking of the belts and reverses the

table without shock or jar. The heads on the cross rail are

made right and lift, in order to permit of planing close to-

gether. The design throughout is such that the planer may be

operated at comparatively high cutting and return speeds, and

lull advantage may be taken of the high-speed steels.

Fig. 5 illustrates a back geared crank shaper driven by a

constant speed motor mounted on an extension of the base and

connected by spur gears to the driving shaft of the speed box,

which furnishes four speed changes. The back gear ratio is

24.3 to 1. thus allowing exceptionally heavy cuts to be taken.

The design of the rocker arm and column is such that a 3%-

in. shaft may be passed under the ram for key-seating. The

machine has been carefully designed, with a view to rapidly

chucking and machining all classes of work, usually handled

on this type of tool.

The 4-ft. radial drill shown in Fig. li. which holds the rec-

ord for rapid drilling, is of unusually heavy design, and is

well adapted for the use of high-speed drills. It has a depth

gauge and a trip which acts automatically at the full depth

of the spindle, prevei ig bri ikage of the feed mechanism.

The speed box of th geared friction type furnishes four

changes of Bpeed bj means ol the two levers; the spindle has

sixteen speed, arranged in l: ometrical progression

from 16 vi 267 r.p.l I olumn is of the double tubular

i a parabolic beam ami tube section,

which . reati res! ai the bending and tor-

sional strain- \ tapping median] m I carried on the head.

The column of the 25-in. upright drill press shown in Fig.

eter, and is firmly braced ai the back, thus

[onal solidity and stiffness. The spindle

has a patent quick return, and op to the down
"ii in pindle and is readily ad-

PROGRESS IN PINTSCH CAR LIGHTING.

I the Jullu impany,

nt li the ap
. At ' be i'

6,191 locomotive* and 1,516 buoj and beacons are

equipped with thlf tem ol lighting; In m with

which quipped to

i and compn During tl

i i Ipped iu 'lie

•
i

1 1 .

and Lighting

i 200 rallroai

the United Sta la and Mexico, whin i has been

applied t" 25, trs and 150 buoys and be:

heating systems ol i company have been adopted by over

150 railroads in the United States and applied to 16,000 car*.

Th simplii i' y of i
I nomy of main! < i

r^fCars
J.-in.l
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years, and enables the office to signal any of the foremen or

engineers, thus saving a great deal of time in finding them.

It is used in connection with their private telephone system.

Further information may be obtained from the Churcher

Electric & Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati, 0.

PERSONALS.

Faixs Hollow Statbolts.—A large order for this iron has

boon received from the Western Australian Government Railways

and also from the Cuba Company for an important railroad in

Cuba.

BOOK NOTES.

Civil Engineeks' Club of Cleveland.—A souvenir book giving

the history of the organization, with photographs of past presi-

dents, has been received from Mr. J. C. Beardsley, secretary of the

club.

Ferric and Heliograph ic Processes: a Handbook for Photographers,
Draftsmen and Sun Printers. By George E. Brown. Pub-
lished bv Tennant & Ward, 2S7 Fourth avenue, New York.
1905. Price, $1.

This little book of 150 pages is devoted entirely to methods of

reproducing drawings from tracings. It presents the subject com-

prehensively, and includes complete descriptions and examples of

various sun printing methods. It is surprising to find that there

are so many good processes.

Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

Vol. xxv, 1904. Report of the 48th and 49th meetings of the

Society. 1.155 pages. Published by the Society from the

Library Building. 12 West Thirty-first street, New York City.

Among the papers of special interest to our readers an' : "What
Are the New Machine Tools to Be," by John E. Sweet ; "Road

Tests of Consolidation Freight Locomotives," by E. A. Hitchcock;

"Testing Locomotives in England." presented by the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers; "Experiments with a Lathe-Tool Dyna-

mometer," by J. T. Nicholson, and "Locomotive Testing Plants,"

by W. F. M. Goss.

Webster's International Dictionary. Published by G. & C. Mer-
riam Company, Springfield, Mass. Price, !?10.7.">.

This is a new and enlarged edition, printed from new plates, and

contains a supplement of 25,000 additional words, a completely

revised gazeteer of the world, a completely revised biographical

dictionary and other improved and enlarged departments. It is

impossible to "review" such a work. It is sufficient to slate that

in the office or the library this new edition is indispensable to

those who desire to use the English language correctly. In the

publication office of this journal the gazeteer alone is worth many
times the price of the work. It is a truly International dic-

tionary, and yet has not lost any of its value as an American dic-

tionary. The words are easily found, the pronunciations are

given, the meaning is clearly stated, and the growth of words is

traced. It is a wealth of words, and is especially Strong in scien-

tific terms, the lack of which has been a weakness in previous

works of the kind.

Elements of Mechanics: Forty Lessons for Beginners in Engineer-
ing. By Mansfield Merriman, Professor of Civil Engineering,
Lehigh University. 172 pases, illustrated. Puplished by John
Wilej & Sons, i:: East 19th street. New York. Price,'$l.

This work presents the subject of t hanics in an elementary
way. The work is closelj associated with experience "bj which
alone the laws of mechanics can ho established." It contains manj
numerical illustrations and problems, as exercises for the student.
The author of this work believes it to be necessary to divide

mechanics into two courses, one being elementary for the freshman
year and the other advanced, after completing calculus. He be-

lieves the principles and fundamental methods to be vitally neces
sary and the present work deals with the subject without higher
mathematics. Knowledge of calculus is indispensable to a com
plete knowledge of mechanics, bul as most students wait for the
calculus before taking up the Bubject seriously many who might
understand the principles miss mechanics altogether. Professor
Merriman intends tins hook for manual training schools and fresh-

man classes in engineering colleges, this to form a foundation for

an advanced course later on. The hook a is a definite need and
it carries out the, idea of the author admirably.

Mr. W. S. Murrian has been appointed master mechanic of

the Southern Railway at Spencer, N. C.

Mr. J. T. Stafford has been appointed assistant master me-

chanic of the Pere Marquette Railway at Grand Rapids, Mich.

Mr. W. F. Kaderly has been appointed master mechanic of

the Southern Railway, with headquarters at Alexandria, Va.

Mr. E. S. Fitzsimmons has been appointed general mastei

boiler maker of the Erie Railroad, with headquarters at

Meadville, Pa.

Mr. W. D. Lowry has been appointed master car builder of

the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, with headquarters at

Lima, O.

Mr. F. A. Delano has been elected president of the Wabasn,

Pittsburg Terminal, to succeed Mr. Joseph Ramsey, Jr., re-

signed.

Mr. J. F. Fleischer has been appointed master mechanic of

the Chicago & Northwestern, with headquarters at Sioux City,

Iowa.

Mr. H. B. Sutton has been appointed master mechanic of

the Newton & Northwestern Railroad at Boone, la., to succeed

Mr L. L. Collier.

Mr. C. H. Weaver has been appointed supervisor of air

brakes of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, with head-

quarters in Cleveland.

Mr. Thomas .Marshall has been appointed master mechanic

of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railway, with

offices at St. Paul, Minn.

Mr. G. A. Gallagher has been appointed master mechanic of

the Illinois Southern Railroad, with headquarters at Sparta,

111., to succeed Mr. R. .1. Farrell, resigned.

.Mr. J. F. Sheahau has been appointed master mechanic of

the Southern Railway at Atlanta, Ga., having been trans-

ferred from Spencer, N. C.

Mr. J. T. Robinson has been appointed acting master me-

chanic of the Seaboard Air Line at Savannah, Ga., to succeed

Mr. A. J. Poole, transferred.

Mr. W. S. Murray has been appointed electrical engineer of

the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, with head-

quarters at New Haven, Conn. .

Mr. W. J. Hoskins has been appointed master mechanic of

the Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railway at Danville, 111.

Mr. F. H. Weatherby has been appointed master mechanic
of the Tacoina Eastern, with office at Bismarck, Wash., to

succeed Mr. Robert Bagley.

Mr. John H. Fulmer has been appointed master mechanic
of the Schuylkill Division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with

headquarters at Mt. Carbon, Pa.

Mr. H. H. Maxfield has been promoted from the position of

assistant engineer of motive power of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road at Jersey City to that of master mechanic at Tren-

ton, N. J.

Mr. E, l» A ml tews has been promoted from the position of

road foreman of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at Shaw-
nee, Oklahoma, to that of master mechanic, with headquar-
ters at Dalhart, Texas.
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.Mr. S. M. Dolan, master mechanic of the Southern Railway,

has been transferred from Atlanta, Ga., to St. Louis, Mo.

Mr. S. C. Graham has been appointed master mechanic of

the Chicago & Northwestern, with headquarters at Kaukauna,

Wis., being transferred from Lake City.

Mr. O. J. Kelley, master mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio,

has been transferred from Parkersburg, \V. Va., to Grafton,

W. V., to succeed Mr. W. S. Galloway, promoted.

Mr. R. E. Smith, assistant to the general manager of the

Atlantic Coast Line, has been appointed general superintendent

of motive power, with headquarters at Wilmington, N. C.

Mr. W. F. Dasch has been appointed master mechanic of

the Annapolis, Washington & Baltimore Railway, with head-

quarters at Annapolis, Md., succeeding Mr. J. L. Beall, resigned.

Mr. P. S. Hursh has been appointed general boiler inspector

of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, with head

quarters at New Haven, Conn., succeeding Mr. E. S. Fitz-

simmons.

Mr. Charles W. Allen has been appointed assistant to the

superintendent of motive power of the Philadelphia & Read-

ing, with headquarters at Reading, Pa. He will have charge

of the shops of the road.

NEW CATALOGS.
IN WRITING FOR THESE CATALOGS PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

Alternating Current Solenoid Switches.—Bulletin No. 3

from the American Electric & Controller Company, New York City.

Supplies and Car Specialties.—Catalog No. 153 from the

.1. G. Brill Company. Philadelphia, Pa., describes the various spe-

cialties made by them.

DRILL GRINDERS.—Catalog No. 90 from Wilmarth & Mormau
Company, Grand Rapids. Mich., describes the various styles of the

"New Yankee'' drill grinder.

Shall Belted Motors and Generators.— Bulletin 51 from the

Crocker-Wheeler Company, Ampere, N. J., describes their form F
machines and illustrates several typical applications.

Ja< ka-> Power, a small pamphlet from the Lucas Machine
Tool Company, Cleveland. ().. which pointedly emphasizes the ad-

rantages "f their power forcing press.

Fan Morons. Two folders from the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa., describing their desk

and wall types of fan motors, for direct and alternating current

circuits.

Machine Tools, a large, loose leaf catalog from The Ameri-
can Tod Work Company, Cincinnati, 0., describing their com
plete line of machine tools, which includes lathes, shapers, planers

and vertical and radial drills.

Crane Separators. The Crane Company, Chicago, have issued

an advance circular describing theli team and oil separators made
from I to 30 Ins., and in horizontal, vertical, ancle and

distributing types. Copies may b< bad bj asking lor "Advance
Circular No. 01."

Jaci ; the title of ,, 24-page pamphlet by the Buds
Foundry and Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, lllusti

their ratchet, friction and ball-bearing track, bridge,

locomotl and cai workt l.i < "i repair parts and information

concerning ilze, weight and capacity of each style are Included.

I'i.< I tin No. 17 from the Northern Electrical

Manufacturing Company, Madison, W i reprint ol

I 8b motor driven (

». Iii'h appeared in the Angus! and September, 1004, Issues of thl

journal. The bulletin i-;

.Northern motors to planers.

Portable Tools.—The various portable tools for railway repair

shops made by II. P.. Underwood & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., are very

completely described in their 1905 catalogs.

Falls Hollow Stay Bolt Company.—Under the beading of

"Irrefutable Evidence," this company has issued a ',',2 page pamph-

let concerning their stayliolls and stayholt material. It opens with

an introductory chapter describing the material and stating its

uve. This is followed by observations by Mr. John Livingston and

by 15 pages of reports of experience and tests of hollow staybolts

on a large number of railroads. A list of 77 railroads are enumer-

ated in a partial list of customers. The second part of the pamph-

let contains similar letters and reports from leading marine and

stationary boiler manufacturers. This company has gone into the

subject of staybolt iron exhaustively and has accumulated valuable

information. Copies of this pamphlet will be sent to any railroad

man making application for it.

Carey's Roofing Products.-—The Philip Carey Manufacturing

Company, Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio, have issued a number of

illustrated pamphlets describing their specialties. One is devoted

to 85 per cent, magnesia locomotive lagging for locomotive boilers.

This pamphlet contains a number of excellent engravings of well

known locomotives and discusses the merits of magnesia lagging

for protecting the boilers. It also deals with its use for steam

pipe coverings. Two other pamphlets on magnesia illustrate its

application to steam pipes and boilers and includes a number of

asbestos packing specialties. A larger pamphlet entitled "Carey's

Magnesia" contains illustrations showing the application of this

pipe covering in some of the best known power stations and build-

ings in the country, including such buildings as the St. Regis Hotel,

New York City, and ships of the United States Navy. The Carey
roofing is described in another pamphlet, which illustrates its

method of application and discusses its merits and fireproof quali-

ties. An additional pamphlet contains testimonials from individ-

uals, firms and corporations using the Carey products.

NOTES.

Magnus Metal Company.—This Company has moved its executive

offices to Suite No. 1014, Trinity Building, No. Ill Broadway, New York.

American Locomotive Company.—This company has removed
its offices from the Broad Exchange Building to the Trinity Build-

ing, 111 Broadway, New York, where they will occupy an entire

floor.

Locomotive Appliance Company.—New offices of this company
have been established in Suite 400, Old Colony Building, Chicago,
where correspondence should be addressed. A cordial invitation is

extended for friends to call "early and often."

The American Nut & Bolt Fastener Company have removed their

general offices to their new factory, corner of Ridge avenue and

Rebecca street. Allegheny, Pa., where they have increased their

output to five times its amount when in the old quarters. The plant

is equipped with new and modern machinery built specially for the

manufacture •>( the Bartley fastener. This company reports that

I heir books are filled with orders.

Westinghouse Electric *.nd manutactt/rinq Company.—
'I'he South Side Elevated Railway Company of Chicago has con-

trailed with this company for coniplel piipments for seventy

cars, which includes multiple control apparatus ami one hundred

and forty 75-h.p. motors. The motors ai £ special design, and

are in line with the re-equi) nl of Ihis system. The cars will

be operated in trains of five, thr >f which will be motor cars.

Crocker-Wheeler Company. Mr, A. O. Bunker, formerlj con

Elected with the Stanley Electric Manufacturing Company, and Mr.

W. c. Applet, hi, formerly with the General Electric C pany, have

become associated with the engi ring and contract departments,

re pectively. Both of the i ntle a are alternating current en

gineers, and bave I " added to the force to take can' of the rapid-

|j inert .i '"- bu ;

Adrron & Company. Thin company i u s that they have

I
i

.In Ivi ill i ii" i i -hi
, . i.W ring the railroad", nl' I he Culled

States, for "Ami Selenite Boiler Scale Solvent." This is a veget

l.i. com tnd manufactured In Monterrey, Mexico, n Is claimed

to be remarkably effective In removing scale under .-ill condll I

md (,, tp< i the metnl of the boilers, Thl olvenl received o old

medal I I inn E i a Further Information may be

i from Allium a Company, Security Building, si. Louis,

Mo.
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Diamond Chain & Manufacturing Company.—Mr. L. D. Bol-

ton, heretofore Chicago representative of the Federal Manufacture'

ing Company, is now with the Diamond Chain & Manufacturing

Company of Indianapolis, and will represent that company in the

Middle and Western Slates.

Weixman-Seaver-Mobgan i'umi'a.w.—Mr. Geo. B. Damon,
manager of the New York offii e, has been transferred to an impor-

tant position in the engineering and sales department at Cleveland.

Mr. W. A. Stadelinan, formerly of the Brown Hoisting Machinery

Company, has succeeded Mr. Damon as manager of the New York

office at 42 Broadway.

The Niles-Bement-Pond Co.—This company has leased an en-

tire floor in the new Trinity Building, at 111 Broadway, New York,

and will be located there after May 1st. The executive offices have

been located in New York since the organization of the company

under its present title. The Niles-Bement-Pond Company em-

ploys about 5,000 workmen, and has two factories in Philadelphia,

one in Hamilton, Ont. ; one in Plainfield, N. J., and it also owns

the Pratt & Whitney Company at Hartford, Conn., thus consti-

tuting this company the largest builder of iron-working machinery

in the world.

Laege Power Units.—The Administrative County of London
and District Electric Power Company, which is responsible to a

committee of the British House of Lords, is planning to construct

three electric plants for generating current to supply the whole

of London and those suburbs controlled by the London

County Council. Each plant is to consist of six turbo-generators,

each of 10.000 k.w. normal and 20,000 maximum capacity, making
a maximum total of 300,000 k.w. As these power units are larger

than any ever constructed, experts have been appointed to decide

upon the practicability of units of this size. The electrical ex-

pert chosen for this important problem is Mr. C. F. L. Brown, of

Brown, Boveri & Cie. The Crocker-Wheeler Company. American
licensees, should be gratilied by this mark of confidence in the

ability of Mr. Brown.

American Water Softener Company.—This company, of

Philadelphia, Ta.. reports that the Norfolk & Western Railway has

just placed with them an order for a water softening plant having

a capacity of 250,000 gallons per day. for the roundhouse at

Columbus, O. This is to replace a 100,000-gallon per day plant in-

stalled a year ago, but which is too small for the present require-

ments. The company also reports that installations of the Bruuri-

Loweuer water softener have been made on railroads in the United

States, Argentine Republic, Chile, Spain. Denmark, Sweden and

Russia, while the installation among industrial plants covers prac-

tically every country on the globe.

Novel Industrial Beneficial Association.—The shop em-

ployees of the Crocker-Wheeler Company have organized a lien.

ficial association. Every employee who pays 10 cents a week- to

the association will be entitled to $10 a week for 20 weeks during

incapacity through illness. If he dies, his family will receive $100.

The payment of 2ii. ::ii of in cents a Meek entitles him to ¥15. :*2ii

or $25 res tneiy. wiiii death benefits of $150, $200 or $250. The

company contributes an amounl equal to the dues paid to thi asso

ciation. Thus, if $6,000 are paid yearly in dues, the income of the

association will lie $12,000. The company does not require repre

sentation in the association, which will he run entirely bj the em-

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company.—Mr. .1. \V. Duntley, the

president of this company, sailed tor Europe April 18tb, 'akin-

five styles and sizes of electric drills for the Had.' of the t'oii

solidated Pneumatic Tool Company, an important demand having

developed for this class of tools. Tests will be made to den

strate their perform :e. The business of the Chicago Pneumatic

Tool Company is better ilian it has ever I n. The month of

March last was the best month since May, 1903. In April, up lo

and including the 1Mb. the increase in the number of tool-, sold

over corresponding days of the month of March was 49 per cent.,

and an increase of 222 per cent, over corresponding days of April.

1904. Foreign business has also increased. Altogether, the pres

eut year seems likely to be the best in the history of the pneumatic
tool business.

Standa: d Roller Beai ing Company.—Mr. S. S. Eveland. vice-

president and general manager of the Standard Roller Bearing

Company, has purchased for that company the machinery, mer-

chandise, assets and good will of the steel ball business of the

Federal Manufacturing Company, of Cleveland. This transac-

tion, which was for cash, amounted to a cpuarter of a million dol-

lars. The Federal Manufacturing Company has manufactured
steel balls for twenty years, and lias the largest factory for that

purpose in the world. The Standard Company bought the busi-

ness of the Grant Ball Company a year ago, and since then has

made from 4,000,000 to 5,000,000 balls per week. With the Fed-

eral Company's facilities moved to Philadelphia, the capacity will

he increased I" 500,000,000 balls per year. The extensive plant

in Philadelphia has been enlarged to accommodate the additional

machinery. Mr. Robert II. Grant, formerly of the Grant Ball

Company, is superintendent of the Standard Roller Bearing Coin

pany: .Mr. Thomas ,1. Heller is manager of the ball sales depart-

ment; .Mr. E. M. Cei inane is Western sales manager in Chicago,

and .Mr. S. S. Eveland is vice-president and manager. All of these

gentlemen have had exceptional experience in the manufacture of

ball and roller bearings.

Sturtevant Generating Sets.- The rapid advance of the B,

E. Sturtevant Company. Boston, Mass., in the electrical Held has

been noticeable, and is practically marked at this time by the issue

of their Bulletin No. 63, showing various types and sizes of gen-

erating sets, 'flies, range fr :'. t" LOO k.w.. the smallest size

being driven by a ::c \ :: vertical engine, ami the largest by a

11x11 horizontal center-crank engini . A separate series, ranging

from T'j to lull k.w.. is equipped with vertical compound engines.

All the types of Sturtevant engines illustrated are completely in-

closed and arranged with watershed partitions, to prevent the

water from the piston rod stuffing i»>\ reaching the interior of the

frame. All interior bearings are supplied with oil under a system

of forced lubrication, therebj securing a i hanieal efficiency con-

siderably in of on per cent. Many .if these generating sets

in the vertical simple ami compound types have I n designed to

meet the rigid specifications of the United States Navy Depart-

ment, and their -in i
' - ful passage through the inspector's hands

appears to he the best evidence of the standard which is being

maintained by this omj it

Removal of American Steel Foundries.—The executive

offices of the American Steel Foundries until lately were located

at No. 7-1 Broadway. New York. With the object of concentrating

all of the departments, it was found necessary to lease the entire

eleventh floor of the recently completed building known as No.

42 Broadway, and henceforward communications should be sent

lo this new address. It is well known that in the new movement
towards consolidation of allied industries one of the chief elements

,,f success involves the systematizing and harmonizing of every

branch of the business. With this end in view, the executive

officers of the American Steel Foundries are inaugurating, simul-

taneously with tie' removal, a new system of accounting and dis-

tribution of orders, which will improve the organization and
simplify their work. This will assist them in taking care of the

many large orders they arc receiving due to the increased demand
for new equipment by the railroads and other large producers.

The output of their eight plants for till kinds of steel castings is

enormous, and they are always in a position to undertake new-

work and make prompt deliveries. With the acquisition of the

Simplex Railway Appliance Company, they are even heller

equipped than ever lo fill the requirements of railroad companies

mhI ear builders.

Philip Carey Manufacturing Company. This company has

i ntly completed a new roofing factory at Lockland, Ohio, which

is one of tin- largest and best equipped roofing plants in the United

States. The company was established in 1S7:'. and has made a

specially of roofing manufacture in connection with a development
of Carey's magnesia flexible cement roofing, which is well known
among railroads, mining and construction companies and builders

generally. The body of the roofing consists of a solid, flexible as-

phalt cement composition, tempered in the process of manufactur?
to a degree to enable it to resist wide ranges of temperature and
adapting it to extreme northern or southern climates. The asphall

bodj is also protected by the construction of the roofing against

tie- a,tion of fumes, gases, heat and steam. It is stated to be less

expensive than slate, tin, tar or gravel, and tests made at the in-

surance engineering experiment station by insurance experts re-

sulted favorably for this roofing. It is used for both flat and steep

flrfaces and requires only ordinary careful labor for satisfactory

application. Another important branch of this company's business

is the manufacture of Carey's freight car roofing, which i.s made in

60-in. widths. This ear roofing is designed to resist variations of

temperatures as well as the jarring and motion of the cars of this

severe service. The general offices and factories are located at

Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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• ILLUSTRATED ARTICLES.

RATIONAL LOCOMOTIVE REPAIR RECORDS.

BY. II. II. v \
i

Si run • ii .in . i oi Motive Power, Canadian Pacitic Railway.

The primary object Of accounting, as applied Id the affairs

oi b railway company or other bualnen corporation, is that

of comparing the receipts and dl bursementi durlni

periods, an<i determining Its financial condition, a mere
ent, however, of the money earned and spent, while
niiy the most Important, Ik not sufficient fur th

qulrements of any large concern, and an elaborate j tern

ai mi' iii<- |i;t t few years, been

developed on every road, which are lesi directed to a

men I <>f monej earned and *\»u\ than to a detailed analysis

of the various expenditures, which together make up the

periodical disbursements of a rairoad company, and a determi-

nation of the corresponding work accomplished. These state-

ments enable consecutive comparisons to be made, show the de-

gree of economy with which the various services are carried on,

and indicate the lines along which further economies may be

effected, and their efficiency is measured by the clearness with

which the information is presented and the accuracy of the

relation between the costs and the work performed.

From the standpoint of a manager or operating official the

statements that are prepared, showing the cost per day, per

mile, or per ton mile, of the various items that enter into the

total cost of transportation are, no doubt, satisfactory. They
enable him to detect any undue increase in the cost of one or

more individual details, and take the necessary steps to ascer-

tain its cause; but while an operating official is thus in-

formed amongst other figures of the cost of his motive power,

the motive power official does not, as a rule, obtain any fur-

ther analysis to enable him to assign a definite reason for the

variations in his monthly results or determine to what ex-

tent they are serious and permanent. In making this state-

. ment no reference is intended to detail accounts, such as those

showing from time to time the cost of making parts of loco-

motives or cars, or to payroll statements in their various

forms; such accounts all roads have, and they are of great

value, but a general analysis of the cost of maintenance, which
may vary considerably from month to month, .is not usually

attempted, and the present article is intended to discuss the

lines along which it may be developed.

The monthly cost of maintenance of locomotives is, prop-

erly speaking, not a single account, although it is usually

treated as one, and it is chiefly for this reason that most of

the attempts to make an intelligent analysis of it have failed.

Its amount for each month does not necessarily bear any
relation to the mileage made by the engines during that

month, and, in fact, is frequently to a certain extent inversely

proportional to it. Many conditions affect the cost per mile

to a greater extent than does the management of the depart-

ment, and the latter has occasionally obtained credit for re-

sults for which it was only slightly responsible, or been
blamed when it was not in any way at fault. When a road is

purchasing a large amount of new power and scrapping a
corresponding amount of old, the costs will show a great re-

duction, whether any actual improvements in maintenance
methods are made or not, and when this transition comes to

a stop the costs will increase, and very possibly to an extent

far greater than any reduction that could be effected by the

most complete revolution in shop or roundhouse methods.
While, then, to a manager the cost of repairs per mile or per

ton mile is a figure that must bo carefully watched, this figure

is not for a particular month of any great value to a motive
power officer, other than on account of the necessity imposed
on him of keeping with in such limits as will be acceptable lo

bis superior officer, and its amount from month to month does
mil accurately inform him as to whether or not the results

ho is obtaining are satisfactory or enablo him to compare
them with those he previously realized.

As an example to illustrate the statement made, that the

ro:,
I

of maintenance of locomotives Is not properly a single

iiitoiint, an allied expenditure for which the motive power
department is generally held responsible, cost of roundhouse

men may I"- considered. The amount of this should very

properly i"- proportional to the mileage run In any month, as

the force employed bould depend on the number of engines

ill patched, Which corresponds very closely. It. is Irne that if

two hostlers are employed ai a point and dispatch 1,000 engines

one month, they cannoi each be reduced to 0.9 of a hostler

if noo engine onlj are dlspati bed the next, but, on the whole,

with ;i reduction In mileage some reduction may be made in

i The expense will also vary

what In winter ami summer, and Is. of course, affected by
- in .lull etc .

iioi. on the whole, this is very properly
!.- monthly account, which can he properly CI

Ho basil Of 'In- mileage made by engines during each monih
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and watched from month to month, or from year to year

accordingly. Each month is complete in itself, and a reduc-

tion in one month does not result in work being carried over

to the next to any appreciable extent.

The maintenance of locomotive account is very different.

A reduction in force may be ordered for some of the various

reasons that induce that decision, or engines may have been

worked up into condition for a temporary heavy business

and the shop staff reduced. The engines go on making mile-

age, however, and the result is a low cost of repairs for the

month. No real reduction" has been made in the cost of re-

pairs per mile, but the proportion of work that should have

been done in that month has been anticipated or has simply

been carried over and will have to be done later. If in the

latter case the reduction is carried too far, the condition of the

power may be affected, and a heavier expense incurred than

had it been properly maintained. In any event, it is evident

that a portion, at any rate, of the cost of maintenance has no

relation to the mileage made in the corresponding month in

the sense that the cost of roundhouse labor does.

There are, in reality, two factors entering into the cost of

maintenance of locomotives, one of which may be termed the

cost of running repairs, the other that of shop repairs. The

first is a charge very similar in its nature to that of round-

house men; it is properly a monthly charge, and varies in the

same way with the mileage run. It is true that if running

repairs are neglected, the condition of power will depreciate,

but for equally good maintenance it is comparable from month

to month, and its amount should vary in proportion to the

mileage run. or the number of trips made by the engines, with

due allowance for their character and the season of the year.

The second factor, the cost of shop repairs, is a charge of a

very different nature; with no change in the actual cost of

maintaining the power, it will vary from month to month,

dependent chiefly on the amount of money devoted each month

to shop repairs, and the amount of mileage run, but these

figures are not necessarily proportional. Over a period of

several months it is an indication of the economy with which

the power is maintained, provided no change takes place in

the condition of the power, no power is bought or scrapp d,

or that these factors are identical in the period with which

comparison is to be made.

The cost of shop repairs must evidently be looked at some-

what differently from an account like running repairs or round-

house men, and it is necessary to investigate what it actually

represents. In each month a certain number of engines are

passed through the shops for repairs. Each one has run a

certain number of miles since previously receiving repairs,

and the cost of repairing it is the cost of its shop repairs for

the miles it has run since it last received repairs. Sim-

ilarly for all the engines shopped in any one month the cost

of the shop repairs for that month represents the costs of

their shop repairs for the miles they have run since their last

overhauling. The cost of shop repairs, then, in any month

divided by the mileage made since last overhauling by the

engines receiving repairs during that month represents the

cost per mile for shop repairs for those engines. They are.

of course, only a small proportion of the equipment, but noth-

ing can he told from one month's figures of what those en-

gines will cost for shop repairs that have not been shopped

that month; all that is known, and the one thing that is

known definitely, is what the engines cost that did receive

repairs.

It is evident that by dividing the cost of shop repairs in

any month by the mileage made by all the engines in service,

that a figure is obtained that has no real meaning, since, if

i'o engines are shopped one month and 25 the next, the amount

spent on shop repairs may vary considerably, and if the same

number of miles be run there will be an apparent difference

in shop repairs, whereas, in fact, the 25 engines may have

actually cost less per mile than the 20. If. on the other hand,

the cost of each engine per mile for shop repairs is obtained,

based on its cost of repairs and the miles it has run since

last overhauling, the sum of these costs for the month shows

the cost per mile for all the engines that received repairs

during that month, and as month after month one engine

after another passes through the shops and receives repairs,

so figures are obtained showing the cost per mile for shop

repairs, and when these figures are properly grouped and

arranged, it can be seen month by month whether engines of

similar types are costing more or less per mile for shop re-

pairs.

Before discussing further the general features of accounts

based on this method, it will be preferable to show how they

are worked out in practice, as the principle is far easier to

understand when shown in this way than when discussed in

the abstract. The first step is, of course, the division of the

maintenance of locomotive account into running and shop

repairs. By running repairs, of course, are meant those gen-

erally handled in a roundhouse; but frequently fairly heavy

repairs are made there, and, on the other hand, where the

shop and roundhouse are close together, repairs that are

properly roundhouse work are sometimes done in the shop,

especially since overhead cranes have been introduced and an

engine can be lifted so cheaply. It becomes necessary, there-

fore, to draw some line, and this may be done to suit the

personal idea of the man in charge. There are advantages,

however, in basing it on the amount of labor expended, and

it will be assumed that repairs costing under $100 for labor

are running repairs; those costing over that amount are shop

repairs.

When, as is usually the case, time and material are charged

against individual engines, it is a very simple matter to

compile a statement showing the cost of running repairs each

month by classes of engines and operating divisions, or where

the number of different classes is large, it is preferable to

divide the power into groups, each consisting of several classes

which are substantially similar and which should cost the

same for repairs, and determine the cost for each group in-

stead of for each class. The material and labor costs should,

of course, be separated, and it is also advisable to make a

division between boiler work and other work, as, owing to

the large variation in the cost of boiler work that is caused

by a difference in the quality of the water on different sec-

tions, where it is separated, the cost of maintenance of machin-

ery, etc.. is"of more value. The separation can be readily made
from the payroll without the necessity of men hooking their

time to anything but the engine number, and while this plan

is not absolutely accurate, it should be remembered that in

statistical accounting, as distinct from financial, it is substan-

tial accuracy that is needed, not absolute; the substance is

required, not the form.

A statement as above described will show the cost, miles

run, and cost per mile of the various classes or groups of en-

gines on each division, and is therefore a complete general

analysis of the cost of running repairs. It has, however, one

serious defect, namely, that the cost and cost per mile of any
class must be looked at together to understand the influence

that any variation has on the total cost of running repairs

for the month. One class may have cost a large amount per

mile, and yet on account of the small mileage made by the en-

gines included in it the influence on the month's results may
not be serious. To make any particular figure valuable in a

statement it is necessary not only to know its individual

amount, but also to estimate its bearing on the grand total,

otherwise too much consideration is required to properly uti-

lize it. This can be conveniently shown by settling on an arbi-

trary rate for each class, and stating by what amounts its re-

pairs are above or below the amount established by that

standard.

A convenient method of showing this is by establishing a

standard rate approximating that at which the work should

be performed, and by showing the amount in each month that

the work done actually cost more or less than it would have

cost if carried out at the standard rale. It is not necessary

that the standard rate should be established with any par-
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STATEMENT I.

Monthly Statement of Cost of Running RepaIrs.
all divisions, month of february, 1905.
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Rate Per Mile Running. 16; Shop, 2.0.

STATEMENT IV. (PART 1)

INDIVIDUAL, RECORD OF COST OF LOCOMOTIVE REPAIRS.

Total, 3.6. Group B 2.
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Rate Pip. Mile Running, 1.6 ; Shop,

STATEMENT IV. (PART 2.)

INDIVIDUAL RECORD OF COST OF LOCOMOTIVE P.EPAIRS
:.0. Total, 3.6.
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DYNAMOMETER CAR.

New York Central Lines.

The new dynamometer car, which is illustrated from draw-
ings received from Mr. F. M. Whyte, general mechanical en-
gineer of the New York Central lines, has just gone into ser-
vice. This is a new car built specially for the purpose. The
design of this car itself was influenced by a Cisire to place the
recording mechanism in the cupola in order to place the op-

erators in a position of advantage in recording mile posts
and other road data. For this reason the cupola is made
high, and the body of the car low. so that the operators may
see over the body of the main portion of the car. This car
is 44 ft. long, with the dynamometer gear in one end; two
sleeping-car sections, a kitchen, toilet-room, and heater in

the other end, with a writing desk, work bench and recording
table in the center. The platform of the cupola is 3 ft. 11 ins.

above the main floor. The car has 6 wooden sills and 2 sills

In the form of 12-in. channels. These are spaced 24 ins.
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apart, in order to provide tor the dynamomenter springs

and extend the full length of the car. Upon these channel

sills rests a frame of cast steel plates, which supports the re-

cording table, and forms a rigid connection between the draft

sills and the table. To increase the stiffness of the car, end

platforms are omitted.

The general arrangement of the dynamometer and the re-

cording mechanism is quite similar to that of the Chicagp &

Northwestern dynamometer car, illustrated in this journal in

June, 1900, page 172. The construction is modified because

of a higher recording table, but the paper-driving mechanism,

the dynamometer itself and the recording devices are similar.

Springs, 16 in number, are arranged in two sets, with a fol-

lower between them. The casing gives these springs an ini-

tial compression. The free height of the springs is 10% ins.

for one side, and 11 Vi ins. for the other side; one set gives

50,000 lbs. capacity and the other set 100,000 lbs. The pur-

pose of the initial compression in the springs is to cause the

discrepancies between the deflections of increasing and de-

creasing loads to neutralize each other. The initial load

is sufficient to guard against either side becoming entirely un-

loaded in the maximum draw bar pull. The recording move-

ment is taken from the central follower, to which the coupler

is attached, the pull and thrust of the draw bar being trans-

mitted to the draft sills through the casting containing the

springs. The vertical shaft connects the motion of the draw
bar to the recording arm, which connects with a pencil arm
by means of flexible steel bands. The pencil arm extended

upon the opposite side of its pivot connects with a pair of

dash pots, communicating motion to the arm by means of

flexible steel bands.

The paper-driving mechanism is clearly shown in the engrav-

ing, which also illustrates the clutch for reversing the motion

as the direction of the movement of the car is changed, thus al-

ways keeping the paper moving in the same direction. The pen-

cil arm moves back to the datum position under the influence of

the long steel spring, which also keeps the slack out of the

motion. The vertical shaft leading to the pencil arm is sup-

ported upon ball hearings. The recording mechanism is

equipped with an automatic integrator, and pens actuated by

electricity are provided for the time, mile post, indicator card

and other data.

The draw bar is carried on a special yoke, with roller bear-

ings to carry its weight and take the side thrusts. This in-

volves the use of horizontal and vertical rollers. The trucks

have four wheels, each with equalizers; the wheel base being

8 ft.; the wheels being 35 ins. in diameter.

The speeds of the paper, as determined by the gearing and

the driving mechanism, are such as to record 1-16, %, Yi, Yz

and 1 mile per ft. on paper.

COMMON STANDARD LOCOMOTIVES.

Hakriman Lines.

Last month comparative dimensions and weights of the four

standard locomotives for the Harriman Lines were presented

with a brief statement of some of the parts which are made
standard to all locomotives. Some of the details may now be

recorded.

All classes of locomotives have the same eccentric strap.

This was made in cast steel with a light webb section, as in-

dicated in the sectional drawing. The section and side view

illustrates the loose ring which is made in three parts and of

brass. This ring is not secured either to the eccentric or to

the strap and may revolve freely. It is provided with six

%-in. oil holes to carry lubricant from the outside to the in-

side. The oil cups are cast with the strap and two cups are

provided at the lower side of the strap, having removable

plugs in order to clean them. This standard permits of the

use of one pattern of eccentric strap for passenger, freight

and switching locomotives.

Eccentric.—One eccentric design fits all classes of engines.

The eccentric throw is 5 ins., as shown in the drawing, the

forward motion eccentric has a 6-in. bearing on the axle,

whereas the backward motion has but 4Vt ins. This was
done in order to avoid too great an offset in the eccentric

rods and this arrangement makes it possible to use two eccen-

tric patterns for all new locomotives on the system. The ec-

centrics are secured with key and set screws, the two halves

of the backward motion eccentric being secured together by
studs and those of the forward motion secured by studs and
also by bolts on the projecting hubs.

Driving Boxes.—These are all cast steel and are of two
sizes, one being 9 x 12 ins., common to all engines, and the

other 10 x 12 ins., which is used for the main boxes of the

consolidation and Pacific types. As the designs are in all

similar, except as modified for the two journal diam-
eters mentioned, the larger one only is shown. These boxes

ubstantial brasses l'
1

, ins. thick at the crown and with

_ in. oil holes from the oil pocket leading to the cavity

at the center. Two strips of babbitt 2 ins. wide are let into

the brass as indicated. The entire outer face of the outside

of the box is babbitted in a dovetail groove. The cellar is of

cast iron and is provided with a removable plate on the in-

side for convenience in packing.

Cross Head.—One cross head fits all engines. The body is of

cast steel and the removable shoes are of bronze. The shoe

area is 5^2 ins. wide by 24 ins. long. The engraving also

shows the cross head pin and piston rod end. This cross head

is light and convenient to maintain. Oil cups are cast in the

lower shoes and attached through the body of the cross head

for the upper shoes. Each shoe is secured to the body by 4

bolts.

Wheels.—All the driving wheel centers are of cast steel with

cavities for counterbalances of lead, which are figured by the

Master Mechanics' Association rule. All of the driving wheels

of the standard engines are shown, and weights, together with

the counterbalance weights, are presented in the accompany-

ing table. It will be noticed that in order to get approximately

the same cylinder spread on all of these engines, viz., 89 ins.

for the Pacific and Consolidation types; 88 ins. for the At-

lantic type, and 87 ins. for the switcher, the length of the

hubs of the driving wheels differ. It will be noted that in all

cases the estimated weight of each crank pin hub is given

in the table. The tires of the Pacific and Atlantic type are

shrunk on and bear against a shoulder on the outside of the

tire. The drawings show the distance of the center of grav-

ity of the counter balance of each wheel from the center of

the axle.

Truck Wheels.—All truck wheels have cast iron centers and

steel tires made by the Standard Steel Works. For the At-

lantic and Pacific types the truck wheels are 33% ins. in diam-

eter. The normal weights are as follows:

Tire when finished 480 lbs.

Tire when rough 540 lbs.

Center when finished 435 lbs.

Center when rough 475 lbs.

Two retaining rings 55 lbs.

Bolts and nuts 10 lbs.
"

Finished wheel 980 lbs.

The truck wheels of the Consolidation types are 30 Vi ins.

in diameter. The normal weights are as follows:

Tire when finished 434 lbs.

Tire when rough 490 lbs.
i hi. r when finished 392 lbs.

Center when rough 445 lbs.

Two retaining rings 48 lbs.

Holts and nuts 10 lbs.

Finished wheel SS4 lbs.

Valves.—The valves of the switcher are of the flat type with
American balance, using two rings, all the rest are of the

piston type, 12 ins. in diameter, one valve serving for all the

road engines. This valve is of cast iron with 2 L-shaped rings

at each end. The valve rods are all 2 ins. in diameter and
vary in length only. The piston valves have internal admis-
sion, the motion being indirect and the eccentric rods are

crossed. The engraving of the valve also illustrates the bush-
ing and ports. The valve stems are not extended. Two pis-
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ton drawings suffice for all engines. The Atlantic type and

switcher take 20-in. pistons and the Consolidation and Pacific

types 22-in., the piston rods <being all 4 ins. in diameter and

vary in length only. The pistons are of cast iron 5 V4 ins -

thick, each with three cast iron packing rings. The pistons

for the Consolidation and Pacific types are illustrated, the

only difference between these and the one for the Atlantic

type and switcher being in the diameter of the piston and the

length of the piston rod.

Cylinders.—As already stated, all road engines have the

same piston valve and valve stem packing and the same pis-

ton rod packing, and the cylinders are arranged to bring the

centers of the valves at the same distance from the centers

of the frames. All of these cylinders are provided with a

modification of the Sheedy circulating pipe, provided for in

the cylinder casting itself. All the cylinders have the same

exhaust and steam pipe seats and the same length of saddle

fit- except the switchers which have a lighter saddle. The

exhaust pipes are held by six studs and each steam pipe by

four studs. All the road engines are double bolted all around.

The cylinders are all arranged for 43-in. frame spacings and

for the same cross section of frames.

These details give evidence of unusual care in designing,

the chief purpose being to adhere to common standard con-

struction without sacrifice of other factors to secure this

result.

We are indebted to Mir. W. V. S. Thorne, director of pur-

chases of the Harriman Lines, for this information and to the

Baldwin Locomotive Works for the drawings.

Other details will be. presented later.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FREIGHT EQUIPMENT.

Rock Island Company.

(For previous article see page 153.)

Editok's Note.—This study of the car equipment of the Rock
Island and 'Frisco systems deals first with the composition of

the equipment, its age, cost and present value. This is

followed by a statement in detail concerning the condition of

the equipment, the recommendations as to retirement or im-

provement. In this portion of the report various equipment
parts and devices, which have given good service, are recom-

mended. A large
1

proportion of the report is occupied by a

statement concerning all the various groups of cars now in

service. The following section deals with numbering and
classification, and the report closes with recommended de-

signs for new equipment. The size of the report and the large

variety of different classes of cars forming the equipment of

a combination of roads, together with the very large invest-

ment in car equipment are impressive features of this unique
document. No argument could possibly be stronger to show
the necessity from a commercial standpoint of standardization.

Abstracts from the report follow:

It is the opinion of the committee, based on the information

given in these diagrams, and actual observation of the equip-

ment, that the limit of safe, useful and economical operation

of wooden cars is reached at the ages given below:

Box cars 18 years
Furniture cars 18 years
Refrigerator cars 12 years
Fruit cars - . 14 years
Stock cars 14 years
Coal cars 14 years
Flat ears 14 years
Ballast cars 12 years

and that an annual depreciation, based on the above terms of

years and allowing for the value of the scrap material in the

carSj should be charged off, so that when the limit is reached

the car can be retired from revenue service and either be

destroyed or used in yard or work train srvice only. Atten-

tion is called to the fact that the average of these limits is

practically the same as established by the M. C. B. Associa-

tion, viz., 16 years.

To find the value of a car at any age within the limits above

given, subtract from the original cost the scrap value. Multi-

ply this result by the percentage shown opposite the age, and

add the scrap value.

In calculating the value of the caboose cars, the age limit

has been take at 25 years.

Tables give t lie number of cars in service October 1st, 1904,

arranged in series, showing in each case the car numbers and
initials, length, capacity and age, also a list of the principal

features of construction, together with the recommendation of

the committee as to what should be done for its betterment, if

60,000 lbs. capacity or over, or the limit of expenditure, if less

than 60.000 lbs., which, if the condition of the car indicates

must be exceeded, will determine that it shall be retired from
active service.

In determining the limits the committee was governed by

not only the age and condition of the cars, but by the strength

of the body bolsters, which are the foundations upon which

the superstructure is carried, and which when weak are the

cause of excessive wear of wheel flanges and also derailments,

by excessive friction on the truck side bearings. (These lim-

its vary from $10 to $80, depending upon the capacity and the

general character of the equipment and construction. The

tables are omitted.

—

Editor.)

The limit is made higher for cars equipped with the Ameri-

can continuous draft rigging, because of the fact that if it is

thought advisable to apply an improved type of draft, it must

of necessity be applied to both ends of the car at the same

time, whereas in the case of a car equipped with a single

VALUATION OF CAR EQUIPMENT.
Fruit, Stock, Coal Refrigera-

Box and Furniture. and Flat. tor and Ballast.

Per- Per- Per-
Years. Rate. centage. Rate. centage. Rate. eentage.

1 5.5 .945 7 .93 8 .92

2 5.5 .890 7 .86 8 .84
3 5.5 .835 7 .79 8 .76
4 5.5 .780 7 .72 8 .68

6 5.5 .725 7 .115 8 .60

6 5.5 .670 7 .58 8 .52

7 5.5 .615 7 .51 8 .44

8 5.5 .560 7 .44 8 .36

9 5.5 -505 7 .37 8 .28
10 5.5 .450 7 .30 8 .20
11 5.5 .395 7 .23 8 .12
12 5.5 .340 7 .16 8 .04
13 5.5 -285 7 .09

14 5.5 .230 7 .02
15 5.5 .175
16 5.5 .120
17 5.5 .065
18 5.5 -010

mple: A box car costing originally $660 has a scrap value of

$110. What is it worth when 1<; years old?
Original cost $660
Deduct crap value 110

$660
Percentage 12

66.00
A. I.] crap value 110.00 $176.00 value at 16 years.

s|iiins; draft, the new type may be applied to one end at a

time.

These recommendations as to the limit of expenditure are

only general, and intended to show the relative worth of the

cars, and are subject to modification in the case of such cars

as have been rebuilt within five years, upon inspection as out-

lined hereafter, and are intended to apply only to the bodies

of the cars, and they do not include the cost of running re-

pairs to the trucks, couplers or air-brakes. The intent in

recommending limits is that these amounts may be expended
on such cars when they come to the shops for repairs after a

given date, for instance, January 1, 1905, and should they

again come to the shop for repairs to an equal amount within

six months after leaving the shop, they should be retired at

once. To assist in determining the amount of expenditure

required for repairs, the committee suggests the preparation

of schedules for each class of car, showing the cost of the

various parts, and an example showing its application.

When a car is received at the shops requiring repairs in

excess of the limit, report should be made at once to the gen-

eral superintendent of motive power and authority obtained
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for its retirement, and in recomniending a car for retirement

the following points should be given consideration:

First—The design, capacity and age.

Second—The condition of the longitudinal sills, bolsters,

draft rigging and trucks.

Third—Its availability for some other class of service, for

instance, by converting a stock car into a coke car, or a gon-

dola car into a flat car. In each case recommended for re-

tirement careful inspection should be made by some compe-

tent person detailed by the general superintendent of motive

power to determine the action to be taken, and the decision

reached should be immediately noted in the historical record.

The committee, while recommending the maintenance of

wooden cars of 60,000 lbs. and 80,000 lbs. capacity, does not

recommend their perpetuation beyond the age limit mentioned,

nor after the time when the cost of repairs exceeds 60 per

cent, of their depreciated value at the time such repairs be-

come necessary; the intent of this recommendation being that

all wooden cars should be retired when they reach their limit

of usefulness, and be replaced by steel frame care, thus grad-

ually bringing the system to a single standard for each class.

The portions of the higher capacity cars most liable to fail-

ure are found to be the body bolsters, truck bolsters, draft at-

tachments, door fixtures, brake beams, coal car .sides, the end

framing, end lining and roofs of box and stock cars and the

floors of open cars.

The committee recommends, in addition to the specific

recommendations in the equipment list for the strengthening

of such parts, that the floors of stock, coal and flat cars when
renewed should be of material 2 :

;s ins. thick, and the end

lining of closed cars, when renewed, be made of material 1%
Ins. thick. The end framing of closed cars should be strength-

ened by the addition of horizontal truss rods, which in con-

nection with the 1%-in. end lining will reduce the liability to

damage by the shifting of the load to a minimum.
It is also the opinion of the committee that one end door is

sufficient for a closed car, and such cars as now have two

should be changed whenever shopped for repairs.

The sides of coal cars are frequently weak by reason of the

etakes being either too small in size or insufficient in number,

and in such cases they should be strengthened by the applica-

tion of braces and such additional stakes as may be required.

In many cases the cars are found to be equipped with ex-

cellent draft attachments, but with draft timbers insufficiently

secured. In such cases anchor rods should be applied, which
will reduce the strain on the vertical bolts securing the draft

timbers to the sills, and eliminate damage from loose timbers.

The door fixtures now in use on the equipment are mostly

of such a design as to permit the shifting of the doors, when
switching, unless closed and locked. This shifting permits the

doors to pound against the stops, with the result that either

the hangers become loose and the door drops off, or the stops

come off and the door runs off at the end of the track, and is

finally either lost or damaged by being hit by passing cars,

the latter being a frequent cause of derailment of trains. The
fixtures recommended have been designed In such a manner
as to prevent this shifting, and when the hangers are secured

to the doors by bolts, the door cannot be dislodged.

Many of the bolsters (cast steel excepted) are fitted either

with pressed steel or malleable iron •
. which are

too small In bearing surface to have the strength to resist the

re of the load, and therefore fail by punching out the

bottom plate, or in Which the pn are per square inch due to

the load rnimn OTrwlTfi friction, and consequent!) exi

flange pra art on i arret by reason of the Inability I

to turn easily under the car, which, of course, is productive

of eXCCWlve flange wear OH Wheels and rails and also

ments on curves. The committee recnmmendi thai In such

case* the renter plates as they fail, or are found to bll

\>i- replaced by '-ast. steel center plates having

to bring' the friction within the proper llm-

Ks for the mail lal a ed

< To be ootu iii'i' 'i i *

SOUTH LOUIbVILLE SHOPS.

Loi is\ li.i.i: & Nashvtjxe Railboad.

This plant occupies a tract of 55 acres, 12% of which are

under roof. While figures on capacity are -usually somewhat
elastic, it was intended for the complete maintenance of 450

locomotives besides the building of a small number each year.

The car department was designed to repair 100 freight cars

per day,- for complete maintenance of 450 passenger cars, the

building of 15 new freight cars per day and the building of

about 25 passenger cars per year. By the extension of build-

ings and arrangement of departments an extension of one-

third of the present size of the plant is provided for. The
plans were most carefully worked out by Mr. Theodore H.

Curtis, superintendent of machinery of the road, from whom
the plan and descriptive information has been received.

The plan and operation of these shops centered in the use

of the most modern machinery and means of handling ma-

terial, as well as the equipment which comes into these shops

for repairs, to the best advantage. The three principal feat-

ures of the plan are:

First—A long, pointed, fish-shaped yard extending north

and south, and being relatively narrow east and west.

Second—A wide, high-speed transfer table passing east and

west transversely nearly across the yard group.

Third—A high-speed, stockyard, overhead travelling crane

running from the north side of the transfer table, a distance

of 1,000 ft., the crane having a span of 40 ft., a clearance of

15 ft. and a bridge speed of 1,000 ft. per minute.

The grouping of the buildings, therefore, was determined

largely by the problem of transporting material.

The central figure of the layout is an L-shaped avenue of

transportation, formed by the transfer table and the stock-

yard crane. The metal parts are handled by lifting and trans-

porting overhead, the wooden parts being transported hori-

zontally on low cars with as little lifting as possible.

The metal working buildings, such as the locomotive, erect-

ing, machine and boiler shops, the smith shop, wheel, and axie

shop and the foundry, all connect directly to the stockyard

crane, while the wood-working shops, such as the planing mill,

cabinet shop, coach shop, new freight car shop and freight

car repair shop, all border upon the transfer table. The metal

parts enter the shop yards from the north and lumber from

the south. Each operation on metals is in a southerly move-

ment, passing into the metal working shops and under rapidly

moving travelling overhead cranes. These cranes move
in an easterly and westerly direction, forming direct

connection with the stockyard crane. Each building receives

its material from and delivers its product to the stockyard

crane, and metal purchased in large quantities is delivered to

this crane ai its north end, this crane being available because

of the grouping of the buildings for handling all material,

whether maiiiiracinr.il at the shops or purchased outside, this

being the receiving ami distributing medium
The wood In process of manufacture moves northward

through the dry kilns or planing mill, and is delivered to the

transfer table for distribution. The table also connects with

the tockyard crane, and therefore becomes a part of the gen-

eral receiving and distributing agent for all materials. By

this arrangement metal pal movi mit.li and wood north, both

the I. shape avenue df transportation to distribute qulck-

li
ai mi m all I he materials used at the

plant, Band labor Is avoided b} the mechanical equipment.

while i in- trai rallj for the product from

the planing ild In an Important way in get-

ting miii rial to thi i
This transfer table has

i h thai switching may be done

upon either Ide of the plant, and by usi of the transfer table

narrov ire avoided Back

of the planing mill Is a ill] yard, convenient to the dry kiln

ii h lit the ' ar i hop buildings Is a large yard with track*

> centers with a capacity ">r ton million ft. of lumber.
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This lumber is handled on ears which are 2 ft. high, this

height being adopted for all platforms in the lumber depart-

ment, to avoid lifting and dropping heavy material. Lumber
Is loaded on kiln cars and kiln cars and lumber are trans-

ported on yard cars to the dry kiln, the kiln car passing

through the dry kiln and again on to the yard car, and trans-

ported into the lumber shed or to the planing mill machines
with only one handling of the lumber.

In the plan the crane service in the locomotive shop build-

ings is indicated. The plant has ten high-speed power cranes

for rapid handling of material. The locomotive shop has
transverse tracks served by the transfer table outside and by
a 100-ton and a 10-ton electric overhead travelling crane inside.

A careful study of the track arrangement will show that it

would be impossible to tie up this plant by the failure of the

cranes or transfer table.

The power house was located near the planing mill in order

to utilize the shavings from that department. As a part of

the plan a 44-stall roundhouse is provided for, as indicated

on the plan.

Climatic conditions were carefully considered in order to

secure north light and avoid sunlight in the buildings, this

being exceedingly important in the latitude of Kentucky.

This arrangement takes advantage of the Southern breezes,

which constitute an important factor in the hot season at

Louisville.

A description of the departments in detail must be reserved

until later. This plant was Jaid out by Mr. Theodore H. Cur-

tis personally. The shop buildings were erected under the

direction of the engineering department of the road, under

the approval of Mr. Curtis. A thorough description of this

plant will be presented when its organization and operation

are complete.

A MATTER OF EDUCATION.

Progress in any other department of engineering during the

past ten years has never been as great as that connected with

the American locomotive. Locomotives have not only in-

creased in size and power, but the methods of operation have

changed radically in that time. In the extraordinary stress

of business, requiring every available locomotive, practically

all the time, pooling has become general, and the men oper-

ating locomotives have lost individual responsibility for and

interest in the machines they run. Individual coal records

were formerly important factors. Now they are not, and the
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3 toward complete abandonment of records

which formerly tended to cause emulation among en;;

for fuel saving. In fact. Hie prevailing types of coal chutes

igbing or measuring the coal.

YVIi.fi -mall, the fuel question was impor-

tant, from th<- standpoint of operating economy. With the

onomy is not less but more impor-

; tantities are larger. But now we face an-

ompounding was In or reasons of

ontlnued to Ity. Ameri-

ean ;a ng and tour-cylinder balanced

.riding - do) tor reasons

. ing for, and

but they have forgotten the

at band, 1

element in i ontrol of

the efficiency of beating surface, as does compounding and

superheating, we shall pay more attention to the men who
run the engines, li will qoI be disputed that, as a rule, the

firemen who throw 3,000 lbs. of coal per hour receive less

careful training and less preparation for their work than

those who were required to throw but 1,000 lbs., in the past

li American Br men and engineers were as efficient

and "a nally and financially, In saving coal

England and Prance, our locomotives would

under oui

to-day. We a backward Btep In size and

power, but « a forward step In locomotive opera-

tion and pai march toward greater power.

Mfy putting a man on a frelgl

traction, but noth-

onlj a weeh of training for a

Hum!" i oad las! « i

on a

the highest railway officials

Mowing quea-

anil flremeu
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of 100-ton engines as he had when 50-ton engines were con-
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Do
a
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u nnfthis true in your «-*«*-£« S°'

**"

it apply to other men on the road and i he sbops ^

^ ^h^S^K^^^S^ernatie edu-

^*W^K:&V=r« — -
in times of heavy business?"

Because these questions concern the labor question, most of

the "pUes were
Q
guarded by a request that the author's name

should not be given. For this reason all of the names are

We.d The Otters come from the highest and bes -known

railroad officers in this country, representing over 80,000 mtles

of railroads They indicate that some do and some do not

ul" apprtiate the importance of the personal elemen n.

locomotive operation. That its importance is ™^^ J
all is encouraging. Abstracts from a few of the letters o.

low, the paragraphs being numbered to correspond with the

questions stated above.

FROM A GENERAL MANAGER.

Beve this applies to men in™ shops,
attention

2. I believe we all realize the necessity \;'
i(
.„ especiaHy fire-

,„ the employment of n|w men ratermg the sernce sp ^ ^

"Twe* believe it is advisable for railroads to undertake a ip-

t. Owing to the very beayy a*d sMOen increa
matter to

FBOM A PRESIDENT.

, t. ™irt,in Hip recollection of men now in railway service

,„ vs fIS^ME? when ^^locomotives was^a

v ,„: lt i,.ti that did no "J^gJSSrSJc^SSS Sinter upon that

fact. I have known men of sedentary o< "
wjth ^ ad.

j Bremen with the view " <™
;

' ',! firman became so

v""» " f
,

t1 "'
J"

86 r/t« is not now a question of brain, but

W
°3
k
It is advisable Eor railroads to undertake the systematic edu-
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40-TON COMPOSITE HOPPER CARS.

Seaboasd Aib Line Railwat.

For coal traffic on the Seaboard Air Line a number of 40-ton

composite cars have been constructed, using side frames to

carry the load, the cars having been patterned after those

of the same capacity which have been so successful on the

Norfolk & Western Railway, and which are known as the de-

sign of Mr. C. A. Seley, formerly mechanical engineer of the

Norfolk & Western. Mr. Seley's design is shown in this

'
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journal, in June, 1902, page 181. The general dimensions of

the Seaboard Air Line cars are as follows:

Length over buffers 31 ft. 3 ins.
Length over end sills 27 ft. 9V-
Length over body 27 ft. 9
Length inside 27 ft. a
Width over sides 9 ft. 2
Width inside 8 ft. 9% ins.

Height over hopper 7 ft. 5 ins.

Capacity 40 tons
Light weight 32.000 lbs.

Capacity, West Virginia coal : 85,000 lb:

The new features of this car are confined to the bolsters,

draft gear and center plate construction. The bolsters are of

steel castings, made in two parts with a coverplate connect-

ing them over the center sills, the construction being such

as to minimize the amount of fitting. The pressure at the

bottom of these castings against the center sills is reduced

e large malleable iron center plate, which is of such a

form as to lake the load from the channels directly to the

wi aring surface of the plate.

The draft gear is of the twin spring type, the webs of

the sills tl Ives being cut out to accommodate the gear.

These holes are punched out in one operation. The cheek

plates, which are of east steel, are riveted to the sills, and the

CENTER PLATE.

metal added in this manner more than compensates fnr the

amount removed by the punching. The draft of the twin

springs is brought to the vertical webs of the steel chan-

nels, so that the stresses of buffing and pulling are trans-

mitted into the central web of the backbone of the car.

These springs are easily Inspected from the outside, and by
removing the two clips on one side the draft rigging is easily

drawn out of the coupler yoke for repairs. Mr. R. P. C. San-

derson, superintendent of motive power of the road, states that

this gear has been in use on a number of cars, and has been
entirely successful.

The adoption by the Norfolk & Western of this car con-

struction is an additional mark of confidence in the design.

Descriptions of other cars of this kind may be found in Ibis

journal as follows: June, 1899, page 187; April, 1900, page
100; February, 1901, page 42; May, 1902, page 140; June, L902,

Page L81; Jn ige 209; July, 1903, page 257.

We are indebted to Mr. Sanderson for these drawings.

Street Railways.—The mileage of the electric lines in-

S90 and 1902 from 1,262 to 21.907, while
there was a decrease for the lines operated by other motive
power, the decrease being from 488 to 241 miles for cable lines,
from 711 to 170 miles for steam lines, and from 5,662 to 259
miles for lines using animals for their motive power.

Iotor Cab Geart^;.—French experiments on
ies of gears fitted for motor car service give the
-ults in percentages for new and worn gears, re-

-'.. steel on steel, gn .->sed to

-pur gearing, steel pinion and fibre

leather pinion and cast

earing, steel on steel, run-
ning in an oil bath

|
. in g, steel and steel,

oil bath, 88 and 82; universal joint, 95; roller chain,
lubricated and exposed to the air, 94 and 92.—Iron Age.

Ill
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WALSCHAERT vs. STEPHENSON VALVE GEAR.

Walschaert valve gear is being seriously consi lered for

S motives. It has already been applied

to a 2—8— locomotive i See American Engineer, February,

ontinue to be so favor-

ab.e as to lead to the conclusion that it would be advantageous

on passenger locou lis journal illustrated the Class

J passenger locomotive in March, 1901, page 69, and the

heavier Class K in November, 1904, Rage 413, and December,

1904, page 479. In the accompanying table the actual weights

ire given in. i classes, the

aciu.i: or the 2— S— class, and
estimated weig I gear for the two passfn-

: < the saving in weight by using the

latter gear is 1,745 lbs.

Since the application of the Walschaert gear to the Lake
Shore locomotive, alread; ii has i n applied i<>

a new consolidation locomotive, No. 2749, of the New York
Central & Hudson River Railroad, a photograph of which is

reproduced. This app ication is similar to that of the Lake
Shore di

In the line engraving th adaptation of the Class J, 2— —

2

passenger locomotive is illustrated. This locomotive was de-

scribsd in this journal in March, 1!»>l page 69 and the gear

is to be applied in . ith an inside admission piston

valve. This engine has a direel valve motion. In this con-

.,.,.. I
I I

i IIOUI i'ii

I! WI.WA1T.
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COMPARATIVE WEIGHTS, STEPHENSON AND WALSCHAERT
VALVE GEAR.

Ljlks Shore & Michigan Southern Locomotives.

, Class and Type —

\

Class D, 2-8-0. Class J, 2-6-2. Class K, 2-6-2.

Stephen- Walsch- Stephen- Walsch- Stephen- Walsch-
son. aert. son. aert. son. aert.

lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

Crank pins, main 520 490 390 365 440 415
Crank pins, arms 100 . . 80 . . 90
Crosshead arms 60 .. 50 .. 50
Eccentric 600 . . 740 . . 740
Eccentric strap 800 . . 880 1,120
Eccentric rods 200 220 200 175 280 200
Link 280 260 260 240 300 275
Link support 280 .. 250 .. 260
Link lifter 45 . . 120 120
Reverse shaft & arms. 260 400 350 375 385 390
Rockers 260 .. 280 325 280 350
Rocker boxes 240 . . 800 300 300 325
Transmission bar ... 300 140 270 160 300 170
Transmission bar

hanger 80 72 120 65 120 75
Transmission bar

bracket • • • • • • 200
Valve rod 80 70 130 100 100 100
Vibrating rod 220 .. 180 .. 180
Vibrating link 70 . . 60 . . 6£

Total, lbs 3,665 2,382 3,940 2,725 4,685 2,940

6»vlng Ijo w»lght, lbs. 1,283 1,215 1.745

Weight of engine and tender in working order 369,200 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 17 ft. 6 ins.

Wheel base, total 26 ft. 5 ins.

Wheel base, engine and tender 60 ft. 6% ins.

RATIOS.
Tractive weight -f- tractive effort 4.4
Tractive effort x diam. drivers -f- heating surface 778
Heating surface -r- grate area 65.8
Total weight -r tractive effort 4.9

CYLINDERS.
Kind Simple
Diameter and stroke 23 by 32 ins.

Piston rod, diameter 4 ins.

VALVES.
Kind 14-in. Piston
Greatest travel 6 ins.

Steam lap % ins.

Exhaust lap Line and line

Lead in full gear Line and line
WHEELS.

Driving, diameter over tires 63 ins.

Driving, thickness of tires 3Vj ins.

Driving journals, main, diameter and length 10 by 12 ins.

Engine truck wheels, diameter 33 ins.

BOILER.
Style Straight top
Working pressure 200 lbs.

Outside diameter of first ring 81% ins.

Firebox, length and width 108 1-16 by 75*4 ins.

Firebox, plates, thickness % and 9-16 in.

Firebox, water space 4^ ins.

Tubes, number and outside diameter 446 2-in.

Tubes, gauge and length 11, 15 ft. OH '"s. long.

Heating surface, tubes 3,489.47 sq. ft.

VALVE SETTING OF ENGINE 2749, WITH WALSCHAERT VALVE MOTION.

Pre-Admission.
Eack.

Cut-Oft Position.
Forward Motion

—

R. H. Side. Front.

Full gear

Half stroke 7i» S 7m S

Quarter stroke UA» UA«
L. H. Side. Front Back.

Full gear

Half stroke */» Vji

Quarter stroke . . . .
u/u u/«

Cut-Off Position.

Backward Motion— Pre-Admission.

H. Side. Front.

Full gear

Half stroke Vi«

Quarter stroke u/u
L. H. Side. Front.

Full gear

Half stroke '/»

Quarter stroke . . . .
UA«

Link radius

Link centre

Valve travel

Steam lap

Back.

Front

Vii

'A.

'/»

Front.

Vu
Vi«

»/»

Back.

7i.

A.
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A LARGE SINGLE PHASE LOCOMOTIVE FOR HEAVY
RAILROAD SERVICE.

Of the many interesting exhibits of railway appliances pre-

pared for the inspection of the delegates to the International

Railway Congress, probably the most novel, and certainly the

most important in its bearing on the use of electricity as a

motive power for heavy railroad service, was the YVestinghouse-

Baldwin single phase, alternating current locomotive, shown
in operation May 16th on the Interworks Railway at East

Pittsburgh. This locomotive was built by the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company in order to convince the

railway managers of the possibilities and advantages of the

use of single phase current for the heavy electric traction, and

to demonstrate this ability of the company to supply the neces-

sary apparatus. It was shown in operation first running light

and then hauling a train of fifty new steel gondola cars, weigh-

ing, approximately, 1.200 tons.

This is the largest alternating current locomotive in the

world, the largest to be operated by a single phase current,

and it is equipped with six of the largest single phase motors

ever built. It is the first alternating current locomotive for

use in America, and is designed for the highest trolley voltage

ever used in this country. This locomotive is also the largest

ever operated by means of overhead trolleys, is the first on

which forced ventilation is used on the motors, and is unique

in other respects.

power supply from a single No. 000 trolley wire. The 6,000-

voll current is collected from the trolley wire by a pneumat-
ically operated panlagraph trolley on each half of the loco-

motive, and is carried through a suitable oil switch and cir-

cuit breaker to an auto-transformer in each cab. These trans-

formers reduce the voltage to 325 for use at the motors. The
ys may be rai red from the cab by a suitable

air valve.

The three motors on each half of the locomotive are con-

nected permanently in parallel and are controlled by means
of an induction regulator, which, under the direction of the

;•, varies the voltage at the motors from about 140 to

The induction regulators are driven by small series

motors of the same general type as the main motors. Both
regulators are controlled by the multiple unit system from a
master switch at either end. They may be stopped at any de-

sired point in their travel, and thus the locomotive may be
rim at any speed with the same facility and economy as a
steam locomotive. Forced ventilation is used with the auto-

transformers and induction regulators as well as with the
motors, the necessary air being supplied by motor-driven blow-
ers. Motor-driven air compressors are also used.

'

The locomotive is designed for slow speed freight service,

this type having been chosen because the design of series

alternating current motors for very slow speed service presents
many more problems and is much more difficult than the de-

sign of equal capacities for the ordinary conditions. This

WESTINGHOUSE SINGLE PHASE Ic>cc>\ VE AND FITTY-CAR TKVIN.

The weight of the locomotive complete is 135 tons. It is

built in two halves, each having one six-wheel truck with

rigid wheel base. These are coupled together, and are intend-

Lte normally as a single unit, but each half may be

operated separately if desired. The locomotive is approx-

imately 4.". ft. long over all, and 9 ft. 8 ins. wide. The total

height above the rail with trolleys lowered is 17 ft. The
are 60 ins. in diameter, and are mounted on 8-in. axles,

with •; ft. 4 ins. between centers. The side frames of the

truck are of cast steel and are spring supported in the usual

manner, the weight on tint two inside axles of each truck be-

big equalized. The cabs are built .
: with angle

iron supports, and the- entire cab as a whole is removable
from the truck. Bach axle carries a 225 h.p. single

motor of th<- single reduction geared type, making a

n

ported directly <>n 'he- axle and the other is sus-

pended by spiral the locomotive body.

mailer

They :, l'-'I that fO

and Increased output tint- secured.

i a and

required in beavy <!.
, work

train OVCT a third <>! :i n.

problem having been solved, the production of similar loco-

motives for passenger service becomes a relatively simple mat-

ter. With the motors working at nominal full load output the

tive will develop a draw bar pull of 50.000 lbs. at a speed

of approximately 10 miles per hour. On several occasions,

however, when hauling the 50-car train referred to above,

steady draw bar pulls of from 60,000 to 65,000 lbs. have been

recorded on the dynamometer car. and momentary efforts as

high as lnii.ooo [bs. have been obtained with no sign of slipping
' With lighter loads the locomotive may be run

at highi p i" a maximum ol a miles per hour.

The- on of so targe ind powerful an alter-

• motive without the usual series Of di

meiits throu Increasing sizes, which is ordinarily

required when so la undertaken, marks a

i advance in the production ol ipparatus rot-

heavy trai 'ion work.

ion rhe Glasgow 4 Southwei tern

Rallwa lame Man cm i^ io. otive superln-

rj ep idem tean toe
i oa< b, with

• frame, which le

'I'lie

nf the body Itself is 41 ft The diameter ol

and a hori-

zontal boiler, with 8 q ft. ol ft of

I io- holler h This unit
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LOCOMOTIVE REPAIR ACCOUNTS.

The system of locomotive repair accounts Introduced l>y Mr.

H. H. Vaughan, superintendent of motive power of the

Canadian Pacific, is described by him on another page of this

issue. This article should be taken under serious considera-

tion by every motive power and operating official because of

the importance of motive power records in the operation of

railroads. It is believed that no more important suggestion

than this has ever been made with respect to the records of

the cost of locomotive maintenance.

PERFORMANCE OF BALTIMORE & OHIO MALLET
COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE.

Those who have predicted all kinds of troubles and failures

with the large Mallet articulated compound locomotive, built

by the American Locomotive Company for the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, and illustrated in this journal in June of last

year, should carefully note the statements by Mr. J. E. Muhl-

feld, superintendent of motive power of that road, which ap-

pear elsewhere in this issue. The locomotive has been en-

tirely successful, and Mr. Muhlfeld presents interesting figures

concerning 60-mile freight runs and 15-mile pusher runs. His

statements are of great importance in view of the advantages

offered by the Mallet type of construction for large locomo-

tives This locomotive seems to be just the thing for heavy

mountain service, and strong arguments for using the same

type of .oil-in tion : road locomotives may he based

upon this experience. Especially noteworthy is the fact that

the work described was performed with the service of but

one fireman.

The paper on "Electricity on Steam Railroads," presented

before the Western Railway Club by Mr. Clement F. Street is

the most complete and valuable contribution on this subject

which we have seen. The paper is such that it cannot prop-

erly be presented in abstract, and those interested should ob-

tain complete copies of it. Mr. Street states that the indica-

tions are that within the next few years a large proportion

of the heavy suburban service, the demands of which are even

now beyond the capacity of steam locomotives, will be handled

by electric equipment. The next service in which it will be

introduced will be for pushers on heavy grades, and from this

and suburban service extensions will be made to entire di-

visions and trunk lines, although the extensions to the trunk

lines will not be made in the near future.

The benefits to be gained from the electrical operation of'

suburban service are as follows: Increase in gross receipts,

better application of power to trains, increased capacity of

terminals, reduction in operating expenses, reduction in ter-

minal costs, reduction in cost of maintenance of equipment,

increased reliability of service and reduction in coal consump-

tion. Instances are cited where the gross receipts of suburban

roads have increased from 46 to 68 per cent, after the introduc-

tion of electrical operation. A system of traction having

power units attached to the trucks of the cars is desirable in

suburban service for the following reasons: A high rate of

acceleration can be obtained; a change in the wreight of the

train does not cause a corresponding change in the rate of

a. i deration; the rate of acceleration can be changed to suit

different conditions; switch engines are not required, and the

draw bar strains are distributed. The capacity of terminals

is iui leased, since only one or two switching operations are

required with electrically operated trains, while from 5 to 7

operations are required with steam locomotives, and consid-

erable time is also saved due to the quicker acceleration of the

electric trains.

With electric cars the terminal costs are reduced by about

60 per cent., and the investment in buildings and equipment

by \ci to 90 per cent. Roundhouses, cinder pits, boiler washing,

cleaning of flues and grates, packing of cellars, firing up of

engines, turn-table expenses and coal trestles are eliminated.

Assuming that six car trains can be operated with one loco-

mom e or three motor cars, the terminal cost of the electric

equipment per day is about 65 cents, as compared to $1.53 for

the locomotive. Statistics which are presented indicate that

the cost of maintenance of equipment is much less for electric

than for steam roads.

Mr Street considers at length the different systems of elec-

tric traction and the relative advantages of the third rail and

the trolley. He advocates the use of the single-phase alter-

nating current system and an overhead conductor, j

INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY CONGRESS.

An idea of the scope of the recent meeting of the Inter-

national Railway Congress in Washington is conveyed by the

Yact that forty-six different countries were represented by

delegates, the number of railroads being 404, the total num-

ber of delegates 568, of which 286 were foreign and 282

American, The railways represented aggregated 310,940 miles.

While the delegates met for the consideration of a large num-

ber of subjects concerning railway transportation, the con-

vention itself was by no means the most important feature

of this assemblage of those who are conducting the most im-

portant development of the time. Aside from the foreign

delegates, never before has there been such a gathering of

American railway officials, including owners, financiers, man- /

aging, engineering and motive power men. The Congress

may be considered an epoch-making event, making for a better

understanding not only among railway men of different coun-

tries, but among those of this country, and the lesson of the

Congress is the importance of occasionally getting together
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ail the officials of all tie departments for a study of their

common problem.

The value of the official discussions would have been much

greater if those other than delegates were permitted to know

exactly what was said in the meetings. The reports of the

discussions, after the censors had finished with them, were

robbed of much of their value and it is to be hoped that at

some future time the star chamber character of the discus-

sions may give place to a more modern and enlightened plan,

as there can be no satisfactory reason at this day and date for

discussing technical railroad subjects behind closed doors.

As is usual on such occasions, intercourse during leisure

moments on the excursions and at the banquets, was an ex-

ceedingly valuable feature of the gathering. No one could

attend, in the proper spirit, without deriving hundreds of in-

spirations from the men he met who are earnestly devoting

themselves to transportation.

Comments from various prominent officials were heard. A
well known general manager stated that "This is the best con-

vention of any kind I ever attended." Another said: "Great

good will come from this assemblage of serious-minded, able

men of the highest responsibilities, and noblest purposes."

Undoubtedly the strongest feature of the convention was the

remarkable exhibit of the American Railway Appliance Ex-

position with over 300 members and exhibitors. These ex-

hibits were representative of American railway appliances in

an effort to show our practice to foreigners, and its scope was

so great and the individual exhibits so good as to warrant

the statement that American railway officials could derive

more from it than could the foreigners. Among the me-

ihanical appliances there were few that were new to those

who are carefully watching progress. Throughout the exhibi-

tion, however, were many new applications which have not

been seen at any previous exhibition. The value of this fea-

ture of the Congress centered in the fact that the owners,

presidents, general managers and other high officials, mingled

with their department subordinates in making a careful study

of equipment and appliances.

At a casual gathering of nine or ten railroad presidents

one evening the decision was reached that they should send

for their mechanical and engineering officials. One road sent

a delegation of 2C men; from other roads representatives

visited the exhibits in groups of five or six and in many cases

these men were required to render reports of what they saw.

On* of the exhibiting companies had a force of 40 men at the

This company had appropriated $35,000 for its ex-

penses, including the exhibit. Such men as Mr. Stuyvesant

Fish expressed the opinion that the exhibition was the most

important feature of the Congress. To one who carefully

studied the exhibits and noted the care with which they were

examined by the higher officials It must have been evident

that this exhibition has performed a mission in raising the

dignity of the motive power problem by showing the higher

officials how great the problem

It would be useless to attempt a description in detail, but it

is sufficient to say that a week was too short a time for a

complete study of the exhibition. The attendance averaged

i5,000 per day. The vain.- of the results <annot possibly

timated. The exhibition was of the most definite char-

acter, classified along Btralghl lines, leading in the din

of improvement in developing track, operation and shop

e, making I
celerity of work and service

afety of operation, if the ra

and their very high officials have learned
I

of this
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NEGLECTED APPRENTICESHIP.

Proper provision for the men of the future in shops, on loco-

. on the road, at the telegraph key, and everywhere

else on railroads, is being neglected to an extent which is

absurd, ridiculous and positively unsafe. A day of reckoning

is to come, and our brightest, ablest and strongest railroad

officials are to be judged and found wanting, unless they awake

to the situation and meet the need promptly, thoroughly and

permanently.

There are tons of literature on the subject of apprenticeship,

yet so little is actually done as to justify the statement that,

while the principles are understood, apprenticeship is neg-

lected by American railroads.

.Many trades are represented in a modern railroad shop,

often numbering twelve or more. It is the exception rather

than the rule to find half of these trades provided with ap-

prentices. As important a trade as boiler-making is usually

entirely barren of apprentices.

In the editorial office of this journal damaging evidence may
be shown to incriminate railroad officers in the use of appren-

i[> on important machines to keep down the cost of loco-

motive repairs. Complaint is made that the labor unions

restrict the number of apprentices. This is true—but the use

made of the boys and the lack of training in the shops war-

rants the statement that those we have are abused. Notable

exceptions only pt;eve the rule.

These criticisms are not confined to apprentices. During the

past year firemen have been put to work with woefully insuffi-

cient training. What can be expected of a man firing a heavy

freight locomotive after only one week of instruction, and

that confined to what is given him by the fireman he works

under on the locomotive. Even the electric street railroads

do better than this with their motormen.

These facts are known to the officials. What is the reason

for the distressing neglect of recruiting methods and appren-

ticeship in general?

The reason is simple. It is no one's special business to look

after the men of the future, and the higher officials are too

busy with the present to think of the future. That is all, and

when the facts which are now known become appreciated a

wave of improvement will sweep the country from end to

end. This wave cannot start too soon. It is already about

twenty years behind its schedule.

Here are some pointed questions for presidents, general

managers arid superintendents of motive power:

What has become of the esprit de corps of railroad organ-

izations of a generation ago?

What tire the railroads doing i sei the new conditions

oi managemi nl ol men arising because of the increase in size

of railroads and their aggregation into systems?

What has become of the apprentice hip tinder which you

grew up?
What, policy are yon pursuing in order to direct the natural

hip talent among your men into useful and helpful

channels?

Why do you ever go bul Ide ol your own staff of subordinate

and men to All Important positions?

organization, what are you doing

Ion i li i i ban yours has been?

on, what can 'oad leai a from a large
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WALSCHAERT VALVE GEAR.

American locomotive development during the past twenty-

five years has not brought the improvements of valve gear

mechanism up to correspond with other improvements of our
powerful locomotives. American railroad officials and loco-

motive designers have continued to apply the old Stephen-

son link motion practically to the exclusion of all other valve

motions. While this gear has proved successful on locomo-

tives of moderate size and has given good satisfaction, it has

been impossible, on account of the limitations of gauge of

track and the enlargement of the other parts of the locomo-

tive, to increase valve gear proportions in proper ratio. The
size of eccentrics is not proportionately larger upon the larg-

est engines now built than upon the small engines of a quarter

of a century ago. Consequently the wear, breakage and renew-

als of these parts is greater than it should be. If, however,

the size of eccentrics could be increased proportionately to

the size of the locomotive, they would give trouble because of

high surface velocity.

European locomotive builders during this period have been

in advance of us and have for a number of years used the

Walschaert valve gear. Probably 90 per cent, of the main
line passenger and freight locomotives annually built upon the

continent are equipped with it. English locomotive men have,

like ourselves, been slow to change from the Stephenson link

motion, but in this they are more excusable because the

small size of their engines still permits of proper proportions

for the work performed.

Realizing that the limitation of the Stephenson link mo-

tion has been reached, the American Locomotive Company
last year adapted the Walschaert valve gear to the Mallet

compound locomotive built for the Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

road and exhibited at the St. Louis Exposition. This engine,

which has been illustrated in this journal in June, 1904, page

237, is a 4-eylinder articulated compound, the heaviest and

most powerful ever constructed. While this type of valve gear

has been previously used in this country upon small locomo-

tives and small motor cars this was its fust application to a

heavy American road locomotive. As recorded in this journal

it has since been applied to heavy consolidation locomotives

for the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and the New York
Central & Hudson River railroads. The American Locomo-
tive Company is recommending the adoption of Walschaert gear

to all types of heavy locomotives, both for the highest speed

passenger service and the heaviest and slowest freight ser-

vice.

This gear is specially well adapted to modern high efficiency

engines, and on account of the construction which places all

the heavy wearing surfaces outside of the wheels, where they

are readily accessible for inspection and lubrication, the gear

•has met with unexpected favor from all classes of railway

officials as well as the men who run the engines.

Operation.—The Stephenson gear increases the lead as the

cut-off is shortened. The Walschaert gives a constant lead at

all cut-offs from full to mid-gear. The constant lead is an

advantage, as in the case of the link motion it is a difficult mat-

ter to obtain sufficient lead with large cylinders in the longer

cut-offs and at the same time keep down the lead and conse-

quent pre-admission and excess of compression in the shorter

cut-offs where most of tin' high speed work is performed.

The advantages of constant lead on large cylinder engines is

manifest because of the possibility of giving an amount of

ri long cut-offs to properly cushion ocating

parts and at the same time reduce the pre-admission and com-

pression of short cut-offs, thus making a freer working and
easier running engine, saving steam and reducing the pound-

ing of bearings.

Construction.—The valve is operated by means of a slotted

link of suitable radius, pivoted at its center and reciprocated

by a connecting rod attached to its lower end, the connecting

rod deriving its motion from a return or eccentric crank se-

lured to the main crank pin. The valve stem is connected to

the link by a pivoted transmission bar, which is raised and

lowered in the link by means of the reverse lever, the vary-

ing positions of the block in the link controlling the cut-off

from full gear ahead to mid-gear and thence to full gear in

backw-ard motion.

If the valve were actuated by this combination alone there

would be no lap or lead, consequently it was necessary to

supply a secondary motion to give the necessary lap and lead.

This is done by means of a pendulum lever, the upper end of

which is attached to the valve stem and the lower connected

to the cross head by a suitable link. The transmission bar

is pivoted to this lever at its upper end, the ratio between the

pivot point being that of half the travel of the cross head to

the lap of the valve plus the lead. A motion is thus obtained

which causes the valve to perform its proper function in an ar-

rangement which brings the connections into practically the

same vertical plane, thus centralizing the strains in approx-

imately straight lines. Where the distribution valves are

located in the cylinder saddle they are operated by means
of an ordinary rocker shaft. All connections have case-hard-

ened pins and lubricated bushings, except that upon the return

crank pin. which is fitted with an adjustable bronze bearing.

It will readily be seen that this motion possesses superior ad-

vantages, which may be summed up as follows:

Advantages.—Reduced weight of moving parts of the valve

gear, reduced first cost when compared with bronze eccentric

straps, reduced cost of maintenance, accessibility of all parts

for inspection, accessibility of all parts for lubrication, elim-

ination of frequent renewals and repairs, a construction per-

mitting better and stronger bracing of frames, construction

permitting the use of longer driving box bearings, easier ac-

cess to main driving box cellars. This motion does not "get

out of square" like the Stephenson motion, but the valves

retain their original setting.

The Walschaert gear is not new, but is introduced into

American par. tioe to meet the conditions of heavy road ser-

of conditions which are new. Egide Walschaert

was born near Brussels in 1820. While in the service of the

Belgium State Railways he patented his valve gear in IX! 1

This valve gear eventually became the valve gear of Europe,

1 in 1901 near Brussels at the age of 81 years. We
may pay tribute to his genius in having developed over 60

omething which we find we greatly need to-day.

CAST IRON WHEELS IN PASSENGER AND FREIGHT
SERVICE.

Ciin k.GO, Mn.u \i kf.e & St. Pavi. Railway.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway is a notable

example of a road making general use of cast iron wheels in

passenger as well as freight service. From the wheel records

which have been carefully kept since 1885, interesting informa-

obtained. In this journal for June, 1889, page 191, the

record up to that, date was published. Mr. A. E. Manchester,

superintendent of motive power, has kindly supplied the fig-

ures bringing the record down to date.

At tent ion should be directed to the fact that the average

mileage is obtained by dividing the total car mileage during

any year by the number of wheels taken out. If 10,000 wheels

are in service and 1,000 are removed each year, the average

length of service would be 10 years, and the average mileage

would 1» lo times the yearly mileage of the cars. This does

not give tn curate figures for any particular year, but it does

correcl method of comparison when a number of years

are covered, and the statement shows the average mileage

of all wheels taken out for all causes.

The shorter life of freight wheels shown for the years 1903

atnl 1904 is due to two causes. During the last five years

ompany has added to its equipment a number of 4 <> and

50-ton en- which are special cars, used in ballast, ore and
coal service. These cars make more mileage than other cars

in general service, and the weight of the oars ami their greater

mileage account for the reduced mileage of the wheels. Fur-

thermore, in all of the heavier equipment the inspection of
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wheels is more rigid, and they are withdrawn when in better

condition than was the practice with the older equipment.

This record, therefore, shows the results of heavier cars, and

is exceedingly important in the experience with cast iron

wheels on this road. It is significant that the records for the

last two years are below those of the previous 13 years.

Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Company, \

Motive Poweb Department. )

Comparative Statement, Service of Freight Car Wheels, Years

1885-1904.

- - S

*
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II \l:is WHEEL LATHE.—AM. IS SHOP! CWAIHW 1' U'H'IC RAILWAY.

-hop taken by all of the foremen. His article in this number
explains this system fully. It seems to lead the road men
to measure their work in terms of mileage ami the shop men
to measure theirs in dollars and rents. Such comments are

certainly appropriate in describing these shops, because the

'lion of the plant 11 [dered as only the begin

Ding, and ton often a new plai ent in organization

for a long time alter its completion.

The luass department in the gallery is worthy of more

I, an can he given here. An example of the work done

will suffice to indicate tie character or its management. Mud
are made in an ordinary Warner and Swasey turrit

lathe in three gizea from -
'
• In o2 In al thi rati of 30

per hour. They are made of brat \ forming tool cuts the

taper and the threads are cut by a collapsing die with a

attachment, this having been developed in this department

There Is no difficulty with leaky mud plugs.

The small as well as the large machines throughout this

hop are running [Ives an Impre Ion

•y not tOO Often found in rail.

It is the opinion of the write,- that a larger proportion of

variable speed drive:- won hi ha

In the list of machinery
i

month the direct

ed drive-.-, or Independent motor are eonfln 6 to

mill having milling ma

i ylinder tx soring mill: locomo I

frame drill; double-head baper and two small boring mill

totaj or eight machlni In addition to these thi 90-ln Nlles

l».the, the < rHndi i planei and three bead ilotti i

Ninety-Inch Nib »the Tbla ' n by a

30-h.p. induct ion motor and driven by a Abuse chain, is sup-

posed to have, from 40 to 50 per cent, speed variation in the

motor at full load. The actual variation, however, is limited

to about 13 per cent. This machine is illustrated in the en-

graving. The motor is likely to be changed. This machine is

capable of maintaining the tires of 700 locomotives and to

turn the tires of 5 consolidation engines In 5 days. An aver-

agi ui 6 pairs of 57-ln. wheels with Krupp fires have been

turned ai the rate ol i bour and 15 minutes per pair tor the

actual cutting time. Two pairs of siin. wheels have been

turned in I hours and L0 minutes. The secret is that this

is a heavy, strong, large-journaled machine with a total

weight of 50 tons, the work being held close to the tool

bj Improved devices The machine nun. oul 5 pairs of

from 55 to 62-in. tires per day, 2 hours per pair represent

ing the work which it will do regularly. Cutting speeds of

ad. en L2 it pei mlnuti are u ed, and the machine will take

till the .ui there Is to take on a worn tire at a '» In. feed

1 hi mat i d for taking cuts 'i In, dei p, 8 L6 In

I--] .vith a ui' ii. peed up to 80 n per minute The
li Ive i 01 Ol 80 I. p. capacity, and I he motOl foi

.

I of 3 b p apacll i The fa e plates are

driven by Internal b drive them being

i bi pi -' of the

1

1

-
in ii.H • n\ ing h.al I

i tins at 3 to 4

i diameter than that usually

I lath ! "i i
I berefore yerj

much i .im ed mak Ing the drive of each face plate

undei ,i a hi patented driving do |

I po er of the machine to be ut Hissed at

lowing as hi ' " tool
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steel will stand. The photograph shows clearly the applica-

tion of these dogs. The dogs are arranged at sufficient dis-

tance from the face-plates so that all drivers buW those having

the main crank pin on them can be put in without moving

the movable head. On wheels which have the main crank

pins, the movable head is traversed out, the wheels put in

per hour. This is done on an old Craven boring mill, the mill

being 20 years old. Thirty-four-in. truck tires with 2 retaining

rings are finished at the rate of 11 in 10 hours on two smaller

mills, one of the mills being a Bullard and the other a Niles,

shown in the list of machinery last month.

Slotting.—An old 12-in. slotter, 22 years old, slots 12 cast

iron driving boxes for the brasses per day of 10 hours, the

size of the axle being 8% ins.

Frame Planing.—The Shanks frame planer cuts at 25% ft.

per minute and returns at 52 ft. per minute. A pair of

switcher frames are planed on both sides and the top in 19

hours with a %-in. cut and 7-32-in. feed. With one of the

new tool steels the tool cuts across the frame with one sharp-

ening.

Frame Slotting.—The Bertram 3-head frame slotter slots 4

switcher frames of cast steel in 50 hours, 4 iron frames are

slotted in 30 hours. The slotting work is done in about half

tin' time of the planing. The slotter has a stroke of 2fi in.

Rod Planing.—A Pond double-head rod planer is equipped

with a 15-h.p. motor for the main drive, Which is not suffi-

ciently powerful. Four I^aird guides, 7 x 2% in the rough,

are planed at. once and finished to 6% x 2% in. in four hours.

Shaper.—'The 2-head Bertram shaper is driven by a 25-h.p.

D. C. variable speed motor with a speed variation of 2 to 1.

It cuts % x 1-16 ins. at 23 ft. per minute on rod work, and

this is fairly within the capacity of the machine.

Some of the more interesting of the new machines and

their motor drives are illustrated in the accompanying photo-

graphs. The work] benches of the machine shop and the rod

racks referred to in the May number are also illustrated.

place ami tin crank pins inserted in the holes in the face-

mi then the moA able '" ad moi ed up.

Tire Boring.—Tires averaging about 132 in. in diameter are

bored at (he rate of 12 or 13 per day, averaging more than 1

Tin Stolze Gas Tiuiune.—Dr. Stolze of Berlin has been at

work since 1873 upon a gas turbine, and is now building one

ot 200 lip. According to the Engineering Review, the experi-

mental machine consisted of two separate turbines mounted

on a common shaft, one acting as a rotary air compressor

and the other being the turbine proper.
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INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY CONGRESS, WASHING-
TON, D. C.

The seventh meeting of this international association of

railway officials was opened Hay 4 at the New Willard Hotel,

Washington, D. C, by an address by the Hon. Charles W.

Fairbanks, vice president of the United States. The speaker

commented upon the fact that the great development of rail-

road transportation had been compassed by the lives of many

men now living. Beginning locally to serve small needs, it

had become the artery of political and commercial affairs of

the world. His address was a fitting tribute to transporta-

tion as a civilizing, developing, unifying influence, making for

universal friendship, fellowship and peace.

Mr. Gerard, president of the permanent commission of the

Congress, followed, stating that 70 years ago Belgium opened

its first public railway in 1834 (which, by the way, was two

years after the Americas Engineeb was founded). To-day

that little country has 4,515 miles of railways, covering a

territory of 11,500 square miles, this development, measured

by the size of the country being greater than that of any

other country in the world. To Belgium also belonged the

credit of inaugurating the International Railway Congress.

Personifying the traditions of the organization, the speaker

thanked the United States for its interest in the organization.

From the first meeting Mr. E. T. Jeffrey of the Denver & Rio

Grande had attended all conventions of the Congress. Mr.

Gerard spoke of the work before the organization consisting

of 20 subjects' and 47 reports.

Mr. Stuyvesant Fish, president of the Illinois Central Rail-

road, as president of the American Railway Association, wel-

comed the Congress to this country for the first time it toad

ever met outside of Europe. This meeting also was the first

to which German government delegates had been sent. Mr.

Fish gave a prominent place to John Ericsson in the develop-

ment of the locomotive and noted that his death occurred as

r» ntly as 1889. Great Britain had been the birthplace of

railroads, but the United States had brought about their great-

est development. In the United States three-quarters of the

country depended absolutely- upon railroads for its settle-

ment. Mr. Fish presented many important statistics to com-

pare units of service showing what our railroads had accom-

plished. This interesting address merits more space than may
be given to it here.

Reports "i nn Sections.

LOCOMOTIVES AMI KOI J IM, STUCK.

Mr. .1. B. Muhlfeld, general superintendent of motive power

of ilii- Baltimore &. Ohio, was the reporter for the United

ibjecl which treated of the increase in the

power of locomotives by the adoption of high pressures and

of the compound principle Th< conclusions of his paper were

as follows:

1. Locomotives of greal power, within the presenl gauge, cli ii

ami- and weight limits, may be designed and constructed to remain
effective for several years and produce a higher average .-i

I and
tractive power with or loc tive expenses per unit of

power developed, than thai given by locomotive of large capacity
in n.-.- to-day or from the previous lighter equipment.

_• The • Mi. i. ii. and ecoi ly predicted and anticipated from the

one of locomotives of greal power have m.t been attained. Their
development rapid on the basic of the tl retical

calculations which did not include the necessary factors for practi

lit*, and also owing to the di n ml of mplii ii | in de

ial maintenance and speed i onomy.
:: Locomotives of comparatively recent construction have been

i L., mi proni oad ta ndnril

nued and
luitoble and

ingenble thai nd rdi of ! tol i i bui

l Th< presenl di til wi ighl I b; i he

.ml material n bich will combine the leas!

5 'I hi plimlnnl ion of thi nd dcvici

no real value i

i . ..n i ruction, « ill prodm - mon
fartoi

<; 'l he in ..i
.

. p.. i ili pai I mi nl ii| i hii ol h n hi

'

to technical education and advancement for the deserving rank and
rile.

7. The locomotive maintenance and dispatch facilities have not
always been developed to meet the proportionate increase in the
locomotive dimens i ipacity and requirements, while slow line
movement lias made it necessary to increase average mileage by re-

ducing delay at terminals during a period when more opportunity
for maintenance and handling has been essential.

8. The tonnage hauled per train has frequently precluded the
making of an average speed between initial and destination term-
inals that would !"• productive of efficiency and economy in loco-
motive movement.

9. Decreased efficiency has resulted from the irregular transfer-
ring and changing of crews of locomotives for long runs. The regu-
lar assignment of crews to locomotives and of suitable locomo
to shorter runs on regular districts, should accomplish the best re-

sults.

10. Provision for the cleanliness and care of employes and
equipment on> the line and at terminals, should receive more con-
sideration.

11. Personal supervision and investigation should govern in the
construction and operation of locomotives of high power, while
statistical information and correspondence should be limited and
used with caution.

Mr. J. F. Deems discussed traction increases and mechanical

stokers as means for increasing starting power and sustained

capacity of locomotives. Other speakers took up the subject

of stokers, the conclusion being that they promised good re-

sults which would justify careful experimental applications.

They had not yet shown a great saving in fuel. Opinions

were not unanimously favorable. Compounding received a

large share of attention. The speakers clearly indicated the

chaotic condition of opinion on this subject which the foreign-

ers could not understand. Mr. Vaughan believed that super-

heating would give better results than compounding and based

his judgment on considerable experience with 2-cylinder com-

pounds and superheaters. Mr. A. Lovell (Santa Fe), who is

operating the most powerful compound road locomotives in the

world, reported results of tests showing that compounds were

more economical in fuel, but slightly less so in maintenance.

For heavy fast passenger trains simple engines could not do

the work that was done by compounds and for the same work

compounds effected savings of 20 to 24 per cent. Furthermore

the boilers of simple engines cost more to repair. The in-

creased cost of repairs of compounds was believed to be due

solely to their greater power.

Mr. E. Sauvage (Western Railroad of France) presented the

conclusion of his report on the same subject from a European
point of view, which was briefly summarized as follows:

European designers need to be allowed at least 10 tons per

wheel in order to meet the need for more powerful locomo-

ivi He did not And that widening the gauge in Spain,

Portugal. Ireland and India showed an increase of power in

locomotives, h was nol considered desirable to exceed 300

r.p.m. of driving wheels and about 6 ft. 6% ins. in diameter.

Larger wheels mean! heavier engines, and the effect of high

rotative peed could be corrected by large pons and piston

valves. The use of wide fireboxes extended over the rear
wheels was de irable in Ulantic type locomotives. Pressures

as high as 228 lbs. per sq. in. were used. Iml involved increased

eosi in, boiler maintenance. Serve tubes were in general use

abroad, bul they necessitated frequenl cleaning. Compound
Ing had established itself as a factor of economy or Increased

powei i.o the ame consumption of fuel. Pour-cylinder com-

pounds had given I n ulti Two separate valve gears and
eparatlon ol the cylinder efforts between two axles was pre-

ferred i'i ton valves were again favorably mentioned. Tail

rods were recommended for cylinders 19 Ins. In diameter and
i; I, , ..I high pre ure and compounding 1,900 b p.

i be obtained within present limits of weigh! Bight-

oupled I." oinoi Ivi i
1 ti iml reighl service, but

thej are limited to about 22,000 lbs. tractive power because of

the wea

Mr \i.iiTiv i Midi Etallwaj , E :e I tated thai French en-

gini ei tron ' ompi ling Simple engines after

i to compounds b Ith the same boilei i Bhowed

,i.i .... in. in ol 2 ir cenl In ei onomy of fuel He be

de Irable i ven If superheating

loundlng i
i mi i - le were noil worried about In

mal in mile iges of over :!.
r>o,ooo

, pin cracl \ii Karl Steinbl ... ( Prus

,
: i n Boi i n and Mallei co ounds wee.'

In i mi
i v An average gain ol 10

.it in fuel '.hi : found and pracl Ii ally no Incri

Great th I
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heating. German engines were limited to 8 tons per wheel.

Mr. A. W. Gibbs ( Pennsylvania) gave excellent reports of

the performance of the De Glehn compound on that road. Mr.

Laurent (Paris-Orleans Railway) admitted that staybolts were

troublesome in France. Manganese bronze substituted for

copper was an improvement, but a still better metal was

sought. The same trouble had been experienced with Ameri-

can engines in France and was believed to be unavoidable with

high pressures. This speaker defended compounds from the

charge of lack of flexibility. Within load limits varying 50

per cent, the fuel per unit of work did not vary 5 per cent.

(He was speaking of De Glehn compounds with separate valve

gears for high and low pressure cylinders.) The foreigners

strongly favored compounding and this opinion was shared by

Americans who had had the greatest amount of experience

with this principle.

In discussing fireboxes Mr. A. W. Gibbs showed that the

actual weaiing of fireboxes is not as rapid as it is believed to

tic. With 3.300 locomotives in service, 700 of which were

heavy one, not over 70 fireboxes required replacement an-

nua'ly and in a boiler having a life of 20 years fireboxes are

usually renewed twice. Bad water and lack of care in con-

stitution were believed to be the most frequent causes of

hoiler defects.

The speakers frequently returned to the subject of com-

pounding. Mr. Wright of the Great Western Railway, Eng-

land, stated that the De Glehn compound on that road had

covered the distance from London to Plymouth. 24(5 miles,

without a stop. He believed that the superiority of that en-

gine was due to its independent mechanisms. That road has

ord ired two other locomotives of the same type of a greater

power.

Mr. M. Ronayme slaHd that in order to increase the ca-

pacity of locomotives on the roads of New Zealand he had

ordered four locomotives of the De Glehn type, and from the

remarks which he had heard at the Congress he felt sure that

he was on the right track. He intended to experiment with

spirally corrugated tubes in order to burn lignite fuel. Mr.

Tordeux, Eastern Railway of France, slated thai his road had

330 4-cylinder balanced compounds. He bad had satisfactory

experience with piston valves. Mr. D. F. Crawford, Pennsyl-

vania lines, expressed a favorable opinion of piston valves,

especially in passenger service

The discussion was summed up by Mr. Muhlfeld, who stated

that boiler pressures are higher in the United Slates than in

Europe, and commented upon the slow adoption of the com-

pound system in America, which he attributed to difficulties

encountered at the beginning and to the object aimed at by

compounding in this country, which was to increase capacity,

whereas in Europe it was to increase economy. The speaker

believed that superheating merited more attention in this

country than it had received, and he spoke favorably of artic-

ulated locomotives. At the close id' this discussion the fol-

lowing conclusions were framed and wen- afterwards adopted

at the general meeting.

The power of locomotives is mere limited in Europe than in

America, owing to the lower- allowanci of weight per axle.

European engineers generally agree in thinking that compound-
ing admits of the construction of engines giving Hie maximum

mil economy.
This system utilizi very well and does not appeat

bo increase to any oi tent the cost of maintenance of
yes; it d,,cs n.. i make tin- maintenance of the boilers more

difficult, hut thai is duo to their increased size and higher work-
sure, which are necessary in all cases. A.1 st all locomo

tives built in France in recent years have four balanced cylinders.

These en compound engines of other systems,
an- also employed in other European countries, especially Ger-
in. mi Austria. Spain, etc. Several engineers in Great Britain
ami I i. equal satisfaction from their use and insist

..n iln i separating the high and low pressure ma-
chinery. A number of American engineers also express opinions

bich have given sat isfactory

results on the Atchison, Topeks & Santa Fe Railway; tie- senti-

ment en 'In- matter is. however, less unanimous in the United
e section has I. .-en informed of experi-

ment in ..I.' in \.-» Zealand with four-cylinder compound loco-

motives.
The introduction of Am a Europe and Euro-

pean locomotives in America has had the advantage of making
known on both sides 6ome interesting details of construction, par-

ticularly the light weight of the parts of European locomotives and
the syphon and sight feed lubricators of American locomotives.
The constantly increasing use of cast steel is observed, which in

the United States has even been triedi for cylinders.
The use of the Walschaerts motion gear is extending in the

United States.
Generally speaking, all the engineers who have spoken of

cylindrical valve chests appear well satisfied with them.
A number of tests of automatic stokers have been made in the

United States and on the Great Western Railway of England, but
as yet the results have not been definite. It has also been found,
both in America and in England, that without the aid of these
devices, but with proper arrangements of grates, the heaviest firing

necessary at the present time can be effected without difficulty.

Finally the section has examined the use of articulated locomo-
tives of great power on lines of irregular grades, particularly
Mallet locomotives and those designed by the Nord Francais and
Nord de l'Espagne railways.

Lighting, Heating and Ventilation.—The reporter of this

subject, Dr. C. B. Dudley, of the Pennsylvania Railroad, pre-

sented an admirable paper discussing methods of
_
heating,

lighting and ventilating passenger trains. He described the

systems in use on the Pennsylvania Railroad, which have

been thoroughly presented in this journal. Mr. Max Toltz

(Manistee & Grand Rapids Railroad I, presented an account

with figures of experiments with a system designed by Mr.

Lipschutz, using compressed acetylene. Mr. W. E. Fowler

(Canadian Pacific) confirmed the information given by Mt.

Toltz, stating that the system was used on 36 cars on his road

with very satisfactory results. The discussion by foreign

delegates indicated that the problem of car lighting is gen-

erally appreciated, and that marked progress is being made.

Air. Anderson (Government Railroads of India) said that in

Oriental countries electric lighting was a necessity in order

to reduce beat. On the main lines of India 95 per cent, of

the cars are lighted with electricity, either with dynamos at

the head end of the train by storage batteries or by the

Stone system of lighting from the axle. The high cost of

electric lighting was mentioned by a number of speakers. In

regard to heating, the information brought out is likely to

be of more value to the foreign delegates than to our own.

The following conclusions were adopted:

As regards lighting, the Congress notes the development of the
use of incandescent mantles, heated by oil gas and sometimes by
common ga.s, and of different systems of electric lighting. Cylindri-
cal mantles seem to be somewhat stronger than globe mantles, but
the latter distribute the light somewhat better. Various types
of mantles are used in Europe by different managements, especially
in France and Germany, and are beginning to extend to the United
States.

Systems of electric lighting are giving satisfaction on different

roads. Attention is called to their advantage in certain cases for
intermittent lighting, in passing through tunnels and operating
driving fans.

Acetylene gas has been used mixed with Pintsch gas, especially
in France and Germany, but a tendency is observed to abandon
this mixture, owing to the use of mantles. On the other hand,
mention is made of the use in America of pure compressed acety-
lene, with some special precautions.
Steam heating has a tendency to extend in different countries.

To obtain sufficient heat for very long trains, or in cases of very
low temperature, care is taken either to use pipes of sufficient

i- or compressed air mixed with steam.
The adoption of a uniform coupling for all the cars in the same

territory is an important question to be solved.
The Congress notes the different systems of car ventilation that

have 1 n applied, especially that in use on the Pennsylvania Rail-

road.

Light Railways.—After a long discussion the section deal-

ing with this subject adopted the following conclusions:

Light railways merit in the highest degree the attention of public

authorities. Their construction makes it possible to encourage the
progress and development of districts which previously have re-

l in the background, and it is accordingly not only the inter-

est but the duty of the governments to assist them. It is desirable
i. in .i to adhere to old types and old methods of construc-

ii. .n. operation and regulation, but to introduce every facility possi-

ble, adaptable to local needs and available resources. It is also

desirable that state governments and local authorities should ac-
. .nil to light railways, either under the form of subsidies, relaxa-
tion of requirements or other methods of assistance, the support
which they need, both for construction and for operation, so that

all parts of the country may be adequately served. When the

authorities of a country do not themselves construct or work light

railways, and turn them over to private companies, it is indis-

de that the terms of the concession should be so defined as

to harmonize the interests of the working company with those of

the public.

Improved Pkogs. -The following conclusions were adopted:

That on all main lines carrying heavy traffic with axle loadings

on the locomotive of over 50,000 pounds, and with loads on the
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rolling stoek reaching as high as 40,080 pounds per axle, the "spring
rail frog" or the "hinged sprint; frog" may lie used with perfect
safety, where the traffic on the side tracks connecting with the
main track is very slight compared with the main traffic.

where the spare for crossing from one track to another is limited,
That the "moveable point frogs" may be used at all termini

hut that where space permits, and where high speed is necessary,
a series of switches, with the best designed switches and fixed frogs
are preferable.

Automatic Block Signals.—After an intensely interesting

discussion based upon wide experience of American railroads

in automatic signals and the favorable opinion from Sir

Charles Owen, of the London & Southwestern Railroad, the

following conclusions were adopted:

That automatic signaling properly designed and installed be rec-

ognized as a suitable means of protecting train and switching
movements.
And notes that there has been much improvement and extension

of the automatic signaling since the last Congress, and that those
who have used it have found it effective for their purpose.
The Section is not prepared to recommend automatic block sig-

naling for general adoption to supersede existing systems, but they
consider there are many cases where it has special advantages.

Pooling Locomotives.—This subject was reported upon by

Mr. G. YV. Rhodes for the United States and Mr. Hubert and

Mr. Boell for foreign railways. While the discussion drifted

into considerable detail, very little was said which can help

the United States in its problem. It was evident that the

speakers desired to retain individual responsibility of the

enginemen and at. the same time secure proper mileage from

the locomotives. The following conclusions were accepted:

The Congress linds that in Europe and in countries other than
North America the general sentiment is very much in favor of the
single crew system and unfavorable to complete pooling, which is

only used when necessitated by a sudden increase in traffic. How-
ever, for certain services various combinations of double or multi-

ple crews or of mixed crews are used according to circumstances.
In North America pooling is, on the contrary, very general,

though little used for passenger service, and a tendency to using
single crews is generally manifest.

It is, however, in place to remark that the organization of train

service depends to a large extent on local conditions.

Automobile Cars.—As a result of the discussion of this sub-

jecl in several sections the following conclusions were adopted:

The simplification of the service on lines which carry little

traffic has a general interest for all railways operating such lines.

The Congress expresses the wish that the present tendency of a
legislation to establish more liberal regulations for lines with little

traffic and light trains may become more general, and that the

efforts of the managements to equip their light traffic lines with a

more economical organization, which promise to give remarkable
results, be continued. The simplifications introduced in mainten-
ance of way. stations and trams, as well as the introduction of

automotor cars on different lines, merit commendation.
While recognizing that the technical side of the question of

automotors, as applied up to the present time, are capable of im-

provement, tie- Congress expresses tin- opinion that experiments
with this method of transportation should be continued.

It is desirable that this important question should not be lost

right of and that the international Commission should incorporate

it in their programme for the next meeting.

Experiments with automobile cars and with automotors hauling

trailers have been numerous during the last few years to an im-

portant extent, both for use on lines with little traffic and lor us,.

it maj be expected thai from now on these cars

will constitute: a alqabli means of transportation, which on some
at future.

It do ! doubtful that, owing to lli'- saving of an em-

ploye m tie- driving', to the material reduction in the cost of trac

tion. to the- probable reduction in the cost ot maintenance, to a

better utilization of tie- rolling stock, to the smaller extent of sta

quired, pet bap to ! wear of the

automobile and automotor care will make it possible mate-

rially to reduce tie- cost of working lines with little traffic and

prill in tie- cases of other line i" all '" ' material improvement
in the working of m ch The will certainly

effect a "hang" in the system of operatiod in the < o ot > great

number of I.

n

real future before it.

'I"h" period of actual operation has, I
begun,

und dennil onomic rej - clearly discei tied in

a given i |
p" of motor oi ot working.

I rable tl iltl conl Inue their

f-xp-rii ''" ll "'

motor is suitable, and the

.-..« it offer* He- public and the railway management pai

•• in the matter of ci

I |
i , important that any i ham- i itnized oi

hereafter reci Ikelj to facilitate Ha- advantage
, ; i,. Introduced Into

the regulal ion iu force.

inn 'i bai i to 'i
thior- elab

on this robjeot brought out m ng (acts or

experience, Including Bgor i
oncera

ing various systems including single phase. The most im-
portant feature of the discussion was the expression from
Mr. J. A. F. Aspinall, general manager of the Lancashire &
Yorkshire Railway, based upon the experience of the electric

line between Liverpool and Southport. He stated that elec-

tric traction was not adopted by that line to save money, but
to make money. In twelve months of service the results have
been very satisfactory as to increase in traffic, but the opera-

tion is more expensive than with steam. While the cost of

coal per ton mile is greater, running expenses are less be-

cause of greater mileage by the crews. One reason for adopt-
ing electricity was to increase the capacity of the Liverpool
terminus. For steam four switch and eight signal operations

were required for each train, which were reduced by elec-

tricity to two switching movements and four signal opera-

tions. Electric traction costs more than steam, but judging
from Mr. Aspinall's remarks, the gain in traffic more than
compensated for the increased investment. The foreign dele-

gates presented valuable experience in the operation of a
number of lines of comparatively heavy service.

The Congress closed on May 14 after the most successful

meeting in its history.

TEST OF THE NEW YORK CENTRAL ELECTRIC
LOCOMOTIVE.

On April 29 an informal test was made on the experimental
track at Schenectady in the presence of Mr. W. J. Wilgus,
vice president, and Mr. E. B. Katte, electrical engineer, of the

New York Central, and Messrs. E. W. Rice, Jr., W. B. Potter

and A. F. Batchelder, of the General Electric Company, to

ascertain the relative acceleration and speed characteristics

of the electric locomotive 6000 and Pacific type locomotive

2797. The test took place between 8 a. m. and 1 p. m.; the

temperature averaged about 50 deg. Fahr.; the weather was
cloudy but no rain fell and the rails were dry.

The experimental track is six miles in length, has 80-lb.

steel rails with 6 bolt 36-in. splices, 16 yellow pine ties to the

30-ft. rail, gravel ballast well surfaced and curves elevated

for a speed of about 70 miles per hour. Starting from mile

post 162, where the experimental track begins, the grades in a

westerly direction are as follows: Rising grades of 0.11 for

about y2 mile; 0.13 for 1.84 miles; 0.07 for 1.04 miles; 0.20 for

0.38 mile; 0.32 for 0.28 mile; 0.14 for V£ mile, and down
grades of 0.12 for 1.09 miles and 0.35 for about .4 mile. There
are seven curves varying from deg. 48 min. to 2 deg. 17

min., the maximum length of tangent being 7,565 ft. between
mile posts 163 and L65

The working conductor consists of a top-contact 70-lb. steel

rail reinforced with copper and covered in part, with a board

protection. At four crossings overhead construction is used

to cover gaps whore the use of the third rail is Inadmissible.

Experiments are about to be started with a now typo of tin

der-contacl rail which it is believed will cure many of the

evils of the ordinary top-contact third rail.

The total weight of tl leetrie locomotive is 200.5110 lbs.

and that of the steam locomotive ami tender is 342,000 lbs.

The 8-car electric train, Including the locomotive, weighed

513.6 Ion:., while the Scar slam train, Including the weight

of the locomotive ami tender, weighed 51-': tons The 6-car

electric train weighed 107.6 ions ami the steam train 127 ion:;,

tin- weight of ih" 1 in 1
1

i \ being Included in both cases.

Tin- average roltagi during acceleration were as follows:
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test are much less favorable for the electric locomotive than

will be secured in actual practice.

Run A.—Both 8-car trains started together with the steam

locomotive accelerating faster than the electric locomotive,

due to the abnormal drop in voltage from the pressure at the

station of 700 volts to a track voltage as low as 325 volts. At

3,000 ft. from the starting point the electric locomotive gained

the same speed as the steam locomotive, and from that point

accelerated more rapidly, so that at a distance of 2 miles

from the starting point the electric locomotive passed the

steam locomotive, and at the shutting off point was two train

lengths ahead. The maximum speed of the steam locomo-

tive was 50 m.p.h., while that of the electric locomotive was

57 m.p.h.

RuN b—This run was made under the same conditions as

run A with results practically the same, except that the

speeds were higher, as follows: Maximum speed of steam

locomotive, 53.6 m.p.h.; electric locomotive, 60 m.p.h.

RuN c_—xhis run was made with the 6-car trains and ow-

ing to the very low voltage which during acceleration fell as

low as 330 volts, at first the steam locomotive accelerated more

rapidly, but at the end of about a mile the electric locomotive

overtook the steam train and continued to forge ahead until the

power was shut off. Maximum speed of electric locomotive,

61.6 m.p.h.; steam locomotive, 58 m.p.h.

RuN d—In order to secure as nearly as possible results

comparable with the conditions of voltage that will obtain

in the actual operating zone, this run with the 6-car trains

similar to those used in run C, was started at a point nearer

the sub-station, near mile post 164. For this run the electric

locomotive from the first turn of the wheels accelerated faster

than the steam locomotive and at a distance of 1,500 feet from

the starting point the electric locomotive led by a train

length.

RuN E_This run was made with the electric locomotive

and one coach, a maximum speed of 79 m.p.h. being attained.

RuN p—This run was made with the electric locomotive

running light and with the power shut off on curves, a maxi-

mum speed of 80.2 m.p.h. being attained. (Speed test on May

1 reached 85 m.p.h. with a limitation on the 2 deg. 17 min.

curve of 78 m.p.h.)

At all speeds the smooth riding qualities of the electric

locomotive were very noticeable, especially the lack of nos-

ing effects. After the runs the track was carefully examined

and no tendency to spread rails was discovered. However, on

the sharper curves the high speeds caused the track to shift

bodily on the ballast, due to insufficient super-elevation of the

outer rail. The most important test is run D, as the voltage

during that test more nearly approached the conditions that

will be obtained in the electric zone. Therefore the follow-

ing comparison of the steam and electric locomotives based

upon the results of this run are very interesting as illustrat-

ing the marked superiority in the acceleration of the electric

locomotive over the steam locomotive, considering the fact

that the Pacific type of steam locomotive lias practically the

same weight upon the drivers.

Difference
Steam Electric, in favor of

Electric.

Length over all. ft. and Ins 67 7-% 36 11% 30 8%
Total weight (including tender for steam

locomotive), lbs 342,000 200,500 141,500

Concentrated weight on each driving

ax]6| | bs 47.000 35.500 11.500

Revenue bearing load back of locomotive.

, ons 256 307.25 51.25

Acceleration M. P. H. P. S. average up to

50 M. P. II 246 •™ 4 14S

Time required to reach speed of 50
\i P n econds 203 12i 76

We are indebted for this information to Mr. Edwin B. Katte.

electrical engineer of the N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.

Fast Passencer Run.—On May 14th, a special train of 3

coaches weighing 233 tons, made the run from Philadelphia to

Atlantic City over the Atlantic City Railroad, a distance of

65% miles, at an average speed of 74.8 m. p. h. The return

run was made at the rate of 78.3 m. p. h. with two coaches.

To n.i.k or r.iic si,,,
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COLE'S NEW LOCOMOTIVE SUPERHEATER.
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COLE"S NEW LOCOMOTIVE SlPKIilllM I li.

ERIE PACIFIC TYPE LCCOMOTIVE, WITH SUPER-
HEATER.

This is the heaviest locomotive of its type. Last month, on

page 172, a photograph and table of leading dimensions was

presented, and as the superheater, applied to two of three loco-

motives of this class now running, is specially interesting, be-

>f its large capacity (763 sq.. ft.), it is illustrated in

The superheater tubes are contained in 32 large flues 5 ins.

in outside diameter swaged down to 4 ins. in diameter at the

back tube sheet and enlarged to 5 1-16 ins. in diameter at the

front tube sheet. The superheater tubes are in four sets, ex-

tending to within about 30 ins. of the back tube sheet. The

outer tubes are \ xk ins. . neter and of 8 B. W. G.

They are secured to malleable iron saddles, which are seated

In the large tube, the construction being shown in the en-

gravings. The ends of the outer tubes are forged down and

closed by welding to fit these castings. The inner superheater

lington there are S miles ranging from 29 to 57 ft. per mile.

Piom Sterlington to Chester there are 16 miles of up grade
varying from 12 to 47 ft. per mile, with 5 miles of down grade
before reaching Chester. From Chester to Otisville the first

8 miles are undulating, and 14 miles are up grade, varying
from about 26 ft. to 60 ft. per mile, the average grade for

this distance being about 1 per cent. At Middletown, 66%
miles from Jersey City, a stop is made on a grade of about

25 ft. per mile, which is a very difficult starting point for a

train. The train hauled by engine No. 2512 on April 24ili

was started without taking slack. The highest point reached

on the division between Jersey City and Port Jervis is near

Otisville, and at an elevation of 899.5 ft. above mean low

water. From Otisville to Port Jervis the grade is downward
for 11 miles, and Port Jervis is 432 ft. higher than the Jer-

sey City terminal. The total length of this engine from the

pilot coupler to the tender coupler is 78 ft. 5 ins., and is be-

lieved to be the longest passenger locomotive. The leading

dimensions were printed last month. The tender provides for

8.500 gals, of water and 16 tons of coal. It has been pre-

dicted that no passenger locomotive could be built to per-

RAILROAD REPAIR SHOP MACHINERY.

tubes are of pipe T
, in. -outside* diameter and Xo. lS B. W G

It will be observed 'hat this arrangement differs fron

previously need by ,\;f Cole, although the principle is un form Ibis service, but on the date referred to it was done with
• hanged. The engravings show the headers, the groups of ease by one of these locomotives without a superheater.

tubes and the arrant-

articles on locomotive superheaters

appear in this journal as follows: The Schmidt smokebox

superheater, November, 1802, : hmldi fire tube su-

perheater, September, 1903, pi r heater, Sep-

lember 1904, page 318, and December, 1904, page 166

: these drawing! the Improvement by Mr.

: taoa at < be

• at«-r in tin- case of tie i. ire, will be at once

appan
actually hauling 600 ton trains from

over a

hilly road From I rson, 16 mill

i'i '»m Paterson to Bter-

The ugg< tlori bade by Mr. M. K. Barnum In li Is paper on

"A Plan for Maptaining Railroad Repair Shop Maclni

read befftre the We tern Railway Club and reprinted on page
• .mi April journal, thai each railway shop establish a

maahinery depreciation rund toi maintaining the machin>Ty
Mi lent bj making a yearly allowance of

iii the hearty approval of the

membi uggestion was made during the

on thai in addition to the per cent, to replace old

unit 2 per cent. I" 1 madi- i<

vide for Improved facilities and increased output.
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That motive power officials are becoming impressed with the

importance of the matter of production improvements is shown

by the way in which the discussion shifted to that phase of

the question. Mr. Harrington Emerson stated that, "except

increase of profitable traffic and economical purchase, use and

handling of stores and materials, there is nothing in railroad

operation that will so immediately yield large gains as perfect

control of shop and repair details, bringing methods first,

machines next and men finally up to a high degree of effi-

ciency." He also said that improved tool holders have reduced

the value of alloy steels on a single lathe from $117 to $23,

and that in their small tools and steels, with a better and

larger supply of tools and steels, savings of nearly $3,000 a

month had been brought about.

Mr. W. G. Symons called attention to a shop which gave an

increased output per month from 57 to 71 per cent, and a de-

creased cost per engine of from 14 to 26 per cent., these re-

sults being largely due to the introduction of the premium plan

among the shopmen. Mr. H. T. Bentley stated that in a certain

shop, by improving the organization and methods, adding new-

tools which were carefully selected, and speeding up all around,

a schedule of 22 days was made for work which formerly took

60 days. Mr. J. A. Carney spoke of a shop where the output

had been increased over 100 per cent, by the addition of a few-

tools and modern appliances.

VERTICAL MILLING MACHINES IN RAILROAD SHOPS.

Some idea of the great variety of work which may be done

to advantage on a vertical milling machine, and the economies

which may be effected by its use, may be gained from the

accompanying illustrations, which show a few examples of

work done on these machines in railroad shops. At the Con-

cord shops of the Boston & Maine Railroad all rod brasses,

rod keys, key guards and shims are finished on one of these

machines with a considerable saving of time over the old

method of planing. A east iron frame has recently been

rigged up for accurately milling the teeth in the reverse

lever and throttle lever quadrants. The quadrant with radial

arms at the ends makes a sector swinging on a fixed center,

and this, by means of a stop pin and rack, is allowed a move-

ment equal to the pitch of the tooth. The time for machining

one of these quadrants is very muck less with this arrange-

ment than when the work was done on a shaper. On page 32

of our January journal several operations are cited, which

were formerly done on slotting machines at the Havelock

shops of the Burlington & Missouri River Railroad, but which

are now done on a vertical milling machine at a greatly re-

duced cost.

A general view of one of these machines is shown in Fig. 1.

Figs. 2 to 6 illustrate the various operations which cover the

entire process of finishing a connecting rod brass at the Con-

cord shops on a Becker-Brainerd miller without the use of

special gang cutters. In the first operation, shown in Fig. 2, an

inserted tooth face mill is used for facing the bottoms of the

5 brasses. The table is fed at the rate of 7 ins. per minute,

and a very smooth and accurate finish is obtained. The work
is so clamped that changes may readily be made to facilitate

finishing the other surfaces. The second operation shown in

Fig. 3 consists in finishing the inner sides of the lower flanges.

An inserted tooth cutter is used, and the table is fed at the

rate of 3% ins. per minute. The upper flanges are finished at

the same setting by changing the cutter, which requires but a

moment. In finishing the sides of the brasses (Fig. 4) the

same mill is used as in Fig. 2, but it is fed at a somewhat
slower rate. But a short time is required to loosen the

BW- i- I 10. 5. FIG. 6.

FINISHING A CONNECTING KOD BRASS ON A VEBTICAX MILLING -MACHINE AT THE CONCORD SHOPS.
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Walsehaert valve gear, combination hand and power reversing

gear, and flexible intermediate receiver and exhaust pipes, have

resulted in no embarrassment whatever. The curving and

tracking qualities, when the locomotive is going ahead or back-

ing up, have been satisfactory, and there has been very little

flange wear, athough all driving wheels are equipped with

flanged tires. The steaming capacity of the boiler, working

of all factional parts, cylinder packing, piston and slide valves,

and the other features that go to make up the requirements

for maximum hauling capacity, have been very satisfactory.

While the 2i
4 -in. tubes in the boiler of this locomotive are

21 ft. in length, practically no difficulty has been experienced

due to choking, or on acount of tube, firebox or staybolt leak-

age. Furthermore, there has been no trouble on acount of

priming or lubrication. While it has been noted that quite

a number of changes in the minor deails would be desirable,

should other locomotives of this type be constructed, still, when

taken as a wrhole, the design, construction and operation can

be considered as satisfactory. With respect to the main-

tenance, this is an item that remains for the future perform-

ance to determine, but from present indications, the cost per

ton mile will be no greater than that for ordinary consolida-

tion types of helper locomotives.

When operating over combination level and mountain di-

visions, No. 2400 will consume less coal per ton mile than the

various types of simple consolidation locomotives now in the

service, and when operated on comparatively level lines, it

consumes materially less coal per ton mile. On the moun-

tainous part of the division, the fuel consumption per ton mile

is more favorable than for the simple consolidation locomo-

tives, but not to such a great extent as when workingon'the

more level portions of the division.

In averaging up the performance of several through freight

trips made during the month of January, 1905, over the di-

vision between Connellsville and Rockwood and Connellsville

and Sand Patch, these through freight runs being from 44 to

60 miles in length, the following data were recorded:

Running time 5 hrs. 29 mlns.
Time lost bv stops 3 hrs. 38 mins.
Total time of trip 9 hrs. 7 mins_.

Speed while running, miles per hour 9.7
Temperature of atmosphere 33 deg. F-
Temperature of feed water 33 deg. F.
Kind of coat used

Bituminous, about 40 per cent, volatile, run-of-mine grade
Pounds of coal used per trip 7 24.900
Pounds of coal consumed per sq. ft. of grate area per hour 618
Pounds of coal consumed per mile run 472
Pounds of coal consumed per 1,000-ton miles 216
Number of, loaded cars hauled .".4

Number of empty cars hauled None
Gross tonnage per train (in tons of 2.000 lbs.) 2,193
Maximum boiler pressure 230 lbs.

Minimum boiler pressure 202 lbs.

Average boiler pressure 220 lbs.

Pounds of water evaporated per lb. of coal 6.4
Pounds of water evaporated per lb. of coal from and at 212 deg. F. 7.9
Minimum gradient on line level
Maximum gradient on line 1 per rent.
Average gradient on line 5 per cent.

On the 1 per cent, grade, which is 6% miles in length. No.

2400 was assisted by one of the regular consolidation type loco-

motives. On all other portions of the line, where the gradi-

ents range from 1 per cent, for a distance of 1 mile, .75 per

cent, for a distance of 5 miles, .68 per cent, for a distance of

2 miles, and other grades average from .3 per cent, to .5 per

cent., No. 2400 handled the train alone.

The performance of this locomotive for 24 consecutive trips

helping trains and operating over a total distance of 14.8 miles

up the mountain, the first 8.3 miles of gradient ranging from
.2 per cent, to .5 per cent, and the remaining 6.5 miles being

1 per cent., averaged as follows:

Running time 1 hr. 45 mins.
Time lost bv slops 2 hrs. 18 mins.
Total time of trip 4 hrs. 1 min.
Speed while running, miles per hour 8.1
Temperature of atmosphere 17 deg. F.
Temperature of feed water 33 deg. F.
Kind of coal used

Bituminous, about 20 per cent, volatile, run-of-mine grade.
Lbs. of coal consumed per trip 8.225
Lbs. of coal consumed per sq ft. of grate area per hour Gf\

Lbs. o( coal consumed per 1 ,000 ton miles 303 5
Number of loaded cars per train 39
Number of empty rars tier '.rain None
Gross tonnage per train (in tuns of 2,000 lbO 2.<>4!>

Maximum boiler pressure 230 lbs.

Minimum boiler pressure 1 SR lbs.

Average boiler pressure 218 lbs.

Lbs. of water evaporated per lb. of coal .~ 5-4
Lbs. of water evaporated from and at 212 deg. F. per lb. of coal.. 6 7
Total amount of water used while running 39,142 lbs.

Total amount of water used during stops 6,652 lbs.

Total amount of water used during trip 45,794 lb-.

Per cent, of total amount, of water used while locomotive was
standing 14-5 per cent.

One engineer and one fireman were used on all of these tests

to operate the locomotive during each trip. During these

tests there were no firebox, boiler tube, or other water or steam

leaks around the boiler or machinery of the locomotive, and

the waste was that relieved through the pop valves, from in-

jector overflow, on account of condensation, using heaters on

injectors, and other similar causes resulting during winter

weather and freezing conditions. There were no failures or

delays on account of locomotive, except for fire cleaning, and

which work was performed at the termination of the run.

In mountain helper service locomotives are frequently re-

quired to remain at work for extraordinary periods between

fire cleanings, and during such intervals with the forcing of

fires to the maximum, doing short service and pushing trains

up to grade, together with drifting down grade, and long time

between trips, there, is considerable opportunity for variation

in the temperature in the firebox and flues, which would tend

to cause leakage ami failure. Under such conditions, how-

ever, No. 2400 has been able to meet the requirements, and at

the same time make use o£\an ordinary grade of run of-mine

bituminous coal, and maintain ample boiler pressure at all

times to handle the work.

It may be added that the greatest curvature on the line

over which No. 2400 operates is about 9 deg., while on the

heaviest grade there is ;i reverse curvature of about 7 deg.

MOTOR-DRIVEN CRANK SHAPER.

The accompanying photograph illustrates an interesting

motor application to a Cincinnati 24-in. back geared crank

shaper. The casting to which the motor is attached is hinged

at its lower end. while the upper end may be adjusted for

the purpose of tightening the belt by means of the cap and

set screw. The motor shown is a Jantz & Leist 110-volt con-

stant speed 5-h.p. This shaper is on exhibition at the Liege

Exposition in Belgium and is equipped with a motor of foreign

CINCINNATI MOTOB-DRTVEH (HANK SHAPES.

make, the one shown in the photograph being put on for test

purposes b. fore the machine was shipped. This accounts for

the fact that it does not exactly fit the pads on the tilting leaf.

The back gears are controlled by the rod shown near the oase

of the machine just below the cone pulley. The gear protected

by the casing just above this rod is keyed on the driving shaft

or shaft which carries the cone pulley on the standard belt
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driven machine. This is driven by a small pinion on the shaft

above, which in this case carries the cone pulley. The ram
may be adjusted by hand by means of the small wooden hand
wheel on the end of the pulley shaft; the curved handle at the

side of the machine operates a brake on the inside of the

pulley.

The machine is equipped with very powerful gearing and

the design throughout is such that the work can be very ac-

curately turned out under the most severe conditions of cut-

ting. The column, which is very wide and deep, is ribbed and

braced internally; horns project at the front and rear, thus

affording an unusually long bearing for the ram. The length

of the stroke may be changed while

the machine is at rest or in motion.

The cross transverse screw for the

rail is provided with a graduated

collar reading to .001 of an inch

and with a variable automatic feed

which may be changed from nothing

to full speed while the machine is

in motion. The head swivels to any

angle and is graduated. The cross

feed connecting rod is automatically

adjustable to any height of the rail

and does not depend upon frictional

contact. The rail is raised and low-

ered by means of a telescopic screw

which works on ball bearings. The
outer support for the table is ren-

dered very efficient by making the

base stiff enough to rigidly with-

stand the thrusts which come upon
it and care is taken to have the sur-

face upon which the support slides

made truly parallel with the travel

of the table. The vise is of the

double screw form and has a grad-

uated swiveling base. An opening

through the column under the ram
provides for the keyseating of shaft-

ing and similar work up to 4 ins.

in diameter. This machine weighs

about 4.000 lbs., and is made by the

Cincinnati Shaper Company.

to a higher speed for backing out without changing his posi-

tion or stopping the machine. The spindle may be started,

stopped or reversed by a lever on the head, convenient to the

operator, which obviates the necessity of stopping any of the

running parts except the spindle. The tapping mechanism is

controlled by the same lever and is carried on the back of the

head between the back gears and the speed box, thus giving'

to the powerful friction the benefit of a high back gear ratio

which makes possible unusually heavy tapping operations.

The plain radials have eight positive feeds ranging in geo-

metrical progression from .007 to .063 ins., each instantly and
easily obtainable through two dials on the head which clearly

LOCOMOTIVE FRAME DRILLING MACHINE.

The Louisville & Nashville Railroad has just installed in

the new shops at Louisville a combination radial and loco-

motive frame drilling machine which consists of three 6-ft.

radial drills, two plain and one full universal, each with a

double base and one long T slotted table extending across

them. It is designed with a view to working the high speed

drills, taps and reamers to the limit of their efficiency. Each
drill Is a complete unit in itself and may be used either for

work on locomotive frames clamped to the long table or the

arm may be swung around to do the regular radial work on

the opposite end of the base or on a box table which Is fur-

nished but not shown. Sufficient room is allowed between

the columns so that each arm may be swung In a complete
circle.

The three drills are driven by one direct current electric

motor through the medium of a four-speed box on the base

of <ach, which may lie operated by the two levers while the

machine Is running. Th<- speed boxet are connected

drills by meal gearing, thus obviating all end thrust

The three drills arc conm *haft which

eonaa ta to (be motor passing through the lower pari of the

stump or Inner column In which It has Its bearing. The
Inner columns extend to the top of the columns, ;md rigidly

support them. The back gears are on the Meads anil deliver

the power direct to the spindle an<i ontrolled by

Dlently placed for the operator Wlnri (he operator

Is tapping with the back p tantly change

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE FRAME DRILLING MACHINE-.

show the various feeds. The power feed is delivered from
the worm wheel to the spindles through a powerful friction

controlled by a handle used for quick advance or return.

The full universal radial has four' positive feeds ranging from
.007 to .045 ins., any one of which may easily be obtained by
moving a knob to a given notch. Depth gauges and automatic

stops are provided and the spindle is graduated. The spindle

is also provided with a safety stop which prevents it from
feeding beyond the limit. All the gears are protected by cas-

ings. This machine is made by the American Tool Works,

Cincinnati, O.

HIGH-SPEED TWIST DRILLS.

While high speed drills have been in use long enough to

demonstrate their great superiority over the carbon drills and
are fast replacing them it Is difficult to obtain definite in-

formation as to the average working speeds and feeds at which

it Is desirable to use them on different classes of materials.

Because of the large number of varieties of iron and steel It

is, of course, Impossible to fix feeds and speeds suitable for

all. and It i er to determine this for

himself, at least to a large extent It is possible, hov,

him by laying down a schedule of feeds and speeds

which i general work and will

ting point In his Investigations, In

many cases It will be found Impo Ible to (fort anywhere near

e the larger number of

drill presses now in servl fnl enough or have

II is therefore ne.-essary
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to adopt such speeds and feeds as are suitable to the ma-

chines. The revolution in the design of drilling machines

caused by the use of high speed drills was commented upon
on page 1S2 of our May issue.

The general statement has been made that these drills will

run at about twice the speed and feed of the ordinary carbou

steel drills, but an investigation seems to show that, while

this is approximately true concerning the feeds, the speeds

may be increased to considerably more than double those used

with carbon steel. The following tables show the working

speeds and feeds as recommended by the makers of two well-

known high speed steels for use on mild steel, wrought iron

and soft east iron:

Working Speeds and Feeds for Hii;h Speed Twist Drills.

of Drill.
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tude that the system of parallel Forces so produced shall bal-

ance each other.

From the above it will he seen that in the left wheel the

counterweights which balance the revolving weights of the

right side are at 90 cleg, to those which balance the revolving

weights of the left siile of the engine. In each wheel there

will, therefore, b? two counterweights, one opposite the

crank and one at right angles. These two weights can be

combined by either graphical or analytical methods.

In Fig. 2 let W = weights of inside crank pin.

W. = weights at outside crank pin.

a ; anil a. = distance of centers of gravities ot counterbalances

from W
bi and b: = distance of centers of gravities of counterbalances

from W.
o.

The weights C required in left wheel I Fig. 3) to balance YV

Ci x (ai + a=) = \Y a,

\V ai
a

c. =
ai + a?

the weight Cj in the right wheel being

W
a

ai

C- = —-

—

ai + ai

-i,— be *

D=]

3=0
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PRODUCTION IMPROVEMENTS.

Packing Rings fob Pistons.—One hundred and twenty-two

packing rings in 10 hours is the record of a 42-in. Bullard

standard boring mill, as shown at the Railway Appliance Ex-

position held dast month at Washington. At the Bullard ex-

hibit the following facts are shown from a record made at the

Wesl Albany shops of the Xew York Central & Hudson River

Railroad.

The material is. of course, cast iron, and the rings are

turned up from cylinders as indicated in the two sketches

showing the first and third operations, the finished packing

rings being V x % ins. in section. The second operation is to

FIRST OPERATION. THIRD OPERATION.

take a V* in. finishing feed on the outside. The record of 10

hours" work is given in the following table:

Diameter.

2'J ins.

20 ins.

20 ins.

21 ins.

21 ins.

21 ins.

Diameter.
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FIFTY-TON HOPPER COKE CAR.

50-TON STEEL COKE .CAR.

The side dump coke car shown in the illustration was de-

signed and built by the Pressed Steel Car Company to meet

the demand of the coke carrying roads for a large capacity car

of a minimum light weight provided with a drop door arrange-

ment to insure the rapid discharge of the lading. A large

number of these cars are now in operation and are built to the

following dimensions:

.... 41 ft. f> his.

Length over end sills _,,, ,, ;, ,,,

Length inside

Center to center nl trueKs ,, |( T U1

Width of car inside •
•

'

'

12 fl in
Height from top of rail to top of sides

This gives a cubical capacity sufficient for 100.000

lbs. of coke, and with heavy arch bar trucks, hav-

ing 5% x 10-in. journals and 7001b. wheels, the

total light weight is only a trifle over 47,000 lbs.

The side and floor slopes present no obstruct ion

to the free discharge of the lading: the doors are

of ample proportions ami are actuated by a simple

;,,,,, effective mechanism whi.h is operated Erom

Q , , ,„! the doors on each side of on

controlled by the operating lever which has a pawl

to engage with the ratchet wheel on the out,

of the horizontal shaft shown in the center just

above the draft sills, on the other end of which

shaft is a double chain sheave to which the ends

of the driving chain are anchored. The other end,

of the chain are secured to a double sheave on one

of the door shafts which are shown parallel with

each other below the center sills, and immediately

behind this double sheave is a pair of toothed gears

transmitting the motion simultaneously to botn

shafts Keyed to both door shafts are bent lever

arms to which the door links are conned ,1. rhis

arrangement gives a self-lock and eliminates any

twisting movement due to the weight of the lading

against the doors. The doors are easily O]

and several tests have been math- with the cars

after they have been hauled long distanc

full :.,. I

i and under severe weather condi

tionsand it. each instance the entire load hash en

discharged in less than thirtj econds without any

manual labor other than that necessary for operat-

ing the doors.

Cake of Machine Toots.—A small amount of

care and attention regularly given to the average

machine tool will maintain it in a high state of

efficiency and will add considerably to its length

of life.

SHOWING MECHANISM OF STEAM GAUGE.

INDICATOR WITH IMPROVED DETENT MOTION.
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NEW STEAM ENGINE INDICATOR.

A new improved detent motion for the American-Thompson
indicator has been brought out by the American Steam Gauge
& Valve Manufacturing Company, of Boston. This attachment
renders the well-known American-Thompson indicator

specially applicable to high-speed stationary and
marine engines; also to locomotives and gas engines.

With this attachment it is possible to connect the in-

dicator to high-speed reducing motion and stop the

drum of the indicator without unhooking the cord.

and. of course, without stopping the engine. The
vexation attending the stopping and starting of the

drum carriage of the ordinary indicator for changing
cards is entirely avoided by this new attachment.

This will be specially appreciated by those who are

called upon to get as many cards as possible in a short

time in a locomotive test, where the difficulties of in-

dicating at best are very great. The locomotive indi-

cator has a 1%-in, paper drum, and is specially adapt-

ed for high speed and rapid work which is necessary

to meet the conditions of rapidly changing load.

The detent motion is contained within the paper

drum, and is operated by means of a lever below the

drum carriage. To stop the drum this lever is moved
in the direction travelled by the drum. When re-

leased it is returned by the auxiliary spring to a

position Vs in. beyond the end of the stroke, render-

ing it impossible for the drum to engage until desired.

The drum carriage, having the full tension of the main
drum spring, continues to rotate, which prevents

whipping and sagging of the cord. This permits the

indicator to be used with the detent motion in con-

nection with a reducing wheel directly connected

with the indicator. The drum is supported on

the spindle by means of a collar held stationary by

a pin engaging the slot in the spindle, on which rotates

an outer sleeve, which acts as a bearing and guide for

the drum. To the stationary collar is fastened the inner end

of the auxiliary spring case, which is held stationary in the

paper drum. The tension of this spring is such as to cause

th< 'Inim to return to its position before the return stroke

of the drum carriage. When in action the drum is controlled

by a pin engaging a hole in the grooved wing at the bottom

of the drum. By turning the lever, this pin is lowered on the

return stroke of the dium carriage, releasing the drum, which

irned beyond the end of the stroke by the auxiliary

spring. The lever is then returned to its original position,

allowing the pin to elevate again. Winn the card is changed

and ready to take another diagram, the drum is turned for-

ward by means of the milled rim on top. This causes the pin

to engage the hole, being guided by an incline, causing the

drum io rotate in Hi- usual manner, the motion being smooth
and without shock, there being no chance to break the cord

liawl and ratchet detent motion.

In connection with Ehla make of indicator Die well-known
original Thompson parallel motion is used; the ratio of the

lever being three to stifl and rigid motion.

The piston ami other working part ol the Instruments are

made a- light a^ practicable. The piston head and steam cyl-

inder are made ol pedal composition, which gives an equal

Ion under the varying thii I t mi tal

ticularly desirable in reducing friction at ill is point.

phor bronze, to prevent corrosion and undue wear in the work-
ing parts. The movement of the gauge is fitted with a wide-
faced segment for the purpose of increasing the life, by re-

ducing wear. The pinion and pinion shaft are of one piece of

hard phosphor bronze, the segment shaft also being made of

IMPROVED LOCOMOTIVE STEAM GAUGE.

The American 81 & Valve Manufacturing I md
oduced a bi peclally

worthy of attention by 1

1

pon Ible foi am
.it loi omol

lube for the purpc on and ren

nd i Igld ii.ii -I Qi
i man Hi ati

ed for count

IMr-KOVED LOCOMOTIVE GAUGE.

the same metal. The top and bottom plates of the movement
have deep German silver bushings, giving unusually long bear-

ings for the pinion and segment shafts. By the use of the

hard and rigid connections the lost motion in this gauge is

very slight, as may be ascertained by moving the parts with
the finger. This is an important factor in locomotive ser-

vice. There is no iron or steel in this gauge. The case is

very heavy, the ring screwing down to the shoulder to make
it dust proof. The purpose of the improvements is to secure

accuracy because of reduction of wear, durability for the same
reason, and simplicity contributes to the desired result by
reducing to a minimum the number of parts and connections,

making the whole combination as short and direct as possible.

PERSONALS.

Mr. .1. I''. Mann has I a appointed general foreman of the

Pere Marquette uailway al Saginaw, Mich

Mr. .). K. Kelker lias been appointed ouster mechanli ol

the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, al Lima. Ohio

Mr. P. I- Fox baa been appointed general foreman ol the

Pere Marquette Railway at Ionia. Mich.

iii D WcKlnley bae been appointed general foreman of the

car department of the Pere Marquette Rallwaj al Wu i

Mich.

Mr. .1 M, Oardni • p ited a n It tant ma iter me
hai be Penn rlvanla Raili oad al 1 ronton, N. .1.

Mr El. C. H leen appointed general foreman of the

machine shop of the [lllnoli Central Railroad at New Or-

leani . La,
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Mr. F. W. Cooper has been appointed master mechanic of the

Lehigh Valley at East Buffalo, N. Y., succeeding Mr. J. H.

Fildes, resigned.

Mr. J. P. Dorsey has been appointed master mechanic of the

Ohio River division of the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquar-
ters at. Parkersburg, W. Va.

Mr. G. \Y. Tompkins Jias been appointed master mechanic
of the Wabash, Chester & Western Railway, with office at

Chester, 111., to succeed Mr. E. Danks, resigned.

Mr. J. D. Macbeth, roundhouse foreman of the New YorK,

Chicago & St. Louis at Buffalo, has been appointed master

mechanic at Conneaut, O., to succeed Mr. E. A. Miller, pro-

moted.

Mr. Alex. Kearney, superintendent of motive power of the

Baltimore & Ohio at Pittsburgh, has resigned to become assist-

ant superintendent of motive power of the Norfolk & Western,
with headquarters at Norfolk, Va.

Mr. H. C. Van Buskirk_has been appointed superintendent

of motive power of the Colorado & Southern Railway to suc-

ceed Mr. A. L. Studer, resigned. Mr. Van Buskirk was for-

merly general master mechanic of the Fort Worth & Denver
City Railway at Childress, Texas.

Mr. G. W. Rhodes, general superintendent of the Burlington

& Missouri River, has resigned, after 25 years of service with

the Burlington system, closing a most useful and honorable

railroad career, in which he has placed his name permanently

among the highest and best American railroad officials.

Mr. E. A. Miller has been promoted from the position of

master mechanic of the New York, Chicago & St. Louis Rail-

way to that of superintendent of motive power.' with head-

quarters at Cleveland. O., to succeed Mr. W. L. Gilmore, re-

signed. Mr. Miller has been master mechanic at Conneaut.

O, for 23 years.

Mr. F. H. Clark, who has been superintendent of motive

power of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway since

March, 1902, has been appointed general superintendent of

motive power of the Burlington lines, his headquarters re-

maining in Chicago. Mr. F. A. Torrey has been appointed to

succeed Mr. Clark as superintendent of motive power.

NEW CATALOGS.
IN WRITING lot: rHESE CATALOCS PL] \M MENTION nils PAPER.

Dynamos.— Bulletin No. 2 from the Birke Electric Company,
Erie, Pa., describing their type "AB" and "AM" dynamos Eor direct

current.

Fish ind Game Laws of Mum;.— a folder received from .Mr.

C. i'. I '.i
.

i

i
- net il passenger and ticket agenl of the Bangor &

Aroostook Railroad, gives in compact form the fish ac
for the sc ison of 1005-1906.

Electbii Fans, \ Few Words Aboi i. Bulletin No. 5 I from
the Crocker-Wheeler Company, Ampere, X. .T.. des rib

Davidson propeller fans driven by direct conm which
they arc prepared to furnish in sizes from 18 i" 60 ins.

Railway Generators.—Bulletin No. 52 from the Crocker-
Wheeler Company, Ampere, X. .1.. contains a verj complete de-

scription of their direct current : electric railways.

typical applications of these generators are illustrated.

Buda Products The Buda Foundry & Manufacturing Com-
panj at > an attractive r, by '.> in., 223 page 1903 cata

log. A fen of the lines which this pan} manufactures are hand,
push and inspection cars, railroad velocipedes, track drills, track
and wrecking jacks, tracl construction tools, roadway signs, o

complete line of switch stands and pignals, • rossing gates, wrecking
frogs. 1. rake .vi,,,cs. .,, tation stoves and tin man}

of it kdeparl tnent, the Paige I Works. The
catalog c hales with 13

. il engineering information.

Air Compressors.—The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company,
Chicago, will be pleased to send those who are interested a copy
of their new catalog describing the new pattern type G Franklin

compressors, which are lighter in construction than the standard

Franklin machines.

Staybolt Iron.—The Old Dominion Iron & Nail Works Com-
pany, Richmond, Va.. have issued a pamphlet which presents some
interesting facts concerning the advantages of their special vibrat-

ing staybolt iron.

Track. Construction and Maintenance.—We have just re-

ceived from the Buda Foundry & Manufacturing Company,
Chicago, 111., copies of both the English and French editions of

their interesting catalog describing the large variety of track and

maintenance of way specialties manufactured by them.

"More Lai he Work and Fewer Lathes."—Under this title

the Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Company, Cincinnati. O., have

issued a nicely gotten up and well illustrated catalog which de-

v' ribes in detail the various parts of their Patent Head lathe,

which is a quick change gear lathe adapted for high-speed work.

Direct Current Generators.—Bulletin No. 40 from the

Northern Electrical Manufacturing Company. Madison. Wis., de-

scribes and profusely illustrates the details of their direct current

generators, which are adapted for furnishing power and light for

railroad shops. Several typical applications of these generators

are also illustrated.

Westinghouse Catenary Line Construction.—Circular No.

1,110, issued by the Westinghouse Electric c.V Manufacturing Com-
pany. Pittsburgh, Pa., gives a rer} complete description of their

catenary line construction, which is intended for high-tension

trolley roads and was especially designed for use in conjuuetion

with i heir single phase alternating current equipment.

(Im Day's Work.—The Bullard Machine Tool Company.
Bridgeport, Conn., have issued bulletin F 537, which illustrates

their 42 in. standard boring and turning mill with two swivel

heads, and shows how 122 piston packing rings were- made
in ten hours on oi f their machines in the West Albany shops of

i he V'" York ( ientral Railroad.

The Westinghouse Companies in the Railway and In-

dustrial Fields.—The publication department of the Westing-

ho se companies is to be congratulated upon bringing out this hand

some and well arranged publication, which briefly but interestingly

traces the development of the various Westinghouse companies

from their inception to the present time and illustrates a few of

their many products.

The Evoli nc>\ of Car Coi plings. -The McConway i^ Torley

Company, Pittsburg, Pa., distributed at the International Railway

3 in Washington on interesting and handsome publication,

printed in English and French in parallel columns, which traces

elopmenl of car couplings from the old link and pin style

to the present time. This company co-operated with Janney in

developing hi- coupler, and was. therefore, the original promoter

and manufacturer of the M. <'. B. type of coupler.

Electrical Apparatus. The American Electric & Controller

Company, 1 - : • ; Libert} street, New York City, has ready for di-

tribution the following bulletins. No. I. description of the rheo-

crat; No. 2. applications of tin' rheocrat; No. ''< electrically oper-

ated switches; No. I. automatic starters Eor induction motors;

No-. r, and G, applications of automatic starters; No. T. solenoids

for direct and alternating current service; No. s. applications of

solenoids. A suitable binder "ill he furnished in which to pre-

serve these bullet ins.

NOTEST

American Electric & Controller Company. This company

has removed its office from 12 Dey street to the Electrical Ex-

change Building, 136 Liberty street. New York City.

A.i w Metal Company. This company is constructing a ai\\

fireproof pi rn loft at 52 Richmond street, Philadelphia. The

construction is to be of steel. Mitchell Bros, oi Philadelphia have

the contract for erection.
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The American Wateb Softener Company.—This company re-

ports the receipt of an order from the Hocking Valley Railway

which includes a water softening plant to be installed at their

Columbus shops, with a capacity of 25,000 gals, an hour, or

500,000 gals, a day.

Magnolia Metal Company.—Mr. II. W. Toothe has resumed

his position in the sales department of this company, \\ i i li head-

quarters at 113 Bank street, New York City.

Steam Turbine 1'Nir fob a Railroad.—The Canadian West-
inghouse Company, Limited, has sold a 500-k.W. enclosed type

turbo-generator unit to the Canadian Pacific Railway, to be in-

stalled at Fort William, for supplying power to the various grain

elevators at that point. The unit is to operate 3 phase. GOO volt,

7,200 alterations, ."..GOO r.p.m.

Buda Foundry & Manufacturing Company.—Mr. James H.
Bannerman. formerly mechanical superintendent of the Tennessee

Central, has been added to the force of travelling representatives

and will represent the metal department, demonstrating to the

mechanical departments of the railroads the advantages of some of

the new compositions which they have recently placed on the

market.

The GARFORD COMPANY.—This company, of Cleveland. Ohio,

has purchased the Cleveland and Elgin factories of the Federal

Manufacturing Company, and will continue to manufacture rail-

way curtains and curtain fixtures. Mr. Arthur L. Garford is

president of the company. The capital stock is $400,000, and by
this transfer the liquidation of the Federal Manufacturing Com-
pany is completed.

Davis Expansion Boring Tool.—Mr. Mord Roberts, who was
well known in his railroad career, has entered the field of manu-
facturing railroad appliances as general manager of the Davis Ex-

pansion Boring Tool Company. '-Mil! S. Commercial sti t, St. Louis,

Mo. Mr. Roberts' reputation is itself sufficient guarantee of the

value of the Davis tools, which are specially adapted to use in

boring mills, lathes and drill presses. Those interested in improv-

ing their shop output may communicate with Mr. Roberts at the

address given.

Wm. IS. SCATFE & Suns Company.—The plant of the Driggs-

Seabury Ordinance Corporation at Sharon. Pa., which was de-

signed, manufactured and erected by Win. B. Scaife & Sons Com-
pany of Pittsburgh, is almost i lpleted and consists of a foundry.

Iihi bj 140 ft.: forge shop, 109 by 160 ft.; machine shop, 60 by 260

ft.: power-house, b> by 180 ft., and shell building. 160 by 250 ft.;

all of steel frame construction. They have also designed and erected

a mill building, 172 by 78 ft., of si eel frame construction, covered

with corrugated iron, for the Brooms 1 Iron & Steel Company, Bel-

ingtOD, W. \':i., and have been awarder! contracts by the American

Lime & Stone Company for a steel frame trestle to be erected at

Bellefonte, Pa., and a steel frame tipple about inn ft, long for

their Buffalo Run plant.

A Large Oroeb fob Cabs. Tbe Baltimore >v Ohio has awarded

H contract oi elj $12,000,000 for 10,000 freight cars,

2,000 Hteel hoppers to be built at Berwick, Pa., and 250 refrigi ra

tors at I the American Car & Foundry C panj : the
1 ompany will build 2,000 steel coal ears; the

Western Steel Car & Foundry Company, Chicago, will build 1,000

box liir.; tie- Standard Bteel Car Companj will build I." m
posite gondola.-: the Cambria Steel Car Companj :j.nt>n gondolas

and the Rodger Ballast Oar Companj 250 ballast cars. With the

recent large order for locomotives, the equipment orders placed by

tie- Baltimore & Ohio lasi month aggregate appro ii

$16,000,000. This car order is believed to i»- the large I ordei

placed at one t [me,

. Bail Hi mim. Company, Mr. William White, who •

merl) master mechanic of the Lake Erie .\. W« tern at Limn.

Ohio, I Brie Heating < omn n Ra

Exchange, Chicago, and has given bit attention to the Im-

proved roundhouse facilities for bollei heal

ing in connection with the system which thii compa i

and applied recently to the new round house ,,f the Lake SI

ithcrn Railway at Elkhart, Ind. Mr, Whlti

road experience and wide acquaint)

in introducing apparatus o where on In

..•e of railroad i one
|

. lie iii the direction of improved roundl than

which there i- nothing more important to-daj In the

Dg problem.

Fishing in New England.—Those who have not taken a holi-

day for the spriDg fishing need to be reminded of the opportunities
offered by New England, which arc reported to be exceedingly
good this year for the "wise man's sport." Lake Winnipesaukee
for bass, cusk, pickerel and trout. New Found Lake for land-
locked salmon. Lake Suna] and the Connecticut lakes supply
excellent reports of sport this season. In Vermont, Lakes Mem
phremagog, Champlain and Willoughby furnish attractive fishing
stories, and in Maine Sebago, Rangeley, Moosehead, Grand Lake
and the other 1,600 ponds and lakes are calling to the angler. A
2-cent stamp sent to the general passenger department of the
Boston & Maine Railroad. Boston, Mass., will bring a booklet
entitled "Fishing and Hunt ing," which is worth while for any
sportsman to take the trouble to secure. The first salmon in tbe
famous Bangor Pool was landed twenty minutes after the law
was off on April 1. The fishermen started at Bangor Pool at
12.01 A. M. on that day and the fishing season went on in earnest.
Reports indicate that the salmon and trout fishing is excellent this
year in the lakes and ponds of Maine, including the Rangeleys,
Sebago, Moosehead and the Dead River region.

The American Steel Foundries.—This concern has just been
awarded a contract by the Norfolk & Western Railway for body
and truck bolsters for 4,000 cars of different designs and capaci
ties. These cars will be built at the Roanoke shop-' of the rail-
road company, and by the various car builders. The bolsters for
all of these cars will be made entirely of cast steel, and the fact
that this large order has been awarded to one company is signifi-
cant of the good opinion of cast steel for this purpose. The Ameri-
can Steel Foundries have moved their general offices from 71
Broadway, New York, to No. -12 Broadway. The district man-
ager's office has been moved from Alliance, Ohio, to Sharon, Pa..
where new office buildings are being erected. This company has
received an order from the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
for 2.000 cast steel truck bolsters for 1,000 combination .slock anil
coke cars, to be built by the American Car & Foundry Company

:

also orders for 1,000 truck bolsters to be applied to box cars
for the Great Northern Railway: cast steel truck and body
bolsters for 2,000 Detroit Southern Railroad cars; R. E. Janney
couplers for 1,500 Chesapeake & Ohio cars and for 3,000 Lehigh
Valley cars, and approximately 15 tons of steel castings lor each of
250 Baltimore & Ohio locomotives to be built bj the Baldwin
Locomotive Works.

AMERICAN RAILWAY APPLIANCE EXHIBITION.

The following list presents the names of firms and others who
are members or exhibitors of the exhibition held in connection with
the International Railway Congress in Washington May •" to It:
Acme White Lead ,v Color Works. Detroit, Mich. ; Adams &

Westlake Co., Chicago, 111.: Ai.ix Manufacturing Co.. Cleveland,
(>.: Ajas .Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; American Brake Co. St
Louis, .\io. : American Brake Shoe* Foundry Co., Mahwah, N. .1.

;

American Bridge Co., Pittsburg, Pa.; American i\ n -

,V. Fo Iry
Co., New York and St. Louis; AMERICAN ENGINEER \.\n RAIL
road Journal, New fork; a rican Hoisl «\. Derrick Co., St.
l'aul, Minn.; American iron & S 1 Ml facturing Co., Lebanon.
Pa.; American Lock Nut Co., Boston, Mass.; American Loco
i Ive Appliance Co., Washington, D. C. ; American Locomotive
Co., New STork; American Machinery Co., Willoughby, O.; Amerj
can Radiator Co., Chicago. III.: American Railway Supplj Co.,
New STork; American SI t & Tinplate Co., Pittsburg, Pa.;
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. '',,.. Boston, Mass.; Ameri
can Steel Foundries, New STork; A rican Steel & Wire Co.,

Pittsburg, Pa.; American Trackbarrow, Lowell. Mass.; American
Valve .^ Meter •',,.. Cincinnati, 0.; American Water Softener Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.; .1. S. Andrews & Co., New STork; Inglo \ ri

oi \, h i o
. Newark, N. J.; Appleton Car Mover Co., ^pplc

ton, Wis.; Armstrong Broi Tool Co., Chicago, III.: Art Metal
Construction Co., Jamestown, N. ST.; Ashcrof! Mfg. Co., Newi
York; Ash tori Valve Co., Lesion. Mas.s.

; Atba, Benjamin .V Co..
Newark-. \. ,T. ; Atlas Portland Cemenl Co., New STork; Aurora
Vutomatic Machine Co., Aurora, in.; Automatic Valve Grinding
Machine Co., Knoxville, Tenn. ; Automatic Ventilator Co.. New
York: Charlef Whiting Baker, New STork; William 0. Laker.
New York; Baldwin Locomotive Works. Philadelphia, Pa.; Bai
hour Stoel ' Cambridt [>oi M i Barker Mail Crane Co..

Clinton, fov a
;

Barncj a Smitl k>„ Daj ion, i >,
;

Bnrnett
Equipment Co., Newark, N. .1.: Lindon \v Bates, New STork;
Beaver Dam Malleable [ron Co., Bpavei Dam, Wis.: Beckwith
chandler Co. \e W York; Belle Citj Malleable lr. o., Racine,
u i Li Bro i -I D troil Mich C II Bei lej A ' !o .

til.; Co H Bethlehem, La.
: Betten

:
' lou a : Win. 'I'. I'.oiiuer ( ',,.. Boston,

Mil Booth w.iiM Rofti - Co., New STork; L. .1. Bordo Co.,
Philadelphia, Pn, : P I I I orl w < ne, 1 1.< I Brad

it' '
i

i iilford, III.
: Bradley. <> I & Son

M i Bi id L I. i . - City, N .1 .

>'

l 0. Brill Co Phllndi Ipliin Pa . Harold P i

I nr
,
I'm burg, Pa Brow d 1

1

Mai inn' ' I - l .iici '
i Bi ml I .lei Irli Co Brld

Co., < 'oluiulm.'
,

' i
.

l: i

South v
'

.

loci.-, foundry & Mfg Co., '
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Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo, N. Y.; Bollard MacWw TmI Co.,

Bridgeport, Conn.; Burnham. \\ illiams & to. I hi la . 1 ^.
Butler Drawbar Attachment Co Cleveland, O.; Cambria btee

(To Philadelphia Pa.: Came Co., Chicago, 111., Caibon ssteei

Co" New ToS! PhiUp Carey Mfg. Co., Cincinnati. O.; Carnegie

sreoi
"

Pittsburg, Pa.; C&enowetb & McNamee, Brooklyn,

N V.; Chieaio Cheating Co., Chicago, 111.; Chicago-Cleveland

Car Hoofing Co., Chicago, 111.; Chicago Pneumatic Too] Co.,

.... Hi.; Chicago Kaihvay Eqft pment Co.,^Chicago, HL

,

! Jo Varnish Co., Chicago. 111. ; Chilton Pamt.Co New York

' '"'T,- \ vf in. Co Cleve-
& Iron Co., Cleveland, O. : Cleveland Frog & Crossing-p^1^
P^nce^ r ^ Col^bif» S^O? S«£ O •

,.•„(',, New York; Consolidated Safety Valve Co., New \ork.

ffin^usBail Joint Co of America Newark. N
.

. .
Conttnu-

nus Kail & Mfg. Co.; Indianapolis, Ind.; W «• ' "' • '-' "

Palmer Mass Cooper Hewitt Electric C.. New Iork; Crago &

Bohrastedt Cadotte, Wis.; Crane Co., Chicago, 111.; Crocker-

\\1 , e ','. Ampere, N. .1.; Curtain Supply -•••, II•
I ,^'us lirako'ivam Co.. St. L....U, Mo. ; Damascus Bronze

Co Pittsburg, Pa.; Davis expansion Tool Boring t o., St. Louis,

Port Union. Mid,.; Dreses Machine Tool Co. Cmcinnati

O

Dressel Railway Lamp Work... N.« York. I ..iff Mfg. » o 1 tfc>

burg Pa.; Dukesmith Air Brake &>., 1 ''<.'"",: ''VJ'y
Granite R ing Co., New ^rk; Edison Mfg.C^, New Xork^

Edna Smelting & Refining Co., Cincinnati, O.; O M. ^dwarto

Co Svracuse N Y. . Electric Controller .V: Supply Co.,01ev<

and O 11 -tr. Stcrag, Est! r, I Ph;l . 1
lphi .. I «

,

Elj-Ctrj-

,„, Co Bayonne N. J.; Elliott-Fisher Co,, Philadelphia,

pi- Elliott Frog .V Switch Co., Bast St. Louis, 111.; Empire
L;V„, t ,,i ,'., Brooklyn N. Y. ; Ewald Iron Co.. St. Louis,

\i -F-iirV.-" nkV

M

, <, & Co Chicago, 111.; Fa"- rfollowStaj
',;' ;.-'^

; ..i' :«i- o
I1v ,

1

-\ ,,r
v

f,

Mv.
i:

;
' pK

\1,1 Federal Co., Chicago, 111.; Federal Mfg. Co., i.uii.i. <
>.

.

i- nn.'r I It Co. Pittsburg. Pa.; Flood & Conklin Co., Newark,

N J • Foote Burt & Co., Cleveland, O.; Foster Engineer

Newark N J Walter II. Foster, Nev. York; Franklin

Mf Co
'

Franklin. Pa.; Franklin Railwaj Supply Co..

F n,k'n P., ;
'-, Kailway Supply Co., Detroit Mich.; Fuller

Bros & Co New York: Galena Signal Oil Co., Franklin, Pa.

;

Gariock Packing Co., New York: Harnej J. Gebr,

•I «;.,. ral fleetric Co., New York: General Railway^ Signal

«'., Buffalo, N. Y.; German-American Car I " \ V
old (II >at in- & Lighting Co, Now York; Wm. he, .Tr -N

c Vest I cite. Mich.; Goldscbmidt, Thermii I Nev

Yri, i,»l , Car' Co., Now York; .ion!, l, New
: ... i, Bros .v Co., Rockford, 111.; Griffin Wheel Co.,

} V \ 11 ( r. N,„ i . Chi .:. HI Htfi <;,-: Mctalli:

HI.: Hale & Kilburn Mfe Co. Philadelphia

,..,. Hall Signal Co., Now York; Handlin-Buck Mfg. Co. M.

Kuis,Mo.; liar, Ste.d Co Now York Hartford Batter

Hartford. Conn.: N. 1.. Hayden Mfg. Co., Colump

Heath & Millgan Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.; Hendy Man
Torrnigtn. Conn.; Hess-Bright.Mfg. >C£ Pb.lade ph.a la

.

Hewitt Mf" Co., Chicago, 111.; Heyw 1 Bros, fc Wakel

«SeK.; Hill Clarke & Co. Ko.,o„ Ma
;

s.
:
Home

Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J.; Homestead Valve Mfg. Co.. litts

burg I'a-: Hubbard & Co., Pittsburg Pa. ;
Hunt-Spiller Mfg.

"n.'ornio, South Boston. M: |r-Binns Shovel Co.,

"rg°Pa.; C. B. Hutchim «)it Mm h.. Illinois

Steel Co Chicago, 111.; Independenl Railroad Supply Co., Chi-

:,, Works. Bay City, M ch. : Ingersoll-S

1 ,-ii Co Now York: Ingoldsby Automatic Car Co.. Si

M ln„',na.ional Correspondence Sol Is, JUilwa' I 'oparunon,.

Chicago, 11'.: International Creosoting & Construction Co.,

Galveston T. n. : International Fence* Fireproofing Co.. Colum-

bus O." nternational Nickel Co., New York: fiiJcriiafioiwl

Rahirau J W. Philadelphia, Pa.; Interstate Engineering < o.,

Bedford, o.: Iron City Tool Works. Pitteburg, Pa.: A H. Jack-

son Fremont, < ». ; Jenkins Bros., New York: W. H. Johns-Man

vile Co.. New York; J. R. Johnson & I o., Richmo

Jones* Uughlin Steel Co Pittsburg Pa: I .
M. ...-.-

!• .„,,„, Mass- Philip S. Justice vV ( <>.. Philadelphia, l a.

,

l&oT^ilway sl.pph Co Kalar

way Tie <

-

o.. OincinnaU, O.; Keith Mfg. Co., Sagamore Mass.,

Thomas Kendrick. Glenwood Springs. Col.; KennicottWater Soft-

,',„.,. Co., Chicago. 111.; Edwin R. K ' hicago. II..

K.rr Turbine c,,.. Wellsville. N. Y. ;
Keystone Lantern I o. Phila-

detphia Pa. ; King-Laws, - " ,

?a-
j

.

^man
fllk St=1 r J

- N:w Y A Knps-Mason Ma Inn i o.. Fhila

lelphia.'Fa.: Lackawanna St. el Co., New York; 1

boro, Pa.: Landis T Co Waynesboro Pa. I

,..„;, Switch Co.. Duluth, Minn.: Leh.gh Portland Cement Co

AUentown. I
k- & Co. New York: J. s I..>

,T.; Gustav Lindenthal. New"York; Lock Joint Pipe

Mew York: I omotive Appliance Co.. Chicago. 111.: Lodge

& Sl.iplev Machine Tool Co.. Cincinnati. O.: Lorain Steel Co..

Philadeln'h '

t; xl ISS
'

,

'
'

•

] -" y '\
]

& Co New York: 1^ O John Lucas &

Co Philadelphia. Pa.: I.uken- I

Co.. Coatesville
,

t unkenhein " '' " M '" ' '• ^ :l,"" :\ °

Cinein,.i. .... Madeira. Hill & Co., Philadelphia Pa. :
Magnus

Metal Co. Buffalo. N. Y. : Mahoney Railroad Ditching Machine

Co., Yincennes, Ind.; A. Major, New York: Manning, Maxwell &

Moore, New York; Manufacturing Co., Carlisle, Pa,: Marviand

Steel Co.. Philadelphia. Pa. ; Mason Regulator Co^ Boston, Mass.

,

John W Masury & Son, New York; Matthews-Nortteup Works,

BuffaloT"NLY^McCo^wa, & Torle, Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
;
MeCord

,v Co Chica.o. 111.; Mechanical Rubber Co., Chicago, 111.
,

;

Me-

chanlc'al Rubber Works, Cleveland, O; Merrill-St.veus Mfg Co

ic-il-i ma/, hi Mieh • Merritt & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.; Middletonn

; W kX M iddletown. Pa. : Midvale Steel Co., Philade ph.a,

Pa.: Miller Anchor Co,, Norwalk, O.; W. H Miner Co CIncago.

111.; Monarch Coupler Co., Detroit. Mich.: Moran I- legible Joint

Co Louisville, Ky.; Modern Pros & Crossmg Works, Chicago,

111 M1Code' (Telegraph) Signal Co., Milwaukee, Y\ is.

;

MoiVT k, HI Co. New Bedford. Mass.; Municipal Engmeer-

ii J. Conti'actuv, Co.. Chicago. 111.: Murphy Varnish Co Vtm-

art N J NaUian Mfg. Co.. New York; National Lock Washer
'

Sewark N. J.: National Malleable Castings Co., Cleveland,

I. Nationai Meter Co.. New York; National Railway Publica-

tion Co New York; National Surface Guard Co.. Chicago. 111. .

National Tube Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.; Nernst Litmp Co., Pittsburg,

Pa New lersej Tube Co., Newark. N. J.; Newman Clock Co.,

•iba- 111: New York Air Brake Co.. New York; New York

Belting & Pkcking Co., New York; George P. Nichols & Bro..

cS, III.! Nnfs-Bement-Pond Co New York; KtarWk^j-;
Co Norfolk Va. ; Norton Grinding Co., Worcester, Mass,,

Odenkirk Switch & Signal Co., Cleveland. O. ;
Ohio "J.-t-r <

o._.

Chicago 111.; Oil & Wlste Saving Machine Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,

liavidF. O'.u. Newark. N. J.; Old Dominion Iron & Nail Works,

Richmond fa.; Oliver Machinerj Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.,

i Fimine Works. Chicago. 111.: Pantasoie Co New York;

Patterson Sargent -Co.. Cleveland, O. ; Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co

Sew V,k: IM.nsyUania Steel Co., Phi adelph.a F*. ;
Peri^ Side

Bearing Co., Joliet, 111.; PetHbone, Muliken & Co., Chicago, 111..

PUt Car Gate Co New York; Pittsburg Spring & Steel Co^

Pttsbure Pa UK Porter & Co., Pittsburg, Ta.
;

Pratt &
LaS?' New York Pratt & Letchworth Co., Buffalo^ N. >.:

:;. I...1 !„• Si.el Co., New York: Prosser, Thomas & Son New

Y rk P. eetos Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.; PyltNatlonal »MbM
b Co.. Chicago, 111.; Quaker City Rubber Co., Ph.ladel-

Pa Kaflrood Gazette, New York: Railroad Supply Co..

i,V,.., ill. Railway Age, Chicago, 111.; Railway and Locomo-

..„„,,„„, New York: Railway Appliances Co., Chicago,

III
• Uailav Equipmenl & Publication Op., New York: Railway

m Co Chicago. 111. ; Railway Hatter Uechanw. Chicago, 111..

Kniwiv' Maie.iaN Co.. Chicago, 111.; Railway and Bn^nemno
V ?;!- cb„ ;l „, 111.; Railwaj Steel-Spring Co., New York:

Itabton Cor Co, Chicago. 111.; Ramapo Iron Works. Hijlburn,

NY Paid Drill Co., New York; Raymond Concrete Pile
«

,,..

Chicago iSi-P. E K 1 Co., Worcester, Mass.; Arthur E Rendle,

New York Robins Conveying Belt Co,, New York; Rockwell Ea-

einenv «'" New York; Roger Ballasl Car Co., Chicago. IU.;

1 *, ml" Mfg' V,,. New Haven. Conn.: G. Rouy New York:

Kn l'u'"i-ll & Ward Bolt I Nut Co., Port 6hester^ H. V.
Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York; St^ouis^«

Co Si Louis, Mo.: St. Louis Car Wheel Co., St. Louis, Aio.

St' Louis Espknded Metal Fireproofing Co., St l.'™»
;

"
i „i M.iv.ble Casting Co. St. Louis, Mo.; Schoen Steel Wheel

• Phi .',:! ia Pa Seranlon Bolt & Nut Co Scranton. Pa. :

ie"uuFnGallag
P
he^Iron & Steel Co.. S, l.ou.s M

;

, Sen^ .n.

Tiffin O.; Wm. Sellers & Co.. Inc., Philadelphia. 1 ...
.

si. win

ms Co., Cleveland O; Simmons Hardware Ca. St Lou«,

\lo • Simnlei Railway Appliance ( o.. ( hicago. 111.. M. a. >m-' r.

New-' Y rk Vi i
" B Si, & Co.. Allegheny. Pa.; Smith Boltless

:.' ,, :,,,-,. \,.,v York' Standard Sectional-Automatic

Crjofrna?LuVr^W
N%% ; Standard Stee, Works. Plnb,

\ V. Co C?eveiand. O.: J. Thiollier. New York; Thomas Tanty

C^ "'New' York- Tr. ian Car Coupler Co., New York: 1
niss.,1 Coil

•r^\^W-W''Kr? "'o!,s.-
5

Tvnewriter Co.. Nev. York; I nion Spring .V Mfg. to., miwm,.

CiXdM&VS Trent ». N. T: JDgftB™.

V::rk
N
'r„iv:.r>-,i £&!s«ppl, Co Baltimore, Md. Vacuum

\?™V\*iZ.y'
T

ui
X

'
' oY'Wo

e
rks

YO
PittsbT,rg

T p"
I*orn Co.. Chicago, in.

,
vf™"a

. _ , Vir'U'-ia (a.:

' ''\-'"x w YoV w'-M ., Steel Car & Foundl

,:7o.''^^.n,Tnb.:c\.. Kewanee. lll.^^ern Whee

r Co \urora. 111.: Westinghouse A.r Brake (
o I ttts

.,,: 'Wesiiiighonse Automatic Air & Steam Coupler Co.,

^^wSSSfeiS Traction/Brake
Machine Co.. East i "';""'. r: ,,. gfco Inc.. Philadelphia.

ad
n'i™eo II ?n O Wo^ *oJ^Philadelpliia. Pa.: Wvmen

Wood, i hi. a o. in is.
Towne Mfg «'.... New York:

^'o.r.l.."X\ •'• M
M

':
M
;'C"l^ e^e, N Y." Ye.man Transmit-

lawman & Erbe Mtg. ' '••., i"" "'

ting Typewriter Co.. New York.
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MASTER MECHANICS' ASSOCIATION.

The Thibtv-ek.iitii Annual Convention.

The convention was opened June 14 at the Oriental Hotel,

Manhattan Beach, by the president, Mr. P. H. Peck. Among
other matters, his annual address briefly mentioned the

Amebk an Engineer tests, announcing the fact that the neces-

sary funds for that work were in the hands of the association.

The speaker also referred to the tests on locomotive boilers

which are to be undertaken in the future. The adoption of

mbenhip of the association—which had al-

ready met with responses representing about 25 per cent, of

the total number of locomotives in the country—would provide

funds for each Investigations in the future. The president

though I that much raluabie work could be done In standardiz-

ing locomotive parts, as had been done by the Master Car
Bnfldi Ion. In the matter of shop practice, he de-

plored the condition! requiring "ion. ton locomotives to be
maintained In F>n-ton shops." The address was brief, and

I upon the most Important work before the association.

The report of the secretary showed the total number of

members to be 788; associate, 17, and honorary. ?,H; a

total Of "!'<' The secretary announced that the amount in

hand for the Awkki'-w 'ests was $2, 077?,) A--

cordln? to the change In the constitution last year, the rail

bad been Invited to ap point representative members.

responses having been received from ?.<\ roads The

explained that no Incres contemplated,

Odnctlng testa and experiments, however, would

be provided by assessments among the railroads through repre-

sentative membership.
The treasurers report showed a balance of $1,535.29 in the

treasury, with all bills paid.

At this point Mr. Edward Sauvage, consulting engineer oi

the Western Railway of France, was given the privileges of

the Itoor. They were also given to Mr. J. D. Benjamin, repre-

senting the Traveling Engineers' Association. Mr. Godfrey
\V. Rhodes was elected an honorary member of the associa
tion, in view of his retirement from railroad service and his

past valuable services to the association. This is a deserved
tribute to Mr. Rhodes, than whom no member of the associa-

tion has been more helpful or faithful for more than 20 years.

COMMITTEE BEPOBTS.

Some of these reports appear in abstract in this issue and
others will appear next month. The discussions will be re-

ferred to separately, as follows:

Pboi'eb Loading of Locomotives.—Mr. C. H. Hogan presented
this report, a special feature of which is the list of articles

on the subject of loading of locomotives which have appeared
in the technical press and before the technical associations.

In addition to this list, the report includes opinions of a
number of members of the association on the proper assign-

ment of loads, which were very briefly stated. Mr. Hogan
emphasized the importance of reducing the number of cars

to carry a given load, and strongly recommended the use of

dynamometer cars in rating locomotives. Mr. Wallace (D.,

M. & N.) thought that the rating of locomotives should be left

to the officers on the divisions where the engines are used.

Mr. H. H. Vaughan (Canadian Pacific) thought it would be
valuable to know from a number of roads the percentage of

theoretical tonnage which could be handled satisfactorily. He
eonsidered it economical to carry as heavy a load as practicable

without taking too long time on the road. The time was
more a transportation than a mechanical question. Reduc-
tions could be made occasionally when special conditions

caused undue detentions. His remarks tended toward the

opinion that, within reasonable limits, I say speeds of 10 to

15 miles an hour), the heavier locomotives are loaded the

better. He would like to know of any use of a reduced rating

to take care of poor condition of engines because of having
been long out of the shops. Mr. G. R. Henderson pointed to

the facts that schedules are usually prepared by transportation

officials without considering mechanical questions, and that

officials gave a high place to large tonnage without consider-

ing whether it was economically handled. Mr. P. H. Clark

(C, B. & Q.) agreed with Mr. Vaughan as speeds of 10 to 15

miles per hour, the economical loading of locomotives being

that which may be handled at such speeds.

Mr. E. Sauvage spoke of locomotive loading methods in

France, where fictitious grades were used in order to take

account of momentum. Tonnages were fixed for fair condi-

tions, and extra premiums were given engineers for taking

extra loads. He also referred to the payment of money pre-

miums to engineers in France. Loading was not too heavy in

France, because the cost was known in increase with over-

loading. He spoke too briefly on tliis important question.

Mr. A. E. Manchester (C, M. & St. I
1

. Ky.t spoke of a method
whereby the division superintendent kept a daily statement of

tonnagi handled and coal used i" haul It. The figures were
almost Instantly ,'uailalile. which made II possible to keep

condition of loco-

motlves, the condition being Immediately reflected in the cost.

He laid re i upon the il providing "filling

up" points, where additloi
I

' '-n If It can

be hauled, train to be Btarted <>m[ with loads which would be

r the road. This would Interest the men In the

tonnagi the mileage. Mr. F m. Whyte suggested

crev a "" ' he tonnage basis.

Loco m St Loots Exposition.— Mr. F. n. Clark

ed thl brlel report, and stated thai the final records of

ta of eight locomotives al St. Louis were very nearly

ready for He- printer, and would appear In book form. The

natnvalMm was continued for report next rear,
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beports of committees.

Locomotive Driving and Tbuck Axles and Locomotive
Foecings.—Mr. Forsyth moved that the proposed specifications

be submitted to letter ballot. Carried.

Shrinkage Allowance fob Tibes.—Mr. F. F. Gaines (P. &
R. Ry.) did not see why there should be any discrimination

as to increasing shrinkage for different diameters. He also

approved of heavier wheel treads for cast steel centers. Mr.

G. W. West supported the opinion, and had found it desir-

able to increase the shrinkage to guard against loose tires.

Mr. A. E. Manchester believed that a return to the heavy

rims used with cast iron was necessary. Cast steel wheels

had been made too light to secure sufficient arch effect between

spokes. Mr. Mcintosh did not consider cast steel at fault, but

rather the light sections. Mr. W. E. Symons raised the

question of the possible compression of filling blocks of wheels

with cut rims. He desired further investigation of this by the

committee. Mr. F. M. Whyte spoke of the deformation of

the wheel centers by the shrinkage of tires, giving figures

from a test which indicated the necessity to strengthen spokes

as well as rims. In the early application of cast steel the

temptation to save too much weight was yielded to. Mr.

Deems moved to refer the subject back to the committee tft

consider the matter of design of wheel centers, as well as

shrinkage of tires.

Motive Power Terminals.—Mr. D. R. McBain presented this

report. Mr. H. H. Vaughan spoke of the recent improvements

in roundhouses and equipments for them on the Lake Shore

and Canadian Pacific roads. He had observed good results with

direct radiation systems. Mr. Gaines emphasized the Impoi-

tance of good track arrangements at roundhouses. Ash hand-

ling facilities and heating systems were discussed, but nothing

new was recommended. Mr. F. M. Whyte had found that

mechanical devices for handling ashes do not meet with favor

and that a large majority prefer the pit method.

Water Softening for Locomotive Use.—Mr. Manchester

spoke in favor of tender tank treatment for use as a prelim-

inary to the installation of water treating plants. Mr. Pratt

preferred tender tank treatment to no treatment at all. Mr.

Walsh expressed appreciation of water treating plants, but he

was using tender treatment where the road could not afford

to apply treating plants. There was comparatively little dis-

cussion.

Service of Locomotives.—This report revealed the surpris

ing fact that the total time which a locomotive is in the hands

of the motive power department is usually less than 25 per

cent.; that the actual running time was but 28 per cent., and

the rest of the time represented absolute idleness of the en-

gine. These figures were obtained in actual service on an

important road. Mr. Clark (C, B. & Q.) described a method

of keeping track of the time service of locomotives, which, he

believed, would accelerate locomotive movements through th3

roundhouse. Mr. Gaines had found it very advanlageous to

keep careful records of the movements of engines. This sub

ject hardly received the attention which it seemed to merit.

Shop Layouts.—This excellent report was presented by Mr.

C. A. Seley. This report Included Mr. Soule's articles re-

printed from the American Engineer, and dealt with shop

facilities, appliances, organization and personnel. It is a

strong plea for a broad-minded treatment of the shop ques-

tion, which makes for efficiency and adequacy in shops to

meet the requirements of the times. It is the most impor

tant discussion of the subject we have seen—advocating new
methods to meet the new needs. This report is worthy of

an edition de luxe, to be placed on the desk of every railroad

official in (he country who has anything to do with actual

operation. It is a powerful argument in favor of business

methods in providing railroad shops.

Mr. F. F. Gaines spoke favorably of the idea of the large

shop, and criticized prevailing methods of comparing output of

shops on a unit basis without including a great deal of In-

formation not usually given, without which fair comparisons

cannot be made. He also discussed the longitudinal vs. trans-

verse shops. Professor Ilibbard spoke of the personnel, and

was glad to see the man question discussed as a shop ques-

tion. He strongly approved the plan of the Baldwin Loeomo-
tive Works in establishing the office of superintendent of ap-

prentices.

Locomotive Front Ends.—Mr. Vaughan expressed gratifica-

tion at the generous response from the roads in supplying

funds for finishing the study of the proper relation between
stacks and nozzles. The previous work had been found valu-

able in practice. The question of diaphragms was the niosi

important of the front end ques'tions. It is desirable to de-

sign front ends which will be self-cleaning and at the same
time interfere as little as possible with the draft.

The committee was continued, and the recommendation to

the effect that the results be published in the American Ex-

glneer was carried.

INDIVIDUAL PAPERS.

Technical Education of Railroad Employees, by G. M.

Basfobd.—This paper, while devoted to education, was really

directed toward the questions of labor and organization. It

brought out a remarkable discussion, which lasted an hoitr

and a half. Mr. F. F. Gaines had found it necessary to "catch

your hare before you cook it," the difficulty being to get the

desirable young men. Mr. Tonge (M. & St. L.) pointed to

the necessity for providing good foremen, in order to educate

apprentices. He did not say how the foremen should be had
or how they should be paid. Dr. Goss spoke of the opposition

of the men toward apprenticeship, which he felt sure would be

overcome, as the workman cannot object to the principle ot

training his own son. He spoke with admirable clearness

and decision of the necessity for making apprenticeship at-

tractive. Separate organizations for caring for apprentices

had been found necessary in manufacturing establishments,

and would probably be necessary also on railroads. Mr. W.
D. Robb (Grand Trunk) described the apprentice system of

that road with its 40 per cent, of apprentices. This interest-

ing statement will be referred to again in this journal. Un-

doubtedly Mr. Robb's apprentice system is the most extensive

on this continent. Mr. George West (N. Y., O. & W.) stated

his opinion that the secret of success in an apprentice sys-

tem was "foremen and fairness." Mr. J. F. Deems believed

that boys were about the same as they were 40 years ago.

He said "there is no question to-day confronting the railroads

of this country that is so important in all its bearings and

ramifications as this question of the proper education of the

employees of the railroads." Mr. Parkes (Michigan Central)

described the apprentice system of that road, and supported

the arguments in favor of apprentice schools. Mr. J. F. Walsh

(C. & 0.) gave strong support to the paper, and specially to

the ((intention in favor of placing all apprentices on the same
level, whether technical school graduates or not. Mr. W. E.

Symons wanted to see the apprentice, the foreman and the

master mechanic properly paid. "A man will not endure

years of hardship and privation" for such poorly paid posi

tions. Mr. S. W. Miller (Pennsylvania Lines) made an ex-

i client presentation of the question from the point of view of

a successful master mechanic, who had been a special appren-

tice after completing a technical school course. He did not

agree with the author of the paper as to the special appren-

tice, but said: "I do not believe that ten years, on the aver-

age, is any too long for a young man to serve as a special v.u

prentice." The speaker showed the importance of knowin^.

the men and getting "close to them" in the shop. Others

added very valuable remarks to the discussion. The tone of

the remarks indicated that great progress has heen made in

the attitude of railroad men toward the apprentice.

Supebheated Steam in Locomotives.—Mr. Vaughan briefly

reviewed his admirable paper. He considered the Pielork :s

the most promising theoretically, tut he doubted Its success

practically. As to results, he considered the fact that the

superheater was shown to be "as good as a compound" to be

very important. On 4 months' records the Schmidt super-

heater had saved 10 per cent, over the 2-cylinder compound

and the Cole superheater had shown itself to be as good as

the compound. Lubrication was mentioned as a most impor-
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taut necessity iii the use of superheaters. He believed it pos-

sible 10 use sight feed, displacement lubricators. It was not

sufficient to oil the valves and expect the oil to go down to

the cylinders. The cylinders must be oiled separately. The
speaker believed it practicable to reduce boiler pressures to

175 lbs. in connection with superheating, thus gaining an

amount in cost which would offset the extra cost of apply-

ing superheaters. The paper was received with hearty ap-

plause of appreciation. Later he said that he considered the

superheater to stand about 10 per cent, better than a com-

pound, basing this upon records varying considerably, but

taken in actual service. Mr. YVhyte expressed the opinion that

if 10 per cent, on the total coal bill could be saved by the

superheater which was in use only when the cylinders were

using steam, the superheater furnished the best possible meth-

od of helping the fireman. The paper was so complete and

satisfactory as to lead to no criticism and little discussion.

.Mr. Sauvage stated that Mr. Vaughan's paper and the data he

had obtained in this country would lead him to be more eager

to see superheating tested in France. Mr. Vaughan wound up

the discussion by stating that the Canadian Pacific would

soon have 106 superheater locomotives in service. He was
prepared to believe that superheating offered a satisfactory

reason for not using compounds. No matter what could be

said in favor of compounds, it was generally understood that

they had more engine failures than simple engines. He stated

plainly that the superheater engines were the best on the

road from the roundhouse standpoint.

TOPICAL DISCUSSIONS.

Wateb Spaces Around Fireboxes.—Mr. Lawford H. Fry pre-

sented a brief statement which appears in this issue on

page 247. Mr. T. H. Curtis (L. & N.) referred to the break-

age of staybolts, and stated his belief that there was an un-

known law governing breakage, in which the boiler pressure

was an important factor. In answer to a question, Mr. F. H.

Clark spoke of :>4-in. staybolts, spaced 3 ins. apart, which

were applied to a number of new engines, but no definite re-

sults had yet been obtained. Mr. Deems confirmed Mr. Fry s

statement as to the desirability of placing the outer firebox

sheet vertically in order to avoid conflict of the bubbles of

steam from the inside sheet with down-coming cold water.

Mr. A. E. Mitchell supported the idea of vertical outside

sheets. Mr. Fry wanted to be understood as referring spe-

cially to fireboxes in which the sheets were approximately

parallel. W. E. Symons. believed that the character of the

water decided questions of design of fireboxes. Dr. Goss be-

lieved it Impossible to get the water spaces too wide at the

niui] rini<. and that the spaces should widen as rapidly as

ile above the mud ring. Mr. C. A. Seley stated that

1%-ln. mud rings were adopted by the power committee of

thai road, the water spaces being the same width all around.

'I iii topical ' mi relief and by pass valves re-

the abject referred to a committee to re-

port ri'->.t year: so also did the discussion on automatic loco-

motive stokers.

a resolution was passed thanking the contributors to the

fund for the continuation of the Am mi E oi eeb b

A resolution was passed amending the constitution to pro-

ride for executivt i ame manner a pro

con Citation of the Master Car Buildei ' v ociatlon,

whii ii |i e number of offli tdi execul Ive

.' TH.

Th<- attendance al the convention wa unu nail large, the

numi.i-r of members registered ai

bibitors numbered 220, coverin fl with exhibits,

not Including Last year i S7 exhibitors

2.",w hi|. ft. of *:>•
i

'i In exhibit I tended and

carefully studied.

Deems, A. w. Oibbs and A. B, Mitchell wen
pointed a committee to aid In Inaugurating a mast i mi

. to \»- publl i''n!i ood Oa ette

The election of officers r< President, Ef. F.

Ball; firxt rice-president, J. !'. Deems; second rici pri ildent,

William Mcintosh; third vice-president, H. H. Vaughan; treas-

urer, Angus Sinclair; executive members—G. W. Wildin,. C. A.

Seley, A. E. Mitchell, A. E. Manchester, J. F. Walsh, F. H.
Clark; secretary, J. W. Taylor.

The convention adjourned June 16 after very successful

meetings, in which the discussions were exceedingly well con-

ducted.

MASTER CAR BUILL-ERS' ASSOCIATION.

TinuiY-M.vm Annual Convention.

This convention was called to order by the president, Mr.

W. P. Appleyard. In speaking of the interchange rules, he
hoped that the "golden rule" would continue to guide the

association in governing the interchange of cars in the great-

est nation in the world. There had been but 15 arbitration

cases submitted to the arbitration committee during the year,

and this indicated the satisfactory way in which the rules

were working. This year a question of damage by flood was
to be brought before the association. Electric traction and
its probable effect upon the problems of the association was
pointed out as a subject to be provided for. The steam rail-

road would soon have active competitors. The president spoke
impressively of the necessity of educating the men who are to

carry the responsibilities of the future. The paper on the

subject of education of recruits, read by Mr. Basford before

the Master Mechanics' Association, was recommended to the

attention of the association. Japan's success in the present

war constituted an example showing the importance of educa-

tion and preparation. Among references to equipment mat-

ters more side-play to couplers was considered desirable, and
all possible steps toward a standard coupler should be taken.

The address was high-minded, thoughtful and polished, and
it inspired the convention with a serious purpose in beginning

its work. It established a tone for the convention which was
sustained to the end. .

The report of the secretary and treasurer showed a bank
balance of $4,545.42. The total membership was stated to be

607.

A change in the constitution was proposed, having for Its

object an extension of the scope' of eligibility for membership.

Mr. Edward A. Moseley, secretary of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, addressed the association. His chief sub-

ject was the application and administration of the safety ap-

pliance law. The law had met with responses beyond the

greatest expectations of those responsible for it. The number
ul cars found defective by the inspectors of the commission
bad been reduced in a remarkable manner, indicating the

spirit of the roads in carrying out the law. The speaker ex-

pected soon to see the interchange rules practically the same
a the law of the land. His remarks were very complimentary
in i be railroads.

COM Ml WEE REPORTS.

Triple Valve Tests.- Mr. Mcintosh (C. R. R. of N. J.) pre-

sented the subject. The repori was accepted and the recom-

tnendations adopted without discussion.

Brake Sum; Tests. Dr. <;<>ss read the repori In abstract.

H was accepted without discussion

i.'i-.i hi ni Sta idabd Mr. C. A. Schreyer (C. & N. W.)
ited the repori These concerned dust guard plates,

Journal bo lid ved| brake heads.and shoes, brake beams,

couplei oke and other details contemplating their improve-

ment in Important ways, but without radical changes. All

but the propo il a a the length of standard brake

vere ordered referred to letter ballot, Mr. R. P. C.

mi Air Line) stated that he had recently

thai In New Zealand the rules of the M. C. B. Asso-

latlon were con ildered satisfactory evidence of good and Baft

i before thi la com ;

1 b I i a adi :ed as a rea-

• iii for he Itatlng to complicate the ruli b i hanges not posi

ary.
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Air Brake Husk.—This report recommended the specifica-

tions for hose which were proposed last year and the adop-

tion of M. C. B. standard hose, providing for such hose in the

interchange rules, which has never been done. The specifica-

tions were intended to provide a satisfactory quality without

unnecesarily increasing expense. The report included records

of tests at Purdue University, showing that a large quantity

of poor hose is being used to-day. Providing for improved

hose in the rules would compel its use in interchange. Mr.

A. W. Gibbs (P. R. R. ) thought that the committee ought to

provide in the specifications for hose which is not wrapped

—

that is, woven hose. The report was referred to letter ballot.

Tests of M. C. B. Couplers.—This important report con-

stituted a step toward a standard coupler. The report gave

evidence of careful work and carefully considered conclusions.

In the test of unit stresses on knuckle pins the present lack

of uniformity was indicated by the variation between 41,000

and 85,000 lbs. per sq. in. in ultimate load. In the discussion

Mr. Sanderson argued against the abolition of the slots in

couplers, as this would cut out a certain promising develop-

ment in draft gear. He wished to see recommendation No. 7

(by the committee) removed before the matter is referred to

letter ballot. The report was referred to letter ballot in such

form as to provide for retaining the key slot in coupler stems,

but not to provide for continuous draft gear.

Truck Arch Bars.—The recommendations of this report

were referred to letter ballot without discussion.

Safety Appliances.—This report was not printed in ad-

vance of the convention. It was considered too important for

immediate action, and was referred to the committee on stand-

ards for report next year. No discussion.

Steam Line Connections.—This subject was referred to a

committee to report a standard steam hose coupler next year.

Repairs of Steel Cars.—This report discussed the splicing

of sills of steel cars when it is necessary to cut them within

a distance of S ins. from the bolsters. The committee recom-

mended splices, which were ordered referred to letter ballot.

Stenciling Freight Cars.—The recommendations were ac-

cepted by the association, to be presented later for letter bal-

lot for adoption when the work of the committee is completed.

Interchange Rules.—The decisions of the arbitration com-

mittee in cases decided during the past year were approved

us a whole by a unanimous vote. The established high stand-

ing of the work of the arbitration committee was sustained

by the association by the adoption of all of the recommenda-

tions of the arbitration committee with respect to changes in

the rules. In the matter of responsibility for damage to cars

by flood when away from home a spirited discussion was held,

resulting in sustaining the arbitration committee in its de-

cision, ruling, in effect, that storm or flood does not relieve

a railroad of responsibility for damage to borrowed cars. The

interchange rules were completely disposed of in one hour and

fifteen minutes, which is the best possible tribute to the work

and influence of the arbitration committee.

RULES FOB Loading Long .Materials.—This report illustrated

the importance of the "get together" methods employed by
tli is association. At the opening of the convention several

interests were far apart in their opinions. By meetings and

conferences these differences were adjusted, and the report of

the committee after its amendment was referred to letter bal-

lot for adoption.

Safety Chains.—This committee believed that better per-

manent safety chains could be devised, and presented sug-

gestions for temporary chains for use on cars carrying double

loads. The recommended chains were referred to letter bal-

lot for adoption, the committee being continued for further

report next year.

Loss of Cars in Floods.—This subject was brought up again

by the executive committee in the form of a resolution to the

effect that if the recent loss of cars in floods on roads running

out of Kansas City was not made good to the owners in ac-

cordance with the decision of the arbitration committee, the

roads refusing should be deprived of the benefits of the inter-

change rules and expelled from the association. Mr. W. L.

Symons argued in defense of those roads, ably representing

their interests. Mr. Seley of the Rock Island followed wiin

objections against expelling these roads, calling attention to

the action as probably being unconstitutional. Mr. Seley be-

lieved that the matter was beyond the authority of the asso-

ciation, and should be settled by the officers of the roads in-

volved, and, if necessary, by legal recourse. Several speakers

questioned the desirability of such a drastic measure as the

passage of the resolution. Several favored further attempts

at adjustment. Mr. Sanderson amended the resolution to re-

move the penalty, thus plainly expressing the position of the

association in sustaining the arbitration committee, but re-

moving the penalty clause—this established peace with honor,

after a vigorous, tense debate.

Guarantee for Cast Iron Wheels.—This report presented

the opinions of the wheel makers—a result of an effort to get

the users and makers of wheels together in a general form of

guarantee. The report was not printed in advance of the

convention. The subject was referred to a standing commit-

tee on cast iron wheels, this committee to consider the com-

plete contour of wheels, and to specially consider the possi-

bility of increasing thickness of flanges.

Doobs.—The recommendations of this report were referred

to the executive committee.

topical discussions.

Service of Cast Iron Wheels.—The new M. C. B. wheels

had not been in service long enough to establish conclusions,

but those which had been in use had given a good account of

themselves. It seemed probable that the association had not

made a mistake. Mr. Fowler stated that many railroad offi-

cers doubted the advisability of using cast iron wheels at all

under 100,000 lbs. capacity cars. He quoted tests showing

pressures required to break off flanges of wheels. Stresses to

which flanges of wheels are subjected were believed to con-

si i lute an important field for investigation by the association.

Gbeateb Braking Power on Freight Cabs.—Mr F. M. Gil-

bert raised the question of how braking power could be in-

creased without introducing undesirable complications. The

speaker believed that train line pressures should be increased.

There was no discussion.

Mi n. iir of Couplebs of Passenger Cabs.—Mr. T. H. Curtis

directed attention to the importance of straightening out the

present" wide variations in the height of couplers and plat-

forms. A number of speakers expressed definite opinions as

to the need of action by the association. It was ordered re-

ferred to a committee for report next year.

Riveting Yokes.—Introduced by Mr. William Mcintosh, who
explained the reasons why it is desirable to strengthen the

attachment of yokes to couplers. Mr. Garstang thought that

all holes in drawbar yokes and coupler stems should be drilled.

Mr. Deems showed that coupler yoke attachments should be

greatly improved by good fitting, in order to withstand the

stresses produced by heavy engines. Mr. Hennessey referred

in wi akness in the coupler shanks, which were too thin at the

ends. Mr. Fowler referred to the desirability of good fitting,

which would permit of securing the full benefit of the lips

at the ends of the shanks to relieve the rivets of strain. Mr.

Hennessey stated very plainly that good fitting was not now
being done. The size of rivets should be increased. "The

poor inspector who tries to get good fitting at contract shops

is up against a hard proposition." Mr. West said that the

scrap pile was a great educator on this question, 90 per cent,

of the breakages found were at the fastening. Mr. Garstang's

motion was amended, and the matter was referred to the

coupler committee for recommendation and specifications for

future construction. Mr. Ball argued in favor of a flexible
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attachment using a S^-in. pin in a knuckle joint, which he
proposed last year and had used successfully in practice, be-

lieving that an attachment better than riveting should be con-

sidered. The subject was ordered referred to the coupler com-
mittee for report nest year.

The following officers were elected: President, Joseph
Buker; first vice-president, W. E. Fowler; second vice-presi-

dent, G. X. Dow: third vice-president, R. F. MeKenna; treas-

urer. John Kirby: executive members—H. M. Carson, G. W.
Wildin. T. H. Curtis.

Mr. C. W. Martin, speaking for the supply men's organiza-

tion, stated that, from their standpoint, this had been the

"best convention" the association had ever held.

The association adjourned after a record-making convention

of which the retiring president, Mr. W. P. Appleyard, should

be proud.

NOTES OF THE CONVENTION".

Mr. Moseley, secretary of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, upon request defined what the expression "going between

ears" actually means. It now applies to actual coupling, and

the law says that men shall not be obliged to go between cars

at all. Strictly interpreted, this prohibition applies to the

coupling of air hose, and the speaker referred to progress

which is making in automatic devices for coupling air hose,

100,000-POUND STEEL ORE CAR.

i II, MissABE & XOBTHEBJJ.

This is a short, strong car built by the Standard Steel Car
Company specially for ore service on this road. It is built

throughout of structural steel, with 15-in. channel center

sills and 6-in., 10%-lb. channel side sills. The side stakes are

of channels and angles. - The light weight is 32,200 lbs.

In ore cars it is necessary to arrange the doors specially

to suit the material. In this case four doors are operated in

pairs, hung transversely across the openings and arranged to

dump the load between the rails. This gives a large open-

ing with a short wheel base. The doors are supported on
their outer ends by chains passing over pulleys, the chains

being operated by transverse shafts located under the hop-

pers at each end, and manipulated by the hand wheels shown
in the photograph by means of gears and pinions. The air

brake cylinder is hung from the lower face of one of the

side sills, the releasing spring being placed on an outer exten-

sion of the piston rod. These cars are equipped with West-
inghouse brakes, Simplex bolsters, Symington & McCord
journal boxes, and Susemihl side bearings and Westinghouse
friction draft rigging. The leading dimensions are as follows:

I-POI Mi STEE1 ORE I MI M II Ml. MISSAB) ., NOETHEBN EAILWAY.

indicating that the day will come when such devices would Length over end sills 22 ft. ins.

be generally used. Mr. Moselev emphasized the obligation of Length of cars inside of body 20 ft. 7 ins.

.... , , ,. - Width of car over side stakes 8 ft. 6 Ins.
the railroads to see that the safety appliances of cars are in maa ot car ^^ of body - 7 ft n% ,na
good order before accepting cars in interchange. Height from top of rail to top of body 9 ft. Ins.

The importance of the interchange rules and the smoothness Height from top of rail to top of brake mast 9 ft. 6% Inn.

of th<-ir operation were Indicated in conversation with a prom- Le°8"i of drop doors In clear 6 ft. 8 Ins.

. ., , _,. , .. .. ,.,,. , Width of drop doors in clear 3 ft. 6 1ns.
in.-ru master car builder. This gentleman said: tte have

Helght from top of nU to cen(er of coupIer „ ft 10% lns

collected $261, from other roads for repairs to cars during Distance from center to center of trucks 13 ft. 6 Ins.

year. Ninety per cent, of these transactions were ———
conducted upon honor, without the slightest question or trie-

.MuvI,UNIN „ „, ,. „.. 11U >,-There are 12 railroads
" on

entering Buffalo. These 12 roads own and operate 10,000
Indicating the extent of flange breal

,. bQaen of ^^ locomotlves con tain about
that on his road over l.Ofl I been discovered in a

19000000 rivels 3i00o,000 tub. aybolts, radial

single year. and crown stavs.— /' u . Williams, before Hastei Boilermakers'
A viHltor familiar with railroad matters, who attended the . , .

. „ ,anon.
M. C. I'. Convention for the first time, remarked: "This is

. i.,. of able men I ever listened to. The
M| (

.

((i| .,
, u , n )i;is reslgned ;is assistant engineer of

bnl good-humored iraj these peopl. dl cu Important miilhi poWM m| t||i .

, Vm| , |v
.mi ., , ,,,„., Wavllt.

• , " 1 " He undoubted
,,„, ,„ ,„ nrechanii er of the Lima Locomotive

erred to Mr Bchro manner of hei Machine Company, LI Ohio
od-natured

It would be difficult to dnd an organization <.r men whose Mr. Cbarlei M. Hoffman, road foreman ol eng of t\

tin. I foil ..i I b, VIo . ba been Inted

convention The ''•<" Railway, with beadquai

were models, which should b an example •• other organlza Princeton Ind. He baa been in tin- Bervlce "i the Bui

nlcal men.
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PACIFIC TTPE, FOUR-CYLINDER BALANCED COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE—OREGON RAILWAY & NAVIGATION COMPANY.

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Builders.

BIFURCATED MAIN ROD.

4-CYLINDER BALANCED COMPOUND PASSENGER LOCO-
MOTIVE, PACIFIC TYPE.

Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company.

In this locomotive, built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works
for the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company, the Vauclain

4-cylinder compound arrangement was applied to a 6-coupled

engine, being the first use in this country of the balanced prin-

ciple in a locomotive of more than four coupled wheels. The

cylinders are all in line, the intermediate axle is the crank

axle and the high pressure cylinders are coupled to it by means

of bifurcated main rods. This is an exceedingly important

design, because if its expected success is attained it will open

the way for the balanced compound principle for the heaviest

passenger service, and it will show one way to accomplish this

result.

This Is a very heavy locomotive, weighing 231,300 lbs.,

which is 800 lbs. more than the Erie Pacific type locomotive,

illustrated in May, page 172. In fact this new locomotive is

the heaviest of its type and is the heaviest in passenger ser-

vice except the Class K of the Lake Shore, which weighs

233,000 lbs. (See American Engineer, 1904, page 413.)

The construction of this new locomotive as to details is, as

far as practicable, similar to the adopted standards of the

Harriman Lines, as outlined in May, page 154. The tractive

power is 28,300 lbs., and the locomotive is equivalent when
running as a compound to a simple engine with 24 4-10-in.

cylinders. In starting it is equivalent to a simple engine with

22.4-in. cylinders.

Special attention is directed to the bifurcated rod, which is

an element of boldness in design. This rod has been very

carefully worked out, and it was made from a billet weigh-

ing about 4,000 lbs., the finished rod weighing 1,098 lbs.

complete. It is understood that 45 carbon steel was used.

The design of the rod is clearly shown in the engraving.
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It is made in the form of a fork in order to clear the lead-

ing driving axle, and is closed at the front end hy the brass

crank pin bearing. The manner of providing for the piston

pressure stresses is indicated in the form of the rod where

the forked and main portions join.

The crank axle is similar to that of the Burlington bal-

anced locomotive by these builders, illustrated in June, 1904,

page 213, with slight changes in dimensions.

The photograph showing the side view illustrates the new
standard tender for passenger equipment on the Harriman

Lines, having a capacity of 9,000 gallons of water and 10 tons

of coal. The tender and the cab will be referred to in con-

nection with the further description of the Harriman com-

mon standards. A list of dimensions follows.

PACIFIC TYPE BALANCED COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE,
OREGON RAILROAD & NAVIGATION COMPANY.

GENERAL DATA.

Gauge 4 ft. SV6 ins.

Service Passenger
Fuel Bituminous coal
Tractive Power 28,300 lbs.

Weieht in working order 231,300 lbs.

Weight on drivers 143,600 lbs.

Weight on leading truck 43,400 lbs.

Weight on trailing truck 44,300 lbs.

Weight of engine and tender in working order 390,000 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 13 ft. 4 In.

Wheel, base, total 33 ft. 7 Ins.

Wheel base, engine and tender 64 ft. 1% ins.

TENDER.
Frame steel
Wheels, diameter 33^1
Journals, diameter and length 5^ by i"0 ins.
Water capacity 9,000 gals.
Coal capacity 10 tons.
Weight of tender loaded, about 159 000 lb«

PACIFIC IVI'E BALANCED COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE.

RATIOS.

Tractive weight + tractive effort 5.07
Tractive effort 1 dlam. drivers -5- heating surface 713
Heating nurface -:- grate area 61.7

Total weight * tractive effort 8.17

CYLINDERS.

Kind Compound
Diameter and stroke 17 and 28 by 28 Ins.

VALVES.

Kind Piston

WHEELS..
Driving, diameter ore* tires 77 Ins.

Driving, thickness of tires 3Mi ins.

Driving Journals, main, diameter and length 11 by 10 ins.

Driving Journals, front and back 9 by 12 ins.

Knglne truck wheels, diameter 33V4 'ns.

Knglne truck. Journals 8 by 10 Ins.

Trailing truck wheels, diameter 45 Ins.

Trailing truck. Journals 8 by 12 Ins.

noll.Kli.

Style Straight
Working Dr<- an 20

70 Ins
I 'is bj

'•„ and >A in

. . .

••
1 .:'. rn n, . 20 fi

2,874
! ,-. I| fi

...

(irate area 49.5 so., ft.

Water Spaces Abound Fire Boxes.

Topical Discussion Before Master Mechanics' Association.

BY L. H. FRY.

The question for discussion is : The best known dimensions for

water spaces around fire box to produce minimum consumption of

fuel and replacement of fire box sheets and reasons for same.
In endeavoring to discover what is known on this subject I made

an examination of the water space dimensions of some 84 modern
boilers. This investigation showed that there is no generally rec-

ognizable rule connecting the size of the water space with the

fire box dimensions, but that there is an increasing tendency to use

wider water spaces. So many reasons for the use of wide water
spaces can be brought forward that it appears strange that the
width has not been increased more rapidly. When the fire boxes
were restricted in width by being placed between the wheels, the

11 ei ssity of obtaining all possible grate area made it desirable to
keep down the width of the water spaces to a minimum. Now,
however, with the wide fire boxes above the wheels, there is but
little excuse for reproducing these cramped water spaces. A free

increase in the width of the water space around the fire box in-

creases somewhat the dead weight of the engine, but the advantages
to be gained will undoubtedly more than offset this.

I do not know of any experiments which will show the influence

of the width of the water space on the evaporation, but
it is obvious that a free circulation of the water will be ensured
by wide water legs and will help the evaporative power of the fire

box heating surface. In addition to the size of the water spaces,

their shape has considerable influence on the evaporation and life

of the fire box.

As the water in contact with the side sheets is turned into steam
it must be allowed to rise to the steam space and must be re-

placed by other waters. The water spaces should be so designed

that this natural circulation is aided, and that the currents of

steam and water impede each other as little as possible. This is

secured if the fire box side sheets are vertical or with a slight slope

outward as they rise from the mud ring, so that the steam can rise

along the fire box sheets and the water descend along the outside

steel sheets without mutual interference.

If. on the other hand, the fire box sheets slope inward in rising

from the mud ring, the steam will tend to rise from the side sheets

through the water space and along the outer sheets to the surface,

thus interfering with the descending water current.

The side sheets, being subject to the full effect of the fire, require

an active supply of water to allow the vigorous evaporation to

proceed properly. If the water spaces are cramped or badly ar-

ranged, so that the water supply is not kept up, the water will

fail to reach large areas of the side sheets, with results very detri-

mental to the life of the fire box sheets and staybolts.

In one case of this sort we found on a certain lot of locomotives

that there was a well defined oval space on each side sheet in which
it was impossible to keep the staybolts tight until the cause of the

trouble was removed by redesigning the water space to give the

water free access to the side sheets.

Another advantage obtained by the widening of the water spaces
is the increased flexibility and endurance of the staybolts. Some
tests recently made on the i'.. L. \V. vibratory staybolt testing ma-
chine show the advantage which can be expected from this a
Nine test pieces were cut from the same bar and vibrated will

flection of 3-32 inch each side of the center while under a load of

4,000 pounds. All conditi same except the length of

t piece vibrated. Three bars were 8 inches, three i'>'_. inches

and the remaining three were 5 Inches in length. Tie' ai

Dumber of vibrations before fracture was 1,620 tor Me' 8-inch, 960
for th_' 6%-inch am! 896 for tie' 5-incb bolts. An Increase of no per

cent in length of i>
: mora than 130 per cent tu Its

lifi- when v ibr

It appear* that the rule for the best width of (ire box water
very much of a locomo-

tive boiler, whicJ the other conditions permit.
Tii.. figures obtained show a wide variation in practice.

tin- «ii|.' in.' boi engines the narrowest watei

follow I

I
lil'.ial

;

I li ga, .". He I.
1 rown. Tie'

bad a iM.nt leg measuring 5 Inches t > 1 » ami bo

1 00- ami 1; Inches at crow n
; bai 1. leg, B inches

at ring und 7,Vj Inches at rrov.ii.
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STEEL PASSENGER CARS.

Underground Electisic Railways, London.

These cars were designed to meet all but impossible condi-

tions, one of which was that the floor should be but 22 ins.

above the rails. They are of steel and flreproofed wood.

The Berwick Works of. the American Car & Foundry Com-

pany have built 108 of them, 3G motor cars and 72 trailers,

for the London Underground, known as the Yerkes system.

One of the motor cars is illustrated. The motor cars seat

46 and the trailers 52 people. Both ends of the trailers are

alike with what may be called submerged trucks, while the

motor trucks are made more accessible by offsetting the floor

over them and raising this part of the floor forming a com-

partment reached by a flight of three steps. This compart-

ment provides for all of the electric apparatus except that

which is attached to the trucks, as there is absolutely no room

under the floor of the cars for resistances or anything else.

The cars are built complete in this country and erected in

temporary shops in Manchester, England. They are to be

delivered on an incline in London entering the ' "Under-

ground."

strips, laid over a 14-in. plate, in fact the car is thoroughly

fireproof throughout. The interior finish is of mahogany and

the roof of composite board covered with canvas. The in-

terior panels are of Uralite and Transite. Dahlstrom metallic

doors are used between the motor compartment and the body

of the motor car and the mouldings are of the same material.

The seat frames are of steel built into the car and the cov-

ering is flreproofed rattan. The motor cab is entirely of steel,

including the roof. These cars are mounted upon 30-in. wheels

for the trailer trucks and 36-in. wheels for the motor trucks.

All of the wheels and axles are of Krupp manufacture. The

trucks are of the standard construction adopted by the road,

with cast steel frames. The sharpest curves on the line are of

150 ft. radius.

All of the electrical equipment was furnished by the Brit-

ish-Thompson-Houston Company. Other interesting details

will be presented later.

In a list of 42 designs of suburban cars for railroads in the

United States given by Mr. A. W. Sullivan in his recent paper

before the International Railway Congress, the average weight

per seat was 942 lbs., the lightest weight per seat being 688

lbs. (for 56-ft. cars carrying 72 passengers on the Chicago &

Eastern Illinois). The weight per seat of the London Under-

ground trailer cars is 731 lbs. The heaviest weight per seat

STEEL PASSENGER CAR

—

London UNDERGROUND It Ul.WAYS.

STEEL CARS EH}; LONDON IXI'ERGROUND RAILWAY.

i>U ins

1% ins

tty

Length over tar body 42 ft

mt 34 ft.

Lengt 1: r ft.

Length over buffers 50 ft.

Length ever end sills

inside 8 ft.

Width over side sills 8 ft
Width over belt rail S ft. 9% >ns

Width over all

Width at eaves 8 ft. 2 ins.

Height from rail to top of floor. ... ft. -- ins.

H from rail to top of floor in
motor room 3 ft. 6% ins.

1 to top of roof ti ft. 5% ins.

i nters 33 ft. ins.

Diameter of wheels 36 and 30 ins.

Weight of body 28,000 lbs.

Weight of trucks without motors. . . . 17,350 lbs.

equipment 45,350 lbs.

Trailer Cars.

41 ft. 11% Ins.

41 ft. 2% ins.

1% Ins.

1>4 ins.

50 ft.

4 ft ft.

8 ft.

8 ft.

8 ft.

8 ft. 10% ins

8 ft. 2 ins.

ft. 22 ins.

n ft. 5% ins.

33 ft. ins.

ft. 30 ins.

25.000 lbs.

13,000 lbs.

38,000 lbs.

Interesting details of the framing and construction must

be reserved until later, the design being specially interest-

cause of its possible influence upon future passenger

lotion. One of the motor ears when tested

with a load of 105 men and 5,000 lbs. of pig iron in the motor

compartment and 500 lbs. on the platforms, deflected a scant

1-16 in. at the center of the sides. The seats are both trans-

verse and longitudinal, the frames being of steel and the

seat backs are utilized as a part of the framing.

The .. ft, 1 in. long over buffers. 49 ft. 1 ' _ ir. Ion l;

over piatfori 8 1
:

(
in. wide over the shoatlr'ng a*, the

sides, S ft. !i'
,

ins. wide ;it the belt rails and '.) fi 5t; ins. high

from the rail to the 'top of the roof. The only straight lines in

their construction are the floor, the windows and the longi-

tudinal lines of the roof.

The floor is of cement and of course fireproof, with wooden

in Mr. Sullivan's list is 1,365 lbs., in cars for the Cincinnati.

New Orleans & Texas Pacific. In view of the fact that closed

trolley cars with longitudinal seats weigh from 600 to 700 lbs.

per passenger, the light weight of the steel cars of the London
Underground is impressive.

Topical Discussion, Master Mechanics' Association.

Are Self-Gleaning Front Ends Satisfactory?—Opened by

E. \V. Pratt.

On the Chicago & Northwestern Railway we think the self-

donning front end is satisfactory. All our larger classes of power
are so equipped, and many locomotives with cylinders as small as

17 and 18 ins.

i hit of 1.307 locomotives, over 000 have self-cleaning front ends.

Bj c paring two years before and after making this change we
tind the amount of coal per 1.000 ton-miles decreased nearly 3 per

cent., which I state merely to indicate that the self-cleaning feat-

ure has not increased the fuel consumption.

1 lelays on the road due to damping cinders from the old style

front ends are, of course, entirely eliminated, also the setting fire

to engine truck packing from hot front end cinders.

There being no cinders to burn, the change has done away with

burned and warped front end frames and doors, particularly where
pressed steel shapes are used.

In changing the Style of front ends we have not shortened up
the extended front, which we believe would be of advantage in the

way of Obtaining better draft with still larger exhaust nozzles.

We wash out all boilers through the front flue sheet, hence (he

location of the apron extension of the deflector plate is important,

hence I submit blue prints showing the moving of this apron from

behind the exhaust pipe to a point in front of the same with

hinge arrangement for adjustment and for throwing it entirely

out of the way when washing out.
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THE LARGEST LOCOMOTIVE BOILER.

M w l I I A.RTII i LATED COMPOUND—Hull MOKE & On In 11 A 1 1.1:1 ' \l>.

The boiler of the remarkable Mallet compound locomotive,

built by the American Locomotive Company for the Baltimore

& Ohio Railroad, was illustrated from a photograph in May,

1904. page, 167, and was again referred to in the general de-

scription in June last, page 237. The performance of this

locomotive was described by Mr. Muhlfeld in our June num-

ber, 1905, page 229.

This boiler has a straight top and is S4 ins. In diameter out-

side the first ring, while the largest ring has a diameter of 88

ins. 1 he firebox is 10S ius. long by 96 ins. wide, and the depth

is 80 ins. in front and 72 ins. at the back. Water spaces of 6

ins. in front and 5 ins. at the back and sides are provided.

There are 436 2i
4 -in. tubes, 21 ft. long, the tubes being No. 11

gauge. The heating surface is: Tubes, 5,366 sq. ft.; firebox,

219 sq. ft., making a total of 5.5S5 sq. ft., which is the largest

1 111 1 m:..i -1 1 in iiM.un 1, BOD I
\n I OOOMO-

TIVE— BALTIMORE .v OHIO RAILROAD.

ever employed in a locomotive boiler. The grate area is 72

sq. ft.

This boiler has thick plates. Those of the shell are 1 in.

In., the back

in . and the throat sheet Un. The bark tube sheet ia

'.in and the other firebox BheetS 7 L6-In. The boiler is 38 ft.

5 ins. long from the from i door. It weighs,

empty, and without tubes, 57,000 lbs. and complete, with water,

ii7 i lbs. The water alone weighs 33,000 lbs., and the tubes

alone, 27,000 lbs.

Th,. ,, aer plate i In. thick on the in-

bottom pari of the shell at about the middle of Its

length. Tin Is for the attachment - tor the hlgii-

While tin " ,r an

Bred by on<

but i> aeman
. on Iderable l< ngth. Here i

;

i

!,,,. ||, m.k what they can do.

Ah • i

Ing co

ag well

i Into the first shell course of the boiler. The center of
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the boiler is 10 ft. above the tops of the rails, this being the

greatest height of boiler in our record.

DIMENSIONS OF THE LARGEST LOCOMOTIVE BOILER.
Working pressure 235 lbs. per sq. In.

Diameter outside the first course S4 ins.

Distance between tube plates 20 ft. 10% ins.

Thickness of barrel and saddle sheets 1 in.

Thickness of tube sheet % in.

Thickness of outside firebox and back lead % In.

Number of tubes 436
Diameter of tubes , 2 Vi ins.

Height of boiler centre above rail 10 ft.

Height of stack above rail 15 ft.

Firebox length (inside) 108% ina.

Width (inside) 96V» ins.

Thickness of tube sheet hi in.

Thickness of crown sheet 7-16 in.

Thickness of side sheets % in.

Thickness of back sheet % in.

Grate area 72.2 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 219 sq. ft
Heat ing surface, tubes 5,366 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 5,585 sq. ft.

tance from the center of the exhaust pipe and the front tube

sheet varies necessarily in the different classes. It will be

noticed that these petticoat pipes are all made in a single

piece and are 15% ins. inside diameter.

We are indebted to Mr. W. V. S. Thorne, director of pur-

chases of the Harriman Lines, for this information and to

the Baldwin Locomotive Works for the drawings.

COMMON STANDARD LOCOMOTIVES.

American Locomotive Company to Build Automobiles.—
This company will build a plant at Providence, R. I., adjacent

to the Rhode Island Locomotive Works, where, under the su-

pervision of Mr. Haughton, the Berliet automobile is to be

built, the American Locomotive Company having secured the

exclusive right to manufacture these machines in this coun-

try. The initial output will be about 200 cars; the first ma-
chines to be 40 and 20 h.p. It is likely that the construction

of automobile trucks for heavy service will follow.

Habeiman Lines.

III.

(For previous articles see pages 154 and 200.)

Smoke Box Abbangement.

As given on page 154 of the May number of this journal,

the boiler diameters of the four types of standard locomo-

tives are 70 ins. for the Atlantic, Pacific and switching locomo-

tives and 80 ins. for the heavy consolidations. The smoke

boxes are all sufficiently long to provide for cinder pockets in

J

Electric vs. Steam Tbaction.—Mr. L. B. Stillwell, at a

recent Institute traction dinner, said in regard to the Man-
hattan Elevated system: "Electrification of the elevated lines

in New York has increased their capacity by one-third, and
has decreased by one-fifth the time spent on trains by the

average passenger. It has been demonstrated that the cost of

maintenance of electrical equipment of rolling stock is ma-
terially less than steam equipment. It has proved that elec-

tricity can render more reliable service than steam, the aggre-

STANDABD ABBANGEMENT OF LOCOMOTIVE I'BONT END IIABBIMAN LINES.

front of the cylinders and in fact all of the standard engines

are fitted with them. The lengths of the smoke box rings

are as follows: Atlantic, 71& ins.; Pacific, 91 9-16 ins.; con-

solidation, 69 9-16 ins.; switcher, 57% ins- These will be illus-

trated later in connection with the boilers.

The arrangement of the smoke boxes is the same for all

engines except as modified by the two diameters of boilers,

the boiler of the consolidation type being larger than the

others.

The same exhaust nozzle casting is used for all engines and

the same size petticoat pipe with a 22-in. flare at the bot-

timi The diaphragm plate varies in size between the 70 and

80 in. boilers, but is arranged in the same way in both. This

also applies to the netting. The distance between the center

of the exhaust pipe and the front ring of the smoke box of

the Atlantic and Pacific types is 41 Ins., this distance on the

consolidation is 46 ins. and on the switcher 38 ins. The dls-

gate delays due to all causes on the Manhattan lines now be-

ing less than one-half per car mile what they were when steam

was used as a motive power.

Railroad Mileage of the Wobld.—According to figures

printed in the Arcfiiv fur Eiscnbahnicesen. the total railroad

mileage of the world at the end of the year 1903 was 531,659

miles. Europe has 186,566; Asia, 46,293; Africa, 15,549; Aus-

tralia, 16,595, and America (North and South) has 268,655

miles.

Coal Mined in 1904.—The production of coal in the United

States in the year 1904 amounted to 351,196,953 tons of 2,000

lbs., of which 73.156,709 tons were Pennsylvania anthracite.

During the past four years the amount of coal reclaimed an-

nually from the culm banks by washing has amounted to about

2,500,000 tons.
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MASTER MECHANICS* ASSOCIATION.

(Othtr papers mid abstracts of reports appear on page 271.)

The Mechanical Stoker—Opened by William Garstang.

The question of a scientific method of firing locomotive engines

is not of recent origin. It has always been uppermost in the

minds of the management of railways, as is evidenced by the fact

that some companies have offered prizes of various kinds for the

most efficient and economical firing, and this, too. in the day of the

sin ill engine, whose grate area did not exceed 30 sq. ft., with a

maximum steam pressure of ISO lbs. If it was a question then,
how much more important it must be to-day with 50 sq. ft. of grate
area and a steam pressure of 200 lbs. or more.

I«\. hundred pounds of coal is an enormous quantity to burn
per square foot of grate in an hour, but it can be done, and this

would mean that with a grate having 30 sq. ft. of surface, the con-
sumption of 3 tons an hour. This implies a shovel of coal every
ten seconds, and we believe this is as much as the ordinary man
can do. If we obtain, by compounding or superheating, more
steam from 3 tons of coal, we have increased the capacity of the .

fireman, but who can say how long it will be before we must fur-

ther increase the size of our engines and consequently the capacity

of the fireman, the latter now admitted to be up to the limit.

Ten years ago the most of us thought the maximum size of
locomotives had been reached, when a spurt followed and the loco-

motive grew rapidly. Has the limit yet been reached? The engme
having grown to such proportions in the past ten years, it is per-

tinent to ask. has the fireman also grown in that time? Experi-
ence says "No." An engine with 50 sq. ft. of grate surface, burn-
ing 200 lbs. per hour per square foot, will consume 5 tons per
hour, and if you get a fireman with sufficient physical endurance
to handle 5 tons of coal per hour on an engine scheduled 45 (or

50 1 miles per hour, as they are to-day, he will very likely fall

below tie requisite in brain power, and, of course, be an inefficient

fireman. This we all know from experience. So it seems our
engines have passed the limit of human endurance in the matter
of efficient firing.

A young man thinks he would like to fire a locomotive ; he makes
application for the job ; he goes with the foreman to look over an
engine, and the enormous size of the boiler fills him with dismay,
anS he goes into some other business. This means that the work
on the big engines is more of brawn that of brain. Some will

say : "That is all you need for a fireman." But where are our
engineers to come from? Surely they must be men of "head." now
more than ever, when speeds are high and trains are heavy. This
employment of "coal heavers" for the left-hand side of the engine
will surely be felt before long on the right-hand side, when promo-
tions must be made.
They say : "Necessity is the mother of invention." It seems

>? been so in this case. I presume some one, seeing farther

. than most of us, thought: "Why won't an automatic
stoker work as well on a locomotive as on a stationary boiler?"

To think was to act, and we now have a practical mechanical fire-

man that is going to revolutionize the grade of men who enter the

firing service and eventually become engineers. Instead of the

"horny-handed son of toil." with a back like a horse, who must
work like a coal heaver for ten or twelve hours continuously, we
will have a set of men of greater intelligence—men whose heads
will guide the stoker and control it—men who will not sit idly in

the engine cab by any means, but who, though busy, will not be

continually "frizzled" back of the open fire door, with their eyes

Minded so that sienals cannot be properly interpreted: but who,
through intelligent operation of the stoker and careful watchful-

ness of the track and signals, and who coming in from a trip are

not so tired out that they cannot study the rules and regulations

and prepare themselves for advancement, will make a high grade

•motive engineers when advanced to that position, and which
will gradually mean a continuous elevation of both the men and
the service.
Now, as to the stoker in actual service. It has been four years

since the first mechanical stoker was tested on a Big Four engine.

six month* ago we installed a mechanical stoker known as

the "Victor." and same as the one on exhibition at the convention,

on seven of the largest passenger engines on our system. Four of

...ide fireboxes and three have the long, narrow
firel.ox. Both styles of firebox have been fired satisfactorily by the

- mechanical stoker. From advices we receive from the di-

.fficers. we can safely say there is a noticeable saving in the

; ; consumed per car and engine mile when operated

with the stoker in comparison with hand firing, but at this time
• not prepared to state the exact per cent, of such saving.

The same advices indicate a reduction of boiler work, on flues.

ts and firebox seams, which, in our opinion, is due to the

,t we are enabled to carry a lighter, cleaner and more uni-

form fire, as well as uniform boiler pressure.

-ix months in which these stokers have been in ser-

,f their maintenance has been very light. The pnn-
e is largely doe to improper lubrication.

What few failures we have had with the stoker are due to the

cause.
, , . , . ,

In conclusion, I will say it is my opinion the mechanical stoker

to stay.

Fir,- ad efficient
the adoption of the mechanical stoker

rrade of

ed i" hand firing, resulting in a great redaction

in their fuel bill«.

Third— It will relieve the firen irduous

labor find give him greater opportunJl signal* while

on duty, and he will arrive at the end

tmpro es by study for promotion to the pot

engineer.

High-Speed Steel—Opened by Mr. J. A. Carney.

The almost prohibitive cost of high-speed steel makes one con-
sider carefully whether or not it should be purchased for all classes
of work, and especially for old machines, which cannot tax the
capacity of the cheaper self-hardening steels. When one figures

that a tire lathe tool costs from $8 to $10, it looks like a lot of
money. On the other hand, if we will take into consideration the
slower speed, smaller output, time lost sharpening and dressing
tools and the loss of material incident to dressing and sharpening,
it will be seen that the cheaper tempering and self-hardening steels

are too expensive to be considered. A case in question : A set of
bolt cutter dies made of 10-cent tempering steel cost 21 cents for
labor and 5 cents for material ; total. 26 cents, and cut 100 bolts
before dressing. A set of similar cutters made of 75-cent high-
speed steel cost 37 ,2 cents for material and 40 cents for labor;
total cost. 77

•

2 cents, and cut 1,100 bolts before dressing. Enough
tempering steel cutters to do the same work would have cost $2.86.
This is what I mean when it is said we cannot afford to use low
capacity steel.

The use of tool holders and smaller sizes of steel will effect

great economies in the investment of high-speed steel, and in one
instance the introduction of tool holders reduced the number of
pounds of steel required for a wheel lathe over SO per cent., and
instead of a tool 1x2 ins., IS ins. long, costing S7.S7, a 1 x 1 x 8-

in. tool, costing §1.S7, is used, and the tool holder does not wear
out or break, and costs 5 cents per pound, against 75 cents per
pound for high-speed steel.

Rosebit reamers can be tipped with high-speed steel and increase
their efficiency from 750 to 1.000 per cent. ; in fact, a little in-

genuity and thought will open up economies in the quantity of high-

speed steel that were never given a thought when 10-cent steel

was used.
Larger section tools of high-speed steel which have become too

short can be hammered out into tools of smaller section with ex-

cellent results.

High-speed steel has come to stay until some more efficient

material is discovered, and while its price may make us question

its economy, a second thought will convince us that we cannot
afford to go back to the cheaper tool steels for heavy work, how-
ever good these may be in their class.

The Technical Education of Railkoad Employees,

abstract of an individual paper by g. m. baskord.

No other part of industrial development has shown such progress

as that of transportation, and no other influence in human wel-

fare is as vital as that exerted by the railroads. In connection with

this progress and development, because of its radical character and
great extent, the development of men has been allowed to take care

of itself until it must be said that the most vital railroad problem

of to-day is that of men.
The problem is that of men. the selection, preparation and train-

ing of men. If this is provided for the rest is easy. It is said

to be less difficult to secure a new president than to secure a good

shop or roundhouse foreman. This is, of course, not true, but it

certainly is sufficiently difficult to obtain the necessary supply of

foremen of the right sort and even more difficult to secure the

right kind of men in the ranks. The men are not essentially dif-

ferent from those of a generation ago. but the conditions certainly

are different. To improve conditions it is necessary to know what
is wrong, and to know what is wrong it is necessary to under-

stand the changes which the last few years have brought.

WHAT GROWTH HAS DONE.

\ few years ago railroad mileage was in hundreds, whereas now
it is in tens of thousands. The general manager once knew all of

his subordinate officials, because they were few and changes were

not frequent, lie once knew all of his master mechanics, station

agents conductors, engineers, dispatchers and even telegraph oper-

ators
' They knew him and were working for him because he was

personally close to them in their work. All tins has changed as

the roads themselves became greater and as roads great in them-

selves combined into systems, as has never been done anywhere

else in the world. With this change the officials have by a power-

ful current 1 D carried far from the men m the ranks and far

1.ordinate officials. From personal friends, the

men haw become to them as mere numbers.

For example we have one motive power official who is respons-

ible for the service of more than forty thousand men. HOW many
I,,. know? He does well to really know his chiefs of

staff From a simple business proposition, administration of rail-

ome like the direction of the armies ol a nation. But

armies ,],. not Buffer weakness of organization because ol

in- in size. An armv becomes larger bj units, wnicn

of
e
tnel .rger. As size increases general officers

.,,.,. .,,, commanding officer does not know all his men.

i,„t the captains do know their-, fro,,, this standpoint the rail-

more captains, I anse the subordinate officiate now
know their men as little as the chiefs know their subordinate

The recruiting and training is the same for a lart-e as for a

gmall arim 1 BUse the
1 units are of [h >' W not so

with railroad I gjj
<•' Cinzano,, ofanw

and large lo
;
" r "' 1 "'"" "

,

Bmanmone-.

one reason why the large shops of to-ds

, Domical than tt 8hopa have on rro a both men

I in i:l Mini IG 01 I in

"

apprentices,,, l

,..,,,, a, i boiler shops iii the country has nol a single a

few of tle-m
I

.,-,.,. *ere found to have apprentices, hut

I, ,„,
In other departments apprenticeship
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has been overlooked and neglected because there was so much else

to do. There has been too much pressure to turn out work with

existing facilities to admit of taking the necessary precautions

concerning the men and the leaders of the future. The present

domain! for foremen with leadership talent and executive possi-

bilities proves both the neglect of the apprentice and the distance

which has grown between the officials and the men. for there cer-

tainly must be latent talent, dormant and undiscovered, sufficient

for all necessities.

We need to be reminded that many men in the ranks are sure

to rise in one way or another. If they are not encouraged in every

possible way to qualify for higher positions on the staff they will

emplov thei'r leadership in other directions, and here is an oppor-

tunity to reach one of the roots of the labor problem which has

already been allowed to wait too long.

To-day telegraph operators, firemen, trainmen and others are

usually taken from outside the service. They receive less pre-

paration for their work than when there was less responsibility and
less to do. The recruiting system is at fault, this being considered

as unimportant. It is not so in England and in Europe, where
the efficiency of the individual railroad employe is of the highest

type. . .

Apprenticeship of the old kind was an ideal method of recruiting.

Boyst were carefully selected, conscientiously trained, and the em-

ployer exercised a "moral as well as an educational influence over

them. The present pace does not permit of such a system, yet tie

lack of it has brought a deplorable condition, and to take its place

something is needed and that quickly.

A SERIOUS MISTAKE.

For twenty years the railroads have sought to provide the nec-

essary leadership from the technical colleges and many strong offi-

cials have developed through what is known as the special appren-
tice system. It is perhaps possible to meet the immediate need in

some such way ; but when the technical school graduates come to

the railroads, as outsiders, from the schools—as they usually do

—

this system is doing a fundamental injury, which is neither under-
stood nor appreciated, but it is nevertheless serious. Every time
a special apprentice is started on his course notice is, in effect,

served upon the men and boys with whom he works, that he, be-

cause of his education, is to acquire in a few years sufficient knowl-
edge, experience and ability to become one of the official staff.

The effect in the shop is to discourage those who have not had such
education. The special training of young men from without the

ranks of the workers for official positions is fundamentally wrong,
and. furthermore, it plays strongly into the hands of those who
wish to see men leveled into classes, and considered as on uniform
levels, ;is to the value of service. It may be necessary to con-

tinue special apprenticeship for a time. Technically educated
men are needed and will ba needed even more in the future, but
they should come from the ranks and not from outside of the

service. The present system, or any other system, which in any
way serves to discourage the regular apprentices and thereby tends
to cut off the source from which most of the successful men have
come should give place to a system which will encourage all by
making it possible for the lowest to become the highest in the
briefest possible time, because the talent is needed now. Nothing
adequately meeting the needs of American railroads has been ac-

complished either here or abroad. That such a system is possible

and feasible can now be shown.

THE PLAN.

The suggestion is that recruits in shops (and this applies in

principle, though not in detail, to other service) should be taken
in as apprentices. They should be given simp training, which will

increase their earning capacity to the utmost, and they should be
placed under the direction of men of such character and moral in-

fluence as to lead them to form correct, broad and honest views of

life and their proper relations with other men ami their employers.
Parallel with the shop training, attendance during working hours
at a school provided and maintained by the road should be re-

quired; and for this a new kind of a school must be developed,
as a new kind of apprenticeship must be developed—the kind that
will meet the individual cases. They must not be deal! with in

classes or by fixed rules. The school must be one wherein the shop
and the studies go hand in hand. While the shop hours .ire taken
for the school, home work should be rigidly required. Life must
not be made too easy for the apprentices.

For example: Arithmetic is needed of the kind which will deal
with pulleys, back gears, load screws and other studies such as
drafting and shop arithmetic, which will reveal the reasons for

things seen and done in the shops. The school and the shop should
he co-ordinate in every possible way. The local officials must 1"

interested in and responsible for the hoys in the school as well :is

in the shop. The higher department officials must he occasion-
ally seen in the schoolroom and the foremen should he identified
with it. An evening a month should be devoted to a general
meeting of an apprentice organization, with an occasional
opticon talk or lecture hv :i foreman or higher official. Here is an
opportunity for the university extension idea. The hoys should
visit other shops in committees ami report their observations for
discussion. A library for books ami periodicals is a n ss:iry ele-

ment. If the road has several shops a car should he equipped
with valve motion models, sectioned locomotive apparatus and
appliances, electric motors and generators and even a small sta-

tionary engine for the hoys to study, dismantle, assemble anil set

the valves. The air brake cars have shown us how to use school
cars.

As a part of the plan every roundhouse should have a comfort-
able reading-room provided hv the company, with books, periodi-

cals, charts and models. Every encouragement should bo given
the engineers and firemen to organize improvement clubs. The
company should furnish stereopticons and occasional lecturers.

Progressive education should accompany the present tendency to-

ward progressive examinations. Here is another opportunity for
university extension. Engineers and firemen should be educated
10 do their best, and it is important to bear in mind the fact that
the difference between the work of the best and of the average
man represents more to the road than the economies to be obtained
from the best fuel-saving appliance or invention ever brought out.

An important opportunity for exerting a strong moral influence
is available in this plan and an insight into the history of nations,
political economy, the history of labor and the proper relations

n employer and employe can be given. The scheme is not
Utopian but practical, and the way is plain. The idea has been
put by Milton P. Higgins in these words: "The object is to pro-
duce many well-trained and educated workmen, some foremen,
and from the foremen a few superintendents." This structure
represents a pyramid resting upon its base. As long as we seek
the genius we stand the pyramid upon its apex and put it into a
state of nervous equilibrium. "We may hope for much from a
thousand educated, thinking expert American machinists, who have
the skill, education and exact knowledge of the shops. Is not the
production of one hundred well-educated workmen a more certain
undertaking than the production of one genius?"'
We are to-day looking for the genius and overlooking the good

workmen, but by providing for many workmen we can not fail to

find the necessary genius.
This school shop enterprise should be carried out for the in-

dividual, lifting each as high as he can go. It should leave the

capable student prepared for a course in a technical school. An
important part of the plan is a provision for sending, every year,
a certain number of graduated apprentices to a technical school,
for a short "sandwich" course, at the expense of the company.
This should be held out as a prize or reward for high standing in

the shop and school. This would provide technical men and they
would be admirably prepared. Even if only one out of ten re-

mains in the service the encouragement due to the possibility of

securing such an education would affect every ambitious appren-
tice and every ambitious workman on the road.

With such a system the shop could probably in time supply all

firemen, engineers and men for other service, in which the educa-
tion, training and the esprit de corps, which would naturally be

ed. would he most valuable. There is no reason why the
traveling engineers should not co-operate with the teachers of the

apprentice schools in the development of correspondence courses
for engineers and firemen and the men would unquestionably

d, certainly as well as they do at present to the commercial
correspondence schools. Having the shop schools, they may be
taken to the student in every department by the correspondence
method, whether he is on an engine, at a telegraph key. on the

track or in an office. The development may be as broad as the
need, and correspondence courses may be made a vital factor in

the plan, and university extension an important element. Those
who can not attend the si hools must be provided for.

1 1 seems possible that the future of the motive power officer and
of his department, and of other officers as well, may become clearer

and il itlook may be brighter when the needs are provided for in
such a way. The word education, as distinguished from instruc-
tion, seems to represent what is needed, and it is clear that the

education of managements and owners of railroads is the first

step to be undertaken. If this is done there will be no problem too

difficult to be solved, but if not there are many impossible of solu-
lion Only in some sucb way as this can the officials get close to

the men directly or indirectly.

Xo railroad with a constantly changing policy, or one on which
aure of official life is uncertain, should for a moment seri-

onsider such a suggestion as is here outlined.

Shall this ior something better) be done? The writer believes

tli.it the future, not only of the motive power officer, but of the

railroads, and to a large extent of the country, depends on the
ausw it.

There is no need of worrying about the college man : he is fully

capable Of taking care of himself, and it will he really a favor to

him to put him entirely upon his own resources. He should not

be handicapped by being labeled, because of his education. Special

provision in the shops tor the graduate of a technical college should
not he mule. Employers should not modify their met hods for him.
To do so is not advantageous to the college man. or to the other

men in the shops.
ondition and position of the superintendent of motive power

should be elevated and improved, so that young men will see that

they can afford to spend their lives preparing for the highest posi-
They will then be impressed with the fact that to secure

such a position is worth a lifetime of conscientious and unwavering
effort. This is not the case to-day.

CONCLUSION.

For the n and officials of the future, technical education is

required, but it must be obtained while the student otherwise pre-

pares himself for his work. It must ^o hand in band with bis

education in the service, and il lucation must be arranged espe-
cially to suit his needs. For the engineering education he must
not he required to hi himself to existing scl Is. A new school

musl he developed specially for him. Instead of giving years to

nb.ipcts which .ire merely good for mental training, he must give
io those win,!, he will remember. Moreover, he must not

separate himself from active work and responsibility for long

periods in order to attend school.

An :idaptati f tie- Admiralty and Prummond plans would
seem to fit American railroad conditions. These developed natural-

ly, quietly and effectively. They are the work of broad-minded
men. When tin- men win. are making American railroads interest

themselves in the problem an even greater plan will he forthcoming.

Thev should not delay, for tin- need is imperativi

Are we a nation s, doped in a cloak of progress that we can-
QOl see the fill lire':
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ADJUSTABLE SCAFFOLDING FOR PASSENGER CAR
PAINT SHOPS.

Tue adjustable scaffolding for passenger car paint shops,

illustrated on the accompanying drawings, is in use at the Col-

linwood shops of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway

and is notable because of its simplicity and the ease with whicli

the platforms can be moved up or down. These afford ready

access to any portion of the outsider of the cars, as they may
be easily adjusted from their lowest position of 19 ins. abova

the floor level to the highest position of 10 ft. above. The
platforms are carefully counterweighted and thus move up

and down with ease.

by merely lifting it up or down, the counterweight holding It

in the desired direction. The smaller detail view appearing

In the drawing of the scaffold indicates the relative locations

of the platforms between the cars upon the tracks and also

the clearances.

WHAT A FEW MODERN MACHINES WILL DO.

The following figures are from a road, the name of which
must be withheld for the present. Several years ago a new
era in its motive power department was inaugurated, and
the results are indicated in the accompanying table, which
includes the number of locomotives added to the equipment

—idb-— m

f
—

-^
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REPORT OFCOMMITTEE ON FREIGHT EQUIPMENT.

Rock Island Company.

III.

[For previous article see page 206.)

Designs fob New Equipment.

The freight equipment of the future should be designed with

a view to withstanding the shocks incident to the use of much

heavier locomotives and longer trains of higher capacity units

than in the past. The committee believes that the practical

and economical limit of strength of the wooden car has al-

ready been reached with the motive power now in use on the

systems, and therefore recommends that steel be used to the

practical extent in the construction of new equipment.

It is recommended that commercial sizes of rolled plates

and shapes only be employed, such as can be purchased in com-

petition in the open market. The use of pressed steel shapes

is not considered desirable, owing to the fact that the material

cannot be distributed to the best advantage, and that for re-

pairs either expsnsive machines and dies must be provided, or

the parts must be obtained from the manufacturers at the risk

of considerable loss of time. The designs hav? been worked

out with a view to using only commercial shapes, in such a

manner that they may require only punching and shearing,

without the necessity for heating and working in forms or

dies. Cars of this construction may 1> readily repaired at

any of the shops of the systems, without any special equip-

ment, aside possibly from pneumatic riveting hammers and

cranes for handling floor frames.

The use of steel underframes only, with wooden super-

structures is not advocated, from the fact that the steel does

not change in size from shrinkage while the woodwork does,

therefore the rods and holts become loose and the whole

superstructure becomes shaky and deformed

The designs contemplate the use of a steel tin lerframe with

a steel skeleton superstructure, rigidly secured to the under-

frame, and braced in such a manner as to retain its normal

shape under all ordinary conditions. All closed cars should

have floor, lining, sheathing and roofing of \.ood secured to

nailing strips bolted to the steel train:. Coal and hopper ears

should have floor, sides and ends of wool scared to the steel

frame, it being considered more economical to maintain cars

built in this way than those constructed wholly of steel. The

dimensions of the cars recommended are as follows:

RECOMMENDATIONS A.S TO STANDARD CARS.
BOX I

over .nd sills '• " 3 Ins

Ide sills 8 ft. 1

36 fi 7 hi ~ \ 8 ft 6 Ins. x 8 ft,

FROIT I

o\ er end sills r. .37 ft. 8 ins.

Width i

- 8 fl T :\ ins.

inside space 36 ft. 7 ins. x 8 ft. 6 in- I 8 f

STOCK CARS.
over end sills 37 ft, v m-

Widtb ovei side sills 9 ft

36 ft T ins x 8 fl. x 7 ft.

M KM II III I

Lenc'h over end Mils 11 ft 1 ill.

Width liver side sills 9 ft

Clear inside space I" tt t 9 fl * 10 ft.

ad sills .">l ft. l In.

Width over sid,- sills ...9 ft.

Clear Inside space 50 ft. \ s ft i"\ Ins \ 9 ft. 9 Ins.

REFRIGERATOR CARS.
Lt-IlfSth (ive r end sills II ft. 1 in.

Width 9 ft. 1

anks .33 ft. 6 is. x 7 ft. 6 ins.

- CARS.
L*-ti K th ever I 1 ft. 1 in.

Width Ills 9 ft.

de planks ... t ft.

Cleai lo ft. x s ft. 8% Ins. x 4 ft.

FIAT CARS.
lis II ft. 1 In.

over side sills 9 ft

HOPPI ].

over end -ill- 34 ft.

Width
Height from top of rnils to top of sides LO ft.

Owing to t rathe requirements, it is not possible to use a

single standard tor Boor framing for all els and the

committee does not understand that the benefits, from a main-

tenance standpoint, would offset the expense of hauling the

extra dead weight that would be imposed upon some classes

by the use of a single standard.

The lengths and widths recommended are based upon traffic

requirements as nearly as possible, and call for longitudinal

members of but two lengths and transverse members of but

three lengths for all classes except the hopper cars, which,

necessarily, are in a class by themselves.

The center sills and draft rigging should be of uniform

strength for all classes, as the strains imposed in service are

not related to the carrying capacity, trains being made up of

cars of all descriptions and a low capacity car may be placed

between a number of high capacity cars.

The capacity recommended is 60,000 lbs. for all classes ex-

cept gondola and flat cars, which are to be 80,000 lbs., and

hopper or other types of self-clearing cars, which are to be

100,000 Ibs^ There will, therefore, be but three capacities of

trucks required, all being of the same general types and of

as few parts as possible.

The committee desires to state that cars of the same general

construction as those shown by these designs have given very

satisfactory results in service on a number of roads, hence

they feel that the foregoing recommendations are in the Jine

of actual practice rather than of theory.

The committee also desires to call attention to the recently

introduced type of self-clearing gondola cars, which have flat

floors from end to end, the floors being composed wholly of

doors, which when dropped discharges the entire load without

shoveling. As the floors are flat, the oars are available for

all classes of traffic for which an ordinary gondola car can

be used, as well as for construction purposes, and it is thought

that this type might be a valuable addition to the equipment.

Such cars may lie built with steel framing in the same man-

ner as the design recommended.

HECTOGRAPH FORMULA.

A reader recently asked for a formula for making hecto-

graph pads, and through the courtesy of Mr. H. E. Smith,

chemist and engineer of tests of the L. S. & M S. Ry., we

were enabled to furnish the following information:

Clear hide glue, 1 lb.

Water, 1 '_• Jits.

Glycerine. •_"
_. pts.

The glue should be of a good quality, and the kind that

comes in transparent, light-brown sheets, as the white or brown

opaque glue does not give as good results. Break the glue into

small pieces and soak it in the water over night in a covered

vessel. Then melt it in a water bath, and add the glycerine,

which should previously be heated to the same temperature

as the melted glue. Stir only as much as is necessary to mix

the glue and the glycerine, as too much stirring introduces

air bubbles which are difficult to remove. Pour the hot

mixture through a cheese cloth bag into the pans. When the

pans are Ailed and the jelly is still quite fluid, sweep off air

bubbles or impurities from the surface with the edge of a

card. Lei the pans stand 48 hours before using. This for-

mula calls for much less water than usually required by other

formulas, since it is preferred to secure the requisite softness

by means of the glycerine, which does not evaporate and allow

iiie pads to drj cut and harden, as does the water.

in writing the original copy always use hard, glazed paper

and write with hectograph ink. In making the negative

moisten the surface of the pad with a cold wet sponge, wiping

off the excess of moisture. Dry off with a newspaper, and let

n stand for two minutes. Place the original face down on the

pad for from one to three minutes, rubbing down to a per-

i ontact, and then carefully remove. In printing apply a

clean sheet of any kind of paper so that it touches the hecto-

graph at all points, rubbing as little as possible. Never use

hot water for removing the negative; as soon as the copies

are all made, wash off with a sponge and cold water and dry

oil well with a newspaper. Never let the pad stand with ink

in it after the copies are made, and always keep it closed when

not in use.
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IMPRESSIONS OF FOREIGN RAILWAY PRACTICE.

Editorial Corbbsfondenck,

B£KL1N.

One reason for the relative lightness and comparatively

small heating surface of German locomotives is the limita-

tion of weight allowed per axle. In continental practice de-

signers are limited to loads of from 14 to 16 tons per axle

and because of these limits it has been necessary to avoid all

unnecessary weight. While this limits the power of the loco-

motives it has not been altogether detrimental because the

Germans have been obliged to utilize the weight to the best

possible advantage. This has resulted in a refinement of de-

sign in the matter of detail parts which is admirable and has

already been mentioned in these letters. I should say that it

will be impossible to remove an ounce of metal from the main

rod of a German passenger engine or from any part of the

valve gear, yet these parts never seem to break or give any

thing like the trouble we have with much larger parts. The
advent of the superheater in German locomotive practice

doubtless resulted from a desire to increase the boiler ca-

pacity without extending the limits imposed upon weight.

These restrictions therefore have proved beneficial to the loco-

motive world in general.

German practice of about 10 years ago employed from 1,400

to 1,500 sq. ft. of heating surface and about 26 sq. ft. of grate

area, giving a ratio of from 1 to 55. or 1 to 60. The present

tendency is to increase the heating surface to a little more

than 1 to 60. The Baden State railways use a little over

24.00 sq. ft. of heating surface in a ratio of 1 to 60. The
Prussian State railways were late in advancing in the matter

of capacity; the trains are now limited to 40 axles, and will

soon be permitted to reach 44. With 40 axles and 10 cars

the maximum trains weigh about 350 tons. The statutory

speed limits are 62 miles per hour, but because of the Berlin

Zossen high-speed experiments, the limit of speed is likely

to be increased. Boiler forcing is not popular in Germany,

and an output of one h.p. for two sq. ft. of heating surface

is considered to be questionable forcing. A speed of 55 miles

per hour with 350 tons on level track is considered excellent

work in Germany. One of the Atlantic type locomotives of the

Baden State railways, which is the heaviest passenger loco-

motive in Germany, has maintained an evaporation of 13.2

lbs. of water per sq. ft. of heating surface per hour, and kept

this up steadily for an hour. This work required 90 lbs. of

coal per sq. ft. of grate per hour, with an evaporation of 7'-

lbs. of water per pound of coal, and required a smokebox
vacuum of 5 ins. This locomotive weighs 74 tons.

The Germans adjust draft in the front end with a blast pipe,

raising the pipe to draw the front end of the fire and lowering

it to draw the bark end. They do not use our diaphragm
plates. Professor von Borries finds that 50 per cent

draft is required if the diaphragm plate is used, and in this

he agrees with the results of the Amen i\ Km.imm: ti

locomotive front ends.

Prof von Borries has had a great deal of experience with

two-cylinder as well as four-cylinder compounds, and opinions

Md in his article in this journal in May
Ingly valuable n. does not consider tour-cylinder compounds
more economical than two-cylinder compounds, but does And
them more economical In repairing. The four-i ylin '

rangement prevents the knocking of boxes, and th<

•finalized by the four cylinders, which rednces weaving and
working of the frames and everything else between thi

Ing boxes and the cylinders !(•• has gone very thoroughly
Into the of balancing the four-cylinder ...m;.

tndyini the snbjei 1 by the aid of an elaborate model 11.

'her to balance the reciprocating parts, and p

coupling all four cylinders to one axle, t,.

In the axle (end to neutralize and be finds that

thlH arrangement produces smaller rtreases In the axle than
In the ease of the engine which Is divide, 1 with

cylinder coupled to the rear driving wheels. He also prefers
his arrangement because of accessibility and less complica-
tion. His remarks on valve gear, cut-off and cylinder ratios
in his article for this journal are specially worthy of note.

We would consider the boilers of German engines very small;
uowever, a 74-ton engine which will haul a 300-ton train OS
miles in an hour is certainly doing excellent work. Prof, von
Borries insists upon brick arches, and be aims to secure air
admission, through the grate, amounting to one-third of the
grate area; he does not, however, attain this figure. Wal-
schaert valve gear and modifications of it are the rule in Ger-
many. II is used so generally because of a theoretical con-
stant lead, the long valve travel, uniform distribution of steam
and the directness of the connections. While the inside mo-
tion is preferred because it is protected from dirt, and is out
of danger of being hit, the gear is not by any means confined
to the inside construction. Men in charge of maintenance,
however, greatly prefer the outside arrangement because of
its accessibility.

Superheating in Germany requires specially careful treat-

ment in order to represent it properly, it. is always neces-
sary to use extreme care in estimating the value of such a
principle, because of the tendency to place its claims in the
most favorable light possible. For this reason I did not form
my opinion until after I had talked with a number of cool-

headed railroad men. who could not be accused of being too
enthusiastic on this subject. Superheating in Germany has
established itself because the principle is accepted as good.
It has made an excellent record in freight as well as passen-
ger service. The steam is remarkably quick in its action, and
care is required to prevent pounding of the boxes in fast en-
gines. Because of the rapidity of the movement of the steam
through the pipes and n in. piston valves are the
rule, and our 15-in. piston valves at home look absurdly large
in comparison. The liveliness of superheated steam i.-. 1 bi

lieve. one of the important advantages of this principle, which
has not yet attracted sufficient attention. Especially >..

the boiler of the superheater locomotive is always ready for a
wide range of work and speed, superheating has made a very
fine record in freight service. For very fast service, how-
ever, the compound has made a better showing agaii.-

superheatef than in slower service. I find everywhere a
rather strong tendency towards the belief that a combina-
tion of compounding and superheating gives the best pc
records, but for my part I cannot see the necessity for com-
pounding if the superheating is sufficient to maintain dry
steam at all times.

As to valves. I was told of an experiment showing a leakage
of 3.30U lbs. of steam per hour through a plug piston valve
while- a plain piston valve with rings .lid not leak nunc than

steam In the same time. In the lirsi case 20 per
cent, of the power of tin- engine was lost through the leakage
It is possible that this plug valve was not properly fitted, but
if piston valves with rings work so satisfactorily in conn
with superheating in the United Sta : not hamper
superheating with leaky plug valves without rings. Super-
heating has certainly had the advantage of Influential adi

-
,
otherwise In such a short time it wool.

I

have been impossible to Introduce over 100 Buperheatei
motives into this service In such a conservative country.
While economy is an Item of great imporl many.

1men! of Increased boiler
v provided through the superheaters is a more Impor-

tant one The Germans do not like n, <>r high
i high superheating Is advocated on

grounds and to reduce the amount ol

double-heading, which has become necessary In freight

Superheating . is not In any sense a fad.

n up for good and sufficient reasons, and I am
paragraphs arc primed

motives running In the United States as arc now running In

Germany o. U
(To '-< concluded.)
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50-TON COMPOSITE COAL CAR.

Fbisco System.

Drawings and photographs have been received from Mr.

W. A. Nettleton, general superintendent of motive power of

I In- Frisco System, illustrating the 50-ton hopper coal ears

built for that, road by the American Car & Foundry Company.
The general design of this tar is similar to the Norfolk &
Western car of the same type, illustrated in this journal in

February, 1901, page 43, and referred to in the article in

the June issue describing the latest Seaboard Air Line
car. The trucks of the Frisco car are of the standard arch bar

type on that road for cars of 60 ions capacity. Those trucks

have Simplex bolsters, Symington oil boxes, inside hung
brakes, Simplex brake gear and Miner draft gear. The photo-

graphs show the end framing and side framing.

The general dimensions of the Frisco car are:

U "Hi Inside 30 ft. ins.
Length over end sills 33 n. 1.. j n .

Width Inside g it. in.;, ins.
Width over ici.-s 9 ft •} ins.

Inside 7 ft. 11 ins.
Height over brake stall 10 ft. 6% ins.

tj in rubie feet 1,583
Capacity In lbs 10,000
Weight 3D.000 lbs.

Effect of Oil in Boilers.—The temperature of steam at

200 lbs. is 380 deg.; the temperature at which steel commences
to lose its tensile strength is linn deg., and at 1,200 deg. about

id per cent, of its original strength has disappeared. If the

surface of a furnace in a boiler for, say 200 lbs. pressure, were
clean, the temperature of the nrelal would never reach the

point at which its original tensile strength would be appreci-

ably reduced, even under very high rates of evaporation. If,

however, the surface were simply rubbed over with a very

thin coating of mineral oil, the temperature would at once rise

to over 650 deg., even with a moderate rate of evaporation.

—

D. B. Morison, before Northeast Coast Institution of Engineers

and Shipbuilders.

New English Balanced Compound.—Mr. H. A. Ivatt, of the

Great Northern (England), has designed and built a four-

cylinder balanced compound, 4— 4— 2 type, passenger locomo-

tive, weighing 69 tons. It has 13 and 26 by 26-in. cylinders,

the high-pressure being coupled to the rear and the inside,

low-pressure coupled to the forward axle. The principle is

similar to that of Von Borries, with Walschaert valve gear.
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APPLICATION OF HUME BRACES. -MICHIGAN CENTUM, RAII.BOAP.

LOCOMOTIVE FRAME BRACING. RESULTS OF WATER PURIFICATION.

With the increasing capacity of locomotives a general diffi-

culty has arisen in the breaking of frames. Mr. E. D. Bronner,

superintendent of motive power of the Michigan Central Rail-

road, has made a "careful study of this subject and has sup-

plied information concerning remedies which have been ap-

plied with notable success. A number of frames of 21 x 26 in.

4 4-2 type locomotives had broken at the front splice. After

studying the breakages and investigating the "working" of

the frames by riding on the running boards, rendering it possi-

ble to closely observe the frames when the engines were work-

ing, the conclusion was reached that the stresses leading to

breakage might be distributed by tying the frames together

across the engine. Of six locomotives of this type five broke

rames before the bracing was applied; the sixth locomo-

tive was fitted with braces after it had been in service about

six months and the frames have not broken since. It seems
reasonable to suppose that the bracing accounts for this result.

The accompanying engraving illustrates the braces and their

application. It appears that the bracing transfers consider-

able stresses, because a number of the brace bolts have been
found broken in service.

Tn connection with this study of frames it has been noted

that forged frames after being broken and repaired have given

no further trouble. This seems to be due to the fact that when
repaired by welding the parts are never restored to exactly

Iglnal length, and this apparently Indicates the existence

of exci <... in the frame structure caused by

forging it into shape. In many instances side bolted patches

have been applied very successfully. The amount of flexure

frames noticed In tl at ion has surprised those

who watched it as the locomc e working hard, al-

though no attempts were made to measure it. as was done- in

the ii the Lake Shore', which were Illustrated

and described on page 8 of our January. 1904

N't v. York Subway Signals a record of one failure to

; signal operation-: for an entirely new equipment of

signals is worthy of notl I given by Mr J. M.

Watdron In a paper before the Railway .

i rack i Ircults

work with alternating current over lei carry the

return currents from the motor: of the train, the relay's re-

spondli i teraating, but not to the direct current,

I'or the month of February there were but Unci- failui

•in Tor i,.
| move

r locking planl at bandli 116

train* each hour daring the rush periods.

On the Buffalo division of the D., L. & W., 70 miles east of

Buffalo, at Groveland Station, there is a grade 60 ft. per mile,

14 miles long, upon which we use pusher engines to help

freight trains. At the foot of this grade we have an engine

house and coaling and water station. We operate from this

station from six to eight pusher engines the year around.

The water there was the poorest on the division, and we were

bothered seriously with leaky boilers, especially with tubes.

On account of the continued trouble from leaking, the engines

were out of service a great deal of the time. It was necessary

to wash the boilers twice every week-. In November, 1902, we
put in a water purifying plant, and have received excellent

results from the use of the treated water. To determine just

what we could expect in the way of better results from our

pusher engines there, we ran a test with a consolidation en-

gine.'

We found by referring to our books that this engine wore
out 307 tubes between January 1, 1902, and January 1, 1903.

During that time it had made 31.412 miles, an average of 103

miles to the life of each tube. The engine was taken to the

shop January 1, 1903, and given a full set of tubes (207), and

the test on the treated water was conducted from January,

1903. to October 17. 1003. During the 10% months tl n-

gine mado 39.044 miles, or 188 miles per tube, and the tubes

were still in fair condition up to that time, which showed a

gain of 82.5 per cent, per lube. During (he period of com-
parison—1902-03—the engine made in 11 months an average

of 2,858 miles per month. From January, 1903, to October

17. 19U3 (during the test), the engine made 3,718 miles per

month, an increase of 30 per cenl In mileage, for which the

treated water can be given credit. When we look the engine

Into 1 1 1
<

- Bhop to

i

we made a careful in-

spection of the Interior of her boilei and came to the ron-

n that there was about 75 per cent, less sediment on the

tube and bolli
i

be 11 than wo had been In the habil < > r finding

In the same- boiler for a similar period of service I think ii

would be fail ed at least 5 per cent. In

fuel, due to li the heating urfaci i' W. Williams,

i,, fore Vasti < Boih ma) ei Lmoi lotion

m\mi\ci'i:i a :
i.'ir n Pointi in a paper rend before

the <% " ' Club, Mr, w F, Jones, general store-

of the New Xorh Central, bakes the position that ma-
nould ii" 1 be manufactured at repair points because of

the Inferioi of the facilities usually supplied at

epali shops, He believe that manufacturing of repair

be concentrated at large shops, when- the best

faCilltll i lllle.
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DRAFT TIMBEB END CA! IIM. AMI DEAD-WOODS.

DRAFT TIMBER END CASTING AND DEAD WOODS.

St. Lot is Southwestern Railway.

A combination of draft timber end casting and "dead-woods"

in a single steel casting has been developed and applied by

Mr T. E. Adams, general master mechanic of 'bis road, for

application to wooden cars. Its purpose is to reduce the num-

ber of parts, and support the draft timbers in such a way as

to reduce the breakage of draft timber bolts. This construc-

tion dispenses with chafing irons, chafing iron bolts, dead-

woods and dead-wood plates. It protects the draft timbers

from damage in case the followers break and the coupler is

driven back. It distributes the stresses on all the sills through

the bolster, and relieves the draft timbers of tensile stresses.

It is impossible to break the draft timber bolts unless this

stee] casting breaks or the squared rods leading to the bolster

give way. In new cars the ordinary dead-WOOds may be dis-

with, and this construction may be used (in any class

of cars, being specially desirable in connection with metal

bolsters. In the drawing the large casting has a lug, pro-

viding a beating [or the coupler unlocking rod. These draw-

ings were received from Mr. Adams, by whom the devici h;i

been patented.

SAND HOUSES.-BALTIMORE & OHIO RAILROAD.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has as its standard design

a sand house apparatus that has proven most, successful and

the l"st arrangement for handling and drying sand for locomo-

tive use. This arrangement of sand bouse has been applied

to quite a number of the recently constructed roundhouse

terminals and coaling stations at Brunswick. Md.. Cumber-

land, Md., Keyser. W. Va.. Fairmont. YV. Va., Holloway, Ohio.

and Glenwood, Pa.. New Castle Junction, i'.<

By it tin- wet sand storage is placed at the head end of the

coaling trestle and the cars containing tin wet sand are placed

over the storage bin and the sand discharged from self-dumping

rage bins have a capacity of 70 car

loads, or 2. ion tons.

The sand drying room is located in the center, of the wet

sand storage bin and as the wet sand is stored on a level with

or above the eav< - of the roof of the drying room, it is con-

ducted into the hopper of the sand stoves by gravity. When
the amount of sand in storage comes below the roof of the

drying room the Band is then shoveled into the stove hoppers.

When any part of the sand in the stove hoppers becomes

burnt and thoroughly dry it flows through the meshes of the

netting and falls to the floor onto the dry sand hopper, from

which it is conveyed to the sand tank by gravity. After the

dry sand tank is filled the application of about 50 lbs. of air

pressure closes the sand Inlet valve and automatically forces

the dry sand upward into the dry sand storage bin, from

which it is conveyed by a suitable arrangement of valves and

spouts into the sand boxes on the locomotives.

A Flood of Engineers.—A proportion of 15,000 students in

American engineering colleges to a total of 40,000 engineers

employed in the United States and an influx of 4.000 graduates

annually with only 2,000 required annually to keep up the

supply, forms the basis of an admirable discussion of tech-

nical education in Engineering Vetos. This article shows that

the number graduated from law and medical schools is not

more than is required to keep pace with the natural annual

growth and the conclusion is drawn that at the present rate

compel it ion between engineers will increase as a matter of

self-preservation, Engineering Sens urges for engineering

students more attention to commercial, cost keeping and ad-

ministrative studies, so that engineers may be in position

to operate the machinery produced by engineers, in which

the railways are included. Among other important sugges-

tions, this article presents the following: "In spots here and

there we see evidences that the engineer has taken hold of

the machinery that he has planned and is operating it. The
future holds its greatest rewards in store for those engineers

who are the first to seize upon the directing of the forces

that are now in the hands of untrained men." In the past

the man who has come up from the ranks has built the rail-

way and another man equally self-made has operated it. The
opportunity for the engineer is to apply his talents in its

operation.

Sun, Cars fob Strekt Service.—Following the lead of the

Interborough Rapid Transit in the equipment for the New
York Subway, the New York City Railway is making a trial

of a street car constructed of steel. An experimental car

built by the Pressed Steel Car Company made a trial trip June

",tli with Mr. H. H. Vreeland and officials of the railway, ac-

companied by Mr. F. N. Hoffstot, president of the Pressed

Steel Car Company. An interesting development of street

.ears built of steel may be expected to result from this ex-

periment.
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COMMUNICATIONS.

BELPAIRE BOILERS.

T.. Me Editor:
tin.- who has watched the development of European locomotives

cannot fail to be impressed with the rapidly increasing use of the

Belpaire fire-box. It is used on nearly all recent French locomo-

tives, or perhaps half of the latest English engines, and on much
of the modern equipment of the Prussian and Netherlands state

railways. The construction of this fire-box provides excellent

flexibility to take rare of unequal expansion, while the radially-

stayed boiler resists such expansion with almost perfect rigidity.

The crown stays can be inserted perpendicularly into both sheets,

and the form of the outside, or wrapper, sheet is such that it is not

altered by internal pressure, while it is well known that the shape
of the radially-stayed boiler is altered by the pressure, to the injury

of the sheets and, perhaps, the staybolts; and possibly the prob-

lem of leaking tubes would he simplified by the adoption of a stable

form of tire-box For large engines where clearance limitations

prevent the use of much of a wagon-top, the Belpaire boiler offers

the maximum steam space and free water surface possible. The
writer believes that, whenever fair records of the comparative cost

of maintenance have been kept, the rectangular form has justified

its greater tirst cost. The occasionally-heard objection thai the

cross-stays impede circulation is untenable, for the increase in

area of cross-section above the lire-box supplies more than the

space necessary for the cross-ties. It is difficult to conceive of a

device more poorly suited to its purpose than the radially-stayed

boiler; and we may look for a revival of the Belpaire type as a

characteristic feature of the next step in the development of the

America I locomotive. G. F. Starbuck.
Wallbam, Mass.

JIG AND TOOL ROOM IMPROVEMENTS.

Ta tkt Editor :

During the past nine years I have lui'ii employed us a

machinist and draftsman, by a number of railroads in dif-

ferenl sections of the country. A year ago 1 decided to

leave railroad work to enter the service of a private concern at

nearly double the salary I was receiving as a draftsman with one

of the foremost railroads of the country. After six months with

my present employers 1 was promoted to take charge of the

department of ji^ and small tool designing, with orders to go

ah. -ad and design a line of tools for interchangeable manufactur

bag. This was so successful thai within the last three weeks

another raise of salary has been given me. A careful study of

t li i- line of work, together with a number of articles which have

appeared in your journal, advocating systematizing and improving

tool r.M.m practice in railway repair shops, has led me to believe

thai th.-re is i xcellenl held for this work among the railroads.

My experience as o i hanic has shown me thai n vast amount

of time and labor in railroad shops .an be saved bj I in who
• an devise ways and means of standardizing methods of maun

(actnring and repairing locomotive pans, also standardizing the

p;nt- themselves. I would like your opinion on this subject and

upon the advisability of my returning to railroad work. I feel

dra«n to this work because of its interest and would be glad to

again enter the servi f n railroad to applj the knowledgi ami

experience gained in connection with the jigs and the systematic

tool room work in a manufacturing establisl nt. Railr Is

ought io appreciate the importance of ibis work. I '" you think

it would psj m.- to go back to my firsl love?

Ij.n.i:' \.,n The advice given ibis j •_• man in replj to

thi- letter was 'bit lie should by all mean* return to railroad

where commercial experience in connection with ji^s and

tool room improvements i- more greatly led than in nnj other

line of manufacturing. In enumerating the road- paying a nufll

lent amount of attention to this .'las- of work Io wan. mi In

nt.-nng ile- ,-ou"' without a sacrifice, it was Impossible to give

:i large li-t for application for a position. The difficult)

much a, may dislike to admit it. ralli I- n n rule ha

-iiIIk i.-iith high place to the Idea of manufactui

Improving th.-ir -hop methods. In the matter of special tl

_-i. ..1 opportunit) for iraprovenv

-l,.,p method*, because ii gh plant may be well equipped with

ma' ion. rv and Improved tool steel the tune which mil

the wot I. on
I It uti

a large possibility of saving, Thi* is because, as a rule, the time

during which the machine is actually cutting bears usually a small
proportion to the total time of doing the work. In this particular
direction lies the greatesl opportunity for the introdui
manufacturing methods, and ii may be said that the nean
toad -hop practice approaches to commercial and manufacturing
methods, the greater will be tl utpul and the less the cost. The
u:" f tbe author of this letter will be given to anj one who is

interested to Inquire.

Tut; Force of a Boiler Explosion.—The boiler which ex-
ploded March 20th in the factory of R. B. Grover & Co., Brock-
ton. .Mass.. with such disastrous results^ was of the horizontal
tubular type, 72 ins. in diameter and 17 ft. long. It carried
90 Us. pressure, contained Jin cu, ft. of water and 103 cu. ft.

of steam, the total weight of the water in the boiler being
about 14,000 lbs. The April number of The Locomotive, pub-
lished by the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance
Company, contains an interesting and complete account of the
disaster, which was caused by a hidden crack in a double-
riveted lap seam. The discussion referred to includes a state-

ment that the "maximum mechanical energy that could be
developed from the heat that this boiler contained would. If

it were applied properly and efficiently, be sufficient to raise
the boiler and its contents to a height of 18,954 ft., or over
three miles and a half." It is not stated that this was the
amount of energy that was developed in the explosion, but
this calculation shows the possibilities in such a case without
any gratuitous assumptions as to the use or presence of dyna-
mite or other high explosives.

Powdered Fuel.—"Firing With Coal Dust" was the subject

of a paper by Mr. E. Carey before the Liverpool Section of the
Society of Chemical Industry. In connection with the
Schwartzkopff system, the cost of drying and grinding coal,

including repairs, depreciation, capital east and wages, amount-
ed to in. 7c per ton, and the capital charges and wages for

firing the fuel amounted to 8.24c. per ton, including the cost

of the power for driving the machinery. The cost of the
power amounted to about 2.6c. per ton of fuel, and that for the
mechanism for feeding the powdered fuel amounted to about
.54c. per ton. The total cost of preparing and burning a ton
of powdered fuel was 22.14c per ton. In the experiments de-

scribed a 500-h.p. Sterling boiler was used, consuming about
50 ions of powdered fuel per week. The Schwartzkopff system
of burning powdered fuel was illustrated on page 378 of this

journal in December, 1900.

A Successful Womah President. Mis. s, \. Kidder, who
succeeded in r husband, the late John F Kidder, as president

of the Nevada County Marrow Gauge Railroad, in 1901, has

brought that road from a wornoul and wretched financial

condition to a basis of 10 per cent, dividends on its capital

stock. The road is 23 miles in length, of "ft. gauge, having

5 I
motives and 79 cars. For 18 years ii had paid no dlvl

Sends and is now in excellent financial and physical condl
'ion; the credit being unquestionably, due to the abilitj ol

Mrs. Kidder. The San Francisco Bulletin presents a very In

tei-i siing account of ibis unique per ai

Pittsburgh's Tonnaoe. In the bus] years ol 1902 the freight

tonnage of Pittsburgh was 88,000, I tons, which Is double

that of London, four tunes greater than that "i Paris and
more than that of Boston, New Vork, Philadelphia and Chi

cago combined tl la estimated that thi great volume of busi-

ness win be exceeded In 1906, and it Is probable that the rail

mads will not be abli to handle it ror want of equipment
Railway Ige

Sim ii Firi ii is Decided preferences for one Instead ol

two i tli firebox engine was expressed In a re

.ussion before the International Rallwaj Via tet Bollei

\ octal ion at Buffalo a pei lallj Favorabli

ngle door belt < Mr B T Sarvei ol h Pent

inla i Int
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TOOL EQUIPMENT FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

PROPOSED M. I. T.-HARVARD ALLIANCE.

A railroad officer engaged in connection with improvements

on an important road finds no difficulty in securing ap-

propriations for improvements, because he began by looking

up usually forgotten items which involve great expense be-

cause of multiplication. In the matter of locomotive tool

equipment, he says:

"I expect to effect a net saving of from $30,000 to $40,000

per year on engine tool equipment. Some of our engines now

cost us $1 per day for tools illegitimately and others on a tool

kit worth about $50 or about 700 per cent, depreciation."

THE VALUE OF CLEAR REPORTS.

In their reports to their superiors young subordinate offi-

cials have an opportunity, the importance of which they do

not fully realize. A superintendent of motive power, who is

noted for his development of young men, requires his subordi-

nates to make reports of special investigations in such form

that they may be handed on to higher officials with mere

letters of transmittal, thus giving the credit to each young

subordinate for his; work. When a report is presented in an

incomplete or unsatisfactory form, the superintendent of mo-

tive power finds it necessary to rearrange the report, trans-

mitting it over his own signature, and thus depriving the

young subordinate of this opportunity. In such cases as this

the superintendent shows the young man the result of his

deficiency, and usually the next report is creditable and is

passed on as desired. This superintendent of motive power

has for a number of years been constantly surrounded with

a lot of able young men, and the young men have under his

direction developed rapidly and broadly. In this practice there

is a moral for young men and also for motive power officials.

Tin- young men do not appreciate the possible importance of

:i single good report which gives the desired information in

the way it is wanted. I

To go into the subject of the controversy over the proposed

alliance between the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

and Harvard University at length would require more space

than can be given this subject in these columns. To those

opposing this scheme, however, one thing needs to be said,

viz., that the future of technical education so admirably be-

gun by Technology is the important object at the present

juncture. Giving all due credit to the schools of the past,

present conditions in technical education do not seem to be

advancing to correspond with the needs of the times, and

anything which will broaden and improve the possibilities

for training engineers quickly, efficiently and thoroughly

should be sought after and earnestly supported by those who
are looking into the future. If the proposed alliance offers

an opportunity for meeting the educational needs in a better

way, and this it seems to do, it should not be opposed by any

one, and least of all by those who are proud of what the Mas-

sachusetts Institute of Technology has been. That school has

had a standing second to none in the world, but it is at least

open to question whether it is now advancing at all. It surely

has suffered by the inbreeding of alumni into its faculty, and

a change of methods seems necessary or it will fail to fill the

important position which it has filled in the past. The possi-

bility of producing a better school with the alliance with

Harvard seems to have been overlooked in the many discus-

sions, and this is believed to be far more important than any

of the objections which have been raised to the possible alli-

ance. Past traditions may be left to take care of themselves

in an effort to prepare for the future. [Since the above was

written the alliance has been decided upon favorably.]

FOOL-PROOF MACHINE TOOLS.

One of the leading machine tool builders who has spent

considerable time in studying railroad machine shop condi-

tions is responsible for the statement that 70 per cent, of the

breakages of machine tools in railroad shops is due to the

lack of proper care or attention rather than to any weakness

of the parts or poor design. An example was cited of an ex-

pensive boring mill which had been in a certain railroad

shop less than one month when the feed works were badly

injured, due to carelessness of the operator in letting the two

heads jam together. A number of these machines had been

in shops, other than railroad, for a long time, but no accidents

of this kind had occurred.

The machine tool builders have done much during the past

few years to design their machines to provide against such

accidents, and have tried as nearly as possible to make them

"fool proof." In addition we find careful provision made for

adjusting those parts which are subject to wear and for lubri-

cating such parts with a minimum amount of attention. The

machine tool builders are to be commended for their efforts

in this direction, but these things are useless if the user of the

machine does not regularly supply oil for lubrication and care-

fully examine the machine and see that all wear is taken up.

In an extensive visit to a number of railroad shops only two

roads were found where any attempt was made to have the

machine tools frequently and regularly inspected and repaired.

What better investment could be made in a railroad shop, if

the amount and accuracy of the work turned out and the in-

creased life of the tools are considered, than to provide means

for systematically and frequently inspecting all the machine

tools. There are times when prompt attention requiring a few

hours' work will add years to the life of a tool, to say noth-

ing of the greater accuracy of the work it will turn out. and

yet how often do we find tools in such shape that a passerby

can tell by listening to the rattling of the loose parts that the

machine requires attention? When a $10,000 machine tool is

operated by a $2 per day man a better grade of attention than

he can give is required in order to prevent a high rate of de-

preciation.
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A TREE-CLIMBING CONTEST.

One of the important trunk lines is a conspicuous example

of what a railroad ought to be—a happy family of officers and

men. It would naturally be expected that such conditions

would result in satisfactory and economical operation. In

answer to the writer's question, one of the subordinate offi-

cials said that the success of Jlr. , the head of the organ-

ization, was due to the manner of that official in dealing with

his men. He said: "If Jlr. should issue a bulletin, or-

dering every man on the system to climb a tree at 11:15 a. m.

to-morrow, you would see the greatest tree-climbing contest

since the time of Noah." That was his way of expressing the

loyal desire of every man to do what is wanted of him. The

official referred to never has had a strike in any department.

Many of his young men "stay up nights" to get results for

him. They do not count the cost of pleasing him. They do

not often leave for bigger offers elsewhere. This results from

the personality, the ability of this official, and his thoughtful

consideration of his assistants. Think this over.

AMERICAN VIEW OF COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES.

A true view of the standing of the compound locomotive in

the Lnited States was one thing difficult for the foreign dele-

gates to the International Railway Congress to obtain, and

after that meeting of distinguished railroad officials has passed

into history one of the European delegates writes, asking:

"What, after all. is the opinion in America, of the compound
locomotive?" After thoughtful study of what was said in

Washington this delegate was in doubt, and addressed the

question to this journal. The reply was as follows:

Those who have used compound locomotives in this coun-

try may be classified roughly into four groups. (1) Those

who appreciated compounding from the first, and have made a

continual success in using the principle. (2) Those who
expected too much of compounding and were not willing to

aid in its development. These found improved fuel economy,

but increased cost of repairs and increased number of road

failures. They have nothing good to say of compounds (3)

Those who understood compounds, were willing to give them
the can- which all locomotives require, and who wanted the

saving in fuel which the compounds rendered possible. (4)

The fourth, and most important, class favor compounds be-

they provide increased capacity for work, and enable

the fireman to shovel more horse-power into the firebox. This

In I ping in the development of design, and compounds
arc wanted because they will do work that cannot be done by

simple Thase men realize that compounds are usual-

ly heavy, powerful engines, anil thai they require correspond-

ingly increased care in maintenance because they .are large,

and not because 'hey are compounds.

STAR PERFORMANCES IN SHOPS.

In a shop having about 1,200 men a number of production

Improvement one of which has

attracted 'he attention of shop

try The superintendent of this shop
I

plea ed to ba

record known and in connection with it has

thing to bis foremen and othei . aid to them:

"We ba 'H 'i "ii Hi" ' it i .'.h: ei

for people to (-.now about it as well

ords we are making, foil 1

D8J ii' nhir job
.

ii nail-, man only in

Ebrgel thai t here are 1,199 other nun
employe.] in this plant, each one or which should mal

record and thai record making bould extend even to the

<lark< plant. One Individual record,

cedent work done by half a dozen men may give reputation

bop, but whs of the whole

i 200 men on the pay roll which i refl cted In the nel

.: the road. We are here for the reputation toi Del

earnings rather than I'm- a few Star performances which will

catch the eye of visitors but make relatively small impres-

Bions on output. Do not forget the 1,199 men."

VARIABLE SPEED FOR MACHINE TOOLS.

While it is undoubtedly advisable to provide such machine

tools as lathes, boring mills and drilling machines with a

large number of speeds, especially if they are to be used for

general work, yet those familiar with railroad shop conditions

must feel that the limit has been passed when from 40 to 80

speeds are advocated in connection with these machines. It is

questionable if the average operator could work so closely to

the limit of the tool steel as to require as many as forty differ-

ent speeds on an engine lathe even if working under the di-

rection; of a speed foreman. The writer noticed in one large

shop several engine lathes (16 to 20 ins.) which were seldom

required to turn work larger than 3Vz or 4 ins. indiameter and

yet each one of them was provided with at least 40 different

spindle; speeds which would give less than 10 per cent, speed

steps over the total range of work which it would be possible

to handle on such lathes. It would seem that the same results

could be obtained in a shop of this kind with a smaller ex-

penditure by assigning certain classes of work to each machine

and adapting the speeds to the particular work handled on

each machine. This is especially true in the case of lathes and

drilling machines.

THE BREAKAGE OF LOCOMOTIVE FRAMES.

Locomotive frame breakage is becoming a serious matter

which troubles everybody who has to do with large locomo-
,

tives. It does not occur often with the lighter engines of 8

and 10 years ago, but is really mysterious in recent designs.

Frames have been strengthened, stiffened and widened without

overcoming the trouble or even discovering the reason for it.

Some think it due to water iii the cylinders and attribute it to

the piston valve until they learn that slide valve engines are

as bad. Some say it is due to the frequent reversal of thc

very heavy stresses from the cylinders, coming eccentrically

upon the front sections of the frames, between the cylinders

and leading drivers where most of the breaks occur.

On the Lake Shore it has been believed to be due to twisting

of the frames and thus far engines fitted with deep cross

braces, such as were illustrated in this journal in November,

1903, page 416, have not developed this weakness. The new
Class K 2—6—2 type passenger locomotives of this road have

-in. fiames which are braced in this way, as illustrated else-

where in this issue. These will be watched with great interest.

Pedestal binders arej now almost always made of rectangu

lar section with ample flat bearing surfaces in the form of

notches against which the ends of their jaws bear, and these

i I most of the breakage of frames over the driv-

ing boxes. When holts are used, water in the cylinders tends to

stretch them unless they are made very large, and when large

enough they are too large lor convenience in the r Ihou ie

What i 'III In lie I |ei| i: a i i III 1 1 1 i ll.'l I i I 111 of two 1'el Ie I.

lo brace the frames laterally as is done bj thi
I I

shore and, '' 'nel. to reduce the frame stresses aa is done In

the four-cylinder balanced compound Thl Is one Important

hi In favoi "i tl mpounds where the frame stresses

betwi ii the forward driving axle and the cylinders are al-

ii relj le ill I all/eil.

Another po Ibli precaution la to sub tltute plate for bar

itlj Important possibility, Frame
i i i Ify a trial of plate

frame In two-cylinder engines and it would be wisi

ie pi 'i m ii con ' i m i Ion In A met Ii an prac
i dei pi " ' nt condlt Ion But the plate 1

1 ami n 111 uu

doubtedly requ Ire the lateral bra igaii

as thl for 3 eai i been pracl Iced In

inn i Ive '
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PRODUCTION IMPROVEMENTS.

Cylinder Bushing Mandrel—L. S. & M. S. Ry.

< * i. i.i on m none m babbj heads.

Considerable time is saved by means of the cylinder bush-

ing mandrel shown in detail in the drawing, because of its

being self-centering and the bushing is so securely clamped

that it is possible to take heavy cuts and run at a higher rate

of cutting speed than would otherwise be possible. The jaws'

are forced outward by tightening the nuts. The bushings are

turned at a cutting speed of 30 ft. per minute, with a rough-

ing cut about Vi in. deep and a 1-16-in. feed and a finishing cut

1-64 in. deep and a %-in. feed. Three sets of jaws are provided

to take care of the various sizes of bushings. When the proper

jaws are in the mandrel a bushing can be p'aced on it in about

30 minutes. The time for turning a bushing 21 ins. inside

diameter and 40 ins. long averages about 4 hours. The man-
drel Is heavy enough to carry a 17-in. cylinder with the saddle

and has been used for facing off the ends and turning the

flanges of cylinders.

KEY WAY MACHINE.

The key way machine shown in the photograph saves about

50 per cent, in time over doing the work with a ratchet drill

and cutting out between the holes with a chisel, and about

25 per cent, when a motor is used instead of a ratchet. It

also makes a much better job than when dressed by hand. The
drill is driven by a No. 1 Little Giant air motor, which is sup-

ported by the two arms of the bracket. The vertical feed is

obtained by means of the hand screw and the longitudinal

feed by means of the ratchet and screw. The machine is held

firm'y on the axle by means of clamps, as shown. The special

form of drill shown in the drawing has been found to give

the best results. The key way is laid out by a. template and

the drill is fed into the work % of an in. deep at each end

and is then moved the length of the key way by the ratchet

and screw. The drills are made of Blue Chip steel and 4 key
ways can be cut complete in 5 hours; this includes the time for

setting up and taking down the machine.

mandrel fob eccentrics.

One end of the mandrel shown in the drawing is bolted to

the face plate of the lathe. The photograph shows it on the

Lathe with five eccentrics just being finished. Where four ec-

centrics are turned at one time about five hours arc required

for the entire operation, including the mounting and dismount

ing of the eccentrics on the mandrel. We are indebted for

this information to Mr. C. W. Cross, master mechanic at Elk-

h.'iri. Ind., and Mr. R. B. Kendig, mechanical engineer.

Babbitting Cross-heads.—Chicago & Northwestern Ry.

The method of babbitting cross-heads employed at ihe Chi-

cago shops of this road avoids the necessity Of pinning the

babbitted surfaces, the babbit being cast in one piece on the

cro shead in such a way as in leave a satisfactorily smooth

finish without planing, 'the first of the three photographs

shows a tilting table, with a small bench beside it. 'Phis table,

which is of cast iron, has at Its center a taper plug to enter

the piston rod fll of the cross-head. The cross hem! is held In

place by a key. At the base of the plug is a cross of sheet

metal upon which the cross-head rests, This cross is better

hown in the second engraving, which shows the table tilted

down The tirsi i wo engravings Illustrate the angle casting

which rests upon the table, and with the cross-head forms the

iB into which the babbitt is poured. The first engraving

Illustrates the gas heater as applied to the cross-head to

warm II up to rec»iv< the babbitt, The third engraving shows

the angles In place, and held by a hoop with a clamp I il

lion lor pouring The plates held to the angles by bolts In

dotted holi a prevent the esi ape oi the babbitt al the

The gas heater Is also used to melt the old babbit! from the

cross-head Thl Is ; very inexpensive plan tor doing this

work, and the results have been entirely satisfactory
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Cinder Washing Machine.

While not in the line of a manufacturing machine, the

cinder washer, which has been used at the brass foundry of

these shops for a numb?r of years, merits attention because

of the saving which is effected. About six tons of skimmings

and slag are washed in this machine every day, through

which the daily saving in brass ranges from ?20 to $25. Al-

lowing for the amount of brass which may be picked out of the

slag by hand, which need not go through this machine, at

least ?15 a day is saved by reclaiming metal which would

otherwise be lost. The machine consists of a pair of cast

iron drums mounted upon the same shaft and driven by a

spur gear at the center. The drums are open at the ends.

Each drum has a roller made from an old axle, about 9 ins.

in diameter, and 1 or 2 ins. shorter than the length of the

drum. The purpose of the roller is to crush the material.

A stream of water is turned into the opening into each

drum, and the machine stands in a water-tight box. One of

the rollers is shown in the engraving. While the machine is

in operation a continuous stream of water passes into each

drum and the overflow passes into the sewer. The flume

shown at the right of the machine is used to wash the crushed

material after it is taken from the drums. 'Strips crossing

this flume produce ritfles, so that in washing the lighter ma-

terial, such as coal and coke, falls over and the heavy ma-

terial is retained.

This machine crushes all the sweepings from the floor, all

the skimmings, slag and ashes from the crucible fires—in fact.

all the refuse from the brass foundry passes through this ma-

chine after being sifted through a coarse screen. The large

pieces which will not pass through the screen are crushed

with a sledge to about 1% ins. in diameter, after which they

are shoveled into the drums. The rollers crush all the softer

material, much of which is washed out by the water. The re-

mainder is shoveled on to the flume, after passing through

another screen with Vin. meshes. After washing in the

flume the remainder is practically clean metal.

We are indebted to Mr. H. T. Bentley, assistant superin-

tendent of motive power, and Mr. Oscar Otto, general foreman

of these shops, for the photograph and information.

Tii'.f. Turning Records.—One of the manufacturers of tool

steel in 1897 cited the following as excellent practice in tire

turning: Speed of cut, 8 ft. per minute: for 54-in. tires, 2

minutes per revolution; roughing feed, % in.; finishing feed,

', in ; time cutting, 136 minutes; time flanging, 45 minutes;

changing tools, 45 minutes; gauging, 10 minutes; finishing

cut, 4S minutes; miscellaneous time. 30 miniits; time chang-

ing wheels, 45 minutes; total time per pair of wheels, 359

minutes. This is 6 hours per pair of 54-in. wheels. In 1905,

eight years later, this has be to 2 hours and 3

minutes for a pair of S4-in. wheels with Krupp tires. The

cutting speed, feed and depth of cut have increased, but even

in greater ratio have the methods of handling the wheels into

and out of the machines improved, and also methods of hold-

ing the wheels in the lathe and driving them, so that heavy

cuts may be taken without chattering. Improved tool steels

have brought many improvements, besides larger and faster

cuts. They have tuned up entire shops to a high pitch in

handling work. As to tire turning, a pair of S4 in. wheels

finished in an hour is the promise made for a new specially

designed lathe, which is soon to hi built. If this is accom-

plished, the work will be done in 30 minutes less time than

that required in 1897 for (hanging tools added to that for-

changing wheels, not to mention the cutting and other items

of time.

i i k Wobk.—In one of the newer raiiroad shops

the editor of this journal was shown through the boiler shop

opped at a well arranged flue handling department. On
inquiring the cost of the flue work the superintendent replied

that he would give no figures of production as the work was
then costing him four cents for putting a flue into condition

to use again in a boiler. He expected to reduce this cost luu

per cent, and then would gladly give the figures of production.

In view of the fact that in some shops this work is costing 25

cents per flue and in other shops 15 cents the mouesty of this

superintendent is to be admired. His intention to reduce the

cost below that of the lowest record in the country is also to

be admired, the lowest cost yet reached is believeu to be 2%
cents.

Cake of Twist Drills.—Although the destruction of drills

is always great, and may be legitimate even when on an ex-

tensive scale, nevertheless, proper methods may be devised

whereby considerable saving can be effected without short-

ening the tool capacity. For instance, a twist drill will drill

better, longer, more quickly, and more evenly if it is properly

ground, and not ground once in every few days; but if work
on it is crowding, every hour or so.

—

Mr. R. Emerson, Engi-

neering Magazine.

Railroad Shop Small Tool Equipment.—Many shop man-

agers will be alarmed at the prospect of employing not one,

but half a dozen to a dozen extra men for supervising and

maintaining a thoroughly effective tool system; but it must
be remembered that the wages of a few cheap men (and old

men are often very careful in such matters) are a small item

compared to the time and money saved to the mechanics.

—

Mr. /,'. Emerson, Engineering Magazine.

Production Improvements.—Broadly speaking, the econo-

mies that may be brought about in the very first year, by an

intelligent analysis of tool conditions, and energetic introduc-

tion of method, will be surprising—will seem incredible to

those who have not studied actual cases closely. Spending

money on men and on the best tools, is one of the wisest

forms of retrenchment.

—

Mr. R. Emerson, Engineering Maga-
zine.

Time Element in Manhactl ring.—The element of time

was far less considered formerly than now, because it was of

far less value. When wages were low and handwork in vogue,

the ratio between the value of materials and of time was the

reverse of what it is now, when in many manufactures the

time cost exceeds all other costs.

—

Mr. Alex. E. Outerbridge,

Jr., Am. Academy of Political and Social Science.

HEATING AND VENTILATION, MACHINE SHOP.

Southern Railway, Spencer, N. C.

The total cubical contents of this building aggregates about

1,500, eu. ft., and the apparatus for heating and ventilat-

ing it includes two special steel plate fans with 9!j-ft. wheels

4% ft. in width, these being placed upon elevated platforms.

The lower portion of each fan extends below the platform and

the air is discharged through outlets 60% x 54% ins. in sec-

tion, inclined upwards at an angle of 45 deg. Each fan is

driven by a 10 x 10-in. horizontal center crank engine, sup-

ported on a east iron sub-base. Each heater is provided with

10,528 It. of 1-inch pipe in the form of the Standard Sturte-

vant heater section. The apparatus is designed to operate

under a steam pressure of 5 lbs. to maintain a temperature of

60 deg. as a minimum when the outside temperature is 10 deg.

F. The elevation of the fans upon platforms permits of a

gravity return of the water of condensation and also n n

the fans from valuable floor space. The special interest of

this application centers in the thorough manner of accomplish-

ing the distribution of the air. All discharge pipes lead down
to within 10 ft. of the floor, those on the outer walls being car-

ried down in pairs, as it is impossible to secure at this point

sufficient area for single pipes. These discharge pipes are re-

cessed into the brick wall, avoiding all interference with too

traveling crane. The overhead pipes are kept to the line of the

lower chords of the roof trusses, and there is, therefore, no

interference with the cranes from any part of the heating

system.
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PLANER SPEEDS.

In an effoit to increase the output the speeds of the machine
tools in several railroad shops have been considerably in-

3 came under our observation where
••eds for several planers were increased 50 per cent., or

from . per minute cutting speed and fn

ft. per minute return speed. It was desired to make a still

greater increase, for there was no question but what the ma-
chines would stand a considerably higher cutting speed than

;>er minute, but this was not done, as it was thought

unadvisable to use a higher return speed than 75 ft. per min-
ute since the machines, although in good condition, weri

eral years old.

iug the work to the platen. Cutting mild steel guide bars at

the rate of 25 ft. per minute, even with a very heavy cut. is

entirely too low. and yet the means provided for clamping

these guides in several cases were so poor that the op.

obliged to confess that they were limited as to the

amount of feed which could be used when cutting as slow

ir 30 ft. per minute. This refers to the design of
j

where they are thickest, through tiie middle and on one side

taper towards the ends. The same thing, however, is true of

several other kinds of work, and until these methods are im-

proved it will be, of course, impossible to do much towards

increasing the output.

Much was said a couple of years ago about the difficulty

of driving planers at high speeds with individual motors, be-

A'/TUAL NUMBER OF FEET CUT TEH HOUR OX PLANERS WITH VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF CUTTING AND
RETURN SPEEDS.

Cutting Speed—Feet per Minute.
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CRANK SHAPER WITH GEAR BOX. VERTICAL MILLING MACHINE.

The Cincinnati 164n. back geared crank shaper, shown in

the photograph, is driven through a gear box which furnishes

lour changes of speed. This arrangement allows the use of

a large area of belt contact at all speeds, and change from
one speed to another can be made in much less time than
when- the cone pulley is used. The design of the gear box
is simple and strong; it contains three shafts, two of which
carry sliding gears which may easily and quickly be moved
and locked by means of the two hand nuts shown at the rear

of the box. This speed box may be attached to any Cincin-

nati iback geared shaper at any time, though it is preferably

done while the machines are in process of construction.

Other notable features of the 16-in. standard back geared
crank shaper which is very powerful for its size are the care-

ful and rigid design of the columns; the large hearing for the

ram; the deep, heavy and strong design of the rail; the cross

feed connecting rod, which is automatically adjustable to any
height of the rail and is not dependent upon frictional eon-

tact; the outer support for the table, which is carefully de-

signed for maximum efficiency; the elevating screw of tele-

That the railroads are beginning to realize the economies

to be gained by the use of the vertical milling machine for

certain classes of work and the wide range of work for which
it is adapted is evidenced by the increasing number of these

machines which are being introduced into the various shops.

The accompanying illustration shows a No. 6 Becker-Brainard

machine which is the same as the one in the Concord shops of

the Boston & Maine Railroad, work on which was considered

in connection with the article on "Vertical Milling Machines in

Railroad Shops" on page 228 of our June journal. Although
this machine was especially designed for a heavy class of work
it will handle the lighter and small work to equal advantage.

The vertical movement of the head is actuated automatic-

ally by a powerful worm gear. For boring purposes it is pro-

vided with an automatic stop which will throw out the feed

at any point. It has also a quick return motion. A mierom-

I'UANK SHAPES WITH QEAB BOX. BECKER-BRAINARD VEBl'ICAL MILLING MACHINE.

scopic form, which is provided with ball bearings and is out

of tin way of falling chips; the vise, which permits straight or

tapering pieces to be securely clamped with equal facility

and rapidity, and has a graduated swiveling base; the means
which are provided for compensating for wear and for the

lubrication of the rocker arm; the provision made for the

key sealing of shafting and similar work; the fact that the

length of the stroke is changed from the working side of the

mai bine, its position is changed by means of the hand wheel

ait the top of the machine, and either of these changes may
I..' made while the machine is at rest or in motion.

The cranl bkx K is a steel forging, and is set well into the

i up of the gear, permitting the rocker arm to travel close to

the edge of th ar and tints avoiding the usual overhang.

[cull-length taper table endwise by single screws,

'are used throughout. With the back gears in 24 revolutions

of the cone shaft are made to one stroke of the ram. This

machine is made by the Cincinnati Shaper Company, and its

weight, including the countershaft, is about 2,600 pounds.

eter stop gauge at the upper left hand side of the head accur-

ately gauges the depth of the cut. The spindle end is threaded

to receive large surface mills. Medium cutters are secured

bj ;i draw-bar passing through the hollow spindle. The table

is ordinarily furnished with a longitudinal feed of 50 ins.

The rotary attachment is fed automatically or by hand, with

automatic stops for throwing out the fed at each end of the

s-egment. Eight changes of feed are provided. Following are

some of the principal dimensions:

Size of platen Inside "it
i

ret 4" In. x 18 In.

Length "t saddle 80 ins.

Longitudinal teed, automatic BO Ins.

Cross feed, with automatic Btop 20 1ns.

Vertical teed at spindle, automatic IS ins.

Peed i" i revolution of cutter 004 In. to .5

Range of Bpindle speeds 9 to 340
Greatest distance between spindle and platen SO ins.

Greatest distance between spindle and rotary platen 24 Ins.

in i,i,„ , between center of spindle and neck 24 ins.

Vertical feed of knee, automatic
Diameter of spindle, main bearing 3% Ins.

Diameter of spindle driver 20 in -

Diameter or rotary table, inside oil pockets, -I ii I Idi 27% ins.

_Sizc of hole in spindle I' * B Taper No. 13
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THREE DRUM SANDER.

The Columbia three-drum, eight-roll Sander, illustrated in

the accompanying engravings, is economical in operation, and
has several important features which enable it to produce a

line and accurate grade of work at a fast rate. The drums
which carry the sandpaper are shown in cross-section in Fig.

3. and are equipped with an automatic paper tightener of sim-

ple construction, which keeps the paper at an even tension at

all times. The machine is thus enabled to turn out a uniform

NECTI05AI \ \l\\

• .-. II ii mi-

ni I Ml

' ii-i ii i i i u WORK E

and high gra and the life ol the papei i eon Id

••raid;. i. h thai II i nol III i

nary to , and

All part." whii ii requiri nenl oi attention are out

side of the. frame of the machine, and are easy of access, as
may be seen by reference to the .sectional view. Fig. :;. The
oscillators which furnish the icating movement to the

drums have a non-cramping arrangement of levers which keeps

their lateral movement in line with the axis of the shaft. The
oscillators follow the raisin;; and lowering of the cylinders

for the changing of the cut with perfeel freedom. The
tudinal, cross-sectional view of the oscillator, Fig. 1. shews

the self-oiling boxes, the eccentric and strap, the three flexible

I us .i ami 6— CYLINDEB RAISING DEV1CI

joints which allow raising and lowering of the cylinders with
out disturbing the even motion, the cellar on the shaft, as well

ti uiiisidc collar, ami the recess in the Hillside collar for

taking up lost motion. The black lines between the collars

and the box represent babbitt washers, which prevent wei

the boxes and which maj easily be renewed
The cylinder raising device is shown in Figs. 3, 5 and 6

This wedge ai laiiceineiii alien, no losit motion, and the cyl

inilors are rigidly supported. The U| r feed works is sup
ported by tour shot I

i rem « Itn bi arlngi at both the top and
the hoi lom. as shown in Fig, 7 a second nut and a coll pring
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Ible i" adapt iln- i I in the finish required \ powei

'!>" top i win It i

}

„n\ idod, and
:| i o an in tantai fi ed lop foi usi In cast ol i
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HEAVY DOUBLE AXLE LATHE.

The Niles No. 3 double axle lathe shown in Fig. 1 is re-

markable for its simplicity and great power. Sixteen stan-

dard axles wiili 5 >._. x 10 ins. journals may be rough turned

and finished from the forging sizes and the journals may be?

TIG. 1—NILES HEAVY DOUBLE AXLE LATHE

—

MOTOR DRIVEN.

burnished in 10 hours. It is driven by a 20-h.p.

Westinghouse type S motor, which is geared direct

lo the machine and has a speed variation of 4 to 1.

The standard belt drive, shown in Fig. 2, provides

six speeds by means of the three step cone for a

i; in. belt and the change gears which furnish the

higher speeds for finishing and which may easily

and quickly be operated by means of the heavy

j.iu clutch. The driving cone shaft is well sup-

ported by an outer bearing attached to its base

plate.

The lathe will take axles up to S ft. between

centers and has an opening of 12% ins. through

the center head. The sleeve of the driving gear

nas amide bearing in the fixed head at the center.

An improved type of driving dog is used, and to

insure true work the face driver has a compen

sating device to equalize the drive and prevent the

tendency to bend the axles. The center head has

an adjustment in the bed so that for short work.

such as locomotive axles, it may be moved toward

the C nd. The tailstocks arc massive in de-

sign in order to withstand the strain due ti

.ills. They are adjusted by the handw"heel al the

right hand end, and are rigidly clamped in posi-

tion with 1 heavy bolts.

carriages have very large bearings on the

bed and may be easily and rapidly moved and ad-

justed. The tool post slide bearing on the carriage is very

large to withstand the severe strains due to the burnishing

tool action. Provision is made for drawing off and returning

the lubricant to the reservoir from which it is pumped. Three

positive feeds, 1-12, % and % in. per revolution, are provided.

which may quickly be changed by a pull pin at the right-hand

end of the machine. The carriages have rapid hand traverse

and an automatic release, which may be operated at any posi-

tion along the work or to prevent striking the center head.

freedom which friction draft gear gives the engineer in hand-

ling his train. Some of the tests which have been made are

as follows:

With all slack bunched and the reverse lever in back mo-

tion the lever was suddenly thrown ahead and the throttle

opened wide. Upon attaining a speed of 20 miles an hour a

10-lb. reduction was made and the brakes released as soon

as the speed was reduced to 8 miles

an hour, steam being applied to

keep the train in motion. This is

a severe test, but frequently occurs

in practice. With all slack bunched

and the brakes fully applied on the

seven rear cars the engineer threw

forward the reverse lever and gave

full throttle. This test showed the

power of the friction draft gear to

absorb heavy shocks. Another test

was to back the tiain at 8 miles an

hour, reverse the engine and apply

steam, this representing the ex-

treme of carelessness on the part of

the engineer. Another test was a

rough start and applying the brakes

at a speed of 20 miles an hour by

means of the angle cock at the

rear car while the engineer used

a full head of steam. This pro-

duces an emergency brake applica-

tion starting from the rear end.

Another test consists in parting the

train back of the fifteenth car, the

I le. 2 -DEI \lls OF BELT DRIVE FOB AXLE LATHE.

forward section backing into the stationary part at speeds

of 4, 6 and 8 miles per hour. This test was made to show

the slight recoil and the amount of punishment the car will

stand. Such tests as these have been made repeatedly in

the presence of some of the best known railroad officials,

demonstrating the capacity of the gear as far as anything

but a service test can demonstrate it,

Westing si Fbiction Dbaft Gear.—The efficacy of fric-

tion drafl -ear has been shown in severe tests made with a

50-car train loaned to tie- We kir Brake Company

by the Pennsylvania Railroad, the tests having surprised a

number of railroad officials, invited in witness them, in the

extent of the unusual shocks absorbed and in the amount of

Vin M, mi \'s Christian Association Conference. Upon

ji.int invitation of the city and railroad Young Men's Christian

Associations of Detroit, the twelfth international Conference

Of the railroad department of the Young Men's Christian As-

so. iatioti will be held ill that city September 28th to October

1st. This promises to be the largest and most important

gathering which this branch of the association lias ever held.
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VENTILATOR FOR PASSENGER CAR EQUIPMENT.

The demand for a positive ventilator for passenger car equip-

ment has been such that the Safety Car Heating & Lighting

Company have arranged for the manufacture of an improved

form of the Andrew ventilator, which has heretofore been ap-

plied and is now in service on a considerable number of pas-

senger coaches and is giving most satisfactory results. This

ventilator, which is designed for application to a portion of

the deck sash openings of a car, is of the exhaust type; op-

erates on the ejector principle, and is automatically reversible,

BUDA REPLACER.

The replacer which the Buda Foundry & Manufacturing

Company has recentlj put on the market lias several impor-

tant features, the advantages of which hav< strated

by numerous tests. One of these, which is clearly shown in

the accompanying engraving, is the groove that protects the

flange by allowing the tread of the wheel to first engage the

replacer preparatory to mounting. The increase in the fric-

tion thus secured is very apparent. The tendency to shove the

replacer out of position is also overcome, and there is no

f-
6" SQUAHE HOLE 4

6USSS SCTOj I

-APPLICATION OF VENTILATOR TO SIDE DECK.

accommodating itself in operation to the direction of the train.

Fig. 1 shows in elevation its application to the side deck of a

car. It is shown in sectional elevation in Fig. 2 and in sec-

tional plan in Fig. 3.

It is applied in connection with the deck sash openings, the

screen being removed and a frame for the ventilator being

substituted provided with glass, except for the 6-in. square

screened opening for the ventilator connection. The ventilator

thus communicatee directly with the interior of the car when
the deck sash is open. The deck sashes and their openings

which are not fitted with ventilators need no alteration or

attention; they may be opened for air supply or left closed.

The ventilator is storm proof against transverse storms. The
ntilators for changes in the direction of the

motion of the car is reduced to rolling friction; as a matter

of fact, a speed of less than four miles per

hour set hem, and their op-

ary or

desirable to appl ill deck

sash opening an ordinary

ger coach. • oom, and

eight '
i

of the main body of the car,

while for Cullman each toilet

room, Dome and

four ov(

'(in- for the main body

of a • iffi< lent.

Tests show • at of air

speeds Is 21 cu. ft 'i minute, or 1,440

an hour, and e four of tie

uiatorH applied to

(say 6 ft. ••' •
i win effect

' of the air In tl.

every five mil

TRANSVERSE SECTION LQOKIiSG TOWARDS CAR

FIGS. 2 AND 3.

spinning of the wheels in the attempt to secure, on the flange

alone, sufficient friction to start the ascent.

Another important feature is the reduction of the pronounced

and abrupt arch at the ends. This has been accomplished

without decreasing the strength required at these points, and

the ascent is gradual and easy. The engraving show aow the

inner replacer forces the wheel toward the rail. Repeated ex-

( 0N8TBI i 1 ion in t m.i i: SID] OF 1

ll'ION.
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periments have shown that it is not possible for the wheel
to travel over the top of the replacer and drop on the opposite

side. Tests made by the Hunt Bureau of Tests show that this

replacer will sustain a load more than 2% times as heavy
as any locomotive now in use. The metal is so well dis-

tributed, however, that the weight of the replacer is not ex-

cessive. The small engraving shows the construction of the

under-side of the replacer. Convenient carrying handles are

provided. The replacers for 60-lb. rails weigh 150 lbs. per

pair, while those for 100-lb. rails weigh 200 lbs. a pair.

A NEW LOCK NUT.

A very simple, practical and positive device, for rigidly

locking nuts under all conditions, known as the Burrows pat-

ent lock nut, has recently been patented, and is being placed

upon the market by the American Lock Nut Company of Bos-

ton. This nut lock has been subjected to the most severe tests,

which prove that when once locked vibration does not affect it.

It may be locked and unlocked an indefinite number of times
without injuring the device or the bolt. By the use of these

NEW LOCK NUT.

nuts, which are shown on the accompanying illustrations, a
considerable saving of time, labor and material may be ef-

fected.

Its mechanical principle is the right-angle contact of two
cutting edges. In construction it is a rocking key, set in a
slot in the upper surface of the nut, and which intersects the

bore of the nut at right angles. In operation, the cutting edge
of this hardened key engages the softer threads of the bolt, and
the result is to hold the nut rigidly in place.

To operate, see that the nut is unlocked by driving down the

outer end of the key until the other end clears the thread,

allowing the nut to pass freely on the bolt. When the nut is

thoroughly seated, lock by driving down the end of the key
next to the bolt.

PERSONALS.
Mr. D. M. Knox has been appointed mechanical engineer of

the Denver & Rio Grande with headquarters at Denver, Col.

Mr. H. P. Latta has been appointed superintendent of motive
power of the Mobile, Jackson & Kansas City Railway, with
headquarters at Mobile, Ala.

Mr. George Dickson has been appointed acting master me-
chanic of the Chicago, Cincinnati & Louisville at Peru, Ind.,

to succeed Mr. A. L. Moler, resigned.

Mr. J. M1

. Wisler has been appointed master mechanic of the

Toledo Railway & Terminal Company, with headquarters at

Toledo, O., succeeding Mr. H. P. Latta.

Mr. R. \V. Burnett has been appointed master car builder

of the Erie Railroad, with headquarters at Meadville, Pa., to

succeed Mr. Robert Gunn, who is assigned to other duties.

Mr. A. C. Hinckley has been appointed master mechanic of

the entire Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton, to succeed Mr.

Mertsheimer.

Mr. W. B. Page has been appointed master mechanic of the

Pennsylvania Railroad at Camden, N. J., to succeed Mr. Rufus
Hill, resigned.

Mr. D. D. Robertson has been appointed general master me-
chanic of the Fort Worth & Denver City Railroad, with office

at Childress, Tex., to succeed Mr. H. C. Van Buskirk.

Mr. F. Mertsheimer has resigned as superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton to become
superintendent of motive power of the Kansas City Southern,

succeeding Mr. W. E. Symons.

Mr. F. K
of the New
quarters in

equipment.

Mr. B. A.

Wheeling &

minal. He
manager of

Erwin has been appointed construction engineer

York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, with head-

Boston. He is in charge of shop construction and

Worthington has been elected vice-president of the

Lake Erie and of the Wabash-Pittsburgh Ter-

recently resigned as vice-president and general

the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company.

Mr. Thomas Paxton, heretofore master mechanic of the El
Paso & Southwestern Railroad at Douglas, Ariz., has had his

jurisdiction extended over the El Paso & Northeastern Sys-

tem, and has been appointed superintendent of motive power
of these lines.

J. O. Pattee. formerly superintendent of motive power of the

Missouri Pacific and previously of the Great Northern, died

.May 25 as a result of a fall at his home in St. Paul. Since
1S57 he has been continuously in railroad service until his

retirement from the Missouri Pacific, three years ago.

Mr. George Gibbs, of New York City, has been appointed

chief engineer of electric traction for the Pennsylvania, New
York & Long Island and the Pennsylvania, New Jersey & New
York Railroads. He has resigned as vice president of West-

inghouse, Church, Kerr & Company and as consulting engineer

of the Interborough Rapid Transit Company and will have
charge of all of the electrical and mechanical engineering of

the New York terminal work of the Pennsylvania and Long
Island Railroads. He will also be consulting engineer of the

Metropolitan interests. He will be responsible for the most
important and greatest electric traction development of the

time.

Mr. J. R. Onderdonk, engineer of tests of the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, has been placed in charge of the lest bureau

of that road, which considerably enlarges the scope of his

responsibilities, this bureau being responsible for the analysis,

inspection and testing, in connection with all equipment ma-

terials and appliances bought under specification and all ex-

periments connected with equipment and material are to be

made under the direction of Mr. Onderdonk. This includes

rolling stock, bridges, cement and other road department ma-

terial. Mr. Onderdonk is 36 years of age, was "graduated in

mechanical engineering at Stevens Institute of Technology

in 1889; in 1890 he entered the service of the Baltimore &
Ohio as a draftsman, and since January, 1891, he has been

connected with the test department, and has for the last ten

years served as engineer of tests for the motive power de-

partment." He is specially well qualified for the increased

responsibilities of the new bureau.

Mr. Edward M. Heir has been elected first vice-president

and chief executive, under the president, of the Wcstinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Company. It is not understood that

Mr. Herr will sever his connection with the Westinghouse Air

Brake Company, but that he will continue to direct its plans.

It is a pleasure to record this further recognition of Mr. Herr's

ability, and it is an interesting fact that his experience, which

has been found so valuable, was obtained in railroad service.

Beginning as a telegraph messenger boy, ho has passed suc-

cessively through the positions of station agent of what is

now a part of the Union Pacific, mechanical draftsman, en-

gineer of tests, superintendent of telegraph, division super-

intendent on the Burlington, master mechanic on the C .
.1.

& St. P. Ry., superintendent of the Grant Uocomotive Works,
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was sent abroad to establish a locomotive building plant in

Russia, returned to this country as manager of the Gibbs

Electric Company in Milwaukee, alter that he was appointed

assistant superintendent of motive power of the C. & N. W.
Railway, to be followed by his appointment as superintendent

of motive power of the Northern Pacific. He has been with

the Westinghouse Air Brake Company as general manager

for about seven years, and under his direction exceedingly im-

portant improvements in the air biake have been developed.

In view of the importance of the thorough knowledge of steam

railroad conditions at the present stage of electrical develop-

ment this appointment seems both fitting and necessary.

MASTER MECHANICS' ASSOCIATION.

ABSTRACTS OF PAPERS AND REPORTS.

THE USE OF SUPERHEATED STEAM ON LOCOMOTIVES.

By II. II. Vatjghan.

Editor's Note.— It is impossible to properly represent this

paper without printing it in full, which lack of space prevents.

All who are interested in locomotive practice should procure the

paper it>elf, and study it carefully. It is the best treatment of

superheating we have seen, and is the first thorough discussion of

the subject as applied to locomotives. There seems to be nothing

more important in the immediate future of locomotive progress.

The Master Mechanics' Association is to be congratulated on the
presentation of this timely and admirable paper.

HISTORY.
The use of superheated steam has rather a peculiar history ; un-

like the turbine, which lay neglected, with its possibilities un-
known, through the years in which the reciprocating engine grad-
ually attained its present state of perfection, superheating was
employed and proved its value when the steam engine had already
left the experimental stage, when reliable operation had become
established, and economy was regarded as a matter of importance.
After deiuoastrating the advantages that could be gained by its

use, it was gradually abandoned by the large majority of engineers,
and not again resorted to until successive stages of increasing
pressure, ordinary multiple compounding, jacketing and refined

designing, had been brought to their greatest perfection. When its

reiniroduction took place, its progress was slow, and years were
required to obtain its recognition as a necessity in every plant

be obtained with the greatest economy.
rheated steam is supposed to have been first applied to

locomotives on the Chicago, Burlington & (Juincy Railway in

1870, the front tube sheet being set back some distance into the
boiler, and the superheater, consisting of a separate cylinder in

which the tubes formed practically a continuation of the boiler

tubes and into which the steam entered by the dry pipe, and from
it passed to the cylinders by pipes connected to the bottom. Such
an apparatus could not have actually superheated the steam to any
great extent, but it showed some economy which was not, how-
ever, considered .sufficient to pay for its increase in cost and the
trouble of maintaining it, and it was subsequently abandoned. The
present development in Hie application of superheated steam to
locomotives is due- rbe and Muller, of the Prussian

o in 1898 arranged to equip two engines,
r No. 71. built by the Vulcan Company, of Stettin, and
No. 131, built by Henshel Ss Co., the design being prepared

by -Mr. Schmidt. In a paper read by .Mr. Garbe in 1902, before
G rman Engineers, he re-

lated i: that led him deration of the
advantages of superheated stean I

in a compre-
i I he results at

that time obtained.
During tbi ". 1905, the Canadian Pacific Railway

is building fifty-five simple ten k I I freight engines and six l'a-

B equipped partly with
Klified Si henei r types

. number of other n
experimenting with this system, which is therefore fairly well
startf) dI '.v extensive

ni the
ion that par-

ticular attention to ore- engine's performance
i results

ould not be realized from q nun
d in the use of l nperbeated

•team have been d toroughly in various papers and
text-boi of them

tO Hole

certain of tie-ir

I and H'" 'I'

superh

Import
H'h' a

abi o

of heat
ttnre of

the *t'
i

'int of trater evaporated,

and. conversely, anj abstraction of heat from the steam will im-

mediately condense a portion of it. If, however, the steam, after
being evaporated, is still Eurther heated, it becomes superheated,
and its volume increases in proportion to its rise in temperature.
It is possibh' to lieat steam in such a way that the volume remains
constant and the pressure increases with the temperature, but this

method cannot be carried out in a superheater, as the pressure is

governed by the boiler with which the superheater is necessarily
in communication, and consequently remains constant. The amount
of heal required to raise the temperature of 1 lb. of steam 1 deg.

under this condition is the specific heat of steam at constant pres-
-m . and is id urately known, although commonly stated to be
0.48, as determined by Kegnault. More recent experimenters have,
however, assigned to it a higher value, and in an article in Power
for August. 1904, tl. A. Orrok analyzed the experiments of Gruilly,
Greissman and others, and showed that it probably varies with the
pressure, and that its instantaneous value equals 0.00222t deg.

—

0.116, where I deg. is the temperature Fahrenheit. This corre-

sponds to a value of 0.65 at 350 deg. and 1.0 at 500 deg., and is

slightly higher than the latest determination by Mr. Jakeman, of
the British National Physical Laboratory, who found it to be 0.59
between 290 deg. and 420 deg. at 60 lbs. pressure, so that, allow-
ing for a possible increase in the last figure with the temperature,
a value of 0.1 may be assumed in connection with locomotive prob-
lems, and this figure will be used in this paper where not other-
wise noted.

In the case of an engine using saturated steam no heat can be
abstracted from the steam to warm up the cylinder walls or steam
passages without a .sufficient amount of steam being condensed to

furnish, by its latent heat of condensation, the heat required. This
condensed steam is deposited over the entire surface in a finely

divided state, and the larger portion of it remains as water until

exhausl takes place, when, owing to the comparatively low tem-
perature at which water is converted into steam at exhaust pres-
sure, ii is re-evaporated by absorbing heat from the cylinder walls,

which by that time have attained a higher temperature than the
exhausl steam. In the process of evaporation the water abstracts
heat very readily on account of its close contact with the metal,
and while being evaporated it can absorb a large amount of heat
without its temperature being raised, about 950 B. T. U. for each
pound converted into steam. In the case of an engine using a
gas. where no condensation takes place, this interchange of heat is

limited to a reduction of temperature during admission, and an
increase of temperature during exhaust, of the gases in immediate
contact with the walls, and since the heat required to raise or
lower the temperature of a gas considerably is very small, the heat
abstract eil from the cylinder walls during exhaust is correspond-
ingly less. Were 1 lb. of gas the amount affected by this action,

ii would only require 50 B. T. U. to raise its temperature 100
deg., .showing the vastly greater capacity of a film or scattered
drops of water to change the temperature of the metal with which
it is in contact. The evaporation during exhaust of the water
condensed on the walls during admission is the means by which
their temperature is lowered, and by avoiding its condensation.
their variation in temperature is greatly decreased. Superheated
steam, having a temperature higher than that corresponding to its

point of condensation under any given pressure, can part with a
portion of its heat to the cylinder walls without being condensed,
and will, if the superheat be sufficient, avoid it entirely, thus
approximating the condition of an engine working with a non-
condensable ga

In an engine operating with saturated steam, there is, in addi-
tion t" thai shown on the indicator diagram as present in the
cylinder, a quantity of steam passing into the cylinder at each
stroke, which condenses into water during admission, and is re-

evaporated during exhaust without performing any useful work;
while, if sufficient superheat is employed to render the steam dry
at cut-off, all the steam that has passed into the cylinder is that
.shown on the diagram, the heat absorbed by the cylinder walls
being furnished by ils drop in temperature in place of by con-
densation.
When steam is superheated beyond the poinl at which dry steam

is present at cut-off, a slill further gain occurs on account of de-

creased heat interchange up to the point where it is dry at re-

lease, which*requires an increase in the superheat of from 50 deg.

to 100 deg., according to the rate of expansion and other condi-

tions, and in stationary practice, when- mi economical rate of ex-
pansion is invariably employed, superheating is rarely carried to
i hi point. In locomotive work, however, enginei are commonly
worked at long cu1 ofiEs for considerable distances, and in such ca es

ceedinglj likely, when the steam is considerably superheated;
thai superheat may occur at release. This is not a loss, ai

iiinnly stated, but is :i gain due to the .second advantage mentioned,
that of a working Quid which may be used at high temperatures
v. ithoul exce sive pressures.

By superheating, the temperature, and con equently the vol-

ume, can be increa ed considerably (vitl I increasing the pres-
ent at 200 lbs, tabs i superheated 'Jim deg., the

P V divided by bent of production i 125, a gain of nearly ii

per cent by superheating. This gain, which may !»• termed the

aj 'in- to volume, .i contrasted with n inomj due to

hi' h ie i i in -h i in- redud ion of cj Under con

den atli i

" hen team Is used non
off, " ben i

.

i be d i oidance of waste in

the cylinders Is nol Important under those conditions, but operates
e iter, and con idei able lot a would

oeein- In i ed team. The economy due to

tained tl tgh I be Ini n a e in
I
In- volui C i team

til. ii enables a given weight of steam to pro
imi required for a greater number "i

i I rokea of t be
thai tl onom from tl e a

ten tie- team Is dry at cut-off, and continues tvhei

hea
i

i

i

'i in- to I" drawn from these results <<-' that, In

locomotive ,-. onditlona be such that superheat occurr
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at tlie exhaust, no loss, but, on the contrary, a gain, is obtained;
I lint this gain, while very valuable at long cut-offs, becomes of less

importance as the cut-off is shortened, and a more important econ-
omy is then obtained through the avoidance of similar condensa-
tion. Since the economy obtained from volume is only 10 per
cent., with a superheat of 200 deg., under favorable conditions,
while that obtained from temperature may amount to 25 to 30 per
cent., the latter is by far the most important, and while economies
may be obtained at long cut-offs, the greatest will occur with ex-
pansive working.

Editor's Note.—The paper at this point presents illustrated

descriptions and discussion of all of the well-known arrangements
ot superheaters as applied to locomotives. This feature of the

work must be omitted for lack of space.

The results obtained from superheating appear invariably to
have shown a decided economy. Starting with the instance previ-
ously referred to as reported by Trevethick, in which an economy
of '60 per cent, was obtained with an unknown degree of superheat,
but in which 7 per cent, of the total coal burned was used in the
superheater, all of the various tests show a remarkable agreement
in results. A short statement of a number of experiments, which
follows, is interesting as showing a general agreement among a
number of investigators.

Editor's Note.—The results accorded include foreign as well

as American figures. This abstract includes only the results ob-

tained upon the Canadian Pacific Railway.

Turning from the results obtained abroad to those in America,
the only figures so far available are those on the Canadian Pacific
Railway, and on this road the records available are those obtained
in service over a considerable period. These results, after all,

must be the deciding ones, as in view of the influence of the boiler
efficiency on the net economy, isolated tests will always be mon
or less unsatisfactory. It is possible to determine the water con-
sumed per unit of power developed with considerable accuracy, but
in determining the water evaporated per pound of coal, a factor
must be taken into account that is independent of the boiler, and
pretty near everything else on the road, in the efficiency of the
fireman. It is quite possible, on a test, to obtain an evaporation
that is decidedly better than that realized day after day in ser-
vice, and while no doubt careful tests are desirable, and it is the
intention to carry them out as soon as a dynamometer car is

available for the purpose, yet the service results are so far sat-
isfactory and are interesting as showing the economy actually
obtained.
The records from engine No. 54S extend over a period of seven-

teen months, during which time this engine was compared with
similar simple and Vauclain compounds in freight service and with
simple and two-cylinder Pittsburgh compounds in passenger ser-
vice. The dimensions of the various engines are as follows:

These engines were compared for periods in which they were
running in corresponding service to No. 54S between Montreal
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Engine No

Type
Kind
System

Cylinders
Drivers
Heating surface, fire tubes and firebox sq.

Grate area
Boiler pressure, lbs

Weight on drivers, lbs

Total weight, lbs

Superheating surface, sq. ft

4— —
mple S. 1

Si liim.lt

S'box.
18 x 24
62 ins.

1,116
23.44
180

96,800
I 2 i.

307

18 x 24
62 ins.

1.291
23.44
180

95.400
119,250

4—6—
Compound
2-cylinder
Pittsburg

20 & 30 x 24
62 ins.

1,291
23.54
180

96. 800
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62 ins.

1,428
28.54
180

04..-.5O

119,325

4—6—
Compound.
4-iytinder
Vauclain.
% & 23 x 24

62 ins.

1.614
28.54
200

May, 1903, to December, 1903.
Freight
January. 1904, to May. 1904..
Freight
June. 1904, to September. 1904
Passenger

Engine.
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and Smith Falls, a practically level division, with rolling grades
with a maximum of 0.5 per cent., and the results were as follows:
'Ihe column marked "Relative Economy," in each case showing the
amount of coal consumed by engine No. 54S as compared to the

with which it was tested. (See (able on pagi 272.)
Noting that Nos. 010 and ijol are simple engines and Nos. 595

and 4M.' are compounds, these results show satisfactory agreements,
and would show that this engine consumed about 75 per cent, of

the coal required by a simple engine, and Sli per cent, of that re-

quired by a compound in similar service. The superheat obtained
in this engine is. however, high, running from 550 deg. to GoO
deg.. according to conditions, and it may be considered as repre-

senting the extreme limit to which superheating can be conven-
iently carried. Tin-re is no doubt that the results that have been
obtained are exceptionally economical, and the engine has been a

favorite with the men handling it in any service. The valve and
arrangements of this engine were designed by Mr. Schmidt

and have given entire satisfaction at the temperature mentioned
although when the superheat was raised above 700 deg. a

certain amount of trouble was experienced with the lubrication

and packings.
The results from engines 1000 and 1300 extend over a period

of nine and eleven months, respectively, during which time these
- were compared with engines identical in every respect ex-

cept that of not being equipped with a superheater. _The dimen-
sions of these engines are given at the foot of page 272.

Engine 1000 was compared with Nos. 996 and 997 for periods
in which they were running in corresponding service between Mon-
treal and Smith Fa11a in freight service. Engine 1300 was com-
pared with No. 1319 in corresponding service between Chalk River
and North Hay. and North Bay and Cartier; these divisions are

very similar. Chalk River to North Bay being an undulating road
with several grades four to seven miles long, with occasional*

1 per cent., but more generally 0.6 to 0.S per cent.,

the total rise on the division being 135 ft. From North Bay to

the road is undulating, except for one rise of 4S0 ft. in

miles, the limiting grades being 1 per cent, and the total

rise 2 ii ft. The results were as follows, arranged as for engine
No. 548:
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eiently thick to stand a considerable temperature without deform-
ing when steam is admitted. The dampers must, however, be kept
in an operative condition, as otherwise, when the blower is ap-

plied with a hot fire immediately after shutting off, the pipes may
be subjected to an intense heat which is unsafe in view of their

containing no steam. The 5-in. tubes have not been giving any
especial trouble; in fact, they have lasted as well as the smaller

tubes; this applies, of course, to good water districts, and there is

na available experience to determine whether, on bad water, they
would stand up until the other tubes need renewal, but it is evi-

dent that their position in the flue sheets is favorable and the

circulation around them is better than around the more closely

spaced fire, tubes.

As a matter of fact, it is too early yet to say anything definite

about the expense of maintenance of superheaters ; there is, of

course, a possibility of a comparatively rapid deterioration of the

pipes occurring, but there does not appear to be any immediate ex-

pense that will develop in one or two years' service. On the other

hand, there is the advantage of decreased evaporation for the same
work, that occurs in compounds on acount of their increased effi-

ciency, and there is also an advantage in the dryness of the steam
and reduced liability of water in the cylinder. On the smokebox
superheater with its high superheat, it is almost impossible to work
wati r over into the cylinder, excepting when first starting out

before the apparatus has been warmed up, and while this is not

the case to the same extent with moderate superheaters, it is an
advantage to a certain degree.

A possible advantage of superheating has not been utilized in

its application in America, namely, a reduction in boiler; pressure

without loss in efficiency, although in Germany this has been

usual. There is no doubt that the increase of pressure from 175

to 200 and 210 lbs. that has taken place within the last few years

has been of doubtful advantage. While there is a gain in econ-

omy, this is accompanied by an increase in the losses due to leak-

age, both in engine and boiler, and by a considerable increase in the

cost and trouble of boiler maintenance. By superheating, the

initial pressure becomes of less importance, and with the proper

amount of superheat it will be possible to return to pressures of

175 lbs. or less without any appreciable loss in economy, and with

a relief from those boiler troubles, which have become more seri-

ous as the pressure has increased, it is probable that the saving

from this cause alone will overbalance any additional expense con-

nected with the maintenance of the superheater.
Heir Garbe, in addition to the reduction of boiler pressue, ad-

vocates a still further advance, namely, the enlarging of the cyl-

inders sufficiently to develop the full power of the engine, with

cut-offs of 30 to 33 per cent. A reduction in power is then effect-

ed chiefly by throttling, the cut-off remaining practically constant.

This method may possibly prove advisable in American passenger

work, but it does not appear practicable for freight locomotives.

It is evidently impossible to develop the same tractive power with

a given weight on drivers, with a cut-off of 30 per cent, as with
mi per cent., since there is a greater variation in the maximum
effort in the former case, and with the conditions here prevalent,

where the loading is so closely equal to the capacity of the engine,

a reduction in capacity could not be tolerated. A reduction in

boiler pressure, however, when accompanied by a corresponding

increase in the cylinder dimensions, does not affect the tractive

power, and would appear to be a decided advantage.

In general, therefore, it may be assumed that the maintenance
of locomotives using superheated steam will not Ik- necessarily

greater than that of ordinary locomotives of similar size, as al-

though certain additional expenses are introduced, these are offset

bj economies in other directions, and the net result will not be

verj much different. If this position is correct, the advisability

of superheating depends entirely on the relation between the ini-

tial additional cost and the saving obtained, and as, at present,

the cost of applying a superheater is about $1,000 per engine, and
the tendency will be rather to reduce this amount than increase it,

it is evidently a verv g 1 investment. A 200,000-lb. freight en-

gine making 30,000 miles per annum will burn about 2.500 tons

of coal, which, at $2 per ton, costs $5,000. so that evidently a

of ID per cent, will pay 50 per cent, of the additional cost

per annum, and it appears perfectly safe to state thai with a

superheater at least that amount can be saved. While slightly

more expensive, at first cost, than compounding, there is in the

application of superheated steam a possible development in loco-

motive engines, which obtains at least as great an economy in

fuel, which is practicable and without complication in its construc-

tion, which costs no extra for maintenance, does not reduce the

effii iencj of a locomotive in any way as a mover of freight, and

which without anj desire to appear too enthusiastic, certainly

promises to become one of the greatest steps in the direction of

economy thai has been introduced for many years past.

Piioper Loading for Locomotives,

Committee—C. H. Hogan, H. T. Herr, D. F. Crawford. H. T.

This report contained the opinions of a number of individual

,ers as to the essential factors in loading locomotives, and

tted a number of references to treatment of the subject in

the technical journals. A feature of value lies m references to

special articles devotedl to this subject.

The important factor underlying the proper loading of locomo-

tives is the length of time which may be used in hauling a train

over a controlling section of the road; this controlling section may

be an opposing grade, a stretch of single track In an otherwise

multiple track line, distance between sidings, etc. As the tinie

may be longer or shorter, so may the loading of the locomotive

be heavier, or lighter. The length •( time having been fixed, the

two important factors are the powpr of the locomotive and the

the train and thfl items which, in opinion ol the niein-

\„. r -
, Lctors as qu. ** below.

The power of the locomotive it.^-v <W calculated with a reason-

able degree of accural v. hut without Knowing the peculiar condi-

tions of each case it will be impossible to say what allowance

should be made for the condition of the locomotives, for the water,

the fuel and for the almost innumerable items, some of which need

attention in each locality. .1.1*1.
The train resistance contains a greater number of variables than

enter into the calculations of the power of the locomotive ; the num-
ber of cars, and their condition, track conditions, atmospheric con-

ditions and others. When the rating is very accurate the total

tonnage sliould be ascertained by more accurate means than those

prevailing at the present time in many places.

There "is a means of checking the calculations of locomotive

power and of train resistance—the dynamometer between tender

and first car in train, and it is recommended that this be used.

Calculations are very well, but it frequently happens that the

basis of the calculations is wrong. For instance, the grades may
not be what the profile data show; the elevation on curves may
have more serious effect than assumed ; the resistance per ton and

per car may differ from the assumptions, and the locomotive may
give results different from the assumed ones.

The operating department and the motive power department

ought to take equal interest in the proper loading of locomotives.

Immediately below are given the factors which the members

think affect the economical loading of locomotives, and considering

the innumerable combinations of them which are possible, not only

on different roads, but also on different sections of the same road,

the committee thinks that it cannot treat of the subject of the

report) in other than the very general way given in the forgoing.

The name of the member making reply and the railroad with which

he is connected are given

:

A. E. Mitchell, Lehigh Valley R. R—Grades. Curvature. Con-

dition of locomotive. Steaming qualities of locomotive. Quality

of coal used. Quality of water used. Location of water stations,

whether on up grades or levels. Speed required for fast freight.

Speed required for slow freight. Proper distribution of time on

time-table, so that faster time can be made on levels and descend-

ing grades and slower time on up grades. Condition of cars in

each train, whether heavy on side bearings or otherwise. Size of

journals under cars. Condition of journal lubrication. Weather
conditions. Conditions of track and rail.

William Garstang, C. C. & St. L. Ry. :—Maximum boiler duty

that can be depended on, with tonnage confined to a basis of

equivalent steam consumption for various speeds. Scheduled speed

between terminals. Actual speed necessary to make schedule time.

Concentration of tonnage for reduction of flange resistance.

Weather and temperature conditions.

T. W. Demarest, Penna. Lines West, N. W. System :—The char-

acter of the motive power. Transportation facilities as influenced

by: (a) Physical character of the division, having reference to

grades and alignment, (b) Whether it is a single-track railroad

or a double-track railroad; passing siding facilities and terminal

facilities. Density of traffic. Traffic requirements which cover the

character of the business, i.e., whether same is a low-class business

on which a fast movement is not required, or whether it is a high-

class business in which speed is one of the vital requirements.

Each division of a system must receive individual analysis with

above factors in view." The analysis for one division may or may
not applv to the other divisions of a railroad ; in general it will

not. A further factor, of course, is such motive power facilities as

will insure the prompt handling of the locomotives at terminals

with a view of increasing the service hours for transportation

purposes, and we, finally, have four conditions to be obtained

:

1. Maximum service hours for the locomotive. 2. Maximum miles

per hour for the locomotive considered as being available for trans-

portation seniee for each hour of <#e entire month or year.

3. Maximum miles per hour for the locomotive while available for

transportation purposes 4. Maximum tons per train for each in-

dividual train.

J. A. Carney. ('. P.. & O. Ky. :—The proper loading of a locomo-

tive is the number of tons of train it can put in and get out of

side tracks in a reasonable length of time and haul up maximum
grades without doubling, either by running for the grade, if it is

short and a stop is not necessary at the foot of the hill, or by a

straight pull if the grade is long or a stop necessary at the bottom.

The weight of the train should vary with the number of cars.

Theoretical figures on tonnage rating per tractive force are not

reliable, and while they furnish valuable data to base rates on,

the local conditions may make them too low or too high. Actual

service te b based on theoretical rating give the best results. On
a level r 1 the theoretical rating is generally too high and on a

hilly road the theoretical rating may be too low where the maxi-

mum grade limits the tonnage rating.

W. R. M'-Keen. Jr.. Union Pacific R. R. :—R. Resistance in

pounds per ton of train. V. The miles per hour. T. The tons in

train. L. The length of train. C. The number of cars in train.

surface exposed to wind. The correction of temperature is an

important one where the temperature varies from 20 degrees below

zero to 105 degrees above zero. The correction for wind is an

important one. particuarly in level country on the plains where

the wind is almost constant and more important than the grade

resistance. If curves are not compensated the same afford a factor

for correction. The drawbar pull of the engine is dependent upon

so many variable quantities and so many quantities upon which

it is almost impossible to estimate that it would seem the engine

capacity should be determined by means of a dynamometer car

which would avoid anv discussions as to the limit of same.

A. E. Manchester. C. M. & St. P. Ry. :—In my opinion no hard

and fast rule can be laid down covering the proper loading of 1 i-

motives, except that all of the local conditions in connection with

the gen ice be taken into ace. mi.

.7. F. Walsh, C. & O. Ry.; Taking it for granted thai a loeomo

live will not be started over a division unless in probably such con-

dition ns will enable it to make a successful round trip, I would

sav that weather conditions would be the only thing that should

affect its hauling capacity; the latter can usually be approximately
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determined by multiplying the tractive power by the number of thou-

sands of pounds upon the drivers. This rule, we hud, will give

approximately what a locomotive can haul over a straight level

track. In figuring on the resistance due to curvature, we figure

that eai curvature is equal to a rise in grade of IVi
ft. per mile. To determine approximately what an engine will haul
up a given grade, we take % of the number of feet rise in grade
per mile, divide that sum iuto the tractive power, and that will

give approximately what an engine will pull up a given grade. Our
tonnage rating is determined by actual pulling tests.

G. L. Fowler, Consulting Engineer :—1. Train resistance. 2.

Drawbar pull. The factors affecting the first head include the
journal friction, air resistance, grades and number of axles in the
train. The second varies with the tractive power of the engine
and the condition of the rail. In order, then, to allow for the
variations in these factors, I would suggest the lading should be so

proportioned that, with the train resistance at a maximum, and
the drawbar pull at a minimum, the engine should still be cap-
able of taking its load over the ruling grades. That this may be
done and still secure the maximum available load behind the tender,
the weight of the trains should be adjusted on a sliding scale in

such a way that the tonnage can be increased as the number of
axles is decreased. In other words, so that the greater the capacity
of the cars the greater the total tonnage.

J. H. Watt.is. Georgia R. R. :—The factof that affects mostly
the economical loading of a locomotive is the one of overloading.

motive to do the best work and to show the most economical
operation should be loaded with a train with which it can make
schedule time over the heaviest part of the road.

C. II. Doebler, Wabash R. R. :—Weather conditions, rail condi-
tions, the ruling grade, time required between terminals, number of
trains to be handled over a given piece of track, distance between
sidings and distance between coaling and water stations.

A. R. Kipp, Wisconsin Central fey. :—The economical loading
means the minimum cost to haul one ton one mile and is affected
by: Wages, including those of enginemen, trainmen and round-
housemen. This item is more important on single-track roads than
on double-track roads, as heavily loaded slow freights are more
likely to affect other trains than those on double track. This item
is controlled considerably by overtime. Fuel : There is an econom-
ical limit in the consumption of fuel beyond which the expense of
operation rapidly increases. Locomotive repairs. Number of ton-
miles hauled in a given period of time. This involves a question
of investment in locomotives and car equipment and the amount
of money earned with that equipment.

J. J. Conolly. D. S. S. & A. Ry. :— 1st. Condition of locomotive.
2d. Quality of fuel used. 3d. Weather conditions.

E. P.. Thompson. C. & X.-W. Ry. :—Moving as much freight as
Time. Length of division. Weather.

E. W. Pratt, C & X.-W. Ry. :—Dynamometer tests. Condition
r. Time. Length of division. Condition of coal and water.

Weather.
John Death, C. & X.-W. Ry. :—The basis of rating should be the

dynamometer car.
1'. >;. Benjamin, O. & X.-W. Ry. :—The fundamental principle

of loading a locomotive should be based on the question of the
most economical load that an engine can haul without the loss of
wear and tear on the locomotive, the loss in consumption of fuel
and the shortest time on the road. There is no question but what
there is good economy in loading an engine to a point where there
is a reasonab r ed power to enable it to handle
a train over the heaviest - have a measure of reserve to
take advantage of inclement weather and high winds; also to take
advantage of the road.

T. J. Cutler. Northern Pacific Ry. :— 1st. The weather condition.
• the division. 3d. Time on road in regard to over-

time paid. 4th. The volume of business and the an at of power
available. 5tb. The length of passing tracks on the division.

rrvE Driving and Tut/ok Axles and Locomotive
Forgtngs.

r ir. Clark, .T. E. Sagne, S. M. Vaiiolain, L. R.
B. Thompson.

committee appointed in 1902 to draw up specifications for
locomotive driving tod truck axle and locomotive forcings, with

our final report until after the Washington
.- of tlie International Rai has carefully con-

of our meetings of
i pecifications given

on and approval. Your committee baa
r the American Society of Mecbani-

i ibera of Committee "A" of the Imei I

p i Ifical Ion
to a< ii organ!:

on, This compi
! e redui tlon of area from 88 per

mended by this committee, to 25 per
' r la.- 1 report.

ee bent ,-oid. 180 fleg., over a bar
1 in. • ndi d by both the A <

and the American Soclet; for
Testing ' Your commit feels thai it i Dot

to got n l by ';.

•

I i entlal, but

l test woolrl

longal Ion
t •••

. ir

o obj et to hw in"
I. ul would .. d

r-nm. t!

tteotioo to the manner of taking the tent
'•< described In our progn

1903 and 1904, and especially to the drill submitted by Mr. J. F.
Kincaid, of the American Locomotive Company, in the discussion
of the report of 1904; also to the arguments in favor of the test

piece taken by means of a hollow drill, which for convenience are
restated below

:

1. The physical test outlined is one which should insure proper
hammer work.

2. It does not show the manufacturer which axle is to be selected
for test.

3. The axle tested is not destroyed, but is available for use if it

meets the requirements.
4. The test may be used in the purchase of small lots, most

orders from railroad companies being for from six to ten axles.
5. The test does not require a discard and in no way adds to the

cost of the axle.

6. It furnishes the manufacturer with a check of the work done
in his plant.

7. The test is one largely used by the United States Government
for forgings.
The members of your committee feel that these specifications

shown below will insure good material, and recommend that the
specifications be adopted and the committee discharged. [The rec-
ommendations will be printed in full in ' the proceedings of the
Association.

—

Editor.]

Shrinkage Allowance for Tires.

Committee—F. J. Cole, J. E. Muhlfeld, A. S. Vogt, W. A. Net-
tleton.

The work assigned your committee was as follows : "To consider
whether the present shrinkage allowance, 1-80 in. per foot, is

sufficient for large-diameter wheels with cast steel centers."
We would recommend that the present shrinkage of 1-80 in. per

foot in diameter be retained for all centers of cast iron and cast
steel less than 66 ins. diameter, but 1-60 in. per foot in diameter
be used for cast steel and cast iron centers 66 ins. and over in
diameter.
From the replies received, correspondence and discussion among

the members of the committee, the consensus of opinion is that the
design of wdieel centers, especially those of cast steel and of large
diameter, has much to do with the question of loose tires. Your
committee, therefore recommends that this question, including sug-
gestions for preferred sections of spokes and rims, numbers of
spokes, etc., would hear further investigation, which it might be
desirable to refer to another committee.

That tires are rolled out or stretched when worn to, say, about
2% ins. in thickness has been confirmed by very careful measure-
ments made of the tires after removal. The coasensus of opinions
and replies indicates that most of the difficulty experienced from
loose tires occurs when they are worn to thicknesses varying from
1% ins. to 2% ins.

Loose tires are also caused by light cast steel centers of insuffi-
cient section of spokes and rims to resist the shrinkage of the tire.

This may also be occasioned by the distance between hubs being
too great, requiring the spokes to be dished. In such cases, when
the tirp is shrunk on. the wheel center will be dished. The sug-
gested standard distance between hubs on locomotives for standard
gauge is 55 ins. This allows the use of straight spokes.

Broken tires are often caused by bad shimming when tires be-
come loose and .shims and liners are used, which only partially
cover the circumference of wheel center and do not butt against
one another, but leave spaces several inches in length. The tire is

unsupported at these points, and repeated transverse bending
stresses are caused at each revolution of the wheel. Broken tires
are again caused by too much shrinkage caused by improper gaug-
ing, and too much emphasis cannot be placed upon the necessity
of providing a first-class system of gauges, both for boring tires
and turning off wheel centers. These should be referred to master
ganges from time to time, to insure their accuracy.

\ very large number of passenger locomotives in use have driving-
wheel centers 72 ins. in diameter. The Master Mechanics' stand-
ards are 70 ins., 74 ins., etc., and we would recommend including
72 ins. diameter among the number of standard sizes. The use of
this size at the present time would warrant its recognition.
The Pennsylvania Riilroad lias used 1-61 of an inch per foot in

diameter Eor a great many years for all sizes of wheel centers. I1..II1

cast iron and steel.

The suggestions Of the Committee are summarized as follows:
Shrinkage t-80th of an inch per foot in diameter for cast iron

and cast steel centers less than 66 ins. in diameter,
Shrinkage of 1 60th of an inch per foot In diameter for centers

66 ius. and over in diameter.
Mini m thickness of tires should be established, due consid-

eration being given to Hie ilia meter, service and weight per wheel,
Tire and wheel gauges should 1 f good design, heavy e ; h to

resist banding and subject to frequent Inspection to insure accuracy,
Seventy-two ins. diameter of wheel center should be included In

1 anda id sizes.

Wlee! center rims should preferably be uncut, but, if cut, slots
I Id be machined out and closed with solid cast iron liners driven

in. \'o lead or white metal to be used,

I'"" u. Tims OI PENNSYLVANIA RaTLEOAD vr St. LOUIS
Exposition.

1
'< u u 11 1 1

1
I' 11 Clark, H. H. Vaughan, O. H. Qureau.

The members of your at ociation, appointed In 1803, at the re

1 of the Pi mi 1 inla Railroad System, to serve on their advls
' 11 11 witii the locomotive tests to be under

1 repot 1 thai the tests of ehrhl engines wet
""I that the data have I n worked up and will oon

be In the hand of the printers. It was round impossible to icsi n,,.

man'.' engines as was intended, owing partly to delays in the arrival
nt St. Louis of a part of i he testing plant equipment, and partly
to 11m cpected dlffli ull le In ine.it, Ing In the plant.
We feei thai the members of this association are mop 01 '

1 with the work done on this plant and appreciate the
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earnest and careful work done by the staff of the Pennsylvania
Railroad engaged on these tests. Imt your committee wishes to
record its appreciation of the energetic and thorough method in
which the tests have been carried out, and to call attention to the
immense amount of work involved in working up the data obtained.

It was not to be expected that in the limited time available it

would be possible to settle all of the important problems of loco-
motive design in which we are so much interested, but we believe
that a careful analysis of the final report will indicate that a great
deal has been done in this direction, but that more perhaps has
been accomplished in the direction of suggestions for future work
and investigations. The report of the committee will probably be
published in three or four months.

MASTER CAR BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION.

ABSTRACTS OF REPORTS.

Brake Shoe Tests.

Committee—Charles Culler, William Garstang, W. F. M. Goss.
This report presented i lie results of tests on four brake shoes

submitted to the committee and tested on the M. C. 15. Association
brake shoe testing machine at Purdue University. After record-
ing results the report concludes as follow s : v

"As evidence of progress in brake shoe construction, your com-
mittee would call attention to the high Erictional qualities of the
shoes tested this year, as set forth in the preceding paragraphs, and
t" i lie fait that in improving their output manufacturers make
frequent use of the association's machine. Work of this nature
lines not formally come to the attention of your committee. It is

reported, also, that one manufactory is installing for itself a
testing machine designed after that of the association."

Triple Valve Tim a.

Committee—W. Mcintosh, F. M. Scheffer, W. S. Morris. C. A.
Schroyer, A. .1. ( lota.

It is probable that the coming year will require considerable
work from the triple valve committee, as there are some remarkably
interesting developments taking place in that line, ami if tin- new
devices some of us have had the opportunity of seeing perforin mi
the testing rail; prove as efficient in service, we may look for

almost as much of a revolution in brake efficiency in the immediate
future as there was when the automatic brake superseded the
straight air brake. With this in view your committee would
rec mend the continuance of the triple valve committee, ami that
it be carefully selected to meet the prospective conditions; its

members, so Ear as practicable, t<> be skilled in air brake mailers,
ami instructed in confer with the Air Brake Association.

1 iEAR.

Committee Le Grand Paris, I). 1>. Bronner, W. I'. Kiesel, Jr.,

<;. W. Smith. Mori] Roberts.
The littee would recommend that tin' 1-in. total side clear-

ance shown on M. C. 1'.. Sheet "B" he increased to 2% ins. total

clearance. Would also recommend that experi nts he made to

determine how much more clearance can he safely used without
thi> use of a centering device.

In view of the fail that the work of the draft gear coin

is now so closely allied with thai of He- coupler eommittee, it does
not se.iu that there is any use to continue the draft gear committee
under present conditions. If it is not the desire of the association
that the committee si M take op 'lie question of testin:: now
designs, as was done several years ago. or improvement in old

designs, ii would probably be well to discharge this committee or
merge it with the coupler committee.

Doors.

Committee- .T. E. Keegan, \Y. E. Sharp, T. Treleaven, .1. W.
Muncy. D. Van Alstyne.

Sour committee feels that the members are not particularly in-

to i- ted hi the subject assigned, as shown by the very limited num-
ber of replies received ami the meagTe information brought out in

answer lo the circular of inquiry issued, and has no recommenda-
tions to make as i" the revision of the drawings of outside door as

shown in M. (' 1'.. SI i "F," or for suitable grain doors to > I

the requirements of large eapacitj ears.

The American Association of Local Freight Agents, through iis

conference committee, submits a resolution adopted at the annual
convention of thai association at Peoria, III., in June, 1904, as
follows '

"Ii'™ Ji i J, That it i.s the sense of this association that better
results would lie secured if d oi 6 ft. in width be made the
standard for nil ordinary box ears, and that the matter lie referred
to the incoming conference committee with a view of obtaining
such a standard through the Master Car Builders' Association."

Tl onference committee submits the question for consideration
and action, believing that the adoption of standard width of i; ft.

for all ordinary box-car doors will promote the interests of trade
in.

i
! tilwaj i ra ffic in general.

SfU.ll.i IS

1 tnmittee .1. S. Chambers, F. T. Hyndman, O. M. Stimpson.

SUBJECT hi IVESTIGATIOIN DURING till YEAS 1905-
1906.

I. A ' !ar Wl Is. The I'm,, mill n

Subjects deems ibis subjeel of sufficient importance I'm' a com-
mittee i" reporl Er year i" yoai mi all subjects pertaining to

design and specifics I iron « I Is.

•_'. The rise ,ii' metal in equij nl car construction.
\ committee to reporl on the advisability of the use of metal in

luipmenl i ar const rui I ion.

3. Brake Beams. A committee to, prepare and submit specifi-

cations and tests for brake beams for 60,0(10, 80,000 and 100,000
lb. capacity cars.

4. Bolsters. A committee to prepare and submit specifications
and tests for bolsters for 60,000, 80,000 and 100,000 lb. capacity
cars.

5. The use of four-wheel versus six-wheel trucks for passenger
service.

6. As to the efficiency of the different designs of side bearings.
7. Investigation of damage to cars, due to switching; including

"Hump-yards."
8. The use of cast steel and wrought iron in car construction

and their limits.

9. Pressed steel shapes in passenger car design.
10. The use of truss rods in passenger equipment cars.

Stenciling Cars.

Committee—H..M. Carson, J. S. Lentz, Jos. Buker, G. T. An-
derson. W. F. Bentley.

Your committee has confined itself to the subject of stenciling
freight cars, believing, if a general agreement can be reached upon
this important subject at this time, that much good and economy
will result. It will be noted that your committee has confined it-

self to the following recommendations:
First. The style of letters and figures to be used so that uni-

form stencils may he prepared and used on all freight cars.
Second. A uniform height of letters and figures for certain

specified markings, so that in a general way these markings shall
he uniform on all freight car equipment.

It will he particularly noted that the committee does not recom-
mend the location on the car for the various markings, believing
that each road desires more or less discretion in this respect, and
also for the reason that this would be a very difficult matter at
this time, on account of the various new types of steel car equip-
ment being introduced, which will not permit the same location
for similar markings as on the old wooden equipment they are
superseding.

It will further lie noted that the commit! loes not confine its

recommendations for the height of letters to any one specified
height, as a general thing, and in endeavoring to recommend cer-

tain limits for height for different markings, hopes that a general
agreement within these limits may he arrived at. In recommend-
ing six sizes only for the heights of letters and figures, your com-
mittee believes that il has fairly covered Hie ground and given a
il e which may he accepted by everj one. Designs have been
submitted for the tyj f Roman letter, which, it is trusted, will

meet with general approval. The designs submitted are for tin'

7-in. letters ami figures only. If these designs are accepted with
the report by the convention, it is the purpose of the eommittee
io prepare designs I'm- the various oilier sizes of letters and figures

i ommended in the report and submit them for adoption as rei

mended practice by letter ballot.

First. Ii is recommended that the Roman letters and figures
oi the designs shown in the attached drawings he adopted for uni-
form stenciling of freight ears.

Second. Ii is recom nded that the sizes of these letters and
figures shall he confined to the following heights: 1 in., li ins., 3
ins.. 4 ins.. 7 ins. ami 9 ins.

Third. Ii is recommended thai 7-in. or in. letters or figures
he adopted fm' the initials or name and numbers for the sides of
ears, and 1 in. letters or figures fm- the same markings on the
doors and ends.

Fourth. It is recom mini that for other ear body markings
on sides and ends, such as capacity, couplers, brake beams, class of

car, date built, Outside dimensions, inside dimensions and mark-
ings inside of car, '_' in. or 3-in. letters and figures be used, with
I he following exceptions :

1. All weight marks should be 3-in. or 4-in. letters or figures.

'J. Trust marks, patent marks, and other private marks, should
he I in. letters and figures.

Fifth. Ii is recommended thai all marks on trucks should be
confined to 1 in. and 2-in. letters or figures.

Sixth. It is recommended that stenciling mi air brake cylinders
m- reservoirs should be 1-in. letters or figures.

It will he noted that the above recommendations of your com-
miii onlliei lo a em lain extent with the recommendations for
stenciling certain markings mi cars, adopted in 1800 and shown
on page l"il of the 1904 Proceedings, in that certain letters con-
taining fractional sizes are there recommended; and as it is a dis-

tinct recommenaation of 1 1 ,
i - committee that all fractional sizes

shall he omitted, your committee would recommend that recom-
mendations referred lo he changed to conform to the committee's
report. Furthermore, the design of stencil is shown in the report
referred to for the A and 11 em] of freight equipment cars, these
letters being 1 '

._. ins. in height and the circle 2"\ ins. in diameter.
Your committee recommends that the relative proportion fm- these

stencils he adhered lo. hui that the height of letter be increased
io ^ ins., diameter of the circle being in proportion to the increase
in size of letter.

In making its investigations your Committee lias found that very
little uniformity exists in regard lo the size and design of letters

and figures of different sizes mi an\ railroad, one simp a very short
distance from another one on tin- same road often using stencils
for the same letters and figures which materially differ from those
used al the other point. It therefore seems extremely desirable
at this lime that some definite agreement lie readied by this as*n-

ciation, particularly in view of the on. posed renumbering of freight

car equipment mi all railroads, and if is with the object of having
smne uniformity arrived al this veer that your committee submits
this report, which, while leaving some parts of this subject un-
covered, particularly the location of the various markings, should
at least be a long step in advance in obtaining uniform practice.

( idditional r<i>i»is will appear next month.)
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BOOKS.

Manual for Engineers. By Charles E. Ferris. Fifth edition.

Published by the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. Price,

50c.

This smali manual contains a number of valuable tables and

other data, covering a wide range of engineering subjects, and while

its real object is to increase the interest of meu of affairs in tech-

nical training, it will be found very valuable for reference by en-

gineers.

Boiler Room Chart, by George L. Fowler. Published by the

Norman \Y. Henley Publishing Companj, lo2 Nassau street, New
Yurk. This chart shows an isometric perspective, the interior of

a modern boiler room, including all of the mechanism belonging

to it. It shows water-tube boilers, automatic stokers, feed water

heaters and pumps, piping and all of the features necessary to a

boiler room, « ith a list of over 200 parts numbered and named.

It is similar in plan to locomotive and car charts, with which

the readers are familiar.

Automobile Pocket Book, by E. W. Roberts, author of the Gas
Engine Haul Book ; Pocket Size, illustrated, published by the

Gas Engine Publishing Company, Goodall Building, Cincin-
nati. Ohio. 1005, price $1.50.

This little book is intended for the use of those who own or oper-

ate automobiles. It presents clear and concise information on the

care of the machinery, devoting special attention to the engine.

While it is elementary and is intended specially for those who
know nothing about machinery, it contains information of special

value for all who have to do with automobiles, whether they are

familiar with machinery and gasoline engines, or not.

measurements. This book is especially valuable because of the

thorough treatment of the subj cl and the fact that the most re

cent developments are I although il is to be regretted

that more complete details of I lectric locomotives could nol be

pr< sented.

Cement and Concrete. By Louis Carlton Sabin, B. S., C. B. M<

Craw Publishing Company. 114 Liberty street, New York.

Cloth, 50 1 pages. $5.00.

Though several comprehensive and valuable works upon rein-

forced concrete have recently appeared, Mr. Sabin's book is the

liisi to come to our attention in which plain concrete is treated

with equal fulness. In pursuance of the expressed purpose of its

author to place in one volume a connected story of the properties

and use of cement, Part 1. is devoted to the classification and man-

ufacture of cement, Part 11. to the properties of cement and the

methods of testing. Part 111. to the preparation and properties of

mortar and concrete, and Part IV. to the uses of mortar and con-

crete. Of these sections, Parts II. and 111. are most timely, since

Part I. is brief and conventional, and Part IV. consists in the main

of a discussion of the uses of reinforced and plain concrete, a sub-

ject essential to the complete development of the scheme of the book

and in itself excellently treated, but which can be found more fully

discussed in other works. Among the features of the book which

deserve special attention are the chapters upon the testing of

cement, and the chapter upon the methods and cost of concrete

making, both of which subjects are treated more completely and

carefully than in any other work with which we are familiar. The

results of a large number of interesting tests and studies are given,

and these alone would make the book worthy of purchase by engi-

neers and concrete makers, even were they unaccompanied by the

valuable descriptive and explanatory text.

Plain and Spherical Trigonometry. By P. A. Lambert, assistant
professorof mathematics, Lehigh University, and II. A. Foer-

nig. head master of the Bethlehem Preparatory School. The
Blacmillan Company, New York, 1005.

this book is evidently intended as a text-book. Its plan is to

show the relationships between trigonometric functions in such a

way as to develop the student's ability to think them out and
apply them. The functions are defined by means of projections

which have become familiar to the student- through geometry. The
I k contains no tables of functions. The work will lead the stu-

dent to reason rather than memorize. It contains many examples

for practice.

Pkbicanem Wat Institution; Joi,..vu. ami Refobt of Pko-
i UDTXGB. Published by the institution, Grace Church street,

London, E. C. Edited by Clement E. Stretton, Leicester, Eng-
land. This pamphlet is to he issued monthly and devoted to the

engineering department of railways, including all thai appertains

to way and works, The editor announces a number of papers on

hand for publication, and the journal will lie valuable in record-

ing progress in the engineering work of British practice. This

number contains papers on idle driving in coi ction with fouuda-

oal working under a railway, the training and position of

the plat.- layer, and in addition a list of members and reports of

council meetings.

B .
L. r. Brei kenridge. I iircular No. 1

of the University of Illinois Kngii ring l5xperimeni Station.

This bulletin gives a brief account of the developmenl of the

high-speed I-, -! announces a series ,,f investi

which are to be made to determine the most economical speeds at

1

1
ui materials and d

sizes of tool-, and *! o io determine the effect of difl

of rake and clearance on the power required i" die., the tool. For
the present, teats will be made on variou a The
circular contain! leveral tables, giving tbi tabulated result of the

moat importani experiments with the. teela which ha

made by various authoril / Copii irculai ma] be ob
lairu-d

I
I

ne ni Si.il ion, 1,'r-

bana, III.

Kail ways. Theoretical! ed. By
Sydney \S'. a be and .1. |i. Kelley. us;. pag< . 172 lllu tra

P by D. Van -No i rand
Company, 23 Murray street. New York. Prio $2 10

ei. only and Is Intended

(or use in technical institution and

nice b*.«,k for those interested in thl nbject. In addition

ration of the design and
i

chapters on the analysis of train performance, train recording

and |ni i on. i 01 .
e|.-. i

, ;,. |, J nd i-lcelneal

A Treatise on Concrete, Plain and Reinforced. By Frederick W.
Taylor and Sanford E. Thompson, with chapters by R. Feret,

W. B. Fuller, and S. B. Newberry. John Wiley & Sons, 4o

East 10th street, New York. Cloth, 5S8 pages. Price, $5.00.

This is the most scientilic and exhaustive treatise upon concrete

which has yet come to our knowledge, and great credit is due to

Messrs. Taylor and Thompson for their careful and painstaking

labor, evidence of which is displayed throughout the book. In ad-

dition to giving the results of their own extensive studies and re-

search, the authors have greatly increased the value of the work by

adding chapters from the pens of the well-known authorities men-

tioned above, and by obtaining their co-operation, as well as that

of others, in the examination and criticism of all the important

subjects presented. Besides providing for the needs of the stu

dent and the expert, the book is also admirably adapted to serve

those who wish to fiud in brief ami concise Eorm directions for

exact methods of procedure in making and laying concrete, special

attention having been given to the needs of such readers. The 1 k

has loo many valuable features to permit us to mention them all,

hence we shall have to content ourselves with referring to only a

few. Chapter I., entitled "Concrete Data," consists of a collection

of facts in highly concentrated form, many of which have hitherto

been obtainable only through a considerable study of numerous

books and periodicals. Page references are given throughout this

chapter, bo that the reader may quicklj find the discussion upon

which any particular fact is based. Th.' chapters dealing with

the composition and testing of cement, including that by Mr. New

1,,.,-,-v upon its chemical composition, are very thorough. Chapter

XL, by Mr. Fuller, on "Proportioning Concrete," is aotuble for

lie- new methods presented. If his conclusions are veri I bj the

work of othei eng ers, they are likely to be of great value in

, alizing the method of pro] i g. -Mr. Feret give in

Chapter XVIII. 'be result ..i extended studies upon the action of

,!,.,- upon concrete. The n > and practice of reinforced

. ire in- d at --one length ; simple formula are derived.

:,i„i their applicat made ea j bj the Insertion of fables oi

, ,.,,,! .
The i i, is e ously illustrated, and the rei ults of manj

to in hi' i" d pcriments arc included, it is our belie!

il his book will he for so \. H ne- the i lomplete

concrete to he found in the English language. Wo
,i is. all U ret I in the i ubjeel to add il to their libraries

and io Btudy il carefully.

Principal Profs ional Pi of Dr. .1. A. L. Waddell.

[Cdited by John I. vie Harrington, Civil Engl ip. Published

I,., Virs lewes, 246 West L07th street, New 1 orl I it;

-,. .

re, o oi Mil bull |
-oi - consii i "i a n

,1 order of Dr, vVaddell's well known papi

structural design, and the en utng dlscui lion In engineering pub
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licatious. There are also included several articles upon railroad

engineering, a number of essays upon engineering education, and

various addresses delivered before the students of engineering col-

leges. A number of the papers included, notably "Some Disputed

Points in Railroad Bridge Designing," "The Compromise Stan-

dard System of Live Loads," and "Elevated Railroads," were at

the time of their publication productive of very thorough discus-

sion by eminent engineers, hence a collection of these papers and

discussions in one book presents, in a way, a history of recent de-

velopment in this country of the design of framed structures.

Fur this reason alone the book should be of value to younger en-

gineers, and to engineering students, many of whom are not likely

to ever acquire the publications in which the original articles ap-

peared. To this same class of readers the addresses to en-

gineering students will appeal strongly, as they are full of good

advice upon practical questions from one well titted to give such
advice. The paper entitled "The Kansas City Flow-Line Bridge
Kepairs" is also particularly well adapted to such readers, as it

presents fully the method of solving a serious problem in a limited

lime, a subject not treated in text books and seldom discussed in

print. The articles upon engineering education are well worth
serious attention by educators, though we are afraid that a gen-

eral acceptance of some of the views therein presented is some-
what doubtful. The book is admirably edited, most of the papers
being prefaced by editorial comment which is so well written
and which shows so thorough a comprehension of the problems
discussed as to form, in most cases, a valuable addition to the

paper which it accompanies. These comments are also of value
in putting the reader into the proper focus for studying some of the
older papers.

The Uses of Hydraulic Cement By Frank Harvey Enu.
This book is Bulletin No. 2 of Fourth Series of the Geological

Survey of Ohio, and is published under the authority of the State.
It opens with a statement that it "deals with the uses of hydraulic
cement, a subject on which much accurate information is in ex-

istence, though not well distributed among those who have most
need of it." Also, "while not the record of new and exhaustive
researches" "to any important degree," "it has been the aim to

I
u.s. in the tacts," etc., in a "simple and clear manner," and it

suggests that "iii all the vast literature of the subject no other
work yet accomplishes this simple purpose." This statement by
the State geologist of the work of Professor Eno seems a fair

presentation of the matter. The subject is treated in the follow-
ing order: A brief history of cement; the uses of cement in uior-

tarsi the uses of cement in concrete; specifications for concrete
materials; machinery and tools. The chapter on the uses of
cements in mortars is taken up under headings, the must important
being as follows: Development; advantages of cement in
lime mortar; natural vs. Portland cement; effect of various sands
on strength; effect of water on strength; permeability of cement
mortar; effect of loamy sand upon mortar; colored mortars. Other
headings of special interest are: Cement hardened quicksand;
effect of Ire. zing upon mortar; effect of heat upon mortar. The
chapter on the uses of cement is also taken up quite fully, walls,

abutments, culverts beiug among the headings, as also monolithic
concrete houses, concrete block houses, sea walls, water pn.es,

tunnels, tics ami rail beds, sidewalks, posts, telegraph poles. "The
uses of cement in reinforced concrete" necessarily treats of things
new. and needs to be up to date, and seems to be efficient in this

particular. The description of various systems includes Monier.
Roebling, expanded metal, Milan, Thacher, Hennebique, Hansome,
Weber, Kahn, Columbian Cumming, De .Man, and Luten. Concrete

ire touched upon, special note being taken of the dishing,
Raymond and Hennibique forms. Many pages are given to specifi-

cations for cement or concrete in various forms, and the final

I bapter takes up machinery and tools, crushers, screens, mixers and
others. The book is profusely illustrated, and contains a number
of tables. It neither does, nor pretends to do, much on the theo-
retical or mathematical side of the subject. It is a very cred-
itable production. Nearly every engineer knows something of
parts of what the book covers, but there are few who cannot find

rable that is new and well worth while among the many
things contained in its 247 pages.

The Strategy of (ireat Railroads. By Frank II. Spearman. New
\ork: Charles Scribner's S.ms.

Usually the author of a hook staler its purpose in a preface.
In the present instance tl ..face, so that the reader

ecta from the contents. It consists

es in which are described the origin and origi-

nators, the locality occupied, the sources and character of the

traffic, the managers, management, and opetntion of eleven of the

great railroad systems of the country. These are the New York
Central, Pennsylvania, Harriman and Hill Lines, Wabash Sys-

tem, Gould lines, Rock Island System, Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe, Chicago, Milwaukee &. St. Paul, Chicago & Northwestern, and
the Chicago & Alton systems. Accompanying each of the articles

is a map, showing the location of the main lines and all their

ramifications. About twenty pages of large type are devoted to

each, so the descriptive matter is necessarily brief and, happily, is

concise. It may be said that any one wanting to get a general

idea of the extent, location and traffic of the great railroad lines

of the country can do so more quickly, and with the expenditure

of less time and labor—and more agreeably, too—from this book

than he probably could from any other source. Generally, what
is said in it is laudatory and commendation of the lines, their

officers and their management. There is little or no criticism of

any of these, and the book reads as though the author wrote with

free passes in his pocket. But it is impossible to go through the

book without being interested in it, although there is a kind of

hustling tone about some of the writing which, at times, rouses

dissent and excites the reader to pencil interrogation marks on the

margins. The execution of the maps, however, cannot be classed

among its lesser deficiencies. In the production of some of them
the main idea in the mind of the draughtsman must have been

that the shortest distance between two points is a straight line,

and all of them have the fault of the diagrams published in rail-

road guides and folders, in which the bases and perpendiculars

of triangles have a propensity of assuming the position and dimen-

sions of hypothenuses. A good set of maps, showing the real

location of the different lines, would add immensely to the value

of the book. On page 2iy the weight of the consolidation engines

on the Alton Railroad is given as 165 tons. What is probably

meant is 165,000 pounds. But the book has the primary merit of

being interesting, concise,' and is well printed in large type, and in

these days of much writing and printing, the reader will be grate-

ful for these merits.

NEW CATALOGS.
l.\ WRITING 1-OB THESE CATALOGS PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

Integrating Wattmeteks.—Folder No. 4047 from the Westing-

house Electric A: Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., de-

scribes their new type B integrating wattmeter.

LlITING MAGNETS.—The Electric Controller & Supply Company
of Cleveland, Ohio, are sending out a bulletin which describes their

lifting magnets, and presents several interesting illustrations of

work which may be handled to advantage with them.

Jefikky Pulverizers.—Bulletin from the Jeffrey Manufactur-

ing Company, Columbus, Ohio, emphasizing the important features

•I' th.ir swing hammer pulverizers, which have renewable breaker

plates, screen bars and chilled linings.

Revolution in Poking.—The Davis Expansion Poring Tool

Company, 202 Commercial Street, St. Louis, Mo., have published

a small folder which describes and considers the advantages of their

new boring bar, which is specially adapted for boring car wheels.

ELECTRICAL Apparatus.—The following bulletins have been re-

ceived from the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburgh, l'a. : No. 1,102, Westinghouse direct current multiple

arc lamp for 110 and 220 volts; No. 1.101, portable instruments.

.iiiil 1,113, belted type rotating held alternators.

ENGINES and Boilers.—The Atlas Engine Works, Indianapolis,

In.!., have just sent out two very attractive catalogs, one describing

their Atlas water tube boilers and the other their medium speed

engines. The latter contains some very interesting information

and data for engineers.

i '..i i mbia Sander.- -We have received a bandat catalog from
the American Wood Working Machinery Company, 136 Liberty

street, New York, entitled "Success of the Columbia Sander,"

which describes in detail the essential features „f this machine, and

presents a number of strong testimonials from users. This sander

i.s described on another page of this issue.

Friction Draft Gears.—The Gould Coupler Company. No. 1

W. 34th Street, New York, have Issued a luindsome catalog describ-

ing Ih.-ir new friction draft gears for passenger and freight cars

and locomotives and also a friction buffer for passenger coaches,

and express cars. The construction of these gears is very

simple and a number of tests are reported, which show that it has

a high capacity with a aaanll rnooil actios.
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LIGHTING.—The Crocker-Wheeler Company published during the

National Electric Light Association Convention at Denver a pam-

phlet, entitled "The Vital Subject Is Lighting." The cover illus-

trates a broncho-busting exhibition, which was given in honor of

the delegates, while the pamphlet itself considers the equipment

manufactured by this company for supplying lightiug for anything

from a yacht, or house, to the streets of a large city.

Thread Milling Machine.—We have just received from the

Pratt & Whitney Company, 111 Broadway. New York, a unique.

air mailing card. Moving a small catch allows part of the

back to spring open, and displays a folder which illustrates several

- of work done on a Tratt ft Whitney thread milling ma-

chine, and emphasizes the great economies afforded by this ma-

chine on certain classes of work by giving the time which was

required to finish the various pieces.

An Electrified Railway Shop Described by Its Mechan-

ic vl ENGINEER.—Bulletin X». 5S from the Crocker-Wheeler Com-

pany. Ampere. N. J., contains a reprint in abridged form of the

- of fourteen articles on the application of individual motor

drives to the old machine tools at the McKees Rocks shops of the

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad, which appeared in this journal

beginning April, 1903. This bulletin will be of value to those

interested in the application of motor drives to either new or old

machine tools.

Roller Bearings.—The Hyatt Roller Bearing Company, Har-

rison. N. J., has issued a very unique bulletin, entitled "With Good

Ammunition and a Dead Sure Aim Tou Can Always Count on a

Bag Full of Game." At the top of each page is a small engraving

showing some scene in the progress of a hunt, and beneath this is

an appropriate selection from the records of the sales department.

The first page is entitled. "Good Ammunition," and shows two of

the standard Hyatt shafting boxes, and under "Straight to the

Heart" is a report of a comparative test between Hyatt roller

bearings and ordinary babbitted bearings.

CONDENSERS.—The W. IT. Blake Steam Pump Company of Hyde
Park. Mass.. have just printed an attractive catalog, No 25. which

describes the jet surface condensers manufactured by them. These

range in size from the horizontal jet condenser of 800 lbs. capacity

in steam condansed per hour, to 20,000 lbs. ; while the twin simple

and compound air pumps and jet condensers range in capacity

from 38,700 lbs. of steam condensed per hour to 135.000 lbs.

ed by the same standard, the surface condensers with air

and circulating pumps are built in sizes ranging from 4.100 to

40.1 kpO lbs. capacity.

NOTES.

Arnold Company.—This company has j i us t commenced the in-

Flallation of a complete light, heat, power and compressed air

equipment at the new Missouri Pacific shops, at Sedalia, Mo., all

: having been purchased.

Diamond Chain and Manufacturing Company. Mr. W. P.

Cdlver, formerly with the Cleveland .Motor Car Company, has

been appointed eastern representative of the Diamond chain &
Manufacturing Company of Indianapolis, Ind.. with headquarters

in New York.

Knnncon Hun: Softener Company.—This company an-

tbe Booth Water Kofti-m-r Company, 126 I

New York, has passed into their control and will represent

them in the I.

A Lom; Sn.i i Coai Trestlje.—The Marylan I oy has

ordered a steel frame coal trestle 272 ft. long and 25 ft. wide,

with steel tipple house 99 ft x 2.". ft for their mines at Wendel.
Taylor county, W. Va. The contract has been placed with Wm.
P.. Scaife & Sons Company, Pittsburgh. Pa.

Wi -m\. n. ,i - 1 i ki. now Draft G i

orders from the Baltimore & Ohio

equipment of 10,000 of their cars with

friction draft _ T ' total of 26,000

IM Wl [I interesting to

now a

equipped with ibis draft gear. 1

;ers of the large railroad systems look

nation of shocks in tie' bandlutg
• •f lone train* compo if the

members of Railway
l East r the efficacy of

ind tear on rolling

Mr. J. P.. Hicks, representing C. A. Willoy and the David B.
t'ro.kett Company, distributed attractive souvenirs at the Man-
hattan Beach conventions. The knives presented by C. A. Willej
are of excellent quality and are specially appreciated. The per-

petual calendar with clock attached, presented by the David B.
Crockett Company, was one of the most attractive souvenirs at the
conventions.

American Steel Foundries.—This company announces the re-

ceipt of an order from the Atlantic Coast Line for 1,000 cast steel

body bolsters for 30-ton box cars, to be built at the shops of the
South Atlantic Car & Manufacturing Company, at Waycross. Ga.

:

and 2.000 cast steel body bolsters for the same class and capacity
cars to be built by the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company,
at their Anniston plant.

WEsnxGirotsE Electric and Mfg. Company—This company
has just closed a contract for the equipment of the main generating
station and four rotary converter substations of the Cincinnati
Northern Traction Co. The power-house will be located at Hamil-
ton. Ohio, and the original installation will be of 5,000 k.w ca-
pacity, with provisions for ultimately increasing it to 10,000 k.w.
In the generating station will be located three 1,500 k.w. and one
500 k.w.. 3-phase, rotating field, enclosed turbo-type generators, and
three 300 k.w. rotary converters. Each generator will be driven
by a Westinghouse-Parsons steam-turbine and excited by a direct-
current generator attached to the end of the turbine shaft from
which its power will be derived. Each substation will contain #
300 k.w. rotary converter supplied by three 33.000-375 volt step-
down transformers. All transformers are of the oil insulated self-
cooling type. Besides the above, the contract includes al!

sary switchboards and protective devices for the control and pro-
tection of apparatus in the power-house and rotary stations.

Em eulent Dining Car Service.—No feature of traveling is

more thoroughly appreciated than acceptable dining car -

A -roup of railroad men met in the dining car of the B. ft 3

p. m. train from Washington to New York, reaching New York
at 8 p. m. on time. They agreed that the dining car service was
the best they had ever enjoyed, the menu being as follows :

Royal Blue Line. Dining Car Service. Dinner—Astrachan
caviar; onion soup, au gratin : strained chicken gumbo: radishes.
cucumbers, salted almonds. Baked Delaware shad. Venitienne;
sliced tomatoes. Soft-shell crabs, saute meuniere. Larded fillet

of beef, au jus: roast spring lamb, mint jelly: mashed potatoes.
new potatoes, rissole: string beans; asparagus, an Beurre. Roast
Philadelphia squab, au Cresson. Claret wine punch. Heart let-

tuce, an Mayonnaise. Pistache ice-cream, macaroons, lemon me-
ringue pie. strawberry short cake. Nabisco sugar wafers. Cali-
fornia cherries. Roquefort and Neufchatel cl se, •

Black com".,-. Crei le menthe.

N't w England Seacoast. This seacoost, the ideal recreation
ground during the summer, is preparing to welcome her visitors.

In a short while the beautiful North Shore of M tts, in-

cluding Manchester by H *ead. Clifton. Rockport,
:\. Gloucester, etc., will be festive resorts, assembling

together the foreign embassadors and Washington diplomats who
illy favor this section. Hampton and Rye beaches in New

Hampshire, delightful pleasure resorts, in a few weeks wil'
I

thousands of amusement Keekers: York. Kittery nrrd Kennebunk
are ready for the rotl Old Orchard » II smll
Ing than evee this year. Portland front inB on l n.l the

delightful islands have donned their summer .apparel. North of

Portland the Bar II

P.run ummer inflnj You can scarcely

« iihont a visit : lint there

publications which will do much to enlighten yon. A
beauHfnl port ng twenty-eight half ton

mailed hi tbi • D
1

-

1

and ;i descriptive I H.-t entitled. "Ml Aloi /ill b*

imps.
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Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Incorporated.—On May 31st a

very strong corporation was formed under the laws of New Jersey,

consisting of the well-known In. use of Manning, Maxwell & Moore

and its allied manufacturing companies, the Shaw Electric Crane

Company, the Ashcroft Manufacturing Company, the Consolidated

Safety Valve Company, the Hayden & Derby Manufacturing Com-

pany, the Hancock Inspirator Company and the United Injector

iny. The officers of the new concern arc : Charles A. Moore,

president; John N. Derby, vice-president; Martin Luscomb, vice-

president ; Stephen B. Aller, vice-president; Colby M. Chester, Jr.,

irer; J. H. Blue, assistant treasurer; Charles Arthur Moore,

Jr., secretary, and Merle S. Clayton, assistant secretary.

fine ago Pneumatic Tool Company.—Mr. J. W. Duntley,

president of this company, has returned from Europe with orders

for 3,400 pneumatic tools, representing a value of more than $300.-

000. His trip was remarkably successful, and on the Continent

it was found necessary to establish manufacturing facilities by the

purchase of the factory and business of E. G. Eckstein, Berlin,

Germany. Also that of the Lencke Company at St. Petersburg^

This has become necessary because of the rapid introduction of

pneumatic tools into shop, building and other large industries on

the Continent. All foreign countries being well equipped with

electricity, the electric drill seems destined to rival the air drill,

and open up a new field for this company abroad. The English

c pany has won its suits covering 52 claims concerning pneu-

matic' hammers, thus placing this company in a specially strong

position with reference to its patents. The plant at Fraserburgh,

Scotland, is now in full operation. The month of May has brought

the largest volume of business in the history of the Chicago Pneu-

matic Tool Company.

Kexnicott Water Softener Company.—This company has ac-

quired several acres of land at Chicago Heights, Illinois, and is

'constructing a new plant, the present quarters at 35th and Butler

Streets. Chicago, having proved entirely inadequate to the needs

of its constantly growing business. The new plant will con

a main building SO ft. wide by 300 ft. long, together with an office

building arranged for office, drafting room and laboratories, 40 ft.

by -It! ft., two stories high. The other buildings will consist of a

power house 40 ft. by 50 ft., and a machine shop 35 ft. by 80 ft.

The buildings will be of brick, steel, and tile construction through-

out. The main building is to be equipped with a traveling crane of

SO ft. span, the crane being arranged to cover the entire area of the

building, the roof of which is in a single span. The yard space is

to be covered with a traveling crane of 20 ft. span, erected upon

steel posts. Provision is made for the entrance of cars into the

main building, SO that loading and unloading may be done under

.user. All tools are to lie equipped with individual motor drive.

Large purchases of machinery have been mad.- to supplement the

equipment already in use.

Boston & Maine Railroad.— The pamphlet entitled "Hunting

and Fishing." issued by this road, would stir the blood of those

who understand the woods and know the effect upon a busj life of

;i sojourn near to nature. This pamphlet describes the Ro

lake country, the Dead River region; the upper Kennebec; Moose-

head lake and vicinity; the Aroostook region; Washington C
iv. .Main.', the lakes of Now Hampshire, the fishing

White Mountain region; Pennigewassete, Conn., lakes; Lake

Ohamplain; Canadian Provinces and Newfoundland. Thi

phi- a contains an excellent map of the Nevi England fishing and

hunting resorts, and the attractions of these regions are presented

in such a way as to lead the hunter or fisherman to immediately

look over his tackle and outfit for a dream of an outing, which

must necessarily eventually lead to o visit to this country, ('..pics

of this pamphlet and the fish and game laws, also other excellent

literature may be had upon application to Mr. D. J. Flanders,

general passenger and ticket agent, Boston ,x Main. Railroad,

Boston, Mass. This department also announces the resumption

of through train service for the season of 1005 on the Connecti-

cut River line between New York, Portland, Poland Springs.

Bar Harbor, the Maritime Provinces. White Mountain resorts,

Montreal and Quebec.

CONVENTION EXHIBITS.

Adreon Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Ajax Metal Company, Philadelphia. Pa.

American Balance Valve Company, Jersey Shore, Pa.

American Brake Shoe and Foundry Company, Mahwah, N. ,1.

American Lock Nut Company, Boston. Mass.

American Nut >\. Bolt Fastener Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

American Steam Gauge & Valve Manufacturing Company, Boston,

Mass.
American Steel Foundries, New York.
Andrews, J. S. & Co., New York.
Anglo-American Varnish Company, Newark, N. J.

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Baltimore Railway Specialty Company, Baltimore, Md.
Besly, C. II., & Co., Chicago, 111.

Bettendorf Axle Company. Davenport, la.

Bordo, L. J. Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Bowser, S. F.. & Co., Fort Wayne. Ind.

Bradford Draft Gear Company. Chicago, 111.

Browning Engineering Company, Cleveland, O.

Buckeye Steel Castings Company, Columbus, O.

Buda Foundry & Manufacturing Company, Chicago, III.

Butler Drawbar Attachment Company. Cleveland. < '.

Carey, Philip. Manufacturing Company, Lockland, Cincinnati, O,

Chicago Car Heating Company, Chicago, 111.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, 111.

Cleveland Car Specialty Company, Cleveland, O.

Cleveland City Forge & Iron Company.
Commercial Acetylene Company, New York.
Consolidated Car Heating Company, Albany, N. Y.
Con-olid: I Itailuay Electric Lighting & Equipment Company.

New York.
Davis Expansion Boring Tool Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Dearborn Drug & Chemical Works. Chicago and New York.

Detroit Graphite Manufacturing Company. Detroit, Mich.

Detroit Lubricator Company, Detroit. Mich.
Diamond Machine Company. Providence, R. I.

Dickinson, Paul, Chicago, 111.

Dixon Crucible Company, Jos., Jersey City, N. J.

I tuner & ( 'o., Chicago, 111.

Edwards Company. The ( ). M.. Syracuse. N. Y.

Electric Controller & Supply Company. Cleveland. O.
Electro-Dynamic Company, Bayonne, N. J.

Falls Hollow Stayboll Company, Cuyahoga Falls. ().

Fariow Draft Gear Company, Baltimore, Md.
Federal < 'ompany, t Ihicago, III.

Flannerj Boll Company, Pittsburgh. Pa.
Foster Engineering Company, Newark, N. J.

Franklin Manufacturing Company, Franklin. Pa.
Franklin Railway Supply Company. Franklin. Pa.
Frost Railway Supply Company. Detroit. Mich.
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Could Coupler Company. New York.
Hi.ks. .1. I>.. representing C. A. Willey and the David P.. Crock-

ett ' i

In. 1. 'pen. 1. 'tit Pneumatic Tool Company. Chicago and New York.

Jenkins Pros.. New York.
Kmniiott Water Softener Company, Chicago.
McConwaj .V Torley Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
McCord & Co., Chicago. III.

Nathan Manufacturing Company, New York.
National Malleable Castings Company. Cleveland, O.
N.w Jersey Tube C pany. Newark. N. J.

Norton Grinding Company. Worcester, Mass.
Pittsburg Spring & Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting C pany. Now York.
Sunt Louis Car Company, Saint Louis, Mo.
Shelby S 1 Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Standard Car Truck Company. Chicago. III.

Standard Coupler Company, New York.
Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia. Pa.

Star Brass Manufacturing Company, Boston, Ma.--.

T. II. Symington Company, Calvert Building, Baltimore. Md.
I h son, c. A., St. Louis. Mo.
fnii.iwo ..I II. B. & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Walworth Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass.
Westinghouse Air Brake Compnny. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Westinghouse Air & Automatic Steam Coupler Company, St.

Louis, Mo
Westinghouse Electrii \ Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
w t c. S . Chicago, III.

Woods Machine Company. S. A.. Boston, Mas-.
Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company. New York.

WANTED Foreman for tool department of large engii ring

work-. Must bo first-class man. Apply stating experience and

giving references, "C," Amerk i\ Engineer \ m. Railroad Jot &

mal, 1 li» Nassau street, New York.

WANTED General storekeeper for large engineering work-

in. I foundry. Must be competent man. Apply stating experience,

iImi expected, and giving references, "C," Amerii \x Engineer
>\i. Railroad Journal, ho Nassau street, New York.

At th* exposition in connection with the Manhattan Beach con-

ventions of the Master Mechanics' and Master Car Builders' asso-

ciations the following were among the exhibitors present

A. ni" Who.' Lead & Color Works, Detroit, Mich.

WANTED -Position by a master mechanic with fifteen .wars'

experience in charge of large shops. Would accept position as

mechanical engineer or take charge of manufacturing plant

Boiler work and desiL'n a specialty. Would not object to travel.

Address "A," care Editor AMERICAN ENGINEER.
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STEEL FREIGHT CAR DESIGN.

BY C. A. SELEY.

In an address delivered before students and professors of

Purdue University, Mr. C. A. Seley, mechanical engineer of

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, presented argu-

ments worthy of the widest circulation. The very successful

cars of his design now running on the Norfolk & Western,

the Seaboard Air Line, the Louisville & Nashville and the

' 'Frisco System" support the views of Mr. Seley. These cars

have all been illustrated in this journal. The portions of the

address referring to steel frame cars are reproduced as fol-

lows:

Steel underframe cars do not employ truss rods as a rule.

Tti- Hills are generally deep iti section in the center, tapering

to a lesser depth at the mployed being gen-

erally called ash-bellied. Thhj i aol trlctlj correct, as the

Ideal shape should take Into account the reaction of the load

in determining the Bection at any point

between tb< b.1 eon traction gives tin- greatest

niiiy pro-

duced by the bull •"' embari

a

to the railroads, when I irj to repair then on ac

count of a lack of facilities, 'i tressed shape

or a sheared plate, reinforced Very

m undei Ui<- car.

Suppose we undertake to Dial ol :i bou

car of steel, working in the truss I

Irder side sills. We win uses steel channel for th

chord or side sill and an angle tor the upper chord or plate,

For the verticals and diagonals, which in car building par-

lance are posts and braces, angles, channels, I beams and Z

bars are applicable, as follows: Angles for corners, I beams
for end intermediate posts, which are of special value for

strengthening the ends of the car, the notoriously weak part

of a wooden car. Channels for door posts and end plates and
channels or Z bars for side posts and braces and end braces.

Investigation of a steel side framing for a car will surprise

one, to find how light a section can be used for the vertical

strength required. This is due to the great depth available

for the truss. There is, however, another element to con-

sider, "which is not met with in bridge calculations. Cars

have to be constructed to carry flowing loads, as of grain,

coal, etc., and the sides have to stand a stress which has a

bulging effect. A side framing, calculated only for the ver-

tical load will not be strong enough, although it is by no

means necessary to use sections heavy enough to withstand

the calculated side thrust of the flowing load. The reason for

this is an important one. It has been noted in the analysis

of a wooden car framing that the tension members were rela-

tively weak, being light rods. The wooden posts have to

standi the side thrust strains. In a steel car frame as above

described, the members being riveted top and bottom, the

verticals are tension members in fact, and their own inherent

strength against bulging is reinforced by their lading giving

them a bowstring effect.

One railroad built a lot of box cars, using the lightest stand-

ard weight of 3-in. channel for the intermediate verticals and
diagonals of the side framing. There was no question of the

vertical strength, but the design had no precedent by which
to judge of the effects of lateral thrust. These cars have been

in service about four years, and numerous examinations have

disclosed no signs of bulging, and as the road in question has

recently added a large lot of these cars to their equipment,

there was probably no mistake made in the original design

in trusting to the light sections used.

Prior to making that design some interesting experiments

were made with a wooden model, which consisted only of the

side frames and floor, supported on the four points corre-

sponding to the ends of the body bolsters. In the model, which

was 1-12 size the sills, and plates were cut down so as to have

almost no strength as beams. The verticals and diagonals

were notched over the top and bottom members, the whole

framing and floor weighing but 2% lbs. This was filled with

cast iron washers, arranged symmetrically, corresponding to

the lading the full length of a car, and when the experimenter

got tired of putting in washers it was found that this frail

construction was carrying 215 lbs. The deflection could be

plainly seen and measured by suitable lines. The model was

so well made that when the lading was removed it came back

almost to the original lines. The load was replaced and then

removed only from the ends beyond the bolsters, and the

center deflection showed an increase by reason of the loss of

the reaction of the end lading. The end loads were then re-

placed and then one-half of the load was removed, beginning at

one end. This was to see the effect of maximum utisymnietrical

lading in the center panel, Which was opened as in a car door

way, and not provided with the diagonal bracing used in bridge

Construction. The lines showed Hie S curve or shearing ten-

dency very plainly, inn ihe amount of the deflection and gen

eral behavior of the model while undergoing these and other

unsymmetrlcal loading arrangement: led to mo belief that

no special provisions Cor taking care of this shear need be

made in the car framing. The center Bills' have to be beams
oi else i" undei trussed, theli support being the bolsters, al-

though, it necessary, the aldei can be made to help them.

The lower Chord Or Bide Kill "I tin ran. above mentioned was
.in in. channel, lhal depth being eninloyod lor other reasons

connected with He cai construction, and not on account of

Hi- aecessit; for thai depth or section as a truss membei
The '.. 1

1 e iii tlffnes 'ii ' lie' i
:
in ami i be center sill

ii hi H due to an un rmmetrlcal lading ordinarily

found in bo
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This side truss construction is applicable to other types of

cars, such as hopper bottom and flat bottom gondolas, used for

transporting coal, ore, sand, etc. These types have a full un-

broken side for the application of an uninterrupted truss.

Provisions against bulging must be made by cross-tieing at

the top or by special means at the bottom.

Over 10,000 cars have been constructed and are running,

demonstrating the correctness of the principles involved in

the side truss construction, and a considerable number are on

order at various building shops.

Particular attention has been paid in this paper to the

steel frame box car, because it is regarded as the most im-

portant type on account of the number employed. It is de-

sirable that a standard design of body should be made of the

American Railway Association standard dimensions which
could be used by all railroads, they to use their own partic-

ular designs of trucks. The importance of such standardiza-

tion is obvious to all students of railway equipment main-

tenance. Whatever the arguments may be against steel, in

the frames of all types of cars, the over-exaggerated fears of

corrosion, difficulty of handling repairs with ordinary car

labor, etc., the fact remains that on roads that have tried it

steel has demonstrated its applicability and economy in main-

tenance, and in time will as generally supplant wood in car

framing as it has already done in railway bridges. It will

take a long time to do this, but the evolution is nevertheless

quite sure, and I look for it largely on the lines of the sim-

ple, direct applications which I have indicated.

PACIFIC TYPE PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE.

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway.

The proposed standard locomotives recommended by the

motive power committee of the Rock Island System were

described in the March number of this journal, page 84, the

five principal designs being illustrated by diagrams giving

the leading dimensions. Several of these locomotives have al-

ready been built, the first chosen for illustration being the

Pacific type passenger locomotive, as built by the American

Locomotive Company at the Schenectady Works. Fifteen of

these locomotives have now gone into service and are doing

excellent work. By comparing the dimensions with those

given in the tabular supplement accompanying the May num-

ber of this journal, of the current volume, it will be seen that

this is not a remakably heavy locomotive. By comparing the

dimensions with those of the fifth column of the proposed

Rock Island standards in the March number it will be noted

that comparatively few changes have been made from the

details recommended by the committee.

This locomotive has a deep fire box, liberal heating surface,

and is intended for service upon divisions with steep grades.

The previous passenger locomotive of this type for this road

built at the Brooks Works in 1903, was illustrated in this

journal in October of that year, page 351. The present loco-

motive has 31,000 lbs. tractive power as compared with 28,600

lbs. for the earlier design. In the new standard Pacific type

PACIFIC TYPE PA8K • ! I LOCOMOTIVE—CII

T. S. Lloyd, General Superintendent of Motive Power.

Aside from the desirability of steel in car framing for the

reasons stated heretofore, there is another important one.

We need a very heavy backbone in cars with the present and
increasing use of heavy engines. In the last ten years the

average tractive power of locomotives has been greatly in-

creased, and consequently the tonnage of trains is much
greater. It has been found in these long trains that very
severe shocks occur, back in the train, from the slack running
up or out, as the case may be. The comparatively light draft

gear of the old cars suffers much from these, as well as from
the direct pull of the heavy engines now in use. The benefit

of a direct steel column in the car framing to withstand these

heavy pulling and buffing shocks is very evident. This con-

sideration will justify the use of steel for even the medium
capacity cars, as they are hauled in the same trains and by
the same engines as the higher capacity cars. There is great

mortality nowadays among the old light cars on railroads

that use heavy power, and our repair tracks are full of bad
order cars with the draft gear disabled, ends knocked out or

pulled out. It is difficult in the very best practice in design-

ing cars with wooden draft gear to provide a construction that
will stand. This also shows the necessity for the stronger
construction afforded by the use of steel.

I have seen an excellent man use a 6-in. instead of a 12-

In. diameter emery wheel, and he thought he was saving $3.60

d month in supplies, but was really wasting $30 a month in

wages.

—

Mr. Harrington Emerson, Western Railway Club.

CAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC BALLWAY.

American Locomotive Company, Builders.

locomotive the firebox is 67 ins. in width, which is the adopted

standard for the width of all the standard fireboxes. This loco-

motive has outside journals for the trailing wheels; it has

supplemental frames under the firebox and differs in a num-
ber of its details from the earlier design. It has Richardson

balanced slide valves and alligator crossheads. The following

table presents the leading dimensions:

PACIFIC TYPE PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway.

GENERAL DATA.

Gauge 4 ft. 8% Ins.

Service Passenger.

Fuel * Bituminous coal.

Tractive power .. 31,000 lbs.

Weight in working order 206,000 lbs.

Weight on drivers 133,800 lbs.

Weight of engine and tender in working order 351,000 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 12 ft 4 ins-

Wheel base, total 32 ft.

Wheel base, engine and tender 61 ft.

RATIOS.

Tractive weight -f- tractive effort 4.31

Tractive effort x dlam. drivers -j- heating surface 638.

Heating surface -f- grate area '. 74 8

Total weight -* tractive effort 6.64

CYLINDERS.

Kind Simple.

Diameter and stroke 22 by 26 Ins.

Piston rod, diameter 3% Ins.

VALVES.
Kind Richardson balanced.

Greatest; travel 6 Ins.
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Outside lap 1 in-

Lead at 14 stroke Vi in.

IVHEEi-S.

Driving, diameter over tires 69 ins-

Driving, thickness of tires 3>-j in*

Driving journaJs. main, diameter and length. .. .9 U and 9 by 12 ins.

Engine truck -wheels, diameter 33 ins.

Engine truck, journals 6 by 12 ins.

Trailing truck wheels, diameter 49 ins.

Trailing truck, journals 8 by 14 ins.

wnn fh

Style Extended wagon top.

Working pressure 200 lbs.

Outside diameter of first ring 68% ins.

Firebox, length and width 96 by 67 ins.

Firebox plates, thickness % and 9-16 in.

Firebox, water space -t :
j ins.

Tubes, number and outside diameter 32S-2 in.

Tubes, gauge and length No. 11, 18 ft. 7 ins. long.

Heating surface, tubes 3,175 sq. ft-

Heating surface, firebox 179 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3,354 sq. ft.

Grate area 44.8 sq. ft.

Exhaust pipe Single.

Smokestack, diameter IS ins.

Smokestack, height above rail 15 ft. 514 ins.

Center of boiler above rail 113 *A ins.

TEKDEB.

Tank Water bottom.

Frame 13-in. channels.

Wheels, diameter 33 ins.

Journals, diameter and length 5% by 10 ins.

Water capacity .' 7,500 gals.

Coal capacity 13 tons.

A\ Chicago... 1:05 a.m 1 hr. 32 min. 101 miles. 65 86 miles.

•Including a 2-minute stop at Erie

Average speed. 525 miles, including stops, 67.02 m.p.h.

Average speed. 525 uiiles, excluding stops, 69.69 m.p.h-

Ea-tbound, June 13, 1905. Private cars 201, 203, coach 340.

Engine 695.

Lv. Chicago... 6:30 a.m.

Av. Elkhart... S :22 a.m. 1 hr. 32 min. 101 miles. 65.86 miles.

Engine 4661.

Lv. Elkhart... 8:24 a.m.

Av. Toledo 10 :1S a.m. 1 hr. 54 min 133 miles. 70.00 miles.

Engine 4665.

Lv Toledo. ... 10 :20 a.m.

Av. Cleveland 11:51 am. 1 hr. 31 min. 108 miles. 71.20 miles.

Engine 3707—685.

Lv. Cleveland. .11 :55 am.
Av. Buffalo... 2:25 p.m. *2 hr. 30 min 1S3 miles. *73.20 miles.

•Including a 3-minute stop one mile east of Dunkirk.
Average speed, 525 miles, including stops, 69.53 m.p h.

Average speed, 525 miles, excluding stops, 70.94 m.p.h.

A VERY FAST RUN.

When the distance from Chicago to Buffalo, over the Lake

Shore & Michigan Southern Railway, was covered at an aver-

age speed of 65.07 m.p.h. on Thursday, October 24, 1S95, a

world's record was made for this distance. On June 12 and

13, 1905, a train of three private cars was run over the same
road, a distance of 525 miles, at an average speed of 69.53

m.p.h., including stops and an average speed of 70.94 m.p.h.

excluding stops. This was a special train composed of three

officer's cars weighing 175 tons back of the tender. The ac-

companying table contains the official record of the speeds

over each division, the figures having been taken from the

train dispatchers' records. The locomotives of the 4600 class

are 2—6—2 type, illustrated in this journal in 1901, page 69.

Locomotive No. 5003 is of the 4—6— type, illustrated in

1899, page 343, and were the first locomotives of this type

designed by Mr. W. EL Marshall when superintendent of mo-

tive power of this road. Locomotive No. 3707 is of the new
class K, 2—6—2 type, illustrated in 1904, page 413, and is

the heaviest passenger locomotive in the world at the present

time. That this very heavy locomotive made such speed is

worthy of special record. The figures presented include the

length of each division, the time of departure and arrival,

the time over each division, the distance and speed in miles

per hour. All of the locomotives concerned in this remark-

able run were built at the Brooks worKs of the American
Locomotive Company.
That the record made last June did not involve any special

preparation, when October 24, 1895, required ex-

traordinary preparation, is a tact worthy of note. The record

follows:

LAKE BHORB * MICHIGAN BOUTHEBN RAILWAY

Tim* over I> lane*,
i I per

EagliM

•

a.m.

At TO*

i hi.

- 895.

STEEL FOR PASSENGER CARS.

Every railroad wreck that has as one of its horrors the

burning to death of imprisoned passengers calls attention

afresh to the steel car and the larger place it must take in the

construction of passenger as well as freight cars. The re-

sistance of steel to the terrific impact of the derailed train at

Mentor, Ohio, recently might have saved a number of lives.

Certainly with steel cars there would have been no kindling

pile and no charred bodies. The purchase of steel cars for the

New York Subway was prompted chiefly by the desire to

make the best provision against fire, derailment and colli-

sion. The latest of the tube railways in London is equipped

with steel cars for the same reason. It would seem that the

large death lists from fires on steamers, in public halls, hotel

buildings and railroad wrecks in the United States in the past

IS months have given sufficiently terrible emphasis to the

need of a larger use of non-combustible materials for build-

ings, cars and vessels.

Steel as a material of construction has made its way be-

cause of its strength, its resistance to the elements, or because

of its economy of space, or for other reasons appealing to the

engineer. It is evident, in the apparently increasing dangers

ot crowded modern life, that steel will come into increasing

use because it affords greater security to human life. In the

past 20 years the metallurgical" engineer and the mechanical

engineer have worked together to cheapen it so that the civil

engineer could employ it more freely. It is safe to predict

that a large factor in the steel tonnage of the future will arise

from uses which are optional to-day, but which public senti-

ment will then make compulsory.

—

Iron Age.

Cranks k>k Coaling Locomotives.—Our experience with the

self-propelling 3,000-lb. crane at places where we do not have

room or the means for installing a modern coal plant has

reduced the cost of our coal, and our loading expenses, from

13 to 6 men, by the installation of a central self-propelling

crane. It will clean out a gondola car, with ihe exception

of the corners, ami 1". minutes' work on the part of a man
with a shovel will gel the coal out of the corners. It will also

take the ashes out of a level track or pit, and it is quite

handy in every way. I mention these things with the hope

that some of our members may profit by the suggestion.

—

Mr. .1 /'. Walsh, before Master Mechanics' Association.

hi ikon Ti\\ti The construction and the electrification

of ihe Detroit Tunnel Line froin Windsor, Ontario, to Weal

Yards, Mich., for the Michigan Central Railroad, Ma>

been placed in charge of an advisory board of engineers, con

• of Mr William .1 WilgUB, vli Of the N. Y

C a ii it .It K . Mr. Howai Dglneer

and Mi W. 8. Kinnear, cbii I I 'he Tunnel Com
panj The i bief engineer « in be in direct charge of coo

tlon, reporting '" Mr H B Ledyard, chairman of tii.

of directors, on executive anil ftnan and to the

board of advisory engim educations and

methods "t doing 'In 1 work.
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DYNAMOMETER CAR, NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

The new dynamometer car buill by the Northern Pacific

Railway combines features which have been employed in

other cars previously put into service. It employs the raised

location of the operating table which was used in the New
York Central dynamometer car which was illustrated in the

June number of this journal, page 198. The operator's plat-

form in the Northern Pacific car is 10 ft. 6 ins. x 7 ft., with a

passageway on one side of the car. The platform is raised

about 4 ft. above the floor of the car and the cupola gives the

observers a clear view in both directions, provided the cupola

is not enveloped in smoke from the locomotive.

For transmitting and measuring the drawbar pulling and buf-

fing stresses, hydraulic apparatus is used, this being similar to

the equipment of the dynamometer cars of the Burlington and

of the University of Illinois. The drawbar stresses are received
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by an oil cylinder communicating by piping to the recording

table. These pipes lead to a pair of small cylinders, in tan-

dem, having a piston rod in common. The movement of this

rod is opposed in each direction by a carefully calibrated

spring, the loads lor small increments of deflection

being known. The pen arm records the deflections of these

springs under the pressure from the cylinder operated by the

drawbar. The engraving clearly illustrates the paper driving

mechanism and the location of the gauge board.

This car was originally a caboose, 33 ft. long, strengthened

and practically rebuilt. The plan shows the arrangement of

the interior and the facilities provided which are adapted to

comfortable living for the attendants during relatively long

periods.

APPRENTICE SYSTEM.-GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

Mr. W. D. Robb. superintendent of motive power of the

Grand Trunk Railway, described the apprentice system of that

road before the Master Mechanics' Association as follows:

I have realized for some time that the teaching of our em-

ployees, and especially our apprentices, for positions of re-

sponsibility in the motive power department, was a question

which could not be neglected, and the system which we have,

while it has been in force on the Grand Trunk for a num-
ber of years—I went through it when I served my time—latter-

ly it dropped away; but I found that there was a shortage of

material, that we ran out of men, and I had difficulty in ob-

taining men for positions of responsibility, difficulty even in

obtaining men for good positions as workmen, and I decided

that it would be necessary to educate our own men. I there-

fore introduced the apprentice system, starting in with in-

denture papers. Every boy is indentured. He signs himself

and is signed by his parent or guardian, and these indenture

papers prevent them from joining any union as long as they

are serving their apprenticeship. We had difficulty in obtain-

ing apprentices when we started, a great deal of difficulty;

but after the system became known and the parents realized

the benefits which the boys would receive, that difficulty dis-

appeared. For your information I will just tell you the num-
ber of apprentices we have. At Montreal we have 234 machin-

ists, 90 apprentices, a percentage of 38; at Toronto 64 machin-

ists, 25 apprentices, a percentage of 39; at Stratford 289 ma-

chinists, 110 apprentices, a percentage of 38; at Fort Gratiot

110 machinists, 60 apprentices, a percentage of 54. We have

an average of 40 per cent, of apprentices.

At first the system was voluntary-—that is, the drawing and

the teaching of apprentices; but I found thai would not do,

and it was made compulsory. An apprentice boy is given to

understand when he comes in that he has to pass an exam-

ination. Unless he passes that examination successfully he

cannot enter the service. The schools start in October and
they end in April. The list of apprentices is given to the

teachers. The teachers are provided by the company, as are

the room, the light and the heat, and all thai the apprentice

has to do is to buy his own Instruments. The list of names
en to the teacher of every apprentice in 'be works, and

the roll Is called. Every boy who is absent has liis name sent

to the master mechanic 'he next day as a warning, an.) li

has to give a reason for his absence. If bis reason is good

It is accepted; If not, be is censured. If he does not attend

he is discharged. The boy has to pas.-, an examination befori

be receives bli increase, ah the Increa i received are "i

his indenture papers. We dedmt from bis daily rate and
keep so uracil a percentage until be i out of hi-- time.

When be I- out ot his: time thai mone) Is paid to bin

along with It a bonus. We haw- found that by bavlng thai

of indenture and holding the money bach we ate abl

to bold our apprentices, whirl, we former! were tea able to

do 'i minal Ion before I bi

Th'- examination take plai

• u|a-rt, and it includes drawing and all thi

Ol examination. I' Is a written examination, and

it all comes up before the master mechanic, receives his ap-
proval, and then comes to me. If his examination is not sat-
isfactory he is sent back fo/ six months and receives no in-
crease. If he fails on his second examination he is dis-
charged. In addition to teaching drawing we are now teach-
ing them theory, applied mechanics and mathematics. \\

have no difficulty, as I said before, in getting apprentices for
machinists, but we did have difficulty in getting apprentices
for boiler makers, blacksmiths and rivet boys and steam ham-
mer boys, and it was necessary to take on younger boys and
boys who did not have sufficient education to pass the appren-
ticeship system. We have now introduced a school along with
the drawing and the other training to teach these boys, writ-
ing, arithmetic, reading and spelling, and they come in young-
er than the other apprentices. They have to pass examina-
tions on that as well as on the other, and after they pass that
examination they are brought forward as machinist appren-
tices. In the spring of the year, at local points, prizes are
given for the best standing. That is, locally, in addition to
that prizes are given for the whole system, for which the
boys compete over the entire system. Now, I want to say that
I can assure this association that we find a very great deal
of benefit from the system which we have. In fact, we have
reached the point now where we are able to get sufficient
material for promotion on our own system without having
to go outside for it.

AN ECHO OF THE INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY CON-
GRESS.

Referring to the recent Washington meeting of the Inter-
national Railway Congress, this journal in its June number
said: "The value of the official discussions would have been
much greater if those other than delegates were permitted to
know exactly what was said in the meetings. The reports of
the discussions, after the censors had finished with them, were
robbed of much of their value and it is to be hoped that it

some future time the star chamber character of the discus-
sions may give place to a more modern and enlightened plan.
as there can be no satisfactory reason at this day and date
for discussing technical railroad subjects behind closed doors."
A similar criticism from a correspondent of the London Times
was expressed in that publication as follows: "The official

reports, as published from day to day in the journals of the
Congress, were ridiculously inadequate. es|>ecially for the im-
portant technical journals of Europe and America, and the
exclusion from the meetings of the contributors on engineer-
ing subjects to those publications seems, from both a British

and American point of view, to have been the greatest pos-

sible mistake. By excluding the technical press (he Congress
lost an opportunity to make its work known, which nearly

all of the British and American delegates who have been con

suited on the subject have regretted. If the International

Railway Congress is to fill its proper place in connection with

Hi 1, advance nl of transportation interests this secretive

pollC] must give place to one consistent with the dignity and
the aims of this organization. The organizations which or

cupj the highest posts are those the discussions of which are

iast widely before the world, while fresh, by the technics

press, and in this country, at least, the press has exerted a

mi Influence in Improving the work of technical or

ganlzatlons bj suggestions of the technical press Itself."

One |e ,,li el the \\ ;. Iiltictoli eilllHilnni is I 1 1 e i| e.s i I'll ll 1 1 i I V

of removing this obstruction Another lesson Is the Impossi

billtj of delegates, repn llroad interests In i

countrle of the world, ever getting together In agreemen
upon the conclusions iii mattei ol practice without robbing

Of all value and even all interest. What

the International Rallwa Congress should do Is to open II

meetings, improve its discussions, place those discussion 1

before the world and allow those who wish enli i

men! from thli source to secure ii and adapt it to Hmir own

Thai which delegates or Ifl countries, all over the
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globe, can agree upon as "conclusions" is the least important

element to be gained from such studies as this organization is

able to make. Great good is accomplished by the Interna-

tional Railway Congress, but those who are directing its

career should be brought to think of its loss of influence due

to these causes.

SERVICE AND SAFETY OF M. C B. CAST IRON
WHEELS.

In a discussion of the question, "How does the M. C. B.

cast iron wheel show up in service as regards flange break-

ages?" Messrs. R. L. Ettinger and G. L. Fowler offered the

following before the Master Car Builders' Association:

Mr. Ettinger.—The 1904 cast iron wheel has not been in ser-

vice long enough, to state that the design is perfect and will

remedy all defects in former patterns, nor was it claimed by

the committee presenting it that they believed it to be the

only design that would give good, satisfactory service; but the

/904 wheel was presented as the best they had to offer by a

very representative committee of this association, ably as

sisted by a committee representing a majority of the largest

wheel makers in the United States. These manufacturers

must be satisfied that they are on the right track, as I have

recently heard from a number who are now prepared to fur-

nish this design, one writing that the 700-lb. pattern was

made shortly after the convention last year and a great many-

thousand wheels from it put under cars of 100,000 lbs. eapa-

rity from which they have had practically no complaint.

The company with which I am connected put S,000 wheeU

from this design in service last winter under 100,000-lb. steel

coal cars. These cars are operating on some very heavy

grades, and up to the present time we have not had any fail-

ures. Of the lighter wheels for 60,000-lb. cars we have a larger

number running.

On a road in the west they had a number of very high coal

cars that were giving a lot of trouble from breaking wheels,

and it was decided to try the new M. C. B. design. The wheels

were changed under some 200 cars, and I am told that none

of the new wheels have failed. In this same connection and

leading up to the change there were some tests made at Pur-

due University of types of wheels in general service and

wheels made from the new M. C. B. pattern. All of the re-

sults were in favor of the new design.

The breaking of flanges will be reduced to a minimum for

cast iron wheels by the addition of % in. more metal on the

outside. This increase will amount to but little more than

1-16 in. on a line with the wheel tread, and this will not affect

guard rails set at l a4 in. any more than a driving wheel hav-

ing the common distance of 53V4 in. between flanges, or a car

wheel and rail that have a combined wear of 1-16 in. The

co-operation of our road departments could very rapidly bring

about the same relative conditions that now exist

On going into this question very carefully with our en-

gineering department we could not find any objection from

their point of view to making the change in the wheel and

using them on the tracks as now laid, or on their part to in-

creasing the clearance between main and guard rails to l T
s

in. on all new or repair work, and this has been decided upon.

We took this matter up with our engineering department

with some hesitancy, because there had been so much said

about the objections we might expect to meet with, but in place

of objections found a perfect willingness and desire in that de-

partment to do anything the mechanical department asked

with the view of better wheel service and fewer failures.

Mr. Geo. L. Fowler.— I have not had the privilege of having

had charge of any cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity using cast iron

wheels, but I have been commissioned on two or three oc-

ns to look into the service of cast iron wheels under

various conditions. The position, it seems to me, as it stand?

to-day, is that there is an uncertainty in regard to the ad-

visability and the safety of using a cast iron wheel under a

car of 100,000 lbs. capacity. Under a 60,000-lb. capacity car

there is no doubt whatever but that it is all right. Under an

S0,000-lb. car they seem to think that it is just about on the

verge of the upper limit. With regard to the 100,000-lb., the

general sentiment, as I find it through the community, is one

of doubt. To remedy these defects, changes have been made
in brackets, in the location of the plates and the thickness of

the metal, in order to strengthen the wheel, and these have

been to a certain extent successful, but there have been a

number of cracks, and some very peculiar cracks developed

in action on mountain roads. It has been found that the

brake action in heating the wheel is apt to produce an inter-

nal crack that no inspector can see, and it works its way to

the outside, breaking in detail, as though there were an in-

herent defect in the wheel as it came from the foundry, while

it is really due to the brake action, because the same thing has

been reproduced by subjecting a wheel to a thermal test;

not the thermal test with a thick band of metal, but with a

thermal test of about Vi in- molten iron, heating it about as

the brake shoes would heat, and reproducing an internal

crack which cannot be seen by any kind of an inspection.

Now, with regard to the strength of the cast iron wheels:

Professor Goss, at Purdue, recently took some cast iron wheels

and put them in his testing machine, laid them flat and forced

a square pressure bar down against the flange, holding it

in place so that it could not back off, with some rollers to over-

come the frictional resistance between the bar and a support-

ing angle back of it: and with this he pushed the flange down
off the wheel. He told me the other day that a normal wheel

broke at 70,000 lbs. pressure. I heard of this a few weeks

ago, and thought I would like to corroborate those figures

for myself and try to ascertain the relative strength of a steel-

tired wheel or a steel wheel. I wrote to Prof. Goss, asking him
if he thought that he could do the work on his testing ma-

chine, and calculated that it ought to take about four times

or four and a half times as much pressure to push off the steel

flange as a cast iron flange. I based my calculation on the com-

parative tensile strength of the metals, which for cast iron

wheels runs from 28,000 to 30,000 lbs. and for the steel tire

runs from 112,000 to 125.000 lbs. I made some tests a short

time ago of the tensile strength of steel tires and found that

they broke at from 112,000 to 113,000 lbs, per sq. in. Similar

specimens from the tread of the Schoen steel wheel broke at

stresses ranging from 118,000 to 123,000 lbs. per sq. in.; so

that there is not much difference between the two.

Professor Goss said he was unable to do the work in his ma-

chine, so I requested the Schoen Steel Wheel Company to lend

me their press, which has 1,000 tons capacity; I procured a

cast iron wheel that the makers knew I was going to use for

that purpose, and they sent me one that was a little thicker

on the flange than the law really allows, with a chill that

measured about % in. in the throat, so that there was a back-

ing of good solid gray iron in behind there to stand the

stress. My figures on that are not, of course, absolutely ac-

curate, because I was working on a large press where I had

to allow for the weight of the head and also for the frictional

resistance of the packing, but ;i^ the frictional resistance of

the packing has been pretty thoroughly worked out, there is

probably not much error in my figures. The method used was

to bolt the wheel firmly to the base of the press and to force

a plunger bar down against the flange. The bar was prevented

from backing away by a stiff angle bolted to the bed, the

rubbing surfaces between the two having been well greased.

This is essentially the same method as that used by Prof.

Goss. I broke the flange of that chilled iron wheel at a pres-

sure of 116,000 lbs., and it fractured silently with no apparent

recoil. The flange of the Schoen steel wheel broke at 526,000

lbs., showing that there is not very much difference in the

relative value of the strength of the flanges and the tensile

strength of the metal that was in the wheels. In the case of

the cast iron wheel under consideration, I did not measure

Hie tensile strength. At the present lime I am engaged in an

investigation to ascertain what the vertical stresses are on a

wheel, and I would suggest that we are very much in the con
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diuou or a man who would attempt to build a bridge without

knowing anything about the load that that bridge was going

to carry. You are running your wheels at all kinds of veloci-

ties with all kinds of loads, over all kinds of tracks, and there

is no one that knows anything at all about what the actual

flange stresses are. If the flange of a cast iron wheel is only

worth 70,000 lbs., which Professor Goss tells me is the normal
stress, it looks to me as though we were running very near

the danger line when we are putting it under cars of 100,0oU

lbs. capacity, high, as these cars are when loaded away up
higher than the old bos car used to be, hauling them over ail

- of curvature and all kinds of track, without know-
ing anything at all about the stresses to which we are sub-

jecting them. 1 would suggest that it would be a very appro-

priate thing for this association or some railroad or com-
bination of railroads to investigate what the horizontal

s are on a wheel when it is in motion. The matter
would not be a very serious one either in time or expense and
would certainly serve to cast light upon a subject which, at the

present time, is shrouded in darkness.

COLE BALANCED COMPOUND.

Erie Railboad.

MALLEABLE IRON FOR WEARING SURFACES.

The use of malleable iron for wearing surfaces has been
somewhat limited, but a general answer to the question, "is

it advisable to use malleable iron for wearing surfaces,"

would be, Xo. Owing to the softness of the metal, the abra-

sion is very marked and harder iron has longer life. This can
readily be seen in passenger ear journal boxes where after a
few months' service holes are worn through the sides of tho

boxes, and such surfaces are now protected by steel wearing

The excellent results obtained from the Cole balanced com
pound oh the Pennsylvania Railroad testing plant at the St.

Louis Exposition and its successful service on the New York
Central justify expectations of equally satisfactory results

under the difficult conditions on the Erie Railroad which have
been outlined in this journal. The accompanying engraving
illustrates a 4—4—2 type locomotive built by the American
Locomotive Company, at Schenectady, trpon the Cole balanced
compound system. Comparisons with the earlier Cole com-
pound may be made by referring to our June number, 1904.

'The leading dimensions of the Erie locomotive are given in

the following table:

ATLANTIC TYPE COLE BALANCED COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE-
ERIE RAILROAD.

GENERAL DATA.

Gauge 4 ft . sv, ms
I
61™8 Passenger

* uel Bituminous coal.
Tractive power 23.860 lbs.
\\ eight in working order 206,000 lbs
Weight on drivers 115.000 lbs!
V\ eight of engine and tender in working order. 368,800 lbs.
Wheel base, driving 7 ft.
Wheel base, total .28 ft.' 9 ins!
Wheel base, engine and tender 60 ft! 9 ins'

RATIOS.

Tractive weight -i- tractive effort 4.82
Tractive effort x diam. drivers -H heating surface 513
Heating surface -r- grate area 64,3
Total weight -=- tractive effort .8 63

CYLINDERS.
Kind Compound.

il » -' 1 Ml'i'l Mi LOCOMOTTVf —ERIE BAILBOAD.

'lent. American Locomotive Company, Builders.

.ejected to a lesser degree of motion, such Diameter and stroke ir, _. and 26 by 26 ins.

bearings or draft gear, the malleable iron
piston rod

'

dlaraeter 3 ins.

VAl..
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COMMON STANDARD LOCOMOTIVES.

Hakki.ma.n Links.

IV.

(For previous articles see pages 154, 200 and 250.)

Cabs.—The cabs of all four of the standard types are of the

same general design, all being of metal with wooden roofs,

the frames being of 2-in. angles, the sheets being of 7-lb.

steel. The only essential variations are confined to the fit-

ting of the cabs to the different boilers. All of the cabs are

120 ins. wide, and all are 90 ins. long under the windows.

BILi, OP STEEL.

4 pieces 60% x 93 No. S steel for front and back.

2 pieces 64% x 90% 7-lb. steel for sides.

2 piece.s G3% x 7u 7-lb. steel for front of rcof.

2 pieces 66% x 70 7-lb steel for back of roof.

The angles for the frame throughout are 2 x 2 in.

All of the cabs are braced to the back heads of the boilers

by means of two diagonal rods 1 in. in diameter. They are

secured to the boilers by means of 4 x 4-in. angles, IS ins. long.

We are indebted to Mr. W. V. S. Thorne, director of pur-

chases of the Harriman Lines, for this information and to

the Baldwin Locomotive Works for the drawings.

These bolls to Rfl through

BiL ,o<l to have block
bel»een linio,. aod rjof sh, -Ji"382?^-S5q

-IVMiAKt) CAR K)lt PASBENCF.R LOCOMOTIVES

—

HUiliTMAN LINES.

The designs are sufficiently alike to permit of illustrating the

construction with one drawing, which is that adapted to the

passenger locomotives which are of the Atlantic and Pacific

types. These cabs have ridge ventilation in addition to the

trap ventilator through the roof. The windows are large, the

side windows having three sashes, of which the forward one

is stationary while the others slide. The cabs all have 9 x 3 7-

in. slide windows in front over the boiler. The glazed doors

opening on to the running board are 13Vi x 44% ins., each

having a Gi<> x 12-in. wire netting opening, covered with a

slide of steel plate. The rear windows of the cabs are 16 x 26

ins. over the sash. The details shown in the drawing, to-

gether with the section through the roof, show the construc-

tion of the frame and the attachment of the wooden portion.

It will be noticed that a space of 2 ins. is provided betw-eeu

the 14-ln. false roof of wood and the outer steel roof. The
cabs have 3-16-in. wooden lining below the windows. The bill

of steel for the cabs of the Atlantic and Pacific types shown
In the engraving is as follows:

Troubles of Long Ago.—In the old days during zero weather

we would frequently have a number of rails broken in a

single night. I recollect we had 255 rails broken in one night

between Cincinnati and Cleveland, when the thermometer

made a drop from 40 deg. above to 10 deg. below zero in

fifteen or eighteen hours. We have seen the wonderful ad-

vance made since the introduction of steel rails and steel-tired

car wheels. In the old days it was not anything unusual to

find a broken car wheel in a train when the thermometer

dropped suddenly; and the old pumps on the side of the

boiler would sometimes freeze up and the whole road would

be tied up over night. All that has been overcome, and wc
never hear of anything of the kind. It seems marvelous what

was accomplished in those days of train despatching and the

movement of trains by telegraph with so many difficulties to

overcome. Some of the younger generation of railroad men
can scarcely realize the trials and tribulations of railroading

thirty years ago.

—

Mr. C. S. Rhoads, before 'Sew York Rail-

road Club.
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DOES EDUCATION OF FIREMEN PAY?

By B. P. Flory.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, C. R. R. OF N. J.

There has been considerable discussion in the technical

press lately as to whether it pays to educate firemen, and, in

fact, the other employes of the company, as hostlers, shop

apprentices, etc., on whom the road has to (or should) de-

pend for the making of engineers and firemen.

While the general tendency seems to be in favor of some
scheme of education, yet a number of the railroads have not

yet decided in their minds exactly what the benefit will be

to their individual systems.

The writer last summer had occasion to make some coal

and water tests, and thought that the results might prove

interesting to the railroad world at the present time.

The engine selected was an Atlantic type, cylinders 19 x 26

Ins.. with American balance slide valves; working pressure,

200 lbs.; weight on drivers. 100.220 lbs.; diameter of drivers,

SI 1* ins.

The runs were made between Jersey City and Philadelphia,

with four cars on most of the trains, the distance being 180.8

miles for the round trip.

When starting the test the engineman and the fireman were

instructed to run and fire the engine in their usual manner.

The first tests the fireman had a heavy fire, and kept the

engine blowing off a great part of the time.

The record of the first test is as follows:

6 -ass s^ eg ,gg „~ s 2 *
4 s^

O £h~ "ScoS _tofti e«H 0~ ^C ufcS ISB.S
1904.

July 27 162.13 4641 192 4-7-00 11,409 78,461 .390 2.67
171.58 45.63 201 4-9-05 11,224 76.808 .352 2.47

July 30 190.7 46.09 194 4-8-30 11,956 77,910 .318 2.13

After the above tests were completed, we got at this fireman

and gave him instructions how to fire, using a light fire in

starting and firing light all the way. That this made an ap-

preciable difference is shown by the following tests:

3 5 Sfi i - Is o § =. S -° ?& § £ s * % s
Q ?£-*- <m1& -J.d. E-~t- O— [5— OB.?- iSOiS

1804.
Aug. 29 170.0 45.24 193 4-13-25 7,952 72,398 .259 2.38
Aug. 31 174.6 47.43 188 4- 1-45 9,385 72,398 .297 2.29
.-It 1 17n-,. 46.3 189 4- 3-50 8,319 71,295 .270 2.32

It will lie noted thai the coal consumption went down from
an average of 11,530 lbs. per round trip, or .353 lbs. per ton-

ruile, to an average of 8,552 lbs. per round trip, or .275 lbs.

per ton mile, a saving of 22.1 per rem.

On the second trip of this latter series of tests the fire had
not been properly cleaned by the hostler before leaving, and

ar. to do this at Philadelphia, which was not

done on oilier runs.

Thi- a good fireman for keeping up
-'earn, but be evidently did noi try to save coal.

That de had kepi up bis record made [n the second

tiown bj a third serle of tests which were con-

ducted lately. The result an i Follows:

1906.
Apr 24

Apr 26

170 7

IE !< V. <. '/, %.

16 17 182
17 83 181
16.74 183

k£

i

The weather during th< I was colder than the

and more variable, whlcb OCCOUntfl lor different

oal on the rarioui Evei

Ion per round trip

wan 8,501 p. on mile, which li I

I texlH.

These tests and the results obtained have done the company
a great deal of good, in that they have stimulated other fire-

men to try to equal this record. I do not think that this is

an individual case, and it is safe to presume that the same
conditions will be found on other roads, especially on those
using anthracite coal. A saving of 2,500 lbs. coal per day, or

of even 1,000 lbs. of coal a day per engine, means something
to a company when one remembers how large a per cent, coal

forms of the operating expenses of a road.

NECESSITY FOR GREATER BRAKING POWER IN
FREIGH f SERVICE.

An important opinion on the need for greater braking
power on freight cars was expressed before the Master Car
Builder's Association by Mr. F. M. Gilbert, mechanical en-

gineer of the New York Central Railroad.

A proper consideration of acceleration and velocity, the
prevailing higher speeds and heavier trains and the necessity

for faster schedules, suggest that it is time that we look at

the question of retardation and devote some time and thought
to the question of how to absorb the energy of our high-

speed heavy freight trains in less time than is now possible

with the braking power we are using. In view of the existing
conditions the writer cannot see that any arguments are re-

quired to show that we do need greater braking power on
freight cars.

From the crude state of the air brake apparatus it is useless

to describe the ideal conditions—where the braked power
should automatically change with the loads carried by the
car. So far as the writer's knowledge goes, no apparatus has
as yet been developed that will accomplish this satisfactorily.

We must therefore confine, ourselves to getting the highest

safe percentage of the light weight of the vehicle.

The matter then resolves itself into the questions:

1. Can we provide greater braking power on freight cars

without introducing complications that would be detrimental
to the equipment?

2. If we can provide this increased braking power without
detrimental effect upon the equipment, how can it best be done
cheaply and with the fewest complications?

The general practive to-day is to brake freight cars to 70

per cent, of their light weight. This 70 per cent, when cor-

rected for the cylinder effect absorbed by the brake gear will

be reduced practically 20 per cent. We therefore arrive at the

point of application of brake shoes with 80 per cent, of 70

per cent, of the light weight of the car, which is 56 per
cent, of the light weight of the car.

If we assume for 100,000-lb capacity cars a light weight of

38,000 lbs., we have 56 per cent, of 38,000, which equals 21,-

280 lbs. If we add to the light weight of the car Its capacity,

plus the 10 per cent, permissible overload, we have 38,000 plus

100, plus lo.ooo, which equals 148,000 lbs., and the per cent.

of total weight braked is 21,280 multiplied by LOO and divided

by 148,000, whlcb equals 14.37 percent. This braking power
on a straight, level road does Its work fairly well, but it is

not sufficient on grades and curves, where the distance In

which stops must be made is shorter,

The writer is of the opinion thai freight cars can be figured

to be braked at LOO per cent, of their light weight without in-

jurious results to the equipment; ibis when corrected tor the

'i absorbed by the brake gear will reduce the actual

braked weight to about 80 per cent, of the light weight of the

ca r,

ih. three principal faciei- associated with the air brak-i

that are productive of injury to the equipment are:

i- Lack of simultaneous application and release of the
in :ii e : on i he varloui vehicle const Itut Ing the I ra In

1 Lael of equal percentage of braked weight on the va i

on I ii ill ing i be I rain,

::. i.nci or maintenance In propei repair of the ail brok
mechanism of the parlous vehicles constituting the train.
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None of these factors will be affected one way or the other

by the recommended increase in brake power, except the

question of repairs, which will require more attention.

The benefits to be realized from the higher braking power

are:

The ability to stop trains in a shorter distance; hence the

ability to approach yard limits, meeting points, etc., at a

higher velocity, thus enabling faster time to be made over

the respective divisions.

Owing to the large number of freight cars on which the

levers are proportioned for 70 per cent, at 50 lbs. equalized

cylinder pressure, I am of the opinion that the proper way

to get the increased braking power is by raising train-line

pressure the proper amount.

Our air brake friends will probably say that triple valves

designed for 70 lbs. train-line pressure will not work satis-

factorily with higher pressures; they will also probably say

that the increased leakage from train pipes under the higher

pressure will overtax the pump. The answer to these objec-

tions it appears to me to be that the triple valves should be

modified so as to work satisfactorily and the train pipe

should be kept tight As the matter now stands we are not

securing the results from air brake apparatus that we should.

IMPRESSIONS OF FOREIGN RAILROAD PRACTICE.

Editorial Corbbespondence.
Berlin-.

A German locomotive building shop offers a good oppor-

tunity to see aristocracy and servility. If you go about with

a high official you will see the caps of all the foremen and

workmen come off in deference to the officer. The poor Ger-

man workman (he is skilful and faithful, but poor) gets

perhaps 3 marks per day if he is an all-around mechanic. A

rod fitter gets perhaps 80 marks per month (about $20), de-

pending on the location. In these shops labor in building

locomotives amounts to about one-third and material two-

thirds of the total cost of building. The workmen begin at

6 a. m. They breakfast at S a. m., return to work at 8:20,

stop for dinner at 12 noon, and work from 1 to 4 p. m. It is

not a desirable arrangement. I found in France in one of

i he shops visited that labor and material were about equal

in cost.

Milling machine practice is making rapid progress in Eu-

rope, In the most up-to-date plants planers are almost en-

tirely going out of use. At the works of Messrs. Neilson

Keid & Co., Glasgow, the frames of the new Canadian Pacific-

locomotives then just completed were not planed, but milled.

Two frames were placed on the machine so as to take up

the least space in width, and were finished at the same cut-

ting. The cutter was built up. It is said to be 14 ins. in

diameter and at least 5 ft. long. The writer did not see it,

but was told by one who had seen it. At Borsig's works

in Tegel all locomotive frame and rod work is done by mill-

ing machines. Six plate frames for German locomotives are

secured to the machine table, which is as large as one of

our big frame slotters, and the work which we do by slot-

ting heads is there done by milling, and is done quickly. En-

gine truck boxes are set up in rows of 12, and are finished

in two cuts by special milling cutters, which are made to suit

the standard boxes of thq Prussian State Railways. In Eng-

land and on the Continent the drafting room renders the

greatest kind of help to the shop by providing uniformity in

parts of a large number of engines, making it possible and

profitable to fit up special cutters for such work as this. A
trip through the leading European workshops would be very

profitable if this subject alone was taken up. At Tegel ex-

cellent use is made of high-speed steel, especially one of the

brands which is well known at home. Milling cutters made of

it are doing heroic service there, and are used for every con-

ceivable purpose.

These notes are necessarily of a rambling character and

are not as thorough as they should be. On the surface there

appears to be comparatively little in European practice which

we may profitably adopt. But it pays to dig beneath the sur-

face. The Borsig works have frequent orders for the Prus-

sian State Railways. By the way, the workmanship is beau-

tiful. Valves and valve-seats are scraped, and all that. It is

far too fine. In going through the Borsig storehouse a lot of

new parts for the standard engines will be found. These are

very carefully designed and equally carefully adopted. Then

they remain standard for years, as there is little opportunity

to improve upon them. Therefore, when not busy on con-

tracts, the works may make a few of these parts for stock,

knowing that they will be needed, thus getting the manu-

facturing advantage from the strict standards. This surely

has its good points, and exactly the same thing is done by

all the English railroads, where the matter- of duplication of

standard parts is carried out most extensively and in an ad-

mirable way.

Returning for another word about milling—it is easy to

make and profitable to use patterns for profile milling in case

three or four standard locomotives use the same main rods

and if from 60 to 70 new engines are built every year for

replacements. On several English roads the valve gear work

is so designed and so carefully made as to render it possible

to take the valve motion from one engine and put it under an-

other one—and it fits. This is occasionally done in order to

get engines out of the shops quickly. The holes for the pins

of valve motions are usually lapped out, and so also are the

slots in the links. These are fitted perfectly on the machines,

so that the link block will drop easily from one end to the

other of the link, and no hand fitting is required, the fit being

an absolutely perfect piece of work. A great deal of case

hardening is done, especially in England, and the work is

usually put up with the oxidized surfaces left as they come
from the boxes.

In three shops in England and in two on the Continent

the writer was asked to collect and present in the columns
of this journal the most up-to-date information upon milling.

It appears that a milling wave is passing over Europe. In

several places home-made milling machines—converted from

planers—were seen, and were doing good work. Large, solid

cutters are the rule for wrought iron and steel, while larger

cutters with inserted teeth are in common use for cast iron.

At the Borsig works a test outfit for milling cast iron has

proved very profitable. A special motor drives a large new
milling machine, and a good man is constantly employed in

making tests of cutters of various kinds upon broad surfaces

of cast iron and steel. By weighing the work and reading

the ammeter the power required per unit weight of metal re-

moved is studied, and my courteous conductor, the works
manager—who does not speak a word of English—made me
understand that this experimental work had greatly increased

the rate of cutting and reduced the cost of milling. This, by

the way, is an admirable demonstration of the convenience

of electrical measurements in introducing improved methods
in the shops.

No twist drills are bought for the Borsig works. They are

all made in the tool room, which is the largest I ever saw,

and is chiefly engaged in making milling cutters. A fine,

large twist drill was exhibited. It was 3% ins. in diameter
and about 4 ft. long. The tempering of milling cutters was
watched "with interest. Gas furnaces are used, and the cut-

ters are heated very slowly. Until red hot they are not put

into the furnace at all, but are heated by radiant heat by
being placed on a plate under the furnace, the gas burner of

which heals cullers to a high temperature in the furnace

while it heats to a red temperature those which are to go into

the furnace. This is said to be the secret of hardening good
cutters.

Small pieces of high-speed steel were in some mysterious
way st ink on the ends of large lathe and planer tools. The
joints were fused and resembled brazing, but they hold heavy
cuts. I did not succeed in impressing the works manager
with the desirability of telling me how it was done or letting

me see the process. G. M. B.

(To be concluded.)
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PRODUCTION IMPROVEMENTS.

BEAMEB FOE CONNECTING BOD KNUCKLE JOINTS.

Fig. 1 illustrates a very handy reamer used in the round-

houses of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway for

reaming the knuckle pin holes in connecting rods without re-

moving the rods from the engine and thus saving a large pro-

portion of the time ordinarily required for this operation.

The cutters are made right and left spiral and ball bearings

are used between the stationary and revolving parts in order

to reduce the power required for its operation to a minimum.
A ratchet wrench is used on the square. We are indebted for

this information to Mr. S. K. Dickerson, master mechanic at

Collinwood, Ohio.

LOCOMOTIVE BLOCKING JACK.

The blocking jack illustrated in Fig. 2 is in use at the Mc-

Kees Rocks shops of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad.

A pair of these jacks are furnished for each pit in the erect-

ing shop and when the wheels are removed from a locomotive

one of these jacks is placed underneath the frames at the center

of the cylinders while the other one is placed underneath the

frames at about the middle of the firebox. These jacks are

very much more satisfactory than blocking as they can very

readily be adjusted to any desired height; they take up a com-

paratively small amount of room and do not In any way inter-

fere with the work on the engine, and last, but not least, no

time is lost In hunting up blocking. The jacks are quite heavy

and four rollers are provided so that they can easily be moved
about. We are indebted to Mr. D. J. Redding, master me-

chanic at McKees Rocks, for this information.

Development of Shopmen.—When you have reached the

limit of the high-speed steel and heavy built shop tools, what

are you going to do with your men? You still have room for

increasing the output if you develop them as you should, es-

pecially their loyalty.

—

Mr. W. White, Western Railway Club.
FIG. 1—BEAMEB FOB CONNECTING BOD KNUCKLE JOINTS.
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locomottvb blocking jack.

..i lir.r.TH.—We have our own belt room, keeping a

record of very belt failure as well bh the III"'- history of every

belt Installed- paying the bight I Brio foi belte, yet. having

them cost less for operation and renewal, with fewer break-

downs, than I bellere ID any machine Ihop of similar size In

the world.—Mr. Harrington Emernon, Weitern Railway Club.

Impiihi wri. hi .Iii.h.—The new shop Is usually handicapped

by lack of JIks, template!, etc., possessed by the old one.

Tin :

< ihliiivi will remedy theniHelves in time, but the new

hop i.'iiiiiui be expected to reach Its highest efficiency for

ome time after It Is put in operation.

—

Mr. J. 11. Lonie, West-

ern Railway Ulub.
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beveled edges; above this is erected an elevated longitudinal

supporting stringer with projecting taper pegs. Then, as

shown in the photograph, the procedure is that of resting a

door between two of the strips on the base and between two
corresponding pegs above; in this way the door will be sup-

ported entirely by edges and the freshly varnished surface Is

protected. Each of these two door racks is 14 ft. long and the

elevated supporting stringer is located 6 ft. above the floor.

Each rack has a capacity of 54 doors upon either side of the

stringer, making the total capacity 10S doors.

RAILROAD SHOPS.

In discussing the report of the Committee on Shop Layouts
before the Master Mechanics' Association, Mr. F. F. Gaines
made the following observations:

The report seems to question very strongly the advisability

of large shops or the use of a single shop for a railroad sys-

tem. The large shop is no innovation whatever. The Penn-
sylvania Railroad shop at Altoona, which has been in exist-

ence for a great number of years, is a fair example of large

PLAN" OF GASOLINE MOTOR CAR—UNION PACIFIC RAILWAY.

GASOLINE MOTOR CAR.

Union Pacific Railway.

A light motor car designed and built under the direction of

Mr. \Y. R. McKeen, superintendent motive power of the Union
Pacific Railway, has been in service on that road since April

1 of this year. It has met expectations to such an extent

as to lead to the decision to build six more of a larger

capacity. The experimental car is now in regular service at

Portland, Oregon.

This car is 31 ft. long and seats 25 passengers. It is

mounted on a four-wheel specially designed truck, and weighs

a little over 20 tons. The accompanying floor plan shows the

shape of the car and the interior arrangements. A six-

cylinder 100 h.-p. engine drives the forward axle by means of

a mechanical chain drive with several gear speeds, the speed

of the engine Itself being variable through a wide range. A
"synchronizer" facilitates the speed changes. A reverse

throttle spark lever and emergency spark cut out and air

brake valve are all arranged conveniently for the operator.

Six cells of battery supply current for a "make and break"

spark device.

This car is designed for service on grades as steep as 4 per

cent, and for frequent stops, its maximum speed being about 35

miles per hour, but by changing the gear ratios It may be run

at 60 miles per hour. Compressed air is used in starting, and
the acceleration is remarkably rapid. For the first 50 ft. the

acceleration is slower than that of an ordinary electric car,

but from 100 ft. it is very rapid. On a level or grade of 25 ft.

per mile the car will start on the high speed direct con-

nected, without the use of gears. One operator handles the

car easily. It will run in either direction. The vibration and
noise of the engine are not noticeable when running, and
the car is reported to be entirely satisfactory.

It has been running experimentally and in regular service

since last April, and ran with its own power from Laramie
to Salt Lake City early in May, making the 2,095 miles with
entire satisfaction. Since it first started the car has not been

out of commission and has not required more than slight

running repairs. It has hauled a standard mail car of

52,100 lbs. up a 1.6 per cent, grade at the rate of 11 miles per

hour. It has also been tried on a 7.8 per cent, grade (a

coal shute trestle), where it was stopped and started re-

peatedly.

shops. The present output of Qur Reading shops, where all

the heavy repair work for the road is done, has been brought

up in the past year to an average of three engines per day,

and will be a little over S00 engines for the year, an increase

of 22 per cent, over the previous year, and this has been done
with a notoriously old tool equipment, and only a sufficient

number of tools to operate 48 out of 68 pits; in other words,

the erecting shops, which are in two bays, have been divided

into 12 pits to each corner, which are being operated, and the

remaining pits used for storage purposes on account of lack

of sufficient machinery to run them. On the basis of 48 pits

we are getting about an engine and a half per pit per month.
Referring to the articles from the American Engineer (by

Mr. R. H. Soule), which are published as an appendix to the

committee's report, there is considerable exception to be taken

to them. Tables of outputs, as given, are valueless unless

considerably more is known about the conditions under which
the output is made.

The character of traffic, grade, ballast, curvature, water

supply, weight of engine, etc., vary for each locality. For in-

stance, on a recent trip of inspection by some prominent offi-

cials, a certain shop located in a territory with a good water

supply was very highly commended for its output on the unit

basis. The average cost of engines repaired, however, was
only from $300 to $350 per engine, or about one-fourth cost per

engine at our Reading shops. During the past year the aver-

age cost of engines receiving general repairs was slightly un-

der $1,500. This may seem high, but the power had become
run down considerably, and the majority of engines required

heavy boiler work, so that while apparently high it is really

a reasonably low figure, it being about the same as that for the

Central Railroad of New Jersey, as the average cost per engine

varies only a few dollars from the average cost per engine on

the latter road. This shows the fallacy of comparing output

of shops In different localities on the unit basis.

The proper proportion of floor area for each department,

based on the number of stalls. Is also worthless when simply

tabulated without reference to conditions. A majority of the

shop layouts are deficient in floor area for machine tools and
boiler work. The newer heavier power requires much more
machinery to obtain the same output as was previously accom-

plished when engines were small. Higher steam pressures

have very noticeably decreased the life of flues and fireboxes,

and many recently built shops are preparing to overcome this

defect by extensions. As being of interest in this connection

I have tabulated the present area and the area that will exist
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when the present extensions, which are now under way, are

completed at our Reading shops:

§s

-2= 25= ™ 3 s ^,

Shop. © *<a < am Hco <aS
Erecting. 6S pits, two bays.

74u i 7u 103,600 103,600 1,5^3.5
Extension,
400 z 250

Machine, one bay. 740 x 60 44,400 100,000 144,400 2,123.5
Extension,
£20 i 17o
400 x 50

Boiler, two bays. 400 x 120 48.000 57.400 105.400 1.550.0

In a great many cases the blacksmith shop is used for both

car and locomotive lorgings. The use of steel castings for

many locomotive parts, instead of forgings, aid the manufac-

turing of other parts on turret lathes and special machines for

bar stock, has greatly reduced the necessary output of this de-

partment, so that while the Reading shop, having an area of

37,300 sq. ft., or 525 sq. ft. per locomotive pit, is apparently

small, it has been found from actual experience to be ample

and with a good margin of reserve.

A sufficient number of cranes to properly handle the work

should not be overlooked. In the older shops, which were not

equipped with overhead cranes, each machine handling work
of any size was provided with an air hoist or other lifting de-

vice for handling the material from the floor to machine and

back again. In the newer shops, with the overhead crane

service, the air hoist is practically eliminated, while a very

small number of cranes has to do the work formerly done by

a large number of air hoists or other similar contrivances.

Before the advent of overhead cranes in locomotive shops a

large portion of the moving and lifting was done by hand, but

since the advent of cranes no one ever thinks of doing any

such work, no matter how long he may have to wait for a

crane, ft therefore becomes doubly important to have a very

large number of cranes serving each department, and it is

also desirable, in addition to overhead crane service, at par-

ticular machines to install small independent hoists, either

air or electric, where there is frequent need of such service.

With the installation of new cranes that are to be put in

the present shops and the present extensions that are under

»ay the Reading shops will have the following crane equip-

ment: In each erecting bay one 120-ton, with two trolleys;

one 35-ton, with two trolleys; two 10-ton, with single trolley.

The main machine shop will have three lu-ton single trolley

cranes. The covered storage yard will have one lo-ton single

trolley and one 10-ton double trolley. The boiler shop, with

two bays, will have in the main bay one 35-ton crane, with two

trolleys, and one 10-ton crane, with single trolley. In the other

bay three 7Vfe-ton cranes, single trolley. In the machine shop

extension the center bay has one 35-ton crane, with two trol-

leys, and one 10-ton single trolley. One side bay has two 7 Mi-

ion cranes, single trolley; the other side bay two 10-ton cranes,

single trolley.

The cranes operating in one bay of erecting shop, center

bay of machine shop extension and the main bay of boiler shop

are all on the one runway, and are not absolutely confined to

territory designated. Those nearest the dividing line of each

shop can be used when occasion demands in the next shop.

WESTINGHOUSE COMPOUND PUMP.

BY F. U. PAEKE.

Telephone Data.—Mr. F. P. Fish, in an address before the

beacon Society, stated that the energy required for a single

Incandescent burner Is 5,000,000 times as great as that re-

quired to send a message to Chicago, and that the energy re-

quired to lift a weight of 13 ounces Is sufficient to operate a

telephone for 210,000 yean. To meet all the requirements of

the service 1,000,000 tract, a y«:ar an: required for poles, and

the average cost of every clans of message-

Is 2.2 cents.

years ago t^- iom tor every 100 of population

considered the maximum that It was possible to supply. Now

the telephone people are looking ahead to a maximum of

twenty for every 100 of population.

The new design of Westinghouse compound pump consists

of three cylinders placed vertically in tandem. The two lower

ones are joined by a thin ceuter piece, constituting the air

end of the pump, and these are surmounted by a ceuter piece

and steam cylinder of the regular Westinghouse type, so

that in general appearance mis new pump, although some-

what longer, is very similar to the regular Westinghouse pump

that has oeen standard on locomotives lor air biake systems

inrougnoul the country tor so many years. The design is

very compact and, since the air end only is compound, the

additional features required are so similar to tne old stand-

ard that the same simplicity of operation "is assured. Gen-

erally speaking, the compounding of the air end is done as

follows:

The two air cylinders are of the same diameter, eaoh hav-

ing a piston suitably connected to the piston rod, which is

actuated by the steam piston. These two air pistons are fur-

ther connected by a drum of smaller diameter man me inside

diameter of the air cylinders in such a manner that the two

pistons and drum form a sort of spool. The center piece be-

tween the air cylinders fits closely about the spool, and has

pucKing lin^s to prevent the passage of air from one cylinder

to the other past the surface of the drum. The low-pressure

air is drawn into the top of the upper cylinder and the bot-

tom of the lower cylinder, aud during compression is forced

through suitable valves and passages to the annular volume

formed between the spool, air-cylinder walls and center piece.

The final compression takes place in this annular volume, and

the air is forced out through the passages and valves in the

center piece to the discharge opening. It will thus be ob-

served that in each air cylinder both high and low pressures

are single acting, but that these pressures on the air piston, as

a whole, are double acting. The resultant effect, therefore,

on the steam piston rod is almost the same as in the simple

pump, but the air cylinder surface being twice as great as

in the simple pump affords twice the opportunity for radia-

tion of heat, and for that reason the temperature of the air

discharge is considerably reduced for locomotive service.

Also by thus compounding the air end a much smaller

steam cylinder can be used to operate the pump, thus causing

a marked economy in steam consumption.

The present design of pump consists of a steam cylinder

b ins. in diameter by 12-in. stroke and two air cylinders 11

ins. in diameter by ll'-in. stroke, while the small diameter

ot the spool is 8% ins. It is made for a capacity similar to

that of the standard 11-in. pump, which has been on the

market for some years, having air and steam cylinders each 11

ins. in diameter by 12-in. stroke. Consequently the compound

pump has an o-iu. diameter cylinder instead of an 11-in. as

with the standard, and the steam consumption is thereby re-

duced to about 52 per cent, of the latter through this change

alone. But by compounding the air end the capacity of the

pump is increased about 10 per cent, when pumping against

90 lbs. air pressure, due to the fact that the low-pressure

clearance volumes at the end of a compression stroke are

filled with air at only about 4" lbs. pressure, instead of 90

lbs., as in the simple pump, and in the former case this pres-

sure reduces to thi ric pressure much earlier dur-

ing the Intake stroke than is possible with the standard

pump, conseq ' drawn in at each stroke

-ii Hi. Baring per cubic

hat shown by the

id from tests made

on the compound res only about

I., ,„ tree air compressed

rd 13 in. pump. This, of course,

1 8 a „ i„, m , i,
i since the amount of air

compi required for the

pomp to opi diminished, and tho amount of
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wear and cost of maintenance are correspondingly decreased.

The air valves, valve seats and valve cages are of the same

pattern as those used in the 11-in. pump, while the steam

valve mechanism corresponds exactly with that of the 9%-m-

pump. Also the piston rings of the two air pistons are sim-

ilar to the 11-in. pump and the steam piston rings correspond

to the old standard S-in. pump, many of which are still op-

erating on railroads. The steam and air connections are also

made up of standard pieces that are now in use on the other

pumps, so that hy the introduction of this new compound

pump the amount of repair stock required outside of that

already needed by railroad shops is very small indeed.

Since the working parts are all modelled after those of the

existing standards, the knowledge possessed by repair men

for some years, and have them in successful operation both

in England and on the continent of Europe. Therefore, it

is not in the nature of an experiment as far as the design

and operation of the pump are concerned. The application

to American railway practice is, however, new, and several

railroads have already placed them in service on trial.

The greatly increased weight of cars demanding larger

brake cylinders, coupled with the greatly increased length of

trains, has brought about the expenditure of a much greater

quantity of air and, naturally, the requirement of a larger

air pump. It was this fact that brought out the 11-in. pump.

With the introduction and general adoption of the high-speed

brake and high-pressure control apparatus, the main reservoir

pressure was increased from 90 to 120 lbs. Consequently the

STEAM
EXHAJS-

FIG. 1—WE8TINGH0USE COMPOUND PI Ml'. PIG. 2—SECTIONS THROUGH AIR AND STEAM CYLINDERS.

at the present time will serve them in making repairs on the

new pump without any extended extra instruction. The
rules already issued for operating air pumps will in nearly

all cases apply to the new pump, so that its introduction, in

almost every way, will cause no trouble or inconvenience to

the operating departments.

Although this pump is spoken of as the "New" compound

pump, it can hardly be said to be entirely so, since the West-

inghouse Brake Company, in London, have built such pumps

work of the pump was greatly increased thereby, and the

consumption of steam by the air pump has been found to be

a considerable factor of importance; and the introduction of

an air pump designed to give the greatly increased amount
of air, and at the same time require a much less amount of

steam, has been made a necessity which both the railroads

and the air brake company have for some time past recog-

nized. Such a pump must combine the requirements just

outlined with the simplicity of operation and maintenance
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as well as the absolute reliability now had in the standard

pumps. Such a pump the new Westinghouse compound pump
is designed to be.

The cuts illustrating this article will give a clear idea of

the design and operation of the pump for those who are in-

terested sufficiently to follow it through. The steam cylinder

is made both right and left hand, so that the steam and ex-

haust connections can be made on either side, or both on one

side. The lower thin center piece connecting the two air cyl-

inders contains the final discharge valves and orifice. Each
air cylinder has a suction strainer through which the air is

drawn into its low-pressure volume.

Figure 1 shows a side view of the pump, indicating clearly

the position of the air valves and ports as well as the lugs

for supporting the pump in position.

Figure 2 shows a front cential sen ion of the pump and a

side view partly in outline and partly in section. From this

cut the operation of the pump can easily be followed through.

Steam enters from the governor at the steam inlet and passes

through the port a. a. to the cavity A over the main valve,

from thence it goes to either the top or the bottom of the

steam cylinder in exactly the same manner as in the present

y'-iu. or 11-iu. pumps. It is hardly necessary, therefore, to

follow this part of the operation through in detail, as the

operation of the standard Westinghouse pumps is not new.

The operation of the air end, however, will be of much in-

terest. On the down stroke air is drawn in through the upper

air inlet on the left-hand side of the air cylinder; it passes

through the passage m, receiving valve 86, m, to the low-

pressure volume above piston CO. When the piston reaches

the lower limit of its stroke and starts upward, this air is

compressed until the upper discharge valve S6i (on the upper

right-hand side of the cylinder) is raised, then the air is

forced through port n, discharge valve 8&, passage gi, receiv-

ing valve si and port rnt to the annular cavity between the

drum portion of piston GO and the cylinder G3. Since this vol-

ume is much smaller than the low-pressure volume, the air is

being compressed during its passage from the low-pressure to

the high-pressure volumes until, when the piston reaches the

upper limit of its stroke, the air in the low-pressure clearance

passages and high-pressure volume has reached the intermedi-

ate pressure of approximately 40 lbs.

During the following down stroke this high-pressure air is

• ssed until it raises the final discharg..' valve Nun, when
it passes through port /_ and I lie discharge valve to the dis-

charge orifice in the center piece between the air cylinders.

This same operation occurs in the lower cylinder when
the piston goes in the opposite direction from that described

above, and passagi are designated by the

same letter, the operation can be readily followed through by

reading over the description Jusl given.

The air cylinder is lubricated by three oil cups, as shown

on Fig. 2. The upper end receives its oil from Hie aulomalic

oil cup placed just to the- left on the upper center piece. The

piston drum receives it.-; lubrication by the oil from Hie cup

connecting with passage Q\ in the upper air cylinder, and is

drawn into the high-pressure volumi i- the air as it goes

from the low pressure to the high. The lower end of tb • air

piston is lubricated by the oil cup situated on tie lei side

of ti,e lower i enter plei t oil cup mi i

; style air-cylinder oil cups, wherea the other, as

in the front view of the pump, i thi omatli al i 11a

. cup. This cup 'an read I foi the upper low-

inder whenevi r di

It is thuH seen that the complication due to coi

by thiH design is materially reduced, and :iii pai

d irable and i dard Impli p

a« It Ih poHHibie to make them. In this •-

hiiiiy thai baa been io promlnei ire of the W<
i made to apply to this pump also.

CURTIS STEAM TURBINE TESTS.

The following remarkable results were obtained in a series

of tests of a 2,000-k.w. Curtis steam turbine generating unit

which were recently made under the direction of Mr. Fred-

erick Sargent, of Sargent & Lundy, and Mr. Louis A. Ferguson,
of the Commonwealth Electric Company. The turbine oper-

ates at 900 r.p.m., and is a four-stage machine designed in

1903 and recently changed slightly as a result of experiments
conducted during the past year. The machine as tested con-

forms as nearly as possible to the standard four-stage ma-
chines now being produced, but is less efficient since the

changes made have been confined to the buckets, while several

other important changes, which are known to be desirable,

could not be made in this case without entirely rebuilding the

2,000-K.w. Cl RTIS STEAM II RBINE.

machine. Every precaution was taken to get accurate and
reliable results, and repealed tests confirm these results.

Full Load 'IV I :

Duration of test 1.26 hour.
Steam pressure (gauge) n;6.3 lbs.

1 ''" ">•' labsoiul.-l |. i:i j„. of mercury.
Superheat 207 deg. F.
Load In kilo-watts 2,023.7
Stei mi: -iiinp tin ii per k.w. hour 15.02 lt>3-

Hall i I Te i :

Duration of test 0.916 hour.
steam pre sure (gauge) 170 2 lbs.
B i i. pressure (absolute) 1.40 in. of mercury.
Superaeaf 120 deg. F.
I -"..it in I. ii.. watts 1,066 7
Sti mi

1
mi iimptimi per k.w. hour 16.31 lbs..

' juai tei 1 oad [\ t:

Dural urn of te 1 1 hour
team

; an 156 5 lbs.
Back pressure (absolute). 1.46 In. of mercury,
Superheat 211 1 deg. f.
Load In 1 -in "..in 555

mpl .'-ii i" 1 < b 18.09
1 .mill :

I "11 It 1 ( tl I
I '..; limn

I
'.

I !, Ill

(l Inli
I . . 1 86 111 lit in. n ill

J

upi rheal '.
, . 168 deg v

1 pi nir
I .file :. II

"It , irrlve safelj •

I e.ii
1

I'o him 01 ; .1 11 i.iii num.. One consoling fuel In

age 1 be remembered—that no risk is

bt in-
1
mi ol - ' - hati vei uperheai Is obtained is of

valui
. and althou h II In ufflt It al ,

i be greatest economy Ib uol

obtained, the bt I re nil will have to be worked up to, as -'i

iii
I amount ol e\ apoi al h e surface > il be retained

// // Vaughan before tfastei Mechanics' Association,
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necessary, and if they injure the track, break draft gear and

are generally difficult to operate and maintain, the conditions

must of necessity be improved, and the locomotives must be

made successful. It would be a great comfort to every one

if a step backward in this matter could be taken, but it will

probably never be taken, and locomotives will be still heavier

rather than lighter. Heavy locomotives have led to the dis-

covery of many weak spots, but these will be strengthened.

It seems to have become axiomatic that where business is

heavy locomotives must also be heavy, and the problem is

not to make them lighter, hut to make the heavy ones satis-

factory.

Much is now being said about a return to narrow fireboxes.

It is impossible to predict the effect of automatic stokers on

firebox design, but unless the stoker changes the situation it

seems very unlikely that a return to the old narrow firebox

will be made. It seems more logical and more wise to en-

deavor to overcome such difficulties as have occurred with

wide fireboxes, as the wide firebox is certainly necessary with

the present large boilers.

In the standard locomotive equipment of the Harriman
Lines no provision is made for light locomotives in future

equipment. Light engines for all purposes sufficient for many
years are believed to be covered by the present equipment, and

who can tell what the requirements of 25 years hence may
be? It is even predicted that by that time steam locomotives

will be found only in museums. Ceitain it is that the pres-

ent problem is how to build heavy, powerful locomotives and

to operate them properly.

MAN FAILURES VS. ENGINE FAILURES.

A prominent railroad official recently said: "I am tired of

hearing so much about engine failures. Casualties to loco-

motives leading to delays and grief we have in abundance, but

the proportion due to actual failures of machinery and boilers

is small. Our trouble is 'men failures.'
"

Pooling is the worst influence ever introduced into locomo-

tive practice, and as long as it is used it will be difficult, if not

impossible, to overcome these men failures. Following pool-

ing came the idea that that operation is best which gives each

train the maximum possible number of tons. This is pernic-

ious, fallacious and wrong. Moreover, it is expensive. What
is needed is an apostle of economical train operation, who will

be broad enough to see the whole operating problem at once

and strong enough to compel the investment and the policy

which will permit of converting transportation into a com-

mercial transaction.

Heads of departments must conscientiously combine to pro-

duce economical results, and they must be willing to allow

their personal and departmental records to dissolve into the

final returns—net earnings. This involves board-mindedness,

concerted effort and team work. The men failures are not

confined to enginemen. There Is abundant support for the

statement that many of the higher officials are far removed

from the problems and the men, and for the further statement

that many of them do not realize this.

It la not enough to design and build locomotives and round-

houses, tracks and bridges well. It Is not enough to design

and equip shops well. There is another and far more diffi-

cult problem in the use of these factors, in the selection and

training of the men to understand them, and who are dis-

posed to secure from them the desired results.

With the Increase In size of railroads and the growth of

organizations a tendency of serious import has developed.

The higher officials are necessarily further removed from the

men, and to provide for this a radical Improvement must be

made In order to Insure that at least some one else Is near

the men.

As armies Increase tn size this is provided for by maintain-

ing the component units as small a I ver. More companies,

complete In themselves, are added, 'ire occupied

with large questions, and they cannot, and must not, deal with

the Individual man; but the captain is as near the men as

ever. The captains are as well trained and the discipline

may be as perfect in a thousand as it is in a few companies.

From this standpoint to reduce men failures the railroads need

more captains, more delegation (.but not division) of author-

ity, more responsibility of subordinate officials and more coun-

cils of war of higher officials.

Some of the men failures are: t.1) Putting green men at

work as firemen after but one week of experience on a loco-

motive and with no previous railroad experience. Such men
will forget to put the heater on the left-hand injector, and it

will come in frozen on a cold day. (2) Allowing trains to de-

lay long at stations for baggage and mail transfer, which time

must come out of the locomotive when running. (Z) A policy

which renders it possible for a locomotive engineer to earn

more in a month than the master mechanic, who is responsible

for the work of three hundred engineers, a couple of thousand

shop and roundhouse men and various other responsibilities.

What else but a man failure can be expected here? 14) The
continued use of old shop machinery when new tools will

double the capacity. (5) Depriving local officials of reason-

able discretion in advancing wages and salaries to specially

efficient men. (6) The tendency toward leveling men into

classes with horizontal planes of cleavage by rules regulating

the maximum rates of wages, i" ) The pooling system and

indifference to individual responsibility in the operation of

locomotives. (S) The tendency toward putting the blame on

some other department. (9j The lack of something to lake

the place of old-time apprenticeship. The too general lack of

training of men in their duties and the lack of systematic

recruiting systems.

These are enough for the purpose, and it is important to

note that these are questions for the presidents and directors

to decide. There is reason for hope that they will soon be

appreciated.

SELECTING NEW MACHINE TOOLS.

Too much emphasis cannot be placed on the -importance of

using great care in selecting new machine tools. The price,

a photograph and a specification or general description afford

a basis upon which to work, but they are not sufficient. The

person who makes the selection must be thoroughly familiar

with the work which is to be done by the machine, and should

personally inspect the various machines which are offered to

determine which one is best adapted to handle the work. The

first cost of one machine may be much greater than another,

but an investigation may show that the increase in first cost

will be offset in a few months by the increased output afforded

by the higher priced tool. A photograph is often misleading,

and does not enable one to study the detail parts closely. The

specifications and descriptions are too often written with a

view to exploiting the "talking points" of the machine and

some of the more common features, which, nevertheless, may
be of vital importance as far as the output or accuracy of the

work is considered, are sometimes not even mentioned. Too

much importance is often given to the comparative weights of

machine tools. Weight means nothing if it is not properly

distributed.

It Is encouraging to note that some of the larger roads are

placing the selection of new tools in the hands of a committee

composed of those best fitted to Judy the m<i its of the tools

from a practical and theoretical standpoint One road recently

sent one of its machirir shop foremen to examine the various

makes of tools at the works of the builders, and was almost

entirely guided by the report which he made. In these days,

when rapid progress, is being made in Improving shop methods

and new features are being added to machine tools from time

to time which eu.i tore easily operated, and

which tend to Increase the accuracy of the work and the

annol t»- obtained by considering the

in a haphazard manner at long distance, or by leaving

It In
'

"ii who Is not tn close touch with the

in-lit Which is taking place.
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COMMUNICATIONS.

A MATTER OF EDUCATION.

To the Editor;

Expecting in your July issue to uote further comment on your
article, "A Matter of Education," from the June issue, I find

that motive power officials have missed another good opportunity
to place their men in the right light.

Humanity, with all its follies, is not depreciating as fast as

depicted by some of the writers on this question. Look at the

matter in its right light and go to the bottom of it, and you will

find what is termed in this busy day "Commercialism" in one
form. Let those officials, who fear for the future and the kind
of men they must use go back to the days of the old men. Were
they brought up under the pooling system of engines? Was an
engine cared for to keep it in shape to haul its tonnage econom-
ically?

With the coming of the large engines, we entered a new-

phase of 'operation. Have the higher officials given the motive
power department the appliances necessary to meet those condi-
tions quickly and economically, or are they still trying to handle
the 100-ton engine with the same shops and tools they did the

50-ton engines? So it is with the enginemen. Are motive power
men responsible for the pooling system and shortage of power
that has done so much to reduce the men to the "Don't Care"
system?
The old-time engineer petted his engine and worked over it.

To-day your engineer looks as the men say. "Fur (3 o'clock and
pay day."

Let us educate the enginemau and, incidentally, every man in

the service, but don't blame the men for what we have largely

made them. If the education of the men is not to be lost or ap-

preciated, we must see to it that the higher officials are educated,

or become better acquainted with the real needs of the motive
power department.

If we are to have contented and efficient men, they must have
the proper tools to work with, and it is useless in prate id' ineffi-

cient men and forgotten coal economy if we give men engines to

work with that ought to be in the shop for repairs, and oftentimes

rebuilding.

M \si eb Mechanic.

IMPORTANCE OF DRAFTING ROOM WORK.

To the Editor:

In the present day struggle to increase the out-put of the rail-

way machine shop by the installation of larger machines, the use

of special tools, and tie- introduction oi high grade si .

importance and possibilities of the work of the railway drafting

office is largelj overlooked bj many superintendents oi motive

power. Even in the most modern and best equipped shop the earn-

ing capacity of both men and machines is seriously bandi

with. mi proper drawings of the work to be turned out. There is

liui :onomj in keeping a $10,000 machine idle while the operator
studies out dimensions from an obscure drawing or goes a<

shop to get a measurement from an old broken casting. The
operator's time as well as that of the machine is lost 91

the drawing the liability of errors and consequent loss by mis-

fits and spoiled mi ed. Thf dimensions

on a well checked drawing are much more reliable than these

computed by the machinist who may uot be "quick at figures."

Tin- drafting department should be made up of competent men
and should be large enough and well enough equipped to furnish

complete ami accurate drawings for all locomotives, cars and ma-

chines to be built or repaired. It is nut enough that tl

mere sketches but there should ho complete and accurate blue-

prints of all parts as well as assembled views. Each piece should

be detailed, and not too many detailed pieces should be shown on

the same card. With the present division of labor there is much
in favor of having each piece on a separate card with views and

seel ions enough to make all clear and plain.

The value of a drawing depends largi Ij upon the di nsions

given; not only must they be corred bul thej must be plain and

easily caught bj 1 1 1
.

- eye. The placing id dim. nsions on a draw-

ing in i ili manner requires careful thought, and the

draftsman should study each drawing in order to place the dimen-

sions not merel; svh i
can bi seen but where the machinist

cannot help bu A few hours spent by the draftsman

to this end will result in a saving each time a drawing is used

and considering the number of times one is used the aggregate
saving will be many times the draftsman's salary.

There is little doubt that a great many of our railroad com-
panies, large and small, could profitably increase their mechanical
drafting force by adding from ten to twenty-five per cent, more
good men at good salaries and see to it that the shops are fur-
nished clear, accurate and complete drawings of all work to be
turned out.

Chicago, 111.

J. C. Austin.

VARIABLE SPEED FOR MACHINE TOOLS.

To the Editor:

With reference to your recent editorial, page 261 of the July
issue, upon the subject of variable speeds for machine tools, the
writer would suggest that the ideal method of changing speed
would be some means of variation that would quickly cover the

desired range of speeds from minimum to maximum grad-
ually, rather than to have a comparatively limited number of

speeds with more or less space between them. Such a condi-
tion could be fulfilled by two reversed cones with a movable
disc between them. This is simply mentioned as illustrating

a principle and not as a scheme for actual use upon a machine
tool. Such an arrangement would give an infinite number of

speeds within its limits and would be ideal as far as speed
variation is concerned.

As a means of speed variation, the stepped pulley is notably

deficient, as. owing to the small number of speeds obtainable,

the percentage of increase or decrease from any one speed to the

next one is inconveniently large. With the motor drive the use

of a controller having many- points reduces this percentage very

materially. Consider the 20-in. lathe mentioned in your editorial

:

as ordinarily built there would probably be a 5-step pulley, which
with the back gear would give ten speeds covering a probable

range of from % to 20 in. diameter, with eight intermediate

diameters at which the cutting speed will have a uniform rate;

then if the limit of work diameter is to be 4 ins. only a few of the

ten speeds can be used to advantage. Granting that one-half of

the total number of speeds can be utilized the number is mani-

festly too small to operate the lathe at the best advantage. The
fact that a piece of work of a given diameter can be cut at varying

spe.ds, dependent upon the depth of (tit, amount of feed, and con-

dition of tool, makes it possible to utilize small increments of

speed variation to good advantage. Even a less than 10 per cent.

variation is a help if it gives the maximum speed desired. The

fact is that with a large number of speeds at hand, the operator

has more chance to obtain a desired speed or the best results than

where only a few are available. Furthermore a good operator can

usually tell by the action of the tool and the general conditions

of operation when he has attained about the best speed rate that

the tool will stand.

Recent interviews with three superintendents of railway shops

brought out the fact that one of them had not thought much about

the subject, but the other two had and wanted all they could get

in the way of speeds, not that all were necessarily needed, but

that the most desirable speed could then he easily obtained. An-

other thing in favor of a large number of running points is that

the change to higher speeds is much loss abrupt than where a few-

only are used. It is true that with special work done upon special

machines a smaller number of speeds are needed than where the

work is of a general character but it is equally true that small in-

crements of variation are of advantage in either case.

J. C. Steen, M. E.

RIVETED JOINTS.

To the Editor:

The recent boiler explosion in a Brockton shoe factory has led

to much discussion in Massachusetts on the subject of riveted

joints. A longitudinal lap seam in an old boiler failed, and the

consequent explosion resulted in the loss of about sixty-five lives.

In a general way it is admitted that a lap joint is undesirable,

but its inefficiency is not fully appreciated because of the erroneous

method of calculating its strength. Failures of such seams are

common, and are commented upon in some such way as this

:

"The cause of the explosion is a mystery, for the joint had a factor

of safety of 4%. A sample of the plate is to be tested."

The strength of a lap seam can be calculated with greater ac-

.ui. ey than that of any other joint; for the rivets carry nearly

equal loads, and, in the case of the double-riveted joint, the plates
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stretch practically equally between the two rows of rivets. But

the load is eccentric. The tension stress must be considered as

consisting of an evenly distributed one. combined with a uniformly

varying one which balances a moment, consisting of the load mul-

tiplied by half the thickness of the plate. The maximum inten-

sity of the combined stress is four times as great as that of the

evenly distributed component, which has hitherto been regarded

as the only stress.

Lap joints made of new material have been tested in tension

machines. The plates could bend, altering the distribution of the

- mil. at the final rupture, it could have been nearly evenly

distributed. Upon the results of these tests calculations for the

strengths and proportions of seams of this type are based. But,

when that material is placed in a boiler, the most stressed edge is

subjected to a load insufficient to materially alter the distribu-

tion of the load, but still is loaded beyond its elastic limit. It

necessarily suffers that gradual change known as "fatigue," losing

much of its elasticity, and a crack must start in time. The fric-

tion of the plates, the support of the adjoining plates and other

secondary causes must now be holding together many lap joints

having small factors of safety.

Have we not relied too much on the ultimate strength as ascer-

tained by tests of specimens made of new material? Is not the

only safe practice that of keeping the stress of every part of the

joint within the elastic limit? And will not accurate measure-

ments of the distortion of every part of a specimen at different

loads give the information needed to ascertain what part of the

load each rivet and each section of the plate is carrying? Con-

sider, for example, the sextuple-riveted, butt joint in common use

now. In designing the joint the rivets are assumed to carry

equal portions of the load, but it is not known that they do. The

welt strips are eccentrically loaded. Upon their thickness depends

the proportion of the shearing each rivet must withstand. The

outer row of rivets exerts an eccentric force, and. so far as known,

may weaken the joint instead of strengthening it. It would seem

that an ideal joint should have all rivets pass through both inside

and outside welt strips, and that the thickness of these strips

be decreased toward the edges. A form of joint much used

from ten to fifteen years ago consisted of a double-riveted lap with

an inside cover strip. This strip was offset over the edge of the

inner plate. We can only guess how much of the work is done

by the rivets beyond the offset. If. owing to a distribution of the

load different from that assumed, any parts "of these joints are

. beyond their elastic limit, cracks will in time develop in

them. Then other parts will be similarly stressed and fail, and,

if the boiler is kept in use long enough, the last part to fail will

Lip j. .ints are still used in domes and drums, and for circum-

ferenti A joint consisting of one welt strip outside

ne inside U but a combination of two lap joints). Although
- the 'ireiimferential seam but half as

much a- the longitudinal on*-, the former is severely taxed by
• nmstuitted from the frame and cylinders. So long as the

unit i- not exceeded, the lap joint is perfectly safe for

.-. but I submit that the calculations should be based

:itric loading, even if the factor of safety has to be reduced,

and that a greater pitch than is dow the practice will be found

more serviceable.

t;. r. Stabbuck.

LOCOMOTIVE GRATES FOR SOFT COAL.

1 ditor;
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k on. would -
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paper in connection with grates. In designing a grate the first

object is to properly support the fire; the second, to admit air

enough to the fire to properly burn it ; the third, to easily and ef-

fectually stir the coals and shake down the ashes, and the fourth,

to be able to quickly remove the fire at the end of a run ; a fifth

and most important feature is to be able to quickly and easily clean

the fire on the road.

The ash-pan must be tight to prevent loss of hot ashes, and
yet have enough openings to admit air freely to the under side of

the grates. It must have sufficient volume to carry ashes made
during a trip of many hours, and should dump and clean itself with
a min imum amount of labor. There should be no flat places where
ash can collect and fill up to the grates. While the air openings,
according to theory, need be very small, they should in practice be
as large as possible and allow the passage of sufficient air to not
only burn the fire but cool the grates and accumulations of ash on
them as much as possible. Theoretically the air openings in the
grates should be of just enough area to admit, without undue fric-

tion, a quantity of air needed to replace the hot gases drawn from
the firebox.

Estimating the temperature of the products of combustion in the
fire-box at 3,500 degrees F., the volume of the gases passing out of

the fire-box will be about seven times as great as the air passing
through the grates, due to the expansion caused by the high tempera-
ture. As all of the gases have to pass through the flues, the open-
ings in the grates and ash pan need be one-seventh of the combined
area of the flue openings. According to the above figures, an en-

gine having 44 sq. ft. of grate area and 79'J sq. ins. of flue openings,
the total area of grate ©penings should be 114 sq. ins., with 114 sq.

ins. opening in the ash-pan. In per cent., with grate area 100 per
cent., this equals:

Grate area ioo
Flue area 12.5
Grate opening *

# i^g
Ashpan opening

, i[g

The use of the finger grate is somewhat more common than the
box construction. The box construction is used in good-coal dis-
tricts, and while roads report some trouble where the coal is fairly
good, others who are using poor coal report an endless amount of
trouble. The fingered grate has the advantage of breaking up as
well as stirring the fire, while the box grate can only lift and lower
the fire, without breaking it up. The only objection to the finger

grate is the possibility of burning the ends of the fingers if they
are not kept level. This can be entirely overcome by care on the

part of the fireman and the shaking mechanism kept in repair. The
long-fingered grate is better adapted for poor coal than the short
finger. It has a more violent action on the fire, breaks it up better,

shakes down ashes faster and gives a larger opening through which
the fire can be dumped in the least possible time. Grate fing

than 5 ins. long do not give as good results with coal which clinkers

or which fills up the box as those longer than 5 ins., although the

general practice is to run under 4% ins.

Dead grates are used by seven of the roads making replies. These
roads use a better grade of coal than that found in the Middle
W - . As a general proposition, a dead grate is not advisable,

especially in the front end of the fire-box, where there is most need
of a good fire, especially with wide, shallow fire-boxes. It is easy

to accumulate ashes in the front, and if the fire dies and cold air

gets next to the flue sheet, it is oifficult to make an engine steam.

Most roads have special dumping grates, both in front and in

the back end of the fire-box, and the idea has a great deal of merit,

especially when it is necessary to clean a fire on the road. These
grates should be shaking as well as dumping grates.

<;r:ites should be designed so that the entire grate surface may
he shaken. If it is desirable to stir up the fire in the middle of the

Im.x. why not on the sides and especially the ends? The area

shaken by one lever may vary with the quality of the coal, and if

tie- asb melts and cements the grates tight, the shaking feature is

out of the question and all designs are equally bad. The grate

I
ik.-n by one 29.8 sq. ft. The

re used with West Virginia coal

and practically no shaking is required. Generally speaking, the

grate area to be shaken by one lever should not exceed 12 sq. ft.

the grate lever fulcrum attached

to the ha' k of tin- boiler head with stud-. These studs are liable

to pull out in • attach the fill. rum t.. the deck or tail-

It it impracticable to make grat.- ban srldeei ! from

without m central support This

i. is ii i r fn.ru circulating under the tire in the middle

the l»'X. nnd then- Ii from

ii,.- front to tin- bach of the tire which will clinker bad)] if great care

ii not taken in firing.
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PERSONALS.

Mr. L. N. Hopkins has been appointed purchasing agent of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway, to succeed Mr.

George G. Yeomans, resigned.

Mr. George G. Yeomans has resigned as purchasing agent

of the Burlington to become assistant to Vice President De-

lano of the Wabash. Mr. Yeomans will have charge of the

purchasing for the entire Wabash system.

J9-INCH RAPID REDUCTION LATHE.

Mr. William Alter has been appointed foreman of the car

department of the Central Railroad of New Jersey, at Eliza-

bethport, N. J., succeeding Mr. W. F. Girten.

Mr. Thomas Tracy, general foreman of the shops of the

Erie Railroad at Kenton, Ohio, has been appointed assistant

master car builder, with headquarters at Meadville, Pa.

Mr. George W. Kohler has been appointed road foreman of

locomotives of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with head-

quarters at St. Joseph, Mo., to succeed Mr. Charles Hoffman.

Mr. J. F. Robinson, acting master mechanic of the Seaboard

Ail Line at Savannah, Ga., has been appointed master me-

chanic in charge of the shops at Savannah and Americus, Ga.

Mr. Jacob Kastlin, assistant master mechanic of the Chi

cago, Burlington & Quincy Railway at Galesburg, 111., has

been appointed master mechanic at St. Joseph, Mo., (o suc-

ceed Mr. J. H. Dacey.

Mr. J. H. Dacey has resigned as master mechanic of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy to become master mechanic

of the Wabash Railroad at Moberly, Mo., to succeed Mr. George

W. Mudd, resigned.

BPBnrOFIELD BAPID SEDUCTION LATHE

Mr. R. D. Hawkins, mechanical engineer of the Great

Northern, has been appointed general master mechanic of the

Central district, with headquarters at Minot, N. D.

Mr. C. H. Seabrook has been appointed master mechanic

of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company, with head-

quarters at the Pine Bluff shops, Pine Bluff, Ark. The office

of general foreman has been abolished.

Mr. Charles Hoffman has been appointed master mechanic

of the Southern Railway with headquarters at Princeton, Intl.

He leaves the position of road foreman of locomotives of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at St. Joseph, Mo.

A new rapid reduction lathe, having a capacity sufficient

to swing a piece 19 ins. in diameter in the rough, is shown
in the accompanying illustration. This lathe was carefully de-

signed with a view to working the high speed steels to the

limit of their capacity and to furnish a sufficient number of

spindle speeds in geometrical progression for all practical

purposes. The head stock is of very heavy proportions and

ample power is provided by a 4^-in. belt over a 12-in. single

face pulley which runs direct upon the spindle at a moder-

ate speed. With a two-speed counter shaft 20 spindle speeds

are obtainable as follows: Two direct belt speeds are obtained

by a positive clutch operated by the handle A connecting the

driving pulley to the spindle. Six speeds are obtained when
the lever A is in the position showa and the face gear C is

connected to the spiral gear D by a positive clutch operated by

the lever B. Gear D is driven by a pinion keyed to the shaft

E. Three gears, F, G and H, are mounted loosely upon shaft

E and any one of them may be connected to the shaft by an
internal positive clutch operated by the handle S. These gears

mesh with I, J and K, which are keyed fast to the pulley.

Twelve more spindle speeds are obtained through the double

back gears which are placed in front of the spindle. 'The

face gear C is disconnected from the spiral gear D allowing

the latter to revolve freely upon the spindle. Keyed to the

sp.'ral gear D are two gears, L and M, either one of which may
engage with back gears N and
O driving the spindle through

pinion P and face gear C. It

is impossible to injure gears N
and O, as they are positively

locked in one or the other driv-

ing position by a hook upon

lever Q, which also affords

means for sliding the gears from

one position to the other, this

lever receiving its locking and

unlocking motion from the han-

dle R, which has an eccentric

projection extending through the

housing in which the back gear

shaft is mounted, with an ec-

centric bush at the other end.

It will be seen that with this

arrangement of gearing the

higher speeds, which are used

for the finishing cuts are the

two direct belt speeds and the

six speeds through the spiral

gears which produce a smooth

motion. The remaining twelve

geared speeds are for roughing

and for heavy cuts upon large

diameters. Placing the back

gears in front of the spindle relieves the caps of any strain.

The headstock spindle is made of crucible steel with a

1 9-16 hole through it and runs in self-oiling bearings. The

tailstock spindle is clamped by two bushes insuring its proper

alignment. The carriage has one V and one flat bearing and

has a power cross movement, the cross feed screw having a

micrometer collar reading to 1-1,000 of an inch. An effective

clamp is provided for the carriage for use when facing. The

apron is double, furnishing two bearings for all studs, and the

rack pinion has a bearing supporting it close to the rack and

may be withdrawn when screw cutting. The lathe shown in

the illustration is equipped with the Ideal rapid change gear

mechanism, which was described on page 27 of our January,

1903, issue, but if desired it may be equipped with a positive
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gear feed—giving six variations of feed—and regular change

gears. The compound rest is of a heavy pattern and fitted

with taper gibs to take up the wear. The screw has a grad-

uated collar reading to 1-1,000 of an inch. The counter shaft

is of simple design, having one tight pulley and two friction

pulleys of an improved form. This lathe is made by the

Springfield Machine Tool Company, Springfield, Ohio.

42-INCH MOTOR-DRIVEN FORGE PLANER.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has recently installed three

42-in. forge planers, two at Wilmington and one at Trenton,

which have several noteworthy features. They were made by

the Cincinnati Planer Company, and are of an entirely new

heads are controlled by handles which travel up and down
with them, and are, therefore, always convenient to the oper-

ator. These side heads are similar to those used on the cross

rail, are very rigid, and may be run below the level of the

top of the table when not in use. The cross rail is raised

and lowered by means of the patent power lifting device,

which was described in detail on page 194 of our May, 1904,

issue. The driving pulleys have been increased in width, and
are furnished with oil reservoirs, which insure their being

properly oiled with a minimum amount of attention. Tho
pulley shaft, which is the only high-speed shaft in the ma-
chine, is made ring oiling and has Lumen bronze bearings.

These machines were made by the Cincinnati Planer Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

CINCINNATI NEW MOTOKDHIYE.N FUHIIE 1'I.A N Eli.

design from the ground up. They are driven by Westinghouse

20-h.p. constant speed motors, and by means of a speed box

are arranged to furnish six cutting speeds ranging from 22

to 51 ft, per minute, with a constant return speed of 80 ft. per

minute. The changes in cutting speed can be made either

while the machine is in operation or standing idle by means of

the three levers shown at the right in the photograph. The
gears In the speed box are of steel and are completely encased

in a cast iron box, which holds several gallons of oil. This

oil is also used for lubricating the bearings; the gears carry

It to the top of the box, and it passes into the various oil

chambers which have openings at the bottom, allowing it to

drain back after encircling the shafts, and thus keeping a con-

stant flow of oil on all the revolving parts and reducing the

wear and noise to a minimum. The beds arc made of extra

length, ho that there 1b very li' Ol the table when
planing at full stroke. The \" made much wider

than usual. Tin- tables are made deeper, ami have a set of

dogs and a complete shifting mechanl in on each : ildft The

housings are carried down to the Boor, and In addition io the

usual bolts and dowel oil ed to the bed by a long

and groove.

The
is strengthened by an arch-shaped brace al the back. The

• he tool Mo I lldt

being I
ingular work.

are hung on

bail bearings. An automatic tool lifting device Is also fur-

!, which Is not shown In the photographs. The side

Improved Machinery in Railway Repaib Shops.—The great

disparity between different shops, both in the time and the

cost required to make locomotive repairs is being brought to

the attention of financial men in railway management and the

opposition (o appropriations for shop improvement, has been

materially lessened, now that great savings have been demon-

strated by many of our up-to-date shops. There is no reason

why the repair shops of the railways of the United States,

having a yearly payroll of more than one and one-half million

dollars, or greater than any other single metal working busi-

ness in the country, should not be put on a manufacturing

basis and provided with modern machinery.

—

Progress Re-

porter.

I'kkmiim I'i. \ n i "it Shopmen.—Mr. W. R. Symons, speaking

before the Western Railway Club, said that, largely due to

the Introduction of a premium plan In the shops, the output

of a boring mill, which for ten years had never bored to exceed

20 wheels per day, was increased to 60 and 70, and frequently

80 wheels per day. He said: "Improved machinery, of

course, inn i
I tailed tor various kinds of operations, and

without that no shop can compete with the bettor equipped

thai are so provided. Hut unless tho management In

charge of the shops has control of Us men, receiving their

loyal Bupporl and beat effort, it makes no difference what
i Ind of i i "ii Install, yen win never get good results."

8l i urn now The National Railroad Dlack-

i i, ociatlon win hold Its aexl ''invention at the Forest

i'lly Souse, Cleveland, Oliio, August 15 to 17, Inclusive.
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MULTIPLE DRILL WITH COMPOUND ADJUSTABLE
HEADS.

AMOUNT OF AIR REQUIRED FOR VENTILATION.

The machine shown in the accompanying illustrations was

made specially for the Omaha shops of the Union Pacific Rail-

road, and was designed to meet the demand for a flue sheet

drill which is absolutely independent in all motions to the

spindles. The spindles may be set out of line as much as five

inches from each other, and it is thus possible to drill a stag-

gered layout of holes within this limit without moving the

table. The machine will take a sheet 12 ft. 4 ins. wide be-

MULTIPLE IIKM.I. WITH IHMl'lll'XIl All.l I'M'Al'.I.K IIKAIIS

Under the general conditions of outdoor air, namely, 70

deg. temperature and 70 per cent, of complete saturation, an

average adult man, when sitting at rest in an audience, makes

16 respirations per minute of 30 cu. ins. each, or 480 cu. ins.

per minute. With 70 deg. temperature and 70 per cent, hu-

midity, the air" thus inhaled will consist of about one-fifth

oxygen and four-fifths nitrogen, together with about 1 7-10

per cent, of aqueous vapor and 4-100 of 1 per cent, of carbonic

acid. By the process of respiration the air will, when ex-

haled, be found to have lost about

one-fifth of its oxygen by the

formation of carbonic acid, which

will have increased about one

hundred-fold, thus forming about

4 per cent., while the water vapor

will form about 5 per cent, of the

volume. In addition, the exhaled

air will have warmed from 70

deg. to 90 deg., and, notwithstand-

ing the increased proportion of

carbonic acid—which is about one

and one-half times heavier than

air—will, owing to the increase

of temperature and the levity of

the water vapor, be about 3 per

cent, lighter than when inhaled.

Thus it will be seen that this

vitiated air will not fall to the

ground, as has often been pre-

sumed, but will, naturally rise

above the level of the breathing

line, and the carbonic acid will

immediately diffuse itself into the

surrounding air. In addition to

the carbonic acid exhaled in the

process of respiration, a small

amount is given off by the skin.

Furthermore, IV. to 2% lbs. of

water are evaporated daily from
the surface of the skin of a per-

son in still life. If the air sup-

tween its housings, and (he table is provided with 21 ins.

of cross adjustment. The chucks shown in the foreground

of Fig. 1 are for holding mud rings; the front side of the base

of the machine is 8 ins. back of the center line of the spindles,

so that when drilling mud rings they can extend down from

the chucks into a pit in front of the machine.

Each head is absolutely independent in all its motions, and

each spindle may instantly be started or stopped by means
of a clutch which is operated by a lever. The feeds are so

designed that a change from the feed required for drilling to

thai for reaming may instantly be obtained by pulling a lover.

As the feeds are positive, a safety clutch is provided, so that

the feed will slip, if due to carelessness on the part of the

operator, the nose of the spindle should strike the work. Th<>

heads are adjustable on the cross rail by the hand wheel which

operates through the worm and spur gearing. An automatic

knock-off permits the feed to be thrown out at any point. The

spindle is provided with a quick return motion and also with a

hand feed through worm gearing. The spindles are of forged

open hearth steel, with ball bearing thrust collars, and have

12 ins. of vertical power feed. The heads are carefullj de-

tor rigidity when the spindles are in the extreme outer

position and working under the most severe conditions. Each

one of the heads weighs 965 lbs., and this will serve to sive

some idea as to their strength and size. This machine was

made by Foote, Burt & Cornpany, Cleveland, Ohio, and weighs

complete about 12 tons.

Mail Service.—The United States Post Office Department

handled last year 9,502,459,535 pieces of mail matter.

DETAILS OF HEADS OE MULTIPLE I1HIIX.

lily at 70 deg. is assumed to have a humidity of 70 per cent,

and to be saturated when it leaves the body at a higher tem-

perature, then at least 4 cu. ft. of air per minute will be re-

quired to carry away this vapor.
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Taking into consideration these various factors, it becomes
evident that at least 4% cu. ft. of fresh air will be required

per minute for respiration, and for the absorption of moisture

and dilution of carbonic acid gas from the skin. This, how-
ever, is only on the assumption that any given quantity of air,

having fulfilled its office, is immediately removed without

contamination of the surrounding atmosphere; but this con-

dition is impossible, for the spent air from the lungs, contain-

ing about 100 parts of carbonic acid gas in 10,000, is immedi-
ately diffused in the atmosphere. The carbonic acid does not

fall to the floor as a separate gas, but is intimately mixed
with the air, and equally distributed throughout the apart-

ment.

It must then be evident that ventilation is in effect but the

process of dilution, and that when the vitiation to be main-
tained in the apartments is decided, the necessary constant

supply of fresh air to maintain this standard may be very
easily determined. For the purpose of calculation, 0.6 cu. ft.

per hour is accepted as the average production of carbonic

acid by an adult at rest, and the proportion of this gas in the

external air is as 4 parts in 10,000. If, therefore, the degree
of vitiation of the occupied room be maintained, say, at 0.6

parts in 10,000, there will be permissible an increment of

only 2 parts in 10,000 above that of the normal atmosphere,
or 2 divided by 10,000 equals .0002 of a cu. ft. of carbonic
acid in each cu. ft. of air. The 0.6 cu. ft. of carbonic acid
produced per hour by a single individual will, therefore, re-

quire for its dilution to this degree 0.6 divided Toy .0002, equals
3,000 cu. ft. of air per hour. Upon this basis the following
table has been calculated:

Cu. ft. of Air Containing 4 Parts of Carbonic Acid in 10.000 Sup-
plied Per Person.

Per Hour .

I "00 3,000 2.400 2.000 1,800 1.714 1,500 1,200 1,000 525 375 231
Per Minute.

100 66.6 50 40 33.3 30 28.6 25 20 16.6 9.1 6.2 38
Degree of Vitiation of the Air in the room. (Parts of carbonic acid

in 10,000.)

42-INCH BORING AND TURNING MILL.

The record of one hundred and twenty-two cylinder packing
rings in ten hours at the West Albany shops of the New York
Central Railroad, which was described on page 235 of our June
issue, has excited considerable attention, and a description of

the machine upon which this record was made will be of in-

terest. The machine is a Bullard standard 42-in. boring and
turning mill, with two swivel heads, and has a capacity in

height of 321,4 ins. The table is 37^ ins. in diameter, and is

driven by bevel gearing at its extreme diameter. Due to a

large angular thrust bearing the table spindle has a self-

centering tendency, and the weight of the table and spindle

and the work upon the table tends to preserve rather than
destroy the alignment. The side strains are taken by straight

vertical bearings of large proportion. Ten changes of spindle

speed ranging in geometrical progression are provided, and
a change to any desired speed may instantly lie made by a

mechanical belt shifter which is built into the machine. The
belt cannot twist or run off the cone, and it is automatically
locked in position at each step. The table may be stopped

instantly at any desired poinl by a brake which is operated

by a lever conveniently placed.

The cross rail is of a heavy box section, is very rigid and is

square locked throughout. It is laised and lowered by power
independent of the table drive. The heads are entirely inde-

pendent in their movements, loth as to the direction and
amount of feed, and either head may be brought to the center

for boring, a positive center stop being provided. The tool

bars have a vertical movement of 20 ins., and may be se1 at

any angle up to 45 degs.. either side or the center. Ten posi-

tive feed changes are provided, ranging from 1-32 to "
t of an

inch horizontally, and from 1-50 to V2 in. in vertical and
angular directions. The feed works for each head are inde

pendent, and, as will be seen, are very conveniently placed for

the operator. A safety device incorporated in each speed

.;..-. .33 10 15

The figures indicate absolute relations

under the stated conditions, and are gen-

erally applicable to the ventilation of

schools, churches, halls of audience and

the like, where the occupants are rea-

sonably healthy and remain al rest. Bu1

the absolute air volume to be supplied

cannot be specified with certainty in ad-

ranee, wit bout a t borough knowledge of

all the conditions and modifying circum-

stances; in fact, the climate, the con

st ruction of the building, the size of the

rooms, the number of occupants, their

healthfulness and their activity, ti thi i

with the time during which the rooms

ipled, all have their direct in

Under all t hi e i onditions, it

is readily -ecu thai no standard allow-

ance Can be made to >uit all (ileum-

itances, and result* will be satisfactory

only In so far t

Ingly, with the knowledge of the various

reqnirt m have here bi

en, ma! et ra< ii allowam i Ea trai ' from

Ion and u< ating, by

i>, r .
hi, U \ ant Com\ any Boi U i

New Tooi Steel, The Sheffield ixuiu

Independent tate that the Sheffield Steel

Ltd . are putting a new toi

'int' and ::

ing between Mu hett and the best high

ea II bai dened and can

be sold at. a very reasonable price. I2-1R. BTANDABD BOR1 I D fUBNINO MILL, WITH iv\ ,. ,u i\
I

1

1
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works prevents breakage of the gears or mechanism by care-

less handling of the heads.

A 5-h.p. constant speed motor may be mounted on a bracket

at the side of the machine and connected to the top shaft by

either a belt or silent chain, or a 7-h.p. variable speed motor

having a speed range of one to four may be direct connected

by either gearing or silent chain to the head stock driving

shaft, thus doing away with the cones. The net weight of this

machine, which is made by the Bullard Machine Tool Com-
pany, Bridgeport, Conn., is 11,000 lbs.

the spindle to the base plate is 72 inches and the spindle has
20 ins. of traverse.

SIX-FOOT UNIVERSAL RADIAL DRILLING MACHINE.

The 6-ft. full universal radial drilling machine, illustrated

herewith, while designed specially for the use of high speed

drills, has a sufficient range of spindle speeds to adapt it for

the use of carbon steel drills also. It is the result of the ex-

perience of the five works of the Niles-Bement-Pond Company
in the design and manufacture of radial drills and is note-

worthy because of its ease of manipulation and the fact that

all parts which require adjustment by the operator are within

easy reach. The drill head saddle fits between, as well as out-

side of the arm guides, which completes the double box sec-

tion of the arm and insures rigidity. The column saddle is

strongly gibbed to the flat bearing on the column and the

post about which the column revolves extends to the extreme

top of the sleeve. The column rests on ball bearings. Fric-

tion clutches are used for starting and stopping the machine
at high speeds in order to prevent shock and the consequent

wear. All speeds and feeds may be changed while the ma-
chine is running at even the fastest speeds. The speed box

is planed on top in order that the machine may easily be

changed from a belt to a motor drive by simply replacing the

pulley by two gears.

Sixteen speeds and eight feeds are provided. The lever A
starts and stops the spindle and reverses it for tapping. Lever

B operates the friction back gears. The handle C furnishes

two speeds for each position of the tumbler gear handle D.

The handle E furnishes a fast or slow feed for each of the

four positions of the lever F. The hand wheel G is used in

connection with the hand feed hand wheel H and has the

double function of operating either the friction or the spindle

quick return, depending on the up or down position of the

pull-clutch I. The handle J controls the raising or lowering

of the arm at a speed of from 20 to 70 ins. per minute. The
wrench K clamps the sleeve to the post. The maximum dis-

tance from the face of the cohimn to the center of the drill is

77% ins; the least distance from the face of the column to

the center of the drill is 22% ins.; the greatest distance from

NEW VERTICAL MILLING ATTACHMENT.

A powerful but very compact and simple vertical milling

attachment for use on horizontal milling machines has just

been brought out by the Kempsmith Manufacturing Company,
Milwaukee, Wis. It has been designed to handle a very heavy

class of vertical milling, and is capable of doing as heavy
work as the strength of the main spindle itself will stand.

The bevel gears in the head are of steel, case hardened, and

have large faces and coarse pitch. In order to maintain a

perfect alignment the vertical spindle has very long bearings,

and provision is made for a delicate adjustment for wear.

The head is graduated and may be swiveled to any angle. Its

YEBTICAL MILLING ATTACHMENT.

ONrVKBSAL RADIAL MULLING MACHINE.

construction is such that only two bolts are re-

quired for adjusting and securely clamping it, and

both of these bolts are very conveniently located

for the operator.

The horizontal bolt which clamps the head in the

bracket is of the friction type and has very great

clamping power. The vertical spindle has a taper

hole, and is threaded for the large face milling

cutters; both the taper hole and the thread are

the same as those on the main spindle, thus mak-
ing all tools interchangeable. Draw bolts are fur-

nished for drawing in and backing out of end

mills. As will be seen from the illustration, the

design of the head is such that the distance from

the center of the horizontal spindle to the nose

of the vertical spindle is very short, so as to allow

as much space as possible between the table and

the vertical mill. This attachment is built in

three sizes, which are drilled to the same jigs as

the columns of the machines for which they are

intended, so that they may be applied to any
Kempsmith miller of certain sizes now in use.
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MASTER MECHANICS' ASSOCIATION.

ABSTRACTS OF BEPOBTS.

Shop Layouts.
Committee—G A. Seley, K. I>. C. Sanderson.
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;

If possible. , « arj tor the aucce s of
' he big en

1 hnndicai d by the mall water cranes, small round
thai the big

ll: " ' '"' '" •' "mn " Wfly b.\ n small man or peruana bv n hi-
"»». I "".";' 1 -' P

reatriclm to do who
of a fre. agent, it

I
„„, well
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things The successful manufacturers have very competent men

al the heads of their departments and they paj them salaries that

railroad managements would deem extravagant for men having

equal responsibility and the disbursement of, perhaps, greatei

amounts of pay-roll. The railroads must realize that for superior

se^icef they must meet the salaries paid by the manufacturers.

They have 'lost many a good man, who, while greatly desiring to

remain in railway service, could not afford to do so in view of

die inducements offered by the manufacturers. Ihe railroads get

more of what may be called professional service not only in the

motive power department—work of men who have to ht them-

selves by Ions training, by study and earnest effort—for less money

than almost any other line of business.

For a successful shop manager, the man must not only have

practical and technical knowledge and experience, but must have

tact and a knowledge of men and affairs, dignity yet with all a

familiarity that will make the humblest employe feel that he has

a friend ye1 one that he must respect.

The complicate.} labor problems of to-day will not be less com-

plex in the future. The proper labor equipment is so vital a factor

n the successful operation of shops or business that the small

man or even the large man who has but limited opportunities,

may' fail in handling that feature in management.
.

ti„. h„ r shops also present an opportunity for manufacturing

on a verv profitable basis the repair parts for storehouse stock

and subsequent shipment to outside points.
um :t.n

The extent to which this may be done is almost entirely limited

hv the machine facilities of the shops, such extra work demand-

ing extra machinery. The output of the shops in engines should

not be affected one way or the other by the manufacturing, which

should be separately accounted for and properly credited. Many

large shops do a great deal of work outside of the requirements

for repairs of engines which they actually have on hand, and this,

togetne? with work for the other departments, such as bridge

jobs, maintenance of pumping machinery, etc., form a very large

portion of the output of many shops.

Manufacturing methods can also be extended to coyer many of

the regular shop operations, and by doing so this work can be re-

duced to a business basis, done on business methods.

Regarding the presentation of standard shop layouts, your com-

mit,,;, has decided that it is best not to recommend any certain

,.s but to reproduce the articles on that subject contributed

recently to the American Engineer and Kajlroad Journal by

Mr E II Soule. originally chairman of this committee. Air.

Soule was 'obliged to resign from the committee on account of the

loss of health, and we regret losing the benefit of his assistance and

advice in the preparation of tins report.

The articles give the latest complete descriptions and analysis

of the important railroad .hops of tins countrj and include data

covering smith shops, car shops, stores, roundhouses, etc., hut for

the purposes of this report only those port i. .tis relating to erecting,

,,.,1,1,' and boiler shops are included and these have
,
been.re-

vised sufficiently to bring them up to date by including all data

nossible to obtain relative to the latest si s built.
.

' The original articles by Mr. S Wished m the

American Engineer knd Railroad Joi bnai m 1 ebruary. March,

V .i lv W. Ocfober, N mber, December 1903 and ,n

January, February, March. April, May. June and July, 1904.

Locomotivi Froni Ends.

Commit II II Vaughaii. P. II. dark, Robert Quayle. A. W.

G
Y^ur^Cony?tee

3
on" Locomotive Front Knds begs to Mate that

at the last convention of this association a motto,, was carried

authorizing the Executive Committee to appropriate, atata discre-

tion such funds as were necessarj to cajry out the series of ex-

,„',. s omlined in the report of this committee whach was then

'sented when l.ioliev for such Work Should b " , '
f

n s ppo", ,i,at it would be necessarj to await tte receipt of

mis rised lv the subMiiption then contemplated for repre-

Stive membLhip, but at t
ting ,., the .;;;«

>v« t«j

'as eontrihnted bj the following ratlr 1 companies and 1
mo-

tive builders :

$ 215.00
American Locomotive Co 10.00
Ann Arbor R. R • ' ' '

'

215.00
Baldwin Locomotive Works. . . . . 20.00
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh Ry 10.00
Bessemer & Lake Erie R. R ' '

'

io 00
Han Northern Ry. . •• 10.00-

Indiana R. R
5

Chicago, Lake Shore & Eastern Ry
io!oo

' Midland Ry 90 00
Canadian Pacific Ry •

,

nati. Hamilton & Dayton Ry

Chicago, Burii'ngton ft Quincy ily. (West i

so'oo
Chicago. Burlington & Quincy Ry. (Easti

130 00
go & North-Western Ry

.

20 00
;o & Eastern Illinois R. R j"'"^
imati (Northern Ry •-••

1000
anatl, New Orleans & Texas Pacific Ry l" uu

I New England Ry • ijj-.j:

nuisville Ry.... i«-""

i Chicago & St. Louis Ry ,„«««
>' Paul Ry "'

;

R. R .',
,

'

Ry iinon
! & Pacific Ry innn

Chicago & Alton Ry f""
Duluth Missabe & Northern Ry J„'„„
tieiaware, Lackawanna & Western Ry 6000

Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Ry 10.00
Duluth 4i Iron Range Railroad 10.00

Delaware & Hudson Co 30.00
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Ry 5.00

Erie Railroad 25.00
Grand Rapids & Indiana R. R 10.00
Great Northern Ry 70.00
Galveston. Harrisburg & San, Antonio Ry 30.00
Illinois Central Railroad 110.00
International & Great Northern Ry 10.00
Intercolonial Railway 20.00
Kansas City Southern Rv 10.00
Long Island Railroad 25.00
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Ry 50.00
Louisville & Nashville R. R 50.00
Michigan Central R. R 40.00
Maine Central -R. R 10.00
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Ry 10.00
Mobile & Ohio R, R 10.00
New York, New Haven & Hartford R. R 25.00
New York, Ontario & Western Ry 10.00
New York, Chicago & St. Louis R. R 10.00
Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis R. R 20.00
Norfolk &. Western Ry 60.00
Northern Pacific Ry 90.00
Oregon iShort Line 10.00
Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co 10.00
Pennsylvania Railroad 30000
Penna. Lines West 120.00
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie R, R 10.00
Pere Marquette R. R 30.00
Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac Ry 10.00
Southern Ry 110.00
St. Louis & San Francisco R. R 70.00
San Pedro, Los Angelos & Salt Lake R. R 10.00
Seaboard Air Line Ry 30.00
Southern Indiana Ry 10.00
San Antonio & Aransas Pass Ry 10.00
Southern Pacific Company 90.00
Texas & Pacific Ry 30.00
Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo Ry 10.00
Terre Haute & Indianapolis R. R 10.00
Union Pacific R. R 50.00
Virginia & South-Western Ry 10.00
Wisconsin Central Ry 1000
Western Ry. of Alabama 10.00
Wheeling & Lake Erie Ry 10 00
Wabash R. R 40.00

Total $3,065.00

Your committee was thus furnished with the necessary funds to
carry out the work assigned to it. but unfortunately the testing
plant at Purdue University was then occupied with other experi-
ments, and could not be released for the purpose of carrying out
the tests on locomotive front ends. These experiments have not
yet been concluded, but we are pleased to advise that arrange-
ments have been made whereby the New York Central has kindly
offered to loan us a locomotive by October 15 of the present year,
at which time Purdue University will make arrangements to re-

ceive it. The testa that it is proposed to make have been modified
s whal from the outline given in 1904 report, and your com-
mittee begs to present the following' scheme of experiments for the
criticisms of this association, which will, of course, be carried out
mi a New York Central engine having large front end diameter,
which will decide the relations between large and small front ends:

1. Diameter of Stack.- It is proposed to conduct tests in-

volving four different diameters and two different heights of out-
side stacks of dimensions set forth by Sketch 1, the lower stack to

i height normal to the engine, the higher to have a height
18 ins. greater than this. The diameters to be 15, 17, 19 and 21
ins., respectively. It is expected that data thus derived from a
boiler of large diameter will serve in checking formula' based upon
results obtained from the small boiler of the Purdue locomotive,
or in case they do not check, it will serve in the establishment of
new formulas. All stacks, of whatever diameter or height, are
similar in form. The curvature of the base is the same for all, and
the distance from the lower end to the point of greatest contrac-
tion is ihe vame. Above the point of greatest contraction all have
a uniform taper of '-' ins. to the foot.

2. Inside Stai ks.— To determine the value of the inside stack,

ii is proposed to employ four different diameters and three different

lengths, all to be used in connection with an outside stack of height

normal to the engine. The proposed stacks are shown by Sketches
•_'. :: and I. As in the case of th Ltside stacks, the inside stacks
are similar in form, all being the same ill the curvature of their

base, tic distance from the point of greatest contraction to base,

and in the degr if taper of the upper portion of the stack.

False Tops. Bot the purpose of determining the effect of

blanking off the top of the smokebox, it is proposed to construct a

false top, which maj be used in connection with stacks having 112

and I'l-in. inside projection (Sketches 2 and 3). Bach top will

have in the center a circular opening reinforced by an angle iron

i l,i. this opening to be sufficiently large to admit stacks of the

largest diameter. To make coi ction with the stacks of different

diameters, tilling rings "ill be employed, made up of two angles

and a shod -iron plate, as shown at M. N, Sketch 7.

4. Draft Pipes.—It is proposed io employ single-draft pipes

having diameters 1:1. 15 and 17 ins. and lengths from IS ins. to

is ins., lengths io increase l>.\ 6-in. increments. Each increment

is secured by adding a new section, as shown by Sketch 6.

Experiments upon double-draft pipes will be made to involve

the apparatus already Outlined. To give facility in adjusting the

draft pipes, ii is proposed to have them so mounted thai they may
ised or lowered by means of levers extending outside of the

smokebox. The details of this arrangement are suggested by

Sketches 5 and 6. By reference to these figures, it will be seen

that two columns In a), having their support in an extension

upon the exhaust pipe, are provided as guides for the draft pines:

The draft pipe Ii slides freely on these columns, being applied

thereto h\ some form of filling which will admit of easy adjustment.
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The vertical position of the draft pipe h is controlled by its con-

nection with the lever arm d and the shaft c. The latter is sup-

ported by bearings attached to the sniokebox shell, and extends

out through the shell a sufficient distance to receive a counter-

weight and operating lever not shown in the drawings. By having
the operating lever pass over a graduated scale, it is thought that

it will be possible to place the draft pipes in definite positions

without the necessity of opening the front door.

It will be seen that your committee is not carrying out the in-

structions under which it was appointed, so far as experimenting

on the elimination of the diaphragm is concerned ; this has been
shown by the experiments on the testing plant at St. Louis to be

a most important factor in the proportion which the draft utilized

in burning coal bears to the total draft produced, but in view of

the information that has been obtained on this subject at St. Louis,

your committee considers that further experiments on the testing

plant would be valueless. Assuming that the iirst requirement is

to obtain a self-cleaning front end, it will require lengthy and prac-

tical experimenting to ascertain what design will afford the self-

cleaning feature with the least obstruction to the passage of the

front end gases, and your committee feels that this subject will

have to be determined by experimenting on engines in actual road

service before any useful work in this connection can be done upon
the testing plant.

Water Softening fob Locomotive Use.

Committee—J. A. Carney, L. H. Turner, F. N. Risteen, J. F.

Dunn, Robert Quayle.
There are two classes of waters commonly used for locomotives

—

scale-forming and alkaline. In both the impurities remain in the

boiler either to form an accumulating scale "r a concentrating
alkaline solution, or both. The scale-forming material can either

be removed from the water by heat or by chemical means. There
is no kuowu meaus of removing the alkali. The advantages of

supplying a boiler with a clean water practically free from scale-

forming material are shown by the boiler records of roads fortunate
in having first-class water supplies, where fireboxes last almost
indefinitely and flues are reset only when the beads arc worn off.

Tin' first attempt at water purification and general railroad

practice in this country was to use a boiler purge—soda-ash or some
allirtl sodium salt—generally put into the locomotive tank. This
process precipitated the scale-forming material in the boiler as

mud, and also teuded to loosen up the scale already formed in the

boiler, but it did not lessen the number of necessary washouts to

any extent and required frequent blowing off, which did not ef-

fectually remove the mud, and, in addition, there was an accumula-
tion of alkali in the water in the boiler not easily controlled.

Theoretically, a boiler purge for purifying water in the boiler was
nearly perfect, but practically it was not SO successful. Treatment
of water in the boiler has the advantage of being cheap, and that
is all.

In order to obtain the pure water condition of a few of our
fortunate neighbors, the practice of purifying the water before it

enters the boiler has come into extensive use. The lime and soda-
ash treatment has been used in some form or other for a great
many years, but the mechanical devices for making the process
successful, as well as economical, tire of recent origin.

It is not the province of this committee to discuss the merits or

demerits of the various mechanical devices on the market; further
than to say, that they all work on one principle, namely, use

enough soda ash I sodium carbonate I to precipitate the sulphates
of calcium and magnesium as carbonates, and enough slaked lime
(calcium hydrate) to neutralize the carbonic acid existing as free

in- ami bicarbonate, precipitating all of the carbonates of

lime anil magnesia in the water and also precipitate as carbonate
all of tin' hydrate of lime added in the treatment process. The
process is theoretically perfect and in practice leaves so little

scale-forming material in the water that the beneficial results are
most apparent.

There are two systems of treating waters ; the continuous and
intermittent. The continuous system consists of a device for mix-
ing the required quantity of slaked lime and soda ash in the water as
it flows into a receptacle of such size that the slow flow of the water
permits tin' precipitated scale-forming material t" settle out, deliv-

ering continuously the purified water. Some continuous processes
apply a tiller to make sure that the sediment is removed from the
water. This is believed to be a valuable addition to any plant
where such a filtering process would be considered an addition.
The advantage of the continuous process is that it takrs up a
minimum ground space. Tin' intermittent system consists of treat-
ing the water and letting it settle and pumping the purified water
from the top of the settling reservoir, using a floating intake pipe.

[Wantage of this system is low first cost. The settling process
requires agitating machinery ami time, and a settling plant can not
be forced beyond its capacity without jeopardizing the quality of
the purified water. In both systems the cost of chemicals is the

for a given water. The labor cost ought to be tie

if the men d> o cam b located o I hej can attend
to the tiller as \' rll :is i lie pumps.
Muddy waters are easily cleared of the greater part of the sus-

pended matter, but it is almost impossible tu render then
lately clear unless a coagulant, ferric hydrates or alumina, is

used. The slight murkiuess in ti seriously
objectionable, however.

Filtering plants are more complicated and more expensive than
either the continuous or intermittent systems and usually depend
upon a partial settling in order to relieve the filters from becom-
ing quickly clogged. They deliver the cleanest water of any of the
purifying processes, but it is a question whether the water is

enough better to warrant the increased cost.

The quality of waters which can be treated successfully and
with great benefit to locomotive boilers are those which may con-
tain mud. sulphates of lime and magnesia, and carbonates of lime
and magnesia, or which may contain salts of iron and free acid.
.Many alkali waters contain large quantities of incrusting solid.

These can be removed, but the alkali remains and increases by the
amount of soda-ash used. If the water is high in alkali, it will
give trouble from foaming, and the probability is that it will be
more economical to hunt up a better supply somewhere else that
can be treated successfully. The results obtained from the treat-
ment of dolomite waters are entirely successful, resulting in bet-

ter steaming engines, greater tonnage hauled and a marked reduc-
tion in engine failures from leaking flues.

Analyses of waters containing from 5% to 60 grains of incrust-
ing solids per gallon show reduction by the treatment ranging from
i! to 5 grains of incrusting solids per gallon.

Alkali waters are those containing salts of sodium and potassium
in solution, and there is no known chemical means of removing
these salts. There are a number of articles on the market which
claim to relieve troubles from foaming with alkali waters and
some of them are partially successful. It is not, however, the
province of this committee to discuss their merits or demerits.
The only way to get rid of alkali is to remove the water from the
alkali. This can be accomplished by distillation, but up to the
present time the cost of plant and comparatively high cost of pro-
duct make the process prohibitive for railroad use.

A purifying plant, 500.000-gallon capacity daily, can be erected
for from $b\U00 to $10,000, according to the process used, and
the water successfully treated for scale-forming material, for from
% cent to i cents per 1,000 gallons, depending upon the quality
of the water.

By the use of pure water, boiler troubles are reduced to a mini-
mum. One railroad reports that the number of trains abandoned
account leaky tlues was reduced from 27 to 2 in a stated period.

Another reports that passenger trains delayed account leaky flues

on a division using purified water have been reduced from 12 to 15
per mouth, to 1 and 2, and an occasional month with no failures.

A road handling (iu engines per day has reduced its boiler-maker
force from 4 to 2 uien—one day and one night—and these men
have to be given machinist work to keep them busy.
Your committee does not recommend the use of compounds to be

introduced into the boiler where there is a possibility of purifying
the water before it reaches the boiler.

Your committee believes that the cost of purifying water for
locomotive use is more than saved by the reduction in the labor
cost of caring for boilers in the roundhouse, and the benetit gained
by freedom from leaky flues and poorly steaming engines on the
road is all profit.

Locomotive Terminal Facilities.

Committee—D. R. MacBain, C. E. Chambers, P. Maher, \V. R.
Mi -Keen, Jr.
"What can be done to reduce locomotive terminals to the basis

of a machine for treating and handling of engines apart from the

matter of housing, the object being the prompt handling of power,
efficiency in service and less detention at terminals, while

affording more time and better facilities for care and repair of

engines?"
Plan No. 1. which is shown in attached diagram, will be offered

as the ""id pi over." It will be noted that the space
available, at the time the change was made, was very limited, and
the engineering department had to cut to fit conditions. A descrip-

t ion of the plan is as follows :

The coming-in track, upon which all engines are left by the road
crew.
An elevator track, stubbed at one end and with sufficient rise

lor its whole length in the clear, to enable elevator men to move
cars on or off the hoppers at will by the manipulation of the hand
brakes and perhaps a little start with a pinch bar. Power is also

provided for the movement of cars on and off the hopper, but is

seldom used.
('linker-pit tracks Nos. 1 and 2. both of which run to the turn-

table direct, and the depressed track for cinder cars, the approach
ol which is laid on a 2 per cent, grade.

The e.ial elevator, which is the latest improved type of the
Chicago Link Belt Company, and has a capacity of 500 tons.

The sanding boxes, which are placed as follows, one on the

corner of the coal elevator adjoining the clinker-pit track No. 1.

and another adjoining clinker-pit track No. 2 on the corner of the

sandhouse proper. The sanding of engine is done by means of

drop pipes, which are handled by hostlers, the time required for

tilling the largest boxes being about fifteen seconds. The sand-
In. use is equipped with three stove dryers, and sand is elevated into

sanding boxes by means of compressed air. Storage is provided
for about twelve carloads of wet sand, which is unloaded from cars

placed on sandhouse and storing track. The sanding box on
clinker-pit track No. 2. on sandhouse proper, is large, having a

rapacity of about ten cubic yards, and out of this box sand needed
for outside points is loaded into cars placed on sandhouse track, by
in us of a drop spout or chute. Nine or ten yards of sand in

this »ai can I"' loaded in a few moments.

Each of the clinker-pit tracks is provided with a 10-in. water
column, and tenders are filled very quickly, the filling of tenders
being the last operation before engines are put on the turn-table.

This is not as the plant was planned, it being intended that the
knocking out of the fire should be the last operation, but condi-

tions of space made that impracticable.
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PLAN NO. 2.

LOCOMOTIVE TERMINAL FACILITIES.

The i l of the clinker-pit track shows the general plan.
the inu.-r rail (100 lbs. per yard) being supported on cast iron
piers which are jacketed with No. 10 iron, the remaining space
on the inside filled with concrete, tie rods at* 10-ft. spaces being
provided along open space of clinkering tracks to prevent possi-

bility of rails spreading. The clinker pits and depressed track
are of solid concrete and good drainage is provided. Two hydrants
are provided on each clinkering track for wetting cinders, and a

steam pipe is provided for thawing out ash pans and grates when
such i< needed.

In preparing this plan it was sought to make it as near a "ma-
chine' as possible, and the results obtained during the past winter
were not disappointing in that respect,

"fT the road are left on the "coming-in track,"
and when they come in in quick succession, as is the rule in the
winter or during any season of heavy traffic, no attempt is made

;i!l of them on the north side of M levator, hostlers usually
alternating- -that is, one is coaled on the north side and the next
on tie- loath uide, or. if necessary) several engines are tal

the coming-in track at once and coaled up on clinkei pit track
No. 1. In this way It wi
get hold of. say. the sixth engine in line, the first live engines Can

d at oner- on to clinker-pH i r:i> k No. 1, and the engine thai

n then I"- coaled on I he coming- in I ra< i.

which it ean be taken around on

«i. cliokered, watered and boused, in from fifteen to twenty-five
minutes from the time of its arrival.

All engines when going on) for i
track provided for

that p
• on the table, Ti > outgoing track Is al

*ith a water column to serve en

r equipment of men is six hostlers and six -linker
i

« i

«

re.- of each for the day and night slur
ire handled in twenty four hours without dl

or rush.

In addition to the duty of clinkering.. the clinker-pil mei

attend rod, run the

d to water columns
us on the depi

equipment of men for the coal .-levator man.
one dumper and one loader for each of I night shifts, or

<n all told, including the fuel foreman.
,\t ; cine handled from the ear to the

for :; 7-10 cents per ton. and t

erably if enough coal was used to keep the help around the ele-

vators busily employed.
Your chairman considers this plant as approaching closely to the

"machine" idea and of sufficient capacity to handle 200 engines
per day of twenty-four hours without difficulty.

Plan No. 2, as shown on the attached diagram, provides, as
will be noted, a set of tracks upon which incoming engines can
be spotted by the road crew, where they an- left until the hostlers
take them out for coaling, clinkering and housing. The object of
the spot tracks is to permit "f the last engine to be the first one
housed, if such is desired. This plan, it will he noted, requires
a lot of space, longitudinally at least, and perhaps could not be
utilized at all points on this account. We quote in full the
recommendations of Mr. W. R. McKeen, ,Ti-., the designer of this

plan:
"Railroads are just commencing to realize tie- importance and

I
of adequate round! Be facilities, efficient results from

roundhouses have always l n demanded, but necessary facilities

have, as a rule, in en sadly neglected. Following are
mi facilities a round! se should have:

"1, Wii.i, is Known iii tin- yard language as a 'spot' a system
if tracks connected to tie- inbound track in the yard, also con

ted i" He i, .mm eoal track leading to the roundhouse table;
this system of tracks to I le Igned as to enable at least ten

bound ti i

'

'

•' .i ii'. "in' of « hi'-'i

can he moved i<>
i I chute in preference to the other nine at any

i in,,

"2. An outbound 'epot' track and < w iter cri so that out
I ml engines could take n full tank of water just before leaving.
also water cranes bo that inbound trains could take

i
I
ti-r taking ' Hi

".'.. A double cinder pii and means of wetting down and clean
onomically.

"I Meihod of losdbig cinder Into iii- mil v steel ear equip
men I by p

"5. Turn-table Dal less than 85 ft. with (preferablj > an elei

in.

"H. Door with al lea t 3 >r cen.1 gin for lighting purpi
top rod bot torn and po ts t hat same could be

lot i ed open n well a loi I ed shul

.

"7. aid i"' mo
•

1
1

1

-• 1 1
.

i cl ion vent llators so i h

harder the wind the stronger the up draft.

top of the roundhouse for cafth-
Ing the steam and other waste produets from ft locomotive.
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"9. Water pipes, air pipes, blow-off pipes, steam pipes and a

good-sized steam supply pipe and taps for these for each pit
"10. A permanent, sanitary, dry floor; not a gravel or cinder

floor, but a concrete foundation with wooden blocks set on edge,

tilled in between with tar and cement, and so fitted in as to drain

any water into the pits.

"11. A toolroom for the care of all general roundhouse tools.

"12. A washroom for engine crews, lockers for their extra

clothing, etc. . ... . - ,.

"13. Centrally located office and telephone facilities for the

foreman.
"14. The low, flat roof of roundhouses is to be discouraged on

account of the drippings in cold weather, and the impossibility of

properly ventilating same."
Regarding subject "B," heating and ventilating of roundhouses,

.your committee can offer no suggestion for an improvement over

the plant of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway, at

Elkhart ; this, in our opinion, being perfection itself along that

line. (See description of the new Elkhart roundhouses. Ameri-

can Engineer, February, 1905, page 42, and March, page 80.)

The Time Service of Locomotives.

Committee—William Forsyth, H. Bartlett, J. S. Chambers,

D. Van Alstyne.
,

It is worthy of note that the reports for time 'in road ser-

vice," plus the time "held at terminals ready for service," are

fairly constant between 70 and 75 per cent. One road gives this

figure for freight engines, accurately obtained by having special

observers follow certain engines for a month, at 77 per cent.

It is reasonable to conclude from the tabulated reports that

engines are ordinarily in the hands of or at the disposal of the

transportation department three-fourths of the time, and this

department is responsible for the large proportion of delays

which so materially limit the mileage at present obtained from
locomotives.

In order to obtain definite information in detail, it would be

advisable to obtain accurate records at each large terminal for at

least one engine in each representative run, and to do this a man

TABLE II.—RECORD OF LOCOMOTIVE SERVICE FOR ONE ENGINE,

ONE MONTH IN FREIGHT SERVICE. JANUARY 6 TO
FEBRUARY 5, 1904.

TOTAL TIME OF TEST.

MOTIVE POWER.
Ash Pit (divided from average

of a number of timings).
(A) Waiting to get over pit...
(B) Cleaning fires

(C) Coal and water
Time in roundhouse for repairs.
Engine crew late
Engineman not having engine
ready

Late leaving ash pit

Repairs to machinery unfinished

Total time in hands of Motive
Power Dept
TRANSPORTATION.

(A) Delays due to Transportation
Dept.

:

Making up trains
Switching
Passing trains
Trains ahead
Orders
Block
Delays at R. R. crossings. . .

Yards blocked
Section men

10. Due to wrecks ahead
Percentage of Total Time—100 Per Cent n. Train crew late

12. Waiting for orders In roundhouse
Waiting on train at yards. .

.

Coal and water on road. . .

.

Cleaning fire on road

-TIME SERVICE OF LOCOMOTIVES ON VARIOUS
RAILROADS.

•o Held for Round-
s
PS house Repairs.

NAME OF RAILROAD.

f.<o Heavy. Light. 2-3 tj a

(B) Delays due to Motive Power
Dept.:

Locomotives not steaming...
Hot bearings
Drawbars
Couplers
Cleaning front end
Due to air brakes

C. B. & Q. lines east of Mo.
River—Average of 445 loco-

motives
C. B. & Q. lines west of Mo.

River—Average of 5 loco-

motives
C. B. & Q. lines west of Mo.

River—-Average for 11 heavy
locomotives

Lehigh Valley—Average for 12
locomotives. E. & C. Branch
Auburn Division •

Lehigh Valley—Average for 20
locomotives

Union Pacific. Wyoming Divi-

sion—Average for 32 loco-

motives
Union Pacific. Nebraska Divi-

sion—Average for 147 loco-

motives
Southern Pacific. Pacific Sys-

tem—Average for 297 light

locomotives. iMonth of Jan-
ua,rv

Southern Pacific. Pacific Sys-

tem—Average for 415 loco-

motives, weighing over 100,-

000 lbs
Southern Pacific. Salt Lake

Dlv.—Average for 40 loco-

motives
Oregon Short Line—Average

for 156 locomotives
Boston & Maine—Average for

44 locomotives. Heavy and
light. All classes of service ;

3 months
Boston & Maine—Average for

422 locomotives. One year.
Grand Rapids & Indiana Ry.

—

Average for 18 locomotives,
100.000 lb;

32.

23.9

35.6

33.

67.

(C) Running time, not including
taking coal and water on the
road

Hrs.

714

Min.l Per Cent.

47.7

40.3

28.4

24.1 AT ENGINEHUCSK.

2.
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TABLE III—RECORD OP LOCOMOTIVE SERVICE FOR ONE
ENGINE, ONE MONTH IN FREIGHT SERVICE.—JANUARY

S TO FEBRUARY 5, 1904.

SUMMARY.

Charged to Motive Power
house :

Waiting to get over ash pit. . .

Cleaning flres

Coal and water

Total
In roundhouse for repairs
Minor delays due to men

Total time in hands of Motive Power
Dept.

TRANSPORTATION.

Making up trains
Switching
Passing trains
Trains ahead
Orders
Yards blocked
Wrecks
Waiting at roundhouse for orders.

Coal and water on road
Cleaning fire on road
Sundry small delays

Delays due to M. P-—Not steaming, hot
boxes, drawbars, brakes

Running time

Total time in hands of Transportation
Department

Time at enginehouse
Time at yards
Time on road

Running time

52
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to definitely locate the point at which the shank shall measure 7
ins. ; this dimension will prevent designers from moving the 1-in.

radius (connecting, the head and the shank) back too far, thus

reducing the lateral coupler clearance in the carrier iron below

the prescribed limits.

7. That the coupler "Tail End for Continuous Draft, shown
on M. C. B. Sheet 11, be removed as" being unsuited for approved

practice in car construction, as recommended by the Committee
on Draft Gear in its report to the convention of 1904.

S. The enlarged butt for the 5 x 7 shank from friction gear,

as shown on Drawing "C." (not reproduced) be adopted as recom-

mended practice, to conform to the yoke for butt, recommended

by the committee on Draft gear last year.

Air-Brake Hose.

Committee—L. G. Parish, T. S. Lloyd, F. H. Scheffer, G. H.
Emerson, J. Milliken.
Your committee submits herewith report covering results of

tests at Purdue University to determine the condition of_ hose in

service at various ages. This report covers a total of 500 hose

which were removed from actual service and tested. The labora-

tory report gives a full description of the testing plant and de-

scribes the manner in which the hose were tested ; also the age of

ho6e, the manufacturer's name and brand. A study of the data

herein given leads the committee to recommend the submission of

the specifications proposed last year to the convention as a standard

in lieu of the present M. C. B. standard specifications for hose.

The committee would reaffirm the recommendation made in the

report last year, i. e., that the location of the angle cock and train

pipe has not been given proper attention. The M. C. B. recom-

mended practice specifies that train pipe be located thirteen (13)

ins. from the center line of car, and that the angle cock be turned

to an angle of thirty (30) deg. Your committee would again

recommend that this be made a standard.
Attention is called to the necessity of having the air brake pipe

securely fastened, to prevent vibration. These features are not

being watched as closely as they should. The improper location

of the train pipe and angle cock brings about a condition fully as

bad as pulling cars apart without uncoupling hose by hand. The
standard 22-in. hose is of sufficient length if the angle cock and
train pipe are located as per M. C .B. recommended practice. If,

however, the train pipe is located over 13 ins. away from the cen-

ter line of car, and the angle cock vertical, the distance is greatly

increased, and when the slack is taken out of the couplers the

hose is ruptured, on account of vertical strain. The laboratory

tests indicate that the majority of burst bose is due directly to

the conditions mentioned above.

The committee would recommend to the Arbitration Committee
the incorporation of the following rule in the Rules of Inter-

change :

"On and after March 1, 1908, cars offered in interchange must
be equipped with M. C. B. standard hose ; if not so equipped own-
ers are responsible for the application of standard hose."

The committee would recommend that 2,000 additional hose oe

tested during the coming year in order to definitely determine the

age limit of air brake hose. Attention is called to the fact that

we have at Purdue University an air brake bose testing plant which
is available for the use of our members.

Truck Abch Baks for 100,000-lb. Marked Capacity Freight
Cars.

Committee—J. E. Muhlfeld, A. S. Yogt, W. T. Gorrell, C E.

Fuller, F. M. Gilbert.

Your committee on this subject submits the following report:

Realizing the wide difference in opinion of railroad mechanical
nun with respect to the various types "f truck arch bars in use on

freight cars, the weight of which, including lading, is 150.000 lbs.,

ii was iir, m,.,i in submit a list of questions to -ill members of the

association for the purpose of obtaining data and information per-

taining to the practice of railroads operating under similar and
different conditions.

Replies to the circulars of inquiry were given by 14 railroads

and car builders, and from the information received, your com-
mittee suggests that the following conclusions shall be submitted

to the convention for adoption:

The Distance Between Wheel Centers to Be 5 Ft. 6 Ins.—
Ten replies out of the total number received specified this spacing,

which your committee considers necessary to provide a sufficient

amount of room for a substantial design of truck bolster and

column castings, and for the proper suspension of inside brake
beams and application of brake beads and shoes.

The Cross St . noB 01 hie Top and Innektip Arc it Bars to
Be 6 x 1% Ins.—The tendency has been, and will be, to increase

the average loading per ear. especially in the vicinity of the coal,

ore. structural steel, quarry and other districts where business

originates which will necessitate the use of the greatest proportion
•Hiti lbs. and heavier capacity equipment It lias been found

that sections of inverted arch bars •" x P| in i within

a few years after having been put into service. These failures

have occurred principally in the bends at the base of the column
and through the column bolt holes, and an examination

adicated that even with a good quality of wrought iron ma-
iii.

1 proper truck construction detail and entire fractures

have developed at these points. Furthermore, the column bolt

holes I. i slight tendency to elongate, with a c orrespond-

ing reduction in the thickness of the sei tting that there
mi at this point for the stress. The replies,

I as the practice in vogue at the present time, indicate _ the

necessity for making use of a section larger than ."i x 1 V4 ins.,

and in order to provide for the best distribution of metal at the
weike.st point in the inverted a-ch bar. it has been thought ad-

visable to in. 'It to ins. The reasons for increasing

the cross sectional area by widening rather than by thickening
the arch bars are, greater strength with equivalent weight, more
lateral stiffness, reduced liability for over-straining, less dis-

tortion of cross section in forming, greater uniformity in the sec-

tion and quality of material, and reduced expense for construction
and maintenance. It is not considered necessary to have a larger

section of top arch bar than inverted arch bar, and the advantage to

be derived from making both sections of the same dimensions is

apparent.

The Section of Tie Bar to Be 5 x % Ins.—Seven of the re-

plies received specify the use of tie bars 5 x % ins., and from the
general information given, as well as the results from practice, it is

thought that this section will be entirely satisfactory in connec-
tion with the 6 x IVi-in. arch bars.

The Inverted Arch Bar to Be Gibbed to Provide a Bearing
for Each End of the Top Arch Bar.—This practice is recom-
mended, as from service and drop and other tests, it has been found
that a bearing for the ends of the top arch bar against the ends of
the inverted arch bar will produce greater stability, provide for the
maximum benefit from the top arch bar. and at the same time
reduce the shearing effect on the journal box bolts. It will also
increase the strength and stiffness of the arch bar frame as a
whole and give a greater factor of safety under the increasing
average loads to be carried.

The Tie Bars to Be Gibbed at the Ends.—This practice is

recommended for the reason that service records indicate that the
wear on the threaded portion of the journal box bolts and the
elongation by wear of the journal box bolt holes in the tie- bar
have been considerably reduced where the gibs were used, anrrrhis
result is considered an advantage that will justify the- application
of this feature.

The Set of the Top Arch Bar to Be 3% Ins.—From the re-

plies received, three specify the use of the 3%-in. dimensions, two

proposed arch bars for 100,000-LB. freight cars.

'''', ins., and the others vary from 1 to 5 ins. The live railroads
using the 3%-in. and 3%-in. set represent a freight equipment of
334,«54C cars, of which 71,355 cars are 100,000 lbs. capacity.

Tin Distance Between the Top and Invested Abch Bars to
Bl 1'i'c Ins.—General design ami practice have indicated that this

Is the proper one to lie llseil with the set of ."."^ ills.

for the top arch bar, and in connection with the M. C. B. truck
bolster spring, in order to provide for sufficient depth and strength
at the end ol the truck bolster, as well as space for a substantial
spring seat which will clear the through bolts securing the ears of
1 la- column castings to the spring channel.

'I'm. Skt of the Inverted Abch Bar to Be 15'% Ins.—The set
of the loji arch bar and the distance between the top and inverted
arch bars having been determined, the above dimensions must
follow.

The Set of the 'Tie Bar to Be 3% Ins.—This dimension is

determined by the M. C. B. journal box.

The Distance from Center to Center of Column Bolt
IIoi.es ro Be \>\K Ins.—This spacing has been found sufficient to
provide for a suitable design of truck bolster giving ample trans-
verse strength. It will also provide for sufficient strength in either

1 -1 iron, malleable iron or cast steel column castings, and accom-
modate the use of M. C. B. bolster springs.

A1.1. Column and Journal Box Bolt Holes to Be 1-16 In.
Larger Than the Diameters of the Bolts. This will conform
to the established practice.
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The Distance Between the Top of the Track Rails and
the Bottom of the Tie Bar to Be 6% Ins.—It is thought that
the above dimension should be adopted to provide the necessary
space for the M. C. B. bolster springs and substantial truck bol-
sters, and give sufficient clearance between the top of the bolster
and the under side of the top arch bar.
The Distance Between the Top of the Track Rails and

the Lower End of the Column Bolts to Be Not Less Than
4% Ins.—The features considered in the establishing of this dis-
tance are the required clearance at road crossings, for Wharton
type switches, etc.. and allow for the usual wear of journal bear-
'ngs. journals, treads of cast iron wheels, and for the reduction in
iiameter of steel-tired and rolled-steel wheels.
The Diameter of the Column Bolts to be 1% Ins. and

these Bolts to be Fitted with Combined Washers and Nut
Locks at the Head of the Bolt and at the Nut. and with
the United States Standard Square Heads and Nuts. The
Tut' Arch Bar to Have the Column Bolt Holes Counter-
sunk on the Upper Side to Take a %-In. Radius Fillet
Under the Head of the Column Rolt . . .

The Radii at the Bends of the Top Arch Bar to be 2 Ins..
and to the Inverted Arch Bab at the Column Casti^i, 12

7
S

Ins.
The Radii of the Inverted Arch Bar at TnE Journal Box

to be 2^ Ins.
All Other Dimensions to Conform to the Present M. C B.

Standards.
The Material Preferable for Arch and Tie Bars and Col-

umn Bolts Is Good Wrought Iron, Tnis Being Better Able
to Withstand Distortion Without Detail or Entire Frac-
ture.—When the best quality of wrought iron is not attainable, a
good medium carbon, low phosphorus and sulphur, open-hearth steel

can be used for arch and tie bars. The use of Bessemer steel is

not recommended under any circumstances.
General.—The cuts as shown by Plate No. 1 accompanying this

report show a top and inverted arch bar, tie bar and column bolt
of the recommended design and dimensions for cars, the weight of
which, including lading, is 150.000 lbs., as well as for modern
freight and switching locomotive tenders, where the use of helical
springs is permissible. With the use of the four coil nest of helical
springs and a substantial spring seat casting and channel there is

no necessity for any additional reinforcing over the inverted arch
bar between the truck column castings.

Tour committee believes from a general standpoint that the
recommended design and specifications as included in the eighteen
sections and Plate 1 can be adopted with satisfactory results, and
provide for the greatest strength and factor of safety to resist the

s due to ordinary wear and tear, curvature, lateral thrust,
braking action and derailment.

late a building. They are made by the Royal Ventilator and
Manufacturing Company of Philadelphia.

VENTILATION.

The accompanying illustration shows the construction of the

Royal ventilator which has proved very successful in venti-

lating buildings, power houses, train sheds and factories.

The construction is very substantial and the design is such

that rain and downward currents of air are deflected without

materially interfering with the free egress of air from the in-

terior and it is always effective when the wind blows and will

not choke in a calm. The diameter of the upper cone is

enough greater than thai of the lower one to deflect rain and

COB,

b "f the necl ol the vi ntilator. ] tie io m
i""""- the upward current ol air from the body of Hie ven-
tilator and iii io doing offers only a vei

In the
larger rentllators pat< ai

which mal e a irerj rigid ad
i

to the emulating capacity. No matter which wi

Mows an exhaust curr< n du< ed from
1

1

Because of the largi

tnmber of these rentlla renti-

Heavy Tonnage.—The average tonnage carried per mile of

road on the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad last year was
121,607 tons, or almost twenty times greater than the average
tonnage per mile carried on all the railroads of this country
for a corresponding period.

Compression in Steam Cylinders.—The following is taken
from a review in The Engineering Magazine of an article by
Dr. Herbert Klemperer in the Zeitschrift tics Vereines Deutsch-
er Tngenieure, which reports and discusses some very careful
tests made at the technical high school in Dresden. Dr. Klem-
perer states: "The condition under which compression is ad-
vantageous is that the temperature at the end of the compres-
sion shall not exceed that of the cylinder walls, so that the
maximum economical compression at the end of the stroke is

-that corresponding to the temperature of the walls." If the
compression is increased beyond this point the economy of
the engine will fall off, and according to the experiments at
Dresden, the steam consumption will increase in proportion
to the ratio of the volume of the compressed steam to the
volume of live steam in the cylinder.

CATALOGS.
IN WRITING FOR THESE CATALOGS PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

Safety Valves.—The American Steam Gauge & Valve Manu-
facturing Company of Boston, are sending out a circular which
contains an interesting description of the American special pop
safety valve.

Frogs. Switches and Crossings.—A 375 page catalog has just
been received from Hie Weir Frog Company. Cincinnati, O., manu-
facturers of frogs, switches, crossings and all kinds of regular and
intricate track work.

Some Reasons Why.—The Otto Gas Engine Works, Philadel-
phia, Pa., have issued a folder which describes in an interesting
manner the advantages of their gas engines and calls attention to
several good reasons why buyers should select these engines.

Electric Generators.—The Crocker-Wheeler Company
Ampere, X. .1.. are .sending out bulletin No. 53, which describes
their direct current, lighting and power generators, and also
bulletin No. 55 on small generators arranged for direct connec-
tion.

EXHAUSJ FANS. Catalog No. 180 from the American Blower
Company, of Detroit, Mich., describes their "A B C" exhaust
tans wn><* are s tally designed for the removal and conveying
Of shavings and dust, the removal of smoke and fumes, and for
use in connection with special heating and drying plants.'

Tabor Indicator. We have just received from the Ashcroft
Manufacturing Company, S7 Liberty Street., New JTorK a catalog
describing the latest type of Tabor indicator; also the
Houghtauling r ducing i the Ashcrofl reducing wheel the
• •oilin averaging planimeter and various indicator parts and'sup-
plies.

Tm Lewis* Clarb Exposition. The Westinghouse Bleotrl-
& Manufacturing Company have issued a rery attractive pamphlet
for distribution at this exposition al Portland, Ore. It illustrates
:l1111 '"''""* describes the line of apparatus manufactured by this
company, specially referring to the apparatus on exhibition and
'" actual installations of apparatus.

Prooiiess Reporter. The July number of the "Progre r
Porter," published by the Nilei Bemenl P I Company, New
Jr°rk

'
brIeflJ describes and band ly

i tratea ome of the
' '""" '"" h furni*l >.v this [mmv for the Angus Shops

' '" ''' '" ''" "" H " :

' al M al, Inter g factsaw Prese d concerning I it] i

Electrii Qri i.irs and Buffers.—Bulletin No. -is from the
11 Electrii m

i
i Company, Mad

, u, de
'"'" Ml " """ Northe lectr finders and buffing eq

'" '' lu'P I 'Hi peed regulating devices so thai the
" i '" irli i :oi in ate foi the varying dii ters of

""' "''•'
'

'' I ler - pecial de Igo and
•'""' bnva h<">vy crucible i steel armature .shafts, liberal bear

overs.
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Jeffrey Screens.—The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company,
Columbus Oliio, have just issued a supplement to their screen

catalog N. 69.

Planers.—The Cincinnati Planer Company, Cincinnati, O.,

has issued an attractive catalog describing its line of planers

which has been completely redesigned. Special attention is di-

rected to the devices which they furnish for obtaining a variable

tutting speed with a constant return speed. There is also a

valuable chapter on the erection and care of Cincinnati planers.

Don't Burs Mosey.—A pamphlet of 12 pages, issued by Wil-

liam B. Scaife & Sons Company, 221 First avenue, Pittsburgh,

Pa., presents engravings illustrating the application of the Scaife

or We-fu-go system of water purification. These applications are

for railroad and manufacturing service, indicating the progress

which has been made by this company in introducing this system.

Notary Planing Machines Catalog No. 41 from the Newton
Machine Tool Works, Philadelphia,, Pa., describes a number of

their rotary planing machines, which are made in various sizes,

having cutter-heads from 20 to 100 ins. in diameter over the tools,

and which are made either plain, portable, on circular sub-base or

mounted on a long bed to face off both ends of the work simul-

taneously. A number of special machines are also shown.

Grinding Machines.—"A Treatise on Tool Room Grinding and

Grinding Machines" has just been published by the Cincinnati

Milling Machine Company. It describes their No. 1 universal

cutter and tool grinder and also their No. 2 machine which has

been designed especially for sharpening the large spiral and face

mills. Directions are given for the care and operation of these

machines and a large number of illustrations show how various

operations are performed. It also contains valuable information

concerning reamer clearances and emery wheels.

Axle Light System.—Bulletin No. 1 from the Consolidated

Railway Electric Lighting and Equipment Company, 11 Pine

Street, New York, contains an interesting description of their

axle light system of electric lights and fans for passenger cars.

That this system is giving satisfactory results is shown by the

fact that a list is given of twenty of the largest railways in this

country, who use this system of electric lights and fans on many
of their best cars. In addition the officers cars on many of the

other leading railroads, as well as all Pullman private cars, are

equipped with it.

NOTES.
Westinghouse electric & Manufacturing Company.—The

Los Angeles, California, office of this company has been removed

from the Trust Building to 527 South Main Street.

Crane Company'.—This company has moved its general offices

and sales departments to its new office building at 519 South
i 'anal street, Chicago, near the Judd street plant.

AMERICAN Water Softener Company.— During the month of

June this company received two orders for water softening plants

from the Norfolk and Western Railroad, to be installed in their

coal lands in West Virginia. This makes a total of three orders

from the railroad company since April 1st.

The Crane Company.—This company celebrated its 50th anni-

versary on July 4th. All of the company's branch house managers

iOOk part in the celebration, and the festivities lasted for four

days. As a souvenir of the anniversary the company is send-

ing out metal elephants to be used as paper weights.

Big Crank Shafts.—The Bethlehem Steel Company is at work
on three crank shafts which will weigh 86,000 lbs. each when
finished. They are turned out of solid steel ingots 25 x 4 x 4 ft.,

and are intended for three Snow gas engines, which are to drive

4,000-k.w. Crocker-Wheeler alternators, the largest gas engine

driven generators ever built, ordered by the California Gas and
Electric ( !orpora1 ion.

S( aung Pipes by Pneumatic Hammers.—A valuable dis-

covery in scaling and cleaning pipes, particularly of condensers,-

:s that a pneumatic hammer striking rapid, uniform, light blows

is better than anything else which has been devised. It does not
crack the pipes, or spring the joints and requires about one-fourth

the time to clean a condenser involved in old methods. Mr. A. P.

Anderson, of the Consumers' Ice Company of Chicago, has used
.he pneumatic hammer very successfully in this service, our at-

tention having been called to this fact by the Chicago Pneumatic
T*vl Company of Chicago.

Tn« Warner & Swasey Company.—Mr. G. D. Mitchell,

formerly of the United Shoe Machinery Company, but better

known as the Jones & Lamsou expert, with which company he has
been connected for the past five years, has just become associated

with The Warner & Swasey Company, in the capacity of western
representative.

William B. Scaife & Sons Company.—This company has
been awarded tne contract for all the structural steel work in

connection with the Port Falls, Idaho, power plant to be built

for the Washington Water Power Company of Spokane. They
have also designed and will erect a steel frame trestle approach
200 ft. long for the American Lime and Stone Company at

Frankstown, Pa.

Crocker-Wheeler Company.—This Company has declared a

regular quarterly dividend of 1% per cent, and re-elected the fol-

lowing officers : Schuyler Skaats Wheeler, President ; Gauo S.

Dunn, Vice-President and Chief Engineer ; W. L. Brownell,

Treasurer ; G. W. Bower, Assistant Treasurer. The directors are

Professor Francis B. Crocker of Columbia University ; Dr.

Wheeler, Messrs. Dunn and Doremus, A. Foster Higgins, Herbert

Noble, Thomas Ewing, Jr., F. L. Eldridge and C. A. Spofford.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Company.—This company re-

cently acquired the Aurora Automatic Machinery Company of

Aurora, 111., makers of the Thor piston air drills ; pneumatic rivet-

ing, chipping, caulking and beading hammers ; piston air motor

hoists; pneumatic saws and other air appliances. The general

offices of the Independent Company are in the First National Bank
Building, Chicago, 111., and the Eastern office is at 170 Broadway,

New York. The works at Aurora, 111., are equipped with the very

latest improved machinery, the present capacity being about 100

pneumatic tools per month. The officers and board of directors

include a number of names very well known among the railroad

and machinery supply interests.

Farlow Draft Gear.—The Farlow Draft Gear Company ex-

hibited at the Master Mechanics' and Master Car Builders' Asso-

ciation conventions a full-size model, showing the combination of

the Westinghouse draft gear with Farlow attachments. This ex-

hibit received much favorable comment, and this draft gear itself

<I noteworthy recognition in the Master Car Builders'

convention in connection with the decision not to abandon

the slots in coupler shanks. This gear has been described

in this journal and its special features pointed out. It

is so designed that the parts may be assembled and applied by

one man. The riveted yokes and follower plates are eliminated,

and the stresses are distributed throughout the length of the draft

sills from the end sill to the body bolster. The initial stress, to

the extent of the capacity of the friction device, is received by the

rear key and filler block. After the coupler has travelled 2 1
/£> ins.

the horn comes into the bearing against the buffer plate. The
front key has then travelled to its bearing on the cheek plate, and
the front block has travelled from the center key to its bearing

upon that key; this makes six seperate points of contact for the

distribution of the stresses. In pulling, the front and rear keys

travelling ahead of the bearing in the cheek plates, the middle key

being stationary. The load is therefore carried to the draft sills

at three separate places. In either pulling or buffing the coupler

is free to adjust itself laterally.

LAKE MempHREMAQOO.—This lake, in Northern Vermont and

Canada, is one of the most charming resorts in the Green Moun-
tain State. This lake is 30 miles long and 2% miles wide, and

over two-tbirds of its length is in Canada. In early days a fav-

orite haunt of the Indians for fishing and camping; it was named

by them Memphremagog, meaning "beautiful water." The steamer

"Lady of the Lake" leaves Newport sailing the entire length of

the lake to Magog, occupying about four hours. The view as wit-

nessed from the decks of the steamer is magnificent; the charms

of the rocky and uneven shore ; the towering cliffs, the long

stretches of green forest land and the distant peaks of Owl's Head
and Oxford Mount, with intervening' sweeps of beautiful valley land,

present a panorama which appears more beautiful at every turn.

The "Switzerland of America" this region has been called, and
many people see in Memphremagog another Loch Lomond, while

the Canadian portion has frequently been termed the "Geneva of

Canada." In order to get a comprehensive idea of the marvelous

scenic surprises of this region send two cents in stamps to the

general passenger department. Boston & Maine Railroad, Boston,

for their beautiful illustrated booklet, entitled "Lake Memphrema-
gog and About There," and two cents for the companion booklet,

entitled "Valley of the Connecticut and Northern Vermont."
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WALSCHAERT VALVE GEAR AND CONSTANT LEAD

To the Editor:

I Imve been very much interested in the articles "ii the Wal-
'i the AkEkIi \\ ENGINEER, particu-

larly iu that on page 218 of the June number. Its use, as well as

the introduction of superheated steam and the four-cylinder bal-

anced compound, shows thai the American designers arc looking

across the Atlantic for valuable informal inn, and finding it. In

doing this, however, they have, in my opinion, obtained Rome in-

formation which is not correct.

That the Walschai verj decided advantages

under the conditions now governing the design of American loco-

tbere can be no doubt, bul ii does nol necessarily follow

tbat the feature <>f a constant lead for all cut-offs and speeds is

desirable.

In the article in the June number ii is stated thai it is difficult,

with the Stephenson valve gear, "to obtain sufficient lead with
Ibidem in the longer cut-offs and at the same time keep

down the lead and consequent preadmission and excess of eoin-

i imes thai the lead for

the longer cul off.-,
I for large cylinder engine A

little farther on in the same paragraph tbi a umption is stated

ax a tai n given being thai a constant lead for all cul

offs "properly cuebioi rocating parts saving team and
reducing the pounding of bearing

The fad that lead is nol needed, under ordinary conditions, to

cushion the reciprocating evident from the fact that
the rod* and never run so

smoothly or with such freedom from pounding as when running
with the throttle closed. Ii i< -., fact, '..inch can be easily proved

on, that there i- practically no pounding when drift-

ing at any speed from the highest to the lowest, even though the
parts are decidedly worn and loose. Then why provide lead for
the purpose of cushioning?

Assuming, however, for the sake of argument, that lead is de-
sirable for cushioning the reciprocating parts, does it seem rea
sonable that the same amount of lead gives the proper cushion for
all speeds? The clearance volume of the cylinder to be tilled with
a steam cushion is the same for all speeds, hence the time neces
sary for filling it with the proper pressure must be the same for
all speeds, and it follows tbat this cannot be accomplished, with a
constant lead, which necessarily shortens the time for filling the
cylinder as the speed increases. The fact is that the cushion for
a speed of 40 miles an hour should be sixteen times tbat for 10
miles an hour, because the iuertia of the reciprocating parts in-

creases as the square of the speed. It seems hardly reasonable to
believe this can be obtained with the constant lead of the Wal-
scbaert valve gear for both these speeds.

Careful tests made with an indicator, and covering a consid-
erable period of time, confirmed by the experience of a consid-
erable number of American railroads as given in the proceedings
of the Western Railway Club for February and March, 1807, to
which could be added the present standard practice of several
other lines, seem to prove beyond reasonable doubt that positive
lead at full gear is a detriment instead of an advantage, and that
a reasonable negative lead for full gear is an advantage. A little

study of the matter will show the reason.
Assuming that a quarter of an inch is the proper lead for a

cut-off of one-fourth the stroke, it is evident that, with the Wal-
schaert valve gear, the steam port will be open a quarter of an
inch when the crank pin is on the center with the engine iu full

gear. Under these; conditions it is plain that the steam pressure
in the cylinder can no more perform useful work in moving the
locomotive than a man can by trying to lift himself by his boot
straps, and Is a positive detriment because it produces useless
friction on the crank pins on that side of the locomotive, which
imposes useless work on the engine on the other' side where the
crank pins are on the quarter and furnish the only power avail-
able for moving the locomotive.

When with the constant lead assumed and full gear cut-off the
crank pin is approaching the center, steam will be admitted to the
cylinder when the piston is about 2 ins. from the end of the
stroke. Under these conditions the main valve is travelling very
rapidly and the piston very slowly, so that boiler pressure is ad-
mitted to the cylinder almost instantly, and the results are a
sudden taking up of all the lost motion in, the rods, producing a
severe pound, a needless sudden strain, and friction on all the
moving parts, resulting in an appreciable waste of the power of
the engine on the other side of the locomotive. If any one doubts
this, let him try to pinch an engine oil' the center when tl ng
on the other side is disconnected. He will find it impossible with
any ordinary pinch bar, though perfect!} easj when there is no
steam iu the cylinder. If this experiment is tried when the lead
in full gear is l-l(i in. negative it will be successful, because steam
will not be- admitted to tl ylinder till it can do useful work in

moving the locomotive. It. therefore, seems evident that, for
speeds al which a full gear cut-off is used, positive lead, instead
of being desirable, is just the contrary, ami that the Walschaert
gear is defective in this particular.

If lead is not needed to provide a cushion, what is its purpose?
I would say to secure, as nearly as possible, boiler pressure in the

cylinder by the time the piston reaches the end of the stroke. n,.t

before, and to increase the steam port opening after the crank
pin has passed tl nter, so as to secure as high a steam pressure
as possible in the cylinder up to the point of cut off. I f this is

correct, it follows that the lead should increase as the speed of
the locomotive increases. I the cul off is shortened because, while
the clearance volume to !»• rilled is the same for all speeds, the
length of time during which it must be filled decreases in the same
proportion thai the s| d increases, if the lead is contant, while
:i lead winch increases with the shorter cul offs used with higher

si Is, Increases the time for the admission of steam
Without fear of result .

I venture the statement that locomo
having the Walschaert i ilvi tear, it given the proper lead

for the running out off, will be found to
| ,„i severely at the

longer cut-offs "ad slower speed . resulting in excessive wear to
the parts Involved, ami will be f d lacking in power on tilling

grades, compared with locomotives having valve gear which in

crea a the lead as th.- cut off is shortened, and If given the proper
i-'"l tor- the longer cut-offs, win have suroclenl lea. I and will

be lacking in power for- In: In speed

This statement should no) be misconstrued at an opln that

the Walschaert valve gear doe nol possess advantage! over the
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Stephenson type, or, on the whole, will not prove the better of the

two. It is simply an argument to correct the statement that a

constant is better than a variable lead.

C. H. Quereau.

LOCOMOTIVE BOILER INSPECTION IN NEW YORK
STATE.

LEAKAGE OF PISTON VALVES.

To the Editor;

On page 255 of your July number, in "Impressions of Foreign

Railway Practice" I note a reference to German experiments

upon the leakage of piston valves without packing rings. Permit

me to ask whether or not experiments have been made in this

country, showing the relative amounts of leakage of piston and

slide valves?
Inquirer.

Editor's Note.—Yes. The following quotation from the pro-

ceedings of the Master Mechanics' Association for 1904 describes

such tests.

—

Editor.

On the Norfolk & Western Railway the method adopted for test-

ing piston valves was to prepare a packing ring for each end of the

valve chamber; which could be brought up against the end of the

valve, making it absolutely tight. This arrangement is illustrated

in the report. The valve was then put on the central position on

both sides of the engine and disconnected, and, being central admis-

sion valves, the steam could be readily admitted to the central por-

tion, and whatever escaped passed down through each end of the cyl-

inder. Pipes were connected up with the cylinder cock openings and

the pipes passed through barrels of water, which condensed all of

the escaping steam. In most cases gauges of mercury columns were

placed on the cylinders and readings taken during the test. Tores

positions were taken of the valve : First, both valves on center

;

second, with the right valve % in. forward and left valve % in-

back, and third, the right valve % in. back and the left % in.

forward. In the positions % in. out of center, two of the rings

are against the steam at one end. The results, however, do not

seem to be affected by this.

The tests made for leakage of piston valves on the Lake Short

& Michigan Southern were conducted in the following manner

:

The valve on one side of the engine was disconnected and set

on center, and the reverse lever set so that the other valve,

the one to be tested, was on center. A movement of the valves of

about 1 in. was given during the test, by moving the reverse lever.

The exhaust pipes were plugged so that no steam could pass to the

other cylinder or out of the stack. Hose connections were screwed

in the cylinder cock openings and steam condensed in barrels of ice

water. The valve was well oiled and the lubricator kept running

during the test.

Tests for leakage of side valves were made in the following man-
ner on the Norfolk & Western : The valve tested had rectangular

balance strips. The exhaust cavity was blocked and leakage was
obtained around the balance strips, as well as the face of the

valves.

On the Norfolk & Western, a piston valve in good condition loses

from 250 to 400 lbs. of steam per hour. The worst valve tested

on this road showed a loss of 544.31 lbs. per hour, with a mileage

of 13,000 miles. The best slide valve on the Lake Shore & Michi-

gan Southern showed a leakage of 34S lbs. per hour. This valve

was in good condition, and had made a mileage of 17,500 miles.

The conclusions derived from these tests do not seem to favor

either type of valve. The best piston valve shows a leakage of

208.56 lbs. per hour, and the best slide valve 348 lbs. per hour. If

both kinds of valves were given equal attention the piston valve

would be the better as regards leakage around the packing rings.

Efficiency of Men.—If one of us does £150 worth of work

a year, and earns £100, he is efficient; if he only does £90

worth, he is an inefficient machine, and will come to grief.

He is like a 90-k.w. alternator which takes 100 k.w. to excite,

though the analogy is not close. If he does £15,000 worth of

work and gets £10,000, he is an efficient machine of much
larger size, and his efficiency is much more satisfactory to

himself. I may mention, in passing, that an efficient man
must do more work than he is paid for. This is not always
realized. A man who only did what he was paid for would be

of no use to the world at large. His efficiency is zero, his con-

sumption being equal to his output. The man who does £15,-

000 worth of work and gets £10,000, consumes two-thirds of

the work himself; so his efficiency is 33 per cent., which is

very high, even for an engineer.—./. Swinburne.

The question has been raised by a correspondent as to what

New York State has done in the matter of legislation con-

cerning the State inspection of locomotive boilers. As other

readers may be interested, the recent amendments passed by

the New York State Legislature and signed by the Governor,

which are now in operation, are reproduced as follows:

Section 1. Chapter five hundred and sixty-five of the laws

of eighteen hundred and ninety, entitled, "An act in rela-

tion to railroads, constituting chapter thirty-nine of the gen-

eral laws," is hereby amended by inserting therein two new
sections to be sections firty-nine-a and forty-nine-b, and to

read as follows:

49-a. Inspection of Locomotive Boilers.—It shall be the duty

of every railroad corporation operated by steam power, within

this State, and of the directors, managers or superintendents

of such railroad to cause thorough inspections to be made of

the boilers of all the locomotives which shall be used by such

corporation or corporations, on said railroads. Said inspec-

tions shall be made, at least once every three months, by com-

petent and qualified inspectors of boilers, under the direction

and superintendence of said corporation or corporations, or the

directors, managers or superintendents thereof. The person

or persons who shall make said inspections, shall make and

subscribe his name to a written or printed certificate which

shall contain the number of each boiler inspected, the date of

its inspection, the condition of the boiler inspected, and shall

cause said certificate or certificates to be filed in the office of

the railroad commissioners, within ten days after each in-

spection shall be made, and also with the officer or employee

of such railroad having immediate charge of the operation of

such locomotive. If it shall be ascertained by such inspec-

tion and test, or otherwise, that any locomotive boiler is un-

safe for use, the same shall not again be used until it shall

be repaired, and made safe. A certificate of a boiler inspector

to the effect that the same is in a safe condition for use shall

be made and filed in the office of the railroad commissioners.

Every corporation, director, manager or superintendent oper-

ating such railroad and violating any of the provisions of this

section shall be liable to a penalty, to be paid to the people

of the State of New York, of one hundred dollars for each

offense, and the further penalty of one hundred dollars for each

day it or they shall omit or neglect to comply with said pro-

visions, and the making or filing of a false certificate shall

be a misdemeanor. Any person, upon application to the secre-

tary of said board of railroad commissioners and on the pay-

ment of such reasonable fee as said board may by rule fix,

shall lie furnished with a copy of any such certificate.

49-b. State Inspector of Locomotive Boilers.—Within twen-

ty days after this section takes effect, the State railroad com-

mission shall appoint a competent person as inspector of loco-

motive boilers, who shall receive a compensation to be fixed

by the commission, not exceeding three thousand dollars per

year. Such inspector shall, under the direction of the com-
mission, inspect boilers or locomotives used by railroad cor-

porations operating steam railroads within the State, and may
cause the same to be tested by hydrostatic test, and shall per-

form such other duties in connection with the inspection and
test of locomotive boilers as the commission shall direct. But
this section shall not relieve any railroad corporation from the

duties imposed by the preceding section.

A Good Investment.—One of the largest manufacturing es-

tablishments in the world has sent a bright young man from
its Philadelphia office to a leading university to prepare him-
self by a college education for the financial end of the busi-

ness. This was not an act of philanthropy, but an investment

on the part of the concern. It is likely to prove another
wedge which will open up a new departure in the education

of enterprising young men now employed in industrial works.
—A. E. Outerbridge, before Wharton students.
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IMPRESSIONS OF FOREIGN RAILWAY PRACTICE.

Editoulal Correspondence.

"Breakfast and booze" is the next entry in my notes. No

one here seems to associate these two words, but they certainly

play an important part in European shop practice. A few

shops have changed to the working day of two periods, but

it is not unusual for the men to come to work at G o'clock

in the morning. They go home for breakfast and again for

dinner at noon, thus cutting the day into small pieces. The

custom is not satisfactory, and it cannot be made so. But it

is not easy to change, so firmly intrenched has it become.

One reason why the majority of the men like it is because

they are quite dependent upon beer, and this system gives

them an opportunity to go out for it. Numbers of cases were

seen in the smaller German shops where the men had their

beer in the shops where they could go for an occasional

"pull" at the can while the machine worked on. Some were

even willing to stop the machine for the purpose.

To an American all this seems very strange. At this

time of year (December) it is quite dark here at

7 in the morning, and it is considered a hardship for

the women of the workmen's families to get up sufficiently

early to provide a hot breakfast for the men in time to get to

work at that hour. On one large railroad in England the ad-

visability of providing hot breakfasts for the men at the shop

is now being considered. At many large English shops mess

rooms are provided for use at noon by all who live at consid-

erable distance from the works. No cooking is done by the

company, but the men's lunches are heated for them on steam

tables and in ovens, and they may sit on benches in a large

room and enjoy their noon hour at tables with the advantages

of comfortable accommodations and pleasant surroundings

which cost them nothing. The writer was invited to see the

men at lunch at a shop where he happened to be at the noon

hour. About 900 men sat at the tables and were evidently

enjoying themselves. Why do not our railroads do this for

their men? It costs little, but brings big returns.

Systematic circulation of technical papers is often a part

of the work of the office staff of large engineering establish-

ments, but probably no better use is made of them than at the

works of A. Borsig, at Tegel. These works include locomo-

tive, gas engine, stationary engine and boiler construction,

each department requiring a special staff of engineers and
managing officials. Every advance made in Germany or any

other country is studied and applied, if possible, at Tegel.

All of the Important technical papers on mechanical and rail-

road subjects are received in the library of the firm. There
are six employees who devote their entire attention to the

current technical literature, to render it available for every

one who may need it. All papers and magazines are care-

fully read in the library. The papers are marked in blue

pencil, directing attention to valuable articles, and each paper
starts on Its rounds through the offices in a stout portfolio.

a ii-» pasted on the <over begins with the name of the head
of the department interested, with the others in order below.

Bach one, to whom this paper comes, in turn sen'!.-; it to the

lie. reporting to the library its whereabouts. Every
paper may be Instantly located if needed, and when through
if h rounds it goes into the library for permanent tile and bind-

ing. But this Is not all. Every article is carefully In

by the library staff, and in every possible waj these peopli

this literature available, and therefore make It a work-
ing tool foi need It. While the writer was looking
over this system tbe chief engineer called for referenci i

"i

of (uperheatera as applied to locomotives. The refer

• one., found in the card catalogue, and a

man proceeded to the shelves of hound volumes for the desired

Information. Often 'he bead of ;i departn From
hl« subordinates opinion • upon the di

new designs or new developmei hal the

papers are read In the right way. This interesting plan should

have a place In every large industrial establishment It is

very noticeable that foreign engineers are careful readers of

American papers, and are exceedingly well informed about

American practice.

Another good plan is followed at Borsig's. In every shop a

letter-box is put up in a conspicuous place, and the men are

asked to submit in writing suggestions for improving the

work of the plant or decreasing its cost. This is not original

at Tegel, it is in use in many shops, but by close attention

from Mr. Dorn, the manager of the works, fifty good sugges-

tions have been put into effect in about a year and a half.

The suggestions are usually accompanied by sketches, and

sometimes by very good drawings. The subjects are gone

into very carefully, and those having sufficient merit are put

into effect, suitable records being made in a book. Employees

receive cash prizes for their suggestions, the amounts vary-

ing from very little up to about $100. More than this would

be paid for a specially good thing. This works very well in

Germany, where the men are much steadier than in some
newer countries. It should work even better in the United

States, and it seems a little strange that railroads do not

carry out an idea of, this kind. It is said at Tegel that this

plan has the effect of bringing latent talent to the front, and

that it has served to interest the men more deeply in their

work. In Germany our kind of labor difficulties are unknown.

This serves to direct attention to the possibilities of apply-

ing a premium plan for new ideas to conditions like ours, in

which the men are surrounding themselves with powerful

leveling influences. Furthermore, a prize system of this kind

would tend to lead every worthy workman in the shop to

help the management to increase the efficiency of the plant.

If introduced into a railroad shop, it might at first receive

scant attention, and even scant courtesy, from the men, but

there is no question of the value of the idea. At Tegel one of

the workmen offered a suggestion with respect to the use of

new high-speed tool steel in heavy lathe tools, which resulted

in vastly reducing the cost of the tools. This man immedi-

ately received a substantial reward in money, and without

doubt he will lie awake nights to work out other good ideas.

A number of excellent improvements in methods have been

made, and nearly all of them were unlikely to have been

thought of by any one except the men who actually do the

work. It might be an excellent plan to do something of this

kind in connection with piecework. If a man knew that he

would receive an immediate reward of $50 or $100 for sug-

gesting a jig or sonic other short cut in his work he might

feel more like presenting it.

As I stood al the gate of a large Continental general engi-

neering establishment, saying an appreciative word of thanks

for the painstaking courtesies shown me, I heard a rattle and

roar such as would be made by a cavalry charge on Broadway.

It was the shop men's wooden shoes as they rushed out like

stampeding cattle, happy to lie mil of the works and free from

Hm : hop re: trnint. I never saw anything like this at home.

G. M. B.

(To be continued.)

Ci i ,\i in nil (i e, Not mii: Effect. In general, do not

worry and scheme io simply repair troubles, bul remove the

I ou ire burning out tubes iii your boilers and

keeping gang ol mes utl ibe oi cleaning the scale

.mi "i old oi i ui tl hi ci in iin'1 the best flue

can be got tor $3 to lake the place

"i .i mai a 1 1 pa Ing 1.25, but i emoi e I he trouble and in-

tall .' plan! thai will of he water m Is an easy mat

o pro\ a the a i Ing . If I he management rei u a

i'. I l II la I
hammer away Willi fads aboul cosls

until they "in spend It, On< Arm In this vicinity put in 200

co i iii place of $7.r.o per

tube, ;i total of $1,600 (or Iwo months A water softening

plant of the proper Ize would cosl about $8,000, and would

i Itself in two to threi years G i/ Campbell Wngi

n Penti 'iii '"""
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COMMON STANDARD LOCOMOTIVES. DR. W. F. M. GOSS ON VALVE GEARS.

Habbiman Lines.

(For previous articles see pages 154, 200, 250 and 2S8.)

Frames.—While the frames of these four types of standard

locomotives differ necessarily for the different types of

wheel arrangement, they were designed with a view of using

the same principles throughout. They are all of cast steel,

and the pedestals are arranged for the standard driving boxes,

which were referred to in the June number, page 200, the

driving boxes being in two sizes for 9 x 12 and 10 x 12-in.

driving journals. The Atlantic and Pacific types of passenger

locomotives have 10 x 12-in. main journals, all of the other

boxes being for 9 x 12-in. journals, thus rendering it possible

to use but two driving boxes for all engines. The rear ends

of all the frames are alike, to receive the same deck plate.

All the frames are 4% ins. wide, and all are spaced at 43-in.

centemk As far as possible the same cross sections of frames

are used throughout, but the consolidation frames are %-in.

deeper throughout, in order to secure additional strength and

weight. All the frames have rails 5% ins. deep above the

driving boxes, with the exception of the consolidation, which

is 6 ins. deep at this point. The pedestal binders are all of

rectangular section, secured by double bolts, no pedestal tie

bolts being used in any of these frames. The joints in the

lower rails, between the main frames and front sections, are

provided with double keys throughout and the upper joints

with single keys, this construction being the same as that

illustrated in connection with the Pennsylvania Class H—6—

A

locomotives, illustrated in this journal in June, 1899, page

181. There is a marked similarity in the common standard

frames, and the pedestal binders are practically the same,

varying only in length. All the frames have double front

rails.

Because of the use of the Rushton radial trailer truck on

the Pacific type and the rigid trailer truck on the Atlan'ic

type, due to its shorter wheel base, the rear portion of the

frames of the passenger engines differ in detail constructioa,

specially as effected by the pedestals for the trailer trucks.

All the frames~are protected by chafing plates of %-in. steel

for protection against moving links from wearing into them.

All joints are double nutted.

By referring to the general plans of the standard engines

on pages 155 to 158, it will be seen that the boilers are sup-

ported from the mud rings by flexible plates in the case of

the passenger engines, by flexible plates and sliding bearings

in the case of the consolidation engines and by sliding expan-

sion supports in the case of the switchers. In the design of

these frames specially careful attention was given to the frame

splices.

The courtesy of Mr. W. V. S. Thorne, director of purchases

of the Harriman Lines, in supplying this information is

acknowledged, and that of the Baldwin Locomotive Company
in furnishing the drawings.

Automatic Recobding Instruments ior Power Pi i

One of the best devices for the control of a power plant is

the automatic recording instrument recording steam pressure,

voltage, current wattage, temperature on heating systems,

pump speeds, etc. The most important in an ordinary power

house are the steam pressure chart and voltage chart; the

former records conditions in the boiler room, the latter, con-

ditions in the engine room. The pressure line cannot be good

unless the water level and fires are attended to. nor can the

voltage line be correct if the switchboard is neglected. It is

excellent practice to require that a written explanation of any
irregularity in these charts be pinned to the chart, and an

engineer or fireman with a too frequent repetition of bad charts

should be discharged.

—

O. M. Campbell, Engineers' Society of

ania.

From the beginning of locomotive valve gears, countless de-

vices have been proposed affecting either the valve or the geai

which gives it motion, whereby the card may be made larger

than that which results from the normal link-driven plain

valve. A typical card is shown at A. Concerning such de-

vices, I would note that it is usually assumed, though the

assumption is erroneous, that anything which increases the

area of an indicator card is desirable. For example, in the

engraving, for 20 per cent, cut-off and a speed of 40 miles an

hour (card A) the plain outline is the normal card around

which has been drawn a so-called improved card. The differ-

ence is the shaded area, and is presumably the result of the

adoption of some new form of gear. Obviously, the shaded

area represents increase of power. The first mistake that is

made concerning the change is that the increase in power re-

sults in no expense. Again, while the truth of the preceding

statement may be admitted, it is often urged that one may
measure pressure and volume represented by two indicator

cards such as are shown by these cards and derive there-

from an estimate of the relative amount of steam used per

horse power per hour under conditions which each represent.

Such estimates are, in fact, fairly reliable when made between

cards agreeing closely in form, and when all conditions of

running are the same, but, as a general proposition, nothing

is more misleading. If there are differences in speed, or in

initial or final pressure, or in the number of expansions, the

percentage of the total amount of steam used which is shown

by the indicator will change. Anything which may produce

a change in the temperature of the metal of the cylinder at

any one point in its cycle is likely to produce changes in the

whole cycle. As is well known, a considerable percentage of

the steam drawn from the boiler for each stroke of the engine

condenses on entering the cylinder. While the interchange of

heat causes some change in the amount of water in the cyl-

inder as the piston proceeds on its course, by far the larger

part of the initial condensation continues in the cylinder until

the exhaust port is open, when it flashes into, steam and dis-

appears with the exhaust. While the process is a complicated

one, and cannot within the limits of the present paper be ac-

curately defined, the fact is that any change in the form of

any line bounding an indicator card has its effect upon the

amount of steam which must he admitted to make up the loss

due to initial condensation. A change in the cycle remote

from the period of admission may have as pronounced an

on the quantity of steam required as a change in the

period of admission itself. There is, in fact, no way to meas-

ure performance of a steam engine but by weighing of the

feed or the exhaust. Again, a further illustration of the fact

that the mere increase in the area of an indicator card is

not significant, is to be found in the ease with which such in-

crease of area may be secured. In locomotive practice it is

quite unnecessary to adopt a new gear. If, under the condi-

tions prescribed, the normal card (see engraving) is not

large enough for the work, the reverse lever may be advanced

on its quadrant until the cut-off is 35 per cent, of the stroke

instead of 20, whereupon, in this particular case the normal
card becomes equal in size with the card representing an as-

sumed improved gear. The real question, therefore, may gen-

erally be stated as follows: Is the improved card at 20 per

cent, a better card than the normal card of equal area at 35

nt. cut-off? Will the former yield a horse-power upon
the expenditure of less steam than the latter? It is upon this

latter statement that the argument rests. No device which

seeks to improve the steam distribution in a locomotive can

succeed which does not save steam when compared with de-

vices now in use. In proportion as it saves steam, it both

increases the efficiency of the engines and increases their

maximum power, for since the boiler capacity is limited, a
pound of steam saved Is a pound of steam available for addi-

tional services.

Turning now to a consideration of the margin upon which
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those who would improve valve gears have to work, it must be

admitted that it is not large. Results have already heeu

quoted which prove that the locomotive with all its wire

drawing, gives a horse power on less than 24 lbs. of steam per

hour. This is near the minimum. From this performance of

a simple locomotive having normal valve gear with its narrow-

port openings and wire drawing effects, we may turn to the

Corliss engine, the action of which is generally accepted by all

improvers of locomotive valve gears as a standard of perfec-

tion. Such an engine, with its large port opening, its prompt

movement of the valves, can in fact be relied upon to give as

good a performance as engines having any other type of valve

gear operating under similar conditions of speed and pres-

3S engines having cylinders which are comparable

iu size with those of locomotives and which when under a

similar range of pressure are, however, uot common, and

hence, it is not easy to command data for the proposed com-

parison. Generally simple Corliss engines work under a lower

e than locomotives. The best performance of which

I have been able to find record of a simple Corliss engine ex-

hausting into the atmosphere is that of an 18 x 4S Harris-

Corliss engine, for which the steam consumption was 23.0

His. per hour. The steam pressure supplied this engine was
only 9C lbs. by a gauge. On the basis given the engine should.

when supplied with steam at ISO lbs., which is the pressure
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75-TON STEEL FLAT CAR.

P1TTSBUBUII & LAKE ERIE RAILBOAD.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad

has recently built at its McKees Hocks

shops two 150,000-lb. capacity flat cars,

which were especially designed for

carrying heavy and large irregular-

shaped castings. The makers and

users of large castings in the Pitts-

burgh district were asked to furnish

dimensions and weights of their larg-

est castings, and an examination

showed that the car might have to

carry the greater part of the load dis-

tributed over a comparatively small

space near its center, and that be-

cause of the size of some of the cast-

ings and the clearances to be observed

the distance from the top of the rail

to the top of the floor would have to

be about 42 ins. While the car is nom-

inally of 150,000 lbs. capacity, it is

designed to carry this weight distrib-

uted over a distance of four feet at its

center, and will, of course, carry safely

a much greater load if distributed over

a greater area. Several radical de-

partures from ordinary steel car de-

sign will be noted. The construction

is necessarily very heavy, and this is

especially true of the bolsters, because

of their restricted height. The light

weight of the car is 4S.200 lbs.

The car is 30 ft. long, 9 ft. 6 ins.

wide, and the distance between truck-

centers is 20 ft. The body bolsters

are continuous. The center and inter-

mediate sills between the bolsters are

built up of 7-lG-in. plate, with two

5 x ?.y2 x %-in angles, riveted at both

the top and bottom, forming a beam

of I section. The side sills are of the

same construction, except that the

7-lG-in. plate and the two outside an-

gles extend the full length of the car,

as shown in the drawings. The sills

are 20 ins. deep for a distance of I

ft. at the middle of the car, and taper

to 13 ins. at the bolsters. The center

and intermediate sills are tied to-

gether at intervals of about 4 ft. by

malleable iron filling blocks, while the

intermediate and side sills are tied by

10-in. channel irons. The intermediate

and center sill extensions beyond the

bolsters are 13-in. channels. The end

sill is a Klin, channel, and it is se-

curely braced at its ends by the 8-in.

channel braces which extend from the

intermediate sills and by the %-in.

gusset plates at the corners of the

car. The %-in. deck plates which

cover the entire car, and are riveted

to the sills, bolsters and cross-In aces.

add greatly to its strength and stiff-

ness.

The body bolster is of box section,

built up of plates and angles. The top

anil bottom members are of 1\\ f 14-

in. iron, while the side plates are Vi

in. thick. The four angles are 5 x 6 x
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TRUCK—75-TOX STEEL FLAT CAB.

ANGUS LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR SHOPS, MONTREAL.

Canadian Pacific Railway.

VIII.

{For previous article see page 219.)

The grey iron foundry is 122 by 342 ft., and is located near

the locomotive shop, with one end against the midway. This

building provi ral floor with a crane span of 57 ft.,

served bj a 10-ton crane. The central portion has a clear

height of 29 ft. under the rodf trusses, and the lower faces

of the crane runways are 20 ft. above t lie floor. The two
wings are 30 It. wide and 16 ft. high. As shown in the plan,

one wing provides for a Chipping and tumbler room, an office,

pattern storage, rooms for blowers, sand and facing; and the

other for the cupolas, four core ovens and core room, and a

large space for the flask maker. The cupola room has a
econd story with a heavily constructed platform, whi.i! con

Stitutes the charging floor. This floor is extended into the

yard, a distance of II ft. 6 ins., connecting with a platform

upon which the out-of-door crane delivers pig iron and coke.

This yard crane has a ties the stock

piles. The engravings show the plan of the foundry, and sec-

lion and the plan of the charging room. This building pro-

vides a total ground area of 42,475 sq. ft., and has a ca-

pacity for 50 tons daily. One of the engravings illustrates

the interior of the building, showing the central portion,

where the heavy work is done. This view was taken look-

ing toward the midway. It shows two of the core ovens
at the left. A monitor with a glass roof extends the full

length of the building, and in addition to this an upper row
of windows over the crane runways gives an unusual amount
of light for a foundry. The ultimate capacity of this foundry
is to be 75 tons per day.

9V- Whiting cupola

i. 7 Waiting cupola.

(SHIPMENT.

No 7 Root blower

Two truck ladles for slag; capacity, 1,500 lbs.

One l
t by 14 by S ft. 6 ins. coif oven

Three 9 by 18 by 8 ft. 6 ins. core ovi ill .

Four core oven cars, 6 by 8 ft.

Four cod oi 1 1 s, 5 by 6 ft.

iharging cars, 3 tons capacity, 24 ins. gauge.

Two 4S-in. turn-tables for charging platform.

Two dump buckets, 4 ft. 6 ins. diameter by 4 ft. deep for yard crane.

One 3-motor travelling crane, 10 ton?; capacity, for foundry.

One 3-motor crane, 10 tons capacity, for yard.

One 2-motor 3-ton crane, for core room.

Wheel Foi toby.—This foundry is conveniently arranged

and located near the freight car and truck shops. It is 107

by 187 ft. in size, and divided into three transverse sections.

The cupolas are in a room 90 ft. long by 27 ft. wide, with the

charging floor above. This building covers an area of 24,510

sq. ft. At one end the annealing pits and storage spaces are

provided for with a floor 4 ft. above that of the molding floor.

From this a 1%-ton electric crane, with a span of 37 ft. G ins.,

covers the entire area. The molds are placed in transverse rows

with a travelling hoist over each row, and at the end of the

rows of molds narrow-gauge tracks carry the ladles from the

cupola. This foundry was built for a capacity of 300 wheels

per day, which are poured on fifteen floors of twenty wheels

each. Two cupolas are provided for use alternately. The hot

wheel cars are arranged in a train of four to receive the

wheels at the lower end of the floors when transported by

the transverse travellers. The wheel breaker and stock are

in the rear of the building, convenient to the elevator reach-

ing the charging floor. The line engravings show a longi-

tudinal section and plan and the interior view of this foundry.

A small detail drawing shows the runway hangers for the

carriers and molding floors.

Equipment fok the Car Wheel Foundry.

Fifteen belted floor carriers.

Two s-ton reservoir ladles, with D. C. motor and controller.

Fair ladle trurks making a train.

One puller machine for ladle transfer.

'IVn pouring ladles, 800 lbs. capacity.

One puller machine for wheel transfer. T>. C. motor and controller.

Pour win* I trucks, a continuous train.
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mm.

i%$m

One 3-motor D. C. electric pitting crane.

Sixty-four annealing pits for 20 wheels each.

No. :"_. Whiting cupola.

Two core ovens. 9 by 15 ft.

Four core oven cars.

No. 7 Root blower, direct connected with I>. C

Ten 4s-in. turn-tables.

Twenty 3-ton trucks.

Pneumatic wheel breaker.

One double cjge 3-ton electric elevator.

The floor cranes are of 1,500 lbs. capacity, running upon

Hacks 100 ft long. A line shaft furnishes power for the

hoisting machine, the gearing of which is operated by straight

and cross belts, the travellers being fitted with '.j-in. wire

rope The lift is 12 ft. The travelling gearing is located near

the hoisting gearing, and attached to the trusses, the mechan-

ism being reversible, consisting of friction gearing, driving and

curved face friction drums, which carry the endless pulling

rope attached to the trolley. The reverse movements of the

trolley are obtained by setting the friction wheel against

either of two friction pulleys. The trolleys have cast iron

frames and run on I beam tracks, as shown in the engrav-

ing. The ladle trucks have structural steel frames large

enough for two 800-lb. ladles. These trucks are connected

together to form a continuous train, and are used for carry-

ing molten metal across the front of the floor. This train is

operated by a puller machine, which is driven by a motor.

The wheel trucks have cast steel frames, arranged to receive

the hoi wheels in an inclined position from the floor cranes.

The piltiug crane is fitted with a special trolley, having two

hoisting blocks and arranged to handle two wheels at a time.

The annealing pits are of tank steel, with 3-16-in. sides anr"

heads. Equipment for this foundry was furnished by th

Whiting Foundry Equipment Company, Harvey, 111.
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ATLANTIC TYPE PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE, WiTH
SUPERHEATER.

Chicago. Rock Island & Paclfic Railway.

The proposed standard locomotives recommended by the

power committee of the Rock Island System were presented

in outline in this journal in March of this year, page S4. On
page -52 of the August number the Pacific type passenger

locomotive was illustrated.

Ten Atlantic type passenger locomotives have been built

by the Schenectady works of the American Locomotive Com-
pany, one of which is shown in the accompanying photograph.

Two of these arc equipped with Cole superheaters. These

locomotives are for fast passenger service, and are similar

to earlier ones which have been running very successfully

on the Chicago & Eastern Illinois. After the completion of

certain grade reductions the present driving wheels may be

replaced by 79-in. wheels. These locomotives have 12-in. pis-

ton valves, straight boilers, deep fireboxes and rigid trailer

trucks with outside journals. The superheater has a heating

Exhaust pipe Single, 5 V6 Ins.
Smokestack, iluimfter 18 ins.

Smokestack, height above rail 15 ft. 1% 'ns.

Centre of boiler above rail 108 ins.

TENDER.
Tank Water bottom
Frame 13-in. channels-
Wheels, diameter 36 ins.

'Journals, diameter and length B% by 10 Ins.

Water capacity , . .7,000 gals.

Coal capacity 12 tons.

COST OF POWER.

The following figures are taken from a paper on "Gas as a

Motive Power and Its Relative Cost," read before the Canadian

Society of Civil Engineers by Mr. W. H. Laurie. Considering

the cost of fuel only, the relative cost per brake horse-power

per annum of power developed by gasolene, steam and gas

engines is as follows:

Gasoline engine 78.00
Illuminating gas with modern gas engine 4<kfi0
Steam engine 37.44
Semi-water gas from anthracite coal 7.80
Semi-water gas from gas coke 5.74
Water and producer gas (bituminous coal) 500

:TIC TYPE PASSEN'GEB LOCOMOTIVE—CHICAGO. ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC RAILWAY.

surface of 338 sq. ft. in 54 3%-in. tubes. The leading dimen-

sions are as follows:

ATLANTIC TYPE PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE WITH
SUPERHEATER.

cm. ago. Rock Island & Pacific Railroad.

KRAL DATA.
4 ft. 8% Ins.

Passenger
Fuel Bituminous coal.

:,». -r 24,700 lh =

W< ight in working order 1 S5.000 lbs.

Weight on driven 104,3 b

Weight of engine and tender In working order 323.850 lbs.

Wheel baae, driving 7 ft.

Wheel bam, total 27 ft. 5% ins.

Wheel base, engine and tender .57 ft. 1 '_. ins.

>.\ II".-

Tractive «r< iL-ht tractive effort I-
Tractive effort x diam. drivers -:- beating Burface 751

grate area r,3.:;

Total * Sort 7.49

CTL1M
Kind Simple, piston valve.

21 by 2G ins.

rod, diameter o% In-.

VAI
Kind !'' '"

travel 6 ins.

lap 1 ln

'4 in. at, ' i
strok'

wn, i

Driving, dlami ler over tire« 73 Ins.

tin
;l

- "

tirivlr,. on. diameter and length '" . by 12 Ins.

Journal* 6 by 12 Ins.

Trailing tru. k wheel *' n "

Trailing truck. Journals » by M In

Will. Ml.

Htr l, Btral

'

h and Width

,..!.,.

*aug« and length '

iao ?

24™8 "''• "•

eating «urf&/e o»» "I- "
Orate arae, * 4 * "°- "•

These figures are based upon the following assumptions: A

year is taken as 312 days of 10 hours each; one-eighth of a

gallon of gasolene is required per b.h.p hour at 20 cents per

gallon; an average of 15 cu. ft. of illuminating gas is required

per b.h.p. hour at $1 per 1,000 cu. ft.; an average of six pounds

of coal is required per b.h.p. hour with automatic high pres-

sure steam engines of small powers with coal at $4 per ton;

semi-water gas from anthracite coal will develop a b.h.p. on

one pound of coal in the generator with coal at $5 per ton;

semi-water gas from gas coke will develop a b.h.p. hour on

.92 lbs. of coke at $4 per ton; water gas with planls of 500

h.p.. and over will produce a b.h.p. on .SO lbs. of bitum-

inous coal at $4 per ton. The water gas system is especially

adapted for large power plants and except under special con-

ditions is of greater capacity than required for small units.

Useless Specialties. If you glance round al the work of

SOI ( one big men. .Mm will lie surprised to see liow many

have made their reputation by doing one small thing, but do-

ing it well, ii a man gets to the tronl in one narrow sub

lect, Hi'' world credits him with knowledge or nil the rest

ii is, however, even ea ler '" acquire a large general i>nowl-

edge than an advanced Bpeclal knowledge or one narrow sub-

ject. The specially must nol lie larrow either. I remem-

ber a Scotchman applying lor an opening, lie bad no knowl-

,i electrical work, bul thought it was easy to become an

electrician, i suggested be bad better stick to bis own line,

in which lie admitted In' was really al the lop of Hie tree.

ii, gald, unfortunately, emlnenl as lie was in It, there was

j,, j ii,,.,, no opening. His speclaltj was "Turneep anawlysls."

lie could analyze a. turnip better than anyone olse in the

country, Imt no one wanied any turnips analyzed.

—

J. Swin-

burne.
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HEAVY SWITCHING LOCOMOTIVE.

New York Central Lines.

For hump yard service on the Lake Shore two ordinary

locomotives have been required to handle trains over the

summits in switching. To provide in a single engine the great

tractive power required for this work the American Loco-

motive Company has built, at the Brooks Works, a number of

the heaviest and most powerful switching locomotives ever

constructed. Two of these are used in the hump yard at Elk-

hart, two at Collinwood and one is used in pusher service on

the grade westbound out of Cleveland. The grades in the hump
yards are from 0.67 to 2.00 per cent., and the grade out of Cleve-

land is 39 ft. per mile. One of these locomotives is intended

to handle as heavy a train as can be hauled into the yard

by the heaviest road engines. With a tractive effort of 55,300

lbs., a total weight of 270,000 lbs., cylinders 24 x 28 ins. in

diameter and a total heating surface of 4,625 sq. ft., these

locomotives take a high place among the largest in use. All

of the weight is upon the driving wheels, which are 52 ins.

in diameter, and a very large boiler is required for supplying

steam to these large cylinders when working full stroke. In

the matter of details, the 4'j-in. piston rods, 6-in. frames and

unusually heavy bracing across the frames, are worthy of

note. These locomotives are fitted with Walschaert valve gear,

which was adopted in this case for convenience in accessi-

bility. The general dimensions of the design are presented in

the accompanying table:
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!'•:: i i:i i I. BWITOHnffl LOOOMOTIVB LAKI BHOBI 1 mhfih.an BOUTHBBN UAir.WAV.

IlAIHiH.

Tractive irelgbl tractive effort 1.8
'•• i>a7a. Ive effort x dlam driven I beetlag surface 622

Oetaae 4 (t, » l , in. Heating mrfi m
PrelgbL ToUl irelgbl tractive effort 4.8

Vu-\ BltumlDou
Tra/.-tl»« p<,w. r ,, v , INr ,,, ....

n working order 2 lb
'"''

_. .

• O and tender In workmn order 419,600 lt». Kind • • • Simple

riving 19 ft, Diameter an ki a by 28 nr.

Wkeel be 54 ft, BV6 In*. Pleton rod, diameter ', In
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VALVES.
Kind :

12-ln. piston.

Greatest travel 6% ins.

Outside lap ,\: Y i *
Valve motion Walschaert.

WHEELS.
Driving, diameter over tires 62 ins.

Driving journals, main, diameter and length 10% by 12 lns -

BOILER.
Style Radial wagon top.

Working pressure • • • -210 lbs.

Outside diameter of first ring »0 1-lb ins.

Firebox, length and width 108 by 73 ins.

Firebox plates, thickness % and % .

m -

Firebox, water space V.V2
o'°

S '

Tubes, number and outside diameter. ,. • 447, jj-in.

Tubes, gauge and length H.
,

1
;' 't ,s '

Heating surface, tubes *.«•< S<1- "•

Heating surface, firebox -}>% B<1 £
Heating surface, total 4. b^5 «Q- "
Grate area 55 «"• ft.

Exhaust pipe ,b 'nF;
Smokestack, diameter • • • • *« !

D"

Smokestack, height above rail 14 ft. 10 % ins.

Centre of boiler above rail lua m9-

TENDER.
~.-„i. Water bottom.

t^me .'.'.'.' 13-in. channels.
c rame oo inq
Wheels, diameter • • • • v • •»« n=-

Journals, diameter and length 5% by 10 Ins.

Water capacity 8-°°° f™
Coal capacity lz lon, •

THE NEW PENNSYLVANIA DYNAMOMETER CAR.

By W. O. Dunbar.

The car, as a whole, is of special design throughout, and is

carried on two 4-wheel trucks. The trucks are of new de-

sign, necessitated by the form of construction of the under-

name of the car. The main features, however, are three, the

dynamometer being on the hydraulic principle:

First—The drawbar and its attachments to the hydraulic

cylinder.

Second—The weighing mechanism and transmission of the

pressure to give the necessary movement of the pen, which

is to indicate the amount of the pull.

Third—The paper diagram driving mechanism and the con-

nection to the axle of the car.

in this order it may be snid that the underframe of the

car is completed, being made excessively strong. The central

portion of it consists of a heavy steel plate box girder 21 ins.

deep by 38 ins. wide, extending 51 ft., the entire length of the

car, forming a practically dustproof and water-tight housing

for the drawbar and its attachments.

This drawbar is to be 20% ft. long from the front end of

the coupler to the rear end of the hydraulic piston. The pis-

ton is 8 ins. long by lb'V4 ins. in diameter, with piston rods

at either end 6 ins. in diameter, and fits the cylinder with the

greatest possible accuracy to work without friction and with-

out packing.

The drawbar, at the coupler end, is made up with a standard

automatic coupler and Westinghouse friction draft gear, as in

our standard freight cars, but caged in a rectangular, boxlike

steel casting, which is open at the front end only and large

enough inside to allow free room for the side play of the

coupler at the open end and for the cushioning action of the

inclosed draft gear. This particular steel casting may be

called the coupler cage. The rear end of the coupler is pivot-

ed to the front end of the draft gear to allow the side play

referred to. The rear end of the coupler cage is rigidly con-

nected to the drawbar proper, forming a part of it.

The remaining important feature of the drawbar consists

of a nest of helical buffer springs confined in a strap under

a compression load of 100,000 lbs. in such a manner as to form

a continuous and rigid portion of the drawbar under all pulls

up to 100,000 lbs., the maximum capacity expected to be re-

corded by the weighing mechanism; but when a pull or push

greater than 100,000 lbs. is exerted by shock or otherwise, the

drawbar stretches or contracts by means of a still further

compression of these springs. This is to prevent undue strain

being put on the piston and cylinder, which, however, are

capable of standing a much heavier load without injury.

From this it will be seen that the drawbar altogether is a

pretty massive piece of apparatus. Great pains have been

taken to support this drawbar, as a whole, so that for any pull

or push it will move practically frictionless.

The coupler cage is supported by six circuitous groups of

hardened steel balls, 32 balls in each; two groups beneath,

two above and one group on either side, each group giving a

bearing over a foot in length. Ten balls of each group, 60 in

all, are always in supporting contact with the coupler cage.

These balls are each lVi ins. in diameter, and so exactly guided

in their races that there is no likelihood of their binding one

against the other.

While the coupler has all necessary play within the cage,

the cage itself is to be so neatly fitted between the groups of

balls that it has practically no side play.

At the other end, as near to the piston as practicable, the

drawbar is surrounded and supported by a nest of small balls

in a short cylindrical case, which in turn is held in a bush-

ing, so that the nest rolls longitudinally back and forth in

its bushing and along the drawbar as the latter moves, but is

prevented from creeping along the bar more than 1V4 ins.

either way by the end walls of the surrounding bushing.

The drawbar is made 5 ins. in diameter for a considerable

portion of its length from the point where it connects to the

coupler cage to provide ample stiffness; but to further prevent

any tendency to sagging, there is located between the 100,000-

lb. buffer springs and the coupler cage another specially con-

structed bearing consisting of two rollers, each acting as a

support at an angle of 60 deg. with the vertical and turned to

an exact radius equal to the distance to the supporting sur-

faces. These two rollers are pivoted to the drawbar with roller

journals and prevented from sliding by being provided with

accurately cut teeth, on the outer edge, which mesh with the

rack along the edge of the supporting surface.

Buckling from any shock is prevented by cylindrical bush-

ings or guides, through which the drawbar passes without

friction, and at the same time without lost motion. Moreover,

when the dynamometer is not in service the coupler cage is

locked by blocking specially provided, preventing any load

from reaching the drawbar beyond the coupler cage.

The longitudinal motion of this cage, when net locked, is

the same as that of the piston and drawbar proper, and is in

the direction of the pull along the center line of the car, and

for any pull under 100,000 lbs., were there no leakage, would

never amount to more than .3 of an inch, but in case of shocks

or leakage a total motion of 2.8 ins. (1.4 ins. either way from

the central position) is allowed for. This excessive motion

will be but temporary in any case, as a leakage pump is to be

provided to automatically adjust the piston to its central

position.

Since the coupler cage as described has no side play to

speak of and so little longitudinal motion, it becomes a com-

paratively easy matter to completely seal the drawbar as a

whole within the box girder of the underframe, to keep out

dust and protect the ball bearings from rust, by simply in-

serting a strip of packing around the outside surface of the

coupler cage between it and the closely surrounding surface

of the steel casting which forms the opening in the end of

the box girder through which the coupler cage protrudes.

it may be noted here that the box girder described is made
deeper for a distance at the point where the piston is located,

and also at the 100,000-lb. buffer springs, to provide more
room for these parts and for getting at them, which will be

done from manholes in the car.

The effective area of the drawbar piston is to be 181.12 sq.

ins. The movement of the dynamometer pull pen at full ca-

pacity is to be 10 ins. Thus, to get the 10 ins. motion, that of

the drawbar will be multiplied practically 30 times at the re-

cording cylinder. The pull pen is attached to the end of the

liislon rod of the recording cylinder, which is 40 ins. long in-

side and 2 27-32 ins. in diameter, having the effective area of

5.032 sq. ins.

The recording piston is 26 ins. long over all, and midway
of its length consists of a 2-wheel carriage 18 ins. long, which
carries the weight of the piston. The two carriage wheels are

of very nearly the same diameter as the piston itself, the two
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ends of the piston being each 4 ins. long and the closest pos-

sible fit in the cylinder, so as to work without packing and

with a minimum of leakage and friction.

The pressure is transmitted from the front or back head

of the drawbar piston, according as the force at the drawbar

is a pull or a push, to but one end of the recording cylinder,

and all oil which leaks past either piston is carried back to the

supply and used again without being allowed to offer any back

pressure against the pistons. From this it will be seen that,

whether pull or push, the "pull" pen travel is all on one side

of the zero or base line. The indication of a pull or push is

to be recorded on the diagram just as in the present car, as

described in the paper, but by means of a device which de-

pends on the fact that, in changing from a pull to a push or

the reverse, the hydraulic check valves in the drawbar cylin-

der are not reversed until the drawbar piston has been moved
to the other side of its central position by 1-16 of an inch;

that is to say, all pull records will be taken while the drawbar

piston is from 1-16 to 1 3-1C ins. forward of its central posi-

tion, and likewise all push records when at a like distance to

the rear of its central position.

The measurement of the amount of pull or push exerted

on the drawbar piston is accomplished by means of helical

springs, of known calibration, introduced symmetrically

around the outside of the recording cylinder to resist the mo-

tion of the piston rod of the same. For the full capacity of

100,000 lbs., since the motion is multiplied 3G times, the total

resistance to be offered by the helical springs referred to is

one thirty-sixth (1-36) part of 100,000 lbs., or 2,778 lbs. Now,
if we suppose that there are six of these helical springs in the

nest, all alike spaced 60 deg. apart around the piston rod, each

spring would have a load on it of 463 lbs. when there is a

load of 100,000 lbs. on the drawbar, and consequently when the

springs are compressed the full 10 ins.

If, now, it is desired to make the capacity but 50,000 lbs.

for the in ins. motion, it can be done by removing every other

one of the six, leaving three springs spaced 120 deg. apart.

Again, if 33,333 lbs. is the desired total capacity, it can in like

ier be had by removing four of the springs, leaving any
i wo diametrically opposite. And, again, by removing any one

pair of springs which are diametrically opposite each other,

ih'- four springs remaining will have a capacity for the 10 ins.

< t GC.667 lbs., so that the total capacity of the dynamometer
could be made 33,333 lbs., 50,000 lbs., 66,667 lbs., or 100,000

lbs., as desired, or per 1 in. of ordinate one-tenth of these

amounts.

From this it will be clear if, instead of making all the six

resistance springs alike, they be made in pairs, but each pair

of a selected stiffness, it is possible to have, in all, seven dif-

ferent dynamometer capacities from but three pairs of springs.

Fur Instance, it one pair is made <o give a total capacity of

14,000 Ibg., or 1,000 lbs. per Inch of ordinate, another pair for

lb ., or 8,000 lbs. per Inch, and Hi" third pair for 60,000

6, lbs. per inch, the possible combinations as above

explained will give any of the following seven rapacities:

SO, (0,000, 60,000, 70,000, 90,000 and 100,000 His.,

or pi-r Inch of ordinate one-tenth of those amounts.

I: providing an additional pair or so of these resistances,

It Ik possible to convenientl) have any capacitj or scale that

may be desired, depending on the nature of the work to be

done. Furthermore, it is not absolutely necessary in .'ill cases

to entire]} prlngs in changing from one capacity

to another, for an) one or toon- of the n i tana may be

compret ed olid while In position, bo as not to be Included

in the i' i tana to tin- motion of tin- recording piston, when

pressure i. applied to the recording cylinder from the draw
bar pit too

The hydraulic apparatu or <i oamometei proper, Including

the method of applying the resistance springs, Jusl described,

Ih the design of Mr. Albeit ii. Emery, of Stamford, Conn., who
Ih ai«o the '! Ignei and patentee of the weighing mechanl im

of tie ;.." i nl 'i.. oamometei i

The description which baa been given in the paper, of the

recording mechanism of the present car, will serve to give a

general idea of what will be employed in the new one. The

motion, however, will be taken from the axle by a screw gear.

Since the axle has a motion in all directions relative to the

car body, preventing the use of a fixed shaft, two Hooke's

(Universal) joints are included in the line of shafting con-

necting the screw gear and the mechanism to be driven. These

joints, as well as the shaft, are made of a new design, with a

view to insuring that they will run in perfect balance at high

speeds.

In addition to the recording pens mentioned in the paper,

there will be one to lay off a mark every 1,000 ft. traveled;

by counting the number of spaces thus laid off, the distance

between any two points located, or the total distance run, can

be promptly determined from .the diagram within a small frac-

tion of 1 per cent. Another advantage of this automatic dis-

tance spacer is that it provides a means for correction if the

paper shrinks or as the wheels on the axle from which the

motion is taken wear.

There will also be one spare pen. With the datum pen and

pull pen there will be, in all, ten recording pens.

The travel of the paper will be the same as in the present

car—52.8 ins. per mile, or 1 in. per 100 ft. The width of the

paper diagram has been increased from 14% ins. to 18 ins.,

mainly because of the greater travel of the pull pen, due to

the greater capacity of the car. In fact, it is because the

28,000 lbs. capacity of the present car, sufficient 20 years ago,

is only 28 per cent, of the capacity thought necessary to pro-

vide for to-day that the new car is being built.

Descriptions with drawings which have been published re-

cently by The Railway Age, Railroad Gazette and American

Engineer and Railroad Journal, of the locomotive testing

plant exhibited by the Pennsylvania Railroad at the St. Louis

Exposition, will be found valuable in this connection to those

interested, as the recording mechanisms in the two cases are

very similar.

The car will be lighted by electricity by means of a 5 by

6-in. De la Vergne Machine Company vertical oil engine, with

direct connected dynamos, in connection with a storage bat-

tery, which will also be the means of operating the leakage

pump and the eight electric circuits to the dynamometer pens.

There wiil also be sleeping accommodations for eighc men, with

some other conveniences, including room for a kitchen.

This description was given by Mr. Dunbar in a discussion

before the Engineers' Club of Philadelphia.

Definition of "Engineer."—In the charter of the institution

of Civil Engineers (he engineer is defined as "Directing the

great sources of power in Nature for the use and convenience

of man." With all respect to this august body, ami their often

quoted definition, 1 would humbly suggest that it is bad.

It is really the definition of a si i«ni ili<- man. It is incom-

plete as applied lo an engineer, because it does not take into

account the sordid elemehl of price. An American definition

is much better: "An engineer is a man who ran do I'm'

dollar what anj fool '.hi do for two." This is not poetical,

and is useless lor oratorical purposes; but it is right. II

is no use being able to design most complicated alternating

currenl machinery, or being able to explain it with the help "i

;, wilderness "i clock faces and several issues of the technical

journals, unless the machine, when made, is cheaper than its

rivals. Every design, every engineering ma nil fart inc. ami

every piece of engineering is only a question of price, it is

unpleasant, perhaps, bul 11 Is a bard tan, and we have not to

face It. I Sn mini i ,n

Tin Value oi Difi cs, Tl gh you may mil like It,

;, hard struggle la very rood for a young man who has anj

thing in him. it gets him Into the way ol overcoming dlffl

culties, so thai whoa he geta above the small obstacles he goei

on overcoming large onea from the mere force of habit, Near

ly all greal men rise from almost nothing, with Infinite trouble

in their youth. J 8v Inbw ne
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when running fast as you are now?" "Yes." This man had

run a compound locomotive in freight service for eight years

and did not know the object of the starting valve. He had

always kept it "open."

It is not wonderful that compounds are in disfavor on that

road. This traveling engineer is supposed to be an honorable

man and truthful. Is it possible that other roads are intrust-

ing good compounds to men like this engineer? If ao, no one

need wonder that they are changed to simples.
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A machine tool representative going the rounds of his cus-

tomers called on a shop superintendent. Answering a ques-

tion as to what degree of satisfaction a certain new machine

was giving, the superintendent said: "That machine is dis-

appointing. It is out of service more than any other in the

shop and it is continually breaking down. The men do not

like it. I wish you would take it back."

Having permission, the machine tool representative sent a

man to ascertain the facts. Being diplomatic and himself an

expert workman, the man immediately saw what was wrong.

The foreman sent around stock for an ordinary day's run.

The man turned up 45 pins, using up the stock, and asked for

more. When the piece work inspector looked up the time,

it was found that the job had been done in one-quarter of the

basis piecework time. Instead of putting the machine back

into the hands of the builders, more of them were ordered.

This machine narrowly escaped sacriflce because of its excel-

lence and yet the shop superintendent was perfectly sincere.

This illustrates the great importance of absolutely reliable

information concerning the capabilities of machine tools. It

costs money to know what tools will do, but if, by knowing,

you may double or quadruple your output, will it pay?

The writer has discovered the difficulty with compounds,

and it is too good to keep. It was revealed on a road whero

compounds are in disfavor and are being changed over into

"simples." A traveling engineer (who understood his busi-

ness) was hired from another road and the very first engine

he rode on was a compound. He asked the engineer how the

engine worked. The engineer replied, "First rate." The trav-

eling engineer noticed that the starting valve was open and

waited for the engineer to close it, as the engine was up to

speed, but the valve was not touched. This led to the ques-

tion, "Are you working as a simple or a compound?" The

answer was, "I don't know." "How long have you been run-

ning these compounds?" "Eight years." "Do you not use

that valve?" "No, I always leave It as it 1» now." "Even

EFFICIENCY OF HIGH SPEED PLANER TOOLS.

High-speed tools are much less efficient on planers and

shapers than on lathes, drilling machines and boring mills.

Some maintain that this is due to the repeated shock to the

tool as it enters the work, while others believe that the re-

peated heating and cooling of the tool has a tendency to an-

neal it and destroy its temper. A planer manufacturer, who

has devoted considerable time in experimental work and study

of this question, has come to the conclusion that, while the

repeated heating and cooling may be a factor affecting the effi-

ciency of the tool, that the vibration which takes place when

the tool is taking a heavy cut is also a very important factor

in reducing its cutting efficiency. With the tool taking a

heavy cut any considerable vibration of the planer will result

in a violent and repeated straining and bending of the point

of the tool. The construction of the planer is such that there

is an opportunity for much greater vibration than on a lathe.

By designing a planer with the object of reducing vibration

to a minimum this manufacturer found that he could not only

take heavier cuts on a certain class of work, but could increase

the cutting speed almost GO per cent, over what could be used

on the standard machines, and the only apparent difference

in the machine which would appear to warrant any increase

in the efficiency of the tool steel was its greater strength and

stiffness, which reduced the vibration to a minimum.

PROPORTIONS OF LOCOMOTIVE SHOPS.

Those who have studied locomotive shop plants with a view

of establishing, from best practice, the proper proportions be-

tween the various departments will find it necessary to closely

watch present developments in order to keep a proper balance

between the various factors involved. A large shop plant,

built about three years ago, which had at that time an ap-

parently correct balance between the size of the locomotive

shop, the boiler shop and the blacksmith shop, has been rather

rudely upset by two simple conditions, which have changed

with subsequent progress. When the shops were built the road

used very little oast steel, forgings being employed exclusively

In the small locomotive parts. By the substitution of steel

castings for forgings the blacksmith shop is now twice too

large.

The boiler shop, however, is not half large enough, and is

to be extended at a great expense while the shop plant is yet

almost new. The road has purchased much larger locomo-

tives than ever before, and as these are worked to the limit

of their capacity, the boiler work has become exceedingly

heavy, and as every new boiler is working under a higher

pressure than formerly, each boiler requires more work than

that which would result from merely increase in the size.

Furthermore, with the high pressures it is impossible to re-

pair fireboxes l)y patching, and nowadays a whole new sheet

is required, whereas a patch would have sufficed in the days

of 150 lbs. pressure.

A little reflection on the effect of progress, as shown in this

particular case, illustrates the necessity for the most careful

planning of a railroad shop, for it is not good business policy

to spend perhaps a million dollars in a shop plant and after

two or three years find it necessary to double the capacity of

some of the departments. While the developments of the

future cannot always be foreseen, they may usually be fairly
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well provided for. This experience points to the absolute

necessity in designing railroad shops of placing the respon-

sibility upon those who are in position to know the tenden-

cies, and of giving these officials the authority to provide ade-

quately for the changes which are sure to come. Not until

the railroads are prepared to recognize motive power prob-

lems and place them in the hands of officials ranking with

the vice-presidents of the roads, centralizing the authority

very near the president, can these problems be properly, that

i3 to say, economically administered.

MOTOR CARS FOR STEAM RAILROADS.

MEETINGS AND TEAM WORK.

Meetings of responsible heads of departments at regular in-

tervals present possibilities which cannot be appreciated by

those who have not had experience with them. The formal

kind of meeting, with stenographic reports, is not what is

meant, and the slightest tendency toward speechmaking spoils

the ideal. The mere gathering together of men associated in

the same general pursuit for a comparison of notes is the

desirable thing.

For several years the mechanical department officials of one

of the Western roads, including general foremen, master me-

chanics, superintendents of the car and locomotive departments

and the mechanical engineer have met with the chemist,

storekeeper and others at noon in a well-equipped lunch room
In one of the shop buildings. At that table a pleasant gather-

ing of friends assembles daily, and in an agreeable after-dinner

half hour of shop talk many important matters are discussed.

The writer has been impressed with the importance of this

influence, because the men around that table have often start-

ed movements of great value to the road. These men work in

close accord. They have an unusual opportunity to learn

what their colleagues are "up against," and they discuss their

work and their troubles very much as it was done in the old-

fashioned family. Conversations at that table have resulted

in improvements which have been widely adopted all over the

country. On the same road the department foremen meet at

a stated time every Monday morning, for a brief session, to

consider the plan for the week's work in the shops. The de-

partment heads fully understand each others' difficulties, and
a helpful spirit exists all around. If a delay is likely to

occur in any department its effect is discounted in advance.

The boiler shop may have a spare space for a few days for

an extra engine. This or that work may be hurried a little

in order to preserve the general shop schedule. This practice

"takes up" a great deal of lost motion, and is to be most
highly commended.
Commercial concerns have used this method with telling

effect, and those of the highest standing have for years made
a practice of team work of this kind. The plan possesses even

greater possibilities on railroads, where daily work presents

an almost continuous emergency.

This sort of comparison of notes should be practised also

between departments. Much is heard of the shifting of re-

sponsibility from one department to another, as if the road

were composed of warring fact ions, each endeavoring to put

the other In a bad light to save Itself. This sort of thing pre-

vents businesslike management. A monthly meeting to study

the p'-rformance sheets would be a powerful Influence In ex-

tending the team work and breaking down the department

. which have been a great and entirely unnecessary

no official who can help a division superin-

tendent more than can the master mechanic and rice versa,

If these men understand each others' problems. Tim
quired to obtain such understanding Is well spent For i

ample, the superintendent could ii «-
1

1

j the master mechanic
wonderfully if be undei tood the roundhouse difficulties, and
tb<- master mechanic could help the superintendent If he knew
more about the tr.-iin and traffic, II sent almost absurd to

suggest thai tii<- efficiency of a railroad organization would

be great!} Increased if the departments forgot themselves and
thought only of thi ill But nich hi i Hon Is

urgently needed.

In a report recently made to the superintendent of motive
power of the Northern Pacific Railway by Mr. W. J. Bohan,
the following discussion of motor cars vs. steam locomotives

is included:

Three power schemes for driving motor cars have been
developed, steam, gasoline or oil engines with mechanical
drive, and gasoline or oil engines coupled to electric gen-

erators supplying current to motors on the car axles. On the

steam driven cars the vertical type of boiler provided with
horizontal cylinder is employed (See American Engineer,
November, 1897, page 367, and April, 1898, page 135). coal,

coke or oil being used for fuel. Owing to the limited space
available for the boiler it has been difficult to obtain suffi-

cient steam capacity and their operation has been more or

less unsuccessful on account of boilers not being able to meet
demands when maximum power is required. Some foreign

roads are operating this class of equipment, but their economy
has not as yet been proven.

The gasoline equipments, a number of which are now being
tried, have some advantages, chief of which is the fact that

they are self-contained and outside of oiling require little at-

tention. They also have a number of disadvantages, among
them, the necessity of using compressed air or other means
for starting the engines, and their requiring complicated

controlling mechanisms and clutches to connect the engines

to axles so as to provide for ample power and smooth starting

of car. The question of economical operation of gasoline

equipment is also doubtful unless gasoline can be purchased
at a low price or coal becomes very high, either of which con-

ditions is not in evidence on this line at the present.

The Rock Island Power Committee, reviewing the subject

(American Engineer, April, 1905, page 121), recommends
a steam driven car with a large, properly constructed hori-

zontal boiler, using oil for fuel. Oil is recommended as a fuel

on account of its being plentiful and cheap along this par-

ticular line. What saving can be effected with such a car

over a steam locomotive equipped for oil burning is not given.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quiney Railway has recently

built a 225-h.p. gasoline electric motor car designed to haul

a trailer for carrying passengers, the motor car itself being

used for the power equipment, mail and baggage. A test of

this car was made recently, but as yet we have no figures on
the actual cost of operation.

Equal capacity considered, the apparent saving in fuel to be

effected on any of the motor cars is slight, the main saving
being clearly one of labor which may be accomplished by doing
away with one or more of the train crew. The following are

two tables taken from the report of the Rock Island Power
Committee showing comparative cost of motor cars and loco-

motive with train.

Table 1.—Showing saving In operation of a steam driven

motor car with a seating capacity of 52 (as used by the Taff

Vale Railway Company) over locomotive and four carriages:

EDngine and fmir

i
Motor coacn cost carriages cost

per train mile. per train mile.

ii. (l.

Running
• il 3.03

Wati r 12 B6
Oil and oil. i ton L9 .46

07 ::::

09 .10

OUl ^. . . OS OH

i leaning 10 .sr,

( llgl 12 .8*

Oil oi ,or>

Repali Ren

BE 8.48

,61 2.76

Wage
nen i

.'(7
i m

ii 66 1.46

6.48 (10»8c.) 14.02 (2».81c.)
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Table 2.—Saving in operation of motor car over two-car

train with locomotive:

Approximate cost

—

Passenger cars $5,000

Baggage, mail ana express cars 5,000

Engine and tender 7,000

$17,000
Motor car 12,000

Difference 6,000

Weight of train

—

Passenger car 35 tons.

Baggage car 30 tons.

Engine and tender G5 tons.

130 tons.

Weight of motor car 65 tons.

Difference 65 tons.

Cost per day for wages— Train. Motor car.

Engineer $3.50 $3.50

Fireman '. 2.25 225
Conductor 3.50 3.50

Brakeman 2.00

Baggageman 2.50 $9 25

$13.75

Add for R. H. care 3.00

$16.75

Add interest on $5,000 at 6 per cent 1.00

Cost of operation of train per day $17.75

Cost of operation of motor car per day 9.25

$8.50

Saving in fuel per day 5.00

Total saving per day in operation of motor car $13.50

Capitalized at 5 per cent $13.50 X 300 = $97,200

In both of the above tables the comparison is unfair in that

the cost of operating one car is compared with the cost cf

operating an engine and a two or four-car train having greater

weight and carrying capacity. In Table 2 the fixed charge

should be reversed. The average motor car costs $12,000.

The majority of railroads in this country have numbers of

locomotives, such as would be required in this service, which

they would be glad to dispose of at $2,500 each. The same is

true of this class of cars which can only be used for branch

or suburban service and the value of which would not exceed

$3,000 each. For a comparison of the cost of operating a loco-

motive and one combination baggage and coach and a gaso-

line electric motor car of equal passenger and baggage capacity

the following seems to be fairer.

Table 3.—Comparative statement showing cost of operating

a locomotive and one combination coach and baggage car and

a motor car of equal capacity.

A 15 x 22-in. locomotive complete with coal and water weighs 60
tons. A combination passenger and baggage car of equal freight and
passenger capacity to a 65-ft. motor car weighs 22 tons. The total

weight of the above, for which a motor car would be substituted Is 82
tons, with a horse power of about 500 and a speed limit of 60 m.p h.

Value of the above locomotive is $2,500

Value of the above car is 3,000

Total $5,500
Cost of operation per day will be

—

Crew, 1 Engineer $4.00
1 Fireman 2.35
1 Conductor 3.50
l Brakeman 2.25

Assuming a 50-mile run doubled each day of 100 miles per day.
Hi. locomotive and one car would make 50 miles per ton of coal

bo led "ii an average speed of -20 miles an hour. The fuel con-
umptlon for the above run would be 3 tons per day at $2 per

ion i.dii

(One ton of coal allowed for building fires, keeping up steam when
not running, etc.).

Repairs for the locomotive 100 miles at 2^ cents per mile 2.50
Repairs on car, per 100 miles 50
Roundhouse expense 1.75

Oil, waste and other supplies 50
Water 25

$23.60
Interest on investment at 5 per cent 76

Total $24.36

A 200-h.p. combination gasoline electric motor car, length

65 ft., weight 65 tons, baggage and passenger capacity equiva-

lent to the above combination car would cost $12,000.

Based on 40 watt hours power required per ton mile at an
average speed of 20 miles per hour, as determined by recent

tests. Gasoline estimated at 13 cents per gal., one gal. pro-

ducing Gy2 h.p.h., the cost of operation per day will be:

Crew—1 Engineer $4.00
1 Conductor 3 50
1 Brakeman 2.25

Gasoline per day (100 miles), at 7c. per train mile 7.00

Gasoline lost by evaporation, waste, etc., 15 per cent 1.05

Repairs based on 100 miles per day, at 3c. per mile 3.00

Terminal expenses 1.00

Oil, waste and other supplies. . . 50

$22.25

Interest on investment at 5 per cent 1.53

Total $23.78

The above comparison shows a saving of 58 cents per day

in favor of the motor car. You will note that in the table

showing cost of operating the motor car that the wages of

fireman is not included. It is a question, however, whether
i his man can be dispensed with on account of coming in con-

tact with State laws requiring two men in cab, cases of which

have been known. The motor car equipment is handicapped in

that its hauling capacity and range of speed is limited. The
locomotive on the other hand has wider range of speed and

in cases of necessity, such as excursions, etc., which are al-

ways forthcoming on branch lines, will haul several cars

handily. The locomotive can also be used for switching at

terminals, which is often desirable.

Summing up the whole situation there seems to be very

little in the motor car proposition at present or until their

success has been better demonstrated. In case a motor ser-

vice is desirable on some branch line, why not make the jump
from steam to electricity at once and install wiring on

branches where current can be bought for around 1 cent per

k.w.h. and operate a few street cars, the cost and success of

operating which is a certainty.

The Question of Cost.—The dollar is the final term in

almost every equation which arises in the practice of en-

gineering in any or all of its branches, except qualifiedly as

lo military and naval engineering, where in some cases cost

may be ignored. In other words, the true function of the

engineer is, or should be, not only to determine how physical

problems may be solved, but also how they may be solved

most economically. For example, a railroad may have to be

carried over a gorge or valley. Obviously it does not need

an engineer to point out that this may be done by filling the

chasm with earth, but only a bridge engineer is competent

lo determine whether it is cheaper to do this or to bridge

it, and to design the bridge which will safely and most cheaply

serve, the cost of which should be compared with that of an

earth fill. Therefore, the engineer is by the nature of his

vocation, an economist. His function is not only to design

but also so to design as to insure the best economical result.

He who designs an unsafe structure or an inoperative ma-

chine is a bad engineer; he who designs them so that they

are safe and operative, but needlessly expensive, is a poor

engineer, and, it may be remarked, usually earns poor pay;

he who designs good work, which can be executed at fair cost,

is a sound and usually a successful engineer; he who does

the best work at lowest cost sooner or later stands at the top

of his profession, and usually has the reward which this im-

plies.

—

Henry It. Towne. before Purdue students.
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GETTING THE MOST OUT OF A LATHE.

With a belt-driven lathe having a four or five-step cone

pulley and hack gears, the speed steps are so large that the

ordinary operator, if he understands his work, can usually

determine which speed is most suitable for the work he has

in hand. With a variable speed motor driven lathe a greater

number of speeds are furnished, and where these speeds in-

crease by from 10 or 15 to 20 per cent, increments the problem

of selecting the most suitable speed for a particular piece of

work is more complicated. In some of the very large manu-

facturing establishments it has been found advisable to have

a "speed foreman," whose duty it is to advise the machine

hands as to the speed to be used on different classes of work,

and in addition he is expected to improve the machine tools

and the methods of handling the work, with a view to in-

creasing the output. Such a man must, of course, be thor-

oughly familiar with the practical part of the work and ordi-

narily uses one of the special slide rules to assist him in de-

termining the cutting speeds which it is advisable to use on

different classes and sizes of work. A man of this kind would

undoubtedly be a paying proposition in a very large shop, but

would probably be out of the question for the smaller shops.

The problem then is to provide some simple means to

enable the ordinary machine hand to easily select the best

speed, within reasonable limits, for a given piece of work. It

is first necessary to decide on the kind of tool steel which will

be used, and then by means of a careful set of experiments

and by practical observation to determine the best rates of

cutting speed with various materials and under different con-

ditions. As the rate of cutting speed depends on the kind of

tool steel, the material to be cut, the nature of the work and

the finish required, it is, of course, necessary for each shop

to determine for itself the most suitable rates of cutting speed

for its conditions. The machine tool operator should then be

furnished with data as to the cutting speed in feet per minute

to be used with various materials.

It is then necessary to furnish him with some simple (to be

effective it must be quite simple) means of determining the

proper position of the belt and arrangement of back gears

on a belt-driven lathe, or of the controller handle and gearing

on a motor-driven lathe to obtain the desired rate of cutting

speed on the diameter of work he is to turn.

furnished by the controller there are four runs of gearing,

so that a very huge number of speeds are available. The
letters with each controller point number designate the run

of gearing which is to be used; F, means the fastest run;

MR. medium fast; M.S., medium slow and S. slow. This

same scheme can easily be adapted for use with boring mills

and drilling machines.

This table was made up by the machine shop foreman from

CONTROLLER POINTS

CUTTING SFEED FT. PER MIN.

2—DIAGRAM SHOWING MOTOR CONTROLLER POINT FOR ANY
CUTTING SPEED ON VARIOUS DIAMETERS OF WORK.

Diameter
of Work.

Cutting Speed—Feet Per Minute.

M.F.-
M.F.-
M.S.-
MS,
M.S.-
M.S.-
M.S.-

S.-

s-

!.—17
I.—16
S—14
1.—14

.M.F-
M F.-

M.S.-
M.S-
M H.

I

M.F.—14
M.F.— 9
M.S.—19
MS.-lti
M.S.—14
M.S.—12
M.S.—11
M.S.— 9

S.—218—20
8.—19
8.—188—17
8.—16

F—10
M.F.—16
M.F.—11
M.S.—20
MS —18
M.S.—16
M.S.—14
M.S.—12
MS.—11
M.S.— 9
MS.— 8
S.—20
S—19
S.—18

M.F.-
M.F.-
\l F
\i s

M.S.-
M S
M.S.-
M.S.-
M.S.
M.S.-
M S.-

M.F.-
MF-
M.F.-
M.S.-
M.S.-
M.S.-
M.S.-
M.S.
M.S.-
M.S-
M B.

M.S.-

60

F—14
M.F.—19
M.F.—14
M.F.—11
M.F— 8
M.S.—19
M.S.—17
M.S.—16
M.S.—14
M.S.—13
\l

; L2
M.S.—11
M S—10
M.S.— fl

M.S.— 8
S.—20

6G

F.—15
M F.—20
M.F.—15
\1 [•• t^
M.F.— 9
M S.—20
M.S.—18
M.S.—17
M.S.—15
M.S —14
M.S.—13
M.S.—12
MS.—11
M S.—10
M.S.— 9
S.—21

70

F.—16
M.F.—21
M.F—16
M.F.—13
M.F.—10
M.S.—21
MS.—19
M.S.—18
M.S.—16
M.S.—15
M.S.—14
M.S.—13
M.S.—12
MS. 11

MS.—1(1

M.S.— 9

1 lu motor bai a 21 point controller, uid drives the lath© through four dilfercnt rutin of gearing.
ring I" to be Died; M F, medium r.i t; \i s.. medium slow, and S., slow.

F. Indicates that the fast

T1j<- best method of doing ibis which has come to our notl<

Is one used at the McKees Hocks shops of the Pittsburgh &
Lake Brie Railroad. On the beadstocs of each lathe is fast-

ened a brass plate with ^ table on it somewhat Imlllai to

bown in I'lg. 1. The table shown Is copied from om
on a Putnam 20-ln. lathe, and the operator can easil] tell al

:i glance the controller position and run of gearing to 11

..'<• of cutting speed from :;<i to 70 ft. per minute on

diameters from 1 to 16 Ins, This lathe 1 driven by ;> ( In

Wheelei ?'_. tu-p, motor with a 21-poinl controller operating

on the multiple voltage system. In addition to the

the chart Bhown In Fig, 2, which was furnished to bim from

the mechai 1 engineer's office. Tills chart shows what posi-

tion of controller and run of gearing to use to obtain any

peed from LO to 70 ft. per minute on any diameter

up to 20 Ins., but the machine operator would probably ex-

trouble In reading It, and the table which Is much
1 1-

1 and I ufflclenl tor ;iii practical purposes was made
from it. The char! w:is very easily plotted with the aid of the

diagram on Pig. I, page 166, of our May, 1908, issue, which

shows the relation between the speed and power of a Crocker-

Wheeler motor using the 21 point Held weakening controller.
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SUPERHEATERS IN LOCOMOTIVES.

Belgian State Railways.*

The Belgian State Railway has recently put in service a

series of simple expansion locomotives, the boilers of which
carry a pressure of 14 atm. (205.8 lbs. per sq. in.), with an

inside diameter of 1.600 m. (5 ft. 3 insJ while that of the cyl-

inders is 520 mm. (20Va ins.). This class of engine gives the

maximum power obtainable by the simple expansion of steam.

In fact every new enlargement of the cylinders would demand
larger dimensions for the crank-axle and moving parts; on

the other hand, the necessity for clearing the loading-gauge

limits the diameter of the boiler; in short, with simple expan-

sion it would be difficult to utilize steam with a pressure ex-

ceeding 14 atm.

Under these conditions and in view of further increasing

the power of the engines, it becomes necessary to resort to some
other system for increasing the useful work of the steam with-

out enlarging the existing boilers. The two solutions under

consideration are compound working and superheating of the

steam. The first of these does not strictly come within the

limits of this paper. Arrangements for producing superheated

steam and the results obtained with a system that has been in

service for more than a year will now be considered.

SCIIMIDT SUPEBHEATEB FOB SIMPLE EXPANSION LOCOMOTIVES.

For some time the locomotive department had their atten-

tion drawn to the favorable results obtained by using super-

heated steam in industrial stationary engines. By super-

heating the theoretical cycle is improved, and the pressure is

maintained. The volume of steam is augmented propor-

tionately to the rise of temperature, diminishing, however,

its density. In other words, when the degree of superheat is

sufficient to prevent the loss due to condensation in the

cylinders, then the surplus heat contained in superheated

steam is sufficient to reheat the walls of the cylinders, main-

taining the temperature necessary to get rid of the condensa-

tion and the loss of work during expansion. These trials have

brought to light a valuable property of superheated steam.

It was recognized as a bad conductor of heat, contrary to that

which obtains when steam is in the saturated state.

These numerous advantages, tested by many trials under-

taken by most competent engineers, are specially valuable

to the locomotive engine. The employment of a practical

superheater augments the power of the boiler, and the utiliza-

tion of superheated steam is most economical. This is well

observed in hauling heavy goods trains on sections of the

line having heavy gradients. For it is then indispensable to

reduce to the minimum the consumption of water and steam.

For the suburban trains having frequent stoppages super-

heat is again highly recommended, because it reduces the con-

densation necessitated by the frequent stops. High speed is

also favorable to the employment of higher superheated steam,

the great fluidity of which, as well as its dryness, permit run-

ning with early cut-offs, which helps the boiler just at the

time when it is most hard pressed.

On the other hand, the passage of saturated steam through

the pipes (and steam ports) is more difficult, and entails in-

evitably an increase of condensation. Having in mind theso

various theoretical and practical considerations the adminis-

tration of the Belgian State recognized the great utility of

pushing on their investigations in this direction.

It was in 1900 that the administration of the State Rail-

ways opened negotiations with M. Schmidt, the German ex-

pert, who at that period had already introduced some locomo-

tives with steam superheaters formed principally of a series

of rings placed in the smoke-box.

This last plan, described in most of the technical news-

papers, and applied to a Prussian State locomotive shown in

Paris in 1900, adapted itself without difficulties to outside

cylinder engines.

•A paper by J. B. Flamme. general Inspector Belgian State Railways,
read before the Institution of Mechanical Engineers.

It is not quite the same for inside cylinder engines which,

as in England, are generally used in Belgium. In this case it

becomes impossible to clear from the bottom of the smoke-box

the cinders brought by the large flame-tube placed at the base

of the barrel.

On the other hand, a superheater, established in the barrel

of the boiler and described later (Fig. 4), offers some real

advantages. It is lighter, less cumbersome, easy to clean and
maintain, and its introduction does not necessitate any im-

portant modifications in the smoke-box. Consequently it was
this kind of apparatus that the Locomotive Department

adopted in a new type of powerful locomotive then being

built in the Cockerill Works at Seraing.

ia»TU.

FIO. 1.

At the same time another important question presented it-

self. Was it absolutely necessary to superheat the steam to

a temperature reaching 300 deg. to 350 deg. C. (572 deg. to

G62 deg. F.)? It is evident that the more the steam is super-

heated the more necessary it becomes to give attention to the

oiling of the piston-valves and cylinders and to the construc-

tion of the stuffing-box. With a view to getting a clear idea

of the actual amount of superheat some trials were made with

a superheater of small surface installed in the barrel of one

of the locomotives, type 35, which will be described later.

After several months of experiments it has been recognized

that the utilization of steam slightly superheated does not

offer any appreciable economy of fuel or increase of power.

On the other hand, with the Schmidt apparatus placed on a
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locomotive, type 35, and provided with steam with a tempera-

ture varying between 300 deg. and 350 deg. C. (572 deg. to

662 deg. F.), some favorable results have been obtained.

The locomotives compared, one using saturated steam and

the other superheated steam, are both of type 35, with six

coupled wheels of 1.600 m. (5 ft. 3 in.) with bogie in front.

The boiler has a round-topped fire-box, the roof of the furnace

being connected to the arch by vertical stays. The fire-box,

of a medium depth, burns coal with briquettes varying in

quantity with the weight of the trains. The inside cylinders

are made with piston slide-valves placed above, steam being

admitted in the middle of the valve. This arrangement, with

the Stephenson valve-gear, involves the employment of a rock-

ing-shaft, which reverses the position of the valves compared
with those having the exhaust port in the middle of the pis-

ton-valves.

The six coupled wheels and the bogie are fitted with com-

pressed-air brakes. The engine is illustrated in Figs. 1 to 3.

The principal dimensions are given in the following Table:

The engine provided with the Schmidt superheater has less

heating surface than the above, owing to the substitution of

2i tubes of US mm. i4\ ins.) diameter for 103 tubes of 50

mm. (1 15-16 ins.). For this locomotive the internal heat-

ing surface in the tubes is 98.10 m.= (1,056 sq. ft.) and the

total heating surface is 130.056 m.= (1,400 sq. ft.).

The exterior superheating surface is equal to 27.15.

The superheater proper is illustrated in Plates 1 to 3, and
consists essentially of two parts.

(1) A series of iron tubes of US mm. (4% ins.) external

diameter, occupying the upper part of the nest of tubes and
offering like them a passage for flame and hot gases.

(2) Some D shaped tubes grouped in pairs among the

flame tubes and used for the circulation of the superheated
steam.

A steam collector in several divisions is placed on the top

of the smokebox. Some supplementary parts complete tke

system.

There must also be a diaphragm to close the flame tubes

fig. 2.

Cylinder* :
—

l>lame«-r 520 1 20
26 in-. i

Working \,r- .jr.- !; itm (205.8 lb :• r -<\ Id.)
fjlainwr of driving wheel i

•

HHrht of center of boiler bore r.nl 2.6S0 in. is ft B S 16 in I

Tub**. :

—

l^-nnth
. I L30 in i 13 ft. '

SO mm. n 15-11
Number l!7L

IfeatlnK *urf;i<

Internal 1 '- 26 m*. i 1 ,708 'i P i

-.i ii .| ft i

To<»l 178 t". m« i i 863 q fl i

•
i CI '

Wi-lichl In running or-:

Thlr<1 ;.i I 821 ' K 117.9 Urn I

17850 K 117.

Total w»l«chl
Arlheaion wetfbl

p rf /

Traetlre eff'rrt = .., 10128 K (15 8 lonn.)

when Bteam il»"'s not circulate in the superheating tubes. This

diaphragm is handled by the aid of a lever near the engine

driver.

A mercury thermometer Bhowa the temperature of the

superheated Bteam at the entrain-., of the steam-pipe. The

degree of Buperheat la i aduated quadrant placed

in the cab.

The large Dame tubes, which are ol Bolid drawn Iron, are

d iim> the tii'ciiiix tube plate and expanded In the smoke-

box tube plate.

The superheating tubes, also of suiiii drawn Iron, are pro-

tected against the action of the Dame al the tire end b

In the smokebox these tubes are expanded Into Banged

bunion fixed by bolts. Tl ured by means of

asbestos Joints.
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Copper, bronze and brass are usually excluded from all parts

that come in contact with the superheated steam. For this

reason the steam pipes are of iron, and the joints between

these pipes and the cylinders are formed with cast iron

flanges.

The metallic packings of the piston rods and valve spindles

are composed of cast rings and white metal, the contact of

which on the rod is obtained by a spring permitting small

side movements of the rod.

The slide valves are cylindrical with steam admission in the

middle of the valve, which reduces the packing to simple

bronze rings with lubricating grooves. The slack between

each valve and the cylindrical chamber against which it rubs

is closed by means of three cast iron rings of suitable section,

the steam pressing on the interior of the principal segment.

The oiling of the cylinders and valves is done by a lubricator

in six sections. The lubricant used is a mineral oil with a

high flash point.

The trials of these two locomotives took place with goods

trains of accelerated speed and local passenger trains run-

As regards maintenance the superheated steam locomotive,

type 35, has not required special attention during its 1V>
year's service.

These early favorable results have led to the Belgian State

Railway venturing on the application of superheat to locomo-

tives, on a larger scale. With this in view twenty-five locomo-

tives, comprising five different types, all provided with the

Schmidt superheater described above, are actually in course

of construction or are about to be put to work.

Amongst these last are a certain number of locomotives of

type 35, which have fully confirmed the favorable results ob-

tained by the first engine of this kind.

Among the number of services actually and successfully run
by these engines is to be particularly noted the hauling, from
Brussels to frontier, of express trains going to Paris. These
trains, whose tare weight of vehicles exceeds 340 tonnes

(334% tons), surmount the 17 kilometers (10.56 miles) sep-

arating Mons and the frontier in 17 minutes, against a con-

tinuous up grade with inclines varying from 1 in 125 to 1

in 55.

FIG, I cixKKHII.I. LOCOMOTIVE SUPERHEATER.

ning on the Luxemburg line, the extremely undulating profile

of which contains many inclines of 10 per 1,000.

Each locomotive worked twenty-four goods trains weighing

250 tons (246 tons) and twelve passenger trains weighing an

average of 160 tons (117.0 tons). The total journey made by

each engine amounted to 11,500 kilometers (7,146 miles).

The saving of coal per train-kilometer in favor of the super-

heated steam engine was found to be 13.33 per cent., and the

water consumption was reduced 18 per cent.. On the other

hand, the expenses of lubricating increased in a fixed propor-

tion.

After four months of trials on the Luxemburg line, more

precise experiments were organized with the through pas-

senger trains on the Brussels and Charleroi line, which has a

series of inclines of 13 per 1.000. For ten days, during which

the climatic conditions remained invariable, these two locomo-

tives hauled alternately the same train of 250 tons (246 tons).

The saving in favor of the superheated steam locomotive

amounted to 12. 5 per cent for fuel and 16.5 per cent, for water.

Moreover the speed raised at the top of the incline showed an

average increase of 9.5 per cent., all the conditions being ex-

actly the same.

Cockekh.l Superheater fob Compound Locomotives.

it is seen from the preceding that it is now known that

superheated steam as applied to locomotives is susceptible of

giving remarkable results which come within the domain of

practice. The State Railway has' decided to persevere with

their experiments in combining superheat with compounding,

because they perceive that there is a most interesting ques-

tion to elucidate.

Is it more economical to divide the superheater into two

parts in such manner as to raise the temperature at the en-

trance to both the H.P. and the L.P. cylinders, or, on the

other hand, to devote the whole power of the apparatus to

superheating the steam before it enters the L.P. cylinders?

The Cockerill Company, after numerous investigations, have

just completed a superheater that will enable them to settle

this question.

This entirely new system is being continually tested on a

series of compound engines, with four cylinders, and six-

coupled wheels of 1.80 m. diameter (5 ft. 10 ins. diameter)

with a bogie. This locomotive, called 19 his, possesses a

boiler having an interior diameter of 1.65 m. (5 ft. 5 ins.)

diameter, and is pressed to 15.5 atm. (227 lbs. per sq. in.).
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The H.P. cylinders are inside and connected to the leading

coupled axle; the L.P. cylinders are outside and drive the

second axle. The four cylinders are placed on the transverse

axis of the bogie. The two valve motions of the Walschaert

type are outside. They present several peculiarities due to

the employment of cylindrical valves, with the steam intro-

duced in the middle. The leading dimensions of the engine,

type 196 1*, are shown in the Table below:

Diameter HP. cylinders = 0.36 14 3-16 In*.

Diameter L.P. cylinders = 0-62 = 24 13-32 ins.

Stroke = 68 =26 25-32 ins.

Initial pressure = 15.5 atm. = 227 lbs. per sq. in.

Diameter of driving wheels = 1.80 m. = 5 ft 11 ins.

Height, rail to center of boiler... = 2.80 m. =9 ft. 2% ins.

Tubes :

—

Length of = 4 " m. = 13 ft. 1% in.

. , , | = 30 of 107 mm. = 4 7-32 ins.
Number and outside diameter. j_ 2 19 of 50 mm = 1 31-32 ins.

Heating surface :

—

Interior of tubes = 157.62 m2
. = 1,696 6 sq. ft.

Of firebox = 18.35 m-\ = 197.5 sq. ft.

175.97 m2
. = 1,894.1 sq ft.

Area of grate 3.01 m-. = 32 3 sq. ft.

The apparatus for superheating the steam may be used

in two ways. One may heat the steam near to the entrance to

the H.P. cylinder, and afterwards near to those of the L.P.

cylinders, or at the entrance of the L.P. only. The super-

heater shown in Fig. 4 indicates the general arrangement,

comprising two series of large flame tubes containing the cir-

culating pipes intended to superheat the steam.

The role of the compartments C and H, placed inside the

barrel, and of the collectors J and D, installed in the smoke-

box, will be dealt with later on in connection with the explana-

tion of the working of the apparatus.

In B there is a valve with three pistons to divert the steart

coming from the regulator towards the compartment C, or

into the tube L, according as it is required to operate the

superheat to H.P. and L.P. or to L.P. only. The movements

of the valve B are automatically repeated, thanks to the pr< s-

ence in the tube L of an identically similar valve located with-

in B'. The destinations of the different pipes is made clear

by following the course of the steam as explained below.

First Cask.—Superheat at the entrance of H.P. and L.P.

The steam on leaving the regulator A makes its way, after

passing B, towards the compartment C; from there it

traverses the left set of superheater tubes and enters the col-

lector D, whence it goes to the H.P. cylinders by passing

through the valve B 1 and pipes E. The superheated steam,

after doing work in the H.P. cylinders, goes out by the ex-

haust pipe, traverses the valve H\ alter the pipe G, lodged in

the interior of the barrel to enable it to enter the compart-

ment H. From there the steam goes into the superheating

tubes (the right Bet), and arrives by the pipe K leading

toward the L.P. cylinders.

Second Cam.. Superheat at the entrance of the L.P. cyl-

inder. The valve B is placed by the driver in a position that

diverts the direction of the steam, directly from the regulator

into the pipe L; from there it goes to the H.P. cylinders after

having passed through the valve B' and the delivery pipes 15.

On leaving the H.P. cylinders the steam traverses Hie pipes

F, the valve B 1

, and enters into Ihe collector I). From the

front II u i. through the left set of superheater tubes

and arrives at the compartment C. From this It passes

through the valve B Into the compartment it. and ti i

through the rlghl group of superheater tubes, whence it goes

Into the collector J, and from there by the delivery pip

Into Hi" L P.

A locomotive of type I9bit bowing this pattern of super-

heater, is exhibited In tl hibition. Trials are going

continued with a second Identically similar engine, to

determine which Is the more advantageoui mode of working

to adopt for the new superheater.

it is manifest that if the superheat It required at the en

trance of the LP cylinder! only, it win be possible to dis

tin number of parts of the superheater and

by that means remedy the obstruction In the imokebox.

CAR WHEEL BORING MACHINE.

The Sellers car wheel boring machine, shown in the accom-

panying illustration, has several important features which

enable it to handle the wheels from the floor to the table,

bore and replace them on the floor at a rapid rate with a

minimum amount of labor and responsibility on the part of

the operator. The universal chuck is so designed that the

act of starting the machine causes it to close upon the wheel

and hold it securely in place. The stopping of the table auto-

matically opens the chuck jaws and releases the wheel. By
the movement of a hand lever the table may be instantly

stopped without shock, thus saving the time ordinarily lost

sellers' CAB WHEEL BORING mm mi i.

while it. is slowing down. The crane mechanism is such that

when the wheel is raised to the proper height for swinging

ii on the table the hoist automatically stops, and when the

operator has swung the wheel Into position ii gently drops

Into place.

The boring bar is very stiff and has double cutters, having

four inning edges, ihus insuring quick and accurate work.

The locking device Is such thai the cutters may be changed

wiiiic hi loss of time, a convenient slide rest is provided for

facing the hubs. The table is 50 Ins In diameter ami the

chuck takes 1L' in. wheels. The feeds range Crom ,04 to .87 In.

This machine Is made by William Sellers k Co., Inc., Phila-

delphia Pa

A Hint, i Hiini it i were an apprentice in < grei

pain's works I should hunt up place where work bad

congested, ami i would a I toi a chance al the Job. i would

H in icl a waj thai I would forthwith be Intrusted

with a continuance ol i ii that would tas mj re ourcea and

Insure my growth. A mark Is pul upon such a man. /' //

i, mi,,, before the Wleotric Club.
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METHOD OF INSTALLING FLEXIBLE STAYBOLTS.

By B. E. D. Stafford.

It is of the most vital importance to the success of the

flexible water space stay that good work be always done in

the installation of the complete bolt. There Is no excuse for

leakage when proper attention is given to methods of installa-

tion of a flexible stay, and in tapping the taper holes, which

are made in the outer sheet to receive the sleeves, such should

be carefully inspected and all plugs and sleeves screwed up to

a steam tight fit, and all plugs and all caps which make their

seat on the end of sleeve should be screwed up tightly, using

graphite in the threads, for by the unscrewing of the caps

we are allowed to inspect the staybolt proper, when thought

advisable.

Fig. 1 is the method of removing the old bolt by using an

enlarged twist drill, following the prick punched center of old

bolt, drilling through outer sheet and using a reduced diam-

eter of drill through inner sheet, collapsing the end (CJ, or

separating such by a Wagstaff drill, leaving the hole in outer

sheet enlarged ready for roughing reamer for the flexible stay-

bolt sleeve.

Fig. 5 is a butt mill, which enlarges the hole in like manner,

from tap drill size.

Fig. 2 is a roughing reamer (B), with guide bar (A), to be

used in air drill to quickly straighten and size the hole in

outer sheet.

Fig. 3 is a finishing reamer, with guide bar, for exactly

sizing each hole previous to tapping.

Fig. 4 is a taper tap with guide bar, % in. taper to the foot,

12-V threads, for finish tapping the hole in outer sheet to re-

ceive the sleeve. Taper tapping differs from straight tapping.

The reamed hole should always be of exact size for the tap

to give good full threads. The tap should not be used to en-

large the hole, for this process is both unmechanical and detri-

mental to the tap. A straight tap of the right diameter used

before the taper tap, facilitates the tapping operation and re-

lieves the taper tap from great strain and clogging.

Fig. 6 shows the method of tapping the inner sheet with

the regular staybolt tap to aline with the installed sleeve.

A cap (B) of the style (D) flexible stays is used as a means
for holding the bushing (C), which holds the shank of the

tap in lina.

The sleeve is screwed into the outer sheet by the stud nut

shown in Fig. 8, and as it takes nearly two turns to make a

steam tight fit, after the sleeve just fills the tap hole, it is

necessary that the tapping operation should be guaged accord-

ingly.

Fig. 7 shows the style (D) both installed ready for riveting

over the end (F). B is a cap such as is used for the flexible

stay, cut away for the admission of a dolly bar, bucking tool

or holder-on. This cap protects the sleeve face where the cap

makes a steam tight joint during the riveting operation. The
dolly bar or holder-on is made of a piece of axle, 4 or 5 ins.

in diameter. C is a tool steel plug inserted therein, hardened

and tempered.

The style of bolt here shown can be put in place with an
alligator wrench on the firebox end or by means of a slot in

the head. Flexible staybolts should not be installed alter-

nately, which has been done in some cases, for it is but a

short time before the rigid water space stay has to be taken
out and the flexible stay incorporated to effect a sensible

installation. There is no rule to apply regarding the selection

of the installation for flexible water space stays other than
to cover completely the natural breaking zone of each style

firebox.

The cost of flexible stays range from 40 cents to 70 cents

apiece, complete, with bolt. The cost of installing the flexible

water space stay with proper tool equipment and systematic
methods should not exceed 25 cents per bolt, and when in-

stalled in large quantities the cost should *oe as low as 15
cents per bolt.

In comparing the relative cost of maintaining a firebox

for four years having rigid staybolts in which the breakage

amounted to 40 per cent, with a similar box in which 40 per

cent, of the bolts were flexible, "the author showed that the

outlay for staybolts in the former would be |600 as against

$328 for the latter.

The stresses which tend to rupture a staybolt are: That

which operates to tear the bolt apart, the tensile stress; that

tendency to break it, transversely or crosswise, due to expan-

sion of fire sheet, the transverse stress; and that due to shear

which tends to strip the threads from the bolt and hole in the

sheet.

The fact that staybolt breakages have in no sense dimin-

ished, regardless of the quality of iron used and the many
modifications of the forms devised in the rigid stay in the

INSTALLING FLEXIBLE STAYBOLTS.

•tfort to provide flexibility, notwithstanding that water spaces

have been widened, leads us to conclude that the firebox as

now constructed is too rigidly stayed to allow of economic

and safe working where cost of maintenance of the complete

machine is more or less affected in consequence of the ex-

pense accruing from the firebox and staybolt charges of repairs

incident to the constant disintegration and destruction of

material, the result of shock, strain, vibration, corrosion and

heat

The force which works on the fire sheet in its course of ex-

pansion, due to high temperatures of furnace heat, throws a

stress on the outermost fibres of the rigid staybolt far in ex-

cess of the tensile stress, and as it is a reversal or vibratory

stress the effect on the structure of the staybolt iron is too

severe to warrant safe conclusions as regards maintaining a

reasonable factor of safety.
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The transverse stress breaks the rigid staybolt, not the ten-

sile stress, and to enable the expansive forces to take their

natural course with least resistance the flexible staybolt has

been designed as a water space stay, as the most perfect means
of affording and maintaining flexibility under all conditions

of firebox service, adding to the life of both sheet and staybolt.

These comments and observations were presented in a paper

before the Railway Club of Pittsburgh.

LIFTING MAGNETS.

A new application of electricity suitable for railroad shops,

and one that promises to very greatly increase the efficiency

of the electric crane in handling metallic material, is the lift-

ing magnet, a few applications of which are shown in the

accompanying illustration. While at the Wellman-Seaver-

Morgan Company works, at Cleveland, the writer had an op-

portunity of seeing one of these magnets at work in the stock

yard of the steel foundry. One of the most interesting opera-

tions was that of handling steel borings and turnings. It is

detach the magnet from the crane hook this plug is simply

pulled out. The controller switch for operating the magnet is

placed in the crane cab.

The amount of current required to operate the magnet, of

course, depends upon the amount and kind of material to be

handled, but the comparatively small amount which is re-

quired under ordinary conditions is surprising. The illustra-

tions show only a few of the many applications of this device.

A special form of magnet is made for handling long iron or

steel sheets. The magnet illustrated can easily handle six

100-lb. kegs of nails at one time. The writer saw it lift a

11,000-lb. skull cracker, used for breaking up very heavy de-

fective castings. The entire operation was conducted from a

safe distance by the crane man. The skull cracker was in-

stantly detached, and the aim was very accurate, as there was
no jerk of a latch hook rope tending to destroy it. A number
of these magnets, which are made by the Electric Controller

& Supply Company, Cleveland, Ohio, are now in successful

operation. The device is not experimental, but is the result

of years of experience.

HANDLING STEEL TURNINGS AND BORINGS. LIFTING COILS OF WIRE. UNLOADING CAR OF BUTTS 08 CROP ENDS.

A FEW EXAMPLES OF WORK DONE WITH THE LIFTING MAGNET.

practically impossible to shovel these, and it Is very slow and

laborious to handle them with a fork. With the magnet it

was possible to take up about 700 lbs. of this material at one

time, and this was hoisted about 15 ft. high, and the crane

then carried It to the stock pile, 70 ft. away. Only 55 seconds

elapsed from the lime the magnet started to pick up the load

until It had returned for another one. A short time ago five

carloads ol pig Iron, averaging 30 tona to Hie car, were lifted

mil of the car to a height of about 15 ft. and transferred to the

Btock pile, 7". ft. away, in four hours.

I., n .• th< magnet, li i only necessary for the crane man
to lower it ovr the object to be lifted and throw the switch

which controls the electric current Opening the circuit re-

the load. No lime is lost, in adjusting chains, ami the

magnet never drops Its load unless the operator cuts the eur-

renl off. No ground helper Is required except where it Is

' the load When : .mall pieces, such B

re handled. '•' room is required than whin- 1 1
1 - ordi-

form of tackle are used, and the available storage room

in stock or scrap yards is thereb] con Iderabl Increa ed 1

ch a ••! ade oi i tee] that It drop It

load in d the circuit of the energizing coil I opened

This coll Is heavily Insulated and treated by a vacuum Im

pregnatlng process, which In ure it again I grounding oi

[I is completely Incloi ed and protected by

the hi • bii h - i Ibbed to pro\ Ide foi I hi - ipid

radiation ol the heal from the coll. The current Is led to

the coll through a plug connection, and when it Is de tred to

WESTINGHOUSE DIRECT CURRENT GENERATORS.

A new line of Westinghouse direct current self-contained

generators, designed for railway, lighting and industrial ser-

vice at 125, 250 and 550 volts, is shown in the accompanying

illustrations. These generators are adapted for belt driving

or for direct connection to water wheels, steam engines or

other prime movers where frames with bearings are desired.

While their general appearance differs from earlier forms, the

essential features characteristic of Westinghouse apparatus

have: been retained, ami Hie changes consist chiefly in the

more efficient use of the materials employed In their con-

struction and of mechanical modifications which make pos

slble a more effective adaptation of the generators to modern
methods of driving.

The frame consists of a circular yoke of cast iron divided

horizontally Into two parts and mounted upon a bed plate of

i.i I Iron, to which are boiled Ihe peileslals which carry till!

armature bearings. Laminated poles with spreading tip are

bolted to the frame, and an] pole and Its colls may be removed

without disturbing either the armature or Frame. The shunt

and erli Held i oils at e separately wound and are held i"

place bj the spreading pole tips. Ventilating spaces are pro-

vided between the coils and between colls and poles In such a

way that thorough ventilation Is secured. The colls are

taped and Impregnated by processes which make them entirely

mm ture proof, The Held windings are regularly propor

tioned, so as to provide an Increase of potential of about 10
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per cent, at the terminals from no load to full load, though
other compounding may be obtained if desired.

The armature core of the slotted drum type is formed of

carefully annealed punchings built up on a cast iron spider,

on an extension of which the commutator is mounted. Lib-

eral ventilating ducts make possible a thorough circulation

WKSTINGHOUSE DIRECT CURRENT GENERATOR.

GENERATOR ARMATURE.

of air while the machine is in operation. Coils formed of

copper strap are used, and are held in their slots by fiber

wedges. The generous proportions of the commutator insure

the best commutation and low temperature under all normal

conditions of operation. No part of the rocker ring support-

ing the brush holder arms projects over the commutator, and
the carbon holders and commutator are thus readily acces-

sible at any point. The carbon holders are of the sliding

type with shunts, the tension on the brushes being obtained

by long, flat, spiral springs which give a uniform pressure

over a wide range of movement without change in adjustment.

The brushes and moving elements are light, and follow the

sin face of the commutator without chattering. Separate
pedestals bolted to the bed plate support bearings of the West-
inghouse self-oiling type, which consist of cast iron shells

lined with babbitt metal and lubricated by means of rings

Which ride upon the shaft and dip into large reservoirs filled

With oil. The bearing housings and shells are divided hori-

zontally into two parts to facilitate mounting and removal.
In the larger multipolar machines with parallel wound

parking at the brushes, wasteful heating in the
armature winding and abnormal magnetic strain upon the
armature—troubles occasioned by inequality in material or by
displacement of the armature from the center of the field

—

are completely obviated by the following method of balancing

the magnetic circuit. A number of points in the armature
winding which are normally at equal potential are connected

by leads through which balancing currents may pass from
one section of the winding to others. These correcting cur-

rents are alternating in character, leading in some coils and
lagging in others, and consequently magnetize or demagnetize
the field poles in such a way as to produce the necessary mag-
netic balance.

I'll,LOW CLOCK, Willi CAP RAISED, SHOWING HEARINGS.

UNIVERSAL SAW BENCH.

The universal saw bench, illustrated herewith, is carefully

designed for accurate cutting, and has a number of valuable

improvements and attachments which enable it to turn out

a great variety of work quickly and accurately. The box

frame is cast in one piece, is massive and rigid, and has three

points of support on the floor. The arbor yoke is extra long,

and carries two cast steel arbors, 1V4 ins. diameter, with long

self-oiling boxes and pulley between. The yoke swings on

REAR MEW WHIN Tllil.E IS TILTED.

gudgeons on both sides of the saw line; the main one is 7 ins.

in diameter, and has side-bearing shoulders 9*£ ins. in diam-

eter, with a suitable adjustment for wear; the circular adjust-

ment is by means of a heavy worm wheel and a double pitch

worm, with adjustments for wear both longitudinally and lat-

erally; thus there need be no time wasted in changing saws,

and no lost motion in the connections. The table is 4f> Ins.

long, divided into two sections; the movable left-hand one Is
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17 ins. wide and the right-hand one 22 ins. wide. The left-

hand section moves on non-friction rolls, and by means of an

intermediate frame or spider, it can be drawn away from the

main section 2% ins., to admit dado heads or special cutters.

The entire table, which is unusually heavy and strongly ribbed,

can be tilted to 45 deg., or any intermediate point, by means
of a screw and radius arm, all the bearings of which can be

adjusted for wear.

An accurately graduated arc and an index are provided on

the front of the machine, and a stop at the rear of the frame

directly in line of the radius arm holds the table, when down
horizontally, square with the saw. The ripping gauge moves
over the entire width of the main table, takes up to 24 ins.

wide, and the fence tilts to 45 deg. from the vertical. The en-

tire gauge also swings on one of the retaining pins to a hori-

zontal angle with the saw, for cutting core boxes, etc. In addi-

tion to the position adjustment by means of the taper pins,

there is a micrometer adjustment of 8 ins. by means of a steel

rack and pinion cut from the solid, making the movement
quick and accurate. The gauge may be transferred to the

left-hand table when required, and there is on its face a detach-

able block which can be used as a cut-off stop. The cut-off or

mitre gauge is swiveled on the rolling table section, and is

accurately stopped by a taper pin at all the principal angles,

in addition to which there is a complete half-circle protractor

let into the table; to this is added a novel cross-graduated

sector, by which angles corresponding to any required dimen-

sion of work can be cut without previously determining the

angle, saving much time and calculation. For long work a

steel rod is furnished with an adjustable end-stop, which re-

cedes for cropping off ends, and can be used down to 2 ins. in

length, and up to 5 ft. 3 ins. The right-hand table has a rule,

graduated to inches and eighths for cutting off.

A supplementary cut-off gauge is fitted to the right-hand

table, consisting of a long tongue, moving freely in a slot, to

which is attached a swiveling head or fence, graduated to 45

deg. both ways, and arranged to be connected, when desired,

.\: ei(
., .
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WELDING LOCOMOTIVE FRAMES WITH THERMIT.

By J. A. B. Gibson, Chief Draftsman, Richmond, Fredericks-

bubg & Potomac Railroad.

In looking backwards within ihe last few years at the im-

provements iu developing and maintaining our heavy and
high-pressure locomotives, nothing has attracted the writer's

attention more than the recent invention of the German sci-

entist, Dr. Goldschmidt, and his process of welding known as

the thermit process.

All mechanical railroad men know what a broken frame
meant in times past, how it necessitated jacking the engine

FIG. 1—LOCOMOTIVE FRAME SHOWING FRACTURE WHICH WAS
WEEDED BY THERMIT.

up, taking out the wheels and removing the frame to the

smith shop; and even with our modern shops, equipped with

electric cranes and similar conveniences, this is still an item

of considerable expense, and the loss entailed in having the

engine out of service often exceeds the actual cost of repairs.

This process of welding locomotive frames was recently in-

troduced at the Boulton shops of the Richmond, Fredericks-

burg & Potomac Railroad, and it has proved a perfect success

in welding both cast steel and wrought frames. Our first ex-

perience with a cast steel frame was on one of our large Pa-

cific type engines. This frame broke in the top rail between

the pedestals, as shown by Fig. 1.

i run off

^

N

FIC. 2—MOLD USED FOR WELDING LOCOMOTIVE FRAMES WITH THERMIT.

with the main cut-off gauge by a yoke or arch which passes
over the saw, and thus makes a long, well-supported gauge for
large work. When the supplementary cut-off gauge is not in

use, the fence may be detached from the tongue, and the latter

turned over in its slot so as to make a flush surface on the
table. A special sleeve is provided for the attachment of dado
heads up to 2 ins. thick; this sleeve takes the place of the nut
and loose collar on the saw arbor: heads thicker than 2 ins.

at the eye will need to be recessed to receive the nut. This
machine weighs complete about 2,250 lbs., and is made by the
American Wood Working Machinery Company.

Largest Steel Casting.—The American Steel Foundries re-

cently made a steel casting weighing 90,760 lbs. for the I

wells Island bridge at Xew York.

The frame at the poiut of fracture was 6% ins. deep and 4

ins. wide. After dropping the front pair of drivers and re-

moving only that part of the spring rigging which would fa-

cilitate the work on the broken parts, the fractured ends were
drawn together and the frame carefully measured, after which
a number of vi-in. holes were drilled through the fracture

and then chipped out, making a slot % ins. wide through the
frame. To allow for the contraction caused by the cooling
of the weld, the frame was sprung open % in. wider, making
the total width of the slot 34 in. The broken ends were then
heated with a gas burner to remove all grease and dirt, and
the frame was then ready to be welded.

Fig. 2 shows the mold used for welding the frame on this

engine, which consisted of three parts of sharp core sand,
three parts of river sand and one part of ordinary red clay. It
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will be noted that the mold is in six sections; the advantages

of this is that they are more easily made and placed in posi-

tion. These sections are denoted on Fig. 2 by the large

capital letters.
' The mold and also the sand surrounding

the mold was thoroughly vented, to allow for the escape of

gases. The mold was made to allow for a band around the

frame 1 in. thick and 5% ins. wide. To secure mold in

position we used a wooden box, leaving a 3-in. space around

the mold. This space being filled and rammed tightly with

sharp sand. The advantages of using a wooden box are its

cheapness and the rapidity with which it can be constructed

and placed in position. The band was left on the frame ex-

cept where it was necessary to remove it for the sake of clear-

ante. In the case shown in Fig. 1 it was not necessary to

remove any part of the band. All sections of the mold were

covered with plumbago and thoroughly dried over a slow fire.

Care was taken to see that the crucible was large enough to

allow for the reaction which takes place, and it was held

securely in position by brackets attached to the running

boards; as the vibrations caused by the reaction are liable to

cause the metal to run outside the pouring gate opening and

be wasted. This is of special importance when frames of high

wheel engines are to be welded, as it is necessary to raise the

crucible to a considerable height. The thermit was ignited

with a red-hot rod, and a successful weld was made in less

than one minute. After the metal had cooled sufficiently the

PRODUCTION IMPROVEMENTS.

PACKING RINGS FOR PISTONS.

Forty-eight packing rings in three hours and thirty-seven

minutes, which is equivalent to 132 in ten hours, is a record

made on a King 12-in. boring mill at the Washington, Ind.,

shops of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. These rings are of

cast iron, % x % x 20% ins. in diameter, and three operations

as shown on the accompanying sketches, are required to finish

them. About 3-l(i ins. of material is roughed off on the inside

and outside and the cutting speed for all the operations is

about 52 ft. per minute.

The cylindrical casting is roughed off and finished on the

outside at the same time. The next operation is to cut in the

rings, and this is done with a special tool holder which is

1% x 1% ins. in section and S ins. long, and carries 6 high

speed steel cutting off tools. These tools slip into slots on

the holders and are held in place by set screws. Using one of

these holders in each head 12 rings may be cut in at the same

time. The third and last operation is to finish the inside

of the rings, at the same time cutting them off. We are in-

debted for this information to Mr. F. J. Smith, division master

mechanic at Washington, Ind. The machine upon which this

work was done was made by the King Machine Tool Company.

ami was described on page 60 of our February journal.

Eirst Oi>emt

cr7
Second Operation

METHOD 01' TURNING PACKING RINGS I'OB PISTONS.

mold was removed and the frame measured, which was found

to be the original length. This frame had been in service

for a number of months when it broke again 5 ft. from the

thermit weld. This is shown on Fig. 1. It was necessary to

• the frame when the engine passed through the shops

for repairs, but the thermit weld was not disturbed.

In making these thermit welds of both cast steel and

wrought iron frames we obtained the same good results, and

in no case was it necessary to hold the engines out of service

more than two days. The importance of getting tlese engines

o quickly was clearly demonstrated during our last

busy season.

The proper amount of thermit necessary, witn other in-

formation, is given in a circular published by the Goldschmidt

Thermit Company. However, our experience has been that

It results are obtained by using a liberal amount of the

i'ion mixed with 10 per cent of small Bteel punchings.

a am' Locomotive Painters' issociATioir.—This

•ion «ill bold its thirty-sixth annual convention al the

eveland, Beptember 12th to l"'tli Inclusive.

mittee report il ques-

|. . .] information may !«• secured from the secretary,

Kent, Ohio.

feet t hat iuit bai

Dot brought
I , .

V . who, on I'ip. 2Tili. filed bill in eqult]

D ct of 1 111no i

ompany for Infringing

^•ht».

Increasing the .Machine Shop Output.—With the introduc-

tion of high-speed steel it was found on the road with which

I am connected that it was possible to get an increased output

if closer supervision was introduced; so in our machine shop

an expert machinist was placed, whose duty it was to intro-

duce improved methods, increasing the speed of the machinery

and getting the maximum output. Each principal machine

shop has an expert, and these experts visit the different shops,

making reports, criticisms, recommendations and suggestions,

which are taken up and discussed by the master mechanics,

and the experts also meet and agree as to the methods, and

universal practice which is applicable to the different shops.

By the introduction of this system we have been able to in-

crease oui [ally. We have been able to

speed up our machines and increase our output to such an

extent that formerly whereon five pits we turned oul one new

engine per week we are now able to turn cnn two on the

pits, but. of course-, we requli a i" pul them to

gether v . u /> Robb, Canadian Railway Club,

Master, 'I'min Sum. Detail. Master ever} detail of tht

work you are responsible for until you understand how it

tumid be done and why. Then shed that detail as fast as you

can on rdinates. Aim always that you shall know
much, il QOl I about the work than any sub-

o one under 5 cm sIkiII Ion anentlj

in al I
n i nan 5 ou 1 lei as bit

iindei 1 " b 1 be bl set pourself,

and if that Im it. Tl
1
h

1

i ici executive

for whal Is rl

and ii'ni' ffi "' v B
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HORIZONTAL BORING AND DRILLING MACHINE. NEW LINE OF INDUCTION MOTORS.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has recently installed in the

Juniata shops a Newton horizontal boring and drilling ma-

chine for driving box work. Twelve boxes have been bored in

one day on this machine, which is shown in the accompany-

ing illustration, and it is expected that this will be increased

io sixteen. Two boxes are set up on one end of each table

and the four boxes are bored at the same time. While these

are being bored four more boxes are set up ready for boring

on the other end of the tables.

The spindle is 5 ins. in diameter and has a continuous posi-

tive automatic feed of GO ins. with six changes in geometrical

progression, giving a movement of from .0072 to .2646 ins. for

each revolution of the spindle. The spindle also has hand ad-

justment and quick motion operated by hand. The spindle

sleeve is driven by a phosphor bronze worm wheel and hard-

ened steel worm which runs in a bath of oil and has a ratio of

11 to 1; the back gears have a ratio of 3 to 1, thus giving

a total gear ratio of 33 to 1, with the back gears in. This

drive furnishes a very smooth, steady motion to the spindle

and is particularly adapted to work in which the hole to be

bored is an incomplete circle, such as in driving boxes.

The elevating knee is 9 ft. long, is raised and lowered by

power and has hand adjustment. The tables are 36 ins. wide

and 60 ins. long and have a cross adjustment of 36 ins. The
elevating knee is 26 ins. wide and the two screws supporting

it are 4 ins. in diameter. The boring bar is rigidly supported

by the two yokes which are securely clamped to the base. The
maximum distance from the center of the spindle to the car-

riage is 26% ins. The machine is driven by a Westinghouse
10-h.p. variable speed motor with a variation of 2 to 1, and
this range of speed is doubled by the back gears. The machine
is made by the Newton Machine Tool Works of Philadelphia.

A new line of constant speed induction motors has just been

placed on the market by the Commercial Electric Company, of

Indianapolis, Ind., for which the following claims are made:

High power factor, large nominal breakdown factor, high effi-

ciency at both heavy and light loads, low working temper-

atures, small idle currents and high starting torques. Al-

though this company has heretofore confined its efforts to the

manufacture of direct current machinery, the Induction motors

should not be regarded as experimental, as they have been

carefully designed by engineers who for years past have been

engaged in designing alternating

current machinery for European

manufacturers.

To produce a high power factor

in these machines it is necessary

to have a limited clearance between

the external diameter of the rotor

and the internal diameter of the

stator. The design of the stator

frame and head is such that an

equal division of this clearance is

always secured and maintained. A
very large bearing is provided for

the rotor shaft in order to reduce

l lie wear to a minimum. The bear-

ings are self-oiling and self-align-

ing, and are arranged so that the

machines may be inverted if desir-

able. The linings of the bearings

are interchangeable, so that the re-

placement of the bearings is sim-

Limii 03 Speed of the Automobile.—A prominent French
automobile engineer recently stated that it would not be

possible for a modern racing automobile to exceed the speed

of 130 in. ph. while it is maintained at the present weight
M. Serpollet, the designer of the well-known steam car of

that name, has therefore decided to approach this max-
imum as near as possible during this year. He Is now
constructing a steam car which he is confident will accom-
plish the kilometer in 18 seconds, or at an average speed of

ph. The motor will develop over 200 h.p., and the

weight of the engine without the steam generator or boiler

will he only 330 lbs.

—

Journal Franklin Institute.

m:\v i.nuuctiox MOTOR.

pie and inexpensive. The shafts are of large diameter, and

the distance between the bearings is reduced to a minimum
in order to make them as rigid as possible. The rotors are

forced on the shaft by hydraulic pressure. To insure cool

operation ventilating apertures are provided across the

of the stator and rotor cores. The starting device used with

these machines is such lli.it the starting current is practically

reduced to that used with direct current motors of correspond-

ing capacity. These motors are made in all standard sizes,

voltages and frequencies and in both two and three phases, in

25 and 60 cycles.

TRAfKi.tiNi. Engineers' Association.—This association will

hold its thirteenth annual convention at the Cadillac Hotel.
Detroit. Mich., commencing September 12th. The committee of

arrangements has provided an exceedingly interesting program,
and has made arrangements promising a most successful con-
vention.

Electric Motors \m> Wood Working Machinery.—So far, I

feel very much in favor of the D. C. transmission for machine
shops. I am not talking from the point of view of the car

department, although it dors seem a pity that we cannot get

a firm of car machinery making people to bring along motors
that we can put on wood machines, instead of having the

mass of belts as at present. I do not think there should be

much trouble in getting an A. C. motor running 3,600 r.p.m.

which would give us a motor on our wood machines. The
belting is a large item in a wood mill.

—

Mr. H. II. Vaughan,
Canadian Railway Club.
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IMPROVED MOTOR DRIVEN PUNCH. ROUNDHOUSE HEATING AND VENTILATION.

The illustration shows an improved Cincinnati punch

equipped with the positive automatic stop and new sliding

clutch which were illustrated and described in detail in our

February journal, page 65. The adjustable stop allows the

machine to be automatically stopped at any desired part of

the stroke, and is especially valuable for exact center punch-

ing where it is desirable to have the tool stop close to the

work. The section of the driving shaft upon which the clutch

slides is square, thus doing away with the use of feathers or

In discussing locomotive terminal facilities before the .Mas

ter Mechanics' Association Mr. H. H. Vaughan said, in part:

As far as heating and ventilating is concerned, I have had

considerable experience both on the Lake Shore and the Cana-

dian Pacific, and with the type of heating arrangement put in

at Elkhart, the direct steam heating system (see Amebican
Engineer. February, 1905, page 42, and March, page 80). A
few years ago on the Lake Shore we equipped a total of 1G

roundhouses with that arrangement, and for six years on the

IMraoVED CINCINNATI PUNCH.

keys, and as the distance across flats is the same as the diam-

eter of the round portion of the shaft the strength is consid-

erably increased at. what is ordinarily its weakest point.

The frame is of a heavy box section, with the walls ex-

tending considerably above ilie renter of the driving shaft,

thus making it very rigid. The sliding head is made extra

long, with large bearing surfaces. The machine illustrated

has a depth of throat of 24 Ins., and will punch a 1-in. hole

through 1 in. The lower jaw, which is used for standard

punching, and also affords ample seat for the shear blocks,

may be removed, and flange work may be done with a com-

bination block. The motor is mounted upon a substantial

the machine through cul gears.

the Cincinnati Punch & Shear

Company, Cincinnati. Ohio, with depth of throat from 12 to

Ingle or double, and adapted for either lull or motor
drive.

Tin <,'.'.)• ri \ Im:\ii-mav civil Service

i nation* will be held September LStfa 'ind 1 Ith for a vacancy in

Bitectoral and itnictura) draftsman, at (1,600

P**r year, in tie- Quartern] 1

1

!>• !•! for ron-

ippine

Inland*. Several rn> n are wanted Salaries ranging from 91,400

m concerning these examination!

may b* had from the I

fl'j'liir' : '

Canadian Pacific road we have heated eight roundhouses by

this system, and in all cases the results have been most satis-

factory. We have not only been able to warm the houses, but.

we have done it at a saving in the coal consumed tor beating

over that, which was used in previous years, the saving in coal

alone being sufficient to justify the cost of putting in the heal

ing plant, which i consider a very satisfactory result. The

Elkhart roundhouse was constructed with a definite end in

view. That was that the cold air, entering under the doors,

would be warmed by the pipes in the pit, and as the air

ascended to the roof of the bouse it would carrj with it the

steam and smoke go common in roundhouses. That idea. I

think, has been amplj carried out In !

i feel very

|y that that form oi bouse Is the best cross-section ol

house that has bo fai been devl ed If we want to keej

house clear of smo convention, when

we had a topical discussion on this subject, i mentioned that

we were going to Inclose the turn-table In the house, while

that plan has been in.ni.
i

h. not been en

llrely so. The I ited B Ith hot air

In place of direct radiation, and th< troubles that e

atly met with In hot air heating wen
•d in the closed bout e that 1 1, the drawing hack of the

smoke through the heat fan and being tho.. .1 with

the air and driven o that the whole hou

not with smoke thai i opaqtfe, but with smoke which .

. h. .•
, .. i

i hi I... M i i. . i
i hat If th bioi
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been heated with direct radiation, so that in place of having

a horizontal circulation of air we should have obtained a

vertical circulation of air, that we should have had a success-

ful house. The horizontal circulation of air which you get in

a house, heated with hot air is extremely troublesome unless

the ventilation is first-class. There is a tendency to draw the

smoke into the fan. The hot air people tell us we can correct

that by taking in more outside air, which is perfectly cor-

rect; but if we take in more outside air we run up the expense

of heating the air very rapidly. All the cold air coming in

has to be warmed up to the temperature of the house, in place

of having to be kept warm, and in a cold climate that is im-

practicable on account of the expense. After an experience

which we have had in the last two years I agree that the sys-

tem of heating and ventilation of roundhouses suggested in

the report is probably the best, and I believe that system will

avoid nearly all of the smoke and steam troubles provided one

thing is attended to, and that is the proper height of jack

and ventilator. We found that a short jack and short ven-

tilator did not relieve the smoke trouble. We are now putting

in ventilators 20 or 25 feet high, in order to get a good ver-

tical draft through them.

Mr. H. A. Child, formerly master mechanic of the Erie Rail-

road at Jersey City, has been appointed superintendent of mo-

tive power of the Guayaquil & Quito Railway in Ecuador.

PERSONALS.
Mr. Edgar Shellabarger has been appointed master mechanic

of Ihe East Broad Top Railroad at Orbisonia, Pa.

Mr. H. F. Smith has been appointed car foreman of the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway at Collinwood, Ohio.

Mr. P. W. Williams, master mechanic of the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western at Buffalo, N. Y., has resigned.

Mr. E. G. Bryant has been appointed master mechanic of the

International & Great Northern at Mart, Texas.

Mr. C. M. McLain has been appointed master mechanic of

the International & Great Northern at Taylor, Texas.

Mr. A. P. Prendergast has been appointed assistant master

mechanic of the Mt. Clare shops of the Baltimore & Ohio.

Mr. G. O. Hammond has been appointed mechanical engineer

of the Erie Railroad at Meadville, Pa., succeeding Mr. A. G.

Trumbull, promoted.

Mr. J. Kirkpatrick has been appointed master mechanic

of the Baltimore & Ohio at Cumberland to succeed Mr. T. R.

Stewart, promoted.

Mr. .1. B. Elliott has been appointed master mechanic of

ihe Baltimore & Ohio Railroad at Newcastle Junction, Pa.,

to succeed Mr. J. Kirkpatrick, transferred.

Mr. H. P. Hunt, assistant mechanical superintendent of the

Erie Railroad at Meadville, Pa., has resigned, to enter the

service of the American Locomotive Company.

Mr. E. E. Crysler has been appointed master mechanic of

the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Railroad at Indianapolis.

Ind., to succeed Mr. J. W. Connaty. resigned.

Mr. H. P. Meredith has been appointed engineer of motive

power of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Jersey City, succeed-

ing Mr. Elliott Sumner. He was formerly assistant master

mechanic at Altoona.

Mr. Elliott Sumner has been appointed engineer of motive

power of the United Railroads of New Jersey division of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, being promoted from the position of

assistant engineer of motive power.

Mr. Thomas J. Tonge has been appointed master mechanic

of the Zuni Mountain Railway at Thoreau, Mexico. He has

heretofore been roundhouse foreman of the Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe Coast Line at Winslow, Ariz.

Mr. T. It. Stewart, master mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio

at Cumberland, Md., has been appointed master mechanic of

the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Shenandoah divisions of the

Baltimore & Ohio.

Mr. G. Willius, Jr., has been promoted from the position of

assistant mechanical engineer to that of mechanical en-

gineer of the Great Northern Railway to succeed Mr. R. D.

Hawkins, promoted.

Mr. T. E. Adams has been appointed superintendent of mo-

tive power in charge of all rolling stock, locomotives and ma-

chinery of the St. Louis, Southwestern, with headquarters at

Pine Bluff, Ark. Heretofore his title has been general master

mechanic.

Mr. A. G. Trumbull has been promoted from the position

of mi i hanical engineer of the Erie Railroad at Meadville, Pa.,

to that of assistant mechanical superintendent, succeeding Mr.

II. B. Hunt, resigned.

Mr. Charles J. Donohue, chief clerk of the motive power de-

partment of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, has been

made secretary to the general manager at Cleveland, to suc-

ceed Mr. F. E. Woodruff, assigned to other duties. Mr. Dono-

hue has been chief clerk of the motive power department for

a number of years.

Mr. G. M. Dow has been appointed general mechanical in-

spector of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway, with

headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Dow has been master

car builder for a number of years. The duties of the master

car builder at Collinwood have been assumed by Mr. S. K.

Dickerson, master mechanic, and Mr. M. D. Franey, superin-

tendent of shops at that point.

BOOKS.

Steam Engineering. A Treatise on Boilers, Steam, Gas. ami
Gil Engines and Supplementary Machinery. By W. W. F.
Pullen. Published by the Scientific Publishing Co., Man-
chester, England. Price, 4s.

This work opens with n synopsis of mechanical laws and defini-

tions, followed by descriptions of Hie const ruction of steam tur-

bines, steam engines ami boilers. It includes chapters fin measuring

pressure power and work, the measurement of heat, descriptions

of auxiliary machinery, valves and internal combustion engines.

The scope is large and in the hands of a class directed by a com-

petent instructor a very general idea of the subject may be ob-

tained. Twelve pages only are devoted to the locomotive.

Practical Perspective; by Richards-Colvin ; published by the

Derry-Collard Company, 256 Broadway, New York.—This pam-

phlet of CO pages clearly presents the principles of isometric per-

spective, which the author considers the only practical perspective

for mechanical work. The second part of the hook presents a large

number of illustrations for the use of perspective paper for making
rapid sketches; this includes architectural details, lathe work, loco-

tive details and a number of convenient applications. The ob-

ject of the hook is to show the practical value of isometric per-

spective by removing the difficulties which have prevented its wider

use. The Derry-Collard Company sends a copy of the book and
two pads of the isometric sketching paper for $1.

Basis of Railway Bates and Private vs. Governmental Manage-
ment of Railroads. By Marshall M. Kirkman. Published
by the World Railway Publishing Co., 79 Dearborn Street.

Chicago, 1905. Price. $2.50.

This hook is a reprint in part, of a work by the same author

which appeared several years ago. It is specially opportune just

now. because of the general interest in rate making and the pop-

ular demand for governmental control of rates. The author show's

that since 1863 rates per ton mile have dropped from 3.042 to

0.703 cents. From this the public received a dividend of 42.0 per

cent, on the total cost of the railways of the country, whereas the

bonds brought a return of only 3.74 per cent. He says, "The truth

is that air and water do not adjust themselves more naturally than
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the rates of railways adjust themselves to the vicissitudes of

trade. If there are exceptions the evil contains its own euro.

and so does not invite statutory enactments." The book elaborates

the theory and practice of rates from the standpoint of a rail-

way official of many years of experience.

Electrician's Hand; Book. By T. O'Conor Sloane. A modern
work of references, a compendium of useful data, covering the

field of electrical eugineerins. 761 pages. 4% by 6% ins. in

size, with 550 illustrations. Published by the Norman W.

Henley Company, 132 Nassau street, New York. Price, $3.50.

This convenient book treats of the theory of the electric cur-

rent, circuits: electro chemistry; primary batteries: storage bat-

teries; generators and utilization of electric power; alternating

current; armature winding: dynamos; motor generators; central

station operation; switchboards; lighting; electric measurements;

electric railways ; telephony, and wireless telegraphy. The work
- in simple, compact, yet comprehensive form, a great deal of

descriptive information concerning electrical machinery, its con-

struction and its use. It is a very convenient handbook, and is

evidently intended specially for those who do with the operation

of power statious. Its field, however, is much larger than this,

and many not having to do directly with electrical machinery will

be very glad to have the book within reach for ready reference.

The publishers are to be complimented upon the letter press, the

index and specially clear engravings.

CATALOGS.

INDUCTION Motors.—Circular No. 200 from the Commercial

Electric Company, Indianapolis, Ind., describes their new line of

induction motors.

Shapers and Grinders.—Catalog D from the Cincinnati Shaper

Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, describes their shapers of pillar, col-

umn and traverse types and their new line of traverse grinders.

Frogs, Switches and Crossings.—Catalog A from the Weir
Company, Cincinnati. Ohio, is devoted to light rail work for

use in tracks of electric roads, coal mines, plantations and fac-

tories.

Northern Spheric u Machines.—The new bulletin No. 50
of the Northern Electrical Manufacturing Company describes

their spherical dynamos and motors. These are shown in a large

variety of applications, including a number of machine tool drives.

Elected Controllers.—-Circular No. 1108 from the Westiug-

Blectric & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa., is de-

to a description of the Westinghouse regulating and revers-

trollere. Applications of these controllers to machine took.

:
- are shown.

STEAM Traps.—Catalog from the Youngstown Steam Trap

Company, Keystone Bank building. Pittsburg, Pa., describing the

Youngstown steam trap.

The Janitor and the Librarian.—Another one of those char-

acteristic little pamphlets from the Lucas Machine Tool Com-
pany, of Cleveland, (>.. concerning the advantages of the Precision

boring, drilling and milling machine and their power forcing

ii. Joints. The Crane Company, of Chicago, have

incerning the merits of the various styles of

joints used in attaching flanges of wrought pipe; these include

screw joints, "('nine lap," '"('ram- weld." shrunk, riveted and
rolled joints, with comments upon the iin-rits of each.

Soft Water.—The Kennicott Water Softener Company, Rail-

way Exchange, Chicago, 111., have issued a handsome pamphlet

presenting a reprint of the articles on "Water SofteniDg" on the

Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad, which appeared in this journal

in January, February, March and April of this year, by G. M.

Campbell, electrical engineer of the road.

nacAt Apparatus. Bulletin No. "'<> from the Crocker-

r Company, Ampere, V .1.. contains a description of their

small direct current motors, ' , to •"• h. p., and illustrates several

to machine tools. Bulletins Nob. 66 and

Gas Producers.—The Morgan Construction Company, Worces-

ter. Mass.. has issued a very complete and ban. 1.-. .in.- catalog, de

scribing the construction and considering at length the operation

and advantages of the Morgan continuous gas producer. Details

of a test made by Kobt. W. Hunt & Company are given, showing

an average efficiency of 02 per cent.

Ami Chbb I'h w Ti-.\< i n. \ An elaborate

tie- Bailwaj Electa Ic Pow er « !ompan
York, setting forth the characteristic features and advantaf

i n hi traction system, with

• .• to the results obtained from ii- tbri

Aik Brake Lubrication.—The Joseph Dixon Crucible Com-

pany, of Jersey City has Issued a little pamphlet devoted to the

subject of air brake lubrication and the application of graphite

in air brake practice. The opinion of Professor Goss as to- the

efficacy of graphite on air brake triple valves, as reported to the

Master Car Builders' Association, is quoted, and the desirability

of graphite for this purpose is fully shown. The pamphlet in-

cludes directions for the use of this lubricant for triple valves.

brake valves, brake cylinders, pistons and air pumps. Abundant

testimony is furnished by the records of discussions before the

railroad associations and by articles in the railroad papers of the

necessity for improving the lubrication of the moving parts of the

air brake. This pamphlet should be brought to the attention of

all who are responsible for the operation and maintenance of air

brake practice on all railroads.

I i:\ii 1 1: Tbi i Efl The Baldwin I

.'.orici in ii i 'if Recent O So. 150,

tor .-ind trailer trucks for electric railway
i rni V. being

• Informal ion 'I !.•• pamphli <

ins of tbs Baldwin poblli

NOTES.
An announcement of the sudden death of Mr. Frederick Schurch-

man, vice-president and general manager of the Homestead
Manufacturing Company, has been received. Hi- death occurred

July 25th at Homestead. Pa.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Company.—Mr. Charles Par-

sons, of Chicago, has become associated with this company. Mr.

R. S. Cooper, formerly with the Rand Drill Company, has been

appointed manager of the New York office at lTo Broadway.

Pratt & WHITNEY.—This company has made arrangements

with the C. T. Patterson Co., Ltd., of New Orleans. La., to rep-

resent their small tool department in the Southwest territory.

The Patterson Co. have a very complete line of small tools, and are

in a position to fill orders from their New Orleans establishment.

s. P. Bowser & Company Mr. William T. Simpson, formerly

with the Detroit Lubricating Company and more recently with the

American Locomotive Equipment Company, bas accepted

tion with S. P. Bowser & Company, of Port Wayne, Ind.. manu-

facturers of the Bowser oil storage systems and oil

IIM'lltS.

\ i- Sum- \ . ii Ii:i. ii..\ Ml i m Company. Mr. Henry W.
Tooth.- bas resigned his position as manager of the railway de-

partment of the Magnolia Metal Company, and bas accepted a

position as manager of the Babbitt Department of the A. 0. Stiles

Lnti-Friction M lompany, of New II. urn. with headquarters

in New York i

Chicago Pneumatic Tom Company. The semi-annual

in. ni of the financial condition of this company .-hows total profits

for the half year of $413,941.54. The amount available foi

Ii (273,736.52, and the ba
v

'
•'

160.86. The surplus carried [i
•-17. showing

ii very successful Icif y .

'hi, Sterlinc i.miui Wheel Company. This compai

re in Chicago, III., fr '.•". S. Canal Bti t to 30 and

:;•_' s. Canal street, the building al the former location having been

badlj d ire in July, L905 I

tore win be glad to receive trade paper ind i

all kinds of machinery pertaining i" their Una
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New Jersey Tube Company.—This company, of Newark, N. J.,

announces that the Maine Central has specified their spirally cor-

rugated boiler tubes on all the new engines recently ordered.

Croc keb-Wheeler Company.—The Proctor & Gamble Company
have ordered a 200-k.w., three phase, GO cycle engine type alter-

nating current generator for their Ivorydale, Ohio, lighting and
power plant. This is a duplicate of the first alternator ever built

by the Crocker-Wheeler Company, which was installed at the

Proctor & Gamble Company plant at Atlanta ten months ago.

Krips-Mason Machine Company.—This company of 1630
.North Hutchinson street, Philadelphia, Pa., exhibits a cutting and
punching machine at the Lewis and Clarke Centennial Exposition
:ct Portland, Ore. These are the only Eastern manufacturers of
punching and cutting machinery exhibiting. They also distributed
samples of washers of metal and fibroid cut by their machines.

Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Company.—The Midland Steel Com-
pany, Pittsburg, Pa., who are to erect a large blast furnace plant
at Midland, Pa., have placed contract with Wm. B. Scaife &
Sons Company, Pittsburg, Pa., for six steel frame buildings

;

also crane-runways and other steel work. A very large tonnage
of structural shapes and plates will be required in this connection.

The D. T. Williams Valve Company.—This company has
just arranged for the exclusive manufacture and sale of the Cook-
son steam trap and separator, formerly manufactured by the

Cookson Steam Specialty Company. This steam trap is very well

known throughout the country. It is extremely simple and acces-

sible. A twelve-page pamphlet will be sent upon request to the

1). T. Williams Valve Company, 904 Broadway. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Locomotive Appliance Company.—At the annual meeting held

in Chicago, August 10th, the following directors were elected for

the ensuing year: Messrs. J. II. McConnell, Pittsburgh, Pa.;

E. P.. Lathrop, Frank W. Furry. Ira C. Hubbell. J. B. Allfree,

Willis C. Squire, J. J. McCarthy, of Chicago; \V. .1. McBride,
Clarence II. Howard, B F. Hobart and c. A. Thomps of Si.

Louis, Mo. Mr. McConnell was elected to lake the place of Dr.

(;. W. Gale, Jr., resigned.

(Jeokck II. Ciiison, & Company.—Mr. II. P. Gillette, formerly

associate editor of Engineering News, and Mr. G -go H. Gibson,

formerly manager of publicity for the International Steam Pump
Company, have formed a partnership as "advertising engi irs,"

under the name of George II. Gibson & Company, with offices in

the Park Bow building, New York. They are organized to under
take a firm's advertising in the same manner as would a depart-

ment in the firm's own offices. Both of these gentlemen are pic

pared to render valuable service because of their training and

experience.

American Blower Company.—Mr. J. B. McColl, a man of
high standing in his profession, who was until the close of the
last college term associate professor of steam engineering at Pur-
due University, has decided to take* up commercial lines and has
accepted a responsible position in the engineering department
of the American Blower Company at Detroit, Mich. The National
Tube Company has placed .i large and important order, for im-

mediate execution, with the American Blower Company. The
contract embraces complete beating equipment for their five new
litttt weld mills at Lorain, Ohio.

The Morse "'main Company. This company, located al 'I'm

mansburg, \. V., are now building al Ithaca, X. V., a plant of

about five times the present capacity. The c pany was incor-

porated in 1898. no change having I n made either in the name
or personnel since .starting, Mr. F. L. Morse being the treasurer
and general manager. The planl was originally started for the

manufacture of bicycle chains, but in 1901 they brought out the

present high-speed, silent running chain, and since that time have
had a rapidly growing business. In the' line of power transmission

the Morse Company have in service chains transmitting over
75,000 h.p., and are furnishing drives up to 500 h.p. for a single
i ransmission.

Skap.i iii.n.iii Publishing Company.—Mr. W. M. Probasco
announces thai he has become associated with Mr. F. G. Handy
and -Mr. W. <;. Jordan in the publication of the "Searchlight."
This company has four departments comprising one for the pub-
lishing and advertising interests of important mechanical manu-
facturers, engineering firms and railroads; one for the publication
of the "Searchlight," keeping up-to-date the "Searchlight In-
formation Library" and the publication of books. The "Search-
light" is a condensed, classified and up-to-date history of the
20th century, issued weekly, covering sixty separate departments.
It is intended that nothing of real importance shall escape its

editors. The four branches of the business of this companj con-
stitute a very large undertaking, with which I he gentlemen con
cerned are fully callable of coping.

Melting Snow from Locomotives. No! long since, fen exist-

ing stalls in the roundhouse of the N. Y., O. & W. R.B. Co., at

Middletown, is'. Y.. were equipped by the B. F. Sturtevant Com-
pany, of Boston, Mass.. with a system of heating and ventilation

particularly designed to rapidly remove the snow and ice from
the running gear of the locomotives during the winter season.

This house has recently been doubled in size, making twenty
stalls in all, with % of a million cu. ft. of space. It is stated

that during the past winter when the thermometer was from
5 to 20 deg. below zero, engines could be thawed out in from
one to two hours, although completely covered with snow. In

the old roundhouse which this superseded, and in which the pits

were equipped with steam pipes, it required from five to six

hours to accomplish the same result.

Vertical Variable Speed Motors.—These motors enable the

machine designer to do away with the necessity of turned belt,

beveled gears, etc. The equipment makes the driven machine far

more compact in arrangement, and. of course, secures far greater

economy of operation than is possible by ordinary means of power
transmission. The Northern Electrical Manufacturing Company.
Madison, Wis., has paid special attention to the development of

vertical motors, and in the design eliminates all of the troubles

ilue to lubrication of a vertical armature shaft. These motors

:ire extensively employed in all fields of work. When 1 required

the Northern single voltage system is applied to the vertical

tors, thus making it possible to operate the driven machine

ill the s| d best suited to tile requirements of the work. Simple

controlling devices are used with this system, and the motors

operate from any ordinary two wire single voltage direct current

circuit.

The Buffalo Forge Company, The Erie Railroad has award-

ed to the Buffalo Forge Company the following contracts: Heat-

ing and ventilating outfit for the 12 stall ronnilhon.se at Buffalo.

requiring a 220 in. fun belted to a 75 h.p. motor, and a beater

containing 15 four-row sections, each section being ft. by 8 ft.

-1 ins. A heating and ventilating outfit for the 43-stall roundhouse

at Hornellsville, N. V.. requiring a 210-in. fan, belted to a 60-h.p.

motor. Mini a heater containing 2u two row sections, each section

being 7 ti- bj '- 1 Et. 1 ins. Another outfit for the 21-Stall roundhouse

at Gallon, Ohio, requiring a CiO-in. fun driven by an 8 by 10 in.

Buffalo engine, and :i heater containing lo four row sections, each

section being 5 ft. h.\ 6 t'L. lo ins. And. fourth, a heating and

ventilating outfit for the -1 stall r dhouse at Huntington, Ind..

requiring a L50-in. fan driven by an 8 by 10-in. Buffalo engine,

the heater containing 12 four-row sections, each section being
."".

ft. by <> ft. 10 ins. The pipe alone used in these heaters, if

laid continuously, would cover a distance of al si O'j miles.

Dependable Hydbaulii Jacks. Dnless a hydraulic jack is

absolutely reliable, the engineer, mechanic, railroad man or who-

ever is using it. is better without it. Just al the critical mo-

ment, when everything depends on a jack "standing up." a
i rlj

made device is liable lo give away. The consequences are best

left lo the imagination, they are not pleasant, even to imagine.

In the Watson stiliiiiiin hydraulic jacks, every such element of

uncertainly is eliminated, hence tin 1 confidence reposed in them by

those who have to trusl life and limb to tin' dependability of a

hydraulic jack. The cylinders and rams, lot which, in some

makes, so-called seamless tubing is thought - I enough, are in

the Watson-Stillman jacks forged from solid .steel billets, forged

and bored like the cylinder of a high class steam engine. Valves,

glands, pistons, etc., are made and finished with equal cure,

packings and other parts subject to wear :ir> easily accessible

and replaceable, the result being a hydraulic jack so thoroughly

dependable and constantly readj for service, that it holds first

place among this eia.ss of tools. The manufacturers, Watson-

Stillman Company, U\ Dej street, New York, have a list of about

;;ihi si>les ,,f hydraulic jacks, which Ihey will semi on request,
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COMMON STANDARD LOCOMOTIVES.

in the May number of this journal, page 154, which indicates

that there are but two sizes of boiler barrels, all of which are 70

ins. in diameter outside of the first ring, except the boilers of

the consolidation locomotives, which are 80 ins. in diameter.

The three designs of the road engines have the same size

firebox, viz., 10S ins. long by 66 ins. wide. All have the same

grates and the same grate casting was applied in all with

somewhat different shaking rigging for the different types.

An important item in this boiler construction is a water space

of 5 ins. all around the fireboxes of the road engines. The
water spaces for the switcher firebox are 4 ins. in front and

Zy2 ins. at the sides and back.

The fireboxes of the Atlantic and Pacific types are exactly

alike, the chief differences between these boilers being in

the length. All of the mud rings are of cast steel, 5 by 4 ins.

in section and reinforced at the corners. They are all double

Habriman Lines.

VI.

(For previous articles see pages 154, 200, 250, 288 and 322.)

The general dimensions of the boilers were given in the table CROSS-SECTIONS TIIROUGII FIREBOX.

oiiSIIuk. allop forall cromi bal

BOIUB—4-4-2 (ATLANTIC) TYPI KAKNUAN i.inkh.
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BOILEB—4-6-2 (tacific) type—hakbiman lines.

BOILEB—2-8-0 (CONSOLIDATION) TYPE HABBIMAN LINES.

BOILEB—SWITCHING LOCOMOTIVES—HABBIMAN LINES.

riveted. In all of the boilers the crown sheets are supported
by T iron crown bars attached by slings to T iron roof bars
which are continuous through the crown; that is to say, there
is no break in the center. All the crown sheets are flat and
all the boilers are straight top, except as the fireboxes slope

towards the rear. The sheets are telescopic in all the designs.

The circumferential seams are double riveted. The diamond
welt horizontal seams are known as the Vauclaln diamond

boiler seam, which has an efficiency of 9G per cent. The dome
ring is welded at the top and has no outside welt. The very
long seams are welded for a length of 11 ins. at each end. The
tube spacing provides %-in. bridges, the tubes being arranged
in vertical rows. The Pacific type has 2%-in. flues because of

their length, 20 ft., while the others are of 2 ins. in diameter.

All of the boilers are fitted with 8-in. dry pipes with the

Rushton open top throttle. The side stays are % in. in
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C«0«S-»»CTION« THROU9H FIREBOX—PACIFIC TYPE. CROSS-SECTIONS THROUGH FIREBOX—SWITCH ENGINES.

CSOSS-STCTIOlli illROiam KiKFIvix COHSOLIDATII

diameter with. 3-16-iu. holes drilled 1%. ins. deep in the out-

side ends only.

All the 70-in. boilers have 13-16-in. shell plates, and all the

fireboxes have the same sheets. These boilers are all fitted

with the Bates fire door, which is standard on the Southern

Pacific Railway. All of the back heads are flanged to an

angle of 15 degs. from the vertical, including the switcher.

The switcher boiler is the only one with a narrow firebox.

Its length is 108 ins. and its width 40% ins. Tnis boiler has

the same method of crown support, the same fire door and

bridging of tubes as the other boilers. Except the switcher,

which carries 180 lbs. steam pressure, all the boilers are

built for 200 lbs. with a scam fact or of five.

This set of standard boilers has been designed with un-

usual care in order to reduce to a minimum the amount of

work in the boiler shop.

For information, drawings and permission to publish this

description we are Indebted to Mr. W. V. S. Thome, director

of purchases of the Harriman Lines and to the Baldwin

I,,,, otive Works. To the Baldwin Locomotive Works we

am also Indebted for the following description of the Vauclaln

diamond boiler Beam which has been used by them for several

years:

Diamond Boiub Sham. The accompanying engraving

III,, hales Ibis seam as applied to the first, second, third and

,,,,,,!, rings, these loints having been designed for a working

of 220 lbs.

A well designed multiple riveted boiler joint would usually

tearing the plate along the outside row of rivets.

It Is, therefore; evident thai the moi I efficient joint is the one

ti, : ,i i,., . „ minimum amounl of metal removed from this

lection, and at the si time has a sufficient number of rivets

i„ ii,, ,.,.,. ii to preveni their shearing, This is the principle

diamond seam, and because of its hign efficiency it

,ii,,. |

, ,,,, iderable decrease in weight without greatly In-

creasing the cost.
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Strength of plate = (46 ins. — 2% ins.) x 36,093 =
Single sheet 1 rivet .994 x 40,000 =

Third line of rivets:

3 holes 1% ins. dia. = 3% ins. net area of metal

removed. Reinforced by 3 rivets in 1st and 2d row

in single shear. Strength of plate = (46 ins. —
3% ins.) x 36,093 =

3 rivets 1% ins. dia. single shear = 3 x .994 x

40,000 =

1,657,743

DIAMOND BOILER BEAM.

The calculations for the efficiency of this joint are the

same as for any other multiple joint; like them it can fail by

shearing the rivets, tearing the plates, crushing the rivets or

plate or riveted joints; the bearing pressure per square inch

is so small that the last method need not be considered.

To determine the efficiency it is necessary to calculate the

strength of each line of riveting separately and compare it

with the strength of the solid plate.

Considering the joint for the first ring we have:

46 ins. wide (rivet to rivet).

21-32 in. thickness of plate and welts.

1% ins. diameter of rivets.

55,000 lbs., tensile strength of steel.

36,093 lbs., tensile strength of strip of plate 1 in. wide.

Through the first line of riveting the plate is weakened by

the cross section of one rivet hole.

Therefore the net strength of this section is:

(46 ins. — 1% ins.) x 36,093 = 1,623,272 lbs.

Strength of solid plate:

(46 ins. x 36,093) = 1,660,278 lbs.

I.fi23,272

Efficiency, = = 97.7%

1,660.278 lbs.

The second line of riveting is weakened by the

removal of metal for two rivets, but in order to I

fall here the rivet In the first line must shear.
-

:

Therefore net strength of this section is: '$\

1,660,278

Fourth line of rivets:

4 holes, 1% ins. dia. = 4% ins. net area of metal

removed. Strength of net area of plate = (46 —
4%) x 36,093 =

6 rivets 1% ins. dia. in single shear 6 x .994 x

40,000 =

Total

Efficiency slight excess over solid plate.

Fifth line of rivets:

5 holes 1% ins. dia. = 9 ins. net area of metal

removed. Strength of net area of plate = (46 —
9) x 36,093 =

10 rivets 1% ins. dia. in single shear = 10 x

.994 x 40,000 =

Total

Efficiency—slight excess over solid plate.

Sixth line of rivets:

The seam fails at this point by shearing the

rivets between the outside welt and plate and by

tearing the inside welt between the rivet holes.

15 holes lVs ins. dia. = 16% ins. net area of metal

removed. Strength of net area of plate = (46 —
16%) x 36,093 i

14% rivets, 1% ins. dia. in single shear :

1,579,068

39,760

1,618,828

97.4%

1,538,463

119,280

1,657,743

99.8%

1,497,860

238,560

1,726,420

1,263,255

397,600

1,660,S55

1,051,208

570,600

1.627.S0S

1,627,808

98%

Total

Efficiency,

1,660,278

Therefore, this particular design of seam has a minimum
efficiency of 97.4%.

Enormous Traffic in Cities.—In New York, with its pop-

ulation of 3,750,000, there are being carried now on the sur-

face, elevated and subway systems paying passengers, exclu-

sive of so-called transfers, 1,200.000,000 per annum, a number
very much greater than the number of passengers on all tin-

steam railroads of both the American continents from the

Atlantic to the Pacific, and from that most northern of all

railroads, the Wild Goose Railway, near Nome, Alaska, within

the Arctic Circle, to the most southern one in South America,

the State Trunk Line, of Chili. London, with its population

of over 6,000,000, but with inferior intraurban railway fa-

cilities, carries about the same number as New York; while

Paris, Berlin, Hamburg, Boston, Chicago and St. Louis are

fast following in the leaders' tracks. Such figures need no

further comment or explanation to indicate the dimensions

of the problems of' transit in great cities, and the difficulty of

properly meeting the continual demand for increase in facili-

ties as cities grow.

—

W. B. Parsons, before Purdue students.
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IMPRESSIONS OF FOREIGN RAILROAD PRACTICE.

Editorial Correspondence.

Naples.

Alter a visit to England, France, Germany and Switzerland,

and making as careful a study of railroad conditions as time

permitted, we find ourselves in Naples, ready for the return

voyage, after a most delightful tour. As no one in Italy ap-

pears to work, the time spent here was devoted entirely to

enjoyment of the wonderful attractions with which this most
interesting country abounds.

I cannot avoid a few general observations, the first of

which is to point out the value of knowing by personal con-

tact the conditions under which transportation has been con-

ducted for many years abroad. One may visit Europe with a

preconceived opinion that nothing is to be learned which will

be of any value for application at home. However, by look-

ing under the surface of English and Continental railroad

practice a great deal is to be learned, and the impression soon

grows into a conviction that American methods can be ma-

terially improved by engrafting some principles from Europe.

Of these principles, the one which I most earnestly desire

to see adopted at home is the attitude of all, not only the

railway officials, but the public, towards the locomotive and

the men who are responsible for it, and for its use. Until we
learn at home that the locomotive earns every dollar brought

into the treasury, and until we learn that the men responsible

for the locomotive and its work are really entitled to the

high standing given to motive power officials abroad, and until

we make the life of a motive power officer worth living, we
have more to learn from England and the Continent than

England and the Continent have to learn from us. If Ameri-

can railroad presidents should go where I went and meet the

men I met they would return prepared to perform the best

service for their stockholders that they hav? ever performed.

This would not be by copying anything they saw abroad, but

by acquiring appreciation of the possibilities to be had from
putting the American locomotive and American motive power
men upon their rightful and needful basis. This will be done

some day, not for sentimental, but for purely business reasons.

Little remains unsaid as to the value of a tour out of one's

own country. The mere getting on board of a magnificent

steamer, the observation of the working of the ship, watching

the continuous operation of the machinery for ten days with-

out an "engine failure," the very certainty of navigation and

its mathematical accuracy convey impressions of the worthi-

ness of men. We purposely chose a slow steamer. On ap-

proaching the English coast at four o'clock In the afternoon

the first officer promised that we should see the Scilly Island

lieht on the port bow at 7:30 o'clock that evening. After nine

days of by no means good weather the light appeared at 7:45,

and it was on the port bow. This tells a story of years of de-

velopment of ships, of machinery and of men.
It does no harm for one living in a new country to see that

which is really old, and here In Italy we see it. It gives at

first a strange impression to gaze on the bronze doors of the

Baptistry in Florence, knowing that these doors were hanging
there just as they arc now when Columbus made his voyage.

The conscientious thoroughness of the past centuries is also

worth a thought. A snapshot picture of the Roman Forum,
taken from an electric street car brings a r'-flectlon as to how
our work will look when uncovered perhaps a couple of thou-

sand yean hence This thought Is most Impressive In Pom-
l>eii, where all life was suddenly arrested In the midst of Its

activity, and Is now revealed In all Its detail.

I wonder if Raphael could possibly ha/re dreamed Mint the

Madonna, painted for an altar-piece for an obscure
chapei, would become :iu object of pilgrimage t wonder If he

«v<T dreamed thai that work of i,i bands and bear) would
:i bush in a room In Dresden, and thai people From an

overed country would derive an Inspiration from it,

which would perhaps affect In Home degree their whole lives.

Raphael died a) the age Ot 'hlrty two. What. Inspired Mm
and what enabled him to work ho well?

A snapshot of the Cloaca Maxima where it empties Into the

Tiber shows an arch of stone, which for over 2,000 years has

performed the duty of draining Rome, and performs that

duty to-day. It tells a story of something thoroughly done

for the benefit of future generations, which leaves an indelible

impression upon one's mind. It is good to have seen these

things, and their moral need not be pointed here,

I must now bring these letters to a close after the best and
most inspiring trip that two people ever took. I can never

express the grateful appreciation of the token so generously

extended by the friends who made it possible.

G. M. Basford.

RAILROAD EQUIPMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.

On June 30, 1904, according to the Interstate Commerti
Commission, there were in the service of the railways 46,743

locomotives, the increase being 2,872. As classified, these

locomotives were: Passenger, 11,252; freight, 27,029; switch-

ing, 7,610. There were also S52 not assigned to any class.

The total number of cars of all classes was 1,798,561, this

total having increased 45,172 during the year. The assign-

ment of this rolling stock was, to the passenger service, 39,752

cars; to the freight service, 1,692,194 cars; the remaining

66,615 cars being those employed directly by the railways in

their own service. Cars used by the railways that were owned
by private companies and firms are not included in this state-

ment. The average number of locomotives per 1,000 miles of

line was 220, showing an increase of 6. The average number
of cars per 1,000 miles of line was 8,474, showing a decrease

of 66 as compared with the previous year. The number of

passenger-miles per passenger locomotive was 1,948,384, show-

ing a decrease of 30,402 miles. The number of ton-miles per

freight locomotive was 6,456,S46, showing a decrease of 351,096

miles as compared with June 30, 1903.

The aggregate number of locomotives and cars in the ser-

vice of the railways was 1,S45,304. Of this number 1,554,772

were fitted with train brakes, indicating an increase during

the year of 92,513, and 1,823,030 were fitted with automatic

couplers, indicating an increase of 52,472. Practically all

locomotives and cars in passenger service had train brakes,

and of the 11.252 locomotives in that service 11,113 were fitted

with automatic couplers. Only 602 cars in passenger service

were without automatic couplers. With respect to freight

equipment, it appears that most of the freight locomotives had
train brakes and automatic couplers. Of 1,692,194 cars in

freight service on June 30, 1904, 1,434,386 had train brakes, and
1,674,427 automatic couplers. In this report there have been

continued several summaries, first presented in the report for

1902, to show the general type and efficiency ot locomotives

and the capacity of freight cars.

In these summaries locomotives are classified under the

heads of single-expansion locomotives, four-cylinder com-
pound locomotives, and two-cylinder compound or cross-com-

pound locomotives. Each of these classes of locomotives is

further classified according to the number of drivers and the

number of pilot wheels and trailers.

Anvn E m Hum i^ii h. Exercise your "gray matter" a little

before doing things rather than "the boss's" patience after-

ward.

A rule is sometimes best observed In the breaking rather

than the keeping. Heed the spirit as well as the letter of all

Inst rui lions.

The men win. make the pieces are not draftsmen and should
nor be supposed t' 1 know more about a piece than Is given on
riic drawing.

A drawing Is plainer in the man who makes l( than to the

mechanic who arted on the work.

• i what >oti would wanl to know if you were t»i

tlr<- piece correctly under tin- workman's cln u

Strive fur clearne i, completeness, simplicity and neatness.

—

'.'' Il'iirilslry—Ma' /<
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STEEL CAR EQUIPMENT.

Pennsylvania Railroad.

(For Previous Article Hee Page 14S.)

The two classes of steel coke cars, designated as Classes

Gp and Gpa employ structural steel frames and provide

very large cubical capacity in an arrangement discharging the

load through eight doors at the sides of the car. The two

designs are similar in principle, the essential differences being

in the 12-ft. sides of the Gp class, which has no coke racks,

and the 10-ft. sides of the Gpa, which has coke racks.

k 5$H5

The table of dimensions indicates their very large cubical

capacity, the leading dimensions and the weights. The back

bones of these cars are of 10-in. 25-lb. channels for center sills,

which are reinforced between the 'bolsters by 3% x 3% x % in.

angles and by coverplates which extend on both sides of the

bolsters from the hoppers to points near the ends of the car.

These plates are % in. thick. There are no continuous side

sills. Short side sills extend from the end sills to the hoppers.

These are 8-in. 11. 25-lb. channels, and they are built into the

bolsters, which are very deep and are made in the form of

single-plate diaphragms. In the sides of the car 6 x 4 x % in.

angles act in a measure as side sills and form an angle for

the hoppers as indicated in the sectional views. The side-

-;%*,<

M'M 1" 'lox-01-S-JI-

;»,« lUH j»'loj, oj. of

O W

3 o
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plating of these cars is of 3-16-in. material and the floor of

'

4 -in. The body bolsters extend backward and support the

sloping floor by an attachment between a pair of 5 x 3% x

% in. angles. The floor of the car is given the form of a

hood from the center sills and discharges the load towards

the sides through S doors, which are 5 ft. long. The end sill

construction and the corner bracing are the same in both of

these designs, the end sill being a 10-in. 15-lb. channel with a

H-in. plate on top to which the end posts and the corner

bracings are riveted.

The door operating mechanism is actuated from one end

of the car. An inclined capstan shaft operates joints leading

to two longitudinal rods extending under the hood of the

hopper at the center of the car. These rods operate 5 hori-

zontal chain wheels, each of which carries 2 crank pins to

which the door rods are attached. When in a closed posi-

tion these crank pins are oil dead centers and lock the doors.

When the capstan is turned in an opposite direction the

doors are opened positively. Both classes of cars are equipped

with Westinghouse friction draft gear.

Coke Cars, Pennsylvania Railroad.

Class G. P.

Length inside 40 ft, 2% ins.

Length over end sills 42
Height of side from rail 12 ft
Width outside 10 ft.

Width inside 9 ft. 4% ii

Truck centers 32 ft.

Cubical capacity, level 3,123.5
Cubical capacity, heaped 3.406.5
Nominal capacity 60 tons
Light weight 52,500 lbs.

Class G. P. A.

40 ft 2% ins.

42 ft. ins.

12 ft. 5 ins.

10 ft.

9 ft. 4% ins.

32 ft.

3,187.3
3,441.1
50 tons
50,000 lbs.

INJECTOR STRAINERS AND SUC-
TION PIPES.

There can be little doubt but that the

present suction pipe connection between

the engine and the tender is a very ineffi-

cient makeshift. The life of the suction

hose is short, and unless carefully at-

tached is apt to buckle or collapse on short

curves; the internal coil of exposed wire

or a loose lining interferes with the free

flow of water, and it is evident that this

device could be easily improved. It is

suggested that the foreign method of tele-

scopic pipes is far better, if such arrange-

ment could be made, with a simple form

of joint and without leaks at the stuffing

box. Similar devices are used on English

roads and also upon some of the Conti-

nental systems.

It is generally acknowledged that the

strainer is one of the chief sources of

delay and trouble in the care and handling

of injectors. Modern practice tends to-

ward the use of a large pot strainer

within or below the tender tank, with suit-

able means for quick removal and clean-

ing of the strainer plate. An objection to

this system lies in the fact that neither

the strainer nor the tank is frequently

r leaned, and it is difficult lo render such

a device easily accessible; a simple and

practical supplemental arrangement is lo

place a straining plate in a special bodj

.or casting .it the lower end of the suction

pipe and between it and i he hose. A suit-

able opening with locking device is pro-

vided for the withdrawal of the straining

plate, which should be made of heavy

pum bed sheet copper full of small holes.

attempt has in en made to clean strainers

of this kind bj admitting a jet of steam

hi i he upper end, btil this has not proven

a 1 , imerclal success, and has certain dis-

advantage! In all strainers, however, the

diameter of the holes in the straining

plate should lie small, and the total area

em r isl; d i hat of the suet lou

pipe, to allow for the stoppage of a larg •

nun it" i el the hole:, before the necessity

i
toll for removal ami Cll aning Tun el

,,m rii. ineei i' Association.

Tests made at Melbourne ha i e demon

i rati 'i the eno it i en [1 h of the Vic

I,,, .hi eucalyptus, A pince i f the wot d

i
,n thick withstood a gtral i of 27,050

lbs.
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DROP IKK)B OrEBATING MECHANISM, CLASS GP AND GPA COKE CARS—PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

THE ORGANIZATION OF RAILWAY SHOP FORCES.*

Much has been written lately on the subject of shop tools;

the very interesting discussion brought out by Mr. Barnum's

paper in March (American Engineer, April, 1905, page 133)

showing to what extent it was appreciated. In that paper the

writer said if he had to choose between old shops and new

tools, or old tools and a modern shop, he would prefer the

former, in which conclusion I agreed with him; we can carry

these suppositions still further and ask ourselves whether it is

better to have new tools and shops with a poor organization

of shop forces or to have a good organization and comparatively

old tools and shops. I would prefer the latter, and undertake

to do more work in a given time than in a modern shop with a

full complement of new tools and a poor organization.

In getting together a force of men sufficient to man a shop

capable of turning out, say twenty to fifty locomotives a

month (it really doesn't matter how many engines the shop

turns out, the building up of an efficient force is very necessary

in all cases), the first consideration Is to pick a man for the

head, whether as general foreman, master mechanic or shop

superintendent, who can be implicitly relied on to carry out

the plans you formulate for him, and to have such ideas of his

own that he will immediately see where delay or friction

occurs and apply a remedy. As head of the shop he must have

a firm disposition, be prepared to meet emergencies, have the

good will of the foremen and men under him and be tactful so

as to be able to straighten out the many little difficulties that

are continually arising; it is far better if he has no relatives

or friends working for him, as it will save lots of trouble from

fancied discrimination, etc. He must be an organizer in the

true sense of the word, and every move he makes must be in

the direction of increasing his output and decreasing the cost.

He should not allow work to be done carelessly or improperly;

it takes a long time to build up a reputation for thoroughness,

which can be shattered in a few weeks if work is slighted. I

am not a believer in frills and unnecessary ornamentation, but

do think that it is poor economy to half do a job when most

of the expense Is incurred in getting to It, and not actually

doing It, besides which it engenders loose habits among the

foreman and men.

When an engine comes into the shop for repairs, it should

be the duty of one or more men to inspect it, and immediately

•A pnper by Mr. H. T. Bentley. asst. S. M.
read before the Western Railway Club.

C. ft N. W. Ry.,

order all of the new material required and, see that it is placed

at the machines or benches ready to be worked on when its

time comes—don't wait two or three days after the engine

arrives, and then find you want something that isn't in stock

but ought to be; it will probably mean a delay to the engine

going out, which might have been prevented if an earlier

inspection had been made. In dissembling engines, each part

should be plainly marked, so that when wanted again there

will be no difficulty in finding it; the storage of parts that need

no repairs is a matter worthy of attention; much material is

lost through neglect in storing it away where it cannot readily

be found when wanted. To get engines or work out of a

shop there should be a classification of repairs and each piece

of work done, or each engine passing through the shops should

have a schedule of time, so that all concerned know when it

will be necessary for the various parts to be ready. Don't

do things haphazard. Set a time limit and work to it. making
smh improvements in tools, ways and means of doing work,

etc., so that all lost motion is taken up, and the results you

are after obtained.

The head of the shop should have good men under him as

foremen, all of them knowing their business thoroughly, and at

the same time being able to handle men with consideration,

firmness and fair dealing; these combinations are frequently

hard to get, but, with a large force of men to pick from, the

right kind of men can be found who, by a little training, will

meet the above requirements and soon get into his way of

doing business. A good plan to adopt with your foremen is to

hold weekly meetings for say an hour and review the work
that has been done and that which is ahead of them. Let

them tell you how conditions can be improved, what is delaying

their work, etc. This getting together is very helpful to the

superintendent of shops, as he quickly gets in touch with

details, and at such times he can say what results he is after

and offer encouragement to get them. The shop superintendent

who is wise will lend an ear to suggestions made by his fore-

man or men when they can show a way by which better results

can be obtained; once make light or ridicule a suggestion from

any one, however humble in position, and another will not be

offered. The mechanic who tells you that a certain casting

has more metal on it than is necessary is helping you to get

results, and the least you can do is to listen and try to remedy

the trouble by asking to have the pattern changed.

The organization of shop forces does not end with the getting
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together of good foremen and men; it is also necessary to have

such a systematic arrangement of accounts and reports that

you will not only see that the men are getting the work out

promptly, but can tell at a glance how much is being done and

what it is costing; without this knowledge you are not able to

perfect the organization to its fullest extent; it also enables

you to say, when asking for new tools, what can be saved in

time and money by their introduction, and to know whether

it will be cheaper and better to purchase supplies, taps,

reamers, etc., or make them in the shops.

The superintendent of motive power who visits his shop

frequently and knows all his foremen, can get better results

and have the men feel more kindly disposed towards him than

the one who does all his visiting by long distance telephone; a

word of encouragement and a suggestion will often bring out

latent ideas that otherwise might have lain dormant. It is

natural for most men to like their superiors in position to come

in personal contact with them and see what they are doing,

and whether advantageously or not, hence, the advisability of

the superintendent of motive power or his assistant making

frequent visits to the most important shops and keeping in

close touch with the shop superintendents and foremen.

A shop organization is not complete without some means of

handling a fire, should one occur. A volunteer fire company,

formed of the men who have been in the service some time and

are likely to stay there, should be formed and a man put at

the head who can handle them properly; they should practice

at least once in two weeks, familiarizing themselves with fire

hydrants, hose, etc. A little encouragement from the officials

in charge will keep up enthusiasm, and at a critical time your

volunteer company may be in a position to save you thousands

of dollars and keep the shops from burning down and throwing

themselves and co-workers out of employment. A watchman
system, which will necessitate the patrolling of the shops at

stated intervals, will often be the means of catching an incipi-

ent fire and enable it to be put out before getting beyond con-

trol. The checking-up of watchmen, to know that they are

making their rounds at stated intervals, is necessary; it isn't

enough to know they are on the payroll, you must know,

through the medium of some check clock system (there are

many good ones on the market I, that they have faithfully dis-

charged their duties.

The organization of forces includes, among other things, the

prompt movement of work and tools to the men. What does it

profit a superintendent of shops if he has a first-class machine

and an up-to-date man handling it if he has to tie it up several

times a day while he goes to get a tool dressed or sharpened,

or the supply of material is not on hand when wanted. A
sufficient number of tools, properly sharpened and dressed,

should be available at all times, within easy reach of the

mechanic, or. better still, have a boy who can keep the men
supplied. A Bhop telephone system will aid in getting out work

and will enable the foremen to qulcklj obtain information

from each other, or from the shop superintendent and vice

versa, and save endless running about, which is a waste of

time and energy.

The placing of machine tools so that the minimum amount

of handling material takes place, will increase 'he output and

save a great deal of disorder and unnecessary work in moving

if back and forth; where possible, a piece of work should

'ravel from brass foundry, storehouse or blacksmith shop to

the various machines so thai i' never makes a retrograde move-

ment, and when completed should to direct to :

ts resting place,

which should not be around 'lie man or machine finishing It.

Always have plenty of unfinished work before your men, and

remove that which Is COmpleb pot Ible

I, n!, or avlng •!• [ood thing, but 'hey, ifke other

i :m he carrier] to
i Put an air or electric

here it -a in save delay in handling work, but don'l put

anything up thai will cause a man to wait until some one i I
i

has finish"! with It. when without It be would have bandied

the worl himself in a quarter of the time If no power hols)

had been available Pneumatic tools, hammers, drill

are indispensable in doing work quickly and should be used
wherever possible, but 50-ton hoists handling 50-pound loads

is a waste of power, and should not be allowed. Keep your
pneumatic tools in first-class shape and stop all air leaks—it

saves the compressor.

The mechanical engineer, while not directly coming under
the head of organization of shop forces, is, however, a potent

factor in getting results. A bad feeling exists among fore-

men when castings or forgings come to their machines
improperly designed or with more metal on than is necessary.

The frequent breakage of parts that could be readily corrected

is something that the mechanical engineer's office is often

responsible for, and a man in this position who quickly cor-

rects complaints that are made to him enables the shop
organization to be perfected in a way that few people realize.

The boilermaker foreman finds out that an engine is coming
into the shops for a new firebox: his organization would be

very weak if he waited until the engine was actually in the

shop before some action had been taken looking towards the

building of a new firebox, so that as soon as the old one had
been removed the new one would be ready for application;

the same with engines requiring new side or flue sheets, the

material should be on hand before it is needed, or much
precious time is lost and the whole machine is temporarily

disorganized.

The blacksmith shop generally is not a place that looks neat

and tidy; there are, however, some notable exceptions to the

rule, and orderliness pays there just as much as anywhere else.

The turning out of duplicate work by machine instead of by
hand makes a big reduction in cost, and the blacksmith fore-

man who can organize his work and men so that he is always
in the van instead of the rear is a valuable addition to the

shop organization.

The tank shop, tin shop, paint shop, brass and iron foundries,

etc., deserve a word. It is not necessary foi me to go into

details about these shops, but they all play their parts in

getting results; it is of no avail if the machine and erecting

shops have the engines finished on time if they have to lay

around two or three days waiting for the tender. All must
work harmoniously or the results obtained will be unsatis-

factory. The power plant is an Important factor in the smooth
running of a shop. Engines that are continually falling down
or are too small to carry the load, and boilers that do not

furnish enough steam, especially when the weather gets cold,

are a trial and tribulation to the man who is trying to get

there. Relay engines and boilers cost money, but often save
shutting up shop when it can least be spared.

Apprentices should he given opportunities to learn their

business thoroughly, as we depend upon them to make our
future mechanics; if they are looked upon and treated as

necessary evils we may expect indifference and indolence from
them; but if treated properly and shown how to do their work
efficiently and quickly they will, in most cases, turn out

desirable men to keep in the shops. In our home life we
endeavor to educate our children so they will grow up and be

a credit to us and to themselves: then why, in our business

life, should wo not do the sume with the young men who come
to us for mechanical training? Special apprentices, wlm
graduated from a technical college, are invaluable if made
of the rlghl kind of stuff, in a large establishment conditions

are often arising where some special Information has to be

obtained, which necessitates mechanical training, and a certain

amount of technical knowledge to properlj work up the data,

in tins field special apprentices can be used to advantage, and
later, when the) have completed their term of apprentice blp,

ir competent, they can be used in higher positions to advan-

tage

Thl
I In hiring men you will

find some who an Hi I rate mechanics In one line and not

much good i" anothei The good all-around mechanic, like

the old Tamil-, ph i li Ian I
'ii a] ring fi om oui mid il . and

brake man. machine band, the valve

thl m-in who I han. I;, at lining up guides, etc
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out what your man's strong forte is and use him at it, wher-

ever possible: in a large shop this can be done to advantage
with a corresponding increase in your output.

Always be on the outlook for promising timber in the shape

of young, energetic and progressive men, and encourage them,

so that when in want of a foreman or master mechanic you
will know where to find one. Many a good man has been lost

to the profession through lack of encouragement. Nothing
stimulates a man so much as to know that his work is ap-

preciated. Have we not all felt animated and enthused to do

better when we have received a word of approval and praise?

Some of us are prone to find fault, and we do that unspar-

ingly, but how often do we give credit where it is due? Most
of us, I am afraid, take it as a matter of course, and let it go

at that; try the other plan occasionally, and see what results

you will get. Don't have too many rules, bulletins and no-

tices; they take up the men's time reading and discussing

them. Only make such rules that you know can and should

be carried out, and then see that they are lived up to.

The motive power department organization can be demoral-

ized and nearly put out of business if it is not backed up by

the storekeeping and accounting departments. The prompt
furnishing of material in sufficient quantities to keep machines
going long enough to perform the work economically is a
matter that must have attention, otherwise the cost will im-

mediately go up. The setting up of some machines often

takes longer than to do the work, if furnished in small

punctuality, orderliness, system, harmony, prompt movement
of material to and from the various departments, a good sys-

tem of handling tools, the use of templets ana jigs wherever

possible, absolutely fair treatment of foremen and men.

FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVE 4-6-0 TYPE.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway.

In the table of standard locomotives recommended by the

Rock Island Power Committee, which appeared in this jour-

nal in March, page S4, two 4—6— designs were presented, the

chief differences being in the size of the driving wheels. The
purpose of the two sizes of the driving wheels in the 4—6—
type is to provide locomotives which may be used in either

passenger or fast freight service without using too heavy

weights to be satisfactory over the entire system. The ac-

companying photograph illustrates one of thirty-eight locomo-

tives built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works to which Wal-

schaert valve gear has been applied. The extent of the use of

the Walschaert gear in this case indicates the confidence which

these builders have in it for the purpose of meeting present

conditions of locomotive service. This design has balanced

slide valves. It has a tractive power of 34,000 lbs., and the

accompanying table presents the leading dimensions and ra-

tios. In the August number of this journal, page 282, the

Pacific type was described, and in the September number, page
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Journals, main 10 x 12 ins.

Journals, others 9 x 12 ins.

BNGXNE TRUCK WHBBL6-
Front, diameter 30 c. ins.
Journals 6 x 12 ins.

WHKEL BASE.
Driving 15 ft.

Rigid 15 ft.

Total engine 20 ft. >; ins,

Total engine and lender 56 ft. 5 % ins-

WRIGHT.
On driving wheels 131.200 lbs.

On (ruck, front 42.52" lbs.

Total engine 173.720 lbs.

Total engine and tender estimated 304,000 lbs.

TENDER
Wheels. No 8
Wheels, diameter 33 % ins.

Journals 5>A x 1" ins

Tank capacity 7.000 gals, water.

Tank capacity 12 tons coal.
Fr. ight

BLACKSMITH SHOP.

Canadian Pacific Railway.

A M.I S SHOPS, MONTREAL.

This part of the plant of the Angus shops serves both the

locomotive and car department, and for this reason is arranged

in the shape of the letter L, and is placed under two sepa-

rate foremen. The building is 434 by 300 feet; one of the

wings is 146 feet and the other 130 feet wide. The location

of the blacksmith's shop was shown in the general layout

plan illustrated in December. 1904, page 451. The wing ex-

INTEEIOB VIEW OF BLACKSMITH SHOP—ANGUS SHOPS, QANADIAN P AC1FIC RAILWAY.

Til Rill

Doing Impossibilities, a graduate of one of the leading

technical schools sunn) time ago obtained employment in our

works. A month or two after his entrance he brought to me

a paper, which I had prepared for the foundry work of the

lav, and said: "This must be a mistake; It Is an evident

absurdity, for the thing proposed to be done is an Impossi-

bility; wo were taught thai 'his cannot be done; it Is 0]

U) all the principles Of metallurgy. One of my classmates had

i on this very subject last year." 1 said

quietly: "Mj dear boy, I do not question your word.

but we have tii-en doing ration on a

• !.-, for 'in years, and win no doubt continue to do so

live of what '.on were taught or even of (he gradu-

I
I d III UlCHO

works, and If has proved eminently successful. Bui I am not

surprised that you did not I no.v of It. for It has never been

bed and 1« carefull; a Mad.' secret." A. E.

OHtrrbrMrjt. before Whart'/n ttudentf.

lending along the "midway" is occupied by i he locomotive

department machinery, and the other wing, which is nearei

ihr car department buildings, is used for car work, n will

thus be seen that the delivers ol large quantities ol material

for the ear department ami the deliver] of heavier material

for the locomotive hep was carefully considered in ils toes

Hon.

The cro ectlon and Interior photograph, which was taken

during construction, Bhow the character of the building, the

tmount ot la and thi Interior arrangement, The roof

col Ilvlde Ehe building lido three bays of equal width,

and for ihe acci nodat Ion ol the largi furnaces a 15-ft, con

crete addition i built along Ihe locomotive wing, The build

Ing covei an area ot I 200 q. ft., and provldi a large amount

ice for the forging department, oil I- used In all ihe

furnact h appl belr piped from underground reset

bacl -diii.. jre] Iron foundry, The longer wing has on een

tral track from end to end, tho shorter wing has two trans-
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verse tracks and the long side of the shop has six tracks lead-

ing to the midway crane, all being standard gauge.
This is an exceedingly busy department—in fact, it resem-

bles a contract shop. The portion of the building for car work
is essentially a manufacturing department, bolts and small
forgings being transferred to the truck shop and other car
department buildings in cast iron boxes. The writer saw some
of these in the truck shop which were scarcely cool enough
to handle. A great deal of work is done on store orders, indi-

cating that a large amount of work is done for other points on
the road. In the entire shop 61 fires were in use during the
writer's visit.

This plant constitutes an interesting example of the use of
oil furnaces, which are found to very greatly accelerate and
cheapen the work. For example, parts for case hardening
go into the case hardening furnace at 7 a. m. and are out at

11 a. m., thus in four hours work is done which formerly
required ten hours. The oil furnaces save room, no coal is

required, the shop is not cluttered by either coal or ashes,
the furnaces are quickly fired up. and the heats arc both
quicker and more definitely controllable. The writer was told
that in the locomotive wing scrap is piled, hammered into
slabs and the forging finished for locomotive rods at a labor
cost of one cent per lb. The cost is even less in the case of
frames. The frame fires are at the south end, near the loco-
motive erecting shop, and the very heavy work is concen-
trated as near the locomotive shop as possible. At this end
of the building are two large furnaces for frames and general
heavy work and one for rods and other similar work. The
Ajax 5-in. forging machine forms a part of the locomotive
department equipment. It has an individual motor, and is

used for a large variety of heavy work. At the angle of the
building is the spring department.
The floor plan shows the location of the machinery, the

furnaces, lavatories, hammers and cranes. There are about
thirty pillar cranes in this building, the capacities being given
on the plan. The building is heated by the Sturtevant
system with overhead conduits. The power throughout is

electric, and the capacities of the motors are given in the list

of equipment, which also gives the names of the firms furnish-
ing the machines. The forge shop was planned with a view
of using forging machinery as far as possible. This very im-
portant factor of the plant has received exceedingly careful
attention, with a view of producing rapid work at low labor
cost. The accompanying list includes all of the machinery
and furnaces.

j4 »»ic.n".rii ii
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BLACKSMITH SHOP FURNACES.
3 Extra large forging furnace, 6 ft. 6 ins. deep x 18 ft. long, with

two doors, for 6,000-lb. hammer No. 2.

1 Large forging furnace, 5 ft. deep x 7 ft. long, with two doors, for
3,500-lb. hammer No. 6.

Case-hardening furnace. 5 ft. x 7 ft., standard design, clear open-
ing in front. »
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PLAN OF BLACKSMITH SHOPS—ANG1 S SHOTS CANADIAN PACIFIC BAII.WAY.
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J Large forging iuraace, 5 ft. deep si ft. long, with two doors, lor
3,000-lb. hammer No. S.

11 Large forging furnace, i ft. 2 ins. deep x 36 ins. long, with one
door tor 1,500-lb. hammer No. 12.

15 Small forging furnace for upsetting machine.
2 forging furnace for Beaudry hammer .

N
-

2 forging furnace for Beaudry hammer No. 24.
-:::all forging furnace for brake key rolls,
-.ring bending furnace, 28 ms. wide x 31 ins. deep, with one door,

for buckle pre=s

.

v ring tempering furnace to be 15 ft. 6 ins. long and 5 ft. wide,
to be furnished with eight doors, arranged four cu each side,
for four fitters and four helpers.

Spring tempering and nibbing furnace, for spring rolls No. 30.
33 No. 2 forging furnace for Bradley hammer No. 35.
3<i No. 2 forging furnace for Bradley hammer No. 38.

No. 2 forging furnace for Bradley hammer No. 39.
4u No. 2 forging furnace for Bradley hammer.
42 Small forging furnace, bricked up, for bolt header No. 43.

-mall forging furnace, bricked up, for eye-bolt machine No. 41.
4'; Small forging furnace, bricked up. for bolt header.
4s Small forging furnace, bricked up, for eye-bolt machine No. 45.
4y Forging machine. 5 ft. deep x 28 ins. wide, with one door for con-

tinuous rivet-making machine No. 50.
o2 Small forging furnace, bricked up, for forging machine No. 51.
55 No. 2 forging furnace for 2-in. upsetting machine No. 54.

2 forging furnace for 3-in. upsetting machine No. 57.
rging furnace, 31 ins. deep x 2S ins. wide, with one door, for

nut machine.
rging furnace, 5 ft. deep, 2S ins. wide, with one door, for nut
machine No. 64

rging furnace, 5 ft. deep, 28 ins. wide, with one door, for nut
machine No. 67.

71 Small forging furnace,' bricked up. for belt header No. 73.
7 4 Small forging furnace, bricked up, for bolt header No. 39.
7 7 Small forging furnace, bricked up. for bolt header No. 78.
7'.* Double bulldozer furnace, to have two furnaces for heating ma-

terial, each to be 8 ft. 11 ins. long x 36 ins. wide, and to

have one door for 15 h.-p. bulldozer No. SO.
8 1 I touble bulldozer furnace, to have two furnaces for heating ma-

terial, each to be 8 ft. 11 ins. long x 36 ins. wide, and to

have one door for 20 h.-p. bulldozer No. 82.

84 Double bulldozer furnace, to have two furnaces for heating ma-
terial, each to be 8 ft. 11 ins. long x 36 ins. wide, and to have
one door for 15 h.-p. bulldozers Nos, S3 and S5.

gle bulldozer furnace, 8 ft. 11 ins. long x 36 ins. wide, with one
door for 15 h.-p. bulldozer No. S8.

gle bulldozer furnace, S ft. 11 ins. long x 36 ins. wide, with one
door for 10 h.-p. bulldozer No. 90.

92 Large forging furnace, 4 ft. 2 ins. deep x 36 ins. long, with one
door for 2,000-lb. hammer No. 93

95 Large forging furnace, 5 ft. deep x 7 ft. long, with two doors for

2.000-lb. hammer No. 96.
99 Single bulldozer furnace, 8 ft. 11 ins. long x 36 Ins. wide, with one

door for 10 h.-p. bulldozer No. 100.

LIST OF TOOLS IX THE BLACKSMITH SHOP.
Machine 'Motor

Description Maker. H.-P.

1 2,000-lb. Hammer, old, Bement-Miles ft. Co.,

2 6,000-lb. Hammer, new, Bement-Miles ft. Co..

Hammer, old, Davy Bros., Sheffield.

7 1 200-Ib Hammer, old, Davy Bros , Sheffield,

8 3,000-lb. Hammer, old, Bement-Miles ft. Co-
Hammer, old, Davy Bros.. Sheffield,

12 1,500-lb. Hammer, old. Bement-Miles & Co.,

Upsetting Machine,
new, Ajax Mfg. Co.. 15

-lb. Hammer, old, Davv Bros.. Sheffield,

17 400-lb. Hammer, old, J. B'ertram & Co.
00-Ib. Hammer, old. Davy Bros., Sheffield,
' -lb Hammer, new, Bement-Miles ft. Co.,

.
"

'-lb. Hammer, eld. Bement-Miles ft Co.. 10

23 Punch and Shears, old, J. Bertram ft. Co., 10

24 Beaudry Hammer, new, Beaudry Mfg. Co

,

3

27 Flat Iron Saw. old. C. P. R., 5

spring Rolls, new. . Craven Bros., 5
31 Spring Taper Marh . old, Craven S

i trimmer, old, Bradley Mfg. Co.,

Hammer, old, Bradley Mfg. Co.,
• lb Hammer, old, Bradley Mfg Co.,

Hammer, old. Bradley Mfg Co.,

41 Eye Bolt Machine, old. Wm White ft Co.,

43 1 iA-ln. Bolt Header, old. onal Machine Co..

IS Eve Roll Machine, old. Wm. White & Co.. 3
47 2-ln Pontine Machine, new. Ajax Mfg Co .

in
Machine, new. Ajax Mfg •

R

51 Forging Machine, old, Ajax Mfg. Co.,

Single Shears, old, .T. Bertram * Co.,
f.4 2-ln Upeettlng Machine, old. Ajax Mfg Co., 1"
M 2-in Bolt Cutter, new, 3

' Mach.. old. Ajax Mfg. Co.. ]0
new.

Nut Burring, new. Ajax Mfg. Co,
Mne. old. Ajax Mfg Co, 10

-ring Macb..
Ajax Mfg Co. 3

loe, nM, National Machine Co., 1«
h old. Ajax Mfg Co

,

• ... old. National Ma. hlne Co
.

der, old. National Machine Co.
m Shear*, old. reran ft Co.,

--. old. r Bertram I

H der, old.

ind Iron Fh'-a- Dram A Co.
Header, new. National Machine Co.,

old W White ft Co,
old W White .-

old
W "
W "

. -

ft Co
.

ion '
| old W '.'.

ioi r> -v old. rtram * Co
"ro« . flhenVM

V'emntlnr fi •

MACHINES .SOT SHOWN ON DIAGBAM.

Hi -in. Bolt Header, old
Fire Brick Crusher, old.
Hydraulic Buckles Press.

new,
4,400-lb. Hammer new
2,000-lb. Hammer, new,'
2-in Upsetting Machine, old,
Eyebolt Machine, old,
350-lb. Beaudry Hammer

old,

200-lb. Hammer, new
Brake Key Rolls, new,

National Machine Co.,
C. P. R.,

C. P. R.,
Bement-Miles & Co.,
Bement-Miles & Co.,
Ajax Mfg. Co.,
Ajax Mfg. Co.,

Beaudry Mfg Co.,
Beaudry Mfg. Co,

HYDROSTATIC TESTS OF LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS.

The object of hydrostatic test is to ascertain if the boiler
is capable of sustaining some given pressure, and also to test
the joints as well as the quality of workmanship. The only
means we have of ascertaining with any degree of certainty
the safety of a boiler, is by the application of pressure, which
should be under conditions as similar as practicable to those
of actual work. Let a boiler be ever so carefully designed
and constructed according to the best knowledge acquired by
careful research and long experience in the strength and dis-
position of its materials, and let every plate be tested before
it is put in, there will still remain an element of doubt as to
the actual strength of the boiler, since the material may have
sustained injuries in the process of construction which may
have escaped detection. In the case of a new boiler, even by
a first-class maker, to say nothing of original and hidden
flaws in the plates, bars, angle irons and castings, there is

always a possibility of defects, such as bad welding, careless
riveting, plates burnt in flanging or cracked in bending, and
many other defects that may be traced to the want of skill or
reckless negligence on the part of the workman. Many cases
of dangerous defects which the strictest scrutiny of the com-
pleted boiler would fail to detect have been brought to light
by the hydrostatic test combined with careful inspection.

The locomotive boiler does not admit of anything like proper
examination. The expense of removing the tubes alone would
forbid a periodical examination of the shell of boiler, and
'he water spaces around firebox are almost entirely out of

sight, consequently a thorough examination is out of the

question. In all cases there is only one means of testing the
strength of the boiler, and that is—the application of pressure.
We would not consider it practicable to allow a boiler to go
through any of our shops for general repairs without having
a hydrostatic (est. This test to be applied before the boiler

is covered, so that any defects that may be found through said
test may be properly taken care of. When we consider that

a locomotive boiler is constructed with a factor of safety of

between 4 and 5, It would be impossible to Injure the boiler

in any way testing it at a pressure of 25 or even 50 per cent,

above its rated working pressure.

The foregoing paper has deal! very largely with the testing

work. To Impress upon the minds of the readers that

if such stringent means must lie taken to insure a good, sub-

I to b< willing to confers that it is

i repeat this operation at least once each year, as

••: locomotive boiler, liki d les not get any younger.

Ij weaker. From farts above
i

(he following conclusion should be drawn: Thai a periodical

I he working
load would be i 1 practii bl Wag
Btaff, bef / Club.

Tin men have do business to have
your coats ciir when on duty In your I alesa you arc
warm. You have no business to taki the tools out of a

• m's hands to do !>i work, four business Is to sa
rl if i find thai a foreman

doln b '. "rl- that his men
i" do I begin to think thai h<' bad '" Ing the ham
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UNDER-CONTACT THIRD RAIL FOR THE NEW
YORK CENTRAL.

An under-contact third rail, details of which are shown in

the accompanying illustrations, has been developed on the

New York Central, and has several important advantages over

the top-contact rail as regards safety and economy. The de-

sign originated with Mr. W. J. "\Yilgus, vice-president of the

in Ha i Spa - i 9

ft ll'o' H* ll'-0' H
Urn Leaf Mow. find 5* Railjant

I U 10 b Mooter 1\J

HI,, 1—DETAIL OF SUPPORTING BRACKETS AND WOOD PBOTEI PIOS

NEW YORK CENTRAL TYPE OF THIRD-RAII..

Island Railroad type of third rail installation and of the New
York Central type is shown in Fig. 3. The center of the

third rail is located 1% ins. larther out on the New York
Central type, but this will not interfere with the interchange

of equipment, as a suitable shoe can be arranged which will

automatically pass from one type of third rail to the other.

This type of third rail is thoroughly protected against ac-

cidental contact of any kind, and the trackmen may work with

more freedom and use their time to better advantage than

where the top-contact third rail is used. The cost of main-

tenance should be considerably less than for the top-contact

type, since the contact surface is protected from snow or sleet,

and the rail is less liable to corrosion: the board protection

has a continuous support and is less apt to crack and warp;

there is less strain on the insulators, as the pressure of the

shoe acts against instead of with gravity. There is also a

much greater space between the lower part of the rail and the

cross-tie, and therefore less liability of leakage of current, due

to the accumulation of snow, ice and ballast. The under-

contact type requires only 7,600 parts per mile, as against

24,500 for the top-contact type, and this should reduce the

cost of maintenance of the former. The under-contact type

costs $4,100 per mile, as compared to $4,325 per mile for the

top-contact type, or a saving of $225 per mile in favor of the

former.

COMPARISON OF CLEARANCES OF Tor-l'ONTAl | AND I XDER-

IllMAI'T THIRD-RAIL INSTALLATIONS.

FIG. 2—HALF CROSS-SECTIOK 01 STANDARD loMMKWK ROADBED SHOWING LOCATION OF THIRD-RAII..

New York Central, and Mr. F. J. Sprague, and was perfected

under the direction of Mr. Edwin B. Katte, electrical engineer

of the New York Central.

The third rail is of a special bullhead section, 70 lbs. to the

yard, and has a composition which gives it a high electrical

conductivity. It is supported by cast iron brackets strongly

ribbed, which are bolted to the ends of extension ties spaced
11 ft. apart. Insulators fit loosely over the top of the flange

and web of the rail, thus allowing for some vertical play and
providing for longitudinal motion due to the expansion and
contraction caused by changes of temperature. A clamp fits

around the side and top of the insulator, and Is bolted to the

top of the bracket. A glazed vitrified clay insulator has given
• results on the experimental track at Hoffmans. N. Y.

The top and both sides of the rail to within T „ in. of the
bottom are protected between the supports by three pieces of

long leaf yellow pine, as shown. The third rails for a four-

track roadbed will be located as shown in Fig. 2.

The relative location and appearance of the Subway or Long

THE SELECTION OF ELECTRIC POWER FOR SHOPS.

The following reasons, underlying the selection of the electric

power apparatus for the Readville shops of the New York,

New Haven & Hartford Railway, are taken from a paper read

before the New England Railroad Club by Mr T. W. Adaafi,

general foreman of the shops.

After determining on the use of the electric drive ana Hav-

ing also decided it advisable to deliver the power to the shops
in the form of alternating current, it then became a matter
for very careful consideration as to whether alternating or

direct current motors and lights were best suited to the par-

ticular local requirements, and in view of the isolation of the

different machines to be operated, as to whether it was advis-

able to drive each machine with its own individual motor or to

group them and so install the motors that one motor would
operate a number of machines located in its own immediate
vicinity. The capability of alternating current motors

to handle heavy overloads for short periods without any ill
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effects allowed of the installation of much smaller motors than
would have been possible had direct current motors been used,

and this made a very material gain in first cost of the motor
equipment. The entire absence of commutators and brushes

made the cost of maintenance also much less and, due to the

inflammable nature of a great deal of the work, this last

feature also made the alternating current motors highly

desirable.

The transfer table required the use of a variable speed motor
and it was found desirable to use a direct current motor which
could be designed to give a much more gradual speed variation

than was practical with the alternating current motors.

The matter of determining how far the subdivision of the

power should be carried was also an item of very careful con-

sideration and was approached from both extremes, namely,
first, the individual connection of each machine to its own
independent motor and consequent elimination of all shafting

and belting. Second, the delivering of the power from the

power station to one or two large motors so located as to

deliver the power to the machines through the medium of

long lines of shafting and belting was carefully considered.

The first method was found to entail a first cost of more than
was commensurate with the advantages obtained, and from the

fact that small motors were less efficient than large motors, it

then became necessary to determine if this loss in efficiency

was as much as would be represented by the shafting and belt-

ing required by the second proposed method. It was found

that the cost of the shafting and belting plus the cost of the

large motors, while being less than the first cost of the first

method, represented an efficiency loss which would represent

more than the interest on the difference in the investment, and
the two methods were brought nearer together, step by step,

until a compromise of both was finally adopted, resulting in

MIKADO TYPE FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES.

Northern Paciku K.ui.u iy.

In this journal in January of this year, page 5, the 2-8-2 typt

freight locomotives, built at the Brooks works ot the Ameri-
can Locomotive Company, were illustrated and described, these
locomotives being heavier and more powerful than any pre-
vious design for this road. In the description referred to, one
ot" the single expansion 2-8-2 type- locomotives was illustrated,

and the fact was mentioned that six out of nineteen built at that
time were tandem compounds. The accompanying engraving
illustrates one of the second lot of tandem compounds which
has just gone into service, being very nearly identical with the
first order of this type and size. Reports of excellent per-

formance of the Mikado type on this road indicate the wisdom
of its selection, one advantage being a deep-throated fire-box,

which is exceedingly advantageous in bad water districts.

There is also a more favorable distribution of weight than can
be obtained with the 2-8-0 type. The present design may be
compared with the description already referred to. This tan-

dem compound is exceeded in weight on driving wheels by
only seven locomotives in our list of large locomotives, which
appeared in May, 1905. These compounds have a cylinder ratio

of 1 to 2.56. The accompanying table presents the usual list

of dimensions and ratios:

GENERAL DATA.
Gauge 4 ft. SL, ins

|f"lce Freight.
r uel Bituminous coal.
Tractive power 44
Weight in working order 271.000 lbs.
Weight on drivers 207,000 lbs.
Weight ot engine and tender in working order 417.500 lbs.
Wheel base, driving IG ft. ti ins
Wheel base, total 34 ft. 9 ins.
Wheel base, engine and tender 63 ft 1 in.

. IBTIIEBN 1WCII [C i:\ll '

a very reasonable first cost and maximum effi- iency in opera-

tion, which also resulted in a minimum cost of maintenance.

This compromise was to drive individually such machines

as would occupy an isolated position and which were used

more or less intermittently, and when used consumed power

practically at full output of the motor by which it was operated

.Ian was followed in blacksmith shop}, and operating in

common from one motor BUCh machines as could be conveni-

ently grouped without necessity for the use of large or long

tnd u' h machines as were operated with

varying power, thus being able to use smaller motors than the

tximum requirement! oi the Beveral machines

would Indicate as being necessary, from the fact thai the case

would seldom, if ever, occur when eat b mat bine would call

for th»- maximum power al the ami In tant, and, even if they

should, i' would a period as

matter of very little moment. Thl ilted In

Ing the efflt lent ol the

whole. M was Anally decided thai the polyphase

by f;n the in" ' t'-'i Ible and b< i olutlon '.r the

: d Impllclty were potent

(acton lii ih<-ir favor, and combined with the facts that they

could i><- used '.n -< Ions Ion ami wi

parking and morii proved tht

rlorit) <.f
> for thl Installation.

RATIOS.
Tractive weight tractive effort
Tractive effort x diam. drivers -~ heating surface 696
Heating surface grate area 92 1

Total weight : tractive effort 6 11

.vi r.

Tain!
Diameter and stroke 19 and SO bj

Piston rod, diameter 1 ' 1 and 3 ij ins

Kind 11 & llde

.,,, Ill' . 1 111 L.P, 1

' 1 In.

Lead In full geai 11 P I 18 In 1 Ive; UP.. 1 16 In, negative

WHBBI s

Driving, diameter over tin

Drivlni
Driving Journi 1 ad length 1" and '".. by 12 Inn.

Engine truck wheels
truck, Journal

Trailing truck whei 1 ' [»"

truck. Journal v b) ' ' '"

boil.1 k

Radial (tended wagon lop.

Oul Ide .11. .in. 1. . of Ml

1

I uli.

.1 length No 11, 19

Hcatlni

irch tubi
''

''
n

ol 11

3° ;:"
(l

,

ill .

,

1 5 ft
1

1 1«
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TENDER.
Tank Water bottom
Wheels, diameter 33 His.

Journals, diameter and length 5'i by 10 ins.

Water capacity , 8,000 gals.

Coal capacity t- tons.

LOCOMOTIVE 1ESTS WITH 250 LBS. PRESSURE.

Experiments carried out by Dr. W. F. M. Goss at Purdue

University, under the patronage o£ the Carnegie Institution,

developed exceedingly important facts concerning the use of

25u lbs. boiler pressure in locomotives. These tests are re-

corded in a preliminary manner in an article by Dr. Goss in

the Railroad Gazette. It will be remembered that the Rock

Island System in settling upon a boiler pressure to be used

in their standard locomotives determined to adopt 1S5 lbs.,

preferring to sacrifice, if necessary, in economy to a slight

extent, for the sake of avoiding the serious boiler troubles

which have been increasing since pressures were augmented

to 200 lbs. and over. The tests at Purdue tend to show that

there is likely to be no sacrifice in efficiency due to this reduc-

tion of pressure and the possible result of the investigation

is to attract attention chiefly to the advantages of lower boiler

pressures.

The work at Purdue was directed toward a determination

of a logical basis for establishing steam pressures in single

expansion locomotives. It will be remembered that the ex-

perimental locomotive at Purdue was designed and built to

carry 250 lbs. pressure with a view of ultimately determin-

ing this question.

Prior to the complete publication of the records results ob-

tained when operating with a full open throttle under a pres-

sure of 240 lbs. are reviewed. Some of the figures are given

in the accompanying tables.

Table I.

Revolutions
Miles, per

per hour. minute.

-Steam per I. H. P. per hour.-

15. 20.
26.29 25.33

146 25.48 24.44
195 24.16 23.86
244 24.97

Table II.

-B. T. U. per I. H. P. per minute.
Revolutions

per
minute.

442.3
424.9
4U5.9
418 1

4258
407.4
398.0

These figures show the full range of operation under the

pressure stated and it is shown to be possible to run at 40

m.p.h. with a 20 per cent, cut-off, but an attempt at 50 miles

with the same cut-off failed for lack of steam. With a 27 per

cent, cut-off 20 m.p.h. was possible, but an attempt at 30 miles

failed. This represented a development of 500 to 575 h.p., a

heavy load for a 1G x 24-iu. cylinder locomotive and a boiler

having but 1,322 sq. ft of heating surface. Because of the im-

portance of these experiments the following observations by

Dr. Goss in the article referred to are reproduced:

"With reference to the economical results, it appears that the

average steam consumption under eight different conditions of

running is 24.57 lbs. per h.p. per hour, the best value being

23.86. From tests previously run, it is known that the per-

formance for 180 lbs. pressure is 24.08 lbs., from which it ap-

pears that the performance for 180 lbs., when compared with

that at 240 lbs., presents a difference of but .22 of a lb.; a

difference too small to constitute a strong argument in favor

of the higher pressure.

"A more careful study of all the data obtained indicates

that further increase of pressure in locomotive service is not

desirable, and strongly suggests the possibility that even pres-

ent-day practice may exceed limits which in the end will be

found most economical.

"It is well known that theoretical considerations show that

the gain in economy to be secured from increasing steam pres-

sures above 180 lbs. is at best small and the experimental facts

Which have be«D quoted indicate that in practice there is fail-

ure to realize all that theoretical considerations promise. The

reason for this is to be found in the practical difficulties to be

met in maintaining all parts of a locomotive tight under

very high steam pressures. A boiler leak, either of steam or

water, so slight as to attract little attention may easily amount

to 100 lbs. or more per hour. A few such leaks materially im-

pair the performance of the locomotive. The data of many
tests have been entirely abandoned because of the existence

of some conditions which upon the road would have attracted

no attention, but which in the laboratory have been regarded

as sufficient in their effect to entirely vitiate the results of the

tests. Notwithstanding the fact that tests were run on alter-

nate days only, leaving time for boiler makers and machinists

to do their work, it, was found impossible to keep the boiler

perfectly tight or to prevent entirely the appearance of steam

at the glands and drips about the cylinders. When it is re-

membered that this statement applies to a locomotive in the

laboratory where it could be well cared for, it is not difficult

to surmise the significance of such leakage as occurs from a

locomotive on the road. Moreover, the benefits to be derived

from higher pressure can only appear when the locomotive is

working, while a portion of the leakage proceeds throughout

the period during which it is under steam.

"It was found, also, in running tests at 240 lbs. that minor

difficulties constantly presented themselves. For some of

these, feedwater was responsible. The water used at the lab-

oratory is from a driven well and contains some lime and

magnesia. When used in stationary boilers carrying moderate

pressure, it does not ordinarily form a hard scale but deposits

a sludge which may be easily washed from the boiler. Its

use for six years in the boiler of Purdue's earlier locomotive

(Schenectady No. 1), for which the safety valve was set at

the low pressure of 140 lbs., resulted in the formation of very

little scale. During this period, a year or two elapsed between

the visits of a boilermaker, and the boiler was perfectly tight

practically all of the time. With this satisfactory record,

when using low steam pressure, it is significant to note that

the present locomotive (Schenectady No. 2), using the same
water but carrying a higher steam pressure, has required the

frequent attention of a boilermaker. After 30,000 miles run-

ning, new side sheets were inserted, and the leakage of tubes

and staybolts have been of constant occurrence. It appears

certain that the presence of solids in the feedwater which at

the lower pressure gave little trouble, has seriously affected

the operation of the plant at higher pressures.

"In addition to boiler defects there has been constant trouble

with injectors and check valves. The injectors employed,

while especially designed for the high pressure service, fill

up very rapidly, due doubtless to the high temperature of the

water delivered. It has been the practice when operating at

240 lbs. to clean the injectors between each run, but even under

these conditions, tests have been lost through the failure of

both injectors. It has been found that injector tubes will fill

wr ith lime so rapidly as to become inoperative after an hour's

run, and check valves which have been clean at the begin-

ning of a test have filled so that they would not close in the

course of a single test. The fact seems to be that much of

the solid matter which at lower pressure goes through the in-

jector and passes the check into the boiler, is, under very

high steam pressure, deposited in the injector and feedpipe.

"In view of these difficulties, it was finally determined to

improve the feed water. This was done by drawing water
from a cistern receiving return from the heating coils of the

laboratory building from which source it was possible to ob-

tain from two-thirds to three-quarters of the total feed needed.

The change greatly increased the certainty of operation

though even the small amount of raw water then used mani-

fested itself in the injectors and check valves, which still re-

quired to be cleaned after every test. It is in fact quite likely

that a determination of the most desirable steam pressure

for locomotive service must depend not only upon the economi-

cal performance of the engines and boiler, but also upon the

purity of feedwater supply. In our western country, where
feedwater necessarily contains a considerable amount of solid
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matter, it will be found that the difficulties in maintaining

and operating a boiler multiply with each increment of pres-

sure.

"While a more precise statement of conclusions must await

the full development of the present research, it may safely bi

said that an attempt to increase beyond limits now common
the steam pressure upon American locomotives can only lead

to disappointment. The possible gain is small and is likely

to be more than neutralized by increased leakage while the

difficulties of maintenance and operation multiply. It is not

improbable that the final results will show that 200 lbs. which

is a generally accepted standard of to-day is in our western

country too high for best results."

FORGING AND REPAIRING LOCOMOTIVE MOTION
RODS.*

In the past three or four years, w-hat is known as low carbon

steel has taken the place of iron in many cases to produce side

and main rods as well as rod straps, consequently, the old

method of forging and repairing these members, in a measure,

has become obsolete and new methods have been adopted to

meet the changed conditions. We are all familiar with the old

method of producing these members from the best quality of
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outside fibers are effected only, leaving the inside fiber intact,

consequently the injury will not work its way into the metal
to such an extent as it will with a metal of a crystalline struc-

ture.

Steel rods came into use in the Sacramento shops two or
three years ago. Since that time I have had to repair
many steel rods. In many cases, on examination, a slight

check would present itself on the rib of a grooved steel rod. If

the rod is low in carbon and will stand a high heat, the slight

defect is easily remedied by cutting out the defective portion
and welding a piece of good iron in the cavity by taking
separate heats. If properly done this will prevent the original

fracture from working into the rod from vibrating strains.

The method practiced by many smiths of putting in what is

termed a "Dutchman," from my point of view, is a very bad
practice. This method is accomplished by splitting the de-

fective portion and driving a wedge of iron in the split, then

taking a welding heat on the upper surface of the rod and
wedge and hammering the wedge and welding the iron over

the defect. This simply hides the defect. I recently had a rod

cut where a defect was repaired by this method. The sec-

tions of the rod showed the wedge in perfect shape, excepting a

small portion of the surface.

We have many of these steel parallel rods coming into the

shop with the defect so pronounced that it becomes necessary to

cut the fractured portion off and put on a new end. Formerly
the method practiced was to fill in the grooved portion of the

rod with gocd iron, as well as the projecting ribs, continuing

the iron portion about 8 in. from the broken section, then weld-

ing on the iron portions by the usual method of male and

female scarfs. This method was not entirely satisfactory

as we invariably found a slight defect on the surface of the

grooved portion, when the groove was planed out of the re-

paired section.

Recently the Southern Pacific has been changing the heavy

compound engines to simple engines. It became necessary to

lengthen the main steel connecting rods; this is accomplished

by welding on new ends. The original method as explained

was not satisfactory. I adopted the method as shown in Figs. 1,

2, 3 and 4. We cut off the end that had to be renewed. The end

of the old portion of the rod to be welded was upset with a

battering-ram. Then by means of a steam hammer a point was

formed on the end of the rod as shown at A, Fig. 1; this

produces a round corner at H. To overcome this we raise a

fillet at this point by cutting into the metal slightly and driv-

ing the metal back with a fuller. We then lay two pieces of

iron, B B, on each side of the V-shaped end of the rod, firmly

welding them to the steel. Now we have the end of the rod

shod with iron. This being accomplished, we have iron to iron

welds and can gel high heals without bringing the steel to an

injurious heat. We now bring our two pieces, C C, to a weld-

ins boat in separate fires, welding them on to Mie surface B B..

under the steam hammer. Another welding heat is now taken

for the purpose of forming a perfect union of all of the parts

, aown ai B, Fig, 2. The remainder of the work is done by

the ordinarj method of lap welding under the steam hammer
., shown at DF Fig. 3. The portion D is forged hy the team

hammer from the i a] n obtainable. The rod being

tie forging I
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he m ichine
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MR. GEORGE M. BASFORD.

It is with deep regret that the announcement is made of

the retirement of Mr. G. M. Basford as editor of the American
Engineer and Railroad Journal. For nearly eight and a half

years he has been in charge of its editorial management, and it

is unnecessary to speak of the character and the earnestness

of his work or of its effect in placing the paper in its present

position among the technical journals. In laying aside journal-

istic work, Mr. Basford's name may be placed with those of

Barnes, Wellington, Forney, Marshall and Prout for years

spent in unstinted devotion to a profession which is difficult

and not too full of encouragement. All of these men have

inspired many others, and by words and helpful acts have

urged and aided young men toward advancement and improve-

ment.

Mr. Basford has fought the battle of the motive power de-

partment consistently and systematically, maintaining that it

should be properly and fittingly recognized because of its real

importance in the organization of railroads. His views on this

subject are not new to the readers, but perhaps the reasons

for his opinions on the subject of apprenticeship are not

known. After several years of service in various kinds of

engineering work he entered the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and was graduated in 1S89 in mechanical engineer-

ing. He entered the shops of the Boston & Maine as a laborer,

and there he began his study of apprenticeship and recruiting.

Later he went to the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy as a

draughtsman at Aurora, and afterwards served in various

capacities in the mechanical departments of the Burlington,

the Union Pacific and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul roads.

He served the last mentioned road as signal engineer, and

afterwards spent several years in the signal business in

Chicago. In January. 1S95, he became engineering editor of

the Railway and Engineering Itevieiv in Chicago, where, in

two years, he became known by his work.

In May, 1897, Mr. Basford became editor of this journal,

succeeding Mr. M. N. Forney and Mr. W. H. Marshall. The
manner in which he handled his difficult task is told by the

paper itself, and requires no comment or praise. Mr. Bas-

ford's standing among the railroad officials is shown by the

testimonial given him two years ago and the high regard in

which he is held by the younger railroad men is best seen in

the constant stream of these young men to the editorial rooms

of this paper when they have troubles to tell about or advice

to ask. It is understood that in his new work he is to con-

tinue much that he began in his newspaper work, and that,

among other things, he is likely to be called upon to put into

practice his ideas as to apprenticeship.

His associates, including the proprietor of the American

Engineer, wish him the success which he is sure to win in

the new field, and congratulate the American Locomotive

Company upon securing him.

Railroad repair shops probably use more machine tools

than any other one metal working industry in this country,

and yet we find that only a few of the machine tool builders

have devoted any special study to this fiela. Those who have

done so have found the railroads ready to co-operate with them

in their efforts to improve or adapt their tools to the work.

The larger number of machine tool builders, although they

have sold many tools to the railroads, have never made any

special effort to follow them up and see what class of work
they were doing or to find out what satisfaction they were

giving. Some of them have sold their tools to the railroads

through agents, and cannot even tell at what shops they were

installed. The purpose of this editorial is not to give the im-

pression that the machine tools used in a railroad repair shop

should deviate greatly from the standard machines, but rather

that often a few slight changes from the standard or the addi-

tion of special attachments will greatly improve the output of

the machine for special work, and will afford much more satis-

faction to the user. A system for following up the tools could

be installed and conducted without any great amount of ex-

pense, and would certainly repay for itself many times over if

intelligently handled. A case was recently called lo our at-

tention where a machine tool builder had occasion to visit a

certain railroad shop, and after examining some of the work
which was being handled on one of his standard machines

was enabled to make certain changes on a new machine which

he was. about to install which made it possible to practically

double its capacity over the standard machines for this class

of work.

A correspondent speaks plainly on the subject of water

purification in a recent letter which we would like to print in

full. He says that the time has passed when the motive power
man can safely be tied hand and foot and asked to give

"results" with bad water. He says it is now too late to

say bad water was in the beginning, is now and ever shall

be. "How many roads are spending thousands of dollars on

the effect and not a cent on the cause?" "When we consider

the increased demands on the equipment, increased wear and

tear because of increased weight and heavier business, it is

pertinent to ask if we may fairly expect to secure the returns

looked for from the vast sums of money invested in new shops

and improvements of like nature, unless the policy is changed

to deal only with the effect and ignore the cause." While large

sums have been spent by some roads in improving their water

supply only a beginning has been made and it is in this direc-

tion, that of attacking the cause, that the improvement of the

future lies rather than dealing with the effect. To deal with

the water purification question effectively has proved to be

excellent business policy both from the standpoint of the loco-

motive operation, and also to relieve the shops and round-

houses of a vast amount of work which increases with the

weight of locomotives and the increased demand upon them.
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A machine tool manufacturer with a broad smile on his

face, recently stated to the writer, who was examining a

newly designed engine lathe, which was remarkable for its

compactness of design and for the convenience with which the

operator could control its various movements, that the next

improvement would be to furnish a chair for the use of the

operator which would travel with the lathe carriage and could

be swung back under the bed when not in use. The improve-

ments which have been made in machine tool design during

the past few years are wonderful, and it would seem that the

limit of development has almost been reached in the design

of the standard machines. The machine tool builder has done

his part. It is now up to the shop manager to produce results

and to place his methods of handling the men and the work

on the same high plane as the design of the modern tools.

If we may judge from the results which have recently been

accomplished in some of the more progressive shops the pos-

sibilities of increased output and greater economy, due to the

introduction of improved methods of operation, are even

greater than the combined results due to the modern machine

tools, high speed steels and improved methods of driving ma-

chine tools. Mr. H. T. Bentley in his valuable paper on "The

Organization of Railway Shop Forces" on another page of this

issue, emphasizes this very strongly in saying that he would

prefer and undertake to do more work with comparatively old

shops with old tools, but with a good organization than with

a modern shop with a full complement of new tools and a poor

organization.

AN UNDESERVED SLUR.

REPORTING LOCOMOTIVE DEFECTS.

"No steam, right injector not working, pound on the right

side, bad coal." Such reports as these are often made by en-

ginemen.

It is impossible to keep locomotives up to proper condition

with reports of this character, because roundhouse forces are

not given sufficient information to correct the difficulties.

When an engine is cold in the roundhouse It is impossible for

the men to discover the exact cause of the trouble and in many
cases the necessary work is not done.

Many motive power officials complain of the indefiniteness

of the reports of enginemen and they say it has grown worse

with the increase of pooling. Undoubtedly if the men realizad

the importance of it they would be more explicit in their state-

ments. On some roads such reports are not permitted, the

men being required to know where the pound occurs, what the

trouble with the injector is and why the engine does not 6team,

or if they cannot tell positively they are required to give an

Intelligent opinion.

It is not unreasonable to expect an engineer to know quite

definitely what la wrong, and where such difficulties occur it

aeems fair to predict that great good would result from closer

relations between the traveling engineer and the men. Would
the owner of a 120.000 horse accept from his driver a state-

ment that the animal was lame, or otherwise not right? He
stoold certainly be Justified in expecting the man to lake suffi-

• In his charge to know where he was lame or

what was wrong. It cannot be believed that the men who are

entrusted with modern locomotives are not capable of satis-

• diagnosis.

Toor coal" is generally accepted as a reason for engine fall-

i moal roads. There seems to be some mystic power in

these two words. With proper management of the Are, "poor
coal" should ik-v<t lead to an 'Ti«iri<- (allure. Are the locomo

leslgned for the coal they must use? Do the firemen

the amount of Instruction in the use of fuel that the

Importance of tti«-ir work requires? Does the engineer feel

sufficiently responsible for oi Interested in tin- work of his
firnmati to give him 'Me benefit of IiIh experience? Anything
which will Increase 'he Interest or the men in their work will

along wonderfully, in Durope premiums
ind Bremen bare accomplished wonders in

th<-ne directions.

"We wonder if the railway presidents do not often wish
that the electric motor had never been invented."
This soliloquy, quoted from an editorial in a well-known

electrical journal, reflects a View of the opinion of steam rail-
road officers which does little credit to the rampant advocates
of electric traction. If these advocates do not find progressive-
ness among railway presidents, where do they find it? Who
is making better use of electric motors than the steam roada,
and what class of men is more ready to adopt anything new
and radical, providing it will pay its way financially?
The change from direct steam to electric traction on the

Lancashire & Yorkshire, in England, those of the Baltimore
& Ohio in its Baltimore tunnel, and the work of the Pennsyl-
vania and New York Central terminals in New York eclipse
all other electrical projects In boldness and in extent. In
these instances the steam railroad men have taken the initia-
tive, and the electrical men have responded, and responded
ably. Electricity was sought because it was needed, and the
railway presidents were the first to see the need. They pre-
sented problems which the electrical people considered experi-
mental in that they could turn to no precedent or example.

It is idle to advocate electric motors for heavy traffic condi-
tions generally to-day. Everybody knows that it will not pay
to electrify a main line division having comparatively few
train units. The determining factor is the traffic. Instead
of belittling the men who have made American railroad sys-
tems, those who understand electric traction can expend their
energies to better advantage by preparing for the rush which
the steam railroad men are nearly ready to present.

DRAFTSMEN.

Of late there has been an increased demand for competent
draftsmen, which indicates a marked change and improve-
ment in the status of the draftsman. This is noticeable not
only in the number of inquiries for good men, but in salaries
which are being offered them. The salaries offered are none
too large, but they are much better than those oi a ley,

ago. There is probably no factor in the motive power depart-
ment callable of such improvement as the drafting r u. The
strongest motive power officials lean hardest upon their draft-
ing rooms and a study of their needs leads to the conclusion
that the possibilities of the draftsman are not by any means
exhausted.

Some time ago a motive power officer said, "The greatest
trouble 1 find among the draftsmen is their Inability or help-

lessness in doing things. All seems to go well enough it' I

put in their hands every particle of Information, but should
one item be omitted the> seem unable to know where to look

for the missing data."

it litis been shown to be po Ible iii the drawing-room as

a department to not only walk alone but to be a dealer in ven
Important problems, it is quite possible that those who do
not flnd their draftsmen of i be

kind may he themselvi to blame The drafl man [s not in

ii e a net e larj evil. He Is Intel! [genl and Is i rained

to think ami to plan. He is most valuable If he is encoui

b being treated i i part of the working organization, if lit-

is trusted and is given responsiblllt) he grows to be a vital

element as a con ti ve Factor In the oi i The
drafl man occupii ucb i po Ition on many roads but on

mam others, and probablj a large majority, is not treated In

i to I '

(
i "' 'i ii

: lome uperln-

tendents ol motive power do not derive the t nil tnea tire ol up

port and a It tance whit h I available by the compli ti di

mem of th< drafl man position, and hence the develop!

ii far hoi I of what II ought in he.

Draftsmen, however, ought to see a great deal to encourage

them in the Improvements of the pa I few •
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PRODUCTION IMPROVEMENTS.

TRUCK FOR DRIVING WHEEL TIRES.—L. S. & M. S. RY.

The truck shown in Fig. 1 affords a very safe, quick and

convenient means of handling driving wheel tires. With this

device two men can easily handle the largest size tires without

difficulty and with no liability of personal injury. Without

the truck six men are usually required to handle one of the

large tires in the yard, and four are required for handling it

inside the shop. The illustration shows an SO-ln. tire on the

truck. To pick up a tire the hook shown just below the axle,

and which serves to stiffen the truck when loaded, is un-

hooked, the truck is moved over the tire, the truck handle

is lifted a short distance and a 1-in. pin is passed through the

uprights just below the rim of the tire. When the truck

handle is lowered the tire is raised off the ground, as shown.

MANDREL FOE DRIVING BOX BRASSES.

A mandrel for driving box brasses is shown in Fig. 2. The

practice is to adjust the first driving box brass of a lot on the

mandrel by manipulating the set screws. After the first one

is set other brasses of the same kind are mounted by dropping

them on the set screws and tightening up the end nut. To

adjust the mandrel and set the first brass ready for turning

requires about ten minutes, and subsequent brasses of the

same kind are mounted in about three minutes. The time

required for mounting, taking rough and finishing cuts and

EXPANDING KEAMF.RS FOR ROD BUSHINGS.

The expanding reamer for rod bushings, shown in Fig. 4, is

set l-G4-in. larger than the crank pin, and the bushing is

reamed to a smooth, finished surface and accurate size in

much less time than by other methods. The bushings are, of

course, rough-bored before being placed in the rod.

We are indebted for drawings and information to Mr. C. W.

Cross, master mechanic of the Lake Shore & Michigan South-

ern Railway at Elkhart, Ind.

Ai_
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RESULTS OF WATER PURIFICATION.

Mr. L. H. Turner, superintendent of motive power of the

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad, in speaking before the New
York Railroad Club, said that ten purifying plants were now
in operation on that road, and five more were to be installed.

Treated water has been used in a sufficient degree during the

past eighteen months to make the observations reliable, and

it is now well understood what can be expected from the in-

in. The water supply is taken from 6 different rivers,

no two presenting the same analysis. The greatest trouble

that has to be met is acidity, at times and places being as

high as 35 grains to the gallon, and one-third of this being

free sulphuric acid. The second disturbing elements are sul-

phates of lime and magnesia, and the third are carbonates of

lime and magnesia.

Our past experience has demonstrated that we have the worst

water from the first of August until about November 1st, or

until the heavy fall rains commence. During this period the

river supply is largely made up of drainage from the coal

mines, and during one particularly bad season, prior to the

use of treated water, three shifting locomotives, new and
direct from the manufacturers, were sent to one point in

the acid district in June. Early in September of the same
year every tube in the three locomotives was removed and
scrapped, being totally unfit for further service

Before treated water was used it was not an uncommon oc-

currence to find in locomotives that had worked largely in the

districts where incrusting solids predominated, such an amount
of mud and scale as to entirely obstruct all circulation in por-

tions of the cylindrical part of the boiler, and there would be

from 15 to 40 tubes collapsed and worthless. During the

latter part of each year troubles multiplied rapidly, and on
such locomotives' as were not filled up with scale and burn-

ing out, the sheets and tubes were being eaten up with acid

and failures on the road were not the exception, but the rule.

Before treated water was used it was the rule to wash out

boilers once for each seven to ten days of service. After the

treating plants were installed, the time between washouts was
gradually lengthened until, under favorable conditions, where
the movements of the power could be controlled and nothing

but treated water provided, they were run for forty-five days
between the times the washout plugs were removed. How-
ever, the materials which were used to soften the water, pre-

cipitate sludge, and neutralize the acid, causing the boilers to

foam, making it necessary to change the water at intervals

of about five days. This feature is easily taken care of by
.ing the engine-houses with facilities for hot water boiler

washing, and when properh i Igned the water can be blown
out of the largest boilers, the boilers refilled without dumping
the fire, and the locomotive made ready for service in thirty-

five minutes. The amount of scale and mud taken from a
boiler that has run for forty-five days with treated water will

approximate about the same amount as one run for seven days
with untreated water, with this difference, that quite a per-

moved from the boiler using treated

water ct cale which has loosened up and come down
and was made before treated water was used. Corrosion of

tubes and pit come a thing of the past. The claim

emei not made that -
I I'rei , om , ., |,

in our boilei o bei nothing but I reated water

her feature i, tie economy found In keeping the boll-

iparatively I esul Ing In better condi-

ol beat and a con equenl Increase in number of miles

run per ton of coal, which durln Increa ed

r. 7 per- cent,, with an Increased tralnload of 6 5 pi r cent, 1 1 i

in ' oal aloi d ni. on
the total cost of the plant Installed The life of the flrel

most be Incri mud mean absence ol burned

tout h with ' he situation

knows Mi at more fl A out Mian are worn out

You runt-:! hoi think that rou can p occa lonal plant

here and there and continue the old methods of boiler-washing

and get the benefits. If you do, you will be disappointed.

Mixing impure water in a boiler with treated water is not a

good thing to do, for unless you understand what has been

done, the results will lead you to believe that water purifica-

tion is a delusion and a snare. Neither must you believe your
engines will all stop leaking when you have pure water. Other
remedies must be applied to overcome .bad firing, bad pump-
ing, rapid contraction caused by hurried boiler-washing, run-

ning engines from the ash pit to engine-house with fire out

and dampers open, and many other abuses that the locomotive

is subjected to either by conditions that cannot be overcome
or by careless and indifferent men handling them.

Much misdirected effort has been made in the way of using
various boiler compounds made on the shotgun or patent

medicine principle, but without any attention being paid to

the local conditions, the quality or quantity of the water in

which they were to be used. Unquestionably, the disappoint-

ing results have served to retard intelligent inquiry. Each
year larger locomotives are being built with a corresponding

increase of water consumption, and the evils from use of im-

pure water must multiply.

As an illustration of what can be done where nothing but

treated water is used, will state that our power-house, contain-

ing water-tube boilers of 1,500-h.p. capacity, is using softened

water, containing in its natural state 3.9 lbs. of scale-forming

solids to each 1,000 gals.; each boiler evaporates on an aver-

age 1,000 gals, per hour. These boilers are examined once

for each 35 days, and were they using untreated water would
contain 3,200 lbs. of scale material at each examination; as it

is, however, they are sometimes found to be entirely clean,

and then again the lower tubes may have a light film of scale

which can easily be washed off.

It is a matter that requires daily intelligent attention, and
the results that have been obtained assure us that the oppor-

tunities for economies are such as to (if understood) convince

any progressive railroad manager that, even though the first

cost is large, the returns are so prompt and liberal as to

make it unwise to attempt to do without it.

Why Steel Can Be Cut Faster Than Cast Ibon.—With all

the tool steels working on steel at high speeds the continual

rubbing of the shaving on the upper surface of the tool wears
more or less of a pit on the surface. At the same time, on
the extreme point of the tool a small accumulation of portions

of the material being cut gathers, being practically welded to

the tool. Now, the position of the pit on the upper surface

of the tool is situated further back from the culling edge

with a deep cut than with a light one. This is owing to the

tenacity of the steel, and is not found to be the ease in turn-

ing cast iron. The tenacity of the shaving and the action of

the tool as a wedge cause, the actual point of cleavage to be

in advance of the extre idge of the tool. The larger the

chip the greater its strength is, and therefore the further back

on the tool it slides, making a greater angle between the

shaving and the work wherein the I'ninl of the tool is more
or less clear. The tool splits off the shaving of material like

an axe cleaving wood with the grain. After having once en-

tered, the cutting edge ol the axe Is clear, while the thicket

part of the axe, acting like a wedge, forces the wood apart
In my opinion, I he action of the tool in cut ling si eel is similar.

ami with the largei cuts the greater pari of the wort. Is done

well back on the tool, where there is a good body of steel, in

i llghtei 'in ill- hum" weai a pit right up to the cutting
dgi thereb nreaki ning it, and causing ii to break down
1

1

With cast iron, ov Ing to Its brit tleness, the i in I

different, and the work is pri sallj all concentrated on the

cutting edge. When the tool Bret penetratei a piece of iron

Is broken ofl for a little disti In advance of the tool; the

roughni Intervenini I n moi ed a the w oi h n i oh es against

the tool, the point of which again penetrates and breaks off a

portion, and SO the action ronlli ::. 1/, Arthur I:. Cnihii,

befOTi II" 'iih.,, I Kricni-r '

/ n ,1 . // / % A .
;,,< iation.
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PASSENGER CAR REPAIR SHOP.

The arrangement of the passenger car repair shop of the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway at Colljuwood if

shown on the accompanying drawing. In this shop 80 ft. of the

south end is partitioned off and sub-divided to accommodate

three important departments, the tin and pipe shop, the brads

finishing and lacquering department, and the upholstering de-

partment, including the cushion cleaning, dyeing and drying

work.

zzi"~_.";._ "
:,

7o Dvsf Co//ecfor
upon fhe rvof

min., is located in front of the group and drives the two shafts

as well as the blower by an interesting arrangement of pul-

leys so as to use a single belt; this may be understood from

the cross section view of the group at A-B. The belt passes

over the blower pulley, then wraps back to the nearest shaft

pulley, and from there to the further shaft pulley and back.

In this way the purpose of the drive is fulfilled—the shafts

are operated in opposite directions, and moreover the driven

pulleys each have a much larger arc of belt contact than they

could otherwise possibly have. This drive works very smooth-

ly and satisfactorily.

The dust collecting system has proved a very efficient and

helpful factor in the operation of this department. Each buff

PIPING ARRANGEMENT FOB DUST COLLECTOR SYSTEM.

The arrangement of the

buffing wheels in the brass

finishing room is remark-

able not only for its com-

pactness and simplicity,

but also for the conven-

ience to the workmen
This is best shown in the

detail view and the photo-

graph of the finishing

room, presented herewith.

There are four two-wheel

buffing stands, locate. 1 5%
ft. apart between centres of

splndl d them arc arranged the two driving shafts.

which turn in opposite directions as is required; these shafts

mi floor stand bearings, IS ins. above the floor.

There are two exhausting blowers, used in ihis croup for the

purpose oi removing the dust and lint from the buffs, which

are located ai (lie center of the group, between the two shafts

and opposite the motor.

The driving motor, which is a 10-h.p. Crocker-Wheeler direct-

current machine, operating at constant-speed of 850 revs, per

THE BUFFING WHEEL GBOTJP AMI DUST EXEAUSTEB IN THE BRAt-

FINISHING BOOM. [.ACQUER CLOSETS amp BAKING OVEN

AT THE BEAB.

SFCT/OA' A-B.
ABRANG i:\IJ N I OF BUFFING WHEEL AND EXHAUSTER APPARATUS,

SHOWING METHOD OF DBIVING FROM A SINGLE MOTOR.

is constantly served while in operation by an exhaust suction,

»o that the obnoxious dust from buffing brass is constantly

removed from the operator; this not only makes the work much
more comfortable for the workmen, but also keeps the room
clean at all times. The dust is delivered from the two ex-

hausters up through the roof to a centrifugal dust collector,

which also serves the cushion cleaning and hair picking ma-

chinery in the next room.

The photograph of the brass finishing equipment is also of
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interest in that it shows at the rear the arrangement of ven-

tilating hood over the cleaning and washing vats to carry off

the fumes from the acids, etc. Next to this at the right may
be seen the lacquering closets, which have special ventilation

to protect the workmen from the disagreeable smell of lacquer

as far as possible, tfeyond in the corner of the room is the

baking oven where the freshly lacquered pieces are baked

thoroughly by a slow heat; the heat Is supplied by steam coils

around the walls and the walls are carefully insulated by a

special asbestos sheet construction.

The west half of this portion of the passenger car repair

shop is occupied by the upholstering department. This con

sists of a large main work room, 40 ft. by SO ft., with a gal-

lery extending around its northt and east sides, in which the

refitting and sewing work upon the cushions is done. Beyond
this room to the east is the cleaning room, which contains a

cushion whipping and cleaning machine and the apparatus for

DIES AND FORMERS FOR BULLDOZERS.

,<S

•?.-

-- 33SO-

—-2O0-

DETAII, PLAN OF THE SOUTH END OK TIM. PASS] KGEB OAR BEPA1B SHOP.

washing, as well as also dyeing, the cushions. The drying
room adjoins this to the north. Above the cleaning room is

the hair-picking room in which is located the machinery for

picking and renovating the hair used for stuffing cushions.

Locomotive Test Committee. The advisory committee, rep

Ing various scientific and technical interests in the loco-

motive tests at the St Louis Exposition, has completed its

work and has expressed its appreciation of the action ol

the Pennsylvania Railroad for the testing plant and all it

eciallj mentioning Messrs, J. J. Turair, T.

\. Ely, !•" I). Casanave, a W. Glbbs, A. s. Vojrt, B D,

and G. L. Wall for tbeil ieratl in Oil I ii'

Ion on i ii<- pari of tin- i a '

priate and pleasing to ;iii those who know .he services which

have been rendered to the railroad world through

I'Kom ' no-. I mpbovemi i - There Is verj little knov

that <;m yield larger, Immediate dividends than con

reliable Information about details. Troubli

B d utilizing tl

formal i
• both machine and man output, our

offlciau have been aide to reduci tnd to

actual savlnj i from 35 per cent, to Ii

on all correal ontt oiled b*i Him

Emerxon, V. \ib

There is no questioning the fact that an upsetting machine,

or bulldozer, is an essential factor in an up-to-date blacksmith

shop. The possibilities of these machines are unlimited

articles that can be made on them are too numeious to men-

tion. We hear considerable talk about doing work with "one

stroke of the machine." 1 am not so much an advocate of the

"one stroke" idea as of the one beat idea, l beiieve in doing

just as much as possible in "one heat." Formers and dies

made to complete some articles in one stroke are apt to be-

come so complicated that the cost of making and maintain-

ing would be quite considerable. We make some articles,

such as brake mast rests, dead lever guides, ladder steps or

grab irens, with two or three strokes of the machine, bul

always with one heat. The greatest trouble we experience is

with the quality of iron furnished by the purchasing depart-

ment. We never know what kind

of iron we have until we come to

work it. and you can imagine what

we think, yes, even say, when we
come to work a lot of hot short iron

on the bulldozer. As to the manner
of originating these dies and form-

ers, we should never lose sight of

the "man behind the gun." The
men operating these machines know
how and what they can do. I have

received some valuable hints from
these men, and believe in encourag

ing these suggestions as mucb as

possible, and when the die is a suc-

cess don't always say 1 made t his,

but, rather, we made this; it costs

no more and pays well. As to the

quality of the work done on these

machines: I met a master black-

smith a day or two after our. con-

vention last year who contended

that bent hooks on arch bars were

better than upset hooks. After re-

turning home I had one of the re-

pair men keep count of arch bars

repaired on account of

hooks, and the result \v;is thai out

of twenty-eight hooks twenty-two
were bent and six upset. This. I think, is evidence

conclusive, and no more need be said on this score.

We have recently experimented with chilled cast iron dies for

the upsetting machine with very good results, and i believe

with a saving to the company. We have entirely eliminated
machine work on these dies, using them just as they come
from the foundry. There is one article in particular that I

might mention, and thai is ladder steps Or grab irons. The
New York Central lines have recentlj adopted "i in. ladder

as a standard, also the inspector ol Safety appliances

requires grab Iron placed on the four corners of all ears.

This meant the making of thousands of grab irons, and. nat-

ural 1 v. the question of dies and header he, .i serious one.

oi on hi i i made of machine steel, and the

hi nil i ol tool tee] the time required to make them being

quite considerable. We bad patterns made for dies ami head-

ers, the chill Inl lied iii our iii.oi pop and fur-

nl hi d i hi Found i Thi
i ire obtained for a price

iron \o macbii I required, and they wive

I he best of n etter i \ en t han the machine or tool

It ./ I/., ..
|

/.-,, . a /;/,,, /,

lotion

linn i '
i

1 1] '> ound < restrict t he output of a

power, turn oul an Infei lot gi ade ol work
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' required.
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WATER TUBE LOCOMOTIVE BOILER.

Paris, Lyons and Mediterranean Railway.

This boiler seems to be successful and it is worthy of record

because of an increased interest in water tube boiler possi-

bilities for locomotives. The design is by Mr. J. Robert of the

Algerian system of the Paris, Lyons and Mediterranean Rail-

way. There are two horizontal drums, the larger being over

the smaller one. These provide water and steam space and

they are connected by curved tubes 2.6 in. in diameter, ex-

panded into both drums. Three thimbles connect the two
drums as shown in the engraving. From the rear end of

In order to facilitate cleaning the water tubes, two
blower pipes extend through the central space and
pierce the two forward thimbles which connect the

drums. These pipes have many apertures through
which jets of steam are blown in inclined directions against

the water tubes for the removal of soot and ashes. The
valve for these pipes is located in the cab.

When first applied, in February, 1904, the boiler had copper

tubes, but these have been replaced by steel. Experience has
shown little trouble with mud in the drums, but scale formed
in the tubes has required removal by brushes, hammers and
tube cleaners on flexible shafts. This boiler is said to steam

freely and raise steam rapidly.

LONGITUDINAL SECTION. SECTION AT SECTION AT
TRUCK AND BOILER. DRIVING AXLK

SECTIONAL PLAN.

WATER TUBE LOCOMOTIVE BOrLEB-

SECTION SECTION

FRONT i>F FIREBOX, BEHIND FIREBOX.

PABIS, LYONS .v MEDITERRANEAN RAILWAY.

the lower drum circulating pipes connect with headers below
the level of the grates. These headers are connected with
the upper drum by a series of tubes placed close together
and forming the inside shell of the firebox, the tubes being

i with a thin steel plate as an outside envelope.

According to 'a descriptive article by Mr. Sausoll in the

Generate des Chemins de Fer, from which this de-

scription is taken, this boiler was applied to a 2-S-O freight

locomotive, one of a class of which the following table gives

the leading characteristics:

Plain Water
Boiler. Tube.

iller itself $5,000 $4,250
oox 105 sq. ft. 166 sq. ft

Heating surface, tubes 1,146 5 q. ft. 1,043 sq. ft.

Heating surface, drums 74 sq. ft.
Heating sunn e. total 1,251 sq. ft. 1,283 sq. ft
Weight of boile r. full 18.5 tons. 19.3 tons.
Weight of boiler, emptj 15 tons. 13.5 tons.
Orato area

1 9.8 sq. ft. 20 8 sq. ft.

number 208 616
inside diameter 2 ins. 2.6 ins-

Tubes, length 12 ft
Capacity of boiler 211 cu. ft. 300 cu. ft.

Volume of water at working level 166 cu. ft. 248.9 cu ft.

1906 MASTER CAR BUILDERS' AND MASTER
MECHANICS' CONVENTION.

Mr. L. B. Sherman, secretary of the Railway Supply .Men

announces that the location of the next convention of the

Master Car Builders' and Master Mechanics' Associations will

be determined by the following gentlemen: Mr. A. E. Mitchell,

superintendent of motive power of the Lehigh Valley R. R., S.

Bethlehem, Pa.; Mr. G. W. Wildin, mechanical superintendent

Erie Railroad, Meadville, Pa., and Mr. F. K. Shults, represent-

ing the Supply Mens' Association, whose address is 95 Liberty

street, New York. Mr. Shults is chairman of this commit tec

and all communications should be addressed to him in cape of

the Camel Company, 95 Liberty Street, New York.

Electric Commercial Wagons.—The Automobile Builder, of

Cleveland, estimates that the number of electric commercial

wagons now in actual service in this country can
I

lively placed at four thousand.
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OPERATION OF THE McKEES ROCKS SHOPS'
POWER PLANT.

A few points in connection with the compact and efficient

power plant for the McKees Rocks shops of the Pittsburgh &

Lake Erie Railroad may be of interest. This plant is thor-

oughly up to date in almost every respect. It embodies a great

many of the best features in power plant design. The build-

ing is 77 x 100 x 50 ft. high from the basement floor. Most

of the pumps are in the basement. The main floor is divided

by a brick partition wall into engine room and boiler room.

The boilers are six Babcock & Wilcox 264 h.p. each, nominal

rating. They are. however, worked much above this rating.

A load of 1,S00 b.h.p. has been carried for several hours on

four boilers. It was calculated that five boilers would at any

time be sufficient to take care of the load, leaving one for

spare. In connection with these boilers, I may say that we
had a great amount of trouble at first from burning out

tubes, 56 tubes requiring to be replaced in three months.

When the water softening plant was installed and in good

working order the trouble ceased, and now the tubes remain

almost as clean as the day they were installed. The coal and

ashes are handled by machinery, the coal is dumped from hop-

per cars through a grating to a hopper beneath, whence it

is hoisted by endless chain or conveyor to top of building; it

is there dumped on a horizontal conveyor, which deposits it

at points desired in the storage bins, when it flows by gravity

to stoker hopper. The ashes are handled from the basement

by the same machinery and are dumped into a storage bin

directly over the track, thence into hopper cars beneath. Coal

capacity is 200 tons; ash capacity, 2,000 cu. ft. The engines

installed are four 14 x 24 x 14 Westinghouse compound en-

gines, 2S0 r.p.m., about 250 h.p. Generators are of the direct

connected Westinghouse, 150 k.w. capacity, 240 volts. The
switchboard is an 18 panel board, consisting of four generator

panels, one load panel, five incandescent light and constant

speed motor panels, three arc light panels and five variable

speed motor panels. There are fifteen pumps, which cover

everj' purpose and are of various capacities, from a 50-gal.

test pressure pump to a 1,000-gal. cold water supply pump.
Five of the pumps are motor driven centrifugal or turbine

pumps.

The two air compressors are each capable of compressing

1,000 cu. ft. of free air per minute to 100 lbs. pressure. There
are also what are termed balancers or motor generators to split

the 240-volt circuit into two 120-volt circuits for the arc light-

ing and six voltages from 40 to 240 for the variable speed

motors.

The power plant takes care of the heating of the whole
tn of buildings, some of the buildings being half a mile

from the power house. The heating is performed by circu-

lating hot water through large heating coils in the various

buildings, from which the ht-;it la extracted by the air

over them by fans Th<- temperature in all the buildings is

controlled in the power house by raising or lowering the tem-
perature of the water, which r;in be dune at will. The water

'<•'! ill the ; ins of

exhaust steam supplemented by Hv<- steam, and Is cin

through the system by two centrifugal pumps. It

that, the beating load in 10-deg. weather will, when all the
buildings are up, be about I'

cent of this ii' In.- The
pressure earri-d i

water suppl . anything >•

About I

double pumped, the pumps handh

fun'- at t|,.

who 1

ststlng Ineer, one oiler and one flrem

tlon. there are during tl:

a very small force of men, and the good results can only be

accomplished on account of the large number of labor-saving

devices installed and the care and forethought expended on
the original design. The plant is not yet worked to the limit,

as several new buildings have yet to go up, but from present

appearances it would seem that it will accomplish what it was
designed for. The plant is sometimes criticised on account

of the small electric units used, but the load varies very

greatly. On summer nights one generator is sufficient to

carry the load, while on dark days in winter all four gen-

erators are in service.

In proportioning the cost everything is based pro rata on
the actual steam consumption, the steam consumption in most
cases being based on result of tests. An extract from the 1904

yearly report is as follows:

Pittsbvbgh & Lake Erie Railrcad Company, McKees Rocks
Power Plant.

Monthly
Total. Average.

Steam Pressure, Pounds 148.3
Coal Consumption :

Cars, total ;.;.-, 22.08
Pounds, total 22.724,400 1,893,700
Pounds per hour 2,592.1

Ashes, cars loaded 42 3.5*
Water Evaporated

:

Gallons, total 20,910,000 1,742,500
Pounds per hour 19,373.2

Pounds per hour per lbs. of coal

:

Actual - 7.475
From and at 212 deg 8602

Boiler h.-p. developed 645.8

•Ashes were 13 per cent, by weight of the coal.
EXPENSES.

Per Cent
Wages $10,274.95 $856 25 50.27
Supplies 1.S61.43 155.11 9.11
Machine Repairs 1.483 54 123 63 7.26
Coal 6.817.62 568.14 33.36

Total $20,437.54 $1,703.13 10000

GENERAL DISTRIBUTION.

Heating $3,208.01 $267.34 17.00
Compressed Air 5,464.66 455.39 26.31
Lighting 2.255.20 187.93 11.10
Pumping 4,779.69 398.31 22.78
Machine Tools, etc 3.602.66 300.22 17 32
Locomotive Filling 1.127.32 5.49

Total $20,437.54 $1,703.13 100 00

RATES
Cost in cents, per Maintenance. *Total.

B. H. P. Hour, developed 0.367 O 752
K W. Hour O 628 1.286
H. P. Hour, electric 0.469 .962

1,000 Cu. Ft. free air. romp 1695

•Based on cost of plant of $165,000, 5 per cent, interest and 8
per cent, depreciation.

I Editor's Note.—A detailed description of the power plant

will be found in the May, 1904, issue of this journal, page 169.

The above article is taken from a paper read before the Engi-

neers' Society of Western Pennsylvania by Mr. (I. M. Camp-

bell, electrical engineer of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Rail-

road.]

In passing through a large railroad shop one day during

the recent hot spell the writer noticed a unique advantage

which was being taken of an individual motor-driven u

tool. The mo dstock ol

i: Lamson turret lathe, and the machii

a small fan to the end of the armature shaft, s.> thai a cool

was directed upon him while the machine was in

tlon.
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FIG. 2—TRAVELING TROLLEY SUNNING OFF THE TRANSFER BRIDGE OX TO ONE OF THE SPUR TRACKS.

PI im VII "'.

-ARRANGEMENT OF TRAVELING TROLLEYS AMI HOISTS AT THE BAMAPO IRON WORKS.

ELECTRIC TRAVELING HOISTS.

An iiw xpensive system of traveling cranes for handling

loads from 1'^ to 5 tons, and which is admirably adapted for

railroad storehouses and scrap yards, has been installed

a) the Ramapo Iron Works, Niagara Falls. N. Y. The trolleys

and hoists run on the lower flanges of a single I beam, and it

is thus possible to install this arrangement in places where it

would bi impi ihle to arrange for regular crane runways, and

it is very much less expensive. The traveling trolleys may be

run off the transfer bridge on to the single I beam tracks,

which may be arranged in almost an endless variety of ways,

making it possible to carry the load to any point in an extensive

plant. As an illustration, the diagram in Fig. 1 shows some

of the combinations which are used at the Ramapo Iron

Works. The transfer bridge operates over the middle bay of

the shop, running out at one end over the two railroad sidings.

The trolley on this traveling crane may be run off on to

another crane in the gallery to the right of the main bay in

the cross sectional elevation, or it may be run on lo the spur

tracks in the gallery to the left. One of these spur tracks runs

to another building; two of them extend out over the rail-
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road siding; two others extend over the gallery and one curves

around and runs lengthwise of the gallery.

Fig. 2 shows the traveling trolley as it is about to leave the

transfer crane to run onto one of the spur tracks. The cage

for the operator is attached to the trolley, so that the operator

is always with the load. In transferring the trolley it is only

necessary to move the transfer table in line with any one of

the spur tracks. An independent motor drive through a train

of gearing is used for traversing the trolley along the track

and only two conductor wires are required for each spur track.

The trolley may be provided with swivel trucks to allow it to

run around curves of from 12 to 20 ft. radius. When the

transfer bridge is used it is operated by a separate motor, con-

trolled from the operator's cage on the trolley. A set of stops

is provided for the transfer bridge and spur tracks, so as to

prevent the trolley from running off the track.

STARTING A STEAM TURBINE.

<aj F1C. 6—NtLES ELECTRIC TRAVELING TROLLEY.

If i lie nature of the plant is such that the traveling crane,

which, in this instance, acts as a transfer table, is not required,

II would be very easy to arrange a series of the I-beam tracks,

which could be connected by switches, and it would thus be

possible to arrange to transfer loads from one part of a plant

to ib<- other. Such a system could readily be extended from
'i time to meel the growing demands, and could readily

be adopted for almost any purpose. These traveling hoists and

trolleys are made by the Niles-Bement-Pond Company, 111

Broadway, New York.

Versus Non-Condensing. Plants, it is generally

•I thai ' low water rate condensing plant is more eco-

nomical than a non (sondes Ing one where the rate is higher,

but s.ieii i- not always the case. If all the heat In the ex-

haust Steam Can be made use Of, then relatively inefficient

but low CO ' engines would, when Interest and depreciation

i pile are considered, lie the cheapest to ln-

' t rOffl t he holler is eventually

water and at Ihe tone time the feed water entei

the holler at Of HI '.•hat more could he desired

or obtained? i have j,, mind a non-condensing plant of 2,000

b.li.p., which In Winter uses every ounce of exhaust steam
and in summer a verj large percentage of It, Thai pi

conomlcally, though the engines and pumpi
'i have a high water rats If, Campbell Engineers'

n P( nfixyh nnin.

B5!P
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start. Starts have been made under such conditions In 12

minutes. When we start a cold turbine we open up the valve

and let her turn, and in two minutes we are ready to bring

her up to speed, and she will be at speed in 2% minutes,

dividing the engine's time by more than four.

LANDIS BOLT CUTTER HEAD AND CHASERS.

The construction of the die head is shown In Fig. 4. The
four oscillating spindles, a, each have two pins upon which

the chaser blocks are slipped. At b is a central pinion bored

out to allow the work to pass through and engaging with a

short series of teeth formed on each spindle a. Near the rear

end of the pinion is fastened a disk, c, which is engaged at its

periphery by a rack adjusted by screw d to set the die to

The Landis bolt cutter head and chasers, shown in detail

in the accompanying illustrations, have several notable feat-

ures which makes it possible to increase the capacity of a

bolt cutter, at the same time reducing the cost of maintenance

of the dies. The die is composed of four chasers, as shown in

Fig. 1, which are made from flat pieces of steel with the

threads which form the teeth milled their entire length. The

chasers may be sharpened by a simple grinding operation,

and no annealing, hobbing and retempering is necessary.

They may be repeatedly sharpened until reduced to a very

short length. The chasers are beveled at the front edge, and

the throat thus preserves a uniform shape after grinding, and

SeWlOT on Line D-D

DETAIL CONSTRUCTION OF LANDIS DIE UK Mi.

it is at all times possible to cut close to the head of the bolts.

Each chaser is held in a grooved block, and these blocks are

carried by four oscillating spindles, which are geared together

in the head, and are made to operate simultaneously to open

and close the die and to adjust it to the proper size. A screw

with a circumferentially grooved head holds the chaser in

place by engaging the threads, clamping it rigidly. An
adjusting screw at the other end of the block forces the

chaser downward until the piece becomes too small to hold.

In grinding the chasers the holder is set on a gauge, which

may be used in connection with any ordinary cutter grinder.

The cutting is at all times done by the front teeth, while

the back teeth do no cutting, but take a bearing on the work

a little, buck of the face of the chasers, thus forming a perma-

nent hardened lead nut, whose bearing surface is renewed each

lime the chaser is ground. The clearance In the die admits

of the highest possible cutting speed. After grinding, the

chasers are set to the proper position in the holders by means

of a gauge. They are set on lines tangent to the bolt and at

an angle to agree with the pilch of the thread. This die

head may readily be attached to bolt cutters otner thaD the

Landis. The head has no wearing surfaces exposed to chips

and scale, and the bearings are so arranged that any wear

which may take place will not affect the efficiency of the die.

1. BOLT COTTER HEAD SHOWING ONE mil. nil: IND CHASER REMOVED.

2. CHASERS AND HOLDERS. 3. DIE HEAD APPLIED TO LANDIS

BOLT CUTTEB.

proper size. The rack is seated in a ring, e, encircling the

head; and this ring, through toggle links, f (connected at one

end to e and at the other to the body of the device), is given

a limited oscillating movement to operate pinion, b, and so

open or dose the chasers. The toggle is operated by ring, o.

which is moved back and forth by lever and yoke, shown in

Fig. 3, this ring being attached to a rack, 7i, meshing with a

pinion, i, which also meshes with rack teeth formed on the

head of toggle connection, ;'. With ring g thrown hack the

toggle pin is lii'icrl to the position shown, the links are thrown

out straight as at f, and the chasers are positively locked in

cutting position. When ring g is slid forward again the tog-

gle draws the chasers open. The pins upon which the toggle
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links are mounted are so arranged that through openings in the

rear plate the pin in ring e may be slid into a seat in the

head proper, and the other pin drawn into a seat in the ring,

thus reversing the action of the ring and giving the chaser

block trunnions the right movement for left-hand chasers.

A chuck for holding nut taps is composed of four holders,

which may be substituted in place of the chaser holders. This
chuck may be opened and closed the same as the one for the

die. This device is made by the Landis Machine Company,
Wayntsboro, Pa.

THE SHEARING STRENGTH OF RIVETS.

PL\NER TYPE MILLING MACHINE WITH AUXILIARY
VERTICAL SPINDLE.

The planer type milling machine, illustrated herewith, is

adapted for heavy work, such as the milling of locomotive

side rods, rod brasses, driving boxes, shoes and wedges, and
cross-heads, and is equipped with an auxiliary vertical spindle,

which in no way interferes with the horizontal spindle, and
may be used to advantage on such work as milling key-ways

and for finishing the front section of locomotive frames. The
cross rail is counterweighted and has an inclined face, and
this design, in connection with the extra heavy and rigid up-

rights, overcomes to a very great extent the tendency to chat-

ter, and also of dropping in when running from a wide to a
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single shear. From this it will be noted that the increase
for double over single shear averages considerably higher in

iron rivets than it does in steel rivets; also that the increase

is greater for machine driven rivets than for hand driven, this

being attributed to the frictional resistance of the plates,

which is not so effective in the hand work:
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horizontally and actuated by an eccentric shaft in the back

end of the machine. This mechanism is entirely separate and

independent of that which operates the forging machine,

although both are in the one bed. The forging press is

brought into operation by the operator depressing the pedal

on the right of the machine. This allows the lock, between

the eccentric shaft and header slide, to drop into place. The
operator can give one or more blows as desired. On taking

the foot off the pedal the lock is released automatically and

the forging press comes to a stop with the dies wide open.

The locking device is an exact reproduction of the well-known

Ajax lock, so successfully used on the Ajax heading, upsetting

and forging machine.

The design of the bed is of box form, cast solid in one

piece and made of a special mixture of strong, close-grained

iron and of ample strength to withstand the excessive stresses

incident to the operation of this class of machinery. These

machines are built in seven sizes, known as A, B, C, D, E, F and

G. The weight of the machines varies from 1S.000 lbs. for the

A size. 10 180,000 lbs. for the G size. They are built by the

Ajax Manufacturing Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, and are

ihe invention of Mr. J. R. Blakeslee, Jr., general manager of

the company.

tator. The commutator bars are of hard-drawn copper, of

extra depth, and are mounted upon a cast steel shell, so con-

structed that they cannot move and the commutator cannot

get out of true. The field coils may be either shunt, series

or compound wound, according to requirements. During con-

structiou and after being placed in the machine each coil is

tested with 2, volts alternating current. The brush hold-

ers are of simple design, and are constructed with a view

to ;he sparkless operation of the brushes, freedom from noise

and minimum heating and wearing of the commutator. An
interesting application of one of these motors to a traverse

grindei, made by the Cincinnati Shaper Company, is illustrated

on another page of tnis i-su?.

W.u. Sellers as a Di mines or Machinery.—William Sellers

had certain well-defined ideas. Beauty of line and grace of

form were insisted on, and he early adopted, if he did not in-

vent, the dull lead tint now known as "machine gray." which

has now almost entirely supplanted the reds and greens and

blacks of the early builders. Fitness for the purpose in-

tended, as he saw it. was the keynote, and he had as much
horror of unnecessary weight as he had of any other defect

in proportion. In construction nothing suited him but the

20-11. 1'. STEEL FBAME MOTOR. FRAME SHOWING ARM \ II HI l\ PC

STEEL FRAME MULTIPOLAR MOTORS.

The aew Bteel frame motors made by the Triumph Electric

n\. of Cincinnati, are notable for their light weight,

high efficiency, good wearing qualities, accessibility of all

and their ability to stand heavy overloads and sudden
fluctuation- <f load. The frame is made nl d steel,

and its compact form and comparatively light weight |

simplifies the probli m « here il

directly upon a machine tool A Bpecial Bi which
increase! tbe bell surface on the pulley ai ee the

a bell drive
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best. He was never deterred by consideration of cost if be

saw a way of improving in design or construction. Absolute

was his dominant cha and h"

would tolerate no deviation fn ndard oi workman-

ship, no mailer how tempting might lie the occasion. There
was no I patching defects in workmanship or ma-

terial. Nothing enough" unless it was pi

us of his reputation, he set a high standard ami fol-

lowed i' undeviatingly. He had to a wond ee Hie

ud ueiii. i Follow on' his nun conclu-

Itation in the face of adverse opinion. In

opinions had verj little weight with him in professional

matters, but he would always listen to reasons, ami if the rear

ippealed to him he woui.i abandon p convic-

tions read 11) ami without apparent regret He used : -

that in- had no "pi Id ' of I i nd « ould 1 1 adil > give up
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INSPECTION LOCOMOTIVE. TRAVERSE GRINDER.

New York Central Lines.

The American Locomotive Company has completed at its

Schenectady works an inspection locomotive for the New
York Central lines. This locomotive was designed specially

for this particular service, and has a very low hoiler, with a

high dome located over the firebox. The following list gives

the chief characteristics of the locomotive, and the photo-

graph shows its exterior appearance. With a tractive power

of 14,800 lbs., this locomotive will be able to haul one or two

The illustration shows a convenient and substantial traverse

grinder, which was designed specially for grinding manganese
cast steel centers of railroad frogs and crossings, locomotive

cross-head guides, finishing the butt ends of connecting rods,

and is also adapted for such work as grinding the ways be-

tween the V's on lathe beds. The bed is cast in a box form
with floor supports at the middle and the ends. It is braced

internally by cross girts, and may be made in varying lengths,

(he one shown in the illustration being 15 ft. long, which per-

INSPECTION LOCOMOTIVE -

business cars, which extends its field of usefulness beyond

carrying an inspection party.

INSPECTION LOCOMOTIVE.
Fuel Bituminous coal.
Tractive power 14,800 lbs.

Weight in working order 99,500 lbs.
Weight on drivers 66,BOO lbs.
Weight of engine and tender in working order 182,700 lbs.
Wheel base, driving 8 ft.

Wheel base, total 22 ft. 8 ins.
Wheel base, engine and tender 46 ft. 2M> Ins.
Cylinders, kind Simple.
Cylinder diameter and stroke 15 by 24 Ins.
Driving wheels, diameter over tires 62 Ins.
Style of boiler Wagon top crown bar.
Working pressure 200 lbs.
Outside diameter of first ring 46 line.

Firebox, length and width 66 by 34 Ins.
Tubes, number and outside diameter 158 2-in.
Tubes, gauge and length 11, 11 ft. Tins.
Heating surface, tubes 951.38 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 93.37 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 1,044.75 sq. ft.

Grate area 15.72 sq. ft.

Water capacity 3,500 gals.
Coal capacity 6 tons.

An Interesting Photograph,

—Mr. E. L. Lomax, general pas-

senger and ticket agent of the

Union Pacific Railroad, has is-

sued an interesting copy of an
historical photograph, showing

General Grant and party at Fort

Sanders, Wyo., in 1SG7. As is

well known, during the construc-

tion of this road a great deal of

trouble was encountered fr< it-

tacks by the Indians, and for this

General Grant and his

party went over the road to ar-

range treaties with the various

tribes. The photograph was tak-

en a
i Fort Sanders station dur-

ing this trip. The picture,

besides General Grant, Includes

such notable men as 1 1 ral

Gn nville M, I >i dge, Sidnej I >il-

i*ii. Genei al Phil Sheridan, Gen-

eral John Gibbons, General YV. T
Sherman and others. It is a pic-

ture which will be i reasu red by

all who are fortunate enough to

receive copies.

NEW YORK CENTRAL JINKS.

mils a longitudinal travel of 12 ft. to the saddle which carries

the grinding wheel. The saddle is traversed at the rate of

15 ft. per minute by means of a rack and pinion driven by a

2-h.p. motor, and is automatically reversed at each end of the

stroke. A lever is provided for reversing the saddle by hand

when necessary. The stroke may be adjusted to any length

up to the limit of the machine.

The grinding wheel is driven by a 5-h.p. Triumph Electric

Company motor, and has a horizontal movement in the direc-

tion of its axis of 15 ins. and a vertical movement of 11% ins.

The horizontal movement is controlled by the hand wheel at-

tached to the bracket which supports the grinding wheel, and

the vertical movement by the hand wheel on the end of the

shaft, which is set at an angle. The third hand wheel is for

moving the saddle by hand. The motor is adjustable on the

saddle, so that when necessary the belt driving the grinding

wheel shaft may be tightened.

1812. R.TRAVERSE
GRIMOER 15'

TRAVERSE GRINDER—CINCINNATI SI-IATER COMPANY.
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The two tables are adjustable horizontally by means of a
rack and removable ratchet wrenches, and vertically by means
of screws operated by socket wrenches. Water Is supplied

to the grinding wheel b> a pump and system of piping. The
ways an top of the bed are protected from the grit by means
of canvas curtains, as shown. This machine is made by the

Cincinnati Shaper Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

MANUFACTURING PLANT OF THE B. F. STURTEVANT
COMPANY.

These new works at Hyde Park. Mass., will accommodate
about 2.huh workmen, the aggregate floor area of the finished

buildings being over nine acres. The plant consists of a four-

story office building. 45 by 123 ft.: a three-story building SO

by 500 it. devoted to the manufacture of blowers, heaters

and galvanized iron work: a building SO by 250 ft. of the

same height, on the first floor of which all engines will be

tested, stored and shipped, while the other floors will be uti-

MACHIN'E SHOP SHOWING boon in. in ski i hf.ii my saw-tooth hoof constriction

lized by the electrical department; a general machine shop

measuring 120 by 500 ft., with 40 ft. side galleries devoted

principally to the building of engines; a forge shop 40 by 100

ft.; a twc-storj building of the same floor area devoted ex-

clusively to lockers, washing and sanitary facilities for the

emplo Dd storage building 80 by 150 ft. in

ground plan; a foundry measuring I7n by 350 ft.; a power-

bouse 80 ft. square with detached fire and service pump-

'lb" adopted arrangement, which is slightly modified from

that presented on page 159 ol the November, 1902, issue of tliis

journal, provides for a giou|i of buildings parallel to the rail-

.'.ill. accommodai ur tracks between

buildings, their entrance at th< rtaln buildlni

mii opportunity for the growth of all Important tructure bj

Ion iti length. The type of con traction I somewhat
i-oni|i< of steel Intel lot i olumn

;itid n, nil heavy brick u, Imbered

ind plank roof-, in tin- ca • ol tht om toj found]

the roof Is supported i> In the other buildings

open timbering - columns In the upper floors Ik

I
hi- main (loon in the machlni fan and erecting

onci ete, upon • b li ii
I In bemloct I bedded

in liquid pitch and toe-nailed together. The upper floors are

carried upon hard-pine beams on 4-ft. centres, spanning the

spaces between the steel girders, which follow a unit system

of 20 ft. on centres throughout the buildings. The machine
shop gallery floors which are designed for 250 lbs. load per

sq. ft., are of 2%-inch plank; other upper floors are of 2-in.

plank for a load of 200 lbs. per sq. ft. Maple top flooring is

used in all cases. All roofs are of 3-in. plank with tar and

gravel top.

The entire plant is electrically driven and lighted at 220

volts from a central powerhouse, containing at present one

100 kw. and one 250 kw. Sturtevant generating set: the power

plant engines run condensing; the exhaust steam derived from

engines under test upon the plate in the testing building is

utilized for heating, supplementary live steam being admitted

at reduced pressure as may be required. Waste exhaust is

discharged through a Sturtevant exhaust head. The boilers

are equipped with a Sturtevant fuel economizer for heating the

feed water. The powerhouse is

placed sufficiently far from the

ends of the buildings to permit

of ample extension of each, and

near enough to the water

supply to reduce to a minimum
the expense of conveying con-

densing and other water. Steam

electricity and compressed air

are transmitted to the individual

buildings through a concrete

tunnel and a supplementary sys-

tem of covered trenches.

The lighting of the machine

shop, which is remarkably effec-

tive, is secured principally by a

series of saw-tooth skylights run-

ning crosswise of the roof with

glass facing due north. Tools

are arranged for the progress of

the work from the open end

of the shop toward the fin-

ished stores ami erecting shop.

Machine tocls arc grouped by

types, and so far as pos-

sible arranged for progressive

operations. Space is left for addi-

tions in supplemental parallel

rows. Large machines are driven

by direct connected Sturtevant

(-Mi i i
i FAN, no'-'
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moto*s. Twenty horse-power motors suspended overhead are so

located as to drive the small tools in groups of suitable size

through individual lengths of line shaft. The smithshop is

equipped with a full outfit of Sturtevant forges with blower for

blat and exhaust fan for removing smoke. A detail descrip-

tioi of the foundry and pattern shops will be found on page 431

of the November, 1903, issue of this journal.

The standard first floor height in the main buildings is 17

ft., that of the second and third stories is 15 ft. The windows

are large and numerous. Ribbed glass is used in all but the

lower sashes. All structural steel, window frames, racks, and

bins and the walls up to a height of 5 ft. are painted a rich

gre'.n. The balance of walls and ceilings is covered with white

col 1 water paint.

\ he entire industrial equipment was designed and con-

st! tcted by the B. F. Sturtevant Company, in the effort to se-

en e something better than the market afforded. The outfit

comprises the industrial railway system including the plat-

fo. tn, coal, charging and dump cars, ladle trucks, truck ladles

a»1 turn-tables; the general factory equipment consisting of

ca it iron bench legs, electric hoists, wash-sinks, shelf-brackets

fo pattern storage, etc., the manhole and catch basin covers

ai I frames, trench cover plates, hangers and the like. All

of the buildings are heated and ventilated by the Sturtevant

sy»tem. In the machine shop the hot air pipes are hidden be-

n< Uh the second floor wall benches and deliver most of the

ai • downward to the first floor. The fan and erecting shops

aie supplied through an underground duct which delivers

the hot air to external vertical flues upon one side of the

building, which in the case of the fan shop are located 40 ft.

oi centres and discharge the air across the building above

hi ul level.

CAR JOURNAL LUBRICATOR.

The Harrison ear journal lubricator, illustrated herewith,

i: made to fit the various sizes of standard M. C. B. journal

li \\<s and is the result of several years of experimental work.

It is claimed that this is the only device that prevents the

lubricant from overflowing from the box alter it reaches the

he'ght of the dust guard chamber and raises the oil clear to the

jo -nal without overflowing. It is also claimed that less than

25 per cent, of the ordinary amount of oil and waste is

ret Hired to pack it, and in support of this a test on the Lake

HARRISON LUBHK ITOB, PACKED TOR SERVICE.

Shore & Michigan Southern Railway is cited, where a car with

sealed boxes, containing L"_. pints of oil and 8 ounces of waste,

ran over eight thousand miles, using less than one ounce of

the lead lining of the brass. With the same amount of

i another car ran ever Inn thousand" miles with sealed

her important feature of those lubricators is the oil

chamber in the back, which gives the bearings as perfect

lubrication from the rear as from the front and overcomes the

difficulty of netting oil to the rear of the Journal. It will

further be observed that as the lubricators hold all the lubri-

cant and practically provide a double chamber in the back of

the journal box, the packing is nearly all housed, and what

sand sifts into the box falls to the bottom and is kept out of

the waste. These lubricators are pressed out of one sheet of

steel and resiliently mounted on malleable bases, making them

practically indestructible, and after once being placed in posi-

tion in the journal box need not be removed for any cause, as

the box can be jacked up and the brass and wedge taken out

by simply removing the waste from the lubricator as from an

ordinary oil box. They are made by the Harrison-Williams

Company, of Toledo, Ohio.

Why Driving Axles Should Be Bored.—A couple of years

ago, while the finishing cut was being taken on a steel driving

axle in a lathe, the operator noticed in the freshly cut surface

what appeared to be a small flaw. On testing this with a

pin the pin disappeared, and quite a length of fine wire fol-

lowed it. On taking out a transverse slice of the axle at

this point a cavity was found in the metal, which would hold

half a pint or more. The walls of the cavity were perfectly

clean and bright, and but for the fact that the finishing cut

just happened to open up the cavity a trifle its presence would

not have been suspected, and the axle would have gone into

service. It is perhaps safe to say that one-quarter, or pos-

sibly one-third, of the cross sectional area of the axle was

embraced in the cavity. We have seen a number of such

cases, and, unfortunately, the phenomenon is not rare. Al-

most any practical steel maker, when asked for the cause of

such a cavity in what is apparently a solid piece of metal,

would probably laconically answer, "careless heater." In

order to understand this statement, it is necessary to say that

many driving axles, even when they are finished, are about

11 ins. in diameter, and that the bloom from which they are

forged is considerably larger. If now such a bloom when cold

is put into a hot furnace, the outside layers get hot long be-

fore the inside has begun to rise much in temperature. A
severe strain due to the greater expansion of the outside lay-

ers is accordingly set up. which strain is enough occasionally

to actually rupture the inside. Subsequent forging opens out

this rupture into a cavity. The rupture is usually accom-

panied by a noise like a pistol shot. The unfortunate part

of the business is that, there being a number of blooms in

the furnace at one time, it is impossible to tell which one

has yielded to the strain. As would be expected, the larger

the axle the more common this defect, and we know of one

large railroad that bores a 2-in. hole through every axle over

8 ins. in diameter that is destined for passenger service. The
boring of the hole enables the cavity to be discovered, either

by the behavior of the drill, or by sight examinations after

the hole is finished. It is interesting to know that some-

thing over 2 per cent, of all axles bored are found defective

in this way.

—

Dr. C. B. Dudley, before American Society for

Testing Materials.

Milling Mai mine Efficiency.—When a large variety of

work has to be milled, in which cutters of greatly varying

sizes have to be used, one would naturally select the machines
which offer the widest range of speeds and feeds. One of the

greatest advances in the construction of milling machines has

been to provide them with range of speed and feed which will

practically give the same peripheral speed of cutter, and pro-

portionate rate of feed from the minimum to the maximum
capacity of the machine. The wage cost of operating ma-

chines on general work of varying character will naturally in-

crease, as it is only in the hands of a highly intelligent

mechanic who thoroughly understands the details of a machine

and the possibilities of milling that the best results can be

secured. Given, however, a competent man, a good wage does

not spell high cost of production, but is an unmistakable

i i ononiy. There is no machine in the workshop which is so

much influenced for better or for worse in proportion to the

efficiency Of its tools as the milling machine. The secret of
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its failure is immediately manifest when one sees the cutters

in use engaged in a tug-of-war as to whether they shall move
the material or the material will remove them. This trouble

often ends in a drawn game, which when summed up resolves

itself into a loss of engine power, and a condemnation of the

innocent milling machine. It is advisable for foremen and

managers to give more attention to the purchase and main-

tenance of efficient cutters for milling machines, and proper

toolroom facilities for keeping them in order, as apart from

these points being well attended to, milling machines will

simply be a delusion and a snare.

—

Mr. Deakin before Vie

Coventry (England) Engineering Society.

BOOKS.

Railway Provident Institutions in English-Speaking Countries.
By M. Riebenack, Controller Pennsylvania Railroad, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

This is a consolidation of reports prepared by the author for

submission to the International Congress as reporter on this sub-

ject for countries using the English language, in connection with
the seventh session of the Congress held at Washington, D. C,
last May. This is the most complete collection of data on this

subject now available, and in view o.f the general interest in the

subject of pension systems by American railroads, it will be an
invaluable aid to those who are given the responsibility of work-
ing out such systems. This admirable work covers insurance and
relief systems, pension or retirement provisions, superannuation,

hospital service, savings funds, co-operative schemes, libraries,

literary institutes, loan provisions and welfare work. It is a

record of facts of actual practice on railroads. The author's con-

clusions and "addenda" present some observations gained by his

wide experience and exhaustive study of this vital problem of the

welfare of employees. The book should have wide distribution,

not only among railroad officials but among men having responsible

charge of large bodies of men in any service.

Civil Engineering. A Text Book for a Short Course. By Lieut.-
Col. G. J. Fiebeger, U. S. Army. 8vo, xiv. 573 pages, 180
figures. Cloth. John Wiley & Sons, 43 East 19th street,
New York. ?5.00 net.

The author presents in this volume a course in civil engineering,

comprising those topics which are deemed essential for the West
Point cadet to study, in order that he may be prepared to direct the

maintenance and repair of engineering structures in times of

peace, and to effect their destruction in war with thoroughness

and rapidity. In consequence of this limited scope much has been

omitted which a complete course in civil engineering should com-

prise. Railroad engineering and surveying are not considered,

three chapters only are given to hydraulics and allied subects,

and but one to highway engineering. The remaining twenty-three

ra are devoted to a theoretical treatment of the principles

of statics, and to their application in the design of wooden,

masonry, and metal structures, together with a discussion of the

physical properties of these substances, and a brief article upon

foundations. As a text-book for use in engineering schools giv-

ing thorough courses in civil engineering it is not well adapted.

Neither would it be of much value as a reference book for the

practicing civil engineer since its treatment of all subjects ex-

cept structural design is far too brief to be of much service, while

this subject is discussed more exhaustively and with equal clear-

ness in a number of standard works. It should, however, prove

of value to those engaged in other professions such as architecture,

nJcal .ind electrical engineering, who may find it necessary

,-iire a limited knowledge of certain civil engineering

problem*.

Berlin-Zossen Electric Railway Testa of 1903. A Report of the
BtaJ Bi i liu Zo i

n Railway
in 1903. Translated from the German by Zianz Welz, with

i general sub lei I ol train resist-

bed by the nlcGraw Publishing
Company, ill Liberty street, New xork, 1905. Price, 88.00.

I
' pages of text, with eighteen illustra-

nd thirty eight full page di lie ial inform:*.

n ii bt i" "ml track

, Berlin and Zo en for the development of fundamental

abject of high speed travel. Tlii. record is i

it affords the Aral accurate knowledge of train and cai

reststaiii hour and upwards. The ex-

periment! themselves develop the possibility and feasibility of

transmitting power in large quantities to a car moving at ex-

Iremely high speeds. The experiments also develop valuable in-

formation concerning the behavior of cars and road bed at these

speeds and shows the limitation of even specially good construc-

tion of track. While the record at hand does not cover complete
trials it presents the results of the most important tests which
were made in the latter part of the year 1903, placing them at

the disposal of those who are familiar only with the English lan-

guage. The work of the translator is commendahly complete and
is extended to all of the data and to the diagrams of results. The
work includes comments upon the commercial practicability of high

speeds and includes a discussion of cost, fares and passenger earn-

ings. Specially valuable information is included concerning air and
train resistance, the power required for acceleration and a large

number of drawings, showing the details of construction and attach-

ment of the motors. This is an exceedingly valuable document,
which will be appreciated by all students of high speed transpor-

tation.

PERSONALS.
Mr. F. L. Hunter has been appointed purchasing agent of the

El Paso & Southwestern Railway.

Mr. Hugh Craig has been appointed general car inspector

of the Western lines of the Canadian Pacific, with headquar-
ters at Winnipeg, Man.

Mr. J. H. Eaton has been appointed assistant master car

builder of the Western lines of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
with headquarters at Winnipeg, Man.

Mr. A. S. Grant has been appointed master mechanic of the

Missouri division of the Missouri Pacific Railway at De Soto,

Mo., to succeed Mr. W. J. Haynen, resigned.

Mr. H. W. Jacobs has been appointed engineer of shop
methods and tools of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railway, with headquarters at Topeka, Kansas.

Mr. W. J. Haynen has been appointed superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton at Springfield,

Ohio. He was formerly master mechanic of the Missouri

Pacific at De Soto, Mo.

Mr. Carl A. Strom of Chicago, who resigned the position

of mechanical engineer of the Illnois Central R. R. in May,
1904, to become mechanical engineer of the Isthmian Canal
Commission, at Panama, has recently been promoted to the

position of superintendent of motive power and machinery of

the Panama Canal.

Mr. M. E. Wells has been appointed traveling master me-
chanic of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, the Wabash Pittsburgh
Terminal and the West Side Belt Railroads. He will have
supervision over roundhouse service, the care of locomotive

boilers en the road and at terminals, and the character of the

locomotive water supply.

Just before going to press word was received of the sudden
death under exceptionally sad circumstances of Mr. W. P.

Appleyard, superintendent of equipment of the Pullman
Company. Mr. Appleyard was 49 years of age and te

best and most favorably known authorities on car building
of tin time. His H ii ability was combined with a remarl

able personality. His qui* i iiie.nii.\ uprightni ol character

and frank frlendllne brought admiration from all who knew
him. ii'- was educated In engineering and architecture, in

be entered the ervlce ol the Pullman Companj asmechan
leal Inspector) and wa promoted to the position of superintend

ent of repairs In I 98 he became master and builder of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad. He rel id to the

Pullman Companj as uperintendenl ol eq men! In Pebruarv

of last yeai . His deal b brings i adni and 1 ensi of pi

onal loi to hosts of friends nnd associates.
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CATALOGS. NOTES.

Wrenches.—A catalog of the drop forged machine wrenches
made by the Billings & Spencer Company, Hartford, Conn.

Pneumatic Tools.—Catalog F from the Cleveland Pneumatic
Tool Company of Cleveland, Ohio, is devoted entirely to their pneu-
matic hammers and drills.

Air Compressors.—Bulletin L-50S received from the Laidlaw-
Dunn-Gordon Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, gives a complete, illu-

strated, detailed description of the improved Cincinnati air com-
pressors.

Electric Motors.—Bulletin No. 261 from the Triumph Electric
Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, describes their new steel frame
multipolar motors, a description of which appears on another
page of this issue.

Reamers and Core Drills.—A revised price list from the
Three Rivers Tool Company, Three Rivers, Mich., of the
Matthews high speed core drills and reamers. These tools have
blades of high speed steel brazed into soft steel bodies.

Motors and Generators.—Bulletin No. 51 issued by the North-
ern Electrical Manufacturing Company. Madison, Wis., is devoted
to a detail description of their generators and motors with "ring"
type fields. These are for large ratings, and if desired may be
equipped for variable speed.

Crane Valves.—The Crane Company of Chicago have issued a

four-page circular illustrating their renewable spring disc brass
valves made in globe, angular and cross forms, suitable for working
pressure up to 150 lbs. The circular illustrates and describes the

valves and discs and presents sizes and prices of all the varieties

furnished.

Engines and Dynamos.—Bulletin No. 1G issued by the Ridg-

way Dynamo & Engine Company, Ridgway, Pa., gives the names
of a large number of customers who have from one to twenty
McEwen engines and Thompson-Ryan dynamos in daily operation,

and who will be glad to answer questions of prospective pur-

chasers concerning these machines.

Electric Traveling Hoists and Trolleys.—The Niles-Bement-

I'ond Company, 111 Broadway, New York, have issued a very in-

teresting catalog of their electric hoists and trolleys, and have

devoted considerable space to an application at the Ramapo
Iron Works, Niagara Falls, N. T. The system described could be

used to advantage for handling material in railway store-houses

and scrap yards and a description of it will be found on another

page of this issue.

Mallet Articulated Compound Locomotive.—The American

Locomotive Company are issuing an attractive publication which

describes in detail the large Mallet compound built for the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad, and considers the advantages of this type

of construction and compounding. It also contains a number of

interesting comments from the technical press on the design and

working of the B. & 0. engine, which is the largest and most

powerful locomotive ever built.

Pipe Joints.—Advance circulars have been received from the

Crane Company, Chicago, III., describing their Cranelap extra

heavy flanged pipe joints with flanges made from cast iron, ferro-

steel, malleable iron, cast steel or weldless steel, suitable for work-

ing pressures up to 250 lbs. ; also their Craneweld flanged pipe

joints with wrought steel flanges welded on, suitable fur pressures

up to 250 lbs. The latter circular also illustrates the different

operations on and methods of facing extra heavy companion

flanges suitable for working pressures up to 250 lbs.

Baldwin Locomotive Works.—Nos. 51 and 52 of the "IJecord

of Recent Construction" of the Baldwin Locomotive Works have

been received. The former illustrates a number of locomotives

built for various classes of service, beginning with the four-cylinder

balanced compound for the New York Central and Hudson River

Railroad, this being the 25,000th locomotive produced by these

works. The latter publication presents the subject of solid forged

and rolled steel wheels as manufactured by the Standard Steel

Works at Burnham. Pa. It illustrates the works, the process of

manufacture, discusses the merits of steel wheels for passenger

and freight service, presents physical tests and chemical analysis

and includes a number of designs of standard steel wheels for

various classes of service.

Hollow Staybolts.—The Hollow Staybolt Company, Cuya-
hoga Falls, Ohio, have orders for hollow staybolt iron bars for

export to a leading railroad of Japan and for the Imperial Rail-
way of North China.

Electrical Controller & Supply Company.—Mr. H. F.
Stratton. who has been connected with the main office at Cleve-
land, Ohio, has accepted the position of New York representa-
tive, with offices at 136 Liberty street, New York City.

Oil and Gas Engine Patents.—A digest of United States
patents of air, caloric gas and oil engines, including the years

from 17S9 to July, 1905, has been prepared by Mr. James T.

Allen, examiner United States Patent Office, Washington, D. C,
which is soon to be published. It contains 2,000 pages in three

volumes with claims and briefs, including references and deci-

Resorts and Tours.—This is a vacation directory and en-

cyclopaedia for the traveler. It contains 90 pages of delight-

ful descriptive reading, excellent half tones and a list of about

1,500 resorts, including rates, hotels and railroad routes. It is

mailed free on application by postal card, to Mr. D. J. Flanders,

general passenger and ticket agent, Boston & Maine Railroad,

Boston, Mass.

Sturtevant Roundhouse Heating.—Three of the new round-

houses of the Erie Railroad are to be equipped by the B. F.

Sturtevant Company, of Boston, Mass., with complete systems of

heating and ventilation, particularly applied for thawing out

engines during the winter. These include a 10-stall house at

Marion, Ohio, a 14-stall house at Kent, Ohio, and a 10-stall

house at Hammond, Ind.

American Locomotive Company's Earnings.—The fourth

annual report of the president of the American Locomotive Com-
pany shows that in the year ending June 30th the gross earnings

were $24,150,201.06, a decrease of $S.918,549.50 from the earnings

of the previous year. The expenses were $191796,533.49, a de-

crease of $7,608,451.91, leaving a net earnings of $4,353,667, which

is $1,310,097 less than the previous year. After providing for

interest and dividends and for permanent investments a surplus

of $607,924.26 is carried to the credit of profit and loss account.

Locomotive Appliance Company.—At the meeting of the board

of directors of the Locomotive Appliance Company August 21st,

the election of officers and an executive committee, for the en-

suing year, resulted as follows : Mr. Ira C. Hubbell, president

;

Mr. Willis C. Squire, vice-president; Mr. Clarence H. Howard,

vice-president; Mr. J. J. McCarthy, vice-president; Mr. J. B.

Allfree, consulting engineer; Mr. E. B. Lathrop, treasurer; Mr.

W. H. England, secretary. And the president, Mr. Willis C.

Squire and Mr. E. B. Lathrop were elected the executive com-

mittee.

A Large Heating Problem.—The magnitude of the heating pro-

position in a large railroad shop is well exemplified in the case of

the new shops of the Southern Railway Company, at Spencer, N.C.

The machine shop alone contains 4,500,000 cu. ft., and requires for

its heating two special steel plate fans, 9% ft. in diameter, driven

by 10 x 10 horizontal engines and installed in connection with a

total of about 21,000 ft. of 1-in. pipe massed in individual

heaters. The entire equipment was furnished by the B. F.

Sturtevant Company, of Boston, Mass., and is designed to main-

tain a temperature of 60 deg. when the outdoor temperature is

10 deg. F. Distribution is made through a system of overhead

piping with discharge pipes leading down to within about 10 ft.

of the floor.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company.—Mr. J. W. Duntley,

president of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, returned on

"September 8 from Europe where the past six weeks were spent

in the interest of the foreign business. While abroad the Fraser-

burgh and Berlin factories were started up and manufacturing

arrangements were perfected in Russia. All factories are now

running in good shape with sufficient business to keep them con-

stantly occupied for several months, and the outlook generally is

the most satisfactory of any period in the history of the company.

Domestic inquiries are extremely heavy for all classes of tools

and appliances. One hundred and fifty-seven Franklin compres-

sors have been sold during the past ninety days.
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EAST MOLINE LOCOMOTIVE SHOPS.

Rock Island System.

The magnificent locomotive repair shops of the Rock Island

System at East Moline, 111., were planned, erected and equipped

for operation In less time than is usually required to plan

shops of equal size and capacity, and when this is considered

in connection with the fact that their cost was very reason-

able and that they possess radical features, making their

operation very convenient and economical, and that they have

been designed with a view to durability and low cost of

maintenance, It reflects considerable credit for ability and

foresight on the committee which had this work in charge.

On January 15, 1903, a committee, consisting of Mr. George

F. Wilson, superintendent of motive power, who was shortly

afterwards succeeded by Mr. M. K. Barnum; Mr. C. A. Seley,

mechanical engineer, and Mr. S. F. Forbes, assistant purchas-

ing agent, was appointed and authorized to submit plans and

r>« omrnendatlong covering the general questions of layout,

power, lighting, heating and tool equipment for shops capable

of r'-palrlng sixty-five engines par month. They were also

Idar car department repair shops In regard to general

dimensions and location, although up to the preaant time no

provision has been made for their erection. The committee

report made to the management, with about three weeks'

time for Its preparation, was approved, and the commltt'

continued to assist In making detail plana, specifications and

Cta for 'he equipment and I*k arrangement. Mr. ('. IT

Wilmerding, consulting engineer, of Chicago, was engaged
to assist with this work, and also undertook the inspection of

the erection of the power-house machinery and equipment and
all piping and wiring. The buildings were designed and
constructed by George B. Swift Company, under the personal
supervision of Mr. George F. Jenkins, who was specially well
equipped for this work because of his extensive experience in

the construction and maintenance of railroad buildings. The
work on the buildings was under the general supervision of

the chief engineer of the railroad, Mr. J. F. Stevens, and later

his successor, Mr. W. L. Darling. Mr. J. M. Brown was
appointed engineer in charge for the railroad company.
Actual construction was started May 1, 1903; the buildings
were completed in a little more than six months, although
thirty-one days of that time was entirely lost, due to rain;

and the plant was placed in operation the following February.
LOCATION AND CAPACITY.

East Moline is about 175 miles west of Chicago, near the
cities of Moline, Rock Island and Davenport, Crossing the

Mississippi River at Rock Island and Davenport, the Rock
Island System diverges in three directions: to the northwest
to St, Paul, Minneapolis and Watertown; to the west to Omaha
and Denver, and to the southwest to Kansas City and beyond.
The Importance of having a repair shop at this point Is

evident from the fact that the four divisions which enter East
Moline have about 1,200 locomotives.

The shop site lies in a depression between the valleys of the

Mississippi and Rock Rivers, about two miles from each, and
is thirty-eight feet above the low-water level in the Mississippi

River, which, at this point, rises about fifteen feet during
high water. The soil is sandy and very favorable for the

construction of the buildings. The shops were designed to

turn out about sixty-five engines per month and, in addition,

to do manufacturing for the system. The general storehouse

for the entire system is located here.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

The plot of ground upon which the yards and shops are

located is about one mile wide and one and a half miles long
and at the time the layout was decided upon it contained no
permanent structures or tracks except the main tracks at

one side of the property and therefore, unlike many of the

recent large shop installations, there were practically no
restrictions as to the shape and the arrangement of the

buildings. On the layout plan, those buildings which are

shown by full lines, which include the erecting, machine and
boiler shops, blacksmith shop, storehouse, oil houses, round-

house and power house, have already been constructed. The
buildings indicated by dotted lines have not yet been erected.

The freight yards, ash pits and the coaling station are now in

the course of construction. The freight yard, which lies

between the main track and the shop buildings, is one and a

half miles long and five hundred feet wide, and will have a

capacity for 3,000 cars. In addition, there are nine miles of

track for the use of the shops and storehouse. One track

extends through the erecting shop, one through the boiler

shop and one through the blacksmith shop, while the store-

house is served by two tracks on each side and the power
house by one track. At the east end of the erecting shop are

tracks for the storage of wheels.

The erecting, machine and boiler shops are under one roof.

The erecting shop occupies the central bay of the building, while

the boiler and tank shops are on the side nearest the black-

smith shop, and the machine shop is on the other or south side

of the erecting shop. The engines are taken into the erecting

shop at the east end, are stripped on longitudinally arranged

pits, and are then placed on pits which are built at an angle

with the center track. The final erecting work Is done on

longitudinally arranged pits at the west end of the erecting

shop, the emi neareel to the roundhouse. This arrangement
will be considered more fully In a later article dealing with

the equipment and operation of the locomotive shop. On
page 23G of the June, 1904, Journal Is a discussion on the

"Track Arrangements In Locomotive Shops," by Mr. C. A.

which conalden the advantages of this arrangement
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compared with the longitudinal and transverse arrangements.

The blacksmith shop, the west end of which is to be used as a

brass foundry, is placed between the main shop and the

storehouse. The power house, storehouse and supply platforms

are placed centrally with regards to the car and locomotive

departments, and the blacksmith shop is so placed that it

may also be conveniently reached from the car shops. Refer-

ence to the layout plan will show that- a generous allowance

has been made for the extension of all the buildings.

BUILDING S GENEBAL.

The most striking features about the buildings are the

splendid day-lighting, simplicity, absence of all ornamentation
and the duplication of detail design, and it is largely these

features which made it possible to furnish buildings of strong

and durable construction and yet at a relatively low cost

($1.40 per sq. ft. for the machine, erecting and boiler shops,

which includes the cost of walls, roofs, floors, crane runways,

fan houses, heating, tunnels and engine pits), and it is

expected that the cost of maintenance will also be reduced to

a minimum. All of the buildings, with the exception of the

roundhouse and storehouse, are of brick, with gravel roofs

supported on steel trusses. All footings, foundations, pits

and conduits are of concrete, consisting of crushed lime stone,

not exceeding 2Vi-inch cubes, coarse, clean, sharp sand and
American Portland cement in the proportion of one measure
of cement, three of sand and six of stone, the proportion of

sand being reduced when the stone ran small. Concrete or

cement floors and engine beds have a top dressing %-inch

thick, with a smooth, level surface. The brick is of the hard

burned, common building variety, every seventh course above

the foundation being a header course. All fire and battlement

walls are finished with vitrified wall coping. The window
sills are of Indiana Oolitic lime stone.

The roofs are designed to sustain a force of fifty pounds per

square foot. The roof covering is of composition and gravel,

and is constructed in the following manner. The sheathing

is covered with four thicknesses of wool and roofing felt,

weighing not less than fifteen pounds (for single thickness)

to a square of one hundred feet; the felt is cemented together

the full width of the lap. The roof is then covered with a

heavy coating of roof cement and clean screened gravel is

applied. The surplus gravel is then brushed off, leaving a

coating of one-sixteenth of a cubic yard to a square of one

hundred feet

The windows, clerestory lanterns and doors are all glazed

with heavy factory ribbed glass, all one size, 10 by 16, and the

window sash and doors are made in standard sizes for all the

buildings, and it is expected that this feature will materially

affect the cost of maintenance. The windows are generally

of two and three flight of sash, all double hung. Where three

sash are used, the center ene is fitted stationary. The sky-

lights are of the Hayes pattern, with one-quarter inch wire

woven glass.

The down-spouts for roof drainage are of cast iron, heavy

soil pipe, with leaded joints, and in all cases are brought

down inside of the walls and are connected to the sewer with

tight cement joints.

The amount of material used in the construction of the

buildings will give some idea of their size, and is as follows:

22,000 barrels of Portland cement, 20,000 cubic yards of crushed

stone, 5,000,000 feet of lumber, 6,000,000 bricks, 2,400 tons

of structural steel, 150 tons of cast iron, 64,000 square feet of

factory ribbed glass, 20,000 feet of woven wire glass skylights,

and 420,000 square feet of composition roof.

MACHINE, EBECTINO AND BOILEB SHOPS.

The building which contains these departments is under

one roof and covers about five and a half acres; it is 273 feet

wide and 860 feet long inside, and is the largest shop of this

kind in the United States under one roof, except for the Sayre

shop of the Lehigh Valley, which is 360 feet wide and 748 feet

long. The Sayre locomotive shop has the boiler shop at one

end and two erecting shops, one on either side of the machine

shop. Between the machine shop and each erecting shop at
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Partial Side El

SECTIONS AND ELEVATIONS OF THE BLACKSMITH SHOP.

The floor is of 3 by 10 in. plank, carried on 4 by G in.

sleepers, spaced four feet apart. The floor for the south bay,

which contains the smaller machine tools, which do not

require special foundations, is concrete filled. The 4 by 6 in.

sleepers are solidly bedded on six inches of cinders, and the

space between the sleepers is filled with concrete. The con-

struction of the pits is shown in detail on one of the draw-
ings. The arrangement of the skylight and lanterns, and
also the fact that a comparatively large proportion of the side

walls is devoted to windows gives this shop a diffused and
excellent light; in fact, It Is doubtful whether any other

railroad shop In this country Is so well lighted. The Skylight
over the 'reeling shop la twenty feet wide and is glazed with

'.n> q,, ;u-i, r Inch wire woven glass In metal frames. The
upper windows In the sides of the main clerestory and the

lower onea In the Clerestory of the wings are pivoted to

operate In sections from below.

One thousand eight hundred tons of structural steel were
used in the eon traction oi this building, it was on hand
ready for erection four months ;ifler It was Ordered) and
although it was manufactured at four different plants of the

American Bridge Company, the work was so carefully designed
and constructed thai there was not. a single misfit rn< .

ment or shop error.

BLACKSMITH SHOP.

The blacksmith shop is 99 by 465 ft., 85 ft.

at the west end being partitioned off for a

brass foundry. It lies 50 ft. to the north of

the machine shop. The height of the wall is

33 ft. above foundations, and the height from
the floor to the underside of the roof truss is

25 ft. 6 ins. This is somewhat higher than

usual practice, and is probably to a large ex-

tent responsible for the splendid lighting and
ventilation of this shop. Although open forges

are used, no trouble is experienced from smoke
and gas. The walls are of brick, 12 ins. thick,

with a 4-in. pilaster, frieze and base outside

and an 8-in. pilaster inside. The steel roof

trusses rest on the brick walls and are spaced

22 ft., center to center. In each panel between

pilasters are four windows, the two lower

ones having three tiers of sash, while

the upper ones have only a single sash. A ventilating lantern

extends nearly the full length of the building, and each

alternate panel has a swing sash, while the other panels have
inclined wooden slats. The rafters of the main roof are 2 by G

in. on 2 ft. centers, while those of the lantern are 2 by 8 In. on

2 ft. centers. The composition roofing is placed on 1% In. D
and U sheathing. A clay floor is used. A brick wall separates

the blacksmith shop from the foundry.

STOUEHOUSE.

The storehouse building Is 500 ft. long, 100 ft. wide and
three stories high. It has concrete foundations, brick walls

and mill construction of long leaf yellow pine. The first

story walls are seventeen inches thick with 4-ln. outside

pilasters, while the second ami third story walls are thirteen

Inches thick, with i In. outside pilasters. The tirst floor la

ton i feel above the rail of the delivery tracks, and consists of

3 in. plans laid on i by t; In, sleepers, space. i tour feel apart,

thi spaces between the sleepers being filled with cinders.

The second torj baa I bj 6 in. D and M and the third story

2 by 8 in. I) and M flooring. Two staiiways lead from the

first to the third Hour, and there are also two platform
elevators, each of 5,000 pound: capacity. The windows on
the first floor are placed eight feet, above the floor, so that the

space may bo utilized for storage.
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INTERIOR OF BLACKSMITH SHOP, SHOWING BOOF CONSTRUCTION.
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The lantern for light and ventilation is fitted with pivoted

windows and a portion of its roof is furnished with skylights.

In each floor beneath the skylights are light courts. The
brick walls on either side of the doors are protected for a

height of about six feet by heavy cast iron guards. The

IAS1 IR03 CAPS Kill! TIMBER POSTS IS TIT8

STOREHOUSE.

storage platform at the east is 134 ft. 4 in.

wide and Mou ft. long. A traveling electric

crane of five tons capacity, with an SO-ft. span,

extends over one of the delivery tracks and

part of the platform for its entire length of

400 ft. A delivery platform, 15 ft. 8 in. wide,

extends along each side of the building and at

the west end is a platform, 17 ft. 8 in. wide,

extending to the refined oil house.

on, HOUSES.

The refined oil house is 260 ft. west of the

storehouse and is 62 ft. 8 in. by 102 ft. 10 in.

It has concrete foundations, brick walls and

steel roof trusses. The roof composition is

carried on 1% in. D and M sheathing and 2 by

6 in. rafters. The building has a basement

59 ft. 2 in. by 59 ft. 4 in., which contains nine

storage tanks, six with a capacity of 12,060

gals, each, and three with a capacity of 6,170

sals. each. The basement and first

floor are of finished cement, and that

part of the first floor over the basement is supported on steel

I beams and is reinforced between the beams by No. 16

expanded metal. The basement and first floor are connected

by iron stairs. The first floor is four feet above the rails of

the delivery track. The building is divided into three parts:
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a shipping room directly over the storeroom in the basement,

a barrel room, CO ft. by 20 ft., and a waste room, 60 ft. by

These rooms are entirely separate from one another

and are steam heated. The building has four 30-in. galvanized

iron globe rentllatora.

The crude oil bouse la eighty-nine feet south of the refined

oil boa li bj 21 ft The floor is 6 ft. :i in. below

the surface of the ground; the footings, basement wall

floor are of concrete With cement-finished surface. Low brick

walls form the superstructure. This house contains two

•dlon tanks, and there Is an airtight manhole in the

root n'.(-r cnli tank. Oil Is forced from the tanks to B point

where n is needed ed air The root has two Kiln.

laed iron rentllatora, The enl

end of the building.

HUM--

All of the buildings are drained into a syatem of storm-

water sewers, which also take care of the surface water

in the immediate vicinity of the buildings. Because of the

tunnel which connet rer house with the various build-

ings, it was necessary to design two systems, one draining

off approximately one-half of the buildings to the east and
north and the other the half to the weal and north. Provision

was made for a rainfall of two Inches per hour. The
range from i In diameter ai their beginning to

eighteen Inches al the outlet, and their total length is in, duo

feet,

The sewage from the toilet rooms is carried In a si
i

ystem td a sewage disposal plant, 'rinse sew.
i

six Inches in cHi iter al the beginning, Increasing to eight

al the outlet, and their, total length i about I
Tun (eel

The •'.' agi septli tanks, with

four Biter bedi for each tank The tanks hold 116,000

each, and when In full I ould b< i mpl led

four hours The filter beds are filled with locomotive

front end cinders, a 4ft. bed overlavlng a layer of twelve
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LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF THE BEFINED OIL HOUSE.

inches of broken stone. They are each twenty-four feet

square, each designed to be in service one-quarter of the time,

and they are automatically cut in and out by a mechanism

contained in a chamber four feet square at the intersection

of each set of four Alters.

COMMON STANDARD LOCOMOTIVES.

Harriman Lines.

(For previous articles see pages 154, 200, 250, 288, 322 and 353.)

The accompanying illustrations show the construction of

the leading and trailing trucks of the Atlantic, Pacific and

consolidation classes. The trailing truck of the Atlantic type

has inside journals without swing links and is not illustrated.

The consolidation type has a cast steel swing bolster pony

truck with wrought iron frame, without nov-

elty in its construction. It is illustrated be-

cause it represents the standard construction

for a very large number of freight locomotives.

The journals of the truck wheels of all of the

locomotives are G by 10 in.; the truck axles

are standard throughout. The four-wheel lead-

ing truck for the Atlantic and Pacific type

Tranven-e Sect
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ENGINE TRUCK FOR ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC TYPE LOCOMOTITEB.

TBAn.n»<J TRUCK FOB PACIFIC TTPK LOCOMOTIVES.

[ON STANDARD DOCOMOTIVES—HARRIMAN* LINES,
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locomotives employ swing links combined with a spring cen-

tering device, the construction of which is illustrated in the

engraving. The saddle and swing bolster are of cast steel,

otherwise this four-wheel truck does not employ construction

which is at all unusual. The Rushton trailing truck for the

Pacific type passenger locomotive is illustrated. This con-

struction has been referred to before in these pages. The
swing links are 11 ins. long between centers, and are loaded

by the cast steel equalizers.

We are indebted to Mr. W. V. S. Thorne, director of pur-

chases of the Harriman Lines, for this information and to the

Baldwin Locomotive Works for the drawings.

50-TON STEEL TWIN HOPPER GONDOLA CAR.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway has just

received from the American Car & Foundry Company 1,000

50-ton steel twin-hopper gondola cars, which are constructed

almost entirely of structural steel, and are notable because of

several radical departures from ordinary designs. The cars

are designed to carry a load 20 per cent, in excess of their

nominal capacity, and will carry fifty tons of ore loaded

directly over the hopper doors. They are intended as a general

utility car for carrying such materials as coal, coke, ore, pipe,

pig iron, rails, structural material, etc. The door openings

are large and unobstructed, so that coke may easily be

unloaded through them. The sides and top of the car are

made especially strong and stiff, so as to adapt it for use on

unloading machines and for carrying heavy structural material

loaded on the top of the sides. The rivets in the floor of the

car are driven with a special flat head to avoid countersinking,

and the floor plates are so arranged as to facilitate the

handling of coal or ore with shovels. Special care was taken

to arrange the inside of the car so that the entire load would
be emptied when on the unloader, as it has been found that,

with the ordinary construction, considerable coal or ore does

not slide out. The general dimensions are as follows:

Length over end sills 3S ft

I;f.
n/'h insid >- 36 ft. 8 ins.

" ldtD °v <'r sides 10 j t- 2 ins.
Width inside U ft 7 ins
Height inside '.'.'.'.'.V. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.V.7.4 ft.

'
2 ins.'

Height from top of rail to top of side 7 ft. 10% Ins.
Height to lower face of center sills 2 ft. 8 in r

.

Size of door openings 2 ft. 8% ins. by 3 ft. 11% ins.
Wheel base of trucks 5 ft. 5 ins.
Center to center of trucks 27 ft. 5 ins
Weight of car 38.600 to 39.000 lbs.

The center sills are of 12-in. channels, 20.5 lbs. per ft., and
extend through the body bolster and have 12-in. channel draft

sills spliced to them. This splice is especially strong, as may
be seen by referring to the detail drawing showing the appli-

cation of the Westinghouse friction draft gear. Splice plates

are placed on either side of each sill, the outer, or longer,

plate taking the nine rivets, which hold the draft lug, while
the draft lug itself butts up against the shorter inside splice

plate, and thus prevents any tendency to buckle at this point.

The car is so designed that the center sills carry only a
small proportion of the load. The load at the center of the
car is transmitted to the side girders by means of the cross
girder, consisting of two channels placed back to back. The
details of the connection of this girder to the side sheets are

unique. The gusset plate on the inside of the car passes
down through the floor and between the members of the cross
girder and is securely riveted to it. An inside plate, which
is riveted to the lower part of the side sheet, passes down
over the ends of the girder, is riveted to the bottom flanges
of the girder channels and is also attached to the web of the
channels by means of angles as shown.
Each side of the car is composed of four sheets, two of them

(Mending from the bolsters to the ends of the car, so that
they may be readily renewed in case of accident, and two
extending from the bolster to the center of the car. The
joint of the side sheets at the center of the car was very
carefully designed, as the sides at this point are subjected to
the most severe stresses, especially at their upper and lower
edges. It will be noted that there is a splice plate on the
inside and that the side stiffener fulfills this function on the
outside.

Attention is directed to the channel at the lop of the side
and end sheets, which adds greatly to their stiffness sidewise
tad to the strength of the side girders. In addition to the

gusset plates at the middle there are four other gussets on

each side of the car. The sides are stiffened opposite each

hopper door by pressed steel siffeners placed horizontally on

the inside of the car, the angle of the projection on these

stiffeners being such that coal or ore will readily slide off of

it. It will be seen from the drawing showing the arrangement

of the drop doors that the hopper sheet is riveted to the top

of the center sill and passes down over it in such a way that

it is impossible for any of the lading to lodge in the channels.

Each end sheet is stiffened by the two gussets on the outside.

'!

,1 *

1
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50-TON STEEL TWIN IIOl'I'EK GONDOLA CAB—LAKE SHORE 4 MICHIGAN SOUTHERN RAILWAY.
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APPLICATION OF WESTINGHOTJ8E H:li nOK DRAFT BIGQING; ALSO SHOWING METHOD OF SPLICING DRAFT SILLS TO CENTER S1I.LS-

50-TON GONDOLA CAR.
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Company. This device is very simple and is positive locking.

The chain is used merely to close the doors, which it dx>es by
operating the crank, and when the crank center is once past

the center of the doors all load is taken off the chain and the

load of the doors tends to throw the crank center farther to

the right, but this is impossible because of the construction

of the crank casting, as may be seen by reference to the

drawing. The chain is also used to throw the crank to the

left and thus open the doors. The wrench which operates the

shaft upon which the chain sprocket is keyed is so designed

that when the crank center passes to the left of the center of

the doors and the load causes the doors to open with consider-

able force, the wrench slips off the end of the shaft and the

operator is not liable to injury. As the center of the doors

is not coincident with the center of the crank it is necessary

to use a longer hanger for one of the doors, and this causes

one door to close before the other, and when both of the doors

are completely closed one of them forms a "ship lap" over the

other. It will also be noticed that the doors close up tightly

under the hopper opening and that there are no flanges on

them which fit up into the opening and cause the doors to get

out of order if the car gets out of alignment.

The doors are stiffened by Z bars, which are reinforced by
the bent plates, and extend the full width of both doors, and
also by the projection which is pressed in the upper side of

the door near its edge. The edges of the hopper opening are
reinforced by the bent plates which extend crosswise. The
door hangers are of flanged steel.

A simple, efficient and substantial centering device, made
by the United States Metal & Manufacturing Company, centers
the coupler and provides for an excess amount of side play,

thus relieving the strains on the underframe and on the
coupler and its component parts when on curves, and it also

reduces wheel-flange wear and strain on the trucks and
greatly simplifies the matter of coupling on curves.

Except for the journal and pedestal bolts for the Sim-
plex trucks, which are fitted with double nuts, these

cars are equipped throughout with Columbia lock nuts,

which, for this class of work, are considered equivalent to

rivets, except that, if necessary, the nuts may readily be
removed. We are indebted for information and drawings to

Mr. H. F. Ball, superintendent of motive power of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern Railway, and to the American
Car & Foundry Company.

FLUES WITH REDUCED FIREBOX ENDS.

By Don Sweney.

Reducing the firebox end of locomotive boiler flues to about

% inch less than the nominal diameter for a distance of about

eight inches from the flue-sheet has been practiced to a limited

extent, but does not seem to come into much favor, nor does

any definite conclusion seem to be arrived at as to the value

of such a practice. In my acquaintance with the subject it

seems to me it has always been presented wrong, argued and

discussed on the wrong assumptions and experiments made
with the wrong end in view. Advocates of reduced-end flues

explain that with 2-inch flues spaced 2 11/16 in. between

centers and so having the usual 11 16 in. space between them,

the flues can be reduced to 17s iQ - diameter at the firebox end

for a short distance—6 or 8 in.—and thereby obtain 13 16 in.

flue-sheet bridges and circulating space between the flues at

the point where the generation of steam is very rapid and

circulating space most needed. A trial of such flues many not

show the advantage expected, or it may not be possible to

detect the advantage if it does exist, and this practice there-

fore stands, like some other practices or designs, on its theo-

retical merit. The fact of the matter is, that under the cir-

cumstances which the reduced-end flues are tried and not found

to be of any value the wider space obtained between the flues

is not needed, and therefore gives no appreciable benefit over

the regular space obtained between the full-sized ends.

It is still true, however, that more space is needed between

the flues near the back flue-sheet than is required farther

ahead in the boiler, and that if 1116 in. space between the

flues at and near the flue-sheet is sufficient, H 16 in. space is

undoubtedly sufficient for the remainder of the Hue length.

Therefore the 2-ln. flues with ]', in. bach ends might be Bpaced

2 9 16 in. hetween centers, giving the required 11 16 in. space

j 'tie flues at and mar the back Hue-sheet where

needed, and 9 16 in. space between the Ones t'<r

the remainder of the length where thai

cient. The fad that the steam evaporated from the flue-

i hat front the first 2 or 3 In. of the

i, ust pass tip between the Hues In aliont that portion of

their length, and thai the evaporation per square Inch from
the back end of the flues is the greatest, decreasing in each

itlre portion of the length toward the front in about

the same proportion that • (pan-

nlon, it teems that a reduction of the back ends of the tines

for a distance of abc • Ought tO he sufficient.

With 2 In. flum having the hark ends reduced to l
7

- In and

compared wltl size flues spaced the same dl

:. centers, bul baring full-sized end . the circulating

space near the back flue-sheet and the back flue-sheet bridges

is increased about 19 per cent., the draft area of entrance to

the flues is decreased about 13.8 per cent, and the draft

resistance due to entrance to and exit from the flues is

increased about 6.9 per cent., the draft resistance due to fric-

tion of the gas passing through the flues remains the same and
the heating surface and flue volume remain about the same;
therefore, if there is no requirement for the wide bridges and
circulating space, this form of flue end with this spacing is a
disadvantage to the extent which it obstructs the draft.

With 2-in. flues having the back ends reduced to l 7
., in.

diameter and spaced % in. less between centers than flues

having full-sized ends and compared with 2-in. flues having
full-sized ends and the regular spacing, the width of the back
flue-sheet bridges and the circulating space near the back
flue-sheet remain the same, the number of flues is increased

10 per cent., with a consequent increase of heating surface

and flue volume, the draft area of entrance to the flues is

decreased about 5 per cent, and of exit increased In per cent.,

whereby the draft resistance due to entrance to and exit from
the flues is reduced about 2% per cent., and the draft resist-

ance due to friction of the gas passing through the flues is

reduced about 10 per cent.

The possibility of gaining 1" per cent, effective heating sur-

face and flue volume in a boiler, with no more additional

weight than that of the flues added ought to make this design
of flue ends and flue spacing a valuable feature of boiler

design.

Shop Fokemex.—There is one thing that I wish to lay par-

ticular stress on, and that is the matter of supervision. I

doubt if any of the railroad shops In this country have too

many foremen: there are certainly many shops which have
not enough foremen. It is not e< onomical to require much

li t leal woi >

I an] foreman can
tin monthly salary of a clerk every day in tin- week if he is

tied down at a del The difference between good and poor
foremen Is also often underrated, and it is not uncommon
for a railroad company to allow a good foreman to leave

rather than pay him a few dollars mote a month or to retain

a poor foreman simply because they think he is cheap. The
litems of pi i i- n, ii general 1 3 realised. I

know one ,. man was not satisfactory, and
Ho- management 'hat 1500 > month could !»

saved bj putting in an efficient and up-to-date man This

Snail) w.i don., in. i within 90 days after the change 'lie new
man had saved 11,300 > month in labor alone ami wa
duclng more and better woi k than In pn './/. .1/.

/ /;.'.., before the Western Railway Club.
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PRODUCTION IMPROVEMENTS.

Milling Cast Steel Driving Boxes.

For some time past it has been the practice at the Angus

shops of the Canadian Pacific Railway to machine driving

boxes for new equipment on a slab milling machine instead of

a planer. The sides of the boxes are milled with a high-speed

steel inserted tooth cutter, 8 in. in diameter and 30 in. long,

as shown in Fig. 1. The machine is a heavy motor-driven,

48-in. Bement-Miles & Company horizontal miller. On cast

steel a cut % in. deep, with a feed of 1% in. per minute may
be taken at a speed of 30 r.p.m. With lighter cuts the feed

may be increased. Twelve driving boxes (two rows of six

each) are placed on the machine at one time. Because of the

roughness of the cast steel boxes, more time is required to

set them up than for cast iron. As many as 20 cast steel

boxes, for 9 and 9% in. journals, have been machined on both

sides in a day of ten hours, and 30 cast iron boxes for 8y2 in.

journals have been machined in ten hours.

The shop has only one of these 30-in. milling cutters, and

this has been in use for the past twelve months, and in that

time has machined all the driving boxes for the following

new equipment: 25 6-wheel switch (cast iron boxes), 25 10-

wheel freight (cast steel boxes) and 6 Pacific type passenger

engines (cast steel boxes), and in addition to this it has been

used on some repair work. While the cutter is worn consid-

erably, it is still good for another lot of at least 25 new

engines. This cutter has been used largely as an experiment

and was probably abused to some extent before the most

suitable feeds and speeds for different materials and the

proper methods of lubrication were determined upon, and

therefore a second cutter will undoubtedly last longer. Some

little experimental work was also required to determine the

length of time which the cutter should be run before regrind-

ing. A cutter of this kind can satisfactorily mill 42 cast steel

boxes (84 sides) before regrinding, although these boxes are

rough, sandy and uneven.

It has been found that in milling cast steel it is very

important that a good stream of soda or compound be forced

onto the cutter, and the suggestion is made that milling

machines to handle this class of work should be provided

with a large capacity pump and have a comparatively large

reservoir on top of the housing. Two pipes could run down

from the reservoir to the cutter and each one end in a T
with a large number of small holes in it, so that a good stream

of lubricant could be forced onto the cutter over its entire

length.
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Fig. 2 shows the method of milling these boxes for the shoe

and wedge fits. The cutters are 12 in. in diameter of the

high-speed steel inserted plate type. It will be seen that each

tool is made in two pieces, and that the cutters overlap each

other. It is thus possible to vary the width of the cutters

and thus keep them up to standard size. These cutters will

mill about 30 boxes without regrinding. In cutting cast iron

they run at 12 r.p.m. and feed at the rate of 1% ins. per min.,

while in cutting cast steel they may be run at 15 r.p.m. with

a %-in. feed per min. Fig. 3 shows in detail the jig for hold-

ing these boxes. The base plate of the jig is bolted to the

table of the miller, and the jig is pivoted on this plate and

may be set at any desired angle. The jig holds two boxes,

which are clamped to its side by means of a long stud, and the

box is adjusted for height by means of the two adjusting

screws, and is clamped at both the front and back. One man
will mill the shoe and wedge fit for at least 12 cast iron boxes,

to 9ij-in. journals) in a day of 10 hours or 8 cast steel

boxes of the same size. We are indebted for this information

to Mr. H. H. Vaughan, superintendent of motive power; Mr.

H. Osborne, superintendent of shops, and Mr. Gustave Giroux,

piece work inspector.

JO-WHEEL PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad has just

received from the Schenectady works of the American Loco-

motive Company five 10-wheel passenger locomotives, which

are the most powerful locomotives of this type ever built for

passenger service. They have a tractive power of 35,100 lbs.,

22% by 26-in. cylinders, a total weight of 201,000 lbs., and

carry a boiler pressure of 215 lbs. The driving wheels are

69 ins. in diameter, and, although rather small for a 10-wheel

passenger engine, are large for a locomotive of this type with

a broad firebox. The driving wheels are the same size as those

CRNERAL DATA.
Gauge 4 ft. 8% Ins.
Service Passenger
Fuel Fine Anthracite
Tractive Power 35,100 lbs.
Weight in working order 201.000 lbs.
Weight on drivers 154.000 lbs.
Weight on leading truck 47,000 lbs.
Weight of engine and tender in working order 321,000 lbs.
Wheel base, driving 14 rt, 4 In.

Wheel base, total 25 tt. 6 Ins.
Wheel base, engine and tender 54 ft. % 1Q .

RATIOS.
Tractive weight -~ tractive effort 4.38
Tractive effort x diam. drivers -=- heating surface 717.
Heating surface -~ grate area 35.6
Total weight — tractive effort 5.72

CYLINDERS.
Kind Simple

VALVES.
Kind.- Allen Richardson balanced
Greatest travel 5% ins.
Steam lap Tl in.
Setting 1-16 in. lead in full gear forward and shift backup

eccentrics to give V4 in. lead at 6 ins. cut-off. forward motion.

WHEELS.
Driving, diameter over tires 69 ins-
Driving, thickness of tires 3*--> ins.
Driving journals, main, diameter and length 10 x 13 ins.
Driving Journals, others, diameter and length 9^A x 13 Ins.
Engine truck wheels, diameter ."

. .33 Ins.
Engine truck, journals 6% x 12 ins.

BOILER.
Style Straight top
Working pressure 215 lbs.
Outside diameter of first ring. - 74% ins.
Firebox, length and width 126% ins. x lOS'i ins.
Firebox plates, thickness % and % ins.
Firebox, water space 4 ins.
Tubes, number and outside diameter 398 2-in.
Tubes, gauge and length ".

. . . .12, 15 ft. 3 ins.
Heating surface, tubes 3,156,3 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 221.7 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3,378.0 sq. ft.

Grate area 94.8 sq. ft.

Exhaust pipe—Double nozzles 3 Li and 3% Ins.

Smokestack, diameter 18 Ins.
Smokestack, height above rail 15 ft. 9-16 in.

Centre of boiler above rail 116% Ins.

TENDER,
Tank U shnsed with hood at front, D., L. & W. std.

Frame 10-in. channels and plates
Weight, loaded 120,000 lbs.

Wheels, diameter 33 ins.

Journals, diameter and length 5x9 ins.

Water capacity 6,000 gals.

Coal capacity 10 torn

l'i-WHKKI. WESTERN RAILROAD.

used on the 4—4— type engines on this road. This is the

heaviest passenger engine of this type, being 2,000 lbs. heavier

than similar engines built lor the Lehigh Valley Railroad,

which have a tractive power of 31,380 lbs., 21 x 28-in. cylin-

ders, GS'/i-in. driving wheels, a total weight of 199,200 lbs.,

weight on drivers 150,200 lbs., and carry 205 lbs. steam pres-

sure.

The only passenger engines more powerful than these, of

which we have a record, are the 22 x 28-ln. Pacific type loco-

motives built for the Southern Railway, which have a tractive

power of 35,194 lbs., a total weight of 218,950 lbs., weight on

1 (1,660 lbs., 72-ln. driven, and carry 220 lbs. of steam.

The Prairie type locomotive! need for freight and passen-

rvice on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad,

described on page 78 of our March, 1906, Issue, have < tractive

power of 86,060 lbs., or a little less than thai of the I

wanna engine*, Considering the tractive power, the total

weigh! of the Lackawanna engine Is remarkable low. The

leading dlmen ions are a

Si i. ii- rush.—Another advantage to be gained by close

knowledge of shop costs Is this—it enables the foreman to

intelligently ask for Improved facilities. All general officers

are willing to Indorse requests for appropriations provided a

saving can be shown equal to an amount representing a fair

return on the Investment.

—

Mr. J. II. Wynne, before the West-

ern Railway Club.

in 8 \m> iebb, -Taking Into consideration the small per-

centage of trouble caused by sanders, we are rorced to the

conclusion that If pipe joints are maintained and the sand

properly prepared, always beln^ dried thoroughly, screened

.mil kept clean, the sanders now In use will give satisfaction.

If this Is done, ii i , i e to ay that the efficiency of sanders

will be Increased BO ad in Improvement of 50 per

c< hi In He performance of sanders, as compared to the pres-

rvtce, would be sufficient to please the most critical.

—

. i jsoi lai '"»
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If a man has become a machine because of the constant

repetition of the same work over and over again, it is because

his treatment has been mechanical and he has been brought

up by machine methods. It is possible to surround labor

involving the greatest drudgery with conditions which make
life worth living, and if a man becomes mentally and physi-

cally a machine it is some one's fault. If your men are mere
machines, there is something wrong with the method, and the

men themselves are not to blame. Perhaps the trouble is

"higher up."

A motive power officer was recently criticized because of the

character of a great increase in the number of train delays.

The matter became serious and in self-defense he sent several

young men to keep tab on the trains leading to the most
serious complaints. After satisfying himself the superin-

tendent of motive power requested the transportation depart-

ment to furnish representatives to act with the motive power
representatives and jointly take a record of the trains. This

revealed the fact that 17 per cent, of the delayed time was
agreed upon as being due to the motive power department

and S3 per cent, to others. By looking after such matters as

the station stops, this trouble was straightened out. It seems

strange that such criticism can arise. It could not if the

departments really endeavor to help each other.

In connection with the introduction of a device for aid-

ing locomotive firemen, a study of the work of these men
shows that for each ton of coal fired approximately 600 dis-

tinct movements are required of the firemen, divided as fol-

lows: 1. Filling the shovel with coal. 2. Opening the door.

3. Picking up the shovel. 4. Throwing the coal into the fire-

box, and 5th, Closing the door. These movements are rep-

resented for every shovel full of coal, and the analysis throws

a strong light upon the work of the firemen, indicating the

reason why brute strength is a necessity to these men. With
a device which opens the fire door automatically, due to the

operation of a valve by the firemen's foot, the number of

movements for a ton of coal are reduced to 234. Assuming
that ten tons of coal are fired upon the trip, with a No. 4

scoop, holding on an average 17 lbs. of coal, a fireman ordi-

narily makes 6,020 movements. With a device which opens

the door 2,340 movements are required, which is a reduction

of 3.6S0 in the handling of ten tons. In a long. freight run,

requiring the consumption of 20 tons of coal, the fireman's

movements ordinarily aggregate 11,700, of which 7,020 may
be eliminated by the employment of the device.

MALLET COMPOUNDS FOR ROAD SERVICE.

Thus far the Mallet type does not seem to have been seri-

ously considered in this country, except for helper service on

very heavy grades. It is certainly worth while to consider

the possibilities of this type for heavy main-line freight

service. Some of the advantages offered may be enumerated

as follows:

(1) Economy in fuel; (2 ) all weight available for traction;

(3) large tractive power; (4) superior ability in starting

heavy trains; (5) even pull en draft gear; (6) avoidance of

severe jerks in starting in case of slipping; (7) division of

work among an increased number of parts.

These classifications, as shown in experience with the large

Baltimore & Ohio Mallet compound, seem to justify high

expectations from this type in heavy road service.

LOCOMOTIVE EQUIPMENTS.

The importance of systematically looking after tools and

equipment on locomotives may be judged by a statement made
in an article on this subject on another page of this journal.

A road with something over a thousand locomotives spent

$70,000 per year to maintain this equipment. Each engine

was supposed to carry an equipment valued at $65, but in

spite of this large expenditure, on an average only $20 worth

of equipment could be found on any one engine, because of

the lack of system and proper care. Such a condition must

necessarily be responsible for many delays and inconveniences

to traffic because of the proper tool being absent when
most needed. The article in question should be studied care-

fully, and it is valuable because it not only considers the tool

equipment on an engine, but tells exactly how to look after

it systematically in order to obtain the best results. It is

the more valuable because it comes from one who has had

considerable experience in this work and is in a position to

speak authoritatively.

THE VALUE OF A SMILE.

A certain man who is very successful as a manager of men
and one who has brought order out of chaos in a relatively

short time is one who while seriously minded wears a pleasant

expression and is always ready to smile. He is working under

extraordinary difficulties, and whatever expression his face

may wear when the day is over and he is out of sight of the

shop and of the men he never allows the men to be discouraged

while he is about the work, but supports and enthuses them

by h-is confident appearance. This officer says to his foreman

"You must look cheerful no matter what you may be up

against."

What would become of an army undertaking a difficult

manoeuvre in the face of the enemy if the superior officers

were glum and discouraged? How will the privates in the

ranks feel if they see that their officers are doubtful and

afraid? Look pleasant, it will give your men confidence and

they will help you because of your own confidence and their

confidence in you. The gentleman referred to has on his desk

the rather common reminder: "Do It Now," but has added to
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it the words, "And Smile." If the readers know who is

referred to let them watch the result in his progress.

MILLING CAST IRON AND CAST STEEL.

THE COST OF LOCOMOTIVE REPAIRS PER 1000-TON
MILES.

BY HARRINGTON EMERSON.

For a considerable time we have advocated a more extensive

use of milling machines in railroad shops. In one shop,

recently visited, the shop superintendent strongly scored the

slab miller, but investigation showed that he had a machine

which was over twenty years old and not at all adapted to

modern machine shop practice, and it was no wonder he was

disgusted with it. Other shop superintendents are enthusiastic

concerning the milling of mild steel, wrought iron or bronze

parts, but are skeptical as to the advisability of milling cast-

ings, because of the effect on an expensive milling cutter of

the hard scale and sand. A visit to the shops of the machine

tool builders reveals the fact that they are using these

machines to considerable advantage in milling castings; it has

been suggested, however, that possibly these castings are of a

better grade of cast iron than ordinarily furnished the railroad

companies, and possibly there is some truth in this. It is

interesting to note that several railroad shops are milling

certain of their castings, or are experimenting along this line.

On another page of this journal is an interesting article on

the milling of cast iron and cast steel driving boxes at the

Angus shops, and it would appear that such work can be

handled very successfully if the cutters are properly designed

and taken care of. It is, of course, necessary to determine the

speeds and feeds at which the cutters can be operated to get

the best results, and with cast steel it is important to furnish

a plentiful supply of lubricant to the cutter. In order to gain

successful results it is also necessary that the machines be of

heavy and rigid construction, so that there will be practically

no vibration. The milling cutters should be of high-speed steel

of the inserted type. It is surprising how easy it is to keep

these sharp and in good condition if the proper facilities are

provided for grinding.

ROCK ISLAND LOCOMOTIVE REPAIR SHOPS-

The building of these shops is a good illustration of "West-

ern push." Judging from the remarkably short time in which

they were planned and the buildings erected, we might expect

to find lhat they were incomplete or else closely modeled

after some existing plant. It is rather surprising to find,

on the contrary, that they are strictly up-to-date in all

ts and that many new and radical features have been

added, which makes it possible to handle the work quickly

and economically. In the article which appears on these shops

in this issue, which is the first of a series, the arrangement

and construction of the buildings is described. The most

noticeable features about the buildings are the splendid day-

lighting, simp]"- construction and the duplication of detail

design, thus reducing not only the first rost of the buildings,

vjul also the cost of maintenance.

Another feature, which Is to be commended, is the arrange-

ment of the large loeomotlv< shop with the erecting depart-

ment In the middle and the machine and boiler departments

on either side with no walls between them, In case one

department becomes crowded, it is very easy to extend it over

into our- of the oilier departments. In designing a large shop

of this kind, It Is difficult, to determine how much space should

otcri to each department, and, as the locomotive designs

Change, or as the motive power becomes older, or as the

amount of manufacturing for other points on the road in-

department Is quite liable to become o\ vded,

and it I therefore i
ng the i three departments so

that their II] readily be changed to suit new condi-

tions. As practically no restrictions wen- placed on the

arrangement of the buildlt out plan maj I a Idered

as an ideal one foi the condition:; tor which it was Intended and

in worthy of careful study, it will tie noted thai generou

allow;' all Of

ops.

There ought to be a normal relation between 1,000-ton

miles and locomotive repairs, or between miles run and re-

pairs. There is not. Each railroad makes up averages, but

what is the value of averages except for life insurance? What
is the normal cost of repairs per miles run when in a given

case out of 144 shopped engines, none wrecked, 36 averaged

$0.17 per mile between shoppings and other 36 averaged $0.0287

per mile? Of the first 36, 6 averaged per mile $0.53 and of the

second 36, 6 averaged $0.0128 per mile.

Here again we have averages, but there is no average in the

fact that a certain engine cost per mile $0.0073, and another en-

gine $0.50 or 70 times as much. What deduction is to be drawn
when the engine costing per mile $0.0073 weighed 210,000 lbs.

exclusive of tender and the engine costing $0.50 per mile

weighed 99,500 lbs. exclusive of tender? Evidently none of any
value. It is much more important to find out why the re-

pairs on one engine cost 70 times as much as the repairs on

another engine per mile than it is to speculate as to whether

the repairs on light engines cost more per 1,000-ton miles than

the repairs on heavy engines. An opinion may be ventured,

even an assertion made, that in a shop employing best modern
methods the repairs per 1,000-ton miles on a modern monster

will cost less than the repairs formerly cost per 1,000-ton miles

on the old style small engines of fifteen years ago. For this

assertion, convincing proof is lacking chiefly because there are

few railroad shops, one might say none, in which the best

modern methods are employed. A modern shop is one which

knows what it is about unto minutest details both as to why
and how, and acts accordingly; not a shop with a large array

of expensive modern tools and Egyptian darkness as to

causes and results.

Even if the assertion were proved, even if big engines could

be maintained more cheaply per 1,000-ton miles than small

engines formerly were, the battle as to shop costs between

big engines and small engines is not solved, since perhaps

the old engine in the shop with modern methods might far

surpass in lessened cost of maintenance not only its own
type in the long ago shop but its big rival in the same
shop. The fact remains that as yet locomotive repair

costs cannot be wholesaled by weight alone. There are Iden-

tical big locomotives that are very, very cheap to maintain

and there are others that are very costly and the same varia-

tion occurs among the smaller locomotives.

To date we cannot safely generalize. Railroads are peculiar

not to say funny. If they were elevated or surface lines

levying a flat rate of fare, one could understand their flat

methods of running their shops and averaging engine repairs.

But in their revenue they are most particular to go into de-

tails. No zone system for them with unit rates, good be-

tween any two stations. Each passenger has to buy a ticket

for just the distance he intends to travel, no more or no less,

he mud n i. il on the dav pu I'd la so. I and he chocked up when

he enters the train, when lie leaves II and several limes be-

tween, so fastidiously careful are the railroads to be certain

that they obtain till thai Is coming to them. When It comes,

however, to spending I lie money laboriously collected from the

grumbling public till methods of precaution are overlooked.

Engines are butchered ou1 on the road and are cobbled In the

shops and both the butchering and the cobbling are aver-

aged.

The speed of trains and the speed of individual engines has

been tested close up to the limit, but Is there a single engine

In America of which we can definitely say that Us repairs have

cost a minimum even for that engine, much less the mlnl-

iiini -I I
.iioo l on miles of all engines. Until fads are avall-

able to give this Information not only abotrl one engine but

about all engines, we are a long way from being able to pro
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nounce as to the relative value of engine types and per-

formances. Such facts are theoretically easy and practically

hard to obtain and yet if followed up they are more pro-

fitable than any Yukon gold mine. They are theoretically

easy because they require neither expensive accounting nor

exasperating detail tabulations. They are practically hard

because very few have faith in their value and they are not

available from the way railroad accounts have been hitherto

kept. On the same railroad in neighboring shops I have

found such a standard operation as flue welding and tipping

to be done at the rate of 12 an hour, 25 an hour, 40 an hour

and 100 an hour. The same disparity exists in other normal

operations. The way to cheapen engine repairs is not to build

new shops and equip them with heavy modern machinery, but

to keep detail account with every single engine and tabulate

not only every deficiency that develops in service, but also

standardize every shop operation and practice and establish its

normal cost.

The first road that systematically and intelligently follows

this course will take a long step towards bringing down all

its engine repairs to a phenomenally low normal, and in its

accounts we shall no longer find variations of 70-fold in re-

pair cost per mile run.

COMMUNICATIONS.

A GOOD SUGGESTION CONCERNING COMPOUND LO-
COMOTIVES.

WALSCHAERT VALVE GEAR.

Stevenson link motion, the engine would in all probabilities be

set Yi in. to 9-32 in. lead at 6-in. cut-off. With this lead the pre-

admission would be about % of an inch, and it is when the pre-

admission is as great as this that the retarding effect upon a

locomotive is considerable when being crowded to a high rate of

speed.

A great many try to cut down the compression in the cylinders

by giving the valve more exhaust clearance. My belief is that very

little, if any, lead is required on a locomotive either at short or

long cut-off, and would recommend decreasing the retarding effect

due to compression and pre-admission by cutting down the lead at

short cut-offs. The Walschaert valve gear offers a splendid oppor-

tunity for this because you can set the Walschaert gear engines

line and line or 1-16 in. lead at all cut-offs, and an engine with this

amount of lead both at full stroke and at short cut-offs will start

a train just as quickly and run faster than an engine which is set

line and line or 1-16 in. lead full cut-off. but when hooked up to

short cut-off the lead is increased to y± or 5-16 in. The Walschaert

valve gear on locomotives is the coming gear. Its advantages over

the Stevenson link are many, and its disadvantages very few and of

very small value.

Cleveland, Ohio. J. T. Carroll.

To the Editor:

The brief editorial on the failure of the compound locomotive,

which appeared in the September issue, calls to mind a conversa-

tion which I had—more than two years f.go—with an engineman

on a road where the compound was, at that time, extensively

used in freight service. I was riding in the cab. and noticed,

after wo were well started, that he continued working the engine

single expansion. On asking him about it he informed me that

the starting valve was usually left open. I endeavored to explain

the advantages of compound working and the use of the valve;

he appeared interested, and finally said : "All right, you can close

it," and during the remainder of the run, the valve was always
closed after the train was started.

It seems to me it is a mistake to tell a man to do a certain

thing without telling him why he is to do it- He may be informed
that the starting valve is to be closed after a certain rate of speed
has been attained, but unless he understands why that is de-

sirable he is liable to lose interest and forget all about the matter.

It may require time and trouble to give such an explanation, but

without doubt it would, in many cases, prove a paying invest-

ment in the end.

Compound.

To the Editor:

Having read the numerous articles which have appeared in the

American Engineer and Railroad Journal, relative to the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of the Walschaert valve gear as ap-
plied to locomotives, I notice that there is a great deal of discussion

on the distribution of steam obtained from it, due to constant lead

at all points of cut-off. One of the points being discussed very

much is that on account of the amount of lead used with the

Walschaert gear, when the engine is working at full stroke the

pre-admission will have a bad effect when trying to start a heavy
train, and for that reason it is considered a very strong argu-

ment against the Walschaert valve gear. I am of the opinion

that this is of very little detriment to a locomotive ; for instance,

take a locomotive with the Walschaert valve gear having a 3-16
in. lead and cutting off at full stroke the pre-admission is about
3-32 of an inch. If you stop to think of the position of the crank
pin at this time, it will be seen that there will be very little retard-

ing effect upon the engine from this source, and as an engine is

working at full stroke, or nearly so, at a very small percentage of

the time, I cannot but see that the advantage is with the Wals-
haert gear in this respect, on account of decreasing the pre-admis-

sion when the engine is working at short cut-off ; for instance, an
engine with 3-16 in. lead working at 6-in. cut-off the pre-admission

is about % in., whereas with the same engine equipped with the

WALSCHAERT VALVE GEAR.

To the Editor:

In the communication from Mr. C. H. Quereau on Walschaert

valve gear, published in your September journal he infers a

condition which the writer has found does not exist, at least on

an engine recently fitted with this valve gear on the Lake Shore

and Michigan Southern at Elkhart. Ind. On page 317, Mr.

Quereau states that when working in full gear, steam will bt

admitted to the cylinder when the piston is about 2 ins. from the

end of the stroke.

We find that on the engine referred to, this pre-admission is

practically nothing at full stroke, the valve beginning to open

when the piston is 3-32 of an inch from the end of its stroke.

Practically this same condition exists on the New York Central

engine equipped with this valve gear, of which valve motion

cards are given on page 214 in the June number of the American
Engineer, in which the pre-admission is shown as being zero,

although it is hardly possible that the valve should move to the

amount of the lead at the beginning of the stroke without the

piston moving, at least, a measurable amount at the same time.

With this slight amount of pre-admission it seems to the writer

that Mr. Quereau's claim of excessive strains due to it, is hardly

justifiable. The pre-admission increases as the cut-off becomes

shorter, although the lead remains constant, and thus just those

conditions prevail which Mr. Quereau (and the writer) seems to

think desirable, namely a longer time for the steam to enter the

cylinder at the higher speeds.

Oscar Antz.

THE RAILROADS AND LOCOMOTIVE DESIGN.

To the Editor:

Your recent article on broken frames leads to the ques-

tion, "Are the designs and types of locomotives which the

builders bring out with such commendable enterprise sufficiently

studied by those having charge of the operation and repairs

of the machines?" Written reports of breakages, cracks, or ex-

cessive wear discovered in any part of the locomotive or tender

on the road, in the engine-house, or in the shop, also of poor steam

performance, would, if thoroughly studied and investigated, re-

sult in an improvement in American motive power, the faulty con-

dition of which is forcing itself upon the attention of the travel-

ling and investing public. The mere addition of metal to a frac-

tured section may usually be construed as a failure to compre-

hend the real cause of the trouble, for a change in the location of

a bolt or a rib, the obviation of eccentric loads and bending, an

increased rigidity or flexibility, near, or at a distance from, the

break, will often accomplish what no mere amount of metal can.

A common mistake consists in placing a plain rib on the tension

side of an iron casting. Such a rib is often a source of weakness

rather than strength.

Besides lateral vibration and slack in driving-boxes, connecting

rods, and tender buffers, unnecessary bending moments will be

found to be frequent causes of frame breakages. For example,

many 4-6-0 engines have the forward equalizer fulcrums bolted

to slender, lower frame rails, with the only struts between the

upper and lower rails located at some distance ahead. The rails

usually break at their back ends. Another example is furnished by
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many recent 4-4-0 engines having no strut from the frame to tbe

boiler between the guide yoke plate and the firebox. The sup-

porting force from the front hanger of the forward driving spring

produces a beam action in the frame, and breakages are frequent,

dry if a poor type of pedestal binder is used. A strut plate

from the frame to the boiler over this pair of spring hangers will

do away with the bending and will also prevent lateral vibration.

The high, flexible guide-yoke plates now in use might safely be

bolted to the boiler, relieving the frame of part of the cross-

head load applied at every stroke while the engine is backing. In

the older designs the vertical forces were more effectually ar-

ranged for the balancing of each by one in line with it.

It is but a simple algebraic operation to determine the correct

lengths of spring hangers and proportions of springs; and there is

no necessity for equalizers to stand at angles of five to ten degrees

or for engine and tender chafing irons to be five or six inches

out of line.

Some improvement might be effected in boilers hy the erection

of simple apparatus for measuring the distortion when test pres-

sures are applied, and comparing it with the form of staying and

the records of repairs. A boiler with radial stays arranged ap-

proximately as described in your correspondence columns of

February, 1901, has now been in service aboout two years, and

in that time has but once required to have its fire drawn on

account of a firebox defect, and that was for a slight leak in one

tube.

G. E.

FLEXIBLE STAYBOLTS.

In summing up, we can host describe this so-called "flexible"

stay by quoting from a paper read before the New York Railroad

Club by Mr. Livingstone, the best expert on staybolt material and
practice in this and any other country, when he says that the
kindest thing thai can be said of the "flexible" stay is that they
sometimes use the Inst quality of piled staybolt iron in their manu-
facture. There are many other points open to discussion in this

article, and I would greatly enjoy seeing them threshed out in the

columns of your paper. Very truly yours,

F. C. Lippert, M.E.

To the Editor:

I have read with much interest the article in your September

paper, entitled "Methods of Installing Flexible Staybolts," which

leads me to bring up several points stated therein for discussion.

les, I agree with the author: it is vitally important to the success

of the flexible stay that good work always be done in the installation

of the complete bolt. And yet, how can we reconcile this statement

with the one made further on in the article, viz. : that the cost of

installation should not exceed 25 cents per bolt and, when installed

in large quantities, should be as low as 15 cents per bolt? All of

us who have worked or closely observed conditions in modern

locomotive repair shops know that good work cannot be obtained

at the figures named by Mr. Stafford. "I would be much more

inclined to put the installation cost at from 30 cents to 40 cents

per bolt, or, in large- quantities, at •_!."> cents per bolt. I suppose

the author, when lie giv.-s such low figures for large quantities,

tak-s it for granted that a large installation would only be made

when a locomotive came in f"r general repairs, in which case

special care could be taken to charge a large percentage 'if this

cost to one or more of tie- many other items of expense. This is

all right for the staybolt's reputation as a money saver, but does

it represent the true facts of the case?

Th- lirM essential demand of any appliance, where possible,

both from a mechanical ami a financial standpoint, is simplicity in

,ii : mechanical to eliminate blunders and poor

installation by careless workmen, and financial to s.i\ the

of first cos) of installation and maintenance. Now, it

seems t>> no-, after a careful perusal of Mr. Stafford's article, that

a -t;i \ 1k.1i. tie- life of which depends to a great measure upon the

man] and costlj operations as laid down by him. should be

entirely eliminated from boiler practice as wholl) uneconomical

from every point of view, Uneconomical, because we gel no visible

return on our high first COBI in tie- longer lit'- Of the so-called

"flexible" over th- ordinary "rigid" stay.

I would also like to differ with Mr. Stafford that staybolt break-

diminished, regardless of the quality of iron

u-d. Would say, in reply to this, thai th- bighetl grad piled

i altogether bj the Falls Hollow Staybolt C

pany, mak's a truly flexible bolt. Their claim to flexibility

, . .1 up by all motive power official) « l.<. have

an knowledge of mechanics or metallurgy and by those. who have

not this knowledge from the p ilts that they have

obtaini d In It u - ^ '•''' vel claim the so called

. flexibility, i' must relinquish when it - e mtacl

willi i-
'"'. fr "'" fel

thai th- sediment and in< rui tat Ion thro

- th- aperture surroundln i" ^l ol t he

bolt any more that other pari "i the

heating ratface, and iperture gets filled

tlon of sediment, we have th- simplest kind of

a rigid bolt I'.oi what > price to pay foi an ordinary rl/id

THE DESIGN OF BRAKES.

To the Editor:

Will you kindly allow me to submit the following method of
designing brake heads and hangers? While the example
selected is for inside-hung brakes on eight-wheel cars, the modifi-
cations necessary to apply the principles to other cases are
obvious.

Let A = weight on each wheel.

B = percentage braking "power."
C= coefficient of friction.

D= height of center plate bearing above rail.

E = wheel base of truck.

F= factor explained below.

G = angle whose tangent is C.

Dram III
I Fig. 1 i from the c

Mi- center of th- wl I. and dr.-

III.I and IIIK equal to <J. Lay

•_• BCDF
sent AB I 1LB (

1

/ 2 BCDF i

(l + -__). Draw

inter of the brake shoe through
w I l.l and UK. making angles
"ii III. to sen,,, scale to repre-

and 11M to represent AB

ii horizontal line through II, and draw

i.m. extending ii to intersect Hi- horizontal line al \. Through n
draw IK) parallel to I..v. Now HO will be th- center lii f the

hanger and HN the center line of the brake beam, Th- hanger may
I"- attached to the head anywhere in the line ll<> and the lever

may b- attached !•• the beam anywhere in the line HN. Draw
l.r and MQ perpendicular to III. When the wheel Is going in

the direction Ii. HN is half the
i

> < It to I serted by the lever

on th- beam, M.\ will be the stress in the banger, HQ will be the

re ultan I i al pressure of the shoe against the wl I tit should

be noticed that u i applied al the center of the si i, ami <;m

i tin retarding force due to the friction of the Bh in the wheel.

The n- In the i ;er and the pull of the lever, coml to

give a resultant IIM. which is decomposed Into a normal pres-

,i in,i ami a tangential resistance QM. Similarly, when the

wl I Ii turning In the direction 8, HN Is hair the pull of the

i tin ten Ion In the hanger, HP is the resultant -

n ... i pressure ol the shoe, and LP is the retarding tor—. The

brake head maj now be laid out, making thickness of shb |ual

to thai vhen thi i hoe Is a little le s than half worn out. The

i oi the t" hi i
i bould be the average to be expected dtu Ing

the life of the wheel, and I he ban i I ould be a long e i on

\ enli oi

it will be found that wide variation! In the coefficient of frlo
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tion will make but a slight difference in the direction of the hanger.

The factor P. however, will make considerable difference. It can

vary between and 0.85 or 0.90. If the truck is light compared

with the weight of the car body, if the brake gear is to be kept

in first-class repair so that there will be no danger of cramping

the hanger, if the variations in diameter of wheel and thickness

of shoes are small, and if it is desired to obtain the highest pos-

sible braking force without danger of sliding the wheel, a high

value of F should be selected. Otherwise F may be reduced ac-

cording to judgment. When F is 0. the hanger is perpendicular to

HI, and the braking forces on the forward and back wheels are

equal, the greatest possible advantage of inside-hung brakes being

thereby destroyed.

The above rule, gives, to the greatest possible extent, an ar-

rangement which insures even wear of the shoes and a maximum
possible braking "power" without sliding the wheels. The head

may be rigidly fixed on the beam, with no detriment to its action.

A third hanger at the end of the brake beam fork ia advisable to

steady the beam and to be sure that the shoes do not drag when

released. It should be of the same length as the brake-head

hangers, and should be parallel withi them, but it need not be at

the same height. Such hangers can, to a limited extent, over-

come defects in the design, but it is not wise to impose more upon

them than is necessary.

Since the forces exerted by the rods upon the levers are hori-

zontal, it follows that the levers must exert horizontal forces

on the beams. The beam should, then, be horizontal. Inclining it

merely changes the height of the lever, as far as the action of

the shoe on the wheel is concerned. It places the lever in an

awkward position for connecting it to the rods, sets up stresses

in the third hanger, and produces the torsion in the beam which

has been so prolific a source of failures of beams by starting the

buckling.

ENGINE EQUIPMENTS.

BY IS. EMERSON.

FIG. 2.

The action of an existing arrangement can be studied as shown
in Fig. 2. The center line of the hanger and the horizontal

line through the beam, intersect at H. Lay off WH to represent

half the pull of the lever. Draw any radius TU, and draw TX,
making angle G with it. Extend TX to meet, at V, an arc

drawn through H with U as a center. Transfer lines TU and

VX to YU and HZ. Draw W'a parallel to HO. Wa is then the

tension in the hanger, and Ha is the force exerted by the sboe

on the wheel. This is transferred to Yb and decomposed into

Yc and be, Ye is the resultant normal pressure when the wheel

is turning in the direction of the arrow. It is applied far from

lln- .inter of the shoe. The pressure at any part of the shoe

cm lie determined by the well-known- method o£ eccentric loads.

In this case the intensity of pressure after the shoe has become

well fitted to tin' wheel, will be about at the top, and at the

bottom il will be about twice as much as it would be if evenly

distributed. The procedure for a rotation of the wheel in the

opposite direction will In' tin' same except that angle (i is laid

off on the other side of line TU. In this example, the action

would l».' slightly better, but the pressure would still be greatest

:;t the bottom, Unli**, then, the third hanger exerts great force

to hold the brake beam lurk down, the shoe will wear almost

entirely at the bottom.

The correctness and convenience of the above theory are evi-

dent. As is to be expected, practical experience checks the re-

sults. _
G. E.

The railroad is the skeleton of our civilization; locomotives

are the muscles; whatever pertains to the operative efficiency

and economy of the locomotive is of interest. This subject of

engine equipments is of much interest, for upon the equip-

ment, and its care and use, depends largely the efficiency of

locomotive service and often the economy of time and prop-

erty.

Engine equipments are made up of such items as are in-

cluded in the following list:

ArrVRTENANCES.
Grease cups : rods, guides.
Flags : red, white, green, blue, yellow.

Flag holders or brackets.
Flag boxes.

Headlight : front, rear.
Lanterns : red, white, green, blue globes.
Lamps : blizzard or classification marker.

Slides : red. white, green, blue.
Lamp brackets : front end, pilot, rear tender sides, rear tender

center.
Cab lamps : steam gauge, water glass, air gauge, steam heat gauge.

Brackets for same.
Guard for water gauge glass.

Boxes : seat, tender.
Fire door chains.
Coal boards : front, side, back.
Push poles or stakes.
Torches.
Cab curtains : back, sides.

Seat box cushions. »

Hooks : for clothes, for keys.
Arm rests.

Gauge cock drip trough.
Tank ropes.
Electric cab block signals.

APPLIANCES.
Coal scoops.
Oil cans : engine, valve, headlight and signal. Oil supply cans.

Engine and valve oil oilers, long spout, short spout, squirt can.

Dope pails, tallow pots and covers, grease cup charges.
Fire tools : single or double hook, slice or slash bar. 'shaker bar, coal

pick, hoes long and short, pokers for firebox and for front end.
TOOLS.

Hammers : hard hand, sledge, combination, soft.

Wrenches: Monkey or screw, Stillson or pipe, alligator, double-end set-

screw, double-end eccentric set screw, double-end wedge bolt,

double-end oil cup, double-end rod. air pump spanner, lubrica-

tor spanner, injector spanner, injector knuckle, main rod
wrench, crank-pin nut wrench.

Chisels : flat, long cold, cape, round nose, bars.
Sets, punches, files, drifts, scrapers.

SUPPLIES.
He.idlight chimneys: glass, mica.
Water glasses, gaskets.
Lubricator glasses, gaskets.
Hose: airbrake, dummy brake, air signal, dummy signal, steam, all

inuplipgs (including heater to water scoop), gaskets.
Lamp wicks, wicking.
Waste.
Bell cord.
Brasses, engine truck, tender truck.
Bolts and nuts.
Rod keys.

EMERGENCY.
Replacers or wrecking frog;.

Chain and hook, wrecking or switch.
Jacks : large and journal box, jack levers.

Pinch bars.
Fusees and torpedoes.
Guide blocks.
Main crank pin blocks.
Valve stem clamps.
Medical boxes. i

Plugs for cylinder release valve.
Emergency knuckle.
Ax and saw.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Water buckets, brooms, brushes, sponges, sponging Irons, water coolers

or kegs, drinking cups, tripoli can. time card holder, fuel

books, stores books, time slips, framed instructions, lubricator,

electric headlight, tool list, seal for tool box, lock for same,
portable tool boxes.

This list is not comprehensive; it is only representative,

of actual practice here and there.

How should the engine equipment, made up of such items,

be handled? Shall we deal with engines as individuals, or

with engina crews? Shall we "standardize" equipment, mak-

ing it of general uniformity for all engines, all enginemen.

all conditions, or shall we vary the equipment to suit each

case? Shall our aim be to have the smallest practicable

equipment, or shall we make traveling store-houses of our

engines in the endeavor to provide for every chance? Ami,

in the end, shall or shall not economy of supplies and super

vision be the determining watchword?

Of course, every operating locomotive in the land carries

some equipment—else it could not run. Also, most of our

larger roads have made some endeavor to systematize this
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problem—as is evidenced by printed tool checking lists, and

occasional roundhouse tool inspectors: and in one way or

another the crews get supplied. But, generally, this detail

of railroad operation is overlooked or neglected by the higher

officials (general manager and superintendent of motive

power), who alone can bring about any lasting good in the

matter. At the outset, therefore, it anything is to be accom-

plished alcng this line, it must be done on a large scale, on a

thorough scale; and in the doing, money (tens of thousands),

time (months—a year), must be spent. This once done,

actual annual savings in stores and in expense should surely

result, with also much greater satisfaction and efficiency of

the service.

HOW TO IMl'KOVL CONDITIONS.

To be most completely worked out, the matter should be in

the hands of the superintendent of motive power, who might,

however, call in to advantage an advisory committee of, say:

mechanical engineer; a master mechanic or roundhouse fore-

man (usually too busy!); a superintendent; a storekeeper

(preferably a man intimately conversant with the conditions

of issuing stores to engine crews, who should also in the

present case familiarize himself with the annual accounts for

the road respecting engine equipment supplies) ; an engineman

(member of engineers' committee?) This committee could not

» meet as a whole very well oftener than once in a month, and

each member could hardly do more than give some attention

to the matters affecting his particular interests; its province

would be advisory and debative—possibly in most cases deci-

sive; the co-ordinating executive work should be wholly in

the charge of someone specially delegated to the task, he to

be responsible to the superintendent of motive power, and to

consult fully with members of the committee individually,

as well as in session. Representing the superintendent of

motive power, this man's rank, while carrying out the organ-

ization and in respect to it, should be above that of the master

mechanics; that is, he should have ample authority to put

the work into effect; he might conveniently do this by using

the superintendent of motive power's name rather than his

own.

What state of affairs will this man (whom we may call

equipment inspector), and this committee find? Locomotives

running into the dozens of classes, each class having slightly

different requirements in equipment (i.e. rod wrench sizes,

water-glass lengths), even locomotives of a class often differ-

ing; requirements varying also with different kinds of service

(freight, passenger, switch!, on main line and on branches,

on different divisions; pooled engines will be devoid of almost

all equipment—what remains being left only because unfit

to take away!—assigned engines, on the other hand, having

tool-boxes fairly bursting with the greatest assortment of

miscellaneous wrenches, fixings, etc.; some engineer-

especially firemen) will be hostile to any attempt at system-

atization, the more so where responsibility is involved: the

roundhouse forces will be too busy to heeil anything: and it

will be found that the stores on different divisions carry

articles for equipment varying in rtyle or quality, that some

things are manufactured in shops when thej might be bought

and cheaper, or the reverse, that many articles are

not the best or most serviceable or suitable (I.e. gauge lamps,

or spring valve long oilers), that some things are carried

iv while other It ing though needed, thai

th<- printed list Is probably perfunctory and doesn't

with tb<- actual stock or with .sundry circular letters of In-

tlon. In other words the whole problem will b<

i onfuslng apparentl) bopele

The committee named

and not without reason, because ibis llttlt man)

deep ramification . r*oi In lance, i

1

i de Ired to " tandard

i ti,« too! and ••' beat 01 cour -. this

.an ).< df,ii>- only after the equipment bat been decided upon,

convenient! proper

outfit, it Is at once found that the tenders are of all different

I and arrat.;- that H I Ible to

get, any "uniformly standard" method of placing boxes. The

best that can be done is to have one, or perhaps two, alter-

native plans. Similarly attempts to standardize coal boards

(for cheapness of manufacture, and convenience of keeping

in stock and applying) meet the same difficulties. Locomo-

tive cabs, it will be found, are equally fractious in exact-

ing varying widths, heights or lengths to the boxes put in

them. In designing "standard" types of locomotives (such as

the Harriman common standard; or the Rock Island standard

types), the matter of cab and tender arrangement should be

considered by the mechanical engineer, and provision made

for using standard equipment.

Again, as fast as certain articles are recognized and adopted

as "standard" equipment, a drawing and full description

should be made of same, it is then definite, and may be re-

ferred to by number. This feature also comes under the

mechanical engineer.

Some one suggests a uniform bracket for all classification

or signal lights, on cars and cabooses as well as on engines

and tenders—suggests furthermore a uniform style of lamp,

adaptable instantly to either right or left, and, being com-

posed of white (the cheapest) lenses, changeable by means

of colored glass slides or tin blanks to any system of color

signals desired. This proposition cannot be worked out with-

out the advice and consent of your superintendent.

Before any actual organization is attempted, these matters

of standard equipment, and the main plan of the checking

and accounting system, should be determined upon, drawings

made, quotations and samples asked of the purchasing agent,

and orders placed (these orders should be quite aside from

the regular monthly requisitions, until the equipment is in

service—though of course, the requisitions should conform to

the standard articles, a detail which your equipment inspector

should very carefully watch out for, and correct, before the

requisitions are sent up for approval). For it does not pay

to try one thing, then switch over onto something else, and

so add to the confusion at the very start. The preliminary

preparation and development of this system may well take

from 2 to 4 months or even 6; that is it may well be this

length of time before a single tool is placed on an engine

under the new arrangements. But it will be time of gather-

ing information as to tender dimensions, sizes of valve-stems

(in service—not on blue-prints), of crank pins, of crank pin

nuts of making inventory of equipment in service, of stock

in the stores, of sizing up the facilities for applying equip-

ment on various divisions, of selecting men and familiarizing

them with the duties of such equipping. •

It will be well if the equipment inspector can spend two or

three weeks Investigating practice in the roundhouse, on the

road, and in the office records, on other railroads. The New

York Central, the New Haven, and the Pennsylvania are

profitable (and extensive) fields for such study. The time

thus spent Will be a paying investment, as it insures the best

precedents being followed.

ITEMS WHICH BHOTOD BB BTAHDARDIZKD.

The following items, if used at all, should each be reduced

to one uniform Btandard over the whole railroad:

alights and chimneys, lubricators, air signal hose, air

lr brake hose, freight; steam hose, all

.,„,, coupling between engine and tender, signal lamps

and bi " k,,|s
'
water Klass ,;""i ,s '

bell cording, wrecking chain, pinch bars, fusees (10-mlnute),

torpedoes, valve Btem clamps, medical boxes, emergency

knuckle, ax, saw. water buckets, brooms, brushes, sponges

; ,„,i [ron ..."
i coolers, drinking cups, trlpoll can, card

holder, portabli tool boxes, Bags (size and Quality), Ian

Qre-dooi chain pu h poll and method of carrying; torches,

, ,M i e cock drip 1
1 ough, I hi rat lou i

s | Zes of oil i
"'

. coal picks, hand hammers, combination

hammers, soft hammers, each size of screw, Btlllson and

alligator wrench I, et, punch, til.-, drift or

per,
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COST OF INSTALLING NEW SYSTEM.

An engine equipment will cost from $20 to $150. A very vtf

satisfactory one should be obtained for $50 to $60. The total

"life" of this equipment, under first rate management, is

estimated at from two to five years; in actual practice, with-

out adequate organization, the "life" is but a few months.

I know of a case where the full equipment of an engine was
worth $65 complete, excepting the headlight. There were over

1,000 engines on the road. No one of them was completely

equipped; most of them had less than one-third of what they

should have had. Yet the annual requisitions for engine sup-

plies alone totaled much over $70,000 (it was not practicable

to get at records of articles made in shops), or more than the

complete cost of an equipment for each engine every year;

and even then the engines did not carry more than $20

worth of stuff at one time! The figures should have been

about $25,000 for supplies, to which might be added from

$10,000 to $15,000 to cover the cost of the inspectors, the

"organization." And then the engines should have had each

the full $65 equipment, all the time.

For a road of this size it would take nearly a year to work

the problem out, and in that year perhaps $50,000 would be

spent for new equipments, in addition to the current $25,000

(or probably a little more than $25,000 until the organization

was completed.) ; and as much as $30,000 might also be spent

on "labor" (or "intelligence") or men to place boxes and

equipment on engines, make record of and check same. This

totals over $100,000, for the first year. The second year is,

we have seen, only $40,000. In other words in two years,

spending the same amount that we were spending ($70,000)

to secure an average $20 equipment on an engine, we could

secure a full, efficient and economical organization, have

every engine running with an entire complement of supplies,

and thereafter, while maintaining the same high standard,

secure a net saving of $30,000 per year. I speak not from

theory but from fact, from experience.

Reducing this to terms of one locomotive (and the rail-

road official may multiply by the number of his locomotives

to get the gross figures) this means that whereas an engine

may be running (and the condition is nearly average) with

nominally a $65, but actually a $20 equipment, at a yearly

cost of $65 to $90 (taking into account engines in shop),

under proper management, with an investment cost of $100

to $130 for the first year, the subsequent total annual cost

will be only $40 to $50 per engine—a net saving of $25 to $40

each year on an extra investment for one year of $35 to

$40.

Were similar results attempted on a smaller scale, over a

longer period of time, no doubt commensurate results could

be secured. But the slower the time, the smaller the scale,

the longer deferred are the savings—the longer continued

are the wastes.

I have not space at this time to discuss what should be-

an ideal equipment to fit average conditions, treating each

item separately, together with dimensions, costs, material,

etc.; nor can I go into an exposition of the printed forms,

method of keeping records of each engine and crew, method
of ascertaining daily just what equipment is drawn from

Store, by whom, and where; I can do no more than give a

brief outline of the way in which the problem may be ap-

proached, and add thereto a few suggestions. I have already

proposed plating the matter in the hands of the superinten-

dent if motive power, the appointment of an advisory com

mittee -
i some Importance, and the delegation of the execution

of the plan to an equipment inspector. This individual has

studied the essential features of practice on other roads and has

made his report to the committee; our committee has at length

resolved upon the full standard equipment, the general plan

of organization, the latitude to be allowed to the inspector in

carrying out the plan; our committee has also made its rec-

ommendations to the superintendent of motive power, as to

the scale on which it is advisable to plunge into the venture

—

the "first year" investment in complete equipments, the num-

ber and rates of men placed on the various divisions with the

special (and in many cases temporary) function of getting

the system in operation; and the superintendent of motive

power has taken the matter up with the general manager
or other superior officer, and obtained his approval and au-

thority for the move. It is as big a matter as that.

METHOD OF INSTALLING NEW SYSTEM.

The equipments, to the tune of $10,000 or $100,000, or more,

or less, have arrived, and are in charge of the store depart-

ment. They have been coming in, wrenches in one lot, oil

cans in another, in various consignments for the past six

weeks or more. Nothing of those new "standard" equipments

has been issued, to be lost track of or misused.

What does our equipment inspector do? He selects two

principal points on the main line, on the principal division,

and equips the engines operating on the best trains between

these two turning points. He has ridden with the engineers

of these 2, 4, 8, 12 locomotives, has been friendly with them,

has made them interested in the new plan, has (seemingly

at least) listened to their suggestions, perhaps humors a

whim or so, has made it plain that they are picked out as

first to receive these brand-new equipments, as best able to

demonstrate the success of the system.

At one of the turning points is a large store. At this

point supplies are drawn and placed upon the engine all

newly prepared as to boxes, locks, brackets, etc., and full

record made of the equipment by a local inspector—one of the

two or three or half dozen men who have been collecting

data, making inventories, etc., on this very subject for a couple

of months previous. He is breaking in an assistant. At

the other end is another such inspector who has received a

copy of the equipment list of each engine. So these two
men, one at each end of the engines' run, watch like hawks .

for the appearance of the 2, or the 12, that have been equipped

preliminarily, and are prompt to follow up any irregularity

in the custody or use of articles upon them. It matters not

in this connection whether the tools, etc., be locked in

boxes on the engine, and there inspected or placed in a box
and delivered at a tool or locker room over which the in-

spector presides—the general method is all the same. For

handling a large volume of business the second method is

undoubtedly the best.

A few days pass. These first few engines do not "lose"

their equipment, though a few annoying circumstances come
up. The "assistants"—new men broken in—take up the work;
the experienced men are transferred to other points; still

the policy of "main line," "best trains" is adhered to as

it is easier to keep track of these engines. They are equipped,

after the first two weeks or a month, say, at the rate of one

engine a day per inspector employed. If there were one in-

spector employed for every 20 or 30 engines in service (this

is for the "first year" only—afterwards it should be one for

40 or 50 engines) the thorough equipment should, theoreti-

cally, take only a month. But it will be longer. The branch

lines will not be so easy to handle; the freight engines will

cause no end of trouble; it will be difficult to secure proper

material for inspectors, it will be slow at best "breaking them
in." If the organization and the equipment is worked out

in three or four months, the thing will have been well done.

Then for a month or so the matter will be stationary, while

it settles down to being the normal method of operation. Then
the less efficient inspectors will be dropped, or transferred

to other work—and behold! the system is complete, the

ground-work is done! The equipment inspector will have to

stay—or some one in his place, to be at the head of the

organization, to maintain efficiency. But the capital expense

ceases and the returns now come in. Is it not a subject worth
at least consideration by more of our railroads?

A FEW USEFUL HINTS.

A few hints may be useful: Don't carry too much on the

engine—it is meant to pull a load, not to contain one. Any-
thing which is regularly carried on passenger or baggage

coaches, or on cabooses (such as ax and saw, air and signal
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hose, wrecking frogs, jacks, etc.), need not be carried on

the engine, too.

State laws should be fulfilled.

Every article should be marked plainly with the company
initials; the manufacturer is the best one to do this. And
it might be well if a little detective work were done in locat-

ing company supplies in private homes, or junk shops; rail-

roads are generally regarded as public benefactors and pro-

viders in this respect.

Remember that if you attempt to mark each article with

an engine (or individual) number, or with the name of an

engineer, you are going to have many difficulties, although

such markings are perhaps more useful than troublesome.

Any list put up in the cab is bound to get dirty.

Light or cheap locks, and any but bolted hasps and hinges

on locomotive boxes and lockers are worse than none, as they

are easily (and usually) forced or broken. Get the best

locks, or make some other arrangement for safeguarding

equipment.

Hostlers should have hammer, torch and screw wrench of

their own so they may have no occasion to use the engine
crew's kit.

While whatever plan is deemed wisest and decided upon,
should be carried out firmly and consistently, one should not

be too particular in details in dealing with enginemen; one
defeats one's purpose; one gains ill-will rather than co-opera-

tion.

There should be real penalties for intentional or careless

violation of rules framed for the safeguarding treatment or

use of the equipment.

Engineers should be brought to understand that efficient

system in this matter is to their lasting assistance and con-

venience.

Equip all engines; there is then no excuse for stealing from
one to the other.

Branch line engines will require more complete equipment
than on the main line, being remote from large roundhouse
facilities.

Freight engines will be poorest in equipment—and most
difficult to keep in equipment, to inspect, to trace.

CRANK PIN AND AXLE CALCULATIONS.

The demand for the June, 1899, issue, containing the crank

pin and axle calculations reduced to a "vest pocket basis" by

Mr, L. R. Pomeroy has been so great that the article is repro-

duced here. Additions have been made to the two tables to

cover the larger engines which have come into use since the

article first appeared. The first table gives the value of the

moment of resistance (0.0982 multiplied by the third power

of the diameter) for diameters from 3 to 12% ins., advancing

by eighths; the second one gives the value of P (piston area

times the boiler pressure) for various diameters of cylinders

between 12 and 25 ins. and for varying pressures from 160

to 225 lbs. These tables are used in connection with the two

diagrams, one giving the formula for calculating the size of

the crank pins and the other for driving axles.

One of the large locomotive works has used these formulae

for several years, the method of applying them varying slight-

ly from that above. For crank pins they limit the fibre

stresses to 18,000 lbs. for steel and 15,000 lbs. for wrought

iron. For simple locomotives the load (P) is taken as the

area of the cross-section of the cylinder Vz in. larger in diam-

FIBRE STRESSES ALLOWABLE.

MOMENT OK RESISTANCE, R=0.0982 d».

Iron.
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VAUCLAIN 4-CYLINDER BALANCED COMPOUND
ATLANTIC TYPE LOCOMOTIVE.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway.

On page 329 of our September issue the standard Atlantic

type locomotive of the Rock Island System was described.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have just completed two

Vauclain 4-cylinder balanced compound Atlantic type locomo-

tives, which as far as possible are equipped with the Rock
Island standard parts, although in redesigning the engines

the builders were given full latitude in every particular which

would contribute to the success of the design. These engines

will be put in service on the Illinois division, which is a very

busy one, and will be very carefully tested out in comparison

with the large order of standard Atlantic type engines. Com-
paring the dimensions of the simple and the compound loco-

motives, it will be noted that the weight on drivers is slightly

greater, and the total weight is considerably greater for the

compound. The wheel base also varies slightly, while the

steam pressure is 35 lbs. greater; the diameter of the first

ring in the boiler is slightly smaller, although the heating

surface and the grate area are considerably larger.

These engines have about the same tractive power as the

Firebox, length and width 107 9-16 by 67% ins.
Firebox depth front, 78y. ins.; back, 66 ins.
Firebox plates, thickness % and 9-16 in.
Firebox, water space 4% ins.
Tubes, number and outside diameter 273, 2% ins.
Tubes, gauge and length 11, 18 ft. 10 ins. long.
Heating surface, tubes 3,015 sq. ft.

Heating surafce, firebox 194 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3,209 sq. ft.

Grate area 50.2 sq. ft.

Centre of boiler above rail 107 ins.

TENDER.
Wheels, diameter 33 y2 ins .

Journals, diameter and length 5^ by 10 ins.
Water capacity 7,000 gals.
Coal capacity 12 tons.

PROVISION FOR END SHOCKS IN CAR FRAMING.

BY A. STTJCKI, M.E.*

With the introduction of high-capacity cars and the in-

creasing demand for a maximum revenue for money expended

in rolling stock, car building has just as much become a theo-

retical problem as building of locomotives, bridges, machinery,

etc. The main object is the carrying of as great a load as

possible on a car made as light as possible, consistent with

proper strength. This point is generally understood and usu-

ally receives the attention it deserves, and the matter was
greatly simplified when the M. C. B. Association adopted some

VAUCLAIN 4-CYLINDER BALANCED COMPOUND ATLANTIC TYPE LOCOMOTIVE—CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND A PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Vauclain 4-cylinder balanced compound locomotive of the

same type for the New York Central which was described on
page 109 of the April, 1905, issue, and have about 4,000 lbs.

less tractive power than similar locomotives for the Erie

Railroad which were described on page 177 of our May, 1905,

issue. The leading dimensions are as follows:

4—4—2 Type Vauclain Balanced Compound Passenger Locomotive
Chicago., Rock Island & Pacific Railway.

general data.
Gauge 4 ft. g'.. ins.
Service Passenger
Fuel Bituminous coal
Tractive power 24.000 lbs
Weight in working order 199.400 lbs
Weight on drivers 105,540 lbs
Weight on leading truck 51.780 lbs.

Weight on trailing truck 12,080 lb
Weight of engine and tender in working order about 340.000 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 6 ft. 10 ins
Wheel base, rigid 16 ft. 2
Wheel base, total 30 ft. 3

RATIOS.

Tractive weight -r tractive effort 4.4

Tractive effort x diam. drivers ~- heating surface 546
Heating surface ™ grate area 63.9
Total weight tractive effort 8.3

CYLINDERS.
Kind Compound
Diameter and stroke 15 and 25 by 26 ins

Balanced Piston

WHEELS.
Driving, diam es 73 ins

Driving if tires 3 1
., ins

Driving journals, front, diameter and length in by 10^j in*
Driving journals, back, diameter .ind length 9 by 12 ins
Engine trurk wheels, diameter ?,:;', in

Engine truck, journals 6 by 12 ins

Trailing truck wheels, diameter 15 Ins
Trailing truck, journals 8 by 14 ins

BOILER.

Style Wagon top
Working pressure 220 lbs
Outside diameter of first ring 68 ins

standard loads as a basis for the construction of the cars and

the interchange between adjoining roads. The car specification,

the governing guide between owner, user and builder of the

car, always mentions the load which is to be carried and, as

a rule, gives the distribution of the load and the fibre stress

due to such a static load, thereby defining every detail in this

direction.

However, there are other strains coming on the car besides

those jusi mentioned. They are always present when the car

is in transit and are caused by what we may term "end

shocks." These are very severe at times, and it is safe to say

thai by far the largest proportion of the damage is done by

this class of strains. Notwithstanding this fact, no attempt

has been made as yet to agree upon certain service conditions

which the cars should be required to meet, and which also

could be used as a basis in handling the cars in the yards and

the trains on the road, and it is the aim of this paper to

indicate a general outline, along which a solution of this

whole problem seems practicable, and it will especially deal

witli the following points: Present service conditions; present

car equipment; advantages of a standard to regulate both;

best basis for such a standard.

PRESENT SERVICE CONDITIONS.

Owing to the general introduction of the automatic couplers,

of longer trains, higher speed, heavier cars and heavier loco-

motives, the end shocks in service have gradually increased

ion by year. Complete data as to just what they amount to

is, however, not at hand as yet. but we know approximately

what strains are created in certain trains handled in certain

ways. For instance, the drawbar pull of a heavy locomotive

•Paper read before the Railway Club of Pittsburgh.
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of to-day may be considered to be 50,000 lbs. Tensile strains

between the cars in long trains, handled carefully, may be

regarded as 50,000 lbs.; handled ordinarily, SO,000 lbs., and

handled roughly, 100,000 lbs., while the buffing strains can be

considered 100,000, 150,000 and 200,000 lbs., respectively. In

fact, in a great many cases this figure exceeds 300,000 lbs.

In reality there is no limit and no established line as yet

whereby a shock can be classified as a service condition or as

an accident. (For further figures see the proceedings of the

Western Railway Club of May 20, 1902, showing the results

of extensive tests made by a committee of which Mr. W. H.

Marshall was chairman.) These figures were obtained by

the use of a dynamometer car and therefore are reliable as

far as they go, inasmuch as the actual condition of the tracks,

the locomotive, the draft gear and the stiffeners of the car

frame are all taken care of. In fact, there is no other prac-

tical way of obtaining correct information on this subject.

Since the above tests were made, the writer is not aware of

any additional ones carried on in a systematic way.

The question is very important, since in the interchange of

cars, 60,000, S0.000 and 100,000 lb. equipment is intermixed in

long trains, which means that light constructions and heavy

ones are subjected to the same forces, or same end shocks,

because the latter, once set up, are actually the same, no

matter what the capacity of the car may be. Wooden cars are

run between those built of steel, with occasional results well

known to us.

PRESENT CAR EQUIPMENT.

Although the entire train is practically subjected to the

same end shocks a great difference in strength may be found

in the equipment. A good spring draft rigging has now a

capacity of about 40,000 to 60,000 pounds and a friction

draft gear of possibly 180,000 lbs. The cross sectional

area of a shank on a steel coupler is about 12 square inches,

while the center sills of one of the hopper cars, a great many
of which have been built, have a cross sectional area of 11.31

sq. in. In addition to this, the diagonal braces amount to

1.14 sq. in. in the line of the center sills. This makes a total

cross sectional area of 12.45 sq. in. per car. The offset

between the center of the coupler and the center of sills

amounts to 2% in., and the body bolster tie-plates have not

been figured as assisting the diagonal braces. These cars

give very good results in actual service, and if the elastic

limit of the steel used is considered as 28,000 lbs. the actual

results and the tests above referred to corroborate each other.

One of the large railway systems has recently increased

this cross sectional area on hopper cars. On the tank cars,

recommended by M. ('. B. Association, 30 sq. in. are required

in the center sills. In many cases no side sills exist and, the

car frame being always as low as possible, there is actually

little or no offset between the center of coupler and center of

sills. In the cars with wooden underframes there is often a

great deal of timber present, and the frequent failures are not

at all due to a lack of timber, but are mostly due to the large

offset between the center of coupler and center of sills, and

also to the fact that a rational connection between the differ-

ent timbers is almost Impossible, and in tbe critical moments
the bolts, instead of strengthening tbe underframe, tend to

pill and break up the timber.

mber of cars are built and equipped in such

a way that it is not safe to run them in tbe long trains of

to-day, and their strength Is entirely inadequate for such a

, service. Many roads realize the danger due to this source

and endeavor to protect themselves In making their new
equipment to meel the worst conditions. Other roads do not

think themselvei Justified In storing up so much material

without getting an) revenui from II however, thej ai

pelled to haul their neighbors' heavy cars without getting any

additional i
1 1 Ih also self-evident thai their

light equipment will ha tterial for the

heavier car:-;, in COM the end ihOCkl exceed thi

the draft riggings. A standard In this respect i as ai

»lty.

ADVANTAGES OF A STANDARD.

This would at once establish a line at which a car may be

considered safe without wasting an excessive amount of

material, a guide for those inclined to build strong, and a

caution for those in favor of extremely light cars. On the

other hand, it is plain that the damage to the rolling stock

as a whole would be decreased enormously, first, on account

of establishing a certain standard in handling cars and trains,

and, secondly, in increasing the minimum strength of the

train without increasing its tare weight. This, in turn, would
mean: Less work on the repair tracks; greater average

mileage per car in a given time; greater average revenue per

car in a given time; greater average life per car.

I heard a superintendent of motive power remark the other

day that no matter how well a new device is gotten up or how
true its underlying principles are, it is not to be recommended
unless it will show up on the right side of the balance sheet,

and he is quite right. For this same reason a standard in

this respect will enable the motive power and mechanical

departments to determine whether a construction will really

pay, or whether it may mean a loss in the end.

BEST BASIS FOR SUCH A STANDARD.

The next question is: "What should be adopted as a basis

in determining the strength of a car lengthwise?" A.—Cer-

tain cross sectional area. B.—Certain fiber stress under a

certain shock.

If the first plan is adopted it might be a comparatively easy

matter, provided each type of car is treated separately. It

would, for instance, not be fair to require the same cress

sectional area for a gondola car as for a fiat car, because the

sills in the latter are already heavily strained by the load,

while in many gondola cars the sills carry but a very small

proportion of the lading. Great care would naturally have to

be taken in compensating for the existing vertical offsets

between the centers of couplers and sills.

If the latter plan is adopted, and it looks to me as if it

should, the question may arise whether the car should be

considered loaded or empty, when considering its resistance.

Neither case would be correct, and each part of the car should

be figured under those conditions which produce a maximum
combined fiber stress. In most cases this will happen with

the load applied; in some cases the fiber stress will be

greatest on an empty car, and again there are cases where the

load has no effect whatsoever upon the stresses under discus-

sion. In pursuing this plan (one road entering Pittsburg has

done this already) all that would be necessary is to agree upon

a certain fiber stress under a certain shock. Inasmuch as

these severe concussions fortunately do not occur often, the

fiber stress, if produced by said shocks, can be allowed to be

much higher than those brought about by the load alone.

Such a plan of determining the longitudinal strength of the

cat has the advantage of being applicable to any type of car,

no matter whal the const ruction or the arrangement of the

sills may be, and being based on the fiber stress it always

discloses the real condition of the car. It may be claimed that

this method is laborious. It is to a certain extent, but it only

affects the designer who has to figure the different details

anyhow, and the willing up of car specifications will be very

much simplified. A few sketches will show how it can be

figured quickly, and will also suggest In what direction we
will have to work in order to get a strong car lengthwise,

without unnecessary increasing its weight.

Pig. I shows part "i" a hopper ear. The conditions are very

favorable, as the center sills are practically not strained by

the load and are read} to exerl their entire strength in taking

the cud shocks The sills are 12 In, deep, lowered i<> come

central with the coupler and to avoid an eccentric blow. By

taking the 25 ii>. channel we would gel L4.70 sq. In., and

coui on live civets In each end <>r the diagonal brace

passing through 5/16 In. material will i tunl to 2x5x L3 L6

L6 2.5 iq. in. iii two braces, and this will, considering

ingulailt.v ..i Hi. braces, he equivalent to an additional

cross sectional area In line of the car of 2.0 sq. In., giving a
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total of 16.3 sq. in., which, under an end shock of 300,000 lbs.,

would produce a fiber stress of approximately 18,300 lbs.

This seems to be a sufficient strength for an occasional shock,

but it may be considered that for this type of car a greater

end shock should be figured on as a basis, especially since

in the coal trade the cars at times are exposed to a great

deal of unreasonable punishment. It will be noticed that the

height from top of rail to top of truck bolster is but 25*4 in.,

which is less than the height of the majority of the trucks

now in existence; this height is of vital importance, and a

change in this direction by the different roads would increase

the life of the cars very materially and would also result in

a standard height of truck, which in itself would be of great

benefit to all concerned.

Fig. 2 shows an all-steel gondola car with 12 in. center sills.

Since the car sides are expected to carry the load, the remarks
made above apply here also, but in this case a larger portion

of the end shocks will be transmitted to the sides of the car,

so that all the material which runs continuously from body

bolster to body bolster near the lower edge of the car sides

is utilized. In this connection it is very important that the

fig. 2.

splices in the floor sheets and side sheets do not come in line,

so as to get as much material as possible to act as a compres-

sion column, and the floor sheets near the center sills will also

increase the strength in that direction. However, it will be

borne in mind that these sheets are not continuous and are

liable to be mutilated and partly destroyed in many ways.

Fig. 3 shows a sketch of a 100,000 lb. composite flat car.

The center sill consists of a web plate, a cover plate, two top

angles and four bottom angles. All members project through

the body bolster and are supposed to be well connected with

the draft rigging. Here the stresses will run comparatively

higher than in the other type of cars, owing to the fact that

the sills in the first place have to carry the load, and that the

shocks under consideration will increase the fiber strains

already present to an alarming degree. Host of the end

thrust comes on the center sills. Only a small proportion is

transmitted to the channel side sills by the diagonal braces,

and the body bolster tie plates are not wide enough to

materially enter into this function. The center of coupler is

l'_. in. below the center of gravity of the sills at the bolster

and 6 in. above the same in the center of the car. The com-

bined maximum stress in the center sills at the body bolster

is in the lower edge and is that due to the load, plus that due

to the end thrust working on a 1% in. offset. In the center

of the car the maximum combined stress occurs in the upper

edge and is that due to the load, plus that of the end shock

working on a 6 in. offset. In case 15 in. rolled channels with

the maximum offset are to be used, it would be desirous to

drop the bottom of the center sills another l'i in., which, in

some cases, may be somewhat troublesome; however, with

cast bolsters it can be done successfully. One of the eastern

roads has gene much lower, but, as already said, this would
not be possible with built-up bolsters. We have another means
by which to drop the cars and to bring them in direct line

with the coupler, this is a good design of a side-bearing truck,

but, not having been tried out sufficiently, it would be pre-

mature to suggest the use of same at this time. The scope of

this paper does not permit of going into the details of this

important subject, and the writer has contented himself by

presenting these few figures to illustrate the situation.

fig. 3.

FIG. 1.

IMPORTANCE of KNOWING THE Cost of WOBK.—One of the

troubles in railroad shops, as compared with commercial in-

stil ut ions, is that the question of cost is largely lost sight of.

Things are done in the shop because it is necessary to get

them out immediately, without any delay, and almost regard-

less of expense. Very recently this matter was brought very
strongly and clearly to my attention. A certain number of

things had been made in a large shop, and after they had
been made I went to the man who, of all others in the shop,

ought to have known exactly how much they had cost. He
took the paper covering these objects, looked them over care-

fully, and gave rae an estimate of what these particular arti-

cles had cost in that particular shop. I took down the fig-

ures he gave me, and afterwards went over to the store-

keeper and got the actual list and actual statement of the

materials. His total was $1,430, and the real total was
$5,841. Now. here was a man of good judgment and great

skill and long experience, and yet in matters with which he
was so well acquainted his judgment was as far astray as

figures indicated. The very first thing that is neces-

sary in shop organization is fo know what you are about;

to know what things cost and what are the most important

things, and the importance of this knowledge is not suffi-

ciently brought to the attention of railroad shop employes.

—

Mr. Harrington Emerson, before the Western Railway Club.
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MOTOR DRIVEN GAP GRINDING MACHINE.

It is doubtful if any one type of machine tool has received

such thoughtful and careful study to adapt it for woric in

railroad repair shops as has the Norton gap grinding ma-
i hine. The accompanying illustrations show a recent motor

application to one of these machines. The drive is simple,

compact and self-contained, and does not interfere with the

passage of cranes. The operator, without moving from his

position at the centre of the machine, may instantly change

the speed at which the work revolves or stop the work re-

gardless of where the head stock may be or of the length of

only an average of ti h.p.; the careful construction and rigid

lty of the machine, and the fact that Alundum grinding wheels

are used, making it possible to do the work with a compara
tively small amount of power.

The machine will take work S ft. long and swings 18 ins.,

except in the gap, where the swing is 30 ins. The sliding

ways are extraordinarily wide. A cast steel driving plate

is used for the work drive. The revolving parts are care-

fully ground, and all rapid-moving journals are self-oiling

and of high carbon steel. The machine weighs about 13,000

lbs..

These machines are in use upon several railroads, and have

NORTON" CAT GRINDING MACHINE.

Uh\H VIEW, SHOWING HOTOB APPLICATION,

the work; in fact, he has complete control of the operation

of the machine from this point A 10-h.p. constant speed

motor of any make can readily be applied to one of these

machines.

This machine is specially adapted for grinding verj heavy

work, such as driving and track axlea and crank plus, or for

grinding Such work an valve Items, the yoke swinging In the

gap, or for finishing pi -.ion rod . VFltll OT Without the piston

on, the piston swinging In the gap. Worn pi ton rods with

the pinion on nay be grx h and true In from i"> to

M mlontts 1 1 ' in i'i< time the) are lifted from the Boor until

they are replaced on the Boor, and ordinarily this req

been thorough!} tried out. On page 145 of our April, 1903,

JOUBNAI Is an article mi grinding processes nt the Colllnwood

shops or tin Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Hallway, In

which the work done bj one ol the • machines is considered

:n length. Additional atlon concerning the accuracy

and Increased due to the u i ol thi le machines may

be ad on page 233 ol our June, 190 i, I m

ted thai the Pennsylvania Railroad Is Investi-

gating the advisability of electrifying the West Jersey & Sea-

i
ii Camden and Atlantic City.
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GASOLINE MOTOR CAR NO. 2.

TJkiom Pacific Railroad.

This car is considerably larger than car No. 1, which was

described on page 291 of our August issue, and has several

improvements which were suggested by the tests made with

car No. 1. It is 55 ft long, has two 4-wheel trucks, and seats

57 passengers. It is of the same general design as car No. 1,

is of steel construction throughout, and is said to be exceed-

ingly strong for its weight. The car weighs 56,000 lbs.,

although it is expected that additional cars which are to be

built will not exceed 50,000 lbs., as it was very difficult to

obtain proper material, and heavier parts were used than

necessary.

The car is driven by a 100 h.p. 6-cylinder gasoline engine,

designed especially for this purpose. It has a "make and
break" spark ignition, with a primary battery for starting

and a magneto for regular running service. The lever which

controls the metal clutch is operated by air, which is con-

trolled by a specially designed operating valve, by means of

which the car may be started at a slow speed and the engine

disconnected or thrown into high speed at will. The driving

wheels are 43 ins. in diameter, the other wheels are 34 ins., and

all are of rolled steel.

The car is ventilated by means of Cottier suction ventilators.

The circulating coils for cooling the gasoline engine are so

arranged that during cold weather the fresh air supply for

the passenger end of the car may be warmed by passing

over them. The car is lighted by acetylene gas and the

25 panel lights are so arranged that while the lighting

is very brilliant, it is of a mild and diffused character and not

wearisome to the eye. The interior of the car is finished in

antique mahogany with a cream white ceiling and decorated

in gold and sepia.

The car has been in use since September 14 and is giving

very satisfactory results. It accelerates rapidly and is capable

of developing a high speed. It was built at the Omaha shops

of the Union Pacific Railroad, under the supervision of Mr.

W. R. McKeen, Jr., superintendent of motive power, who has

invented and patented the important features of construction.

TREATMENT OF HIGH SPEED STEEL.

The following is taken from a paper read by Mr. R. A. Mould
before the National Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association:

There is no economy in purchasing a steel just because it is

cheap, for with cheap steel we have the difficulties and trials

that often aiise, the result of which is lost labor and the de-

struction of an expensive tool. A better quality of steel may
cost more in the beginning, but the cutccme will be labor

saved, because its superior lasting qualities and its ability to

retain a cutting edge for long periods makes it the cheapest

and most satisfactory. After having selected the grade re-

quired for the kind of work, I would recommend the striping

of the bars with different colors of paint, then have a card
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in the steel rack with brand and color corresponding to the

color of paint upon the bars of steel. This will enable the

workman to obtain the grade desired quickly, and with the

certainty that he has the right grade. We can obtain from

the steel manufacturer a card recommending the grade of

steel as to carbon, in order to meet the requirements of the

work, and I would call the attention of the convention to the

importance of laying stress upon the instructions given us by

the makers of tool steel. While many of us may have wide

experiences in the manipulating of carbon steel, nevertheless

A uniform heat, as low as will give the required hardness, is

the best to insure success. Bear in mind that every variation

of heat which is great enough to be noticed will result in a

variation of the grain, and the tool may be ruined by inat-

tention to this point. The effect of high heat is to open the

grain, making the steel coarse. The effect of an irregular heat

is irregular grains, strains and cracks. As soon as a tool is

heated it should be thoroughly quenched in plenty of cool

bath—wat"r, brine or oil—such as the case may be. An
abundance of cooling bath to do the work quickly and uni-

__ ~~
Saoffag --'- "-

Ae*rpw Lsmf, s Lengtn SS Feet '

"5**>

FLOOR PLAN, GASOLINE AI0TOB CAR .\0. 2—UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD.

the instructions given out by the makers have been obtained

by the most trying and severe tests, and it is only when we
ignore these instructions that we have trouble.

The causes of failure in using high-grade steel are numer-

ous, in the first place, the steel may be overheated and over-

worked in forging, as most of our railroad shops heat their

steel in open forges, and unless the greatest care is taken over-

heated edges and corners are the result. Then, while forging,

it may be overworked. First, by working under a steam ham-

mer of insufficient weight, so that the blows do not penetrate

the center of the forging, causing piping, ana, secondly, work-

ing the forging too cold while under the hammer, causing un-

due strains. When the tap, reamer, die or cutter is finished

and comes to be hardened or tempered, the defects arising

fornily is very necessary to good and safe work. To cool a

large tap,, reamer, die or cutter, a running stream should be

used.

For the third stage of heating, the first important requisite

is again uniformity : the next is time. The more slowly a

tool is brought down to its temper, the better and safer is the

operation. When such tools as taps, reamers, cutters and

other expensive tools are to be made, it is a wise precaution

to try small pieces of steel at different tempers, so as to find

out at how low a heat the required hardness can be obtained.

The steel should be of sufficient carbon and uniformity of

quality to insure hardness at the lowest possible heat. The

lest costs nothing, takes but little time, and often saves con-

siderable loss of time and expense.

AMERICAN ENGINEER FRONT END TESTS.

VIEW 01 nil i K. -

from (he causes already mentioned will then demonstrate them-

selves, and will often result in the destruction of the tool.

In order that our labors may bring success in the working

of high-grade steel, there are three distinct stages or times of

eating. First for forging, second for hardening, and, third,

for tempering. The first requisite for a good heat for forging

is a clean fire and plenty of fuel, so chat Jets of hot air will

not strike the corners of the billet Next, the fire should be

regular, giving a uniform heat to the whole part to be forged.

It should be keen enough to t,e :i t the Lillet as rapidly as pos-

sible, and allow a thorough beating. I won lie use

of a f 1 of a forge, to avoid 'b< detects mentioned

above, the orerheatlDg at lid avoid high heat-

'l condition

we have a 1 hammer at <> ur command, and

•k In our billet, llnce heavy forging refines the

bara as they llovlj

Ti,. for hardening requires great

- parts

from body of the tool, and,

secondly, the whole to be hardened moil be banted uniformly.

During the absence from Purdue University

of the experimental locomotive, Schenectady

No. 2, which is to be fitted with a Cole super-

heater, a New York Central Atlantic type

engine is to be installed upon the testing plant

for use under the direction of the Master

Mechanics' committee on front ends. It is the

purpose of this committee to repeat upon an

engine of large size the experiments made under

the patronage of the American Engineer upon

Schenectady No. 2, for the purpose of determin-

ing the constants in such equations as may be

necessary to the logical design of all portions

of the front-end mechanism. The M
Mechanics' committee having the matter in

charge consists of Mr. H. H. Vaughan, superintendent

motive power, Canadian Pacific Railway, chairman; Mr. F. H.

Clark, general superintendent motive power, C, B. & Q. R. It.

:

Mr. Robert Quayle, superintendent motive power and machin-

C ftN.W. Railway; Mr. A. W. Glbbs, general superintendent

motive power, Pennsylvania Railroad: Mr. \v. F. M. Goss,

Purdue University; Mr. G. M. Basford, American Loc

Company.

U'imi.iu Power Plants.—Very few railroad companies

throughout the country know how much money they are wast-

ing In power plants There are a few railroad shops with

up-to-date power plants, but I will venture to say that nlne-

of them are behind the time and very wasteful.
1

to look over a power plant with a

view to determining what improvements were necessary, and

found thai the waste In fuel and labor alone amount
'.ear. One !

eighty thousand dollars would build a strictly up-ti

plan! for a I

1 1 a /:
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NEW HEAVY 36-INCH ENGINE LATHE.

The new heavy pattern 36-in. American engine lathe with

i riple-geared head, illustrated herewith, has several impor

i ant improvements, including a quick change gear mechanism.

This mechanism provides 32 changes for feeding and thread

cutting, the range of threads being from one thread in 4 ins.

to 16 threads per inch, including 11% per in. pipe threads.

The feeding range is 6.4 to 92 cuts per in. The device is

operated by revolving the nut at the right of the gear box

beneath the head, which moves a sliding key engaging two

opposed gears, each being one of a cone of gears contained

in the gear box. These changes may, if desired, be made
while the lathe is in operation. The feed or screw pitches

thus obtained are multiplied through the compound gears on

the quadrant at the end of the head, it being necessary to

change one gear only on the quadrant for each additional

thread. This arrangement gives flexibility to the screw cut-

ting mechanism, making it possible through the introduction

of certain gears to cut an almost unlimited range of special

worms or threads either finer or coarser than the range indi-

cated above. Index plates show how to obtain any thread

or feed.

over the V and 26 ins. over the carriage. This lathe is made
by the American Tool Works Company, of Cincinnati.

THE NATIONAL MACHINE TOOL BUILDERS
ASSOCIATION.

The fourth annual convention of the National Machine Tool
Builders' Association was held at the Hoffman House, New York
City, October 16 and 17. This association consists of 45 members,
as follows

:

The Hendey Machine Co Torrington. Conn.
B. F. Barnes Co Rockford, 111.

Detrick & Harvey Machine Co Baltimore, Md.
Baush Machine Tool Co Springfield. Mass.
P. Blaisdell & Co Worcester, Mass.
Draper Machine Tool Co "

Prentice Bros. Co " "

P. E. Reed Co
Whitcomb Manufacturing Co "

Woodward & Powell Planer Co
Norton Emery Wheel Co
Stockbridge Machine Co " "

C. E. Sutton Co Toledo, Ohio
Flather & Co., Inc Nashua, N. H.
Mark Flather Planer Co
Binsse Machine Co Newark, N. J.

Gould & Eberhardt
W. P. Davis Machine Cc Rochester, N. T.
W. A. Wilson Machine Co " "

Tha American Tool Works Co Cincinnati, Ohio

.NEW AMERICAN HEAVY 36-INCH ENGINE LATHE.

The bed is very heavy and deep and of the drop V pat-

tern, which gives 2 ins. additional swing. It has cross box

girders at short intervals for its entire length, and is in addi-

tion strengthened by a rack cast in the center for engaging

the pawl of the tailstock. The triple gears are of the slip

gear type, and may readily be engaged by a rack and pinion

at the front of the head. The internal gear is planed integral

with the face plate, and the pinion is cut solid with the shaft.

Fifteen speeds are obtained in geometrical progression.

The tailstock base is rigidly clamped to the bed, and is

also secured against movement by a pawl engaging the rack

cast in the center of the bed. It has large continuous bear-

ings on the ways, and may be moved rapidly along the bed by

a crank and gear. The spindle has an exceptionally long travel.

The carriage is specially heavy at the bridge, due to the

drop V bed, and has a continuous bearing of 50 ins. on the

ways. The apron is double, giving all the shafts a double

bearing. Both the longitudinal and cross feeds are reversed

through a tumbler plate from the front of the apron, and
this is a considerable advantage, especially on a long lathe.

The top slide of the compound rest is provided with a power
angular cross feed with 13% ins. travel; the swivel is gradu-

ated and the top slide and cross feed screws have micrometer
dials. The standard length of bed for this lathe is 12 ft,

which takes 4 ft. 9 ins. between centers; It swings 38 Ins.

Bradford Machine Tool Co Cincinnati, Ohio
Bickford Drill & Tool Co
Cincinnati Milling Machine Co " "

Cincinnati Planer Co " "

Cincinnati Shaper Co
Dletz Machine Tool Co
Fosdlck Machine Tool Co
Greaves, Klu-rnan & Co "

Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Co _.

R, K. Leblond Machine Tool Co
The King Machine Tool Co "

The Queen City Machine Tool Co
Rabn, Mayer Carpenter Co "

Schumacher & Boye
John Steptoe Shaper Co • " "

Hamilton Machine Tool Co Hamilton, Ohio
Springfield Machine Tool Co Springfield, Ohio
Owen Machine Tool Co "

Jones & Lamson Machine Co Springfield, Vt
The Ridgway Machine Tool Co Ridgway, Pa.

G. W. Fifleld Lowell. Mass.

Windsor Machine Co Windsor. Vt.

Builders' Iron Foundry Providence, R. I.

Bullard Machine Tool Co Bridgeport, Conn.

The opening session was devoted to the reading of the minutes

of the last meeting, reports of standing committees and a discussion

of general trade conditions. After the morning session the members

of the association and a number of invited guests were tendered

a luncheon by the American Machinist. The afternooon session

was devoted to unfinished business and to the report of the com-

mittees on motor drive and on the apprenticeship system. An
address was also given by Charles A. Moore on the "Conditions

and Possibilities of Trade for American Machine Tools Abroad."

No definite conclusions were arrived at in regard to motor drive,

the report on this subject being referred back to the committee.
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The Tuesday morning session was devoted to unfinished business

and to an address by Fred J. Miller on "Government Manufactur-

ing." The following officers were elected for the coming year

:

President. E. M. Woodward; first vice-president, William Lodge;

second vice-president, William P. Davis ; secretary, P. E. Mon-

tanus ; treasurer. F. E. Reed. The next meeting of the association

will be held at Atlantic City.

60 INC i MOTOR DRIVEN PLANER.

A 60-in. motor-driven planer has recently been installed at

the C, C. & L. Railway shops at Peru, Ind., which has several

interesting features. The table is of box section, thus making

it very strong and rigid without undue weight; it is 54 in.

wide and is driven by steel-cut gearing and a steel rack, and

its motion may be controlled from either side of the machine.

The driving force is transmitted through heavy sleeves instead

of shafts, giving a smooth movement to the table. The

machine will take work 61 in. in width and 61 in. high. The

bed is well braced with cross girts of box form and the center

of the bed through the gearing is of double-box section,

The countershaft carried on the uprights is run In ring oil

self-adjusting bearings, and is direct connected by means of

spur gearing to a 20-h.p. 600 r.p.m. Jantz & Leist motor. Where

the motor drive is not used, the driving works may be

arranged for the machine to stand parallel or at right angles

to the line shaft. This machine was made by the Belts

Machine Company, Wilmington, Del.

ELECTRIFICATION OF THE SPOKANE AND INLAND
RAILWAY.

A contract has just been closed with the Spokane & Inland

Railway Company by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-

turing Company, of Pittsburgh, for the equipment of an elec-

tric road, the present terminals of which will be Spokane.

Wash., and Moscow, Idaho, 146 miles apart. The roadway is

completed from Spokane to Waverly, a distance of 34 miles,

and operation will be begun on this as soon as possible.

Each passenger car will be equipped with four 100-h.p.

n,otors, capable of maintaining a schedule speed of 35 to 40

60-INCn BETTS MOTOB-DKIVEN It (Mil

The table V's aremaking Is especially strong at this point.

equipped with automatic lubricators.

Positive feeds operate the tools at any angle iu all four

heads. The cross rail is of box-girder form with a deep

arched back and is of sufficient length, when using two saddles,

to permit of one head planing the entire width between

uprights. The cross-rail feed adjustment Is at the end of the

rail, i onv<nl«nt to the operator. The elevating screws are

both of tine tame hand. Insuring parallism with ea<-n change

of height. The uprights an- of double-plate construction,

making tbem wry rigid for side cutting, The side heads are

Counterbalanced and ha
I Dt power feeds In either

Unction. Tli'-y are of an extension-slide type, so that narrow

angular side-head planing rnay he done at one setting. The

tool holders are offset, enabling the two heads to plane closo

U r. 'Hi" tool '-lamp holts slide In the apron, allowing

the tool a wide rang<: for adjustment.

miles an hour, in the freight service four 150-h.p. motors

will be used on each car. For the heavy freight service double

locomotives, weighing, approximately, 70 to SO tons, will be

used, each consist lug of two parts, and each part a complete

35 to 40-ton locomotive. Two or more of these locomotives

may be coupled together and operated from the front cab as

a single unit. The motor cars and locomotives will all be

operated bj the Westinghouse multiple unit control system.

The motors will operate nnder three different conditions

—

6,600 volts alternating current in the Interurban districts,

700 volts alternating current in the smaller towns, and 575

direct current In the city of Spokane.

In selecting the equipment for this road, both the alternat-

ing-direct -current nnd the single-phase systems were consid-

ered, but, after careful comparison, the single-phase alternat-

ing-current system was adopted Not only did the estimates

show a large saving In Initial Investments and In annual
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operating expenses in favor of the single-phase system, but a

form of heavy traction is made possible, which would be prac-

tically unfeasible with the alternating-direct-current equip-

ment. Besides the passenger traffic, the company is prepar-

ing to do a heavy freight business and also to carry mail and
express.

LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR JOURNAL BEARINGS.

NEW CARS FOR THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD
COMPANY.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company announces that orders

have been placed for 20,000 freight cars, all of 100,000 lbs.

marked capacity. The box cars have steel under-frames, and
are to be built to American Railway Association standard

inside dimensions. Deliveries are to begin in March, 1906.

The number of each class of cars to be built and the distribu-

tion of the orders is as follows:

Lines Lines
East. West. Total.

Pressed Steel Car Co. :

Class GLa all steel self-clearing hopper
gondola 2..500

Class Gsd all steel gondola with drop
bottom ...... , 5,500

Class XL box ear 4,000
(1,000 to be built at works of Western '

Steel Car & Foundry Co.)

Total '.-.. 9.500 2,500 12,000
American Car & Foundry Co.

:

Class GLa 2,500
Class XL 600

Total 3,100
Standard Steel Car -Ofe. :

Class Gsd 2,000 2,000
Cambria S\ee\ C<

Class Gsd 2,500 2,500
Middletown, Car Works:

Class XL 400 400

Grand Total . 15,000 5,000 20,000
Totals by Classes:

Gsd 10,000
GLa >

.

'.
" 5.000

XL ' 5,000

Location of Heahlicihs.-Ih tie matter of headlights,

since locomotives begad to ferow to very large dimensions,

something has apparently been forgotteri and that is that as

boilers grow larger, hejSfrghts. if placed in tire, usual loca-

tion, go higher and higher until in tne very largest locomo-

tives of to-day, the height of the headlight is such as to render

it practically ineffective, especially in the case of the ordinary

variety using oil. In connection with the very large Mallet

compound locomotive, built by the American Locomotive

Company for the Baltimore -£- Ohio Railroad and illustrated

in this journal in June, iftnt, page 237, the location of the

headlight was not mentioned) although this is clearly shown

in the photograpn Tin headlight Is dropped so that the'

board is 10 ft', fr.om the rail, whereas if the headlight was

put upon the top of. the boiler, it would be nearly 14 ft. from

the rail. While this, is a very large locomotive and the hea<S

light, if placed upon the boiler which is 84 Ins.-: outside

diameter, would bejextraordinarily high, many locomotives of

the present time are far to high for the usual location of the

brackets. This matter has probably escaped the attention

of many railroad officials and the practice of the Baltimore

& Ohio seems to be worthy of wide acceptance.

By means of specially formed bearings and the use of a

special babbitt metal Mr. Albert C. Stiles, of the A. C. Stiles

Anti-Friction Bearing Company, New Haven, Conn., claims

to have solved the problem of locomotive and car journal

lubrication. He also claims that with the proper quality of

metal, the best lubricant and his method of lubrication no

babbitt is required on a locomotive driving journal bearing.

The crown of the locomotive driving journal bearing, shown
in Figs. 1 and 2, is formed with a longitudinal groove, from

which passages lead transversely to longitudinal channels

formed in the inner side of the bearing at points considerably

removed from the crown. The lubricant is applied through

the groove in the crown, and passes through the inner pas-

sages to the longitudinal channels at the side opposite to the

direction in which the journal revolves, and is carried up

NEW CARS FOR THE NEW YORK CENTRAL LINES.

Just as we go to press it is reported that the New York

Central Lines have ordered 25,000 cars for 1906 delivery. The

order is distributed as follows: The Pullman Company,

10,000; Haskell & Barker, 7,500; Pressed Steel Car Company,

3,000; Western Steel Car & Foundry Company, 2,000; American

Car & Foundry Company, 2,500.

Electrification of the Erie.— It is reported that the ad-

visability of electrifying districts where suburban traffic Is

heavy, also for use on the extreme grades between Susquehanna

and Deposit, is under consideration.

fig. 1

between the contact surfaces, lubricating the entire inner

-air lac of the bearing. The usual oiling method provides a
channel or oil holes- feeding the lubricant at the crown of the

bearing, and this causes two troubles; first, it weakens the

bearing at the crown where the wear is the greatest; second,

the journal fits closest and the pressure is greatest at this

point, affording the least possible opportunity for the lubri-

cant to feed, and by the time the journal has made three-

quarters of a revolution very little lubricant is left on
it. With the Stiles method of feeding from the side the

oil is fed at a favorable point on the upper thrust, and
is carried up over that part of the surface which is most im-

portant and most difficult to properly lubricate. If desired,

oil channels may be placed on both sides, or the channel on

one side may be filled with tallow, which will remain in place

until the journal becomes hot, which might occur on account

of neglect to furnish oil at the proper time. The tallow

would supply lubricant for a time, thus preventing a hot

journal.

The Stiles car journal bearing is shown In Fig. 3, and con-

sists of a bronze shell made from a special formula, which is

claimed to be of exceptional durability. The bearing of the

bronze portion is of the same curvature as the journal, so
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that in case the babbitt should be melted out the journal will

find a perfectly fitted surface to run in. The method of bab-

bitting is unique. The. babbitt is much thicker than ordi-

narily used, and is interlocked with the shell as shown. The

journal is so protected by the babbitt at the sides that it can-

not wedge, and will not at any time touch the bronze except

at that part which is prepared for its reception. As the bear-

ing wears the journal rests in the bed fitted to it at all times,

and even after the bronze shell has begun to wear the journal

Fig. 3.

boxes, the expense of maintaining it will be greatly reduced.

At the present time several roads have ordered trial bearings

and are testing them out. Fig. 6 shows the bronze crown of

a car journal bearing before the babbitt is applied.

AUTOMATIC BELT TIGHTENING IDLER.

An automatic belt tightening attachment for the standard

Crocker-Wheeler form L motor, having a rear end shield, is

shown in the accompanying illustration, and may be used,

wherever the limited center distances between pulleys require

an increased belt contact on the pulley surface. Its prin-

cipal parts are the idler pulley, an arm and block, a spring'

stud and block and an adjustable spring and hook connecting

them.

The idler pulley and arm are pivoted on a stud, whi ;h

may be screwed into either one of two tapped holes in tLs

block. The block itself may be attached to the motor in an.'

one of four positions by a special screw replacing any om

is full/ protected, aa may be leen by Wg* 4 and 5, the latter

showing a bearing which ran 72,000 miles. The aim was to

produce a babbit! bearing bard enough to carry the necessary

weight and be durable b enough to readily con-

form to the wearing at the Journal Because of the i

life of such a bearing and the practical elimination of hot

AUTOMATIC BELT TIGHTENING 1DLEU.

of the four machine screws holding the rear shield to the

motor frame. Eight locations are thus afforded for the pivot

of the idler1 arm. The stud to which the spring is anchored

may in like manner be screwed into either one of two holes

in a block similar to the one just described, and this block

may be mounted in any one of the three remaining positions

on the rear shield. The position which should be used will

depend upon the way the idler pulley rests on the belt. When
these parts are put in position, further adjustment may be

obtained by screwing the hook in and out of the spring be-

fore hooking them on to the attachment. Adjustment for

stretch of the belt may also be readily made in this manner

at any time.

(Yuixi fob Cbon Pipe Leaks.—A cement for closing leaks

in iron pipe consists of coarsely powdered Iron borings, 5 lbs.;

powdered sal ammoniac, 2 ozs.; sulphur, I ci/.., and water

sufficient to Isten it. This composl i hardens rapidly;

mi [f time can be allowed 11 sets more Srmlj without the

sulphur. It must be used as soon as mixed.

—

The Mechanical

Engineer.

Make Cabs Convenient.- a train running al the rate of

CO miles per hour, which i 8 "/erj ordinary rate of speed for

passenger trains of 1
1

isenl time, would travel at the rate

of 88 ft. per second; while the engineer turns around [or the

inn i B] ai e of ii id ,: appl; M lei tor bis train

would nave run i actlj velftb ol a mile, and five sec-

onds Is not an excessive amounl of tl to be used In applj

ing an ordinary Injector. This does uol i ly to the Injector

alone, bul to all of the valves In the cab thai have to be

operated while thi I
i I

I I
They si Id all

be placed « [thin ea n at b ol i Ithei the engineer or Bn man,

to avoid the '
I having to turn around pi raw

them.

—

Traveling Engineers' Association.
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A NEW HOSE COUPLER

The Chicago hose coupler, illustrated herewith, was de-

signed to meet the demand for a standard hose coupler to

avoid extra expense for specially constructed couplers to suit

the various sizes of hose used with pneumatic tools. Refer-

ring to the illustration, it will be seen that it has no male

or female parts 'at the coupling end, but that each half has

both male and female features, so that each half is exactly

the same and will couple regardless of style and size of shank,

making it in every sense of the word a universal coupler.

THE CHICAGO HOSE COUPLER.

With these couplers ^-in. hose may be coupled with 94-in.

hose, or to anything having one of these couplers attached to it.

The shanks are manufactured for pipe male thread, pipe

female thread and hose in standard commercial sizes % in.

up to 1 in., which enables all couplings to be made without

resorting to reducers or special shanks to meet the condi-

tions presenting themselves where pneumatic tools are in

use. They are manufactured by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool

Company, who have arranged to carry a large stock con-

stantly on hand, their manufacturing facilities being equal to

500 sets per day.

QUICK OPENING, SELF-PACKING STEAM RADIATOR
VALVE

The Crane Company, of Chicago, are placing on the market

a new self-packing, quick-opening, steam radiator valve, the

self-packing feature eliminating any possibility of the valves

leaking at the stuffing box. By means of a special device

placed in the stuffing box the packing is automatically kept

tight, and will last for years without renewal. The device

is very simple, consisting of a vulcanized washer placed in the

top of the stuffing box and kept in position by spring com-

pression, which fully compensates for the wear on the washer.

The valves open and close by turning the lever handle one-

half turn, and this lever handle may be operated by foot as

well as by hand. The construction of the valve is such that

when closed the discs bear on the seat very tightly and the

valve is locked in place until released. The bonnets of these

valves are interchangeable with those of the regular Crane

radiator valves, and the user may thus at any time equip his

old valves with these new improvements.

BOOKS.

The World's Locomotives. By Charles S. Lake. 380 pages. Pub-
lished by Spon & Chamberlain, 123 Liberty Street, New York.
1905. Price, $4.00'.

This is a valuable digest of the latest locomotive practice

throughout the world. The most recent types of locomotives are

illustrated, and their most important features are considered. The
first half of the book is devoted to British locomotives. About 50
pages of the second half are devoted to locomotives in this country.

The book contains over 300 illustrations and 8 large plates.

Railway Storekeepers Association. Proceedings of the second
annual meeting held at Chicago, May 22-23, 1905.

The large attendance at the meeting (73 members representing

ot< roads), the many new members added, the lively and thorough

manner in which the various subjects were discussed and the

valuable information brought out, indicates that this associaiton

is in a most nourishing condition. Motive power officials should
carefully read tfle discussions. Mr. J. P. Murphy, general store-

keeper of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway, Collin-

wood, Ohio, was re-elected president of the association.

American Railway Master Mechanics Association. Proceedings
of the thirty-eighth annual convention, held at Manhattan
Beach, N. Y., June, 1905. Edited by the secretary, Mr. J. W.
Taylor. Old Colony Building, Chicago, 111.

In addition to the committee reports, topical discussions and
the association rules and standards, are two specially valuable

individual papers, one on "The Use of Superheated Steam on
Locomotives," by Mr. H. H. Vaughan, and the other on "The
Technical Education of Railroad Employes," by Mr. G. M.
Basford. As usual, the secretary is to be complimented upon the

short time required to get out this report, which covers 411 pages

in addition to the plates showing details of the association

standards.

Train Resistance and Power of Locomotives. Published by the
American Locomotive Company, 111 Broadway, New York.

This publication contains a number of valuable tables and data,

showing the tractive power of locomotives per pound of mean effec-

tive pressure, the tractive power of locomotives at slow speeds for

boiler pressures of 180, 190, 200, 210 and 220 lbs.; piston speeds

in feet per minute at 10 miles per hour and the number of revolu-

tions per mile for different wheel diameters ; speed factors for

calculating tractive power; train resistance for various speeds and
grades, linr.-e power for various speeds and grades; speed: seconds

per mile in miles per hour ; cylinder volumes ; heating surface of

tubes ; weight of tubes ; curve ordinates ; metric conversion tables,

and classification of locomotives. Copies of this publication will

be furnished on application to the American Locomotive Company.

Government Regulation of Railway Rates. By Hugo Richard
Meyer, assistant professor of political economy in the Uni-
versity of Chicago. 486 pages. Published by MacMillan
Company, New York, 1905. Price, $1.50.

The author has made a careful study, extending over twelve

years, of the railway question in the United States, Germany,
France, Austria, Hungary, Russia and Australia. After reviewing

at length the effect of government regulation of railways in foreign

countries and studying the development of railways in this country,

his conclusion is that "It is impossible for the State to conserve

and promote the public welfare by intervening in the regulation

of railway rates beyond the point of seeking to abolish secret per-

sonal discriminations, guaranteeing that all rates shall be reason-

able per se and providing that those rates which involve the ques-

tion of relative reasonableness shall embody compromises which

were made with intelligence and in good faith."

CBANE SELF-PACKING BAUIATOB VALVE.

Mr. W. G. Rose has been appointed general foreman of

the Wabash at Saint Louis, Mo.
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PERSONALS.
Mr. G. W. Taylor has been appointed master mechanic of

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Arkansas City, Kan.

Mr. W. G. Edmondson has been appointed engineer of tests

of the Philadelphia & Reading, with headquarters at Reading,

Pa.

Mr. P. J. Harrigan, general foreman of the Baltimore &
Ohio at Connellsville, Pa., has been appointed master me-

chanic at that point.

Mr. F. H. Riley has been appointed general foreman of the

roundhouse and repair shops of the Chicago & Eastern Illi-

nois at Terre Haute, Ind.

Mr. John Cullinan has been appointed master mechanic of

the Central Indiana, with headquarters at Muncie, Ind., suc-

ceeding Mr. S. TV. Crawford.

Mr. A. McCormick has been appointed master mechanic

of the Valley and Arkansas divisions of the Missouri Pa-

cific at Little Rock, Ark.

Mr. W. A. Mitchell has been appointed master car builder

of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with office at Sedalia, Mo.,

succeeding Mr. H. A. Bowen.

Mr. John G. Smith has been appointed master mechanic of

the Coahuila & Pacific division of the Mexican Central Rail-

way, with office at Saltillo, Coah.

Mr. H. K. Mudd, general foreman of the Wabash at Saint

Louis. Mo., has been appointed division master mechanic of

the Missouri Pacific at Little Rock, Ark.

Mr. \V. J. Schlacks has been appointed superintendent of

machinery cf the Colorado Midland, with office at Colorado

City, Colo., succeeding Mr. J. R. Groves.

Mr. C. J. Bushmeyer has been appointed acting master me-

chanic of the Denver, Enid & Gulf, with headquarters at Enid,

Okla., to succeed Mr. W. E. McEldowney, resigned.

Mr. J. E. Brooks has been appointed acting general fore-

man of the St. Louis & San Francisco at Monett, Mo., and Mr.

George E. Oliver, general foreman at Fort Scott, Kan.

Mr. C. Paskeron has been appointed general foreman of

the Hasten Division of the El Paso Southwestern System at

Alamogordo, N. M., in place of Mr. T. Fielden, resigned.

Mr. C. L. Bundy, general car foreman of the Colorado

k Southern, has been appointed general foreman of the Kaiser

Valley shops of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western at

Scranton, Pa-

Mr. A. W. Nelson has been appointed division foreman

of the St. Louis & San Francisco at Beaumont Junction, Kan.,

in place of Mr. William Gibson, who has been transferred to

("ape Girardeau, Mo.

Mr. James Ogilvle, heretofore superintendent of motive

power of the Canada Atlantic, has been appointed master

mechanic of the Ottawa division of the Grand Trunk, with

headquarters at Ottawa, Ont.

Mr. C. B. Sumers has been appointed road foreman of

engines of the St. Looll division of the Toledo, St. Louis

4 Western. Mr. M. Karen hai been appointed road foreman

of engines of the Tol'do division.

Mr. S. M. Dolan, division master mechanic of the Missouri

Pacific at Baring Crow, Ark., has been tran iferred to the new

shops at. Sedalia, Mo., Mr, B. B, Bteveni has been appoint

! Mr. Dolan as division master mechanic at the Baring

Cross nhops.

CATALOGS.
IX WRITING FOR THESE CATALOGS PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

Valve Charts.—The Locomotive Appliance Company, Chicago,

111., in their catalog No. 'J present a number of diagrams, charts

and valve motion reports which concern the advantages of the

Allfree-Hubbell locomotive.

Heating Apparatus.—Catalog No. 1S6, from the American

Blower Company. Detroit. Mich., is devoted to their "A. B. C."

heating apparatus, which is adapted for heating and ventilating

factories and public buildings and for the drying of materials of

all kinds.

Northekx Forge Blowers.—The Northern Electrical Manufac-
turing Company, Madison, Wis., have issued a small leaflet. No.

145, which describes their electric blowers for operating forges.

These blowers are made in several different sizes, and are compact

and self-contained.

Rotary Converters.—Special publication No. 703S, from the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa.,

is devoted to Westinghouse rotary converters, and considers their

characteristics and construction, with very complete instructions

for their erection, operation and care.

Metallic Packings.—The United States Metallic Packing
Company, Philadelphia, Pa., have issued a catalog describing their

metallic packings for locomotive piston rods and valve stems ; it

also contains some items concerning their care and maintenance

and a description of the Gollmar bell ringer.

Air-Cooled Electric Drills.—Special circular No. 52, from the

, Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, describes their air-

cooled Duntley electric portable drills, and also contains the results

of several interesting tests which were recently made with different

sizes of these drills, in which ordinary twist drills from % to

2 15-64 ins. in diameter were worked to the limit of their capacity.

Multiple Voltage.—The Allis-Chalmers Company have just

issued bulletin No. 1044, which considers the Bullock multiple

voltage system of control for variable speed motors. This system
may be uted with either three or four wires, and the advantages

of the two arrangements are briefly considered. In addition, con-

siderable space is devoted to a comparison of the different variable

speed systems. Bulletins Nos, 1040 and 1045 are devoted to the

Bullock polyphase induction motors and their construction, and to

Bullock rotary converters.

Gisholt Lathes.—This is the title of a handsome and very

completely illustrated catalog received from the Gisholt Machine
Company, which describes the various types of iln-ir well-known
turret lathes, and illustrates a number of typical parts used

in connection with various classes of machinery which maj be

manufactured on these lathes to considerable advantage. Their

mills and universal tool grinders are also briefly described.

Thus is a separate catalog and is not intended to be bound with

the loose leaf bulletins which they issue from time to time.

i rical Apparatus.—Special publication No. 7040, from

the Westinghouse Electric >V .Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg,

Pa., is devoted to Westing] se railway apparatus, and considers

their direct current and Single phase alternating current motors,

generators, railway controlling appliances and the Baldwin

inghouse electric loo Circular No. 1 1
^i

> is devoted to

their railway inoior No. 11.". for direct current service, this being

the largest capacity motor which has been used for passenger

service. Circular No. 1128 COnsldi ughouse prepayment

wattmel

A Mulf.ui Aiawi. i. I. IfOTIVI BotLEB M m m i .n ance.—
,\ hand ition with Hi asi bi en sent out bj

aer Company, Railway Exchange Build

ing, Chicago, \i contain! a reprint ol id before the

u . tei n Etailv, a] I Hub bj Mr. A. 1 , A >! tanl < Ihl

of the Pit I but •' i al e I It li Bi id, in which he do-

tbe Baymer boiler watet d sue awfully

i
;i i told of the "i ulcb were being

gained l>y its \w. The Kennicotl Oompanj lat they

i exclusive manufacturing and selling rights under

the patents granted to Mr. Baymer covi itus and meth-

ods employed in the construction of this device.
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Automatic Belt Tightening Idler.—Flyer Xo. 276, from the

Crocker-Wheeler Company, Ampere, X. J., describes a newly-

designed automatic belt tightening attachment for their standard

form L motor, which may be used wherever the limited distances

between pulleys requires an increased belt contact on the pulley

surfaces.

Kenntcott Water Softener Company.—This company, of

Chicago, announces that they have recently received an order and
are at present constructing IS steel 65.000-gallon storage tanks of

the Harriman pattern, for the Union Pacific Railroad.

Jeffrey Electric Mine Locomotives.—Balletin Xo. 10, from

the Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, Columbus, Ohio, is devoted

to the Jeffrey electric locomotives for mines, which include the

ordinary type operating with the overhead trolley system, the Jeffrey

gathering locomotives, rack rail locomotives and storage battery

locomotives. The bulletin is handsomely illustrated, showing both

general views of the large line of locomotives and also the details

of some of the more important features.

Electric Cars.—The most handsome catalog ever issued by

a car company has just been received from the J. G. Brill Com-

pany, Philadelphia, and presents a valuable record of the most

modern types of city and interurban electric cars and trucks. It is

10 by 14 ins., is bound in cloth and contains 90 pages. Forty-five

standard cars, representing the foremost types in the various forms

of city and interurban service, are illustrated and described, and,

in many cases, the most important features are illustrated in detail.

Considerable space is also devoted to the general and detail con-

struction of the various well-known Brill trucks. The last few

pages are devoted to a number of patent car specialties which this

company is prepared to furnish, in addition to repair and supply

parts of all kinds.

Milling Machines and Cutter Grinders.—The Cincinnati

Milling Machine Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, are sending out a

new 109-page catalog of standard 6x9 size. This is one of the

most complete treatises on milling machines that has come to

our notice, and in addition to a very completely illustrated de-

scription of the important details of the Cincinnati millers, con-

tains photographs and specifications of their various machines,

and also devotes considerable space to the application of electric

motors and to the attachments which they are prepared to fur-

nish for use with their millers. It also contains several speed

tables for high speed steel cutters, and as these have been very

carefully developed should prove of special value to those who

are using these cutters.

Gold Car Heating & Lighting Company—We have just

received from the Gold Car Heating and Lighting Company,

Xew York, a handsome catalog. 9 by 12, cloth bound, containing

123 pages. A careful study shows that a number of improve-

ments have been made, both in their steam heating apparatus

and the electric heaters. One of the most important improve-

ments is an improved temperature regulator, which affords

perfect control of the temperature. This device is very simple,

compact, durable and inexpensive and may be applied to any

modern heating apparatus. It has been thoroughly tested dur-

ing the past winter with very gratifying results. A list of

256 railways which use the Gold devices is presented and

copies of a few of the many letters of approbation which have

been received are reproduced. Nearly 40.000 cars and loco-

motives are equipped with the Gold heating apparatus. The

catalog is very complete and should be in the hands of all those

who are interested in car heating, as it forms a valuable

contribution to the literature on this subject.

NOTES.

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company—This company,
of 160 Broadway, Xew York, announces that Mr. B. V. H. Johnson,

general agent of the company at St. Louis, has been transferred to

Philadelphia to take the place of Mr. F. S. Brastow, deceased, and
that Mr. Charles B. Adams has been appointed to succeed Mr.
Johnson.

Falls Hollow Staybolt Company.—This company of Cuya-
hoga Falls, Ohio, announces that they have secured Mr. F. C.

Lippert. 5954a Bartmer avenue, St. Louis, as traveling represen-

tative for western territory. They also announce the receipt of

large orders for shipment to the American Railroad Company,

San Juan, Porto Rico, and to Japan.

O. M. Edwards Company.—This company, of Syracuse, X. Y.,

announces that Mr. W. G. Willcoxson, of 29 Forty-second Place.

Chicago, has been appointed to represent them in Chicago. Also,

that Mr. E. F. Chaffee, formerly passenger car foreman of the

New York Central at the West Albany shops, has been appointed

to represent them in the East and will be located at Xew York.

Wit. B. Scaife & Sons Company.—This company of Pittsburg,

Pa., announces that they have contracts for a larry trestle of steel

construction for the Colonial Coke Company in Fayette County,

Pa., and also for the structural steel and plate work of a new
blast furnace for the Dunbar Furnace Company, Dunbar, Pa. The

Washington Coal & Coke Company have contracted with them for

the structural steel for a large power plant at Star Junction. Pa.

Pratt & Whitney Company.— It is announced that this com-

pany has purchased a plant in Dundas, Ontario, for the manu-

facture of their full line of small tools—taps, reamers, milling

cutters, punches, dies, etc. The building is a modern structure

and the power plant is already in place. The machinery equip-

ment is being gotten ready at Hartford, and will be sent there and

operations begun immediately. The plant will also include a

department for manufacturing a full line of twist drills, an

elaborate equipment of special machinery having been gotten ready

for the purpose. The location of the factory is near that of the

John Bertram & Sons Company, which, as has been announced,

was recently purchased by the Xiles-Bement-Pond Company .

Xorthern Electrical Manufacturing Company.—The manu-
facturers who plan the application of the motor drive to machines

and machine tools are often unable to make satisfactory progress

with the work because of the lack of information necessary to

enable the electrical manufacturer to bid on suitable machines.

For the electrical manufacturer usually follows a request for quo-

tations with a request for complete and detailed information

regarding the motor equipment needed. The Xorthern Electrical

Manufacturing Company, Madison, Wis., is able to send the pur-

chaser quotations on Xorthern motors for application to machines
and machine-tool drives upon learning of the class of work to be
accomplished and the voltage of the power circuit from which the

current is to be taken. It has had extensive experience in applying

motor drives in all kinds of manufacturing plants for increased

output and is usually able to determine upon the proper sort of

motor equipment to be applied upon learning of the conditions.

American Water Softener Co.—This company of Phila-

delphia, report orders for water softening and purifying plants

from the Florida East Coast Ry.. and the Detroit, Toledo & I ron-

ton Ry.

American Blower Company.—This company of Detroit, Mich.,

reports that, among other large orders they have received one for

the complete heating apparatus for the new Allegheny shops of

the Pennsylvania Lines West.

General Electric Company Awards at Portland Exposi-

tion.—This company announces that they have received a gold

medal for the best exhibit in the electrical department, and, in

addition to this, they have been awarded 19 other gold medals for

various features of their exhibit.

Moi.se Chain Company.—The rapidly increasing business of

this company has necessitated the building of a large new plan!

at Ithaca, X. Y.. which will be operated in conjunction with the

present factory, situated at Trumansburg, X. Y. The main build-

ing, which will contain the general offices, will be 64 x 303 ft. and

three stories in height. The first floor will be used for the ma-

chine shop. The other buildings to be provided will be one storr

in height and their general dimensions are as follows : Foundry.

68 x 135 ft. ; forge shop. 36 x 86 ft. j
pattern shop, 82 x 28 ft.

:

powerhouse. 105 x 45 ft. Steel and concrete construction has

been used throughout and everything has been done to provide for

an equipment in keeping with advanced machine shop practice.

Gear cutters, boring mills, lathes and general plant equipment

to the amount of §50,000 will be installed, a greater portion of

which has already been purchased. The machine shop will be

equipped with lO^ton electric traveling cranes. The foundry will

be equipped with electric cranes of 15 tons capacity, having a span

of 50 ft
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EAST MOLINE LOCOMOTIVE SHOPS.

Rock Island System.

iiiwra imiM

.

The power house is located centrally with regard to the

locomotive and car departments, and is equipped to furnish

i>owf-r for both of them, although it will probably be some
i.efore the car department is installed. Careful pro-

vision has been made to avoid the necessity of a shutdown,
the failure of any of the machines or equipment. The

building is large enough lo accommodate a considerable in-

of equipment and, if nei '<» extended to the

north. I*'i*- to th<- use of a conveyor for coal and ash.

en chain grat< -. the boiler room presents a vry
<i«-an and neat appearance. Mechanical draft is used in place

of the usual high chimney, and the Induced draft plan

in connection with an economizer is qoI only very efficient,

but i ban the ordinary arrangement where
.'. chimney la used. Although a low grade of Illinois

nUed thai i from the chimney, As the ei

• d for beating il,

run t

for '

motors. For the variable speed machine tool motors and the

lighting, current at 230 volts and 115 volts is furnished by a

three-wire system, the two voltages being obtained by a

Bullock balancer set. As the pumping station is located al-

most two miles from the power house, the first cost of wire

for transmitting the direct current would be excessive, and
an inverted rotary converter and a static oil-cooled trans-

former in the power house transform the direct current into

alternating current at 2,300 volts. The plant is to be com-

mended for its completeness, its economical operation, the

guards which are provided to prevent the necessity of a shut-

down due to accidents, and the provision for future exten-

sions.

Building.—The power house has concrete foundations, brick

walls and a gravel roof supported on steel trusses. The roof

construction is the same as used on the other buildings, and
is described on page 392. The basement is 9 ft. high, and
in addition to the stairway leading to the engine room has

an outside stairway of concrete. The main floor is of con-

crete supported by cast iron columns and steel beams. The
power house lies about 60 ft. to the north and 95 ft. to the east

of the store house. It is 154 ft. 2 ins. by 101 ft. 7 ins., and is

divided longitudinally by a brick wall into a boiler room and
an engine room, each 49 ft. 10 ins. wide. On the west is an
addition 45 ft. by 27 ft. 6 ins., containing the induced draft

apparatus, and on the south is an addition IS ft. by 33 ft.,

through which the coal supply track runs; below this track

is the coal hopper, and above is the ash hopper used in con-

nection with the coal and ash conveyor. The height from the

floor to the roof truss in the engine room is 30 ft. The engine

room is equipped with a 10-ton overhead traveling crane

which is operated by hand. The interior finish of the boiler

room is a dark-red pressed brick. The engine room is finished

in buff-colored pressed brick, with a wainscoting of white

enamel tile 7 ft. high, with a baseboard and coping of dark

green. The machinery is painted dark green, and the engine

room thus presents a very neat and handsome appearance.

Boilers and Stokers.—Six 300-h.p. Babcock & Wilcox ver-

tical header type boilers are set in three batteries of two each

with their backs 10 ft. from the dividing wall. The furnaces

are 8 ft. in height, measured from the floor line to the bot-

tom of the header. This extra height is specially valuable in

providing a large combustion chamber for highly volatile

fuels. The boilers carry 150 lbs. of steam, and are equipped

with Green chain grates. Two additional boilers are to be

added, as indicated by the dotted lines in the drawing, and.

If necessary, a boiler may be added at each end of the row.

The piping is so arranged that these additions may be made
without Interruption to the service. The breeching is lined

with firebrick, and is carried on columns along the dividing

wall, leaving a pasageway underneath it, and sufficient room
between it and the boilers for a man to work around or to

enter the manhi les In the back of the drums. The passage-

way to the ensine room leads between the boilers at the cen-

ter of the room. The Green (liain grate stokers are driven

by two C-h.p. engines located in the basement.

Directl] above the passageway to the engine

room is the economizer chamber, which is supported on cast

iron columns. This chamber is divided by a brick partition

Into two unequal flues, the larger of which contains a Green

economizer. The other is used as a by-pass when the econo-

mizer is in ir repaired. The economizer consists

anged in groups of 2" sections

otal ol 600 idles, with a heating surface of

q. fl. Th( I cast Iron, '> ft. long, anil arc

cleaned automatically with Green patent beveled scrapers.

iv, means ol dampers in the breeching at either Bide c.t the

DCe to II c cincnii/.cr cither battery of boilers may lie

cm orr. Spouts with i
ei downward

from the economizer chamber, and bags are tied over them
epl down when the economizer

pi eventing the dirt from getting out

Into the room. The temperature of thfl feed water is aboct
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POWER HOUSE, EAST MOI.INE SHOrS. BOCK Jsr.A>"T> SYSTEM.

BOILEB BOOH, SHOWING CHAIN GRATE STOKERS.

200 deg. as it enters the economizer and ±7." deg. as i!

Induced Draft Apparatus.—Tlx- induced draft apparatus

consists of two exhaust fans, 12 ft. in diameter and C ft. wide,

driven by 12 by 12-in. longitudinal single cylinder engines

built by the Buffalo Fcrge Company. The speed of the en-

is regulated by Foster regulating valves. Either of

fans is of sufficient capacity to handle all the

from the complete boiler equipment, and dampers are pro-

vided to cut off whichever fan i< not in use. The stack is

of steel. GO ft. high and 7 ft. 8 ins. inside diameter. The first

cost of the steel stack, induced draft apparatus and econo-

mizer combined is just about the same as the first cost of a

brick chimney for a plant of the same size, and the saving

due to the use of the economizer is considerably larger than

the cost ol operating the induced draft apparatus, so that a

net saving results from the use of this system.

Coal awl Ash Conveyor.—The arrangement of the coal and

ash conveying machinery is clearly shown in the longitudinal

rtional view through the boiler room. The coal is

delivered directly from hopper cars to a hopper just above

the steam-driven coal crusher, and after passing through the

crusher is conveyed to overhead storage hoppers by a C. W.

Hunt & Company conveyor, which has a capacity of 50 tons

of coal per hour. Each boiler has a storage bin of 32 tons'

i apacity.

The conveyor also carries the ashes from the ash pits to a
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E^l?

hopper located In the wins; and OTCT the < oal hopper, ho lhai

ih<- hopper ear, when 1' hai been emptied erf iis load of coal

may u- fliu-<i with ;i be The engine which drive* the i ion

ibove the economizer. Steam is used i

i

preferei tricity a* a motive power for the crusher

ano1

conveyor, u occasions may arlwr when H i- dc Ired to

han'lle 'oa!

and al 'ailing the motor would be

liable to In. *- Ine Would simply slow down

top

Boil* Two Worthlngtot Admiralty boiler

teed pumps, 10 and J b) i", are installed on either >i<le of

the passagewaj between the boilers Thi

draw from the Webster vacuum beater tank, to which is sup-

plied both fresh feed water and condensed water brought bach

from the hi m bj two Marafa vacuum pumps 10

and 12 bj 12. This beater ais,. receives the water from the

Inter-coolers of the aii rod from the water-cooled

bearings of the Induced draft fans. The feed pumps deliver

to the boiler feeding header through the economizer;

a by-pass li provided, however, In cane the economizer Is out

|i

.
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Piping.—The arrangement of the piping is clearly

shown in the cross-sectional views of the power

house. The steam pipes from each boiler are S ins.

in diameter, and have a riser of about 10 ft. and a

drop to the header. The header is 12 ins. in diam-

eter, and is supported on a platform which .extends

along the partition wall on the boiler room side.

The steam piping to the engine is 7 ins. in diameter

and has a long sweep of S ft. 6 ins. radius. A separa-

tor is located directly above the cylinders. The main

exhaust pipe is 24 ins. in diameter, is laid along the

basement floor, and has a branch to the feed water

heater. All high-pressure piping is fitted with the

Holly return loop system for handling the condensa-

tion.

Engines.—The engines are direct connected to the

generators, and are Buckeye heavy duty class B

cross compounds, and are run non-condensing under

150 lbs. steam pressure. Space for an additional en-

gine and generator is provided as shown by the

dotted lines on the floor plan. The larger one is

2m and 36 by 33. and operates at 130 r.p.m. It is

rated at 800 h.p., has a 2 per cent, speed regulation

from no load to full load, and has a guaranteed steam

consumption at economical range of 19 lbs. per horse

power hour. The smaller engine is 15 V4 and -

by 27, and operates at 150 r.p.m. The nominal rat-

ing is 400 h.p.: it has a 2 per cent, speed regula-

tion from no load to full load, and a guaranteed

steam consumption of 21 lbs. per horse power hour.

Oiling System.—The oiling system is of the J. H.

Siegrist automatic type, and is operated by four

snian Worthington pumps. Two of these pumps sup

ply a line of piping for cylinder lubrication under

165 lbs. pressure, and two supply another line of pip-

ing for engine oil under 40 lbs. pressure. In each

case one of the pumps is a reserve unit. In case the

pump furnishing the cylinder oil should get out of

order and the pressure in the line be reduced, it

would, of course, be noticed before any damage could

be done. In the case of the engine oil. however, con-

siderable damage illicit result before the stopping of

the pump would be noticed, and therefore the gauge

for this line of piping is so arranged that when the

pressure falls to 10 lbs. an electric contact will be

made and an electric alarm bell will ring.

ators.—The generators were made at the

Wayne Electric Works under contract with the

General Electric Company, and are of the M. P. L.

tv i.e. direct current and direct connected. The larger

one is a 10 pole, 500 k.w.. 130 r.p.m.. 250-volt ma-

chine, with a vertically split frame. The smaller

one is a 10 pole. 2:." K.w.. 150 r.p.m., 260-voll

machine. They are guaranteed to operate at the full

rated load contlnuouslj with a rise in temperature

above the surrounding air no! exceeding :'•.-, di

mature ami field 'oils and on the

, mutator. With the currenl Increa

rent, at the rated voltage, making ;< 50 pi i

nerator will operate for two hours

«i,i, ;,n Increase in temperature nol axceedii

deg ,• j,, the machine. They will carry

a momentary overload "f i *r cent, without in-

jury. Spa.,- Is provided for an additional 500 k.w.

unit.

[•wo Bulloch balarn I
'hem a

.,,. ,,„,. and each of 26 k.w. capacity, furnish

the ' three-wire

•G ( [i

rovlded, Thi

m-drlven and non-<

The steam cylinders art ' Ins In dian

while the air cylinders arc 16% and _•«.'
,

ins In di-

ameter, with a 21 in. stroke, 'I'h'' steam pressure is
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150 lbs. and the air pressure 100

lbs. The normal speed of the ma-
chines is 90 r.p.ni., at which they

each have a free air capacity of

1,274 cu. ft. per minute. The in-

take pipe which delivers the cold

air from the outside is 12 ins. in

diameter. The compressors dis-

charge into a main air receiver, 66

ins. by 16 ft., located in the base-

ment, and from this receiver an
sin. air main leads to the shops.

Pumps anil Accumulator.—At the

north end of the engine room are

two compound Worth ingt on duplex

steam-driven pumps with 14 and
20 -in. steam cylinders, 3%-in.

plunger and 15-in. stroke, each hav-

ing a capacity of 150 gals, of water

per minute, delivered at a pressure

of 1.500 lbs. per sq. in. The hy-

draulic accumulator is of the ordi-

nary vertical plunger type, with a

ram 12 ins. in diameter.

Pure water is obtained for the

hydraulic system and for drinking

purposes from a well just east. of

the power house. It is pumped by

a triplex, double-acting Deane 10-

h.p. electric pump, located in the

basement, and having a capacity of

200 gals, per minute.

Water Supply and Fire Protec-

tion.—The water supply is obtained

from the Mississippi River. The
pumping station is located 9,6uo ft.

from the power house, 400 ft. from

the river and 750 ft. from the end of

(be intake pipe. It is a neat build-

ing of dark-red brick, 20 by 40 ft..

with a slate roof. It contains two

Deming triplex pumps, each having

a capacity of 750 gals, per minute.

One of these, which is a reserve

unit, is driven by a direct con-

nected 60-h.p. Otto gasoline engine;

the other one is driven by a 2,180-

volt General Electric 50-h.p., 3-

phase, 25-cycle induction motor.

The alternating current is secured

from an inverted 50-k.w. General

Electric rotary converter, which is

located at the power house, and de-

livers the alternating current at 25

cycles to a static oil-cooled trans-

former, which steps it up to 2,300

volts. The intake water main is 12

ins. in diameter, while the main
to the plant is 10 ins. in diameter.

The water is delivered to two

tanks, each of 100,000 gals, capa-

city. One is a high-service tank,

and is elevated 108 ft. and furnishes

water for fire protection and for

washing boilers. The low-service

tank is elevated 20 ft., and furn-

ishes sufficient pressure to distri-

bute water over the plant. By
means of valves, which may be

operated from the power house, the

low-service tank may be cut out

and the high-pressure tank may be

connected to the low-pressure

mains, thus increasing the pres-
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sure. The more important fire hydrants are on the high-

pressure line, but a number of fire hydrants are on the low-

pressure line, and in case ot" fire the low-pressure tank is out

out and the high-pressure tank is connected to the low-service

line.

A Fairbank-Morse Underwriters' fire pump, capable of de-

liveri::- '

g - per minute or OS. in. streams at 100 lbs.

pressure, is located in the southwest corner of the power
house basement. Water is obtained direct from supply main
from the pumping station with the low-service tank connect!
as a reservoir on the pump intake. The discharge is con-

nected direct to a l.-in. service main. In addition to this

the storehouse is provided with a sprinkler system, which,

by an arrangement of check valves, is constantly under

pressure from the high-service tank, and is automatically

put on fire pressure when underwriters' pump is in opera-

tion. In ease of fire it is necesary to, operate but two valves

to put the entire water system under fire pressure. Steam

the motor, thereby maintaining better regulation than by the

customary method of armature control. A variation of 10 per

cent, in the speed of the pump will produce a variation of 3
to 1 in its output.

Beating System.—The exhaust steam is used for heating the

buildings, the Webster vacuum return system being employed
in connection with the Sturtevant system. This subject will

be considered in detail in connection with the description of

the equipment of the various buildings.

Switchboard.—The electrical load is divided into five classes

of service supplied by eight feeders, as follows: cranes, ltyo

k.w.; heating fans. 24r> k.w.; constant speed machine motors,

415 k.w.; variable speed machine motors, 175 k.w.; lighting

i 4 feeders i. lsi k.w.; total. 1,209 k.w. Of these the first three
are two-wire 230-volt lines, and the last two are three-wire

volt lines. The main switchboard has twelve panels,

assigned as follows: 2. generators: 1, totalizing; 1, cranes
and heating fans: 1, constant speed motors (to also carry

KNi.Ivi: BOOM— BAST MCifim: SHOPS POWEB PLANT.

for operating the pump Is taken from the Bouth end of main
header in boiler room, and delivered to pump through

a 5-in. direct The pump Is controlled by a Fisher

or. The water works system was Installed by the

impany, Chl< ago.

II"' water at 210 deg. Fahr Is supplied from
'he v, „ all the buildings. The out-

d pipe, and from the end of each branch

to a 1 in. main return pipe. The pr<

\ drculatloi Ined In the

•
* i

n

t Immediately upon

opening one by a thn rence

centrifugal pump, located in the basement, and driven !••

- . : -< t ri« motor, which op-

termlned i>y

the quantll

circulating

• • d of the pump, a solenoid

ml fi'-ld circuit nf

wood-working machinery later); 2, balancer; l. three wire

variable sp. • ;. three-wire lighting. The load fac-

for maximum current demand on the various I

were allowed as follows: Cranes, BOO amperes (arbitrarily

Ing fans, 1"" per cent, rated capacity

Btanl cent rated capacity; varlabli speed, 65

ent, rated capacity lighting, l"" per cent, rated ca-

The lighting and variable Bpeed motors are mi the three-

and feed from the same balancer. Considerable
tri. ui'i- experienced in keeping the feeders balanced

i -"ii in the lights caused by the starting

opplng of the motors. To overcome i li is. the neutral

bar bus has been divided in twi ne for lighting and

the other for variable speed motoi \ switch is provided

• mcI imis ma)
.in angemi n

rot lb" lighting, while the other taki

«.f the variable tpeed motors. Through the day, with a small
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lighting loaa, this fluctuation is of little importance; the

switch on rear of board is closed, and the lighting and motors

supplied from the same balancer. In the evening, when the

lighting load increases, both balancers are used, and the

switch on the rear of the board is opened, so that the light-

ing and variable speed motors are then independent of each

other. The result of this change is very noticeable in the

life of lamps, besides a much improved lighting service.

Tunnels.—A tunnel which carries the electric wires and

piping leads from the power house to the various buildings.

It is 6 ft. G ins. high and u ft. wide at the power house and

5 and 4 ft. wide at other points, according to the demand for

space. The tunnel is concrete, and the roof is 6 ins. thick,

reinforced by expanded metal. At points where tracks in the

yard cross the tunnel the roof is strengthened by old rails

STEEL CAR DEVELOPMENT.

Pennsylvania Railroad.

[For previous Article Nee Page 358.)

PUMPING PLANT—EAST MOLTNE SHOPS,

laid crosswise. At suitable intervals openings 2 ft. 8 ins.

wide and S ft. long are located for the purpose of introducing

lengths of pipe. These openings are covered by substantial

giids. The aggregate length of the tunnel is 2.120 ft., and

suitable provision is made for ventilation and drainage. The

pipes are carried at one side and the electric wires at the

other. At intervals of 6 ft. uprighl pieces of 6 DJ 1 in. oak are

set Into the concrete sides, and cast iron brackets, which carry

casl iron chairs for the pipes, or glass insulators for the wires,

are secured to them by big screws.

Lockers and toilet arrangements tor the power house force

are provided in one corner of the boiler room.

We are indebted for information and drawings to Mr. C. A.

Seley, mechanical engineer, and Mr. C. H. Wilmerding, con-

sulting engineer, of Chicago.

Locomotive Testing Plant.—A locomotive testing labora-

tory is to be built in Germany at the Grunewald Works, on

similar lines to that at the St. Louis Exposition. It is to be

in ch'arge of the well-known locomotive designer, Professor

Von Borries.

Electrification oi the Dultjth, Missabe & Northern

Railway.—It is reported that as soon as possible this road

will adopt electricity as a motive power. The plans will prob-

ably include the use of electrical apparatus for unloading the

large steel ore cars at the docks,

Shop Telephone Systems. One of the most valuable ad-

juncts to a well-organized shop is a telephone system for

foreman, and if ii wen- possible to figure accurately the

.. r\ railroad simp of medium or large size

would be equipped with a telephone system. If the shop was

quite small handling only three or four engines—it might

not I"
i

i">< in anj shop holding" five or more

engines it will give large returns.

—

Mr. II. K. Barnum, before

the West 'lub.

FLAT AND GONDOLA CARS.

The class designated as Fsi is a very strong flat car of 100,-

000 lbs. capacity, built of steel with a wooden floor, and

having stake pockets. It is built for concentrated loads which

in this series of cars provide for carrying two-thirds of the

capacity of the car on a line across the floor or anywhere

between the cross bearers. The Fm and Gr classes are both

built for such loads, while the Gs classes, of which there are

four, Gs. Gsa, Gsb. Gsc, are built for uniformly

distributed loads.

The Fm car has pressed steel center sills

24 ins. deep at the center and 10 ins. deep at

the bolsters. These are reinforced by angles

at the lower flanges and they are covered with

a 21 by J
L. in. cover plate, w-hich extends be-

tween the bolsters and to a distance of 2 ft.

C ins. beyond the bolsters at each end. The

side sills are also pressed steel channels 24 ins.

deep, with their lower and upper flanges rein-

forced with angles extending between the

bolsters. The upper flanges of the side sills are

higher than those of the center sills, they turn

in just under the flooring while the floor stringers

rest upon the cover plate of the center sills at the

center of the car. The drawings illustrate the

construction of the bolsters, the end sills anil

the large cross bearers, two of which cross the

frame between the bolsters. The cross bearers

have 10 by 7-10 in. cover plates. In addi-

tion to these the floor is also supported by smaller cross

bearers of 10 and 8 in. pressed channels, as indicated in the

drawings of the Fm car. In the engravings the section

at A-B shows one of the cross bearers and E-F shows

a bolster and end sill. The general plan of the

frame illustrates the corner bracing and the substantial

gussets and cover plates over the bolsters. The Fm car

weighs 40.1100 lbs. fur a capacity of 100,000 lbs.

With a length of I" ft, and concentrated loads the neutral

axis of the sills would be too low and the strength insufficient

unless the pressed steel channels were reinforced by angles

at the bottom and, in the case of the side sills, angles also at

the top and cover plates over the center sills. The side sills

of the Fm car are each designed to carry about one-sixth of

the total load.

The Gr class, also built for concentrated loads, has steel

underframing and wooden gondola sides, with pressed steel

stakes. This car is as wide as it could be built and the mem-
bers of the underframe are generally similar to those of the

Fm class. This class is also 40 ft. long. The inside dimen-

sions are 37 ft. 8% ins. by 8 ft. 9 ins., and the sides are 30 ins.

high.

It is to be noted that the wooden sides are made 3% ins.

thick, and the height limited to 30 ins. This is for the pur-

pose of better adapting the car for carrying top loads of long

structural material, the car being primarily designed to serve

the steel mill district, where such top loads are becoming more

and more frequent and where long loads on top of high sides

are objectionable.

These cars weigh 44,000 lbs. and carry 100,000 lbs., mak-

ing the ratio of dead weight to paying load 44 per cent.

These tars have drop ends. They are fitted with Westing

house friction draft gear, the arrangement of which is in

dicated in the detail engraving which applies to both the Gb

and the Fm classes. This draft attachment has been found

perfect!} satisfactory in service on a large number of steel.

c~rs.
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APPLICATION OF WESTINGHOUSE FRICTION DRAFT GEAR TO FlI AND GR CLASSES—PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

CLASSIFICATION OF LOCOMOTIVES FOR TONNAGE
RATING PURPOSES.

MB. J. H. LOME.

In a paper on "A Standard Locomotive Classification," pre-

sented before the Master Mechanics' Association in 1901, Mr.

R. P. C. Sanderson suggested stenciling on the cabs the

hauling capacity of the locomotive in tons on a straight level

track at ten miles per hour, together with a letter suggestive

of the type of locomotive in question. As these figures would

be too long for current use, and as minute refinement is not

necessary, it was suggested that the first two figures, repre-

senting hundreds, would be sufficient. Thus, a 10-wheel

engine capable of hauling 3,700 tons on a straight level track

at ten miles per hour would be stencilled T-37. A modification

of this system has been successfully used on the Rock Island

System for the convenience of the transportation department

in loading engines.

The tractive power of each group of engines on the system

was first Calculated in even thousand pounds (500 lbs. and over

being considered as 1,000, and less than 500 lbs. being disre-

garded i. and the tractive power in thousands was then sten-

cHled on the cab together with a letter indicating the type.

were chosen more with reference to easy tele-

graphing than as suggesting types, and are as follows: Simple

engines—S-wheel, B; 10-wheel, D; consolidation, C: Atlantic,

A, Pacific, \; Mogul, O; suburban, K : 4-wheel switch, H;

] switch, .1. Compound engines— 10-wheel, F; consoli-

dation, Q; Atlantic. W. This is known as the road classifica-

tion and Is entirely Independent of the motive power classifi-

cation. Thus, we have g-wheel engines, from 10,000 to

lbs. tr
. known as road class B-10, B 11, B i

• l engines, road class nil to D lldation

engines, road clam It was thought prefer-

able t< atlrely sepai

than to attempt to combine both in one, It Is evident that

there i and

tractive power, bat differing from each other In detail and each

requiring a the motive

department In ordering repairs, Identifying drawings, etc. The

transportation department is not interested in these minor

differences, and by combining all engines of the same type and

tractive power in one group, the number of road classes is

greatly reduced. A combined classification is likely to be

cumbersome, a burden to the memory and difficult to introduce

on a system already having a motive power classification in

regular use, while the road classification can be introduced

without disturbing the present state of affairs.

The road classification symbols, when once comprehended,

give a relative idea of the type and power of the engine, which

is mainly what the transportation people want. If they wish

to know the motive power class, size of wheels, or other special

information, they may get it from the classification register.

If a new engine comes on a division, the transportation officials

know its tonnage capacity by Its road class, though they may
have never seen an engine like it before. Engine numbers may
be changed so often that their identity is lost, yet so long as

the stenciling on the cab remains uni engine may
be properly rated, and no change Is necessary in the tonnage

rating sheets. The tonnage rating book for each division

(the sheet for the division from St. Joe to Fairbury Is repro-

duced) has the columns headed by Nos. 10, 11, 12, etc., up to

the highest tractive power of the engines used on the division.

The figures in the vertical columns show the rating over the

entire division, ami tin's, of course, corresponds to that of the

ii having the ruling grade for the division. These books

show the normal or first rating only, and ratings for wet or

en as a fixed

percentage of thi irmal rating and an arbitrary

allowance made for inptv cars.

In making up the ratings, a table was In ! shOW-

tractive powers and the differ beginning at zero

and advancing by tenths of .hi

bowing the hauling capacity behind

the tender; b Ing from the numbers In the Di

in .if all englnei . Includln I he tender, having
!

n ould

pUll on a 1 -lis. It was found that

ii the system both 8-Wheel engines, road clan
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B-19, and 10-wheel engines, road class D-19, having 19,000 lbs.

tractive power. The average weight of these engines is 100

tons. Deducting 100 tons from 595 tons gives 495 tons as the

haulage capacity for all engines in road class 19, of whatever

type, on a 1.3 per cent, grade.

It is evident that this method of grouping all engines of

the same tractive power together, regardless of type, is an
advantage to engines which are relatively light for their

service, they may be given a lower road class than their tra&

tive power would indicate. Thus, a Pacific type engine with

its tender weighing 334,000 lbs. may have a tractive power
of. say, 27,800 lbs., and would ordinarily be classified as road

class N-28. It may be, however, that there are 10-wheel

engines on the road weighing 250,000 lbs. and having a tractive

power of 28,400, and these would be classified as D-28. It is

evident that the Pacific type engine would stall with a load

NEBRASKA DIVISION

STJOE-FAIRBURY LINE
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COMMON STANDARD LOCOMOTIVES.

Habriman Lines.

VIII.

(For previous articles see pages 154, 200, 250, 288, 322,

353 and 400.)

Tenders.—The freight locomotives have Vanderbilt tenders

with a capacity for 7,000 gals, of water and 14 tons of coal.

These tenders are frameless as the illustrations indicate. It

was originally intended to employ this type of tender for

all common standard locomotives except the switching class.

In accordance with a latter decision the rectangular form was

adopted for the passenger locomotives. The Vanderbilt

tenders are built with a %-in. plate, extending the full length

of the tank at the bottom, and this is made specially wide

to keep riveted joints entirely out of the way of shock of the

draft and buffing stresses. Cast steel bolsters and draft cast-

ings are secured between y2-in. steel plate sills, which are

bent into the form of angles and riveted to the body of the

tank and to heavy longitudinal angles, as indicated in the

drawing.

VESTIBULE ABBANGEMENT FOB PASSENGEB ENGINE TENDEB—HABRIMAN LINES.

Tenders of Passengers Loco-

motives.—For passenger ser-

vice very large tenders with

a capacity of 9,000 gals, of

water and 10 tons of coal

were adopted. These are be-

lieved to be the largest ten-

ders used in regular pas-

senger equipment. The frames

are of 12-in. channels for side,'

center and end sills. To the

end sills, oak timbers are

secured. The framing draw-

ing illustrates the cast steel

center plates and the trans-

verse and diagonal bracing

plates, which are riveted on

top of and beneath the sills.

The draft castings are of cast

steel.

These tenders are fitted

with vestibule diaphragms,

the frames of which are rig-

Idly connected to the tender

frames and braced by angles

In 6-in. pipe passing down
through the water in the

tank.

The total height of the

"' w£
;

—
*t« ^T-st^

VANDEBBILT TENDEBS FOB FBEIGHT ENGINES—HABEIMAN LINES.
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tender over the coal board is 147% in.

The total height from the rail to the top

of the manhole ring is 130 ins. The

total wheel base of the tender is 160

ins. The length of the tank is 229 ins.

The tank has a water bottom with a

depth of 18% ins. under the coal space

in front. At each side liberal tool boxes

are provided. The tank bracing is in

the form of angles and plates.

The tenders for the switchers are of

ordinary construction with 10-in channel

sills, weighing 30 lbs. per ft. The tank

slopes towards the rear and the construc-

tion is in no way unusual.

Tender Trucks.—These trucks are of

the diamond arch bar type with Simplex

bolsters. The drawings show the size of

the various parts and the channel frames.

The trucks for both road and switch en-

gines have inside hung brakes. All road

engines 5% by 10 in. standard M. C. B.

tender axles, and the switchers have 4*4

by 8 in. The center plates are of cast

steel and M. C. B. contour. The tenders

of the switchers have a water capacity of

4,000 gals, and a coal capacity of 5 tons.

All of the tenders have Miner gravity

side bearings.

The courtesy of Mr. W. V. S. Thorne,

director of purchases of the Harriman

Lines, in supplying this information is

acknowledged, and that of the Baldwin

Locomotive Works in supplying the

drawings. TENDER TRUCK FOR FREIGHT ENGINES—HARRIMAN LINES.

SIX-WHEEL SWITCHING LOCOMOTIVE—CHICAGO, BOCK ISLAND & PACIFIO RAILWAY.

SIX-WHEEL SWITCHING LOCOMOTIVE.

CmCAOO, BOOE Island & Pacific RAILWAY.

The accompanying photograph Illustrates one of a number

of twitching locomotlvee recently constructed for the Chicago,

Rock laland & Pacific Railway at the Richmond works of the

American Locomotive Company, since the presentation of

the report, of the Power Committee of the Rock iHland System

a large number of locomotlvea have bet n ordered, which, while

rarying illghtly from the detailed dimension! recommended

by that committee, follow In general the plan Which W8J I'M

, In outline in thle Journal In March, page Hi. The

Baldwin Locomotive Works have built ten switching loco-

motives, thirty-eight 4—6— locomotives with Walschaert

valve gear and two 4—4—2 balanced compounds. The Ameri-

can Locomotive Company have built twenty six-wheel switch-

ing locomotives, ten 4—4— passenger locomotives of which

two are supplied with superheaters, twenty 4—6—2 passenger

locomotives of which four have superheaters, and fifteen

4—6—0 locomotives for fast freight and passenger service.

The Atlantic, Pacific and ten-wheel designs have already been

Illustrated in this Journal, the present description completing

the first series built In accordance with the suggestions of the

Power Committee. This locomotive has 10'/,-lii. piston valves

with direct valve motion and liiHldo admission. The cylinders

are Lfl by 2f; I"h. Driving wheels, 51 Ins. in diameter, which,

with 200 lbs. boiler pressure, gives a tractive effort of 31,300

lbs. Additional features are presented in the accompanying

table.
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SIX-WHEEL SWITCHING LOCOMOTIVE—CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND

& PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Fuel Bituminous coal

Weight on drivers 138,500 lbs,

Weight in working order 138,500 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 11 ft

Wheel base, total engine and tender 41 ft 10 ins.

Total length of engine and tender 57 ft. 9% Ins.

CTTLTNDEBS
Diameter 19

!
ns-

Piston stroke 26 ins.

Piston packing Plain rings.

Piston rod diameter 3% ins. Material Steel.

Piston rod packing U. S. metallic.

Steam ports 2% ins.

Greatest travel 5 21/32 ins.

Lap outside • • .• • •

Lap inside 1 in.

Lead In full gear

WHEELS.
Driving, number 6
Driving, diameter 51 ins.

Driving centers, material Cast Iron.

Driving box, material Cast steel.

Driving axle journal 9 ins. by 12 ins.

Crank pin, main 5 % ins. by 6 Ins.

Crank pin, side rods 4% by 3% and 5 ins by 4% Ins.

BOILEB.
Type Straight top, wide firebox.

Working pressure 200 lbs.

Outside diameter, first course 62% Ins.

Thickness of plates, in barrel % in.

Thickness of plates 9-16 and % in.

Seams, circumferential Double riveted

Seams, horizontal Butt Joint, sextuple riveted

Firebox, length 60 Ins.

Firebox width 68 Ins.

Firebox depth front, 65% Ins.; back, 56% ins

Firebox material Otis steel.

Firebox plates sides, % in. ; back, % In.

Firebox plates crown, % in. ; tube. % in

Firebox water space front, 4 ft. ; side, 3% ins. ; back, 3% Ins.

Firebox crown stays, radial diameter 1 in.

Firebox staybolta Ewald and Ulster Special.

Tubes, material Charcoal Iron.

Tubes, length ^ovi
Tubes, number 237
Tubes, diameter 2 ins.

Tubes, thickness No. 11.

Heating surface, tubes 1,833 sq. ft

Heating surface, firebox 106 sq. ft

Heating surface, total 1,939 sq. ft.

Grate, style Rocking, 2 sections.
Grate area 28 sq. ft.

Exhaust pipe, style Single.
Exhaust pipe, nozzle 4% ins., 4% ins. and 5 ins.
Smokestack, inside diameter 15 ins and 17% ins.

Feed water supplied by 2 Nathan No. 9 Simplex.

TENDER.
Weight, empty 41,600 lbs.

Frame 13 in. channels
Wheels, number 8
Wheels, diameter 33 ins.

Journals 4% ins. by 8 ins.

Wheel base 16 ft
Tank capacity, water 6,000 gals.
Tank capacity, coal 7 tons.

BAGGAGE CAR FOR AUTOMOBILES.

DETAILS OF LARGE END DOOR OF CAR FOR AUTOMOBILES

The New York Central recently built at their West Albany

shops two baggage cars, to be used for transporting auto-

mobiles. The floor and side framing is similar to that of

their standard baggage cars, but the roof and end framing has

been changed considerably because of the necessity of provid-

ing a large opening at one end of the car, through which the

automobiles may be loaded. The car is 60 ft. 10 in. long over

the end sills, 10 ft wide over the eaves, and 14 ft, 3% in. from

the rail to the top of the roof. It has two door openings on

each side, one 8 ft. and the other 4 ft. 6 In. wide, and both

6 ft 51/2 in. high. The location of these doors is reversed on

opposite sides. One end of the car is fitted with a standard

end door, while the other end has a door opening 7 ft. 6 in.

wide and 8 ft % in. high. To use a door of this height, it was
necessary to do away with the clere-story type of roof and to

use a round top roof, as shown on the drawings. In addition

to providing more head room, this roof is simpler and stronger

than the clere-story type. In place of the deck sash, 6-in.

globe ventilators are used.

The large end door is made in four sections, as shown in

the drawing, and for ordinary pur-

poses the middle section, which is

about the same size as the standard

end door, may be used. Two of

these sections swing to one side,

one of them swings to the other

side, and the upper part, which ex-

tends the full width of the opening,

swings up to the roof. The hinges

are so arranged that when the doors

are swung back, the full size of the

door opening is available. To com-

pensate for the reduction in the

strength of the end, due to the large

opening, the door frame consists of

a half-inch steel plate, which ex-

tends from the under-framing, up

each side and across the top in the

form of a flat arch. Angles are ri-

veted to both edges of this plate,

and it is otherwise stiffened, as

shown in the detail drawing. A
half-inch plate, SV4 in. wide, ties

the two ends together at the bot-

tom. The roof is supported by 2 x 2

in. wood carlins, which are fastened

to the side framing by means of

strap bolts extending through the

side plates. At intervals of 5 ft.

6 in., iron carlins are used, to

which nailing blocks are fastened

with % in. bolts. Four-wheel

trucks are used. We are in-

debted to Mr. F. M. Whyte, gen-

eral mechanical engineer, for in-

formation and drawings.
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STXZL nUME rc/H LAME DOO* nFE.1150.

ERIMINi; (a EMI OF THE CAB HAVING SMALL DOOR OPENING.

Shof Officials s ld Know the Os r or Wesx.— I know

from personal experience that where the cost of work on

locomotives has been promptly furnished to the master me-

caanle and general foreman, and also distributed so as to

give the foreman of the boiler shop, the blacksmith shop, the

tin shop, the carpenter shop, machine shop, erecting shop

and all rob-departments tln-ir proportion of the labor and

malarial, i' has often Impressed them with the high cost of

their part of the work ami has stimulati -.1 them to keep down

in their department, therebj Barton; large sums of

io the railroad company. The effect of such lnforma-

mil win ii It Is three or four months old.

It ought to be fiiiiiishiil within M days after the end of the

month, so that the work done on the engine will be clear ia

tin- mimis of Hm men who avarriaad it.

—

Mr. if. K. Bamum*
the Western Railway Club.
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Eng\ish locomotive people are not a little troubled with the

spark p'-oblem. English locomotives, as a rule, have no device

for catching or pulverizing sparks. A motive power official

of a leading road recently remarked that it was perfectly easy

to stop sparks throwing, but he could not at the same time

make engines si earn. This seems to throw some light on the

effect of the free front ends upon the high efficiency of English

locomotives.

A very important and noticeable feature in connection with

the most, recently designed machine tools is the centraliza

tion of all operating levers so that every operation of the

machine can be controlled by the attendant without mov-

ing from his position. This is not only true of variable

speed motor driven tools, but is also true of those having

mechanical speed changes, although In several cases a con-

siderable number of mechanical changes have been provided.

With machine tools as convenient as these and made "fool

proof," as most of them are, the records which are being

made in some of the recently equipped railroad machine shops

are not at all surprising.

An important feature of the balanced compound locomo-

tive which has not received the attention which its importance

res, is the small longitudinal disturbing forces as com-

pared with those in a single expansion locomotive. The ex-

longitudinal forces in a single expansion locomotive

running at a high rate of speed are Undoubtedly largely re-

ble for the many frame and cylinder breakages of re-

and it is quite reasonable to expect that the cost

of maintenance of these parts, as well as others which are

Indirec 1 to these forces, will be considerably re-

duced, due to the introduction of the balanced compound

system. The results of Mr. Coster's investigation are worthy

of careful thought and study.

On a system where a large number of types and classes of

locomotives are in use it is important, in order that the ton-

nage rating system may be used to the best advantage, that a

simple classification be adopted so that the transportation

department may readily determine just what rating a par-

ticular engine should carry, even though they had never seen

or had any experience with it before. A very simple and

successful classification is in use on the Rock Island System,

and is based on the tractive power of the engine. A detailed

description of this system will be found on another page of

this issue.

A large machine tool recently installed in a certain rail-

road shop, and costing several thousand dollars, forms a rather

imposing monument to a lack of proper care in the selection

of machine tools by those in charge. The tool cost about

the same and weighs somewhat more than a similar tool in

a nearby shop, but it can only turn out a little more than

half as much work, and this is due to no fault on the part

of the operator, but because of the poor design and a lack

of certain improvements. A photograph, a skillfully worded

specification and a sharp salesman were the arguments which

caused the railroad company to invest in the tool. Some-

thing more than this is necessary.

In studying the work of a motive power official who has

been remarkably successful, one feature which has undoubted-

ly contributed largely to his succcess is especially noticeable.

If a subordinate makes a mistake? or is not getting the re-

sults expected of him, this officer, instead of finding fault,

and thus discouraging the man, takes the matter up with him
in a kindly but firm manner, explains the seriousness of the

fault, and then makes suggestions as to how conditions may
be improved, and talks the matter over with him in an in-

telligent and friendly spirit. While the man is made to fully

realize the seriousness of his fault, he is at the same time

encouraged to do better, and is given some cue as to how
better results may be obtained. Continual fault finding tends

to cause a man to lose his self-respect arid to paralyze his

energies. Directing attention to errors or weak spots and at

the same time intelligently coaching the man to do better

causes him to put forth his best efforts, and greatly increases

his earning capacity. It has been said that the head of the

motive power department is paid to criticize, but his crit-

icism should be constructive, not destructive.

The English way of receiving a railroad supply man visit-

ing motive power officials in the line of his business was re-

cently described to the writer, by one who has been very suc-

cessful in securing "results" in England. This method p re-

s' nls many good points and is worthy of consideration on

this side of the water. This gentleman said "In the first place

letters of introduction are necessary in England. At the

outset I adopted the plan of writing to the official I wanted to

see, stating that I had letters of introduction, requesting the

privilege of presenting them, and asking for an appoint-

ment. This was put in diplomatic language and I also stated

my purpose, putting this in a language which would show
him that I would not waste a moment of his time. My sub-

ject interested these gentlemen and in every case an appoint-

ment was made. The call was invariably punctual to the

appointment and the official always had all the papers and

information pertaining to the subject of my interview on his

table and was ready at once to proceed. It is absolutely use-

less in England, or on the Continent, to call upon a railway

official without the formality of an appointment and the mere

presentation of a card causes the porter or chief clerk to

loom up as an obstruction as big as a house. He is both

formidable and effective in this capacity. I have also found

that the word of the English railway official is as good as

their bond, in not a single case was a promise to investigate

or communicate, violated or forgotten. These officials do not

permit themselves to be interrupted; they are exceedingly
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jealous of their time, and while the office hours are relatively

short their work is intense and systematic. I found it neces-

sary to first understand and then follow the methods of this

country and have learned to regard them with favor."

THE BOILER SHOP FOR COLLEGE MEN.

Editors would be able to set forth many more good ideas 'f

people who are in direct contact with the problems would oc-

casionally forget to say: "Not for publication."

In vigorous sentences a correspondent discusses the need

of leadership talent in the boiler shop, and deplores the tend-

ency for young men who are looking for advancement to pass

by this department. His letter ought to be printed. It shows

how young men desiring opportunities want to get into the

machine shop, where many of them begin and end. If some of

them would enter the boiler shop they could fit themselves to-

earn from $125 to $200 per month in as short a time as it

can be done anywhere, providing they are qualified to direct

the work of other men. A few bright young men would at-

tract attention to this department and assist iu securing a

better grade of men who are looking for advancement. Boiler

work is hard, noisy and disagreeable. A good physique is re-

quired, but what becomes of the muscle developed on the

"gridiron?" Boiler work would keep this muscle in good

condition, and if a young man is successful in the boiler shop

he has made an excellent start in his career.

It is evident that the boiler shop is to-day in need of im-

provement and of men. Here is where good men will be able

to show their value quickly and for this reason this shop

ought to be attractive to the young men entering railroad

work from the colleges. It offers a better opportunity at

present than any other shop department.

GRAPHICAL RECORDS.

The heads of at least two of the railroad motive power de-

partments in America carry with them notebooks, in which a

large number of records pertaining to their departments, and

extending over a considerable period of time, are plotted

graphically. If they are called into the general manager's

office for consultation, or are accompanying their superior

officers on a trip, they can, at a moment's notice, supply de-

tail information concerning almost any important feature con-

nected with their department. They can also readily see just

how various items are affecting the operation, and can read-

ily follow the work of their subordinate officers and locate

weak spots. A few weeks ago, while in the office of one of

these men, a shop superintendent was asked for certain in-

formation concerning the output of the shop and the effect

of certain Improvements which had been introduced. He
took from his pocket one of these notebooks containing a

number of diagrams, and showed clearly and forcibly inside of

three or four minutes just what results were being obtained.

To have conveyed the same information by the use of figures

alone would have consumed a considerable longer time, and

It Is very doubtful If, even under favorable clrcunistances,

they would have conveyed half as clear or forcible an idea

of what bad been accomplished. There is not much
faction in wading through a mass of figures or statistics, bul

if they are plotted out graphically their relative Importance

<an be grasped almo ' Instantly, On another page of this

issue. Ih an article concerning the practical nse of these dia-

The expense or maintaining such records Is com-

paratively slight, and when || red thai they save

mucfa of the motive power official's time and give blm s

clear and forcible Idea of what his department I do

Ing, and thus add very great!] to bii efficiency, it Is surpris-

ing tb;n the] <" not mora generally used.

The article by Mr, Larsen shows several applications of ibis

system to mechanical department records and suggests a num
ber of items which can be treated in this waj with satlsfai oi

COMPARATIVE MAGNITUDE OF LONGITUDINAL DIS-

TURBING FORCES IN A COLE BALANCED COM-
POUND AND A SINGLE EXPANSION EXPRtSS

LOCOMOTIVE.

BY EDWAKI) L. COSTEB, ASSOC. A.M. SOC. M. E.

Since little definite information has yet been published

upon the subject of the comparative magnitude of the

longitudinal disturbing forces in the four-cylinder balanced,

and the ordinary two-crank locomotive, I beg to submit the

following analysis of the relative horizontal inertia effects

in a recent 4—4—2 type, Cole balanced compound locomotive,

and a very carefully designed single-expansion locomotive of

the same type, and of approximately equal power; the particu-

lars of both engines having been kindly supplied me by the

builders. •

TABLE I. PARTICULARS OF LOCOMOTIVES.

Class of locomotive
Diameter of H. P. cylinders
Diameter of L. P. cylinders
Piston stroke
Driving wheel diameter. .

.

Working steam pressure...
Weight of locomotive, empty
Weight of locomotive In

working order
Adhesive weight, in work-

ing order
Maximum tractive force,

operating compound....
Maximum tractive force,

with direct admission to
L. P. cylinders

Weight of H. P. piston,
piston rod and key, cross-
head and pin, complete. .

Weight of L. P. piston,
piston rod and key, cross-
head and pin, complete.

.

Weight of H. P. connecting
rod, front end

Weight of H. P. connecting
rod, back end

Weight of H. P. connecting
rod, total

Weight of L. P. connecting
rod, front end

Weight of L. P. connecting
rod. back end

Weight of L. P. connecting
rod. total

Length of H. P. connecting
rod

Length of L. P. connecting
rod

Distance of center of grav-
ity of H. P. connecting
rod from crank-pin cen
ter

Distance of center of grav-
ity of L. P. connecting
rod frotn crank-pin cen-
ter

Crank radius

Cole Bal. Compound.

200.500 lb.

117,200 lb.

23,300 lb.

27.600 lb.

5S1 lb.

69S lb.

146 lb.

354 lb.

500 lb.

189 lb.

399 lb.

588 lb.

101 ln.= 8.417 ft

130 ln.= 10.833 ft.

29.492 In.= 2.458 ft,

26 in.

80 in.

205 lb. per sq. in.

163,100 lb.

183,100 lb.

118,200 lb.

255 lb.

403.5 lb.

658.5 lb.

135% In—11.323 ft.

v.m;17 In. I .".sr. ft.

13 ln.=1.08 ft.

Disregarding il ffects of steam action, to determine tin' forces

exerted on the main crank-pin by the inertia of the reciprocating

parts and Mir connecting rod al H ads of the stroke:

Lei G— weight-of reciprocating parts in pounds.

G'= weight of connecting rod in pounds.

1= length of connecting rod in feet.

d= disl :e of center of gravity of cot ctlng rod from

crank pin center in feet.

r= crank radius in feet.

s=. piston Btroke in Inches.

Pr = inertia of reciprocating parts al front dead center in

pound
1*B = inertia of reciprocating parts al back dead center In

I
nds.

PV = horizontal Inertia of connecting rod al fronl dead center

in pounds.

P B = horizontal Inertia ol connecting rod al back dead center

In i
nds.

= centrifugal force of connecting rod th dead centers

in pounds.

Then, oa del strated In Henderson's "Locomotive Operation"

(pp. 20-81 and 89 10), tor a translatlonal velocity In mllei per

in qual i" the driving svl I diameter In Inches, we have:

V r-- 1.0 Q I
I
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Pb =1.0 G s |l

F F — = 1.6 G' s T 1 +

5=1.6 G' s pL—

-

+c=:

Introducing into these equations the values given in the above table

for the locomotives under consideration, then at 80 m.p.h., the

stresses on the main crank-pins at the dead points, due to the

inertia of the reciprocating parts and the connecting rod, are as

follows

:

1 .; *iu±

COLE BALANCED COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE.
For the H.P. reciprocating parts

1.08-

Pf =1.6X5S1X26
r 1.08 -1

1+ =2
L 8.417 J

=24,169.0X1.12S31=27,270.8 lb.

Pb =24,169.6 [1— 0.12831] =24,169.6X0.87169=21,068.4 lb.

For the H.P. connecting rod

2X2.45SX1.08-1.08X8.417t
C =1.6X500X26 1+[

[—3.7810SH
H

70.846J

=20,800 [l+(—0.05337) l=2O,S00XO.94O63=19 :
689.9 lb.

fB +C=20,800 [l—(—0.05337) ]=20,SOOX 1.05337=21.910.1 lb.

Hence the net horizontal inertia forces on the H.P. crank-pin are:

At the front dead center,

Pf + (P'f—C)=27,270.8+19,0S!i.!i=40,960.7 lb.

At the back dead center,

Pb +P'b +C=21,068.4+21,910.1=42,978.5 lb.

For the L.P. reciprocating parts

r 1.0S "I

PF =1.6X598X26 l-\ =24,876.81X1.09909=27,356.8 lb.

L 10.833 J

P B=24,876.8 [1—0.099691=24.876.8X0.90031=22,396.8 lb.

For the L.P. connecting rod

2,X 3.482X 1.08—1.08X 10.833T
P'f—C=1.6X588X20| 1+

—4.17852-1

H
117.354J

10.S33a

.17852-

=24,460.8 [l+(—0.03561)]=24,460.8X0.96439=23,589.7 lb

P'B +0=24,460.8 [1—(—0.03561)]=24,460.8X103561=25,331.8 lb

Hence the net horizontal inertia forces on the L.P. crank-pin are

:

At the front dead center,

Pf + (P>—C) =27,356.8+23,589.7=50,946.5 lb.

At the bach dead center,

Pb+P'b +C=22,396.8+25,331.8=47,728.6 lb.

Consequently, the effect upon the locomotive as a whole is as

follows

:

With the H.P. crank at the front center and the L.P crank at

the back center, the resulting longitudinal disturbing force is

47,728.6—46,960.7=767.9 lb., acting backward.

Willi (lie H.P. crank at the back center and the L.P. crank at the

front center, the unbalanced force is

50,946.5—42,978.5=7,968 lb., acting forward.

il variation per semi-revolution being,

TUT.'. • + 7.008=8,735.9 lb.

.[.1: EXPANSION LOCOMOTIVE.
1 - parts

r 1.08 -1

PF =1.6X083X20 1-) •1=28,412.8X1.09538=31,122.8 lb.

|_ 11.323 J
Pb =28,412.8 [1-0.09538] =28,412.8X0.90462=25,702.8 lb.

For the connecting rod

P'f—0=1.0X658J58.5X20J l+~

[—2.75724 "I

128.21 J

2X4.385X1.0S—1.08X11.323"

=27,393.01 1+

=27,393.0 [l+(—0.0215)] =27,393.6X0.9785=26,804.6 lb.

P'b+C=27,393.6 [1- (—0.0215) ] =27,393.6X1.0215=27,982.6 lb.

Hence the net horizontal inertia forces on the main crank-pin,

or the longitudinal disturbing effects upon the locomotive as a

whole are

:

Al the front dead center,

Pf+(P'f-O)=31,122.8+26,804.6=57,927.4 lb., acting forward.

At the back dead center,

Pb +P'b +C=25,702.8+27,9S2.6=53,685.4 lb., acting backward.

The total variation per semi-revolution being,

57,927.4+53,685.4=111,612.8 lb.

The foregoing results are summarized in the following table

:

TABLE II. INERTIA OF RECIPROCATING PARTS AND
CONNECTING ROD AT 80 M.P.H. , OR 336 R.P.M.

Inertia force on L. P.
crank-pin at front cen-

?rtia force on L. P.
crank-pin at back cen-

a force on locomo-
1 as a whole, H. P.
iik-pin at front cen-

Inertia force on locomo-
tive as a whole, H. P.
crank-pin at back cen-
ter

Inertia force, total varia-
tion per semi-revolu-
tion

Cole
Balanced
Compound.
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FIG. 2.—MILLING DRIVING BOX FACE OF SHOES AND WEDGES.

h
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only three of these jigs have been constructed, and, thus

only six shoes are milled at one time- The driving box face

is first milled as shown in Fig. 2. The cutter is of the in-

serted tooth type, 8 ins. in diameter and 18 ins. long, .
and

operates at 12% r.p.m. with a table feed of 2% ins. per min.

After the first operation the jigs are removed from the table

and two rows of shoes or wedges of six each are placed upon

parallel strips and are securely held in place by the clamps

and T bolts, as shown in Fig. 3. The outsides and the tops

of the flanges are milled by the gang cutters- The large

cutters are of the inserted-plate type, 13 ins. in diameter,

while the small cutters are solid and 6 ins. in diameter.

They operate at a speed of 12% r.p.m., and a table feed of

shoes or wedges, by reversing the cutters so as to use both

sides; the small cutters are good for more than this. The

cutters used in the third operation will mill 100 shoes or

wedges. This means that in any of the three operations a

man will run his machine for a least one full day and more

without having to touch the cutters, and that in any case

they will not need to be sent to the grinder until at least

two full days work has been done with each of them. These

figures are conservative and under these conditions the cut-

ters will at all times give a high class finish. It must be

understood that these figures were obtained for castings which

had not been put through the tumbler and had only a little

brushing with a wire brush, so that they were comparatively
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being milled. For the second op-

eration the shoes are turned over

and bolted down to the table, and

the fit for the cross head body is

milled I See A Fig. 6). The cut-

ters used for this operation are cf

the inserted plate type, 13 ins. iu

diameter and are operated at a

speed of 16 r.p.m. with a table feed

of l 1 ^ ins. per minute. For the

third operation the same jig which

is used for the shoes and wedges

and which is shown in detail in Fig.

1 is used. The three surfaces

marked B on Fig. 6 are finished in

this operation. Inserted plate cut-

ters 13 ins. in diameter and so ar-

ranged that they can be adjusted

for width are used and operate at

a speed of 16 r.p.m. with a table

feed of l 1! ins. per minute.

We are indebted for information

and drawings to Mr. H. H.

Vaughan, superintendent of motive

power, Mr. H. Osborne, superin-

tendent of shops and Mr. Gustave

Giroux, piece work inspector.

,.—rmisHTK

MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT RECORDS-THE
GRAPHIC SYSTEM.

By L. A. Labse>\*

To insure satisfactory results in the intricate and manifold

interests of railroading, particularly in the mechanical de-

partment—to show low costs and high service—an organiza-

tion must be maintained which shall control the details.

These being determined, the results are bound to follow.

Among the essential elements of such an organization may
be mentioned:

1. Systematic instructions.

(a) Covering all important matters.

(b) Complete, concise, and revised as demanded by chang-

ing conditions.

.'. Assurance that these instructions are being observed,

which requires

Familiarity on part of all concerned with them,

i Ij i Regular reports, showing returns.

::. Records, showing plainly the results.

This article does not discuss either the first or second, which

deserve separate attention, but treats only of records in the

mechanical department. The elements of a good record arc

(1) accuracy, (2) permanence, (3) simplicity, (4) compar-

ison. There are, in general, three methods of recording re-

sults: (1) as contained in the original reports, (2) in books

and statements, (3) the graphic system. Each has something

to commend itself. The first two certainly bear the stamp of

Ion? usage, but this alone cannot be accepted as final in their

le. It is not our purpose to point out the defects of

methods, though we might do so, but to indicate the

merits of the third, or graphic system. It has been only in

rise of the technician, that the value

of the graphic method has been recognized, and its field of

nasi has been but meagerly covered.

THE TOPS A.N1) 0UTS1DES OF THE FLAM.ES Of

CAST STEEL CBOSS-HEAD SHOES.

a period of ten years. Reference to the illustrations will more

fully explain them. Fig. 1 is a fac-simile of a part of the

daily, one-year diagram. Each perpendicular column, 1-24 in.

in width, represents one day, and the record shown covers a

month of 31 days. The diagram has 366 of these columns,

each month being distinctly shown by a heavy line, each five

days also being shown by lines heavier than those distin-

guishing days, but not so heavy as those separating months.

In like manner, the horizontal heavy lines separate spaces of

five and twenty-five. These lines do not usually indicate

periods of time, but are spaced for facility of calculation, each

space being denominated as representing a certain number of

cents, dollars, delays, etc., as may be considered most con-

F-FQHCiGH
HOT Boxes - rae. ish t c^as i iocac

3±fl!Hfc- liCTlfl." ;;ii^±|g| =

no. 1.

venient. Pig, :: Is a fac-simlle of a part of the montl

apbic record, or diagram. Is of varying sizes and year diagram, ami repn cord for two years. The
styles, limited only by the varying demands. The most mm-
monly used diagram Is made <>f smooth, heavy White paper,

U I Z4 Ins. In itze, ruled at right. angles |n green or orange

(as being l. iii'- 'wo general varieties are

:., the dally, one-year diagram, and the

monthly, ten-year diagram A«. these terms Indicate, 'he first

i to record dally occurrences for a period or on*

OTd monthly occurrences, expenses, etc., for

nlral Depa'tjB.

lightest perpendicular lines separate periods of one month

those slightly heavier periods of b month . while the heavl

i | distinguish periods of twelve months. The horizontal

lines In this diagram, as in Pig. I, are flexible in the!

alflcai convenience heavier line; distinguish cer

tain spaces. The entries are made bs using India li

when but one coloi Is needed), oi a 6 H drafting pencil. The

latter Is more convenient, but the former la more nearly per

mini—ti
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Each small square in Fig. 1 represents one car, and it will

be noted that on January 1st two foreign and no local cars

were reported running hot on northbound trains, and no for-

eign and one local car running hot on southbound trains, or

a total of two foreign and one local. The situation had be-

come much more serious by the 10th of the month, the trou-

ble coming almost entirely from foreign cars. This diagram

1903

EtfCilME fBILUStS

DDU3Uf1fe -STflUmd

HOT STERMIflG

leaking Fiues

-snxn pipes

-JTSY-80LTJ

8UR5T nut

FOBIIinG

HuTURmrK, B0XE5

• TRUCK B0XE5

-TR.RIIEP. TRUCK

-TEnOER BWE5

-CRflriK PirtS

BROKEI o« DEFECTIVE

oik po>-|p

fliRPUPIP t*t>.

RlRMCiE

Each small square represents one failure, the twelve per-

pendicular columns representing months. For example: In

January engine 500 failed once doubling or stalling, three

times not steaming, twice flues leaking, and once burst flue.

The engines follow each other in numerical order, which al-

lows a quick comparison between individual engines of the

same class. Each diagram carries a complete yearly record

F?£PI1I« S - LOC OS
:ua S s e. s

CLASS

'*

.SHOP

_ RO HO

FIG. 4.

LOCOinOTi ves- ConoiTiow.riite<\6E , cost of wg paiw s -

inoe »

§ R>OR

Fi«E Box
FLUE £

Tines

WtVfe t*\o Tiort

DFti vvnu BOxe a

OTMEA P**e?TS

D-
LI6HT

NCOIUM

MOWY

D* CCSTOf «EP«S
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terial, $700. The comparisons allowed here will occur to the

reader. A glance will reveal the condition of an engine as

to all vital parts, mileage made each month, when, why, and

how long held in shop, cost of repairs, when next due for

shopping, etc. One sheet will carry such a record for six

engines for ten years.

Figs. 4, 5 and 6 indicate more general records than those

above explained, and illustrate respectively records Nos. 11,

12 and 13 in the list given at the end of the article. Fig. 4

is a record of the cost of repairs to class W engines during

each month of 1905 on two divisions. Note that shop and

roundhouse expense is shown separately and is divided be-

tween labor and material. On A. B. division the January cost

was $.046 per mile, while on C. D. division the corresponding

cost was J.06. Both divisions show an increase from month

to month, though for some reason the cost on C. D. division

is uniformly higher than on A. B. division. The complete

record includes the cost on each division, and total cost for

the system. Each class of engine is shown on a separate

sheet, so that the number of sheets is determined by the

number of classes of locomotives.

Fig. 5 represents a part of the record of the Joyville round-

house payrolls. Each class of labor is shown separately, and

ShOPP'MCi LOCO no ~

FIG. 6.

rates are shown in figures, e. g., the machinists' roll in Jan-

uary amounted to $S0 (1 man), rate $3.45, in April, May and

June from $120 to $130 12 men). The bollermakers' roll ta-

il from $110 in January to $160 in December. At the

foot of the sheet the total roll is shown, e. g., in January it

was $1,500, and in December $1,700. A recapitulation sheet

bowing total., oi each roundhouse on tin- system is also used,

allowing a quick comparison of all points. It is a simple

mat i»-r to compare the roundhouse labor expense from month

to month without being cambered with a lot of statements

an'] figures, and it is as simple to make like comparison be-

•rresponding months or periods of various years.

0. illustrates a record whose object is to keep the su-

perintendent of motive power informed of the condition of

his locomotives, and is a complement to the record of con-

dition of Individual locomotives. Fig. 3, giving in a concise

form as to rill engines on a certain division Information con-

cerning iocomotiTea which ro<inirc shopping within a period

of It" days. The monthly Condition reports, referred to In

puaatlon of Fig. ::, indicate in a sufficiently accurate

way for all general purposes the engines which should go to

the shop at once or within a period of from SO to 00 days.

The payroll of the shop, being, of course, dependent upon the

engines In Shop, 'an then be somewhat accurately foreshad-

owed, »o that on roads where a payroll allowance Is made at

the beginning of each month, such a record is of considerable

value. This record also shows how rapidly the engines ot

each division are turned out, i. e., the shop output, to know
which is often important.

Fig. 7.—Note that while E. F. division has been having the

least number of engine failures, varying from 50 in January,

1904, to 20 in August, its record on mileage basis is not so

satisfactory as that of X. Y. division, and varies from 6,800

miles per failure in January, 1904, to 9,000 in August, It is

easy to see that A. B. division is not making an enviable

record.

Fig. 8 illustrates two methods of recording results: (1) by

lines connected at right angles, (2) by lines connected from

point to point. The first six months' record of 1904 is re-

PiJITRoll s

Joyville go.ho.

MACHIrt 1STS

Boi lesmakEhs

|$5oo

Tota l

E.H&IHF f^ilur r ^

.- MIL6H6E PS R FAILURE

_ n u >-i e> e. r.
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conditions under which each man works, so far as coal allow-

ance is concerned, are thus practically alike, the saving of

fuel is made to be dependent largely upon the personal ele-

ment, and this diagram record shows plainly what each man

is doing. It also indicates the manner in which it may be

applied to men as well as things. This book is carried by

the master mechanic or road foreman of engines, and each

engineman can be shown his record compared from month

to month and with that of the men on opposite or similar

runs. These loose leaf books, with 150 sheets, sufficient for

the records of SO0 engineers and 300 firemen for 7 years, cost

$1.75 each; extra leaves, 50c. per 100. The 19 x 24-in. sheets

cost about 5 cents each in quantities.

It should be explained that the diagrams themselves do not

require that the spaces be filled in solidly in black, as shown

in Figs. 1 and 3 (this being required in the text only to make

the illustrations clear). The lines, being black on a back-

its results, and combines in an eminent degree the elements

of a good record: accuracy, permanence, simplicity and com-

parison.

\zs% roAi-coxsuwPT ion - e*ce.ss

AR LEE J

FIG. 8.

ground of green, stand out singly, and, of course, are con-

nected as additional entries are made. It should also be un-

derstood that the various illustrations given do not indicate

actual results on any certain road, but do represent records

actually kept
As indicating the variety of records which are in actual

use, the following may be mentioned:

1. Hot Boxes—Freight Cars—Division, Direction, Foreign or Local,

Number Daily. Totals.
Hot Boxes—Passenger Cars—Direction, Car No., Division, System

Totals.
2. Cylinders and Triples Cleaned—Freight Cars—Number Per Month.

Stations. Division. System Totals.
3. Slid Flat Wheels—Freight. Passenger. Locomotive. Number Re-

moved. Mileage Per Pair. Each Division, System Totals.

4. Lighting Passenger Cars—Comparative Cost—Plntsch, Acetylene,
Elect:

5. Detective Air Hose Removed—Number. Cause, Manufacturer. Aver-
age Life of Each.

6. Repairs to Cars—Freight and Passenger—Total, Labor and
Material. Mileage. Cost Per Mile, Etc.

7. Consumption of Oil— (1) Locomotive—Miles Per Pint. Valve.

Engine. Etc.. Cost Per 1.000 Miles.

Consumption of Oil— (2) Cars—Freight and Passenger—Miles Per
Pint. Cost Per 1,000 Miles.

8. Engine Failures— (1) Individual Engines, Nature of Failure..

Date. Division.
Engine Failures— (21 Total. Divisions. Miles Per Failure.

9. Coal ConsumDtion— (1) Ton and Engine Mileage Per Ton, Various
Divisions, Passenger. Freight and Other Classes of Service.

Coal Consumption— (2) Various Classes of Engines, Comparing
Actual With Allowance.

Coal Consumption— (3) Various Classes of Trains, Comparing
Actual With Allowance.

10. Boiler Work—Fireboxes. Flues. Side Sheets, Etc.. Applied to In-
dividual Engines, Number, Date.

11. Repairs to Locomotives— (1) By Classes, Cost Per Mile, Labor and
Material. Shop and Roundhouse.

Repairs to Locomotives— (2) Total Cost, Cost Per Mile. Labor and
Material. Shcp and Roundhouse.

12. Pay Rolls—Actual. Each Month, Each Class of Labor, Stations
and D:'

13. Shopping Locomotives—Number in Shop. Turned Out, Due in 30
Davs. Due In 60 Days. Divisions.

14. Gasoline Used at Water Stations and Coal Docks—Gallons Each
': Cost of Pumping. Etc.

IT.. Coal Used at Stationary Plants. R. H. and Shop—Tons Each Month,
Each Plant

The advantages of the graphic record are many; certain

mentioned:
handy, easily made and understood.

- well as the labor cost of maintaining, is nominal.
3. They are permanent and carry complete data for from one to ten

4. They admit of quick sr=d accurate comparisons such as can be made
in no othrr war, as to time, costs, stations, divisions, etc..

limited only by the varieties of subjects considered.

In a word, the graphic system is immediate and final In

VAUCLAIN 4-CYLINDER BALANCED COMPOUND PASS
• ENGER LOCOMOTIVE, PACIFIC TYPE.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.

Thirty of these engines have been built by the Baldwin

Locomoiive Works for the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail-

way. This is the second application of the Vauclain 4-

cylinder balanced compound arrangement to Pacific type loco-

motives, the first application having been made to the Oregon

Railroad & Navigation Company's locomotives, which were

described on page 246 of our July issue. The weight of the

Santa Fe engine, as given below, was taken with two gauges of

water and a steam pressure of 120 lbs., while the weight of the

O. R. & X. engine was taken with three gauges of water and 200

lbs. steam pressure, and, therefore, the weight of the two

locomotives under similar conditions would be about the

same. The Santa Fe engine, however, weighs considerably

more on drivers and is also considerably more powerful,

having a tractive powtr of 32.S00 as compared to 28,000 lbs.

for the O. R. & X. engine. The cylinders of the two locomo-

tives are of the same size, but the driving wheels for the

Santa Fe engine are 4 ins. less in diameter and the steam

pressure is 20 lbs. greater.

The Santa Fe engines have a built up crank axle, this being

more easily manufactured and the metal being more uni-

form than in the forged crank axles used on the O. R. & N.

engines.

A safety strap made of a Yj-in. steel plate Is fastened to

the boiler and has a brass collar which fits over this axle at

the centre to guard against damage if for any reason the

axle should break. The engines are equipped with a traction

increaser of the same design, as used on the Santa Fe Atlantic

type engines. As it was desired to have the driving wheels

and axles interchangeable as far as possible with those used

on the single expansion type locomotives and as it was nec-

essary to have a greater width between the frames at the

cylinders and at the main driving wheels on the balanced

compound engine the cast steel frame is offset and made wider

at these two points as shown in the accompanying drawing.

The bifurcated rod is of the same design as used on the

O. R. & X. engine, as shown in detail on page 246, except that

it is a little longer. The engine is arranged for burning oil

and the tender has a capacity of 8,500 gals, of water and
3.300 gals, of oil. A list of dimensions follows:

PiCmC TYPE BALANCED COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE ATCHISON, TOPEKA
& SANTA FE RAILWAY.

GENERAL DATA.
Gauge 4 ft. 81A Ins.
Service ' Passenger.
Fuel Oil.
Tractive power 32.S00 lbs.
Weight in working order (2 gauges water) 226.700 lbs.
Weight on drivers 151.900 lbs.
Weight on leading truck 35.800 lbs.
Weight on trailing truck 39.000 lbs.
Weight of engine and tender In working order 402.783 lbs.
Wheel base, driving 13 ft. 8 Ins.
Wheel base, total 34 ft.

Wheel base, engine and tender 66 ft. l'i ins.

RATIOS.
Tractive weight -5- tractive effort 4.63
Tractive effort x diam. drivers ~ heating surface 666
Total weight -4- tractive effort 6 91

CYLINDERS.
Kind Compound.
Diameter and stroke 17 and 28 by 28 ins.
Valves Piston.

WHEELS.
Driving, diameter over tires 73 Ins.
Driving, thickness of tires 3L& Ins.
Driving journals, main, diameter and length 11 by 10 Ins.
Driving Journals, others, diameter and length 9 by 12 ins.

Engine truck wheels, diameter 31% Ins.
Engine truck. Journals 6 by 10 ins.

Trailing truck wheels, diameter 43 Ins.
Trailing truck. Journals 7% by 12 Ins.

BOILER.
Style wagon top.
Working pressure 220 lbs.
Outside diameter of first ring 70 Ins.
Firebox, length and width 108 by 7114 ins.

Firebox, depth, front and back 78% and 68% Ins.
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nxuxB ram »\m\ n pacific iypf. balanced compound locomotive, jhoif j,r, ojjsei ut the cylinders and at

lilt MAIN IlKIVl.M, Will

v and Vi in. The executive com i jtses of the Macter Car Builders' and
the Master M. hanlci .imoc la lions will meet at the Manhat-
tan Hotel, \ J .. .

'
.• -r ith, and It Is expected that

i
ft. the location for i'j-. J jr.- ™iuot;lon.- will l>^ decided upon at

that time.

• •• .

Tab IXH Pt n.«yi vasi v —On November 4th the

z=^. Pennsylvania westbound 18-houi- train left Harrisburg, Pa.

' Wati .n ! in <"
it j i on time. This dk

"f TIT -
'I in Til minutes, the averag.

I:

"

'

I IS 1 From Hard-!
I oti Al'oona. 1 : Up 67J miles per hour; from Altoona to

III 1'. hold Pittsburgh. 1IT mOea, 18.16 mll-s p.-r hour: from Pittsburgh
wh'-n the opera- In Cr ;.<-r hour, and froi I

hour.
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54- INCH RAPID PRODUCTION BORING AND TURNING
MILL.

A 54-in. rapid production boring mill, which is the latest

development in the Bullard boring and turning mills, is shown
in the accompanying illustrations. It has a capacity for work
56 in. in diameter and 42 in. in height; the table is 52 in.

in diameter and is driven by a large steel spur pinion mesh
ing with an internal gear of as large diameter as the size of

the table will permit. The table has a self-centering ten

dency, due to the large angular thrust bearing shown in Fig. 3

The side strains are taken by vertical bearings, and the weight

of the table and the spindle, as well as the work' on the table,

tends to preserve the alignment.

An important feature of the machine is that every move-

ment or adjustment, except for the left hand head, may be

operated when the brake is set, and it in turn locks the brake
lever until the gearing is fully engaged. This inter-locking

arrangement safeguards the driving mechanism from care-

less handling, but does not interfere with the rapid manipula-
tion of the machine, a change from the highest to the lowest

speed being made in a very few seconds. The machine may
be driven from a countershaft or by a 15 h.p. constant-speed

motor mounted on the bracket between the housings, as shown
in Fig. 2. This bracket is so designed that if desired the

motor may be suspended and gears or silent chain sprockets

may be substituted for the belt pulleys.

The feeds are independent for each head, have ten changes

ranging from 1-32 to % of an inch for each revolution of the

table, and are readily changed or reversed by levers D, E and
F. A notable feature in connection with the feeds is the entire

elimination of pull gears and crank handles at the ends of rods

FIC. 1.—BULLLARD 54-IXCir RAPID PRODUCTION" BORINT, MILL.

made by the operator without moving from his position.

Fifteen table speeds are obtained from the speed box, which
is shown at the extreme right of Fig. 1, and from the head
stock which is mounted on the bed between the housings

i Fit;, i' I. The head stock furnishes three speeds, and any one
of these may be obtained by means of lever A, which operates

positive clutches. The pilot wheel B controls the changes in

l In- speed box, each spoke indicating one speed, which is

only when its corresponding spoke is in a vertical

Tlic brake lever C, which is on the same shaft as

>L wheel B, is operated by lifting. This brake allows

the tabli i be instantly stopped at any point, and can be

applied only when the frictions are disengaged, and the pilot

wheel spoke is in a neutral position; it is impossible to turn

the pilot wheel while the brake is on. The lever, which con-

trols the changes in the head stock gearing, can only be

and screws; pull gears being replaced by gears constantly in

mesh, and change from vertical to cross feed, or vice versa,

being made by adjustable friction clutches operated by the

lever H. This device multiplies many times the value of the

rapid traverse and serves the purpose of a safety slip point in

an otherwise positive train of feed gears, obviating all chance

of breakage and delay through careless handling.

Rapid power traverse of the head and tool bar is obtained

from the vertical feed rod, the cone frictions at its upper end

being engaged by the horizontal lever G, shown at its lower

end. In its central position the feeds are engaged, but by

raising or lowering the lever the clutch is released and the

cone frictions brought into contact with a high speed top

shaft and the rod revolved at a high rate of speed. The con-

nection between the feed box and feed rod is a claw clutch,

so arranged as to engage in but one position; the rapid
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Lubrication of all parts subject

lo wear has received special atten-

tion. Both the headstock and speed

box are entirely enclosed and the

splash system of oiling is used, the

gears running in a constant bath

of oil. All high speed shafts

have ring or chain oiling boxes and

gauges are so placed as lo indicate

the amount of oil in each. The
angular thrust bearing of the main
spindle is entirely immersed, oil

pockets in the bed insuring ample
lubrication of its entire surface,

while a felt ring feeds oil to the

vertical journals. In Fig. 3 will

be seen the main features of this

bearing, also the indicator for

proper oil level at the left side of

the bed. This machine weighs

about 17,500 lbs., and is made by

the Bullard Machine Tool Com-
pany, Bridgeport, Conn.

Hi.. 2.—BEAK VIEW 'ii BDIXABD BOKIXG MILL, SHOWING APPLICATION OF MOTOR DRIVE.

traverse ma; be used in thread cutting with no danger of a

split thread resulting. The feeds are reversed in the feed

-.. the position of the traverse lever bears a constant

relation to the direction "t" movement in ihe head and bar.

confusion in the mind of the operator being entirelj obviated.

Fine adjustment of the cutting tool is made by the double

acting ratchet levers .1, shown attached to saddle. These

ratchets automatically release their gri|i when actuating pres-

sure is relieved. This device renders it possible for the

operator to Bet 'he tool to the proper depth of cut or the

diameter required at close range and saves the time consumed
in going to the end of the rail to make adjustments as in the

>f the ordinary machine having crank handles.

'Ih- construction of the rail is a feature which adds much
io the rigidity and accuracy of the mill, as the entire weight

|. ported by the bearing at the bottom- of

the rail, the upper bearing serving only to resist tin- tendenc]

of the head to tilt forward under the pressure of the cut
The |. In tie- centre of the long, narrow

iv there is no tendency to cant ami bind

rail as in the usual construction. This princlpli

guide bearing having a greater proportion of length to width

in maintaining the alignment of tie- centn

rail, the rail being held centra] by a gibbed blocl

Ing in the recess in the face ol the light hand

Another notable feature i- the method of driving tin- '"i 1

•i.hii operates 'he rail lining screws. The chan

Ion of moves
trig pinion of which Ih cut in the end of a QUlll which Ih a

running fit on tie ihe driving kej being lo

in the middle of haft in order to equalize the torsion be

ends.

Railroad Y. M. C. A.—From .May

1st, 1903, to May 1st, 1905, the

number of associations increased

from 194 to 207; the number of

buildings from 114 to 130; 'he

membership from 02,:i4s to 74,324;

the average daily attendance from
J7.s::i to :::;,!i", l ; ihe rest rooms

used from 841.179 to 1,144,457; stu-

dents in educational classes from

1,851 to 2,004, and the students in

Bible classes from 2,883 to 1.1 83

The rapid growth during the past

two years is verj encouraging.

it.:. .1. INOULAR iiikim \\n VKBTICA1 BEABING8 "i BULLLABD

BOBING Mill.

tifiCAL I'ir.ii. hi Association. At a meeting and ban-

quet of thl i beld at the Aldine Club, New York,

November 3d, the following officers were elected. President,

C B Moi e, in.-, i ,.,ii Kami Company; 1st Vice-Pre

ii M Cleaver, Nile Bement Pond Company; lm Vice-Pre

Prank n Dale, General Electric Company; Secretary, Rodman
Oildei . Ci '»

i er Wheeler ' lompa I urer, ii. m
I

Sprague Electrli Company; members of Bxecutlvi Com
m Smiih. W( Companies and Chs \i Man-

fred, John Manville Companj Mr, II. M. Davli addressed
ih. association on "The Advertising Appropriation."
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OIL FURNACES.

The following is taken from a paper prtstnted before the

National Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association by Mr.

J. G. Jordan:

W'li •! I believe to be the most important point in con-

structing an oil furnace so tint it will work properly is to

have sufficient air or fan blast to cause the proper combus-

tion in i he furnace. In order to do this you must have not

less than eight: ounces of fan blast, or from 60 to 75 lbs. of

air pressure, to cut your oil or spray it properly into the

furnace. The construction of the burner also forms a very

important item in the successful operation of an oil furnace.

We nave many kinds of burners in the different furnaces in

our shops, such as steam, compressed air and fan blast burn-

ers. We use only air and fan blast in the blacksmith shop,

as we believe them to be the best. I tried steam burners,

but they do not work well on account of the water in the

steam, which prevents getting a good welding heat on the

iron. We have one large scrap, or axle, furnace, in which
we heat 10-in. driving axles. It is operated with a 10-oz-

fan blast, three burners at one end, and stack at other end,

and has two doors. The burners are made of 3-in. gas pipe,

with %-in. oil pipe in center. In constructing pipe burners

you should have the oil pipe back of blast pipe, and 1% ins.

from the end of same, and protected by about 2 ins. of extra

fire brick inside the furnace. Without this arrangement you
will experience great difficulty in keeping the oil pipe clear

of the severe heat with which it comes in contact inside the

furnace. There should be a combustion chamber on every

scrap furnace, or a firebox about 3 ft. wide, with a bridge ex-

tending well over the burners, so that the oil will have no
possible chance to come in contact with the piles of scrap or

slabs in the furnace. If the oil does come in contact with the

slabs, you will have black seams or streaks in the forging,

and when "it is planed or turned up the forging will be con-

demned. This, of course, makes no difference in any but a

welding furnace.

A bolt furnace should have a water front and a continuous

stream of cold water running into the bottom of the water
front, and the hot water running out througn a waste pipe

at the top. In this way the heat in front of the furnace

will ije diminished, which makes it much more comfortable

to the man heating the iron. A bolt furnace should have two

burni rs, one at each end, so that in case one burner gets out

of working order the other can be used. In pll cases you
must use blast in both burners, and oil in only one; otherwise,

the burner which is not working will be damaged or ruined
ii the excessive heat. We use fronl 40 to 50 gals, of fuel oil

in ten hours in one of these bolt furnaces.

A spring furnace should have a combustion chamber, or

firebox, and a stack to carry off the gases arising from the oil,

springruaker can stand close to the aoor at all times
with comparative comfort, in order to gauge the oil to keep
the furnace at the same degree of heat and prevent overheat-

ing the steel. Our spring furnace has two burners at one end
and stack at the other. It has a firebrick floor, and is large

enough to heat the longest spring leaves.

The construction of a flue furnace differs materially from
any other, on account of the short heat taken in welding the

nd on the flue. A flue furnace should have a combus-
tion chamber, and from it should iead a narrow passageway
(saj about 4 ins. square) to where the flame comes in contact
with the flue. After ft passes the flue there should be a stack

to draw off the blaze. If you have no stack you will get too
long a heat on the flue, and it will be almost impossible for

the flue-welder to stand by his machine, on account of the in-

ind the gases arising from the oil. With the old

lues was a good day's work, while with one
of these oil furnaces 400 flues can be welded in ten hours with

In regard to the kind of furnace best adapted for a bull-

dozer, for heating arch bars, and all other work that needs
forming or bending, I would suggest that it be wide enough

to accommodate the longest piece of iron to be bent. Also

that it have one door opposite the one out or which you are

working, so when you have a piece of iron of extraordinary

length you can put it through the opposite door. It should

have two burners at one end and a stack at the other, to

draw off the surplus heat and gases, so that you can -put your

machine close to the furnace door and save the unnecessary

expense of handling the material a distance. No combustion

chamber or firebox is necessary with this furnace, as no weld-

ing is done with it, and the burners can be run right into the

furnace.

There is another kind of furnace that I wish to call your

attention to, and that is a special furnace built for use in

straightening steel underframing for freight cars. When cars

are wrecked, as you know, it does everything to them except

tie them in a knot. In some cases they are 20 ins. wide and

40 ft. long, so I built a special furnace for them. This fur-

nace is 9 ft. long, 30 ins. wide, and has two air burners on

one side and two doors, one at each end, so that we can run

the sheets clear through and heat them at any place where

they are bent. This is a very good furnace for this class of

work, as you can erect them at any place needed, and with

very little expense can run air into it, and set. out a car of

oil next to it. The oil cars are of sufficient height to run

the oil into the burners by gravity. By this process you can

take an S-ft. heat on a sheet % in. thick in about five minutes.

In conclusion, I wish to say that I am a firm believer in oil

furnaces, as the work that we turn out with them is double

and over, and sometimes treble, the work done with coal or

coke. Even if oil was considerably higher and coal propor-

tionately low, it would pay to use oil on account of the greater

output of work.

HOW STEEL AXLES FAIL.

Coming now to actual conditions of service, in a car-axle,

for example, the maximum fiber-stress allowable by calculation

is from 18.000 to 20,000 lbs. per sq. in. in certain parts of the

axle, and 7.000 to lu.iiiin or 12.000 lbs. in other parts. The
experience of the Pennsylvania Railroad indicates that, with

this maximum calculated fiber-stress, if the metal used in car-

axles is steel of not above 65,000 or 70.000 lbs. tensile strength,

the axle will sooner or later fail in service. The method of

failure is peculiar and worth a word of remark. For example,

instead of the journal breaking off from the axle suddenly, due

to shock (as we are quite accustomed to see things break),

apparently the metal that has the maximum fiber-stress begins

to break without any elongation or stretch. This, of course,

will be at the surface of the journal, usually at the fillet of the

shoulder. A single fiber, if we may use the expression, having

broken, the next fiber underneath it receives the maximum
fiber-stress slightly Increased, and it ultimately fails, and so on.

until after a while there will be quite a large portion of the

section of the axle broken off in this manner. Then some sud-

den shock breaks the rest of it and the journal drops off.

This breaking of the parts subjected to the maximum fiber-

stress, a little at a time, is known as "detail fracture," or

sometimes as "progressive fracture." It is a real difficulty

and occurs in many places besides car-axles.

With our present knowledge of the subject, the remedy for

the failure of a part due to detail fracture is twofold: (1)

Either increase the size of the part, which with the same loads

will diminish the fiber-stress, as is clearly evident, or, (2)

change the nature of the steel, so that the ratio between the

calculated maximum fiber-stress and the ultimate tensile

strength will be greater; that is to say, if we may trust the

experience of the Pennsylvania Railroad, if the maximum
fiber-stress between wheels is 20,000 lb. and a steel of 66,000

or 70,000 lb. tensile strength is used sooner or later there

will be failures in the car-axles between the wheels. On the

other hand, with exactly the same sizes and loads, and con-

sequently the same maximum fiber-stress, if the steel used is

from 80,000 to 85,000 lb. tensile strength, there will be no
failures during the life of the axle.
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The point to which I am leading and to which all that I

have said is preliminary, is this:—Iron and steel do not be-

have alike, when subjected to bending-stresses. We think it

is perfectly safe to say that a well-made iron car-axle, the

metal of which will show in tensile strength from 4S.000 to

lb. per sq. in., will stand successfully the same fiber-

stress as steel of SO.OOO to S5,000 lb. tensile strength. Just

why this is so, I am unable to explain, but there is a very

large amount of accumulated experience which seems to in-

dicate that a metal like iron, which is believed to be a bundle

of fibers, each one surrounded by slag, and which has within

itself the power of the distribution of the strain, is a more
reliable metal when subjected to bending stresses than a per-

fectly homogeneous metal like steel. This is hardly the place

or the time to go into a discussion of this phase of the case,

ami so I close by saying, that the present outlook seems to be

thai if wrought iron can be made in sufficiently large masses,

so thai flaws and defective wolds will be eliminated, it might

again become a successful rival of steel, especially if it can be

made at a cost that will permit of commercial competition.

—

Dr. Charles B. Dudley, American Institute of Mining Engi-

NEW DRAFT APPARATUS FOR HANDLING HOT
GASES.

In handling hot gases with a fan, as in a plant producing

induced draft for boilers, it is practically impossible to give

the fan shaft a suitable bearing at the inlet side, as it would

sarily be situate.] in the inlet area and would be sur-

rounded by hot flue unses. Much better results have been ob-

tained by the use of an overhung wheel having in addition to

the two engine boatings a bearing on the engine side of the

II' 1 \| » Iphwp APPABATI - FOB HANDHITO HOI OASES,

fan, but none on the inlet side. This form of con tr

has, however, given .en Iderable trouble because of the diffl-

of lining the third bearing up with the two

bearing

1 HhowK a new method of construction, which

biH difficulty. All three journal bo In the

• frame and can all be bore. I with the Same lioiing bar,

and will, therefore, be In line The far. bearing It

lied, with

bearings are nol nece ..;,,..- and the con traction Is Impllfled,

bearing U supported bj the engine bed, and m

the bousing of the fan, and additional bracing for the fan

bousing Ih not required.

, ., been Unproved upon.

One heavy spider built of 1 beams cast into the hub is

in place of the ordinary arrangement with three spiders.

The blades are braced as shown in Fig. 2. This const nut ion

is fully as strong and rigid as the three spider arrangement,

and by the use of a single spider the necessity for more than

one hub on the shaft is obviated and the load of fhe wheel

is concentrated upon a comparatively short length of shaft.

With the deep cone in the casing, as shown in Fig. 1, and the

II... 2.— .NEW TYPE OF IAN WHEEL,

fan bearing setting as far in it, as it. does, the distance from
the fan housing and the centre of gravity of the fan is very

short and the weight, of the shaft acting on the fan bearing

as a fulcrum does not. cause an upward thrust in the engine

and on the engine journal caps.

The engine is of the enclosed type and is oiled by a recently

designed pump which distributes copious streams of oil over

the reciprocating and revolving parts, even lubricating the

eccentrics outside of the frame. Tests have shown thai it

will run several months without oiling or adjustment. This

outfit is manufactured by the American Blower Company of

Detroit, Michigan.

The record was broken at the Baldwin Locomotive Works
during Occtober, when 225 locomotives were turned out. For

the first six months of this year 1,800 I" tives were com-

pleted.

M <x Locomotive fob Pob'due.—Mr. Henry F. Shaw of

Boston, well known in railway circles for his devotion to the

problem of balancing the reciprocating parts of locomotives,

has presented to Purdue University a i lei locomotive em
bodying his latest design. The mode] is constructed on the

scale of i inch to the foot, and Is an excellent pie i worl

Railroad Statj ni According to the most recent German
statistics, the length of the railroads of the world was r.37,105

miles on lie. .nil., i :',]. 1904, of which 270,386 miles v

America, 1ST, 77t; miles in i: illes in Asia, 15,649

miles in Africa, ami 16,702 miles in Australasia. Of the mile-

age of European railroads, <;. first (34,016),

followed in their order by Russia (33,286), Frame (2S.266),

Austria-Hung : nited Kingdom (22,592),

Italy (10,026), Sp 656) Swedi n and Noi waj (7,730)

id Ion of the European railroad
i

per ml il $i 'i7.r>77. while foi the remalndet

of the world ii.. The total value

of the rallroadi ol the world, according to the e statistics, is

$43,000 which the European road figure for 22,-

l..i i oiling '.» I, is as follows, In

number Lot "m.. r

ami fret *' ' neral Quentl

Franl tort.
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iy2 AND 3 FOOT RADIAL DRILL. of any gear in the box does not exceed 301 ft. per minute.

TABLE 1. LIST OF SPEEDS.

The radial drill illustrated herewith is of new design

throughout. It is adapted for a medium class of work, and has

a capacity for drilling holes from the solid up to 2 in. in steel

and 2% in. in cast iron. One of the most important improve-

ments is the speed box, which, without back gears or a clutch

of any kind, gives instantly with a single lever any one of six

changes of speed.

Referring to the diagram showing a section through the

speed box: C is the driving shaft, to which is keyed the fixed

gear D and the sliding gear B; the tumbler plate A on this

shaft carries the intermediate gear E, which meshes with B
and with any one of the fixed gears, G, H, I, J and K, on the

shaft L. The intermediate gear F transmits continuous mo-
tion from the fixed gear D to the loose gear M, which carries

a pawl and runs on the hub of a ratchet keyed to the shaft L
and a device for automatically engaging the pawl or keeping

qT3
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on the head, and they may be engaged or disengaged from the

front of the machine while it is running. The feeding mechan-

ism furnishes four rates of feed, advancing by even increments

from .00S to .020 in. per revolution of the spindle, each of

which is instantly available. The sleeve is mounted on a

stationary stump which extends up to and has a bearing at the

top of the machine. By means of steel tumbler gears the arm
is lowered at double the speed at which it is elevated. The

tapping mechanism is incorporated in the head and allows

the taps to be backed out at any speed with which the machine

•

u

I

SECTION" THROUGH SPEED BOX.

is provided. It is equipped with a friction clutch, which,

owing to the back gears being located between it and the

spindle gear, is obliged to transmit but one-sixth the pull

required at the spindle. These machines are made in 2% and

izes, which weigh 3.G20 and 3,750 lbs. respectively, and
are manufactured by the Bickford Drill & Tool Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

ing their entire line of portable drills, adapting them for

motor drive, using standard motors, and machines Nos. 4

and 5 are now upon the market. These machines are pro-

vided with a sling for convenient, handling by crane, and are

extensively used where a portable drill is required for doing

heavy or awkward drilling or boring. They are also adapted

for a large range of regular work when not employed for

portable purposes, and as these two sizes are powerfully back

geared, they will do practically the same work as may be

accomplished by the use of a large standard drill press or

radial drill. Their capacity for different pur-

poses is limited only by the ingenuity of the

operator in adapting them to various situa-

tions and uses.

The illustrations show a No. 5 machine
equipped with a 3-h.p. variable speed North-

ern Electric 220-volt motor. The general

design of No. 4 is practically the same.

These drilling machines have a base contain-

ing two bearings, one vertical and one hori-

zontal, allowing the machines to be used for

either vertical or horizontal drilling. The
base is provided with four slotted lugs, by
which it can be bolted on or near the piece

to be drilled or bored. In this base is fitted

a post adjustable to allow for the use of

different lengths of drills and sockets in the

spindle. On this post, on top of which is

cut a worm wheel, is fitted a cup washer
containing on one side a bearing with a

worm which meshes in the worm wheel on

the post by which it can be entirely revolved

around the axis of the base.

ELECTRIC DRIVEN PORTABLE DRILLS.

For several years Dallett portable drills have been adapted

for motor drive, using a special motor and a planetary gear

reduction. At the present time, however, they are redesign-
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The frame of the machine rests in a groove planed across

the top washer, and is clamped firmly in place by a square

washer on top and a stud tapped into the post. This frame

has a movement lengthwise at right angles to the axis of the

base, is actuated by a side screw, and has at its front end a

clamp bearing to receive the drill head. The drill head con-

sists of a frame with a spindle, feed screw and feeding device.

The feeding mechanism consists of a pair of bevel gears,

feed-shaft, rocker, pawl, ratchet, pawl-plate, wheel, feed nut

and feed screw, the latter pressing directly upon the top end

of the spindle, the thrust being taken by a fibre-washer, and

is coupled to the spindle by a yoke-nut. The connecting rod

between the crank and rocker pawl is fitted with a spring,

which may be set for any pressure of feed, so that when this

pressure is exceeded the spring will be compressed and the

feed will cease to operate until the excessive pressure is re-

lieved. A change of feed from one tooth to seventeen is ef-

fected by shifting a thumb-latch, no wrench being required.

The back gear is thrown in mesh by an eccentric shaft, which

is locked in place with a thumb screw. When the back gear

is in use the key is unclutched from the cone shaft by throw-

ing out a clutch key.

No. 5 portable drill has a radial adjustment of 26 ins.,

drilling at one setting anywhere over a surface of 72 ins. out-

side diameter and 22% ins. inside diameter. The spindle is

provided with a No. 5 Morse taper, has a diameter of 2 1-16

ins., a traverse of 20 ins., and the range of speeds is from

19 to 90 r.p.m., with a feed of from .005 ins. to .075 ins. per

revolution of the spindle. The net weight of the machine,

complete, is 1,300 lbs.

The No. 4 drill has a radial adjustment of 28 ins., drilling at

one setting anywhere over a surface of 56 ins. outside diam-

eter and 16 ins. inside diameter. It has a spindle traverse

of 12 ins., with a diameter of spindle of 1 11-16 ins., and is

provided with a No. 4 Morse taper. This machine has a

range of speed from 29 to 153 r.p.m., with the same feeds per

revolution of spindle as the No. 5. The vertical adjustment

of the post in the base is 6 ins., as against 8 ins. in the No.

5 machine. The net weight of the No. 4 machine is 765 lbs.

These machines are made by the Thomas H. Dallett Company,

Philadelphia, Pa., and they expect in a short time to be pre-

pared to furnish any of the other sizes of their drilling ma-

chines equipped for standard motors.

Practical Planer Kinks for Planer Hands. By Carroll Ashley.

Published bv the Hill Publishing Company, New York. 1905.

80 pages. Price, $1.00.

This book was written for planer bands by a planer hand who
understands planer work and knows how to tell about it. After a

brief description of the planer and some good advice to the operator,

the tools, fixtures and clamps are considered. The rest of the book

is devoted to the care and operation of the planer and to the best

methods of handling various classes of work. It is profusely

illustrated.

BOOKS.

The Mechanical World Pocket Dairy and Year Book for 1906.

Published by Enimott & Co., Ltd.. 118 Chancery Lane, W. C,
London. Price, sixpence, net.

This little volume contains over 250 pages of useful engineering

notes, rules, tables and data, and. in addition, has about 50 pages

for a diary and memoranda for 1906.

Faulty Diction or Errors in the Use of the English Language and
How to Correct Them. By Thos. H. Russell, LL.B. 150 pages.

Published by Geo. W. Ogilvie & Co., Chieaso, 1905. Bound
in Russia leather, 50 cents ; bound in cloth, 25 cents.

This little book is invaluable to those interested in the correct

use of the English language. It considers briefly and to the point

common errors of grammar, of construction or faulty rhetoric and

unauthorized words which are commonly used. Pronunciation is

indicated by careful re-spelling without the use of diacritical marks,

which are confusing to those not familiar with their meaning. The
book is of "vest-pocket" size.

Physics. By Charles Riborg Mann and George Ransom Twiss.

Published by Scott. Foresman & Company, Chicago, 111., 1905.

i50 pages. Price. $1.25.

Physics is a most interesting and important science, and yet how
oil en, ;is we glance over the pages of a text book, are we impressed

with the dry and uninteresting manner in which it is presented,

The treatment in the above volume is radically different from the

usual method .-unl is interesting and attractive, as well as scientific.

The style is simple and informal, and physical, rather than mathe-

matical, arguments are used. A large proportion of the 23S illus-

trations are half-tone reproductions, showing practical every-day

illustrations of the various principles. The book is primarily

intended for a high school text book, but is equally well adapted
lo I he needs of those who wish to take up the study of this subject

by themselves. It contains no mathematics other than simple

arithmetic ami the simplest principles of algebra and geometry,

and even these are not necessary to a comprehension of the greater

part of the book. The treatment is such as to attract the student

ami lo develop and foster the habit of scientific thinking. This

hook fills a long-felt want and will be found very valuable by those

intending to take up the study of physics.

PERSONALS.
Mr. Robert O. Ferran has been appointed assistant foreman

of engines of the Pennsylvania at Blairsville, Pa.

Mr. Milton McCara has been appointed machine shop fore-

man of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company, at Pine

Bluff, Ark.

Mr. Max Toltz, who is acting in the capacity of consulting

engineer for the Hill System, sailed for Europe the early

part of November.

Mr. G. A. Bowers has been appointed master mechanic of

the Wrightsville & Tennille, with office at Tennille, Ga., to suc-

ceed Mr. Lewis Archer, resigned.

Mr. H. H. Harrington, general foreman of the Erie Railroad

at Susquehanna, Pa., has been appointed master mechanic to

succeed Mr. W. H. Wilson, resigned.

Mr. Arthur C. Colson has been appointed master mechanic

of the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & Pittsburg at Dunkirk,

N. Y., to succeed Mr. Clarence A. Sherman.

Mr. B. H. Hawkins has been appointed master mechanic of

the Delaware, Lackawana & Western at Buffalo, N. Y., succeed-

ing Mr. F. W. Williams, resigned.

Mr. W. L. Garland has been appointed assistant general

foreman of shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad at West Phila-

delphia, Pa., succeeding R. T. Garland, deceased.

Proceedings of the American Railway Engineering and Mainte-
nance of Way Association. Sixth annual convention held at

Chicago, March. 1905. Published by the Association. 1562
Monadnock Building, Chicago, 111.

Fourteen of the standing committees presented reports and these,

with the discussions, cover about S00 pages. The Committee on

Buildings presented a number of recommendations relative to the

requirements of a modern roundhouse. These recommendations

favor the circular type, although considerable discussion was caused

by a plan presented by Mr. D. MacPherson, of the Canadian Pacific.

for a rectangular shed for 38 engines, each one of which can enter

or leave the shed without shunting any other engine.

The title of Mr. W. F. Ackerman, master mechanic of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, lines west of the Missouri River,

at Havelock, Neb., has been changed to superintendent of

.-hops.

Mr. John H. Ford has been appointed general car foreman

and Mr. William H. Walker general foreman of shops and

roundhouse, of the Lehigh & New England, with offices at

Pen Argyl, Pa.

Mr. W. E. Knight, formerly assistant superintendent of

motive power of the United Railways of Havana, has been

appointed superintendent of motive power of the Cuba Rail-

road Company.
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Mr. W. H. Wilson has been appointed superintendent of

motive power of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg, with head-

quarters at Du Bois, Pa., vice -Mr. E. E. Davis, resigned.

Mr. .1. Kastlin has resigned his position as master mechanic

of the St. Joseph Division of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

Railway to become superintendent of the Davenport Locomo

tive Winks. Davenport, la.

Mr. C. H. Burk, formerly master mechanic of the Mexican

il Ry.. al Mexico City, lias been appointed master

mechanic at Chihuahua, to succeed Mr. W. .1. Wilcox resigned.

Mr. L. Stioin succeeds Mr. Burk at Mexico City.

Mr. T. B. McCarthy, who recentlj resigned as general fore-

man of shops of the Southern Pacific al Ogden, Utah, has been

appointed machine shop foreman al the Pittsburg works of

the American Locomotive Company at Allegheny, Pa.

Mr. L. Strom has been appointed master mechanic of the

Mexican Central at Mexico City, Mex., succeeding Mr. C. H.

Burk, who has been transferred to Chihuahua, Mex., as master

mechanic, to succeed Mr. W. .1. Wilcox, resigned.

Mr. E. A. Williams, assistant general manager of the Erie,

has been appointed general mechanical superintendent of that

road and its allied and controlled lines, including the Cincin-

nati, Hamilton & Dayton, Pere Marquette and Chicago, Cincin-

nati & Louisville with office at -1 Cortlandt street, New York.

Mr. W. <;. Hodgkinson has been appointed roundhouse

i of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern at Collin-

i).. in place of Mr. W. F. ECuhn, who has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of I he Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley &
Pittsburg at Dunkirk, X. Y.

Mr. Max Howard Miner, a member of the editorial staff of

lb'- Railway Age, died November 7th, at the age of 29 years,

after a brief illness. a1 his home in Brooklyn. X. Y. Mr.

Miner, thus suddenly taken from that which he had deter-

mined to make his life work, was a young man of a rare kind.

Endowed with a deep and joyous sense of humor, neverthe-

!. took life seriously and believed in his work, finding

i:i technical journalism an opportunity to uplift and advance

many with whom he never came personally in contact. He
was a painstaking, thorough student, and combined qualities

which had already made him a factor in the current progress

of railroad development, promising to become stronger and

more Influential as experience broadened and developed him,

and extended ihe field of his efforts. He considered his work

il truly a profession, anil his greatest pleasure came
from a worthy task well accomplished. After graduation

from Sibley College, Cornell University in 1899, he served as

apprentice in the motive power department of the

Illinois Central Railroad for one year. In January, 1001, he

became a member of the Instructing staff al Cornell and inn

linuc' or until December, 1901, al which time he

joined 'he editorial stall of the Railway Vgi His worh on

thai paper was of Hie bighesl order, and lie was

rapldl) in ihe technical newspaper field when ins sudden in

ertook him.

Mr. Albert .[. Pitkin, pi lie American Locomotive

Company, died at bis borne in New York City. Novi

18, after an Illness of several months,
• >! which was not appreciated or widely

Dlzal ion \1r I'll I
I I

tended in circles which me International in their scope, He
tli and hi

.. ,.

omblned with t<<

in serving devotion

io dm i

ri which 'le- Bchenectad) Locomotive Work* attained

among industrial establishments, was chiefly the result of

his high ideals and earnest, unceasing efforts. As the man-

aging head of ihese works he exerted an influence which

reached far beyond the locomotive itself. Many improvements

in motive power matters and methods originated with him,

and he was deeply concerned in an effort to uplift and uphold

the locomotive and motive power management. As an argu-

ment he often said: "The locomotive earns every dollar

brought into the treasuries of railroads. It, therefore, inerils

ihe liesi attention railroad men can give it
"

Mr. Pitkin was born at North Hampton, Ohio, in 1854. Al

the age of IT be entered apprenticeship in the stationary en-

gine works id' ihe Webster, Camp & Lane Machine Companj
of Akron, Ohio. He spent a year in the locomotive repair

shops of the Cleveland, Akron & Columbus Railroad, after

which he entered the drawing office of the Baldwin Locomo-

tive Works, for which he had prepared by diligent evening

study. From this time he gave his attention to locomotive

work. After five years at the Baldwin Works he became chief

draughtsman of the Rhode Island Locomotive Works, and
two years later, in 1SS2, was appointed mechanical engineer

of the Schenectady Locomotive Works. In two years he be-

came superintendent of the works. Upon the death of the

president, Edward Ellis, Mr. Pitkin was made vice-president

and general manager, and from that time developed the com-
mercial, as well as the manufacturing features of the busi-

ness which gave these works their high standing among the

locomotive building companies of Ihe country. Upon the

formation of the American Locomotive Company Mr. Pitkin

naturally became, its first vice-president, and upon the death

of Mr. Callaway, on June 1, 1904, Mr. Pitkin was made presi-

dent. He never lost the impress received in the home of bis

father, a Presbyterian Home Missionary in Illinois, and bis

life was thai of ;i consistent Christian man-

CATALOGS.
IV WRITINO "in THESE CATAJ.OOS PLEASE MENTION Tills PAPER.

Radial Drills. Circular No, 1A. from the Bickford Drill &
Tool Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, is devoted to their new •_''._. and
•". ft. radial drills, which are adapted for : Hum class of work,

and are described on another page of this issue.

Draw Bab Attachments, a handsomely illustrated catalog,

from the Butler Draw Bar Attachment C pany, Cleveland, Ohio,

is devoted to a description of the Butler drawbar attachments

and a number of drawings are presented, showing various appli

cations.

.\Imim\i Tools. The Progress Reporter, No. 9, published by

the Niles-Bemenl Pond C pany, ill Br Iway, New York, illu-

strates b number of new machine tools, several of which arc

suitable for railroad shops. pour pages are devoted to the Niles

electric traveling boists.

Coal Handling Machinery. Catalog No, -'" from the Jeffrey

Manufacturing C pany, Columbus, <>., contains 142 pages and is

largelj devoted to illustrations showing the installation of their

coal handling machinerj in mines and illustrating the various

details of this hinerj -

I i. inn M VPPARATUS. Bulletin No. 01, Il the ( Yoeker-

Wheeler Company, Impere, v l
,

i devoted to the large sizes of

their bell type direct current machines Tl i oil blade starters

i ed in connection with machines of this type are also described

mid illustrated in detail.

Bali t d H i Bi irino Catalog No. \'i. from the Stand
aid Roller Rearing Company, Philadelphia, Pa., contains 88 pages

ind i devoted too detail description of their vol type of ball

Dller bearings, and ilso illustrati nber of tj pics l appli

,i il..- . bearings,

MCCHANICAI I nui i Uim i i I - Wn u n Dobs This is

the tltli ol t
it little foldi I d fi le B, F. Sturtevanl

hi. Ily.lo Pari M:i
, which briefly present the salient

i. al He ol their mei hanli al drafl sj stem and pre ents everol

•mall jiews. showing various application
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Steam Engines.—Catalog W. M. 7004, from the Westinghouse

Machine Company, East Pittsburg, Pa., is devoted to a description

of their standard engine, many of the important features of which

are described and illustrated in detail.

Union Pacific Motor Cars.—Under this title the Union
Pacific has issued a folder which is devoted to a description of

motor cars Nos. 1 and 2, and contains some interesting informa-

tion concerning the performance of these cars.

Electric Motors for Machine Tools.—Circular No. 15 from

the Electro-Dynamic Company, Bayonne, N. J., is devoted to the

power required by various machine tools. Circulars 16 and 17

are devoted to the advantages and the design of the inter-pole

variable speed motor and its application to machine tools.

Rock Drills.—Catalog No. IS from the Chicago Pneumatic

Tool Company, Fisher Building, Chicago, covers very completely

and in detail their line of rock drills for quarry and mining work.

Announcement is made of the fact that they have acquired the

selling rights of the well-known McKiernan rock drills.

Buda Products.—The Buda Foundry & Mfg. Company, Rail-

way Exchange, Chicago, have sent out a unique folder. On one

side is a front view of a locomotive rushing through darkness at

a high speed ; opening the folder throws a semaphore signal to the

danger position and forcibly calls attention to a signal advantage

obtained by dealing with the Buda Company.

Foreign Locomotives.—The Baldwin Locomotive Works, Phil-

adelphia, Pa., have issued "Record of Recent Construction," No.

54, which is devoted entirely to various foreign locomotives recently

built by them. The frontispiece shows the Mallet compound, which

was described on page 183 of our May issue, pulling a long train

of gondola cars on the American Railroad of Porto Rico.

Grip the Heart of Things in Draft Gear.—Under this title

the Farlow Draft Gear Company, Baltimore, Md., have issued a

very interesting pamphlet which considers the essentials of a satis-

factory draft gear, and incidentally describes the Farlow gear. This

book was intended primarily to appeal to mechanical engineers, and
is worthy of close study by those interested in the draft gear

problem.

Electric LIGHTING.—Two well illustrated and nicely arranged

bulletins, describing the axle light system of electric lights and
fans for railway passenger cars have been received from the Con-
solidated Railway Electric Lighting & Equipment Company, 11

Pine Street, New York. Tin' firsl one is devoted to a general

description of the axle light system, its operation and advantages.

The second bulletin contains general instructions for the installa-

tion of this equipment.

Hydrai in Act i mi lators.—The Watson-Stillman Company, 16

Dey Street. .New York, are sending out a new catalog. No. 67,

which is devoted entirely to hydraulic accumulators and fittings.

This is probably tin- Srsl catalog of this kind that has ever been
issued. It describes the various types of hydraulic, hydro-pneumatic
and steam hydraulic accumulators made by them, together with the
various attachments and valves which are used in connection with
the accumulators.

NOTES.
Wit. I'.. Scaiik >Vc Sons Company.—This company of Pitts-

burgh, Pa., have been awarded the contraet'for a large steel frame
building to be erected at Economy, Pa., for the National Metal
.Moulding Company.

American Blower Company.—In order to adequately care Eor
continually increasing business this company of Detroit is erect-
ing a three-story addition to its plant. This addition is rendered
necessary by the growing popularity of their type "A" enclosed,

oiling engine which was placed upon the market two
ago. The building will be of steel and brick construc-
i floor will be used for erecting and testing engines.

a very complete new outfil being put in for the latter purpose.
The 1" gines mule,- test will be absorbed by genera-
tors and air compressors. An electric crane will form part of the
equipment. The se ond floor will be used for storing engine parts
and painting the completed engines, and the third floor will be
utilized for storage purposes entirely.

Duff Manufacturing Company.—This company of Pittsburg.
Pa., was awarded a gold medal, highest award, on the Barrett
track and car jacks at the Lewis & Clark Exposition, Portland,
Oregon. The Barrett jacks were also awarded a gold medal at

the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis, 1904. It is said
these jacks have been adopted as a standard for track and ear
work by practically every prominent railroad in the United
States, as well as in many of the foreign countries.

The Rail Joint Company.—The Rail Joint Company was
organized recently by filing at Albany, N. Y.. a certificate of incor-

poration, with a capital stock of $1,500,000, of which $1,000,000
is common stock and $500,000 preferred stock. The officers of the
company are : President, Frederick T. Fearey ; vice-presidents,

Lawrence F. Braine and Percy Holbrook ; treasurer, Fernando C.
, Runyon; secretary, Benjamin Wolhaupter. This company will

take over the business and properties of the Continuous Rail Joint
Company of America, the Weber Railway Joint Manufacturing
Company and the Independent Railroad Supply Company.

The Crandall Packing Company.—This company of

Palmyra, N. Y., have for some time been considering opening an
Ohio office and the increasing demands of their trade have at last

forced them to establish a branch at Cleveland. They have
secured a store at 9 South Water Street, and have stocked it

with one of the largest and most complete stocks of packing to

be found in the city, and have placed in charge Mr. John M.
Chapman, who for many years has been the manager of the

Cleveland branch of the Garlock Packing Company. Mr. Chap-
man will be glad to meet all his friends at his new location,

and his many years of experience in this line bespeaks a success-

ful outcome of this new undertaking of the Crandall people. Mr.
Chapman expects to make this branch office the headquarters
for the engineers in his territory, and the combination of a good
man and a good packing should prove a winner.

Bi cyrus Company.—Mr. Carl A. Strom has resigned the posi-

tion of superintendent of motive power and machinery for the

Isthmian Canal Commission at Panama and accepted the position
of works manager of the Bucyrus Company, South Milwaukee,
Wis. Mr. Strom is well known as the former mechanical engi-

neer of the Illinois Central R. R. with headquarters in Chicago,
who resigned that position in May. 1904. to accept a similar

position with the Isthmian Canal Commission. He was the first

engineer under the Commission to go to Panama, having pre-

ceded Mr. Wallace by a month. He found the shops of the old

French Company after twenty years' idleness, practically buried

in the jungle, in a generally dilapidated condition and inside of

a year's time Mr. Strom had four shops in complete commission
and had overhauled and put in service over 7.~i of the Belgian
locomotives and hundreds of the French cars. Considering the

conditions of labor, the delay in receipt of material, and the gen-

eral difficulties encountered, his work there has been recognized

as phenomenal, and the conditions required just such physical

and mental energy and ability as he possessed.

Industrial Engineering.—Crocker-Wheeler Company, manu-
facturers and electrical engineers announce the establishment of

an industrial engineering department, in which is concentrated

all their work in the line of industrial engineering as applied to

railway shops, machine shops, and industrial plants of every

description. This company was among the first to recognize that

high class electric motors and generators should be accompanied

in every case with sound engineering advice to the purchaser.

Each sale of a motor has meant with them that a motor-drive

problem has been successfully solved by a group of engineering

experts. The company are not only "manufacturers" but "elec-

trical engineers." Among those who have availed themselves of

the services of Crocker-Wheeler Company in this line are the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern Kd.. John Simmons Company, Bucy-

rus Company, Ansonia Brass & Cupper Company. American Bridge

Company. Pittsburg & Lake Erie ltd.. Joseph Dixorj Crucible

Company, Ingersoll-Sergeanl Drill Co,, etc. Mr. .1. K. Warner

Davenport, E. E.. formerly a consulting engineer making a

specialty of industrial work, has become associated with the

company in order that its growing activities along these lines

may be handled in as thorough and satisfactory manner as here-

tofore Mr. Davenport and his staff of assistants are at the

present time giving personal attention to several important in-

dustrial propositions.
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